
GROUP SALES . . . The old techniques of selling special shows have been expanded and refined

for the hard-ticket, reserved-seat attractions. Among the circuits which have developed effective

programs of selling to groups is Famous Players Canadian, and its suggestions for operation have

been published in a brochure for guidance of its personnel. High points of the FPC plan are

published in the Showmandiser Section in this issue. The photos above show (left) the type of a

welcome sign used by the circuit to greet group sales patrons, and a page from a house organ

published by a company whose employes attended a group sales performance—a device con-

sidered an effective plus factor in publicizing the group selling program of the circuit.

Exhibitors Campaign

Sword of

Sherwood Forest'

Columbia

—See Showmandiser Section
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"Frankly, I was surprised to find out that

the Payroll Savings Plan has been in opera-

tion for two decades. Even more surprising

was the fact that so many of our people

have been using the Plan to buy U. S.

Savings Bonds every single month since the

Plan was first put in. Some of our veterans

told me they have used these savings to

help buy homes, put youngsters through

college, and to build up their reserve for

retirement. Because it benefits the country

and the community as well as themselves,

we feel more of our people should take ad-

vantage of the Payroll Savings Plan. That’s

why we conduct a new canvass each year to

remind them of its benefits. In addition, we
call it to the attention of all new employees

at the time they come to work.”

Perhaps your own company staff has

been increased substantially since your last

Payroll Savings Campaign. If you will con-

tact your State Savings Bonds Director, he’ll

be glad to set up a thorough canvass of your

company family, and see that every em-

ployee gets a friendly explanation of the

Plan, and how it makes regular saving so

easy it is actually automatic.

“We found that many of

our employees have been
using the Payroll Savings
Plan for twenty years!”

ALL U.S. SAVINGS BONDS -OLD OR NEW- EARN ’/»% MORE THAN BEFORE

B O X O F F I C E

/

THE U. S. GOVERNMENT DOES NOT PAY FOR THIS ADVERTISEMENT. THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT THANKS, FOR THEIR PATRIOTISM, THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL AND THE DONOR ABOVE.
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A Dimitri de Grunwald Production • Released 20th Century-Fox

The First

Big Comedy

Smash of ’61!

-R.F.

CINemaScoPE
COLOR by DE LUXE

wit* ALASIAIR SIM -DENNIS PRICE - GARY
Produced by Pierre Rouve • Directed by Anthony Asquith • Screenplay by

“THE MILLIONAIRESS"
Will Make You

Nothing But

Money!

Strike It Rich

With*
SOPHIA LOREN &
PETER SELLERS
On Mammoth

Publicity Tours!
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5 1
,000,000

Merchandise Display Tie-In

With Department Stores!

LOREN SELLERS

Great Record

On CAPITOL!
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T O SELL two tickets where only one was

sold before has always been a matter of

great interest to exhibitors and producer-dis-

tributors. The obvious reason is, of course, the

fact that through the nation’s theatre boxoffices

comes the wherewithal for those important in-

dustry elements and all others. Yet, somehow,

the effort toivard that objective has not always

been coordinated. But a change has been taking

place and there is a growing realization that

the best way to get the job done is for all hands

to work together.

An evidence of this is the liaison recently set

up between the Screen Producers Guild, The-

atre Owners of America and the Motion Picture

Ass’n of America, both in New York and in

Hollywood. The exhibitors’ counsel in matters

concerning production and promotion is being

sought more than ever before. And individual

companies are exemplifying the good effort in

carrying this forward between the field and the

home office.

A good example is clearly shown in the state-

ment recently made by Charles Einfeld, vice-

president of 20th Century-Fox, in which he

called for a renewed cooperation between the

major film companies and the world of exhibi-

tion, saying, “we believe that showmen’s ideas,

opinions and suggestions about the company and

its product are vital to the continuance of a

profitable and successful relationship.” Accord-

ingly, he has extended an invitation to exhibitors

to make suggestions as to forthcoming produc-

tions, titles, promotional devices and advertising

ideas. At the same time, he pointed out that his

company “is always ready to do everything pos-

sible to cooperate with exhibition in the adver-

tising and merchandising of its product.” Need-

less to say, a common and mutually beneficial

purpose is served when exhibitor and distributor

team together to sell more tickets.

Of course, this has bei-n done on innumerable

occasions. But, in recent years, it has been more
or less limited to what might be called the

higher-echelon situations. So, it is noteworthy

and significant when such cooperation is ex-

tended to the smaller situations, such as was re-

ported in a letter published in last week’s issue

of Boxoffice. Briefly, the letter recounted the

gratifying experience of a group of Northeastern

Montana exhibitors in teaming up with 20th-

Fox in the hooking and promotion of pictures

in a way that brought satisfactory results for

all concerned.

The writer of that letter, Chris Gorder, who
operates the Fort Theatre at Poplar, Mont., has

earned a name for himself as an alert, promo-
tion-minded showman/ Avho has demonstrated that

aggressive showmanship is the way to the “pay-

off” even in the smallest of communities. And,
by combining the efforts of several exhibitors

in the surrounding area and coupling them with

understanding and 'nelpful assistance from the

distributors, the opportunities for increased

ticket sales are not only enhanced, but virtually

assured.

Here, in part, is how Mr. Gorder put it:

“We are making headway with several of the

film companies and there is one company that

seems to have almost complete faith in our sin-

cerity and abilities, as we can just about write

our own ticket with them. Why is 20th Century-

Fox so willing to go along with our picture pro-

motions and at terms which we think are fair?

It is because the exhibitors in this area are

sincere about trying to build a sales promotion

program that will bring in more at the boxoffice

for both the exhibitors and the distributors.

“The Northeastern Montana theatres are so

well organized and enthused about the business

that, when 20th Century-Fox notifies us that

they have a picture for an area promotion, the

deal is almost automatically set up. On the other

hand, if 20th Century-Fox has a picture we want
to promote, it’s almost just a matter of letting

them know the picture and when we want it and
then that picture is set up.

“Selling motion pictures is not the only project

of this group, as we also are outlining a public

relations program for future use. This group of

exhibitors are all willing to work with and for

each other, so the next few months should find

many more constructive ideas, as well as so-

lutions to more of our problems.”

Note that the Montana group is “making
headway rvith several of the film companies”

and that the cooperation in promotional effort,

in which film terms also figure, is paving the

way to “solutions to more of our problems.”

Basic to the ultimate success of this business

is the proper merchandising of its product. And
experience has shown that the job must be car-

ried out on many fronts—at both the local and
the national levels, with more aggressive and
more far-reaching methods. For that reason, it

is gratifying to see cooperative effort extended

to such far-flung outposts as those theatres in

Northeastern Montana. And the experience

therein is reassurance, not only that small-town

situations can be made profitable, both for ex-

hibitors and distributors, but that, through them,
patronage can be cultivated to a highly im-

portant degree—even bringing an accrual of

benefits to the bigger towns.

Certainly, there is mutuality of interest and
purpose in exhibitors and distributors cooperat-

ing with one another in the effort to increase

attendance. For the most part, such efforts will,

in themselves, be fruitful; and they can also

serve in bettering exhibitor-distributor relations

in general.
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INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS
UP PRODUCT OUTPUT IN '61

Between 75-100 Features

For General Exhibition

To Be Available

NEW YORK—Exhibitors looking for

additional feature product in 1961, other

than that released by the major film com-
panies, will have a wider choice of inde-

pendently distributed pictures than ever

before. There should be between 75 and
100 features suitable for general exhibi-

tion in U. S. theatres channeled by more
than 40 distributors who either sell direct

from N. Y. or west coast offices or through
independent regional distributors in ex-

change cities.

NEW COMPANIES DUE
A number of the companies who will be

making product available for the first time
in 1961 are recently established organiza-
tions which will not get their first re-

leases into circulation until the spring or

summer months—but once such new com-
panies as Pathe-Alpha, Beaver-Champion
and Omat Corp. get rolling they are ex-
pected to materially increase the output of

suitable films.

An indication of how the supply of in-

dependent product is increasing is shown
in the annual index to feature reviews
published in this issue of Boxoffice. The
index shows that 88 pictures released
through independent distributors were re-

viewed in 1960. A year ago, only 31 such
features were available for review.
The shortage of U.S. -produced pictures

has stimulated activity among independent
distributors, and the perfection of dubbing
techniques has made many more foreign-

made films palatable to American movie-
goers. The big problem, however, is obtain-
ing suitable distribution facilities, and
getting the word to theatremen that pro-
duct is available. Many of the smaller
operators pick up good foreign pictures, but
apparently don’t have the wherewithal to

merchandise them widely enough to make
exhibitors aware that their films are avail-

able.

DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS
The large number of small operators,

picking up a picture here and there, also

presents a problem to exhibitors. Theatre-
men read a trade review giving the name
of one company, which may be the im-
porter, and then can’t locate the inde-
pendent distributor who is handling the
picture. And tradepaper advertising is

virtually nonexistent for most of the
smaller companies—those having one or
two pictures to sell—so exhibitors find
themselves unable to locate addresses to

inquire about playdates. Even independent
regional distributors often find themselves
lacking information on pictures they have
contracted to handle.
What appears to be a great need is bet-

ter channeling of information between the
independent distributor nationally and the

List of Independent

Film Distributors
Following is a partial list of national

independent motion picture distributors

whose release charts offer U.S.-produced
feature and/or foreign product dubbed in

English. A few distribute direct from New
York offices, but most of them are repre-

sented in exchange cities by independent
distributors.

Astor Pictures
Atlantis Films
Bagnall & Associates
BCG Films
Beaver-Champion
Bentley Films
Brenner & Associates
Joseph Burstyn, Inc.

Cavalcade Pictures
Cinema Associates
Citation Films
Continental Distributing
Ellis Films
Embassy Pictures
Excelsior Films
Fanfare
Filmgroup
Films-Around-the-World
Governor Films
Howco
Inter-Continent
Janus Films

KBA Attractions
Kingsley Inti
Lopert Pictures
Louis deRochemont
K. Gordon Murray
Major Productions
Medallion Pictures
William Mishkin
Omat Corp.
Pacemaker Pictures
Pathe-Alpha
President Films
RCIP
Royal Distributing Co.

Show Corp. of America
Sterling
Times Film Corp.
Trans-Lux
Union Film
Valiant Films
Woolner
Zenith Inti

independent distributor regionally and
then on to the exhibitor.

Following is a listing of some of the

more active independent distributors and
their product plans for the new year:

Astor: A tentative lineup of ten features

has been announced, six to be provided by
Crosby Productions, which is headed by

Everett Crosby, brother of Bing. Early in

the year, the company will release “Sun-
lovers’ Holiday,” a Brazilian picture in

Cinemascope; “Broadway Girl,” a New
York-made film starring Sandra Donat;
and “The Woman in Room 13,” with

Brian Donlevy and Andrea Bayard.
Beaver-Champion: First release of this

recently established distribution company
will come in March, “David and Goliath,”

an Italian spectacle starring Orson
Welles. This will be followed by “Raspu-
tin,” starring John Drew Barrymore and
Edmond Purdom; “Constantine the

Great,” starring Cornel Wilde and Belinda
Lee; and “Uncle Was a Vampire.” James
Mulvey, former president of Samuel
Goldwyn Productions, is president of the
company.
Atlantis Films: The first offering in

1961 will be a double bill consisting of

“The Amazing Mr. Callaghan,” a British
picture starring Tony Wright, and “Pris-
oners of the Congo,” shot in Eastman
Color in Africa. In 1960, the company
released “Girl in the Bikini” with Brigitte
Bardot and “Sin and Desire,” a French
drama dubbed for U. S. theatres.
Continental: A schedule of 12 features

has been announced, led by the January
release, “Make Mine Mink,” aJ3ritish com-
edy starring Terry-Thomas. “Hippodrome,”
a German circus spectacle in color, dubbed
into English, will follow in February.
“General della Rovere,” Italian film made
by Roberto Rossellini with Vittorio De
Sica starred, (English-dubbed) will be

available in March followed by "The Long
and the Short and the Tall,” British film
starring Laurence Harvey and Richard
Todd, to be released in April, and “Satur-
day Night and Sunday Morning,” “The
Mark,” “The Hands of Orlac,” all in
English, and “Modigliani of Montparnasse”
and other French-language features, for
later releases.

12-PICTURE SCHEDULE
Filmgroup: Roger Corman and his or-

ganization have announced a 12 -picture

program for the year, an indication it in-

tends to maintain its schedule established
during the past year. The company prom-
ised 12 pictures and delivered 14. Current-
ly, the company is readying release of

“Atlas,” its first million-dollar production.
Corman who produced the successful
“House of Usher” will produce another
Edgar Allan Poe story, “The Pit and the
Pendulum,” early this year.

Governor Films: With “Carry On,
Nurse,” British comedy in current release,

the company will launch “Carry On, Con-
stable” in February and "The Lady Doc-
tor,” Italian-made starring Vittorio De
Sica, Abbe Lane and Toto; “A Touch of
Hell,” British film starring Anthony
Quayle and Sarah Churchill, and “Carry
On, Teacher” later in 1961.

Kingsley - International : This firm,
known more widely for its foreign-lan-
guage imports, also is releasing a number
of English-language pictures. On the line-

up to date are “The League of Gentle-
men,” starring Jack Hawkins, Nigel Pat-
rick, Richard Attenborough and Roger
Livesay, due in February; and the prize-
winning Russian film, "Ballad of a Sol-
dier,” which will be available in a dubbed
version later in the year. Kingsley product
is released through Union Film Distrib-

utors, Inc., of New York.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT
Lopert Films: For January release, fol-

lowing December pre-release, will be
“Tunes of Glory,” British-made in color,

starring Alec Guinness, John Mills, Kay
Walsh and Dennis Price, and “Never on
Sunday,” made in Greece by Jules Dassin
with mostly English dialog and a few titles

for the Greek dialog, starring Dassin and
Melina Mercouri. Later in 1961, Lopert
will release an English-dubbed version of

the Ponti-DeLaurentiis production, “The
Great War,” starring Silvana Mangano
and Alberto Sordi.

Major Productions: Samuel Schneider,
former Warner Bros, executive, heads this

company which is engaged in acquiring in-

dependent product for U. S. release, but so

far has been channeling its features
through major outlets. “Caltiki” is a cur-
rent release on the Allied Artists lineup.

Now dated for 1961 are “Maciste the
Giant,” an Italian-made spectacle in East-
man Color and Totalscope, starring Mark
Forrest and Chela Alonzo, and “Joseph
and His Brethren, a Biblical spectacle
starring Belinda Lee and Geoffrey Horne,
now in production in Italy.

Motion Picture Investors, Inc.: The
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first double-bill rerelease program to be
offered by the investment group in its

program to make more product available

for U. S. exhibitors will include “Friendly
Persuasian,” starring Gary Cooper, Tony
Perkins and Dorothy Maguire and a
choice of either “Wichita” or “The Okla-
homan,” both of which star Joel McCrea.
The pictures will be released to indoor
theatres February 1 and to drive-ins

mid-April. Release will be through Allied

Artists exchanges and Harry Thomas, vet-

eran distribution executive, will supervise

circuit and saturation sales. MPI is ne-
gotiating for additional product.

TWO MEXICAN FEATURES
K. Gordon Murray: This Miami-based

company released a Mexican-made picture,

“Santa,” for the holiday trade and will

follow it with another Mexico-produced
feature, “Little Angel,” in January. Mur-
ray recently announced he had completed
deals for 12 features and would release

them on an orderly basis over the next 14

months.

Omat Corp.: This new company, which
A. W. Schwalberg and associates an-
nounced several weeks ago, plans to release

about 12 pictures in its first year. As
Schwalberg also heads Citation Films, it

may be that Omat eventually will replace

Citation as an independent film distribu-

tor. Availability of the first picture, “Be-
yond All Limits,” which stars Jack Pa-
lance, has already been announced at

exchanges. Also due are: “Never Take
Candy From a Stranger,” a strong boxof-
fice picture in Britain; and “Gina,” star-

ring Simone Signoret. The company re-

cently acquired four Mexican features and
one German picture—the first of which
to go into release is “Hop O’ My Thumb.”
Omat also plans to release a number of top
Paramount post- 1948 features, with par-
ticular boxoffice appeal for drive-ins.

Pathe-Alpha: The company, which is

working closely with Theatre Owners of

America on production plans, hopes to

have its first picture ready for release in

May—“The Deadly Companions,” starring

Maurine O’Hara. It expects to have three

more in the works by the time the first

feature is released. A TOA committee is

to meet this week with Pathe-Alpha ex-
ecutives on production plans.

TWO RELEASES SET
Showcorporation: Two 1961 releases

will be “Home Is the Hero,” produced in

Ireland by Emmet Dalton, starring Arthur
Kennedy with the Abbey Theatre Players,

and “Behind the Mask,” produced in

England in color, starring Michael Red-
grave and his daughter, Vanessa Redgrave,
Tony Britton and Ian Bannen. The com-
pany had four releases in 1960.

Valiant: After establishing a national
distribution organization, Valiant is em-
barked on an expanded production and
distribution program. The company placed
five features in release in the last two
months and has four additional pictures
for the January-April period. The January
release, “The Angry Silence,” British-made
starring Richard Attenborough and Pier
Angeli, will be followed by “The Young
One,” produced in English by Luis Bun-
uel, with Zachary Scott starred, in Feb-
ruary. “The Mania,” British-made star-
ring Peter Cushing, June Laverick and
Donald Pleasance, and “It Takes a Thief,”
starring Jayne Mansfield and Anthony
Quayle, is due in March or April.

Pickus Sees 1961 as Year in Which

Exhibitors Will Guarantee Future
NEW YORK—Albert Pickus, president

of Theatre Owners of America, looks upon
the new year as one
that will be a mile-

stone in exhibitor

annals in which the-

atre men will guar-
antee their future by
producing their own
pictures. Pickus, in

looking ahead, said it

was reasonable to ex-

pect that 1961 would
see Pathe - America
Distributing Co. and
the American Con-
gress of Exhibitors,

and perhaps others, providing theatres

with their own sponsored pictures.

“At the present time,” Pickus said, “it

appears that the 1961 release schedules of

the major Hollywood film companies will

contain fewer films than the 226 they
gave us in 1960.” He added that as these

exhibitor-backed sources of supply began
delivering film, the major companies would
review their schedules and feel compelled

to make more pictures, too.

“These things, if they are done,” he

said, “will put us in a position to fight off

any competition for the amusement dol-

lar, either now in existence or which may
come in the future. I look to 1961, too, as

the year that moderation will return to

the content of film, with industry going

back to the more wholesome, but no less

provocative, fare. The forces of exhibition,

buttressed, I hope, by the producers them-
selves, will check the trend towards screen

frankness by embarking on the production

of pictures of more universal appeal. That
accomplished, we shall recapture the audi-

ences that have drifted from habit to in-

difference as to motion pictures.”

Pickus further predicted that TOA would

continue its rapid growth, adding many
additional small theatres to its member-
ship, 90 per cent of which now is composed
of one, two or three theatre operations.

He said more state and regional units

would be established and, with the exper-

ienced staff it has, the association would
make greater strides in the months ahead.

Expansion plans are being drafted.

Albert Pickus

IFIDA Picks 'Hiroshima'
For 1960 Burstyn Award
NEW YORK—“Hiroshima, Mon Amour,”

French-language picture distributed in the

U. S. by Zenith International Films, has
been chosen “Outstanding Foreign Lan-
guage Film of 1960” by the Independent
Film Importers and Distributors of Amer-
ica and will receive the eighth annual Jo-
seph Burstyn Award, according to Michael
F. Mayer, executive director of IFIDA.

“Hiroshima, Mon Amour,” which was
directed by Alain Resnais and stars Em-
manuele Riva and Eiji Okada, played 27

weeks at the Fine Arts Theatre in Man-
hattan before moving to the Art Theatre,
where it is currently playing. It was also

chosen best picture in the annual “best ten
pictures” of 1960, selected by Paul V.
Beckley of the Herald-Tribune.

IFIDA ’s second choice went to “General
della Rovere,” Italian film distributed in

the U. S. by Continental Distributing;
third was a tie between “Never on Sun-
day,” Greek film distributed by Lopert
Films, and “Ballad of a Soldier,” Russian
film distributed by Kingsley International,
and fourth was “The World of Apu,” In-
dian film distributed by Edward Harrison.

The Burstyn Award for 1959 also went to

a French film, “The 400 Blows,” also dis-

tributed by Zenith Int’l. The formal pres-
entation of the Burstyn Award for 1960
to Daniel Frankel, president of Zenith, will

be held early in 1961.

Joins MGM Legal Staff
NEW YORK—Justin A. Menus has been

appointed to
,

: the legal staff of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer by Benjamin Melniker,
vice-president and general counsel. Menus
formerly w'/s resident counsel for the
Dramatists <

r

*uild and with the law firm of

Colton, Gal'lantz & Fernbach.

Texas Drive-In Assn

Meeting Open to All
DALLAS—Drive-in theatre operators in

all sections of the United States and Can-
ada will be eligible to attend the annual
convention of the Texas Drive-In Theatre
Owners Ass’n to be held at the Sheraton
Dallas Hotel February 7-9, it was an-
nounced this week by A1 Reynolds, conven-
tion chairman.
A tradeshow will be held in conjunction

with the meetings, and one of the sessions

will be held at the Buckner Drive-In The-
atre, considered one of the finest theatres

in the southwest.
The theme of the convention will be

“The Drive-In Theatre of the Future,” and
a new concept in drive-in design will be
presented by Tom Paukin, Dallas architect

and designer. A model of the theatre will

be displayed in the lobby of the hotel.

Concessions will again play an important
role on the agenda, and Augie Schmitt,
of Houston, veteran concessionaire, will

conduct the clinic on this phase of drive-

in operation.
The convention is being opened to all

drive-in theatre operators because, with
the elimination of Allied’s mid-winter
drive-in convention this year, the Texas
association’s sessions become the only ones
devoted exclusively to the outdoor opera-
tion.

Skouras Denies Reports
Youngstein Joining 20th
NEW YORK—A published report that

Max E. Youngstein, vice-president of

United Artists, had been offered a studio

post with 20th Century-Fox was denied
here by Spyros P. Skouras, president.

Skouras said he had never had any dis-

cussions on the subject with Youngstein.
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Warns Exhibitors of Shift

In Censorship Attitudes
DETROIT—Current efforts by a number

of leaders of the film industry to elimin-

ate self-imposed standards of control of

moral standards for pictures are vigorously

attacked in an interview by Milton H.

London, president of Allied Theatres of

Michigan. He views such efforts as a seri-

ous threat to the future of the industry.

"There is an angle to censorship that, I

think, should disturb every theatre owner,”

London said. “Our industry has claimed

to have self-imposed censorship at the

production level. For instance, in the

state of Michigan there has been police

censorship only in the city of Detroit, and
the rest of the state has tacitly accepted

this standard. So we have had no problems

in the state.

INDUSTRY RESPONSIBILITY

“In this way, the entire industry is re-

sponsible for keeping its skirts clean. An
exhibitor knows which pictures get public

acceptance and which do not.

“There is a movement afoot, both in the

courts and by means of publicity, to do
away with all forms of precensorship in

the motion picture industry. The excuse

given is that every community where a
theatre is located can pass anti-obscenity

laws or already has such laws in the books.

“Thus, if an exhibitor shows a picture

that is decided by the community to be

obscene, that exhibitor can be jailed or

fined according to the local ordinance.

“This has two disastrous consequences
in my mind.

“First of all, in place of setting up some
wide, broadly-accepted standards of what
is acceptable and what is not, it would
leave this up to each small, isolated com-
munity, to decide matters of morals.

“This would obviously mean that many
communities would set very rigid standards
—perhaps totally unreasonable standards.
What is and what is not considered moral
would vary widely from area to area. As a
consequence, each film would have to be
separately edited for each community

—

which is an economic impossibility

LOCAL LAWS ARE VARIED
“The second point is that when an ex-

hibitor buys a picture and books it for his

theatre he would no longer know whether
it is acceptable to his community. Even
though a picture had played in New York,
Chicago, and Detroit, he would still not
know whether he would be subject to

prosecution, fine, and imprisonment for
showing it in his community.”
London believes that as a practical mat-

ter, this would make it almost impossible
for a theatre owner to continue in busi-
ness. Even booking only pictures which he
would consider suitable for children would
run into difficulties from various religious
and other groups, he said.

“If this is the direction which the fight
against censorship is taking, it bodes ill

for the future of our industry. It is time
to reevaluate our industry thinking in re-
lation to freedom of the screen. The con-
cept of maturity of the motion picture
screen brings freedom, but it also brings

Investment Survey Gives

Top Rating to 20th -Fox

NEW YORK—In a special section of

The New York Times on December 18,

the Value Line Investment Survey se-

lected from more than 100 listed

stocks 20th Century-Fox’s as one it

wholly recommended to investors,

whatever their goals. Value Line ex-

amined 20th Century-Fox and its

prospects in detail, finding strong and
continuing leadership in the industry.

responsibility and undesirable economic
penalties.

“In Detroit, this matter has not been a
problem because of the practice of all self

segments of the industry in a policy of

self-restraint and observing standards of

good taste,” London declared.

Leo Jaffe Is Appointed
FJP Drive Chairman
NEW YORK—Leo Jaffe, Columbia Pic-

tures’ first vice-president and treasurer,

will serve as chair-

man of the amuse-
ment division of the
Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies.

Samuel Rosen, ex-

ecutive vice-president

of the Stanley War-
ner Corp., introduced
Jaffe at a luncheon
meeting for fund-
raising plans. Jaffe
expressed apprecia-
tion to Arthur B.

Krim, president of

United Artists, the 1959 chairman, and to

Herman Robbins of National Screen Ser-
vice, who was guest of honor of the in-

dustry dinner last year.

The Carnival Kid' Is Set
As Second Dondi Film
HOLLYWOOD—Albert Zugsmith has set

“The Carnival Kid,” starring David Koury,
as the second Dondi film for Allied Artists.

Previously announced was “Dondi Goes
to the Moon,” which now will be made at

a later date.

Gus Edson, creator of the Dondi comic
strip, is now writing the screenplay for

“Carnival Kid,” which will follow “Con-
fessions of an Opium Eater” on Zugsmith’s
agenda.

New Dayton Theatre

DAYTON, OHIO—A new 1,000-seat the-
atre will be included in the addition to

the Marion Meadows Shopping Center to
be built early in 1961 in the Huber Heights
development near Dayton.

Extend ACE Escrow

Deadline to May 3
NEW YORK—American Congress of Ex-

hibitors has extended the escrow deadline

for the money invested in ACE’s produc-
tion project from January 3 to May 3, but
the prospectus which is to be submitted to

the Securities and Exchange Commission
will be ready before that latter date. More
than $3,000,000 has been deposited by five

major circuits and more than 30 inde-
pendent circuits. Approximately 97 per
cent of the subscribers have agreed to the
extension; the remaining exhibitors are

expected to approve when they can be
contacted.
The extension means that the launching

of the company’s operations will be de-
layed about four months in order to have
all details completed on a solid basis.

A steering committee has been appointed
by ACE, in addition to two financial con-
sultants, to supervise further financing
steps for the production plan. The com-
mittee consists of E. D. Martin, Columbus,
Ga.; Adolph Goldberg, Detroit; Mitchell
Wolfson, Miami; Harry Arthur, Los An-
geles and St. Louis, and Sumner Redstone,
Boston.

D. R. Buttrey of Nashville and Joseph
Seider of New York will serve as consul-
tants.

While the minimum investment to be
accepted has been $25,000, it is reported
that figure will be lowered later for smaller
exhibitors who want to have a financial
interest in the ACE setup.

County Board Okays Start
On Hollywood Museum
HOLLYWOOD—The Los Angeles County

board of supervisors last week okayed the
first step in building the Hollywood Motion
Picture and Television Museum by voting,
4 to 1, to allocate $162,000 to architect
William Pereira to draw up plans for the
$4,000,000 structure.

Present plans call for the county to put
up $260,000 each year through a non-
profit building fund made up of private
investors and banks. They will build the
museum, lease it to the county and oper-
ation will be on a nonprofit corporation
basis. This corporation is to be made up
of top motion picture and television fig-

ures, who will match the amount of money
put up by the county. Payment would be
completed in 30 years, with the property
then reverting to the county.

'Commandments' Seen
As Biggest Grosser
NEW YORK—A worldwide gross of al-

most $75,000,000 is forecast for “The Ten
Commandments” which has earned $34,-

200,000 in film rentals in the domestic
market since its New York world premiere
on Nov. 9, 1956. An equal amount has been
predicted for its foreign engagements.
Edward Chumley, United States and

Canadian sales manager for the Para-
mount release, stated here last week that

the picture grossed $2,200,000 in rentals

in 1960 and that, as of December 10, the

picture had played 15,388 U. S. engage-

ments and 1,267 in Canada, as well as 107

domestic engagements in Italian and
Spanish versions.

Leo Jaffe
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BETWEEN THE LINES=
By AL STEEN

Telemeter L.A. Tests

'Strictly Technical'
NEW YORK—Although Telemeter has

been given a green light for a six-month
test of over-the-air pay television in the
Los Angeles area, the company has no in-
tentions of switching from cable TV to the
other system, Louis Novins, president of
International Telemeter, said here last
week. Telemeter will concentrate on the
wire system for the time being, he said.

Novins, however, told Boxoffice that
ultimately the over-the-air method would
be an important factor in Telemeter op-
erations. He said the Los Angeles test
would be strictly in the realm of technical
experimentation as a part of the com-
pany’s overall development program and
he predicted that the tests would be
“rugged.” They will start the first or sec-
ond week of January.
The tests will be conducted in varying

types of terrain, Novins said, such as can-
yons and valleys where reception now is

difficult to obtain, as well as in normal
areas where television now is received.
Basically, he said, the tests wlil be an en-
gineering operation and not one for the
telecasting of entertainment programming.
Meanwhile, Telemeter’s Canadian opera-

tion will start a new phase shortly, Novins
said. Programming will be revamped so
that subscribers will receive filmed and live
shows that never have been offered on free
TV. Details will be announced shortly.

Elmer Pierson of Vendo Co.
Gives $250,000 Gift to KCU
KANSAS CITY—A $250,000 gift to the

University of Kansas City for the construc-
tion of an auditorium
was made on Christ-
mas Day by Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Pierson.
Pierson, who is chair-
man of the board of

the Vendo Co., is an
alumnus of the law
school of the uni-
versity and the new
building will be dedi-
cated to the founders
of the law school.

The multiple -use
structure will be

named Pierson Hall.

A 1,200-seat auditorium, which may be
converted into a dining room for 800 or
a ballroom for 900 couples, will be the
principal facility in the Hall. Portable
seating and a soundproof moveable divider
will also allow the main room to be di-
vided into two areas.

Pierson has been a member of the board
of the university since 1955. He began his
career with a wholesale grocery company
in 1914, established his own realty com-
pany in the early 1920s and in the 1930s
was one of the founders of the Vendo
Co., now the country’s largest manufac-
turer of vending equipment. Since 1951 he
has been chairman of the board of the
company.

Burtus Bishop Sr.

WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.—Burtus Bishop
sr„ 81, father of Burtus Bishop jr., MGM’s
assistant general sales manager, died here
Christmas Day.

65 Years of Newsreels
*J*HE newsreel is rounding out its 65th

year of existence and, although only

three now are operating, their importance
reaches beyond the augmentation of the-

atre programming; they are vital in the

dissemination of information about the

United States to foreign countries. In fact,

it is certain that if there were no privately

owned newsreels, the government would be

obliged to produce one of its own.
To say that newsreels, per se, are 65

years old might be erroneous. But experi-

mentations in the gathering of news on
film began about 1895 in France by the

Pathe brothers and a few years later some
news events were filmed in this country,
such as the funeral procession of President
William McKinley. Early in the century,

Pathe inaugurated a weekly service and
by 1910 had moved its service across the
Atlantic to the United States from France.
Looking ahead, the three newsreel com-

panies—News of the Day, Universal News
and Fox Movietone—are planning no radi-

cal changes in their formats, if any. They
are aware of the competition of television

insofar as spot news is concerned and,
therefore, their prime concern is to pro-
vide filmed news events with the property
of longevity; that is, the presentation of

the news event, itself, and the aftermath.
Or, as Max Klein, editor of News of the
Day, describes it: depth reporting. The
newsreel, according to Klein, is in the same
category with such magazines as Time,
Life, Look, Newsweek, etc., which provide
news coverage of an event that may be a
week or more old, but, at the same time,

give it a fresh approach.
On the other hand, the newsreels are

equipped to service every part of the world
with scenes of important events with al-

most unbelievable speed. Klein said that
when the United Airlines jet and the TWA
Constellation collided over New York on
the morning of Friday, December 16, foot-

age of the disaster was air-shipped to all

parts of the world that night and was on
the screens on Monday in Europe, Latin
America and Australia.

In some countries, the showing of a
newsreel is mandatory on every program.
West Germany, especially, is newsreel-
conscious and its producers are sticklers

for quality. Their reels run 12 to 15 min-
utes. Red China, too, provides long news-
reels, principally propaganda and effective
for their purpose.
While American newsreels sidestep

propaganda and supply straight news,
their effectiveness in “selling America” is

strongly in evidence. Their importance in
the export market is immeasurable.

Despite TV news competition, there will

always be a place for the theatrical news-
reel, according to the best authorities.

*

Re Twin Bills
In a recent issue of Boxoffice, in this

column, we 'reported on a discussion be-
tween a coi,iple of industryites as to the
origin of thr‘‘ double feature programs. One

chap claimed they developed as a com-
petitive medium, while the other contended
that twin bills resulted from exhibitors

over-buying under the blockbooking sys-

tem.

Commenting on the article, Arthur
Mayer, industry veteran and an industry
historian, informed us that while block-
booking may have accentuated the prac-
tice, the idea stemmed entirely from a
competitive motive.

Mayer said that in the early 1920s he
was with the Balaban & Katz circuit which
played the highest quality pictures which
were not obtainable by the smaller com-
petitive theatres. He noted that those the-
atres, in order to meet the competition,
offered two features instead of one. The
policy spread and became an accepted
practice.

Chester Mayhew of Buffalo writes:

“I read with interest your comments
regarding the birth of the double feature.

I feel I am right when I say that the
twin bill originated in Boston about 1924.

A heavy snowstorm had closed our neigh-
borhood theatre for one night and the
manager had two programs on hand be-

cause he couldn’t ship out his prior pro-
gram. In order to lure people out of their

homes and through high snowdrifts, he
offered two pictures, one he had already
shown and one that somehow made it to

the theatre. I believe the Boston Globe or

one of the papers commented on it and
the tradepapers printed a story about it.

I was an usher in the theatre. Maybe that
started the idea because soon afterwards
theatres all over New England started to

show double features.”

C. G. Gottschalk of Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., has this to say, in part:

“I operated the Goring Theatre on the
south side of Chicago. It’s now a garage.

I guess I was a pushover for salesmen
and I had contracted for more pictures

than I could play. It was a case of pay or

play and I played by doubling up. Believe

it or not, but I can still remember that
first twin bill. It was ‘Queen of Diamonds’
and ‘Ranson’s Folly.’ Don’t remember the
distributor. From then on I played two
features on a program about twice a
month. I do not say I originated double
features but I was among the first, I am
sure.”

(Mr. Gottschalk did not name the year
about which he was writing, but both pic-

tures were released in 1926, the former
by FBO and the latter by First National.)

Nathan Schultz, Cleveland
AA President, Dies at 55
CLEVELAND — Funeral services were

held December 23 for Nathan Schultz, 55,

president of Allied Artists Film Distribut-

ing of Cleveland, who died Thursday.
Schultz is survived by his wife, Fay; a

son, Jay; a daughter, Arlyn, and a brother,

Samuel, manager of the Cleveland Allied

branch.
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Cantinflas (left) as Pepe ... At right, in a scene with Shirley Jones

FEATURE REVIEW

PEPE'
Columbia

By FRANK LEYENDECKER
£ANTINFLAS, Mexico’s beloved, pint-

sized comic, who was introduced to

international audiences in Michael Todd’s
“Around the World in 80 Days,” romps
about with a screenful of glamorous show
business personalities in this dazzling and
delightful comedy fantasy filled with
music and mirth. It’s ideal light enter-
tainment for the entire family and with
its array of marquee names, it should be
a boxoffice bonanza first as a hard-ticket
attraction and, later, for regular runs.

George Sidney, who produced and di-

rected, has turned out a score of success-
ful Hollywood musicals, mostly for MGM,
and, in cooperation with Posa Films In-
ternational, he has placed his most star-
studded cast in the resplendent back-
grounds of Mexico, Hollywood and Las
Vegas, all splendidly photographed in
Cinemascope and Technicolor.

Cantinflas, that most engaging and nat-
ural little actor and pantomimist, is always
the center of attraction, as he clowns,
dances and even demonstrates he can turn
on the pathos briefly during the more than
three-hour unreeling. However, it is the
top-flight names of motion pictures, TV
and nightclub renown who will be the big
drawing card for their fans of all ages
and from all entertainment fields.

As in "Around the World in 80 Days,”
many of these stars are little more than
walk-ons, but unlike that great picture, in
which they all played vari-costumed
characters, “Pepe” has them all playing
their easily recognizable selves, although
the little Mexican is not aware of their
fame, a fact which adds to the film’s
merriment.
Outstanding among the many vignettes

are a glittering Mexico City nightclub
sequence in which Maurice Chevalier
sings his traditional “Louise” and “Mimi,”
the latter also sung and danced by Cantin-
flas and Dan Dailey, and the moving
“September Song”; a Las Vegas nightclub
session in which the dynamic Sammy
Davis jr. sings “Hooray for Hollywood,” a
potential Sammy Cahn hit, clowns and
does imitations of film stars and other
singers; a hilarious comedy sequence in
which Pepe tangles with Janet Leigh and
Tony Curtis and a terrific routine danced
by Shirley Jones, Michael Callan and
Matt Mattox in a Hollywood beatnik
joint, this number winning the biggest

Columbia Pictures presents

George Sidney's production

"PEPE"
Ratio: 2.55-1

Running time: 195 minutes

In CinemaScope
Print by Technicolor

CREDITS
Directed and produced by George Sidney.

Screenplay by Dorothy Kingsley and Claude
Binyon. Screen story by Leonard Spigelgass and
Sonya Levien. Based on a play by L. Bus-
Fekete. Associate producer, Jacques Gelman.
General music supervision and oackground score
by Johnny Green. Choreography by Eugene Lor-
ing, additional choreography by Alex Romero.
Gowns by Edith Head. Art direction, Ted Ha-
worth. Director of photography, Joe MacDon-
ald, A.S.C. Photographic lenses by Panavision.
Print by Technicolor. Special sequences photo-
graphed in CinemaScope. Film editors, Viola
Lawrence, A.C.E., Al Clark, A. C. E.

THE CAST
Pope Cantinflas
Ted Holt Dan Dailey
Suzie Murphy Shirley Jones
Auctioneer Carlos Montalban
Lupita Vicki Trickett
Immigration Inspector Ernie Kovacs
Studio Gateman William Demarest
and Matt Mattox, Hank Henry, Carlos Rivas,
Stephen Bekassy, Joe Hyoms and the follow-
ing, all playing themselves: Maurice Chevalier,
Bing Crosby, Michael Callan, Charles Coburn,
Richard Conte, Bobby Darin, Sammy Davis jr.

Jimmy Durante, Zsa Zsa Gabolr, the voice of
Judy Garland, Greer Garson, tHedda Hopper,
Joey Bishop, Peter Lawford, Janet Leigh, Jack
Lemmon, Jay North, Kim Nova'k, Andre Pre-
vin, Donna Reed, Debbie Reynolds, Edward G.
Robinson, Cesar Romero, Frank Sinatra, Billie

Burke, Ann B. (Schultzy) Davis, Jack Entrat-
ter, Jane Robinson, Bunny Waters and Col.
E. E. Fogelson.

applause at the New York invitational

screenings.

Briefer bits which stand out include
some warbling by Bing Crosby; a power-
house rendition of “That’s How It Went,
All Right,” by the current teenage sensa-
tion, Bobby Darin (sure-fire to attract
the hep-cat crowd), a fine rendition of

the haunting ballad, “The Far Away Part
of Town,” by the unseen Judy Garland,
and a clever, double -talking bit in which
Pepe outwits Jimmy Durante. Debbie
Reynolds, Kim Novak, Hedda Hopper, Jack
Lemmon (wearing his “Some Like It Hot”
feminine garb), Frank Sinatra and the
uncredited Dean Martin also contribute
amusing moments and the title tune is a
merry jingle.

A few of the other stars are in for little

more than a flash and could easily be
cut out of the somewhat overlong film,

except that their name value is important
to the “35 Guest Stars” billing for “Pepe.”
These include: Peter Lawford, Joey Bish-
op, Billie Burke, Richard Conte, Charles
Coburn, Donna Reed, Cesar Romero, Zsa
Zsa Gabor, Ernie Kovacs and Jay North,
the “Dennis the Menace” of TV fame.

The screenplay by Dorothy Kingsley
and Claude Binyon, based on a story by
Leonard Spigelgass and Sonya Levien
and a play by L. Bus-Fekete, is little

more than a peg on which to hang Cantin-
flas’ antics. Dealing with a Mexican whose
beloved white horse (a magnificent, well-

trained stallion named Don Juan)
,
is sold

to an on-the-skids Hollywood director,
thus making the little owner follow him to

the film capital, the story does include
romantic interludes for Dan Dailey and
Shirley Jones, both of whom give their
finest screen performances to date. Also in

for a typical acting chore is Edward G.
Robinson, as is Greer Garson, as her real-

self Mrs. Fogelson, both playing bidders
for the beautiful horse.

A bullfight in Mexico, one at scenic
Acapulco and another in the streets of

old-world Taxco during a colorful fiesta,

are among the photographic highlights by
Joe MacDonald, A.S.C.

With at least one star to attract every
age or type of film fan, “Pepe” is a glit-

tering, super-sized extravaganza which will

draw crowds to the boxoffice.
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A Buy Now-Pay Later

Offer by Ballantyne Co.
OMAHA—A revolutionary buy now-pay

later offer on the purchase of in-car

speakers and other drive-in theatre equip-

ment, by which theatre operators can pur-

chase the equipment now and make no
payments until June 1961, was announced
this week by The Ballantyne Co.

With no money down, drive-in theatre

operators may purchase a minimum of

$500 of any Ballantyne speakers, junction

boxes, amplifiers, or any needed equipment
for immediate delivery, and pay in three

equal payments June 10, July 10 and Au-
gust 10—with no interest or carrying

charges.
In making the announcement, R. S.

Ballantyne, board chairman, said, “We’ve
been in the drive-in theatre business for

many years, both as operators and as

manufacturers. During the slack winter
months, their cash is short and our volume
is slow. By putting the two problems to-

gether, we think we’ve arrived at the an-
swer to both with our buy now-pay later

offer.

“Drive-in theatre operators will no long-

er have to borrow from the back ramps,
and then turn cars away when the big

pictures come along because they’re short

of speakers. They can keep every post
filled with a speaker before the peak
business season arrives, yet pay for them
after the money has come in the till.”

He added, “Their credit is good with us.

The speakers will be packed and shipped
as soon as we get their contract, and
they’ll pay later when business is good.”
The offer applies on any order totalling

$500 or more—$500 is just a minimum.
Any amount may be ordered under the
plan—an entire theatre may be re-speak-
ered or re-equipped.
The offer is good only until February 10.

Further information on the plan may be
obtained by writing to The Ballantyne
Co. 1712 Jackson Street, Omaha, Neb.

Western Heritage Awards
To Be Given Jan. 31
OKLAHOMA CITY—The National Cow-

boy Hall of Fame and Western Heritage
Center has received many entries for its

Western Heritage Awards to be given in
several divisions, including motion pic-
tures, at a dinner in Oklahoma City Janu-
ary 31.

Names of the award winners will be per-
manently displayed in the national shrine,
which is now under construction near
Oklahoma City. The $5,000,000 memorial
to the old West will contain several sec-
tions, each devoted to an important phase
of western history.

Magna Spectacle Planned
HOLLYWOOD—“In This Sign,” the

story of Constantine the Great, will be
filmed by Magna Theatre Corp. and re-
leased by 20th Century-Fox on the same
basis as the current Todd-AO production,
“South Pacific.” Casey Robinson is writ-
ing a final screenplay and Magna presi-
dent, George P. Skouras, has borrowed
Henry King from the 20th-Fox studio to
produce and direct.

LETTERS (Letters must be signed Nomes withheld on request)

Some 'Wrongs' to Be Righted
What I Think Is Wrong With Show-

business: To start this off, the film com-
panies don’t get enough prints at one time.

If we could play the shows the same time

they play the big cities, that would account

for about 50 per cent extra business. Not
too long ago I got in on “The Magnificent

Seven” which I played day and date with

the cities and all the free TV advertising

and did about 150 per cent business. I

don’t think one theatre should play “Ben-
Hur” one year and the small towns have
to wait just because we can’t put in 70mm
equipment. I suppose I will get it in this

coming June or July. Lots of my people

already have seen the show in the cities.

I tried to get a date on “Butterfield 8” but

no dice.

Right now, there are too many shows
with sex emphasis. They went good on the

start, but it seems our people don’t want
them any more. We just don’t get the kid

business now that we should.

If they would make some good comedy
shows, that’s what we need. I could keep
right on like this, but it will get me no-
where. I’ve been at this same place for 30

years. Maybe someone else would like to

take it over for the next 30 years.

LEO A. BACKER
Valley Theatre,
Browns Valley, Minn.

A Whole Town Is Sold
Please be advised the theatre ceased to

exist as of October 3. But this was not just

an ordinary closing. Bingham Canyon is

the home of the largest open pit copper
mine in the world. What with the expan-
sion of the mine and the continual annoy-
ance of we property owners to the mining
operation, Kennecott Copper Co. bought
and is in the process of buying the entire

community.
I was on the negotiating committee for

the 206 people holding property. A deal was
worked out for each piece of property and
I disposed of the theatre in this arrange-
ment.

So, therefore, I request that you remove
the Princess Theatre of Bingham Canyon,
Utah, from your lists. However, you know
I would not do without your very fine

magazine, so therefore, please enter a
three-year subscription in my name.

HAROLD F. CHESLER
Theatre Candy Distributing Co.
Salt Lake City, Utah

Praises Kroger Babb's Column
I would like to take this opportunity to

express to you my opinion on the columns
you have now and then in your fine maga-
zine by Kroger Babb, entitled “As It Looks
To Me.”

It looks to me like Mr. Babb is a very
informed showman who expresses his opin-
ions in a very fine way. He talks in his

columns in down-to-earth language, and
discusses the real down-to-earth prob-
lems facing showmen today, but best of

all—he uses/ just plain good sense in his

opinions. He 1
' does not talk in terms of the-

atre improvements that costs thousands of

dollars—moreover he talks in terms of
things the “little man” can do to improve
his business.

I personally enjoy Mr. Babb’s columns
very much and have found his suggestions
and ideas very helpful. I only wish that his
article appeared every week instead of
just now and then. I have found these ar-
ticles to be very valuable, and I’m sure
that you consider them as an important
asset to your magazine, as they certainly
are to the industry.

W. M. KELLY
Kent Theatres,
Cocoa, Fla.

Lists 70mm Film Advantages
Lest we forget, here are a few advan-

tages of 70mm.
1. The 70mm aperture being almost

double, allows about twice the amount of
light to be transmitted to the screen.
Drive-in Theatres, please note!

2. Six-track magnetic sound gives far
better distribution than four-track, far, far
better than optical.

3. 70mm film being double in size, pro-
vides better definition and sharper focus
due to lower (y2 and less) magnification.

4. 70mm film is projected through a
prime lens only. On a 35mm print down,
an anamorphic attachment must be used!
This device introduces distortion.

6. Six-track magnetic sound being wider
size tracks, allows better recording and re-
production than the narrow tracks used
on 35mm.

6. 70mm prints being double-size film,
do cost about double. Because the film is

heavier and more rugged, three and four
times greater life has been a fact, this
brings the actual cost down to a compar-
able value of 35mm, due to longer usage.

INTERESTED PROJECTIONIST

Happy Over Citation
First of all let me thank you very much

for the award you sent me. I am at this
time sending you a copy of the picture and
story that our local paper ran, regarding
this Honor Citation for September-Oc-
tober.

The news story is self explanatory, but
I would like to add that the local radio
station called me after reading this and
took some information down as well as the
letter you sent me and made a very nice
news story out of it.

Thank you once more, for your kindness
and I hope another one of my promotions
may rate the same consideration, as you
have no idea how proud my family and
I are over this award.

C. V. MITCHELL
Manager,
State Theatre,
Fostoria, Ohio.

lames Stewart to Star in 'Hobbs'
HOLLYWOOD—James Stewart has been

set to star in Jerry Wald’s production of
“Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation” for 20th-
Fox. A March starting date has been
slated, with Jose Ferrer expected to direct
from a screenplay now being completed by
Philip Dunne.
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23 Films in the Works for January;

Seven Above Same Month in 7960
Those seers who habitually gaze into the

crystal ball around this time of year in

an effort to come up with some predictions

for the new year have, for the last few

weeks, been saying that 1961 will be the

year of the big pictures—the blockbuster

and the roadshow film. It’s certainly no

secret, since the schedules of major Hol-

lywood studios show that plans are being

completed that will find some 14 roadshow

type features playing in various houses

throughout the country during the coming

year. By far more important to the aver-

age exhibitor, who won’t be seeing those

big, big films for a long time to come,

however, is the fact that the opening

stanza of the year offers a handsome pre-

diction for hefty bread and butter product.

January promises a total of 23 pictures in

the w'orks, seven more than were blue-

printed for the preceding month and an

important figure, particularly, since a full

18 of them are totally new titles. Only

three are repeats from other slates, indi-

cating that filmmakers pretty well cleaned

up their production charts before the end

of the year, and the remaining two are

small features that slipped by unnoticed

toward the end of December and are now
in progress.

A glance at the listing of a year ago

finds 16 features were set to go before the

cameras in January of 1960, the current

listing, thus, showing a gain of approxi-

mately 30 per cent in production to start

off what could well be an unusually happy
new year for theatremen.
Continuing optimism along these lines

is evidenced by the fact that the 23 films

on the dockets are almost evenly spread

between the major film companies, indicat-

ing activity on all fronts in Hollywood.

Twentieth Century-Fox continues to main-
tain its lead, announcing four of the films,

the same number chalked up to indjpcna-
ent sources, but the remainder are closely

divided between the other studios, with
Allied Artists particularly showing a spurt
of activity by setting three of them.
By studios, following are the January

features:

ALLIED ARTISTS

“Twenty Plus Two.” Producer Frank
Gruber, filming from his own script of his

own novel, has just announced Scott R.
Dunlap as executive producer on this fea-
ture, which tells of the mysterious dis-

appearance and eventual apprehension of
a beautiful young girl who had been miss-
ing for 22 years. No cast or director has
yet been named.

“Operation Eichmann.” Profiting from
the international news coverage of the
capture of Adolf Eichmann, me notor-
ious German officer who was responsible
for the deaths of thousands of Jews dur-
ing World War II, this true story tells of

Arwin to Make 8 Films

For Columbia Release
Columbia Pictures and Martin

Melcher have consummated a $26,-

000,000 deal for Arwin Productions,

the independent company owned by
Melcher and his wife, Doris Day, to

produce eight top-budgeted pictures

for Columbia release.

Four of the films projected in the
deal will be Doris Day starrers, while
the remaining four will involve the Ar-
win company and director David Mil-
ler. The deal included the services of

Miller as director of these four, as

well as one of the Doris Day starring

films. Miller, it is recalled, directed

Miss Day in “Midnight Lace” for Uni-
versal-International, which is currently

drawing hefty business at the coun-
try’s boxoffices.

“Roar Like a Dove,” one of the Day
films, will initiate the new deal in the
fall of 1961, with Richard Quine di-

recting and Norman Krasna writing

the screenplay. The vehicle is a cur-

rent London stage success.

Negotiations have also been reported

to merge Arwin’s music subsidiaries

—

Daywin Music, Artists Music, and Ar-
win Music—with the Columbia Pic-

tures music subsidiary, Colpix.

the strategy used in tracking down the

war criminal and finally apprehending
him. A Samuel Bischoff and David Dia-

mond production, it will be directed by R.
G. Springsteen.

“Reckless, Pride of the Marines.” Pro-
ducer Lester Sanson and director Francis

D. Lyon expect this story of a famous
Marine horse to be a top family entry. No
cast has been set.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

“Journey to the Seventh Planet.” One of

two Jules Verne stories on this month’s
list, this is a carryover from the December
chart. Sidney Pink is producing it and
filming will be in Copenhagen. The sci-

ence-fiction story will be shot in color,

with Pink also directing. No cast is set.

“The Pit and the Pendulum.” Another
of the famed Edgar Allan Poe stories, this

16th Century tale, localing in Spain, is

about a man whose wife dies mysteriously.

He gets involved in a house where mys-
terious things happen. Vincqnt Price, John
Kerr, Barbara Steele and Luana Anders

star for producer-director Rpger Corman.

COLUMBIA
“Notorious Landlady.” A comedy-melo-

drama, this Kohlmar-Quine production,
which Fred Kohlmar produces and Rich-
ard Quine directs, is the story of an Ameri-
can diplomat who rents a flat from a
woman in London and goes through
several strange experiences. Jack Lemmon
stars.

“Valley of the Dragons.” Just like it

.sounds, this ZRB production, which Alfred
Zimbalist and Byron Roberts are produc-
ing, is a science fiction tale of a trip back
to the prehistoric times. Taken from a
Jules Verne story, it will be directed by
Edward Bernds.

INDEPENDENT

“St. George and the 7 Curses.” An ac-
tion picture, Bert Gordon has put this on
his immediate slate to produce and direct

on a budget that includes $100,000 for

special effects alone. Bernard Schoenfeld
scripted from Gordon’s own story, a fan-
tasy, and release is expected to be secured
through United Artists. No cast has been
named.
“Samar.” Second production on his

newly formed Ponderey Production slate,

George Montgomery produces, directs and
stars in this story, which takes place in

the Philippines. No story line is available.

“Sodom and Gomorrah.” After numerous
announcements from various producers, it

looks like Joseph E. Levine will get this

Biblical story of good and evil before the

cameras under his Embassy banner. Rob-
ert Aldrich directs, with filming to be in

Europe. No cast has been named.
“Sunday Is a Wicked Day.” Writer-di-

rector Bernard Girard and producer Robert
Lewis formed Girard-Lewis Productions,

with this feature to start it. Lawrence
Hanson jr. is associate producer, with Gi-
rard megging from his own screenplay.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
“Ada.” A political story modeled after

Louisiana’s Governor Huey Long, this tells

of the governor of a Southern state ana
the woman behind him. Laurence Wein-
garten produces, with Danny Mann di-

recting a cast headed by Susan Hayward,
Dean Martin and Ralph Meeker.
“Lady L.” Former French Consul Gen-

eral to Los Angeles, Romain Gary, au-
thored this story, the conquest of a Euro-
pean Don Juan. Julian Blaustein produces,

with George Cukor directing. Tony Curtis

and Gina Lollobrigida costar.

PARAMOUNT
“My Geisha.” Long connected with Jap-

anese interests. Shirley MacLaine and her
husband, Steve Parker, are producing this

film, with Miss MacLaine starring along
with Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson
and Robert Cummings. It tells of some war
buddies in U. S.-occupied Japan and then-

experiences there romantically. Jack Car-
diff directs and filming, in Technirama
and color, will be in Japan.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
“High Heels.” A holdover from last

month, this is another of the many films

now being made to appeal to young peo-
ple. Based on a Garson Kanin play, it’s

a Jerry Wald production which Robert
Parrish directs. Ken Scott stars.

“Marines, Let’s Go.” Ken Scott also has
the top role in this film, an action drama
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of Marines during the war. To be shot in

Cinemascope and color, it also stars France
Nuyen. Raoul Walsh produces and directs.

“Pirates of Tartuga.” Producer Sam
Katzman goes back to the days of swash-
buckling sea adventures in a period com-
edy-drama starring Leticia Roman, Rafer
Johnson, Ken Scott. Robert Webb directs.

“Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea.” Pro-

ducer Irwin Allen, who scored earlier with
"The Lost World,” one of last year’s Blue
Ribbon Award winners, comes up with an-
other science-fiction vehicle. In this one
he has dried up one of the studio’s lakes

and is filming fire sequences underground
for unusual effects. Allen produces and di-

rects for his own company, filming in

Cinemascope and color.

UNITED ARTISTS

“Age of Consent.” Already in produc-
tion as a Vega Production for UA release,

this story of young love and its conse-

quences stars Patty McCormack, Lee Kin-
solving and Billy Gray. Stanley Colbert is

producing and Buzz Kulik directing.

“You Can’t Run Far.” A Harvard Film
Corp. picture for UA release, this is an Ed-
ward Small production which Robert E.

Kent produced and Edward L. Cahn di-

rected, a low budget film which started

and finished in December. James Brown
and Merry Anders costarred.

“The Young Doctors.” Following a rash
of medical pictures, this Stuart Millar-

Lawrence Turman film is to go this month
in New York under the Drexel-Miliar-Tur-
man banner. Phil Karlson directs a cast

headed by Fredric March, Ben Gazzara,
Dick Clark, Ina Balin and Eddie Albert
in a story about internes.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

“Lover, Come Back.” Designed as an-
other “Pillow Talk” and starring again
Doris Day, Rock Hudson, and Tony Ran-
dall, this is the tale of two people in the
advertising business who have a feud that
turns into a romance. Delbert Mann di-

rects for producers Stanley Shapiro and
Martin Melcher.
“Tammy, Tell Me True.” In this sequence

to the popular “Tammy and the Bach-
elor,” Tammy goes to college and falls in

love with a young professor. Sandra Dee
and John Gavin star for producer Ross
Hunter and director Harry Keller.

MGM to Film 5 Features

In London During 19B1
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has set a slate of

five features to be filmed in London during
1961, it was revealed following a week-long
conference between studio production head,
Sol C. Siegel, and the company’s London
production chief, Laurence Bachmann.
Two literary classics head the list, Ibsen’s

“Hedda Gabler” and Chekhov’s “The Sea-
gulls,” with “Village of the Daughters,”
Postman’s Knock” and “See No Evil”

rounding out the list. Of the five, “Sea-
gulls” is closest to go. It has been on the

MGM slate for some time and has a script

by Valentine Davies nearly finished.

MGM filmed four pictures in London
during 1960, three of which are now in

editing and scoring stages. “The Secret

Partner,” Stewart Granger-Haya Harareet
starrer; “Invasion Quartet,” and “Green
Helmet” are these three.

TRVING ALLEN has been elected 1961

chief barker of Variety Club Tent 30.

Allen, 1960 first-assistant chief barker,

has for several years been a prominent
worker for Variety, heading many im-
portant subcommittees, and was the in-

stigator and organizer of the club’s 1959

and 1960 Sandown Park race meetings,

which between them netted nearly £30,000

for children’s charities. Elder statesman
Jack Goodlatte, who rejoined the crew this

year and served as property master (sec-

retary) has been elected first-assistant

chief barker. Goodlatte, chief barker in

1953, retains his status as elder statesman.
Jack Klein, newcomer to the crew, be-

comes his successor as property master.
Other appointments are, Sam Eckman jr.,

second-assistant chief barker; and Michael
Shipman, dough guy (treasurer). The offi-

cers are currently serving in these capaci-
ties. David Jones has been reelected press

guy. The 1961 crew also includes Charles
Forte, Clifford Jeapes, Leslie Macdonnell,
Billy Manning, Dickie Pearl and Harry
Woolf.

* * *

The screen version of Tennessee Wil-
liams’ book, “The Roman Spring of Mrs.
Stone,” will be released for world distribu-

tion by Warner Bros. Production has
started at Elstree Studios. Originally writ-
ten in 1937—the only novel ever written
by Tennessee Williams—“The Roman
Spring of Mrs. Stone” stars Vivien Leigh,
in her first film role in five years, playing
Karen Stone, a not too successful actress
who gives up her career to live and be-
come crazily infatuated with a succession
of young gigolos in Rome. The film will be
shot in color and widescreen, produced by
Louis de Rochemont and directed by Jose
Quintero. This is Quintero’s first film. A

FLASHING SIGN—Even before the
picture opened at Ben Sack’s Saxon
Theatre in/ Boston December 21, “Exo-
dus” was I heralded by a spectacular
flashing dpright sign. It was so effec-

tive, sinwlar signs are to be installed

in theatir s playing the Otto Preminger-
UA release, where facilities permit.

Panamanian, he has directed many of

Tennessee Williams’ works on the Broad-
way stage including “Summer and Smoke”
and “Camino Real.” Last year in London,
he directed “A Long Day’s Journey Into
Night.”

» * *

Production has started on “Carry On,
Regardless,” the fifth in line of the fa-

mous comedies by producer Peter Rogers
for Anglo Amalgamated release. In “Carry
On, Regardless,” Sidney James is the head
of a Helping Hands Agency which carries

on regardless of any request. Other “help-
ing hands” starring in this Peter Rogers
comedy include Kenneth Connor, Charles
Hawtrey, Joan Sims, Kenneth Williams,
Bill Owen and Liz Fraser—a new face to

the “Carry On” series. “Carry On, Regard-
less” will be producer Peter Rogers’ eighth
comedy since 1958. Gerald Thomas directs

this production.
* * *

“Very Important Person,” the new In-
dependent Artists comedy-thriller, is in

production at Beaconsfield Studios. James
Robertson Justice heads the cast as Sir

Ernest Pease, a scientific genius and direc-

tor of scientific Radar research, and is

supported by Leslie Phillips, Stanley Bax-
ter, recently voted British television’s co-
median of the year, Eric Sykes, Richard
Wattis and Heidi Erich, a new glamor
girl from Germany. A Julian Wintie

-

Leslie Parkyn production, “Very Important
Person” is directed by Ken Annakin, who
makes his return to British comedy after

directing “Swiss Family Robinson” for

Walt Disney. “Very Important Person” is

for worldwide release through the Rank
Organization.

• • •

Executive producer Dimitri de Grunwald
and producer Pierre Rouve, responsible

for “The Millionairess,” now breaking rec-

ords over here, have given Peter Sellers

his first chance of becoming a feature

film director. He is now at work directing

and starring in the title role in “Mr. To-
paze.” What prompted the producers to

give him this chance? “As an actor, I can-
not speak too highly of him,” says de
Grunwald. “Because I believe there is no
part which he could not play brilliantly if

he wanted to, I’m quite positive that he
can direct not only himself, but others

equally successfully.” Says Pierre Rouve,
who also adapted the Marcel Pagnol play

for the screen: “Watching Peter at work,
I realized how intensely interested he was,
not only in the character building of his

own part, but also of those around him. To
me he showed that he had the mental
attitude of a director.” Sellers both acts

and directs in “Mr. Topaze.”
* * *

United Artists’ “The Facts of Life,” star-

ring Bob Hope and Lucille Ball, has been

selected for the Royal Film Performance

at Rank’s Odeon Theatre in Leicester

Square February 20. The selection was
made by a unanimous vote of the selection

committee of the Cinematograph Trade

Benevolent Fund, sponsors of the annual

event which is attended by members of

the Royal Family.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"
the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

« m

Breath of Scandal, A (Para) 75 115 185 90 65 80 110 90 85 90 135 75 80 98

Beast From Haunted Cave (Filmgroup) 160 100 no 80 130 90 90 109

CinderFella (Para) 125 240 95 150 150 no 100 95 160 150 138

1 Dog's Best Friend, A (UA) 100 100 100 100 100 90 100 99

1
Esther and the King (20th-Fox) 125 125 110 225 90 125 160 130 125 115 100 135 140 100 175 125 100 80 127

ss G.L Blues (Para) 175 250 200 110 200 200 125 175 300 190 500 300 300 115 175 200 150 200 200 214
&
1

Key Witness (MGM) 100 80 75 90 95 100 100 90 90 80 100 105 92

1
Legions of the Nile (20th-Fox) 95 75 85 50 100 80 120 90 87

Never on Sunday (Lopert) 150 185 225 300 225 217

Night Fighters, The (UA) 95 65 100 120 90 95 100 100 100 75 94

Plunderers, The (AA) 150 95 55 100 90 90 125 90 80 97

1 School for Scoundrels (Cont'l) 150 150 170 150 300 175 200 185

II September Storm (20th-Fox) 75 230 80 95 100 130 100 125 117

1 Sergeant Rutledge (WB) 100 50 105 190 95 80 60 115 90 100 70 100 90 100 150 no 100 100

1 Seven Ways From Sundown (U-I) 100 100 100 100 95 99

1 Sex Kittens Go to College (AA) 100 100 100 80 80 80 125 75 93

1 Squad Car (20th-Fox) 80 100 100 100 100 90 100 100 96

1 Studs Lonigan (UA) 80 100 80 135 100 150 100 75 130 106

1 Tall Story (WB) 100 90 130 180 100 140 115 115 250 105 140 180 100 175 115 120 no 140 134

1 Tarzan the Magnificent (Para) 95 90 100 100 100 100 100 120 100 100 100 101

1 Ten Who Dared (BV) 85 185 160 100 120 120 100 100 no 130 121

1 13 Fighting Men (20th-Fox) 155 100 90 100 100 100 100 100 106

1 13 Ghosts (Col) 140 135 200 100 130 115 215 150 120 125 225 90 145

1 39 Steps, The (20th-Fox) 150 120 175 80 140 100 140 140 100 127

Threat, The (WB) 100 90 100 100 90 100 100 90 100 100 75 95

Three Came to Kill (UA) 100 100 100 100 75 100 100 100 97

1 3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (Col) 185 100 125 125 150 130 136

1 Thunder in Carolina (Howco) 90 75 125 200 50 145 120 120 116

1 Time Machine, The (MGM) 100 130 95 105 140 200 no 145 120 100 150 195 350 149
%
ss
gg

Too Soon to Love (U-I) 70 100 100 95 100 93

Trapped in Tangier (20th-Fox) 145 90 75 100 80 98

V Tread Softly, Stranger (Bentley) 155 60 105 100 100 100 100 95 102

1 Twelve Hours to Kill (20th-Fox) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 80 98

1
§§

12 to the Moon (Col) 100 100 100 165 100 90 100 100 107

Under Ten Flags (Para) 120 85 105 200 95 70 100 100 115 105 105 100 100 90 no 100 150 109

Vice Raid (UA) 85 85 170 80 65 100 100 90 130 90 105 100 100 100

1

Walking Target (UA) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Wasp Woman, The (Filmgroup) 160 no 80 130 90 90 110

Where the Hot Wind Blows (MGM) 140 150 120 90 90 75 no no no 100 no 100 100 90 125 125 75 107

Why Must I Die? (AIP) 85 135 100 100 85 100 101

Wizard of Baghdad, The (20th-Fox) 100 160 100 no 100

—
114 i

1
Young Jesse James (20th-Fox) 100 80 80 100 85 89

|

TOP HITS
1. World of Suzie Wong, The (Para)

Los Angeles .300

OF

THE WEEK
Individual runs, not an average.

Pictures with less than five runs

do not appear in the chart above.

2. Exodus (UA)

Chicago 25
New York 250
Baltimore 200

3. Never on Sunday (Lopert)

Chicago 185

WMmmmmmfmm

4. 3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (Col)

Chicago 185

5. G.l. Blues (Para)

Indianapolis 175

6. CinderFella (Para)

New York 160
Indianapolis 150
Kansas City 150
San Francisco 150



Tacts of Life' Clicks

At 200 in Milwaukee

Kate Gould of Glencoe, Minn., at 93
Has Been in Boxoffice for 51 Years

MILWAUKEE — Several neighborhood
theatres now have first-run status and are

doing well and even better than some of

the downtown houses. Five and six week
holdovers are becoming quite common,
with corresponding boxoffice receipts

speaking for themselves. The Tower, one
of the neighborhood spots, for example,

ran a close second to the top two down-
town. The Downer, another neighborhood
house, finished an eight-week run two
weeks ago. Things are looking up.

(Average Is 100)

Downer— Ivan the Terrible (Janus) 120
Palace—This Is Cinerama (Cinerama), 20th wk. 150
Riverside-—A Breath of Scandal (Para) 85
Strand—Ben-Hur (MGM), 32nd wk 200
Times—The Captain's Table (20th-Fox), 6th wk. 150
Towne—CinderFella (Para) 125
Tower—North to Alaska (20th-Fox), 5th wk 175
Warner—On the Woterfront (Col); The Wild

One (Col), revivals 100
Wisconsin—The Facts of Life (UA); College

Confidential (U-l) 200

Only 'CinderFella' Tops
Average Mark in Omaha
OMAHA—Jerry Lewis again proved his

boxoffice power as “CinderFella” topped
average figures at the Omaha Theatre to

be the only offering among the first runs
able to show strength in the pre-Christ-

mas lull. The State Theatre had a com-
mendable showing with the fifth week of

“Butterfield 8.”

Cooper—Ben-Hur (MGM), 44th wk 100
Dundee— Hiroshima, Mon Amour (Zenith) 85
Omaha—CinderFella (Para) 110
Orpheum—Desire in the Dust (20th-Fox) 75
Stote*—Butterfield 8 (MGM), 5th wk 85

Barkerettes at Mill City
Give a Toyland Party
MINNEAPOLIS—The auxiliary of the

Variety Club of the Northwest sponsored
a “Heart Hospital Toyland Party” De-
cember 17 at the clubrooms in the Pick-
Nicollet hotel. Each person attending the
party had to purchase a toy for admission.
The toys, in turn, went to the Variety
Club heart hospital playroom.
Denice Darcel, who was appearing at a

local hotel, also made an appearance at

the party and purchased a toy. Entertain-
ment was furnished by Marie Wolpert (the

former Marie Shaw), a member of the aux-
iliary, and the auxiliary furnished com-
plimentary hors d’oeuvres.

About 110 members and guests attended
the party, which was the first of its kind
ever to be sponsored by the auxiliary. Mrs.
Ralph (Grace) Green and Mrs. Augie
(Betty) Ratner were in charge.

Producer-writer Ron W. Alcorn has
launched the filming of AA’s “Armored
Command” on location near Munich.

GLENCOE, MINN.—Kate Gould, the
ticket seller at the New Crystal Theatre for

51 years, took a few months off recently

because of an illness. She celebrated a

birthday while she was on leave—her
93rd.

“I haven’t retired yet,” she said. “I’ll go
back to work.”
The Gould family opened the theatre in

1909. Tickets were ten cents, and kids

got in free. Since then four sons in turn
have operated the theatre. Howard E„ who
at 63 is next to the youngest, now is the
manager.

OVATION AT CONVENTION
Kate appeared at an Allied Theatre

Owners Ass’n convention in Milwaukee and
received an ovation. She was then 85.

Now adults pay 60 cents, students 50

cents and children 25.

Mrs. Gould, whose husband died 30

years ago, has had some proposals at the
boxoffice. But she didn’t say “yes” to any
of them.
“What would I do with another man?

All you do is wait on them,” she said.

Mrs. Gould met her late husband at a
party over a dry goods store in Glencoe.
“I married him when I was 17,” she said.

“Today they say teenage marriages don’t

last. But they did then. Some young peo-
ple are so dissatisfied nowadays. They
want everything under the sun.”

Mrs. Gould said she started out married
life with a drygoods box for a cupboard, a
cook stove and a bed. She now lives in a
14-room house. “And I’ve been living here
by myself for 30 years. I’ve only been
scared a couple of times, but I don’t call

anyone,” she said.

ENJOYS HOME LIFE

She rarely gets bored at home.
“Sometimes I make seven or eight cof-

fee cakes a day and give them away. I’m
not stingy,” she said.

She fixes herself three meals a day and
sometimes raids the icebox at night.

“When I can’t sleep I get up and make
a batch of doughnuts.”
This year she canned peaches, apples,

sweet pickles, dill pickles and beans,

tomatoes and plum jam.
“And I canned 18 pints of raspberries.

I raised them in the garden.”
She often plays 500 rummy, takes walks

and last year climbed out on the roof

porch to put up some storm windows.
In some of her other spare time she

gets on the telephone, reported one of her
sons.

“She bawls out her children,” he smiled.

“She gets one thing on her mind—like

having the storm windows put on—and
she keeps at it.”

Said Mi’s. Gould, “With 65 windows to

put on, I have to start pestering early.”

To keep peppy, she takes a mixture of

honey, lemon and hot water “any time I

feel like it.”

“Grandma’s Gang”—as one of Mrs.
Gould’s sons puts it—totals six children,

21 grandchildren, 40 great-grandchildren
and 13 great-great-grandchildren. Her
children include: Jay, 73, who has owned
and operated a traveling road show—the

Jay Gould circus—since 1922; George, 67,

who farms and is in the insurance busi-

ness; Howard, 63, who runs the Glencoe
theatre and an appliance store; William
50, who owns the jewelry store that was
established by his grandfather in 1878;

Mrs. A. H. Osterlund, Minneapolis, a re-

tired schoolteacher, and Mrs. A. B. Em-
mons, Tacoma, Wash., who writes under
the name of Della Gould Emmons.
The sons all live in Glencoe as do Mrs.

Gould’s sisters, Mrs. Dena Reed, 80, and
Mrs. Lorin Butler, 77.

Two Transfer Concerns
Merged at Minneapolis
MINNEAPOLIS—Merger of Film Trans-

fer Co., operated by W. R. Alexander, and
Mix Transfer Co., owned by Roy Mix,
effective January 1, was announced here.

The new organization will be known as

Mix Transfer Co. and will operate from
Film Transfer’s quarters at 78 Glenwood
Ave. Mix Transfer formerly had offices at

74 Glenwood.
The entire personnel of both organiza-

tions will remain with the new company.
Mix Transfer, which was founded in 1947,

is largely a local cartage concern, although

it does make lot shipments in the Minne-
apolis film exchange area. Mix has been a

member of National Film Carriers for

many years and is one of the original

agents and stockholders of Air Dispatch,

Inc., which it will continue to represent

here.

Film Transfer, which also is largely a

local operation, was founded about 1922 by

Harry Wilde. The firm was sold in the

late 1920s to Charlie McCarthy and Art

Anderson. Alexander bought out the com-
pany in November 1947. Prior to entering

the film shipment field here, Alexander

was in the pen and pencil manufacturing
business in Bloomington, 111.

HARTFORD—Local showmen are await-

ing initial regional bookings of Allied Ar-

tists’ “Sex Kittens Go to College.”

Large CoVe

Greater Crater Area

BOONTON, N. J.

MAXIMUM LIGHT

Evenly Di stributed

in Minnesota—NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY, Minneapolis—Main 8273

in Nebraska—THE BALLANTYNE Co., Omaha—Jackson 4444

Wisconsin—NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY, 1027 N. 8th Street,

Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin.

CHAS. J. BREWSTER. 417 W. Highland Ave.,

waukee. Wisconsin. Phone BR 1-0100.

Mil-
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KING FOR A DAY—Howard J. Gleason, controller for Saxe Amusement Co.

and charter member of Milwaukee’s Variety Tent 14, was honored as "King for

a Day” in recent festivities at the Schroeder Hotel. About 100 members were
present. The honor is bestowed by the club each year and goes to the member
who has been singled out as having made the most humanitarian efforts in

behalf of the club’s objectives. Shown in the photo at the speaker’s table, left

to right, are: Harold Pierson, Eddie Johnson, Harry Mintz, Howard Gleason,

Bernie Strachota, new chief barker of Tent 14, and Harry Zaidins.

OMAHA
gam Rosenblum, chief barker of Tent 16,

Omaha Variety Club, announced plans
are being formed for a revitalized pro-
gram in 1961 and that indications are the
tent is going to receive vigorous support.
New crew members elected last week are

Walter Creal, Joe Damon, Herman Gould,
Cal Bard, Henry McGrath, Lin Pitts, Abe
Slusky, Don Shane, Ross Lorello and King
George. Rosenblum will attend the bark-
ers’ meeting in Chicago Thursday (5).

Tent 16 had one of its most successful

Christmas parties in its history and pro-
ceeds topped $1,000. Rosenblum said the
tent again will contribute to the Chil-

dren’s Psychiatric Unit and that other
charitable programs are under considera-
tion, possibly including a boys’ camp and
assistance to blind children. The next

SAVE on REPAIRS
WE DO THE JOB RIGHT—
& REASONABLY!
Save Money! Save Time! Fast, dependable
service. Standard and Super Simplex, Century
and Motiograph Projectors.
Call us anytime.

YOUR

MONEY
GOES

MUCH
FARTHER

HERE

ON
ANY

REPAIR

JOB

30 years service to Iowa theatres.

DES MOINES THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

1121-23 High St. • Des Moines, Iowa

Phone—CHerry 3-6520.

session of the tent will be a dinner meet-
ing early in February. Ron Abboud, Omaha
real estate man, was the recipient of a

trip to Las Vegas.

Dorothy Weaver, assistant cashier at

20th Century-Fox and one of the oldest

veterans on Filmrow in point of service,

left by jet plane December 24 “to have
a ball” on the west coast. She planned to

see the Tournament of Roses Parade, at-

tend the Rose Bowl football game, fly to

San Francisco and pay a visit to Las Vegas
if her time permits.

Lin Pitts, Omaha Paramount repre-
sentative, will have all the southern South
Dakota territory with the closing of the
Sioux Falls office, shifting service for that
area to Omaha. Lin and Fred Fejfar, MGM
salesman, and Mrs. Fejfar attended the
joint MGM-Paramount Christmas party
at Des Moines. Sharon Pitts, daughter of

Lin and Shirley Pitts, was pictured in the
Oklahoma City newspaper saying fare-

well to a campus Christmas tree before
leaving for home for the holidays. Sharon
is a sophomore at Oklahoma State Uni-
versity.

Many employes in the United Artists

office have left as the January 14 date for

closing the branch nears. The Omaha of-

fice will still handle shipping for this area
and the staff will include Cal Bard, sales-

man; Shirley Pitts, cashier; Erma DeLand,
booker, and Opal Woodson, office manager.

Bishop Says Theatres
Show to Youth Mostly
LINCOLN—Bishop James V. Casey of

Lincoln, who has joined with a committee
of bishops to call on the nation’s 40 mil-

lion Catholics not to patronize objection-

able movies, said that the most serious

aspect is that producers “claim to release

such films only for adult viewers, while the
fact is that the theatres are filled with the
youth and the adults are home watching
TV.” \

Bishop Casey said a real cause for con-
cern is aroused because morally objection-

able pictures have jumped from 14 per
cent last year to 25 per cent this year.”

LINCOLN
J^ctor Ronald Reagan is lined up as the

Grand Island annual Chamber of

Commerce meeting speaker. The date is

January 23 . . . A gathering like the one

Saturday (24) in the Stuart Theatre was
repeated in cities wherever there is a

Cooper Foundation theatre this holiday

season. It was the annual Christmas party

for the Golden Agers. These men and
women past 60, who are members of the

movie discount program started three

years ago, gathered early for the morning
screen party. They brought husbands and
wives, too, to make up an audience of

about 2,000. There were refreshments for

these young oldsters who remember Fran-
cis X. Bushman, Mary Pickford and Doug
Fairbanks, but celebrated Christmas 1960

by watching present generation screen

stars Pat Boone and Shirley Jones. Act-

ing city manager Dean Ziettlow handled
the Cooper Foundation’s Lincoln Golden
Age Club party plans.

George Gaugan, Cooper Foundation of-

ficial, says both the Cooper’s Cinerama
theatres in Oklahoma City and Omaha
will open in February and the brand new
round Cinerama theatre building in Den-
ver about March 10. Gaughan estimates it

will take about four weeks to install the

Cinerama equipment at the Cooper in

Omaha, once the Todd-AO for the “Ben-

Hur” showing is removed to the Cooper
Dundee there.

A waste basket in the Lincoln Theatre

lobby—in which a fire began—brought six

pieces of fire department equipment to

the theatre . . . Nebraska’s state resources

division employes are seeing movies dur-

ing their working hours. But there are no
swashbuckling scenes or casts of thousands

in these. Director David Osterhout said

the films are made by industries of the

nation, depicting their operations. The di-

vision is studying them to get some idea

of the activities of the companies making
the pictures. Often these films are sent

out to some Nebraska city which has re-

ceived inquiries from companies seeking

new plant locations.

The State’s cashier, Olivia Schroeder, is

back on the job following an automobile

accident downtown. She received minor in-

juries . . . Walter Jancke is working with

other Lincoln Air Force base coordinating

council members, who have already met
once to outline plans for a base hobby
show in early 1961.

Joe Pasternak to Produce
'The Bottletop Affair'
HOLLYWOOD—Joe Pasternak will pro-

duce “The Bottletop Affair,” romantic ac-

tion comedy of the United States Army’s

efforts to convince one lone World War II

holdout on a Pacific island that hostilities

have ceased, for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
George Wells is writing the screenplay,

based on Gordon Cotier’s novel.

Pasternak will begin preparations on the

new film immediately following his return

from a nationwide tour on behalf of

“Where the Boys Are.”
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Former ABC Manager
To St. Louis Park Helm
MINNEAPOLIS—The most recent ex-

patriate from the British Isles to join the
small group of former British citizens in
film business here is John Kirby, 32, who
has been named manager of the suburban
St. Louis Park Theati-e.

Originally from London, Kirby was dis-

trict manager of a group of theatres in the
British army’s Far East command during
World War II. After the war he iomeu
Associated British Cinema, a circuit op-
erating 475 theatres throughout Great
Britain, for a nine-month training pro-
gram. He spent one month in each de-
partment of the circuit. He subsequently
was a relief manager, assistant manager of

a theatre, manager of a large theatre in

Liverpool and eventually a district man-
ager for the circuit.

Kirby married an American girl and
came to the United States about a year
ago. During the past year he has been
doing promotion work in the theatrical

field and has written a book.
Other former British citizens in film

business here include Jack Bradley, head
of Independent Film Service, and Leslie

Bird, booker at Paramount. John Louis,

former Paramount salesman here who also

is from England, is now a Paramount
salesman in Los Angeles.

Walt Jancke Is 111 While
Varsity Job Is Finished
LINCOLN—It wasn’t in Walt Jancke’s

plans but he spent about a week in a

local hospital while the Varsity Theatre’s

renovations were in their final stages. The
Nebraska Theatres Corp. city manager had
another bout with a previous bleeding

nose condition.

Taking over the Varsity supervision for

him were Larry Starsmore of Colorado
Springs, who is president of the Westland
Theatres Corp. in Colorado, and Burt
Cheever, Nebraska Theatre Corp.’s State
Theatre manager.

Starsmore, before his departure for home
via Omaha where he visited with exchange
managers, said of the Varsity’s new decor.

“It looks very good.” He was enthusiastic

about the Hanns Teichert firm’s decoration
of the interior lobby, accomplished by a
crew headed by Frank Lackner.

Starsmore was equally enthusiastic

about the films lined up for the Varsity
following the Christmas weekend opener,
“The 3 Worlds of Gulliver.” They go like

this: “Facts of Life,” with Bob Hope and
Lucille Ball; “Sundowners,” with Robert
Mitchum and Deborah Kerr; “The Wack-
iest Ship in the Army,” with Jack Lem-
mon and Ricky Nelson, and “Misfits,”

with the late Clark Gable and Marilyn
Monroe.
City Manager Jancke hoped to be home

and back at work by the reopening dates.

ELVIS PRESLEY PHOTOS
8”xl0"

• Black and White
Glossy Stock f.0 .b

$1250 Per Thousand
(Minimum Order 1,000) •

Detroit

Check with

Order!
THEATRIGAL ADVERTISING GO.
2310 Cass Detroit 1, Mich.

MINNEAPOLIS
J^orthwest Theatres, buying and booking

combine, will have its stockholders

meeting January 10 and a new president

will be elected to replace Frank Mantzke,
who is on indefinite leave and spending

the winter in southern California . . . Ken
Weldon of Banner Films was in calling on
accounts and renewing acquaintances with

former Des Moines friends, including

Vince Flynn and Bob Pilmaier of MGM,
Byron Shapiro of Columbia, Carl Olson of

United Artists and Ralph Pielow jr. of

Quad States Theatre Service.

Burglars who smashed through concrete

blocks into a walk-in safe at the Terrace
Theatre found the vault contained only

records and files. A small wall safe con-

taining theatre receipts was untouched, ac-

cording to Robert Haugen, manager . . .

Paul Swater, managing director of the

Century Cinerama Theatre, is recuperat-

ing at home after being hospitalized. Max
Schall from the Boston Cinerama Theatre
has been in filling in for Swater while he
recuperates.

Gary Weber, son of Gert Weber, 20th
Century-Fox booker, and Wally Weber,
shipper at Independent Film Service, at-

tended the Rose Bowl game in Pasadena,
Calif. . . . Josie Durand and her brother

Boom have closed their Lyric Theatre at

Ellendale, N. D. Boom has moved to Cali-

fornia and the house is up for sale. The
theatre has been in operation for 51 years.

A series of Spanish-language films is be-

ing shown at the neighborhood Vogue The-
atre every third Monday of the month un-
d:r sponsorship of the Minneapolis League
ox United Latin American Citizens. The
first show was “El Inocente” . . . “Ben-
Hur” opened December 23 at the College

Theatre, Brookings, S. D.; the State at

Pierre, S. D., and the Lawler at Rochester.

The picture also has played at the Egyp-
tian, Sioux Falls, S. D.; Grand, Fargo, N.

D.; Granada, Duluth, and is in its 44th

week at the Academy, Minneapolis.

Joe Loeffler of Lomac Distribution Co.

and his family spent the holidays in Cleve-

land . . . Bernie McCarthy, district man-
ager of American International, spent

Christmas and New Year’s with his daugh-
ter and her family in California . . . Gerri

Jenson, biller at MGM, went home for

Christmas to Grand Forks, N. D., and Jan
Prince, MGM stenographer, spent the holi-

day at her home in Aurora.

Exhibitors on the Row included Sid

Heath, Wells; George Jonckowski, New
Prague, Sander Holman, Buffalo; Joe
Mlinar, Spring Valley; Art Bean, Garri-
son, N. D., and James Skeim, Crosby . . .

Larry Bigelow is now in charge of advertis-

ing accessories at Columbia working under
Harry Hollander. Bigelow formerly was
with MGM . . . Sam Aluni closed his Grant
Theatre at Eveleth December 30 . . . J. T.

McBride, Pa -amount manager, spent his

vacation over the holiday season in St.

Louis.

Roger Gyrmann, booker at Paramount,
is engaged/to Judy Dvorak of Minneapolis
. . . Bob Fiivaro, 20th-Fox regional director

of advertising and publicity, and his wife

Lois of Welworth Theatres vacationed in

Chicago . . . Joe Rosen, salesman at Para-
mount, and his wife will celebrate their

15th anniversary Friday (6) ... Joe Pod-
oloff, operator of the neighborhood Vogue,
redecorated the house, moved the box-
office to the side and modernized the
front . . .Tom Burke, chief barker, and
Joe Podoloff, international representative,

will attend the regional meeting of Va-
riety Clubs International Thursday (5) in

Chicago.

In conjunction with the Hennepin ave-
nue improvement program, a new canopy,
new wiring and new attraction sign have
been installed at the Gopher Theatre. The
project cost an estimated $10,000. The Go-
pher had the biggest Wednesday in its

history for a Christmas preopening with
“Swiss Family Robinson.” The gross was
beyond expectations, according to Avron
Rosen, Buena Vista manager, and almost
double that of “Shaggy Dog” when it

opened at the theatre last April. An ex-

tensive campaign including television,

newspaper and 24-sheets preceded the
“Swiss Family” opening.

A “Hollywood Room,” which will carry
notices and displays of the latest motion
pictures, will be part of the new private

club to be opened about April 1 in the
Hastings Hotel, according to Tom Hastings,
hotel manager ... St. Louis Park Theatre
sent out printed post cards wishing pa-
trons season’s greetings and inviting them
to see “Inherit the Wind” at the theatre.

The post card was good for one free ad-
mission during the picture’s run.

'Butterfield 8' in Bangor
BANGOR, ME.—The Park Amusement

Co.’s Bijou charged a high of 90 cents

(70 cents for matinees) during its en-
gagement of MGM’s “Butterfield 8.” Chil-

dren were charged 35 cents.

The Elizabeth Taylor starrer played
single-feature.

awai+s you when

plaif

WAHOO is the

ideal boxoffice attraction

to increase business on your
l'off-nights". Write today for com-

plete details. Be sure to give seat-

ing or car capacity.

HOLLYWOOD AMUSEMENT CO.
3750 Oakton St. Skokie, Illinois
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WHICH JOB WOULD YOU TAKE?
If you’re like most of us, you’d take the

job with the more tempting salary and
the brighter future.

Many college teachers are faced with
this kind of decision year after year. In

fact, many of them are virtually bom-
barded with tempting offers from busi-

ness and industry. And each year many
of them, dedicated but discouraged, leave

the campus for jobs that pay fair, com-
petitive salaries.

Can you blame them?

These men are not opportunists. Most
of them would do anything in their power
to continue to teach. But with families

to feed and clothe and educate, they just

can’t make a go of it. They are virtually

forced into better paying fields.

In the face of this growing teacher
shortage, college applications are ex-
pected to double within ten years.

At the rate we are going, we will soon
have a very real crisis on our hands.

We must reverse this disastrous trend.

You can help. Support the college of your
choice today. Help it to expand its facili-

ties and to pay teachers the salaries they
deserve. Our whole future as a nation

may depend on it.

It's important for you to know more about what
the impending college crisis means to you. Write

for a free booklet to: HIGHER EDUCATION,
Box 36, Times Square Station, New York 36, N.Y.

<#*01c*

%C

Sponsored as a public servvce,

in co-operation with the Council for Financial Aid to Education

- HIGHER EDUCATION

KEEP IT BRIGHT
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the guide to better booking and business-building

Big Profit in An Area Promotion

Small-Town Theatres Discover

Illustrated here is the

superior worth of

cooperation in film

promotion. The costumes

on these girl staffers

at the Liberty Theatre in

Wolf Point, Mont., were

obtained from San

Francisco for "Can-Can,"

a film which was given

area-wide promotion in

northeastern Montana

via television. Seen

in the picture are

Forrest Pruett,

manager, and Grace

Severson, Liberty owner.

Invisible Polecat Gag

Scores on Jungle Cat'

Some two-score communities in the

Jones Beach-Oyster Bay section of Long

Island were covered in a low-cost cam-

paign put on by Manager C. Stokes for the

twin bill of “Jungle Cat” and “The Hound
Who Thought He Was a Raccoon” at the

Bar Harbor Theatre in Massapequa Park.

The wide coverage was accomplished by

means of 6,000 flyers, several hundred
window cards and personal letters, the lat-

ter to schools, colleges and churches, VFW,
Dads clubs, Kiwanis and Rotary clubs,

Legion Posts, Elks, etc. in the area.

Most of the circulars were distributed

by stores and shops, thus a costly task was
accomplished for nothing. They were

stuffed in shoppers bags mostly by store

and shopkeepers, in Massapequa Park,

Massapequa, Wantagh, Seaford, West
Amity, and by theatre ushers at the Bar
Harbor shopping center on a Saturday.

Some 240 letters with the circulars were

mailed to the schools, churches, etc., in

the area from Rockville to Bay Shore on
the south to Great Neck and Huntington
on the north, comprising approximately
40 communities.
A display with a teaser gimmick was de-

vised for the front lobby, starting two
weeks in advance. Stokes obtained a

monkey cage. Inside he placed only a pan
of water, some straw and a tree branch.
Atop was this sign:

“Look! This Cage Contains the Only
Invisible Polecat. This Animal Appears
Visible Only Once Every Year . . . (play-

dates) . . . Come Anytime Between These
Dates. You Will See Him.”

Stokes reports that he should have had
a candid camera to catch the expressions

of people looking for the invisible polecat!

A photo of Stokes and a friend with the
polecat cage in front of the theatre ap-
peared in the Massapequa Post.

Stokes also had cards up at the zoos.

The film ran three weeks.

Contest for 'Idiot'

To create interest in “The Idiot,” Rus-
sian film based on Dostoevski’s novel, the
Delaware Theatre in Albany, N. Y., pro-
moted a 100-word essay contest in which
patrons compared the techniques of Amer-
ican and Soviet films. First prize consisted

of a $25 savings bond and a six-month
pass to the theatre; second award a six

month pass and individual passes to run-
nersup. Michael Pilley, Times-Union re-

viewer, judged the competition. Pilley ran
a story on the contest. Ted Moisides
manages the Delaware.
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A group of northeastern Montana ex-

hibitors, all in the small-town class, have
been receiving happy successes at the box-
office as a result of area-wide booking and
television promotion on selected features.

Distributors have cooperated with the the-

atremen and station KUMV-TV and radio

at Williston, N. D.
“For the Love of Mike” broke a 14-year,

three-day run, boxoffice record; “A Dog
of Flanders” hit the third highest gross

for 1960, and “Ten Who Dared” and the

bill of “Freckles” and “Walk Tall” placed
in the seven top grossing pictures of the

year in the area.

The area booking and television promo-
tion was scheduled for “Can-Can,” “Tess
of the Storm Country,” “The Little Shep-
herd of Kingdom Come” and “The 3

Worlds of Gulliver” during December and
January.
In the Montana group are Bob Sucks-

torff, who has the Center Theatre in

Sidney; Bill Larcombe, Survant Theatre in

Glasgow; Forrest Pruett and Grace Sever-
son, Liberty at Wolf Point; Wayne Fugere,

Roxy at Scobey; Chris Gorder, Fort at

Poplar; Myron Bean, Orpheum in Plenty-

wood, and occasionally the Snyders of

Williston.

“These exhibitors are working on several

other projects aimed at building business,”

reports Gorder. “One of them. Bill Lar-

combe, As working out a public relations

program, and another is busy on a nation-

al advertising campaign idea which will

f -i-

benefit not only the first-run theatres,

but also the small-town and suburban or

neighborhood theatres. They seek to build

business for the exhibitors, distributors

and producers.
“It is the general feeling of this group

that an increased production program
alone will not solve our problems, since it

has been proven to them that a combined
effort in selling movies to the public is

the big step for the future.

“This group is working to make way for

tomorrow, and believes that planning,
hard work, daring advertising promotions
and cooperation can make 1961 the big
year for the motion picture industry.”

Schine Men Obtain Many
And Varied Yule Rentals
Managers of the Schine circuit literallv

combed the highways and byways for
Christmas season theatre rentals. A few
examples follow: Nick Kauffman of the
Rialto at Little Falls, N. Y., lined up the
BPOE Lodge 42 for a Wednesday (28)
show; Carl Dickerson rented the Olympic
at Watertown, N. Y„ to the Black-Clawson
Co.; at Oswego, N. Y., Bill Lavery signed
up the Marathon Corp.; Jim LaFarr of the
Salamanca, N. Y„ signed the Holy Cross
Athletic Club and the Elks for a show:
Dick Williams got two rentals from the
Val Decker Packing Co. at the Piqua,
Piqua, Ohio, and several others arranged
Christmas rentals to union locals.

1



Group Sales Bring Crowds to Theatre . . .Promote Theatre Via Bus Show Tours . . . Make Theatregoing a Special Event*

Old Techniques Refined

GROUP SALES IN A HARD-TICKET WORLD
Famous Players Canadian Issues a Guide on New Ways to Reach the Patron

Old techniques of selling special shows
are being expanded and refined these days,

as more and more theatres turn to hard-
ticket, reserved-seat engagements of im-
portant cinema fare. Selling the special

show has now become the technique of

Group Sales, and many new techniques
have been developed to reach out for new
patrons who will attend motion picture

performances in groups. Famous Players

Canadian, which has been successfully

merchandising its hard-ticket attractions,

has published a brochure of suggestions
and procedures for Group Sales, which
can be helpful to theatremen turning to

the reserved-seat motion picture for the

first time, and which can be adapted by
exhibitors for selling to groups on pictures
which do not play on a hard-ticket basis.

The brochure was prepared by the circuit’s

experts in this field—Harold Meyers, di-

rector of group sales, and Michael King,
who as manager of the Imperial Theatre
inaugurated many of the circuit’s innova-
tions in group sales, who were assisted on
the project by George Dixon of the group
sales department.

GROUP SALES PHILOSOPHY:

This is an attempt to translate that
phrase Group Sales into language that will

mean something to exhibitors still new
to the idea and the operation.

Group sales basically means two things,

and in some way, they have an almost
equal importance, (1) Tickets sold (tan-
gible boxoffice results;, and (2) Publicity

for the attraction and the theatre. The two
cannot be easily separated.

A successful group sales campaign
should be considered a part of any hard-
ticket engagement, and if well-planned

and successfully carried out, will do these
things

:

1. Increase boxoffice receipts.

2. Lengthen the engagement.

3. Focus attention on your theatre, with
all the attendant publicity value.

SALE OF BLOCKS OF TICKETS

TO ORGANIZED GROUPS:

All theatre managers, at one time or

another, have probably sold out a perform-
ance or sold tickets to a performance to a
local store or organization. Group sales is

basically an extension and an elaboration
of this. This kind of selling is sometimes
mistakenly thought of as a big-city activity
only. This is not true; all our efforts can
be reduced or enlarged in scope and made
applicable to any size community.
Any project must have a beginning or an

end, and the beginning of Group Sales is

a salesman. He could be an outside man
whose major responsibility is the Group
Sales campaign, or in smaller situations
he could be you, a theatre manager. Who-
ever the man, he must be energetic and
personable; he must possess a thorough
knowledge of the city and fringe area; be
conscious of transportation facilities, local
conditions, etc. He will be meeting people
in all walks of life—businessmen, school
principals, teachers, recreation officers,
people interested in philanthropy, etc.
A salesman should start his activities

well ahead of the projected opening date.
His first job is to compile a comi^rehensive
list of groups and schools to be contacted.
Your local chamber of commerce', for in-

Chorlton Heston, star of 'Ben-Hur/ v;isits the
University Theatre, Toronto, and inspects a lobby
sign recommending theatre parties for the ftiim.

I

stance, should be able to provide you with
lists of social, civic, professional and fra-

ternal organizations. City directories and
telephone books, etc. are sources of infor-

mation also.

Your list when complete should include:
Union and employe organizations, indus-
trial and business firms (noting personnel
directors) , fraternal organizations, service

clubs, professional groups, women’s clubs,

auxiliary youth groups such as Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, etc., school and church or-
ganizations.

When this list has been completed it

should be transferred to index cards, so
that pertinent individual information can
be added. Then the first step is to contact
the key personnel through mail and by
meetings and telephone calls. The second
step is to arrange an invitational screen-
ing for them. In many cases this can be a
joint press-radio-TV screening. Remember
—every member of your audience for this

screening is an important opinion maker.
These opinion makers represent your po-
tential customers, and therefore are your
future publicity agents.

GROUP SALES INDUCEMENTS:
When you attempt to sell to groups,

these are the inducements offered them:
(1) A group rate, (2) privilege and oppor-
tunity of sitting together in a group, (3)

convenience of purchase.
Your group sales should be channelled

into the Monday-Thursday period, a policy
which will, in turn, increase demand for /
any tickets remaining for this period, and '

also stimulate week-end trade. Remember,
too, that nothing sells like success. If it is

hard to get to—then you’re in a “sell-out”
situation, and those are magic words.

Also, remember that you can accommo-
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date weekend groups with choice blocks

of seats—or, in other words, give them
two of the major advantages a group en-

joys.

PERSONAL APPROACH:
While initial contact may be made by

letter and a follow-up by telephone, sales

must be made on a person-to-person basis.

\ This personal approach is the only ef-

/ fective way to encourage and sell theatre

parties. In many cases, the picture is

partially presold (they know the title) ;

and your screening should complete the

selling of the product to your prospect.

What you are now selling is the idea of a

theatre party, and points to stress are that

you are selling recreation in a convenient

form; also a theatre night is a pleasant

and novel addition to any entertainment

schedule.

MAIL ORDER SALES:

With the company’s (or group’s) cooper-

ation, a mail order campaign may be set

up within the company. By this we mean
that the company will make available to

their employes an order coupon, which

will be filled out and sent to you with the

individual payments, with order coupons

addressed to your attention. This latter

scheme of course means more detail work
on your part as the salesman, but proves

an effective method where other arrange-

ments that have been presented have

failed to bring the group in.

SALES KIT:

As a group salesman, you should be

equipped with the following:

1. Seating chart of the theatre.

2. Breakdown of discount arrangements

and figures.

3. Schedule of performances, times and
prices.

4. A supply of souvenir books for key

contacts, plus publicity aids, reviews, etc.

5. A file of endorsements, thank you let-

ters, photographs of groups, etc., which
can be used to influence new prospects.

GENERAL SUGGESTIONS:

On all mailing pieces, include mention

that you pay special attention to theatre

parties.

Endeavor to sell out your opening night.

Make it a cultural event in the community,
as the pi’emiere can establish a mood and
importance that can continue throughout

the run. Choose a sponsoring organiza-

tion for your opening night with great

care. Make sure that the sponsoring group

can attract an audience that is composed
of the top social, civic, pi'ofessional and
political figures in your town. Be absolute-

ly certain that this is an organization

geared to selling and promoting and that

they will do a thorough publicity campaign
on their own. A black tie premiere is ad-

vised: and urge the sponsoring group to

scale the tickets at considerably more than
the boxoffice prices.

Welcome sign—Many organizations and
industries have house organs which, ob-

\ viously, are an excellent publicity outlet
* for the theatre and the production. Cater

to these papers by dressing up their the-

atre party night. Have a sign made wel-

coming their group ;
perhaps they will have

photographers there to take pictures of

their own VIPs in attendance. (The sign

BOXOFFICE Showmandiser :: Jan. 2, 1961
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"GROUP SALES"
THEATRE PARTY DEPARTMENT

UNIVERSITY THEATRE

Day of Performance Dato

Pitas* hold th« following ticket* until (dato)_

Tins

(tl»*)_

Quantity Location Price Total

LOCKS 0 A A

ORCHESTRA • f. $

BALCONY 0 6 *

TOTAL $

Por tho following group's Theatre Party Night

i

Nano (of Individual]

Nano of Organisation

Group Sales Representative

Famous Players Canadian uses this form which

salesmen turn into the boxoffice to indicate the

number of tickets to be reserved for specific per-

formances as a result of group sales.

you make should have an interchangable

insert, of course, for subsequent group sales

parties.)

Suggestion sign—There should be a

“suggestion” sign in the lobby at all times,

and the copy should read: “May We
Suggest a Theatre Party ... as a social

or fund-raising activity. Discuss the ad-

vantages of attending in a group with the

manager or phone for further in-

formation.”

Supermarket Tieup

—

When the produc-
tion has had a long and successful en-
gagement, a supermarket tieup may be
arranged to help extend the run even fur-

ther and help wind it up with a bang.
The supermarket does the following:

1. Extensively advertises the production
in both its stores, in its large weekly ad-
vertisements, and with the hand-to-hand
exchange tickets.

2. Offers “exchange” tickets to custom-
ers with the purchase of a certain amount
of goods.
The theatre accepts these “exchange”

tickets together with the amount of money
agreed upon, in exchange for a reserved
seat. (Details will vary locally.)

In addition to the publicity mentioned,
the supermarket deal by placing tickets

directly in the hands of customers creates
valuable person-to-person-publicity.

Newspaper carrier tieup

—

In Toronto,
The Star paid $999.90 for 1,010 tickets for

a single performance of “Ben-Hur.” The
newspaper used the performance as the
basis for a carrier-boy subscription cam-
paign, offering a free ticket for each three
new subscriptions obtained.

TECHNIQUES OF APPROACH:
Charity and Fund-Raising Organiza-

tions—The major point of interest here is

that a theatre party is an ideal way to

raise funds. The people in effect are
treating themselves while at the same time
contributing to a good cause. With this

kind of prganization, you will find that
your contact will be through a central
group, and this committee in turn will ap-
point it/s own sales people for individual
sales.

J

Advantages you can explain to prospec-

I — 3—

tive fund-raising organizations are: (1)

A theatre party is a means of raising funds

without soliciting for a straight donation;

(2) a theatre party is a social event; (3)

by adding an amount of money to the

boxoffice price (a contribution”) extra

funds may be raised in addition to the

revenue obtained by group purchase; (4)

compared to the usual fund-raising activ-

ities (bake sales, bridges, etc.)
,
and the

time and labor involved, theatre parties

offer a high profit for an easy and enjoy-

able selling effort.

Conventions—Your local chamber of

commerce will supply you with incoming
conventions. Convention groups must be

contacted well in advance of their meeting.

School and youth groups—These groups
should be contacted through the board
of education and youth group leaders, and
exhibitors should make certain that these

contacts are invited to the special advance
screening. An effort should be made to

obtain their endorsement for direct solici-

tation to schools and youth groups.

A special opening performance (called,

for example a Teen Premiere) should be

scheduled; provided, of course, that the at-

traction is of a suitable nature . . . Fol-

lowing the success of special youth per-

formances, these may be followed up by
“special request” showings, such as sum-
mer holiday youth shows, parks and play-

grounds shows, etc., which serve as a
summer extension of the school perform-
ances.

TICKET AGENCIES:
A tremendous source of additional rev-

enue can be derived through ticket agen-
cies established away-from-the-theatre.
Ticket sales, like the sale of all other com-
modities, depend on a widespread sales

campaign and availability to the prospec-
tive patron. Anxious as the exhibitor may
be for extra business, he must be dis-

criminating in his choice of locations. If

possible, regularly established ticket agen-
cies and hotels should be used. In fringe

area cities, in addition to these locations,

you can set up agencies with travel agents,

our companies, bus companies, and rail-

roads.

Department stores—Arrangements can
be made so that customers can buy tickets

on their regular charge account or on a
cash basis. Either way, the boxoffice will

settle with the store, preferably on a
weekly basis.

Hotels—Tickets should be on sale at all

leading hotels in order to take advantage
of the transient population. Here again, a
charge arrangement can be established

with a weekly settlement.

Tickets for agencies can be controlled in

the following manner. A specified number
of seats (determined by boxoffice demand,
etc.) could be set aside for agency use.

Their orders would be placed (by tele-

phone) either as they are received or all

at once. The orders should be placed as

the boxoffice advocates—either individu-

ally or all together, depending on the

advance sales. As orders are placed, tickets

should be held by the theatre and identi-

fied. The agency presents to its patrons
an authorized form or voucher which the
patrons exchange at the theatre boxoffice

at the time of performance for their actual

tickets. Depending on the situation, the
theatre would set up their own ticket

form; or in cases where the agencies
normally use a proper form, this could be
authorized and used.

3
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Jack Detruf, manager for Manos Enterprises in Latrobe, Pa., was awarded a citation recently for the

enthusiastic support he has given to the Army recruiting service. The citation was presented by

Army representatives in the Manos home office in Greensburg, Pa. Left to right are Joseph Bugala,

general manager of Manos Enterprises; Sgt. A. J. Olson jr., Latrobe recruiter; Sgt. John Frederick,

Greensburg recruiter; Manager Detruf; Manager Potts of the Indiana Theatre; Ted Manos, executive

vice-president; M/Sgt. Jack Kazebeer, zone supervisor, and Lt. William Wasko, executive officer

of the Army recruiting station in Pittsburgh.

Chariots Give Bath Oil

For St. Louis 'Esther'
Chariots rode through the Christmas-

packed downtown shopping area Friday

(16) in St. Louis, distributing thousands
of bottles of bath oil to pedestrians. On
each bottle a tag read: “You can be lovely

as Queen Esther and can relax, stay

young, and have fun with Mary Sherman
Bubbling Bath Oil. See ‘Esther and the

King’ at the Ambassador Theatre.”
In addition to the chariots, three mem-

bers of the Haracudah Israeli dance group
made appearances on seven live television

shows as well as an appearance in down-
town St. Louis at the Salvation Army’s
Tree of Lights.

The publicity campaign was launched
via a color layout in the Post-Dispatch
November 20.

Check your hat? A burro stops in at the Eden Roc

Club to sell tickets to the premiere of "Pepe" at

the Criterion Theatre in New York December 21

for the benefit of the Lila Motley Cancer Founda-

tion. Taking the burro's chapeau is Eleanor Orrico.

The foundation sold tickets at night clubs and

restaurants throughout the city to roise funds for

the Lila Motley radiation room at the New York

University Medical Center.

Merchants Agree to Buy
Ticket for Each Program
Jim Third, who took over managing the

Lyric Theatre in Minnedosa, Man., after it

was closed for two months during the
summer because of poor attendance, re-

ported the merchants were impressed and
openly acknowledged the value of a lighted

theatre to their business.

Overall business at Minnedosa declined

during the two months, while trade at Nee-
pawa, 17 miles away, increased. Also it

was reported the police had more com-
plaints of petty mischief than ever before.

Consequently, Third didn’t have much
trouble getting 31 local merchants includ-

ing the mayor, to agree to purchase at

least one ticket each program. The theatre

operates on a three-day policy—no Sun-
day shows—so this arrangement guarantees
about 270 ticket sales a month.
The mayor helped Third in putting over

the plan. The only cost to the theatre was
the printing of the special tickets.

Day Price Cut to 25c
For 'Sexy' and 'Nights'
Samuel I. Safenovitz, owner of the Yale

Theatre in Norwich, Conn., had a 25-cents-

price all day in effect during the dual bill

of “Fast and Sexy” and “The Nights of

Lucretia Borgia.” Advertising explained

the move thus:

“Vittorio DeSica’s performance is so fine

that we want all to see it. Admission re-

duced to 25 cents. No two-for-one. No
need for a woman to be accompanied by
an adult. We feel you are old enough to

come by yourself. Laugh at the film be-

cause it is funny, and at the management
because we are nuts!”

He labeled “Fast and Sexy” as “The
Comedy of the Year!”

Line for Holdover Copy
Loew’s Poli Manager Charles Gaudino,

holding over “Butterfield 8” for a fourth

week in Springfield, Mass., headlined his

newspaper ads: “Springfield Demands It!

Still the Biggest and Best Attraction!”
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Challenge lo Critics

In 'Campobello' Ad
An unusual copy twist was used by

Minnesota Amusement Co. to stir up some
business for “Sunrise at Campobello” at
its Lyric Theatre in Minneapolis. The pic-
ture had played one week to below average
grosses. At the beginning of the second
week the theatre ran the following ad:
“To those who have been criticizing mov-

ies and asking . . . ‘Why don’t they make
good movies?’ We’ve had this really Great
Movie for seven days and business is only
average . . . Where have you been?”
The message was signed by F. A. “Bud”

Wiggins, Lyric manager.
A review of the film by Bob Murphy,

critic for the Minneapolis Journal, headed
“F. D. R. Movie Is Even Greater Than Hit
Play” also was reprinted in the large ad.
The advertisement urged those “who really
want GOOD entertainment” to see the
picture.

Executioner and Block
Create Stir for 'Ghosts'
To plug “13 Ghosts” at the Ritz, Gran-

ville, N. Y., Daniel Jones had a young man
in a getup similar to the Hunchback of
Notre Dame, complete with rubber mask
and hands. This “wild man” was led
around by a rope around his neck by an
executioner wearing a black cloth around
his head and face. Behind them came the
executioner’s apprentice with his “port-
able” chopping block (a hand truck used
to push packing cases around, with a
large wooden block on it) . On the front
of the chopping block was nailed a box to

catch the heads; said box was labeled
“Headquarters.”
This bally, which was used during Friday

night shopping hours and on Saturday in

a nearby town, really created quite a stir.

The “wild man” ranted and raved, and
the chopping block had an appropriate
sign on it giving all the necessary infor-
mation. The “block” was also displayed in

the lobby all weekend where it also created
attention.

Two Contests Produce
Nice 'Gantry' Publicity
“Elmer Gantry” really got a good send-

off from Joel Barnum when it played the
Elmwood, Penn Yan, N. Y. First, the pic-

ture was mentioned at least once every
hour for six straight days prior to play-
date. This was in the form of a contest
where the announcer would name a pic-

ture, and the first person calling in with
the name of its star would win two passes

to see “Elmer Gantry.”
Another contest, directed at teenagers,

was called a “Mismatch” contest and lis-

teners were asked to make up funny com-
binations, matching an actor or actress

with a picture—like Mickey Rooney in

“Hercules.” The ten funniest won passes.

Barnum talked about the picture ex-

tensively on his radio program; sent 100

personal letters to prominent people; cov-

ered the college with slingers and posters,

and generally saw to it that everyone

knew “Elmer Gantry” was on his way,
with the result that a 13-month Sunday
evening record was broken!
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SHERWOOD FOREST
SHOWMANSHIP!
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ALL-NEW! ROBIN HOOD’S MOST
THRILLING AND GREATEST ADVENTURES!

COLUMBIA PICTURESpresents

RICHARD GREENE
PETERCUSHING

The cold edge of

danger . . . the bold

thrust of courage

... as Robin Hood

hunts down

“The Falcon”

SWORD OF
SHERWOOD

FOREST
•Starring NIALL MacGINNIS

RICHARD PASCO
SARAH BRANCH
and guest star

DENNIS LOT IS
Written by ALAN HACKNEY
Produced by SIDNEY COLE
and RICHARD GREENE
Directed by TERENCE FISHER
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ADVENTURES!
Courage vs. Cunning!

Cold Steel vs. Tyranny!

... as Robin Hood battles

the infamous Falcon!

COLUMBIA PICTURESpresents

RICHjUU) GREENE
PETERCUSHING

SWORD OF
SHERWOODFOREST

MacGINNIS • RICHARD PASCO
BRANCH DENNIS LOTIS

W ‘LAN HACKNEY • P.M.CM fry SIDNEY COLE .ml RICHARO Cl

A HAMMER FILM PRODUCTION
MEGASCOPE • Eastman IHOKOll

ALL- NEW ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD!
THE WORLD'S MOST RENOWNED SWORDSMAN FACES HIS GREATEST CHALLENGE!

comtm ficnjtESpr*M,

R/CRVtD GREENE
PETERaSHIAG

l he Despotic

Falcon in a

Duel-To-
The-Death!

SiVORD OF
SHERliOOD
FOREST

Ad No. 301—397 Lines

CAST and CREDITS
Ad No 501 570 lines

ROBIN HOOD BATTLES THE FALCON

!

RimmoiiESVE
mrncvsnm

Ad No. 205—1.0 line.

THE NEWEST AND
GREATEST

ADVENTURES OF

ROBIN H000!

Ad No 104—92 lines

Ad No 105—69 lines

NEW...
GREATEST

(ADVENTURES OF

__ ROBIN HOOD!

5e* R/mmGmiYE %

I

/HER CUSIIING %
SWORD OF |SHERWOOD |
FORES/ |

Ad No 102—28 lines

I

Ad No 101 14 lines

ROBIN HOOD
VS.THE FALCON IN A
0UII-T0 -TNI - DEATH

'

Ad No. 203—72 t

fighter faces

challenge!

HKmRDGHEEXE
PETER (ZS///YG

Ad No. 206—200 lines

Robin Hood Richord Greene

Sheriff of Nottingham Peter Cushing

Earl of Nework Richard Pasco

Maid Marian Sorah Branch

Fr.or Tuck Niall MacGinnis

Sheriff's Lieutenant Edwin Richfield

Prioress Vonda Godsell

Little John Nigel Green

Alon A'Dale Dennis Lotis

1st Fulconer Brian Rowlinson

Ollerfon Patrick Crcan

Martin Derren Nesbitt

1st Mon at Arms Rcgmold Hcorne

Melton Oliver Reed

Master of Archery Jack Cooper

Hubert Walker Jack Gwillim

Retford Adam Kean

Traveller Desmond Llewellyn

Old Bowycr Charles Lamb

First Veteran Outlaw Aidon Grcnncll

James Ncylin

Officer Barry De Boulay

Old Jack John Hocy

Judge Anew McMastcr

Walter's Secretory John Fronklin

Portress Maureen Holligan

Screenplay by Alon Hockney, Directed by Terence Fisher, As-

sistont Director. Bob Porter, Music Composed by Alun Hod-

dinott. Musical Supervisor, John Hollingsworth, Director of

Photography, Ken Hodges; Photographed in Eostmon Color

and Mcgoscopc, Art Director, John Stoll; Supervising Editor,

Jomcs Needs; Production Managers, Ronald Liles, Don Weeks;

Editor, Lee Doig, Camera Operotor, Richard Boyley, Sound

Editor, Albon Streeter, Sound Mixers, John Mitchell, Horry

Tote, Casting, Stuort Lyons, Moke-up, Gerald Fletcher,

Hairdresser, Hilda Fo*, Continuity, Pauline Wise, Dot Fore-

man, Costume Supervisor, John McCorry, Wardrobe Mistress,

Rachel Austin; Master of Horse, Ivor Collin; Master at Arms,

Potrick Creon, Master of Archery, Jock Cooper, Produced by

Sidney Cole and Richord Greene; Executive Producer, Michael

Correros, A Hammer Film Production A Columbia Picture.

Ad No 201—28 lines

All advertising material in this pressbook. as

IlUlT "el1 85 811 othef r*wSPat>€f ** publicity

I

”
If' terial, has been approved under the MPAA Ad

\A/AJ vertismg Code as a self regulatory procedure

of the Motion Picture Association of America

All inquiries on this procedure, which is voluntarily sub

scribed to by the major motion picture companies, may be

addressed to Adrertismg Code Administrator, Motion Pic-

ture Association of America. 28 W. 44th St. New York 36, N Y.

STORY
(Not for Publication) Robin Hood ond his bond of outlows aid

a traveler, wounded by the Sheriff of Nottingham's men, whose

dying words ore "donger in Bawtry " In Bowtry, Robin ond

his men find the King's choncellor has frustrated the Sheriff's

plan to take over Bawtry castle, in collusion with the powerful

Earl of Nework With the bcoutiful Moid Marian, Robin Hood

works ogomst the Sheriff ond the Earl of Nework, who arc

both slain in the final all-out bottle



ROBIN HOOD EXPLOITATION EXCITEMENT
IN NEW SWORD OF SHERWOOD FOREST!

ARCHERY DISPLAY
Aim for a bull's eye with a window-full of archery equipment at leading

department or sporting goods store. Once you have your store spotted, help

them to come up with an eye-stopping window with assorted action stills,

posters and credit cards. Also try these:

iwoid ol Sherwood form' Aichory Contort" in four local pork or indoor g,-m. Get 01 mony
rotation to tooporoto with lull window display, 0nd newspopti advertising and obtain

aichory ot developing lovely lorm lor women and 01 o muulo buildtr lor men Get credit!

appropriate prnti lor girl ond boy winntn

Find Robin Hood'
Scan the town (via phone books
and city directory) lor a man
named "Robin Hood,” whom
you can spotlight on opening
night. Have him as your honor
guest at a dinner and at the the-

atre. and make sure you have
newspapers cover the event. II

you can't lind a "Robin Hood,"
invite all other people named
"Hood" living in town to the

opening. Arrange newspaper
coverage.

ON TV
The TV series, "Robin Hood,"

starring Richard Greene, is cur-

rently being televised through-

out the country. If the TV station

in your situation is one of those

showing the films, then by all

means arrange for a mutually

beneficial promotion. Try for

cooperative newspaper ads, TV

spots, and any assistance that

they may be able to give you
on any stunts or contests under-

taken by yourself. Remember
to get picture credits in all

joint undertakings.

Community Groups
Those community and civic

groups who watch over film fare

lor the young should be inter-

ested in getting behind "Sword
ol Sherwood Forest" because,
though it is full of action, it

avoids the needless violence
characteristic ol some modem
films.

• Obtain th. local Parenl-T.acher

Amoelation endowment ol tho pic

organl.atlon newspaper or bulletin,

and mailing! publicising film in

larorablo fight.

• Youth loader.—tho head, ol

local "To". Boy and Girl Scout,
and other .uch group.—ohould bo

Costume Ball
A costume ball which uses as its

motif the colorful, romantic
period of “Sword of Sherwood
Forest" might be sold to a fra-

ternity. sorority or similar or-

ganization which holds such a
function every year. The affair

should be held, il possible, the
week before your playdate.
Help the costume ball sponsors
by getting the cooperation of

stores/ press and radio-TV.

Displays
9'xl2' Flag: single face. $45.00;

double face. $75.00. Badge: 40c.

Streamer: 17' long, $15.00 each.
Valance: $1.50 per running foot;

minimum length, 10-foot. 12 pen-
nant string; 30' long, S3.50.

Bumper strip: $1.00 each; mini-

mum order 15. Order from Na-
tional Flag Co., 43 West 21st St.,

New York 10, N. Y.. or in Can-
ada: Theatre Poster Service. 227

Victoria Street, Toronto. Ont.

Drive-Ins
• Directional arrows should be

posted on highways leading
to your drive-in. Copy on the

arrows might read: "Follow
the Atrows to 'Sword of Sher-
wood Forest'. State Drive-In."

• Have a large quiver of

arrows on view. Ask contest-

ants to guess the number of

arrows contained therein.

Those coming closest to cor-

rect count to be awarded
guest tickets.

• Admit free all lads who come
clad in full "Robin Hood"
regalia: jerkin or doublet,

feathered hats, bows, etc.

Street Bally
Send an attractive girl costumed
as an archer (form-fitting tights

and leather jerkin) through the

principal streets of town, carry-

ing bow and arrows. Sign on
her back should read: "I'm on
My Way to See ‘Sword of Sher-

wood Forest.' State Theatre
Now."

Armor Display
An effective display might con-

sist of knights' arnior and
weapons, including swords of

the "Sword of Sherwood Forest"

period. Set display in your
lobby, a store window, a
museum or a library. Your pic-

ture should be tied in with stills

and signs bearing full credits.

Toy Stores
Go after window and counter

displays, as well as other adver-

tising promotions, with toy and
other stores handling items

which might be linked to your
picture. Swords, archery sets,

Robin Hood hats, color-in books,

etc., might be tied in.

FENCING TOURNEY
Maximum penetration for "Sword of Sherwood Forest" can be achieved by

utilizing the swordsmanship elements of the picture for a city-wide fencing

tournament. Set up your tournament by working with such groups as the

fencing teams and clubs of high schools, colleges. "Y's" and similar groups

Prizes should consist of promoted merchandise and Richard Greene trophies

If possible, try to secure the backing and sponsorship of a cooperating

newspaper. If successful, this will insure you of built-in publicity for your

promotion. The awards' presentation should be made over TV or from the

stage of your theatre. Try these:

EXHIBITIONS Arrange for fencing nhibithn, by prominent loco/ fencer,, coache, or school

FREE LESSONS: A group ol young, tor, receiving free fencing Icon, or o group ol ihowgirll

receiving some should be good lor o publicity picture.

SPORTS PAGE- In oddition to complete coveroge ol your tournament arrange lor sport i page

SPORTS STORES Elsewhere on thi, page i, o suggested Sword ol Sherwood For*if spoil,

store window. Other possible window, eon be built oround sport, equipment—fencing, a,

HONOR TEAMS An ciccficnf piece ol showmanship could be the honoring ol school ond

Schools
The most natural segment of

your audience for "Sword of

Sherwood Forest" will probably
be found in the schools—al-

though adults, too, go for these

thundering tales of derring-do.

Consequently, make a big pitch

for the schools' support!

ol Sherwood Ford" in .chool 11-

brariOL You provide the .till, blow
up*, rignii and picture date. Thi.

typo ol di.play can bo dupli rated.

FOREST GREEN
Robin Hood and Sherwood Forest

were inseparable. Take advan-

tage of the fact that the leg-

endary greenwood fighter has

always been associated with

"forest green" to organize a

giant merchandising promotion

around the color, "Sherwood

Forest Green," using merchan-

dise in stock. Eye-catching

dramatic atmosphere can be

achieved by having blow-ups

toned to match the merchandise,

and by coloring the window
lights with green gelatins. To

make an even more eye-stopping

window use a two-part arrow,

ostensibly shot through the

glass, and affixed to a "procla-

mation" carrying store and
theatre copy.



(Mat 2-A) Richard Greene as Robin Hood, left, batters one of the villains in

the swashbuckling new adventure, "Sword of Sherwood Forest." The Columbia

Picture, a Hammer Film production in MegaScope and Eastman Color, co-stars

Peter Cushing as the Sheriff of Nottingham.

(Richard Greene)
If Richard Greene seems to

the manner born in playing
the dashing Robin Hood role

in the Hammer Film produc-
tion for Columbia Pictures of

“Sword of Sherwood Forest,”

at the Theatre,

there’s good reason. For Greene
has the prescribed physique

—

he's handsome, athletic, just

over six feet tall, with build to

match. More, Greene has
played the role for four years,

in the Robin Hood T.V. series.

Peter Cushing stars with
Greene in the new swashbuck-
ler, filmed in Megascope and
Eastman Color; Niall MacGin-
nis, Richard Pasco, Sarah
Branch are co-starred and
Dennis Lotis guest stars.

A theatrical career was al-

most inevitable for Greene, as

both his parents were actors.

After completing his schooling,

he went on the stage. A stint

with a repertory company pre-

pared him for the lead in the
touring company of the suc-
cessful Terence Rattigan play,

“French Without Tears.”

It was while appearing in

this show that Richard Greene
was signed by Hollywood. A
series of American pictures was
interrupted by the war and
service with the British armed
forces. After the war, he di-

vided his time between his

native land and Hollywood.
When he was asked to do the
Robin Hood TV series, Greene
accepted the offer and he has
been gamboling in Sherwood
Forest ever since on the TV
screen and, now, in “Sword of

Sherwood Forest” for motion
pictures.

Written for the screen by
Alan Hackney, the Columbia
swashbuckler was directed by
Terence Fisher. Sidney Cole and
Richard Greene served as pro-
ducers.

(Advance Notice)
Richard Greene as the leg-

endary Robin Hood and Peter
Cushing as the evil sheriff of

Nottingham star in “Sword of

Sherwood Forest,” new Ham-
mer Film production for Co-
lumbia Pictures filmed in

Megascope and Eastman Color.
Opening at the

Theatre, the Co-
lumbia swashbuckler co-stars
Niall MacGinnis, Richard
Pasco, Sarah Branch and guest
star Dennis Lotis. Terence
Fisher directed from Alan
Hackney’s screenplay. Sidney
Cole and Richard Greene pro-
duced “Sword of Sherwood
Forest.”

(Alias Robin Hood)
Richard Greene has been

playing “Robin Hood” for so
long he sometimes has diffi-

culty separating his real per-
sonality from that of the le-

gendary archer and greenwood
fighter. Currently, Greene stars
with Peter Cushing in “Sword
of Sherwood Forest,” the Ham-
mer film production for Co-
lumbia Pictures in Megascope
and Eastman Color at the

Theatre.

(Code Name?)
Who was Robin Hood, legend-

ary figure of the greenwood?
What was his real name? It

certainly wasn’t Robin Hood,
according to the experts, al-

though Robin Hood is the hero
of “Sword of Sherwood Forest,”
the Hammer Film production
for Columbia release at the

Theatre star-
ring Richard Greene and Peter
Cushing in Megascope and
Eastman Color. Some histor-
ians say “Robin Hood” stood
for an underground code word
used by different outlaws.

(Review)
One of the great adventure

heroes of all time, Robin Hood
joyously returned yesterday to

the screen of the The-
atre in “Sword of Sherwood
Forest,” the Hammer Film
production for Columbia Pic-

tures filmed in Megascope and
Eastman Color. Richard
Greene, who has been starring
in the popular TV series built

around the legendary hero, a
perennial favorite of action
fans everywhere, plays Robin
Hood in the new film and Peter
Cushing also stars as the out-
law’s crafty adversary, the evil

Sheriff of Nottingham.
And all the other famous

characters are here, too, Niall

MacGinnis as Friar Tuck;
Richard Pasco as the villainous

Earl of Newark; Sarah Branch
as Maid Marian; Dennis Lotis

as Alan A’Dale and Nigel Green
as Little John.
Robin and his lusty crew, de-

termined fighters and roisterers

who rob the rich to pay the
poor, are pitted not only against
their old enemy, the Sheriff,

but a powerful new antagonist
as well. Before Robin and men
bring down both their myster-
ious new enemy and the Sher-
iff of Nottingham, there are
sword fights galore, some in-
ventive plotting, the razing of

a village by fire, hard riding
and breathless battles on horse-
back. And there is, too, the ro-
mance of Robin Hood and Maid
Marian.

Alan Hackney penned the
screenplay of “Sword of Sher-
wood Forest,” which was di-

rected by Terence Fisher. Sid-
ney Cole and Richard Greene
produced the Columbia release.

(Robin Hood)
Did Robin Hood exist or was

he just a legend, a fantasy
dreamed-up by the oppressed
peasantry of medieval Eng-
land? Whatever the real facts,

the Robin Hood legend has
persisted nowhere so powerfully
and at such great length as on
the screen. Currently, Richard
Greene stars as Robin Hood in
the Hammer Film production
for Columbia Pictures, “Sword
of Sherwood Forest,” with Peter
Cushing playing the evil Sher-
iff of Nottingham. The new
swashbuckler, at the .-.

Theatre in Megascope and
Eastman Color, co-stars Niall
MacGinnis, Richard Pasco,
Sarah Branch and guest star
Dennis Lotis.

One of the more persistent
Robin Hood legends represents
the famous hero as one of the
last Saxons to have held out
against the Norman invaders of

England. Another version has
him identified with one Robert
of LocMcsley, a “man slayer”
who fle'tl to the forest. Locksley,
in Scott’s “Ivanhoe,” is taken
from this version of the Robin
Hood story.

(General Advance)
Robin Hood, the world’s most

famous adventurer, faces his

most dangerous challenge in

“Sword of Sherwood Forest,”
the Hammer Film production
for Columbia Pictures in Mega-
scope and Eastman Color. Due

at the
Theatre, the new swashbuck-
ler stars Richard Greene as
Robin Hood and Peter Cushing
as his villainous adversary, the
Sheriff of Nottingham. “Sword
of Sherwood Forest” co-stars
Niall MacGinnis, Richard
Pasco, Sarah Branch and Den-
nis Lotis, as guest star.

In the current “Robin Hood”
film, Greene, who successfully
made a TV series based on the
legendary outlaw, not only
comes to grips with his ancient
enemy, the Sheriff, but he also
tangles with a mysterious and
powerful adversary known as
the Falcon. The Falcon is plot-
ting against the King’s Chan-
cellor, and the kingdom will

stand or fall on the outcome.
Other famous greenwood

characters in “Sword of Sher-
wood Forest” include Niall
MacGinnis as Friar Tuck; Miss
Branch as Maid Marian; Lotis
as Alan A’Dale, and Nigel
Green as Little John. Richard
Pasco plays the Earl of Newark,
the Falcon.
The Columbia swashbuckler

is said to encompass breathless
swordplay, ingenious plot and
counterplot, hard-riding action,
the razing of a village by fire,

and battles on horseback, And,
of course, there is the love story
of Robin Hood and Maid Mar-
ion. The “Sword of Sherwood
Forest” screenplay was writ-
ten by Alan Hackney; Terence
Fisher directed and Sidney Cole
and Richard Greene produced.

(Mat 1-A) Richard Greene stars as

Robin Hood and Sarah Branch plays

Maid Marian in "Sword of Sherwood

Forest," new Hammer Film production

for Columbia Pictures in MegaScope

and Eastman Color. Peter Cushing

co-stars.
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2434 ©Story of Ruth, The (131) ©
Biblical Drama 20th-Fox

2426 ©Strangers When We Meet

(117) © Dr Col

2437 ©Subterraneans, The (89) © Dr. ..MGM

2423 Stranglers of Bombay

(81) © Dr Col

2445 Studs Lonigan (103) Dr UA

2476 ©Sundowners, The (133) Dr WB
2466 ^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) Drama WB
2467 Surprise Package (100) Comedy. ... Col

2477 ©Swiss Family Robinson (128)

Adv. Classic, Panavision BV

—T—
2399 Tall Story (91) Comedy WB
2430©Tarzan the Magnificent (88) Adv... Para

2465 ©Ten Who Dared (92) Adv BV

2410 13 Fighting Men (69) © Ac. . . 20th-Fox

2435 13 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy ... Col

2450 ©39 Steps, The (95) © Adv. . . 20th-Fox

2412 Three Came to KiU (70) Dr UA

2485 ©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100)

Superdynamation, Fantasy Col

2439 ©Thunder in Carolina (92)

Racing Drama Howco

2389 Tiger Bay (105) Suspense Cont’l

2446 ©Time Machine, The (103) Sc-F.-.MGM

2392 y©Toby Tyler (96) Adv. Comedy . BV

2402 Too Soon to Love (85) Dr U-l

2481 Tormented (75) Horror Drama AA

2480 Touch of Flesh, The (76)

Drama Amity Films-SR

2441 Trapped in Tangier (77)

Cr. Drama Supercinescope. . . 20th-Fox

2446 ©Trials of Oscar Wilde, The (See "The

Green Carnation”)

2418 Twelve Hours to Kill

E »r -so t dI4

i

Hill! illzc|a.Sizo
111

11-21-60 +
11-21-60 ±
5- 9-60 ±

11-

23-59 Ft

1-11-60 +
7-11-60 -H

7-11-60 ft

7- 4-60 Ft

10-

17-60 Ft

12-

12-60 ±
7- 4-60 +

6-

20-60 Ff

5-30-60 +
7- 4-60 +

5-23-60 +
8- 1-60 ft

11- 7-60 ft

10- 3-60 ft

10-

10-60 Ft

11-

14-60 Ff

2-

15-60 Ff

6-13-60 +
10- 3-60 +

3-

28-60 ±

6-

27-60 Ff

8-16-60 +
4- 4-60 +

12-12-60 +

7-

11-60 +
1-11-60 Ff

8- 1-60 Ff

1-

18-60 FF

2-

22-60 it

11-

28-60 +

11-21-60 it

1+
1+1-

+ 3+2-
+ tt tt tt + 11+1-

+ + tt + tt

t

8+
tt tt tt tt tt tt 14+

± tt tt tt tt tt 13+1-

tt + + 7+1-

tt tt tt tt tt tt 14-f

+ 2+1-
+ + + + + 6+

tt + tt tt tt + 12+

tt + tt ft tt 11+1-

+ + 7+4-

+ + + -f~ 6+2-
+ tt tt + 9+1-
tt tt tt tt tt 12+

tt tt tt tt tt tt 14+

+ tt + 9+3-

+ Ff tt 8+1-

tt
-V- + + + + 9+1-

+ tt + + + 8+1-

+ -4- + + tt 7+1-
— + -F- 6+6

—

+ + tt + + 9+1-

+ + + + + 8+1-

+ -4- + 7+4-

tt tt + 6+

rt ± + 4+2-

FF tt tt tt 10+

tt tt tt + + FF 12+ (

tt Ft ft tt tt Ft 14+
— + + -F- -f- 6+5-

7-18-60 = = = ± = —

1+

1+ 1-

1+10-

2436 12 to the Moon (74) Sc-F'n

—U—

2413 ©Unforgiven, The (125)

i-Fox 5- 2-60 it — tt + 5+5-
Col 6-27-60 ± + ~ 6+6-

Para 9-12-60 + + + + ± + tt 8+1-

UA 4-11-60 ff Ft FF FF + FF tt 13+

—V—
2418 Vallley at the Redwoods

(62) © Crime Drama . .

2472 Village of the Damned (78)

Horror Drama

2399 Visit to a Small Planet 05)
Farce Comedy Para 2-15-60 + + + + FF + + 8+

—W—
2483 ©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The

20th-Fox 5- 2-60 + + ±. + + + 6+1-

.. MGM 10-24-60 + ft + + tt tt + 10+

(99) © Comedy . Col 12- 5-60 ± tt + tt 6+1-
2449 Walking Target (74) Action . . . . , UA 8-16-60 + -f- + ± 4+2-
2428 Walk Like a Dragon (95) Dr . Para 6- 6-60 ff + + + + + + 8-f-

2471 ©Walk Tall (60) © Western . . 20th- Fox 10-24-60 ± + + 6+4-
2484 ©Where the Boys Are (99) © Com.

2463 Where the Hot Wind Blows (120)

MGM 12- 5-60 ff ff tt Ff tt 10+

Dr. (English-dubbed) MGM 9-26-60 + + + + - + :± 6+2-
- ± 3+3—

1+

2445 Why Must, I Die? (90) Melodr AIP 8- 1-60 Ff -
2444 Wicked Go to Hell, The (74)

(English-dubbed) Dr Fanfare 7-18-60 +
2475 Wild Rapture (68)

Documentary Exdusive-SR 11- 7-60 +
2459 Wild Ride, The (63) Ac Filmgroup 9-12-60 —
2428 ©Wild River (115) © Or 20th-Fox 6- 6-60 FF FF FF FF + + Ff 12+

2480 ©World of Suzie Wong, The (129)

Drama .
. \ Para 11-28-60 FF

<1S

«ys

i+
i-

FF + 5+

-J-xrz

—

2451 Young Jesse Jen res (73)

Action Drama
©

20th-Fox 8-22-60 i F — + i + i 6+4—
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Feofurv productions by company in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. Q is tor Cmemoscope,
® Vista Vision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; (g) Regalscope; ® Technirama. Symbol O denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart
ALLIED ARTISTS £ |j AMERICAN INT L § U COLUMBIA |

Bluebeard's Ten Honey-

moons (92) D..6002
George Sanders. Corlnne Calvet

4

©Babette Goes to War
(103) © C. .423

(English-dubbed) Brigitte Bardot.

Jacnues Charrier

Because They’re Young

(102) CD.. 424
Dick Clark, Victoria Shaw
Michael Callan. Tuesday Weld

©Circus of Horrors (89) Ho . 503
Anton Diffring, Erika Remberg

©Killers of Kilimanjaro

(91) © Ad.. 425
Robert Taylor, Anne Aubrey
Man on a String (92) . . . D . . 426
Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews

Stranglers of Bombay
(81) © My.. 427

Guy Rolfe, Allan Cuthbertson

The Electronic Monster (72) D..428
Rod Cameron, Mary Murphy

Why Must 1 Die? (90) D. .504
Terry Moore, Debra Paget

Jailbreakers (64) Ac.. 408
Robert Hutton. Mary Castle

The Mountain Road (102) . . D. .429
James Stewart, Lisa Lu

©Battle in Outer Space

(90) Ac.. 430
R.vo Ikebe and all-Japanese cast

12 to the Moon (74) SF..431
Ken Clark, Rob’t Montgomery Jr.

Pay or Die (110) Cr..6004
Ernest Borgnlne, Zobra Lampert

Raymie (73) Ad.. 6006
David Ladd. Julie Adams. John

Agar

©The House of Usher

(90) © Ho.. 502
Vincent Price, Mark Damon,
Myma Fahey

Beyond the Time Barrier

(SO) SF 505
Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins

Amazino Transparent Man
(60) SF. . 506

Marguerite Chapman, Douglas
Kennedy

©Strangers When We Meet

(117) © D. .501

Kirk Douglas, Khn Novak
Barbara Rush, Kent Smith

13 Ghosts (88) Ho C. .502

Jo Morrow, Rosemary DeCamp,
Donald Woods (partly In color)

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) C..503
Three Stooges, Paid Wtachell

Sex Kittens Go to

College (94) C. .6003
Mamie Van Doren, Tuesday Weld,

Mijanou Bardot, Mickey Shaugh-

nessy. Louis Nye

My Dog, Buddy (77) . ...D..450
London (dog star), Travis Lemmood

©The Nights of Lucretia Borgia

(108) Totalscope Hi.. 504
Belinda Lee. Jacques Semas

Hell to Eternity (132) D..60O7
Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen,

Vic Damone, Patricia Owens

Caltiki, The Immortal

Monster (76) SF. .6009
John Merivale, Didl Sullivan

Tormented (75) D..6010
Richard Carlson, 8usan Gordon

The Enemy General (74).. D.. 505
Van Johnson, Jean-Pierre Aumont

All the Young Men (87).. D.. 506
Alan Ladd, Sidney Pettier,

Ingemar Johansson, Mort Sahl

©Fast and Sexy (98) © CD.. 507
Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson,

Vlttoro de Sica

As the Sea Rages (74) . . . . D . . 508
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson,

Cameron Mitchell

Heroes Die Young (76) . . . . D . .6014
Erika Peters, Scott Borland

©Serengeti Shall Not Die

(84) Doc. .6013

©Journey to the Last City

(90) Ad.. 508
Debra Paget, Paul Christian

1 Aim at the Stars (107) BiD.,512
Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw

I’m All Right, Jack (104) C.,515
Ian Carmichael, Peter Sellers,

Terry-Thomas, Dennis Pries

©Song Without End (130)

© Bi/M.. 511
Dirk Bogarde, Capucine,

Genevieve Page

The Plunderers (104) . . . AD . .6008
Jeff Chandler. John Saxon,

Dolores Hart, Ray Stricklyn

The Unfaithfuls (89) . . . D . .6015
Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt,

Pierre Cressoy

Goliath and the Dragon

(90) © Ad .509
Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford

Let No Man Write My
Epitaph (106) D .513

Burl Ives, Shelley Winters, James
Darren, Jean Seberg

Surprise Package (100) . . . C. .514
Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor,

Noel Coward

Hell Is a City (96) ©..Cr..516
Stanley Baker, John Crawford

©Herod the Great (89) . .Ad. .6016
Edmond Purdom, Sylvia Lopez

©The 3 Worlds of Gulliver

(100) SuperDynamation. . Ad. .517
Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow

Please Turn Over (86) C. .518
Ted Ray, Jean Kent

Jazz Beat (95) ©. . . C/M . .519
1 Anthony Newley, Anne Aubrey

Look in Any Window (87) D . .

Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol, Paul
Anka

Portrait of a Sinner

(100) D..50?
Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton, f

©The Wackiest Ship in the

Army (99) © C..521
Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson

©Sword of Sherwood Forest

(SO) Ad.. 522
Richard Greene, Peter Cushing

Hand in Hand (75) D..523
John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike

•rea

M-G-M 5 -36
t- cz

4>©Please Don't Eat the

Daisies (111) © C..X3
Doris Day. David Niven. Janls Paige

Platinum

Mickey
Duryea

High School (93)..D..14
Rooney. Terry Moore. Dan

PARAMOUNT £ -3 6

Finn (107) © CD . 16
Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges.

Archie Moore, Judy Canova

©The Giant of Marathon

(88) D..15
Steve Reeves, Mylene Demongeot

The Day They Robbed the

Bank of England (S5)..D..19
Aldo Ray, Hugh Griffith,

Elizabeth Sellars

©Bells Are Ringing

(127) © M..17
Judy Holliday, Dean Mirtln,

Fred Clark

©The Time Machine (103).. SF.. 9
Rod Taylor, Yvette Mlmieux

©All the Fine Young
Cannibals (122) © D..20

Natalie Wood, Robert Wagner,

Susan Kohner, George Hamilton

The Angel Wore Red (99).. D.. 101
Ava Garcbier , Dkk Bogarde,

Joseph Cotten

©The Subterraneans (88) © D. .102
Leslie Caron, George Peppard,

Janice Rule, Roddy MacDowall

Key Witness (81) © D..103
Jeffrey Hunter, Pat Crowley

Where the Hot Wind Blows

(120) D . .104
Gina Lollobrigida. Yves Montand

©Butterfield 8 (109) © D..106
Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey,

Eddie Fisher, Dina Merrill

©Where the Boys Are

(99) © C . .110

Dolores Hart, George Hamilton,

Yvette Mimieux, Connie Francis

(pre-release)

Village of the Damned (77) Ho. .109
George Sanders, Barbara Shelley

©Gorgo ( . . ) Ad . .105
Bill Travers, Vincent Winter

Visit to a Small Planet

(85) C . 5917
Jerry Lewis, Joan Blackman,

Earl Holliman, Fred Clark

(J Conspiracy of Hearts

(120) D..5919
Lilli Palmer, Yvonne Mitchell,

Ronald Lewis

In the Wake of a Stranger

(69) My.. 5920

Tony Wright, Shirley Eaton

Five Branded Women (106) D..5916
Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano,

Vera Miles

©Prisoner of the Volga

(92) HI. 5921

John Derek, Dawn Addams, Elsa

Martinelll

Walk Like a Dragon (95) . D . .5922

Me) Tonne. Nobu McCarthy

©The Rat Race (105) D .5923

Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds

The Bellboy (72) C. 5924

Jerry Lewis, Corlnne Calvet

©Tarzan the Magnificent

(88) Ad.. 5925
Gordon Scott, Betta St. John,

Jock Mahoney

Psycho (109) MyD . .5926

Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,

Vera Miles, John Gavin

©It Started in Naples

(100) ® C. .5927

Clark Gable, Sophia Loren.

Vittorio de Slea

Under Ten Flags (92) . . . Ad. .6002

Van Heflin, Charles Laughton.

Mylene Demongeot

The Boy Who Stole a Mil-

lion (64) Ac. .6001

Virgilio Texera, Marianne Benet

©G. I. Blues (104) . CD/M.. 6005
Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse

©A Breath of Scandal

(98) ® C. .6006
John Gavin, Sophia Loren.

Maurice Chevalier

©CinderFella (91) C..6007
Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn,
Anna Marie Alberghetti

Blueprint for Robbery (. .) Ac. .6009
Jay Barney, J. Pat O’Malley
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FEATURE CHART
Tl*e kvy to
Drama; (An)

> laffan and comMnotton* Hweot Indicating story type (Ad) Adventure Drama- (Ac) irtfc.
in) Animated-Action; (Cl Comedy; (CD) Comedy-D^o; (Cr) Crime Draina (DM) Dr^o

with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama- (HD
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

20TH-FOX £ H UNITED ARTISTS £ UNIVERSAL-INTL s *•

«

cc
a.
<

©Masters of the Congo Jungle

(SS) © Doc.. 012
Narrators: Orson Welles. William

Warfield

©Wake Me When It's Over

(126) © C..010
Ernie Kovacs, Dick Shawn

13 Fighting Men (69) © Ac.. 013
Grant Williams, Carole Mathews

Valley of the Redwoods

(63) © D .016

John Hudson. Lynn Bernay

©Flame Over India

(130) © Ad . 017
Kenneth More, Lauren Bacall

Crack in the Mirror (97) © 0..018
Orson Welles, Juliette Greco,

Bradford Dillman

Operation Amsterdam (105) Ac . 015
Peter Finch ,

Eva Bartok

©Wild River © (105) D..009
Montgomery Clift. Lee Remlck,

Jo Van Fleet

Bobbikins (89) C. .004

Max Bvgraves, Shirley Jones

12 Hours to Kill (83) © Ac. .022

Nico Minardos, Barbara Eden

©The Story of Ruth

(132) © D. .021

Elana Eden, Stuart Whitman
Trapped in Tangiers

(74) © Ad. 027
Edmund Purdom, Genevieve Page

©From the Terrace (144) © D. .028

Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward
0©Lost World (96) © Ad . 026
Fernando Lamas. Claude Rains

Murder. Inc. (99) © Cr.031
May Britt, Stuart Whitman

£
zdo
ZD
<

Sons and Lovers (103) © D..035
D. Stoekwell, Wendy Hiller

©One Foot in Hell (90) © D 029

A. Ladd. D. Murray, D. AUchael*

©For the Lo.e of Mike (84) ©. .030

Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin

Young Jesse James (73)© D..033
Ray 8tricklyn, Willard Parker

©The 39 Steps (95) . Ad. .032

Kenneth More, Talna Eg

©Let's Make Love (US) C..034
Marilyn Monroe, Yves Montand,

Tony Randall

©Walk Tall (60) ©....Ac .042

Willard Parker, Kent Taylor

©Freckles (84) © D..043
Martin West, Carol Christensen

Squad Car (60) Ac.. 044
Paul Bryar, Vlci Raaf

0©High Time (103) © C/M.. 036
Bing Crosby. Fabian, Tuesday Weld

Desire in the Dust (105) © D..046
Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer.

©The Captain's Table (90) ©. .040

John Gregson, Peggy Cummins

©The Secret of the Purple Reef

(80) © Ac. 047

Jeff Richards. Margia Dean
©Sept. Storm (99) S’v’s’n Ac. . 025
Mark Stevens, Joanne Dru

©Goddess of Love (68) © D . .039
Belinda Lee. Jacques Sernas

©North to Alaska (122)

© Ad. 051
John Wayne. Capucine, Fabian
Desert Attack (76) (§) ..Ac . 053
John Mills, Sylvia Syms
©Tess of the Storm

Country (84) 0..050
Diane Baker, Lee Philips

©Wizard of Baghdad (92)

© Ad. .054
Dick Shawn, Diane Baker, Barry
Coe

©Flaming Star (92) ©..W..056
Elvis Presley, Barbara Eden

©Esther and the King (109)

© D..057
Joan Collins, Richard Egan

©Legions of the Nile

(94) © Ad. .037
Linda Crist al, Ettore Mannl

©Marriage-Go-Round (99) ©. .C

Susan Hayward, James Mason,
Julie Newmar

©Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come ( . . ) © D .

Jimmy Rodgers, Luana Patten
©Double Trouble ( . . ) © C .

Tommy Noonan, Pete Marshall,

Barbara Eden
©Upstairs and Downstairs

(..) C.

Michael Craig. Mylenc Demongeot

i

©The Boy and the Pirates

(83) Ad.. 6011
Murvyn Vye, Ovaries Herbert,

Susan Gordon (Perceptovlsion)

Three Came to Kill (70) Cr..6009
Cameron Mitcbell, Steve Brodie

©The Unforgiven (125) W. .6010
Burt Lancaster, Audrey Hepburn
(Panavlsion)

The Fugitive Kind (119) . . D . .6012
Marlon Brando, Anna Magnanl

Noose for a Gunman (69) . ,W. .6013
Jim Davis. Lyn Thomas

The Gallant Hours (116) D..6014
James Cagney, Dennis Weaver

©Macuraba Love (86) ..Ho.. 6016
Ziva Rodann, Walter Reed

The Music Box Kid (74) . .Ac. .6015
Ronald Foster. Luana Patten

©A Woman Like Satan

(86) © 0 . 6043
Brigitte Bardot, Antonio Viler

The Apartment (125)
Panavision CD . 6017

Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLalne,

Fred MaoMurray, Bdie Adams

©The Last Days of Pompeii

(94) Ad. 6020
Steve Reeves, Barbara Carroll

Cage of Evil (70) Ac.. 6018
Ron Foster, Pat Blah-

©Elmer Gantry (145) .... D .. 6023
Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Arthur Kennedy, Shirley Jones

Walking Target (74) . . . . Ac. .6024
Ron Foster, Joan Evans,

Merry Anders

The Night Fighters (88). D. 6025
Robert Ml!dm®, Dan 0’Herllhy

Studs Lonigan (95) 0. .6019
Christopher Knight, Venetia

Stevenson

©The Magnificent Seven

(128) Panavision ....Ad.. 6027
Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen,
Horst Buchholz. Ell Wallach

Inherit the Wind (126) D . .6026
Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Gene Kelly, Florence Eldridge

Police Dog Story (61) . Doc. .6029
James Brown, Merry Anders

The Facts of Life (104) . . C .6104
Bob Hope, Lucille Ball

Five Guns to Tombstone
(71) W. 6012

James Brown, Della Sharman

©The Snow Queen (70). An. . Oil
Hans Christian Andersen classic

©The Cossacks (114) . . . . D . . 6012
Edmund Purdom, Giorgln Molt

(English-dubbed) . TotalSoope

WARNER BROS. & wo
1- cc z

Tall Story (91) C..914
Anthony Perkins. Jane Fooda

©Othello (108) . .

Sergei Bondarchuk
(English-dubbed)

D . .6005

©Head of a

Tyrant (94) Hi D..6008
Massimo Glrotti, Isabelle Corey
(English-dubbed) Totalscope

©Brides of Dracula (85) . . Ho. .6013
Peter Cushing, Marttta Hunt

The Leech Woman (77) .. Ho. .6014
Coieen Gray, Philip Terry

©Portrait in Black (111) My.. 6015
Lana Turner, Anthony Quinn,

Sandra Dee, Richard Basehart

©Dinosaurus (85) ©. . . .SF. .6016
Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson

S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac. .6017
Pier Angell, John Gregseo,

Eddie Constantine

College Confidential (90) CD.. 6018
Mamie Van Doren, Steve Allen,

„ayne Meadows

©The Chartroose Caboose (76)
Panavision CD.. 6019
Molly Bee, Ben Cooper.

Edgar Buchanan

©Seven Ways From Sun-
down (87) OD. 6020
Audio Murphy, Barry Sullivan

©Between Time and Eternity

(98) D..6021
Lilli Palmer, Carlos Ttvompeon

©Midnight Lace (108) . . . . D .6101
Doris Day, Rex Harrison,

John Gavin. Myrna Loy

The Private Lives of Adam and

Eve (87) partly in

color CD .6102
Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren

©The Grass Is Greener

(105) © C..6103
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons

©Sergeant Rutledge (111) 0..917
Jeffrey Hunter. Constance Towen

©Hannibal (103) ® Hi D..918
Victor Mature, Rita Gam,
Gabriele Ferietti

©Ice Palace (143) D..919
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,

Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer, Jim

Backus

©Hercules Unchained (103)
Dyaliscope Ad. .920

Steve Reeve*, Sylva Kosdna,
Priroo Camera

Q©0cean’s 11 (128) . . . .CD . .921

Frank 8inatra, Dean Martin, Peter

Law-ford, Sammy Davis Jr., Angie

Dickinson, Joey Bishop

©The Crowded Sky (104) . D .001
Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming,
Efrem Zimbalist Jr.

Girl of the Night (93) . . . . D. .004
Anne Francis, John Kerr

©The Dark at the Top of the

Stairs (124) D..005
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire,
Angela Lansbury, Eve Arden

©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) D . .002
Ralph Bellamy, Greer Carson.

Hume Cronyn, Jean Hagen

©The Sundowners (133) . . D . .007

Robert Mitchum, Deborah Kerr,

Peter Ustinov, Glynis Johns

A Fever in the Blood

(117) D..008
(Efrem Zimbalist jr., Angie Dickinson

COMING

ALLIED ARTISTS
Dondi CO..

David Janssen, Patti Page,
Walter Wincheli, M. Shaughnessey

Time Bomb D..
Curt Jurgens. Mylene Demongeot

The Big Bankroll Cr..
David Janssen, Mickey Rooney

The Big Wave Ad..
Sessue Hayakawa

AMERICAN-INT'L
©Konga SF..
Michael Gough
The Hand My..
Derek Bond, Ronald Lee Hunt

Black Sunday Ho..
Barbara Steele, John Richardson

COLUMBIA
©Pope © c/M..
Cantlnfla*, Dan Dailey,
Shirley Jones
©The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll

© Ho..
Paul Massie, Dawn Addams

©Cry for Happy © CD. .

Glenn Ford, Miiko Taka, Donald
O’Connor

©Warrior Empress © Ad..
Kerwin Mathews. Tina Louise

©Gidget Goes Hawaiian © ....C..
James Darren, Deborah Walley

©The Guns of Navarone ©....D..
Gregory Peck, Gia Scala

MGM
©Cimarron © D..
Glenn Ford, Marla Schell

Go Naked in the World D..
Gina Lollohriglda, Ernest Borgnlne,
Anthony Franciosa, Katy Jurado

©Atlantis the Lost Continent. .SF. .

Anthony Hall, Joyce Taylor

PARAMOUNT
©One-Eyed Jacks ® w. .

Marlon Brando, Pina Pelllcer

©World of Suzie Wong D.
William Holden, Sylvia Syms

©All in a Night’s Work C. .

Dean Martin, Shirley MacLalne
©The Savage Innocents ©....Ad..
Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tani

©Blood and Roses D .

Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim, Elsa

Martinelli

20tb-FOX
©The Big Gamble © Ad..

Juliette Greco, Stephen Boyd,
David Wayne

Sanctuary © D .

.

Lee Remlck, Yves Montand,
Odetta, Bradford Dillman

©Cleopatra, Todd-AO D..
Elizabeth Taylor, Stephen Boyd

Circle of Deception © D..
Bradford Dillman, Suzy Parker

©Ferry to Hong Kong ©....Ad..
Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles
©The Fiercest Heart © 0..
Stuart Whitman, Juliet Prowse

©Francis of Assisi © D..
Bradford Dillman, Stuart Whitman,
Dolores Hart.

©The Millionairess © C..
Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers

UNITED ARTISTS
The Alamo (162) Todd-AO OD. .6028
(Special release) . .John Wayne,
Laurence Harvey, Richard Wid-
mark

Exodus (212) (Panavision

70) D .6101
(Special release) .. Paul Newman,
Eva Marie Saint, Peter Lawford

Season of Passion ("Summer of

the 17th Doll”) D. .6103
Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter

Once a Hero (“Tunes of

Glory”) D

Alec Guinness, John Mills

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©Spartacus © Dr..
Kirk Douglas, Jean Simmons

©Romanoff and Juliet C..
Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee,

John Gavin

©Back Street 0 . .

Susan Hayward, John Gavin, Vera
Miles

©The Day of the Gun D..
Rock Hudson, Dorothy Malone

The Great Impostor D..
Tony Curtis, Joan Blackman

The Shakedown Cr..

Hazt-l Court, Terence Morgan
WARNER BROS.
©The Sins of Rachel Cade D..
Angie Dickinson, Peter Finch

©Parrish 0..
Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert,

Karl Malden, Connie Stevens

©Fanny D/M..
Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,

Charles Boyer, Horst Buchholz

©Gold of the Seven Saints ©. . OD . .

Clint Walker. Leticia Roman
©White Warrior Ad..
Steve Reeves, Giorgia Moil

©Splendor in the Grass D..

Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty

id,

c
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS
BUENA VISTA
©Kidnapped (97) . . . .Ad. .Apr 60
Peter Finch, James MacArthur

4>©Pollyanna (134). . . CD. . Jul 60
Jane Wyman. Richard Egan.

Hayley Mills

©Jungle Cat (70) . . . . Doc. . Oct 60
True-Life Adventure

©Swiss Family Robinson

(128) Panavision . .Ad. Dec 60
Dorothy McGuire, John Mills,

James MacArthur. Tommy Kirk

Ten Who Dared (92) Ad.. Nov 60
John Beal. Brian Keith

CONTINENTAL
Expresso Bongo

(108) CD/M . . Apr 60
Laurence Haney, Yolande Dorian

Battle of the Sexes, The
(88) C.. May 60

Peter Sellers, Constance Cummings
©Michael Strogoff

(115) © Ad. Jun 60
Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page

Tiger Bay (105) D.. Jul 60
John Mills, Hayley Mills.

Horst Buchholz
School for Scoundrels (94) C. .Jul 60
Ian Carmichael. Terry-Thomas

Four Desperate Men
(105) D . Aug 60

Aldo Iiay, Heather Sears

It Happened in Broad
Daylight (97) D.. Sep 60

Heinz Kuhman, Michel Simon
The Entertainer (97) . . . D . . Oct 60
Laurence Olivier, Joan Plowright

The Mirror Has Two Faces

(98) D . Nov 60
(Eng-dubbed) . .Michele Morgan

Make Mine Mink (. .) . C. . Dec 60
Terry-Thomas, Athene Seyler

FILMGROUP
The Girl In Lover’s

Lane (78) D.. Jun 60
Joyce Meadows, Brett Halsey

The Wild Ride (63) D.. Jun 60
Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter
©Last Woman on Earth

(71) D. Sep-60
Anthony Carbone, Betsy Jones-
Moreland

Litt'e Shop of Horrors

(70) HoC . Sep 60

Jonathan Haze. Jackie Joseph
High School Caesar (72) D.. Nov 60
John Ashley, Gary Vinson
Date Bait (71) D.. Nov 60
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan
GOVERNOR
Carry On, Nurse (89) C..
Kenneth Connor. Shirley Eaton

Incredible Petrified World,

The (70) D.. Apr 60
John Carradine, Phyllis Coates

Teenage Zombies (75) . . Ho. .Apr 60
Don Sullivan. Katherine Victor

KINGSLEY-UN ION
©Mating Time (95) . . . . C. . Mar 60
Bill Travers, George Cole

(Bedewed as
'

'The Bridal Path")
Come Dance With Me!

(94) My C.. Aug 60
Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal

LOPERT PICTURES
Never on Sunday (91) . .C. . Nov 60
Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin

SHOWCORPORATION
The Poacher's Daughter

(74) C . Feb 60
Julie Harris, The Abbey Theatre

Players

Man in a Cocked Hat

(88) C. . May 60
Terry-Thomas, Peter Sellers

Next to No Time (90) . C . . May 60
Kenneth More. Betsy Drake

The Man Who Wouldn’t Talk

(91) D.. Oct 60
Anna Neagle, Zsa Zsa Gabor,

Anthony Quayle
STERLING WORLD DIST'RS
The Half Pint (73) C. .Oct 60
Pat Goldin, Tommy Blackman

©The Last Rebel (S3).. Ac..
Carlos Thompson, Ariadna Welter

Code of Silence ( . . ) . . . . Cr.

.

Terry Becker, Elisa Loti

VALIANT
©Sword and the Cross

(87) © D.. Apr 60
Gianna Maria Canale, Jorge

Mis-tral. (Eliglish-dubbed)

©Sword and the Dragon

(S3) Ad.. Nov 60
Russian cast (Eng-dubbed)
WOOLNER BROS.
She Walks by Night (85) D..

Belinda Lee, Walter Rilla

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ARGENTINA
End of Innocence (74) .... 9-19-60
(Kingsley) . .Elsa Daniel
DENMARK
Young Have No Time (95) 3- 7-60
(Kingsley) .. Ghlta Norby, Fritz
Helmuth
FRANCE
Back to the Wall (74) 10-26-59
(Ellis) Jeanne Moreau, G. Oury

©Belles and Ballets (92) .. 8-15-60
(Excelsior) . French baHet stars

©Black Orpheus (95) 2-29-60
(Lopert) . . Breno Mdlo, Marpesca
Dawn. (French-made; Portugese
dialog)

Children of Paradise

(162) 6-20-60
(Ajay) . . JeaD-Lokiis Barrault,
Arletty

Chasers, The (75) 6-6-60
(Hakim) . .Jacques Charrier, Dany
Robin
©Eye for an Eye, An

(93) ® 10- 5-60
(Manhattan) . . dirt Jurgens

400 Blows, The (98) 1-11-60
(Zenith) . .Jean-Pierre Leaud

Lady Cnatterley’s Lover

(102) 8-31-59
(Kingsley) . . Danielle Darrieux

Lovers, The (90) 12- 7-59
(Zenith) . .Jeanne Moreau, Jean-
Marc Bory, Alain Cuny

©Paris Hotel (90) 10-12-59
(F-A-W) . .Charles Boyer, F. Amoul

Possessors, The (90) 11-16-59
(Lopert) . . Jean Cabin, B. Blier

©Virtuous Bigamist (90).. 11- 2-59
(Kingsley) . .Fernandel, G. Rubinl
No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Ostrich Has Two Eggs, The
(89) 11-21-60

(Janus) Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant

Port of Desire (85) 12- 5-60
(Kingsley-Union) . . II. Neff

Rue de Paris (90) 12-12-60
(Lopert) . .Jean Cabin

GERMANY
©Dancing Heart, The (91) . .8-15-60

(Casino).. G. Kueckelmann
Glass Tower, The (104) ... .12- 7-59
(Ellis).. U1U Palmer

Rest Is Silence, The (106) . .10- 3-60
(F-A-W) . .Hardy Kruger, P. Van
Eyck
No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Three-Penny Opera, The

(113) 11-21-60

( Brandon) . . Lotte Lenya, Rudolph
Forster

Confess, Dr. Corda! (102) 12- 5-60

(President) . .Hardy Kruger. E.

Mueller
GREECE
Aunt From Chicago (90) 9-19-60

(Greek Pictures) .. G. Vassiliadou

Counterfeit Coin (120) . .10- 3-60
(Atlantis) . . K. Logothedtides

ITALY
Anatomy of Love (97) . .12-14-59
(Kassler) . .Vittorio de Sica,

Sophia Loren, Toto
Roof, The ("II Tetto”)

(91) 6-22-59
(Trans-Lux) . .0. Pallotti

See Naples and Die (SO) . . 9-19-60
(Crown) . .Gianna Maria Canale

Tailor’s Maid, The
(92) © 11-16-59

(Trans-Lux) . .Vittorio De Sica

Three Forbidden Stories

(104) 9-26-60
(Ellis) . . Eleonora Rossi Drago,
G Cervi

Holiday Island (105) . . . .11-14-60
('Brandon) . .Vittorio DeSiea

Holiday Island (105) 11-21-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio DeSiea,

JAPAN
Ikiru (To Live) (140) . . 3-28-60
(Brandon) . .Takashi Shimura

Men Who Tread on the Tiger’s

Tail (60) 8-8-60
(Brandon) . .H. Iwal, S. Fujita

Street of Shame (85) 9-21-59
(Harrison) . .Machiko Kyo
NORWAY
Nine Lives (90) 3-16-59
(DeRochemont) . .Jack Fielstadt

SWEDEN
Dreams (86) 8-8-60

(Janus) . .E. Dahlbeck, H. Ander-
sson

Lesson in Love, A (95) .

.

(Janus) . .Eva Dahlbeck
Magician, The (102) ....
(Janus).. Max von Sydow,
Thulin, Blbi Andersson

Wild Strawberries (90)....
(Janus) . . Victor Sjostrom, I:

Thulin. Ribi Andersson
Virgin Spring, The (88).. 12-12 0
(Janus).. Max von Sydow,
Birgitta Petterson

U.S.S.R
And Quiet Flows the

Don (109) 6-1 60
(UA)..E Bystrlskaya, P. Gl

4-25-60

Short subjects, listed by company. In or-
der of release. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified.

^HORTS CHART
So 2 d
a: a cl. z

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

4424 Trouble In-Laws (16) Feb 60
4425 Blonde Atom Bomb (17) Apr 60
4426 Heebie Gee-Gees (16t/2 ) May 60
4435 Rootin' Tootin' Ten-

derfoot (16) Mar 60

(1960-61)
5421 One Shivery Night

(16'/2 ) Sep 60
5431 Waiting in the Lurch

(15'/2 ) Oct 60
5422 House About It (16J/2 ) Nov 60
5432 Radio Riot (16) Nov 60

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

4552 No. 5, Series 6 (10).. Jun 60
4553 No. 1, Series 1 (11).. Feb 60
4554 No. 2. Series 1 (10</2) Mar 60
4555 No. 3. Series 1 (11).. Aug 60

(1960-61)
5551 No. 1, Series 2 (9).. Sep 60
5552 No. 2, Series 2 (11) Nov 60

COLOR CARTOONS—SPECIAL
5501 Polygamus Polonius (9) Nov 60

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

4608 Rocky Road to Ruin

(8)
4609 Pete Hothead (7) ...

4610 Lo. The Poor Buffalo

(S’/z)

4611 Unicom in the Gar-

den (7)
4612 Mountain Ears (7) ...

4613 Fudget's Budget (7).

4614 Blackboard Review (7)

4615 Ballet Oop (7»/2 )

(1960-61)
5601 How Now, McBoing

Boing (7t/2 )

5602 Wacky Wigwams (8)

5603 Spare That Child

(614 ) • •

5604 Way of All Pests

(714)
5605 Four Wheels. No

Brakes (6J4)

Jan 60
Feb 60

Mar 60

Mar 60
Apr 60
May 60
Jun 60
Jul 60

Sep 60
Sep 60

Oct 60

Nov 60

Nov 60

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

4853 Beyond the Frontier

(10) Mar 60
4854 Community Sings

No. 6, Ser. 13 (9"/2 ) Jul 60
(1960-61)

5851 Canine Crimebusters

(10) Oct 60

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4704 Life With Loopy (6% Apr 60
4705 Creepy Time Pal (..).. May 60
4706 Snoopy Loopy (6>/2)..Jun60
4707 Do Good Wolf (6>/2 ) Jul 60

(1960-61)
5701 No Biz Like Shoe

Biz (0/2 ) Sep 60

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

4755 Barefaced Flatfoot (7) Feb 60
4756 Fuddy Duddy Buddy (7) Apr 60
4757 The Grizzly Golfer (7) May 60
4758 Sloppy Jalopy (7) Jul 60

(1960-61)
5751 Dog Snatcher (7) Sep 60
5752 When Magoo Flew

Cinemascope (7) Sep 60
5753 Pink and Blue Blues

(7) Nov 60

SERIALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
4441 Wonderful Gibraltar

(18) Nov 59
4442 Wonders of Ontario

(18) Apr 60
4160 King of the Congo Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo Nov 60
5701 No Biz Like Shoe

STOOGE COMEDIES
4405 Rip, Sew and Stitch

(17) Feb 60
4406 Bubble Trouble (1SV4) Apr 60
4407 Goof on the Roof

(16>/2 ) May 60
4408 Spooks (16) Jul 60

(1960-61)
5401 Income Tax Sappy

(16/z ) Sep 60
5402 Pardon My Backfire

(16) Oct 60
5403 Musty Musketeers

(16) Nov 60

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4953 Les Elgart & Orch.

(10) Feb 60
4954 Ray McKinley &

Orch. (9«/2 ) May 60

(1960-61)
5951 Ray Anthony & His

Orchestra (IOV2 ) Oct 60

•Bra P "
or o

WORLD OF SPORTS
4804 Swinging Down the Lanes

(10) Mar 60

4805 Battling Big Bass

(10) Jun 60
4806 Holiday for Champions

(9t/2 )
Aug 60

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W-161Just Ducky (7) Sep 59
W-162 Two Little Indians (7) Sep 59

W-163 Life With Tom (8).. Sep 59

W-164 Puppy Tale (7) Sep 59
W-165 Posse Cat (7) Sep 59
W-166 Hie Up Pup (6) Sep 59
W-167 Little School Mouse

(7) Sep 59
W-168 Baby Butch (8) Sep 59

Droop ys

W-169 Three Little Pups (7) Sep 59
W-170 Dragalong Droopy (8) Sep 59
W-171 Billy Boy (6) Sep 59
W-172 Homesteader

Droopy (8) Sep 59
Barney Bears

W-173 Half Pint Palomino (7) Sep 59

W-174 Impossible Possum (7) Sep 59
W-175 Sleepy Time Squirrel

(7) Sep 59
W-176 Bird Brained Dog (7) Sep 59

PARAMOUNT
CARTOON CHAMPIONS
(Technicolor Reissues)

S19-2 Surf Bored (7) Sep 59
S19-3 Huey’s Ducky

Daddy (7) Sep 59
S19-4 Seapreme Court (7).. Sep 59
S19-5 Crazy Town (7) Sep 59
S19-6 Hair Today, Gone

Tomorrow (7) Sep 59
S19-7 Cage Fright (7) Sep 59
S19-8 Pig-a-Boo (7) Sep-59
S19-9 Frightday the 13th

(7) Sep 59
S19-10 True Boo (7) Sep 59
S19-11 Northwest Mousie (7) Sep 59
S19-12 Surf and Sound (7).. Sep 59
S19-13 Of Mice & Menace (7) Sep 59
S-19-14 Ship-a- Hooey (7) . .Sep 59

CASPER
B18-3 Not Ghoulty (7) Jun 59
B18-4 Casper’s Birthday Party

(6) Jul 60

HERMAN AND CATNIP
H18-2 Felineous Assault (7). Feb 59
H 18-3 Fun on Furlough (6).. Apr 59

JEEPERS AND CREEPERS
(Color)

J19-1 The Boss Is Always
Right (7) Jan 60

J19-2 Trouble Date (6) Mar 60
J19-3 Busy Buddies (6).... Jun 60
J19-4 Scouting for Trouble

(6) Sep 60

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

M19-1 Mike the Masquerader

(6) Jan 60
M19-2 Fiddle-Faddle (7) Feb 60
M19-3 From Dime to Dime

(7) Mar 60
M19-4 Trigger Treat (7).... Apr 60
M19-5 The Shoe Must Go

On (6) Jun 60
M19-6 Electronica (6) Aug 60
M 19-7 Shooting’ Stars (6) Aug 60
M19-8 Disguise the Limit

(6) Sep 60

N0VELT00NS
(Technicolor)

P19-1 Be Mice to Cats (7) . Feb 60
P19-2 Monkey Doodles (6) Apr 60
P19-3 Silly Science (6) May 60
P19-4 Peck Your Own

Home (6) May 60
P19-5 Counter Attack (6).. Aug 60
P19-6 Turning the Fables

(6) Aug 60
P19-7 Fine Feathered Fiend

(6) Sep 60
P19-8 Planet Mouseola (6) Oct 60

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color)

7910 DEW Distant Early

Warning (10) Nov 59
7911 Frontier State (9) Dec 59
7001 State 50 (10) Jan 60
7002 Navy Angels (8).... Feb 60
7004 Assignment Japan (9).. Mar 60
7005 Jibs and Spinnakers (8) Apr 60
7006 Assignment Philippines

(9) Jun 60

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

(Technicolor)

5021 Thousand Smile Checkup

(7) Jan 60
5022 Aesop’s Fable—The

Tiger King (7) Mar 60
5031 How to Relax

(7), reissue Feb 60

.Feb 60

.Apr 60

.Jun 60

Oct 59

5032 Helpless Hippo

(7), reissue Apr 60
5023 Mint Men (7) May 60
5033 Nonsense Newsreel

(7). reissue Jun 60

TERRYTOONS
(Technicolor-CinemaScope)

5910 Hashimoto-San (7) Oct 59
5911 Outer Space Visitor (7) Nov 59
5912 The Leeky Faucet (7).. Dec 59
5001 Hide and Go Sidney

(7) Jan 60
5002 The Misunderstood Giant

(7) Feb 60
5003 Foofle’s Picnic (7) . . . Mar 60
5004 The Famous Ride (7).. Apr 60
5005 Tusk Task (7) May 60
5006 Hearts & Glowers (7) . .Jun 60

TERRYTOON TOPPERS
(Technicolor Reissues)

5031 How to Relax (7) . . .

5032 Helpless Hippo (7)...
5033 Nonsense Newsreel (7)

.

TRAVELOGUES
(2-Reel Specials)

7971 ©Assignment South
Pacific (18) ©..,.

7972 ©Assignment New
Zealand (16) © Nov 59

UNIVERSAL-INT*L
COLOR PARADE

4171 Valley of the Mekong
(9) Nov 60

4172 The Lion City (9) . . Dec 60
4173 Treasure of Istanbul (9) Jan 61
4174 Down Jamaica Way (9) Feb 61
4175 Sidetracked (9) © . .Mar 61
4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) ...Apr 61

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4011 Kiddie League (7) Nov 59
4012 Mouse Trapped (7).... Dec 59
4013 Bil licm- Dollar Boner

(7) Jan 60
401 4 Witty Kitty (7) Feb 60
4015 Pistol Packin’ Wood-

Pecker (7) Mar 60
4016 Heap Big Hepcat (7) . . Mar 60
4017 Ballyhooney (7) Apr 60
4018 How to Stuff a

Woodpecker (7) May 60
4019 Bats in the Belfry (7) Jun 60
4020 Woody’s Ozark Lark (7) Jul 60

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes)

4131 Helter Shelter (6) Nov 60
4132 Witch Craftv (6). Dec 60
4133 Private Eye Pooch (6) Jan 61
4134 Bedtime Bedlam (6). Feb-61

4135 Squareshootin Square

(6) Mar 61
4136 Bronco Busters (6) . Apr 61

SPECIAL
4104 Football Highlights of

1960 (10) Dec 60
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4101 Pacific Paradise (14) Nov 60

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE

(Technicolor Reissues)

8301 Room & Bird (7) . . . Sep 60
8302 Cracked Quack (7) Oct 60
8303 His Hare Raising

Tale (7) Oct 60
8304 Gift Wrapped (7) Nov 60
8305 Little Beau Pepe (7) Dec 60
8306 Tweet Tweet Tweety

(7) Dec 60

8307 Bunny Hugged (7) . . . Jan 61

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

8721 From Hare to Heir (7) Sep 60
8722 Lighter Than Hare (7) Dec 60

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TUNES

(Technicolor)

8701 The Dixie Fryer (7) . Sep 60
8702 Hopalong Casualty (7) Oct 60
8703 Trip for Tat (7) . Oct 60
8704 Doggone People (7).. Nov 60
8705 High Note (7) Dec 60
8706 Cannery Woe (7) ....Jan 61

8707 Zip ’n Snort (7) Jan 61

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two Reels)

8001 Enchanted Islands

( . ,) Oct 60
(One Reel)

8507 Riviera Days (..).... Nov 60

MISCELLANEOUS
©Donald in Mathmagic

Land (28) (BV)..Dec59
©Eyes in Outer Space

(26) (BV) . . Dec 59
©Gala Day at Disneyland

(25) (BV) . . Mar 60
©How to Have an Accident at

Work (7) (BV) . . Mar 60
©Islands of the Sea (23) (BV)
©Japan (28) (BV)
©Mysteries of the Deep

(24) (BV) . .'Feb 60
©Noah’s Ark (20) . . (BV) . . Nov 59
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“5.

XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAYHHMABOUT PICTURESMam

Write—
YOUR REPORT OF THE PICTURE YOU

HAVE JUST PLAYED FOR THE

GUIDANCE OF FELLOW EXHIBITORS

ALLIED ARTISTS
Hell to Eternity (AA)—Jeffrey Hunter, David Jans-

sen, Patricia Owens, Miiko Taka. Good show that
did okay for us. First big wor picture in a long time.
I know we would have done better, but the title

is too close to "From Here to Eternity" and a lot

of people told me they thought this had played
here before Played six days. Weather: Mild.— Jim
Frazer, Auditorium Theatre, Red Wing, Minn. Pop.
12,500.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL
House of Usher, The (AIP)—Vincent Price, Mark

Damon, Myrna Fahey. Well liked and in nice color.—Jim Fraser, Auditorium Theatre, Red Wing, Minn.
Pop. 12,500.

BUENA VISTA
Pollyanna (BV)—Jane Wyman, Richard Egan, Hay-

ley Mills. Here is one that has to be sold to the
family. Teens think it's not their type, but they
loved it after seeing it. Disney put me in the black

For Fri.. Sat . Date
"Goliath and the Barbarians" from AIP is

worth playing. Has lots of action, good color
and drew a good turnout from the kids. Would
probably do better on Fri., Sat. date. We played
it Sun., Mon., Tues.

MEL DANNER
Circle Theatre,
Woynoko, Okla.

for '60 with down-to-earth prices. I'll never stop
playing his stuff. Played Wed. through Sat. Weather:
Fair.—Bruce Wendorff, Dome Theatre, Libby, Mont.
Pop. 4,500.

COLUMBIA
I Aim at the Stars (Col)—Curt Jurgens, Victoria

Shaw. No, no, no! Don't let them talk you into
this one, if it's free. I played it on bargain night
and died. Those few who came were sorry, so now
you have it. Played Wed. only. Weather: Cold.

—

Joe Machetta, Emerson Theatre, Brush, Colo. Pop.
2,300.

I Aim at the Stars (Col)—Curt Jurgens, Victoria
Shaw. Did not do well, but it sure is a good show.
Many people commented on this. Very well done
ond it deserves better business. Played Sat., Sun.,
Mon. Weather: Mild.—Jim Fraser, Auditorium The-
atre, Red Wing, Minn. Pop. 12,500.

Mountain Road, The (Col)—Jomes Stewart, Lisa
Lu, Glenn Corbett. Very good story concerning a de-
molition team during WW II. It only has one fault,
which is it should have been in color. Did just aver-
age at the boxoffice. Played Sun., Mon. Weather:
Cold.—James Hordy, Shoals Theatre, Shoals, Ind.
Pop. 1,555.

My Dog, Buddy (Col)—London, Travis Lemmond,
Ken Curtis. I played this, not expecting too much
reaction to it. Ployed it to a good crowd of young-
sters. As the kids left the theatre, some had been
crying but were saying that it was good and get
more like that one I say we need more family pic-
tures like the old Lassie pictures. Played Sat., Sun.
Weather: Cloudy and rainy.

—

Harold J. Smith, Wil-
son Theatre, Wilson, N. Y. Pop. 1,100.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Bells Are Ringing (MGM)—Judy Holliday, Dean

Mortin, Fred Clark. Did not ring any bells at the
boxoffice, but it had its cute moments. Had a little

too much "city" flavor for my kids
—"bookies" and

Guys and Dolls ore not a part of our way of life

out here. If the industry would not break out in a
complete rash of them, I think the time is good for
a good musical or two on the order of "Seven Brides
for Seven Brothers." We've already played that one
twice.—Mrs. Elaine S. George, Stor Theatre, Hepp-
ner. Ore. Pop. 1,648.

Last Voyoge, The (MGM)—Robert Stack, Dorothy
Malone, George Sanders. A very good suspense pic-
ture with never a dull moment. Drew an away above
average crowd on Sunday night. The little girl,

Tammy Morihugh, was very good in her role. Played
Sun., Mon.—James Hordy, Shoals Theatre, Shoals,
Irvd. Pop. 1,555.

Libel (MGM)—Dirk Bogarde, Olivia De Havilland.
This was a very pleasant surprise to myself and my
audience. One of the best suspense stories we have
shown. Excellent in all departments. Audience re-
action tops; business above average. Played Wed.,
Thurs. Weather: Fair.—W. K. Riese, Aurora Theatre,
La Ronge, Sosk. Pop. 500.

PARAMOUNT
Five Branded Women (Para)—Silvano Mangano,

Van Heflin, Vera Miles. Paramount really pulled the
plug when they released this one. After a few
"shaky do's" with them recently, they are once
again bock in my good books, as well as my audi-
ences'. This film went over as well as any we have
hod during 1960. Second night neorly as good os

the first. Audience reaction tops. Business away
above average for midweek. Played Wed., Thurs.
Weather: Cold, but couldn't affect this picture.—
W. K. Riese, Aurora Theatre, La Ronge, Sask. Pop.
500.

Tarzan the Magnificent (Para)—Gordon Scott, Jock
Mahoney, Betta St. John. Business before Christmas
picked up a little with this one. Tarzan, however,
is getting tamer with every picture. Scott swings
through the trees with all the grace and abandon
of my Aunt Tillie. Played Tues. through Fri.

Weather: Cold.—Jim Fraser, Auditorium Theatre,
Red Wing, Minn. Pop. 12,500.

Walk Like a Dragon (Para)—Jack Lord, Nobu
McCarthy, Mel Torme. When you finish playing a
show like this you will walk like a dragon. Give this

to TV. We would be better off. Played Thurs., Fri.,

Sat. Weather: Cold.

—

Leo A. Backer, Valley The-
atre, Browns Volley, Minn. Pop. 1,077.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Valley of the Redwoods (20th-Fox)

—

John Hud-
son, Lynn Bernay, Ed Nelson. Can't say this gal
will go to the top, but the picture pleased them.
Had action, suspense, love, the works. I played it

with "Beloved Infidel," and this saved my day.
Played it first, they liked it, then started leaving
by platoons. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Good.—Arlen
W. Peahl, HiWay Theatre, Sheridan, Ore. Pop. 2,000.

Wild River (20th-Fox)

—

-Montgomery Clift, Lee
Remick, Joe Van Fleet. Nothing but praise for this

one. It has been dying generaHy, I hear, but we did
real nice business . . . and people just loved it.

Get them in on the first night and the rest will

take care of itself. Played Fri. through Tues.—
Jim Fraser, Auditorium Theatre, Red Wing, Minn.
Pop. 12,500.

UNITED ARTISTS
Apartment, The (UA)—Jack Lemmon, Shirley

MacLaine, Fred MacMurray. Real good show for
adults. Business was lousy. Played six days. Weather:
Fine.—Jim Fraser, Auditorium Theatre, Red Wing,
Minn. Pop. 12,500.

Elmer Gantry (UA)

—

Burt Lancaster, Jean Sim-
mons, Dean Jagger. Another real good picture, but
play it as adult fare and it will do good business.
Played Sun. through Wed. Weather: Snow.—Bruce
Wendorff, Dome Theatre, Libby, Mont. Pop. 4,500.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Saga of Hemp Brown (U-l)—Rory Calhoun, Beverly

Garland, John Larch. Not a bad western story. Fair

scenery and color very good. The folks liked it here,

but my crowd likes almost all westerns. If yours is

not strong for this type, go easy. Played Mon. Tues.
Weather: Warm.

—

F. L. Murray, Strand Theatre,
Spiritwood, Sask. Pop. 500.

Portrait in Black (U-l)—Lana Turner, Anthony
Quinn, Sandra Dee. Very good. This Lana Turner
and Sandra Dee team does well. Picture excellent
and women's clothes exceptional. All our fair pa-
trons commented favorably. Played Wed. through
Sat.—Paul Gamache, Welden Theatre, St. Albans, Vt.
Pop. 8,600.

WARNER BROS.
Guns of the Timberland (WB)—Alan Ladd, Jeanne

Crain, Gilbert Roland, Frankie Avalon. This had a
good cast and beautiful scenery, but the title is

misleading. It did below average business Sunday.
I asked one lady who is a good, regular customer
of ours if she was going to come and see the pic-

ture and she said, "I don't like westerns." I an-
swered her quickly, "Lady, there's not a cow in

this picture." In my opinion, the word "guns" should
be dropped and replaced with the word "men."
Played Sun., Mon., Tues.—Peter A. Cassinelli, Wy-
oming Theatres Co., Mullens, W. Va. Pop. 3,470.

Miracle, The (WB)—Carroll Baker, Roger Moore,
Walter Slezak. I thought this was an excellent pic-

ture with good acting from all the cast, good story
and excellent photography in color. Business fair.

Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Good.

—

Mel Dan-
ner_ Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

Tall Story (WB)—Anthony Perkins, Jane Fonda,
Ray Walston. It's okay—play it, but don't look for

too much business. But get a good deal on it.

Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Cold.—-Leo A.
Backer, Valley Theatre, Brown Valley, Minn. Pop.
1,077.

You Cant Go Wrong
On 'Love of Mike'
This is it! "For the Love of Mike" is the kind

of picture every small town exhibitor proys for.

It has color, 'Scope and a story that wili have
your patrons thanking you for playing it.

Play it—you can't go wrong! It rated our
Sunday through Tuesday time in cold weqther.

JOE MACHETTA
Emerson Theatre,
Brush, Colo.

To:

—Right Now
£

The Exhibitor Has His Say
BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd.,

Kansas City 24, Mo.
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QT TTQ C*T7TJ\7TPf Listed herewith, alphabetically by companies, are all of the feature pictures

I UwU muHY IvU reviewed in BOXOFFICE from January 1 through December 31, i960. This is

designed as a further convenience for Picture Guide users, the page numbers being the key to reviews kept

therein. Between quarters. Review Digest pages serve as a cumulative P. G. index for feature pictures.

P.G. Page

iran® Tiger Bay (Cont'l) 2389

Time of Desire, The
(Janus) 2407

Touch of Flesh, The (SR) . 2480

Trials of Oscar Wilde,

The (Warwick) 2446

Virgin Island (F-A-W) 2415

P.G. Page

Wasp Woman, The
(Filmgroup) 2409

Wicked Go to Hell, The
(Fanfare) 2444 A

Wild Rapture (SR) 2475 -x
s)

Wild Ride, The c '

(Filmgroup) 2459

Foreign-Language
Date Reviewed

And Quiet Flows the Don
(UA) Jun 6

Angry Island (Bentley) ..May 23

Aren't We Wonderful?
(Film Alliance) Jan 25

Aunt From Chicago, The
(SR) Sep 26

Beggar Student, The
(Casino-Constantin) ....Jun 20

Belles and Ballets

(Excelsior) Aug 15

Big Chief, The (Cont'l) Aug 29

Black Orpheus (Lopert) Feb 29

Brink of Life (SR) May 16

Case of an Adolescent
(Clasa-Mohme) Feb 1

Carmen Comes Home
(Brandon) Dec 26

Chasers, The
(Gaston Hakim) Jun 6

Confess, Dr. Corda!
(President) Dec 5

Children of Paradise

(Ajay) June 20

iV CS Counterfeit Coin

.
Tr (Atlantis) Oct 3

Cousins, The (F-A-W) .. Feb 22

Dancing Heart, The
(Casino) Aug 15

Day Will Come, A
(Casino) Jul 11

Dreams (Janus) Aug 8

Easiest Profession, The
(Hermes) Sep 5

End of Innocence
(Kingsley) Sep 19

Esposas Infieles

(Clasa-Mohme) Apr 18

Fedra, The Devil's

Daughter (Times) Sep 5

400 Blows, The
(Zenith) Jan 11

Hatikvah (SR) Nov 7

Hiroshima, Mon Amour
(Zenith) Jun 27

Date Reviewed

Holiday Island

(Brandon) Nov 14

Ikiru (Brandon) Mar 28

Ivan the Terrible - II

(Janus) Jun 27

Khovanschina
(Mosfilm-Artkino) Nov 28

Lesson in Love, A
(Janus) Apr 25

Life and Loves of Mozart,
The (Baker) Dec 19

Lileya (Artkino) Dec 26
Magician, The (Janus) ...Jan 11

Marie-Octobre (Lopert) ..Oct 31

Men Who Tread on the

Tiger's Tail (Brandon) Aug 8

No Morals (SR) Nov 14

Ostrich Has Two Eggs,

The (Janus) Nov 21

Picnic on the Grass

(Kingsley) Dec 19

Port of Desire

(Kingsley-Union) Dec 5

Rest Is Silence, The
(F-A-W) Sep 21

Rue de Paris (Lopert) ... Dec 12

Sans Famille (UMPO) ... Mar 7

See Naples and Die

(Crown) Sep 19

Sergeant's Daughter, The
(Casino-Allianz) May 23

Sexpot (SR) Sep 12

Socios Para in Adventure
(Clasa-Mohme) Apr 18

Three Forbidden Stories

(Ellis) Sep 26
Three-Penny Opera, The

(Brandon) Nov 21

Virgin Spring, The
(Janus) Dec 12

World of Apu, The
(Harrison) Oct 17

Would-Be Gentleman, The
(Kingsley-Union) May 2

Young Have No Time, The
(Kingsley-Union) Mar 7

f

QUARTERLY
INDEX

TO

PICTURE GUIDE REVIEWS
First, Second, Third

j
QCQ January

and Fourth Quarters Through December

Allied Artists

P.G. Page

Atomic Submarine, The 2401

Bluebeard's Ten
Honeymoons 2429

Caltiki, the

Immortal Monster 2483
Hell to Eternity 2447

Herod the Great 2487
Heroes Die Young 2478

P.G. Page

Hypnotic Eye, The 2394
I Passed for White 2406
Pay or Die 2417

Plunderers, The 2477

Purple Gang, The 2392
Raymie 2419
Sex Kittens Go to College ..2474

Tormented 2481

American International

Beyond the Time Barrier ....2458

Circus of Horrors 2423
Goliath and the Dragon ....2490

Buena
Jungle Cat 2452
Kidnapped 2402
Pollyanna 2416
Sign of Zorro, The 2448

House of Usher, The 2435
Journey to the Lost City ....2479

Why Must I Die? 2445

Vista

Swiss Family Robinson 2477
Ten Who Dared 2465
Toby Tyler 2392

Columbia
All the Young Men 2447

As the Sea Rages 2452
Babette Goes to War 2403
Battle in Outer Space 2429
Because They're Young 2408
Comanche Station 2404
Electronic Monster, The 2429
Enemy General, The 2449
Fast and Sexy 2456
Hand in Hand 2488
Hell Is a City 2473
I Aim at the Stars 2459
I'm All Right, Jack 2427
Jazz Boat 2481

Killers of Kilimanjaro 2414
Let No Man Write
My Epitaph 2465

Man on a String 2414

Mountain Road, The 2410

My Dog, Buddy 2421

Nights of Lucretia

Borgia, The 2450
Once More, With Feeling ....2400

Our Man in Havana 2400
Please Turn Over 2469
Song Without End 2440
Stop! Look! and Laugh! ....2437

Stranglers of Bombay 2423
Surprise Package 2467

Swan Lake 2397
1 3 Ghosts 2435
3 Worlds of Gulliver, The .2485

12 to the Moon 2436
Wackiest Ship in the

Army, The 2483
Who Was That Lady? 2390

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Adventures of Huckleberry

Finn, The 2419
All the Fine Young

Cannibals 2442

Angel Wore Red, The 2457
Bells Are Ringing 2433
Butterfield 8 2473
Cimarron 2488

1



P.G. Page P.G. Page

Day They Robbed the

Bank of England, The ...2446

Giant of Marathon, The . ...2421

Home From the Hill 2404
Key Witness 2466
Lost Voyage, The 2393
Platinum High School 2422

Please Don't Eat the

Daisies 2408
Subterraneans, The 2437
Time Machine, The 2446
Village of the Damned 2472 >ith i

Where the Boys Are 2484
Where the Hot Wind Blows 2463

Paramount
Bellboy, The 2441

Big Night, The 2398
Boy Who Stole a

Million, The 2461

Breath of Scandal, A 2474
Chonce Meeting 2396
CinderFella 2482
Circus Stars 2401

Conspiracy of Hearts 2406
Five Branded Women 2411

G.I. Blues 2472
Heller in Pink Tights 2407
In the Wake of a Stranger 2412

It Started in Naples 2440

Jack the Ripper 2399
Prisoner of the Volga 2420

Psycho 2440
Rat Race, The 2420
Savage Innocents, The 2464
Tarzan the Magnificent ...2430

Touch of Larceny, A 2391

Under Ten Flags 2460
Visit to a Small Planet 2399
Walk Like a Dragon 2428

World of Suzie Wong, The 2480

20th Century-Fox

Bobbikins 2396
Can-Can 2407
Captain's Table, The 2448
Desire in the Dust 2462
Esther and the King 2482
Flame Over India 2418
Flaming Star 2489
For the Love of Mike 2448
Freckles 2464
From the Terrace 2441

High-Powered Rifle, The ....2454

High Time 2463
Idiot, The 2444
Legions of the Nile 2476
Let's Make Love 2458
Lost World, The 2439
Marriage-Go-Round, The ... 2484
Masters of the Congo

Jungle 2405
Murder, Inc 2438
North to Alaska 2478
One Foot in Hell 2450
Operation Amsterdam 2410

United

A.’amo, The 2473

Apartment, The 2428

Boy and the Pirates, The ....2413

Cage of Evil 2438
D g's Best Friend, A 2393
Elmer Gantry 2442
Exodus 2490
Facts of Life, The 2479
Fugitive Kind, The 2417
Ga lant Hours, The 2422
Gu -.fighters of Abilene 2392
Inherit the Wind 2442
L:st Days of Pompeii, The 2434
Magnificent Seven, The 2468

Secret of the Purple

Reef, The 2476

September Storm 2467

Seven Thieves 2394

Sink the Bismarck! 2398

Sons and Lovers 2439

Squad Car 2480

Story of Ruth, The 2434
Story on Page One, The ....2389

Third Voice, The 2396
13 Fighting Men 2410 s, n»

39 Steps, The 2450 ^ 9'

Trapped in Tangier 2441
a ^

Twelve Hours to Kill 2418

Valley of the Redwoods ...2418

Wake Me When It's Over . 2412

Walk Tall 2471

When Comedy Was King .. .2405

Wild River 2428
Wind Cannot Read, The . ..2400

Wizard of Baghdad, The ....2487

Young Jesse James 2451

Artists

Music Box Kid, The 2427

Never on Sunday
(Lopert-UA) 2470

Night Fighters, The 2462
Noose for a Gunman 2423

Oklahoma Territory 2401

Pusher, The 2393
Solomon and Sheba 2390
Studs Lonigan 2445
Three Came to Kill 2412

Unforgiven, The 2413
Walking Target 2449
Woman Like Satan, A

(Lopert-UA) 2397

Universal-International

Between Time and
Eternity 2453

Brides of Dracula, The 2424
Chartroose Caboose 2433

C allege Confidential 2474
Cossacks, The 2415
Din:saurus 2430

Grass Is Greener, The 2486

Great Impostor, The 2481 " ,w

Head of a Tyrant 2424
Hell Bent for Leather 2394 '*

Lrech Woman, The 2424
Midnight Lace 2469
Othello 2409
Portrait in Black 2436
Seven Ways From Sundown 2460

P.G. Page P.G. Page

Shakedown, The 2475
S.O.S. Pacific 2438

Spartacus 2470 (j"'

I oo Soon to Love 2402 K "

. To
^ture.

Warner Bros.

Bramble Bush, The ....2395 Ocean's 1 1 2451

Crowded Sky, The ....2455 Rise and Fall of Legs
Dark at the Top of Diamond, The 2395

the Stairs, The ...2464 Sunrise at Campobello ... 2466
Girl of the Night ...2468 Tall Story 2399
Guns of the Timberland ...2398 Rebel Breed, This 2402

Hannibal ...2430 Sergeant Rutledge 2415

Hercules Unchained ...2427 Sundowners, The 2476
Ice Palace ...2436 Threat, The 2403

Misc . and English-Dubbed

Amazing Mr. Teas, The
(Pad Prod.-SR) 2443

Angry Silence, The
(Valiant) 2489

Battle of Blood Island

(Filmgroup) 2419
Battle of the Sexes, The

(Cont'l) 2422

Beast From Haunted Cave
(Filmgroup) 2409

Big Time Operator, The
(Times) 2455

Broth of a Boy

(Kingsley-Union) 2404
Carry On, Nurse

(Governor) 2408

Come Back, Africa

(Rogosin-SR) 2437

folk Come Dance With Me!
ester (Kingsley-Union) 2456

Cover Girl Killer (Fanfare) 2431

Crazy for Love (Ellis) 2487

Cuban Rebel Girls

(Brenner) 2406
Date Bait (Filmgroup) 2486
Dog, a Mouse and a

Sputnik, A (F-A-W) 2484

Entertainer, The (Cont'l) ....2469

Expresso Bongo (Cont'l) 2417

Female Fiends

(Cinema Assoc.) 2421

Five Bold Women
(Citation) 2458

Flute and the Arrow, The
(Janus) 2478

For Members Only (SR)' 2461

48 Hours to Live

(Cinema Assoc.) 2471

Four Desperate Men
(Cont'l) 2483

Girl in Lovers Lane, The
(Filmgroup) 2459

Good Girls Beware (UMPO) 2457

Heaven on Earth (SR) 2475

Hideout in the Sun (Astor) 2457

High School Caesar
(Filmgroup) 2486

Incredible Petrified World,

The (Governor) 2416

!t Happened in Broad

Daylight (Cont'l) 2467

It's, a Wonderful World
’Brenner) 1 2443

Ja;\' on a Summer's Day
(Union) 2432

Jet Over the Atlantic (SR) 2395

Juke Box Racket (Brenner) 2434
ry

for' Kill Me Tomorrow (Tudor) 2471

Last Woman on Earth, The
(Filmgroup)' 2466

Left, Right and Center
(SR)! 2482

Little Shop of Horrors,

The • (Filmgroup) 2465

Louisiana Hussy

(Howco Int'l) 2453

Lucrezia Borgia (Vog-SR) ....2449

Ma Barker's Killer

Brood (SR) 2454

Magdalena (SR) 2489

Man in a Cocked Hat
(Showcorporation) 2431

Mating Time
(Kingsley-Union) 2391

Man Who Wouldn't Talk,

The (Showcorporation) ....2452

Missile From Hell (SR) 2443

Missile to the Moon
(Astor) 2453 ^e,

Model for Murder ttd,

(Cinema Assoc.) 2444

Morals Squad (Brenner) 2433

Naked and the Wicked,
The (SR) 2463

Natchez Trace (SR) 2470

Next to No Time
(Showcorporation) 2435

Night of Love

(Howco Int'l) 2447

Nude in a White Car
(Trans-Lux) 2411

Oscar Wilde
(Four City-SR) 2445

Poacher's Daughter, The
(Showcorp.) 2413

Pretty Boy Floyd (Cont'l) . ..2397

Price of Silence, The (SR) 2477

Prime Time, The (SR) 2431

Private Property (Citation) 2414

Rebel Girls (SR) 2454

Ritual of Love, The
(Pacemaker) 2490

Rosemary (F-A-W) 2432

Royal Ballet

(Rank-Lopert) 2485

Runaway (Group 9-SR) 2460

Santa Clous (SR) 2468

Savage Eye, The
(Trans-Lux-Kingsley) 2451

Scent of Mystery

(Michael Todd jr.) 2391

School for Love (SR) 2432

School for Scoundrels

(Cont'l) 2456

Sea Fury (Lopert) 2403

She Walks by Night

(Woolner-SR) 2472 as

Sin and Desire (Atlantis) ....2455 (ays

Sinners of Paris (Ellis) 2479

Ski Troop Attack

(Filmgroup) 2420

Spring Affair (SR) 2485

Sword and the Dragon,

The (Valiant) 2488

Teenage Zombies
(Governor) 2416

Thunder in Carolina

(Howco Int'l) 2439
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RATES: 15c per word, minimum $1.50. cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions for pnce
of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE. 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

HELP WANTED
Exceptional employment opportunities

for Drive-In and Walk-In Theatre Man-
agers in Southern California. Large cir-

cuit offers ideal working conditions and
liberal medical, hospitalization and life

insurance coverage, plus an excellent
retirement plan. If you should vacation
in California, contact Jim Barka for a
personal interview. Pacific Drive-In The-
atres Corp., 141 South Robertson Blvd..
Los Angeles 48, California. All inquiries
will be held strictly confidential.

Theatre. Top men only, college graduates
preferred. Age 30 to 45. Salaries to $175,
depending on individual. Write complete
details in letter. Our employes know of
this ad. Theatre Operating Company,
1206 Cherry Street, Toledo, Ohio.

Experienced unit manager to manage
motion picture and stars in person play-
ing drive-in theatres. Write your quali-
fications. Boxoffice, 9192.

WANTED: All around experienced the-
atre manager for small town in Okla-
homa Living quarters furnished. Boxof-
fice, 9201.

POSITIONS WANTED
Manager: Mature, executive ability,

neat, aggressive, advertising, exploitation,
publicity minded. Boxoffice, 9193.

Man to manage theatre, aptitude for
exploitation, fully experienced, references,
salary secondary. Boxoffice, 9197.

desires change for the better. Thoroughly
experienced all phases of the business
both indoor and drive-ins. Now handling
buying, booking, advertising and per-
sonnel for circuit. Boxoffice, 9202.

SOUND MAINTENANCE BOOK
YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING
. . Trout's Simplified Servicing data

manual contains instructions you need.
Trouble-shooting charts, many basic
schematics, resistances, voltages, tips on
important adjustments, etc. Many helpful
projection instructions. Data on 16, 35
and 70mm projection. Additional service
sheets for one year. In a nice binder,
postage paid, only $5.75. Cash with order

no COD's. Order today, supply
limited. Wesley Trout, Engineer, Box 575
Enid, Oklahoma.

POPCORN MACHINES
Popcorn machines, all makes. Complete

new popping units, $185.00 ex. Replace-
ment kettles, all machines. 120 So. Hoi-
sted, Chicago, 111.

POPCORN, Bags, Boxes, Salt, Seasoning
and STAR machines. Every order guar-
anteed to satisfy. Write R. D. Word &
Son, P. C. Box 179, Scottsboro, Alabama
for money saving prices.

BUY!SELL!TRADE!

FIND HELP OR POSITION

Through

BOXOFFICE
Classified Advertising

Greatest Coverage in the

Field at Lowest Cost

Per Reader
4 insertions for the price of 3

CLtflRWG HOUSE
GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED

YEAR END SPECIALS! RCA Enarc lamp-
houses, beautiful, $250; 1 3 V2

'

' and 14”
metal reflectors, like new, $12.50 each;
Simplex X-L soundheads, rebuilt, $525
pair; Bausch & Lomb coated lenses, 4”
to 7”, $59.50 pair. Star Cinema Supply,
621 West 55th Street, New York 19.

YEAR END SALE: Super, E7 Simplex
mechanisms, $195; Regular Simplex
mechanisms $99.50; SA RCA 35mm Arc
Sound Projectors with pedestals, $195; Hi-
Intensity arcs and rectifiers, Brenkert,
Simplex, Strong, Forest from $49.50. Com-
plete booth outfits, projection and sound,
from $895. Everything excellent condition.
S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
New 8 Ohm. 15” low frequency speak-

ers (Electro) complete with field supply,
each, $49.50. New 16 Ohm high frequency
speaker units (PM) each, $23.00. The
Ballantyne Company, 1712 Jackson Street,
Omaha 2, Nebraska.

WINTERIZED MASONITE MARQUEE
LETTERS, Black or Red, fit all signs. 4",
40c; 8”, 60c; 10”, 75c; 12”, $1.00; 14",

$1.50; 16”, $1.75; 17”, $2.00; 24”, $3.00
(10% discount 100 letters or over $60.00
list). S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New
York 19.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Wanted: Complete Holmes 35mm equip-

ment. Also need Strong baby arc lamps
and rectifiers. Harry Melcher Enterprises,
417 West Highland Avenue, Milwaukee
3, Wisconsin. BRoadway 1-0100.

EQUIPMENT REPAIR SERVICE

Expert Repair Service: Parts for all

makes . . . what do you need? "Pay
cash and save $$$$$!” Lou Walters, 8140
Hunnicut Road, Dallas, Texas.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT

Still available. 4” replacement speakers,
99c. (Reg. $3.95). Sample, $1.50. Melro,
Cramer Road, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Complete Century drive-in booth equip-
ment, Junction boxes and speakers for
sale. Used approximately three years.
Contact A. D. Ruff, P. O. Box 428, Huron,
California.

Drive-In Theatre Tickets! 100,000 l"x2”
special printed rcil tickets, $34.95. Send
for samples of special printed stub rod
tickets for drive-ins. Safe, distinctive, pri-
vate, easy to check. Kansas City Ticket
Co., Dept. 10, 109 W. 18th St. (Filmrow),
Kansas City 8, Mo.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS

Bingo, more action! $4.50M cards. Other
games available, on, off screen. Novelty
Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hcrwaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 346 West 44th St., Ne.w York
36, N. Y.

Placards . . . Bumper Strips. Colo’-oress,
3613 Vaughn Blvd., Ft. Worth, Tex^s.

Midget Bibles. $50/thousand. ' x 1

V

2
‘

,

224 pages. Samples, prices 10c. Jj-inson-
Smith, D-951, Detroit 7. f

Comic Books . . Toys . . . Novelties
. . . Free catalog. Hecht MfgJ 184 W.
Merrick Road, Merrick, N. Y. /

THEATRES FOR SALE

West Coast theatres for sale. Write for

st. Theatre Exchange Company, 260

Theatres for Projectionists. Situated
..merica. Theatres required. Bovilsky, 34
Batson Street, Glasgow.

Conventional and Drive-In theatre for

sale in East Texas town of 7,000 popula-
tion. No competition. Shown by appoint-
ment only. Fly by night or speculators
need not make contact. Good sound busi-
ness deal. Good reasons for selling. Con-
tact S. Frank Fain, Livingston, Texas.

Gov. Ritchie Theatre, 700-car drive-in
theatre in continuous operation since
1939 on Ritchie Highway 3 miles south of

Baltimore. Highly profitable theatre in-

cluding choice commercial frontage. Stock-
holders' deadlock has forced sale by pub-
lic auction to be held January 25, 1961.

For full information write Gov. Ritchie
Theatre, Inc., P. O. Box 25, Glen Burnie,
Maryland.

Drive-In, 300-car capacity, two high-
ways, county seat town. Western Kan-
sas. Good terms. McNaghten Investment
Company, Agent, Hutchinson, Kansas.

450-car drive-in for sale in Central Cali-
fornia. Approximately 60 miles southwest
of Fresno. CinemaScope lens and screen.

Five hundred-seat theatre in Michigan
resort city. Stereophonic sound and Cine-

For Sale: Two drive-in theatres in Gull
coast city showing large growth. Both
operating year round. One is a twin.

Boxoffice, 9198.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE

For Lease: Profitable drive-in to re-

THEATRE SEATING

Good used late model chairs available,
rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.

Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25”x25”, 55c ea.; 27"x27”, 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

Chairs rebuilt in your theatre, re-spac-
ing, sewed covers. Arthur Judge, 2100 E.

Newton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Used Seats for Sale: 550 Bodiform seats,

long back; 360 Ideal seats, fully up-
holstered. Harry Melcher Enterprises, 417

West Highland Avenue, Milwaukee 3,

Wisconsin. BR 1-0100.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIGGER POPCORN PROFITS with all

new Tender-Vender, now re-designed to

even finer operations and results. Nothing
to corrode, rust or peel. Warms, tender-

izes and dispenses crisp, hot, delicious

popcorn. Shipped assembled; easy to

move; capacities right for any location

Write for facts. TENDER-VENDER POP-
CORN SERVICE CO., Popcorn Building,

Nashville, Tennessee.

FILMS WANTED

35mm and 16mm features, serials and
shorts. Safety film only. Boxoffice, 9196.

FILMS FOR SALE

35mm- 16mm films and equipment of all

kinds. Associated, 1205 West 7th Street,

Pomona, California.

Want Ads Work Fast!

Get Results at Once!

BOXOFFICE

Handy Subscription Order Form

CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS O $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed O Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION
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BOXOFFICEE 18,129

MOTION PICTURE

EXHIBITOR 11,120*

MOTION PICTURE

HERALD 10,892’

^Sources: Publishers' Statements for the six-month period, ended June 30, 1960,

as filed with the Audit Bureau of Circulations.
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Opened recently in suburban Chicago is the 1,700-seat Old Orchard Theatre, a

$1,500,000 luxury house, built by Raymond Marks and Martin Rosenfield whose
indoor and outdoor theatre properties and bowling centers are operated under

the banner of M&R Amusement Companies. The theatre, like many others built in

the last several years, is part of a shopping center area. Additional photographs and
information on the theatre are published in The Modern Theatre section this issue.



for SHOWMEN everywhere!

It’s a brand-new year. Spankin’ clean.

Untouched by human hands. Untarnished

by bad business. Unspoiled by disappointments.

It’s YOURS (and ours) to do with

as you will

!

It has twelve months of
“
promise”. . .just begging for

twelve months of PERFORMANCE

!

Fifty-two weeks ... in which a Showman
can prove he is a SHOWMAN ! “T

Three hundred and sixty-five days ... of

eager Boxoffice . . . waiting for all of us to

do something about it!

Every day we miss . . . every week we
wait . . . every month we lose . . . will be lost

to us forever!

So here’s to SHOWMANSHIP-IN-ACTION in 1961

!

From the very first day to the very last . . . let’s SELL
pictures . . . with more gusto . . . more enthusiasm . .

.

more success . . . than ever before

!

Ptife wishes all of you GREAT SUCCESS
and offers the assistance of . .

.

National Screen SHOWMANSHIP!



CARTGRANT
66

'RAH KERR • ROBERT MITCHUM • JEAN SIMN

THE GRASS IS GREENER” miml Screenplay by HUGH and MARGARET WILLIAMS from their Great London State Success /
Mus* 5r^5A b

!

A GRANOON PRODUCTION • A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIGftr L RELEASE / NOEL vSA'A ;

litfn hit C-; . ; :tl tzittj

TECHNICOLOR* TECHMRAMA*
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BEST PICTURE of the

New York Film Critics
co-winner

BEST PICTURE of the YEAR
National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

Showings soon for

ACABEMY AWARBS
AVAILABLE NOW-

IT’S HOT -PLAY IT NOW!
from 20th!
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ANIMATING their thinking with a wave

of the arm and a know-it-all expression

on their faces, people who are totally unfamiliar

with the movie industry grudgingly give the

movies at least a few more years before TV
takes over completely. Of course, everyone loves

to ride a winner, and we will always have those

who, while riding the winner, get a lot of en-

joyment out of deriding the anticipated losers.

It is those people who are the offenders.

Everyone, including those associated with the

movie industry, agrees that TV will, in a few

years, become one of the greatest forces the

world has ever known. They are also thoroughly

aware of the fact that TV competition has al-

ready proved very helpful to the movie industry

by forcing it to begin getting its house in order.

Few people, outside the industry, realize that

the movie people’s troubles, which are now com-

ing to a head, developed long before the intro-

duction of TV to the public. The cry of “poor

pictures” is not new. Surely, such complaints

did not develop as a result of comparing present-

day motion pictures with those appearing on

home television receiver screens. No, it was
long before TV that Hollywood producers, pro-

tected by their “block-booking?’ method of dis-

tribution, forced theatre owners to buy a lot of

bad pictures in order to get a few good ones. In

this respect, we can thank TV competition. Holly-

wood will now have to produce fewer but better

pictures. There may even be fewer but better

indoor movie houses in the future as a result

of this new competition. It is my belief that TV
will result in producing a much healthier movie
industry.

Annually, approximately 18,000 theatres show
their pictures to more than twice the number of

people there are in the entire world— (80,000,-

000 weekly average). It is not very likely that

a giant industry such as this one will “fold up
its tent and silently steal away.” This industry

has successfully met every known type of com-
petition. Even during the depths of the greatest

depression (1932), more than 45,000,000 peo-

ple attended the movies each week in spite of

the fact that a great number of them were
hardly able to purchase the necessities of life.

At an average of 22c per admission this

amounted to $514,800,000 in takes for the in-

dustry.

For the second time in 27 years, I must go on
record as one who refuses to believe that Amer-
ica is going to become an army of cave dwellers,

spending the rest of their lives in their living

rooms—a hot dog will never taste as good “out
of your own kitchen” as the very same one does
“out at the game.”

It is a foregone conclusion that television

offers every one of us the greatest field of

opportunity for expansion. However, we must
guard against being so blinded by its miraculous
possibilities that we can no longer recognize the

future that radio, the movies, and recorded

music hold for ourselves and our company.

The foregoing might have been written yester-

day. But, actually, it was written in 1949 by an

executive of an electronics firm in a report to his

company. (The italics are the executive’s.)

At a time when predictions are being freely

made as to the future of the motion picture

industry, we believe that the statements afore-

mentioned are just as apt today as they were

when television was just beginning. The proph-

ecy of 12 years ago holds for the next dozen

years, as it will continue to hold far into the

future.

The industry has changed its modus operandi

and, doubtless, more changes are in prospect.

But they will be changes of progress, not retro-

gression. The improvement in motion picture

product accredited by the author of the fore-

going statement to the competition of television

has materialized; pictures are fewer but better;

there are fewer indoor theatres but several

thousand drive-ins have been added; many of

the indoor houses have been modernized and

physical improvements are continuing to be

made in many more. There still is room for a

great deal more of such improvement; and there

is room for a great many new theatres in the

hundreds of new residential areas that have

developed in the past decade, plus the many
others that are springing up by leaps and

bounds throughout the country.

With some several changes in outmoded pol-

icies and the alleviation of imprudent practices

by both exhibition and distribution, and with a

further increase in the output of good product,

the industry not only can keep pace, but move
well ahead of its many forms of competition.

Jack Kirsch
The untimely passing of Jack Kirsch removes

from the industry one of its long-time and

highly regarded exhibitor leaders. His tenure as

president of Allied Theatre Owners of Illinois

for 22 years and his recent reelection to the

presidency of National Allied bespeak the esteem

held for him, regionally and nationally.

Jack was known by all with whom he dealt

as a “straight shooter” and his forthright and
vigorous leadership effected improvement in

conditions whenever it was called upon. He de-

voted much of his time and gave much of him-

self to civic and charitable causes and never

turned down a call for service to the industry.

We convey our sympathy to his family, busi-

ness associates and legion of friends.



PARAMOUNT DEVOTING ITSELF

TO FILMS MORE THAN EVER'
Balaban Says $51.4 Million

Invested in Films Started

Since Aug., or in Works
NEW YORK—Paramount intends to de-

vote itself to theatrical film production
“more than ever before,” Barney Balaban,
president of Paramount Pictures, declared

at the opening of the company’s 1961

sales-merchandise drive here this week.
The veteran industry executive, observ-

ing the 25th anniversary of his election to

the presidency of the company, said Para-
mount has invested $21,400,000 in nine
films started since August 1960 and an-
other $30,000,000 in current preparatory
work.

ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT FUTURE
“Not since I saw the first rough cut of

‘The Ten Commandments’ have I been so

enthusiastic about the future of this com-
pany,” he said.

The sales-merchandise drive drew Para-
mount executives and personnel from the
eastern part of the country. Jerome Pick-
man, vice-president and domestic sales
manager, at the opening session called for
“the development of new ideas to realize

the full potential of the sales power in
our new attractions.” With him on the
dais when he delivered his major sales talk
were Balaban, George Weltner, president
of Paramount Film Distributing Corp.;
Jack Karp, studio executive; Sidney De-
neau, vice-president and western sales
manager, and Hugh Owen, vice-president
and eastern sales manager. A western di-
vision meeting is to be held in Chicago
January 10-12.

Weltner read a telegram to the assembly
from Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board
and founder of the company, who ob-
served his 88th birthday January 7. “I
want to offer my every assistance and do
anything that I can to contribute to the
future success of our great company. I
feel certain that this year and years to
come will add greater glories to the great
name of Paramount and its continuing
presentation of great entertainment to the
audiences of the world.”

NEW DIMENSION IS ADDED
In discussing his reasons for appointing

Pickman to the domestic sales post, Welt-
ner said: “A new dimension has been ad-
ded to the job of domestic general sales
manager. There is the necessity of work-
ing closely and constructively with our
producers and personalities, and Jerry
Pickman has proven his value in this area.
Furthermore, over the past five years he
has attended and contributed to every one
of our key sales meetings.”
Pickman called for “more direct sales

contact and less paperwork.” He said that
in order to realize the greatest possible
gross potential on every attraction, “we
need some healthy dissatisfaction and the
realization that things can be done dif-

Employes Honor Balaban

On 25th Year as Chief

New York—Sales executives and
personnel attending the Paramount

sales - merchan-
dise meeting here

paid tribute to

Barney Balaban,
president, who
this year ob-

serves his 25th
anniversary as

head of the com-
pany.

In a ceremony
at the opening
session (4), he
was presented
with an engraved

zodiac wristwatch by George Weltner,
president of Paramount Film Dis-

tributing Corp.

The inscription read: “To our re-

spected president, 1936-1961, from a
devoted sales organization.”

ferently.” He announced that a compre-
hensive program is being drafted to sim-
plify “our procedures.”
Pickman said that he would travel a-

cross the country this year and visit with
every Paramount salesman and every im-
portant Paramount customer with the ob-
ject of intensifying his first-hand know-
ledge at point-of-sales.

Commenting on a presentation of Para-
mount film production plans by studio
head Jack Karp, Pickman declared, “I

defy anyone to take any other company’s
lineup and match it with ours.”
Karp analyzed eight pictures completed

and awaiting distribution: Hal Wallis’ “All

in a Night’s Work” (“a solid boxoffice
hit”), “The Counterfeit Traitor” (“most
important picture that Perlberg and Sea-
ton have ever undertaken”), Perlberg and
Seaton’s “The Pleasure of His Company,”
Jurow and Shepherd’s “Breakfast at Tif-
fany’s” (“Audrey Hepburn’s most unusual
performance”), Bryan Foy’s “Blueprint for
Robbery” (“one of the best action films
ever made on our lot”), Shavelson and
Rose’s “On the Double” (“a better Danny
Kaye comedy than ‘Knock on Wood’”),
Jurow and Shepherd’s “Love in a Gold-
fish Bowl” (“a sincere effort to develop
new talent”) and Marlon Brando’s “One-
Eyed Jacks” (“our biggest and most im-
portant production”).
He said four pictures are currently be-

fore the cameras—in Hollywood, Hal Wal-
lis’ production of Tennessee Williams’
“Summer and Smoke” starring Laurence
Harvey and Geraldine Page and Jerry
Lewis’ “The Ladies’ Man” starring Lewis,
Helen Traubel, Diana Dors, George Raft
and Harry James; in Tanganyika, Howard
Hawks’ “ Hatari!” starring John Wayne

and, in Japan, Steve Parker’s “My Geisha”
starring Shirley MacLaine and Yves Mon-
tand.

Karp announced that within the next
few months, the studio plans to start pro-

duction of John Cassavetes’ “Too Late
Blues,” Edmond O’Brien’s “The Soft

Touch,” Hal Wallis’ “Hawaii Beach Boy”
starring Elvis Presley, Robert Pirosh’s

tentatively-titled “The War Story” star-

ring Bobby Darin, Bob Newhart, Fess

Parker and Harry Guardino and Bryan
Foy’s tentatively titled “The Prison Story”
starring Stella Stevens.

Scheduled for late summer and fall will

be Henry Blanke’s “Dear and Glorious

Physician,” with casting for the Taylor
Caldwell story to be announced shortly,

and Hugh French’s production based on
Winston Churchill’s “My Early Life,” with

filming scheduled for Africa.

Critics Name 'Apartment/
'Sons and Lovers' As Best
NEW YORK—“The Apartment,” Mirisch

Co. picture distributed by United Artists,

and “Sons and Lovers,” produced in Eng-
land by Jerry Wald for 20th Century-Fox,
shared honors as best picture of 1960 in

the voting at the 26th annual meeting of

the New York Film Critics December 29.

Plaques for the awards will be presented

at Sardi’s East January 21.

The directors of both pictures, Billy

Wilder for “The Apartment,” and Jack
Cardiff for “Sons and Lovers,” also shared
the best direction award in the Film Critics’

voting while Wilder and I. A. L. Diamond,
who wrote the screenplay for “The Apart-
ment,” won the best screenwriting award
for the Mirisch picture.

Burt Lancaster was chosen best actor

of 1960 for his portrayal of the title role

in “Elmer Gantry,” also a UA release,

while Deborah Kerr won the best actress

award for her performance in “The Sun-
downers,” a Fred Zinnemann production
for Warner Bros, release. Miss Kerr thus
becomes a third-time winner, having pre-

viously won top honors for “Black Narcis-

sus” and “The Adventuress,” both in 1947

and “Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison” in 1957.

Lancaster also won the Film Critics’ act-

ing award for “From Here to Eternity” in

1953 while Wilder had also won previously

for “Lost Weekend” in 1945.

“Hiroshima, Mon Amour,” French pic-

ture directed by Alain Resnais, which is

distributed in the U. S. by Zenith Inter-

national, was chosen best foreign picture

of 1960, winning over “General della

Rovere,” “Never on Sunday,” “The Virgin
Spring,” “Ikiru,” “The Ballad of a Soldier”

and “The World of Apu.”
Closest in the running for best actress

was Melina Mercouri, star of “Never on
Sunday,” while Trevor Howard, star of

“Sons and Lovers” was close behind Lan-
caster for best actor.

Sixteen critics, representing eight daily

newspapers, cast secret ballots at the vot-
ing at the New York Newspaper Guild
Clubhouse.

Barney Balaban
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JOHNSTON: 1961 WILL BE GOOD
TO ALL SEGMENTS OF INDUSTRY

A 'Year of Achievement'

Is Forecast for COMPO

Majors Have 30 Pictures

Shooting in January;

Most in Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD—The year 1961 will be a

good one in motion pictures—good for the

audience and conse-

quently good for the

industry,” Eric A.

Johnston, presid e n t

of the Motion Picture

Ass’n of America, de-

clared here in a New
Year statement.

“In Hollywood, in

New York, in key
cities all over the

country, among pro-

ducers, distribut ors
and exhibitors, I find

a pervasive optimism.
The innate vitality of the industry is evi-

dent,” he said.

STRENGTHEN LEADERSHIP
Despite two strikes which strangled pro-

duction—amid dire predictions that the in-

dustry would never recover from the

paralyzing blows—and a shift in patterns

of production which some critics visioned as

an end of the major film companies, the

companies “came out of the year with

their leadership more firmly established.”

These companies, he declared, provide

“the basic stability of the industry—the

facilities, the financing, continuity of em-
ployment, initiative and responsibility.”

These producers, he said, will have 30

films in production in January, with ap-
proximately two-thirds of them shooting in

Hollywood. For the year, 170 features have
been scheduled. While a few may not be

made in 1961, many others not now
scheduled will be shot, he said.

Hollywood will produce a great variety

of motion pictures to appeal to all seg-

ments of the American and worldwide
audience. Johnston said there will be con-

tinued emphasis on story material taken
from plays, books and magazines.
“We are now in an era of selectivity

—

selectivity by producers, and selectivity by
audiences. The motion picture public has
shown that it does not want patterned
mediocrity, nor routine films ground out

for the so-called mass mind. It wants in-

vigorating, stimulating and challenging

entertainment in motion pictures.

PUBLIC GROWN UP
“The public has grown up intellectually,”

he declared. “It is mature. The mature
audience requires material that is up to

its own intellectual level.

“This does not by any means indicate

that the motion picture theatre has
abandoned its role as the center of fine

entertainment for persons of all ages and
a wide range of tastes. Quite the contrary.
The theatre is more than ever the place

to find such entertainment.
“Look at the holiday season just ended.

The theatres have been filled with family
audiences, sharing together the experience

NEW YORK—The year 1961 will be a

“year of achievement” for the Council of

Motion Picture Or-
ganizations, accord-
ing to Charles E.

McCarthy, vice-presi-

dent. COMPO will be
active on a variety of

fronts, he said, and
they all are of prime
importance.

Censorship and the

minimum wage pro-
posals will hold the
spotlight on the leg-

islative front and
COMPO is mobilized
on the national and local levels to com-
bat recommendations covering those sub-
jects. The possible censorship measures in

the states in which the legislators will

meet this year will be watched carefully

by both COMPO and the Motion Picture

Ass’n of America. Minimum wage legis-

lation, likewise, will be a focal point for

COMPO and MPAA activity.

No action on the proposal by Samuel
Pinanski, a member of the COMPO trium-
virate, for global action on universal in-

dustry problems will be taken until the

other members of the trio can meet on a
program. Ben Marcus will be busy with
preparations for Allied States Ass’n’s

board of directors meeting in Milwaukee
for the next few weeks. A. Montague, the
third member, is on a brief vacation. How-
ever, it is expected that a meeting will be

of theatregoing.”

Johnston said that the coming year will

bring a wide choice of films to be selected

by parents for their families’ enjoyment.
“Motion pictures are reviewed in ad-

vance of exhibition by newspapers and
magazines. In addition many national
organizations view and rate films for the
information of the public. Thus, the pub-
lic has many easily accessible sources to

assist in making selections,” he declared.

“Selectivity serves a most useful pur-
pose, for the public and for the industry.

It makes for more diversity and for bet-

ter pictures.

“The industry has faith in the good
sense and judgment of the audience.
“Within the framework of the Motion

Picture Production Code Hollywood films

will continue that quality which has given
them acknowledged leadership.”

Johnston said there would be a con-
tinuing resurgence for the American mo-
tion picture in 1961.

“The American film,” he added, “will

play an increasingly important role in

carrying the message of democracy and
freedom throughout the world.”

held as soon as their early-in-the-year ac-

tivities level off. Pinanski has expressed

great hopes for this program.
COMPO also is sponsoring, under the

chairmanship of Russell Downing, the

testimonial banquet to Eric Johnston who,
this year, is marking his 15th year as

president of the MPAA. The affair will be

held at the Hotel Waldorf Astoria on
April 10.

The so-called Ben Marcus plan for sat-

uration promotion on selected pictures will

continue under COMPO guidance. Pitts-

burgh now is the test city but other cities

will be utilized after the results of the

Pittsburgh experiment have been studied.

Meanwhile, COMPO filed a formal pro-

test against a CBS-TV program on Janu-
ary 2 when a program sponsored by Kent
cigarets was regarded as being uncompli-
mentary to the motion picture industry.

The show, which featured Jackie Cooper,

presented a motion picture theatre in

which the cashier and manager were more
interested in television and the concessions

stand than in their primary duties.

In a letter to both CBS and the makers
of Kent cigarets, McCarthy asserted that

the program was an attack on an industry

with a weekly average attendance of 45,-

000,000 and growing steadily.

“It seems to me,” McCarthy wrote,

“the playlet sponsor and the Columbia
Broadcasting System should not have been
so irresponsible as to permit another in-

dustry to be publicly pictured as dying

from lack of patronage.”

Barry Fitzgerald Is Dead;
Won an Oscar in 1944
DUBLIN—Barry Fitzgerald, the Irish

actor whose role as a priest in “Going My
Way” with Bing Crosby won him the 1944

Oscar, died Wednesday (4) in a nursing

home here, his native city. He had been

under medical care since he underwent a

brain operation in 1959.

Among other films in which he appeared
were “Dawn Patrol,” “The Long Voyage
Home,” “How Green Was My Valley,”

“None But the Lonely Heart,” “Naked
City” and “The Quiet Man.” His last big

film was “The Catered Affair,” a 1956

movie with Debbie Reynolds.

'Windjammer' to Dallas

NEW YORK — “Windjammer,” now
handled by Cinemiracle Pictures Corp.,

will open at the Wynnewood Theatre, Dal-
las, January 25. In the December 26 issue,

in a yearend review, it was incorrectly re-

ported that Cinemiracle had been sold to

Cinerama Inc. This deal was announced
but never consummated.

Eric Johnston

Charles McCarthy
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CENSORSHIP BILLS FORECAST
AS LEGISLATURES CONVENE

Classification of Films

Looms as Major Threat

In New York State

NEW YORK—Forty-three state legisla-

tures will move into session this month,
but in less than a half dozen is the mo-
tion picture industry expected to face a
threat of censorship legislation. At least

this is indicated in early reports from the

legislative front. The big censorship guns
will be fired in New York, where several

bills, including one calling for classifica-

tion of motion pictures, are expected to be

dropped into the hopper in the first weeks
of the session. But Maryland, Ohio and
Pennsylvania— perennial battlegrounds—
also are expected to pose the threat of

new legislation.

1Y1PAA, COMPO WATCH
Both the Motion Picture Ass’n of Amer-

ica and the Council of Motion Picture

Organizations are keeping in close touch
with the situation across the country and
are prepared to act quickly. In addition,

state and regional exhibitor associations

are ready to move into action the moment
the danger of legislation arises.

In New York, two and possibly three
film classification bills will be presented
to the legislature which convenes January
28. Assemblyman Joseph J. Weiser, a New
York City Democrat, already has “pre-
filed'’ a measure identical with one he
unsuccessfully sponsored in 1960. The Joint
Legislative Committee on Offensive and
Obscene Material—whose field of study in-

cludes motion pictures—will again intro-

duce a “positive” classification act. While
it will be basically similar to that over-
whelmingly approved by the lower House
at its last session, it will contain some
changes of a nature not yet revealed.

The bill has been drafted by James A.

Fitzpatrick, counsel for the Committee and
its ex-chairman. He reportedly had an out-
line of the bill when visiting in Albany,
the state capital, during the holidays, but
details were not revealed. A pair of law-
makers, Senator William T. Conklin and
Assemblyman Luigi R. Marano, who in
1958 were the first to offer a classifica-

tion bill, presumably will reintroduce their

perennial bill.

THE POSITIVE APPROACH
Past performances indicate that the bill

proposed by the Joint Committee is most
likely to receive serious consideration. It

was this group's so-called “positive” ap-
proach to the censorship problem which
received the only favorable action at the
1960 session. It got overwhelming Assem-
bly approval, won committee approval in
the Senate, but was lost in the last-minute
log-jam in the Upper House.
The bill amended the Education Law, to

authorize the state education department’s
motion picture division, in licensing films,

to classify them a “approved for patron-

S. F. to Again Sponsor

An Inti Film Festival

SAN FRANCISCO—The civic spon-
sored film festival, the only recognized
motion picture competition in the
United States, is scheduled for its fifth

year, November 1 through 14. Accord-
ing to Irving M. Levin, director of the
festival for the San Francisco Art Com-
mission, the solid success of the 1960

event insured its continuance. Attend-
ance at the 1960 showing of 20 features

from 19 nations and the 43 short sub-
jects from 15 countries was up 50 per
cent. Levin said. Levin indicated the
newly formed “Film as Communica-
tion” nontheatrical 16mm competition
will be continued in 1961. More than
125 prints from nine countries were
placed in the special competition.

age by children attending elementary or

public schools.” No release could be ap-
proved if it portrayed “nudity, brutality,

sadism, juvenile delinquency, drug addic-
tion or sexual conduct or relationships

contrary to the proper development of such
children.”

Recent developments—including the at-

tack by the Catholic Bishops Committee
on Motion Pictures, Television and Radio
and other criticisms by religious groups
and PTA organizations—are believed to

have enhanced the prospects for enact-
ment of a film classification bill at the
session.

The bill was called “positive” by its

backers because exhibitors and distrib-

utors could advertise that a picture had
been “approved.” The motion picture divi-

sion would have been empowered to issue

seals of approval and the board of regents
would have been required to publish and
circulate lists of approved films.

In two states, where state censorship

laws have been kayoed in the courts

—

Pennsylvania and Ohio—it is not unlikely

that the forces seeking controls on the

exhibition of motion pictures will be in

there battling again. It may be tougher
going in Pennsylvania where the state’s

supreme court already has ruled against

a law drafted to meet objections of the

U.S. Supreme Court to loosely defined ob-
scenity laws, but in Ohio the censorship

army apparently is ready to move in once
again in an effort to reinstate legislation

tossed out by the courts several years ago.

At the 1959 session, the last held, there
were long and much-publicized committee
hearings, with the press stirring the cen-
sorship problem into statewide dicussions.

But the industry, with the backing of

some important papers and key civic lead-

ers, managed to keep a variety of bills

bottled up in committees.

The censorship camps in the two states,

however, are well-organized crusaders who

undoubtedly will take to the wars soon
after the sessions open.

ON GUARD IN MARYLAND
Maryland exhibitors also anticipate re-

newed efforts to establish new legislation
in the field. Information is not yet forth-
coming on the types of bills to be intro-
duced, but judging from past sessions of
the legislative body, it is inevitable that
such bills be presented. Both the Allied
and TOA units in the state are ready to
act as soon as bills go into the hopper.
“We are priming our forces to be ready for
any move necessary to protect our inter-
ests,” said John G. Broumas, president of
Maryland Theatre Owners Ass’n.
The only states where legislatures will

not convene this year are Kentucky, Mis-
sissippi and Virginia. Of the remaining 47,
43 open this month, Hawaii and North
Carolina meet in February and Alabama
and Louisiana begin deliberations in May.

Telemeter Introduces
'Live' Programming
TORONTO—Telemeter’s first “live” at-

traction was piped to almost 6,000 homes
here Thursday night (5) when Bob New-
hart opened a three-night engagement via

the Telemeter studio. The charge was
$1.25 per home.
Newhart has risen to fame in the last

year by way of his record album and
nightclub appearances and he presented
many of his standard routines as well as

new material for the “theatre-in-the-home”
audience. An added attraction was Leon
Bibb, ballad singer who recently completed
a four-week appearance at New York’s

Blue Angel night club.

The booking of Newhart and Bibb is

reported to be the first in a series of live

entertainment attractions planned by In-

ternational Telemeter Corp. Concerts,

legitimate plays and other forms of enter-

tainment are said to be on the drawing
board for presentation to Telemeter sub-

scribers this year.

TelePrompTer to Handle
Heavyweight Bout Again
NEW YORK—TelePrompTer, Inc., has

been awarded the exclusive contract for

closed-circuit television rights to the

heavyweight title fight between Floyd

Patterson and Ingemar Johansson in

Miami Beach on March 13.

The previous Patterson-Johansson fight

last June was seen by more than 500,000

viewers on theatre TV in 229 locations.

That match, too, was handled by Tele-

PrompTer and brought in $2,400,000, while

$600,000 more came from motion picture,

radio and other rights.

TelePrompTer president Irving B. Kahn
said that in addition to theatres and
arenas, efforts will be made to take the

bout to a larger number of community
antenna systems than for the March match
which was carried to 13 of such systems.
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Jack Kirsch Dies at 58 ;

Allied Seeks New Chief

Col. Stockholders to Act
On New Schneider Pact
NEW YORK—The granting of stock

options and a new employment contract to

A. Schneider, president, will be submitted
to stockholders of Columbia Pictures for

approval at a meeting scheduled for Janu-
ary 17. The new contract and stock options
involve both Columbia Pictures and its

subsidiary, Screen Gems.
The stockholders also will be asked to

approve options for shares of stock of

Columbia and/or its subsidiaries to William
Dozier, vice-president of Screen Gems; Mo
Rothman, executive vice-president of Co-
lumbia Pictures International; Rube Jack-
ter, vice-president and general domestic
sales manager, and Jonas Rosenfield jr.,

vice-president and executive in charge of

advertising and publicity.

Schneider’s last employment contract
was for seven years from Sept. 15, 1955,

to Sept. 14, 1962, as first vice-president
and treasurer. Since March 1958, however,
he has been serving as chief executive
officer and president of both Columbia and
Screen Gems without additional remune-
ration. Under the new pact, the company
will grant him an option for 35,000 shares
of its common stock at $21.62 per share,
while Screen Gems will grant him at a
future date an option for 35,000 shares of

common stock at 95 per cent of the market
value on the date the option is granted.
Lewis and John J. Gilbert, holders of

24 shares each, have announced they will

ask for certain provisions in granting the
stock options, such as requiring the stock
to be held for at least three years, the
purchase price to be not less than 100 per
cent of the fair market value, the optioning
of the shares in yearly installments and
no reduction in the price at which the out-
standing option had been granted.

In addition, the stockholders will elect

nine directors to hold office until the next
annual meeting.

Columbia 'Talent Farm'
Slated for Long Island
NEW YORK—A “talent farm” in which

new talent can find an outlet for their
crafts has been established by Columbia
Pictures and will operate at the Gateway
Playhouse at Bellport, N. Y., on the south
shore of Long Island. The project is said
to mark the first in the development of
future talent for the screen.

Joyce Selznick, Columbia’s eastern talent
director, for the last two years has been
making a study of several hundred sum-
mer stock theatres throughout the east
and recommended the Bellport house be-
cause of its proximity to New York City,

its professional standards and training
program. Harry Pomeran operates the
Gateway in the summer months.
Miss Selznick said that it was Columbia’s

opinion that there was no substitute for

stock training. Young contract players will

be trained at the theatre each summer and
writers and directors will be given oppor-
tunities to display their skills.

While film companies have sponsored
dramatic schools and on-the-lot training
programs for their younger players, Co-
lumbia contends that the Bellport pro-
ject is the first in which actual profes-

sional experience will be offered to a

trainee.

By AL STEEN
NEW YORK—Who will be the next

president of Allied States Ass’n? That’s

the question that is being kicked around
in trade circles and nobody is able to

come up with a definite answer. The name
of Milton London, the Michigan Allied

leader, has been mentioned frequently

and he looms as a strong possibility for

nomination, but whether he will accept it

is another question. The Allied board is

scheduled to meet at the Hotel Schroeder
in Milwaukee on January 14-15 and one
of the principal items on the agenda is

the election of a new president. The late

Jack Kirsch had resigned the post shortly

before his death on December 30.

Allied leaders appear to favor a young
man—young in the point of service and
not necessarily in years. They are lean-
ing away from the “old guard,” preferring
somebody who hasn’t been helping to

carry the Allied load down through the
years but who knows the association’s

problems and has a good background in

industry affairs. In that connection, Lon-
don fills the bill.

If Independent Theatres of New Eng-
land had not withdrawn from the national
body Ed Lider would have been another
logical choice. There is a good possibility,

according to grapevine reports, that the
New England unit will return to the fold
this year and in the not too distant future.
And that could mean that Lider could be
the successor to the next president.
And speaking of the Allied board meet-

ing, toppers of the association have ex-
pressed the opinion that it will be the most
important Allied session in the history of
the organization. Out of the huddles are
expected to come a new president, new
policies and, conceivably, a new association.

Commonwealth Acquires
Yankton Theatre Bldg.
YANKTON, S. D.—The Yankton Theatre

building has been purchased by Common-
wealth Theatres, Inc., of Kansas City,
through a subsidiary company, Buton
Enterprises, from Charles Gurney, presi-
dent of the Frontier Hotels, Inc. The the-
atre building was originally built by Gurney
in 1948 and was leased to Buton Enter-
prises. T. R. Thompson, Buton president,
opened the theatre on October 6 of that
year.

Richard H. Orear, president of Common-
wealth, acquired a partnership interest in
the theatre operations for Commonwealth
in 1951. Commonwealth operates 104 the-
atre properties, extensive real estate hold-
ings and shopping center interests in seven
states. Bert Becker is manager of the
Yankton Theatre.

Stan Margulies Resigns

HOLLYWOOD — Stan Margulies has
bowed out as publicity-advertising vice-

president of Kirk Douglas’ Bryna Produc-
tions. Margulies joined Bryna in 1955 as

publicity director and three years later was
named vice-president.

CHICAGO—Jack Kirsch, who resigned

as president of Allied States Ass’n several

weeks ago because of ill health, died De-
cember 30 at Michael
Reese Hospital where
he had been a pa-

tient. He accepted the

presidency of the ex-

hibitor association at

its convention here

early in November
against orders of his

doctor, but it soon
became apparent to

him that he could

not continue in that

capacity and he sub-
mitted his resigna-

tion to the board of directors.

HEADED ALLIED 1946-’47

Kirsch served two terms as president of

the national organization in 1946 and
1947, and headed Allied of Illinois for 22

years. He and his associates operated three

theatres in the Chicago area, but he played

a much more powerful role in Illinois

exhibition because of his position as head
of an Allied buying and booking organiza-

tion. He organized this combine in the

early 1940s, and directed the buying and
booking of pictures for about 70 theatres.

In the Allied ranks, he was aligned with

the moderates. It probably was his talent

as a “peacemaker” that led to his eleva-

tion once again to the presidency for

Allied had just moved through a year of

dissension within the ranks involving the

withdrawal of two of its regional affili-

ates.

Kirsch was born in New York City Nov.

30, 1902, where he attended public schools.

His first work was as a haberdashery mer-
chant. In 1930, he acquired the first of

his theatres in Chicago and he had been

in exhibition ever since. He was an organ-

izer of the Variety Club of Illinois and
served as its chief barker for four terms.

He served two terms as president of Chi-

cago’s Cinema lodge of B’nai B’rith. He
was a director of the Peoples National

Bank of Chicago.

MEMORIAL PLANS STARTED
A move to establish a memorial to

Kirsch at the LaRabida Sanitorium, an

institution in which he was interested, was

under way in Chicago this week, as ex-

hibitor leaders paid tribute to the Allied

leader.

Abram F. Myers, former chairman of

the board and general counsel of Allied

States Ass’n, and closely associated with

Kirsch for many years, called the Chi-

cagoan “an unforgettable personality

whose ability to express himself forcibly

but in good humor enabled him to exer-

cise great influence in the business without

causing rancor. He was a true organiza-

tion man shunning cliques and factions

and insisting that all issues be resolved in

the open. His untimely death is a loss to

the entire motion picture industry and a

stunning blow to National Allied.”

Jack Kirsch
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MPAA Elects 4 Producers

To Membership, Board
NEW YORK—In a move to create a

closer cooperative relationship between
the Motion Picture Ass'n of America and
Hollywood, four top producers have been
elected to membership in the MPAA and
to its board of directors. The MPAA board
elected to membership and the directorate
Pandro S. Berman, William Perlberg,
Jerry Wald and Walter Mirisch. The elec-

tion resulted from discussions between
Eric Johnston, MPAA president, and
Mirisch, president of the Screen Pro-
ducers Guild. The four producers are
SPG members.
In expressing his pleasure in bringing

the producers into the association, Johns-
ton said that independent production had
come to occupy a foremost place in Holly-
wood in the last few years and that many
of the finest pictures had been produced
and were being produced with the com-
bined talents and skills of independent
producers.

SEES MANY ADVANTAGES
“This joining today, I believe,” Johns-

ton said, “heralds the beginning of a
significant and constructive partnership
that will promote the common welfare of

the entire industry by assuring a vigorous,

viable future for the American motion
picture.”

The new members will come to New
York for their first board meeting on a

date to be determined.

Johnston also reported to the board at

a meeting Wednesday (4) that the com-
mittee to consider the establishment of a

West African development company had
met and would make recommendations
shortly on steps to be taken. The commit-
tee consists of Barney Balaban, Wolfe
Cohen, Arnold Picker and Johnston.

Berman has produced more than 100

pictures since his initial release, “The Gay
Diplomat,” for RKO in 1931. Among his

better known pictures, last of which was
“Butterfield 8,” were “Of Human Bond-
age,” “Stage Door,” “Dragon Seed,”
“Blackboard Jungle,” “National Velvet”
and “Tea and Sympathy.”

Mirisch and his two brothers, Harold
and Marvin, formed their own production
company in 1957 and have turned out
“Some Like It Hot,” “The Apartment,”
“The Horse Soldiers” and “The Magnifi-
cent Seven” and have in production “West
Side Story” and “Toys in the Attic.”

PERLBERG AND WALD HITS

Perlberg, an advocate of high standards
in production, had a long and successful

production career with Columbia and 20th
Century-Fox before teaming up with
George Seaton in Perlberg-Seaton Produc-
tions. Among his pictures were “Golden
Boy,” “Song of Bernadette,” “Claudia,”
“State Fair” and “Miracle on 34th Street.”

Starting as a writer, Wald served with
Warner Bros, from 1932 to 1950 and then
turned to independent production. Among
his pictures were “The Man Who Came to

Dinner,” “The Eddie Duchin Story,” “Pey-
ton Place,” “Sons and Lovers” and “The
Long Hot Summer.”

Pandro S. Berman Walter Mirisch

Patent Infringement Suit
Won by the Vendo Corp.
KANSAS CITY — A vending machine

patent infringement suit brought by the
Vendo Co. was declared valid in a decision
handed down in federal court here last

week. The suit was against William F.

Crome Co. of Clinton, Mo., which had
purchased one of the machines in question
from the Cavalier Corp. of Chattanooga,
the manufacturer. While the Crome Co.,

a bottling firm, was the defendant of rec-

ord, the litigation actually was pointed at

the Cavalier Corp. Vendo claimed that

vending machines manufactured by the

corporation infringed on patents which it

held, particularly a safety device which
prevents “jackpotting” within a machine,
or the release of more than one bottle of

soft drink by inserting coins for a single

sale. Vendo now intends to take action to

collect royalties and damages.

George Sherman to Make
'Khyber Pass' for Fox
HOLLYWOOD—George Sherman has

been set to produce and direct “Khyber
Pass” for 20th Century-Fox release. The
screenplay will be written by Joe Stone
and Paul King and there are indications

the title will be changed since 20th-Fox
made “King of the Khyber Rifles” in 1953.

The project is separate from Sherman’s
Shergari Corp. slate for the Westwood lot.

Under this banner he has “Blood and
Guts,” story of Gen. George Patton, and
“Lady From Colorado” and “Desperate
Men.” He also has the James Michener
story, “The Jungle,” on his personal slate

at 20th-Fox.

William Perlberg

Rank Buys Fox Shares

In Gaumont British
LONDON—The Rank Organization has

purchased 50 per cent interest held by

20th Century-Fox in the Gaumont British

Co., it was announced this week jointly

by John Davis, managing director of the

Rank Organization, and Spyros P. Skouras,

president of 20th-Fox. The price was $11,-

200,000.

Thus, the U. S. company will sever a re-

lationship which began in 1929, long be-

fore any of the present executives of 20th-

Fox were associated with the organization.

Thirty-one years ago, William Fox paid

$19,000,000 for the 50 per cent interest.

Recently, it has been carried on 20th-Fox

books as a $4,940,400 investment.

In the transaction, Rank will obtain a

50 per cent interest in Metropolis and
Bradford Trust, Ltd., a company which has

voting control of Gaumont British, Ltd.

The U. S. company will pay $1,400,000 im-

mediately and the remainder over a period

of 11 years, with interest at 4Vk per cent.

In acquiring the 20th-Fox interest, the

Rank Organization strengthens its hold in

Gaumont British. It now will have direct

control of 57 per cent of the ordinary

votes and ownership of 42 per cent of the

equity capital.

Gaumont British is engaged in the pro-

duction, distribution and exhibition of mo-

tion pictures, ballrooms and television.

Wometco Seeks to Register

100,000 Shares With SEC
WASHINGTON—A statement seeking

registration of 100,000 shares of class A
and class B common stock for public sale

was filed this week with the Securities

and Exchange Commission by Wometco
Enterprises of Miami. Wometco, operator

of 23 theatres in Florida, became a publicly

owned company about two years ago and

holds such diversified interests as radio

and television stations, a seaquarium, in-

door playlands, a bottling plant and an

expansive concessions business.

The stock, offered in five series, is held

by Lee Higginson Corp. and A. C. Allyn

& Co. who acquired it last April when

they underwrote for $1,167,760 the pur-

chase of a controlling interest for Wo-

metco, in the Marine Exhibition Co., own-

ers of the Miami Seaquarium. Wometco

offered $44 a share for a 50 per cent in-

terest in the marineland attraction and

states it now owns 70 per cent of the out-

standing shares.

The registration would permit the un-

derwriters to sell the 100,000 shares (with

the exception of 15,000 reserved for sale to

employes) to the general public. Mitchell

Wolfson is president of Wometco.

'Adventures of Sinbad'

Next for King Bros.
HOLLYWOOD — “The Adventures of

Sinbad” has been announced as the next

feature on the King Bros, production

schedule. Preproduction is set to begin fol-

lowing the March 15 opening of their

MGM release, “Gorgo,” with Fred Franks

now writing the screenplay.

“Sinbad” will be financed independently

and as yet has no release deal.
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Final Briefs Before FCC
On Hartford TV Test

CALENDARoeEVENTS
JANUARY FEBRUARY

S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 12 3 4

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

29 30 31 26 27 28

JANUARY

11, Reception for stote legislators, Maryland Theatre
Owners Ass'n, Annapolis, Md.

FEBRUARY

7 -9 , Texas Drive-In Theatre Owners Ass'n ninth an-
nual meeting, Sheraton-Dallas Hotel, Dallas.

MARCH
7

-

9 , Show-A-Rama, United Theatre Owners of the
Heart of America, Kansas City.

19 -21 , Theatre Owners of America board of directors

and executive committee mid-winter meeting, May-
flower Hotel, Washington, D. C.

22 , Joint meeting of Washington, D. C., Maryland
and Virginia TOA units, Mayflower Hotel, Wash-
ington.

APRIL

17 , Annual Academy Award Oscar telecast over ABC.
25 , 26 , Montana Theatre Ass'n spring meeting,

Northern Hotel, Billings, Mont.

MAY
2 , 3 , Independent Theatre Owners of Arkansas an-

nual convention, Marion Hotel, Little Rock, Ark.

JUNE

18 -20 , Mississippi Theatre Owners Ass'n, annual con-
vention, Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.

27 , 28 , Maryland Theatre Owners Ass'n annual con-
vention, George Washington Hotel, Ocean City,

Md.
OCTOBER

8

-

13 , Theatre Owners of America 14th annual con-
vention and Motion Picture Industry Tradeshow,
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans.

Frances Harding Dies;
Boston Correspondent
BOSTON—Frances “Fifi” Harding, cor-

respondent for Boxoffice here since 1946

and one of the best-known Filmrow per-
sonalities in the exchange area, died Jan-
uary 1 in a nursing home where she had
gone to convalesce after major surgery in

October. At that time, surgeons removed
a malignant brain tumor.

Mrs. Harding joined the Boxoffice staff

of correspondents in January, 1946, and
her Boston column and other reports of

industry affairs in the territory had ap-
peared weekly ever since. In addition to her
news coverage of the Bostonian scene, she
also served as an advertising and circula-

tion representative for the publication.

Her “Love and Kisses” signoff to memor-
anda to the staff in Kansas City expressed
the affectionate relationship which existed

between the Boston correspondent and the
homeoffice staff.

A native Bostonian, she had represented
several motion picture publications as a
free-lance writer before becoming the
Filmrow correspondent here. For years she
was a shining light in the New England
bridge world and, in addition to lecturing

on bridge, was a frequent winner in re-

gional bridge tournaments. She was a
granddaughter of F. E. Stanley, inventor
of the famous early motor car, the Stanley
Steamer, and the Stanley dry plate which
was sold to George Eastman in 1896.

Funeral services were held January 4

in Newton, Mass. Her mother survives.

Ad Thanks Moviegoers
For Their Patronage
DALLAS—Business was so good at Dal-

las theatres during the holiday season that

Interstate Theatres took space in the

two daily newspapers here to thank movie-
goers for their patronage and, at the same
time, to boost current movie fare in gen-

eral.

The 3-column by 10-inch advertisement,

headed “The Movies Say Thanks, Dallas!”

included the following text:

Never before have so many people attended

motion picture theatres in Dallas at any

particular period, as they have during the

past Christmas-New Year’s holidays.

It has been a pleasure to provide holiday

entertainment for so many people and we
are sincerely grateful for your patronage.

An outstanding array of fine motion pic-

ture entertainment was carefully selected

for your holiday fare, and due to the huge

crowds, we were unable to accommodate

many of you. We wish we had been able to

provide a seat for each of you, but even the

Cotton Bowl would have been insufficient.

Now, with the holidays over and every-

thing returning to a more normal pace, you

can see the wonderful movies without the

inconvenience of waiting. Remaining on the

scene for a while are “Exodus,” at the

Tower; “The Sundowners,” Palace; “Facts

of Life,” Majestic; “Swiss Family Robin-

son,” Village; and “The World of Suzie

Wong,” Esquire. We hope you see them;

we know you’ll enjoy them.

Thanks, again, Dallas! Here’s wishing you

a prosperous New Year—and joyous hours

of leisure at the movies.

INTERSTATE THEATRES.

“This is just another suggestion of In-
terstate Theatres to point up the upbeat
trend in today’s great new motion pic-

tures,” said John Q. Adams, executive vice-

president of the circuit. “This is more pub-
lic relations than advertising. It is our
theory that success breeds upon success.”

Toledo Managers Hosts
To University Athletes
TOLEDO, OHIO—In an unprecedented

goodwill gesture, the managers of Toledo’s

theatres, who are members of the Toledo
Theatres Ass’n, are taking turns in being
hosts to the 25 youths comprising the Uni-
versity of Toledo basketball team. On the

evening before every home game, the boys
go as a group to the early evening show to

which they have been invited, and then
are home for an early bedtime to be in

first-rate condition for the morrow’s con-
flict, according to Abe Ludacer, manager
of Loew’s Theatre, who said that the prac-
tice was first started during football

season.

WASHINGTON—The Federal Commu-
nications Commission now has in its pos-

session the final round of briefs in the

Hartford Phonevision application, and it

will not be unexpected if a decision is

reached before the inauguration of Presi-

dent-elect Kennedy January 20.

Participating counsel submitted their

final briefs to the Commission in the wane
of the Old Year, but the added documents
are expected to have little additional bear-

ing on the outcome of the hearings as the

last-minute arguments offered little that

had not been presented earlier.

Louis C. Stephens, for the FCC’s Broad-
cast Bureau, stated briefly and bluntly that

he felt the charges proposed by Hartford
(which have been strongly attacked by

the motion picture exhibitors opposing the

granting of the license) are not exorbi-

tant and do not conflict with the pro-

visions laid down by the commission in the

Third Report, in which it set forth its

requirements for a practical test of pay
TV. But he had said that before.

Marcus Cohn, attorney for the exhibi-

tors, plugged doggedly ahead with his oft-

repeated charges that Hartford’s applica-

tion does not fulfill the FCC’s own stipu-

lated requirements, that it has not set

forth the necessary facts to show that this

would be a true test of pay TV which
would aid the commission in its eventual

long range decision as to whether sub-

scription TV is, or is not, in the public

interest.

W. Theodore Pierson, attorney for the

applicant Hartford, charged that Cohn and
the exhibitors “are improperly and ille-

gally enlarging on the issues,” are seeking

to impose on the applicant “conditions

absolutely impossible of accomplishment

by mortal man with finite intelligence . .

And he contended that Cohn is trying

to compel the applicant to

—

“Establish before a trial is allowed the

facts that the trial is designed to yield.”

Stephens devoted much of his short brief

to a reiteration of suggestions to the com-
mission that in granting the requested

license to Hartford (which he seems to

assume will be done) that the FCC impose

specific conditions that would require Hart-

ford to file carbon copies with the FCC
of all contracts relating to programming,
and the pricing of its services.

This too, had been emphasized before, as

essential to permit FCC to judge whether

or not the results of the proposed experi-

ment will, or will not, show that pay TV
is in the public interest.

Gene Corman to Produce
Edward Small Picture
HOLLYWOOD — Edward Small has

signed Gene Corman to produce his origi-

nal story, “The Victim,” for United Ar-
tists release. William Witney will direct

the story, based on industrial espionage
and the theft of commercial secrets, with
filming to begin in January from a Leo
Gordon screenplay.
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By IVAN SPEAR

Tiomkin, Lowell Thomas
Form Production Unit
At least two of America’s immortal fig-

ures will be the subjects of motion pic-

ture treatment dur-
ing the early part of

1961 when films

based on the lives

and exploits of Ben-
jamin Franklin and
Buffalo Bill are put
before the cameras.
The plans for the

Franklin biography,
in fact, seem most
propitious as the an-
nouncement of a
new year, for without
his discovery of elec-

tricity the film industry certainly wouldn’t
be in the position of worldwide industrial

importance that it is today. Of course,

there is no doubt that someone else would
have discovered and corralled electricity

if Franklin hadn’t gone and flown his

kite, but there is still a good deal of

credit due him for discovering it first.

And, it seems like this could well be a
good tieup with the forthcoming filmiza-

tion of his life.

Dimitri Tiomkin and Lowell Thomas
are the entrepreneurs who have announced
this project. They have joined forces for

the film’s production and are currently
holding conferences with United Artists

vice-president Max Youngstein to secure
financing and release.

Tiomkin, who has risen to the top of

the musical ladder in Hollywood through
his many Academy Award winning film
scores and popular music compositions,
goes into production for the first time with
this film. His coproducer, Thomas, has
had some experience behind the cameras,
although the project marks his first film
work since the early Cinerama productions
in which he was associated.

Instead of relying on the numerous
biographies and reference works that have
been written about Franklin in the past,
Tiomkin and Thomas plan to have their
script written from scratch. They expect
to have one of the top biographical writers
working on it and, to wit, have already
approached Irving Stone, biographer of
Andrew Jackson and other famed Ameri-
can history figures, for this job. The story
they want to tell is essentially that of
Franklin’s life in Philadelphia, London
and Paris. It will not be a musical, al-

though Tiomkin will write several songs to
be used throughout. The latter will be
particularly used in demonstrating one of
the Franklin inventions that he called a
harmonica. Different from the musical
instrument generally used under that name
today, it was really a small harpsichord,
on which the hammers hit glass.

Filming on the picture, which will de-
pend on how long it takes them to wrap up
the releasing deal, will be on locations both
in this country and abroad. Tiomkin first

will complete a score on Carl Foreman’s
Columbia release, “Guns of Navarone,” in

London. He bowed out of a commitment to

tune the Bryna-U-I feature, “Day of the

Gun,” in order to be free for the Franklin
project.

The other feature of historical note, a
biography of Col. William “Buffalo Bill”

Cody, is to go under the 20th Century-Fox
releasing banner, according to an an-
nouncement by studio head Robert Gold-
stein. He has given the green light to

development of such a property, which
would be filmed under the “Buffalo Bill”

title.

20th-Fox earlier released a film under
this title in 1944, with Harry Sherman
producing. The new property would ap-
proach the subject in a different manner.

'Las Vegas File' Feature

Is Planned by Warners
Once again television has proved to be

a successful basis for a theatrical film.

Warner Bros, will expand the format of its

hour-long teleseries, “Las Vegas File,”

projected as one of the company’s top at-

tractions on video screens this year, to

feature length and will produce it for

theatrical distribution.

Robert Shaw has been signed to script

the picture, which Jules Schermer will

produce, as he had been doing on the tele-

series. It is expected to roll by the first

of March on locations in Las Vegas and
on the Warner Bros. lot.

Release is expected to be early in the
summer, coinciding with the 26 episodes of

the Peter Breck and Mike Road teleseries

that have already been sold to ABC for

television distribution.

It is not known if Breck and Road will

costar in the feature, since casting and
director have been held up to await a
finished script.

TV Writer-Director to Make
Films for Art Houses
Another television switch to films is

noted for the week, with the announce-
ment that “Lawless Years” writer-director

Allen Miner will form his own production
company and go into filming of art house
features.

Miner directed 13 and scripted nine of

the Jack Chertok Productions episodes be-
fore checking off the MGM lot.

No initial properties have yet been an-
nounced for Miner’s slate, although they
are apparently to be Oriental based since

he leaves this week to research on three
of them in that area.

'The Connection/ Stage Hit,

Nearly Ready for Screen
Jack Gelber’s stage play, “The Connec-

tion,” which has been causing a sensation
in New York off-Broadway and Los An-
geles productions, will be brought to the
screen in almost the intact original stage
version. Jerome Raphel, Jim Anderson
and Garry Goodrow, who appear as dope
addicts in the New York production, com-
plete their roles in the Lewis Allen film
version, with the Modern Jazz Quartet
also repeating their original roles.

Shirley Clarke directed the film from a

screenplay by Gelber. It was shot almost
entirely in New York and is now in the
process of editing.

King Bros. Plans to Make
'Mr. Adam' in England
At least one of the films announced for

production in the near future won’t be
employing Hollywoodites, however. That’s
the King Bros, production of “Mr. Adam,”
Pat Frank novel, which they plan to set

before the cameras in England next
March. Strangely enough, the story deals
with the aftermath of an atomic bomb in

the United States.

Also on foreign location will be the King
Bros.’ “Wings of Hope,” which is to be
filmed in Yugoslavia. Bill Travers, William
Sylvester and Vincent Winter, who starred
in their upcoming MGM release; “Gorgo,”
also will star in this film, a story of par-
tisans in World War II.

$150,000 Added to Budget
Of 'Deadly Companions'
An additional $150,000 has been spliced

onto the $1,000,000 budget of Pathe-Amer-
ica’s “The Deadly Companions” on the
recommendation of the joint Pathe-Amer-
ica Corp.-Theatre Owners of America com-
mittee. The film is the first of the com-
pany’s 12-picture schedule for 1961.

The additional money has been allocated

to film the picture in Pathe color instead

of black-and-white.

'The Agency Game' Is Set

As Berkeley's Initialer

Berkeley Films, Ltd., independent outfit

headed by Leonard Key, has set “The
Agency Game” as its initial venture. Brit-

ish director Don Chaffey has been set to

helm the vehicle, which is described as a

broad satire on the American and British

advertising industries.

Victor Lyndon produces “The Agency
Game” from a Sid Colin screenplay, with
shooting expected to start in London in

February.

'The Lost Girl' Is Added
To lerry Wald's Slate
Producer Jerry Wald continues to map

out films with classical literature as their

base. Added to his slate for 20th Century-
Fox release this year is D. H. Lawrence’s
novel, “The Lost Girl,” for which he has
set Yves Montand and Mary Ure to co-

star. He already has a completed script

by John Cheever.
“Sons and Lovers,” another D. H.

Lawrence novel, which Wald produced last

year, has developed into one of the top
boxoffice attractions for 1960.

'A Child Is Crying' Is First

For Pat Boone Company
“A Child Is Crying,” an original story

by John D. MacDonald, will be the first

feature for Pat Boone’s Cooga Mooga
Productions company, it was announced by
executive producer, Mort Abrahams.
March has been set as starting time on

the film, with Marc Siegel scripting.

Boone will not star.
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By ANTHONY GRUNER

Alliance Circuit, Jerrold
To Build Antenna System
CHICAGO— Jerrold Electronics Corp.

will join with Alliance Amusement Co., a
circuit operating more than 100 theatres
in the Midwest and the Pacific Northwest,
in constructing and operating a community
antenna system in Ottawa, 111., it was
announced here this week by Milton J.

Shapp, Jerrold’s president, and S. J.

Gregory, president of Alliance.

The collaborating companies will develop
a 44-mile TV-by-cable system in Ottawa
which will bring five television channels
into Ottawa, a town of about 17,000 in

the north central part of the state. Signals
from four Chicago stations and one from
LaSalle, 111., will be relayed from two
microwave towers to a receiving antenna
site in Ottawa and fed from there via co-
axial cable to residents of the city.

In moving into the community antenna
field, Alliance is stepping up its diversifica-

tion program. It already has expanded into
the restaurant business, and it has estab-
lished a number of go-kart race tracks at
drive-in theatre sites. The circuit is one of
several which have moved into the com-
munity antenna business in recent months,
according to the Jerrold Corp.

Glen Alden Corp. Moves
To Extend Diversification
NEW YORK—The Glen Alden Corp.,

parent company of RKO Theatres, Inc.,

moved this week to further diversify its

interests, which now include the nation’s
largest anthracite-producing company, a
leading tannery, and two companies manu-
facturing steel and aluminum parts for

the automotive and other industries. Albert
A. List, president, announced the corpora-
tion has made a public offer to purchase
at $30.50 per share net to shareholders any
quantity of shares of the Endicott Johnson
Corp., a major manufacturer and distribu-

tor of shoes. Shareholders were given until

midnight January 7 to accept the offer.

'Operation Eichmann' Set
For March 6 Release
LOS ANGELES—March 6 is the target

date for getting “Operation Eichmann’’ in-

to the theatres. The date was fixed by
producers Samuel Bischoff and David Dia-
mond to coincide with the day former Nazi
SS Colonel Adolf Eichmann goes on trial

for his life in Israel, charged with the
slaughter of six million Jews.
The film is slated to roll January 12 at

Hal Roach Studios for Allied Artists re-
lease. R. G. Springsteen directs from a
script by Lewis Copley. No castings have
been announced as yet.

Simone Signoret Signed
HOLLYWOOD—Last year’s Academy

Award winner, Simone Signoret, has been
signed to star in producer James Woolf’s
“The Devil in Buck’s County,” a Warner
Bros, release. Peter Glenville is directing
the film from a James Poe screenplay
based on the Edmund Schiddel original.

Woolf has also been assigned production
duty on “A Distant Trumpet” at the Bur-
bank lot, with Laurence Harvey toplining

the cast and Jack Clayton directing.

JOHN DAVIS, managing director of the

Rank Organization, made an impor-
tant speech before the New Year at the

annual showmanship lunch of the Circuit

Management Ass’n, the exhibition side of

the Rank group’s activities. Owing to the

Christmas festivities his address was not
fully publicized or taken notice of as much
as it could have been. For this reason,

readers of the London Report might like

to know some of the things that Davis had
to say about the current industry situa-

tion.

The managing director of the Rank
group gave some figures of the attend-
ances of women at cinemas. In 1950, 54

per cent of the population were women
and 54 per cent of cinemagoers were
women. In 1960, under 50 per cent of the
cinema audiences were women. During
that period 54 per cent of the married
women had stopped going to the cinema
altogether. Only 10 per cent went once a

week.
Said Davis: “I wonder how much re-

sponsibility for this non-attendance of

women has come about through brutal,

unnecessary close-ups in color of people
being punched in the nose or stomach.”
Davis referred in this connection to the

X certificate film. (This category is given

to pictures which, for one reason or an-
other, can only be seen by adults.) Davis
continued: “I am not against the X cer-

tificate. I am all in favor of it for proper
entertainment for adult audiences, but
some horror films are not really X films.

They are melodramas. There are, however,
some horror sadistic films which are keep-
ing people out of our cinemas and I be-
lieve that, if the producers of such pictures

looked at the results, they would realize

this.”

On the question of toll television, Davis
declared that it was no good if the indus-
try said “We are going to fight toll TV.
We are going to stop it.” The government
had set up an inquiry and, if they decided
there would be toll TV, the place where
all exhibitors should be was in toll TV.
“We are just burying our heads in the

sands, if we think we are not going to

have it. We must get into it. There is

plenty of room for all of us.”

Davis welcomed the introduction of

Todd-AO as a “regenerating influence” in

the industry, and said that, for ordinary
films, 75 per cent of cinema audiences
were regular attenders, but with an excep-
tional film over 50 per cent were people
who did not usually go to the cinema. He
hoped more exhibitors would install Todd-
AO facilities in their theatres and added:
“Todd-AO is keeping some big theatres in

being which would otherwise have been
closed and sold.”

* * *

Five major British productions are in-

volved in the two-year extension of the
exclusive production-distribution agree-
ment between Columbia and Carl Fore-
man’s Open Road company. First of these
will be “The Human Kind,” to be directed

as well as produced by Foreman from his

own screenplay, based on the Alexander

Baron novel. Shooting is expected to start

next summer, after the release of “The
Guns of Navarone.” Also, Foreman and
Columbia are to continue the policy begun
with “The Mouse That Roared” of giving

opportunities to “fledgling” producers with
unusual properties. Foreman has returned
to London to resume final editing of “The
Guns of Navarone.” With him is Dimitri
Tiomkin, composer-conductor of the score

of the film.
* * *

A six-feature production program has
been detailed by MGM British Studios,

following a week’s conference in Culver
City between vice-president in charge of

production Sol Siegel, and Lawrence Bach-
mann, European representative for MGM,
Inc. All are to be made at MGM’s British

Boreham Wood Studios and on location.

The titles: “Hedda Gabler,” a modern
version of the Ibsen play classic which is

now being scripted by John Whiting. A
top-names cast will be used, headed by an
international star. Writer John Whiting
recently completed the play, “The Devils,”

based on Aldous Huxley’s book “The Devils

of Loudun”; “Seagulls,” an original story

by Lawrence Bachmann, now being

scripted for the screen by Valentine Davies.

Set to start in the summer, it’s a modern
story of the sweethearts and wives who
follow the men of the U. S. Sixth Fleet

around the Mediterranean; “Village of

Daughters,” an offbeat comedy specially

written for offbeat comic Eric Sykes by
Metro contract writers David Pursall and
Jack Seddon. It will be made entirely in

Italy. And, with the exception of Sykes,

the cast will be all-Italian. “Village of

Daughters” goes before the cameras in

May; “Postman’s Knock,” written for

comedian Spike Milligan, is a comedy set

against the background of a post-office;

it starts in February or March; “See No
Evil,” a modern love story which starts

filming in July or August. There will be

extensive location work on the west coast

of Ireland, and on islands off the British

coast; “4:50 From Paddington,” a film

version of the Agatha Christie thriller

novel.

MGM owns the screen rights of all

Christie books and “4:50 From Padding-
ton” will be the first to be filmed. Shoot-
ing starts in January, under director

George Pollock.
* * *

David E. Rose whose English company,
Caralan Productions, produced four films

since last June, left for America last week
to discuss the 1961 production program
with partner Edward Small and United
Artists. Rose will return to England at

the end of January. His latest picture, now
being completed at Walton studios, is a

comedy, “Three on a Spree.”

Adolph Zukor in Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD—Adolph Zukor, chairman

of the board of Paramount, has arrived

here for his annual visit to the studio and
will remain in filmland through the

Academy Awards night.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

yssssssssss/'

1

Alamo. The (UA) 200 120 250 200 320 210 |

§| Babette Goes to War (Col) 175 130 110 160 80 100 100 90 75 150 100 100 90 125 no 75 111
I

H Breath of Scandal. A (Para) 150 75 115 185 90 65 80 no 90 85 85 90 135 75 80 101
\

1| Butterfield 8 (MGM) 175 300 190 250 185 210 200 200 550 360 200 250 400 140 200 175 150 200 200 239 \

|§ Cage of Evil (UA) 135 100 100 100 50 97 |

gj Captain's Table, The (20th-Fox) 120 180 100 100 140 100 145 135 125 127 \

:§} Carry On, Sergeant (Governor) 130 100 100 215 200 100 120 138 I

|| CinderFella (Para) 125 150 240 95 100 180 115 150 150 no 125 100 95 160 no 150 135 l

Circus of Horrors (AIP) 100 100 80 90 115 135 160 no 135 220 100 100 125 121
|

§ College Confidential (U-I) 90 155 90 115 90 85 50 150 100 100 140 50 101
|

| Crowded Sky. The (WB) 95 100 120 215 90 95 175 115 115 145 100 120 150 130 90 150 75 122 i

gj Dark at the Top of the Stairs (WB) 140 100 135 215 no no 150 125 125 150 140 150 160 125 175 125 175 90 139

|§ Desire in the Dust (20th-Fox) 50 80 85 100 80 95 105 85 100 175 80 90 130 75 120 no 98

Exodus (UA) 200 300 250 500 400 250 317
j

| Facts of Life. The (UA) 125 115 200 200 175 169
j

|| Flaming Star (20th-Fox) 170 75 145 150 120 132
|

|| For the Love of Mike (20th-Fox) 90 no 80 105 75 85 91 i

% G.L Blues (Para) 175 250 200 no 200 200 125 175 300 190 500 300 300 115 175 200 150 200 200 214

gij Grass Is Greener, The (U-I) 150 225 110 185 150 300 250 196

M Hell to Eternity (AA) 150 200 135 225 150 135 230 185 300 200 160 no 150 250 184

Hiroshima, Mon Amour (Zenith) 300 185 100 175 125 300 140 135 195 85 174

.§§ Isle of Levant (F-A-W) 100 140 175 150 no 150 135 150 139

1 Never on Sunday (Lopert) 150 185 310 225 300 225 233

|1 Please Turn Over (Col) 200 175 85 160 400 150 195 i

gj Royal Ballet, The (Lopert) 120 155 60 140 150 150 130 129

j|!
Secret of the Purple Reef, (20th-Fox) 75 95 100 100 50 84

j

H September Storm (20th-Fox) 75 230 80 95 220 100 130 100 125 128
j

jig Seven Ways From Sundown (U-I) 100 100 100 100 100 95 99

P Sins of Youth (Janus) 120 100 90 100 130 100 107
j

gj Spartacus (U-I) 200 255 185 150 175 350 400 245

j|l Stop! Look! and Laugh (Col) 70 100 135 100 65 100 90 100 95

p Studs Lonigan (UA) 80 155 100 80 135 100 150 100 75 130 111

% 3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (Col) 150 185 100 55 no no 125 90 100 125 150 150 130 122

Walking Target (UA) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

j!§ Wizard of Baghdad, The (20th-Fox) 100 160 60 80 100 no no 100 103 1

:

•£; World of Suzie Wong, The

Ill I

1

(Para)

WUHHUfSi

200 250 230 400 300 190 300 267

i

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runs, not an average.

Pictures with less than five runs
do not appear in the chart above.

Swiss Family Robinson (BV)

Denver 550

Chicago 250

New York 250

Exodus (UA)

Kansas City 500

Los Angeles 400

Boston 300

World of Suzie Wong, The (Para)

Cleveland 400
San Francisco 300
Boston 250

Please Turn Over (Col)

Kansas City 400

Spartacus (U-l)

San Francisco 400

Never on Sunday (Lopert)

Cleveland 310

mmmmmmmmmmMmmmmmmm

7. Grass Is Greener, The (U-l)

Kansas City 300

New York 250
Boston 225

8. Tunes of Glory (Lopert)

Los Angeles 300

New York 250

9. Pepe (Col)

New York 210

10. Alamo, The (UA)

Boston 200

Cleveland 200

11. Carry On, Sergeant (Governor)

Los Angeles 200

12. Facts of Life, The (UA)

Milwaukee 200

I

1



MILWAUKEE'Swiss' a Runaway 600

In Hearty Mill City
MINNEAPPOLIS—Surprise of the week

was the 600 per cent rating of “Swiss
Family Robinson” in its second week at

the Gopher Theatre, the picture having
outgrossed the 400 per cent first week of

its run. “Never on Sunday,” which opened
at the St. Louis Park Theatre, had a big

250 per cent rating, and “Ben-Hur,” in its

45th week at the Academy, scored 500
per cent.

(Average Is 100)

Academy—Ben-Hur (MGM), 45th wk 500
Century—Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), reissue,

2nd wk 90
Gopher—Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 2nd wk. 600
Lyric

—

The Sundowners (WB), 2nd wk 100
Orpheum

—

The Wackiest Ship in the Army
(Col), 2nd wk 200

Pan—Goliath and the Dragon (AIP) 150
St. Louis Park

—

Never on Sunday (Lopert) 250
State

—

The Gross Is Greener (U-l) 150
Suburban World—The Entertainer (Cont'l), 2nd
wk 100

Uptown—The Facts of Life (UA), 2nd wk 200
World—Butterfield 8 (MGM), 8th wk 150

'Swiss' Packs Riverside

To Top Busy Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE—The Riverside, playing

“Swiss Family Robinson,” took the lead in

local boxoffice grosses, and played to

packed houses every day. “Ben-Hur” at

the Strand was in second place. But the

neighborhood houses offering first-run

pictures are beginning to force distributors

to have another look as possibilities. The
Downer playing “School for Scoundrels”

and the Times with “Never on Sunday”
were grinding out amazing returns.

Downer

—

School for Scoundrels (Cont'l) 200
Polace

—

This Is Cinerama (Cinerama), 21st wk. 150
Riverside

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV) 300
Strand

—

Ben-Hur (MGM), 33rd wk 250
Towne

—

CinderFella (Para), 2nd wk 165
Times

—

Never on Sunday (Lopert) 200
Tower

—

The Wizard of Baghdad (20th-Fox) . . . . 1 00
Warner

—

The Sundowners (WB) 150
Wisconsin

—

The Facts of Life (UA); College
Confidential (U-l), 2nd wk 200

Upbeat Omaha Welcomes
New Disney Adventure
OMAHA—The Omaha Theatre did bet-

ter the second week of “CinderFella” than
the first, with a gain of 20 per cent in

receipts. But the top grosser among the

downtowners was “Swiss Family Robin-
son,” which doubled average figures at

the State. The Cooper Theatre is in the

stretch run with “Ben-Hur” and grosses

continue to hold up to average or better

with only a few days left to go.

Cooper

—

Ben-Hur (MGM), 45th wk 100
Dundee

—

Lili (MGM), reissue 90
Omaha

—

CinderFella (Para), 2nd wk 135
Orpheum

—

Esther and the King (20th-Fox) ....100
State

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV) 185

Alert Texas Exhibitors

On Wage-Hours Moves
DALLAS—Texas exhibitors are urged to

contact their representatives in Congress

to get motion picture theatre employes

exempted from the anticipated minimum
wage and hours law to be advanced by the

new administration. A letter sent out by

COMPO of Texas, signed by Kyle Rorex,

points out it is especially important to

contact Senator Yarborough, who is on the

Senate labor and welfare committee.

A sample letter for sending to the leg-

islators is included.

^*he attention of exhibitors to the Miller

Brewing Co. Safe Driving Crusade was
asked in case they wish to offer a tiein

campaign. Beginning January 1, Miller is

awarding $5,000 to motorists in Milwaukee
county who are observed performing safe

or courteous driving acts. Each motorist
selected for an award will receive ten sil-

ver dollars on the spot from a Miller

Safety Crusade official. Five such prizes

will be awarded each day. An additional

prize of a $50 U. S. Savings Bond will be
presented to one of the 35 winners each
week. The plans were announced at a

luncheon at the Miller Inn, attended by
some 75 mayors, village presidents, law en-
forcement officials and representatives of

the press. Details of the Miller Safety Cru-
sade were explained by Ed Ball, sales pro-
motion director.

Moe Dudelson, Warner manager, va-

cationed with his son who is head of

Screen Gems . . . Truman Schroeder, Mar-
cus circuit booker, was taking it easy up
north . . . Sig Goldberg, Wausau, was in

for conferences . . . Barbara Perry, secre-

tary to Bud Rose, was at Mount Sinai

Hospital for an operation. Rose left Friday
(6) for Miami Beach . . . Jim Robinson,
U-I office manager and booker, returned

from a vacation in Virginia . . . Lou Or-
love, 20th-Fox publicity man, was back
from a swing up north . . . Nathan Ham-
berger, former circuit head, visited daugh-
ter here, then headed for home in Cali-

fornia . . . Mat Donohue, Paramount sales-

man, was back from Florida.

Pat Halloran, U-I manager, was visited

by his mother, who then went to Minne-
apolis to visit another son, thence back

home in California . . . Dave Goldman,
Warner Theatres booker, and wife were
in Florida for the holidays . . . Herb Cope-
lan, Warner Theatres zone manager, re-

turned from Oklahoma City . . . Jerry

Wischler, former Warner manager, re-

ports his wife is on the mend . . . Jack
Lorentz, 20th-Fox manager, was in Chi-

cago for conferences.

Walter Baier, Fort Theatre, Fort At-

kinson, was on his annual vacation in

Florida . . . Morey Anderson, Independent
Film Distributors, returned from a

swing through the territory . . . Russ
Mortenson, Standard Theatres, was back
after a swing of the circuit.

Volmer Dahlstrand was re-elected presi-

dent of the 2,600-member AFM Local 8;

Russ Wussow was elected vice-president;

Harold Olsen, secretary; Ernst Strudell,

treasurer; Erwin Davlin, trustee (three

years); Arthur Uebelacker, sergeant at

arms, and Robert Couey, Philip DiMeo,
Hilmar Kelbe, Russell Mund, Walter
Strassburger and George Stude to the ex-

ecutive board . . . Sammy Madden, dubbed
“The Polka Waltz King,” who has played

in every theatre in the Milwaukee area

and operates a printing establishment, has
taken on another field. In need of an or-

chestra, singers, an emcee, or complete
program service? Just call Sammy at

Sheridan 4-4277.

A troupe of 50 stars, Larry Steele’s

“Smart Affairs of 1960,” was booked into

the Garfield Theatre for two shows De-
cember 28 . . . Every Wednesday the Mil-
waukee Theatre runs a special—all seats

at 25 cents, with children free when ac-
companied by parents.

Tom Loy, associate editor of the IATSE
bulletin, sent out circulars urging all

union members to support their fellow

workers in the motion picture business.

He said: “People who will stay away from
the movies, need to be reminded what they
are missing.”

Harry Olshan, manager for Columbia,
hosted the holiday party for employes . . .

Standard Theatres and the Delft circuit

also gave parties . . . The two new members
to join the Variety Club are A1 Zaidens,
and Judge Mudroch . . . A1 Meskis, man-
ager at the Warner Theatre here for seven
years, and with the organization for more
than 33 years, is visiting relatives in Chi-
cago. He will then do some vacationing
in California, after which time he will re-

turn to this area and announce plans for

the future.

The preview committee of the Better
Films Council of Milwaukee County re-

ports the following evaluations:
FAMILY, very good. Jungle Cat, The Dog That

Thought He Was a Raccoon, Raymie and the
Barracuda; good, Police Dog Story, Swan Lake.
YOUNG PEOPLE, Beyond the Time Barrier.
ADULTS AND YOUNG PEOPLE, excellent. Sunrise

at Campobello, Inherit the Wind; very good, North
to Alaska, Esther and the King, 13 Ghosts; good,
Seven Ways Frcm Sundown, Journey to the Lost
City, Desert Attack, The Magnificent Seven, Thun-
der in Carolina, I'm All Right, Jack; fair, Raiders
of Old California: poor, The Sword and the Dragon.

ADULTS, fair. The Walking Target, G. I. Blues;
poor, Where the Hot Wind Blows, Butterfield 8.

Maurice F. Barr President
Of International House
NEW ORLEANS—Maurice F. Barr, vice-

president of Paramount Gulf Theatres,
has been elected president of International
House, a trade organization. He succeeds
Capt. Neville Levy.

Barr pledged his administration’s efforts

to improve relations with Latin America,
which he said, will be won or lost to the
United States’ way of life in the next dec-
ade. The job that lies ahead in Latin
America is enormous.

“I think no one organization on earth
knows this better or is in a better posi-

tion to assist than International House,”
he said.

“Nationally, it will be our duty and
pleasure to do everything we can to assist

the new Democratic administration in

Washington in matters of trade and com-
merce and its relationships with the na-
tions of the world. We all know the stag-
gering problems and crisis to be faced and
we will need close cooperation and co-
ordination to which we should also dedicate
ourselves.”

To Vote on British Tieup
HOLLYWOOD—The proposed affiliation

between the Writers Guild of America and
British Television and the Screen Writers
Guild will be submitted to WGA member-
ship this spring for ratification. Affilia-

tion already has been worked out and ap-
proved by the British membership.
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Record Yield Rale

By Nebraska Popcorn
LINCOLN, NEB. — Nebraska popcorn

yielded an estimated 2,400 pounds an acre
in 1960, the highest ever recorded.
However, the total harvest of 44,640,000

pounds was short of the record 53,900,000

pounds produced in 1958, according to

figures furnished by the State-Fedei'al

Division of Agricultural Statistics.

The 1960 production fell short of the
1958 crop by 17 per cent but it was 54

per cent larger than the 29,000,000 pounds
produced in 1959.

Growers harvested 18,600 acres, which
was 28 per cent above the 14,500 in 1959.

The 1959 yield averaged 2,000 pounds
an acre, compared with the ten-year aver-
age of 1,698 pounds.
Although the 1960 crop was planted late

and early growth was slow, warm July
weather and timely rainfall coupled with
late frost were excellent factors for good
maturity.
Nebraska ranked third in popcorn pro-

duction in 1960.
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QHreal economy s S
AMERICAN THEA. SPLY. CO.. Sioux Falls, S. D.

DES MOINES THEA. SPLY. CO., Des Moines, la.

MINNEAPOLIS THEA. SPLY. C0„ Minneapolis, Minn.

HURLEY SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
96-17 Northern Blvd. Corona 68, N. Y.

ELVIS PRESLEY PHOTOS
8”xl0” SsnSfl Per Thousand

• Black and White (Minimum Order 1,000) •
Glossy Stock fob . Detro jt

Cheek with

Order!
THEATRICAL ADVERTISING CO.
2310 Cass Detroit 1, Mich.

Sleepy Eye, Minn., Pix
Loses Two Staff Men
SLEEPY EYE, MINN.—The operator

and relief operator at the Pix Theatre
both died Sunday, December 19, each at

a specialist hospital out-of-town. They
were Ray Poirier and Roderic Gent.

Gent, 45, a lifelong resident of Sleepy
Eye, died at Veterans Hospital in Minne-
apolis. He was the relief operator at the
Pix, which was owned by Poirer. Gent’s
survivors are his wife Marian; two sons,

Maurice and Ronny; his mother and a
brother, Vernard.

Poirier, 57, died at St. Mary’s Hospital,

Rochester, where he had been a patient

for a month after being hospitalized here

for a month. He was a native of Deadwood,
S. D., and is survived by his wife, three

sons, six grandchildren, a brother and a

sister.

New Owner Ken Palmer
Takes Over Elkton Elk
ELKTON, S. D.—Kenneth Palmer has

returned here from Flint, Mich., to take

over the Elk Theatre which he recently

leased from Leo Smith.

Palmer got possession of the theatre

early in December but leased it for a

month to the Elkton High School Band
Mothers Club, which also operated the the-

atre during November as a benefit for the

band. Palmer, a native of Elkton, formerly

was employed in the post office here.

Renville McMann to Direct

Trans-Lux Closed Circuit
NEW YORK—Renville McMann has

been appointed to direct Trans-Lux’s ex-

pansion into the closed circuit television

field for industrial and commercial firms.

The appointment is a first step in a

series of developments planned by Trans-

Lux for closed circuit operations.

Touring Company in Worcester

WORCESTER, MASS.—A touring com-
pany of “The Andersonville Trial,” starring

Brian Donlevy and Martin Brooks, played

Loew’s Poli recently at $4.50 top.

SGttef/we
2 years for $5 1 year for $3 3 years for $7

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE.

STREET ADDRESS.

TOWN ZONE STATE..

NAME POSITION.

THE NATIONAL FILM WEEKLY 52 issues a year

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Local 199, Exhibitors

Sign Pension Plan
DETROIT—Local 199, IATSE, the pro-

jectionists local, and the theatre owners
of metropolitan Detroit representatives
have formally signed the pension plan
negotiated in their 1960 contract, the ef-
fective date of which was April 1, 1960.
Formal signing took place in the offices of
Dykema, Spencer, Wheat, Goodnuw &
Trigg, attorneys for the union.
“The members covered are employed in

indoor and drive-in theatres in metropoli-
tan Detroit,” President D. F. Erskine of
Local 199 said. “It is a plan paid for by
the employer with a voluntary retirement
age of 65. The Detroit Bank & Trust Co.
are the trustees, handling the funds and
investing the same.
“The board for the employers is: David

Newman, attorney for Cooperative Thea-
tres; C. E. O’Bryan, United Detroit Thea-
tres, with UDT President Woodrow R.
Praught and Allied President Milton Lon-
don as alternates.

“The union will be represented on the
board by Carroll M. Gates and myself.
The alternate union delegates are Melvin
E. Donlon, vice-president of the local, and
Fred Warendorp, board member.
“The board will receive in a few days

the fii'st application for retirement—from
Thomas J. ‘Bud’ Kirby, a charter mem-
ber since 1911, and an employe of the
Fox Theatre for 33 years, since its open-
ing in 1928. Mr. Kirby was one of the
founders of Local 199 and has served in
several offices. The members of Local 199
wish him well in his retirement.”

Lopert to New UA Post;
Will Reside in Europe
NEW YORK—Ilya Lopert, who will now

permanently reside in Europe, has ac-
cepted the post of United Artists coordin-
ator of European coproduction, it was an-
nounced by Arthur B. Krim, president of
UA. Lopert will continue his duties as
president of Lopert Pictures Corp. In his
new post he will work closely with Oscar
Dancigers, UA’s supervisor of European
production.

In announcing the new operation, Mr.
Krim said, “I am personally very gratified
that Mr. Lopert has agreed to oversee and
coordinate our coproduction operations in
Europe. His extraordinary capacities in the
field of European film production are wide-
ly respected throughout the industry. I

consider Mr. Lopert’s acceptance of this
post an extremely important step forward
for UA’s global operation.”
A native of Lithuania, Lopert was edu-

cated at the University of Ghent and the
University of Grenoble. He has been as-
sociated with Paramount, Soundfilms, Pax
Films and Juno Films.
In 1937 he distributed “Mayerling” in

the United States. In 1947 he formed Lo-
pert Films, Inc., and in 1951 became its

president. He was also the producer of the
motion picture, “Summertime.”

Fine Arts Appointment
HARTFORD—Allen M. Widem, Hartford

Times amusements editor, has been ap-
pointed by Mayor DeLucco to a two-year
term on the Hartford Fine Arts Commis-
sion.
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BATTLE the mammoth

dragon in the seven

caves of Moloch!

CONQUER the killer

elephants!

DARE the black pit

of terror!

DEFY the wind voice!

set my women free,

or the blood of your

armies shall cover

the earth'

NOW AVAILABLE FOR BOOKING

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF MILWAUKEE
ED GAVIN

212 West Wisconsin Ave.

MILWAUKEE 3, WIS.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF NEBRASKA & IOWA
MEYER L. STERN

1508 Davenport Street

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF MINNEAPOLIS
BERNARD McCARTHY

74 Glenwood Avenue North

MINNEAPOLIS 3, MINN.



miMIApous
gwiss Family Robinson” is breaking house

records throughout the territory, ac-

cording to Avron Rosen, Buena Vista man-
ager. The Hollywood Theatre at Eau
Claire, Wis„ recorded one of the biggest

grosses ever, according to Gene Grengs,

who operates the house with his father

Sheldon. Ed Linder, manager of the Go-
pher. Minneapolis, said that it is one of

the biggest pictures to play the house in

the past five or six years.

The Broadway Theatre, neighborhood
house which is operated by Clyde Cutter,

has been redecorated . . . Dahlstrom &
Weinberger, theatre decorators, are re-

decorating the Marion Theatre at Marion,

Iowa . . . The remodeled Pan Theatre is

expected to be completed about March
15, according to Ted Mann, owner.

R. H. Casement closed the Ford at Ford-

savemoney! Use Filmack's

ON PREMUES) Deluxe

TEASERETTES
NO CONTRACTS NO RETURNS

Use as Prevues, Advance or Cross Plugs!

Til M ATIi I327S. Wabashr/L/VlAlA Chicica, III.

ville, N. D., and M. Roger Drury closed

the Egan at Madison, S. D. . . . Bob Thill,

house manager of the State Theatre, vaca-
tioned in Chicago, where he saw ‘‘Flower

Drum Song” . . . W. J. Carter closed the

Gem at Plainview . . . Gunnar Dahlstrom
of Dahlstrom & Weinberger is confined to

St. Barnabas Hospital.

Dean Schied closed the State Theatre at

Mountain Lake, and W. Pflaum closed the

Arcadia at Hannah, N. D. . . . Harold
Weidner has reopened the Towne at

Northwood, N. D. . . . Francis O'Hara
closed the Paramount at Pembina, N. D.,

and Graham Van Camp closed the Roxy
at Towner, N. D. . . . Ike Langeroch has
taken over operation of the Capitol The-
atre at Parker, S. D., from L. E. Jorgen-
sen . . . The Legion at Buffalo, S. D., has
closed.

Wayne Peterson, operator of the Dell at

Cottonwood, and his wife vacationed in

California . . . Marvin Agotness and Walter
Omang have taken over operation of the

Towne at Hatton, N. D. . . . Cinemascope
equipment and a larger screen have been
installed in the Roxy at McClusky, N. D.,

according to Ed Krueger, owner . . . Al-

lan A. Anderson has assumed operation

of the Topic at Fairfax.

An extensive program of improvements
has been undertaken at the Rex Theatre
in Little Fork, according to Rudy Lueders,

manager. Seating has been increased and
a new, wider screen has been installed.

Other improvements include a larger lobby,

boxoffice and restrooms . . . M. R. Debbaut
has reopened the Joy at Minneota.

L&G Circuit Adding

Four Operating Units
HARTFORD — Arthur H. Lockwood,

president of Lockwood & Gordon Theatres,
operating 39 indoor and drive-in theatres

in Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massa-
chusetts, Maine and New Hampshire, has
completed negotiations with the Park
Street Investment Co. and Community
Theatres of Hartford, whereby L&G as-

sumes exclusive supervision, management
and film booking for the Central, West
Hartford; Colonial, Lenox and Lyric,

Hartford.
Financial terms were not disclosed.

Columbia in New Deal
With Carl Foreman
NEW YORK—Columbia Pictures has

extended its distribution arrangement with
Highroad Productions for an additional

two years and calling for Carl Foreman,
head of Highroad, to direct as well as

produce the properties. Foreman recently

completed “The Guns of Navarone” for

Columbia release.

Involved in the new deal are five pro-
ductions, the first of which will be “The
Human Kind,” with Foreman directing

and producing. Also included in the ar-

rangement will be the continuance of the
pattern established by Foreman with
Highroad’s “The Mouse That Roared,”
wherein young producers with unusual
properties will be invited to make their

films under the Highroad banner.

get MORE
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MONEY!

NOW

!

Get MORE Popped Corn

Per Pound! Top Quality Pays!
White Japanese Hulless Popcorn Per 100 lbs. $ 9.50
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A growing trend, on both sides of the border, to use the entire upper facade of a theatre for dramatic display

of the name is typified by this recently opened 3,400-seat theatre in Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
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ReNEWED AND intensified

interest in the business of motion pic-

ture exhibition has been reflected in

theatre construction activities in 1960,

and announced projects for 1961

indicate that this healthy condition will

continue in the coming year.

Figures for the first 11 months of 1960

—while not conclusive, but resulting

from a continuing survey—are hearten-

ing. Approximately 18 new indoor the-

atres and 28 drive-ins were built and
opened during that period, many more
than 105 drive-ins were updated and
370 hardtops were remodeled. Further-

more, 280 theatres which had been long

dark (some of these included in the

remodeling figure) were reopened.

In some instances, remodeling was
extensive, extending from marquee to

screen, and the updating included the

installation of new equipment and
furnishings. In indoor houses, special

consideration was given to installing

seats on wider centers for greater

patron comfort and better sight lines.

In drive-ins, new grading provided

ramps for the popular smaller cars.

In both drive-ins and indoor theatres

the refreshment service facilities were

updated and, in many cases, greatly

enlarged.

Architectural design, particularly in

the brand new houses, reflects a new
concept of theatres which combines

drama with simplicity. This has been
especially notable in the 1960 shopping

center theatres which have been de-

signed to slip like a hand in glove into

their suburban atmosphere, yet stand

out like a (not sore, but very beautiful)

thumb in the way they dominate the

centers.

For an example of this quality, the

reader is referred to the story and pic-

tures on the immediate following pages

of a gem of a showcase in the Old

Orchard Shopping Center in Chicago

Chicagoland Gets a Plush Theatre Frances Clow 4

Mediocre Sound Is Out! Wesley Trout 13

Extra Care Underfoot In Winter Dave E. Smalley 16

Update Concessions for More Appeal 18

Coming or Going—Patrons Are Reminded 'It's Not Too Late to

Visit the Candy Bar' 22

A Backward Step for a Forward Move 24

One Building, Two Theatres, Both Below Ground Level 28

Many Patron Services Win Favor Charles Taylor 29

DEPARTMENTS:

Projection and Sound. .. 13 Readers' Service Bureau .... 31

Refreshment Service

New Equipment

18
Advertisers' Index .... 31

<

and Developments 26 About People and Product.. .... 32

ON THE COVER
The $650,000 Cine Coliseo, opened November last, was the

second de luxe theatre to open in Juarez during 1960, both being

owned and operated by Operadora de Teatros, S. A. An unusual

feature of both theatres (the first was the Cine Variedades,

opened in late summer) is a cortinas de acero, or screen of steel,

which is lowered for protection at night, but rises out of sight

behind the facade during showtime.

I. L. THATCHER, Managing Editor

The MODERN THEATRE Section of BOXOFFICE is included in the first issue of each month
Editorial or general business corresponaence snould be addressed to Associated Publications,

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. Wesley Trout, Technical Editor; Eastern Repre-
sentative; Carl Mos, 45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.; Central Representative:
Ewing Hutchison Organization, 35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, III; Western Representative:
Wettstein, Nowell 4. Johnson, Inc., 672 Lafayette Park Place, Los Angeles 5. Colif.
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ONLY STRONG HAS THEM’

A solid dowser prevents stray light from reaching the screen.

•fa The complications of water cooling, recirculators and special

plumbing are not necessary for 135-ampere, or lower, operation.

'A' A big rear lamphouse door, of which the mirror is an integral part,

swings completely out of the way to facilitate retrimming and
lamphouse and reflector cleaning.

'A: A carbon feed with fewer moving parts. Employs no trouble-causing

chains.

'At The exclusive Strong Lightronic Arc Control System advances the

carbons by means of separate feed motors as they are consumed,

to maintain a uniform arc gap length and to accurately position the

positive arc crater at the exact focal point of the reflector. A single

adjustment controls both carbon feeds. A screen light of constant

intensity and color is automatically maintained without constant

attention from the projectionist. The arc is stabilized by its own
magnetic field and an air jet. The function of the Strong control

cannot be thrown out of efficiency by accidental movement of the

reflector as the control works independently of the projected beam.

CONSIDER THESE FEATURES,
MUCH MORE UNIFORM LIGHT COV-
ERAGE.

THE ONLY LAMP THAT CAN BURN
20-INCH CARBONS WITHOUT CUTTING
A HOLE IN THE DOWSER. PROJECTS
2 HOURS AND 25 MINUTES OF CON-
TINUOUS SCREEN ILLUMINATION
FROM ONE CARBON. PERMITS THE
PROJECTION OF A FULL EXTRA
DOUBLE REEL PER CARBON.

MEETS THE OPTICAL REQUIREMENTS
OF EVERY 70 mm AND 35 mm PRO-
JECTOR. The lamp can be switched from 35

mm to 70 mm and back in a few seconds.

THE STRONG ELECTRIC
CORPORATION

"The World’s Largest Manufacturer of Projection Arc Lamps"

“35/70” Special
Projection Lamp THE LOWEST FIRST COST of any 35/70

lamp including all essential associated equip-

ment. The “35/70 Special” additionally gives

you a big bonus with its fully automatic arc

crater positioning system

J at no extra cost! The “35/70

Special” actually costs as

much as $240.00 less to put

mwm̂ ~
' aim yl in operation than the next

lowest priced lamp.

LOWEST POSSIBLE
OPERATING COST.

Costs no more to operate

than straight 35 mm lamps.

DESIGNED FOR IN-

DOOR SCREENS UP TO
45 FEET AND DRIVE-IN
SCREENS UP TO 90
FEET.

THE ONE LAMP THAT
ASSURES HIGHEST
SCREEN BRIGHTNESS

TOGETHER WITH PROPER LIGHT COV-
ERAGE OF THE SCREEN.

Affords more conveniences and delivers

more li

ir An 18-inch diameter Strong Tufcold reflector is employed. Resultant

heat at the aperture permits projection of the wider print without

film damage or buckling which would affect focus.

1 1 City Park Avenue • Toledo 1, Ohio
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HEDRICH-BLESSING

A sunken patio lounge oyerlooking an outside planting area is a special feature of the luxurious, new Old Orchard (Shopping Center) Theatre in Chicago.

The suburban feeling is emphasized in the theatre's front through use of white columns covered with rough sawn oak, stained blackish-brown.

4 The MODERN THEATRE SECTION



CHICAGOLAND GETS A PLUSH THEATRE
Two Young Veterans in Movie Exhibition Invest $1,500,000

To Give Shopping Center Patrons a 1,700-Seat Showcase

By FRANCES CLOW

The opening of the plush Old
Orchard Theatre recently was a welcome
addition to a newly organized shopping
center in Chicagoland’s north shore su-

burban area. More than that, the Old
Orchard was the first indoor motion pic-

ture theatre to be erected in Chicago in

ten years.

Raymond Marks and Martin Rosenfield,

young veterans in movie exhibition, spared
no expense in providing patrons with the

finest type of theatre—modern in every
sense of the word—and in the good taste

which typifies the Old Orchard center as

a whole. In fact, the theatre design and
decor dovetail in complete harmony with
the swank shopping center.

The $1,500,000 structure is situated on a

seven-acre site at 9400 Skokie Boulevard,
which is just about two blocks south of the

shopping area. The building covers a total

of 25,000 square feet, it is 223 feet long
and 105 feet wide.

The paved, lighted parking area ac-

commodates 900 automobiles, more than
one car for every two seats. The theatre is

surrounded on three sides by driving lanes

and the driveway approaches are protected
by broad canopies.

The theatre, seating 1,700 persons, boasts

a wall-to-wall screen 63 feet wide and 26

feet high, and the latest and most lux-

urious chairs, with a spring cushion back
as well as seat.

Designed by Sidney H. Morris and As-

sociates, the Old Orchard theatre incor-

porates the latest engineering improve-
ments in motion picture sound and uses
six-channel, magnetic stereophonic sound.
Projection equipment is capable of han-

dling the regular 35mm pictures as well as

70mm road show feature productions.

The building’s sawtooth design raises the

structure’s roof from a height of 20 feet

at the front to 40 feet at the rear in a

series of ten architectural stepups.

Another special feature of the brick and
reinforced concrete building is its dear-
span roof built with Crest pre-stressed

single-T concrete sections, a product fur-

nished by Material Service Corp., local

bui’ding supply company.

Marshall Field & Co., Chicago’s larg-

est department store with a huge new
shop in Old Orchard Center, handled the

interior decorating, including the furnish-

ing of carpeting, draperies and furniture.

Decor is highlighted by a white interior

Continued on page 8

A feature of the auditorium is the sawtooth design of the walls carried in from the exterior design which gives a simple and modern,

yet suburban look. Dramatic results were achieved by the use of 90-foot concrete slabs without any plaster or other materials to create

a false ceiling. Walls are French blue; theatre chairs upholstered in turquoise, both blending into the screen drapery colors
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NOTHING LIKE IT. . .

The NRI Currency Changer is unique. Not only does

it make change for coins and one dollar bills, but

for five dollar bills as well! Rejecting slugs and

counterfeits with electronic accuracy, it gives a

complete range of change for genuine currency from

a dime to five dollars.
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tasks, the Currency Changer saves you time and

money. By indirectly stimulating impulse buying, it

even makes money. And all this with speed, efficiency

and complete dependability.
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making problems. For an illustrated brochure write:
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St. Louis 15, Mo.
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OLD ORCHARD THEATRE . . . Cont.

An interesting pattern in the rear of the Old Orchard auditorium is the result of an unusually

effective use of soundproofing material. The theatre seats 1,700 persons, is completely air-conditioned

.

A view of a portion of the circular lobby with entrance to the patio lounge. The lobby is highlighted

by an interesting brass light fixture ten feet in diameter. The cashier sits behind an open ticket

counter just to left of holdout ropes. The black slate entrance floor continues into the lounge.
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The usual electrically lighted marquee was omitted in favor of a huge, 100-foot-wide, white cement

overhang canopy supported by columns 18 feet high. Rear walls of the entrance feature Yucatan

panels in natural clay color, and the converted gas lamps at the front entrance-exit doors were

imported from Denmark. The broad roof overhang provides shelter to patrons alighting from cars.

and exterior brick with a rough-hewn nat-
ural wood trim.

A 60 -foot circular lobby features a
sunken rock garden and patio coffee
lounge. Blue and beige predominate in
the general color scheme.

HIGHLIGHTS OF LOBBY AND LOUNGE

The circular lobby is highlighted by an
unusually beautiful brass lighting fixture,

which is ten feet in diameter, suspended
from the ceiling. Black slate is used for the
flooring in the lobby and is continued
down in the sunken patio lounge which
overlooks the outside planter area. The
latter is charming, filled with interesting
plant and rock formations and sculptures.

Statues at the head of the lounge steps
were imported from England.

The building is air-conditioned through-
out, and it is among the first buildings in

the Chicago area designed to use the gas-
fired warm air heating system installed by
the Northern Illinois Gas Co.

Projection equipment was supplied by
Abbott Theatre Equipment Co.; stage
equipment by Peter Albrecht Co. and Gil-

bert Force Co.; concessions equipment by
Candy Treats and United Beverage.

Informality keynotes the theatre’s op-
eration plan, with an over-the-counter
boxoffice, and free wardrobe checking.

Marks and Rosenfield said they selected

the Old Orchard area because of the great
demand for motion pictures by residents

in the mushrooming growth of the north
and northwest suburbs.

A SPECIAL PARTY ROOM

They have expressed the hope that the

theatre will also become a focal point for

the social and civic life of the community.
Toward this end, they had a special party

room built on the mezzanine. It holds 60

persons, and is available for adults and
children’s parties.

Single features only will be shown, with
selected shorter subjects. The Old Orchard
theatre will be open every day for mati-
nees, and there will be special children’s

shows on Saturday morning and afternoon.

Marks and Rosenfield, heads of the

M & R Amusement Companies, founded the

firm in 1941. They now operate three out-

door drive-in theatres—the Sunset, the

Bel-Air, and the Double Drive-In. In ad-
dition, the firm operates two bowling cen-

ters. General contractor for the Old Or-
chard Theatre was S. N. Robbins Co.

CREDITS: Air conditioning: Carrier • Carpet:

Bigelow Sanford • Concessions equipment: Apco

dispensers, National Candy machine, Bally ice cream

display cabinet • Lamps: Ashcraft 35-70mm •

Lenses: Bausch & Lomb • Plumbing: American

Standard • Projectors: Century • Screen: Techni-

kote • Seating: Ideal.

What the Atmosphere Called For

Members of Central Methodist Church
in Asheville, N. C., used a local movie
theatre for their services while repairs

were being made to the church building.

According to an Associated Press story,

little Sarah Jean Hyatt, six years old, un-
aware of the situation, but familiar with

movietime habits, asked her father, C. B.

Hyatt, as soon as they were settled for

worship: “Can I have some popcorn?”

8 The MODERN THEATRE SECTION
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Ice bank cooling starts the Rowe cirink cold . . . crushed ice in every cup keeps it cold . . .

even in the heaviest traffic locations . . . to deliver a cooling and satisfying drink no other vendor

can ma tch. Starting a drink cold is important. With the Rowe WOO-A you are always

sure it will be. For only the Rowe WOO-A has the exclusive ice bank cooling system that builds

and maintains a 20 pound cake of ice around which water circulates two and one half times

on each drink cycle. 7 he faster drinks are drawn the cooler they become. That is why

just one big half horsepower compressor is all the Rowe WOO-A needs for the most effective

cooling and freezing. Ice bank cooling for the circulating water enables the compressor

to feed most of its energy most of the time to the crushed ice making unit. This insures a 36 to 38

degree drink for each vending and the proper portion of crushed ice in every cup. With never a

0miss. There are other reasons too why this is true. Including the crushed ice making unit

itself which is self contained and fully insulated. There are no freeze-ups to stop the flow of ice to

the cup and no melt-down water to carry away. The cold melt-down water is automatically re-

frozen for the fastest recovery and the greatest continuous ice capacity. All in all a classic example

of engineering efficiency. For many years the Rowe name has been the trademark for

the most popular cup drink vendor in America. It is the only cup vendor with absolute quality

control over every drink vended. It always serves a drink to the exact taste standards set by the

syrup manufacturers—a colder, better, more uniform drink with superior carbonation in the cup.

roday the Rowe WOO-A—with the crushed ice making unit added—is bound to in-

US

crease in popularity everywhere. We take pride in making it available to our operator customers.

' e Copyright 1960 Rowe Manufacturing Co., Inc, Also available without crushed ice making unit.
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SELLS MORE DRINKS
because it serves THE BEST DRINK

POSITIVE THROW SYRUP PUMP
Assures a more uniform, higher quality

drink and more drinks to the gallon.

Once adjusted to throw recommended
hy syrup manufacturers, it is not

affected by temperature variations

or viscosity of syrup. Always delivers

a portion that is just right.

CRUSHEDICE MAKER UNIT

Swings out on sturdy hinges

for easy access. Sanitary

stainless steel with no plastic or

composition parts to warp or

break (Cooling bath liner and
syrup tank compartment liner

are also made of stainless steel )

Ice is frozen, stored and

dispensed from a single insulated

container. Single small motor

both collects and dispenses the

ice. Ice maker mechanism
contains no rotary seals to wear

or leak. No freeze-ups.

No melt-downs. Assures the

maximum supply of ice with

minimum space, weight

and power input.

( ompatible in the Roweboteriu with

the other Rowe showcase merchandisers

for dramatic multiple vending.

Finest in construction,

performance and
economy of operation

ROWE
lOOO-A
SPECIFICATIONS :

4 and 6 selections with a capacity for

up to 1000 cups—vends at 5 4, 6 4, 7$,

104 and 15 4 with changemaker—
dimensions 68" high; 29" wide;
25" deep—weight 530 lbs.-~

1 15 volts A.C.; 60 cycles; 18 amps—
colors : Hammertone Green
or Hammertone Charcoal.

The industry s

master creation for

cup drink vending

ICE BANK WITH
CIRCULATING WATER SYSTEM

Builds and maintains a 20 pound cake

of ice around which water circulates two

and one half times on each drink cycle.

I he faster drinks are drawn the colder

they become. Carbonator and incoming

water are also chilled by this system.

A i

A DIVISION OF

AUTOMATIC CANTEEN COMPANY OF AMERICA

ROWE-AMI SALES CO.

5075 WEST LEXINGTON STREET

CHICAGO 44, ILLINOIS

CONTROLLED
VARIABLE CARBON ATION

A Rowe patented feature. Carbonates

each flavor to effervescence set by syrup

manufacturers. Drinks are set

automatically from high to low or

no carbonation. Special nozzle delivers

a properly mixed and carbonated drink.

The industry' s most complete line of

automatic vending and music equipment

RI-0PL3-60



MEDIOCRE

SOUND
IS OUT

If You Can't Replace—Modernize On opening, the new Cinema Theatre, Pompano Beach, Fla., was

equipped tor latest-type, four-channel optical and magnetic sound,

designed to be expanded to seven-channel, 70mm sound by the simple

addition of power amplifiers and preamplifiers.

By WESLEY TROUT

AAo RE AND
more theatre owners
are becoming con-
scious of the fact

that mediocre sound
reproduction will no
longer be tolerated

by theatre-going pa-
trons today. Why?
Because we have
high fidelity record
players and TV sets

to compete with and
Wesley Trout a vastly improved

TV image. It should be understandable
that this competition must be met with
equal competition: Better projection and
sound reproduction.

Therefore, we must strive to obtain the
very best projected image that will be
clear and sharp on the screen, plus crisp,

clear sound reproduction with sufficient

amount of “highs” and “lows,” which will

make it pleasant to hear and easy to un-
derstand. With excellent recording on film
today there is no reason why good sound
should not be obtainable.

RAPID STRIDES MADE

Producers have made rapid strides in

improved photography. They are aware
that today’s picture must be of great dra-
matic impact and wide physical scope. It

is up to the theatre manager to provide
good equipment so that the picture will be
as nearly perfect as possible.

For the past several years, we have had
the means by which dynamic presentation
of our entertainment medium has been
available through four and six-channel
stereosound, and up to eight-channel with
70mm film. We realize, of course, that
four and six-channel magnetic sound can-
not be installed in every theatre due to

physical limitations of the theatre; but
there is no excuse for mediocre sound
when it can be modernized and brought up
to date with little expense, considering
the dollars it will bring in at the boxoffice.

In other words, optical sound reproduction
can be most excellent if properly main-
tained.

Now, let us talk about “modernizing”
theatre sound systems. We have had con-
siderable experience doing this and would
like to pass along a little advice and some

suggestions. Where equipment is 12 or 15

years old, it is not advisable to try to re-

build it because too many components
have to be replaced and the job would
prove rather expensive. The better plan
would be to install new but, in a few
cases, we found it possible to still use the
amplifier, doing some modernizing, and
then new sound heads and speakers. Gen-
erally, a modernizing job consists of re-

vamping the power and pre-amplifiers,

new sound heads, plus new loudspeaker
system. The newer types of loudspeakers
do a first class job of reproducing all the
frequencies so necessary for high fidelity

sound reproduction.

A DOUBLE-CHANNEL JOB

Just recently we were called on to do a
modernizing job and convert the system
into a double-channel job. By making
some circuit changes, replacing some com-
ponents in the amplifier and installing

Voice of the Air speaker system, we were
able to do a job that proved very satis-

factory in a theatre auditorium that had
poor acoustical treatment and a high ceil-

ing. We directed the high frequency speak-
er down so that it hit about the center of

the seating area. We also ran new grounds
because the system had a bad hum which
caused some distortion of the reproduced
sound. We are happy to state that the ex-
hibitor was very pleased with the job.

Theatre owners have a choice of replac-

ing their present sound equipment or hav-
ing a reputable sound engineer modernize
the present sound system. In order to ob-
tain satisfactory results from an amplifier,

circuit changes, components and later-type

tubes should be installed. Circuit changes
require the services of a competent engi-

neer, if one expects improved sound repro-
duction, which means reproduction of lows
around 40-100 in the low end and 5000-

6000, or more, in the high end, depending
on auditorium acoustical conditions.

Now if we replace the speakers system,
it follows the balance of the equipment

—

pre -amplifiers and power amplifier—must
be “tuned” up in order to obtain the re-

sults we are striving for, faithful repro-
duction of all the necessary frequencies
for crisp, clear sound.

While it is true that modification of

certain portions of any sound system will

usually bring about better sound output,
much of this improvement will depend up-
on the age of the equipment and its care

while in operation. But do not expect the

high standard of performance, if the

equipment is eight or ten years old, you
would get from a new, modem sound sys-

tem with all the associated components
perfectly matched.

Old-style reproducers, bear in mind, pro-

duce some “flutter” that cannot entirely be

removed. Connecting a modern, extended
range loudspeaker system cannot remove
this flutter, so one should install a more
modern-type sound head that is practically

flutter-free. Keep in mind—distortion and
unwanted noise can often be traced to

sound heads, therefore we advise replacing

sound heads, if very old, as well as the

speaker system. The amplifier, or ampli-

fiers, can easily be modified to reproduce

fairly satisfactory sound.

Moreover, electronic components and
electrical connections are not impervious

to the effects of age and use. For an ex-

ample, the wiring between the various

components of a sound system may become
worn, or its insulation may deteriorate

from the effects of heat, dirt and oil. The
wiring must be replaced and any defective

resistors, condensers and other components
replaced to bring the amplifier up to date

and in good condition.

MANY SYSTEMS MODERNIZED

We have modified many old sound sys-

tems, and they are producing reasonably

good sound with the loving care of excep-

tionally good projectionists and frequent

check-ups to prevent any deterioration of

sound quality.

In several situations we have added
another power amplifier for dual opera-

tion. This permits the show to carit on
should one of the amplifiers fail.

Changes have been made in many sys-

tems which makes them much more simple

to operate and still produce high quality

sound with more efficient operation. More
powerful new -type tubes make possible

plenty of power and high fidelity sound
output.

Before we proceed further, we should

point out that the modernization of ex-

tremely old equipment is generally more
costly than purchasing new, and will cost

materially more to keep in repair. We are

now talking about equipment over ten

years old. Modernization of old equipment
runs into many dollars because the sound

Continued on following page
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MEDIOCRE SOUND OUT!

Continued from page 13

heads and speaker system have to be re-

placed in order to obtain a better cover-
age, eliminating flutter and distortion, of

high and low frequencies. Better sound
reproduction can only be obtained when
all components, as we stated before, are
“matched” for high quality performance.

We have found this in some situations:

Equipment was too small for the auditor-
ium for which it was purchased, therefore
the volume control had to be operated al-

most full range in order to secure suffi-

cient volume, which always brings out
noise from systems' components, etc.

TO-GET-THE

BEST RESULTS

USE THE BEST

FILM
CEMENT

ETHYLOID
Available at All Theatre Supply Dealers

Fisher Manufacturing Co.
GUemidti

1185 Mt. Read Blvd.

Rochester, New York, U.S.A.

RINGSDORFF CARBON CORP. East McKeesport Pa

A few exhibitors with the idea that the

“public doesn’t know the difference” in

high quality and mediocre sound repro-
duction are due for a rude awakening and
a loss of patronage. Moreover, neglecting

to install parts when necessary and wait-

ing until the equipment finally breaks
down is very, very poor economy and poor
business practice in any situation.

It should be needless to say that 70mm
projection is extremely high quality in

comparison with 35mm, if all other things
are right for perfect projection and six-

track sound reproduction. We realize that
70mm can be presented only in theatres

large enough for such wide screen image
and with projection rooms large enough to

house this huge equipment. But, again, we
have visited many 70mm installations the
past several months, as well as 35mm in-

stallations presenting, in some cases, the
same picture, and we frankly state that
70mm was the finest. However, with first

class equipment, lenses, screen, arc lamps,
etc., a high quality screen image can be
presented with 35mm, of course, but the
sound reproduction (optical) can never
equal magnetic in frequency range nor
quality. But, magnetic sound can be very
poor if the equipment is not “tuned” up
at least every three months and kept in

tip-top condition.

SERVICING BY PROJECTIONIST

Now it is quite possible, with a limited
amount of test equipment, for the average
projectionist to do a considerable amount
of his own servicing of various makes of

sound equipment and keep it in first-class

running condition. This requires, of

course, some basic knowledge of electron-
ics, and one should have a good technical
book on theatre sound systems as a guide.

It is not always possible to obtain
schematics on all equipments, but having
some basic schematics will give you a good
idea of how circuits are wired for various
makes of sound equipment. In our book on
maintenance we have now many schem-
atics and publish more each month. How-
ever, there are a few manufacturers who
do not furnish these. If one is pretty good
at drawing, a rough drawing can be made
of his system’s wiring and voltages can be
obtained from a good tube manual, to ar-
rive at approximate voltage needed at
the tube sockets. As a matter of fact, one

should keep a good tube manual on hand.

The all important thing in servicing

any make of sound equipment is to be-
come familiar with the location of the
various units and the values of the dif-

ferent components. Trouble-free operation
can only be secured when the equipment
is kept clean and parts replaced when
needed. Too often, we have serviced equip-
ment and replaced parts so badly worn
that they should have been replaced many
months before, thereby avoiding trouble,

and the sound quality would have not suf-

fered in the meantime. We fully under-
stand that exhibitors must keep down their

expenses these days, but not to the point
where sound quality and projection will

suffer for a few dollars. As we stated be-

fore, don’t let your equipment run down
and cause you to lose patronage.

POINTS TO CHECK

The sound head should be kept in per-

fect adjustment, because “flutter” and
“wow” in the reproduction of music or

speech is very annoying; remember, the

ear is quite sensitive to this type of dis-

tortion which is caused by irregular film

travel past the scanning beam. The speed

of film must be constant in order to secure

good sound reproduction. Moreover, the

sound lens should be kept clean and per-

fectly focused with a 7,000-cycle test loop.

By proper design, distortion in any
sound system can be kept below the level

at which its effects can be detected by the

average ear. Modern theatre sound systems
have been carefully designed to eliminate

unwanted distortion and hum. However, a

defective component will cause distortion,

noise or hum and should be replaced with

a good one, or sound reproduction will be

unsatisfactory.

In conclusion, may we again point out

that the majority of movie patrons own TV
sets and have been educated to the dif-

ference between good and mediocre sound
reproduction. Therefore, the projectionist

should present pictures and sound output
level in keeping with high standards man-
ufacturers have worked for all these years.

It will mean increased business at the box-
office and better-satisfied customers.

In this article, we have presented food for

thought for those interested in obtaining
high quality sound reproduction and better

projection.

USE UP those CARBONS!

CALI CARBON COUPLERS
Let You Burn All the Carbon

"They're Expendable"

FOR ROTATING CARBONS
10mm or 11mm EXTENDER KITS

Complete for 2 lamps $8.50

The most popular carbon saver. Used by more They save 25% or more of carbon costs.

theatres than ALL other makes COMBINED.

Per Hundred, postpaid: Not Packed in

Mixed Sizes.

6mm $2.25 8mm $2.75
7mm $2.50 9mm $3.25

No worrying about injury to high priced car-

bon savers. Burn ’em up, you still profit.

1 Most economical carbon saver you ever used!

CALI Products Company
3719 Marjorie Way Sacramento 20, Calif

The WORLD'S LARGEST Producer of Carbon Savers
At all progressive houses.
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ANOTHER GREAT MOTION
PICTURE RELEASED IN...

IEXC3DLJS
B-CHANNEL STEREO SOUND BY TODD-AO

WORLD PREMIERE
THE WARNER THEATRE
NEW YORK

Projection

equipment \

Naturally..

UNIVERSALE i

70/35MM PROJECTORS

Norelco projection equipment is now available

through your favorite theatre supply dealer.

®

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY INC. MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT DIVISION

lOO EAST 42NO STREET • NEW YORK 17, N. Y. • OXFORD 7-3SOO
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EXTRA CARE
UNDERFOOT
IN WINTER
Ice Melters Must Be Dealt With

To Protect Floors and Carpets

Corrugated, nonslip rubber inserts in a theatre's terrazzo entrance floor not

only provide a safety feature for patrons, but also prevent tracking in of

snow, ice and deicing compounds which are harmful to floors and carpet.

By DAVE E. SMALLEY*

A lthottgh about half of the
winter will be gone when you read this,

if you are located in the upper three

-

fourths of the United States or in Canada,
you still have some of your worst winter
weather ahead of you, and you will face

the special problems of winter floor care.

Also, you have the problem of getting off

your floors and carpets the effects of the
weeks already gone.

Snow, slush, rain, perhaps some mud,
brought in from the outside, leave a
smudge on your hard floors, of which the
usual inadequate wet mopping removes
only a part and spreads the rest around
so uniformly it is hardly noticeable. The
same smudge occurs on your carpet which
you cannot wet mop but leave to be ab-
sorbed until shampoo time.

But the soil of the street is the lesser of

the evils brought in on your floors in the
winter. As a matter of safety, ice melters
are used extensively on the sidewalks dur-
ing slippery weather. You can avoid a de-
gree of this problem by keeping your walk
clean under the marquee, but adjoining
sidewalks may “feed” ice melters across
your cleaned space and into your theatre.

HARMFUL TO CARPET

Usually the popular ice melters are not
particularly detrimental to your hard-
surface floors, but they can be damaging
to carpet. Ice melters are commonly made
either of chloride or sodium (salt) or
calcium chloride. Salt melts the ice or
snow, and brought inside, soon dries into

its original form. Left in quantity on the
carpeting it can cause fading, so it

should be vacuumed off daily to prevent
possible damage.

The calcium chloride products are

thought by some to be more effective ice

melters because they are still effective in

extremely low temperatures, whereas salt

is not. But the chloride melters absorb
and hold moisture and, when tracked into

the building, are likely to increase the
maintenance problem on hard floors and
can be very detrimental to carpet. In
fact, the American Carpet Institute tells

us that “calcium chloride, used as an ice

melter, can be very dangerous to carpet.”
It should be understood, of course, the In-
stitute has in mind straight calcium chlor-

ide. There are prepared ice melters con-
taining this chemical which also contain
modifiers to make them less damaging to

carpet.

•Technical Editor, Better Building Maintenance.

Your first line of defense against soil-

ing and damage to your floors is the
proper matting. The popular corrugated
runners serve very well, though the cross-
rib type is more effective than the length-
wise corrugations. The link mats should be
still more effective in the winter, though
you now have the problem of the spike
heels which necessitates closely integrated
links.

To help you keep your hard floors clean
and protected during the remaining period
of bad weather is the purpose of this ar-

ticle. To prevent, or at least minimize, the
damage to your carpeting will be our con-
cluding objective.

MAINTAINING HARD FLOORS
By the generalization of “hard floors”

we mean to differentiate between uncar-
peted and carpeted floors. Ordinarily, the
resilient floors, such as asphalt tile, the
vinyls, rubber tile, linoleum and cork are

not considered “hard,” as compared with
terrazzo, ceramic tile, etc. However, which-
ever hard type floor is involved, the first

step is to get the floor clean. If you have
been relying upon wet mopping alone to

remove the soil of the winter your floor is

doubtless dirtier now than you think. Wet
a small space and sprinkle on an abrasive

cleaner. Rub well and note if a cleaning
will be helpful. If so, follow this procedure:

If your floor is asphalt tile, rubber tile,

one of the vinyls (either tile or sheet

vinyl), linoleum or cork tile (the latter is

seldom used in theatres because it lacks

durability) , there are two methods for re-

storing the original appearance by remov-
ing the accumulated soil. One of these is

to wet a limited area at a time and scour
with a good abrasive powder. The other is

to apply a solution of synthetic detergent
and scour with steel wool or a new type

abradant pad under a floor machine.
Soap may be used on all but rubber, but is

less desirable than a synthetic detergent.

Soap should never he used on rubber.

After the scouring, the floor should be
rinsed well and mopped dry. Do not, how-
ever, use an excess of water—just enough
to be effective.

Mild alkaline cleaners may be used on
asphalt tile, the vinyls and rubber, but

never on linoleum or cork. Alkaline clean-

ers are not often needed for cleaning these

floors and by the solution seeping down
between the tiles they can cause the latter

to become loose.

If the floor has been maintained by
waxing, the old wax should be removed
with a wax stripper. The stripper should

be allowed to set on the floor several min-
utes to soften the old coating, after which
the floor should be scoured with steel

wool or an abradant pad.

The cleaning of terrazzo, marble and
ceramic floors presents a somewhat dif-

ferent problem. For instance, steel wool
should not be used, since fragments left on
the floor may rust and cause difficult

stains. The new nylon abradant pads, now
being widely advertised, are ideal for

scouring these three floors, or an abrasive
powder may be used. Synthetic detergents
are preferred to soaps for cleaning these
floors, since they leave no residue of their

own as soap does. Mild alkalies may be
used with moderation as needed, but
caustic cleaners can prove injurious.

To clean these floors, if the synthetic
detergent is being used, wet a limited area
at a time and, as the cleaning progresses,

squeegee the solution forward over the
dirty adjoining area and continue scour-
ing. When the solution gets quite dirty,

pick it up with a vacuum cleaner or a
pick-up pan and squeegee. Wipe dry with
clean cotton mops.

ACIDS WILL DAMAGE

Since terrazzo consists of at least 70
per cent marble chips, the same kind of

maintenance applies to both terrazzo and
marble floors. Avoid acids, even fruit

juices. If spilled, wipe up at once and wash
the floor. Grease and oil cause stains

more difficult to remove, so, around the re-

freshment section, use mats or asphalt or

vinyl tile.

Stains on terrazzo and marble can often
be removed with a poultice made of abras-
ive powder and hot water, made into a
thick paste. First wash the spot with hot
water and then apply the poultice about
one-half-inch thick. Let it stand for at
least 24 hours, longer if convenient. Re-
move with a wood paddle. The dry abrasive
powder can be used again. Ceramic tile is

less likely to be stained, but grout be-
tween the tiles can become darkened.
While the poultice idea applies here also,

it is really only necessary to apply over
the grout, though it may be easier to

cover the tile too.

Ceramic tile is best for restrooms, es-

pecially in the vicinity of urinals where
uric acid is a problem. But many rest-

rooms have terrazzo floors and to prevent

these stains from developing, wash the

floor around the urinals each day with a

mild alkaline solution, such as ammonia or

bicarbonate of soda. If a stain develops,

resort to the poultice method described.
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The resilient floors are best maintained
by waxing, preferably with a good water-

wax, though the newer polymer emulsion
finishes are well adapted. The latter con-

tain no wax and are thought by many to

be safer underfoot than the waxes. There
are now special emulsified sealers designed

for all resilient floors, but which are es-

pecially good on asphalt tile.

Terrazzo, marble and unglazed ceramic
tile may be waxed and often are, but a
colorless terrazzo sealer seems preferable

for all three floors. These sealers are

sometimes water emulsions and sometimes
solvent-cut plastics. Which is the better is

a matter of opinion, though the solvent

product is flammable in its liquid state.

There is now available a new type of

cleaner-wax, adaptable for all floors. A
small handful of the paste is placed on a
steel wool pad under a floor machine,
cleaning and waxing the floor simultan-
eously. If used on terrazzo, marble or

ceramic, use one of the heavier nylon
scouring pads instead of steel wool.

CARE OF THE CARPET
We have already, at the beginning of

this article, indicated that ice melters can
be detrimental to carpet, but the daily re-

moval of dry salt with a vacuum cleaner
should prevent the possibility of damage.
We have also said you cannot wet mop
carpet as you do hard floors, but when
calcium chloride is known to be carried on
to the carpet, a clean damp cotton mop

should remove most of it, provided it has
not remained on the carpet for several

days.

Daily vacuum cleaning of the carpet is

essential, whether ice melters are involved

or not. Shampooing the carpet at least

twice a year is also advised, but in the

winter months it may seem a waste of

time and effort. Therefore, we suggest you
wait until near the end of your likely

snow season and then use a good carpet
shampoo (not a soap) and your floor ma-
chine. If you have a vacuum cleaner
adapted for picking up water, have one
operator use the shampoo machine while

another follows closely with the vacuum
cleaner to pick up the dirty suds. Then use

a long-handle floor brush to press the
pile all in its one natural direction before

it dries. Shampooing the carpet is a fair-

ly easy job, once you get the knack of it.

Just be careful not to soak the carpet
through. Use just enough shampoo to

obtain results.

DRY CLEANERS HELP

Between shampoo cleaning operations,

the carpet may be cleaned fairly well with
one of the solvent-moistened powder or

ground fiber cleaners. These cleaners are

sprinkled over the carpet, rubbed in and
allowed to dry. After which, the cleaner

is picked up with the vacuum cleaner.

These “dry cleaners’’ are usually con-
sidered as supplementing rather than
substituting for wet shampooing. They are
quick and easy to use and take the floor

out of use for only a matter of minutes.

Cigaret burns in the carpet (also on
hard floors), if not too deep, can often be

removed with dry steel wool by simply

rubbing off the scorched ends of the pile.

Chewing gum deposits can usually be re-

moved (from any floor) by applying dry

ice until the deposit becomes brittle and
can be crumbled off. For grease or oil

stains, rub the spot with a prepared dry
cleaning preparation. First clean at the

outside of the spot and work toward the

middle to avoid spreading of the stain.

Projection Lamps Improved

Production of a new first-surface di-

chroic mirror for use in projection arc

lamps has been announced by The Strong
Electric Corp.

These front-coated reflectors, which are

being marketed under the name of Tuf-
cold, are said to afford a longer period of

service. The projected light is reflected

from the front surface and without passing

through the glass twice as with second-
surface mirrors. Maximum screen illumi-

nation is maintained, film buckle is re-

duced, and focus is improved. There is no
emulsion blistering regardless of the power
of the arcs.

Tufcold reflectors are said to show far

less coating deterioration or pitting by
ejections from the arc than second sur-

face reflectors.

ASHCRAFT
Sufte/i C/NEXk

Light. ..beautiful, brilliant, dazzling light. ..and

much, much more of it... is provided by the great

Ashcraft Super Cinex projection lamp. Today’s

magnificent features demand it. And so do almost all

the fine theatres in the world. .. theatres that can

afford any lamp at any price !

S ASHCRAFT MANUFACTURING CO„ INC 36-32 38th STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY 1 , N . Y.
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ADDED INCOME OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROGRESSIVE EXHIBITORS

UPDATE CONCESSIONS FOR MORE APPEAL
Cents-Per-Person Go Up

When Stands Are Given

That Come Hither Look

The importance, to exhibitors, of

the refreshment service operation is re-

flected in the attention that is given to

the concessions stands in overall remodel-
ing projects or in the updating of the

stands alone.

Virtually without exception, all news
about theatre renovation includes the in-

formation that the refreshment stand was
remodeled, replaced with a new and better

one, designed for more appeal to the pa-
tron, or relocated more strategically.

NEW USES OF MATERIALS

Many of the remodeled stands are note-
worthy for the use of new construction
materials or the imaginative use of the
well-known woods, Formica, glass, alum-
inum, leather, etc. In one theatre, as

shown on page 20, drapery fabrics hung
from ceiling to floor behind the conces-
sions stand added a decorator touch.
New styling is interesting for the great-

A new refreshment stand was an important consideration when Fox West Coast Theatres completely

remodeled the Van Nuys Theatre in Van bluys, Calif., an important suburban area of Los Angeles.

A most interesting treatment, was that of using the same horizontally grained material for the counter

apron, backbar trim and rear wall against which the counter was set—extending even to the refuse

container seen at right. Extraordinary emphasis is given to the candy display by the illuminated inset

case in the stand and the backbar cases. Two beverage dispensers on the right side of the counter,

and the large popcorn warmer with a butter server on top, complete the refreshment service.

Patrons of the Madison Theatre, Albany, N. Y., are now greeted by this sparkling new refreshment

stand, which takes up the entire center standee area, as they approach the auditorium. The stand

is done in walnut and has indirect gold lighting. The backbar has two shadowboxes featuring "Butter

licious Hot Popcorn" and "Delicious Ice Cream Treats." It is interesting to note that the signs and

the actual product displays are alternated, so that double-attention value is obtained from each side

of the stand. The rest of the backbar is made up of mirrors and gold-colored leather upholstered

dividers. The top of the stand is gold-colored leather which is flittered and highly illuminated. The

new stand is a complete unit, with entrance from one side and door to storage room on the other.

er use of large glass areas in display

cases, sometimes utilizing the entire length

and sides of the stand. Custom-designed
stands are made especially attractive by
incorporating all display and service equip-

ment in one over-all unit.

Placement of the stand is always given

consideration in the updating of the re-

freshment service. While the head-on
stand at the end of the lobby as the patron

approaches the auditorium is considered

top-notch, a stand on one side of the lobby

can also be effective if it is attractive and
brightly lighted.

REMOVE SEATS FOR LARGER STAND

An outstanding example of a good head-

on stand is that of the new refreshment

bar in the Madison Theatre, Detroit, (see

page 24) where it is located between the

auditorium doors and projects back into

the auditorium where seats were removed
in order to provide the larger service.

Circuit and independent exhibitors who
have remodeled to make their concessions

a star attraction have been well-rewarded

by a highly satisfactory increased cents-

per-person.

Continued on page 20
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In soft drinks, as well as in films, quality builds

volume and volume, in turn, builds profits. Perhaps

this explains why over 901° of all theatres serving

beverages feature Coca-Cola... the quality soft drink!
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE CONTINUOUS YEAR-ROUND MERCHANDISING SUPPORT AVAILABLE FROM THE COCA-COLA COMPANY.

See your representative for Coca-Cola or write: Mgr., Theatre and Concessions, Dept. S-T, The Coca-Cola Co., P.O. Drawer 1734, Atlanta 1, Ga.

COPYRIGHT© |mo, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, 'COCA'COLA- AND CORf ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS.



Give ice cream quality . . . make 7£ on
lOi sales. Cash in on the demand for
delicious soft-served cones, shakes.

Serve a 1

0

d cone in 2 seconds . . .

your food cost less than 3^. Serve a

2 5 d shake in 5 seconds . . . your food
cost only 6£. Win new fans, make big
profits with a compact Sweden freezer.

Easily run by untrained help.

Like the Model 208 SoftServer

shown here, all compact Sweden

machines are keyed to high-pro-

duction needs. They occupy only 3

square teet — or less. SpaceSaver

counter models are also available.

SW€D€IV1

SWEDEN FREEZER MFG. CO.

Seattle 99, Wash. Dept. T-2

TREMENDOUS PROFITS !!

Now Fresh Fruit Sundaes,

Pineapple and Strawberries

from stainless steel pans!

Both juices for snow cones and fresh fruit

for sundaes dispensed from one machine

HERE'S HOW TO MAKE

BIG MONEY WITH "SNOW
MAGIC"No Gears! No Pulleys!

THE NEW SNOW
CONE MACHINE
Capacity: 50 cones

every 30 seconds.

The Bert’s ‘SNOW
MAGIC” machine
combines eye-appeal-

ing beauty with per-

fect mechanical per-

formance and large

capacity. “Snow
Magic” is easy to

operate and is Fully

Automatic. A Snow
Cone costs 1(4 to

lt/ac and usually

sells for 10c .. .

that’s profit!

All Equipment Patented, Guar
anteed and Backed by 40 Years'

Experience

No Belts!, No Oiling!

SAMUEL BERT MFG. CO
Fair Park Station

Box 7803, DALLAS, TEXAS

F.0.B, Dallas

Eight Models
Available

Save money. No stale or
left-over coffee when your
coffeemaster is an E-Z
WAY automatic. Coffee's
fresh, hot and ready all

the time. Get the facts

—

write now:

STEEL PRODUCTS CO.
40 8th Ave., S.W.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Update Concessions for Greater Appeal . . . Cont'd.

This attractive new concessions stand was an important part of a recent updating program at the

Plaza Theatre, Ennis, Tex. The backbar has a decorator touch with the drapery treatment. The stand,

which sells candies, hot dogs, popcorn, soft drinks and pickles is augmented by the cigaret machine

at the right. Adjacent to the latter is the water fountain with a carpeted step for the kiddies. New
carpeting, new sound system, new lamphouses and a new screen were other features of the moderniza-

tion, of which Bob Scott, manager, and National Theatre Supply of Dallas are justly proud.

When the 40-year-old State Theatre in Eureka,

Calif., was reopened after several years of dark-

ness, it was given a thorough updating which in-

cluded a new refreshment stand in the lobby-

foyer. The new stand (above) is considerably

larger than the former one (right) and the entire

length of the stand is given over to a display case

for candy. Old-fashioned cut-glass candy jars

make an attractive backbar display between the

two beverage dispensers. The stand is located op-

posite the cashier's desk in the greatly enlarged

lobby of the State, the expanded lobby having been

made possible by taking in two adjoining stores.

The State is operated by Theatre Management,

Inc., and is enjoying excellent patronage of both

film fare and refreshments.
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Readers' Service Bureau Coupon, page 31.

TO FILL
POPCORN BAGS
AND BOXES WITH

THE NEW PATENTED

SPEED-SCOOP
THOUSANDS OF
DELIGHTED USERS

ONLY $2*2AT YOUR
THEATRESUPPLY Of
POPCORNSUPPLYDEALER

NAC's Papas Awarded

'Big Wheel' Plaque

Spiro J. Papas, president of the

National Ass’n of Concessionaires

and executive vice-president of Al-

liance Amusement Co., Chicago, was
awarded the “Big Wheel” plaque at

the annual business seminars of the

Roller Skating Foundation in Miami
Beach recently, in appreciation of

his and NAC’s inter-industry cooper-
ation in 1960.

Papas was the principal speaker at

the concessions seminar, and said

that roller skating rink operators

Spiro Papas, left, receives "Big Wheel
"

award from the Roller Skating Foundation,

and congratulations from "Mimi" Hill, 1961

Roller Skating Queen, and Norman Wasser,

Pepsi-Cola Co.

should work for increased income
from their concessions operations.

Joe Shevelson, vice-president of

Chicago Roller Skating Co., mod-
erated the session. Assisting on the
forum were Norman Wasser, mana-
ger of national sports and conces-
sionaire sales and also manager of

theatre and cup vending sales for

the Pepsi-Cola Co.; Jim McHugh,
editor of Funspot, and Russell Fifer,

executive director of NAC.

People like the refreshing, tingling

goodness of all the drinks served by

the "hard ice” ICEBERG . . . the one

dispenser that makes all drinks taste

better. Theatres enjoy the constant

flow of repeat concession business

and the dependable operation of the

ICEBERG.

Features ivith

Plenty

''S.R.O Appeal:

• Hard ice for better colder drinks
• Adjustable ice throw from V2
to 4 ozs.

• Recirculating water system—
no more overflowing buckets

• Assured, constant ice supply
from over-powered 34 H.P.
compressor

• Dramatic, exciting new
appearance

• 1,000 cup capacity

WRITE, WIRE OR
PHONE TODAY:

PRODUCTS CORPORATION
560 West Lake Street
Chicago 6, Illinois

INCREASE YOUR PER CAPITA
Build Check Averages

WITH
Delicious, quick - to - fix sand-
wiches made with Castleberry's
genuine Pit-Cooked Barbecue—
FIRST IN QUALITY . . . FIRST
IN FLAVOR . . . FIRST in
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION!
Absolutely no waste. Film
trailers and display material
available.

Call Your Distributor —
or Write:

PIT-COOKED

BARBECUE
CASTLEBERRY'S FOOD CO., AUGUSTA, G,
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Coming or Going-Patrons Are

It's Not Too Late to Visit the

Reminded

Candy Bar'

1r pdm 1 >

Patrons get the good word as they climb to the auditorium.

AAichael King, manager of Fa-
mous Players’ Imperial Theatre in To-
ronto, Canada, is a new convert to the

policy of keeping the concessions stand
open until the end of the show, and his

recent experience is convincing proof that

he made a wise decision.

At a very modest cost for increased staff

salaries for the two extra hours a night,

he has taken in over $100 a week in sales

several times in that late period, and has
averaged about $80 weekly.

But this has not been accomplished
without outstanding promotional effort as

the photos on this page testify. From the
time the patron enters until the time he
leaves, he is reminded that the main candy
bar in the street-level lobby is open until

the end of the show. An upstairs bar is

closed after the start of the last feature.

First impact is the battery of signs on
the stairway leading to the second-floor

auditorium, and last is the same battery

of signs reading in reverse as the patron

Continued on page 24

Main display sign near upstairs bar. Another reminder as patrons descend to lobby and main concessions stand.

8UT NOT TOO LATE !

CANDY BAR 18

ADEN UNTILUra" THE END
or THE SHOW

£V£#y <rvs&wa/&

Sj'j: IlfTOTTOUHl'

tlfev w/fa
‘ 1 i CONFECTIONS

l|f! « THE fHD
OfTHtSHOW

EVERY EVENING

Partial view of upstairs bar. Partial view of main concessions. Sign in new lounge area.
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Here’s why Orange-CRUSH

means fast turnover

and big profits...

People have confidence in Orange-

CRUSH. They ask for it by name.

They drink more of it than any other

orange drink. This means that when
you feature Orange-CRUSH, you get

more immediate business. And be-

cause Orange-CRUSH tastes so

good and goes so well with good

food, no other orange drink can

deliver so much repeat business.

What’s more, people are constantly

reminded of famous Orange-CRUSH
quality by dynamic national adver-

tising—and by colorful point-of-sale

material. So feature the orange drink

with the fastest turnover—feature

Orange-CRUSH!

want

a profit

machine?

Get an attractive, animated Orange-
CRUSH dispenser. It assures fast turn-

over because it's loaded with appetite

appeal
:
people can see the orange good-

ness in attention-getting illumination.

You sell more Orange-CRUSH when you

display Orange-CRUSH.

Ask about our fast selling Old Colony

syrups . . .tropical punch, root beer, grape,

vanilla, wild cherry, strawberry, lemon-

lime, buzz and ginger ale.

CRUSH INTERNATIONAL, INC.
2201 West Main Street, Evanston, III.
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TRANSPARENT PLASTIC DOME DISPLAYS BUTTER IN VIEW OF CUSTOMER

VARIABLE HEAT THERMOSTAT - ENClOSEO HEATING ELEMENT

A Backward Step for a Forward Move

LATE CONCESSIONS OPERATION

Continued from page 22

descends the stairway, soon to pass by

the main concessions bar in the street-

level lobby.

In between are a large easel sign stand-

ing near the mezzanine railing close to the

upstairs bar, signs at both the upstairs

bar and main concessions bar in the down-
stairs lobby, and another sign in a new
lounge area where the late closing of the

bar is again plugged.

Results of the new policy and strong

promotion have been as follows:

Week nights: an average sale of $8 on
slow nights, $12 on reasonably busy nights.

Fridays: An average of $15 and occa-

sionally over $25.

Saturdays: Averaging $35 to $40, and
has been over $50 two or three times.

Costs were:

One girl, two hours a night, 5

nights @ 85c an hour $8.50

Two girls, two hours a night,

Saturday, @ 85c $3.40

$11.90

Rowe-AMI Sales Co., now located at

5075 West Lexington street, Chicago 44,

111., has the responsibility of all sales and
marketing of Rowe, ABT, AMI equipment.

Previously, Rowe Manufacturing Co. was a

completely separate company in New York
City, handling its own manufacturing,

sales, etc. Charles H. Brinkmann is presi-

dent and chief executive officer of Rowe-
AMI; Jack C. Dunwoody and Robert K.

Deutsch are vice-presidents.

A concessions stand with visual sales appeal is this new one at the completely remodeled Madi-

son Theatre in Detroit. It is recessed into the auditorium area between the auditorium doors.

The former Madison concessions stand was well-

merchandised, but small and located in the outer

lobby—not so easily accessible from the auditorium.

A handsome new refreshment stand,

conveniently located in the foyer in a re-

cessed area projecting into the back of

the auditorium in the Madison Theatre,
Detroit, replaces the former small stand

located just inside the small outer lobby.

The new stand was a part of the overall

$100,000 remodeling recently completed at

the 45-year-old house.

The concessions backbar has a “Can-

Can” wallpaper design in soft tones of

beige, rose and gold. Overhead lighting is

provided by 140 feet of fine mesh, egg-

crate type fluorescent installation, and the

canopy is bordered by wrought iron.

Modern counters of walnut-finish For-

mica and glass are used, and the stand has

been designed for maximum convenience

and accessibility and attractive appear-

ance.

SPECIFICATIONS Height — 14", Width — 11". Depth — 17>/4 ", Electrical . . . AC;
120 Volt; 1150 W; standard grounded plug, Shipping Weight; 32 lbs.

butter dispenser SERV-O-MAT with its revolving bowl, flashing sales
message, colorful front, and gleaming chrome finish is a
bright attraction for the sale of buttered popcorn.
Simple one-hand operation dispenses a drip-proof

amount of butter at the touch of the dispenser bar, allows
up to 75 servings per minute.
SERV-O-MAT easy to clean . . . manufactured by

craftsmen with over 10 years experience in the building
of butter dispensers.

Patented SERV-O-MAT is built to serve you eco-
nomically and efficiently and to increase your profits

by 250%.
_

Modernize your concession area and join the profit

parade by ordering SERV-O-MAT now.

BUTTER KIST CUPS . . . GIVE e-Tj

YOUR BUTTER CORN SALES IS
BUY APPEAL' '-ORDER NOW! tyjjjl

Server Sales north 88 west 16447 main street,

menomonee falls, Wisconsin
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for finest

low cost projection

of 70 mm or 35 mm

NATIONAL
A

GENERAL
PRECISION
COMPANY

NATIONAL THEATRE SOPPLY COMPANY
Branches Coast to Coast
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EQUIPMENT & DEVELOPMENTS

Mechanical Mixer Produces

Caramel Corn Faster FOR MORE
INFORMATION

Use Readers’

Bureau Coupon on Page 31

Manley, Inc., has introduced a new me-
chanical caramel corn mixer which has a
productive rate of ten batches per hour (a

good operator, using the old hand process,
seldom produced more than four batches
per hour). The new mixer is designed to
reduce hand labor to a point where cara-
mel corn can be profitably prepared for
sale by any drive-in theatre and most
conventional theatres. It is designed
around a pre-packaged dry formula. This
formula, when mixed with water and oil

and cooked for a pre-determined time in
the Manley Mixer, produces a delicious
caramel coating for the pre-popped corn
which is added on signal. When the bell

rings, the filter lid is pushed aside and
the popped corn added. The corn, chopped
nuts and the now liquid formula are
gently agitated until the coating has been
evenly applied. The caramel corn is then
dumped into the pan, cooled and bagged.
The lid with the built-in filter removes
the smoke and all unpleasant cooking
odors, leaving the pleasant aroma of
warm caramel corn. Test locations have
shown the same customer acceptance as
the hand-prepared product. Only 42 inch-
es of counter space are needed.

Hot Drink Vending Cup

Has Exceptional Features

Lily-Tulip Cup Corp., which first in-
troduced its China-Cote vending cup five

years ago, announces what it terms a
“revolutionary vending cup,” the industry’s
first successful application of a new devel-
opment in which a flexible sheet of foam
styrene is bonded to a sheet of paper.
This combination gives the cup lasting
rigidity. Called China-Cote Plus, the cup
holds its shape even when filled with a
high-temperature beverage, yet can easily

be crushed and disposed of after use. Be-
cause of the exceptional insulation quali-
ties of the polystyrene foam, China-Cote
Plus provides the consumer with a hot
drink vending cup which is safe and com-
fortable to hold, yet permits the dispensing

of coffee at precisely the correct temper-
ature required for full-brewed strength. It

allows just enough heat to penetrate to

make the user aware that the drink is hot.

All drinking surfaces of the cup, including
the entire rim section, are completely lined

to eliminate even the slightest possibility of

“paper taste.” Available in 7-oz. size.

Indoor-Outdoor Infrared Heater-

Lighting Fixture Combination

“Quartzheet,” a circular infrared heater-

lighting fixture combination, brings to the

outdoor-indoor heating field the most ef-

ficient infrared heating unit ever devised,

with the added feature of built-in incan-

descent light, according to the manufac-
turer, Infrared Corp. of America. The
heater - lighting fixture unit provides

warmth under theatre marquees and
drive-in concessions buildings. The sur-

face-mounted, 800-watt, 120-volt unit pro-

duces direct, penetrating warmth like the

sun and reaches top temperature within

one minute. A 24K gold-plated reflector

provides maximum radiation, 40 per cent

more heat than polished aluminum.
“Quartzheet’s outstanding, exclusive char-
acteristic which places it far ahead of con-
ventional (straight tube) quartz elements,”

says the manufacturer, “is its unique,

compact, completely circular quartz heat
element, which makes maximum use of all

infrared rays.”

Claims made for products described editorially

on this and other pages are taken from the

manufacturers' statements.

Foam Rubber-Cushioned Stools

Reauce Fatigue for Cashiers

Fatigue is reduced for theatre boxoffice
and concessions cashiers by the use of a
new utility stool with generously thick,

bonded latex seat and back cushions. The
seat and backrest are upholstered in dur-
able U. S. Elastic Naugahyde, available in

12 distinctive colors. The base is of sturdy
steel tubing and is provided with a com-
fortable footrest and non-marring glides.

Feet are spread for stability, yet are con-
servative of space. The backrest has a
three-way adjustment, and seat height can
be varied between 22 and 28 inches. Stylex
Seating Co., the manufacturer, also makes
a higher model of the same design which
has a variable seat height between 26 and
32 inches.

Rear Projection Screens

For Theatre Promotion

Rigid panels of plate glass and Plexiglas

acrylic plastic, transformed into translu-

cent rear projection screens, offer an op-
portunity to exhibitors to promote both
current and coming features. Called Len-
screen by the manufacturer, Polacoat, Inc.,

the screen is suggested for use as a pre-

view screen in the lobby or entrance. In

the lobby it could sell coming attractions

and at the entrance the current feature

preview could be used to pull patrons in.

Mounted in a wall opening, the rear pro-
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jection screens conceal all projection fa-

cilities and isolate noise of projector fans,

slide changers, etc. The screens are de-
signed for use in full room illumination.

New Litter-Picking Tool

For Drive-In Theatres

A new, manually operated “Litter-Pick-

er” for simplified trash clearance from
various areas of the drive-in theatre has
been introduced by Rowco Manufacturing
Co., Inc., makers of powered brushcutters,

lawn trimmers and rollers. The Rowco
“Litter-Picker” is a 38-inch long aluminum
shaft with tempered steel prongs that
spear all sizes and shapes of debris. Slight

pressure applied to the spring-action
handle completely clears prongs and ejects

litter into a container. The tool provides a
time-saving, sanitary method of litter

removal.

Central Heating for Drive-In

A gas-fired central heating and air con-
ditioning system being installed in the
Jolly Roger Drive-In Theatre near Detroit
was scheduled to go into service Christmas
week. The installation centers in two large,

gas-fired, direct-air heaters, and distribu-
tion of warm fresh air or cool fresh air is

through 20,000 lineal feet of duct work and
flexible hoses for each of 1,250 cars.

Use Readers' Service Bureau coupon found on

page 31 for more information about products

described this issue.

*

with QomcuU

LIBERTY

FIREWORKS
For Record-Breaking Drive-in Crowds

I

i
You are assured Greater Value, Safety,

Brilliance, Color, Flash and Noise.

Spectacular LIBERTY FIREWORKS are the great-
est boxoftice attraction because they are the
world's finest! They pay for themselves in in-

creased attendance.

READ THIS UNSOLIC- *
ITED TESTIMONIAL
“We have shopped around
for fireworks to use in our
drive-ins and after com-
parisons have found we
get the best deal from
LIBERTY. Your displays
are brighter.”

GET FREE CATALOG
NOW!

48 page catalog, fully il-

lustrated shows the gor-

geous beauty and mag-
nificent splendor of LIB-
ERTY FIREWORKS.
Reasonably priced from $35
to $1,000 and up.

NOTICE: NEW HOME ADDRESS

LIBERTY DISPLAY FIREWORKS CO.
Hegeler Lane

Site formerly Hegeler Zinc Plant
P. O. Box 683, Danville, Illinois

Phone HI 2-2559. If no answer call Hi 6-6743*

No Payment on any

Ballantyne Speaker

Equipment Until

June, 1961

If You ACT NOW!
BUY NOW / NO MONEY DOWN

PAY LATER / NO CARRYING CHARGES
t

Cash is short during the slack winter
months. But you don’t have to be
caught short of speakers when busi-

ness gets good. With the Ballantyne
Buy Now - Pay Later offer, you can
keep every post filled with a speaker
before the peak season arrives, yet
pay for them after the money has
come in the till.

HERE’S HOW: With no money
down, you may purchase speakers,
junction boxes, amplifiers, or any
needed drive-in theatre equipment for
immediate delivery, then pay in three
equal payments June 10, July 10 and
August 10, 1961 — with no interest or
carrying charges.

This Buy Now - Pay Later offer ap-
plies on any order totalling $500 or
more. $500 is just a minimum; any
amount may be ordered. The speak-
ers will be packed and shipped as soon
as we get your contract.

This offer is good only until Febru-
ary 10, 1961.

Get the facts today —

The low prices will amaze you . . .

Ballanti/nefawpmv^
1712 JACKSON ST. ~ OMAHA. NEBRASKA
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The new Toei Kaikan building, just off the Ginza in the

heart of Central Tokyo, which will house the multiple en-

terprises of Toei Motion Picture Co., Ltd., as well as two
below-street-leyel theatres.

One Building,

Two Theatres,

Both Below Ground Level

East-West Styling in New Japanese Houses

The 1,000-seat Marunouchi Palace Theatre in the basement of the Toei Kaikan building.

Auditorium of the Marunouchi Toei Theatre has a 1,500-seat capacity.

Note the position of the projection booth below the balcony.

Lobby of the Marunouchi Toei Theatre which will regularly show double

features, with weekly changes of new Toei product.

Placing a theatre below the street level is un-
known in the United States, but in many foreign lands this

is not an unusual venture. Even Canada is able to boast of

a below-street-level theatre. Now, from across the Pacific

comes the report that the Toei Motion Picture Co. has just

completed construction of two de luxe theatres, both under-
ground and, strangely enough, both in the same building.

Toei, a major factor in the motion picture industry in the
Orient, erected a seven-story structure in the heart of

central Tokyo, just off the Ginza, which will house its

various enterprises—and they are many.

TWO DE LUXE OPERATIONS

With footage at a premium in Japan, Toei, in planning
its new headquarters, allocated all space above the street

level for offices and then excavated wide and deep below
the surface to accommodate two theatres. Both are de luxe

operations combining the best of the West and the East
in design. The larger of the two theatres, the Marunouchi
Toei, with a seating capacity of 1,500, is operating on a
policy of two new Toei features a week. The second theatre,

the Marunouchi Palace, with 1,000 seats, will show better

American features and other foreign films. A recent long-

run film was UA’s “Gallant Hours,” based on Admiral
Halsey’s Pacific Ocean campaigns against the Japanese
Navy.

Of particular interest to U. S. theatremen will be the

locations given to the projection rooms in the two theatres

—

as shown in the photos on this page. The booth at the

Marunouchi Toei Theatre hangs beneath the balcony, across

the width of the auditorium, while at the Marunouchi
Palace, the booth, somewhat similar in styling, also is

stretched across the width of the house and is cleverly

designed so that it serves as an added smart touch to the

decor of the theatre.

The modern styling of both theatres is an interesting

blend of oriental and occidental architecture and decoration

as shown in the pictures of both auditoriums and the lobby

of the Marunouchi Toei. In the latter, of particular interest

are the marble columns, smart lighting fixtures and paneled
walls with pictures of Japanese movie stars.
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Many Patron Services Win Favor

By CHARLES TAYLOR

One reason for the popularity of

the Sheridan Drive-In Theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y., is the variety of special patron

services offered at this year-round oper-

ation.

The Sheridan ramp boys wash the wind-

shields of all cars so that patrons will have

a clear view of the picture. The theatre

also provides battery charging equipment
for stalled cars and the ramp boys change
tires when a patron has a flat.

Further thought for patron comfort is

shown by the use of a truck with fogging

equipment to rid the area of mosquitoes
and other bugs in summer, and the pro-

vision of 750-watt Electromode in-car

heaters to make cars comfortable in win-
ter. The theatre has had a good crowd,
even with 18 inches of snow on the ground.

COMPLETELY HARDTOPPED

The fact that the theatre area is com-
pletely hardtopped makes for a dustfree

atmosphere and, in winter, snow equip-

ment—including a blower, jeep, tractor

and two trucks—can quickly clear the

drives and ramps of snow.

Special traffic patterns make for easy
entrance and exit. There are stop-and-go
lights on each of the four entrance lanes

and cars drive directly to the boxoffice

window (there are no car hops) . One mile,

blacktop roadways encircle the drive-in,

with red lights 15 feet apart all the way
on both sides. For easy exit, there are red
exit signs and arrows at the end of each
ramp and all ramps are numbered and
illuminated.

wheel, electric merry-go-round, hanging
bars, slides, teeter-totters and no less than
24 swings.

Manager Sidney J. Cohen’s office is lo-

cated above the boxoffice so that he can
keep an eye on the entire operation at all

times.

The Sheridan is located just off Sheridan
Drive in Tonawanda, N.Y. between Buffalo
and Niagara Falls. It is owned and oper-
ated by Irvin Cohen, Sidney J. Cohen,
Harry Seberg and Leonard Steinhorn.

Only 10 and 15-Cent Drinks

Giving the customer a fair return for his

money is the aim behind Cooper Founda-
tion Theatres’ recent return to only ten
and 15-cent drinks in their concessions
operations.

Herman W. Hallberg, the Foundation’s
theatre operating director and purchasing
agent, said that only in some of their the-
atres in Omaha had the 20-cent drinks
been served, but now the ten and 15-cent
drink schedule is effective throughout the
Foundation’s chain.

Hallberg said a dime cup gives the pa-
tron a seven-ounce drink, and the 15-cent
cup, 12 ounces.

The new cups and popcorn containers
are “embossed” with “Cooper Foundation
Theatres.”

NEW!
"PERMANENT

MOLD"

UNIVERSAL
IN-A-CAR

SPEAKER
Here’s greater depth—more sound quality. A new,

more attractive speaker with a better finish at no

increase in price! Special color combinations on

request. Also: Three other model In-a-Car speakers

to choose from.

PORTHOLE BLOWER
for CLEANER PROJECTION

• Keeps Expensive

Equipment Clean.

• For Indoor and

Drive-In Theatres.

• One Model for

ALL Types of

Projectors.

Everything for Your Drive-In!

No matter what you need write, wire

or phone today for full details and

prices on all items.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE MFG. CO.
505 W. 9th Street, HA 1-8006—1-8007, Kansas City, Mo.

Another unusual feature of this 1,700-

car drive-in theatre which was built in

1959 at a cost of more than one-half mil-
lion dollars, is the provision of attractive

booths in the beautiful lOOxlOO-foot, four-
lane concessions building. Patrons may sit

in the booths and watch the picture
(speakers are in the snack bar ceiling)

while they are eating. A juke box in the
snack bar gets quite a play for dancing
when the picture is not on.

SPECIAL RESTROOM FACILITIES

In the adjoining, heated restrooms, walls
are ceramic tile, floors are terrazzo, and
plumbing fixtures number 12 units in the
men’s room and 14 compartments in the
ladies’ room, the latter including kiddy-
sized units.

LONG-LASTING

DEPENDABLE

THEATRE
SEATING

Auditorium and Theatre

Seating to fit every budget.

Send for FREE LITERATURE

IRWIN SEATING COMPANY
1480 BUCHANAN, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

And, to further please the kiddies, the
Sheridan has a beautiful and complete
playground located between the booth and
the concessions building. The all-Miracle
equipment includes an electric ferris

Changeable Letters
Phifer STANDARD or BALLOON

Attraction Boards Avail-

able. Write for Literature

and Prices.

1712 Jackson St. Omaha 2, Nebr.

HARD-TICKET
SPECIALIST

(RESERVED SEATS)

FASTEST DELIVERY
HIGHEST QUALITY

BEST PRICE
• Contact us for your samples and prices. Also

manufacturers of Roll, Machines & Coupon tickets.

NATIONAL TICKET CO.
1564 Broadway New York City 36

Phone: PL 7-1426

MANKO FABRICS CO., INC.

is now located at the new and larger

quarters at 49 W. 38th St., New York

18, N.Y. (Phone: OXford 5-7470)

Our seating division will manufacture to your

specifications a tailored sewn cover made of

heavy-duty NO TARE LEATHERETTE (which

has proven to outlast any other) with sides

made of matching or contrasting corduroy for

only $1.15—guaranteed to fit any standard

seat.

We also feature mohairs, friezes, nylons and

velvets which can be made into sewn covers

at slightly higher prices. These materials are

also sold by the yard and made into pre-cut

squares.
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New International Seats for New York's Criterion

An important phase of the recent $250,000 remodeling and refurbishing of the Criterion Theatre on

Times Square in New York City, was the installation of International's new de luxe theatre chairs.

Shown here are George Hornstein (left) of Joe Hornstein, Inc., reviewing the start of the installation,

with Bill Toney, International sales manager and Tom Fusco, supervising engineer. The Criterion

reopened December 21 for the reserved-seat opening of Columbia's "Pepe."

Improvement Pays . . .

Do It Now!

Key Rings Spur Drink Sales

Youngsters with a yen for carrying keys
snapped up the offer of free key rings
made by Frank Paul, Victoria Theatre,
London, Ontario, Canada, thereby increas-

ing popcorn and soft drink sales and solv-

ing a housekeeping problem.

By signs, the kids were told that if they

returned one empty popcorn box and one
empty soft drink cup they would be given

a peg-top key ring.

According to Paul, “Popcorn and soft

ADLER
LETTERS
ASSURE SELLING IMPACT

FOR YOUR CHANGEABLE SIGNS!

The only complete line of Plastic and Aluminum
letters, from 4" to 31", including "Snap-Lok"

Plastic Letters that won't blow off, won't fall off.

All sizes of Adler Plastic Letters available in

Red, Blue, Green, Opaque Black. For Free Cata-

log of Adler "Third Dimension" Changeable
Letters—Mechanical Letter Changer—Stainless

Steel Frames Glazed with Glass or Plastic—Low-

Cost "Sectionad" Displays—Cast Aluminum
"Mounties" for building identification—write:

ADLER SILHOUETTE LETTER CO.
11843-A W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.

drink sales have increased, the kids no

longer skim the boxes at the screen and

around the theatre, cups are no longer

turned upside down and stamped on. In-

stead, at the end of the show, they bring

them back to the counter, we take the

boxes and cups and tear them up, and give

the kids a key ring. I’m happy and the

cleaning staff is even more so.”

Pfeiff Appointed Technical

Manager Norelco Division

Fred J. Pfeiff was
recently appointed
technical manager of

the Norelco Motion
Picture Division of

North American
Philips Co., Inc.,

Niels Tuxen, general

manager, has an-
nounced. Pfeiff’s im-
mediate responsibili-

ty is with the Norel-

co 70-35mm projec- Fred j pfei ff

tor installations and
service activities, which have been accele-

rated by the appointment of additional

theatre supply dealers to handle the

Norelco line.

LONG EXPERIENCE IN FIELD

For the past five years, Pfeiff was chief

engineer of the Theatre Equipment Di-

vision of Todd-AO Corp., the original dis-

tributors of the Norelco 70-35mm projec-

tor. In that capacity, he supervised over

100 installations of the equipment in the

United States and Canada.

Pfeiff’s experience in the motion picture

field dates back to the early days of

sound, starting with the Acoustic Depart-

ment of the Electrical Research Products

(ERPI-Western Electric) which subse-

quently became the present Altec Service

Co. While with Altec, he was involved in

a wide range of activities, including lab-

oratory control, specialized equipment

production, large screen TV and the in-

troduction of Cinemascope in the United

States and Europe.

Pfeiff is a member of the Audio Engi-

neering Society and the Society of Motion

Picture and Television Engineers.

Reader's Service Bureau Coupon, page 31.

INVENTORY
CLOSE OUT!

Need a Spare, Buy Now -

Worth Far More in Parts Alone!

ARCLAMPS low as $35.50

GENERATORS from $99.50

RECTIFIERS down to $35.00

PROJECTOR MECHS from $79.50

SOUNDHEADS from $25.00

LENSES, all sizes, from $ 9.95

S.O.S CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. C, 602 WEST 52nd ST„ N. Y. 19 - PLaza 7-0440
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about PEOPLE / and PRODUCT
The coveted Valdemar Poulsen Gold

Medal was recently awarded to Charles P.

Ginsburg of Ampex Corp. by the Danish
Academy of Technical Sciences. Gins-
burg, who led the development of the
Videotape television recorder, is the first

native-born American to receive the
award which has been given only six

times since its inception in 1939.

In 1957, Ginsburg was awarded the
David Sarnoff Gold Medal by the Society
of Motion Picture and Television Engi-
neers. That same year, he also received an
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences
“Emmy” awarded Ampex for outstanding
technical achievement. In 1958, he re-

ceived the Vladimir K. Zwcrykin Television

Prize, awarded by the Institute of Radio
Engineers.

A three day meeting of the sales staff

of Crush International’s Fountain Division

was held recently at Evanston, 111., head-
quarters under the leadership of National
Sales Manager Derrill W. Stevenson.
Achievements of 1960 were reviewed and
plans for 1961 disclosed. Mel Turner, dis-

trict representative, Fort Worth, Tex., was
named Man of the Year for outstanding
sales accomplishment, efficient manage-
ment of his territory and service to his

customers and his company.

Fen K. Doscher, vice-president, market-
ing, and director of Lily-Tulip Cup Corp.,
was appointed a director of Keep America
Beautiful, Inc., at the recent seventh an-
nual meeting of the directors and members
in New York City. Keep America Beauti-
ful, Inc., was formed in 1953 as a joint
undertaking of business and industry, na-
tional volunteer service organizations and
government as a means of waging a na-
tionwide fight against litter through public
education.

Dr Pepper syrup sales in November were
up nearly 15 per cent over last year, set-
ting an all-time November record for the
75-year-old company. Fountain syrup
sales in this period gained almost 50 per
cent over the same period in 1959.

BOXOFFICE-MODERN THEATRE:

Send me more information about the products and articles checked on

the reverse side of this coupon.

Nome Position
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Seating or Car Capacity.

Street Number
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HAVE YOU MADE ANY IMPROVEMENTS LATELY?

We’d like to know about them and so would your fellow exhibitors.

If you’ve installed new equipment or made other improvements in your

theatre, send us the details—with photos, if possible. Or if you have

any tips on how to handle some phase of theatre operations, concessions

sales, etc.—faster, easier or better—let other showmen in on them. Send

this material to:

The Editor
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BUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE
First Class Permit No. 874 - Section 34.9 PL&R - Konsos City, Mo.

BOXOFFICE-MODERN THEATRE

boost profits

with relaxing comfort
and easy maintenance

0/Futura

Box office profits go up, mainte-

nance time goes down—thanks to

the comfort and styling of FUTURA
seating. Massive arm rests, padded
back, spring-filled cushion seat of-

fer comfort that brings customers

back. New sloping standards of

ovalized steel permit easy passage

through rows; leave floor clear for

quicker, easier cleaning. Write for

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD . PUBLIC SEATING DIVISION

MENOMINEE, MICHIGAN

• THIS SIDE OUT

825 Van Brunt Blvd.

KANSAS CITY 24, MO.
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Teen Beat Magazine and Fan Club Lead Promotion for Blues'

A "G.I. Blues'' promotion flying squad assembled on the stage of the Towne Theatre in Milwaukee

by Manager Joe Reynolds! All contributed to publicizing the Elvis Presley picture, which at this

writing was in its third week at the Towne. Left to right: Sergeant Haggerty, a recruiting officer;

Ed Huffman, RCA Records, Ken Vogt, radio station WRIT; Dixie Lee Filipiak of Fond Du Lac, presi-

dent of the Elvis Presley Fan Club of Wisconsin; Joe Botsford, Milwaukee Sentinel staffer voted

honorary reporter for 1960 by the fan club; Joan Snyder, state copresident of the club; Dick Weis,

editor of the Teen Beat magazine; Henry Ehrlick, Paramount publicist, and Joe Reynolds, Towne
manager.

Radio Stations, Recruiting

Officers, and School Editors

Also Join Campaign Flying

Squad at Milwaukee
A state Elvis Presley fan club, radio,

school editors, a Teen Beat magazine and
recruiting officers formed a busy team
which alerted thousands in the Milwau-
kee area to the showing of “G.I. Blues” at

the Towne Theatre. Joe Reynolds, mana-
ger, saw to it that the above groups had
something important to contribute to over-

all film promotion with overflow benefits

to themselves.
To Teen Beat magazine went the honor

of hosting a preview of the film which
marks idol Elvis’ return to the screen after

his Army stint. All invitations were sent
over the signature of Dick Weis, publisher

of Teen Beat. They were mailed to the
high school editors and to a selected list

of other young persons. The magazine
played up the film and “its” screening.

DEEJAY HELPS HIM
Reynolds lined up Ken Vogt, deejay of

radio station WRIT of Milwaukee, and
deejays from several other stations in the
state to rejuvenate the Wisconsin Elvis

Presley Kats and Kittens Fan Club. They
contacted Dixie Lee Filipiak, RFD 3, the
president of the state club, and Joan
Snyder, RFD 4, copresident, both of Fond
du Lac, and sent out several thousand
Presley Kats and Kittens Fan Club “In-
formation Sheets” soliciting members.
The girls were invited to attend the

“G.I. Blues” preview, and appear on the
Towne stage to present Presley fan club
certificates to Joe Botsford, Milwaukee
Sentinel staffer who was chosen the hon-
orary newspaper reporter for the club for

1960, and to Rick Priebe of WAPL, Apple-
ton, as honorary deejay.

PRESLEY CONTESTS ON AIR

Radio stations WRIT and WOKY con-
ducted Presley contests. From November 9

through November 20, young WRIT listen-

ers were asked to answer, “I am still an
Elvis Presley fan because . . in 25 words
or less. The first ten finishers received the
latest Presley album plus two tickets to

“G.I. Blues.” The second ten finishers re-
ceived the latest Presley “single” record-
ing plus two tickets. Ten contest an-
nouncements went out daily for 12 days,

with mention of the film opening at the

Towne.
WRIT also featured “G.I. Blues” as the

Movie of the Week on its Coca-Cola Hi-Fi
Club program, which features deejay Vogt,
who recommended that all his listeners see

the film at the Towne.
WOKY conducted a November 7-18 con-

test on “What I like best about Elvis Pres-
ley since he returned from the Army . . .,”

giving it ten promotional spots a day. This
contest had an added gimmick appealing
to nearly everybody’s secret desire to be on
the radio. The five winners were brought
to the studio where they met the WOKY
deejay and, with him, personally recorded
part of a “G.I. Blues” commercial. The
winners also were treated to a dinner at
the Mayfair restaurant.
At this dinner, Dixie Lee Filipiak and

Joan Snyder, and others who figured in

the promotions, were guests.

Pepsi-Cola plugged “G.I. Blues” in 180
announcements it arranged on WOKY in

behalf of the Pepsi-Cola All Star Party on
November 20. Reynolds supplied 100 tickets

to the film to give away at the affair, at-
tended by more than 2,500 young folk.

Naturally, Reynolds had a schedule of

paid spots on both WOKY and WRIT, and
the three other Milwaukee stations.

DISTRIBUTOR GIVES PRIZES
The Taylor Electric Co., distributor of

RCA products, passed out sheets to all at

the preview, inviting them to answer five

questions about Presley and make a pre-
diction on his future. Presley soundtrack
albums were awarded to the best reviews,

and invitations to the dinner at the May-
fair.

Several military groups, including the
recruiting office, cooperated.

New Theatre Slogan
B. E. Smiley, manager of the Center

Theatre in Winston-Salem, N. C., has
adopted a new slogan for use on all ad-
vertising, newspaper, radio and heralds:

“Movies at the Center Theatre . . . Always
the Biggest Entertainment Value.”

Union Rents Two Theatres

Harry Goldsmith got Local 686 UAW-
CIO to sponsor a Christmas kiddy show
at both the Palace and Rialto theatres in

Lockport, N. Y., on Friday the 23rd.
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A 75-foot float on which was mounted a space rocket, torpedoes, various artillery shells and other

ammunition helped sell tickets to "I Aim at the Stars" at the Baker Theatre in Dover, Del. Manager
0. Schoepe contacted the public relations department of Picatinny Arsenal, which saw to it that

the float was in front of the theatre for the entire playdate, all day and evening. Uniformed experts

explained the rocket machinery, etc.

Special Kiddy Tickets
For Teachers as Gifts
Good for some extra cash just prior to

Christmas was a promotion put over by
Ed Farmer, manager of the Ayers Theatre
in Corpus Christi, Tex. He got notices,

printed on Corpus Christi Theatres letter-

heads, on bulletin boards in all schools,

which read:

NOTICE TO ALL TEACHERS AND/OR ROOM
MOTHERS:

In answer to many requests from teachers to

purchase theotre tickets for their students for

Christmas, the Ayers Theatre is offering a

specially printed Christmas Greetings Ticket

good for one child's admission for only 15g

each . . . these tickets good for one admission

any time between December 20 and Jonuary

20. The regular admission is 25c and 35<.

These tickets may be purchased by teachers

or room mothers at the Ayers Theatre Box-

office—or by mail.

The notices were signed by Farmer.
The special tickets, approximately 4x2 y2

inches, were headed “Christmas Greet-
ings,” and had blank spaces for signatures
by the teacher and the theatre. Each
ticket admitted one child at a Saturday
kiddy show or any matinee from Decem-
ber 20 to January 20.

Lots of Time in Displays!
To sell “Time Machine,” Jim LaFarr

of the Seneca Theatre in Salamanca,
N. Y., had a very eye-catching display of
clocks in a local jewelry store; also a
similar one in the lobby. Both displays had
appropriate tiein cards. A special front
was put up with a three -sheet cutout
from the picture and a large sign like a
clock hung from the marquee with this

copy, “Time Waits for No One! But You
Can See, etc.”

Recruiting Plugs on Circular
One side of a 7xl0y2-inch circular put

out by Jack Detruf, manager for Manos
Enterprises in Latrobe, Pa., contained
Army recruiting service promotion ma-
terial. Detrufs support of Army recruiting

recently was recognized when he received

an official Army citation.

Thrills in 'Song'
Robert L. Howell, manager of the Palace

Theatre in Norwich, Conn., ran an en-
dorsement-type ad in the Norwich Bulletin

for “Song Without End.” The copy: “A
Note from the Manager—Wednesday eve-
ning, I sat for two hours completely en-
thralled by the music and acting presented
in ‘Song Without End.’ This is a ‘once-in-

a-while’ picture. I am confident that
everyone who sees this picture will be as
thrilled as I was!”

Successful Gimmick!
Kenneth Prentiss, manager of the Levit-

town <N. Y.) Theatre, passes on a “little

gimmick” which he has found very suc-
cessful. Each week he checks real estate

agents to get the names and addresses of

people who have moved into the area, as

well as of the new home owners, and
sends them a pass to the theatre. “We
have had wonderful success with this,”

Prentiss comments.

Urged Midnight Attendance
The Balaban & Katz circuit of Chicago

revived a promotion of past years in be-
half of its New Year’s Eve shows. Special

advertising encouraged family attendance
at the midnighter at no price increase.

Illustrated herewith is

the tieup made with

the Associated Food

Stores of New York in

behalf of "The Grass

Is Greener." Shown

are the top and bottom

of a page ad, one

side of a spread,

which appeared in

the Ne
(

w York Post.

The same deal

appeared in Associated

ads in the Mirror,

Journal American,

Newsday and Long

Island Press. Note

the coupon at the

bottom.
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Stars of Tomorrow

In Lobby Displays
A distinctive Stars of Tomorrow display,

aimed to get patrons to know young film
players by sight and thus create greater
interest in their performances in new
pictures, is being featured in three thea-
tres of the Pittman circuit in New Orleans,
Baton Rouge and Lake Charles, La.
Rudolph Bosch sr., manager of the Tiger

in New Orleans who is generally known as
Uncle Rudy by youngsters and their par-
ents in the Tiger neighborhood, gave his
idea careful consideration for weeks be-
fore presenting it to his boss, Earl Perry,
general manager of Pittman Theatres.
Six 11x14 photos of young stars are fea-

tured in an eye-catching arrangement at

a time, each set of six remaining as long as
the public shows interest, after which they
are moved to another theatre. The display
is in the form of a crescent, with
“STARS OF TOMORROW” across
the top in silver letters. The background is

black, sprinkled with brilliant, multi-
colored decorative powder, which sparkles

and glimmers under an overhead spotlight.

Perry helped Bosch obtain 11x14 photos
of young stars from the studio publicity
and advertising heads. Approximately 40
pictures were thus supplied. Much interest
has been shown in the displays at all three
theatres. The young stars being pictured in

the displays follow (their names and studio
affiliation are given in the display’s pic-

ture captions) :

George Peppard Millie Perkins
James Douglas Luciano Paluzzi
Joyce Taylor Martha Hyer

Edd "Kookie" BrynesLuana Patten
Jim Hutton Diane McBain
Margo Moore Andra Martin
George Hamilton Will Hutchins
N'ancy Walters Sharon Hugueny
Linda Hutchins Efrem Zimbalist jr.

Stephen Boyd Gardner McKay
Anthony Hall Robert Conrad
Bill Smith Troy Donahue
Maggie Pierce Angie Dickinson
Paula Prentiss Carol Christensen
Yvette Mimieux Barbara Eden
John Saxon Gary Crosby
Sandra Dee Michael David
John Gavin Diane Baker
Ward Ramsey Elana Eden
Dwayne Hickman Connie Stevens

'Lovers' Is Restricted
Brooks LeWitt, operator of the Berlin

(Conn.) Drive-In, advertised “Restricted

to Adults!” during “Sons and Lovers.”

Copy: “See a young man’s first experience
with the mystery of a woman in ‘Sons and
Lovers’ by the author of ‘Lady Chatterley’s

Lover.’ ”
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Texas-Alaska War' Heats Up Campaign for North to Alaska'

The natural variety being unavailable at the time. Manager Al Camillo of the west side Tower

Theatre in Milwaukee had the Wisconsin Coal & Ice Co. haul two tons of shaved ice for this display

in front of the theatre for his first run of "North to Alaska." The polar bear is stuffed.

Neighborhood Manager Gives Alaska'

First Run an Impressive Promotion
“North to Alaska” opened first run at

the west side Tower Theatre, following an
impressive campaign, and went on to hang
up a fine holdover run (.at least four

weeks) . The Tower is in Milwaukee.
The Downer and Times, also neighbor-

hood houses, have been doing well with
foreign first runs, but the Tower “North
to Alaska” showing was one of the first

domestic releases to pass up the congested
downtown theatres and open in a neigh-
borhood.

Al Camillo, Tower manager who is an
old hand at promotions, gave “Alaska”
a first-run campaign, in which he made
many a phone call and numerous personal
contacts, did plenty of chasing and burned
some midnight oil. The time and effort

that went into the project can be ap-
preciated by glancing at Camillo’s work
sheet. Here it is:

1. Dr. Ritzenthaler of the Milwaukee
public museum lined up to provide Alaskan
exhibits from the museum, for “atmos-
phere” in the rented store next door to

the theatre.

2. Eskimo family, complete with dogsled
team of huskies hired for two days.

3. Arrangements completed with Father
Drabinowicz, pastor of SS Cyril’s Church,
who agreed to allow his school grounds
to be used for exhibiting the Eskimo fam-
ily and dog team to plug the picture. To
further cooperate, the kindly priest said

he would even pull a fire drill, so that all

the pupils would be certain to have an
opportunity to witness the spectacle.

4. Station WOKY—interview and play-
back with governor of Alaska.

5. Huskie contest—two dogs given away
free.

6. Merchants tiein with streamers, ban-
ners, giveaways, plugging film.

7. Eskimo family tours city, radio, TV
and newspapers.

8. Tiein with Columbia Records—lobby
display.

9. To the first 100 patrons, a record
free.

10. Total of 3,000 comics (promoted)
given away free to youngsters.

11. Taped announcements by disc jock-

eys.

12. Had the Wisconsin Ice & Coal Co.

donate two tons of ice to form a snowpile

in front of the theatre.

13. All-expense free trip to Alaska award
(big incentive for patrons).

14. Prize (promoted) to patron purchas-
ing first ticket.

15. Complete tiein with radio, TV, and
newspapers.

Since the theatre was given a renovating
treatment, with an all new lobby, front

and boxoffice, the sendoff was terrific; a
small orchestra out beside the boxoffice

rendered the fanfare.

Amazing grosses for the 4th straight

week at the Tower has given other exhibi-

tors in the outlying areas the inclination

to think in terms of first runs for their

houses as well.

Bob Tyrrell Gives Prizes
Robert Tyrrell, Lockwood & Gordon’s

Plaza at Windsor, Conn., promoted prizes

from the Liberty Stores for a kiddy
matinee, which featured “The Seven Little

Foys” and cartoons and comedy novelties.

Texas Showman Sends Letter

To Fairbanks and Stirs Up

Almost Month of Publicity

There’s no telling what will happen
when you send a jestful letter to Alaska, as
a reporter in the Wichita Falls, Tex.,
Times, observes. But when a theatreman
sends it, in this case Fred McHam, man-
ager of the Strand Theatre in Wichita
Falls, the result can be and was right
down his alley—about a month of publicity
for his upcoming screen attraction, “North
to Alaska.”

HELP IN A HEADLINE
“WICHITAN’S JIBE HEATS UP

ALASKA,” was the headline on one of the
Times’ articles recounting the “civil war”
that sprung up between the Texas and
Alaskans as a result of the letter Manager
McHam sent to the Fairbanks Chamber
of Commerce. McHam jokingly quizzed the
Fairbanks promoter by asking, “Why would
anyone want to go to Alaska when they
could come to Texas?”
McHam said the most he anticipated in

retaliation was a telegram. Instead he got
a conference telephone call shortly after

10 o’clock one Friday night from several

Fairbanks officials, including the mayor
and chamber president. The gist of the
35-minute call (it was paid) was a snow-
melting challenge that Alaska is not only
bigger than Texas, but considerably better,

the Times reporter relates.

This and other articles in a similar

vein, plus the receipt from the Fairbanks
group of a 60-pound Alaska “minnow” (a

salmon) ; photos in the newspapers, one
of which showed a pretty 18-year-old,
Miss Wichita Falls, in a bathing suit posing
with the Alaskan “minnow”; plus a procla-
mation by the Wichita Falls mayor “an-
nexing” Fairbanks; an exchange of “in-

sults” in telegrams, etc.—all this made in-

teresting reading and excellent promotion
for “North to Alaska.”

PUSHES NATIONAL CONTEST
McHam also pushed the national contest

for a vacation to Alaska via air jet, had
two contests on the radio in which 50 rec-

ords of the film song were given away,
and used saturation radio spots and 12

one-minute TV plugs. The TV also had
news shots of the Alaskan “minnow” in

the Strand lobby.

There also was a six-week deal with the

newspaper for a want ad co-op . . . the

theatre gave ten passes a day for persons
whose names were scattered through the

classified ads, in return for very generous
want ad space on the picture.

High for All to See
When “Let’s Make Love” played at the

Strand, Odgensburg, N. Y., Allan Heatley
used a 24-sheet cutout of Marilyn Monroe,
mounted on a large display board. Al-

though high winds prevented hanging this

from the top of the building, he did dis-

play it at the main corner of the theatre

building where it got plenty of attention.
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Develops Successful Small-Town

Approach To Porgy and Bess'

High School Sponsorship Brings Tues.-Wed.

Capacity Dates in Missouri, Kansas Towns

In Gallatin, Mo. (population 1300), a
capacity audience filled the Courter The-
atre on a recent Tuesday and Wednesday
showing of “Porgy and Bess,” with the
high school band playing and the leading
folks in town in the audience for the per-
formance.

SECOND CAPACITY DATE
The following week, the Dixie Theatre in

Odessa, Mo. (population 1900), played the
same picture to Tuesday-Wednesday night
capacity, and again the performance was
presented in an atmosphere of civic pride.

These successful engagements of a pic-

ture based on a Negro folk opera and one
generally pegged by small-town exhibitoi’s

as one which “just won’t go in my town”
are typical of more than a dozen which
have played Kansas and Missouri theatres
in the last couple of weeks under a civic-

participation approach created by Gene
Snitz, a Columbia salesman working out
of the Kansas City exchange.

Snitz, armed with a pressbook and an
impressive array of material to substan-
tiate his sales pitch, started making the
rounds of small-town exhibitors in his ter-

ritory in early November to persuade them
that small-towners would support the pic-

ture if it was presented to them in the
proper manner. Make it a community
event, he told the exhibitors. Sell it as
something special, and let a community
organization sponsor the performances.

Skeptical exhibitors were told they had
nothing to lose. The picture could be
booked on a Tuesday-Wednesday, when
small-town business generally was at a low
point or the theatre was closed. They
would get their regular admission price,

and virtually all of the ticket selling would
be taken off their hands.

What can make this date a sucess, Snitz
said, is getting a civic group or a high
school organization to act as sponsor. In
Gallatin, all it took was a trip to the high
school where the proposal was presented
to the high school principal and the direc-
tor of the band. All the theatre wanted, the
authorities were told, was the usual admis-
sion price; the school could charge as
much more as it desired.

BAND TAKES OVER
The band voted to take over the two-

day attraction, with the price set at 75
cents, 15 cents over the regular admission.
The kids scoured the town selling tickets.

The Gallatin North Missourian gave the
event front-page promotion, and an exhib-
itor in a town 20 miles away who had
turned down a similar offer discovered his
homefolks were over in Gallatin the night
of the show.

The band played in front of the theatre

before the show and gave an intermission
concert. The kids cleared more than $100.

The theatre owners got capacity Tues-
day-Wednesday night business, and the
home towners enjoyed a top picture.

To date, this approach has never failed

to earn less than $100 for the sponsoring
organization. The prices vary. In Odessa,
Mo., the PTA sponsored the showing and
charged $1.00. The formula has been so

successful that other exchanges are going
to introduce the Kansas City plan to sell

the picture.

This approach also gives the small towns
a “touch of Hollywood,” because the film

salesman becomes the official representa-
tive of the motion picture industry. The
townsfolk feel honored that a film industry
representative has personally approached
them on a joint project.

A RECOMMENDED PLAN
Snitz has established this recommended

procedure for the “Porgy and Bess” spon-
sorship plan.

Step 1—Discuss the entire plan with the
band master who will in turn coordinate

his or her plans with the school super-
intendent.

Step 2—We recommend the band master
or superintendent as the party to formu-
late plans for the handling of ticket sales

through the Band Mothers Group or

Booster Club Group, these organizations

to carry full responsibility for assignment
of members to solicit various organizations

such as cultural and civic groups, Lions
Clubs, Kiwanis, American Legion, etc.

Step 3—Ticket sales among students to

be confined to band members exclusively.

Step 4—Communicate with the local

newspaper editor for proper publicity, em-
phasizing the sponsored show as a civic

project.

Step 5—Solicit the local record shop and
make effort to secure as a donation, one
or two “Porgy and Bess” sound track al-

bums. These are to be awarded to the boy
and (or) girl band member who sell high-

est number of tickets.

Step 6—Arrange with the band master
for the high school band to perform in

front of theatre prior to starting time of

picture. (Banners, posters, etc., to be used

or displayed at band master’s discretion.)

If the town has an established cash give-

away or merchants night, it is recom-
mended that the band perform in the

downtown areas, after which the instru-

ments may be stored in theatre and the

band members be assigned to an “on the

street” solicitation among shoppers and
townspeople.

Step 7—After an agreement of admis-
sion price, tickets are to be printed and

— 8 —

FALL T&^ FESTIVAL

Arkansas Amusement Theatres, subsidiary of Row-

ley United, informed newspaper readers in the Little

Rock area of some of the exciting screen attrac-

tions for the new season in this six-column, eight-

inch Fall Theatre Festival off-theatre page ad.

The layout, prepared by James F. Thames, adver-

tising-publicity manager, proclaims, “Never, but

never, has there been such a fine array of attrac-

tions at this time of the year."

properly numbered.
Step 8—Arrange to have flashlight

photos made of band activities in front of

theatre, street marching, etc., showing
crowd entering theatre, also lobby photos
of townspeople during intermission.

USE A STUDY GUIDE
The smalltown theatremen also have

been introducing the Study Guide for

“Porgy and Bess” as an inducement to

sponsorship, by showing that a study of

the picture can be made part of classroom
work. They also have found that it is

helpful to arm themselves with the en-
dorsements given to the picture by the

Film Estimates Board of National Organ-
izations (for young people and young ma-
ture people) and the A-2 rating given the

picture by the Legion of Decency.
Forty small-towns in the two-state have

either played the picture on this basis

or have scheduled it for early dates.

Charles Tolis Keeps His

Civic Contacts Strong
Following the premise that he who is

active in pursuit of a goal eventually

reaches it, R. Charles Tolis, who has the

Meriden (Conn.) Theatre and the Newing-
ton in the city of that name, is prominent
in community programs, particularly in

those involving youth and group service.

“You’ve got to blend yourself into the

community, not maintain a selfish, stand-

offishness that gets you and your theatre

nowhere,” he said.

Tolis concentrates on the Boy Scouts

and the Meriden Civitan Club. At the

same time he puts on a full program of

promotions at the theatre. For “Sunrise

at Campobello,” he departed from the

conventional a bit and included scene

mats in his display ads, “just to show the

patrons it is a story of a special person;

in this instance, of course, the late great

Franklin Delano Roosevelt.” The opening
night was advertised and handled as a
“premiere performance,” one showing at

8 p.m. with admittance by invitation only,

mostly civic, church and business leaders.

After the show, all were given comment
cards to express their opinions.

Tolis had an adequate display at the li-

brary, since there have been many books
written about FDR.
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An Interpretative analysis ot lay and tradepress reviews. Running time Is In parentheses. Th«
plus and minus signs Indicate degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews, updated regularly.
This department also serves as an ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feature releases. © is for
CinemaScope; ® VistaVision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Regalscope; ® Technirama.
Symbol O denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. For listings by
company In the order of release, see FEATURE CHART.

Review digest
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX

ft Very Good; + Good; — Fair; — Poor; — Very Poor, In the summary t4 is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses.
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2473 ©Alamo, The (162) Todd-AO

Historical Drama UA 10-31-60 ft

2442 ©All the Fine Young Cannibals

(122) © Drama MGM
2477 All the Young Men (86) Dr Col

2443 ©Amazing Mr. Teas, The (70)

Novelty Pad Prod. -SR

2457 Angel Wore Red, The (99) Dr MGM
2489 Angry Silence, The (95)

2428 Apartment, The (125)

Panavision Com-Dr. UA
2452 As the Sea Rages (74) Dr Col

7-

18-60 ft

8- 8-60 +

7-18-60 =
9- 5-60 ±

Dr Valiant 12-26-60 ft

6- 6-60 -H-

2429 ©Baft tie in Outer Space (90) Tohoscope,

Science-Fiction (English-dubbed) Col 6-13-60 +
2422 Battle of the Sexes, The

(88) Comedy Cont'l 5-16-60 ft

2441 Bellboy, The (72) Farce Para 7-18-60 +
2433 ©Bells Are Ringing (127) © Mus. MGM 6-20-60 ff

2382 ©Ben-Hur (212) Camera 65

Biblical Drama MGM 11-30-59 ff

2453 ©Between Time and Eternity

(98) Dr U-l 8-22-60 ±
2458 Beyond the Time Barrier (75) SF..AIP 9- 5-60 ±
2455 Big Time Operator, The

(80) Comedy Times 8-29-60 +
2429 Bluebeard's Ten Honeymoons (82) Cr. AA 6-13-60 +
2461 Boy Who Stole a Million, The

(64) Comedy-Drama Para 9-19-60 ff

2426 Breakout (99) War Dr Cont'l 5-30-60 ±
2474 ©Breath of Scandal, A

(98) Comedy . Para 10-31-60 +
2424 ©Brides of Dracula, The

(85) Horror Dr U-l 5-23-60 ff

2473 ©Butterfield 8 (109) © Drama.. MGM 10-31-60 ff

2438 Cage of Evil (70) Crime UA 7- 4-60 +
2407 ©Can-Can (131)

Todd-AO Musical 20th-Fox 3-21-60 ff

2448 ©Captain’s Table, The (90)

Comedy 20th-Fox 8- 8-60 ff

2408 Carry On, Nurse (89) Farce. ... Governor 3-21-60 ff

2483 Caltiki, the Immortal Monster

(76) Sc.-F’n AA 12- 5-60 ±
2433 ©Chartroose Caboose, The (75)

Panavision Comedy U-l 6-20-60 4-

2482 CinderFella (88) Comedy Para 11-28-60 ff
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2423 ©Circus of Horrors (89) Horror Dr. AIP 5-23-60 ff

2474 College Confidential (90) Melo U-l 10-31-60 ±
2437 Come Back, Africa (90)

Social Documentary Dr Rogosin 7- 4-60 ff

2456 Come Dance With Me!

Comedy- Mystery Kingsley-Union 8-29-60 -f

2487 Crazy for Love (80) Com Ellis 12-19-60 ±
2455 ©Crowded Sky, The (105) Dr WB 8-29-60 -f
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2464 ©Dark at the Top of the Stairs,

The (124) Drama WB 9-26-60 ff

2486 Date Bait (71) Melo Filmgroup 12-12-60 ±
2446 Day They Robbed the Bank

of England, The (84) Cr. Dr MGM 8- 1-60 +
2462 Desire in the Dust (105) © Dr. 20th-Fox 9-19-60 ff

2430 ©Dinosaurus (85) © Sc.-Fct’n ....U-l 6-13-60 +
2484 Dog, a Mouse and a Sputnik, A
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2448 ©For the Love of Mike (87)

© Com. Dr 20th-Fox

2461©For Members Only (85) Novelty. . . SR

2483 Four Desperate Men (105) Melo. . .Cont’l

2471 48 Hours to Live (86)

Melodrama Cinema Assoc-SR

2464 ©Freckles (84) © Outdoor 20th-Fox

2441 ©From the Terrace (144) ©
Drama 20th-Fox

2472 ©G. I. Blues (104) com/Mus Para

2459 Girl in Lovers Lane, The

(78) Melodrama Filmgroup

2490 ©Goliath and the Dragon (90)

2457 Good Girls Beware (80) Melodr. UMPO
2486 ©Grass Is Greener, The

2446 ©Green Carnation, The (128) ® Dr.

(Reviewed as “The Trials of Oscar
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2488 Hand in Hand (75) Dr Col

2430 ©Hannibal (103) SuperCinescope His-

torical Spectacle (English-dubbed) WB
2424 ©Head of a Tyrant (94) Totalscope

Drama (English-dubbed) U-l

2475 ©Heaven on Earth (84)

Documentary Drama JB-SR

2473 Hell Is a City (96) Action Col

2447 Hell to Eternity (132) Dr AA

2427 ©Hercules Unchained

(101) © Adv. (English-dubbed) WB
2487 ©Herod the Great (93) ®

Costume Spectacle AA

2478 Heroes Die Young (76) Melodrama. .AA

2457 ©Hideout in the Sun (72)

Nudist drama Astor

2454 High-Powered Rifle, The

(60) Action 20th-Fox

2486 High School Caesar (72) Helo. Filmgroup

2464 ©High Time (103) © Com/Mus 20th-Fox

2435 ©House of Usher, The (80) © Ho. .AIP

2459 I Aim at the Stars (107)

Biographical Drama Col

2436 ©Ice Palace (143) Drama WB
2444 ©Idiot, The (122) Dostoievsky classic

(English-dubbed) 20th- Fox

2427 I’m All Right, Jack (105) Comedy.. Col

2442 Inherit the Wind (126) Drama UA

2467 It Happened in Broad Daylight

(97) Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) Cont’l

2440 ©It Started in Naples

(100) ® Comedy Para

2481 Jazz Boat (96) © Dr/Music Col 11-28-60 +
2432 ©Jazz on a Summer's Day (85)

Musical Documentary Union 6-13-60 ±
2479 ©Journey to the Lost City

(90) © Adv. Drama AIP 11-21-60 +
2452 ©Jungle Cat (70) Documentary BV 8-22-60 +
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2471 Kill Me Tomorrow (80) Melodr Tudor 10-24-60 + 1+
2466 Key Witness (81) © Drama MGM 10- 3-60 + ff + + ± + + 8+1—

'L 1 1

2434 ©Last Days of Pompeii, The (103) Super

Totalscope, Hi. Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) UA 6-20-60 + ± + ff rfc — + 7+3—
2466 ©Last Woman on Earth, The (71)

Melodrama Filmgroup 10- 3-60 + — 1+1—
2482 Left, Right and Center (90)

Comedy BCG Films-SR 11-28-60 ff 2+
2476 ©Legions of the Nile (91) ©

Action Spectacle 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 :± — — ± = — 2+7—
2465 Let No Man Write My Epitaph

(106) Drama Col 10- 3-60 ff ± + ff + + ff 10+1-
2458 ©Let’s Make Love (118) ©

Comedy/Music 20th-Fox 9- 5-60 ff ff ff ff + ff ff 13+
2465 Little Shop of Horrors, The (70)

Horror Comedy Filmgroup 10- 3-60 + 1+
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2439y©Lost World, The (9S) ©
Science-Fiction 20th-Fox 7-11-60 +

2453 Louisiana Hussy (SO) Melodr Howco S-22-60 ±
2449 Lucrezia Borgia (S3) Melo Vog SR 8-15-60 ±

- M
2454 Ma Barker's Killer Brood (S9)

Crime Dr Filmservice-SR S-22-60 —
24S9 Magdalena (76) Melodrama SR 12-26-60 ±
246S ©Magnificent Seven, The (12S)

Outdoor Dr. (Panavision) UA 10-10-60 -ft

2431 Man in a Cocked Hat (S7)

Comedy Show Corp. of Amer. 6-13-60 +
2452 Man Who Wouldn't Talk, The (97)

Mystery Drama Show Corp. 8-22-60 +
24S4 ©Marriage-Go-Round, The

(99) © Comedy 20th-Fox 12- 5-60 +
2469 ©Midnight Lace (108) Dr U-l 10-17-60 +f
2443 Missile From Hell (82) Dr NTA 7-18-60 ±
2444 Model for Murder (75) Cr Cin. Assoc 7-18-60 ±
2438 Murder, Inc. (103) © Crime. 20th-Fox 7-4-60+
2421 My Dog, Buddy (76) Dr Col 5-16-60 +

—N—

-

2463 Naked and the Wicked, The

(90) Melodrama (Eng-dubbed) . .SR 9-26-60 +
2470 Natchez Trace (SO) Adv.. . Panorama-SR 10-17-60 +
2470 Never On Sunday (97) Com-Dr. Lopert-UA 10-17-60 ++
2435 ©Next to No Time (93) Com. Show Corp. 6-27-60 ±
2462 Night Fighters, The (85) Dr UA 9-19-60 +
2447 Night of Love (93) Melodr Howco 8- 8-60 ±
2450 ©Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (108)

Totalscope His. Dr Col 8-15-60 ±
2423 Noose for a Gunman (69) Western. . UA 5-23-60 ±
2478 ©North to Alaska (122) ©

Action Comedy 20th-Fox 11-14-60 -+

2451 ^©Ocean's 11 (128) © Com-Dr... WB 8-22-60 +1-

2450 ©One Foot in Hell (89)

©Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox 8-15-60 +
2445 Oscar Wilde (96) Dr Four City Ent 8- 1-60 +

—P—
2417 Pay or Die (110) Dr AA 5- 2-60 ++
2422 Platinum High School (93) Dr MGM 5-16-60 ±
2469 Please Turn Over (86) Farce Col 10-17-60 +
2477 Plunderers, The (94) Adv. Dr AA 11-14-60 +
2416 U©Pollyanna (134) Com. Dr BV 4-18-60 ++
2436 ©Portrait in Black (111) Dr U-l 6-27-60 ++
2477 Price of Silence, The (72)

Melodrama Exclusive-SR 11-14-60 +
2431 Prime Time, The (76) Dr. Essanjay-SR 6-13-60 ±
2420 ©Prisoner of the Volga (92) Totalscope

Spectacle Dr. (English-dubbed) ..Para 5- 9-60 +
2414 Private Property (79) Dr. Citation 4-11-60 +
2440 Psycho (109) Suspense Drama .... Para 7-11-60 ++

—R—
2420 ©Rat Race, The (105) Comedy Para 5- 9-60 ++
2419 Raymie (73) Drama AA 5- 9-60 +
2454 Rebel Girls (70) Action Luzon-SR 8-22-60 +
2490 ©Ritual of Love, The (72)

Documentary Pacemaker-SR 12-26-60 +
2432 Rosemary (105) Drama F-A-W 6-13-60 +
2485 ©Royal Ballet (131) Ballet Lopert 12-12-60 +f

2460 Runaway (76) Melodrama Group 9 9-12-60 +

2468 ©Santa Claus (94) Fantasy/Music

(English-dubbed) Murray-SR 10-10-60 ±
2451 Savage Eye, The (67) Semidocumentary

Drama Trans-Lux-Kingsley 8-22-60 ++

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (110)

© Adv. Dr Para 9-26-60 ++

2432 School for Love (76) Dr NTA 6-13-60 ±
2456 School for Scoundrels (94)

Comedy Cont'l 8-29-60 +
2476 ©Secret of the Purple Reef (80) ©

Action Drama 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ±
2467 ©September Storm (99) Action

(Stereovision) 20th-Fox 10-10-60 ±
2415 ©Sergeant Rutledge (11) Dr WB 4-18-60 ++

2460 ©Seven Ways From Sundown

(87) Western U-l 9-12-60 +
2474 Sex Kittens Go to College

(93) Comedy AA 10-31-60 +
2475 Shakedown, The (91) Action U-l 11- 7-60 +
2472 She Walks by Night (85) Melo. Woolner 10-24-60 +
2455 Sin & Desire (77) Dr Atlantis 8-29-60 +
2479 Sinners of Paris (81) Melodr Ellis 11-21-60 +

++ + ++ + + ± 9+2—
1+1—
1+1—

1-
1+1-

ft Ft ++ + + ++ 12+
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1+
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++ + + + + 7+

— - 2+3-
+ + 3+1-

1+
1+
1+

2480 Squad Car (60) Melodrama 20th- Fox 11-21-60 ±
2420 Ski Troop Attack (65) Drama. . Filgroup 5- 9-60 ±
2380 ©Snow Queen, The (70) An U-l 11-23-59 ++

2390 ©Solomon and Sheba (139) Super

Technirama-70 Biblical Sp UA 1-11-60 +
2439 Sons and Lovers (103) © Dr. . . 20th-Fox 7-11-60 ++

2440 ©Song Without End (142) ©
Drama/Music Col 7-11-60 ++

2438 S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac U-l 7- 4-60 ++

2470 ©Spartacus (189) Super Technirama-70

Adventure Spectacle U-l 10-17-60 ++

2485 Spring Affair (69) Comedy SR 12-12-60 ±
2437 Stop! Look & Laugh! (78) Com... Col 7-4-60 +
2434 ©Story of Ruth, The (131) ©

Biblical Drama 20th-Fox 6-20-60 ++

2426 ©Strangers When We Meet

(117) © Dr Col 5-30-60 +
2437 ©Subterraneans, The (89) © Dr. ..MGM 7- 4-60 +
2423 Stranglers of Bombay

(81) © Dr Col 5-23-60 +
2445 Studs Lonigan (103) Dr UA 8- 1-60 ++

2476 ©Sundowners, The (133) Dr WB 11- 7-60 ++

2466 ^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) Drama WB 10- 3-60 ++-

2467 Surprise Package (100) Comedy. .. .Col 10-10-60 ++

2477 ©Swiss Family Robinson (128)

Adv. Classic, Panavision BV 11-14-60 ++

2488 ©Sword and the Dragon (83)

Folklore Spectacle Valiant 12-19-60 +

—T—
2399 Tall Story (91) Comedy WB 2-15-60 ++

2430©Tarzan the Magnificent (88) Adv. ..Para 6-13-60 +
2465 ©Ten Who Dared (92) Adv BV 10- 3-60 +
243513 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy Col 6-27-60 ++

2450 ©39 Steps, The (95) © Adv. . . 20th-Fox 8-16-60 ++

2485 ©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100)

Superdynamation, Fantasy Col 12-12-60 +
2439 ©Thunder in Carolina (92)

Racing Drama Howco 7-11-60 +
2389 Tiger Bay (105) Suspense Cont’l 1-11-60 ++

2446 ©Time Machine, The (103) Sc-F.-.MGM 8- 1-60 ++

2392 ^©Toby Tyler (96) Adv. Comedy.. BV 1-18-60 ++

2402 Too Soon to Love (85) Dr U-l 2-22-60 ±
2481 Tormented (75) Horror Drama AA 11-28-60 +
2480 Touch of Flesh, The (76)

Drama Amity Films-SR 11-21-60 +
2441 Trapped in Tangier (77)

Cr. Drama Supercinescope. . . 20th-Fox 7-18-60 =
2446 ©Trials of Oscar Wilde, The (See “The

Green Carnation’’)

2418 Twelve Hours to Kill

(83) © Crime Drama 20th-Fox 5- 2-60 +
243612 to the Moon (74) Sc-F’n Col 6-27-60 +

—U—
2460 Under Tai Flags (92) Dr Para 9-12-60 +
2413 ©Unforgwvn. The (125)

Panavision Western Dr UA 4-11-60 ++

—V—
2418 Valley of the Redwoods

(62) © Crime Drama 20th-Fox 5- 2-60 +
2472 Village of the Damned (78)

Horror Drama MGM 10-24-60 +
2399 Visit to a Small Planet (85)

Farce Comedy Para 2-15-60 +
—W—

2483 ©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The

(99) © Comedy Col 12- 5-60 ±
2449 Walking Target (74) Action UA 8-16-60 +
2428 Walk Like a Dragon (95) Dr Para 6- 6-60 ++

2471 ©Walk Tall (60) © Western . . 20th-Fox 10-24-60 ±
2484 ©Where the Boys Are (99) © Com. MGM 12- 5-60 ++

2463 Where the Hot Wind Blows (120)

Dr. (English-dubbed) MGM 9-26-60 +
2445 Why Must I Die? (90) Melodr AIP 8- 1-60 ++

2444 Wicked Go to Hell, The (74)

(Enolish-dubbed) Dr Fanfare 7-18-60 +
2475 Wild Rapture (68)

Documentary Exclusive-SR 11- 7-60 +
2459 Wild Ride, The (63) Ac Filmgroup 9-12-60 —
2428 ©Wild River (115) © Dr 20th-Fox 6- 6-60 ++

2487 ©Wizard of Baghdad (92) ©
Costume Comedy 20th-Fox 12-19-60 +

2480 ©World of Suzie Wong, The (129)

Drama Para 11-28-60 ++

—XYZ—
2451 Young Jesse James (73) ©

Action Drama 2©th-Fox S-22-60 +
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Feature productions by company in order ot release. Running time is In parentheses. © is tor Cinemascope,
® VistaVision; © Superscope; ® Noturama; ® Regalscope; ® Techniroma. Symbol O denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

charj
ALLIED ARTISTS £ TJ 6

3

tag

Bluebeard’s Ten Honey-

moons (92) D..6002
George Sanders, Corirme Calvet

AMERICAN INT'L S g*

©Circus of Horrors (89) Ho.. 503
Anton Diffring, Erika Remberg

Pay or Die (110) Cr..6004
Ernest Borgnlne, Zobra Lampert

Raymie (73) Ad. .6006
David I.add, Julie Adams, John

Agar

Sex Kittens Go to

College (94) C..6003
Mamie Van Doren, Tuesday Weld,

Mijanou Bardot, Mickey Shaugh-
nessy, Louis Nye

Hell to Eternity (132) D..6007
Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen,

Vic Damone, Patricia Owens

Caltiki, The Immortal
Monster (76) SF..6009

John Merivale, Dldi Sullivan

Tormented (75) D..6010
Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon

Heroes Die Young (76) . . . . D . .6014
Erika Peters, Scott Borland

©Serengeti Shall Not Die

(84) Doc.. 6013

The Plunderers (104) . . . . AD .6008
Jeff Chandler. John Saxon,

Dolores Hart, Ray Stricklyn

The Unfaithfuls (89) D..6015
Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt,

Pierre Cressoy

©Herod the Great (89) . .Ad. .6016
Edmond Purdom, Sylvia Lopez

Look in Any Window (87) D. .

Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol, Paul
Anka

Why Must I Die? (90) D..504
Terry Moore, Debra Paget

Jailbreakers (64) Ac.. 408
Robert Hutton. Mary Castle

©The House of Usher

(90) © Ho. .502
Vincent Price, Mark Damon,
Myma Fahey

Beyond the Time Barrier

(SO) ....SF..505
Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins

Amazing Transparent Mai
(60) SF. .506

Marguerite Chajpman, Douglas
Kennedy

©Journey to the Lost City

(90) Ad. 508
Debra Paget. Paul Christian

Goliath and the Dragon
(90) © Ad.. 509

Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford

Portrait of a Sinner

(100) D..507
Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton,

William Bendix

COLUMBIA

©Babette Goes to War
(103) © C. .423

(English-dubbed) Brigitte Bardot,

Jacnues Charrier

Because They’re Young
(102) CD.. 424

Dick Clark, Victoria Shaw
Michael Callan, Tuesday Weld

©Killers of Kilimanjaro

(91) © Ad.. 425
Robert Taylor, Anne Aubrey
Man on a String (92) . . . . D . .426
Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews

Stranglers of Bombay
(81) © My.. 427

Guy Rolfe, Allan Cuthbertson
The Electronic Monster (72) D..428
Rod Cameron, Mary Murphy

The Mountain Road (102) . .D. .429
James Stewart, Lisa Lu

©Battle in Outer Space
(90) Ac.. 430

Ryo Ikebe and all-Japanese cast

12 to the Moon (74) SF..431
Ken Clark, Rob’t Montgomery jr.

©Strangers When We Meet

(117) © D. .501
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak
Barbara Rush, Kent Smith

13 Ghosts (88) Ho C. . 502
Jo Morrow, Rosemary DeCamp,
Donald Woods (partly In color)

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) C..503
Three Stooges, Paul Wlnehell

My Dog, Buddy (77) D..450
London (dog star), Travis Lemmond

©The Nights of Lucretia Borgia

(108) Totalscope Hi.. 504
Belinda Lee, Jacques Semas

The Enemy General (74).. D.. 505
Van Johnson, Jean-Pierre Aumont

All the Young Men (87).. D.. 506
Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitler,

Ingemar Johansson, Mort Sahl

©Fast and Sexy (98) © CD.. 507
Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson,

Vittoro de Sica
As the Sea Rages (74) . . . . D . . 508
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson,

Cameron Mitchell

I Aim at the Stars (107) BiD.,512
Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw

I’m AH Right, Jack (104) C..515
Ian Carmichael, Peter Seilers,

Terry-Thomas, Dennis Price

©Song Without End (130)

© Bi/M.. 511
Dirk Bogarde, Capucine,

Genevieve Page

Let No Man Write My
Epitaph (106) D..513

Burl Ives, Shelley Winters, James
Darren, Jean Seberg

Surprise Package (100) . . . . C . . 514
Yul Brynner, Mitzl Gaymor,
Noel Coward

Hell Is a City (96) ©..Cr..516
Stanley Baker, John Crawford

©The 3 Worlds of Gulliver

(100) SuperDynamation . . Ad . .517
Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow

Please Turn Over (86) C. .518
Ted Ray, Jean Kent

Jazz Boat (95) © C/M.. 519
Anthony Newley, Anne Aubrey

©The Wackiest Ship in the

Army (99) © C..521
Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson

©Sword of Sherwood Forest

(80) Ad.. 522
Richard Greene, Peter Cushing

Hand in Hand (75) D..523
John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike

M-G-M

y?©Please Don’t Eat the

Daisies (111) © C..13
Doris Day, David Niven, Janis Paige

Platinum High School (93)..D..14
Mickey Rooney, Terry Moore. Dan
Duryea

$>©Adventures of Huckleberry

Finn (107) © CD.. 16
Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges,
Archie Moore, Judy Canova

©The Giant of Marathon
(88) D. .15

Steve Reeves, Mylene Demongeot

The Day They Robbed the

Bank of England (S5)..D..19
Aido Ray, Hugh Griffith,

Elizabeth Sellars

©Bells Are Ringing

0 27) © M.
Judr Holliday, Dean Martin,

Fred Clark

.17

©The Time Machine (103).. SF.. 9
Rod Taylor, Yvette Mimleux

©All the Fine Young
Cannibals (122) © D..20

Natalie Wood, Robert. Wagner,
Susan Kofaner, George Hamilton

The Angel Wore Red (99).. D.. 101
Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde.

Joseph Cotten

©The Subterraneans (88) © D. .102
Leslie Caron, George Peppard,
Janice Rule, Roddy MacDowail

Key Witness (81) © ....D..103
Jeffrey Hunter. Pat Crowley

Where the Hot Wind Blows
(120) D..104

Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Montand

©Butterfield 8 (109) © D..106
Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey,

Eddie Fisher, Dina Merrill

©Where the Boys Are

(99) © C. .110
Dolores Hart, George Hamilton,
Yvette Mimieux, Connie Francis

(pre-release)

Village of the Damned (77) Ho. .109
George Sanders, Barbara Shelley

©Gorgo (..) Ad.. 105
Bill Travers, Vincent Winter

PARAMOUNT

Visit to a Small Planet

(85) C . 5917
Jerry Lewis, Joan Blackman,

Earl Holliman, Fred Clark

(^Conspiracy of Hearts

(120) D..5919
Lilli Palmer, Yvonne Mitchell,

Ronald Lewis

In the Wake of a Stranger

(69) My.. 5920
Tony Wright, Shirley Eaton

Five Branded Women (106) D..5916
Van Heflin. Silvana Mangano,

Vera Miles

©Prisoner of the Volga

(92) Hi. 5921
Jotui Derek, Dawn Addams. Elsa

Martlnelll

Walk Like a Dragon (95) . . D . . 5922
Mel Tnrrae. Nobu McCarthy

©The Rat Race (105) D .5923
Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds

The Bellboy (72) C..5924
Jerry Lewis, Corinne Calvet

©Tarzan the Magnificent

(88) Ad.. 5925
Gordon Scott, Betta St. John.

Jock Mahoney

Psycho (109) MyD. .5926
Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,

Vera Miles, John Gavin

©It Started in Naples

(100) ® C. .5027
Clark Gable, Sophia Loren.

Vittorio de Sica

Under Ter, Flags (92) Ad. .6002
Van Heflin, Charles Laughton,

Mylene Demongeot

The Boy Who Stole a Mil-

lion (64) Ac. .6001
Virgilio Texera, Marianne Benet

©G. I. Blues (104) . .CD/M. .6005
Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse

©A Breath of Scandal

(98) ® C. .6006
John Gavin, Sophia Loren,

Maurice Chevalier

©CinderFella (91) C..6007
Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn,
Anna Marie Alberghetti

Blueprint for Robbery

Jay Barney, J. Pat
(87) Ac. .6009
O'Malley
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FEATURE CHART

20TH-FOX

O'
O-
<

©Masters of the Congo Jungle

(SS) © Doc.. 012
Narrators: Orson Welles, William

Warfield

©Wake Me When It’s Over

(126) © C..010
Ernie Kovacs. Dick Shawn

13 Fighting Men (69) © Ac.. 013
Grant Williams, Carole Mathews

Valley of the Redwoods

(63) © 0. .016

John Hudson. Lynn Bernay

>-
<

©Flame Over India

(130) © Ad.. 017
Kenneth More, Lauren Bacall

Crack in the Mirror (97) © D..018
Orson Welles, Juliette Greco.

Bradford Dillman

Operation Amsterdam (105) Ac. .015

Peter Finch, Eva Bartok

©Wild River © (105) D..009
Montgomery Ollft. Lee Remlck,

Jo Van Fleet

Bobbikins (89) C. 004
Max Bvgraies, Shirley Jones

12 Hours to Kill (83) © Ac.. 022
Nico Mlnardos, Barbara Edeo

©The Story of Ruth

(132) © D. .021
Elana Eden, Stuart Whitman

Trapped in Tangiers

(74) © Ad. 027
Edmund Purdom, Genevieve Page
©From the Terrace (144) © D. .028

Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward
Q©Lost World (96) © Ad.. 026
Fernando Lamas. Claude Rains

Murder. Inc. (99) © . ...Cr..031
May Britt, Stuart Whitman

Sons and Lovers (103) © D..035
D. Stoekwell, Wendy Hiller

©One Foot in Hell (90) © D 029

A. Ladd. D. Murray, D. Michaeli

©For the Love of Mike (84) ©. .030

Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin

Young Jesse James (73)© D..033
Ray Stricldyn, Willard Parker

©The 39 Steps (95) Ad.. 032
Kenneth More, Table Elg

©Let’s Make Love (US) C..034
Slarllyn Monroe, Yves Montand,
Tony Randall

©Walk Tall (60) © Ac.. 042
Willard Parker, Kent Taylor

©Freckles (84) © D..043
Martin West, Carol Christensen

Squad Car (60) Ac.. 044
Paul Bryar, Vicl Raaf

©©High Time (103) © C/M.. 036
Bing Crosby. Fabian, Tuesday Weld

O'
UJ
co
O
O
O

i

o'

>O

oc

CO

LUo

>-
QC
<

Desire in the Dust (105) © D. .046
Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer.

©The Captain's Table (90) ©..040
John Gregson, Peggy Cummins

©The Secret of the Purple Reef

(80) © Ac. 047
Jeff Richards, Margla Dean

©Sept. Storm (99) S'v’s’n Ac. .025
Mark Stevens, Joanne Dru

©Goddess of Love (68) © 0..039
Belinda Lee. Jacques Sernas

©North to Alaska (122)

© Ad. 051
John Wayne. Capucine, Fabian
Desert Attack (76) Ac . 053
John Mills, Sylvia Syms
©Tess of the Storm

Country (84) D. .050
Diane Baker, Lee 1*1111 ips

©Wizard of Baghdad (92)

© Ad 054
Dick Shawn, Diane Baker, Barry
Coe

©Flaming Star (92) ©, .W. 056
Elvis Presley, Barbara Eden

©Esther and the King (109)

© 0 . .057
Joan Collins, Richard Egan

©Legions of the Nile

(94) © Ad. 037
Linda Cristal, Ettore Manni

©Marriage-Go-Round (99) © C 101
Susan Hayward, .James Mason,
Julie Neumar

©Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come (108) © D. .102

Jimmy Rodgers, Luana Patten

©Double Trouble ( . . ) © . .C

.

Tommy Noonan, Pete Marshall
©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C..
Michael Craig, Mylene Demongeot

The key to letters and combinations thereof Indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama- (Ac)Dromo; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama- '(DM)wth Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Dromo“mn
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western

AcHon
Drama

UNITED ARTISTS f 1° UNIVERSAL-INT L | ig WARNER BROS. | ig COMING
©The Boy and the Pirates

(S3) Ad. 6011
Murvyn Vye, Charles Herbert,

Susan Gordon (Perceptovision)

Three Came to Kill (70) Cr. .6009
Cameron Mitchell, Steve Brodle

©The Unforgiven (125) W. .6010
Burt Lancaster. Audrey Hepburn
(Panavision)

©The Snow Queen (70) . . An. . Oil
Hans Christian Andersen classic

Tall Story (91) C. 914
Anthony Perkins, Jane Fonda

ALLIED ARTISTS
Dondi eg

David Janssen, Patti Page,
Walter Wincbell, M. Shaughnessey

Time Bomb n
Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot

The Big Bankroll Cr
David Janssen, Mickey Rooney

The Big Wave Ad..
Sessue Hayakawa

AMERICAN-INTT.
©Konga $F
Michael Gough
The Hand My
Derek Bond, Ronald Lee Hunt

Black Sunday Ho
Barbara Steele, John Richardson

COLUMBIA
©pepe © c/M..
Cantlnflag, Dan Dailey,
Shirley Jones
©The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll

© Ho..
Paul Massle, Dawn Addams

©Cry for Happy © CD
Glenn Ford, Miiko Taka, Donald
O'Connor

©Warrior Empress © Ad..
Kerwin Mathews, Tina Louise

©Gidget Goes Hawaiian © C..
James Darren, Deborah Walley

©The Guns of Navarone ©....D..
Gregory Peck, Gia Scala

MGM
©Cimarron © d
Glenn Ford, Marla Schell
Go Naked in the World D..
Gina Lollobrigida, Ernest Borgnine,
Anthony Franciosa, Katy Jurado

©Atlantis the Lost Continent. .SF.

.

Anthony Hall, Joyce Taylor

PARAMOUNT
©One-Eyed Jacks ® w
Marlon Brando, Pina Pellker

©World of Suzie Weng D.
William Hokkn, Sylvia Syms

©All in a Night’s Work C. .

Dean Martin, Shirley MacLaine
©The Savage Innocents ®....Ad..
Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tani

©Blood and Roses D
Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim, Elsa
Martinelli

20th-FOX
©The Big Gamble © Ad..

Juliette Greco, Stephen Boyd,
David Wayne

Sanctuary © D . .

Lee Remlek, Yves Montand,
Odetta, Bradford Dillman

©Cleopatra, Todd-AO D..
Elizabeth Taylor, Stephen Boyd

Circle of Deception © D..
Bradford Dlllman, Suzy Parker

©Ferry to Hong Kong ©....Ad..
Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles
©The Fiercest Heart © D..
Stuart Whitman, Juliet Prowse

©Francis of Assisi © D..
Bradford Dillman, Stuart Whitman,
Dolores Hart

©The Millionairess © C..
Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers

UNITED ARTISTS
The Alamo (162) Todd-AO OD. .6028
(Special release) .. John Wayne.
Laurence Harvey, Richard Wld-
nvark

Exodus (212) (Panavision

70) 0 .6101
(Special release) . Paul Newman,
Eva Marie Saint, Peter Lawford

Season of Passion (’’Summer of

the 17th Doll”) D . 6103
Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter

The Misfits OD..
Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe,
Montgomery Clift

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©Spartacus ® Dr..

Kirk Douglas, Jean Simmons
©Romanoff and Juliet C..
Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee,

John Gavin
©Back Street D..
Susan Hayward, John Gavin, Vera
Miles

©The Day of the Gun D . .

Rock Hudson, Dorothy Malone
The Great Impostor D..

Tony Curtis, Joan Blackman
The Shakedown Cr..

Hazel Court, Terence Morgan
WARNER BROS.
©The Sins of Rachel Cade D..
Angie Dickinson, Peter Finch

©Parrish D..
Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert,

Karl Malden, Connie Stevais

©Fanny D/M..
Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,

Charles Boyer. Horst Buchholz
©Gold of the Seven Saints ©. . OD . .

Clint Walker, Leticia Roman
©White Warrior Ad..
Steve Reeves, Giorgia Moil

©Splendor in the Grass D..
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty

The Fugitive Kind (119) .. D . .6012
Marlon Brando, Anna Magnanl

Noose for a Gunman (69) . .W. .6013
Jim Davis. Lyn Thomas

The Gallant Hours (116) D..6014
James Cagney. Dennis Weaver

©The Cossacks (114) D..6012
Edmund Purdom, Glorgla Mall
(English-dubbed). TotalScope

©Othello (108) D . .6005
Sergei Bondarchuk
( Engllsb-dubbed)

©Sergeant Rutledge (111) D..917
Jeffrey Hunter, Constance Towers

©Macumba Love (86) ..Ho.. 6016
Ziva Rodann, Walter Reed

The Music Box Kid (74) . Ac. .6015
Ronald Foster. Luana Patten

©A Woman Like Satan

(86) © D..6043
Brigitte Bardot, Antonio Viler

©Head of a

Tyrant (94) Hi D..6008
Massimo Girotti, Isabelle Corey
(English-dubbed) Totalscope

©Brides of Dracula (85) . . Ho. .6013
Peter Cushing, Martlta Hunt

The Leech Woman (77) .. Ho. .6014
Coleen Gray, Philip Terry

©Hannibal (103) ® Hi D..918
Victor Mature, Rita Gam,
Gabriele Ferzettl

The Apartment (125)
Panavision CD.. 6017

Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,

Fred MacMurray, Bdie Adams

©The Last Days of Pompeii

(94) Ad.. 6020
Steve Reeves, Barbara Carroll

Cage of Evil (70) Ac. .6018
Ron Foster, Pat Blair

©Portrait in Black (111) My. .6015
Lana Turner, Anthony Quinn,

Sandra Dee, Richard Basehart

©Dinosaurus (85) ©. . . .SF. .6016
Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson

S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac. .6017
Pier AngeLl, John Gregson,

Eddie Constantine

©Ice Palace (143) D..919
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,

Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer, Jim
Backus

©Hercules Unchained (103)
Dyaliscope Ad. .920

Steve Reeves, Sylva Kosdna,
Primo Camera

©Elmer Gantry (145) D..6023
Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Arthur Kennedy, Shirley Jones

Walking Target (74) . . . . Ac. .6024
Ron Foster, Joan Evans.

Merry Anders

College Confidential (90) CD.. 6018
Mamie Van Doren, Steve Allen,

Jayne Meadows

©The Chartroose Caboose (76)
Panavision CD.. 6019
Molly Bee, Ben Cooper,

Edgar Buchanan

©©Ocean’s 11 (128) . . . .CD . .921
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Peter

Lawford, Sammy Davis Jr., Angie

Dickinson, Joey Bishop

The Night Fighters (88) . . D. .6025
Robert Mitchum, Dan 0’Herllhy

Studs Lonigan (95) D..6019
Christopher Knight, Venetla

Stevenson

©Seven Ways From Sun-
down (87) 0D . .6020
Audle Murphy, Barry Sullivan

©Between Time and Eternity

(98) D . .6021
Lilli Palmer, Carlos Thompson

©The Crowded Sky (104) . . D . .001
Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming,

Efrem Zimbalist jr.

©The Magnificent Seven

(128) Panavision ...Ad.. 6027
Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen,
Horst Buchholz, Eli Wallaeb

Girl of the Night (93) D..004
Anne Francis, John Kerr

©The Dark at the Top of the

Stairs (124) D..005
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire,
Angela Lansbury, Eve Arden

Inherit the Wind (126) D..6026
Spencer Tracy, Fredrlc March,
Gene Kelly, Florence Eldridge

©Midnight Lace (108) .... D . .6101
Doris Day, Rex Harrison,

John Gavin, Myma Loy

©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) D . 002
Ralph Bellamy, Greer Garson.

Hume Cronyn, Jean Hagen

Police Dog Story (61) . Doc. .6029
James Brown, Merry Anders

The Facts of Life (104) . .C. .6104
Bob Hope, Lucille Ball

The Private Lives of Adam and

Eve (87) partly in

color CD . 6102
Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren

©The Sundowners (133). D. 007
Robert Mitchum, Deborah Kerr,

Peter Ustinov, Glynis Johns

Five Guns to Tombstone
(71) W. .6012

James Brown, Della Sharman

©The Grass Is Greener

(105) © C..6103
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons

A Fever in the Blood

(117) D .008
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Angie Dickinson
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS
BUENA VISTA
©Kidnapped (97) . . . .Ad. .Apr 60
Peter Finch, James MacArthur

L£©Pollyanna (134) . . . . CD . . Jul 60
Jaoe Wyman, Richard Egan,

Hayley Mills

©Jungle Cat (70) Doc.. Oct 60
True-Life Adventure

©Swiss Family Robinson

(12S) Panavision Ad Dec 60
Dorothy McGuire, John Mills,

James MacArthur. Tommy Kirk

Ten Who Dared (92) ..Ad.. Nov 60
John Beal, Brian Keith

CONTINENTAL
Expresso Bongo

(108) CD/M. Apr 60
Laurence Harvey, Yolande Dorian

Battle of the Sexes, The
(88) C. . May 60

Peter Sellers, Constance Cummings
©Michael Strogoff

(115) © Ad. . Jun 60
Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page

Tiger Bay (105) D.. Jul 60
John Mills, Hayley Mills,

Horst Bucbbolz
School for Scoundrels (94) C.. Jul 60
Ian Carmichael, Terry-Tbomas

Four Desperate Men
(105) D. . Aug 60

Aldo Ray, Heather Sears
It Happened in Broad

Daylight (97) D.. Sep 60
Heinz Ruhman, Michel Simon

The Entertainer (97) . . . . D . . Oct 60
Laurence Olivier, Joan Plowright

The Mirror Has Two Faces

(98) D.. Nov 60
(Eng-dubbed) . . Michele Morgan

Make Mine Mink (. .) . C. . Dec 60
Terry-Thoraas, Athene Seyler

FILMGROUP
The Girl in Lover’s

Lane (78) D.. Jun 60
Joyce Meadows. Brett Halsey
The Wild Ride (63) D.. Jun 60
Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter
©Last Woman on Earth

(71) D.. Sep-60
Anthony Carbone, Betsy Jones-
Moreland

Little Shop of Horrors

(70) HoC.. Sep 60

Jonathan Haze, Jackie Joseph
High School Caesar (72) D . Nov 60
John Ashley, Gary Vinson
Date Bait (71) D.. Nov 60
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan
GOVERNOR
Carry On, Nurse (€89) C..
Kenneth Connor, Shirley Batoo

Incredible Petrified World,

The (70) D.. Apr 60
John Carradine, Phyllis Coates

Teenage Zombies (75) .. Ho. .Apr 60
Don Sullivan. Katherine Victor

KINGSLEY-UNION
©Mating Time (95) . . . . C. . Mar 60
Bill Travers, George Cole

(Reviewed as 'Tbe Bridal Path”)
Come Dance With Me!

(94) My C. . Aug 60
Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal

LOPERT PICTURES
Never on Sunday (91) . . C. . Nov 60
Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin

SHOWCORPORATION
The Poacher’s Daughter

(74) C.. Feb 60
Julie Harris, The Abbey Theatre

Players

Man in a Cocked Hat

(88) C. . May 60
Terry-Thomas, Peter Sellers

Next to No Time (90) . . C. . May 60
Kenneth More. Betsy Drake

The Man Who Wouldn’t Talk

(91) D . . Oct 60
Anna Neagle, Zsa Zsa Gabor,

Anthony Quayle
STERLING WORLD DIST’RS
The Half Pint (73) C. .Oct 60
Pat Goldin, Tommy Blackman

©The Last Rebel (S3).. Ac..
Carlos Thompson, Ariadna Welter

Code of Silence (.. ) ...,Cr..
Terry Becker, Elisa Loti

VALIANT
©Sword and the Cross

(87) © D.. Apr 60
Gianna Marla Canale, Jorge

Mistral. (Bigltsh-dubbed)

©Sword and the Dragon

(S3) Ad . Nov 60
Russian cast (Eng-dubbed)
WOOLNER BROS.
She Walks by Night (85) D

Belinda Lee, Walter Rilla

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ARGENTINA
End of Innocence (74) .... 9-19-60
(Kingsley) . Elsa Daniel
DENMARK
Young Have No Time (95) 3- 7-60
(Kingsley) .. CSilta Norby, Fritz
Helrouth

FRANCE
Back to the Wall (74) 10-26-59
(011s) . Jeanne Moreau, 0. Oury

©Belles and Ballets (92) . .8-15-60
(Excelsior) . .French ballet stars

©Black Orpheus (95) 2-29-60
(Lopert) . Breno Mello, Marpessa
Dawn. (French-made; Portugese
dialog)

Children of Paradise

(162) 6-20-60
(Ajay) . . Jeap-Lriiis Barrault,
Arletty

Chasers, The (75) 6-6-60
(Hakim) . .Jacques Cbarrier, Dairy

Robin
©Eye for an Eye, An

(93) ® 10- 5-60
(Manhattan) . .Curt Jurgens

400 Blows, The (98) 1-11-60
(Zenith) . .Jean-Plerre Leaud

Lady Chatterley’s Lover

(102) 8-31-59
(Kingsley) .. Danielle Darrleux

Lovers. The (90) 12- 7-59
(Zenith) . .Jeanne Moreau, Jean-
Marc Bory, Alain Cuny

©Paris Hotel (90) 10-12-59
(F-A-W) . Charles Boyer, F. Arooul

Possessors, The (90) 11-16-59
(Lopert) . .Jean Gabin, B. BUer

©Virtuous Bigamist (90) . . 11- 2-59
(Kingsley) . .Fernandel, G. Rublnl
No Morals (77) 11-14-60
. (Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau
Ostrich Has Two Eggs, The

(89) 11-21-60
(Janus) Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant

Port of Desire (85) 12- 5-60
(Kingsley-Union) . . H. Neff

Rue de Paris (90) 12-12-60
(Lopert) . .Jean Gabin

GERMANY
©Dancing Heart, The (91) . . 8-15-60

(Casino) . . G. Kueckelmann
Glass Tower, The (104) 12- 7-59
(Ellis) . . Lilli Palmer

Rest Is Silence, The (106) . .10- 3-60
(F-A-W) . . Hardy Kruger, P. Van
Eyck
No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Three- Penny Opera, The

(113) 11-21-60
(Brandon) . .Lotte Lenya, Rudolph
Forster

Confess. Dr. Corda! (102) 12- 5-60

(President) . .Hardy Kruger. E.

Mueller
GREECE
Aunt From Chicago (90) 9-19-60
(Greek Pictures) . .G. Vasstlladou

Counterfeit Coin (120) .. 10- 3-60
(Atlantis) . .K. Logothedtides

ITALY
Anatomy of Love (97) .. 12-14-59
(Kassler) . .Vittorio de Sica,

Sophia Loren, Toto
Roof. The (‘‘II Tetto”)

(91) 6-22-59
(Trans-Lux) . .G. Pallottl

See Naples and Die (80) . . 9-19-60
(Crown) . . Gianna Maria Canale

Tailor's Maid, The
(92) © 11-16-59

(Trans-Lux) . .Vittorio De Sica

Three Forbidden Stories

(104) 9-26-60
(Ellis) . .Eleonora Rossi Drago,

G. Cent
Holiday Island (105) 11-14-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio DeSica

Holiday Island (105) .... 11-21-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio DeSica,

JAPAN
Ikiru (To Live) (140).. 3-28-60
(Brandon) . .Takashl Shimura

Men Who Tread on the Tiger’s

Tail (60) 8-8-60
(Brandon) .. H. Iwai, 8. Fujita

Street of Shame (85).... 9-21.59
(Harrison) . . Machiko Kyo
NORWAY
Nine Lives (90) 3-16-59
(DeRocbemont) . . Jack Flelstadt

SWEDEN
Dreams (86) 8-8-60

(Janus) . . E. Dahlbeck, H. Ander-
sson

Lesson in Love, A (95) . . 4-25-60
(Janus) . .Eva Dahlbeck

Magician, The (102) 1-11-60
(Janus) . Max von Sydow, Ingrid

Tbulin, Bibi Andersson
Wild Strawberries (90) 9-21-59
(Janus) .. Victor Sjostrom, Ingrid

Urulin, Bibi Andersson
Virgin Spring, The (88) .. 12-12-60
(Janus) . .Max von Sydow,
Birgitta Petterson

U.S.S.R
And Quiet Flows the

Don (109) 6- 6-60
(UA) . .E. Bystriskaya, P. Olebow

Short sub|ects, listed by company, In or-
der of releose. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified. £horts CHART

Prod.

No.
Rel.

Date

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

4424 Trouble In-Laws (16) Feb 60
4425 Blonde Atom Bomb (17) Apr 60
4426 Heebie Gee-Gees (16>/2 ) May 60
4435 Rootin’ Tootin’ Ten-

derfoot (16) Mar 60

(1960-61)
5421 One Shivery Night

<16'/2 ) Sep 60
5431 Waiting in the Lurch

(15'/2 > .Oct 60
5422 House About It (16</z ) Nov 60
5432 Radio Riot (16) Nov 60

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

4552 No. 5, Series 6 (10)

.

Jun 60
4553 No. 1, Series 1 (11)

.

Feb 60
4554 No. 2, Series 1 (10</2 ) Mar 60
4555 No. 3. Series 1 (11) . . Aug 60

(1960-61)
5551 No. 1, Series 2 (9)

.

Sep 60
5552 No. 2, Series 2 (11) Nov 60

COLOR CARTOONS—SPECIAL
5501 Polygamus Polonius (9) Nov 60

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

4608 Rocky Road to Ruin

(S) .Jan 60
4609 Pete Hothead (7) ... Feb 60
4610 Lo, The Poor Buffalo

«%) Mar 60
4611 Unicorn in the Gar-

den (7) Mar 60
4612 Mountain Ears (7) ... Apr 60
4613 Fudget’s Budget (7)

.

May 60
4614 Blackboard Review (7) Jun 60
4615 Ballet Oop (7V2 ) Jul 60

(1960-61)
5601 How Now. McBoing

Boing (7i/2 ) . Sep 60
5602 Wacky Wigwams (8) . . Sep 60
5603 Spare That Child

«%) Oct 60
5604 Way of All Pests

<7'/2 ) .Nov 60
5605 Four Wheels. No

Brakes (&/z) Nov 60

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

4853 Beyond the Frontier

(10) Mar 60
4854 Community Sings

No. 6, Ser. 13 (9«/2 ) . . . Jul 60
(1960-61)

5851 Canine Crimebusters

(10) Oct 60

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4704 Life With Loopy (6% Apr 60
4705 Creepy Time Pal ( .

. )

.

May 60
4706 Snoopy Loopy (<9/2 )

.

.Jun 60
4707 Do Good Wolf (6>/2 ) . Jul 60

(1960-a)
5701 No Biz Like Shoe

Biz (6>/2 ) .Sep 60

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

4755 Barefaced Flatfoot (7) Feb 60
4756 Fuddy Duddy Buddy (7) Apr 60
4757 The Grizzly Golfer (7) May 60
4758 Sloppy Jalopy (7) . .

.

.Jul 60

(1960-a)
5751 Dog Snatcher (7) . Sep 60
5752 When Magoo Flew

Cinemascope (7) . Sep 60
5753 Pink and Blue Blues

(7) Nov 60

SERIALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
4441 Wonderful Gibraltar

(18) Nov 59
4442 Wonders of Ontario

(18) Apr 60
4160 King of the Congo Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo Nov 60
5701 No Biz Like Shoe

STOOGE COMEDIES
4405 Rip, Sew and Stitch

(17) Feb 60
4406 Bubble Trouble (19/2 ) Apr 60
4407 Goof on the Roof

(10/2) May 60
4408 Spooks (16) Jul 60

(1960-a)
5401 Income Tax Sappy

(16!/2 ) . Sep 60
5402 Pardon My Backfire

(16) Oct 60
5403 Musty Musketeers

(16) Nov 60

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4953 Les Elgart & Oreh.

(10) Feb 60
4954 Ray McKinley &

Orch. (9/2 ) May 60

(1960-a)
5951 Ray Anthony & His

Orchestra (lC/a) Oct 60

*0 ta€ *

WORLD OF SPORTS
4804 Swinging Down the Lane

(10) Mar 60

4805 Battling Big Bass

(10) Jun 60
4806 Holiday for Champions

(9»/2 )
Aug 60

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissue)

Air 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W-161 Just Ducky (7) Sep 59
W-162 Two Little Indians (7) Sep 59
W-163 Life With Tom (8) .. Sep 59
W-164 Puppy Tale (7) Sep 50
W-165 Posse Cat (7) Sep 59
W-166 Hie Up Pup (6) Sep 59

W-167 Little School Mouse

(7) Sep 59

W-168 Baby Butch (8) .... Sep 59
Droopys

W-169 Three Little Pups (7) Sep 59
W-170 Dragalong Droopy (8) Sep 59
W-171 Billy Boy (6) Sep 59
W-172 Homesteader

Droopy (8) Sep 59
Barney Bears

W-173 Half Pint Palomino (7) Sep 59
W-174 I mpossible Possum (7) Sep 59
W-175 Sleepy Time Squirrel

(7) Sep 59
W-176 Bird Brained Dog (7) Sep 59

PARAMOUNT
CARTOON CHAMPIONS
(Technicolor Reissues)

S19-2 Surf Bored (7) ....Sep 59
S19-3 Huey’s Ducky

Daddy (7) Sep 59
S19-4 Seapreme Court (7) . .Sep 59
S19-5 Crazy Town (7) Sep 59
S19-6 Hair Today, Gone

Tomorrow (7) Sep 59
S19-7 Cage Fright (7) Sep 59
S19-S Pig-a-Boo (7) Sep-59
S19-9 Frigbtday the 13th

S19-10 True Boe (7) ...... Sep 59
S19-11 Northwest Mousie (7) Sep 59
S19-12 Surf and Soimd (7).. Sep 59
S19-13 Of Mice & Menace (7) Sep 59
S-19-14 Ship-a-Hooey (7) ..Sep 59

CASPER
B18-3 Not Ghoutty (7) Jun 59
B18-4 Casper's Birthday Party

(6) Jul 60

HERMAN AND CATNIP
H18-2 Felineous Assault (7). Feb 59
H 18-3 Fun on Furlough (6).. Apr 59

JEEPERS AND CREEPERS
(Color)

J19-1 The Boss Is Always
Right (7) Jan 60

J19-2 Trouble Date (6) Mar 60
J19-3 Busy Buddies (6)...
J19-4 Scouting for Trouble

.Jun 60

(6) Sep 60

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

M19-1 Mike the Masquerader

(6) .Jan 60
M19-2 Fiddle-Faddle (7).... Feb 60
M19-3 From Dime to Dime

(7) Mar 60
M 19-4 Trigger Treat (7). . . .Apr 60
M 19-5 The Shoe Must Go
On (6) Jun 60

M19-6 Electronica (6) Aug 60
M 19-7 Shooting’ Stars (6) Aug 60
M19-8 Disguise the Limit

(6) Sep 60

N0VELT00NS
(Technicolor)

P19-1 Be Mice to Cats (7). Feb 60
P19-2 Monkey Doodles (6) Apr 60
P19-3 Silly Science (6) May 60
P19-4 Peck Your Own

Home (6) May 60
P19-5 Counter Attack (6).. Aug 60
P19-6 Turning the Fables

(6) Aug 60
P19-7 Fine Feathered Fiend

(6) Sep 60
P19-S Planet Mouseola (6) Oct 60

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color)

7910 DEW Distant Early

Warning (10) Nov 59
7911 Frontier State (9) Dec 59
7001 State 50 (10) Jan 60
7002 Navy Angels (8) Feb 60
7004 Assignment Japan (9) . . Mar 60
7005 Jibs and Spinnakers (5) Apr 60
7006 Assignment Philippines

(9) Jun 60

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

(Technicolor)

5021 Thousand Smile Checkup
(7) Jan 60

5022 Aesop's Fable—The
Tiger King (7) Mar 60

5031

How to Relax

(7), reissue Feb SO

_ 6
a. z cc a
5032 Helpless Hippo

(7), reissue Apr 60

5023

Mint Men (7) May 60
5033 Nonsense Newsreel

(7), reissue Jun 60

TERRYTOONS
(Technicolor-CinemaScope)

5910 Hash i moto-San (7) ....Oct 59
5911 Outer Space Visitor (7) Non 59
5912 The Leaky Faucet (7).. Dee 59
5001 Hide and Go Sidney

(7) Jan 60
5002 The Misunderstood Giant

(7) Feb 60
5003 Foofle’s Picnic (7) ... Mar 60
5004 The Famous Ride (7).. Apr 60
5005 Tusk Task (7) May 60
5006 Hearts & Glowers (7).. Jun 60

TERRYTOON TOPPERS
(Technicolor Reissues)

5031 How to Relax (7) Feb 60
5032 Helpless Hippo (7).... Apr 60
5033 Nonsense Newsreel (7).. Jun 60

TRAVELOGUES
(2-Reel Specials)

7971 ©Assignment South
Pacific (18) © Oct 59

7972 ©Assignment New
Zealand (16) © Nov 59

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR PARADE

4171 Valley of the Mekong
(9) Nov 60

4172 The Lion City (9) . Dec 60
4173 Treasure of Istanbul (9) Jan 61
4174 Down Jamaica Way (9) Feb 61
4175 Sidetracked (9) © . Mar 61
4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) Apr 61

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4011 Kiddie League (7) Nov 50
4012 Mouse Trapped (7) . . . . Dec 59
4013 Bil lioev- Dollar Boner

(7) Jan 60
4014 Witty Kitty (7) Feb 60
4015 Pistol Packin’ Wood-

Pecker (7) Mar 60
4016 Heap Big Hepcat (7).. Mar 60
4017 Ballyhooney (7) Apr 60
4018 How to Stuff a

Woodpecker (7) May 6§
4019 Bats in the Belfry (7) Jun 60
4020 Woody’s Ozark Lark (7) Jul 60

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes)

4131 Helter Shelter (6) Nov 60
4132 Witch Crafty (6) Dec 60
4133 Private Eye Pooch (6) Jan 61
4134 Bedtime Bedlam (6) . Feb-61
4135 Squareshootin Square

(6) Mar 61
4136 Bronco Busters (6) . Apr 61

SPECIAL
4104 Football Highlights of

1960 (10) Dec 60
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4101 Pacific Paradise (14) Nov 60

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE

(Technicolor Reissues)

8301 Room & Bird (7) . . . . Sep 60
8302 Cracked Quack (7) ...

.

Oct 60
8303 His Hare Raising

Tale (7) Oct 60
8304 Gift Wrapped (7) . . . . Nov 60
8305 Little Beau Pepe (7) Dee 60
8306 Tweet Tweet Tweety

(7) Dec 60
8307 Bunny Hugged (7).... Jan 61

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

8721 From Hare to Heir (7) Sep 60
8722 Lighter Than Hare (7) Dec 60

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TUNES

(Technicolor)

8701 The Dixie Fryer (7). . Sep 60
8702 Hopalong Casualty (7) Oct 60
8703 Trip for Tat (7) Oct 60
8704 Doggone People (7).. Nov 60
8705 High Note (7) Dec 60
8706 Cannery Woe (7) ....Jan 61
8707 Zip ’n Snort (7) Jan 61

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two Reels)

8001 Enchanted Islands

(..) Oct 60
(One Reel)

8507 Riviera Days (..).... Nov 60

MISCELLANEOUS
©Donald in Mathmagic

Land (28) (BV)..Dec59
©Eyes in Outer Space

(26) (BV) . . Dec 59
©Gala Day at Disneyland

(25) (BV)..M»60
©How to Have an Accident at

Work (7) (BV) . . Mar 60
©Islands of the Sea (23) (BV)....
©Japan (28) (BV)....
©Mysteries of the Deep

(24) (BV) . .Feb 60
©Noah's Ark (20) . . (BV) . . Nov 59
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XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY
hm^haboUT P I C T U R tsmammm

ALLIED ARTISTS
King of the Wild Stallions (AA)—George Mont-

gomery, Dione Brewster, Edgar Buchanan. Played this

1 959 repeater to a very good weekend gross with
"13 Ghosts" from Columbia. First good one we have
had in a long time. Enjoyed the horse show. Weather:
Nice.—Mayme P. Musselman, Roach Theatre, Lincoln,
Kas. Pop. 1 ,636.

BUENA VISTA
Pollyanna (BV)—Jane Wyman, Richard Egan, Hay-

ley Mills. A very good picture, but not quite up to
"Old Yeller," which was Disney's best. Again, too
much film rental for such late playing time. Made
expenses on it, but that was all. Good to see Jane
Wyman again. Hayley Mills was very good in her
role. Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Fair and cold.

—

James Hardy, Shoals Theatre, Shoals, Ind. Pop. 1,555.

COLUMBIA
Mountain Road, The (Col)—James Stewart, Lisa

Lu, Glenn Corbett. Died the death of a dog. Our
pre-Christmas slump has set in though, so maybe
that's port of the answer. Played five days. Weather:
Nice.-—Jim Fraser, Auditorium Theatre, Red Wing,
Minn. Pop. 12,500.

Strangers When We Meet (Col)—Kirk Douglas,
Kim Novak, Barbara Rush. Good picture in 'Scope
and color. Surprised me that it did better business
than expected. Most people liked it. This is the type
of picture I guess you'd just have to play to find out
what it will do in your town. Played Sun., Mon.
Weather: Cold.—Joe Machetta, Emerson Theatre,
Brush, Colo. Pop. 2,300.

13 Ghosts (Col)—Jo Morrow, Martin Milner, Donald
Woods, Rosemary DeCamp. Our kids got a big kick
out of the ghost-viewing gadgets. It was different
and we had one of our best weekends since reopen-
ing this fall. Played with "King of the Wild Stallions"
from AA for a very good double bill. Weather: Nice.—Mayme P. Musselman, Roach Theatre, Lincoln, Kas.
Pop. 1,636.

Who Was That Lady? (Col)'—Tony Curtis, Dean
Martin, Janet Leigh. This brought out the older
couples and teenagers. Lots of laughs; a good movie.
Fair business, too. Color helped. Played Sun., Mon.
Weather: Very good.—-Mel Kruse, Pierce Theatre,
Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Bells Are Ringing (MGM)—Judy Holliday, Dean

Martin, Fred Clark. This, I think, is the poorest
show I've played in the last ten years. If you've
got it set, trade it off—you will be ahead. Played
Sun., Mon., Tues Weather: Cold.—Leo A. Backer,
Valley Theatre, Browns Valley, Minn. Pop. 1,077.

Bells Are Ringing (MGM)—Judy Holliday, Dean
Martin, Fred Clark. Real good musical comedy and
can be sold if you try. Give it a family playdate. I

didn't, and still did okay. Played Sun., Mon., Tues.
Weather: Snow.—Bruce Wendorff, Dome Theatre,
Libby, Mont. Pop. 4,500.

Home From the Hill (MGM)—'Robert Mitohum,
Eleanor Parker, George Peppard, George Hamilton.
This isn't just the type—but we did pretty fair on
our best time. Not too many kids and the adults
held the gross up where we almost showed a profit.
Seems the mothers want little Johnny and Sue to
watch this first on their idiot box at home and they
think it is okay. All our film is censored in Kansas,
but something keeps them glued to the little screen.—Mayme P. Musselman, Roach Theatre, Lincoln, Kas.
Pop. 1,636.

PARAMOUNT
Career (Pora)—Dean Martin, Shirley MacLaine,

Anthony Fronciosa, Carolyn Jones. A terrific cast,
which did o terrific job of acting. They took a fair
story and made it into 105 minutes of powerful
entertainment. Business was above average. Played
Wed., Thurs. Weather: Chilly.—W. K. Riese, Aurora
Theatre, La Ronge, Sask. Pop. 500.

It Started in Naples (Para)—Clark Gable, Sophia
Loren, Vittorio DeSica. This little fellow Marietto was
terrific. So were Gable and Loren. Color and Vista-
Vision the finest, good story—but I had to enjoy it

olone. Ever had a $3.50 Monday night? We must

'The Unlorgiven'—Buy It,

Sell It and Eat Again!
UA's "The Unforgiven" is a real western!

Here is a cast (Burt Lancaster, Audrey Hepburn,
Audie Murphy, Lillian Gish) and if you think
they don't take a beating in this super, you've
got another think. Chewers and spitters, they
all showed up in the balcony and they stayed
it out. We had a lot more than usual and
showed a profit. Buy it. Sell it and eat again.

MAYME P. MUSSELMAN
Roach Theatre,
Lincoln, Kas.

be nuts to stay open, but after 26 years it gets to

be a habit to open up the place. Played Sun., Mon.
Weather: Cold.—Mel Kruse, Pierce Theatre, Pierce,

Neb. Pop. 1 ,250.

Psycho (Para)—Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh, Vera
Miles, John Gavin. Nothing to say about it, except
it's TOPS. Play it. For me, snowstorm Sunday; same,
Monday—not much business.—Leo A. Backer, Val-
ley Theatre, Browns Valley, Minn. Pop. 1,077.

20th CENTURY-FOX
From the Terrace (20th-Fox)

—

Paul Newman, Jo-

anne Woodward, Ina Balin. Now here's a real good
pic, a bit long but very well done indeed. Paul New-
man, Joanne Woodward, Ina Balin (especially) are
outstanding in their roles. Myrna Loy is superb in

her few scenes. It's not a pretty picture (in subject
matter) but adults enjoyed it very much. Good crowd.
Played Tues., Wed. Weather: Cold.

—

Paul Fournier,

Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,000.

Journey to the Center of the Eorth (20th-Fox)—
Pat Boone, James Mason, Arlene Dahl. If you
haven't played it yet—don't. I found out the hard
way, it's just too old. I believe that big campaign
pictures are cold meat if you can't play the pic-

ture hot! Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Cold.—Joe Machetta, Emerson Theatre, Brush, Colo. Pop.
2,300.

'Snow Queen' Good
For School Tiein
"The Snow Queen," distributed by U-l, is one

that would work okay if tied in with the school.
We used it as a free Christmas show paid for

by the Chamber of Commerce. If you can get
them in, they wiil like it.

MEL DANNER
Circle Theatre,
Waynoka, Okla.

Let's Make Love (20th-Fox>—Marilyn Monroe,
Yves Montand, Tony Randall. Fair picture, business
off. Played five days. Weather: Mild.—Jim Fraser,

Auditorium Theatre, Red Wing, Minn. Pop. 12,500.

Secret of the Purple Reef, The (20th-Fox)—Jeff
Richards, Margia Dean, Peter Falk. Pretty color. My
folks are all snickering right now about the pro-
posed casting of Liz Taylor as Mary Magdalene.
They would rather see Marjorie Main in the role.

Jim Fraser, Auditorium Theatre, Red Wing, Minn.
Pop. 12,500.

UNITED ARTISTS
Pork Chop Hill (UA)—Gregory Peck, Rip Torn,

Harry Guardino. This was good, if your crowd likes

stark war drama. Guess I should have passed it. Cus-
tomers stayed home. Played Fri ., Sat., Sun.—Frank
E. Sabin, Majestic Theatre, Eureka, Mont. Pop. 929.

Solomon and Sheba (UA)

—

Yul Brynner, Gina Lollo-

brigida, George Sanders. I was just a little doubtful
about this one, but nothing 1o worry about after we
set the picture and started the run. Better than
average Sun., with Mon. holding very good and we
picked up some extra from a district high school
band meeting, screening it for them at matinee.
Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Nice.—Mayme
P. Musselman, Roach Theatre, Lincoln, Kas. Pop.
1,636.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Glenn Miller Story, The (U-l), reissue'—James Stew-

art, June Allyson. Still the "bestest" picture for a
long time to come. Business was better than for a
lot of new percentage pictures. Played Sat., Sun.,

Mon. Weather: Good.—'Carl P. Anderka, Rainbow
Theatre, Castroville, Tex. Pop. 1,500.

Portrait in Black (U-l)—Lana Turner, Anthony
Quinn, Sandra Dee. A tremendous disappointment in

every way. Played seven days.

—

Jim Fraser, Auditor-
ium Theatre, Red Wing, Minn. Pop. 12,500.

WARNER BROS.
Guns of the Timberland (WB)—Alan Ladd, Jeanne

Crain, Gilbert Roland, Frankie Avalon. Our action
fans liked it. Not for so-called discriminating folk;

but who cares? They stay home and watch "intelli-

gent product" on TV.—frank E. Sabin, Majestic The-
atre, Eureka, Mont. Pap. 929.

Ocean's 11 (WB)—Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin,
Peter Lawford, Angie Dickinson. Rather disappointed
in this. Of course, played late because, to quote:
"Can't secure print for areas like yours" although
we are on national release date. Seems like all old
rules tossed out the window. Played Wed. through
Sat.—-Paul Gomache, Welden Theatre, St. Albans,
Vt. Pop. 8,600.

Tall Story (WB)—Anthony Perkins, Jane Fonda,
Ray Walston. Excellent picture, loaded with belly-
laughs. Very good attendance (mostly teens). Jane
Fonda is one gorgeous gal. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat.

—

Paul Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B.

Pop. 2,000.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

General della Rovere A War Drama

Continental 139 Minutes ReL Jan. '61

The marquee combination of Roberto Ros-
sellini, directing his first noteworthy Italian-

language film since his widely acclaimed
"Open City" and “Paisan" of the late 1940s,

and actor Vittorio de Sica, who has recently

starred in many notable Italian imports, will

insure long runs in the art spots for this

Morris Ergas Italo-French co-production. The
picture, which won the Golden Lion of St.

Mark award at the Venice Film Festival, will

benefit further by its inclusion in the majority
of "best ten" lists, including both the New
York Times aind Herald-Tribune. Although
Continental plans an English-dubbed version
in March, the picture will have scant general
appeal because of its grim World War II

story and over-two-hours length. Under Ros-
sellini's fine directorial hand, the story by
Sergio Amidei, Diego Fabri and Indro Mont-
anelli moves slowly in the first hour but
steadily gathers suspense and ends on a
stirring and poignant note. As a well-dressed,
middle-aged gambler who extorts money
from impoverished Italians on the promise of

using his influence to get their imprisoned
relatives released, de Sica is no less than
superb and, when he is forced by a German
colonel to do undercover work while posing
as General della Rovere in a political pris-

oner camp, he is a tremendously moving fig-

ure. The ending is a tragic one. Hans Mes-
semer is excellent as the Nazi leader and
Bcrronessa Barzani contributes a fine bit.

Giovanni Ralli is vividly realistic as a prosti-

tute. Photography is first rate.

Vittorio de Sica, Hans Messemer, Sandra
Milo, Vittorio Caprioli, Anne Vernon.

Handy Subscription

Order Form
BOXOFFICE:
825 Van Brunt Blvd.,

Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to

BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year

(13 of which contain The MODERN
THEATRE Section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR
$5.00 FOR 2 YEARS

$7.00 FOR 3 YEARS
Remittance Enclosed

Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET

TOWN STATE

NAME

POSITION
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® Vrstovision; © Superscope; ® Noturomsa; ® Re^olscope; ® Techntramo. For story synopsis on each picture, ’•a* revetw side.

n p Ratio: Comedy
* 1 2.55-1 With Music

s u © ©
oilf Columbia ( ) 195 Minutes, plus intermission
al ,

Cantinllas, Mexico's beloved, pint-sized comic, who was
introduced to international audiences in Michael Todd's

"Around the World in 80 Days," romps about with a screen- p k
ful of glamorous show business personalities in this dazzling )

and delightful comedy fantasy filled with music and mirth.

It's ideal light entertainment for the entire family and, with
its array of marquee names, it should be a boxoffice bo-

nanza. George Sidney, who produced ccnd directed, has
placed his star-studded cast in the resplendent backgrounds
of Mexico, Hollywood and Las Vegas, all well photographed
in CinemaScope and Technicolor. Cantinflas is always the

center of attraction as he clowns, dances and even demon-
strates he can turn on the pathos briefly during the some-
what overlong unreeling while the star names all play their

easily recognizable selves, although the little Mexican is

not aware of their fame, a fact which adds to the film's

merriment. Many of the stars have little more than walk-ons
and could readily be eliminated but outstanding bits are
contributed by Maurice Chevalier, singing his traditional
tunes; the dynamic Sammy Davis jr. in a Las Vegas night-
club; and a sequence with Janet Leigh and Tony Curtis.

Cantinllas, Shirley Jones, Dan Dailey, Edward G.
Robinson, Frank Sinatra and 27 other guest stars.

The Goddess oi Love A ^ @
ectaC

Q
20th-Fox (039) 68 Minutes Rel. Nov. '60

Handsomely mounted in CinemaScope and De Luxe Color,

this Italian import puts known thespian values front and
center—Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas and Massimo Girotti

—

~~n for a convincing, taut and suspenseful treatment of the

Hitch) legendary days dating back to the vicious Macedonian-
Greek Wars. Miss Lee is cast as shepherdess who serves as
model for sculptor Massimo Girotti, a turn of events abruptly
and dramatically terminated when Sernas, wounded Mace-
donian officer, is taken into Girotti's home to recuperate.
The younger man's attachment for the fetching damsel
eventually leads to a jealous move by Girotti—he betrays
the Macedonian to Athenian troops. The lovers, of course, are
reunited, and poetic, bittersweet justice is spelled out for

the sculptor, but before such happenings occur, Damiano
Damiani's shooting script concentrates on spectacle as well
as deep feeling between two civilizations—the pitting of

power and ideals of a young, vigorous, agricultural and
warrior people (Macedonian) against the old culture of the
southern Greek city-states, notably Athens. Realizing that

pictures of this scope are best when on the move, executive
producer Gian Pauolo and director Victor Von Tourjansky
stress a panorama of ancient times. Completely dubbed.

Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas, Massimo Girotti, Maria
Frau, Luigi Tosi, Claudio Gora, Elli Parvo.

The Untaithfuls A Melodrama

Allied Artists (6015) 89 Minutes Rel. Dec. '60

A strong social commentary, including a focus on the
age-old tendency of some police oificials to favor the rich
over the poor when both groups are suspected of crime, is

played up forcefully, against a setting of the post-war boom
in Rome, in this strong drama. The picture stars international
actresses Gina Lollobrigida, as a socialite who doesn't mind
stepping down to thievery, and May Britt, caught up in a
loveless marriage and now fallen prey to a heartless gigolo-

ets V PettT thief-blackmailer, the latter stint assigned to the cap-
;tagel able hands of Pierre Cressoy, himself no stranger to our” shores. Roman industrialist Carlo Romano hires charming

Cressoy to compromise his wife so that he can marry a
voluptuous adolescent (Marina Vlady). The scoundrel, lean, .yn,
hungry and smart, finds the industrialist's set a dazzling ’

|prey—they are all sensualists, men and women alike, seek-
ing only physical pleasures. Samuel Schneider is presenting
the import, which has been dubbed for American theatres.
The ever-smoothly functioning production team of Dine
DeLaurentiis and Carlo Ponti assigned directorial status to
Mario Monicello and Steno, who have provided a sometimes
frighteningly realistic glimpse at the so-called "international"
set.

Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt, Pierre Cressoy, Marina
Vlady, Anna Maria Ferrero, Tina Lattanzi, Irene Pappas.

Desert Attack F “Mrm
20th-Fox (053) 76 Minutes Rel. Nov. '60

Christopher London's novel, "Ice Cold in Alex," an absorb-

ing story of a strange trek through the North African Desert

during the early days of World War II, is the basis of this

Associated British Picture Corp., Ltd., production released in

the U. S. under the 20th-Fox banner. It has the distinguished

thespian values of that country's noted and acclaimed John
Mills, Anthony Quayle and Sylvia Syms, a top-quality di-

recting stint by J. Lee Thompson and a most competent
scripting job by T. J. Morrison and the novelist himself, all

of which points to a good audience receptivity. British Army
ambulance convoy commander John Mills, on a desperate
flight from fast-collapsing Tobruk, takes nurses Sylvia Syms
and Diane Clare and his sergeant major, Harry Andrews.

)
En route to Alexandria, Egypt, and comparative safety, the

tiny group meets strangely brooding South African soldier

Anthony Quayle, who, subsequent events disclose, is a
German spy. Because Quayle is able to get them through
tight security lines maintained by the advancing German
Army and also pitches in to nurse the failing motor convoy
itself, the Britons decide not to have Quayle arrested once
in Allied territory, the enemies separating permanently on
a note of hope and inspiration for decency and truth.

John Mills, Sylvia Syms, Anthony Quayle, Harry
Andrews, Diane Clare.

Make Mine Mink F ^“i
Farce Comedy

Continental 101 Minutes Rel. Dec. '60

All devotees of British comedy fare, and their number has
increased greatly since the wide playoff of "The Mouse
That Roared" and "I'm All Right, Jack," will be convulsed at
the slapstick antics of Terry-Thomas and his three zany fe-

male accomplices in this Hugh Stewart production. Thomas,
who has developed a following second only to Peter Sellers
through "Jack," "School for 'Scoundrels" and "The Man in
the Cocked Hat," all released here in 1960, will insure mar-
quee draw in the art spots. The screenplay by Michael
Pertwee, based on a London stage hit, "Breath of Spring,"
is completely improbable nonsense, but Robert Asher has
directed at such a fast and furious pace that the laughs
occasionally drown out some of the dialog. It deals with a
group of amateur thieves who steal furs in order to con-
tribute the proceeds to charity—a la Robin Hood. A high-
light is a scene in a waterfront dive done to the accompany-
ing "The Third Man" theme music. Thomas, with his mug-

-« 9ing ctnd double-takes" has rarely been funnier and Athene
'“’t Seyler, as a genteel Dame of the Empire, the hefty Hattie

Jacques, as a mannish spinster, and Elspeth Duxbury, as a
fluttery one, comprise the other members of "gang," each of
them hilarious. A Rank Film.

Terry-Thomas, Athene Seyler, Hattie Jacques, Billie )

Whitelaw, Raymond Huntley, Elspeth Duxbury.

Code of Silence F “ Me“
Sterling World-States Rights 75 Minutes Rel. Dec. '60

The dramatic premise of a former criminal-turned-writer
in a sleepy Mexican town suddenly faced with the decision
of leaving his new-found Mexican beauty love to testify be-
fore a U. S. Senate rackets subcommittee is both topical

and engrossing enough to draw the headline-conscious as
well as the curious who seem to dote on off-beat casting in

strange locale. Berj Hagopian produced and Mel Welles di-

rected, from a Norman Toback-Allan Adrian script, and
they've managed to incorporate some first-class footage
along with the conventional study of the coming-to-grips-
with-reality by ex-goon Terry Becker. Director Welles doubles
as a thespian, realistically playing the top man of the
dreaded "syndicate," which wants Becker out of the way
and the "syndicate" to continue its predatory course. For
the younger element, there's the Mexican beauty Elisa Loti

and handsome Gary Judis, always striding forth with his
chin looking to trouble just for excitement's sake. It might
be a sound marketing idea to concentrate on this new two-
some. They are an engaging couple, personable, handsome,
audience-appealing. Moreover, the Mexican footage adds
immeasureably to the pacing. In lesser roles, Victoria King
registers strongly as a femme fatale.

Terry Becker, Elisa Loti, Bruno VeSota, Michael De
Carlo, Victoria King, Mel Welles, Gary Judis.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring
loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Btvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploitips; Adlines for Newspaper and Programs

THE STORY: "The Goddess of Love" (20th-Fox)

Macedonian soldier Jacques Sernas, wounded in the war
with Greece, is taken into the home of Greek sculptor

Massimo Girotti, who has been working on a statue of

Aphrodite, using shepherdess Belinda Lee as model. Sernas
falls in love with Lee, and a jealous Girotti betrays the
Macedonian to Greek troops. The couple attempts to flee,

but Sernas is wounded. Lee believes him dead, and in a
revengeful moment, tells Girotti that she would rather be the
lowliest camp follower than stay with him. The Macedonian
forces, led by Sernas (who had been released in a prisoner
exchange), is victorious, and Sernas rescues Lee just as
she is about to commit suicide.

EXPLOITIPS:

Play up the hands-across-the seas casting

—

Miss Lee
from Great Britain, Sernas from France, and Girotti from
Italy. Set up library displays and invite foreign-language
departments and cultural sections of high schools and col-

leges in the area to discuss the legendary times.

CATCHLINES:
She Was History's Greatest Temptress . . . She Was De-

sire—and Destruction! . . . Goddess of Love They Called
Her—She Came Out of the Sea Bringing Desire, Death and
Destruction!

THE STORY: "Desert Attack" (20th-Fox)

In Tobruk during World War II, Capt. John Mills, com-
mander of a motor ambulance convoy, driven to limit of

endurance, relies increasingly on the bottle. When he is

ordered to conduct two young nurses, Sylvia Syms and
Diane Clare, who have been left behind, back to Egypt,
he is bitterly resentful. En route, they meet a desert-tanned
South African soldier, Anthony Quayle, who accompanies
them on their sad flight. Running into Germans, Mills des-
perately swerves to escape, in the process causing death
of Miss Clare. Quayle talks them out of trouble in fluent
German. Mills and Miss Syms are attracted to each other
in their mutual loneliness. When they are almost within
sight of Alexandria, the ambulance nearly fails them. Only
by dogged effort do they manage to push on again. Finally
riding into the city, the group splits up, striking a compro-
mise over knowledge that Quayle is indeed a German spy.
They realize that duty and honor will be satisfied if they
let each other go their separate ways.

EXPLOITIPS:
This is based on the Christopher London novel, which en-

joyed moderate success in the U. S. under title of “Ice Cold
in Alex." Play up the tense trek across desert wastes.

CATCHLINES:
From Tobruk to Alexandria . . . They Had to Make It—

•

Even If One of Them Was a Traitor! . . . Trapped in 600

Miles of Burning Hell—With a Traitor in Their Midst!

THE STORY: "Code of Silence" (Sterling)

Former crime syndicate member Terry Becker is content to

live in a sleepy Mexican village and write when the oc-

casion moves him. His location is suddenly recalled by syn-
dicate boss Mel Welles when the latter learns of pending
U. S. Senate rackets sub-committee investigation, and word
goes out to Welles' hoodlums to wipe out Becker. FBI agent
Ed Nelson also sets out for the village in an effort to get
Becker to testify against Welles. Becker, meanwhile, is in

love with local beauty Elisa Loti. The Welles hoodlums
terrorize the village, in the process killing Loti's young
brother, Gary Judis. The deed convinces Becker that he must
return to the U. S. to testify.

EXPLOITIPS:

This was filmed on Mexican locations and uses, in the
main, unknowns. Sell it for novelty's sake, plus the always-
timely law enforcement attempt to clean up organized crime.

CATCHLINES:

The "Syndicate" Wanted Him—and So Did the FBI! . . .

Taut Terror in a Sleepy Mexican Town! ... A Mexican
Beauty Waited for Him—And So Did the "Syndicate" and
the FBI!

THE STORY: "Pepe" (Col)

Cantinflas, a little Mexican ranch-hand, is devastated
when his beloved white horse is sold to Dan Dailey, an
on-the-skids Hollywood director, and he follows him to the

film capital. There Cantinflas meets a score of Hollywood
and nightclub stars without ever being aware of their fame.

j r At Las Vegas, Cantinflas puts his piggy-bank savings on a
Val1, ( Pot gaming table and wins a fabulous sum, which he gives to

Dailey for the latter to produce a picture with a little extra,

Shirley Jones, in the lead. Cantinflas mistakenly thinks

Shirley is in love with him and, after buying her a ring, it

is Maurice Chevalier who makes the little Mexican realize

that Shirley is just fond of him and that she really loves

Dailey. So he returns to Mexico with his beloved horse
restored to him.

EXPLOITIPS:
Stress that Cantinflas played Passepartout in "Around

the World in 80 Days" and play up the 35 "guest stars."

Music shops will cooperate with displays of the "Pepe"
album and other albums by Bobby Darin, a teenage favor-

ite; Sammy Davis jr., Maurice Chevalier and Judy Garland.

CATCHLINES:
A Wonderland of Entertainment as "Pepe" Goes to Holly-

wood and Meets a Score of Famous Stars . . . Cantinflas,

Beloved Star of "Around the World in 80 Days," Meets
Chevalier, Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds and
Dozens of Hollywood Favorites.

THE STORY: "The Uniaithiuls" (AA)

In Rome, industrialist Carlo Romano hires crooked Pierre

Cressoy through a shadowing agency to follow his wife,

Irene Pappas, and obtain compromising evidence so that

Romano can get a divorce and marry Marina Vlady, a
mannequin. Cressoy remembers that his former sweetheart,

May Britt, married a highly placed Englishman, Charles

Fawcett, in a loveless marriage, and now moves in Pappas'

circle. Cressoy uses his considerable charm to fan Britt's

love, getting himself into high Roman society where, seeing

bigger prey, he abandons Romano’s assignment, and begins

to exploit theft and blackmail, not sparing Britt (her servant

commits suicide after false theft charges, the foul deed in

truth traced to socialite Gina Lollobrigida). Finally pushed to

emotional impasse, Britt empties a pistol's bullets into

•- Cressoy and then turns herself in.
,um Red

EXPLOITIPS:
A party highlighted by a "treasure hunt" is a feature in

the film. Similar activity can be planned on lesser level

locally. Clothing displays in larger department stores, con-

centrating on Gina and May's figures, can be helpful.

*

CATCHLINES:
Lollobrigida . . . Lovely, Sultry, Sensuous! . . . That Candid

Report on Those Who Cross the Border Line of Other Wives

and Husbands! . . . "You Call It Love, but It's Got a Dirty

Name!"

THE STORY: "Make Mine Mink" (Cont'l)

Athene Seyler, a Dame of the British Empire, has several

roomers, including Terry-Thomas, a fussy former Army major;

Hattie Jacques, a hefty woman who teaches deportment to

would-be debutantes, and Elspeth Duxbury, a fluttery spin-

ster, all watched over by Billie Whitelaw, a maid with a

prison record. When Billie steals a mink stole to present to

Athene, the latter is horrified, but she gets the inspiration to

embark on a fur-stealing hobby with the proceeds to be

given to charity. With Terry-Thomas making all the plans

and Elspeth fumbling them up, they succeed in stealing furs

from a smart shop, then an illegal gambling party, etc. But

Billie, who is kept in the dark about these operations, be-

comes suspicious as does her policeman boy friend, Jack

Hedley. The gang decides to pull one last operation before

reforming. But, when Hedley asks Athene for a contribution

to the police charity, they continue their life of crime.

EXPLOITIPS:
The title is a natural for a tieup with fur shops with gift

suggestions for husbands. Terry-Thomas recently scored in

"I'm All Right, Jack," "The Man in a Cocked Hat" and

"School for Scoundrels," all British comedy hits.

*IU.

We

CATCHLINES:
The Maddest and Merriest Melange of Mirth . . . Terry-

/ea Thomas, Star of “I'm All Right Jack" and “Man in a Cocked
leotre Hat” Scores Another Laugh Triumph ... A British Comedy

About Farcical Felons on the Loose in London.

k
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RATES: 15c per word, minimum $1.50, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions for price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and

• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

CLEflRine HOUSE
HELP WANTED

Exceptional employment opportunities

tor Drive-In and Walk-In Theatre Man-
agers in Southern California. Large cir-

cuit oilers ideal working conditions and
liberal medical, hospitalization and life

insurance coverage, plus an excellent

retirement plan. If you should vacation

in California, contact Jim Barka for a

personal interview, Pacific Drive-In The-

atres Corp., 141 South Robertson Blvd.,

Los Angeles 48. California. All inquiries

will be held strictly confidential.

Experienced Couple: Projection-man-

ager, wife concessions manager. Excellent

opportunity, fine conventional and drive-

in theatres midwest county sect. Box-

office, 9204.

Wanted: First class drive-in man thor-

oughly experienced in ell phases. Cap-
able of handling group of drive-ins. Best

business and character references re-

quired. Forward complete information and
snapshot with first letter. This is an op-

portunity for the right man. Boxoffice,

9205.

POSITIONS WANTED
Man to manage theatre, aptitude for

exploitation, fully experienced, references,

salary secondary. Boxoffice, 9197.

General Manager presently employed-
desires change for the better. Thoroughly
experienced all phases of the business
both indoor and drive-ins. Now handling
buying, booking, advertising and per-

sonnel for circuit. Boxoffice, 9202.

SOUND MAINTENANCE BOOK
YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING

. . . Trout’s Simplified Servicing data
manual contains instructions you need.
Trouble-shooting charts, many basic
schematics, resistances, voltages, tips on
important adjustments, etc. Many helpful
projection instructions. Data on 16, 35

and 70mm projection. Additional service
sheets for one year. In a nice binder,
postage paid, only $5.75. Cash with order
. . . no COD's. Order today, supply
limited. Wesley Trout, Engineer, Box 575,

Enid, Oklahoma.

POPCORN MACHINES
Popcorn machines, all makes. Complete

new popping units, $185.00 ex. Replace-
ment kettles, all machines. 120 So. Hal-
sted, Chicago. 111.

POPCORN, Bags, Boxes, Salt, Seasoning
and STAR machines. Every order guar-
anteed to satisfy. Write R. D. Word &
Son, P. C. Box 179, Scottsboro, Alabama
for money saving prices.

INTERMISSION TAPES
Pre-Show and Intermission Programs for

Drive-Ins. No more tape troubles . . .

use disc customized programs . . . same
price as our superb tapes on HiFi LP
records. Guaranteed to sell. Write for

free sample disc. Commercial Sound Ser-
vice, P. O. Box 5, Sulphur Springs,
Texas.

BUY!SELL!TRADE!

FIND HELP OR POSITION

Through

BOXOFFICE
Classified Advertising

Greatest Coverage in the

Field at Lowest Cost

Per Reader
4 insertions for the price of 3

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED

YEAR END SALE: Super, E7 Simplex
mechanisms, $195; Regular Simplex
mechanisms $99.50; SA RCA 35mm Arc
Sound Projectors with pedestals, $195; Hi-
Intensity arcs and rectifiers, Brenkert,
Simplex, Strong, Forest from $49.50. Com-
plete booth outfits, projection and sound,
from $895. Everything excellent condition.
S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.

For Sale: Complete Theatre Equipment.
250 spring edged seats, RCA sound,
Brenkert projectors & lamps. Now in

use. Make an offer. Carl Branscome,
Galax, Virginia.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
New 8 Ohm, 15” low frequency speak-

ers (Electro) complete with field supply,
each, $49.50. New 16 Ohm high frequency
speaker units (PM) each, $23.00. The
Ballantyne Company, 1712 Jackson Street,
Omaha 2, Nebraska.

WINTERIZED MASONITE MARQUEE
LETTERS, Black or Red, fit all signs. 4",

40c; 8”, 60c; 10”, 75c; 12”, $1.00; 14”,

$1.50; 16", $1.75; 17”, $2.00; 24", $3.00

(10% discount 100 letters or over $60.00
list). S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New
York 19.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT

Still available. 4" replacement speakers,
99c. (Reg. $3.95). Sample, $1.50. Melro,
Cramer Road, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Complete Century drive-in booth equip-
ment, junction boxes and speakers for

sale. Used approximately three years.
Contact A. D. Ruff, P. O. Box 428, Huron,
California.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS

Bingo, more action! $4.50M cards. Other
games available, on, off screen. Novelty
Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of

Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 346 West 44th St., New York
36, N. Y.

Placards . . . Bumper Strips. Colorpress,
3613 Vaughn Blvd., Ft. Worth, Texas.

Midget Bibles. $50/thousand. 1 xl>/2 ",

224 pages. Samples, prices 10c. Johnson-
Smith, D-951, Detroit 7.

Comic Books . . . Toys . . . Novelties
. . . Free catalog. Hecht Mfg., 184 W.
Merrick Road, Merrick, N. Y.

THEATRE TICKETS

Prompt Service. Special printed roll

tickets. 100,000, $34.95; 10,000, $11.55;

2,000, $5.95. Each change in admission
price, including change in color, $4.00
extra. Double numbering extra. F.O.B.
Kansas City, Mo. Cash with order. Kan-
sas City Ticket Co., Dept. 11, 109 W.
18th Street, Kansas City, Mo.

FILMS WANTED
35mm and 16mm features, serials and

shorts. Safety film only. Boxoffice, 9196.

FILMS FOR SALE

35mm- 16mm films and equipment of all

kinds. Associated, 1205 West 7th Street,
Pomona, California.

THEATRES FOR SALE

West Coast theatres for sale. Write to:
list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Keamy Street, San Francisco 8, California.

Theatres for Projectionists. Situated
America. Theatres required. Bovilsky, 34
Batson Street, Glasgow.

Gov. Ritchie Theatre, 700-car drive-in
theatre in continuous operation since
1939 on Ritchie Highway 3 miles south of
Baltimore. Highly profitable theatre in-
cluding choice commercial frontage. Stock-
holders' deadlock has forced sale by pub-
lic auction to be held January 25, 1961.
For full information write Gov. Ritchie
Theatre, Inc., P. O. Box 25, Glen Burnie,
Maryland.

450-car drive-in for sale in Central Cali-
fornia. Approximately 60 miles southwest
of Fresno. CinemaScope lens and screen.
Owner retiring, write Cuthbert, 3024
Woodlane Drive, Bakersfield, California.

Five hundred-seat theatre in Michigan
resort city. Stereophonic sound and Cine-
maScope screen in addition to real estate.
Boxoffice, 9200.

For Sale: Two drive-in theatres in Gulf
coast city showing large growth. Both
operating year round. One is a twin.
Boxoffice, 9198.

For Sale: Neodesha, Kansas drive-in
theatre, 375 cars, population 4,000. No
reasonable offer refused. Downtown the-
atre to be dismantled. G. E. Klock.

650-car drive-in. Eastern Michigan, three
years old, real estate included. First run
product, nearest competition 20 miles.
Large drawing area. Excellent opportunity
for ambitious showman. Easy terms for

immediate sale. Contact R. Vickrey, 31

N. Walnut, Mt. Clemens, Michigan.

THEATRES WANTED
WANTED: 400-car drive-in. North Caro-

lina vicinity . . Raleigh, Durham,
Greensboro, Winstom-Salem, Concord,
Lexington . . . what have you? Boxoffice,
9206.

THEATRES FOR LEASE

For sale or lease, Texas drive-in the-
atre, only one in county. Call or write
W. R. Woody, Fairfield, Texas.

For Lease: Only drive-in, growing Colo-
rado town. Excellent family opportunity.
$6,000 advance. Boxoffice, 9203.

Colored, equipped, drive-in theatre for

lease. If connected with first run will
run on percentage. Phone JO 2-4416, Vero
Beach, Florida.

THEATRE SEATING

Good used late model chairs available,
rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-
atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.
Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25”x25”, 55c ea.; 27”x27”, 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519

Chairs rebuilt in your theatre, re-spac-
ing, sewed covers. Arthur Judge, 2100 E.

Newton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

130 Upholstered, spring-cushion chairs.
Good condition, $150. Majestic Theatre,
Nelsonville, Ohio.

7,000 late type theatre chairs on hand
completely rebuilt like new with new
chair comfort. Selling at very low price.

Can also rebuild your own chairs if

frames are good. Write for information:
Nick Diack, Eastern Seating Co., 138-13

Springfield Blvd
,

Springfield Gardens,
N. Y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIGGER POPCORN PROFITS with all

new Tender-Vender, now re-designed to

even finer operations and results. Nothing
to corrode, rust or peel. Warms, tender-
izes and dispenses crisp, hot, delicious

popcorn. Shipped assembled; easy to

move; capacities right for any location

Write for facts. TENDER-VENDER POP-
CORN SERVICE CO., Popcorn Building,

Nashville, Tennessee.

Handy Subscription Order Form

CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed D Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION
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AN EXCEPTIONALLY FINE FILM! SHOULD LEAVE A WARM
GLOW IN THE HEARTS OF AUDIENCES OF ALL AGES. HEART-

WARMING FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT!

—Motion Picture Herald

A love story of purity and power told with compelling

beauty. —Arlene Francis

FINE, SENSITIVE TALE! HAS HUMOR, WARMTH AND TOUCH-

ING EMOTION! SHOULD ENJOY A ROBUST RECEPTION!

—Film Daily

One of the most moving films it has ever been my good

fortune to see! —Jack Lemmon

UNIVERSALLY APPEALING! COMPELLING, HEART-WARMING

. . . HAS SOMETHING TO SAY AND SAYS IT WELL ONE OF

THE YEAR’S REAL ‘SLEEPERS’! —Variety

Magnificent movie! —Jayne Meadows
Loved it! —Steve Allen

AN INSPIRING FILM! POIGNANT AND ENTERTAINING!

BUILDS STEADILY TO A TOUCHING AND DRAMATIC

CLIMAX! —Boxoffice

One of the most charming and intelligent pictures in a long

time! —Barbara Rush

A winning Hand . . . from Columbia!

A FINE FAMILY FILM! A CHARMING BEGUILING PARABLE!

—Hollywood Reporter

A classic!!! In the purest sense of the word.

—Barry Sullivan

TOUCHING . . . HEART-WARMING ... A DELIGHTFUL FAMILY

PICTURE! COMPLETELY CAPTIVATING!

—The Independent Film Journal

A heart-warming fun picture that is also a great lesson

in tolerance. —Mitch Miller

Hand
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"CinderFello," a modern-day adaptation of the old Cinderella theme which Jerry Lewis

produced for Paramount release has been voted the BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award for

December by the National Screen Council. In the above scene Lewis and Ed Wynn, who plays

the role of the Fairy Godfather, engage in some buffoonery. The Blue Ribbon Award is given

on the basis of general entertainment merit and suitability for the whole family . . . page 16 .



ALLIED ARTISTS’

PRE-SELLING POWER
through a

SUPER-SATURATION
NATIONAL MAGAZINE
AD CAMPAIGN

!

targeted to reach a reading

audience of more than

Men . . .Women. . . Children . . .Teenagers

!

J

^PFPIfil m” QPDFrMIUrQ / at ALLIED ARTISTS Branches everywhere! Contact your A A Branch

twlML UU PIU I OlrKttNIIlUO
j Manager. ..and plan to attend a '‘Special” DONDI Showing !



TO PENETRATE EVERY POSSIBLE BOXOFFICE MARKET!

PRE-SELLING POWER
through PROMOTION!

DONDI
P.A. TOUR!
David Kory (Dondi,

himself!) on nation-wide

tour plugging picture

on TV, radio, newspapers,

special appearances!

SPECIAL TV TRAILERS
for “DAYTIME” USE!
Great TV’s to reach the

extra important KID

MARKET!

SPECIAL TV TRAILERS
for “NIGHTTIME” USE!
Ticket-selling TV’s

to emphasize the ‘‘Adult

Appeal” of the picture!

ARMY
COOPERATION!
Enthusiastic Army
participation includes

national distribution of

"DONDI” posters.

PATTI PAGE
RECORDING!
Mercury release of

"Dondi” hit tunes backed
by national promo
campaign!

STARS ON NATIONAL
TV SHOWS!
Top stars from picture

set for “Guest” shots on

prime TV shows

!

TEASER
TRAILERS!
FREE teaser trailers give

"DONDI” advance plug in

theatres everywhere!

“DONDI”
COMIC BOOK!
Dell Comics gives big

promo push to nationwide

newsstand item!

“DONDI”

TOY TIE-UPS!
Seven leading toy

manufacturers marketing

22 DONDI items with

high promotional priority!

MACY
TIE-UP!
David (Dondi) Kory on

TV nationally in

MACY’S Christmas

Parade! All Macy
Affiliates across nation

ready for point of sale

DONDI promotions!

DONDI
Syndicated

Cartoon !

ALBERT ZUGSMITH’S

STARRING

DAVID PATTI WALTER
PONDf

The MULTI-MILLION readers of

86 LEADING NEWSPAPERS coast-

to-coast love the DONDI comic!

Here is a READY-MADE AUDIENCE

for the picture! Here is made-to-

order newspaper cooperation

wherever DONDI plays!

New York News • Chicago Tribune •

Philadelphia Inquirer • Los Angeles Times •

Detroit Free Press • Baltimore Sun • Cleve-

land Plain Dealer • St. Louis Globe-Democrat
• Boston Herald-Traveler • San Francisco

Chronicle • Pittsburgh Press • Houston
Chronicle • Buffalo Courier-Express • New
Orleans Times-Picayune • Minneapolis Star-

Tribune • Cincinnati Post • Seattle Times •

Dallas Times Herald • San Antonio Express-

News • Columbus Dispatch • Portland

Oregonian • Atlanta Journal-Constitution •

Birmingham News • Toledo Blade • Fort

Worth Star-Telegram • Akron Beacon-Journal
• Omaha World-Herald • Miami Herald •

Providence Journal-Bulletin • Dayton News •

Oklahoma City Oklahoman • Syracuse Post-

Standard • Jacksonville Journal • Worcester
Telegram-Gazette • Tulsa World • Salt Lake

City Tribune • Hartford Courant • Nashville

Tennessean • Youngstown Vindicator •

Springfield, Mass., Union-Republican •

Spokane Spokesman-Review • Albany, N. Y.,

Times-Union • Charlotte Observer Austin,

Texas American-Statesman • Erie Times •

Mobile Press-Register • Corpus Christi

Caller-Times • Montgomery, Ala., Advertiser

• Jackson, Miss., Clarion-Ledger • St. Peters-

burg Times • Harrisburg Patriot-News •

Columbia, S. C., State -Quebec L'Evenement-

Journal • Vancouver Sun • Orlando, Fla.,

Sentinel-Star • Asheville, N. C., Citizen-Times

• Greensboro, N. C., News-Record • Sioux

Falls, S. D., Argus-Leader • Honolulu Adver-

tiser • Lancaster, Pa., New Era • Pensacola,

Fla., News-Journal • Greenville, S. C., News-
Piedmont • Lima, Ohio, News • Bangor,

Maine, Daily News • Lake Charles, La.,

American Press • Albany, Ga., Herald •

Charleston, S. C., News & Courier • Fargo,

N. D., Forum • Macon, Ga., Telegraph-News
• Las Vegas, Nev., Sun • Colorado Springs

Gazette-Telegraph • Roswell, N. M., Record
• Hobbs, N. M., News Sun • Odessa, Texas,

American • Frankfurt (Germany) American
Weekend • Manila Chronicle

MICKEY
AND INTRODUCING

ROBERT ARNOLD DAVID

as “DONDI"

LOUIS QUINN • GALE GORDON Based on the comic strip by GUS EDSON and IRWIN HASEN

Written and Produced by ALBERT ZUGSMITH and GUS EDSON • Directed by ALBERT ZUGSMITH • An ALLIED ARTISTS Picture

“DONDI ”.. .ready for the BIGGEST BOXOFFICE EASTER of all time!



OUTGROSSES
“SOUTH PACIFIC’

BY 30 PERCENT
In 5 Chicago Theatres!

Same Theatres-Same Days
-and business is super-sensational in N.Y.

at RKy Palace and Albee Theatres! !day and^
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AS CHAIRMAN of the BoxoFFiCE-spon-

sored National Screen Council which, for

29 years, has sought to encourage the making of

more motion pictures “suitable for the whole

family,” Velma West Sykes is an unofficial, but

capable, observer of public customs. Through
her work with film councils, women’s groups

and other organizations interested in motion

picture betterment, she keeps a constant finger

on the public pulse. She is, therefore, aware

of the public’s likes and dislikes, particularly

as concerns motion pictures. Probing for reasons,

other than the commercial ones, that may underly

the recent trends in film production over which

there has been much public criticism. Mrs. Sykes

has come up with some interesting observations,

II viz

:

Today’s cinema, along with the other arts, is devoting

loo much attention to failures. Once beauty to the point

of perfection was what the sculptor and the painter

tried to portray. Now the grotesque, the weird and the

repulsively ugly are the current rage among art critics.

Once poetry was either folk music, romantic eulogy,

intellectually stimulating or epic in quality to celebrate

some heroic figure or action. Now it holds itself loftilv

aloof from common tinderstanding, is scornful of tradi-

tional forms and metric patterns and conforms fiercely

to a non-conformist attitude about life, witli political

§| overtones.

Once stories were written about successful people

—

professionally, morally and financially. Now the share-

cropper, the skidrow alcoholic, the call girl, the wealthy

playboys and playgirls of loose morals are the folks you

meet most often in current best-selling novels and plays.

The motion picture was bound to reflect these signifi-

cant changes in the other arts. And its influence is

more general, more direct and more forceful because the

theatre is frequented oftener than the art galleries by

more people, it is better patronized than the poets, and

it is a lazy way of absorbing what the current novelists

§| are writing about.

Hut too much is more than enough of anything. Maybe
the boy-meets-girl, boy-gets-girl so they can get married

and live happily ever after was a corny theme that was
overworked for a -while. But it beats the present boy-

meets-girl, boy-gets-girl-pregnant type of sociological

p! study entertainment.

Maybe princes and princesses and their American
equivalents were as unrealistic as their lovely, luxurious

settings, but such films entertained shopgirls and other

working people because they were about a pleasant

world that was foreign to them—but nice to dream

p; about.

So it is possible that the current craze for dramas
about illiterate sharecroppers, drug addicts and social

derelicts is because so many of us live in comparative

luxury and moral rectitude by comparison. But some-
thing tells me the pendulum is due to swing back again.

As the song says in “Oklahoma,” we’ve gone about as

fur as we kin go.

Indeed, there appears to be recognition within

the industry that a change is in order—and it

is being made. The cycle habit of following a

certain course for a time has ever been a part

of this business. Usually it follows in what there

is evident public interest. Sometimes it is carried

“too fur.” But, fortunately, the industry is re-

silient and can quickly adjust to a new pattern

when it is indicated by public demand. This

is attested by the announcements of product for

the ensuing season already finished or in various

stages of production, giving assurance of a wide
variety of types and themes to appeal to all

segments of the public.

Worthy Undertaking
The advocacy of a program whereby the in-

dustry will attack its problems on a worldwide
front, as advanced by Samuel Pinanski, triumvir

of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations
at the recent annual board meeting of that

organization, is indeed a worthy and necessary

undertaking. The continuing progress of the in-

dustry does hinge substantially on its maintain-
ing a leading position in the foreign markets.

And, as well, does virtually all other American
industry for, as has been widely proven, “trade
follows the films”—as well as the flag. Other
countries, too, are cognizant of that fact. So we
must continue, with American films, to keep
open the way and increase the markets for all

goods labeled, “Made in U.S.A.”

What Mr. Pinanski would like to see done,
long has been needed—principally the aid of our
own Government to make possible the under-
taking of measures that would, first, aid in the

strengthening of the industry within its own
borders. This could be accomplished by the re-

moval or, at least, modification of governmental
decrees or laws that, Mr. Pinanski says, have
made mandatory wasteful practices in distribu-

tion and exhibition. Elimination of these prac-
tices would, indeed, serve to strengthen the in-

dustry “at home,” and the improvement then
attained will fortify its efforts in dealing with
problems abroad.

Mr. Pinanski also holds that “selfish forces”
within the industry hamper its economic growth.
And he sees as urgent that all elements in the
industry “must join forces in an heroic effort

to turn the tide,” which threatens the industry’s
future.

Much more than many people in this industry
may think, its welfare depends to a great extent

on how it fares around the world. Should there,

for example, be a 25 per cent drop in produc-
tion-distribution’s income from overseas, it

would affect film rentals in this country. So the
problems entailed therein concern exhibitors as
well as producer-distributors. Consequently, the
unification of effort urged by Mr. Pinanski

—

both at home and abroad—is very much in the
common interest. It will better enable the indus-
try to resolve existent problems and to keep new
ones in check. So it is hoped that the Pinanski
plan soon will be implemented.



Dept, of Commerce Sees

Boxoffice Rise in '61
1961 20fh-Fox Release

Schedule to Be Flexible
NEW YORK—Twentieth Century-Pox’s

release schedule for 1961 will be flexible so

that market require-

ments will determine
the numerical pro-

gram, Glenn Norris,

general sales man-
ager, said here Mon-
day (9). In another

of his periodic lunch-

eon meetings with the

tradepress, along with
members of his sales

cabinet, Norris said

the company could

release 60 pictures or

as few as 25, depend-
ing on conditions and the demand.

25 FOR FIRST TWO QUARTERS
However, approximately 25 pictures al-

ready are listed for the first two quarters

of this year, with 11 productions and one
rerelease package on the final release

schedule for the first quarter. The second
quarter listing is tentative and has 13 on
the agenda, but Norris said he anticipated

no major changes.
Norris said that 20th-Fox was aiming

for a “balanced” program, one that will

contain an equal number of pictures for

family patronage. There has been a de-
mand for family pictures, he said, but there

has been a lack of support of them by
many exhibitors who “don’t make enough
noise” about them when they are played.

In regard to “Freckles,” which was highly
lauded for its family appeal, Norris said

that it should have played 12,000 dates;

instead, it played only about half that
number.
The company’s 1961 program, Norris

said, is the most ambitious and “poten-
tial” in the history of the company, in-

cluding several top pictures from Robert
Lippert’s API organization. Among these
will be “The Big Show” and “The Trapp
Family,” both made overseas.

LINEUP FOR JANUARY-JUNE
As of now, the 20th-Fox lineup shapes up

as follows:

JANUARY—'The Marriage-Go-Round," starring
Susan Hayword, James Mason and Julie Newmar;
"Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come," starring Jimmy
Rogers and Luona Patten; "Can-Can," starring
Shirley MacLaine and Frank Sinatra.

FEBRUARY—"The Canadians," outdoor drama of
the aftermath of Custer's Last Stand, produced by
Herman Wobber in CinemaScope and De Luxe
Color, starring Robert Ryan, Tereso Stratus and
Torin Thatcher; "The Millionairess," British-made
comedy, produced in CinemaScope and De Luxe by
Dimitri de Grurrwold and directed by Anthony as-
quith, starring Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers and Ala-
stair Sim; "The Long Rope," story of the early
days of justice in the west, produced by Margia
Dean in CinemaScope and color, starring Alan Hale
jr , Hugh Morlewe and Lisa Montell, and "Sniper's
Ridge," a Korean war story, produced by John
Bushelman for Robert L. Lippert's Associated Pro-
ducers, Inc.

MARCH—"Sanctuory," one of the most famous
of William Faulkner's stories, produced by Dorryl
F. Zanuck arvd directed by Tony Richordson, starring
Lee Remick, Yves Montand, Odetta and Bradford
Dillmon; "Days of Thrills and Laughter," excerpts
from fhe serials of yesteryear, including the cliff-
honging "Perils of Pauline," produced by Robert
Youngson; "Circle of Deception," drama of spy
activity of the British secret service in World War
II, produced by Thomos H. Morahan for J. Arthur

Bill to Aid Small Business

Offers Help to Theatres
Washington—Companion bills to

provide tax relief for small business

firms which plow earnings back into

expansion and improvements—includ-

ing motion picture theatres—have
been sent to both the Senate and the

House of Representatives. They have
the backing of President-elect John
F. Kennedy.

In addition to applying to theatre

owners, the bills would aid small pro-

ducers who reinvest their earnings in

expanding or improving their facilities,

according to a spokesman for the Sen-
ate Small Business Committee. The
relief probably would not be extended
to circuits acquiring existing properties,

although sums spent to improve the
newly acquired theatres would be elig-

ible.

The legislation would permit a com-
pany to deduct from taxable earnings

sums spent for expansion or improve-
ments, up to $30,000 or 20 per cent of

the net income, whichever is the lesser.

The bills were introduced in the Sen-
ate by Senator John Sparkman of Ala-

bama and in the House by Representa-
tive Frank Ikard of Texas.

Rank in CinemaScooe and directed bv Jack Lee,
starrina Suzv Parker and Bradford Dillmon, and
"The Traao Family," filmed in Bavaria in Cinema-
Scope, based on the true story of the singina family
whose exnloits durinq +he last war form the storv
line for the Broadway hit, "The Sound of Music,"
starring Ruth Lewerick and Hans Holt.

APRIL—"All Hands on Deck," comedy in Cinema-
scope, produced bv Oscar Bodney and directed by
Norman Taurog, starring Pat Boone, Barbara Eden
and Buddy Hackett. "Madison Avenue," a first-

hand look at New York's advertising business and
the men who run it, in CinemaScope, directed bv
Bruce Humberstone and starring Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Crain, Eleanor Porker and Eddie Albert:
"Ferrv to Hong Kong," and "The Fiercest Heart,"
based on the book, "The Fiercest Heart," filmed
in South Africa in De Luxe Color, produced and
directed by George Sherman, starring Juliet Prowse,
Stuart Whitman and Ken Scott.

MAY—"Loves of Salambo," Italian-made drama in

De Luxe Color, directed by Sergio Grieco and starring
Edmund Purdom, Jacques Sernos and Jeanne Val-
erie; "The Big Show," a circus story filmed in

Copenhagen and Munich in De Luxe Color, produced
by Robert Radnitz, directed by James B. Clark,
starring Esther Williams, Van Heflin and Cliff Rob-
ertson; "Return to Peyton Place," sequel to "Peyton
Place," produced by Jerry Wald, directed by Jose
Ferrer, starring Joan Crawford; "The Silent Call,"
produced by Leonard Schwartz and directed by John
Bushelman, and "Double Trouble," comedy in De
Luxe Color, produced by Jack Leewood, directed by
Charles Barton, starring Tommy Noonan, Pete Mar-
shall and Barbara Eden.

JUNE—"Misty," popular children's story about a
pony, produced in CinemaScope by Robert Radnitz,
directed by James B. Clark, starring David Ladd,
Arthur O'Connell and Anne Seymour; "Battle of
Bloody Beach," war drama in the Philippines dur-
ing the Japanese occupation, produced in Cinema-
Scope by Richard Maibaum, directed by Andrew Mc-
Laglen, starring Audie Murphy; "Snow White and
the Three Stooges," comedy in De Luxe Color, pro-
duced by Charles Wick, directed by Walter Lang,
starring Carol Heiss, Olympic ice-skating champion,
the Three Stooges and Patricia Medina, and "Wild in

the Country," a Jerry Wald Production in De Luxe
Color and CinemaScope about a woman psychiatrist
with whom a student ten years her junior falls in
love, directed by Philip Dunne, starring Elvis Pres-
ley, Hope Lange and Tuesday Weld.

WASHINGTON—Theatre business in

1961 will be better than it was in 1961,

the Department of Commerce forecast
this week.
The prediction of an improved year is

based on a survey of industry opinion,
rather than on statistical and economic
trends, and was strongly predicated on the
assumption that an adequate supply of

“good features is available throughout the
year.”

The Department reported receipts dur-
ing the past year were totaled $1,375,000,

000, about 7.5 per cent over 1959. The De-
partment attributed the rise in receipts
partly to the increase of admission prices

and party to an “increase in attendance
starting in July” which it attributed to

“better products being available.”

The review commented on complaints
of exhibitors about the “shortage of films”
and noted plans of exhibitor groups to

enter the production field.

However, the department said that the
drop in feature production (from 190 in

1959 to an estimated 165-170 in 1960) was
offset by the completion of a number of
“higher quality, epic-type films, many of
which are being released at increased ad-
mission prices.”

The Department saw no “significant
increase” in the number of new feature
films for 1961, but based its hopes of a
boxoffice increase on continued high qual-
ity, and a carry-over of the results of the
intensive publicity campaigns of 1960.
Foreign films are gaining a larger

share of the U. S. market, the Department
said, and it expects the trend to continue
through this year. No figures were given.

Sam Katz, 55-Year Veteran
In Film Industry, Is Dead
BEVERLY HILLS—Sam Katz, who with

the Balabans helped build the Balaban &
Katz Circuit in the Chicago territory in

the early 1920s, died
Wednesday (11) of a
heart attack in his
office. He was 69

years old.

His was a long, va-
ried and successful

career in the motion
picture industry. At
13, he played the
piano in Carl Laem-
mle’s first five-cent

motion picture the-
atre on Chicago’s

West Side. By the
time he was 17, he owned three theatres

and his career as an exhibitor was in full

swing. With Barney Balaban, he erected

the Central Park Theatre, the first quality

theatre built in Chicago exclusively for

motion pictures. This got the B&K opera-
tion under way.

In 1925, he joined Paramount Famous
Lasky Corp. as executive in charge of

theatres. Later he became vice-president

of Paramount-Publix, but resigned in 1932

to form his own company, Producing
Artists. From 1936 to 1949, he was vice-

president and studio executive for MGM.
More recently he has been board chairman
of the Stanley Kramer Co.

Glenn Norris

Sam Katz
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Wanted! Theatre Organ

For Merchant Marine
NEW YORK—Does anybody have a

theatre organ that is unwanted and
not being used? Theatre Owners of

America would like to locate one for

the United States Merchant Marine
Academy at Kings Point, L. I.

About ten years ago, when the U. S.

Coast Guard was building its academy,
it located, through TOA, an unused
organ which now is doing duty in the

academy’s chapel.

Now, according to TOA, Rear Ad-
miral Gordon McLintock, superintend-
ent of the Merchant Marine Academy,
has contacted the association to advise

that his branch is building a Memorial
Chapel, but appropriations do not
cover an organ. So TOA is asking its

members that if they have an organ
which they would like to donate, to

so inform the organization’s New York
office.

Louisiana Theatre Owners
Affiliates with TOA
NEW ORLEANS—The board of directors

of the Louisiana Theatre Owners Ass’n

voted unanimously to affiliate with Na-
tional Theatre Owners of America at its

meeting here Tuesday (10), according to

L. C. Montgomery of the Joy Theatre and
president of LTOA.
The affiliation came as TOA was con-

ducting a nationwide membership drive,

which ended Friday (13), the first month
of the 13th year of TOA national existence.

Montgomery has been designated by
LTOA to be its representative on TOA’s
national board. The new unit gives TOA
complete representation in all chief
states. It has units in Florida, Mississippi,

Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama,
Georgia and the Carolinas.

TV Station Pays Million
For 40 WB Post-1948s
NEW YORK—At a cost of more than

$1,000,000, WOR-TV has purchased 40
Warner Bros, post-1948 feature releases

for telecasting in the metropolitan area.

The announcement made by the station

and Seven Arts Associated Corp., which
acquired the WB product recently, said it

was an all-time high payment for feature
motion pictures by a television station.

Among the pictures acquired are “The
High and the Mighty,” “Rebel Without a
Cause,” “Hondo,” “A Star Is Born,” Hitch-
cock’s “Strangers on a Train,” “The Eddie
Cantor Story,” “Prince and the Show
Girl,” “Flame and the Arrow,” “The
Searchers,” “Tea for Two,” and “Spring-
field Rifle.”

Big Magazine Campaign
Is Planned for 'Dondi'
LOS ANGELES—Allied Artists is plan-

ning a big national and fan magazine
campaign to presell producer-director Al-

bert Zugsmith’s production of “Dondi.”
One of the biggest campaigns in the

company’s history along these lines, the
combined readership of 18 magazines in

which the ads will be placed is estimated
at 133,712,000.

25 MGM Films in Work;

12 Completed for 1961
NEW YORK — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

production or active

work and 12 features

actually completed
for release in 1961,

including two of

roadshow calibre, is

“looking forward to

another record year
for 1961-62,” accord-

ing to Sol C. Siegel,

studio head. MGM
released 18 in 1960,

not including “Ben-
Hur,” which is still

playing roadshow en-
gagements in the

picturization of the

Edna Ferber novel, has already opened for

holiday bookings as a hard-ticket attrac-

tion in several key cities but it has been

booked into Radio City Music Hall in late

February on continuous run. The other

hard-ticket picture, Samuel Bronston’s

“King of Kings,” filmed in Spain and
starring Jeffrey Hunter as Christ, Siobhan
McKenna, Hurd Hatfield, Viveca Lindfors

and Robert Ryan as John the Baptist, will

follow the special handling reserved-seat

pattern given “Ben-Hur,” Siegel said.

LIST OF COMPLETED FILMS
The list of other completed pictures is

“substantially ahead of 1960” and in-

cludes: “Gorgo,” produced by Frank and
Michael King, starring Bill Travers, for

January release; “Go Naked in the World,”

produced by Aaron Rosenberg, starring

Gina Lollobrigida, Anthony Franciosa and
Ernest Borgnine; “The Secret Partner,”

produced by Michael Relph, starring Stew-
art Granger and Haya Harareet; “Atlantis,

the Lost Continent,” produced and directed

by George Pal, with Anthony Hall and
Joyce Taylor; “Invasion Quartet,” pro-

duced by Ronald Kinnoch, starring Bill

Travers; “Spinster,” produced by Julian

Blaustein, starring Shirley MacLaine,
Laurence Harvey and Jack Hawkins; “The
Colossus of Rhodes,” starring Rory Cal-

houn; “Green Helmet,” starring Bill

Travers and Nancy Walters; “Ring of

Fear,” produced and directed by Andrew
Stone, starring David Janssen and Joyce
Taylor, and “The Tartars,” starring Victor

Mature and Orson Welles, a Lux Film
production. Seven of these ten were made
in England or abroad.

Currently before the cameras are:

“Mutiny on the Bounty,” being filmed in

Tahiti by Aaron Rosenberg and directed

by Carol Reed, starring Marlon Brando,
Trevor Howard and Hugh Griffith, and
“The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,”
produced by Julian Blaustein and directed

by Vincente Minnelli, starring Glenn Ford,
Ingrid Thulin, Charles Boyer, Paul Hen-
reid, Yvette Mimeux and Lee J. Cobb.
Starting in January are: “Ada,” pro-
duced by Lawrence Weingarten and direct-

ed by Daniel Mann, starring Susan Hay-
ward, Dean Martin, Ralph Meeker and
Wilfrid Hyde-White, and “Lady L.,” pro-
duced by Blaustein and directed by George

Cukor, starring Gina Lollobrigida and
Tony Curtis.

Among the “outstanding story proper-
ties” now in active preparation is the first

story film to be produced in Cinerama,
“How the West Was Won,” being written

by James Webb, which will have an all-

star cast, Siegel said. Others are: “Sweet
Bird of Youth,” from the Tennessee Wil-
liams Broadway hit, to be produced by
Pandro S. Berman; “All Fall Down,” from
the James Leo Herlihy best-seller, to be
written for the screen by William Inge;
“Honeymoon Machine,” based on the
Broadway hit, “The Golden Fleecing,”

starring Steve McQueen; “Two Weeks in

Another Town,” based on the best-selling

novel by Irving Shaw; “A Light in the
Piazza,” which won the McGraw-Hill fic-

tion award for novelist Elizabeth Spencer.

STORIES IN PREPARATION
“Jumbo,” from the Broadway musical, to

be produced by Joe Pasternak; “Thunder
of Drums,” written for the screen by James
Warner Bellah! “Bachelor in Paradise,”

starring Bob Hope in a comedy by Vera
Caspary; “The Brothers Grimm,” to be

produced and directed by George Pal;

“Inamorata,” to be written and directed

by Richard Brooks; “Very Important Per-
sons,” written by Terence Rattigan, to be
produced by Anatole de Grunwald; “South
of the Angels,” from the best-selling novel

by Jessamyn West; “Over the Rainbow,”
to be produced by de Grunwald; “I Thank
a Fool,” to star Susan Hayward and Stew-
art Granger; “Bottletop Affair,” based on
Gordon Cottier’s novel; “Souvenir,” to be

produced by de Grunwald; “Thy Will Be
Done,” from Arthur Wilson’s novel; “In

the Cool of the Day,” from the novel by
Susan Ertz, and “Away From Home,”
Rona Jaffe’s first novel since “The Best

of Everything.”
Among the recent purchases is John

Steinbeck’s “The Winter of Our Discon-
tent,” bought from galley-proofs, which
will be published by Viking Press in June
after being serialized in McCall’s Maga-
zine; “Period of Adjustment,” from Ten-
nessee Williams’ current Broadway hit,

and “The Alligators,” the off-Broadway
hit, all of these to be fitted into the over-

all production schedule, Siegel said.

IN PRODUCTION IN JAPAN
Also in production in Japan, in addition

to those in Hollywood is “Bridge to the
Sun,” produced by Jacques Bar, starring

Carroll Baker and James Shigeta.

“Gone With the Wind,” the David O.
Selznick production based on Margaret
Mitchell’s Pulitzer Prize-winning novel,

starring Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh, Leslie

Howard and Olivia de Havilland, will be
rereleased in March in tribute to the year
of the Civil War Centennial.

Theatre Admissions Rise
WASHINGTON—The U. S. Department

of Labor has reported the price index of

motion picture theatre admissions rose
from 140 in 1959 to 150.6 at the end of the
third quarter of 1960 (1947-49 equals 100).

with 25 pictures in

Sol C. Siegel

U. S. and abroad.

“Cimarron,” the
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Becomes One of Nation's Largest Circuits

Martin Theatres Buys
45 Crescent Houses
COLUMBUS, GA.—One of the largest

theatre deals ever consummated in the
South was announced this week. E. D. Mar-
tin and Roy E. Martin jr„ whose Martin
Circuit empire already includes 119 the-
atres in Georgia. Alabama and Florida,

revealed that they had purchased the 45

theatres which comprise another old es-

tablished circuit, the Crescent Amusement
Co. of Nashville, which operates in Ala-
bama. Kentucky and Tennessee.
The Martins, with Roscoe Buttrey, presi-

dent of the Crescent organization, issued

a joint statement announcing the trans-
fer of the properties. Crescent, founded
by the late Tony Sudekum, is now in its

53rd year, while the Martin Circuit, estab-

lished by the late Roy E. Martin sr„ will

mark its 49th year in February.
E. D. Martin, president of the circuit

and a former president of Theatre Owners
of America, and Roy E. Martin jr., vice-

president of the company, said the pur-
chase was made because they are “very
enthusiastic about the future of motion
picture theatres as entertainment centers
of America, where everyone in comfort
and without interruption can enjoy the
finest selection of entertainment.”
They forecast a continued increase in

theatre attendance in 1961. “During the
past year, the public has been attending
the motion picture theatres in ever-in-

creasing numbers,” they said, and the rea-

son they looked for a continued improve-
ment “was due primarily to the quality

of motion picture entertainment an-
nounced by the industry.”

The Martins contemplate no changes in

the personnel of the Crescent manage-
ment and said “we wish them to carry on
the fine tradition and leadership they
have shown.”

E. D. Martin

By adding the 45 Crescent properties

to the 119 already held, the Martin cir-

cuit becomes one of the largest theatre

organizations in the United States, topped
only by such former affiliated circuits as

American-Broadcasting-Paramount The-
atres, Stanley Warner, National Theatres

& Television, and the expanding United
Artists Theatres organization which com-
prises Metropolitan Playhouses, Rowley
United, United California Theatres and a

number of other theatre companies.

The Martins have moved into television

and real estate, and operate WTVC in

Chattanooga and WTVM in Columbus.
In joining with the Martin brothers in

announcing the sale, Buttray stated that

directors of Crescent had accepted the of-

fer to buy, subject to ratification of the

stockholders as a major step in imple-

menting their program of diversification

which has been under way for some time.

He did not amplify on the diversification

program. “Martin Theatres has a reputa-

tion in the industry of the highest order

and Crescent is confident they will oper-

ate the theatres according to the very

high standards of their organization,” he
said.

Roy E. Martin jr.

William Koster Is Named
Variety Heart Chairman
BOSTON—William Koster, long identi-

fied with the famed Jimmy Fund in Bos-
ton and with the welfare activities of

Variety Clubs all over the nation, has been
named chairman of a new Heart Commit-
tee for Variety Clubs International. An-
nouncement of the appointment was
made by Edward Emanuel of Philadelphia,
international chief barker. Koster is ex-
ecutive director of the nationally known
Jimmy Fund, more formally called the
Children’s Cancer Research Foundation.

Serving with Koster on the Heart Com-
mittee will be George Murphy, actor,

spokesman for the motion picture indus-
try and currently a vice-president of
Desilu Productions in Hollywood, and C.
J. Latta, managing director of Associated
British Productions in London.
During its 34-year existence Variety

Clubs International has raised over
$80,000,000 for a wide range of projects
devoted to the health and welfare of chil-

dren.

Camow Asst. Advertising
Mgr. of United Artists
NEW YORK—Howard (Hy) Carnow has

been appointed assistant advertising man-
ager of United Artists by Roger H. Lewis,

vice-president. Carnow has been pressbook
editor since 1948. He will serve under
David Chasman, advertising manager.

Starting his film career with Columbia
Pictures as house organ editor, Carnow
later joined Warner Bros.’ pressbook de-
partment and subsequently was advertis-

ing manager of the Hal Horne Organiza-
tion and advertising-publicity manager for

the William Brandt circuit. He saw serv-

ice in the Pacific during World War II

with the U. S. Navy.
Milton Skolsky has been appointed press-

book editor, after having served in the
advertising department for the last ten
years.

Skolsky started in the business in Para-
mount’s trailer department on the west
coast. He also worked on pressbooks and
advertising production for Warner Bros,
and Eagle Lion.

Sales Centralization

Plan Devised torWB
NEW YORK—A sales centralization plan

has been formulated by Warner Bros,

which will place the company’s division

managers in the New York headquarters

and give greater authority to the branch
managers. According to Charles Boasberg,

the centralization formula will bring the

heads of the sales force together on a

day-to-day basis. The 32 branches also

will be realigned.

Jules Lapidus is eastern division mana-
ger, Grover Livingston is western-midwest-
ern manager and W. O. (Ollie) Williamson

heads the central-southeastern division.

Under the realignment of branches, the

eastern division will consist of New York,

Albany, Buffalo, Boston, New Haven,
Philadelphia and Washington offices. The
western-midwestern division will embody
the Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Ok-
lahoma City, Dallas, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Denver, Salt Lake City, Port-

land, Seattle, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and
Detroit exchanges. In the central-south-

eastern division will be Indianapolis, Oma-
ha, St. Louis, Kansas City, Des Moines,

Charlotte, Atlanta, Jacksonville, New Or-
leans, Memphis and Cincinnati.

In line with the centralization program,
Ralph J. Iannuzzi has been appointed
metropolitan district manager with head-
quarters in the New York branch and Ed
Williamson will become district manager in

charge of the Dallas and Oklahoma City

territories with headquarters in Dallas.

Boasberg said the move was tailored to

give the strongest sales impact to the

Warner Bi-os. program now being prepared
for release and for production.

Films completed and awaiting release

are “Fanny,” “Parrish,” “Splendor in the

Grass,” “A Fever in the Blood,” “Gold of

the Seven Saints,” “The White Warrior,”
“The Sins of Rachel Cade” and “The
Steel Hook.”

In production are “The Roman Spring
of Mrs. Stone,” “Susan Slade,” “Claudelle

Inglish” and “Portrait of a Mobster." In
preparation are “The Music Man,” “Gyp-
sy,” “May This House Be Safe From Ti-

gers,” “Act One,” “A Majority of One,”
“The Devil in Bucks County” and “A
Distant Trumpet.”

Greece Sponsors Contest
For Best Tourist Films
WASHINGTON—An international docu-

mentary film competition, to select the

best 15-20-minute motion picture on
Greece and her tourist attractions was an-
nounced this week by the Royal Greek
Embassy Information Service. American
film producers were invited to participate.

The National Tourist Organization of

Greece, sponsors of the competition, will

award prizes of $8,000, $2,500 and $1,000

to first, second and third-place winners
and will purchase a number of prints of

the prize films.

Entries will be judged on the basis of

their effectiveness in presenting Greece as

a vacation spot. Documentaries produced
after Oct. 1, 1960, will be eligible, and en-
tries must be submitted not later than
June 30, 1961, to the national tourist or-

ganization, 4 Stadiou St., Athens, Greece.

The entries should be in 16mm or 35mm,
in color and sound, with narration in

English, French, German or Italian.
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Rackmil, Abocxf Outline
U-I Plans in San Juan
NEW YORK—Milton R. Rackmil, presi-

dent of Universal, and Americo Aboaf,

Universal-International vice-president and
foreign general manager, planed to San
Juan, Puerto Rico, over the January 14

weekend to outline company plans for 1961

and review current operations with the

staff of the U-I Latin-American organiza-

tion beginning Monday (16).

The convention delegates will screen and
plan release of “The Grass Is Greener,”
“Midnight Lace” and “The Great Impos-
tor” and complete plans for the roadshow'

release of “Spartacus,” which will open
there in March and April to take advan-
tage of their new theatrical season which
runs through the Easter period.

Ben M. Cohn, assistant foreign mana-
ger, will also attend from New York and
A1 Lowe sr., Latin-American supervisor,

and Ramon Garcia from Venezuela will

head the area delegates. Also on hand
will be: Enrique Pardo and A1 Lowe jr.

from Argentina: Rudi Gottschalk and En-
derson de Figueiredo from Brazil; Augusto
Lorenzo, Chile; Pedro Diaz, Colombia; Jose

J. Gonzalez, Dominican Republic; Luis
Jiminez, Ecuador; Cesar Aboaf, Mexico;
Saul Jacobs, Panama; Sergio H. Bonifacio,

Peru; Walter D. A. Lambert, Trinidad,
and Pedro A. Pietri, representing the host

country, Puerto Rico.

Para. Forms Merchandising Network;

Revamps Format of Its Pressbooks

Jerry Pickman, vice-president and domestic sales manager for Paramount,
addressed the company’s sales meeting in New York. Seated are Barney Balaban,
president: George Weltner, vice-president in charge of world sales; Hugh Owen,
vice-president, and Jack Karp, vice-president in charge of production.

Three Features Are Rated
'Family' in Green Sheet
NEW YORK—Three out of 14 pictures

reviewed by the Film Estimate Board of

National Organizations are given family

ratings in the latest issue of the organ-
ization’s Green Sheet, issued through the

Motion Picture Ass’n of America. Family
classifications are given to Disney’s “101

Dalmatians,” Columbia’s “Sword of Sher-
wood Forest” and Columbia’s “The
Wackiest Ship in the Army.”
In addition five others are classed as

suitable for adults, mature young people
and young people. They are: MGM’s “Cim-
arron,” 20th-Fox’s “Desert Attack,” 20th-
Fox’s “Tess of the Storm Country,” United
Artists’ “Exodus” and Universal’s “The
Great Impostor.” Pegged for adults and
mature young people are 20th-Fox’s
“Esther and the King,” Universal’s “The
Grass Is Greener,” 20th-Fox’s “Legions of

the Nile,” Allied Artists’ “The Plunderers”
and 20th-Fox’s “Upstairs and Downstairs.”
United Artists’ “The Facts of Life” is

rated strictly for adults.

20th-Fox to Use Television
To Promote 'Snow White'
NEW YORK—Twentieth Century-Fox is

going to utilize television in a big way to

ballyhoo “Snow White and the Three
Stooges.” Twenty weeks of concentrated
TV saturation plans, reaching 85 per cent
of the nation’s viewing audience, are to be
utilized in the campaign.
The Stooges are seen on 189 stations

six days a week and plans are under way
to tie in spot announcements and other
material, such as behind-the-scenes ac-

tivities, with them.
Rodney Bush, exploitation director, and

Martin Michel, radio-television director,

were in Hollywood last week to set plans
for the TV aspects of the campaign.

NEW YORK—Paramount will establish

a national network of field merchandising
offices which will be available on short
notice for special assignment on forth-
coming product. The new setup was ex-
plained to the sales personnel of the east-

ern and western divisions at meetings in

New York and Chicago by Martin Davis,

director of advertising, publicity and ex-
ploitation, and Joseph Gould, advertising
manager. Davis also announced the re-

vamping of its pressbook and merchandis-
ing manual, an innovation in local-level

selling that has been under development
for more than a year.

The publicity material of the pressbook
is encased in a pocket on the inside front

cover and is composed of multigraphed
sheets. For the advertising, four complete
campaigns are laid out, each created to fit

a budget. A new approach to exploitation

ideas and radio and television spots also

are included in the new pressbook which
will be inaugurated with “The World of

Suzie Wong.”
The merchandising offices will be in the

form of established public relations firms
which will supplement the work of the
field men and carry on campaigns in

areas where there are no field men. Deals
with such firms are in process of negotia-
tion.

Jerome Pickman, vice-president and
domestic sales manager, announced that
the company was launching a six-month
sales and merchandising campaign which
will open the way for company winners to

receive $50,000 in merchandise prizes.

Third American Nat'l Film
HOLLYWOOD — American National

Films, Inc. has completed its third pro-
duction, “Poor White Trash,” on location
in Louisiana and expects to have it in re-

lease this month. The company earlier re-

leased “Bayou” and “Macumba Love”
through United Artists.

BALABAN IS HONORED—Barney
Balaban, Paramount Pictures presi-

dent, is presented with an engraved
zodiac wristwatch by George Weltner,
president of Paramount Film Dis-
tributing Corp. The ceremony, which
took place at the opening session in

New York of Paramount’s 1961 sales-

merchandising drive, marks 25 years
of service to Paramount Pictures. The
inscription reads: “To our respected

president, 1936-1961, from a devoted
sales organization.”

Joel Swensen, 64, Is Dead;
With MPAA, Fox and WB
DARIEN, CONN.—Funeral services for

Joel Swensen, 64, formerly director of in-

formation of the Motion Picture Ass’n of

America, were held here Monday (9).

Swensen died at his home in Norton
Heights January 5.

In 1926, Swensen became advertising,

publicity and newsreel editor of Fox Film
Corp. and he joined the MPAA in 1934.

In 1941 he joined Warner Bros, as di-

rector of research and remained with that
company until he became a consultant to

the Sugar Research Foundation in 1948.
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DAN KELLIHER MAKES HIS THEATRE A COMMUNITY CENTER

Whole Town Celebrates an Exhibitor's

50th Anniversary in Theatre Business
By BILL NICHOL

ELKHORN, WIS.—Dan Kelliher, who
operates the Sprague Theatre here, cele-

brated his 50th anniversary as an exhibi-

tor this month, and the whole town cele-

brated.

The veteran has endeared himself to

the community for a great many reasons.

But the major one is that he has worked
hard through all the years to make his

theatre a center of community activity.

On Wednesdays, for example, he books
no pictures. Instead he makes the theatre

available to any church, school or com-
munity group which needs an auditorium
for a public event. All they need to pay is

for heat and power.

CANCELS SUNDAY SHOW
Most exhibitors rely on weekend business

to average out on their grosses, yet Kelli-

her will cancel out on a Sunday perform-
ance if an important civic event needs a
public platform. Last year, Flag Day fell

on Sunday. Instead of booking a feature
motion picture, he sponsored a presenta-
tion of “Flags of American Liberty,” a
colorful pageant of the history of the
American flags, free to the public.

It was little wonder, then, that on a re-
cent evening, the townsfolk gathered to

present five plaques to Kelliher in ap-
preciation for the wide variety of public
services he had rendered over his half-
century as an exhibitor.

Plaque No. 1: Presented to Kelliher for
his interest in the local high school chorus,
and his generosity in permitting use of his
theatre for public appearances.

Plaque No. 2: Presented him in token
of his devotion to the youth of Elkhom
and the Orchesis Dance Club.

Plaque No. 3: Presented him because
of his efforts and sponsorship of the high
school safe driving program.

Plaque No. 4: Presented in appreciation
of his activities in behalf of The Belfrey
Players.

Plaque No. 5: Presented him by Board
of Directors of the National Recreation
Ass’n, in appreciation of his outstanding
contribution to the recreation movement.
(This was one of two plaques presented to
individuals in Wisconsin.)

POPULARITY DESERVED

Such popularity must be deserved, so
let us look into this showman’s methods
of winning friends and public acclaim.
According to an editorial in the Elkhorn

Independent, the spring concert presented
by the Elkhom high school mixed chorus
and glee clubs, "... was one of the most
pleasing events offered in some time. Had
it been held in Kinne gymnasium, it

would have been just another concert, but
in the Sprague Theatre, with its profes-
sional staging, proper lighting, comfortable
seats and perfect acoustics, it was a thing
of beauty. We commend Dan Kelliher,

DAN KELLIHER

owner of the theatre, for the new stage,

the new spotlight equipment and his

generous interest which contributed so

much to the success of the venture.”

In another editorial, the paper com-
mended Kelliher for his good taste in the
presentation of movies at his theatre.

Says the editorial in part: “The technique
of appealing to the worst in the reader’s

imagination, either through the suggestion

of sex or sadistic horror, or both, is the
current trend in movie advertising.

“Elkhorn movie patrons are not accus-

tomed to this sort of thing because Dan
Kelliher has used excellent taste in the

selection of films and in advertising

them. This community has never been sub-
jected to some of the trash that comes
out of the Hollywood mill, because Kelli-

her has shelved them rather than show
them.”

A FRIEND OF YOUTH
Kelliher has been a friend of the youth

of Elkhom during his many years as a
showman, and he has his own unique man-
ner of getting his message across. Back
in 1949, Kelliher and his wife were injured
in an automobile accident, necessitating

hospitalization for both of them.
When Elkhom residents heard the news,

the word traveled quickly throughout the
town. A few days later, more than 400
grade school children sent them a person-
ally signed “get well” scroll. On receipt of

the scroll, Kelliher said one of the first

things he meant to do when they got back
to Elkhom, was to whip up something of

interest for those kids.

A short time later, after their return,

Kelliher sponsored a new high school safe-

driving program. He donated safety em-
blems, theatre passes, monthly awards,
plus several hundred dollars worth of

savings bonds. The pupils’ driving habits
were watched by Chief Russell Moore and
the Elkhom police force. Sheriff John W.
Cusack and the Walworth county deputies.
Enthusiastic support was also provided by
Clarence A. Schacht, Elkhorn superintend-
ent of schools, with the faculty and stu-
dent council setting up a committee to
select the winners. Seemingly, everybody
wanted in on the act. It was one of the
highlights of the year.

Walt Disney Earnings Dip
For Year Ended Oct. 1

BURBANK, CALIF.—A loss of $1,342,037

for the fiscal year ended Oct. 1, 1960, was
reported for the consolidated operations of

Walt Disney Productions and its domestic
subsidiaries in an annual report to stock-

holders by Roy O. Disney, president. This
represents 83 cents a share on the 1,626,-

023 shares outstanding. For the previous
year the net profit was $3,400,228, equal

to $2.15 per common share on the 1,581,011

shares then outstanding. A net income tax

credit of $1,300,000 was made for 1960,

which compared with a provision for taxes

of $3,900,000 in 1959.

Total gross income for the year was
$46,409,572 as compared with $58,432,399

last year, a decrease of $12,022,827. Film
revenue decreased by $7,268,872. Television

income declined by $4,641,784 due to the

fact that the Zorro and Mickey Mouse Club
shows were not televised. Disneyland Park
revenues increased by $1,004,864 and all

other income, including publication, char-
acter merchandising, music and records

decreased by $1,117,071.

In an informal letter report on Nov.

21, 1960, the stockholders were informed
that due to a continued general softening

in the motion picture theatrical market in

most countries, the company again made a

review and close appraisal of the potential

revenue of its inventories. This study re-

sulted in a write-down of inventories of

$6,006,000, with $1,000,000 charged to the
reserve provided in prior years and the

balance of $5,006,000 charged to the in-

come account.

Dubinskys Seek Million;

Charge 'Malice' in Suits
KANSAS CITY—H. W. Dubinsky of

Lincoln, Neb., and Irwin Dubinsky of

Rockford, 111., and his wife Rosalind Du-
binsky, this week filed a million-dollar

damage suit against the children of the

late Edward Dubinsky Durwood and the

various theatre corporations they own.
This is another suit in a family quarrel

which has been in the courts for more than
a decade.
The defendants are Stanley Durwood,

president of Durwood Theatres; Richard
Durwood, vice-president, and their sister,

Mrs. Marjorie Beth Grant, and six cor-

porations owning and operating Durwood
Circuit theatres. H. W. and Irwin Dubinsky
are brothers of Edward Dubinsky Dur-
wood, who died in 1960.

In the suit filed in circuit court this

week, the Dubinskys seek $250,000 actual

damages and $750,000 punitive damages on
the basis of alleged malicious prosecution.

They contend they were injured financial-

ly and their business operations suffered

because of suits filed against them in

Nebraska and Illinois while litigation,

ended through a court decision in Novem-
ber, was still on appeal to the Missouri
Supreme Court. The suits sought to force

H. W. and Irwin Dubinsky to deliver cer-

tain theatre properties to Durwood. A
circuit here in Kansas City had ordered
these theatres returned, but the decision

was reversed by the Supreme Court.

New Presley Pact

HOLLYWOOD—Elvis Presley has signed

a new five-year contract with Hal Wallis,

calling for one picture a year.
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CALENDARsEVENTS
JANUARY FEBRUARY

S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 12 3 4

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

29 30 31 26 27 28

FEBRUARY

7-9 , Texas Drive-In Theatre Owners Ass'n ninth an-
nual meeting, Sheraton-Dallas Hotel, Dallas.

MARCH
7

-

9 , Show-A-Rama, United Theatre Owners of the
Heart of America, Hotel Continental, Kansas City.

19 -21 , Theatre Owners of America board of directors
and executive committee mid-winter meeting, May-
flower Hotel, Washington, D. C.

22 , Joint meeting of Washington, D. C., Maryland
and Virginia TOA units, Mayflower Hotel, Wash-
ington.

APRIL

17 , Annual Academy Award Oscar telecast over ABC.
25 , 26 , Montana Theatre Ass'n spring meeting.

Northern Hotel, Billings, Mont.

MAY
2 , 3 , Independent Theatre Owners of Arkansas an-

nual convention, Marion Hotel, Little Rock, Ark.

JUNE

18 -20 , Mississippi Theatre Owners Ass'n, annual con-
vention, Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.

27 , 28 , Maryland Theatre Owners Ass'n annual con-
vention, George Washington Hotel, Ocean City,
Md.

OCTOBER

8

-

13 , Theatre Owners of America 14th annual con-
vention and Motion Picture Industry Tradeshow,
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans.

11 , 12 , Allied Theatres of Michigan, 42nd annual
convention, Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

Pepsi Spending $35 Million
On Plants and Equipment
NEW YORK—Pepsi-Cola Co. and its

domestic bottlers will invest more than
$35,000,000 in new plants and equipment
this year. The expenditures will include the
opening of 17 new bottling plants in the
United States, plus the expansion of

existing facilities through the installation
of new production equipment to increase
bottling capacity, plant additions and con-
struction of distributing warehouses.
Announcement of the program was

made by Herbert L. Barnet, president, at
the annual technical seminar of the field

force and headquarters staff at the com-
pany’s Long Island plant.

In 1960, Pepsi-Cola and its bottlers in-
vested almost $20,000,000 in new plants
and equipment. During the last ten years,
the bottlers and parent company spent
more than $1,350,000 per month for those
items.

All aspects of bottling Pepsi-Cola and
its new lemon-lime drink, Teem, and
Patio, a new line of flavored drinks, were
reviewed during the three-day seminar.

2 AIP Regional Meetings
LOS ANGELES—Two regional sales

meetings will be held by American Inter-
national Pictures, to be attended by field

representatives and franchise holders.
Leon P. Blender, AIP distribution vice-
president, will preside at the meetings, to
be held in New York and Chicago this
month. President James H. Nicholson will

attend both sessions.

L.A. Times Will Screen
Its Motion Picture Ads
LOS ANGELES—The L. A. Times has

informed studios and theatre executives

that, starting January 15, all stage and
motion picture ads will be screened prior to

publication by a special committee. Times
publisher Otis Chandler said the move is

to “eliminate suggestive and offensive

advertising.”

The Motion Picture Ass’n of America
responded that newspaper objectives are

covered by the Motion Picture Advertis-

ing Code. However, it was generally con-

cluded that the Times would proceed with

its committee investigation of ads, al-

though in the industry it was felt that ob-

jectionable ads most often are on foreign

films and art house films and do not in-

volve major studios or circuits.

Paul J. Greenhalgh Dies;

Gen. Mgr. of 'Exhibitor'
PHILADELPHIA— Paul J. Greenhalgh,

57, general manager of the Motion Picture

Exhibitor, died January 8 at his home in

Wynnewood, Pa., following a lengthy ill-

ness. He had been associated with the

publication since 1922, and from 1936 had
been general manager and a stockholder

in partnership with publisher Jay Emanuel.
Greenhalgh was a member of Motion

Picture Pioneers and the Variety Club and
was active in many Philadelphia area civic

and charitable endeavors. He is survived

by his wife, four sons, a sister and a
brother. Funeral services were held Thurs-
day (12) in Ardmore, Pa.

Joseph Kaufman Sets

Two British Deals
HOLLYWOOD—Joseph Kaufman, pro-

ducer of “Black Tights,” has announced a
ten-picture deal completed with J. Arthur
Rank Organization and another five-film

contract due to be signed with British Lion,

both to cover five years and to involve

City Distributing Co., British filmmaking
firm in which Kaufman is the chief stock-

holder.

In the meantime, Kaufman said that
several major U.S. film companies are

dickering for the release rights of “Black
Tights,” among them Warner Bros.

Kaufman for the past two years has been
stockpiling properties to be filmed under
his Dorkay Productions, the company under
which he made “Pandora and the Flying
Dutchman” in 1951. These properties

would then be released through the two
new British setups, with Kaufman retain-

ing all rights outside of the British Empire.
He would act as executive producer on all

projects, signing production personnel and
handling all facets of the projects with the
exception of subject matter, the latter to

be approved by Rank.
Kaufman named nine of the properties

that will probably be made under the new
setup, including:

"Carnival," "The Young Life," "The River of
Fear," "Exile" and "Grand Guignol," five which he
has had for some time. The others are Richard
Jessup's novel, "Night Boat to Paris," the Max
Catto tome, "Gold in the Sky," "The Leopard in the
Trees" and Joan Morgan's "The Sensitive Plant."
"Gold in the Sky" has been owned by Rank for
some time and is projected for filming on African
locations.
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Two Top-Budget Features

Are Launched by U-I
Adding considerably to this week’s

hefty production news are two Universal-
International pictures of note that have
started filming, while the studio has
signed Burt Kennedy to write and direct

a third.

“Lover, Come Back’’ and “Tammy, Tell

Me True” were launched during the past
week, both high-budget films, in color.

The former reunites the trio of stars—
Rock Hudson, Doris Day and Tony Randall
—who scored so heavily in “Pillow Talk,”
while the second is a sequel to the earlier

popular, “Tammy and the Bachelor,” and
stars Sandra Dee and John Gavin.
Kennedy’s vehicle, as yet untitled, is for

producer Gordon Kay. He starts on it

immediately upon finishing a current proj-
ect at Paramount.

Weisbart-Mirisch in Deal;

Also Martin Poll-Para.
Two additional deals in Hollywood that

merit more than passing attention were
consummated between David Weisbart and
The Mirisch Co. and Martin Poll and
Paramount.

Weisbart joins the Mirisch organization
on February 1, and at that time, his first

project will be announced. Poll, however,
was signed by Paramount for a specific

film. He will produce “The Iron Men,” a
story of the 99th Pursuit Squadron in

Italy during World War II. The picture
will have an all-Negro cast, with the ex-
ception of several officers. Sidney Poitier
will star and Peter Glenville will direct.

The feature will be produced in coopera-
tion with Galatea Films of Italy.

Robert Wagner Will Star

In 3 for Columbia
Robert Wagner has been set to star in

three films for Columbia, with “Sail a
Crooked Ship,” Philip Barry production,
as his first.

“Sail,” Barry’s initial independent pro-
duction for Columbia, is slated to roll in
April with a screenplay by William Bowers
based on a novel by Nathaniel Benchley.
Other properties on Barry’s schedule at

Columbia are “House of Many Rooms,”
with a script by Ted Reeves, and “The
Widower,” novel by Van Siller for which
Blanche Hanalis is now preparing the
screenplay.

Four Literary Purchases
Announced for Week
A quartet of story buys were evenly

distributed through the major studios
last week.
Warner Bros, added to its growing list

of hit plays with the purchase of Jean
Kerr’s Broadway comedy, "Mary, Mary,”
which opens in June with Michael Rennie
starring. MGM bought the William Shirer
opus, “The Rise and Fall of the Third
Reich,” a giant work based on the Hitler
Nazi empire which Shirer is expected to

narrate from his book. At 20th-Fox, the
studio added Faith Baldwin’s book, “Spin-
ster Dinner,” to its stockpile, while David
Weisbart, who recently left a pact at this
studio, independently purchased the film
rights to a comedy novel by Robert Merliss
called “Mr. Colluzio’s Bones.” Martin
Dibner has been set to script the latter,
the only assignment made so far on the
four.

Castings and Assignments
For Week Are Many
Casting and assignment news for the

week included the signing of Jack Donohue
by Walt Disney to direct a new version of
“Babes in Toyland.” This marks Donohue’s
first live-action musical . . . Maria Schell
has been inked to a new multiple-picture
deal at MGM, as a result of her work in
“Cimarron” . . . Warner Bros, dotted John
Monks jr. to pen the screenplay of “The
Force,” a film treating with the Royal
Canadian Mounties . . . Robert Bloch will

script “The Merry-Go Round,” based on
Ray Bradbury’s yarn, for Samuel Gold-
wyn jr. . . . Joan Fontaine has been set
for a starring role in Irwin Allen’s “Voyage
to the Bottom of the Sea” at 20th-Fox . . .

Ina Balin’s pact at 20th-Fox has been re-
negotiated to include a third film. It was
originally a two-picture deal . . . Marc
Siegel will screenplay John McDonald’s
story, “A Child Is Crying” for Pat Boone’s
Cooga Mooga Productions . . . Stella Stev-
ens will star in “Ladies of the Big House,”
Bryan Foy’s next for Paramount.
Producer Louis de Rochement has set

Jill St. John to play the feature role of
Barbara in “The Roman Spring of Mrs.
Stone” . . . Gene Corman’s “The Victim”
for Edward Small-United Artists will top-

ON ‘WEST SIDE STORY’ SET —
Max E. Youngstein, (left), vice-presi-

dent of United Artists, chats with pro-
ducer-director Robert Wise on the set

of “West Side Story” in Hollywood. A
Mirisch Company presentation in as-
sociation with Seven Arts Productions,
the film stars Natalie Wood, with
Richard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita
Moreno and George Chakiris in lead-
ing roles. Wise is codirecting the film

with Jerome Robbins. Robbins is also

choreographer. “West Side Story” is

being filmed in Eastman Color and
70mm.

Film Personalities Join

In Pre-Inaugural Fete

Actor-singer Frank Sinatra, who
is supervising the entertainment
for a pre-inaugural program through
which the national Democratic com-
mittee hopes to wipe out a $2,500,000

deficit, is recruiting many film stars to

appear in the gala event.

Laurence Olivier and Bette Davis

have accepted bids to perform. Fredric

March will do a scene from Robert E.

Sherwood’s “Abe Lincoln in Illinois”;

Janet Leigh and Tony Curtis will ap-

pear in a skit written by Goodman Ace;

and Gene Kelly, Peter Lawford and
Juliet Prowse from the films will also

appear.
Sinatra also has lined up such stars

as Ethel Merman, Jimmy Durante,

Joey Bishop, Milton Berle, Louis Prima,

Alan King, Nat King Cole, Mahalia
Jackson, Harry Belefonte, Leonard
Bernstein who will conduct a symphony
orchestra and Nelson Riddle who will

lead a band in popular music. Good-
man Ace is handling the script and
Roger Edens is the producer.

line John Baer, Gregg Palmer, June Ken-
ney and Jack Hogan . . . David Janssen

and Dina Merrill will star in “Twenty
Plus Two,” Frank Gruber novel which
Gruber also will produce for Allied Artists

. . . An unusual contract was entered into

by Stanley Kramer and Montgomery Clift,

with the actor, who previously rejected

Kramer’s offer to play a top role in

“Judgment at Nuremberg,” to receive

equal costar billing in a key cameo role

—

without salary . . . Nancy Kwan, star of

“Suzie Wong,” was set for the top femme
role in U-I’s “Flower Drum Song.” Henry
Koster will direct and Ross Hunter pro-

duce.

'Rider on a Dead Horse'

First on Phoenix Slate
From nearby Phoenix comes the word

that “Rider on a Dead Horse” has been

selected as the first of six projected fea-

tures on the Phoenix Film Studios slate

for 1961. An original western by the late

James Edmiston, it has a script by Stephen
Longstreet and is set to roll on January
23. Herbert Strock will direct for producer
Kenneth Altose, president of the studio.

Universal-International currently has
the company’s “Four Fast Guns” in release.

“Man Missing” will be the next Harvard
Film Corp. feature to roll for United Ar-
tists release. Producer Robert E. Kent has
signed Craig Hill and Elaine Edwards to

star in the Orville Hampton screenplay.

Edward L. Cahn will direct.

Edward Small to Produce

‘Beauty and the Beast'
“Beauty and the Beast” has been an-

nounced for filming by Edward Small,

who will shoot the film in Technicolor,

with a budget set at $1,500,000. This will

be a followup to his “Jack the Giant Kil-

ler.” Both will be United Artists releases.

“Sergeant Pike” and “Sigrid and the

Sergeant” are also on Small’s immediate
slate.
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By ANTHONY GRUNER

^HE BOARD OF TRADE issued figures

last week revealing that while cinema
attendance continued to fall in 1960, the

rate of the decline was considerably less

compared with previous years. According

to Board of Trade figures, admissions dur-

ing the year were provisionally estimated

at nearly 520 million, about 14 per cent

lower than in 1960. This compares with
declines of 17 per cent in 1957 and 1958

and 20 per cent in 1959.

Gross takings for 1960 were approxi-

mately £65 million, or 6 per cent lower

than the previous year and average tak-

ings per admission were estimated at 30d.

(50 cents) compared with 27.7d. in the

previous year. The number of cinemas also

declined from 3,450 at the end of 1959 to

about 3,100 at the end of 1960. According
to the latest figures reported to the Min-
istry, net closings of theatres during the

year were about 350, compared with 440

in 1959. Gross film rentals were down from
19.3 million to 21.4 million the previous
year—of which 7.9 million was for British

films (compared with 8.4 million in 1958),

10.8 million for films from the dollar area
compared with 12.6 the previous year.

All in all, the picture was not as black
as it could have been and to many pro-
ducers in the industry there were hopes
that this year would see an increased at-

tendance in theatres throughout the
country. Frankly, however, the view was
not shared by any of the leading exhibitors
or members of the Cinematograph Exhibi-
tors Ass’n.

* * *

Hammer Films, which already has an-
nounced ten titles for production during
1961 last week added four new subjects to

their production schedule. These four will

be distributed by Columbia Pictures as
will the previously announced ten features.

First subject is “Watch It, Sailor,” an
adaptation of the successful stage comedy
hit at London’s Apollo Theatre, which
Maurice Cowan will produce at Bray
studios. The other three will be produced
by Anthony Hinds. The first, “Time of

the Fire,” an adaptation of Mark Brandel’s
thriller directed by Robert Day with
George Sanders and Peter Cushing. Then
“Quatermass and the Pit” to be produced
in color from a screenplay now being writ-
ten by Nigel Kneal, who was responsible
for the television serial with the same
name, and finally “The Children of Light,”
science-fiction thriller from the best-
seller by H. L. Lawrence. Michael Carreras
is executive producer on all four features.

* * *

As the off-beat thriller, “Shadow of

the Cat,” starring Andre Morell, Barbara
Shelley and William Lucas, nears com-
pletion at Bray Studios, producer Joe
Pennington is already planning his next
large-scale production “The Valiant,” for
his own company, BHP Films. Together
with codirectors—screen writer George
Baxt and theatrical agent Richard Hatton
—Pennington is finalizing arrangements
for shooting in Italy in the early spring
of 1961. The script has been written by
Willis Hall and Keith Waterhouse, the
author team who has the current smash-

hit west end play, “Billy Liar,” to their

credit. The names of the director and cast

of “The Valiant” will be announced soon.

“Shadow of the Cat” is directed by John
Gilling and is made for release by
Universal-International.

• * •

According to reports, Herbert Wilcox will

make “The Reason Why,” the screen ver-

sion of Cecil Woodham Smith’s book about
the Charge of the Light Brigade, on loca-

tion in Ireland, early in the New Year.

Stanley Mann has written the script for

the property and Wilcox has announced
his intention of spending over a million

pounds on the production, making it in

color and Technirama-70, with a running
time of four hours, to be exhibited on a
roadshow basis. Anna Neagle will be play-
ing Queen Victoria, Alec Guinness the

Duke of Wellington, Ralph Richardson
as Lord Reglan, and other stars likely to

appear include Michael Redgrave and
Peter O’Toole.

Distributors Set
NEW YORK—George Regan of Chicago

and Joe Gins of Washington will distribute

Showcorporation’s “Home Is the Hero” in

the midwest and midsouth territories, re-

spectively.

AFL Film Council to Renew
'Runaway' Campaign
HOLLYWOOD — The Hollywood AFL

Film Council, composed of unions and
guilds representing more than 24,000 em-
ployes in the film industry, announced the
renewal of a nationwide campaign to cur-

tail “runaway” foreign production by
American filmmakers.
Linked with this drive will be a cam-

paign to increase patronage of U.S. films.

In a resolution, which is being sent to

all AFL-CIO organizations throughout the

United States and key conventions, the

Film Council charged that “runaway” pro-

duction is taking out of this country
American dollars that should be spent here

and thus contributes to the gold crisis

which is being battled by the American
government.

Stating that the “outward flow of the

American dollar and American gold re-

serves has reached such proportions that

the American government has ordered a
‘Buy American’ policy for all federal gov-
ernment departments,” the Film Council

said that “runaway” production is “de-

priving American film workmen of jobs at

wages to sustain the American standard
of living.”

The Film Council resolution requested

“that all American labor bodies, includ-

ing the next national convention of the

AFL-CIO, acquaint their members with
this situation and urge them to follow the

American government’s policy of ‘Buy
American’ and patronize those films made
in this country by American union work-
men.”

Should attract and

please! Decidedly

different! Brilliant!

Awe-inspiring! There

are never-before-

shown shots that are

simply magnificent!

Magnificent, also, are

the performances

of Anthony Quinn

and Yoko Tani!5?

— Exhibitor
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Everywhere

in the world...

because

it’s on film

!

“You can’t beat a good movie !” That’s

what people say the world over. And
they ought to know—because millions

have, and want, no other entertainment.

King, slave, pirate, cowboy, dance-hall

girl—whatever the role—we live it, love

it, or hate it, along with millions of

others who see the film.

Sheer illusion, of course. But how
broad it is and how deeply it penetrates

—that’s the secret of audience response

. . . the reason why good production is

such a vital responsibility . . . the reason

why the Eastman Technical Service for

Motion Picture Film is constantly on

the alert helping the industry solve

questions of production, processing, and

projection.

Branches at strategic centers. Inquir-

ies invited.

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York 1 7, N.Y.

Midwest Division

1 30 East Randolph Drive

Chicago 1 ,
III.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

For the purchase of film,

W. J. German, Inc.

Agents for the sale and distribution of

Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films,

Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.
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JERRY LEWIS IS THE SON OF A TYCOON WHO DIES

AND LEAVES HIS MONEY TO JERRY’S STEPMOTHER

JERRY LOSES A SHOE AT THE BALL, AND IT IS

THE PRINCESS WHO SEARCHES FOR THE OWNER

AND IT IS NONE OTHER THAN COUNT BASIE AND
HIS BAND WHO PROVIDE MUSIC AT THE BALL

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiim

'CinderFella’ (Para.) Is December

BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award
The good fun which Jerry Lewis created in adapting the Cinderella legend to

suit his talents won the December Boxoffice Blue Ribbon Award for “CinderFella,”
which he produced for Paramount release. The comedy, which moved into release for

preholiday dates and became an immediate holdover hit in key theatres, received

strong support from National Screen Council members who each month select the

picture which they believe, for general merit and wholesome entertainment, is best

suited for family viewing.

The modern-day version of one of the
great children’s classics, written and di-

rected with a fine comic touch by Frank
Tashlin, has been a hit with both the

young and adult audiences. In the adap-
tation, Jerry plays the male counterpart
of Cinderella, who finds love and happi-
ness with the princess after losing a
loafer at the Grand Ball, where none
other than Count Basie and his band are

providing the music. Along with Ed Wynn
as the Fairy Godfather and Judith An-
derson as the Evil Stepmother, and
Anna Maria Alberghetti as the princess,

Lewis puts the old yarn through a solid

91 minutes of high jinks and music.

A Family-Viewing Film

Exhibitors, in search for pictures which
will stimulate moviegoing by family
groups, will find “CinderFella” an attrac-

tion which can be sold on this basis.

Members of the National Screen Council,

which is composed of representatives of

women’s organizations, PTA groups, civic

clubs, exhibitors and motion picture

editors, were high in their recommenda-
tions of the film as a family picture.

Ballots sent to NSC members each
month contain space for comments on
the picture chosen, and in this instance

almost all of those voting contributed a

favorable line about the film’s values as

family entertainment.

National Screen Council members
praised the good, clean fun in the picture.

Mrs. Fred Hire, president of the Fort
Wayne Indorsers of Photoplays, com-

mented: “Hurrah for Jerry Lewis. He’s

done it again. Good, clean picture for

the family” . . . Mrs. Leslie T. Barco,
president of Better Films Council of

Greater St. Louis, said “Our entire family
enjoyed this picture” . . . Mrs. Arthur
Kerwin of the Greater Detroit Motion
Picture Council likewise rated it high for

family viewing, and thought young chil-

dren would particularly enjoy it.

Screen Council Comments

Comments of other National Screen
Council members included: J. Coleman
Daniell jr., WSPA-TV and radio, Spar-
tanburg, S. C.: “This one the kids will

love” . . . A. B. Covey, Alaska Theatres
Ass’n: “You can hardly beat Jerry Lewis
for entertainment to suit the family.

‘CinderFella’ is exceptional” . . . Mrs. Vir-

ginia R. Collier, District of Columbia
Motion Picture and Television Council:
“.

. . merits the Blue Ribbon for both
outstanding and suitable family enter-

tainment” . . . Mrs. Carmen King Reilly,

national chairman, DAR motion picture

committee: “. . . typically Jerry Lewis,

and fun for everyone, especially the

young people.”

Wayne Allen, Illinois State Journal-
Register, Springfield, 111.: “Colorful in

the Technicolor sense of the word” . . .

Agnes Rockwood, Bennington Vt. Ban-
ner: “Fun for the family and not quite

as zany as most Jerry Lewis films” . . .

Judge J. May, Florida Times-Union,
Jacksonville: “Clever variation of a fine

story.”

This Award is given each month by the

National Screen Council on the basis of out-

standing merit and suitability for family

entertainment. Council membership comprises

motion picture editors, radio and TV film

commentators, representatives of better films

councils, civic, educational and exhibitor or-

ganisations.

Cast

CinderFella Jerry Lewis

Fairy Godfather Ed Wynn
Evil Stepmother Judith Anderson

The Princess .... Anna Maria Alberghetti

Father Alan Reed

The Evil Stepbrothers Henry Silva,

Robert Hutton

Count Basie Himself

Fella, as a Child Barry Gordon

Cinderella Nola Thorp

Production Staff

Producer Jerry Lewis
Director Frank Tashlin
Associate Producer Ernest D. Glucksman
Written by Frank Tashlin
New songs by Harry Warren,

Jack Brooks
Music Scored, Conducted by

Walter Scharf
Costumes Edith Head
Musical Numbers Staged by Nick Castle
Photography by Haskell Boggs
Art Direction by Hal Pereira,

Henry Bumstead

Special Photographic Effects by

John P. Fulton

Process Photography by Farciot Edouart

Assistant Director C. C. Coleman

Assistant to Producer Jack Mintz

Production Manager William C. Davidson

Set Decoration by Sam Comer,
Robert Benton

Edited by Arthur P. Schmidt

Sound Recording by Gene Merritt,

Charles Grenzbach
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Will Make and Save You Money in '61

TELLS YOU:

Who- --

Are the most popular stars

Are the top hit producers

Are the leading directors

Made the most hit pictures

Turned out the best shorts

Stars in what '59-'60 films

Distributes foreign films

What --

Is in store for 1961-62

Are the year's hit films

Was their boxoffice rating

Is the biggest grosser

Films scored above average

Films scored below average

Are their release dates

Is their running time

Reissues are available

The next BOXOFFICE BAROMETER—the film industry's most

complete and practical booking and buying guide—will be

mailed soon as a second section of BOXOFFICE.

Long established as the most authoritative and useful refer-

ence source on product information, BOXOFFICE BAROMETER

is relied upon by virtually every exhibitor for the record of grosses

and ratings at the boxoffice of films that have played during

the past season. No other source is so complete in details on

released pictures and their stars — as well as on the complete

data covering the forthcoming features.

Contents will include: The All-American Screen Favorites Poll of

1960—Features and Shorts Indexes of 1959-60—Picture Grosses

— Outstanding Hits— Production Trends— Advance data on

films in production or completed for release— Many other service

features of practical use-value designed to help attain top show-

manship and boxoffice profits in 1961.

AMQTHER N Q .
1" S ERVICE

TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS OF THE

INDUSTRY'S NO. 1 MAGAZINE:

A SEPARATELY BOUND
SECTION OF



BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

1 Alamo, The (UA) 200 120 250 140 200 320

I

205 |
Butterfield 8 (MGM) 175 300 190 250 185 210 200 200 225 550 360 200 250 400 140 200 175 150 200 200 238

137CinderFella (Para) 125 150 240 95 100 180 115 150 150 110 180 125 100 95 160 110 150

Come Dance With Me! (King'y-Union) 150 175 125 165 115 200 125 300 45 200 250 105 150 110 100 154

Esther and the King (20th-Fox) 125 125 110 225 90 125 160 130 125 115 100 135 140 100 175 100 125 100 80 126 I
Exodus (UA) 200 300 250 500 400 250 317

183Facts of Life, The (UA) 125 115 215 120 200 200 200 200 300 165 175

Fast and Sexy (Col) 100 85 95 100 100 85 100 85 150 100 100 110 90 100

Flaming Star (20th-Fox) 120 140 110 170 75 300 145 150 120 148

Giant of Marathon, The (MGM) 100 100 110 90 90 130 135 120 140 100 140 200 90 130 no 120 no 119

G.I. Blues (Para) 175 250 200 110 200 200 125 175 300 190 500 300 300 115 175 200 150 200 200 214 |
Grass Is Greener, The (U-I) 150 225 110 185 180 150 150 300 150 180 250 185

Inherit the Wind (UA) 130 200 95 215 90 265 125 120 110 145 150 135 200 110 190 110 125 100 145

Jungle Cat (BV) 125 100 110 195 100 85 110 100 120 165 250 175 150 150 100 200 130 150 135 139

Man in a Cocked Hat (Showcorp.) 140 160 125 125 200 190 157

176Midnight Lace (U-I) 150 250 125 200 125 180 150 125 150 400 115 200 175 300 125 185 120 150 120

|:| Never on Sunday (Lopert) 150 185 310 225 300 200 250 225 231

Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (Col) 100 100 100 100 85 70 100 90 93 m
Noose for a Gunman (UA) 100 100 100 100 90 100 100 99

North to Alaska (20th-Fox) 130 200 190 200 110 120 400 150 250 315 140 300 100 180 140 115 140 200 188

1 Ocean's 11 (WB) 150 250 350 225 190 250 300 145 250 500 225 250 240 350 115 200 230 200 200 300 246

Oklahoma Territory (UA) 100 100 100 60 180 90 100 104

One Foot in Hell (20th-Fox) 85 85 100 110 75 150 180 90 140 113

Operation Amsterdam (20th-Fox) 125 100 90 100 100 100 no 80 101

Oscar Wilde (Four City Ent.) 140 125 165 125 45 175 100 120 124 &:

|| School for Scoundrels (Cont'l) 150 150 170 150 200 300 175 200 187 |;

158
;

293 1

|:j Sundowners, The (WB) 150 180 120 185 165 250 100 150 130 120 160 175 175

|| Swiss Family Robinson (BV) 250 550 110 300 300 400 250 185

Ten Who Dared (BV) 85 185

1 39 Steps, The (20th-Fox) 150 120 175

| 3 Worlds of Gulliver. The (Col) 130

160 100 120 120 100

80 140 100 140 140

ioo _no_ 130

100

121

127

150 185 100 55 110 110 225 125 90 100 125 150 150 130 129

Tunes of Glory (Lopert) 150 200 85 300 250 197 1
258 [

Wackiest Ship in the Army, The (Col) 190 400 300 200 200

Wizard of Baghdad. The (20th-Fox) 100 160 60 80 100 no 100 no ioo 102 I
252 1World of Suzie Wong, The (Para) 200 250 230 400 145 300 190 300

Young Jesse James (20th-Fox) ioo 100 80 80 100 85 91

TOP HITS
OF-

THE WEEK
Individual runs, not an average.

Pictures with less than five runs
do not appear in the chart above.

1. Swiss Family Robinson (BV)

Minneapolis 400
Memphis 300

Milwaukee 300

2. Wackiest Ship in the Army, The (Col)

Kansas City 400
Minneapolis 300

Portland 200

San Francisco 200

3. Pepe (Col)

Los Angeles 370

4. Facts of Life, The (UA)

Minneapolis 300

Chicago 215

5. Flaming Star (20th-Fox)

Memphis 300

wmmmmmmmmmmmm

6. Sundowners, The (WB)
Denver 275
Kansas City 250

7. Never on Sunday (Lopert)

Minneapolis 250
Milwaukee 200

8. Butterfield 8 (MGM)
Indianapolis 225

9 . 3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (Col)

Indianapolis 225

10 . Midnight Lace (U-I)

Memphis 200

11 . School for Scoundrels (Cont'l)

Milwaukee 200

12 . Where the Boys Are (MGM)
Kansas City 200

iS:

i
i
i

i

|
If



No Special Theatregoer Taste Trend

Noted at I960 Omaha Boxoffices

Plump Grosses Greet

New Year in Omaha
OMAHA—Pat grosses greeted the new

year here, with indications of continuing.
Heading the downtown parade was “Swiss
Family Robinson’’ at the State, which had
350 per cent the second week, following a
400 per cent opener. The Orpheum Theatre
chalked up better than double receipts

showing “The Grass Is Greener.” And the
Cooper, with less than two weeks to go
before closing “Ben-Hur,” reported a 220
per cent figure for the 46th week.

(Average Is 100)
Cooper— Ben-Hur (MGM), 46fh wk 220
Dundee—The Captain's Table (20th-Fox) 100
Omaha

—

The Sundowners (WB) 130
Orpheum-—The Grass Is Greener (U-l) 215
State

—

Swiss Family Robinson (WB), 2nd wk. ...350

'Ben-Hur' Jumps to 700;

‘Swiss' 400 in Minneapolis

MINNEAPOLIS—In a week which con-
sisted solely of holdovers, “Swiss Family
Robinson” in its third week at the Gopher
made the best showing with a rating of

400 per cent. This was the same rating
the picture made in its opening week. “The
Facts of Life” in its third week at the
Uptown rated a good 235 per cent, and
“Ben-Hur” jumped up this past week to

700 per cent.

Academy

—

Ben-Hur (MGM), 46th wk 700
Century—Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), reissue,

3rd wk 85
Gopher

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 3rd wk. ..400
Lyric—The Sundowners (WB), 2nd wk 115
Orpheum

—

The Wackiest Ship in the Army (Col),

2nd wk 150
Pan

—

Goliath and the Dragon (AIP), 2nd wk. ... 90
St. Louis Park

—

Never on Sunday (UA), 2nd wk. .210
State—The Grass Is Greener (U-l), 2nd wk 110
Suburban World

—

The Entertainer (Cont'l),
3rd wk 100

Uptown

—

The Facts ot Life (UA), 3rd wk 235
World

—

Butterfield 8 (MGM), 9th wk 150

"Swiss Family/ ’Cinerama'
Share Milwaukee Lead
MILWAUKEE—The new Cinerama pic-

ture at the Palace started off with a re-

sounding 300 to share the lead with “Swiss
Family Robinson” in its second week at

the Riverside. “Ben-Hur,” was going strong
at the Strand for 275 in its 34th week.
Neighborhood houses showing first-run

features also were maintaining good
grosses. The Times, showing “Never on
Sunday” for a second week, wound up
with 225.

Downer—School for Scoundrels (Cont'l), 2nd wk. .200
Palace

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama) 300
Riverside

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 2nd wk. .300
Strand—Ben-Hur (MGM), 34th wk 275
Times—Never on Sunday (Lopert), 2nd wk 225
Towne

—

Where the Boys Are (MGM) 140
Tower—Tess of the Storm Country (20th-Fox);

Freckles (20th-Fox) 100
Warner—The Sundowners (WB), 2nd wk 175
Wisconsin—The Marriage-Go-Round (20th-Fox) . . 1 50

Senses New Film Trend
CINCINNATI—W. B. Radcliffe, motion

picture reviewer for the Enquirer, wrote
in a recent column that “I sense a trend
away from the sensational type of movies
—boob shockers and films of artistic merit
but depressing impact.” He added that
“American screen history shows a pre-
ponderance of popularity for pictures
which leave audiences pepped up by some-
one’s victory over adversity.”

Playing the role of Genie in Embassy’s
“The Wonders of Aladdin” will be Vittorio
DeSica.

A1 Stem, Office Manager
At Minneapolis U-L Dies
MINNEAPOLIS—A1 Stern, 57, office

manager for Universal-International here
since 1957, died from a heart ailment.

Stern joined U-I after RKO Radio folded.

He had been with RKO since the early

1930s as booker, salesman and later office

manager.
Stern started in the film business in

Chicago, where he was associated with his

uncle in the operation of a circuit of the-

atres. He also worked in Seattle and Bos-
ton before moving to Minneapolis.
A member of the Variety Club of the

Northwest, Stern also was very active in

the Shrine here. His wife, a son and a

daughter, all of suburban Bloomington,
survive.

Two-Day Weekly Festival
At Middletown Palace
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.—Mike Adorno

of the M&D Theatres has designated Mon-
days and Tuesdays temporarily as foreign

film playdates at the first-run, downtown
Palace, scheduling overseas product on
both days under the imposing heading of

“Palace Theatre Fine Arts Festival.”

Regular first-run product is played the
remainder of the week.
The nearest foreign film outlet to this

central Connecticut city of 50,000 is the

Lockwood & Gordon Cine Webb, Wethers-
field (suburban Hartford), some 15 miles

north. The Webb has regularly advertised

in the Middletown Press, the sole local

newspaper.

Saturday Delivery End
Moved Up Till Feb. 4
PITTSBURGH—Exhibitors Service Co.

has put off till February 4 its proposed
abandonment of deliveries on Saturdays.
The original cutoff date had been January
7.

The change was agreed to at a meeting
Tuesday (13) between ESCO officials and
distributors, who reported the earlier cut-
off date would jeopardize some dates and
bookings.

ESCO reported the discontinuance was
due to the fact that many exhibitors are
picking up and delivering part or all of

their films and do not hire the services

of film truckers.

Sam Abrahams Takes
Over Hallandale Ace
HALLANDALE, FLA. — Samuel Abra-

hams, 300 West Beach Blvd., has taken
over operation of the Ace Theatre here.

The move marks a return to exhibition
on the part of Abrahams, who formerly
owned the Dixie Drive-In at Perrine, Fla.

He sold the airer in 1952.

One of Abrahams’ first acts upon ac-
quiring the Ace Theatre was to subscribe

to Boxoffice.

OMAHA—Bob McMorris, attempting to

analyze Omaha’s movie fare and tastes

in 1960 in his Stage and Screen column in

the Omaha World-Herald, summarized
that local moviegoers had no clear-cut

favorite type of picture the past year. Of
the 18 top boxoffice attractions at the

first-run theatres, six were in the serious

drama class, four Biblical, four comedies,
two family-type dramas and two suspense
pictui’es.

“Ben-Hur,” which completed a 48-week
run Sunday (15), played to approximately
240,000 persons at the Cooper Theatre to

be far and away the biggest grosser, but
not equal to the previous year’s record-
smashing “South Pacific,” which ran for

65 weeks. Others among the Biblical

crowd-pullers were “Solomon and Sheba,”
which ran two weeks at the Omaha; “The
Big Fisherman,” three weeks at the State,

and “Goliath and the Barbarians,” which
ran two weeks at the three Ralph Blank
theatres, the Admiral, Chief and Sky-View.
“Drama scored a boxoffice plurality of

33 per cent among the top 18,” wrote Mc-
Morris. He listed among them “Butterfield

8,” which ran five weeks at the State,

and “On the Beach,” six weeks at the

Admiral. For four weeks customers lined

up for Alfred Hitchcock’s suspense thriller

“Psycho” at the Orpheum.

TWO CROWD PULLERS
But comedies also were crowd-pullers,

and “Operation Petticoat” ran strong for

four weeks at the Orpheum; “Please Don’t

Eat the Daisies,” four weeks at the State.

“Toby Tyler” and “Pollyanna” appealed to

“children of all ages” in running four

weeks and five weeks, respectively, at the

State.

“Social scientists might draw almost any
conclusion from an analysis of the boxof-

fice reports,” said McMorris, “depending

on which of their theories they wished to

prove. For example, the public might ap-

pear to be seeking escapism in the theatres

because of the success of pictures whose

only apparent purpose was to entertain

and divert attention from personal and

world problems. But the cry doesn’t ex-

plain the success of ‘On the Beach’ and

other well-patronized films which focus

attention on problems.

“Commercially, 1960 was a good year for

exhibitors. Local theatremen were happy
about business, which was better than in

several years.”

Arthur Kerman Resigns
Governor Films Post
NEW YORK—Arthur Kerman has re-

signed as an officer and director of Gover-
nor Films following the sale of his stock

interest in the distribution firm to Dave
Emanuel, president and general sales

manager.
Governor Films has moved its New York

offices to 509 Madison Avenue. The com-
pany is currently distributing “Carry On,
Nurse,” second in the series of hit British

comedies and will release the third,

“Carry On, Constable,” in February 1961,

Emanuel said.
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D E S MOINES
J^ou Levy, Universal, has been nominated

for the Des Moines Tribune’s 1960

Community Service Award for services he
has given underprivileged and handicapped
children The nomination is well deserved

and his many friends join in extending
congratulations.

An invitational premiere of “Cimarron”
was held by Tri-States at the Ingersoll

preceding its current engagement, which
opened New Year’s Day . . . The Maquoketa
Jaycees cooperated with Jim Gray, man-
ager of the Pastime Theatre in Maquoketa,
in staging a benefit “canned goods” show

for the Salvation Army recently . . . E. S.

“Tommy” Tompkins, manager of the Iowa
Falls theatres, has joined with several

other businessmen who plan to operate a

radio station in Iowa Falls. They anticipate

incorporating for $100,000 and expect to

start with a 250-watt daytime operation.

Alvin Forney has been elected president

of the Movie Operators Local 343 of Oma-
ha and Council Bluffs. Other officers are

A. D. Fell, first vice-president; Floyd

Gibson, second vice-president; Orville

Scott, treasurer; Vic Mortenson, financial

secretary; James Moore, recording secre-

tary, and A1 Frazier, sergeant-at-arms.

Ross Hatton was elected business repre-

sentative.

246 Films Produced

By NFB in 1959-60
MONTREAL—According to the annual

report issued by the Dominion Bureau of

Statistics on the motion picture production
industry for 1959, the National Film Board
in its role as Canadian government film
agency during the fiscal year 1959-60 pro-
duced 50 original films for theatrical and
community distribution and 45 original

films for television. There were 151 lan-
guage versions and revisions of existing
subjects, making a total of 246 films. Also
produced were 48 news stories, 37 news-
clips, four short television stories, nine
trailers, 36 filmstrips and 53 still photo
feature releases.

72 ENGLISH PRODUCTIONS

SAVE NOW
ON ALL

REPAIRS!

We do the job

right

&
reasonably

30 years of continuous

service to Iowa theatres

Save money! Save time! Tell us
your troubles. Then see how fast

—

how reasonable—we’ll get your
equipment back in tip-top shape.

And help you keep irksome main-
tenance costs from eating up your
profits later on . . . besides!

Standard and Super Simplex, Century
and Motiograph Projectors. Modem
repair shop with John McCallum in

charge. Sales department under di-

rection of Dick Sutton.

Our staff of experts and all our
facilities are at your service.

Call us anytime!

A. E. THIELE, Owner

Des Moines
THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
1121-23 High St. • Dc* Moines, Iowa

Phone CHerry 3-6520

Stage attractions here have included

“The Innocents,” a presentation of the

Drama Workshop; “The Gazebo,” which
opened January 13 for a ten-day run at

the Des Moines Community Playhouse,

and “Once Upon a Mattress,” with Imo-
gene Coca, scheduled for January 25, 26 at

KRNT Theatre . . . “Ben-Hur” is in its

ninth week at the Capri.

The Marion Theatre in Cedar Rapids is

being completely renovated at a cost of

approximately $25,000, according to Man-
ager Leo Heaton. There will be a new
front, new pushback seats and new carpet-

ing. New projection equipment is also be-

ing installed. The theatre, owned by Iowa
United Theatres, will be closed until the

remodeling is completed . . . The Eldon
Theatre in Eldon has raised its prices for

children under 12 to 25 cents, while chil-

dren from 12 through high school will be
charged 40 cents. Adult admission will re-

main at 50 cents.

U.S. and Canadian Dollars
Have Almost Equal Value
OTTAWA — A startling development

from the financial budget recently pre-

sented in the Canadian House of Commons
by Finance Minister D. M. Fleming has
been the sudden and startling drop in the

discount on the U. S. dollar in interna-

tional exchange to almost parity with the

Canadian dollar.

The purpose of the Fleming budget was
to discourage Canadian borrowing in the

U. S. by several means including an in-

crease in the withholding tax on interest

payments to foreign holders of Canadian
bonds and stocks. This applies to profits

going to parent companies in the U. S.

also.

Nine months ago the premium on the
Canadian dollar, in terms of the U. S. dol-

lar, was as high as 5 per cent.

Four-Opera Series Windup
At Elmwood, Conn., Elm
HARTFORD—Sperie P. Perakos, gener-

al manager of Perakos Theatre Associates,

has concluded a series of four Tuesday
night opera films at the de luxe Elm,
Elmwood, patrons charged $1 for each
performance or $3 for the full series.

Vincent Capuano, theatre manager,
featured a full hour of operatic-concert
music prior to screentime.

In English, original productions totalled

72, and versions and revisions numbered
46. Twenty-three films were created orig-

inally in French and an additional 51 were
versioned or revised in that language.
Fifty-four films were versioned into lan-

guages other than English and French.
Forty-two films were commissioned by
sponsoring government departments or

agencies, as was a total of 33 newsclips,

four short TV stories and trailers, 13 film-

strips and one still photo feature release.

Nine films were produced for the Na-
tional Film Board by commercial com-
panies under contract arrangements.
In Canada, there were 257,800 16mm

community showings recorded by the Na-
tional Film Board, an increase over the

preceding year. The total reported audi-
ence reached through these showings was
in excess of 15,300,000. This type of dis-

tribution is based on a nationwide system
of film circuits, film councils and libraries

supported by organizations and individuals
engaged in community activities. Students
in schools and universities comprised about
half of the reported audience. Abroad,
through libraries in Canadian posts, under
exchange agreements and through foreign

agencies in more than 70 countries, 223
showings to an audience total of 24,700,000

were reported.

BOOKINGS TOTAL 7,200

Bookings to English and French-lan-
guage theatres in Canada totalled 7,200 in

1959-60. Outside of Canada, the National
Film Board’s theatrical productions are

distributed by contracts held with inter-

national and local distributors. At March
31, 1960, 305 different National Film
Board productions were being distributed

in every continent. The total reported
theatrical bookings abroad, 23,000, was in-

complete because many distributors were
unable to furnish booking reports. There
were approximately 4,200 telecasts of

Board films over Canadian television sta-

tions and 4,300 telecasts reported in for-

eign countries.

A considerable unreported audience is

reached through the sale of 16mm prints.

The National Film Board sold 3,500 prints

of its own product in Canada and 4,960

prints abroad. Board filmstrip sales in

Canada were in excess of 21,500 prints,

surpassing the previous high of 18,500

established in 1958-59. Abroad, 4,960 film-

strips were sold through foreign offices of

the NFB and authorized distributors.

The National Film Board productions
are shown around the world.
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MINNEAPOLIS
J^rnold Shartin, Paramount manager in

Los Angeles, was in to visit his mother
Ida, branch manager’s secretary at Warner
Bros., and his sister and to renew ac-
quaintances along the Row. Shartin, who
at one time was office booking manager
for Paramount here, was on his way to a
sales meeting in Chicago. J. T. McBride,
Paramount manager here, also attended
the three-day meeting.

Joan Bean, exchange manager’s secretary
at National Screen Service, gave birth to a
baby boy December 29 . . . W. L. Stocker,
operator of the Palace Theatre at Gettys-
burg, S. D., is now doing his own buying
and booking . . . Outside exhibitoz’S on the
Row included Roy Rasmussen, Perham;
Beimie Laz’kin, Madelia; Joyce and Bob
Alexander, Braham; Mel Ehlez-s, Delano,
and A1 Smith, Winona.

Harold Field, head of Pioneer Theatres,
has been on juz-y duty . . . Joe Loeffler of
Lomac Distz’ibution Co., who spent the
holidays in Cleveland, reports that the
Ohio city has more snow (and more cold

weather) than the Twin Cities . . . Ann
Lois Heller, daughter of Sim Heller, op-
erator of theatres at Milaca and Grand
Rapids, was married to Ray Powell last

month.

Red Wagon Products, supplier of con-
cession products and equipment, has moved
to 517 Noz’th Seventh St. The company re-

cently was acquired by Robert C. Ross
and Bob Wigner . . . Art Brown, Colum-
bia shipper, takes pictures for WCCO-TV,
Twin Cities station, on weekends. He
woz’ks on special assignments, “shooting”

parades, festivals and other feature ma-
terial.

Frank Mantzke, formerly pz-esident and
general manager of Northwest Theatres,

who is spending the winter in Southern
California, has been confined to a hospital

in Los Angeles. He has been ill for some
time.

MGM and Cipra Corp.
In Coproduction Deal
NEW YORK—Under a coproduction

agreement, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and the

Cipra Co. of Paris will produce a group of

major pictures in English and French.

MGM will hold worldwide distribution

rights to the films.

First project in the deal will be Noel

Coward’s “Private Lives,” which will star

Brigitte Bardot and will go into production
early in 1961.

Jacques Bar, head of Cipra, currently

is producing “Bz’idge to the Sun,” starring

Carroll Baker and James Shigeta, for MGM
release but not as part of the new agree-

ment. Another Bar picture is “Murder at

45 R.P.M.,” for which MGM holds world
distribution rights.

ELVIS PRESLEY PHOTOS
8''xl0” tnsn p er Thousand

• Black and White ‘'I (Minimum Order 1,000) •
Glossy Stock

f.0.b. Detroit

Check with

Orderl
THEATRICAL ADVERTISING CO.
2310 Cass Detroit 1, Mich.

'Spartacus' Almost Not
Started Due to Bluff
MONTREAL—“Spartacus,” the spectac-

ular which opened at the Alouette Theatz-e
after a full year of “Ben-Hur,” almost was
abandoned before it was started because
of “what pi'obably was the biggest bluff

in Hollywood histoi'y,” according to Stan
Marguiles, vice-president of Bryna Produc-
tions, here for the premiere. He said the
bluff by United Artists, who envisioned pro-
duction of a similar film, “The Gladiators,”
came at a critical point in the planning
stage of “Spaz’tacus.”

“We had bought a 60-day option on the
book from the author, Howard Fast, for
$100,” Marguiles said. “We approached
United Artists for financial backing and
distribution, but they refused; not on the
grounds that they didn’t like the book, but
they had purchased the rights to a similar
story—‘The Gladiators.’

“Our next step was Universal, and they
accepted. The planning stages were a bat-
tle of nerves between the two studios, with
the public relations departments of each
studio letting progress reports ‘leak out’

to discourage the opposition. At a critical

point, when continuing meant investment
of hundreds of thousands of dollars. United
Artists pulled what was probably the big-

gest bluff in Hollywood history.

“Two Hollywood trade magazines ap-
peared with full-color ads featuring Yul
Brynner in full costume as a gladiator.
They announced that ‘The Gladiators’ was
ready to go into production.

“We almost gave up, but finally decided
to continue. It turned out to be UA’s last

shot. The ads were the last artillery blasts.”

These ads, which almost sent “Spai’tacus”
to oblivion, pi-obably cost about $500.

'Thunder' Press Break
DANBURY, CONN. — John J. Scanlon

sr., city manager here for Stanley Warner
Theati’es, found a Bethel Marine Corps
band member who had appeared in the
Howco states-rights release, “Thunder in
Carolina,” and promptly got a rare press
bi’eak in the afternoon Danbui’y News-
Times, in conjunction with the Palace
playdate. The News-Times included a two-
column cut of Sgt. Arthur Muhlfield.

MILWAUKEE
gen Marcus of the circuit bearing his

name, headed a group of exhibitors

and distributors attending the funeral of

Jack Kirsch, Chicago, late president of

National Allied . . . Can’oll Morten, of the

Chicago Allied Artists staff, took over the

office here in Harold Rose’s absence. Bud
and his wife were vacationing in Miami.

A screening of “Dondi” is slated for

10:30 a.m. January 28 at the Vai’sity The-
atre, with all the orphans in this area as

guests . . . Jack Lorentz, 20th-Fox man-
ager, was on a swing “up north” . . . Wal-
ter Baier, Foi’t of Fort Atkinson, was in

Florida . . . Mr. and Mrs. Tony LaPorte,

Avalon Theatre, were in Mexico . . . Elma
Krueger, Princeton, took over the Badger
at Reedsburg . . . A1 Elewitz, Sentinel Sun-
day editor, was in New York.

Russ Mortensen, Standard Theatres
executive, went to Kenosha and Beloit for

conferences . . . Pat Halloran, U-I, con-

ferred with Tom Renn, Iron Mountain . . .

Harry Perlewitz, Theatre Service, became
a grandfather, with son Don the proud

papa . . . Larry Beltz, Grand, Wausau, did

a whale of a business on a Passion Play

film.

As a screen game,

HOLLYWOOD takes top

honors. As a box-office at-

traction, it is without equal. It has

been a favorite with theatre goers for

over 15 years. Write today for complete de-

tails. Be sure to give seating or car capacity.

HOLLYWOOD AMUSEMENT CO. ...

3750 Ookton St. * Skokie, Illinois

sencf/ne
2 years for $5 1 year for $3 3 years for $7

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE..

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN ZONE STATE..

NAME POSITION

BJHI THE NATIONAL FILM WEEKLY 52 issues a year

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.
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“We found that many of

our employees have been
using the Payroll Savings
Plan for twenty years!’’

.

V
tvc U

"Frankly, I was surprised to find out that

the Payroll Savings Plan has been in opera-

tion for two decades. Even more surprising

was the fact that so many of our people

have been using the Plan to buy U. S.

Savings Bonds every single month since the

Plan was first put in. Some of our veterans

told me they have used these savings to

help buy homes, put youngsters through

college, and to build up their reserve for

retirement. Because it benefits the country

and the community as well as themselves,

we feel more of our people should take ad-

vantage of the Payroll Savings Plan. That’s

/ why we conduct a new canvass each year to

remind them of its benefits. In addition, we
call it to the attention of all new employees

at the time they come to work.’’

Perhaps your own company staff has

been increased substantially since your last

V Payroll Savings Campaign. If you will con-
v ^ tact your State Savings Bonds Director, he’ll

be glad to set up a thorough canvass of your

company family, and see that every em-

ployee gets a friendly explanation of the

Plan, and how it makes regular saving so

easy it is actually automatic.

ALL U.S. SAVINGS BONDS -OLD OR NEW- EARN Vt% MORE THAN BEFORE

B O X O F F I C E

THE U. S. GOVERNMENT DOES NOT PAY FOR THIS ADVERTISEMENT. THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT THANKS, FOR THEIR PATRIOTISM, THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL AND THE DONOR ABOVE.
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• ADLINES & EXPLOITIPS

• ALPHABETICAL INDEX
• EXHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY

• FEATURE RELEASE CHART

• FEATURE REVIEW DIGEST

• SHORTS RELEASE CHART

• SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS

• REVIEWS OF FEATURES

• SHOWMANDISING IDEAS

THE GUIDE TO | BETTER BOOKING AND B U S I N E S S - B U I L D I N G

24-Sheet Greetings Hails Fine Bookings

In Changing Display for Theatre Front

It was really Merry Christmas and Happy New Year at the Rio Theatre in Wharton, Tex. Coming

into December with "many good bookings," Mae Jensen, manager, built a huge Season's Greetings

card out front to hail the attractions and went festive in other promotions. As a result the Rio box-

office rang a merry tune as the year ended.

Press Club 'Time' Show
Brings Two-Week Run
A promotion which gave “The Time Ma-

chine” a push which sent it into a two-

week run comes from LeRoy Ramsey, man-
ager of the Hollywood Theatre at Fort

Worth, Tex. Ramsey describes a run of

such length as “something great” for a

science-fiction picture in his situation.

The promotion—it arrived belatedly be-

cause, Ramsey admits, he overlooked the

material “in the shuffle” on his desk—was

a special screening for members of the

Kids Press Club, made up of children

through the sixth grade and sponsored by

the Fort Worth Daily Press. The screening

was held on a Saturday morning as a

Back-to-School treat; however, there are

other occasions throughout the year for

such an affair. Admission was free on

presentation of a Kids Press Club member-
ship card.

The newspaper advertised the Back-to-

School matinee of “The Time Machine” in

several large ads, a large ai*t break in the

Sunday section, news stories and spots on

television. The Press also devoted its daily

radio spots to urging enrollment in the

Press Club and attendance at “The Time
Machine.”
Ramsey reports nearly 1,000 kids at-

tended the screening, “and they all be-

came walking and talking ‘Time Machine’

announcements.”

Letters to Schools Get
Results on 'Ballet'

Giving gratifying results in behalf of

“The Royal Ballet” at the Bar Harbor

Theatre in Massapequa Park, L. I., was a

form letter mailed to all three ballet

schools, and music teachers in all elemen-

tary and high schools in the three Long
Island counties of Nassau, Suffolk and
Queens. The letters stressed that the film

of the Sadler’s Wells ballet, stai-ring Mar-
got Fonteyn, was making its first showing
outside New York and that special rates

were obtainable for group or class at-

tendance. In addition packs of discount

tickets were enclosed, each ticket good for

a 25 per cent discount on the Bar Harbor
admission price.

“The response was very gratifying,”

Manager Charles Stokes reports. “Classes

and whole schools came to afternoon

shows by foot and by buses.”

San Meisner a Director

HOLLYWOOD—Sanford Meisner, head
of the talent school at 20th-Fox, has
switched to a director at the Westwood
studio.

The Rio Theatre in Wharton, Tex.,

wound up the year in the center of fes-

tivity, with the boxoffice ringing out a tale

of Merry Christmas and Happy New Year,

all because of fine December bookings
equally festive promotion. As Mae A. Jen-
sen, manager of the Rio for Frels Theatres,

relates:

“We had so many good bookings for the

month that it was hard to pick one or two
out for special promotion, so we built our-
selves a huge Christmas card, 24-sheet
size, on the front of the theatre.

“Icicles dripped down over the Season’s
Greetings (see photo) and Santa held his

lantern for all to see the three small trees

and the one big yule tree. The board was
framed in red plastic ribbon. We started

the month with ‘From the Terrace,’ ‘Vil-

lage of the Damned’ and ‘North to

Alaska’ on the small trees, using a 14x36

sheet for each. The big tree bore a one-
sheet on ‘G. I. Blues.’ As the month wore
on we changed the small tree advertising.”

In the meantime, Mrs. Jensen bore
down on “G. I. Blues” with a 40x60 case

in the lobby and standee and leanee fig-

ures of Elvis Presley and Juliet Prowse,
the latter cut out from the 24-sheet. Thus
the Presley and Juliet figures were
slightly more than lifesize, Juliet in

scanty dancing attire, bent over with a
provocative derriere.

Two days before the opening of “G. I.

Blues,” the three small trees were removed
from the huge outside Christmas card and
the Presley and Juliet cutouts were sub-
stituted, with the title. In addition, an 18-

foot playdate and title banner was ex-
tended over the entrance and curved board
was set up at the boxoffice, with the 40x60
from the lobby and a setoff 11x14 arranged
on it. On the far side a three-sheet board
was put up.

With this front, “believe me, everyone
in town knew we had Elvis Presley and
‘G. I. Blues,’ ” Mrs. Jensen reports.

The first night some prankster stole the
Juliet figure from the Season’s Greetings
board, and Mrs. Jensen seized an oppor-
tunity and made a big thing of trying to

locate it. She ran an ad: “LOST!
STRAYED! or STOLEN! One gorgeous
dancing doll from the board in front of

the Rio Theatre. Generous reward. Must
be collected by the kidnapper in person:
2 tickets to see ‘Midnight Lace,’ starting,

etc . .

There was much talk in Wharton of the
Rio’s Christmas Greetings and the miss-
ing doll.

Yes, the dancing doll was located.
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Photographic Exhibit for The Misfits'

Nine photographers from Magnum
Photos, international pictures agency in

New York, were sent to Reno, Nev.,

by United Artists promotion-advertising
chiefs to take pictures of the filming of

“The Misfits.” Their photos showing some
of the excitement and special moods of

the film will be available for theatre dis-

plays all over the country.
The exhibit above is in the lobby of

Loew’s Capitol in New York City where

Keep punching all the time to blitz peo-
ple out of their homes as much as possible.

This has been the motto of Nyman Kess-
ler, long-seasoned manager of the DeWitt
Theatre in Bayonne, N. J., a report he
wrote to Showmandiser just after Christ-

mas indicates. After telling about several

types of shows he has put on in the last

six months he concludes:
“With all these shows we used special

trailers which we tried to make better

than the average trailer for the average
show. Even though in some cases the show
did not go over as well as we wanted it

to, candy concessions were above the
average.”

Good boxoffice returns were obtained
with a first run of a religious picture, “The
Song of Sister Maria” (Citation Films),
with “Big Jeeter,” described as the story
of a small boy who belonged to a dog.
The film about a nun naturally is for

areas where there is a substantial Cath-
olic element. In addition to the special

herald, Kessler worked through the Cath-
olic churches, and got a dress show to

sponsor a giveaway of 15 Sister Maria nun
dolls to 15 children holding lucky num-
bered tickets. The booking was for a
Catholic holy day (All Saints Day) when
the parochial schools were closed.

His special shows included a Penny a
Cartoon kiddy show—advertised were 25

Cartoons for Only 25 Cents!
A novelty program went over better

than average. It was called:

“Parents and Teenagers 3 Feature Pro-
gram ... A program designed so that
parents may understand and appreciate
the teenagers’ point of view when they fall

in love and start going steady . . . You’ll

thank us for recommending this fine fam-
ily program to you. No increase in admis-
sion.” On the screen were "Summer Love,”
“Hound Dog Man” and “Going Steady,”

the picture will open in February. The
display measures 4x13 feet. Other thea-
tres over the nation will receive copies of

the nine photographs with accompanying
texts and blueprints for constructing sim-
ilar exhibits.

The photographers represented are
Bruce Davidson, Cornell Capa, Erich
Hartman, Elliott Erwitt, Dennis Stock,

Eve Arnold, Ernest Haas, Henri Cartier-
Bresson and Inge Morath.

which played three days midweek.
“Pollyanna” billed with “4-D Man” over

a weekend did terrific, and Kessler attrib-

utes this success partly, at least, to an ad,

repeated in several versions, with a punchy
catchline. The ad was headed, “Something
Special Happened in Bayonne,” with three
paragraphs of reading matter following.

The reading matter:

* * *

About 1,000 of Your Neighbors got a
wonderful lift when they saw “Pollyanna”
here yesterday. They forgot newspaper
headlines, their bills, their pills and the

tensions of the times as soon as they met
that most considerate young lady named
Pollyanna.
They also met her friends on both sides

of the tracks . . . Sharing their various

secrets . . . and recalling a rare feeling

that is simply known as happiness. Their
enthusiastic applause proved that this was
the finest of Walt Disney’s most joyous

pictures.

If you could ask our patrons yesterday

about “Pollyanna,” we are confident they

would say, “This is something special.

You’ll be glad you saw it. Enjoy it . . .

and be happy for it.”

* * *

Using up only a little over two inches

of the 2-col. 5-inch space were “Polly-

anna” and “4-D Man” mats.

Prior to playing the cartoon feature

“The Snow Queen,” Kessler gave out a

64-page “Snow Queen” coloring book free

to each child. This helped boost the show
during the giveaway, which consisted of

“Dumbo” and “Third Man on the Moun-
tain.” Naturally, it served as an advance

plug for “The Snow Queen,” which had
the voice of Bayonne’s own Sandra Dee
for the heroine character of this cartoon

feature. This went over very nicely, too.

Dime Store Contributes
To 1-2-3 Free Club Idea
A 1-2-3 Free Club and a bicycle give-

away increased boxoffice receipts at the
kiddy matinees of the Trenton, Ont.,

Odeon Theatre 100 per cent. Kerry Gilmor,
manager, set up the club plan with Wool-
worth’s. Printed 1-2-3 Free Club cards
were handed out at the dime store. The
youngsters would pay for three shows, get-

ting their cards punched each time, then
be admitted free for the fourth show.
Woolworth’s paid the Odeon Theatre for

every free admission. Two bicycles were
given away, one each eight weeks.

Jeep Aid for 'Pepe'
Willys Motors, Toledo, Ohio, has an-

nounced a tiein campaign to publicize

“Pepe” and the role the Willys jeeps play

in the production. Columbia has developed

a 22x60-inch poster featuring one of the

pink-surreyed jeeps used in a ballet se-

quence and is supplying 3,000 for point-of-

sale display by the 1,400 automobile deal-

ers throughout the country who handle

Willys.

Pink-surreyed Willys jeeps will be avail-

able in playdate cities throughout the

country as they have been in the areas

where “Pepe” has already opened.

Presold Winter Series
Determined to establish a winter series

of presold Saturday morning kiddie shows,

similar to the Summer Vacation Movies,

showman Murt Makins has reached that

goal. Working through a sponsor, Murt
succeeded in selling more season tickets

for his current Bremerton, Wash., series

than were sold last summer.

Uses Personal Touch
The "personal touch” was employed by

Kansas manager, James Martin, in pre-

senting “Can-Can” to his Salina patrons

as a reserved seat attraction. Jim prepared

a special letter outlining, over his signa-

ture, the magnitude of the Cole Porter

musical, and stressing the importance of

securing reservations in advance. The di-

rect mail worked, Martin reported.

Bob Sweeten, manager of the Centre Theatre in

Denver, went a little batty to plug his current

attraction to snowbound folk in the Colorado City.

The man "cutting" the grass carries a signboard

properly touting "The Grass Is Greener."

It Takes Punch-Special Shows, Special

Promotion—To Blitz the Home Folk!
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Tape From Star, Popularity Poll Get

Attention; Playtents Are Prizes

Two lobby displays from London. Both are by Pat Cordier, manager of the Rex in the Norbury sec-

tion of the metropolis. Note the use of cutouts and the pegboard in the display on the left. On the

right is a complete roulette setup on a table. Note the large photos of the stars. Nearby was a

"voting booth" where patrons were asked, "Who was your favorite performer in 'Ocean's 11'? . . .

Please vote by posting your ticket stub in the slot of your choice after watching this wonderful film."

There were slots for each of the stars.

The Boxoffice cover on the Blue Rib-
bon Award voted to "The Adventures of

Huckleberry Finn,” plus the inside story,

created a colorful, cost-free poster for

British showman P. J. Cordier. Inscribing

the line, “MGM SCORES AGAIN . . .,”

Cordier added a few stills to design an ef-

fective display selling the attraction for

the whole family.

Cordier manages the ABC circuit’s Rex
Cinema in the Norbury section of London.
One of the largest displays ever set up

at the Rex was arranged for this film

version of the Mark Twain childhood ad-
venture classic. Manager Cordier collected

books on the subject from Movie Classics

and Fontana Pocketbooks, Johnson’s
Sunday Graphic, Paterson & Harris play-

tents and head office posters.

TWO PLAYTENT PRIZES

The playtent makers came across with
two tents for prizes in a contest which
Cordier himself dreamed up. A poster
listed several of the exciting things in the
Huck Finn story, such as camping out,

sailing on a riverboat, being chased by
slave traders, etc. Contestants were asked
to list other exciting things in the story

and win the playtents. Paterson & Harris
tent retailers displayed the winning tent

models in their windows, with film and
contest credits, which really stirred up the
youngsters.
For another attraction, “Friends and

Neighbors,” Cordier worked out a top-
value promotion. When news of the book-
ing was received, Arthur Askey, star of

the British production, was playing in a
pantomine at Streatham Hill Theatre in

the Norbury neighborhood. Cordier con-
tacted the star, and received full cooper-
ation in making a special tape-recorded
message to the children to be sure and
see the picture at a Rex “minors” show
(matinee). At the time Cordier taped the
message in Askey’s dressing room, he also

took a number of photos of the film star,

etc.

“I played the recording back to my
regular adult patrons as well as the chil-
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dren, and they all liked it,” Cordier reports.

“The local newspaper folk heard about the
stunt and covered it on a Saturday morn-
ing by sending a photographer to the the-

atre to photograph some of the children
listening to the recording.
“The recording was so good that sev-

eral copies were made and used at other
ABC theatres.”

Cordier also got the A. G. Wireless Co.
to set up a fine lobby display around tape
recorders, based on the Arthur Askey tieup.

Retailer displays, plus extensive tieup
displays in the lobby, were obtained in be-
half of “Ocean’s 11” from manufacturers-
distributors of roulette wheels, playing
cards, records, women’s dresses and negli-

gees (Angie Dickinson stills) , home cock-
tail bars, and wines and liquors.

A mammoth lobby display combined all

the above tieups. Incorporated in this was
a “Popularity Poll,” an idea Cordier re-

ported he “pinched” from an American
magazine. A box with four slots was con-
structed. Above each slot was a photo and
name of one of the “Ocean’s 11” stars. A
poster invited patrons to vote by placing
their ticket stubs in the slot of their fa-
vorite performer (see photo). The winner
of the poll was Sammy Davis “by a very
wide margin.” Cordier says this poll was
very popular.

A WANTED THROWAWAY
The “School for Scoundrels” Enrollment

Certificate stunt “made history” at the
Rex Cinema. Cordier reports this proved
one of the very few throwaways which
people in the Rex neighborhood were glad
to get.

The Rex manager reports a screening
arranged for ABC managers and press
folk “enabled me as a manager to exploit
this film in ways I would not have thought
possible had I not seen it.” For one thing,
every available still, supplied by the dis-

tributor (renter in England), were piled
on a table at the screening and Cordier
“armed himself with a nice collection”
and decided to aim his promotion at sev-
eral specific groups instead of the mass.

— 11 —

Contest for 'Esther'

Is Conducted byTV
A contest to find the “Esther of the

Twin Cities,” was conducted by KMSP-TV,
Minneapolis, under arrangements by Bob
Favaro, publicist for 20th-Fox, for “Esther
and the King” at the St. Louis Park Thea-
atre in the Minneapolis suburb of St. Louis
Park.
The TV station devoted 70 spot an-

nouncements of 90 seconds each to pro-
mote the contest. Over 200 entries were
received. The semi-finalists were chosen at
the Cameracade studio in downtown Min-
neapolis at which 11 girls were picked to

appear on the Mary Jo Tierney show on
KMSP-TV.
The finals were held on the stage of the

St. Louis Park opening night. The winner
was Susy Clark, a student at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota in Minneapolis. She was
awarded a complete camera outfit and an
appearance as Playmate of the Week on
KMSP-TV’s Playboy Penthouse show, and
was entered in the national Queen Esther
contest for an all-expense paid trip to
Hollywood for herself and a friend.
The contest finals were covered by

KMSP-TV’s news department and by
KDWB radio.

Favaro also arranged for a full-page
layout on the picture in the Minneapolis
Sunday Tribune’s magazine section.

Lucky Elephants Help
Stir Up 'Hannibal' Talk
One way to get word-of-mouth started

for a current attraction comes from Lon-
don. For his booking of “Hannibal” P. J.

Cordier, manager of the Rex in the Norbury
section of the British metropolis, ordered
50 medium -sized plastic elephants, and
sent them to people he thought would help
“talk up” the film—school teachers, youth
club leaders and local shopkeepers.

Letters accompanied the “lucky ele-

phants,” each making a suitable pitch for
the film. Cordier followed up the letters

he sent to some 20 shopkeepers with visits,

in which he personally saw to it that the
novelty elephants were placed on the store

counters in full view of customers, and that
the store people were sold on the idea of

urging everyone to see the film.

All 20 shopkeepers made frequent com-
mendations of “Hannibal,” Cordier reports,

and in addition set up posters.

Free Cards With Pencils
For 'Grass Is Greener'
Novelty giveaways were used effectively

to make the public aware that “The Grass
Is Greener” at the Mercury Theatre in

Detroit by David J. Kane, U-I representa-
tive. He designed a card about 4x6 inches,

on green stock with a slit into which a
314 -inch pencil scrap is inserted. Copy:
“This pencil does not have an eraser. You
will never make a mistake when you see

‘The Grass Is Greener.’ ” The cards were
distributed on the downtown streets by
the thousands by an attractive girl dressed
in a grass-green costume.
As a further gimmick, Kane used small

five-inch paper doilies printed in green,
and distributed at restaurants, bars, and
the like.
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Radio Station KMNS of Sioux City, Iowa, set up broadcasting facilities in the lobby of the Capitol

Theatre for a Welcome Back Elvis promotion on opening day of "G.I. Blues." A dancing school

group gave a short demonstration, while the Chesterman Bottling Co. gave bottles of 7-Up to the

teenagers. Free Presley photos and "G.l. Blues" albums also were given away. Don Niebaum, man-

ager of the Capitol, had four girls "picketing" the theatre after school hours till closing time,

carrying proper signs.

Profit Lesson in Window Cards... With

325 Up Instead of 25, Patrons Come

!

By KROGER BABB
While setting up the campaign for a

special attraction recently, we asked the
exhibitor, “What about window cards?” He
surprised us. He replied, “Sure. That’s a
very colorful, attention-getting card. Send
me 15; no, make it 25 of those!” We didn’t

have the heart to tell him the printer

won’t imprint less than 100 at a sensible

price. We decided to play a little game.
We ordered 325 window cards for this

town of 15,000 with a lot of surrounding
villages. We had the 25 cards the exhibi-
tor ordered, wrapped and shipped to his

theatre. A few days before the engage-
ment we tossed the other 300 cards into

our car and drove into the town, unan-
nounced.

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS HIRED
We visited the local high school princi-

pal, explaining that we needed the serv-
ices of a couple of tall boys and a pair
of good-talkers. He rounded up excellent

youngsters quickly. We gave 100 cards to

the good -talkers, an equal number of

passes and instructed them how to get
window cards into merchants windows,
public restrooms, restaurants, cocktail

lounges, telephone booths, etc. The two of

them completed the job after school that
afternoon. We paid them $5 and they were
pleased. This was half the union’s rate

of 10 cents a card.

We had the two tall boys meet us for
6 a.m. free breakfasts. We got in 2V2
hours of roadside fence and pole-tacking
and had them to school on time. We met
them after school and put in another 3V2
hours, driving them. We repeated the
schedule the following day. We paid each
of them $6, or a buck an hour. Getting up

the 300 cards cost us $17, plus car and
driving time, or easily within the union’s

$30 figure.

We never went near the theatre until

the opening matinee. While having a cup
of coffee we noted six window cards
about the theatre front, lobby and con-
cessions area. On the floor at the end of

the concessions counter we caught a

glimpse of the printer’s package. It ap-
peared to have 5 or 6 cards still in it.

Causually, at the opportune time, we men-
tioned to this exhibitor the subject of

window cards, inquiring if his shipment
had arrived imprinted and okay.

“Just fine,” he assured us, “and my
daughter’s husband did a fine job of put-
ting them up. There are window cards
everywhere up and down the street and
he even tacked them on some poles and
trees out along the highways. We saw
several out on the road where we live.”

We didn’t gulp or say one word.
Finally, our friend proposed: “If you’re

agreeable, I’d like to give him $5 for his

work. He’s out of a job right now and this

would help them a lot.”

HAD SEVEN LEFT
We had no objection, providing—and

we pointed—he would get busy and get the
balance of the cards out and up before
the engagement ended. The exhibitor was
surprised to find seven cards still in the
printer’s package shoved beneath the con-
cessions counter. He scratched his head
and then explained: “There probably just

wasn’t any place Harry could get these

few up. Guess it’s my fault. I should have
ordered 15 instead of 25.”

Before the conversation could continue
Harry walked in. The exhibitor introduced

us to his industrious son-in-law. We
started to compliment Harry on the fan-
tastic coverage and outstanding job of
posting he had done. But Harry wasn’t
dumb. Perhaps he smelled a rat. He in-
terupted us with, “I didn’t do it all myself.
I had some school kids helping me.”
“There must have been 40 or 50 cards

along the main highway we drove in on,”
we remarked. “We’ve been seeing cards
for at least 20 miles.”

Harry admitted that they had gone out
“a right fur piece.” We allowed three
beats, then calmly asked, “But where did
so many cards come from?” Harry stut-
tered and stammered and the exhibitor
grabbed the ball. “The damned printer
must have printed more than I ordered,”
our good friend explained, “but I checked
his invoice and he only charged for 25!”

ONLY ONE TURNDOWN
The truth about window cards is that

any theatreman can get them up by the
hundreds if he wants to bad enough. In
100 business places our kids were turned
down only in one. The 100 passes were
dated for the first day of the engagement
and only 12 of them showed up at the
boxoffice. (This took some explaining,
naturally.) We checked the route twice
during the engagement and on its final

day could count 131 cards still up. In-
stead of the theatre’s normal 21 inches a
week newspaper space we used 100 inches.
Instead of no radio we used 180 spots. It

took all of an hour to make these ar-
rangements.
Unfavorable weather moved in but peo-

ple came. The week gave us the biggest
gross since this exhibitor bought this the-
atre, several years ago. To make the point,

our Monday outgrossed “Ocean’s 11” four-
day run over Thursday-Sunday. Not bad for

a picture without a single name. As we
checked out the date on the final night
this exhibitor was smacking his lips, happy
with counting out more film rental than
he ever dreamed a picture could earn.
Finally he came back to Harry. “Shall I

give him the $5,” our friend asked again.

“Sure, give him $10,” we urged, adding,
“It’s men like you and Harry that keep
us poor roadshowmen in business.” And,
it is!

There were a thousand surprise packages passed

out by a well-dressed model at Kansas City for the

opening of "Surprise Package" at the Paramount

Theatre. Manager Harold Lyon and Irving Shiffrin,

Columbia publicist, got a florist to prepare the

packages. In an envelope on outside of each box

was "Warning: Don't Open Until You Are in the

Presence of Your Wife or Girl Friend!" Inside were

red roses and copy for the film.
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An Interpretative analysis of lay and tradepresi reviews. Running time If In parentheses. The
plus and minus signs Indicate degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews, updated regularly.

This department also serves as an ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feature releases. © is for

Cinemascope; ® VistaVision; f Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Regalscope; $ Technirama.
Symbol CJ denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. For listings by
company In the order of release, see FEATURE CHART.

Review digest
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX

dr-v
ranci
=me

'

7U C.

. TV

Jntev
s3

tt Very Good; + Good; — Fair; ~ Poor: — Very Poor.

2473 ©Alamo, The (162) Todd-AO

Historical Drama UA 10-31-60 + + + + tt tt tt 12+
2442 ©All the Fine Young Cannibals

(122) © Drama . . . MGM 7-18-60 + it — + + -tt + 8+3-
2477 All the Young Men (86) Dr....

2443 ©Amazing Mr. Teas, The (70)

Col 8- 8-60 + + + + + + + 7

Novelty Pad Prod. -SR 7-18-60 - 2—
2457 Angel Wore Red, The (99) Dr.. . . .MGM 9- 5-60 ± It — + -tt It 6+6-
2489 Angry Silence, The (95) Dr...

2428 Apartment, The (125)

12-26-60 + tt + tt- tt tt 44 14+

Panavision Com-Dr UA 6- 6-60 + + + tt tt + tt 12+
2452 As the Sea Rages (74) Dr. . . . Col 8-22-60 + + - + 5+3-

—B

—

2429 ©Battle in Outer Space (90) Tohoscope,

Science- Fiction (English-dubbed) Col 6-13-60 + it It + + ;tt 7+4-
2422 Battle of the Sexes, The

(88) Comedy . . .Cont’l 5-16-60 + + + tt + tt 10+1-
2441 Bellboy, The (72) Farce .... .

.

.

.

Para 7-18-60 + + + tt
-tt 8+3-

2433 ©Bells Are Ringing (127) © Mus. MGM 6-20-60 + + tt tt tt tt tt 13+
2382 ©Ben-Hur (212) Camera 65

Biblical Drama . . MGM 11-30-59 + + + tt tt 44 tt 14+
2453 ©Between Time and Eternity

(98) Dr U-l 8-22-60 ± -f- -4- + -tt 5+4—
2458 Beyond the Time Barrier (75)

2455 Big Time Operator, The

SF. AlP 9- 5-60 +- — -tt -4- ^tt 6+6-

(80) Comedy 8-29-60 + 1+
2429 Bluebeard's Ten Honeymoons (82) Cr. AA 6-13-60 + — — It + It It 5+5-
2461 Boy Who Stole a Million, The

(64) Comedy-Drama Para 9-19-60 + + + tt + + + 9+
2426 Breakout (99) War Dr

2474 ©Breath of Scandal, A

5-30-60 ± + 2+1-

(98) Comedy 10-31-60 + -4- + + 6+3-
2424 ©Brides of Dracula, The

(85) Horror Dr U-l 5-23-60 + + + tt + tt It 11+1—
2473 ©Butterfield 8 (109) © Drama.. MGM 10-31-60 + + + tt + + ^tt 10+1-

c—
2438 Cage of Evil (70) Crime

2407 ©Can-Can (131)

UA 7- 4-60 + — + + + — 5+3-

Todd-AO Musical 20th-Fox 3-21-60 + + + tt tt + 44 11+
2448 ©Captain's Table, The (90)

Comedy 20th -Fox 8- 8-60 + + -tt tt + + ;tt 11+1-
2408 Carry On, Nurse (89) Farce...

2483 Caltiki, the Immortal Monster

. Governor 3-21-60 + tt + tt + + tt 12+

(76) Sc.-F’n AA 12- 5-60 ± + — — 2+3

-

2433 ©Chartroose Caboose, The (75)

Panavision Comedy U-l 6-20-60 + + + 3+
2482 ^©CinderFella (88) Comedy . . . . Para 11-28-60 + ± + tt + tt 9+1-
2488 ©Cimarron (140) © Dr. . . . . . . MGM 12-19-60 + -H- + tt tt 10+
2423 ©Circus of Horrors (89) Horror Dr. AlP 5-23-60 + + + tt + + 10+1—
2474 College Confidential (90) Meto

2437 Come Back, Africa (90)

U-l 10-31-60 ± — ^tt — 2+4-

Social Documentary Dr 7- 4-60 + + tt 5+
2456 Come Dance With Me!

Comedy-Mystery Kingsley-Union 8-29-60 + -4- + + -tt + 6+2-
2487 Crazy for Love (80) Com Ellis 12-19-60 ± 1+1-
2455 ©Crowded Sky, The (105) Dr WB 8-29-60 + + + + + + 6+

—D

2464 ©Dark at the Top of the Stairs,

The (124) Drama WB 9-26-60 + + + tt tt + tt 13+
2486 Date Bait (71) Melo 1

2446 Day They Robbed the Bank

rilmgroup 12-12-60 ± 1+1-

of England, The (84) Cr. Dr.. . . . MGM 8- 1-60 + ± -f- + tt tt + 9+1-
2462 Desire in the Dust (105) © Dr. 20th-Fox 9-19-60 + + -4- + -tt ^tt + 8+3-
2430 ©Dinosaurus (85) © Sc.-Fct’n

2484 Dog. a Mouse and a Sputnik, A

....U-l 6-13-60 + + + tt + + — 7+1-

(90) Comedy . F-A-W 12- 5-60 + — + 3+2—

2442 ©Elmer Gantry (145) Drama . UA 7-18-60 + + tt tt tt tt 44 14+
2449 Enemv General, The (75) Dr.. Col 8-15-60 + — + + + + ^tt 7+2-
2469 Entertainer, The (97) Dr.

2482 ©Esther and the King (109)

. . . Cont'l 10-17-60 + 44 + tt tt + -tt 10+1—

©Adventure Drama 20th -Fox 11-28-60 + + Htt
tt 8+4—

2490 ©Exodus (212) Super-Panavision 70

Drama UA 12-26-60 + + + tt tt tt tt 14+

2479 Facts of Life, The (103) Com-Dr UA 11-21-60 + + tt- tt tt + 10+
2456 ©Fast & Sexy (99) ® Comedy . ... Col 8-29-60 + + -t- + + + -tt 7+2-
2458 ©Five Bold Women (82) W'n .

2489 ©Flaming Star (101) ©
. Citation 9- 5-60 ± 1+1-

Outdoor Drama 20th-Fox 12-26-60 + + + tt tt + 9+
2478 ©Flute and the Arrow, The (78)

Documentary Drama 11-14-60 + + tt tt 7+

In the summary tt is rated 2 pluses, — os 2 minuses.

£ S-r ~
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2448 ©For the Love of Mike (87)

© Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox 8- 8-60 44

2461 ©For Members Only (85) Novelty SR 9-19-60 -
2483 Four Desperate Men (105) Melo. .. Cont’l 12- 5-60 tt

2471 48 Hours to Live (86)

Melodrama Cinema Assoc-SR 10-24-60 ±
2464 ©Freckles (84) © Outdoor 20th-Fox 9-26-60 +
2441 ©From the Terrace (144) ©

Drama 20th-Fox 7-18-60 ++

2472 ©G. I. Blues (104) com/Mus Para 10-24-60 +
2459 Girl in Lovers Lane, The

(78) Melodrama Filmgroup 9-12-60 —
2468 Girl of the Night (83) Dr WB 10-10-60 +
2490 ©Goliath and the Dragon (90) ©

Costume Spectacle AlP 12-26-60 +
2457 Good Girls Beware (80) Melodr. UMP0 9-5-60+
2486 ©Grass Is Greener. The

(105) © Comedy U-l 12-12-60 +
2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 +
2446 ©Green Carnation, The (128) © Dr.

(Reviewed as “The Trials of Oscar

Wilde”) Warwick 8- 1-60 +
—H—

2488 Hand in Hand (75) Dr Col 12-19-60 +
2430 ©Hannibal (103) SuperCinescope His-

torical Spectacle (English-dubbed) WB 6-13-60 +
2424 ©Head of a Tyrant (94) Totalscope

Drama (English-dubbed) U-l 5-23-60 +
2475 ©Heaven on Earth (84)

Documentary Drama JB-SR 11-14-60 +
2473 Hell Is a City (96) Action Col 10-31-60 +
2447 Hell to Eternity (132) Dr AA 8-8-60 +
2427 ©Hercules Unchained

(101) © Adv. (English-dubbed) WB 6- 6-60 +
2487 ©Herod the Great (93) ©

Costume Spectacle AA 12-19-60 +
2478 Heroes Die Young (76) Melodrama. . AA 11-14-60 +
2457 ©Hideout in the Sun (72)

Nudist drama Astor 9- 5-60 ±
2454 High-Powered Rifle, The

(60) Action 20th-Fox 8-22-60 -
2486 High School Caesar (72) Helo. Filmgroup 12-12-60 +
2464 ©High Time (103) © Com/Mus 20th-Fox 9-26-60 +
2435 ©House of Usher, The (80) © Ho . AlP 6-27-60 +

2459 I Aim at the Stars (107)

Biographical Drama Col 9-12-60 +
2436 ©Ice Palace (143) Drama WB 6-27-60 +
2444 ©Idiot, The (122) Dostoievsky classic

(English-dubbed) 20th-Fox 7-18-60 —
2427 I’m All Right, Jack (105) Comedy.. Col 6- 6-60 +
2442 Inherit the Wind (126) Drama UA 7-18-60 +
2467 It Happened in Broad Daylight

(97) Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) ... .Cont' I 10-10-60 +
2440 ©It Started in Naples

(100) ® Comedy Para 7-11-60 +
—J

—

2481 Jazz Boat (96) © Dr/Music Col 11-28-60 +
2432 ©Jazz on a Summer's Day (85)

Musical Documentary Union 6-13-60 ±
2479 ©Journey to the Lost City

(90) © Adv. Drama AlP 11-21-60 +
2452 ©Jungle Cat (70) Documentary . . . BV 8-22-60 +

—K

—

2471 Kill Me Tomorrow (80) Melodr Tudor 10-24-60 +
2466 Key Witness (81) © Drama MGM 10- 3-60 +

2434 ©Last Days of Pompeii, The (103) Super

Totalscope, Hi. Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) UA 6-20-60 +
2466 ©Last Woman on Earth, The (71)

Melodrama Filmgroup 10- 3-60 +
2482 Left, Right and Center (90)

Comedy BCG Films-SR 11-28-60 +
2476 ©Legions of the Nile (91) ©

Action Spectacle 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ±
2465 Let No Man Write My Epitaph

(106) Drama Col 10- 3-60 +
2458 ©Let's Make Love (118) ©

Comedy/Music 20th-Fox 9- 5-60 +
2465 Little Shop of Horrors, The (70)

Horror Comedy Filmgroup 10- 3-60 +

tt + + + + 11+
1—

2+

1+1-
+ -tt + + 5+1-

tt it tt tt
-4- + 11+2-

+ tt + + 8+2—

+ 1+1-
tt it + + -4- -4- 8+3-

+ + 3+
1+

tt + tt — + tt 9+1-
tt + tt tt tt 11+

tt tt tt + tt tt 13+

tt tt tt tt tt 11+

it + + + 4 6+1-

+ -tt + - 5+2-

-tt + + + 5+1-
tt + + tt + + 9+
tt tt tt tt + + 12+

+ -tt + tt + 8+2-

-tt ± + 4+2-
+ 2+1-

1+1-

-tt HE rt — 4+6-
1+

+ + tt tt + + 9+
+ + tt tt tt tt 11+

tt + + + + tt 9+
± tt tt tt + + 10+1—

+ + + — + tt 6+2-
+ tt + + tt tt 11+
tt tt tt tt tt tt 14+

tt tt + + 7+

^tt + tt tt + + 10+1-

-t- + 4+2-

+ tt 4+1-

± — + ± 6+5—
+ + tt tt tt tt 11+

1+
tt + + -t- + + 8+1-

it + tt - + 7+3-

- 1+1-

2+

- - ± = 2+7-

+ tt + + tt 10+1—

++ « +4 + tt tt 13+

1+
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2439 ^©Lost World. The (98) ©
Science-Fiction 20th-Fox

2453 Louisiana Hussy (80) Melodr Howco

2449 Lucrezia Borgia (83) Melo Voo SR

—M—
2454 Ma Barker's Killer Brood (89)

Crime Or Filmservice-SR

2489 Magdalena (76) Melodrama SR

2468 ©Magnificent Seven. The (128)

Outdoor Dr. (Panavision) UA
2431 Man in a Cocked Hat (87)

Comedy Show Corp. of Amer.

2452 Man Who Wouldn't Talk, The (97)

Mystery Drama Show Corp.

2484 ©Marriage-Go- Round, The

(99) © Comedy 20th-Fox

2469 ©Midnight Lace (108) Dr U-l

2443 Missile From Hell (82) Dr NTA
2444 Model for Murder (75) Cr Cin. Assoc

2438 Murder, Inc. (103) © Crime. . 20th-Fox

2421 My Dog. Buddy (76) Dr Col

—N—
2463 Naked and the Wicked. The

(90) Melodrama (Eng-dubbed) . .SR

2470 Natchez Trace (80) Adv. . . Panorama-SR

2470 Never On Sunday (97) Com-Dr. Lopert-UA

2435 ©Next to No Time (93) Com. Show Corp.

2462 Night Fighters, The (85) Dr UA
2447 Night of Love (93) Melodr Howco

2450 ©Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (108)

Totalscope His. Dr Col

2423 Noose for a Gunman (69) Western . UA
2478 ©North to Alaska (122) ©

Action Comedy 20th-Fox

7-

11-60 +

8-

22-60 ±
8-15-60 it

8-22-60 -

12-26-60 it

10-10-60 FF

6-

13-60 +

8-22-60 +

12- 5-60 +
10-17-60 ++

7-

18-60 ±
7-18-60 it

7- 4-60 +
5-16-60 +

9-26-60 +
10-17-60 +

10-

17-60 t+

6-27-60 ±
9-19-60 +
8- 8-60 it

8-15-60 it

5-23-60 ±

11-

14-60 +

2451 ^©Ocean's 11 (128)

2450 ©One Foot in Hell (89)

©Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox

2445 Oscar Wilde (96) Dr Four City Ent

2468 ©Santa Claus (94) Fantasy/Music

(Eiglish-dubbed) Murray-SR

2451 Savage Eye. The (67) Semidocumentarv

Drama Trans-Lux Kingsley

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (110)

® Adv. Dr Para

2432 School for Love (76) Dr NTA
2456 School for Scoundrels (94)

Comedy Cont'l

2476 ©Secret of the Purple Reef (80) ©
Action Drama 20th-Fox

2467 ©September Storm (99) Action

(Stereovision) 20th-Fox

2415 ©Sergeant Rutledge (11) Dr WB
2460 ©Seven Ways From Sundown

(87) Western U-l

2474 Sex Kittens Go to College

(93) Comedy AA

2475 Shakedown, The (91) Action U-l

2472 She Walks by Night (85) Melo. Woolner

2455 Sin & Desire (77) Dr Atlantis

2479 Sinners of Paris (81) Melodr Ellis

10-10-60

6-13-60

+

+ it

+ ±

Com-Dr... WB 8-22-60++ ++

8-15-60 +
8- 1-60 +

2417 Pay or Die (110) Dr AA 5- 2-60 ++

2422 Platinum High School (93) Dr MGM 5-16-60 ±
2469 Please Turn Over (86) Farce Col 10-17-60 +
2477 Plunderers, The (94) Adv. Dr AA 11-14-60 -+

2416 U©Pollyanna (134) Com. Dr BV 4-18-60 ++

2436 ©Portrait in Black (111) Dr U-l 6-27-60 )+

2477 Price of Silence, The (72)

Melodrama Exclusive-SR 11-14-60 +
2431 Prime Time, The (76) Dr. Essanjay-SR 6-13-60 it

2420 ©Prisoner of the Volga (92) Totalscope

Spectacle Dr. (English-dubbed) ..Para 5- 9-60 -+

2414 Private Property (79) Dr Citation 4-11-60 +
2440 Psycho (109) Suspense Drama .... Para 7-11-60 ++

—R—
2420©Rat Race. The (105) Comedy. ... Para 5- 9-60 +f

2419 Raymie (73) Drama AA 5- 9-60 -+

2454 Rebel Girls (70) Action Luzon-SR 8-22-60 ±
2490 ©Ritual of Love, The (72)

Documentary Pacemaker-SR 12-26-60 +
2432 Rosemary (105) Drama F-A-W 6-13-60+
2485 ©Royal Ballet (131) Ballet Lopert 12-12-60 F+

2460 Runaway (76) Melodrama Group 9 9-12-60 +

11- 7-60 ± ±

10-10-60 ± ±

10- 31-60 -+ -
11- 7-60 + +
10-24-60 +
8-29-60 +

11-21-6C -+
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4+ + H + ^ 94-2-

i+i-
i+i—

i—
i+i-

++ +F + + FF 12+

+ FF 7+1-

1+

+F FF + 8+1-
+ +F FF FF FF 12+

1+1-
1+1-

+ FF + FF 9+1-
+ — 5+4—

1+
1+

+ FF + + + 10+

+ it 4+2-
+ + + + 6+

1+1-

+ + + -4- + 7+2-
+ + 6+3-

+ FF FF + FF 10+1—

+ FF FF FF 12+1-

+ + + + + 7+
+ FF + FF FF 11+

+F FF + + FF 12+
— + + + + 6+3

—

FF + FF + 9+
+ + + 4+
++ FF FF FF FF 14+

+ —
14 7+4-

1+
= 2+4-

— + St' + 6+3-
+ + + 6+1-
++ FF FF + FF 13+

+F FF FF FF FF 14+
+ + + 4+

1+1-

1+
+ + FF 7+

FF 4+
1+

+ + 5+3-

FF FF 9+1-

+ FF FF + 10+
1+1-

++ FF + + + 10+

+ + 5+3-

+ + ± + 6+3-
+ FF + FF FF 12+

+ + + + 7+

- 2+3-
3+1-
1+
1+
1+

2390 ©Solomon and Sheba (139) Super

Technirama-70 Biblical Sp. . . .

2439 Sons and Lovers (103) © Dr. . 20

2440 ©Song Without End (142) ©

2428 S O. S. Pacific (92) Ac.

Adventure Spectacle

2434 ©Story of Ruth, The (131) (i

Biblical Drama

2426 ©Strangers When We Meet

(117) © Dr

2437 ©Subterraneans, The (89) ©
2423 Stranglers of Bombay

(81) © Dr

2445 Studs Lonigan (103) Dr

2476 ©Sundowners, The (133) Dr.

2466 ^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) Drama

Dr..

2477 ©Swiss Family Robinson (128)

Adv. Classic, Panavision . .

2488 ©Sword and the Dragon (83)
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Fox 11-21-60 ± l+i-
oup 5- 9-60 it + it 3+2-
U-l 11-23-59 FF + FF FF ± FF + 11+1-

UA 1-11-60 + + + FF + FF 5+
Fox 7-11-60 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 14+

Col 7-11-60 FF ± H FF FF FF FF 13+1-
U-l 7- 4-60 FF FF -j- + 8+1-
70

U-l 10-17-60 FF FF FF FF Ft rF FF 144-

• SR 12-12-60 it 2+1-
.Col 7- 4-60 + + 4 + T 4- 6+

-Fox 6-20-60 FF FF F FF IF FF 4 12+

.Col 5-30-60 + FF + FF rf — FF 11+1-
1GM 7- 4-60 + + — — + 7+4-

.Col 5-23-60 + + + ± + zt 6+2-

. UA 8- 1-60 FF + FF FF + 9+1-
WB 11- 7-60 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 14+

WB 10- 3-60 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 14+
Col 10-10-60 FF + FF ± + — 9+3-

BV 11-14-63 FF + ± FF FF FF FF 12+1-

Folklore Spectacle Valiant 12-19-60 + 1+

—T—
2399 Tall Story (91) Comedy . . .WB 2-15-60 FF FF

-4- + + + -F 9+1-
2430 ©Tarzan the Magnificent (88) Adv. . . Para 6-13-60 + + ± FF + + + 8+1-
2465 ©Ten Who Dared (92) Adv. . . . . . BV 10- 3-60 + + dz + + FF 7+1-
2435 13 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy . . . .Col 6-27-60 FF + ± + FF + + 9-1 1-
2450 ©39 Steps, The (95) © Adv. . . 20th-Fox 8-16-60 +F + 4- + + + 8+1-
2485 ©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100)

Superdynamation, Fantasy . . . . . . Col 12-12-60 + + FF FF FF + 9+
2439 ©Thunder in Carolina (92)

Racing Drama

2389 Tiget Bay (105) Suspense

. Howco

. Cont'l

7-11-60 +
1-11-60 FF

— -t-

FF

+
FF FF

4+2-
FF 10+

8- 1-60 ++

1-18-60 ++

2-22-60 ±

2446 ©Time Machine, The (103) Sc-F. ..MGM

2392 ©Toby Tyler (96) Adv. Comedy.. BV

2402 Too Soon to Love (85) Dr U-l

2481 Tormented (75) Horror Drama AA 11-28-60 +
2480 Touch of Flesh, The (76)

Drama Amity Films-SR 11-21-60 ±
2441 Trapped in Tangier (77)

Cr. Drama Supercinescope. . .20th-Fox

2446 ©Trials of Oscar Wilde, The (See "The

Green Carnation”)

2418 Twelve Hours to Kill

FF FF FF + +
FFFFFFFFFF
- + + + ±

7-18-60 =

F+ 12+

+F 14+
It 6+5-

1+

1+ 1-

1+10-

2436 12 to the Moon (74) Sc-F’n

—U—

2413 ©Unforgiven, The (125)

Panavision Western D

—V—
2418 Valley of the Redwoods

i-Fox 5- 2-60 ± Zt - + 2*2 5+5-
.Col 6-27-60 — + — 2*2 2*2 6+6-

Para 9-12-60 + + + + ± + FF 8+1-

UA 4-11-60 FF FF FF FF + FF FF 13+

2472 Village of the Damned (78)

2399 Visit to a Small Planet (85)

20th-Fox 5- 2-60 + + 2*2 + + + 6+1

. . .MGM 10-24-60 + FF + + FF FF + 10+

. . . . Para 2-15-60 + 4- + + FF + + 8+

—W—
2483 ©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The

(99) © Comedy . Col 12- 5-60 ± + FF FF + FF 9+1-
2449 Walking Target (74) Action .... . UA 8-16-60 + 2*2 + 2*2 4+2-
2428 Walk Like a Dragon (95) Dr 6- 6-60 FF + + + + + + 8+
2471 ©Walk Tall (60) © Western. .2Cth-Fox 10-24-60 it 2*2 2*2 + + 2*2 6+4-
2484 ©Where the Boys Are (99) © Com.

2463 Where the Hot Wind Blows (120)

MGM 12- 5-60 FF FF FF FF FF 10+

Dr. (English-dubbed) MGM 9-26-60 + + + + — + 2*2 6+2-
2445 Why Must 1 Die? (90) Melodr . A 1

P

8- 1-60 FF - — 3+3—
2444 Wicked Go to Hell, The (74)

(English-dubbed) Dr Fanfare 7-18-60 +
2475 Wild Rapture (68)

Documentary Exclusive-SR 11- 7-60 +

1+

1+

2428 ©Wild River (115) © Dr.

2487 ©Wizard of Baghdad (92)

—XYZ—
2451 Youno Jesse James (73) ©

Action Drama

9-12-60 —
. . 20th-Fox 6- 6-60 FF FF FF FF + +

. . 20th-Fox 12-19-60 + 2*2 2*2 + +
(129)

Para 11-28-60 FF FF FF FF + +

20th -Fox 8-22-60 2*2 + _ + ± +

1-

5+2-
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is In parentheses. © is for ClnemaScope;

® VistaVision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Regalscope; © Teehnirama. Symbol O denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Jeature charj
ALLIED ARTISTS

Bluebeard’s Ten Honey-

moons (92) D 6002
Ci-urge Sanders. Corinne Calvet

Pay or Die (110) Or.. 6004
Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert

Raymie (73) Ad.. 6006
David Dadd. Julie Adams, John

Agar

Sex Kittens Go to

College (94) C..6003
Mamie Van Doren. Tuesday Weld,

Mijanou Bardot, Mickey Shaugh-

nessy. Louis Nye

Hell to Eternity (132) D . 6007
Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen,

Vic Damone, Patricia Owens

Caltiki. The Immortal
Monster (76) SF..6009

John Merivale, Didi Sullivan

Tormented (75) D..6010
Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon

Heroes Die Young (76) . . . . D . .6014
Erika Peters, Scott. Rorland

©Serengeti Shall Not Die

(84) Doc.. 6013

The Plunderers (104) . . . AD . .6008
Jeff Chandler. John Saxon,

Dolores Hart, Ray Stricklyn

The Unfaithfuls (89) D..6015
Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt,

Pierre Cressoy

©Herod the Great (89) . .Ad. .60X6
Edmond Purdom, Sylvia Lopez

Look in Any Window (87) D..
Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol, Paul
Anka

AMERICAN INT'L I ti COLUMBIA B H
©Babette Goes to War

(103) © C. .423

(English-dubbed) Brigitte Bardot.

Jacnues Charrier

Because They’re Young

(102) CO 424

Dick Clark, Victoria Shaw
Michael Callan, Tuesday Weld

©Circus of Horrors (89) Ho.. 503
Anton Diffring, Erika Remberg

©Killers of Kilimanjaro

(91) © Ad.. 425
Robert Taylor, Anne Aubrey
Man on a String (92) . . . D . 426
Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews

Stranglers of Bombay
(81) © My.. 427

Guy Rolfe, Allan Cuthbertson

The Electronic Monster (72) D..428
Rod Cameron, Mary Murphy

Why Must 1 Die? (90). . D..504
Terry Moore, Debra Paget

Jailbreakers (64) Ac . 408
Robert Hutton. Mary Castle

The Mountain Road (102) . . D . .429

James Stewart, Lisa Lu

©Battle in Outer Space

(90) Ac. 430
Ryu Ikebe and all-Japanese cast

12 to the Moon (74) SF..431
Ken Clark. Rob’t Montgomery jr.

©The House of Usher

(90) © Ho.. 502
Vincent Price, Mark Damon,
Myrna Fahey

Beyond the Time Barrier

(80) SF . .505
Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins

Amazing Transparent Man
(60) SF. .506

Marguerite Chapman, Douglas
Kennedy

©Strangers When We Meet

(117) © D. .501

Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak

Barbara Rush, Kent Smith
13 Ghosts (88) Ho C. . 502
Jo Morrow. Rosemary DeCamp,
Donald Woods (partly in color)

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) C..503
Three Stooges, Paul Winchell

My Dog, Buddy (77) D..450
I/mdon (dog star), Travis Lemmond

©The Nights of Lucretia Borgia

(108) Totalscope Hi.. 504
Belinda Lee. Jacques Sernas

The Enemy General (74).. D..505
Van Johnson, Jean-Plerre Aumont

All the Young Men (87).. D.. 506
Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier,

Ingemar Johansson. Mort Sabi

©Fast and Sexy (98) © CD.. 507
Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson,

Vittoro de Sica

As the Sea Rages (74) . ...D..508
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson,

Cameron Mitchell

©Journey to the Lost City

(90) Ad.. 508
Debra Paget, Paul Christian

1 Aim at the Stars (107) BiD.,512
Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw

I’nt All Right, Jack (104) C..515
Ian Carmichael, Peter Sellers,

Terry-Thomas, Dennis Price

©Song Without End (130)

© Bi/M.. 511
Dirk Bogarde, Capucine,

Genevieve Page

Goliath and the Dragon

(90) © Ad.. 509
Mark Forest., Broderick Crawford

Let No Man Write My
Epitaph (106) D..513

Burl Ives, Shelley Winters, James
Darren, Jean Seberg

Surprise Package (100) . . . . C . .514
Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor,

Noel Coward

Hell Is a City (96) ©,.Cr..516
Stanley Baker, John Crawford

©The 3 Worlds of Gulliver

(100) SuperDynamation. .Ad. .517
Ives win Mathews, Jo Morrow

Please Turn Over (86) C..518
Ted Ray, Jean Kent

Jazz Beat (95) © C/M.. 519
Anthony Newley, Anne Aubrey

Portrait of a Sinner

(100) D..507
Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton,

William Bendix

©The Wackiest Ship in the

Army (99) © C..521
Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson

©Sword of Sherwood Forest

(80) Ad.. 522
Richard Greene, Peter Cushing

Hand in Hand (75) D..523
John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike

Jan. 16, 1961
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PARAMOUNT

^©Please Don’t Eat the

Daisies (111) © C..13
Doris Day. David Niven. Janis Paige

Platinum High School (93)..D..14
Mickey Rooney. Terry Moore, Dan
Duryea

Finn (107) © CD . 16
Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges.

Archie Moore. Judy Canova

©The Giant of Marathon

(88) D..15
Steve Reeves. Mylene Demongeot

The Day They Robbed the

Bank of England (85)..D..19
Aldo Ray, Hugh Griffith.

Elizabeth Sellars

©Bells Are Ringing

0 27) © M.
Jud; Holliday, Dean Martin.

Fred Clark

.17

©The Time Machine (103).. SF.. 9
Rod Taylor, Yvette Mlmtoux

©All the Fine Young
Cannibals (122) © D..20

Natalie Wood, Robert Wagner,
Susan Kohner, George Hamilton

The Angel Wore Red (99).. D. 101
Ava Gardner, lllrk Bogarde,

Joseph Cotten

©The Subterraneans (88) © D. .102

Leslie Caron, George Peppard,

Janice Rule, Roddy MacDovrall

Key Witness (81) © . ...D..103
Jeffrey Hunter. Pat Crowley

Where the Hot Wind Blows

(120) D..104
Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Montand

©Butterfield 8 (109) © D..106
Elizabeth Taylor. Laurence Harvey,

Eddie Fisher. Dina Merrill

©Where the Boys Are

(99) © C. .110

Dolores Hart, George Hamilton,

Yvette Mimieux, Connie Francis

(pre-release)

Village of the Damned (77) Ho. .109
George Sanders, Barbara Shelley

5 -srf

Visit to a Small Planet

(85) C . 5917
Jerry Lewis, Joan Blackman,

Earl Holliman, Fred Clark

(^Conspiracy of Hearts

(120) D..5919
LUll Palmer, Yvonne Mitchell,

Ronald Lewis

In the Wake of a Stranger

(69) My.. 5920

Tony Wright, Shirley Eaton

Five Branded Women (106) D..5916
Van Heflin. Silvana Mangano,

Vera Miles

©Prisoner of the Volga

(92) Hi.. 5921

John Derek, Dawn Addams, Elsa

Martlnelli

Walk Like a Dragon (95) . D . . 5922

Mel Torrae, Nohu McCarthy

>

©The Rat Race (105) . . .D .5923

Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds

The Bellboy (72) C. .5924

Jerry Lewis, Corinne Calvet

©Tarzan the Magnificent

(88) Ad. .5925

Gordon Scott, Betta St. John.

Jock Mahoney

Psycho (109) MyD..5926
Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,

Vera Miles, John Gavin

©It Started in Naples

(100) ® C. .5927

Clark Gable, Sophia Loren.

Vittorio de Sica

Under Ten Flags (92) . . . . Ad. .6002

Van Heflin, Charles Laughton,

Mylene Demongeot

The Boy Who Stole a Mil-

lion (64) Ac.. 6001
Virgilio Texera. Marianne Benet

©G. I. Blues (104) ..CD/M.. 6005
Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse

©A Breath of Scandal

(98) ® C. .6006

John Gavin, Sophia Loren.

Maurice Chevalier

*JI©CinderFella (91) . C .6007
Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn,
Anna Marie Alberghetti

Blueprint for Robbery (87) Ac. .6009
Jay Barney, J. Pat O’Malley

©Gorgo (76) Ad.
Bill Travers. Vincent Winter

.105
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FEATURE CHART ««*cmure L/rama (mv; Hsnonine Key to letters and combinations thereof Indicating story type: (Ad) /
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama ; 'fDMl' Dramo
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama-
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

20TH-FOX S Cj <

©Masters of the Congo Jungle

(88) © Doc.. 012
Narrators: Orson Welles, William

Warfield

©Wake Me When It's Over

(126) © C..010
Ernie Kovacs, Dick Shawn

13 Fighting Men (69) © Ac.. 013
Grant Williams, Carole Mathews

Valley of the Redwoods

(63) © D .016

John Hudson, Lynn Bernay

©Flame Over India

(130) © Ad.. 017
Kenneth More. Lauren Bacall

Crack in the Mirror (97) © D..018
Orson Welles, Juliette Greco,

Bradford IHllman

Operation Amsterdam (105) Ac.. 015
Peter Finch, Eva Bartok

©Wild River © (105) D. .0O9
Montgomery Clift, Lee Remick,

Jo Van Fleet

Bohbikins (89) C..004
Max Bvgraves, Shirley Jones

12 Hours to Kill (83) © Ac. .022

Nico Minardos, Barbara Eden

©The Story of Ruth

(132) © D. .021

Blana Eden, Stuart Whitman
Trapped in Tangiers

(74) © Ad . . 027
Edmund Purdom, Genevieve Page
©From the Terrace (144) © D..028
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward
C>©Lost World (96) © Ad.. 026
Fernando Lamas. Claude Rains

Murder. Inc. (99) © . ...Cr. .031

May Britt, Stuart Whitman

Sons and Lovers (103) © D..035
D. Stock-well, Wendy Hiller

©One Foot in Hell (90) © D 029

A. Ladd, D. Murray, D. Mlchaela

©For the Love of Mike (84) ©. .030

Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin

Young Jesse James (73)© D..033
Ray Strtcklyn, Willard Parker

©The 39 Steps (95) Ad.. 032
Kenneth More, Talna Elg

©Let's Make Love (118) C..034
Marilyn Monroe, Yves Montand,

Tony Randall

©Walk Tall (60) © Ac. 042
Willard Parker, Kent Taylor

©Freckles (84) © D..043
Martin West, Carol Christensen

Squad Car (60) Ac.. 044
Paul Bryar, Vici Raaf

©©High Time (103) © C/M.. 036
Bing Crosby. Fabian, Tuesday Weld

Desire in the Dust (105) © D. .046
Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer.

©The Captain’s Table (90) ©. .040

John Gregson, Peggy Cummins

©The Secret of the Purple Reef

(80) © Ac. 047
Jeff Richards, Margia Dean

©Sepf. Storm (99) S’v’s’n Ac. .025
Mark Stevens, Joanne Dru

©Goddess of Love (68) © D..039
Belinda Lee. Jacques Semas

©North to Alaska (122)

© Ad .051
John Wayne. Capucine, Fabian

Desert Attack (76) Ac 053
John Mills. Sylvia Syms
©Tess of the Storm

Country (84) D..050
Diane Baker, Lee Philips

©Wizard of Baghdad (92)

© Ad .054
Dick Shawn, Diane Baker, Barry
Coe

©Flaming Star (92) ©..W..056
Elvis Presley, Barbara Eden

©Esther and the King (109)

© D. 057
Joan Collins, Richard Egan

©Legions of the Nile

(94) © Ad. 037
Linda Cristal, Ettore Mannl

©Marriage-Go-Round (99) C 101
Susan Hayward, James Mason,

Julie Newmar
©Little Shepherd of Kingdom

Come (108) © D..102
Jimmy Rodgers, Luana Patten

©Double Trouble ( . . ) © • . C
Tommy Noonan, Pete Marshall

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C..
Michael Craig, Mylene Demongeot

UNITED ARTISTS | gj UNIVERSAL-INT'L £ U
I
©The Boy and the Pirates

(S2) Ad. 6011
Murvyn Vye, Charles Herbert,

Susan Gordon (Perceptovision)

Three Came to Kill (70) Cr..6009
Cameron Mitchell, Steve Brodle

©The Unforgiven (120) W..6010
Burt Lancaster, Audrey Hepburn
(Panavision)

©The Snow Queen (70).. An.. Oil
Hans Christian Andersen classic

The Fugitive Kind (119) .. D . .6012
Marlon Brando, Anna Magnanl

Noose for a Gunman (69) . W. .6013
Jim Davis, Lyn Thomas

The Gallant Hours (115) D. .6014

James Cagney, Dennis Weaver

©The Cossacks (85) D 6012
Edmund Purdom, Giorgia Moll

( English-dubbed ) . TotalScope

©Macumba Love (86) ..Ho.. 6016
Ziva Rodann, Walter Reed

The Music Box Kid (74) . Ac. .6015
Ronald Foster. Luana Patten

©Head of a

Tyrant (70) Hi D. .6008
Massimo Glrotti, Isabelle Corey

(English-dubbed) Totalscope

©Brides of Dracula (85) . . Ho. .6013
Peter Cushing, Martlta Hunt

The Leech Woman (77) .. Ho. .6014
Coleen Gray, Philip Terry

The Apartment (125)
Panavision CD . . 6017

Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLalne,

Fred MacMurray, Edie Adams

©The Last Days of Pompeii

(103) Ad 6020
Steve Reeves, Barbara Carroll

Cage of Evil (70) Ac.. 6018
Ron Foster, Pat Blair

©Portrait in Black (113) My . 6015
Lana Turner, Anthony Quinn,

Sandra Dee, Richard Basehart

©Dinosaurus (83) ©. . . . SF . . 6016
Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson

S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac. .6017
Pier Angell, John Gregson,

Eddie Consiantlne

©Elmer Gantry (145) D..6023
Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Arthur Kennedy, Shirley Jones

College Confidential (91) CD . 6018
Mamie Van Doren, Steve Alien,

Jayne Meadows

©The Chartroose Caboose (76)
Panavision CD.. 6019
Molly Bee, Ben Cooper,
Edgar Buchanan

The Night Fighters (88) . . D . .6025
Robert Mitchum, Dan O’Herllhy

Studs Lonigan (95) D..6019
Christopher Knight, Venetla

Stevenson

©Seven Ways From Sun-

down (86) OD . .6020
Audle Murphy, Barry Sullivan

©Between Time and Eternity

(85) D 6021
Lilli Palmer, Carlos Thompson

©The Magnificent Seven

(128) Panavision ...Ad.. 6027
Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen,
Horst Buchholz, Eli Wallach

Walking Target (74) . . . . Ac. .6024
Ron Foster, Joan Evans.

Merry Anders

Inherit the Wind (126) D..6026
Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Gene Kelly, Florence Eldridge

©Midnight Lace (108) .... D . 6101
Doris Day, Rex Harrison,

John Gavin. Myrna 1/iy

Police Dog Story (61) . . Doc. .6029
James Brown, Merry Anders

The Facts of Life (104) . .C . .6104
Bob Hope. Lucille Ball

The Private Lives of Adam and
Eve (87) partly in

color CD. .6102
Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren

Five Guns to Tombstone
(71) W..6012

|

James Brown, Della Sharman

©The Grass Is Greener

(105) © C . .6103
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons

WARNER BROS. Type
Rel.

No.

Tall Story (91) . . . C . . 914
Anthony Perkins. Jane Fonda

©Sergeant Rutledge (111) D..917
Jeffrey Hunter. Constance Towers

©Hannibal (103) ® Hi D..918
Victor Mature, Rita Gam.
Gabriele Fersettl

©Ice Palace (143) D..919
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,

Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer, Jim
Backus

©Hercules Unchained (103)
Dyaliscope Ad.. 920

Steve Reeves, Sylva Koscina,

Primo Camera

^©Ocean’s 11 (128) CD. 921
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Peter

Lawford, Sammy Davis jr.. Angle

Dickinson. Joey Bishoo

©The Crowded Sky (104) . . D . .001
Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming,

Efrem Zlmballst jr.

Girl of the Night (93) D..004
Anne Francis, John Kerr

©The Dark at the Top of the

Stairs (124) D..005
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire,
Angela Lansbury, Eve Arden

©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) 0. 002
Ralph Bellamy, Greer Garson.

Hume Crnnyn, Jean Hagen

©The Sundowners (133) . . D. .007

Robert Mitchum, Deborah Kerr,

Peter Ustinov. Glynls Johns

A Fever in the Blood

(117) D..008
Efrem ZimbalLst jr., Angie Dickinson

COMING

ALLIED ARTISTS
Dondi CD..

David Janssen, Patti Page,
Walter Winchell, M. Shaughnessey

Time Bomb D..
Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot

The Big Bankroll Cr..
David Janssen, Mickey Rooney

The Big Wave Ad..
Sessue Hayakawa

AMERICAN-INT'L
©Konga SF..
Michael Gough
The Hand My..
Derek Bond, Ronald Lee Hunt

Black Sunday Ho..
Barbara Steele, John Richardson

COLUMBIA
©Pope © C/M..
Cantinflas, Dan Dailey,
Shirley Jones
©The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll

© Ho..
Paul Massle, Dawn Addams

©Cry for Happy © CD..
Glenn Ford, Miiko Taka, Donald
O’Connor

©Warrior Empress © Ad..
Kerwin Mathews, Tina Louise

©Gidget Goes Hawaiian © ,...C..
Janies Darren, Deborah Walley
©The Guns of Navarone ©,...D..
Gregory Peck, Gia Scala

MGM
©Cimarron © D..
Glenn Ford, Marla Schell

Go Naked in the World D..
Gina Lollobrlglda, Ernest Borgnlne,
Anthony Franclosa, Katy Jurado

©Atlantis the Lost Continent. SF. .

Anthony Hall, Joyce Taylor

PARAMOUNT
©One-Eyed Jacks ® W. .

Marlon Brando, Pina Pelllcer
©World of Suzie Wong D
William Holden, Sylvia Syms

©All in a Night’s Work C. .

Dean Martin, Shirley MacLalne
©The Savage Innocents ©....Ad..
Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tani

©Blood and Roses D..
Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim, Elsa

Martlnelli

20th-FOX
©The Big Gamble © Ad..

Juliette Greco, Stephen Boyd,
David Wayne

Sanctuary © D .

.

Lee Remiek, Yves Montand,
Odetta, Bradford Dillman

©Cleopatra, Todd-AO D.
Elizabeth Taylor, Stephen Boyd

Circle of Deception © D..
Bradford Dillman, Suzy Parker

©Ferry to Hong Kong ©....Ad..
Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles
©The Fiercest Heart © D..
Stuart Whitman, Juliet Provrse

©Francis of Assisi © D..
Bradford Dillman, Stuart Whitman,
Dolores Hart

©The Millionairess © C. .

Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers

UNITED ARTISTS
The Alamo (162) Todd-AO 00. .6028

(Special release) .. John Wayne,
Laurence Harvey, Richard Wid-
mark

Exodus (212) (Panavision

70) D .6101
(Special release) . . Paul Newman,
Eva Marie Saint, Peter Lawford

Season of Passion ("Summer of

the 17th Doll”) D..6103
Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter

The Misfits 0D..
Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe,

Montgomery Clift

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©Spartacus ® Or..

Kirk Douglas, Jean Simmons
©Romanoff and Juliet C..
Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee,

John Gavin

©Back Street D..
Susan Hayward, John Gavin, Vera
Miles

©The Day of the Gun D..
Rock Hudson, Dorothy Malone

The Great Impostor D..
Tony Curtis, Joan Blackman

The Shakedown Cr..
Hazel Court, Terence Morgan
WARNER BROS.
©The Sins of Rachel Cade D..
Angie Dickinson, Peter Finch

©Parrish D..
Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert,

Karl Malden, Connie Stevens

©Fanny D/M..
Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,

Charles Boyer, Horst Buchbolz

©Gold of the Seven Saints ©. OD. .

Clint Walker. Leticia Roman
©White Warrior Ad..
Steve Reeves, Giorgia Moll

©Splendor in the Grass D..
Natalie Wood. Warren Beatty
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS
BUENA VISTA
©Kidnapped (97) . . ..Ad.. Apr 60
Peter Finch, James MacArthur

CJ©Pollyanna (134) . . . . CD . . Jul 60
Jane Wyman, Richard Egan,

Hayley Mills

©Jungle Cat (70) . . . . Doc. . Oct 60
True-Life Adventure

©Swiss Family Robinson

(12S) Panavision ..Ad. Dec 60
Dorothy McGuire, John Mills,

James MacArthur, Tommy Kirk

©Ten Who Dared (92) Ad . Nov 60
John Beal, Brian Keith

CONTINENTAL
Expresso Bongo

(108) CD/M.. Apr 60
Laurence Harvey, Yolande Doodan

Battle of the Sexes, The
(88) C . . M ay 60

Peter Sellers, Constance Cummings
©Michael Strogoff

(115) © Ad. Jun 60
Curt Jurgens. Genevieve Page

Tiger Bay (105) D .. Jul 60
John Mills, Hayley Mills.

Horst Buchhola
School for Scoundrels (94) C.. Jul 60
Ian Carmichael, Terry-Thomas

Four Desperate Men
(105) D.. Aug 60

Aldo Ray, Heather Sears

It Happened in Broad
Daylight (97) D.. Sep 60

Heinz Ruhman, Michel Simon
The Entertainer (97) . . . . D . . Oct 60
Laurence Olivier, Joan Plowright

The Mirror Has Two Faces

(98) D . Nov 60
(Eng-dubbed) . .Michele Morgan

Make Mine Mink (101) C . Dec 60
Terry-Thomas, Athene Seyler

FILMGROUP
The Girl in Lover’s

Lane (78) D.. Jun 60
Joyce Meadows, Brett Halsey

The Wild Ride (63) D.. Jun 60
Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter
©Last Woman on Earth

(71) D.. Sep-60
Anthony Carbone, Betsy Jones-
Moreland

Little Shop of Horrors

(70) HoC. . Sep 60

Jonathan Haze, Jackie Joseph
High School Caesar (72) D . . Nov 60
John Ashley, Gary Vinson
Date Bait (71) D.. Nov 60
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan
GOVERNOR
Carry On, Nurse (89) C..
Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton

Incredible Petrified World,
The (70) D.. Apr 60

John Carradlne, Phyllis Coates

Teenage Zombies (75) .. Ho. . Apr 60
Don Sullivan. Katherine Victor

KINGSLEY-UNION
©Mating Time (95) . . . . C. . Mar 60
Bill Travers, George Cole

(Reviewed as ''The Bridal Path”)
Come Dance With Me!

(94) My C. . Aug 60
Brigitte Bardot. Henri Vidal

LOPERT PICTURES
Never on Sunday (91) . . C. . Nov 60
Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin

SHOWCORPORATION
The Poacher’s Daughter

(74) C.. Feb 60
Julie Harris, The Abbey Theatre

Players

Man in a Cocked Hat

(88) C.. May 60
Terry-Thomas, Peter Sellers

Next to No Time (90) . . C. . May 60
Kenneth More. Betsy Drake

The Man Who Wouldn’t Talk

(91) D.. Oct 60
Anna Neagle, Zsa Zsa Gabor,
Anthony Quayle
STERLING WORLD DIST'RS
The Half Pint (73) C. Oct 60
Pat Goldin, Tommy Blackman
©The Last Rebel (83).. Ac..
Carlos Thompson, Ariadna Welter

Code of Silence ( .
. ) . . . . Cr . .

Terry Becker, Elisa Loti

VALIANT
©Sword and the Cross

(87) © D. .Apr 60
Gianna Marla Canale, Jorge

Mistral. (Qiglish-dubbed)

©Sword and the Dragon

(83) Ad.. Nov 60
Russian cast (Eng-dubbed)
WOOLNER BROS.
She Walks by Night (85) D..

Belinda Lee, Walter Rilla

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ARGENTINA
End of Innocence (74) .... 9-19-60
(Kingsley) .. Elsa Daniel
DENMARK
Young Have No Time (95) 3- 7-60
(Kingsley) .. Ghlta Norby, Fritz
Helroutb

FRANCE
Back to the Wall (74) 10-26-59
(Ellis) . .Jeanne Moreau, G. Oury

©Belles and Ballets (92) . .8-15-60
(Excelsior) . .French ballet stars

©Black Orpheus (95).... 2-29-60
(Lopert) . . Breno Mello, Marpessa
Dawn. (FreDch-nude; Portugese
dialog)

Children of Paradise

(162) 6-20-60
(Ajay) . . Jewv-Lckils Barrault,
Arletty

Chasers, The (75) 6-6-60
(Hakim) . .Jacques Charrler, Dany
Robin
©Eye for an Eye, An

(93) ® 10- 5-60
(Manhattan) . Curt Jurgens

400 Blows, The (98) 1-11-60
(Zenith) . .Jean-Pierre Leaud

Lady Chatterley’s Lover

(102) 8-31-59
(Kingsley) . . Danielle Darrleux

Lovers, The (90) 12- 7-59
(Zenith) . .Jeanne Moreau, Jean-
Marc Bory, Alain Cuny

©Paris Hotel (90) 10-12-58
(F-A-W) . .Charles Boyer, F. Arooul

Possessors, The (90) 11-16-59
(Lopert) . .Jean Gabin, B. Bller

©Virtuous Bigamist (90).. 11- 2-59
(Kingsley) . .Fernandel, G. Rublnl
No Morals (77) 11-14-60
. (Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau
Ostrich Has Two Eggs, The

(89) 11-21-60
(Janus) Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant

Port of Desire (85) 12- 5-60
(Kingsley-Union) . . H. Neff

Rue de Paris (90) 12-12-60
(Lopert) . ..Jean Gabin

GERMANY
©Dancing Heart, The (91) . .8-15-60

(Casino) . .G. Kueckelmann
Glass Tower. The (104) 12- 7-59
(Ellis).. L11U Palmer

Rest Is Silence, The (106) . .10- 3-60
(F-A-W) .. Hardy Kruger, P. Van
Flyck

No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Three-Penny Opera. The

(113) 11-21-60
(Brandon) . .Lotte Lenya, Rudolph
Forster

Confess, Dr. Corda! (102) 12- 5-60

(President) . • Hardy Kruger. E.

Mueller
GREECE
Aunt From Chicago (90) 9-19-60
(Greek Pictures) . .G. Vassllladou

Counterfeit Coin (120) . . 10- 3-60
(Atlantis) . .K. Logothedtldes

ITALY
Anatomy of Love (97) .. 12-14-59
(Kassler) . .Vittorio de Slci,

Sophia Loren, Toto
Roof, The (“II Tetto”)

(91) 6-22-59
(Trans-Lux) .. G. Pallottl

See Naples and Die (80) . . 9-19-60
(Crown) . .Gianna Maria Canale

Tailor’s Maid, The
(92) © 11-16-59

(Trans-Lux) . .Vittorio De Sica

Three Forbidden Stories

(104) 9-26-60
(Ellis) . .Eleonora Rossi Drago,
G. Cervi

Holiday Island (105) 11-14-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio DeSica

Holiday Island (105) 11-21-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio DeSica,

JAPAN
Ikiru (To Live) (140).. 3-28-60
(Brandon) . . Takastil Sbimura

Men Who Tread on the Tiger’s

Tail (60) 8-8-60
(Brandon) . .H. Iwal, S. Fujtta

Street of Shame (85) .... 9-21-58
(Harrison) . . Machlko Kyo
NORWAY
Nine Lives (90) 3-16-59
(DeRochemont) . . Jack Fielstadt

SWEDEN
Dreams (86) 8-8-60

(.Janus).. E. Dahlbeck, H. Ander-
sson

Lesson in Love, A (95) . . 4-25-60
(Janus).. Eva Dahlbeck

Magician, The (102) 1-11-60
(Janus).. Max von Sydow, Ingrid

Thulin. Bibl Andersson
Wild Strawberries (90) .... 9-21-59
(Janus) . .Victor Sjostrom, Ingrid

Ttrulin, Bibi Andersson
Virgin Spring, The (88) . .12-12-60
(Janus).. Max von Sydow,
Birgitta Petterson

U.S.S.R
And Quiet Flows the

Don (109) 6- 6-60
(UA)..E. Bystxiskaya, P. Olebow

Short subfects, listed by company, In or-
der of release. Running time follows title.

Date is notionul release month. Color and
process as specified.

^HORTS chart
_ 6
a. z

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

4424 Trouble In-Laws (16) Feb 60
4425 Blonde Atom Bomb (17) Apr 60
4426 Heebie Gee-Gees <16/2 ) May 60
4435 Rootin’ Tootin’ Ten-

derfoot (16) Mar 60

(1960-61)
5421 One Shivery Night

(16'/2 ) Sep 60
5431 Waiting in the Lurch

(15'/2 ) Oct 60
5422 House About It (16!/2 ) Nov 60
5432 Radio Riot (16) Nov 60

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

4552 No. 5, Series 6 (10).. Jun 60
4553 No. 1, Series 1 (11).. Feb 60
4554 No. 2. Series 1 (10</2 ) Mar 60
4555 No. 3. Series 1 (11).. Aug 60

(1960-61)
5551 No. 1, Series 2 (9).. Sep 60
5552 No. 2, Series 2 (11) Nov 60

COLOR CARTOONS—SPECIAL
5501 Polygamus Polonius (9) Nov 60

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

4608 Rocky Road to Ruin

( 8 )

4609 Pete Hothead (7) ...

4610 Lo, The Poor Buffalo

(6/2 )

4611 Unicom in the Gar-
den (7)

4612 Mountain Ears (7) ...

4613 Fudget’s Budget (7)

.

4614 Blackboard Review (7)
4615 Ballet Oon (7!/2 )

(1960-61)
5601 How Now, McBoing

Boing (7/2 )

5602 Wacky Wigwams (8)

5603 Spare That Child

(S'/a)

5604 Way of All Pests

(7/a )

5605 Four Wheels. No
Brakes (6'/2 )

Jan 60
Feb 60

Mar 60

Mar 60
Apr 60
May 60
Jun 60
.Jul 60

Sep 60
Sep 60

Oct 60

Nov 60

Nov 60

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

4853 Beyond the Frontier

(10) Mar 60
4854 Community Sings

No. 6, Ser. 13 (9/2 ) Jul 60
(1960-61)

5851 Canine Crimebusters

(10) Oct 60

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4704 Life With Loopy (6% Apr 60
4705 Creepy Time Pal (..).. May 60
4706 Snoopy Loopy (0/2)..Jun6O
1707 Do Good Wolf (6/2 ) ..Jul 60

(1960-61)
5701 No Biz Like Shoe

Biz (6/2 ) Sep 60

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

4755 Barefaced Fhstfoot (7) Feb 60
4756 Fuddy Doddy Buddy (7) Apr 60
4757 The Grizzly Goiter (7) May 60
4758 Sloppy Jalopy (7) . . Jul 60

(1960-61)
5751 Dog Snatcher (7) Sep 60
5752 When Magoo Flew

CinemaScope (7) Sep 60
5753 Pink and Blue Blues

(7) Nov 60

SERIALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
4441 Wonderful Gibraltar

(18) Nov 59
4442 Wonders of Ontario

(18) Apr 60
4160 King of the Congo . Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo Nov 60
5701 No Biz Like Shoe

STOOGE COMEDIES
4405 Rip, Sew and Stitch

(17) Feb 60
4406 Bubble Trouble (16/2 ) Apr 60
4407 Goof on the Roof

(W/z) May 60
4408 Spooks (16) Jul 60

(1960-61)
5401 Income Tax Sappy

(16/2 ) Sep 60
5402 Pardon My Backfire

(16) Oct 60
5403 Musty Musketeers

(16) Nov 60

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4953 Les Elgart & Orch.

(10) Feb 60
4954 Ray McKinley &

Orch. (9/2 ) May 60

(1960-61)
5951 Ray Anthony & His

Orchestra (10/2 ) Oct 60

Prod.

No. 1 Rel.
Date

WORLD OF SPORTS
4804 Swinging Down the Lanes

(10) Mar 60

4805 Battling Big Bass

(10) Jun 60

4806 Holiday for Champions

(9*/2 )
Aug 60

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W261 Pet Peeve (7) Sep 60

W262 Mice Follies (7).. . Sep-60

W263 Touche Pussy Cat (7) Sep 60

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) . Sep 60

W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60

W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 60

W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) .Sep 60

W272 Mouse for Sale (7) . . Sep 60

W273 Cat Fishin’ (S) . . . Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8) . . Sep 60

W275 Cat Concerto (7) . . . . Sep 60

W276 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Mouse (7)

Tex Averys

W264 Farm of Tomorrow (7) Sep 60
W268 The Flea Circus (7) Sep 60

W270 Dixieland Droopie (8) Sep 60

W271 Field and Scream (7) Sep 60

PARAMOUNT
CARTOON CHAMPIONS
(Technicolor Reissues)

Herman and Katnip

S20-1 Rail Rodents (7) . . . . Sep 60

S20-2 Robin Rodenthood (7) Sep 60

S20-3 A Bicep Built for

Two (7)

S20-4 Mouse Trapeze (7) Sep 60

Noveltoons

S20-5 Fido Beta Kappa (7) Sep 60

S20-6 No Its, Ands or

Butts (6)

S20-7 Candy Cabaret (7) . Sep 60

S20-S The Oily Bird (7) . . Sep 60

COLOR SPECIALS
(Anamorphic—2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec

(16)
B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (18) Sep 60

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

M20-1 Galaxia (7) Oct 60
M20-2 Bouncing Benny (..) Nov 60
M20-3 Terry the Terror (..) Dec 60
M20-4 Phantom Moustacher

(•)

NOVELTOONS
(Technicolor)

P19-7 Fine Feathered Fiend

(6) .Sep 60
P19-8 Planet Mouseola (6) Oct 60

(1960-61)
P20-1 Northern Mites (..). .Nov 60
P20-2 Miceniks (..) . Dec 60

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
(Anamorphic—Color—1 Reel)

D20-1 Kings of the Keys
(9) . Sep 60

D20-2 Big “A” (9) . Sep 60
D20-3 A Sport Is Born

(10) Nov 60

THE CAT
(Color Cartoons)

C20-1 Top Cat (8) Sep 60
C20-2 Cool Cat Blues (..). Jan 61

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color)

7910 DEW Distant Early

Warning (10) .Nov 59
7911 Frontier State (9) Dec 59
7001 State 50 (10) .Jan 60
7002 Navy Angels (8) . . . .

r eb 60
7004 Assignment Japan (9) . Mar 60
7005 Jibs and Spinnakers (8) Apr 60
7006 Assignment Philippines

(9) Jun 60

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

(Technicolor)

5021 Thousand Smile Checkup
(7) Jan 60

5022 Aesop's Fable—The
Tiger King (7) Mar 60

5031 How to Relax

(7), reissue Feb 60
5032 Helpless Hippo

(7), reissue Apr 60
5023 Mint Men (7) Vlay 60
5033 Nonsense Newsreel

(7), reissue Jim 60

TERRYTOONS
(Technicolor- Cinemascope)

5910 Hashimoto-San (7) ... Oct 59

5911 Outer Space Visitor (7) Nov 59
5912 The Leaky Faucet (7) . . Dec 59
5001 Hide and Go Sidney

(7) Jan 60
5002 The Misunderstood Giant

(7) Feb 60
5003 Footle’s Picnic (7) . . . Mar 60
5004 The Famous Ride (7).. Apr 60
5005 Tusk Tusk (7) May 60
5006 Hearts & Glowers (7).. Jun 60

TERRYTOON TOPPERS
(Technicolor Reissues)

5031 How to Relax (7) Feb 60
5032 Helpless Hippo (7).... Apr 60
5033 Nonsense Newsreel (7).. Jun 60

TRAVELOGUES
(2-Reel Specials)

7971 ©Assignment South
Pacific (18) © Oct 59

7972 ©Assignment New
Zealand (16) © Nov 59

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR PARADE

4171 Valley of the Mekong
(9) Nov 60

4172 The Lion City (9) . . Dec 60
4173 Treasure of Istanbul (9) Jan 61
4174 Down Jamaica Way (9) Feb 61
4175 Sidetracked (9) © ..Mar 61
4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) Apr 61

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4011 Kiddie League (7) Nov 59
4012 Mouse Trapped (7).... Dec 59
4013 Bil lion- Dollar Boner

(7) Jan 60
4014 Witty Kitty (7) Feb 60
4015 Pistol Packin' Wood-

Pecker (7) Mar 60
4016 Heap Big Hepcat (7) . Mar 60
4017 Ballyhooney (7) Apr 60
4018 How to Stuff a

Woodpecker (7) May 66
4019 Bats in the Belfry (7) Jun 60
4020 Woody’s Ozark Lark (7) Jul 60

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes)

4131 Heifer Shelter (6) Nov 60
4132 Witch Crafty (6) Dec 60
4133 Private Eye Pooch (6) Jan 61
4134 Bedtime Bedlam (6).. Feb-61
4135 Squareshootin Square

(6) Mar 61
4136 Bronco Busters (6). . Apr 61

SPECIAL
4104 Football Highlights of

1960 (10) Dec 60

2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS
4101 Pacific Paradise (14) Nov 60

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE

(Technicolor Reissues)

8301 Room & Bird (7).... Sep 60
8302 Cracked Quack (7) Oct 60
8303 His Hare Raising

Tale (7) Oct 60
8304 Gift Wrapped (7) . . . . Nov 60
8305 Little Beau Pepe (7) Dec 60
8306 Tweet Tweet Tweety

(7) Dec 60
8307 Bunny Hugged (7).. . . Jan 61

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

8721 From Hare to Heir (7) Sep 60
8722 Lighter Than Hare (7) Dec 60

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TUNES

(Technicolor)

8701 The Dixie Fryer (7) Sep 60
8702 Hopalong Casualty (7) Oct 60
8703 Trip for Tat (7) Oct 60
8704 Doggone People (7) . . Nov 60
8705 High Note (7) Dec 60
8706 Cannery Woe (7) ... .Jan 61
8707 Zip ’n Snort (7) Jan 61

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two Reels)

8001 Enchanted Islands

(..) Oct 60
(One Reel)

8507 Riviera Days (..).... Nov 60

MISCELLANEOUS
©Donald in Mathmagic

Land (28) (BV)..Dec59
©Eyes in Outer Space

(26) , . (BV) . . Dec 59
©Gala Day at Disneyland

(25) (BV) . . Mar 60
©How to Have an Accident at

Work (7) (BV) . . Mar 60
©Islands of the Sea (23) (BV) ....
©Japan (28) (BV)
©Mysteries of the Deep

(24) (BV) . . Feb 60
©Noah’s Ark (20) . . (BV) . . Nov 59
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S-
XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAYHMHABOUT PICTURES iffumi

BUENA ViSTA
Po lyanna (BV)—Jane Wyman, Richard Egan, Hay-

ley Mills. Due to basketball competition and incle-

ment weather, this fell below Disney's other produc-
tions, but it is a fine show and did better than aver-
age business. Played Thurs., Fri ., Sat. Weather: Cold;
snow.—Mel Danner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla.
Pop. 2,018.

Pollyanna (BV)—Jane Wyman, Richard Egan, Hay-
ley Mills. A very good piece of family entertainment;
good color, and you'll be proud to play it. But, with
the price Disney asked for it, I lost money. Even
gave cway a Pollyanna doll. Kids came, but not
families. Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Good.—Mel
Kruse, Pierce Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

COLUMBIA
Because They're Young (Col)—Dick Clark, Victoria

Shaw, Michael Callan, Tuesday Weld. This did better
business cn a midweek change than "Who Was That
Lady?" on Sun., Mon., Tues. change. Weather: Good.—Mel Danner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop.

2,018.

Who Was That Lady? (Col)-—Tony Curtis, Dean
Martin, Janet Leigh. We didn't do any business on
this, but it deserved a lot more because it had a lot

of entertainment. Maybe Dean Martin was the
answer, he isn't a draw here, but I thought Tony
Curtis might do it. We played this pre-Christmas
against the first basketball game of this season.
Played Fri., Sot. Weather: Nice.—Mayme P. Mussel-
man, Roach Theatre, Lincoln, Kas. Pop. 1,636.

13 Ghosts (Col)—Joe Morrow, Martin Milner, Don-
ald Woods, Rosemary DeCamp. It's pictures like this

that help small towners pay for their losses on
other pictures. It has a gimmick that can hardly
miss if terms are reasonable. Don't pass it up.
Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold.—Joe Ma-
chetta, Emerson Theatre, Brush, Colo. Pop. 2,300.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Bells Are Ringing (MGM)—Judy Holliday, Dean

Martin, Fred Clark. Just a fair picture and not worth
the pr ce asked for it. Business was below average
for this change. Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold.

—

Paul Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B.

Pop. 2,000.

Please Don't Eat the Daisies (MGM)—Doris Day,
David Niven, Janice Paige. Well, we finally got one
that hit the jackpot and everyone thought it well
worth while. Some had seen it, but came again and
that helped our gross way up from anything previous
th s fall. Business seems to be on the hard-to-get
s-de cf the ledger any time, but we did okay with
this one. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. (Thanksgiving).
Weather: Very nice.

—

Mayme P. Musselman, Roach
Theatre, Lincoln, Kas. Pop. 1,636.

PARAMOUNT
Chance Meeting (Para)—Hardy Kruger, Micheline

Presle, Stanley Baker. This was a good mystery pic-
ture with a surprise ending. It did above average
here. Hardy Kruger is sure a very fine actor, and
the French actress Micheline Presle is well-known
here. We have played over 20 of her French films.
Good actress, too. Played Tues., Wed. Weather:
Fine.—Paul Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard,
N. B. Pop. 2,000.

It Started in Naples (Para)—Clark Gable, Sophia
Loren, Vittorio DeSica. Not good, not bad. Business
away off. I suppose because too close to Christmas
and no money left. Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather:
5 below zero.— Leo A. Backer, Valley Theatre,
Browns Volley, Minn. Pop. 1,077.

Heller in Pink Tights (Para)—Sophia Loren, An-
thony Qu.nn, Steve Forrest. A color film about the
early west which just didn't click. Audience reaction
very poor although we did draw them out. Mostly
due to my plostering Life magazine's cover of Sophia
Loren around town with the posters (she was their
cover girl the previous week). Also our crowd is

hungry for westerns. Let it go if you can. Even Sophia
in pink tights can't pull it out of the garbage can.—W. K. Riese, Aurora Theatre, La Ronge, Sask.
Pop. 500.

Rat Race, The (Para)—Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds, Kay Medford. This did fair business on a
Sun., Mon., Tues. Change. Weather: Good.

—

Mel
Danner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

Tarzan the Magnificent (Para)—Gordon Scott, Jock

'Bellboy' Pulled 'Em In
Jerry Lewis in the previews of "The Bellboy"

referred to himself as the guy who will deliver
us from TV, and once more fill the theatres
with laughter—and he did just that. We were
going broke fast until "The Bellboy" (Para-
mount) came along. Business looked like a
boomtown on a Sat., Sun. date.

CARL P. ANDERKA
Rainbow Theatre,
Castroville, Tex.

10

Mahoney, Betta St. John. Very good show. Nice color.

Business off due to Christmas buying. Played week-
end before Christmas. Weather: Cold.—Leo A. Backer,
Valley Theatre, Browns Valley, Minn. Pop. 1,077.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Flame Over India (20th-Fox)—Lauren Bacall, Ken-

neth More, Herbert Lorn. We hit about our average
weekend gross with this picture, a big 'Scope and
color actioner that had a lot of people filling the
screen and the scenery was different, so we had a
change. Kinda hard to sell this type, but the trailer
helped and the mats all stressed mobs and action.
Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Nice.—Mayme P. Mussel-
man, Roach Theatre, Lincoln, Kas. Pop. 1,636.

Journey to the Center of the Earth (20th-Fox)

—

Pat Boone, Arlene Dahl, James Mason. Lots of appeal
to movie (and TV) viewers. They came in droves
and all were thrilled and pleased. It had everything.
Played Fri., Sat., Sun.—Frank E. Sabin, Majestic
Theatre, Eureka, Mont. Pop. 929.

3 Murderesses (20lh-Fox)—Alain Delon, Mylene
Demongeot, Pascale Petit. Here's one picture that
really surprised me. A real cute comedy in color
and the advertising accessories are good. If you
play pictures in the "B" category (and who doesn't?)

'High Time' Just What
They're Asking For
Why only nine pluses in Review Digest for

"High Time" (20th-Fox)? It can be rated among
the top family pictures for the year. Give it

your best time, but sell it hard through PTA
and schools. Bing is at the best again. No sex,
drinking or killing. Just what they are asking
for. We played it Wednesday through Satur-
day.

BRUCE WENDORFF
Dome Theatre,
Libby, Mont.

play it.—-Joe Machetta, Emerson Theatre, Brush, Colo
Pop. 2,300.

UNITED ARTISTS
Boy and the Pirates, The (UA)—Charles Herbert,

Susan Gordon, Murvyn Vye. Not a bad children's
pic—somewhat corny. You play kiddy shows like this
and what do you get? NO KIDS. They ask for them,
but hardly come to see them at all. Crazy, isn't it?

—

Paul Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B.

Pop. 2,000.

Woman Like Satcn, A (Lopert-UA)— Brigitte Bar-
dot, Antonio Vilar. The public thoroughly enjoys her
movies, but this one was terrible. Our people came
expecting her usual manner of acting, but were
really disappointed when they did not see the daring
love scenes. The running time for the film was 85
minutes, but when we played it, it was short seven
minutes of that, making around 78 minutes. If the
French films of Brigitte are to be allowed to run in

the U. S., they shouldn't cut them. If this continues
in her future films, we will absolutely do nothing at
the boxoffice. Our Wednesday night crowd was ter-

rific, but after the word got out that the film was
cut, our business dropped considerably on Thursday.-—-

Lanny L. Roberts, assistant manager, Ocilla Theatre,
Ocilla, Ga. Pop. 2,500.

WARNER BROS.

Sergeant Rutledge (WB)—Jeffrey Hunter, Con-
stance Towers, Woody Strode. Very good. Be sure
and play it. Did not do anything for me because:
Sunday, sleet storm; Monday, snowstorm, schools
all closed. Tuesday, road still closed. Weather: 15
below.

—

Leo. A. Backer, Valley Theatre, Browns Val-
ley, Minn. Pop. 1,077.

Summer Place, A (WB)—Richard Egan, Dorothy
McGuire, Sandra Dee, Troy Donahue. This was a
good picture and in color. I had heard a lot about
it, but I guess my patrons didn't. We did well to
make our film rental. Film rental was too high for

us small theatres. I took a chance and lost. Played
Sat., Sun. Weather: Fair.—Harold J. Smith, Wilson
Theatre, Wilson, N. Y. Pop. 1,100.

Tall Story (WB)

—

Anthony Perkins, Jane Fonda,
Ray Walston. Late show after a basketball game
saved my neck. Teenagers like it, and it is a cute
little show. Let's see more of Jane Fonda before TV
gets her. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Chilly.—Mel
Kruse, Pierce Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,636.

MISCELLANEOUS
Carry On, Nurse (Governor)

—

-Kenneth Connor, Les-
lie Phillips, Shirley Eaton. Here is the big surprise.

Man, what a sleeper this one turned out to be. Get
hold of if some way and take their screening deal,
run it as long as you can, because it will sure build
up every night. We sure made a mistake by not
running it a whole week instead of three days.
Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Nice.—Mayme P.

Musselman, Roach Theatre, Lincoln, Kas. Pop. 1,636.

Write—
YOUR REPORT OF THE PICTURE YOU

HAVE JUST PLAYED FOR THE

GUIDANCE OF FELLOW EXHIBITORS

—High/ Now

To:

The Exhibitor Has His Say
BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd.,

Kansas City 24, Mo.
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemaSeope; ® Vistavision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Regalscope; © Technirama. For story synopsis on each picture, see reverse side.

Cry lor Happy F “"i <T%
. al v Columbia ( ) 110 Minutes Rel. March '61

Producer William Goetz has switched from heavy drama to

a light, merry, happy-go-lucky comedy in presenting "Cry
for Happy." Designed strictly for laughs, the picture's locale . ItK

is Kyoto, Japan, where it was shot an location, thereby of- )

fering some excellent scenic backgrounds. Glenn Ford
and Donald O'Connor are the only well-known American
names in the picture which costars some Japanese players
whose names are difficult to pronounce, although both Miiko
Taka and Miyoshi Umeki will be remembered for their roles
in "Sayonara." All the elements add up to solid boxoffice, a
blend of story, comedy sequences, scenery and romance.
It's the story of a quartet of Navy men who concoct a report
that they have established an orphanage and then have to
live up to their fable by founding one in order to escape
drastic consequences. The would-be orphanage is set up
in a geisha house to which Navy brass make a pilgrimage.
Ford as a chief petty officer in the photographic unit and
his three assistants make plenty of trouble for the geisha
girls, but all ends well when romance blossoms among
them. George Marshall directed from a screenplay by Irv-

ing Brecher who adapted a novel by George Campbell. It

was produced in CinemaSeope and Eastman Color by Pathe.

Glenn Ford, Donald O'Connor, Miiko Taka, Miyoshi
Umeki, James Shigeta, Michi Kobi, Howard St. John.

less of the Storm Country F 2 .35-1 ©
d

©
a

20th-Fox (050) 84 Minutes Rel. Nov. '60

Diane Baker, who has twice essayed tragedy-stricken

heroines in major 20th-Fox offerings—Anne Frank's older

, chc\ sister in "The Diary of Anne Frank" and the secretary

-

.
giving-birth-out-of-wedlock in "The Best of Everything"

—

maintains an admirable reserve as a still more involved
girl-against-the-world in this latest adaptation of the long-

time, best-selling Grace Miller White novel. The much-
loved story first reached the screen many years ago in

silent version starring Mary Pickford, and again in the

earlier era of sound with Janet Gaynor in the title role. The
presold audience must be considerable and a firm reminder
to potential ticket-buyers that this third version contains all

of the latest, up-to-date Hollywood technical improvements—

•

in particular CinemaSeope and De Luxe Color—plus a
young, vigorous cast ought to mean something, boxoffice-

wise. Miss Baker is a striking beauty indeed and she brings

a wistful, winning little-girl-lost to the pivotal role of the

Scotch lass who has arrived on these shores intent on marry-
ing a farmer, only to learn that he had1 been killed in a
vicious row over a chemical plant. Everett Chambers pro-

duced and Paul Guilfoyle directed effectively.

Diane Baker, Jack Ging, Lee Philips, Wallace Ford,
Robert F. Simon, Bert Remsen, Archie Duncan.

Sword of Sherwood Forest F A“re °rama

Columbia (522) 80 Minutes Rel. Jan. '61

Richard Greene, who played Robin Hood for four years in
a popular TV series, capably follows in the film footsteps of
Douglas Fairbanks, Errol Flynn and Cornel Wilde, who por-
trayed the legendary bandit in 1922, 1938 and 1946, re-
spectively, in this all-new Hammer Film production. Greene
has the fine physique and personable appearance to con-
vincingly handle the swordplay and swashbuckling action
which will delight the youngsters and male patrons and
there is ample romantic interest to satisfy the distaff fans.

OO^jWith two familiar British players, Peter Cushing of "Dracula"
*^and "Frankenstein" fame, who is ideally cast as the villain-

ous Sheriff of Nottingham, and Niall MacGinnis, as the
.

—
friendly Friar Tuck, to add histrionic and marquee strength, 1
this will make a strong supporting dualler or can top the ,/»''

bill in some spots. Well produced by Greene and Sidney
Cole in Megascope and Eastman Color to enhance the beau-
ty of the forest glades, as well as the blond charms of Sarah
Branch, the breathtakingly lovely Maid Marian, who even
bathes au naturel in a discreetly photographed sequence.
Director Terence Fisher manages to keep interest at a high
pitch. Dennis Lotis, British teenage favorite, plays Alan
A'Dale and warbles a pleasing ballad.

Richard Greene, Peter Cushing, Niall MacGinnis,
Richard Pasco, Sarah Branch, Jack Gwillim.

Tunes of Glory A D,“
Lopert Films 106 Minutes Rel. Jan. '61

A brilliantly acted and dramatically compelling story of

Scottish barracks life in peacetime, this Colin Lesslie pro-
duction is an outstanding British-made film which will win
critical acclaim (it was on the "Best Ten" lists of the New
York Times and Daily News) and, with Alec Guinness and
John Mills for marquee draw, should be a boxoffice smash in
the art spots and in many key city first runs. Because of the
thick Scottish accents, the somewhat deliberate pace and
tragic finale, it may have scant appeal to small town or
neighborhood audiences. Superbly directed by Ronald
Neame, the Scottish barracks life, with its hard-drinking,
roughhouse and personal jealousies and conflicts, is always
realistically presented so that there are many laughs, a
touch of youthful romance and several moving moments.
Mills, whose remarkably intense portrayal of a "spit-and-
polish," aristocratic commanding officer won "Best Actor"
award at the recent Venice Film Festival, merits Academy
Award consideration and he and Guinness, who plays a
more jovial and earthy officer, have several scenes together
which rank among the year's finest. A charming newcomer,
Susannah York, displays rare promise in her romantic scenes
which rank among the year's finest. In Technicolor.

Alec Guinness, John Mills, Dennis Price, Kay Walsh,
John Fraser, Susannah York, Gordon Jackson.

Carry On, Constable F Comedy

Governor Films 86 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

British producer Peter Roger's latest statewise release
"Carry On, Constable" might aptly be labeled a "Keystone
Kops with sound." The laughs and slapstick are fast and
furious when the "Carry On" team of Ken Connor, Kenneth
Williams, Charles Hawtrey and Leslie Phillips romp around
as the most unlikely group of cops ever to be seen on
celluloid or elsewhere on either side of the Atlantic. On the
premise of a shortage in the ranks, due to a flu epidemic,
these fledglings take over and disrupt the entire precinct
and among other things arrest the mayor's wife as a shop-
lifter and unwittingly assist thieves in a robbery. "Con-
stable" broke boxoffice records in England, and may well do
the same over here, in certain situations. Most of the comedy
is visual and is geared for the masses, consequently this
film should find howling audiences and breed favorable
word-of-mouth, not only in the art houses, but also in general

p?^fc runs - Norman Hudis supplied the fast-paced screenplay and
*0 Gerald Thomas has directed with an eye to getting the most

out of the many laugh situations. K
ation

j

Kenneth Connor, Charles Hawtrey, Hattie Jacques,
pOP

Leslie Phillips, Joan Sims, Sidney James, Eric Barker.

Little Angel F ““j

K. Gordon Murray 90 Minutes Rel. Jan. '61

As the second of K. Gordon Murray's Mexican-made juven-

ile dramas this Roberto Rodriguez production is wholesome,
entertaining fare for the youngsters and will be far more
acceptable for their elders than is "Santa Claus" also a
Mexican-made feature which is strictly for the kiddie holi-

day trade. As in that previous picture also produced at

Churubusco-Azteca Studios in Mexico City, the Eastman
Color photography by Gabriel Figueroa adds immeasurably
to the enjoyment of the film. There are no marquee names
so the chief selling angle here is the English narration by
Hugh Downs, well known NBC-TV commentator, and the fact

that the picture won both the Grand Prize and the Silver

Minerva at the 1959 Venice Film Festival. Maria Gracia gives
a winning portrayal of a little Mexican girl who lives on a
farm with her grandmother and she acts naturally except
for a few overly saccharine moments when the spectator is

almost aware of the director just off-screen. The only other
actor credited is Jorge Martinez de Hoyos, who plays the
family's simple, kindly shepherd and stable boy effectively.

Rodriguez' original story and screenplay is comparatively
unexciting except for the climax when the little girl remains
in a dark, empty church and climbs up to the forbidden altar^

• to speak to the statue of the Blessed Virgin. Produced by
Jose Luis Celis.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring
loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 cord index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploitips; Adlines for Newspaper and Programs

THE STORY: “Tess of the Storm Country" (20th-Fox)

The Graves family belongs to a Mennonite-type sect, uses
no modern machinery and adheres to strict bringing-up.

The family includes stern Robert Simon, his quiet wife,

daughter Nancy Valentine, and son Jack Ging. Enroute to

church, they pass a chemical plant where an argument is /'-<

going on between Bert Ramsen and Wallace Ford, local r
farmer. Simon innocently sold land to Remsen's father on
which a chemical olant was built, a plant now polluting the

stream upon which farmers depend for water. Ging meets
Diane Baker and her uncle, Archie Duncan, who have come
from Scotland so Diane can marry a local farmer, who, in

the interim, was killed in a row over the chemical plant.

Then Duncan learns Diane has been willed the farm by
her late-intended husband. Valentine becomes pregnant by
Remsen, and goes to Diane for help. When Ford's prized
bull dies as a result of pollution, he and Duncan throw an
explosive into the plant. The act is charged to Ging, who
keeps silent to protect Diane. He is finally released when
Remsen's father is told that Ging is Valentine's brother.
Diane marries Ging.
EXPLOITIPS:

All America loves the famous fiction classic. Tie up with
libraries, and department store book shops.

CATCHLINES:
The Love Story That Found Its Place in the Hearts of

Millions Is on the Screen!

THE STORY: “Cry for Happy" (Col)

At a news conference in Japan, Glenn Ford and his three

assistants in the Navy's photographic unit make up a story ,

about having set up a home for Japanese orphans. News- U
men see a good human interest story in it, but the assistants,

" Donald O'Connor, James Shigeta and Chet Douglas, clam up.

^ °, When they return from Korean combat to Japan, they are
offered a vacation in a vacant geisha house, but the

house turns out not to be vacant but occupied by three pretty

geisha girls. When the story breaks about the orphanage,
the Navy boys round up all the children in the neighborhood,
move them to the geisha house grounds and pass them off

as orphans to the delight of the admiral, his wife and the

newspapermen, one of whom wants to adopt one of the
children. Their hoax is successful and, finally, O'Connor and
Shigeta marry two of the girls, while Ford elects to operate
a real orphanage.

EXPLOITIPS:
String Japanese lanterns in the lobby prior to opening and

during the engagement. Although no ricksha appears in

the picture, one might be borrowed for parking in front of

the theatre as an atmospheric gimmick. Tie up with a
Japanese shop for window displays.

CATCHLINES:
Four Gobs in a Geisha House—'Nuff Said ..." 'Ne'er

the Twain Shall Meet?" See How Kipling Was Wrong.

THE STORY: “Tunes of Glory" (Lopert)

In the peacetime barracks of a Scottish Highland regi-

ment, the officers are told by their beloved, hard-drinking
commander, Alec Guinness, who led them in World War II,

that he will be replaced by John Mills. The latter arrives un-
expectedly during a wild drinking-dancing party and soon
proves unpopular by refusing to join in the fun. The next
day, he tightens discipline, makes the men take highland
dancing lessons and makes himself disliked by his men for

his disregard of Guinness' feelings. Guinness' attack on a
young bagpiper who has been secretly romancing his

daughter, Susannah York, makes Mills consider court martial
but, after a talk between the two officers, the charge is

dropped. But the men still show contempt for Mills and he
shoots himself. The remorseful Guinness orders full military .

honors for Mills' funeral. (hem
EXPLOITIPS: Mjea'

Play up Alec Guinness for his Academy Award-winning
The Bridge on the River Kwai" and his earlier comedies,
"The Lavender Hill Mob," etc., and stress that John Mills,

who is currently starring in Disney's "Swiss Family Robin-
son," won the Venice Film Festival award for "Tunes of

Glory." Scottish bagpipe music and a display of clan tartans

will attract attention.

CATCHLINES:
Alec Guinness and John Mills, Two Award-Winning Ac-

tors, in a Memorable Screen Drama.

THE STORY: “Sword of Sherwood Forest" (Col)

Robin Hood (Richard Greene) and his band of outlaws aid

a wounded traveler in Sherwood Forest to escape from the

Sheriff of Nottingham's men and manage to catch his dying
words, "danger in Bawtry." Disguised as a woodman, Robin
is hired as an archer by the powerful Earl of Newark and
when he gets to Bawtry, he learns that the King's chancellor

has frustrated the Sheriff's plan to take over Bawtry castle

in collusion with Newark. With the help of the beautiful Maid
Marian, who has switched from the Sheriff to Robin Hood's
side, the outlaw band brings about a show-down with the

Earl and the evil Sheriff, both of whom are killed in an all-

out battle. The King's chancellor then permits Robin to (/

depart with Maid Marian.

/ as ,

EXPLOITIPS:
irazy. To interest youngsters, play up Robin Hood by having
'.eon displays of books dealing with the famous adventurer, dis-

plays of archery equipment in sports shops and a suit of

armor placed in your lobby. The TV series, also starring

Richard Greene, is currently being televised in many cities.

Try for cooperative ads with the TV station.

CATCHLINES:
All-New! Robin Hood's Most Daring and Spectacular Ad-

ventures in Historic Sherwood Forest . . . The World's
Most Renowned Swordsman Faces the Desperate Falcon
in a Duel-to-the-Death ... You Saw Robin on TV—Now
You Can See Him in Color on the Big Theatre Screen.

TIE STORY: "Little Angel" (K. Gordon Murray)
Marita (Marcia Gracia) lives on a farm with her grand-

mother and spends her days playing with the barnyard
animals and the kindly shepherd, who finds it difficult to

explain to her that the cow cannot give milk because a calf

is due. When Marita goes to school for the first time she is

unhappy because the strict teacher scolds her for bringing

her turtles and frogs to class. Marita is enthralled when she
hears the story of the miracles wrought at the Shrine of

Guadalupe and, although the priest forbids her to go up to

the altar of the Blessed Virgin, she stays in church after

closing time and speaks to the statue. The Virgin tells her
that obedience will remove the nails from the wounded
hands of Jesus. Marita returns home to find that the cow now
has a beautiful new calf.

EXPLOITIPS:
Stress the fact that the picture won two awards at the

Venice Film Festival Contact Catholic Church groups who
will recommend the picture to teachers and school children.

A little white mouse or a frog in a lobby cage, similar to

those kept by the little heroine of the picture, will attract the
youngsters.

CATCHLINES:
A Simple Story of Devotion and Faith ... A Little Human nDi

Angel Speaks to the Statue of the Blessed Virgin at the (n. h<

Shrine of Guadalupe . . . Winner of Two Grand Prizes at s an

the Venice Film Festival.

THE STORY: “Carry On, Constable" (Governor)

Due to a flu epidemic, which has the local constabulary
literally begging for reinforcements, new recruits Kenneth
Williams, Charles Hawtrey, Kenneth Connor and Leslie

Phillips, fresh from training school (where they just barely
passed), are given a chance to show their mettle. Among
other bungles, they help crooks escape with loot; Hawtrey
gets caught in mid air on a bell tower rope while chasing
a cat; Phillips, while investigating a noise, invades cute

Shirley Eaton's privacy in the bath; Williams arrests a
plainclothes detective as a "criminal type" and Hawtrey
and Williams disguise themselves as women in a depart-
ment store to catch a shoplifter. All ends on a happy note
with James being promoted to the rank of inspector in

charge of the station and Connor getting his girl, and losing

his superstitious nature, when he finds out that her stars

do not coincide with his after all.

EXPLOITIPS:
Invite policemen from all over town to the show. Tie in

with police events, if possible. Have a contest on “My most
amusing incident with the police." Try for publicity story

space on the “Carry On" team stars. t
CATCHLINES: '

n c That Daffy “Carry On" Team-—Now Funnier Than Ever
(ie bi. in the Police Force! . . . How Not to Be a Good Constable in

out One Hilarious Sitting! . . . Guaranteed to "Arrest" You
With Laughter!
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SATES: 15c per word, minimum $1.50, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions for price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

CLEIMIflG HOUSE
HELP WANTED

Exceptional employment opportunities

for Drive-In and Walk-In Theatre Man-
agers in Southern California. Large cir-

cuit offers ideal working conditions and
liberal medical, hospitalization and life

insurance coverage, plus an excellent

retirement plan. If you should vacation
in California, contact Jim Barka for a
personal interview, Pacific Drive-In The-
atres Corp., 141 South Robertson Blvd.,

Los Angeles 48, California. All inquiries

will be held strictly confidential.

Experienced Couple: Projection-man-
ager, wife concessions manager. Excellent
opportunity, fine conventional and drive-

in theatres midwest county seat. Box-
office, 9204.

Wanted: First class drive-in man thor-

oughly experienced in all phases. Cap-
able of handling group of drive-ins. Best
business and character references re-

quired. Forward complete information and
snapshot with first letter. This is an op-
portunity for the right man. Boxoffice,

9205.

Projectionist, experienced, year around
employment, non-union. Write qualifica-
tions and experience. Boxoffice, 9207.

Manager, 15 years indoor-outdoor. Ex-
perienced buyer, booker, concessionaire,
adman, signman, painter, carpenter,
speaker-seat maintenance. Know how to

opercte at a profit, Boxoffice, 9211.

POSITIONS WANTED
Man to manage theatre, aptitude for

exploitation, fully experienced, references,
salary secondary. Boxoffice, 9197.

General Manager presently employed
desires change for the better. Thoroughly
experienced all phases of the business
both indoor and drive-ins. Now handling
buying, booking, advertising and per-
sonnel for circuit. Boxoffice, 9202.

SOUND MAINTENANCE BOOK
YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING

. Trout's Simplified Servicing data
manual contains instructions you need.
Trouble-shooting charts, many basic
schematics, resistances, voltages, tips on
important adjustments, etc. Many helpful
projection instructions. Data on 16, 35
and 70mm projection. Additional service
sheets for one year. In a nice binder,
postage paid, only $5.75. Cash with order

no COD's. Order today, supply
limited. Wesley Trout, Engineer, Box 575,
Enid, Oklahoma.

POPCORN MACHINES
Popcorn machines, all makes. Complete

new popping units, $185.00 ex. Replace-
ment kettles, all machines. 120 So. Hoi-
sted, Chicago. 111.

POPCORN, Bags, Boxes, Salt, Seasoning
and STAR machines. Every order guar-
anteed to satisfy. Write R. D. Word &
Son, P. C. Box 179, Scottsboro, Alabama
for money saving prices.

INTERMISSION TAPES
Pre-Show and Intermission Programs for

Drive-Ins. No more tape troubles . . .

use disc customized programs . . . same
price as our superb tapes on HiFi LP
records. Guaranteed to sell. Write for
free sample disc. Commercial Sound Ser-
vice, P. O. Box 5, Sulphur Springs,
Texas.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Wanted: Used equipment. Ashcraft

Model C-70 lamps. Advise condition and
cost. Boxoffice, 9208,

Wanted: SP Semi-Portable projectors,
Mazda or Arc lamp type. Give full par-
ticulars and price. Boxoffice, 9209.

Wanted: Low intensity rectifiers, 12/15
amps for Baby Strong arc lamps. Advise
condition and cost. Boxoffice, 9210.

Wanted: Set of CinemaScope lenses,
also 2", 31/2 or 33/j" back up lenses. Gor-
don Jarvis, 1504 North Avenue, Burlington,
Vermont.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED

YEAR END SALE: Super, E7 Simplex
mechanisms, $195; Regular Simplex
mechanisms $99.50; SA RCA 35mm Arc
Sound Projectors with pedestals, $195; Hi-
Intensity arcs and rectifiers, Brenkert,
Simplex, Strong, Forest from $49.50. Com-
plete booth outfits, projection and sound,
from $895. Everything excellent condition.
S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.

For Sale: Complete Theatre Equipment.
250 spring edged seats, RCA sound,
Brenkert projectors & lamps. Now in
use. Make an offer. Carl Branscome,
Galax, Virginia.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
WINTERIZED MASONITE MARQUEE

LETTERS, Black or Red, fit all signs. 4",

40c; 8'', 60c; 10", 75c; 12", $1.00; 14",

$1.50; 16", $1.75; 17", $2.00; 24", $3.00
(10% discount 100 letters or over $60.00
list). S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New
York 19.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Drive-In Theatre Tickets! 100,000 l"x2"

special printed roll tickets, $34.95. Send
for samples of our special printed stub
rod tickets for drive-ins. Safe, distinctive,
private, easy to check. Kansas City Ticket
Co., Dept. 10, 109 W. 18th St. (Filmrow),
Kcnsas City 8, Mo.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS

Bingo, more action! $4.50M cards. Other
games available, on, off screen. Novelty
Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 346 West 44th St., New York
36, N. Y.

Placards . . . Bumper Strips. Colorpress,
3613 Vaughn Blvd., Ft. Worth, Texas.

Midget Bibles. $50/thousand. 1 x 1 1/2
'

'

.

224 pages. Samples, prices 10c. Johnson-
Smith, D-951, Detroit 7.

Comic Books . . . Toys . . . Novelties
. . . Free catalog. Hecht Mfg., 184 W.
Merrick Road, Merrick, N. Y.

FILMS WANTED
35mm and 16mm features, serials and

shorts. Safety film only. Boxoffice, 9196.

FILMS FOR SALE
35mm-16mm films and equipment of all

kinds. Associated, 1205 West 7th Street,
Pomona, California.

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING
IF YOU OWN A COPY of Trout's Sound
and Projection Servicing Manual. In-
structions on servicing leading makes ol

equipment . . . trouble-shooting charts,
basic schematics; tables on rest-
ances, voltages; data on lenses, lamps,
projectors, screens, sound, etc. Simpli-
fied . . . authentic. Additional Service
Sheets for 1961 to subscribers free. Data
on 35-70mm equipment. Price: $6 copy;
Cash or P.O. Order ... no CODs
(Loose-leaf binder free) , . . Wesley
Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid, Oklahoma

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BIGGER POPCORN PROFITS with all

new Tender-Vender, now re-designed to
even finer operations and results. Nothing
to corrode, rust or peel. Warms, tender-
izes and dispenses crisp, hot, delicious
popcorn. Shipped assembled; easy to
move; capacities right for any location
Write for facts. TENDER-VENDER POP-
CORN SERVICE CO., Popcorn Building,
Nashville, Tennessee.

THEATRES FOR SALE

West Coast theatres for sale. Write for
list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearny Street, San Francisco 8, California.

Gov. Ritchie Theatre. 700-car drive-in
theatre in continuous operation since
1939 on Ritchie Highway 3 miles south of
Baltimore. Highly profitable theatre in-
cluding choice commercial frontage. Stock-
holders' deadlock has forced sale by pub-
lic auction to be held January 25, 1961.
For full information write Gov. Ritchie
Theatre, Inc., P. O. Box 25, Glen Burnie,
Maryland.

Five hundred-seat theatre in Michigan
resort city. Stereophonic sound and Cine-
maScope screen in addition to real estate.
Boxoffice, 9200.

For Sale: Two drive-in theatres in Gulf
coast city showing large growth. Both
operating year round. One is a twin.
Boxoffice, 9198.

For Sale: Neodesha, Kansas drive-in
theatre, 375 cars, population 4,000. No
reasonable offer refused. Downtown the-
atre to be dismantled. G. E. Klock.

650-car drive-in. Eastern Michigan, three
years old, real estate included. First run
product, nearest competition 20 miles.
Large drawing area. Excellent opportunity
for ambitious showman. Easy terms for
immediate sale. Contact R. Vickrey, 31

N. Walnut, Mt. Clemens, Michigan.

600-seat theatre in Hamilton, Ohio.
Population 75,000. Modern equipment in

excellent condition. Remodeled and- re-
decorated inside . . . new lighting. Com-
fortable lounge-lobby. Purchase equip-
ment and business, $7,000 cash. Lease
building. Write L. J. Dieckhause, 320 Prin-
cess Court, Cinti. 15, Ohio. Phone PR 1-

1245.

Theatre; Fully equipped in Chattanooga,
Tenn., for sale or lease. Air-conditioned
with 700 seats in 90% downtown location,
fireproof construction. Wonderful oppor-
tunity. Write or call Mae Crabtree, P.O.
Box 167, or phone AM 6-5923.

THEATRES FOR LEASE

For sale or lease, Texas drive-in the-
atre, only one in county. Call or write
W. R. Woody, Fairfield, Texas.

For Lease: Only drive-in, growing Colo-
rado town. Excellent family opportunity.
$6,000 advance. Boxoffice, 9203.

Colored, equipped, drive-in theatre for

lease. If connected with first run will
run on percentage. Phone JO 2-4416, Vero
Beach, Florida.

THEATRES WANTED
WANTED: 400-car drive-in. North Caro-

lina vicinity . . Raleigh, Durham,
Greensboro, Winstom-Salem, Concord,
Lexington . . . what have you? Boxoffice,
9206.

THEATRE SEATING

Good used late model chairs available,
rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-
atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.
Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"'x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27'', 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

Chairs rebuilt in your theatre, re-spac-
ing, sewed covers. Arthur Judge, 2100 E.
Newton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

7,000 late type theatre chairs on hand
completely rebuilt like new with new
chair comfort. Selling at very low price.

Can also rebuild your own chairs if

frames are good. Write for information:
Nick Diack, Eastern Seating Co., 138-13
Springfield Blvd., Springfield Gardens,
N. Y.

1,550 Bodiform, 332 Pushback, Interna-
tional Plywood Chairs. Lone Star Seating,
Box 1734, Dallas.

300 Ideal seats, fully upholstered. 200
box seats. $500 for the entire lot. Clark
Theatre, Louisiana, Missouri.

Handy Subscription Order Form

CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION
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ALL SET OVER LINCOLN’S BIRTHDAY

ALL OVER METROPOLITAN NEWYORK!

MAMMOTH TV-RADIO-AD SATU-

RATION WILL SET THE PATTERN

FOR THE REST OF THE LAND!

Warner Showmanship! Warner Go-manship!_ Go with the ‘Warrior’ now!



THE NEW ADMINISTRATION AND THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY—A report from

Washington in this issue discusses the probable policies of the Government on matters

affecting the film industry under President Kennedy. Kennedy is the first president whose

family has had close personal ties to both exhibition and distribution of motion

pictures. The above photo, in which the President posed with Eric Johnston, president of the

Motion Picture Ass'n of America, was taken during the last campaign when MPAA pledged

its support of a drive to stimulate contributions for support of both parties . . . page 14.

A New Look

For Allied States;

Moderates' at Helm

^ Vii.
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2Si HAS THE FIRST SMASH HIT OF 196
—Louis Sobol,

Journal American

"...A LIVELY
SOPHISTICATED
COMEDY— as crisp

and colorful as one could

wish. ..the whole move-

ment of the running dalliance

is tasteful and absorbing

. . . JULIE NEWMAR IS

THE MOST STUPENDOUS
THING SINCE THE INVEN-

TION OF WOMEN— as beauti-

fully proportioned and persuasive

in personality as in physique!”
— Bosley Crowther, Times

it' A CHEATFUN PICTURE!
Start the New Year off

laughing! The biggest thing

to hit the screen since

CinemaScope!
”

— Wanda Hale, N. Y. Daily News

BUBBLYASA CHAMPAGNE COCKTAIL'

Hmmmm
LESLIE STEVENS WAIJER LANG

AQNEMaSoDPE PICTURE \ COLOR By deluxe

WATCH 2Qth /,

A joyride! A sex-

capade! Slickly smart

and titillating! Miss

Newmar displays her

anatomical facets

eloquently in attire

designed to accent

every curve—she is

a sizzling temptress!”
—Frank Quinn, Mirror

WE’RE ON THE MOVE!
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NEW DAY may be dawning for Allied

States Ass’n of Motion Picture Exhibitors.

Under the leadership of Marshall H. Fine as

president and Milton H. London as executive

director, there is reason to believe that the order

has changed for the better. Both are young men,
Avith solid backgrounds in the field of exhibition

and with records of accomplishment through

objective thinking.

Mr. Fine, through partnership in Associated

Theatres of Cleveland and as president of In-

dependent Theatre Owners of Ohio, has intro-

duced a number of new and progressive ideas

that have been of practical service to his asso-

ciates and organization members and, as Avell,

to the industry at large. Mr. London, as head

of Allied Theatre Owners of Michigan, has

shown a keen understanding, not only of the

problems that beset exhibitors but also those

that affect producer-distributors. And he has

taken a direct hand in implementing activities

that have brought measurable improvements in

overall conditions, not only in his area but

through adoption in other parts of the country.

An indication of Mr. London’s constructive

views on industry matters is contained in these

excerpts from his keynote address made at the

Michigan organization’s 41st annual convention

last October:

“The challenge of a changing business can

best be met by being resourceful and flexible.

No longer can we indulge in the convenience

and security of long-established policies. The
entire world is caught up in a turmoil of vast

scientific, sociological and economic change. Ex-

hibitors cannot expect that theatre business alone

will remain aloof and unaffected.

“If we find that we cannot control the condi-

tions under which we are to exist, then in order

to survive we must become adaptable. Our busi-

ness is changing daily. The policy that proved

successful yesterday is no longer a guarantee

for tomorrow. Theatre policies must be reap-

praised constantly in the light of continually

changing conditions and unpredictable public

response . . .

“Many problems are caused by the lack of

communication, coordination and cooperation

Avithin the industry itself.”

Cooperation Avithin the industry itself has

been Avhat Mr. London has clearly indicated to

be the goal he has sought and worked to achieve

throughout his career as an exhibitor leader. It

has not been a long career, but it has been an

active and gratifying one. And there is much to

shoAv that the effort directed ahvays has been

aimed at bringing distributors and exhibitors

together. Parenthetically, we don’t know what

the “H” initials in both the Messrs. London and

Fine names stand for, but “Harmony” would

be most fitting.

The new president and executive director are

joined at National Allied’s top echelon by Ben

Marcus of Wisconsin as chairman of the board.

Mr. Marcus is a member of the triumvirate gov-

erning the Council of Motion Picture Organiza-

tions, and a progressive and successful exhibitor

who has gained stature within the industry for

his many contributions to the cause of better

relations between distribution and exhibition.

With Messrs. Fine and London, he forms a new
triumvirate in leading Allied to a new era in

forward-looking leadership for the independent

exhibitors that association represents.

An Exceptional Film

A picture that every exhibitor should play and

every person should see is “Hand in Hand.” This

film, produced by Helen Winston for Columbia

release, is one of the most heartwarming, whole-

some and satisfying this industry observer has

had the pleasure of seeing in many a year. It is

entertainment plus . . . that plus being an in-

spirational, though subtle, plea for understand-

ing between people of different faiths. A story

of two families, it should have wide appeal to

families everywhere. Its principal players— a

nine-year-old boy, Philip Needs, and a girl of

the same age, Loretta Parry, are not marquee

names, but they deliver performances that would

do credit to many a screen veteran.

“Hand in Hand” has many commendable
qualities. It was not intended to be a block-

buster, but, properly exhibited and promoted, it

can break through to audiences that have been

missed and missing from theatre attendance. It

can be the means of winning new patrons and

creating widespread goodwill for the institution

of the motion picture in general, for which there

is constant need. Again, we say, this is a picture

every exhibitor should play and every person

should see.

SOUND REASON—Announcing the acquisi-

tion of a circuit of 45 theatres, E. D. Martin

and Roy E. Martin jr., president and vice-presi-

dent, respectively, of the Martin Theatres Cir-

cuit of Columbus, Ga., said: “The purchase was

made because we are very enthusiastic about the

future of motion picture theatres as entertain-

ment centers of America, where everyone in com-

fort and without interruption can enjoy the

finest selection of entertainment.”



NEW LOOK FOR ALLIED STATES;

MODERATES' PLACED AT HELM

Marshall Fine (center) of Cleveland is the new president of Allied States

Ass’n and Milton H. London (left), Detroit exhibitor and president of Michigan
Allied, is the new executive director. Ben Marcus (right), is board chairman.

A BREAK IN ALLIED RANKS

Al Myrick in a Bolt, Calls

For New Exhibitor Assn

Marshall Fine Is President;

Milton London to Serve

As Executive Director

MILWAUKEE—The young men have
taken over at Allied States Ass’n of Motion
Picture Exhibitors. The old guard is out,

the new is in, and the 32-year-old associa-

tion has placed its future in the hands of

youthful second-generation exhibitors.

At a meeting of Allied's board of direc-

tors here last weekend (14, 15), Marshall

Fine, 35-year-old partner in Cleveland’s

Associated Theatres Circuit, was elected

president to succeed the late Jack Kirsch,

who resigned his post early in December,
several weeks before his death. Fine, for

the last two years, has been president of

Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio, one

of the largest and strongest of Allied’s

regional affiliates.

HEADQUARTERS IN DETROIT
The directors also chose Milton E. Lon-

don, the articulate 44-year-old president

of Allied Theatres of Michigan, to assume
the role of executive director, a new post

created to provide the organization with
continuous administrative direction. Na-
tional headquarters will be shifted imme-
diately to Detroit from Washington where
Abram F. Myers directed the associa-

tion’s program as general counsel and
chairman of the board for more than three

decades.

Allied’s third top executive will be Ben
Marcus, Milwaukee, who was elected chair-

man of the board at the annual meeting
held early in November in Chicago. Harry
Hendel, Pittsburgh, of the Western Penn-
sylvania affiliate, will continue as treas-

urer, and Richard Lochry of Indianapolis

will continue a-s secretary. George Stern,

president of the Western Pennsylvania
unit, was elected a regional vice-president

to succeed Fine, who had been elected to

that post in November. Other regional

vice-presidents are Ed Johnson of Milwau-
kee, and Jack Whittle, Baltimore. The
elevation of Hendel and Stern to top na-
tional position indicates how completely
the moderates have taken over. For it was
the Western Pennsylvania unit which
withdrew from the association after the
bitter Miami Beach convention two years

ago, in protest to the manner in which the

old guard allegedly manipulated election

procedures.

INDICATE A STRUGGLE
There are all indications that there was

a bitter struggle within the ranks, as the

two factions fought for the upper hand.
There was nothing in a statement issued

by Marcus to indicate that the meeting
had been anything but an unruffled ses-

sion to elect a successor to Kirsch and
choose an executive director. But the meet-
ing did end in some bitterness. The dissi-

dents were completely unhappy about the

(Continued on page 7)

LAKE PARK, IOWA—The new young
leadership in Allied States Ass’n may con-

sider the situation well in hand, but not
Al Myrick, former
president of the as-

sociation.

He did not attend
the session in Mil-

waukee, but almost
as soon as he heard
of the developments
he sent off a com-
m u n i q u e to the

tradepress calling for

the formation of a

new national asso-

ciation “to represent

the independent the-

atre owners of America.”
“Since Allied States Ass’n no longer rep-

resents the thousands of independent ex-

hibitors of America, as intended, and since

its good name and reputation is being

used for the special benefit of a few buying
and booking combines, Al Myrick, past

president of Allied States Ass’n, is urging

that the association be dissolved,” he de-

clared in a wired statement.
He said he is urging the board of Allied

Independent Theatre Owners of Iowa,

Nebraska and South Dakota “that they

press for dissolving Allied States Ass’n and
forming a new national association.”

Eastern Leaders Surprised
By Dissidents' Criticism

NEW YORK—The move by Myrick and
other members of Allied States Ass’n’s dis-

sident faction to set up a new and sep-

arate organization took eastern Allied

leaders by surprise. They admitted it Wed-

nesday (18) following Myrick’s announce-
ment by telegraph to the tradepress.

In addition some exception was taken
to Indiana’s Trueman Rembush’s assertion

that the Milwaukee board meeting did not
have a legal quorum when it elected Mar-
shal Fine president and Milton London
executive secretary. There was a legal

forum and there was plenty of proof, a New
Jersey Allied man declared. Represented at

the Milwaukee sessions were the New
Jersey, Western Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Illinois, Wisconsin, Connecticut and Texas
units.

Units which did not send representatives

were Indiana, Kentucky, Iowa-Nebraska-
South Dakota, Rocky Mountain, North-
Central and Mid-South.

The so-called dissident group, in charg-

ing that there was not a quorum in Mil-

waukee, claimed that the Connecticut and
Texas units were inactive and not eligible

to vote. On the other hand, those units

had representatives at the Miami Beach
convention in December of 1959 and. ac-

cording to reliable reports, voted on the

side of the present dissidents in placing

Myrick in office as president.

The attitude of the group remaining

with national Allied appears to be that if

any member or any unit is dissatisfied

with the policies and operations of the

organization, then he or it has a right to

withdraw. However, it is the contention

of the “loyalists” that Allied as consti-

tuted is best equipped, under the new set-

up, to serve the independent exhibitor.

On the other hand, the “rebels” contend

that Allied now does not have the inde-

pendents at heart and that it is more in-

terested in keeping big buying combines in

business.

Al Myrick
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Conditional OK Granted

For 3-Year Pay TV Test

Myers Tie With Allied

To End on August 31
MILWAUKEE—Abram F. Myers will

sever all connections with Allied States

Ass’n, the organiza-
tion he helped estab-
lish 32 years ago, on
August 31, 1961.

Myers, who served
as Allied’s first presi-

dent and then as
chairman of the
board and general
counsel through the
Thirties, Forties and
Fifties, has been rep-
resenting the as-

sociation in a legal

capacity since he re-
signed as administrative head last year.

In a letter to the board dated January
12, he said that in the interests of his
own retirement and in the best interest
of the association, he desired that his
services be terminated as of August 31.

At the meeting of the board last week-
end (14, 15), the directors adopted a reso-
lution accepting the decision to terminate
the relationship “with the profound ex-
pression of the gratitude of the association
to Mr. Myers for his years of unflagging
service, and of the regret at the termina-
tion of so fine a relationship.”

Allied New Look
(Continued from page 6>

turn of the coin, and A1 Myrick, former
national president, waited only until he
received word of developments before he
issued a blistering statement calling for
the formation of a new national exhibitors
association (Story on page 6).

It was the elevation of Myrick to the
presidency at the Miami Beach convention
that touched off the Allied storm.

Marcus, however, gave no intimation of
an inside struggle, when he emerged from
the board meeting to brief the press on the
goings-on. In an amiable mood, he re-
ported the board had taken positive action
in establishing a strong, united and effec-
tive exhibitor trade association, and noted
that the changes made were to effect and
insure a more vigorous and dedicated ex-
hibitor organization.

“I have the greatest confidence in the
ability, experience, and enthusiasm of this
new leadership to make National Allied
more valuable and indispensable to the
independent exhibitors of this nation,” he
said.

“Through this new leadership, new lines
of communication will be created to ex-
pedite the exchange of information—not
only between exhibitors—but between ex-
hibition and other segments of the motion
picture industry as well.”

This, he said, will be augmented by the
publication of a periodic exhibitor report.
Other actions of the board included a
resolution of sympathy to the family of the
late Jack Kirsch, and a resolution recom-
mending that exhibitors send contributions
to the Jack Kirsch Memorial, at the La-
Rabida Sanitarium, Chicago.

Lider Says Time Is Now Ripe

To Form a Single Association

Boston—Edward Lider, president of

Independent Exhibitors of New Eng-
land, believes the time has come when
the various exhibitor associations com-
bine into a single organization. The
New England unit pulled out of

National Allied early last year.

Duplication of efforts by various
groups has been a financial as well as

an energy drain on many exhibitors,

he said. He inferred that ACE might
be the channel through which most
of the existing organizations could
concentrate their energies, adding that
the New England organization might
be interested in a move that would
consolidate the various groups into one
association. That is the only way ex-

hibition can make an effective impact
on all problems, he declared.

(Editor’s Note: In New York it was
stated that ACE was not constituted
nor authorized to function as a
national exhibitor organization. It was
pointed out that both Allied and TOA
were members of ACE and were rep-

resented on the executive committee.)

Selling Family Films Offers
A Challenge, Gerard Says
NEW YORK—Selling wholesome family

film fare is a challenge and requires in-

genuity and creative merchandising, Philip

Gerard, Universal’s eastern advertising and
publicity director, asserted here Wednes-
day (18) in discussing the campaign for

U-I’s “Tomboy and the Champ.” Meeting
with the tradepress at the Laurent Rest-
aurant, Gerard said that Universal had
acquired the picture from two young in-

dependent producers, Tommy Reynolds and
William Lightfoot, about six months ago
and that a unique campaign was created

to sell it. The picture will have its world
premiere in Houston on January 25,

launching more than 500 dates in the
Texas territory through March.
When family entertainment is attract-

ively packaged, the audience will buy it

as readily as raw realism, sophisticated

sex and savagery, Gerard said. The pub-
lic will support all types of film if the
picture affords satisfying entertainment
and fulfills the needs of the audience, he
added, stating that “it does not necessarily

prefer sex and sophistication to farce and
family fun.”

Gerard pointed out that the wholesome
family pictures sometimes fell short of the
anticipated response at the boxoffice be-
cause they were not sold as aggressively
on the national and local levels. A dull

picture, he said, did not deserve an audi-
ence whether it was made for children, for

the family or for adults. A picture must
be excellent on its own terms and worthy
of its audiences, he declared.

WASHINGTON—Two days before the

new administration took over, the Federal
Communications Commission reported it

had given unanimous approval to the pro-

posal to conduct a three-year test of the

Phonevision pay television system in Hart-
ford, Conn.

In a brief announcement, the Commis-
sion declared:

“The Commission on January 18 directed

preparation of a document looking toward
granting, under specified conditions, the

application of Hartford Phonevision to

conduct trial subscription TV operations

over its station WHCT (Channel 18), Hart-
ford, Conn.”

REPORT IN 2 TO 4 WEEKS
The Commission’s legal staff is expected

to have the necessary papers ready in from

two to four weeks. While there always is

a chance that the commissioners might re-

verse themselves, such action would be un-

precedented. Nor is the arrival of a new
Commission chairman—Newton M. Minow,

a Kennedy appointee—expected to make
a difference. The unanimity of the action

is an indication that there is little likeli-

hood that the new chairman could reverse

the order, even if he made an attempt.

And, secondly, it is reported that Minow
has expressed a belief that pay TV and
free TV could exist side by side.

Exhibitors, however, can count on a

continued fight against the test by the

Joint Committee on Pay TV. Here are the

means of recourse still open:

1. They can file a petition asking FCC
to reconsider, any time within 30 days

after the final order is issued. Best guess

is this would be quickly and negatively dis-

posed of.

2. They can carry their case to the

courts. Even if they should eventually lose

in the courts—which seems to be the con-

sensus within FCC observers—they could

probably delay the trial from six to 12

months through temporary injunctions.

3. They can, as Cohn has indicated,

seek antitrust action by claiming the re-

lationship between RKO-General and its

subsidiary, Hartford Phonevision, violates

the consent decree that applies to the

marketing of motion picture films. How-
ever, legal experts say such action would

have to wait until the trial is actually in

progress, so that a specific “violation” can

be cited.

CAN APPEAL TO CONGRESS
4. They can appeal to Congress for an

amendment to the FCC Act, to compel the

commission to consider the effect of pay
TV applications on the motion picture

exhibitors, which the commission is not

permitted to do as the law now stands.

Or they could simply ask a clause in the

act prohibiting subscription television,

possibly even a new law that would ban
closed as well as broadcast TV circuits.

On this basis the test conceivably could
be delayed 12-18 months.

Abram F. Myers
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AIP Adds Four Features

Aimed at Art Theatres
NEW YORK — American International

Pictures is setting up a special sales de-

partment, under the supervision of Leon
P. Blender, for spe-

cial product designed
for the art houses,

and expects to re-

lease three to four
pictures in this cate-
gory each year. The
first will be Peter
Rogers’ comedy, “Be-
ware of Children,”
recently acquired
from Anglo-Amalga-
mated Productions in

England.
Blender empha-

sized that the company would not be cater-
ing to art houses which stress sensational-
ism but that all pictures distributed by
this new department will bear the Motion
Picture Ass’n Code seal.

TO INCREASE ’61 OUTPUT
These new AIP pictures will increase the

1961 program from 16 to 20 pictures, ac-
cording to James Nicholson, president. He
stressed that there are about 600 art the-
atres in the U.S. and that the new product
can later play the commercial theatres.

Blender, AIP sales distribution vice-

president, also said that most of the regu-
lar AIP releases can also play art houses,
starting with the company’s February re-
lease, “Portrait of a Sinner,” starring
Nadja (“Rosemary”) Tiller and William
Bendix, which will open at Marvin Gold-
man’s Ontario Theatre, Washington, D. C„
in February, to be followed by “Black
Sunday,” also a British picture, starring
Barbara Steele and John Richardson.
Other releases in what Nicholson de-

scribed as “the strongest lineup of top
product our company has had to date,”
will be: “Konga,” in color and Specta-
Mation, and “The Hand,” a British-made
supporting feature, both for March re-
lease; “Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll,” in color
and Magascope, starring Paul Massie and
Dawn Addams, made by Hammer, for April
release; and Jules Verne’s “Master of the
World,” in color and Dynamagic, starring
Vincent Price, Henry Hull and Charles
Bronson, to be released in June. The last-
named was produced under Nicholson’s
personal supervision. “The Pit and the
Pendulum,” starring Vincent Price, John
Kerr and Barbara Steele, is currently being
produced and directed by Roger Corman.

BIGGEST GROSSER TO DATE
Nicholson mentioned that “House of

Usher,” starring Price, was AIP’s “biggest
grosser to date.”
AIP held a sales meeting with its north-

eastern franchise holders in New York
Monday and Tuesday G6-17) and held a
midwestern-southern meeting in Chicago
Thursday and Friday G9-20; to plan cam-
paigns on its forthcoming releases. The
national campaigns are being coordinated
with sales activities at the local level.

U-l, Pathe-America Sign

Distribution Agreement
NEW YORK — Universal Pictures

Co. and Pathe-America Distributing
have concluded an agreement under
which Universal will handle the physi-
cal distribution and print inspection
of Pathe-America releases in the U. S.,

according to Budd Rogers, Pathe-
America president, and Henry H.
“Hi” Martin, vice-president and gen-
eral sales manager of Universal.
The first picture to be handled un-

der the agreement will be “The
Deadly Companions,” starring Mau-
reen O’Hara, which is now in produc-
tion and is scheduled to be an April-
May release.

#Hand in Hand' Winner
Of Film Award of Merit
NEW YORK—“Hand in Hand,” first

feature produced by Helen Winston and
to be distributed in the U.S. by Columbia
Pictures, has been named the first re-

national/ / Y^eilm
AUDIENCE t%}* NAWARD

boardV JOF MERIT

Motion pictures winning the Award
of Merit will be permitted to use this

symbol in film titles and in advertis-
ing and promotion.

cipient of National Audience Board’s re-

cently instituted Award of Merit.
The award was established by the Board

as a symbol of recognition for outstanding
entertainment fare. “Hand in Hand”
earned an average of 86.3 per cent positive

response to 11 evaluation factors in the
Board’s study, with 75 per cent being the
minimum score required for receipt of the
Award of Merit.

“Hand in Hand,” which Columbia will

distribute nationally in February, tells the
story of two 8-year-olds of different faiths
who test their friendship through their
religion.

Western Heritage Award
For Films to The Alamo'
OKLAHOMA CITY—John Wayne’s “The

Alamo” has been named winner of the
first Western Heritage Motion Picture
Award given by the National Cowboy Hall
of Fame and Western Heritage Center.
Awards were announced Wednesday (18)
by Governor Stephen L. R. McNichols of
Colorado, chairman of the awards com-
mittee.

Western Heritage Awards trophies will

be presented January 30 at a banquet to
be held here.

Leon P. Blender

K. C. Showcase Is Sold

For Bowling 'Stadium'
KANSAS CITY—Loew’s Midland Thea-

tre, a 3,800-seat showcase in downtown
Kansas City, a house built in the tradi-
tion of the movie palaces of the 1920s, is

to become a “stadium” for the town’s
professional bowling team.
The 33-year-old theatre has been ac-

quired by Ben F. Weinberg, a Kansas City
hotelman, and a group of associates as the
home of the Kansas City Stars, one of
12 teams entered in the newly formed
National Bowling League which opens its

first season in October. The owners ac-
quired the property on which the Midland
Theatre building stands, and occupancy
of the theatre beyond the year 2,000, from
Midland Investment Co., a holding of
Loew’s, Inc.

Loew’s, which has operated the theatre
continuously since it was opened in Oc-
tober 1927, will close the theatre Febru-
ary 1. The Weinberg group will take over
immediately, and spend about $200,000
constructing four bowling lanes at the
present stage level, at right angle to the
stage and extending into the first several
rows of orchestra seats. About 300 seats are
to be eliminated upfront to permit the
installation of the lanes.

The new owners will keep stage and
projection equipment intact, and the the-
atre will be available for future use as a
motion picture house on a limited basis,

Weinberg said. The auditorium also will be
available for meetings. In addition, the
theatre will be equipped with television fa-
cilities for transmission of network pro-
grams as well as closed-circuit telecasts.

Loss of the Midland leaves Kansas City
with but four downtown first-run theatres.

Two of these, the Empire and Capri of

the Durwood Circuit, play on a hard-
ticket, reserved-seat policy. A third, the
Roxy, also a Durwood house, plays on a
continuous policy but holds its pictures for

long-run engagements. This leaves the
Paramount, an AB-PT house, as the one
remaining downtown theatre which can be
counted on to move features into the
subsequent-run channels on a consistent
basis. Several key suburban theatres dur-
ing the last year shifted to first-run pol-

icies, as the result of the downtown bottle-

neck on product, and the closing of the
Midland probably will create additional

first-run outlets in the outlying areas.

The Midland auditorium will look

like this as a bowling “stadium.”
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System to Show Movies on Airliners

Demonstrated on N. Y.-Miami Flight

How airline passengers will view films while in flight

17.5% Rise in Earnings

ForMGMin 1st Quarter
NEW YORK—The earnings record of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc. continues to

rise sharply. Joseph
R. Vogel, president,

reported this week
that earnings for the
first quarter of the
fiscal year, ended No-
vember 24, reached
$2,177,000, an in-

crease of approxi-
mately 17.5 per cent

over the $1,852,000

earned in the same
quarter a year ago.

Joseph R. Vogel °n a Per-share
basis, this represents

earnings of 87 cents, compared to 71 cents

a year ago. Vogel transmitted this infor-

mation to stockholders in a report which
was accompanied by dividend checks for

40 cents per share.

The president told shareholders that

prospects for the remainder of the year
and beyond are unusually bright, even
though the number of pictures that had
been available for first quarter release was
limited as a result of curtailment of pro-

duction early in 1960 because of studio

strikes.

He assured stockholders, however, that

pictures in MGM’s release schedule for the

balance of the year are strong. “Butterfield
8” has been a highly successful entry, he
said, and “Where the Boys Are,” placed
in release during the holidays, is scoring

excellent boxoffice results. “Ben-Hur” is

continuing its strong global showing, Vogel
said, and MGM is looking forward to the

general release of “Cimarron” at Easter-

time and to another round for “Gone With
the Wind,” which will have a premiere in

Atlanta in March.

17 Features Sold to TV
Back as Screen Fare
NEW YORK—A group of 17 pictures has

been acquired from National Telefilm As-
sociates for theatrical release by Exclusive

International Films Corp., including “High
Noon,” “Cyrano de Bergerac,” “Battle

Stripe,” “Armored Attack” and “The Bells

of St. Mary’s.”
Edward Gray, president of Exclusive In-

ternational, said his company was aiming
to become a major company in the foreign

films field, with an interest in special

American films. The company now has a

lineup of 30 productions.
At a press conference Tuesday (17),

Gray said he had taken a sampling of ex-
hibitor opinion in key markets to deter-
mine whether there would be resistance

to some of the pictures because they had
been shown on television. He said contrary
to presumptions, the sampling indicated
that exhibitors still were interested in

playing pictures such as “High Noon” and
“Cyrano de Bergerac” despite their expo-
sure to television.

Other films acquired from NTA include
‘Topaze,” “A Question of Adultery,” “Devil
in the Flesh,” “Susannah of the Mounties,”
“Uncle Harry,” and two Max Fleischer
color features, “Gulliver’s Travels” and
“Hoppity Goes to Town.”

NEW YORK—Trans World Airlines and
Inflight Motion Pictures, Inc., gave a
“sneak” preview of the film programs
which TWA will present on its super-jet

flights shortly after May 1 on a press

flight Wednesday evening (11). The pic-

ture presented was 20th Century-Fox’s
“The Marriage-Go-Round.”
The process, known as Strato-Cinema,

was developed by David Flexer, who owns
and operates theatres out of Memphis and
has been active in production as well.

Films will be shown on non-stop flights

between New York and California and on
trans-Atlantic flights to London, Paris,

Lisbon and Madrid.
Flexer has devoted almost all of his

time to the project during the last four

years. Reevesound Co. redesigned film

projection and sound equipment to meet
two revolutionary requirements: 1. The
basic equipment is packaged so that it

can be concealed in a shallow, flat com-
partment in the ceiling of the plane’s cab-
in. 2. It is automated so that a crew mem-
ber flicks a switch and the equipment
plays a complete two-hour program,
which can be in Cinemascope, without in-

terruption. It then shuts itself off.

Associated with Flexer is Smerling En-
terprises, Inc., which has diversified in-

terests in the entertainment field. Sheldon
Smerling is vice-president of Inflight Mo-
tion Pictures.

Featherweight headsets with individual
volume control carry the soundtrack to

persons who wish to see the picture. In-
stalled on each seat is a small outlet to

which the headset is plugged.
The screen images were clear, with no

distortion or flickering from the plane’s

Films on Airliners Give

Gagsters a New Subject
NEW YORK—With airlines plan-

ning to offer motion pictures on long
flights this spring, the gagsters al-

ready are at work. They are asking if

TWA is going to have 14-day clear-
ance over United. And if ABC Vend-
ing will have the popcorn concessions.
And conversations like this:

“Are you going to fly United to the
Coast tomorrow?”

“No, I’ve already seen the picture.”

slight vibration. There were some com-
plaints that the sound did not come
through the earphones clearly, but this

might have been due to individual ear-
phones or the lack of understanding on
the part of the wearer as to how to ad-
just the sound by the regulator. This
writer found the sound to be clear.

Flexer said the cost of equipping planes
was about $25,000 and that Inflight would
absorb the expense, the airline paying for

the pictures and all necessary service.

Tests have been going on for the last sev-
eral weeks on trial runs and on two reg-
ular flights between New York and San
Francisco. Universal’s “The Great Im-
postor” was presented to passengers on the
regular runs.

Product does not appear to be a prob-
lem. Flexer said no distributor had re-

fused to provide prints.

20th-Fox to Introduce

Grandeur 70 System
NEW YORK—Grandeur 70, described as

an improved projection system, has been
developed by 20th Century-Fox through
Earl Sponable, director of research.

According to the announcement of Spy-
ros P. Skouras, president, Grandeur 70

decompresses, or expands, the images on a

Cinemascope negative, making it possible

for audiences to see them on the screen
with “greater depth perception and clar-

ity.” Grandeur 70 will be compatible with
other 70mm processes and includes a six-

track stereophonic sound system.
In 1926, Fox Film Corp. introduced a

system known as Grandeur, a widescreen
process, first used in the presentation of

“The Big Trail.” Although effective, it was
not perfection and ultimately it was dis-

carded. In addition, sound pictures were
inaugurated shortly after that and atten-

tion was focused on developing sound
rather than on the wide screen. Sponable
and his staff have been working on the
improved Grandeur since 1941.

The first picture to be presented on
Grandeur 70 will be “The King and I,"

starring Yul Brynner and Deborah Kerr,

a 1956 Cinemascope release. It will open
on Broadway later in the year, possibly at

the Rivoli.
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THE NEW ADMINISTRATION
AND THE FILM INDUSTRY

Kennedy Is the First President to Come From

Family With a Direct Tie to Motion Pictures

By PATRICK McMAHON
WASHINGTON—When John Fitzgerald

Kennedy was sworn in Friday, he became
the first President of the United States

with direct personal contacts with both
the production and exhibition branches
of the motion picture industry.

The new President’s father, Joseph P.

Kennedy, is owner of a string of New Eng-
land movie theatres. Moreover, it was his

heavy investment in several production
companies back in the 1920s that lifted

him from the status of a wealthy man to

that of a multimillionaire.

ENTERTAINMENT WORLD FRIENDS
Prominent figures in the industry are

numbered among the President’s closest

friends, including his brother-in-law,

Peter Lawford.
Nevertheless, in the opinion of reporters

who know him best, President Kennedy
will lean over backward to avoid the slight-

est indication that his policies favor any
interests of his father, his family or his

close friends.

So, ironically, Kennedy’s very closeness

to the industry and its problems, may
prove a handicap to exhibitor and producer
alike.

In one respect, however, the industry can
take full assurance. The new President is

fundamentally opposed to censorship of

any sort. For all practical purposes the
industry can just about forget the threat
of federal censorship at least for the next
four years.

Should a federal censorship bill be in-

troduced, the President would use his in-

fluence in Congress to defeat it, and he
would veto it if passed. Only an over-

whelming demand by Congress and the
public, a demand strong enough to over-
ride a presidental veto, would enable such
a bill to become a law.

That is the view of those close to Presi-

dent Kennedy.
Two other grave problems are certain

to face the industry during the new ad-
ministration, and on these it can expect,
at the most, complete impartiality from
the White House.

SEE HANDS-OFF ON PAY-TV
All signs in Washington point to the

long and bitter fight over subscription tele-

vision being moved to the final, decisive

arena of combat—the boxoffice. And the
decisions at the boxoffice will probably
govern the final decisions in Washington,
The consensus here is that Hartford

Phonevision will soon be awarded the
three-year license it seeks to conduct a
public test of pay TV in the Hartford,
Conn., area. Also, it is felt that the FCC
limitation on a single test for each type
of pay TV may be amended to permit
each system to conduct similar tests in

cities scattered throughout the country

—

How the Administration Stands

On Film Industry Matters

CENSORSHIP: President Kennedy is op-

posed to federal censorship. Should a

censorship bill ever reach his desk, it

can be expected that he will veto it.

TAX RELIEF: There isn’t a ghost of a

chance that the federal admissions tax

on tickets over $1 will be eliminated, or

that producers filming overseas will gain

additional tax advantages. Producers

may actually lose some of the tax con-

cessions now in force.

SMALL BUSINESS: The Administration

favors legislation granting small busi-

ness firms, including theatres, authority

to deduct from taxable earnings sums
spent for expansion and improvements.
Bills allowing deductions up to $30,000

or 20 per cent of net income have al-

ready been introduced.

ANTITRUST: Robert F. Kennedy, the new
Attorney General, can be expected to

vigorously enforce the antitrust laws.

Under questioning by Senator Estes Ke-
fauver before the Senate Judiciary

Committee last week, he said he felt “a
stronger appointment” than Robert A.

Bicks, who has headed the antitrust di-

vision in the last year, might be made.

PAY TELEVISION: The White House can
be expected to take a hands-off policy

in this controversy, at least in the mat-
ter of granting tests under FCC super-
vision.

WAGES-HOURS LEGISLATION: Presi-

dent Kennedy was chairman of the
Senate Labor subcommittee which, at

the last session, accepted an amendment
exempting the motion picture industry

from the Wages and Hours bill. The
President’s advisers and key members of

the Senate and House labor committees
are now drafting new legislation. Rep.
James Roosevelt of California announced
this week exemption of theatres will

“definitely be written into the bill.”

Senator Pat McNamara of Michigan,
Senate committee chairman, is reported

favoring the exemption.

one each in the New England, Middle At-

lantic, Deep South, Mississippi Valley,

Midwest, Rocky Mountain, Southwest and
Pacific Coast areas.

The best guess here is that the White
House will maintain a completely hands-off
attitude on this controversy. Also, that his

Attorney General brother, Robert F., will

leave any antitrust complaints the exhibi-

tors may make entirely in the hands of

his subordinates in the antitrust division.

The second problem facing the industry

is a two-pronged one involving the for-
eign trade and operations of the producers.
While the decisions will be made on a
broad national basis, the White House
views are almost certain to adversely affect
film makers in their overseas operations.

In testifying before the Senate Finance
Committee, Treasury Secretary C. Douglas
Dillon stated flatly that he intends to take
steps to reduce or eliminate the tax bene-
fits now enjoyed by U. S. investors for
their foreign operations.

COULD CUT INTO EARNINGS
This would cut heavily into the earnings

of motion picture companies who have been
diverting increasing amounts of the pro-
duction abroad, in order to take advantage
of U. S. tax concessions.

Committee members who questioned Dil-

lon at length on the subject, expressed
grave concern at the extent to which U. S.

investment capital is being used to pro-
duce abroad products for export to the
U. S. (“in competition with the products
of American labor”), and the Treasury-
designate said he shared their concern.
This, of course, applies to films produced
overseas by U. S. companies, their sub-
sidiaries and their affiliates.

The committee members and Dillon also

agreed that the existing tax concessions

provide a sttrong incentive for the in-

vestor to re-invest his profits abroad, in-

stead of repatriating them, thus depleting

the nation’s earnings of foreign exchange.

Dillon said this was justifiable immedi-
ately after the war when we were trying

to rebuild Europe and overcome the “dollar

gap,” but that this need no longer exists

as far as Western Europe is concerned.

He assured the committee that one of his

first acts when he assumes office will be

to order a study of the tax concessions

to foreign investors, with the purpose of

submitting to Congress remedial proposals.

Washington reports are that Kennedy
will strongly support any recommendation
made by Secretary Dillon to cut down, or

eliminate these concessions.

MAY BRING TARIFF RISE

The other prong of the foreign trade

fork is an oblique one, which, most of

Washington hopes, will not be sharp

enough to do any damage.
It consists of the possibility that the

drain of U. S. gold—resulting from a

seriously adverse balance of payments
situation—will force a general raising of

U. S. tariffs and other restraints on the

inflow of foreign imports. There is al-

ready strong pressure from many quarters

for a substantial return to the protective

tariff policies in vogue prior to World War
n.
The new Secretary of Commerce, Luther

H. Hodges, a North Carolina textile manu-
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REP. GRANAHAN TO BROADEN OBSCENITY INVESTIGATION

Industry Faces Another

Congressional Probe

facturer, is a convinced advocate of an ef-

fective protective tariff, high enough to

offset the competitive advantages that for-

eign producers receive from low wages.

Moreover, on at least two occasions

while he was in the Senate, Kennedy him-
self protested mildly that industries in his

state of Massachusetts were severely hit by

competition from the low-wage areas, as

result of the deep cuts in the U. S. tariff

walls made during the Truman and Eisen-

hower administrations.

Of course the great danger to the U. S.

motion picture industry is that any sub-

stantial tariff increase effected by this

country would almost certainly lead to re-

taliation by foreign governments.
Hundreds of foreign concerns made

heavy investments to build up markets for

their products in the U. S.—at the direct

instigation and often with the support of

the U. S. Departments of State and Com-
merce, and our international coopex-ation.

Should we now arbitrarily cut them off

from these markets, they are certain to ap-

peal to their governments for redress. And,
in this instance, redress is apt to mean
retaliation.

Furthermore, should Western Europe

—

which will be the main target, along with
Japan, of any U. S. tariff boosts—decide

to retaliate, one of the first of our exports

to be hit is likely to be motion pictures, a
heavy earner of foreign exchange and a

luxury product.

Of course if the producers lose a sub-
stantial share of their present foreign mar-
kets as result of tariff retaliation, U. S. ex-

hibitors will have to pay a larger propor-
tion of the cost of production, so both
branches of the industry will be hit.

Those are the two main problems facing

the industry that are certain to involve

federal action. On neither can they expect
help from the White House. On the one,

they are very likely to get a backward
push.
At least that’s the way it looks in Wash-

ington as President Kennedy takes over.

Joseph P. Kennedy Headed
FBO in the Mid- 1920s

Joseph P. Kennedy, the President’s
father, had a brief but spectacular career

in the production and
distribution of mo-
tion pictures. In 1926,

when the President
was nine years old,

his father, a Boston
investment banker,
acquired control of

Film Booking Office

of America (FBO)
, a

major producing-dis-
tribution company,
and served as its

president and board
chairman. Two years

later, when the company was purchased
by Radio Corp. of America and reestab-
lished as RKO Radio Pictures, the elder

Kennedy served as RKO’s chairman of the
board during the transition period. In
1929, he was president of Pathe Exchange,
Inc. and then for several years produced
films starring Gloria Swanson, for release
through United Artists. In 1933, he left the
industry and began his long career in gov-
ernment service. In above photo he is shown
as the industry knew him in the mid-1920s.

WASHINGTON— Representative Kath-
ryn E. Granahan (D., Pa.>, head of a

House postal operations subcommittee
which started an investigation of obscene

materials moving through the mails at the

last session of Congress, intends to expand
the scope of the probe to include a

thorough examination of commercial mo-
tion pictures.

Last year, Mrs. Granahan said she was
interested primarily in investigating the

“party” type film, but now she says the

committee has “every intention” of pursu-
ing its probe of “the alarming increase of

sex, sadism, violence and perversion” in

commercial motion pictures.

“We have no choice,” she declared,

claiming the committee has been “literally

deluged with mail from all parts of the

country demanding that we continue our
investigation, and that some remedy be

found.” These complaints are coming from
groups representative of all religious faiths,

a point she emphasized because “there

seems to be a mistaken impression in the

industry that only the Catholic Legion of

Decency is interested in this problem.”
She added, “And anyway, I think the

short-sighted attitude of the Hollywood
producers is, itself, good reason for con-
tinuing the probe.”

Mrs. Granahan appears to be more de-
termined to move into the realm of motion
pictures produced for theatrical release

than she was during the last session of

Congress. Her line is more militant today.

“In the face of mounting protests from all

levels of public opinion, and the outraged
concern of Congress and state legislatures,

they (the producers) not only have re-

fused to clean house themselves, but they

Bob Hope Again to Emcee

Annual Oscar Show
HOLLYWOOD— Bob Hope will be

master of ceremonies for the 33rd An-
nual Oscar Show on April 17, mark-
ing the second successive year he has
been its sole emcee and the ninth time
the actor has taken the role for the
presentation since 1939.

Hope was voted an Academy life

membership in 1944; awarded a special

silver plaque in recognition of his serv-

ices to the industry in 1940, the cov-

eted Oscar in 1952 for his “contribu-
tion to the laughter of the world, and
his devotion to the American premise,”
and last year was surprised with the
Jean Hersholt Humanitarian Award
“for outstanding philanthropic con-
tributions to the film industry.”

The awards will be presented in the

Santa Monica Civic Auditorium and
be carried over the combined radio and
television facilities of the American
Broadcasting Co.

even have increased their emphasis on
objectionable themes. They actually seem
to be trying to build up public antipathy
for their industry, and at a time—from
reports I hear—they would appear to be

needing friends,” she declared.

Mrs. Granahan said she is still opposed
to federal censorship, but warned that

while “none of us want federal censor-

ship, it is something we would consider

only as a last resort.”

Despite the blast at motion pictures,

Mrs. Granahan said she had no specific

plans as yet, and probably would not have
until her subcommittee is reorganized, and
new members are appointed.

Reintroduce Legislation

For Study of Obscenity
WASHINGTON—Legislation to establish

a commission to study means of controlling

obscene matter was reintroduced in the

Senate last week. The bill is identical with

one which passed the Senate at its last

session, but failed to reach the floor of

the House. Under its provisions, the Presi-

dent would be authorized to appoint a 17-

member commission, including a promi-
nent representative of the motion picture

industry, to study the flow of obscene mat-
ter and to recommend to Congress and
state legislatures the adoption of stronger

laws, if such is found necessary, to con-
trol the dissemination of obscene material.

Twenty senators from both parties

joined in resubmitting the legislation. A
spokesman said the commission would not
be concerned with the “legitimate” motion
picture industry, only in cracking down on
the traffic in pornographic films of the

“stag party” variety.

Loew's Theatres 12-Week
Net Income Is $366,900
NEW YORK—Loew’s Theatres, Inc., re-

ports gross revenues of $9,134,000 for the

first quarter of the current fiscal year,

ending November 24, 1960, according to

Lawrence A. Tisch, chairman of the board.

After providing for income taxes of $446,-

000 and depreciation of $662,000, a net

income of $366,900, equal to 14 cents per

share of common stock, was realized, Tisch
said.

For the comparable period last year,

gross revenues amounted to $9,265,000.

After providing for $470,000 for income
taxes and $633,000 for depreciation, a net

income of $369,400, equal to 14 cents per

share of common stock, was realized.

Schoenfeld Gets Feature
NEW YORK — Lester A. Schoenfeld

Films, distributor of domestic and for-

eign shorts, has acquired a new color fea-

ture picture, “More Deadly Than the
Male,” for national distribution in late

February.

Joseph P. Kennedy
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^alCqMwd defiant
By IVAN SPEAR

Actor Hugh O'Brian Launches

Own Production Company
Actor Hugh O’Brian, who rose to tele-

vision stardom as “Wyatt Earp,” this week
launches his new independent banner,

Hugh O'Brian Productions, with the pur-

chase of “Bon Voyage,” an original screen-

play by Paul King and Joe Stone, as his

first feature film production.

The actor plans a large slate of feature

films, as well as setting three television

shows under a development fund with

ABC-TV. He left for New York last week
to meet with video heads over other proj-

ects and also will have sessions with the
heads of major distribution companies
over the release of “Bon Voyage.”
O'Brian is to play the third major role

in the picture, for which he is now negoti-

ating with Jimmy Stewart and Deborah
Kerr as stars. He also will sign a producer.
The actor called taking a lesser position

to a top star an insurance policy for suc-

cess, saying only with a top name can he
be assured of a high-budget, first-class

production.
“Bon Voyage” is a romantic comedy. Its

writers earlier scored with “Operation
Petticoat.”

O’Brian’s production slate will include
one feature a year. His last motion picture
work was in the 20th-Fox release, “The
Fiend Who Walked the West.”

George Sidney Purchases

The Lady Is a Dame'
George Sidney Productions has pur-

chased Dorothy Kingsley’s original screen
story, “The Lady Is a Dame,” as its first

property under a new multi-million-dollar
pact recently signed with Columbia Pic-
tures.

Miss Kingsley, who had coscripting
credit on Sidney’s “Pepe,” has been signed
to prepare the screenplay of the new pic-
ture, to be filmed in England and Holly-
wood early next year. Sidney will produce
and direct.

The purchase brings to four the num-
ber of properties scheduled by the Sidney
organization for production at Columbia
within the next 12 months. The first will

be “Return Fare,” a Ketti Frings screen-
play adapted from Jean Kolar’s novel. Mel
Ferrer is directing, with shooting to begin
in late March. “The Diamond Bikini,” also
to be scripted by Dorothy Kingsley, and
“Here Come the Brides,” a screenplay by
N. Richard Nash, fill the slate.

Frankie Avalon Will Costar
In 20th-Fox Production
Another young singer in the news this

week is Frankie Avalon, youthful record-
ing favorite who made his featured film
bow in a starring role in John Wayne’s
“The Alamo” for United Artists. Avalon
has been signed to costar with Walter
Pidgeon and Joan Fontaine in Irwin Al-
len’s 20th Century-Fox production, “Voy-
age to the Bottom of the Sea.” Also signed
during the week were Michael Ansara and

Robert Sterling, joining the large cast
which also includes Peter Lorre and Bar-
bara Eden.
“Voyage” is due to start filming this

week, with Allen producing and directing
from a script he wrote with Charles Ben-
nett.

Consideration for Oscars
Officially Under Way
Academy Award considerations have of-

ficially begun this week, with notices of

screenings of 49 feature motion pictures
going to members of six branches. Screen-
ing dates must be concluded by February
15 and notices have been sent.

Ballots for the nominations will be
mailed on February 13. From the returns
the five actual nominees in each category
will be selected.

Columbia’s “Pepe” and MGM’s “Cimar-
ron” both are listed in all six categories.

The French film, “Black Orpheus,” which
won the Oscar last year as “Best Foreign
Film of the Year,” reappears on this

year’s list with three nominations. Since

it has enjoyed regular bookings here, the
film now is eligible for the other, general

categories.

Others being considered include:

“Bells Are Ringing,” art, musical; “Never
on Sunday,” costume, score, song; “The
Gallant Hours,” art; “It Started in Na-
ples,” art; “High Time,” score, song;

“North to Alaska,” score; “From the Ter-

SEEING IS BELIEVING—Maybe it

was all for the sake of publicity, but

when Barbara Steele arrived at the

Los Angeles International Airport to

portray her starring role in American
International’s “The Pit and the Pen-

dulum,” she was met by her pet moun-
tain lion, Tombo. Reportedly, other

travelers gave Barbara and Tombo
plenty of leash room until they were

parked in an awaiting automobile.

race,” costume; “The Entertainer,” cos-
tume; “Exodus,” cinematography, score;
“Cimarron,” art, cinematography, costume,
editing, score, song; “Visit to a Small
Planet,” art; “Spartacus,” art, cinematog-
raphy, costume, editing, score; “Sunrise
at Campobello,” art, costume; “Hiroshima,
Mon Amour,” art; “CinderFella,” musical,
song; “The Crowning Experience,” musi-
cal; “Can-Can,” cinematography, costume,
musical; “Hell to Eternity,” cinematog-
raphy; “Butterfield 8,” cinematography;
“The Facts of Life,” art, cinematography,
costume, song; “Let’s Make Love,” cinema-
tography, musical; “The Virgin Spring,”
costume; “Man With the Green Carna-
tion,” costume; “Alamo,” cinematography,
editing, score, song; “Crack in the Mirror,”
cinematography, costume; “Home From
the Hill,” cinematography; “The Story of

Ruth,” art; “I’m All Right, Jack,” cos-

tume; “The Magnificent Seven,” score;

“Swiss Family Robinson,” song; “Pepe,”
art, cinematography, costume, editing,

musical, song; “Who Was That Lady?”
cinematography; “The Fugitive Kind,”
cinematography; “The Lost World,” cos-

tume; “Rise and Fall of Legs Diamond,”
costume; “Elmer Gantry,” art, cinema-
tography, editing, score; “All the Young
Men,” art, cinematography; “G. I. Blues,”

art, musical; “Black Orpheus,” cinematog-
raphy, musical, song; “Seven Thieves,”

art, costume; “Heller in Pink Tights,” art;

“Inherit the Wind,” art, cinematography,
editing; “Midnight Lace,” costume, edit-

ing; “The Apartment,” art, cinematog-
raphy, editing, score; “The Dark at the

Top of the Stairs,” editing; “Song With-
out End,” editing, musical; “Eugene One-
gin,” musical; “Psycho,” art, cinematog-

raphy; “Sons and Lovers,” art, cinematog-

raphy.

Bobby Darin and Steve Blauner

Form Sandar Productions

Bobby Darin and his manager, Steve

Blauner, have organized an independent

firm, Sandar Productions, announcing

“The Sound of Hell” as their first vehicle.

“Hell” is a screenplay by Richard Carr,

which the two have recently purchased. It

is to star Darin and four others. Blauner

would act as executive producer of this and

any other properties.

Darin made his first screen appearance

as a guest star of “Pepe” for Columbia

and recently completed a costarring role

in “Come September” for Universal-In-

ternational. He also has been signed to

topline the cast of Robert Pirosh's “Separa-

tion Hill” at Paramount.

Hall Bartlett to Produce

The Caretakers' for UA
Hall Bartlett and United Artists have

signed an agreement for his independent

company, Hall Bartlett Productions, to

film “The Caretakers,” Dariel Telfer novel,

for UA release.

Coincidentally, Bartlett signed Robert

and Eileen Bassing to write the screenplay

of the story, a dramatic study of life and

love centered in and around one of the

country’s leading mental institutions.

“The Caretakers” is earmarked for a

high-budget top name cast, with filming

tentatively set for late spring. Bartlett will

produce and direct.
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WILL DO BUSINESS WITH RIGHT MATERIAL , TIME TO SELL
Wall Disney Program

To Be Diversified
NEW YORK— Diversification of story

material will be the keynote of the Walt
Disney 'program for 1961, Irving Ludwig,

president of Disney’s

Buena Vista Distrib-

uting Co., told a

tradepress luncheon
at 21 Club here Mon-
day (16). Six pic-

tures, representing a
negative cost of $16,-

500,000, will comprise
the program which
ranges from adven-
ture to sophisticated

comedy.
The leadoff pic-

ture, now in release,

is “Swiss Family Robinson,” which, as of

January 12, has grossed $3,101,000 in about
340 engagements. Ludwig said he believed

the picture would bring in eventual film
rentals of $7,500,000, topping “20,000

Leagues Under the Sea,” which has grossed
$6,600,000.

‘101 DALMATIANS’ NEXT
Second release of the year will be “101

Dalmatians,” cartoon feature, which will

have a dual premiere at the Palace in New
York and the State-Lake in Chicago on
February 10. It will go into general release

at Easter, following prerelease engage-
ments in Florida and New England.

Charles Levy, advertising chief for

Buena Vista, said there were more than 50
licensees of merchandise on “101 Dalma-
tians,” covering clothing, toys, music, etc.

The campaign, covering all media, is not
confined to attracting children but will

reach adults as well.

“The Absent-Minded Professor” will be
the third release of the year and already
has been booked into Radio City Music
Hall as the Easter attraction. Starring
Fred MacMurray, Nancy Olson, Keenan
Wynn, Tommy Kirk, Leon Ames and El-

liot Reid, the picture is along the lines of

“The Shaggy Dog.” Ludwig said “The
Shaggy Dog” now represented Disney’s
highest-grossing picture, having taken in

$9,424,000 in the U.S. and Canada.
Coming up as the fourth release will be

“The Parent Trap,” a sophisticated comedy
and a picture considered somewhat offbeat
for Disney, having to do with identical

twins, each of whom lives with a separate,

divorced parent and, together, help to get
the parents reunited. It stars Hayley Mills,

Maureen O’Hara, Brian Keith and Joanna
Barnes, and will be released in June.

FINAL TWO OF YEAR
Coming in mid-July will be “Nikki, Wild

Dog of the North,” based on James Oliver

Curwood’s “Nomads of the North,” pro-
duced in Canada by an all-Canadian cast

and crew and embodying the production
techniques of the True-Life Adventures
and live-action features.

The final picture on the 1961 schedule
will be “Babes in Toyland,” a modern
version of the Victor Herbert classic, which
will be Disney’s Christmas release.

Ludwig and Levy said that television

would be used extensively in advertising

the six-picture program to the public.

Prime time will be bought on all networks.

Irving Ludwig

Exhibitors More Optimistic, Spending

To Update Theatres, Pasternak Finds

NEW YORK—On his recent nationwide
promotion tour on behalf of his “Where
the Boys Are,” pro-
ducer Joseph Paster-
nak was approached
by an independent
exhibitor who owned
a theatre in a town
not too far from a
large city. The ex-
hibitor complained
that business was
bad, his programs
were not drawing
profitable patronage
and the townspeople
appeared to be in-
different to motion pictures. He asked
Pasternak what the answer was.

“I didn’t know his situation and couldn’t
give a definite answer,” Pasternak said
over coffee and toast in his suite in the
Plaza Hotel. “But I did ask him some ques-
tions.”

Joseph Pasternak

THE QUESTIONS ASKED
Pasternak asked the exhibitor if he had

kept his theatre up to date; if he recently
had checked on the quality of his sound;
if he had delved into the possibility of
projection defects; if his seats were com-
fortable; if he were using imagination in
his advertising and promotion. The ex-
hibitor conceded that Pasternak had a
point and that a thorough study of his
problems was in order, the results of which
might be the answer.

‘The exhibitor said he would report back
to me,” Pasternak said, “and I’m anxiously
awaiting his letter.”

The producer said the mentioned ex-
hibitor was the exception rather than the
rule on this latest trip. He said he had
made a similar, but shorter, tour for

“Please Don’t Eat the Daisies” and that
he found a different attitude among the-
atre men on the tour just ended.

“I found exhibitors spending money for

improvements,” he said. “And smiles had
replaced frowns. There was more optim-
ism and a greater tendency to participate
in cooperative advertising.”

PROMOTIONAL AIDS HELP
Pasternak said he found that where an

exhibitor was given the right promotional
and publicity material and in plenty of

time in advance of opening of a particular

picture, he was filling his theatre. Right
material and sufficient time to plant it are

prime factors in any successful campaign,
he said. The trailer is a picture’s first con-
tact with the public and the preparation
and care that go into a trailer are as im-
portant as the preparation of the picture

itself.

Production costs have skyrocketed and
exhibitors must realize that they must help

the investments by way of hard selling and
l’easonable film terms. If they don’t, Pas-

ternak said, “there are going to be a lot

more bowling alleys where theatres once

stood.” He said competition of any kind

was healthy, but all segments of the in-

dustry must work together to meet or lick

competition. “It is up to us in production

to deliver the merchandise, but exhibition

must share in the job of making the mer-
chandise profitable.”

Favorable playing time, such as holiday

periods, is of minor importance if an ex-

hibitor has a good strong picture to sell,

he said. In the case of “Where the Boys

Are,” which has a cast of comparative

unknowns, exhibitors knew it had to be sold

and they went out and sold it with highly

profitable results. He said exhibitors ap-

plauded the foresight of building new stars

and that a great deal of thought must

be given to tomorrow. Stars always will

be necessary, but new ones must be de-

veloped.

Pasternak said he did not hear ex-

hibitors ask the old stock question, “Who’s

in it?” The reputation of the picture

through advance publicity had overcome

the dated question. And that is where the

importance of supplying exciting newspa-

per material comes in, he said. People are

interested in motion pictures and love to

read about the goings-on of the industry.

Newspapers know this and will give space

to stories that are readable and printable.

Newspaper coverage of “Where the Boys

Are” has been “overwhelming,” Paster-

nak said. The press got the kind of stories

it wanted.

ENTHUSIASTIC ATTITUDE

The enthusiasm shown by exhibitors was

heartening to Pasternak on his promo-

tion tour. Their attitude appeared to be

“we are still in business and always will

be as long as we get good pictures. A suc-

cessful picture earns more money today

than it has in the past, but an exhibitor

has to be alert and on his toes if he wants

to cash in on the opportunities.”

Pasternak will have two pictures in work

simultaneously in the late spring. One will

be “Jumbo,” previously announced and

based on Billy Rose’s Hippodrome produc-

tion of the 1930s. The other is tentatively

titled “The Bottletop Affair.” “Jumbo” is

not formally cast but Pasternak is hoping

to get Doris Day, Dean Martin and Red

Skelton for the top roles.

Alliance Amusement Co.
Affiliated With TOA
CHICAGO—Alliance Amusement Co.

has enrolled its 70 theatres in Indiana,

Illinois, Wisconsin and Washington in

Theatre Owners of America, following by

two days the affiliation of Louisiana The-
atre Owners Ass’n with TOA.

S. J. Papas, Alliance executive vice-

president, also is president of the National

Ass’n of Concessionaires which will co-

sponsor TOA trade’s show at its 14th an-

nual convention in New Orleans in Octo-

ber.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

I

&
^ Adv. of Huckleberry Finn, The (MGM) 125 80 85 90 105 70 75 125 120 120 200 100 105 115 150 105 111

|jj
Amazing Transparent Man, The (AIP) 90 105 100 100 30 90 125 91

j
Apartment, The (UA) 175 220 200 200 190 265 225 135 200 350 350 300 300 250 no 195 150 250 150 0*e*

i As the Sea Rages (Col) 90 85 90 100 100 100 94

5 Battle in Outer Space (Col) 105 125 100 115 100 140 no 100 90 185 125 115 113

jj
Battle of the Sexes, The (Cont'l) 125 100 155 100 100 no 145 175 115 175 75 125

i
Bellboy, The (Para) 110 175 200 185 155 175 270 175 300 250 135 195 125 200 200 190

Beyond the Time Barrier (AIP) 105 85 90 100 125 100 101

|
Bobbikins (20th-Fox) 160 100 100 100 100 100 100 90 106

| Boy Who Stole a Million, The (Para) 100 100 100 80 100 100 100 100 98

[
Breakout (Cont'l) 125 100 60 100 40 100 100 100 91 1

ij
Captain's Table, The (20th-Fox) 120 180 100 100 140 100 145 135 100 125 100 122

j;
Carry On, Nurse (Governor) 160 150 120 185 150 275 150 150 125 300 150 100 185 250 175

;j
CinderFella (Para) 125 150 240 95 100 180 115 150 150 no 180 125 100 95 160 no 150 137

|
Cousins, The (F-A-W) 125 165 80 75 100 95 185 225 131

|
Crowded Sky, The (WB) 95 100 120 215 90 95 175 115 115 145 100 120 150 130 90 150 75 122

f
Dog's Best Friend, A (UA) 100 100 100 100 90 100 99

1 Elmer Gantry (UA) 200 175 160 215 115 190 175 135 200 250 340 200 175 250 no 200 225 195

Enemy General, The (Col) 125 100 100 100 100 125 90 100 105

Entertainer, The (Cont'l) 130 200 160 150 145 160 158

Expresso Bongo (Cont'l) 100 125 105 135 80 100 150 150 150 100 no 200 80 122

Facts of Life, The (UA) 125 250 115 215 120 200 125 200 200 200 300 165 175 184

Five Bold Women (Citation) 100 75 100 130 75 100 97

:j
Flaming Star (20th-Fox) 150 120 140 110 170 75 300 145 150 120 148

H Freckles (20th-Fox) 90 100 100 100 100 98

£
\
Grass Is Greener, The (U-I) 150 225 110 185 180 150 150 300 150 180 250 215 187

|| High Time (20th-Fox) 100 150 125 190 115 90 110 100 115 200 no 200 200 160 100 160 105 175 130 150 139

if! Legions of the Nile (20th-Fox) 95 100 75 85 50 100 80 120 90 88

li| Marriage-Go-Round, The (20th-Fox) 110 160 130 150 200 no no 139

jj!
School for Scoundrels (Cont'l) 150 150 170 150 125 200 300 175 200 180

^ Studs Lonigan (UA) 80 155 100 100 80 135 100 150 100 75 130 no
ij Sundowners, The (WB) 150 180 120 185 165 125 250 100 180 150 130 120 160 130 175 175 100 153

§| Sunrise at Campobello (WB) 125 150 105 250 80 70 175 110 100 100 225 80 125 90 115 150 90 no 100 124

§| Surprise Package (Col) 95 90 95 190 135 80 100 100 125 140 100 100 100 200 100 140 100 175 no 150 121

% Sword and the Dragon, The (Valiant) 140 190 140 110 130 140 130 275 125 140 140 151

1 Ten Who Dared (BV) 85 185 160 100 100 120 120 100 100 no 130 119

f| 3 Murderesses (20th-Fox) 90 85 120 100 100 60 85 115 45 90 100 100 100 85 91

Wackiest Ship in the Army, The (Col) 190 400 300 200 200 175 244

|| Walking Target (UA) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

H Where the Boys Are (MGM) 160 200 175 140 145 180 167

|| Where the Hot Wind Blows (MGM) 140 150 120 90 90 75 no no no 100 no 100 100 90 125 125 75 107

§ Why Must I Die? (AIP)

wmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
85 135 100 100 85 100 101

1
TOP HITS

1. Facts of Life, The (UA)

Boston ....250

4. Marriage-Go-Round,

New York

The (20th-Fox)

200

1

Ut

THE WEEK
2. Grass Is Greener, The (U-I)

Omaha ....215

5. Sundowners, The (WB)

Memphis 180

Individual runs, not an average.

Pictures with less than five runs

do not appear in the chart above.
3. Entertainer

Boston

The (Cont'l)

....200

6. Wackiest Ship

Seattle

in the Army, The (Col)

175



Flourishing Film Business Will Be

Reborn From Errors of Depression'

Two Omaha Records

Broken Since Jan. 1
OMAHA—The “Ben-Hur” epic ended a

48-week run at the Cooper Theatre in a
blaze of glory Thursday (15), topping the
long successful appearance with a 300 per
cent mark. That figure was piled on top
of a 300 per cent mark for the next to
the last week and several high preceding
weeks' marks. Six straight sellouts in a
row were recorded the closing weekend.
At the State Theatre, “Swiss Family Rob-
inson,” in its third week, hit 350 per cent
for the second week in a row and set a
new all-time run record. In three weeks
“Swiss Family” outgrossed the mark which
was chalked up by “Shaggy Dog” in four
weeks. The daily attendance record was
broken three times. Indications were the
fourth week would run high, judging by
the sellout crowds the third weekend.

(Average Is 100)
Cooper—Ben-Hur (MGM), 48th wk 300
Dundee

—

Mon in a Cocked Hat (Showcorporation) 100
Omaha—The Sundowners (WB), 2nd wk 95
Orpheum

—

The Grass Is Greener (U-l), 2nd wk. 120
State

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 3rd wk. 350

Seven Milwaukee First Runs
Range High Above Average
MILWAUKEE—First-run situations had

a fine week here, with the sole exception
of "Marriage-Go-Round,” which was dis-

appointing in a second week at the Wis-
consin. Other holdovers continued to main-
tain soaring levels, four houses surpassing
the 200 mark.
Downer—School for Scoundrels (Cont'l), 3rd wk. 130
Palace

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), 2nd wk. 275
Riverside—Swiss Fomily Robinson (BV), 3rd wk. 225
Strand—Een-Hur (MGM), 35th wk 250
Times

—

Never on Sunday (Lopert), 3rd wk 225
Towne

—

Where the Boys Are (MGM), 2nd wk 135
Warner—Goliath and the Dragon (AIP); The

Last Rebel (Sterling World-AlP) 185
Wisconsin—The Morriage-Go-Round (20th-

Fox), 2nd wk 75

Epic in Triumphant 700
Finish in Minneapolis

MINNEAPOLIS—In another week which
consisted mostly of holdovers “Ben-Hur”
scored 700 per cent in its 47th and final
week at the Academy and “Swiss Family
Robinson” had a rating of 300 per cent
in its fourth week at the Gopher. Most
other offerings rated average or below
for the week.
Academy

—

Ben-Hur (MGM). 47th wk 700
Century

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama),
reissue, 4th wk 75

Gopher—Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 4th wk. 300
Lyric—The Sundowners (WB), 3rd wk 80
Orpheum

—

The Wackiest Ship in the Army (Col),
3rd wk 100

Pan

—

Seven Ways From Sundown (U-l); S.O.S.
Pacific (U-l) 80

St. Louis Park

—

Never on Sunday (UA), 3rd wk. 190
State—The Grass Is Greener (U-l), 3rd wk 70
Suburban World

—

The Entertainer (Cont'l), 4th wk. 90
Uptown—The Facts of Life (UA), 4th wk 195
World

—

Butterfield 8 (MGM), 10th wk 100

William Donnelly Dead
MINNEAPOLIS — William Donnelly,

longtime representative of IATSE and a
vice-president from 1954 to 1957, died here
recently. He had been a member of Local
13 since 1920, of which he had served as
president and business agent. Donnelly
was active in state and national politics

and played a significant part in the first

election of Hubert Humphrey as senator
from Minnesota. He is survived by his
wife Martha.

First Pioneer Prize

Won by Del Farrell
MINNEAPOLIS—Winners of a recent

business contest among Pioneer Theatres
managers were announced here recently by
Harold Field, president. The contest
started October 2 and ran through De-
cember 31.

First prize winner of $500 was Del Far-
rell, manager of the Vista at Storm Lake,
Iowa. William Ax-ts, manager of the Car-
roll at CaiToll, Iowa, second, won $300,
and Chai’les Henley, manager of the At-
lantic at Atlantic, Iowa, third, won $200.

Field pointed out that all three mana-
gers wei’e so closely bunched during most of

the contest that it wasn’t until almost the
end when the winners were determined.
The business-building contest was based
on total gi-osses, that is, compared to the
same period last year.

In another contest for gains in conces-
sions business the three winners, in order,
were Clai-ence Coons, Sac at Sac City; C.
A. Henley, Atlantic, and Rollin Stonebrook,
Arrow at Chex-okee, all in Iowa.

Thex-e also were contests running con-
currently for extra l-evenue (managei’s had
to exceed their quotas to be eligible for the
“Top Man” contest) and special contests
for the best campaigns on specific pictui'es.

Plans for all the contests were set up at
Pioneer Theatres’ annual meeting last Au-
gust at Casco Point lodge at Lake Minne-
tonka near here. For all the contests the
theatre managers were given quotas and
the prizes wei-e detennined by the percent-
age they had exceeded the quotas.

Birthday Luncheon Given
Zukor on His 88th Year
HOLLYWOOD—Adolf Zukor, founder

of Paramount Pictures and chairman of

the board, was honored at a luncheon on
his 88th birthday at the studio. Many top
producers and directors attended to pay
tribute to the grand old man of motion
pictures, among them Hal Wallis, Joseph
Haze, Jerry Lewis, Mel Shavelson, Jack
Rose, Henry Blanke, Martin Jui'ow, Rich-
ard Shepherd, Bryan Foy, Edmond O’Brien,
Stanley Frazen, Robert Pirosh, John Cas-
savetes, Bud Yorkin, Norman Lear, Edward
Dmytryk, Ed Beloin and Maurice Richlin.

'Psycho' and 'Silence'

Get Best-Film Awards
HOLLYWOOD—“Psycho,” Alfi-ed Hitch-

cock production for Paramount, and the
Bi-itish-made “The Angry Silence” wei-e

voted the best films of 1960 in a tie vote by
the select film committee of the Interna-
tional Board of Motion Picture Reviewers.
Dual awards also were given to Hitchcock
and Guy Green as the best directors of the
year, and Richai'd Attenborough (Angry
Silence) and Tony Perkins (Psycho) as
best actors of the year. Melina Mercouri
of “Never on Sunday” was named best
actress.

MONDOVI, WIS.—Mrs. H. G. (Louise)

Miller, who entered film business on the
threshold of its gloomiest years, today sees

a revival of the once-flourishing industry.

She thinks that theatre operators, the in-

dustry and the public have gained lasting

benefits from that recession. Her analysis

of both gains and shortcomings of the

industry is based on long experience.

Louise Miller started working in a the-

atre in 1945 and has been an owner and
operator since she was 19. Her father, an
engineer, ‘Tetired” at 38 and went into

theatre business at Sleepy Eye, Minn., in

1945. Louise woi'ked as an usher, in the

boxoffice and as secretary to her father.

She attended Michigan State College

where she studied premedicine and journ-
alism, but returned in 1950 to theatre

business at Muskogee, Okla.
With the sale of this property she be-

came sole operator hei-e of the Mondovi
Theatre. Her father now operates the Du-
rand Theatre in Durand, Wis., and is also

a consulting engineer at Rochester, Minn.

SEVERAL DEPRESSING FACTORS
“More than the novelty of television

contributed to the dilemma of theatres,”

Mrs. Miller said. “Many persons bought
theatres during the war boom as enjoyable

and lucrative investments. Disillusion-

ment followed. Many of these novices didn’t

belong in the business. They wei’en’t show-
men and they were poor promoters.”

Contributing to the difficulties that

followed were the deficiencies of the in-

dustry itself, Mrs. Miller added. She
criticized Hollywood for its “lack of good
writers, good actors, good comedy, overuse

of foreign talent, poor titles and type

casting.

“The glamor has gone out of Holly-

wood,” she declared. “Most of the new
stai-s aren’t actors and actresses, they’re

types. Few are boxoffice in the old tradi-

tion, real artists whose names alone would
draw a crowd. We have too many new
names today and not enough perfoi'm-

ance.”

MORE COMEDIES NEEDED
Mi's. Miller also believes there should be

more comedy. “Most people don’t want to

go to a movie and see their own trouble

mirrored, without a solution. They want
a good laugh.”

In spite of her dim view of Hollywood,
Mrs. Miller sees a “silver lining” ahead.
The late fiasco made producers realize

they need the nation’s small theati’es,

she said.

“Some things are being connected,” she
pointed out.

Local theatre business will grow strong
again, Mrs. Miller predicted.

“The novelty of TV has worn off. People
like to be with other people. A generation
that has been fed with teenage fare is

growing up. They will demand better

shows and better shows will bring larger

ci’owds.”

“There is no substitute for the drawing
power of a good movie,” Mrs. Miller added.
“We have recently gone through an era
of technical gimmicks as the answer to

declining patronage. All we need now is

first-rate pictures.”
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DES M O I N
Mrs. M. E. Lee was installed as chairman

of the Women’s Committee of the
Variety Club at its meeting Monday (9)

at the Standard Club. Other new officers
are Mesdames Frank Spuzello, vice-chair-
man; Jennie Satre, recording secretary;
Kenneth Horrigan, corresponding secre-
tary, and Jay Barmish, treasurer.

Remodeling of the Gem Theatre Building
in Charles City is underway. Wally Stol-
fus, who leases the building, said the car-
pets, seats and sections of the interior
walls will be removed so the theatre floor
can be leveled. The theatre ceased opera-
tion on Jan. 1, 1955.

SAVE NOW
MAKE YOUR MONEY

GO MUCH FARTHER
WITH THESE BARGAINS

Coca-Cola
Shipped from our stock in case lots

(4 gallons) or prepaid in 20-gallon

lots from Chicago stock.

Orange
Crush $2

3

*
gal.

Root Beer *1 99
1 gai.

OLD COLONY
Orange, Grape
Wild Cherry *175

BARGAINS GALORE also

on POPCORN supplies

Fast, dependable service. Call us

anytime for ALL your concession
supplies and equipment needs.

Des Moines
THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
1121-23 High St. * Des Moines, Iowa

Phone—CHerry 3-6520.

E S
G. W. “Bill” Glad began his duties early

this month as the new owner of the Monte
Theatre in Monticello. Glad comes from
Richmond, Ind. He began his theatre ex-

perience at the age of 15 with the Pioneer

Theatre Corp. in Webster City and has
worked for Tristates and Central States

and for Iowa United Theatre Corp. Before

coming back to Iowa he operated the larg-

est drive-in theatre in Indiana for the

Hudson Theatre Co. at Richmond. Several

changes are planned at the Monte under
Glad’s management. He will continue two
changes each week until the end of the

basketball season when three changes will

be offered. Also, a late movie will be shown
each Saturday night at 11:30. Work has
started on redecorating the theatre.

“Cimarron” was in its third week at the

new Ingersoll and “Ben-Hur” in its tenth

week at the Capri . . . The National Ballet

of Canada appeared at KRNT Theatre
Thursday (19) and the Drake University

Children’s Theatre presented “The Ghost
of Mr. Penny” over the weekend.

OMAHA
JJnited Artists exchange in Omaha wound

up its accounting activities here last

week and the department was moved to

Des Moines. The booking and shipping

operations will continue at the same loca-

tion. In the Omaha office will be Cal Bard,

salesman; Opal Woodson and Erma De-
Land, bookers, and Shirley Pitts, cashier.

Opal and Shirley were in Des Moines sev-

eral days helping to train the accounting
staff there.

S. J. Backer, exhibitor at Harlan, and
his wife planned a trip to Aberdeen, S. D.,

to see their new granddaughter. Their

daughter, Mrs. A1 Woodraska, recently

had her second girl. Backer and John
Renftle, exhibitor at Audubon, made a

booking trip together to Omaha, and
Renftle’s new Chrysler was banged up
when a truck backed into them . . . Mrs.
R. Wittier has taken over buying, book-
ing and managing at the theatre at

Newell, Iowa.

Dorothy Weaver, assistant cashier at

20th-Fox, had Filmrow drooling with ac-

counts of her vacation trip by jet plane to

California. She had been unable to get

tickets to the Rose Bowl game before she

left but while she was sitting in the

Tournament of Roses parade reviewing
stand a man two rows ahead asked if any-
one wanted to buy a game ticket. When he
learned Dorothy was from Omaha and
wanted a ticket the deal was quickly made
—he also was from Omaha. She took a side

plane trip to Las Vegas and another to

San Francisco, saw a film production un-
der way in Hollywood, and went to the

Santa Anita racetrack and Disneyland.
She stayed with Frances Thorpe, former
Omaha girl who was secretary to the late

Joe Scott at 20th-Fox.

Allied Artists has scheduled a big chil-

dren’s party for the screening of “Dondi”
at the Admiral Theatre February 4. The
Omaha Home for Boys has received a
special invitation and the Omaha Parent-
Teacher Ass’n has indicated it will par-

ticipate, Manager Sol Francis said. Repre-
sentatives from units throughout the city

will be present. Popcorn, balloons and
other favors will be given to the children
. . . Pat Halloran of Buena Vista said
“Swiss Family Robinson” broke three
house records at the State the first week.

Earl Kerr of Conifer, Colo., who has
numerous theatres in this area, visited rel-

atives in Omaha . . . Irvin Beck, theatre
owner and mayor of Wilbur, on a quick
booking trip to Omaha, said he was busy
trying to iron out sewer construction
problems at home. Other exhibitors on the
row included Nebraskans Art Sunde, Pa-
pillion; Phil Lannon, West Point; Howell
Roberts, Wahoo; Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Schuler, Humboldt; Sid Metcalf, Nebraska
City; Ed Christiansen, Ord, and Iowans
Frank Good, Red Oak; Cy Shulte, Anton;
Arnold Johnson, Onawa; H. P. Carleton,
Griswold; Sam Backer, Harlan, and John
Renftle, Audubon.

MILWAUKEE
pile Better Films Council of Milwaukee

County, met at the Sherman Theatre
Monday (9). Mrs. Irvin J. Haus, secretary

of the National Federation of Motion Pic-

ture Councils, reported on the national
board meeting held in New York . . . Joe
Plotkin, “the kosher corned beef king,” has
sold his delicatessen and restaurant at 2901

N. Oakland Ave., so he can travel and take

it easy after 40 years in business. Joe is a

charter member of the Variety Club, and
was always Johnny on the spot for drives

and testimonials. In addition, among the

door prizes at various festivities, you
could bank on an item from Joe’s private

stock.

On the subject of bringing new talent to

the screen, Milwaukee saw an indication

of Hollywood’s efforts, when Joe Paster-

nak, MGM producer, visited here recently

on behalf of “Where the Boys Are.” He
brought with him three newcomers, Paula
Prentiss, Maggie Pierce, and Jim Hutton.
Joe said the dearth of top stars, the high
pay they demand, and the need for more
youthful replacements have compelled the

studios to act.

Speaking of film sales, WTMJ-TV here,

announced a package purchase deal of a

number of Warner Bros, films, made in

the 1950s. The feature-length pictures in-

cluded in the purchase are The Prince

and the Showgirl, Strangers on a Train,

A Star Is Born, Rebel Without a Cause,

Island in the Sky, The High and the

Mighty, The Eddie Cantor Story, Hondo,
Lullaby of Broadway, Sincerely Yours,
and Springfield Rifle, to name a few.

Basil Rathbone, the screen and stage

star, was scheduled to give a talk on his 50

years as an actor at Alverno College here.

He will also read a selection of poems . . .

Visiting here was John Burns, the fledgling

attorney out of Marquette University who
abandoned Blackstone for Hollywood. Aft-

er a part in Milwaukeean Tom Laughlin’s
“Christopher Wotan,” filmed here, he
snagged a part in “Lock Up,” and in the
offing, roles in either Paramount or United
Artists movies shortly, he said.

Richard Widmark has been signed for a

starring role in United Artists' “Judgment
at Nuremberg.”
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AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL PRESENTS ROBERT SIODMAK'S

starring

NADJA TILLER (that “ROSEMARY” girl)

from the novel by ROBIN MAUGHAM

TONY BRITTON • WILLIAM BENDIX • NATASHA PARRY
by ROBERT SlODMAK • A MINTER SIODMAK Production— An AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL Picture

NOW AVAILABLE FOR BOOKING

'/kzL EXCHANGE

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF MILWAUKEE
ED GAVIN

212 West Wisconsin Ave.

MILWAUKEE 3, WIS.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF NEBRASKA & IOWA
MEYER L. STERN

1508 Davenport Street

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF MINNEAPOLIS
BERNARD McCARTHY

74 Glenwood Avenue North

MINNEAPOLIS 3, MINN,



M/A/A/EAPOL/S
j!^s the result of a recent decision of the

Minnesota supreme court the way has
been cleared to use the T. B. Sheldon
Memorial Auditorium in Red Wing as a

motion picture theatre, according to Jim
Fraser, operator. However, there are still

civic suits pending seeking damages which
are being brought by Jack Wright and
associates, operators of the competing
Chief Theatre at Red Wing (now closed).

The state court decision sanctioned the use
of a civic auditorium as a motion picture

theatre by a private operator.

Cecil Charboneau closed his Ellsworth
(Wis.) Theatre, and plans to close his

Valley at Spring Valley, Wis., January 31

until spring . . . Joe Matuska, exhibitor at
Jackson, was on the Row . . . Marge Tun-
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stall, clerk at Paramount, was presented a

gold wrist watch for being with the com-
pany 25 years. She formerly was head in-

spector. The presentation was made by J.

T. McBride, manager.

Kenneth Palmer has purchased the Elk

Theatre at Elkton, S. D., from Leo

Smith, who went to Florida for the winter

. . . Joel A. Swensen, 64, onetime public

relations man and newsreel editor for

20th-Fox, died January 5 at his home in

Darien, Conn. He was director of informa-

tion for the Motion Picture Ass’n and di-

rector of research for Warner Bros. Pic-

tures from 1943 to 1947. Born in St.

James, Minn., Swensen worked on the

Minneapolis Tribune for several years in

the 1920s before entering the motion pic-

ture field.

Gil Swenberger, who recently resigned

after 23 years as general manager of Ber-

ger Amusement Co., has been named man-
ager of the new Ambassador motor hotel

in suburban St. Louis Park, scheduled to

open in March . . . Actor Basil Rathbone
was in for a special program at the Minne-
apolis Institute of Arts . . . Members of

the Variety Club auxiliary are working on
plans for the annual Valentine Heart
Party at the Variety clubrooms February

11, according to Mrs. Augie (Betty) Rat-
ner, president. Proceeds from the party

will go to the heart hospital equipment
fund.

“Exodus” will open at the Academy The-
atre Wednesday (25) at advanced admis-
sion prices on a reserved seat basis . . .

C. L. Tang closed the Strand at Coopers-
town, N. D. . . . Merrick & Crabtree, a

partnership, has taken over operation of

the Lyric at Ellendale, N. D. Warren Mer-
rick is the manager . . . Harold Petsinger

has closed the Leeds Theatre at Leeds,

N. D. . . . Paul R. Burgess closed the Iris

at Velva, N. D. . . . C. R. Erickson re-

opened the Lake at Hendricks.

Leonard E. Jorgensen closed the Regale

at Salem, S. D., and A. O. Iverson closed

the Harbor at Bayfield, Wis. . . . Neil

Neumoeller reopened the Rialto at Tru-
man . . . John Lynch closed the Starbuck
at Starbuck, and the Hecla Civic Ass’n

closed the Hecla at Hecla, S. D. . . . Mrs.

Alice Grengs closed the Border at Sher-
wood, N. D., and Walter R. Sayler closed

the Dakota at Wishek, N. D.
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DES MOINES THEA. SPLY. CO., Des Moines, la.
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96-17 Northern Blvd. Corona 68, N. Y.
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NTC Booking Helm

To Freeman Parsons
MINNEAPOLIS—Freeman Parsons, op-

erator of the Main Street Theatre at Sauk
Centre, was elected new president of

Northwest Theatre Corp., buying and
booking firm, at a meeting of the stock-
holders Tuesday (10) at the Hastings Ho-
tel here. Parsons replaces Frank Mantzke,
who resigned because of ill health.
New members of the board, which has

been reduced from 11 to five members, are
Charles Creamer, Minneapolis Theatre
Supply Co.; Don Buckley, Falls and Red-
wood theatres, Redwood Falls; James
Randgaard, Staples Theatre, Staples; Fred
Schnee, Hollywood and Unique theatres,
Litchfield, and Parsons.
Other stockholders and exhibitors at

the dinner meeting were Frank Wetzstein,
Mandan, N. D.; Frank Hallowell, Dickin-
son, N. D.; Martin Holzman, Whitehall,
Wis.; Mrs. C. H. Pryce, Alma, Wis.; Wil-
liam Flieder, Canby; Lowell Smoots, Little

Falls; Bob Field, manager for Smoots in
Little Falls; Clarence Morris, Park Rapids;
Bert Parsons, Springfield; Bob Buckley,
Redwood Falls; Earl Maxwell, Minneapo-
lis; Bob Lahti, Minneapolis; Vern Schae-
fer, Adams; A1 Fritz, Watertown, S. D.;
A1 Bergmann, Ashland and Hudson, Wis.,
and Paul Lundquist and Dick Toilette of
the staff of Northwest Theatres.

'Kipling's Women' Scores
High at Dallas Coronet
DALLAS—The 400-seat Coronet Thea-

tre, Dallas’ original art theatre, established
an all-time 13-year double record with
“Kipling’s Women.” Crowds stood in the
rain Tuesday, December 27, as the theatre
did its highest one-day gross in 13 years,
showing to 1,187 paid admissions plus
several complimentaries. The picture’s first

week’s gross established the Coronet’s
biggest single week gross in 13 years, ac-
cording to Alfred Sack, owner-manager.
Sack pointed out that his $7,000 gross is

“practically unheard of” for a 400-seat
neighborhood theatre.
As “Kipling’s Women” went into a sec-

ond week. Sack announced that he has
completed negotiations with the picture’s
worldwide distributor, Kroger Babb in
Hollywood, and will serve as Babb’s dis-
tribution agent in the Dallas and Okla-
homa City exchange areas.

Wilder Signs Buchholz
HOLLYWOOD—Producer-director Billy

Wilder has signed Horst Buchholz to a
multiple-picture deal, the second such pact
set for the young actor. Earlier, Joshua
Logan set him for two films in addition
to his recently finished “Fanny.” Buch-
holz’s next film will be on the Wilder deal,
“One, Two, Three,” slated to roll this
spring.

lllululMk 1 i f drcj photos
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THE GUIDE TO

Newsboys Carry Ball

For 'September Storm'
A carrier contest was used by Bob

Whelan, manager of the Orpheum, Minne-
apolis, and Bob Favaro, regional director

of advertising and publicity for 20th-Fox,
to promote “September Storm” when it

played Ted Mann’s Orpheum recently. A
special showing was held for over 2,200

newspaper carrier boys of the Minneapolis
Star and Tribune on a Saturday morning.
In exchange the newspapers gave the the-

atre three quarter-page ads, plus a two-
color flyer publicizing the picture, which
was sent to all carriers.

A tiein also was arranged with the
Aqua-Lung store in Minneapolis, head-
quarters for skindivers in the area. A dis-

play of skindiving equipment was put in

the lobby of the Ox-pheum and a window
display was put in the Aqua-Lung store.

A model was selected as “Miss Septem-
ber Storm” and she appeared with Jack
the Frogman, top local skindiver, on the
Frank Seifei’t show on WTCN-TV and the

i in\ Mary Jo Tearney show on KMSP-TV. Jack
in9-

? the Frogman, Favai’o and Leo Vetter, as-
sistant manager of the Academy Theatre
(also operated by Ted Maim)

,
appeai-ed

on the Treasure Chest show on KSTP-TV
for added publicity for the picture.

Battle of Sex Kittens
Swings at Do Drive-In!
A special twin bill kept the boxoffice

tinkling for a week at the Do Didve-In
on the Metairie road. New Orleans, oper-
ated by Mary and Raymond Gremillion.
Featured was Brigitte Bai’dot in “A Wom-
an Like Satan” and Diana Dors in “An
Alligator Named Daisy.” The Gremillions’
two-column ads were effective.

Headed, “MAN . . . this really SWINGS!
the BATTLE of the SEX KITTENS,” the
ads featured mats of the heads of the two
stars with their initials properly super-
imposed in reverse letters—B. B. vs. D. D.
—on the illustrations.

Fashion Stills on Front
On “Midnight Lace” at the Strand,

Cumbex-land, Md., Fi’ank Florentine had a
terrific flash fi-ont using the fashion stills.

He also plastered the town with 200
window stickers and was able to get 200
table tents on local restaurant tables.

ant»

Zp A Casket in Lobby
Buford Grigg, owner of the Sylvia The-

atre in York, S. C., promoted a casket
from a local funeral pai’lor for a lobby
display on “House of Usher.”

Cooking-Fashion School Brings

In Three Days' Extra Revenue

This picture

shows one of

the cooking

school

demonstrations

that were

held on the

stage of the

Forest Theatre

during a

three-day

cooking school

and

fashion show.

* Be )
**

'

'

Since the Forest Theatre in the Chicago
suburb of Forest Park has no weekday
matinees, Hugh Borland, manager, was
looking around for some activity to bring

in some revenue during those dai’k hours.

He figured a cooking school and fashion
show combined should do the trick!

The time was just at the beginning of

fall.

Since the purpose was primarily extra

revenue, Borland arranged a rental propo-
sition instead of putting on the special

event himself. This way, he figured, the
theatre would receive extra revenue re-

gardless of whether the affair was suc-

cessful or not.

So Boi’land contacted the First Savings
& Loan Corp. of Forest Park and River
Forest to sponsor a three-day cooking
school and fashion show Tuesday through
Thursday, October 11-13. The following

selling angles were used:

First, a cooking school and fashion

school hadn’t been held in Forest Park for

ten years or more.
Second, it would be a fine public rela-

tions event for First Savings to sponsor
the event—it would create a lot of good-
will, which is very important these days.

The First Savings people agreed. Bor-
land and the loan company people then
lined up Madlyn’s Apparel Co. store, Mik-
las Furs, Trage Bros. Furniture & Appli-

ance Co. and Calcagno’s Food Mart to

help put on the program, donate prizes

and distribute the special tickets. These
tickets were printed on 7x2 % bristol,

mentioned all the sponsors and partici-

pants, and were numbered consecutively

and perforated so that the women could
fill out the stubs and drop them in con-
tainers for the drawings for prizes.

The prizes totaled over 100 articles of

merchandise, certificates from the stores,

etc., plus valuable booklets which were
given away as door prizes to everyone at-

tending during the three days.

These booklets were valuable acquisi-

tions for any housewife interested in put-

ting up appetizing, economical food for

the family. Included were Jane Foster’s

Community Cooking School’s “Cooks in

the Pai'lor,” “Holiday Meals,” by Martha
Logan, home economist for Swift & Co.

Cooking demonstrations were put on by

Swift & Co. and the Public Service Co.

Outdoor cookery was demonstrated by
Weber-Stephen and Alcoa. Fashions were

demonstrated by the Madlyn and Miklas

shops.

First Savings ran ads in the Forest Park
Review, the Maywood Herald, Oak Leaves,

Forest Leaves and Elmhurst Press, subur-

ban newspapers, and the other partici-

pants mentioned the affair in their ads.

The First Savings gimmick was the offer

of a copy of the 400-page Better Homes
and Gardens New Cook Book with each

$300 account, old or new.
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The Old Photo Trick Is New.Jn Brixton!

Fine Response to Be-a-Critic Contest
To paraphrase an old French saying, the

older a stunt is the more it is new! An
old promotion can always be dusted off at

intervals and sprung on the changing pub-
lic with brand new effectiveness.

For example, P. Milner, assistant mana-
ger of the Regal Cinema in the Brixton
section of metropolitan London, resorted to

the old photographic distortion trick to

achieve a very graphic promotion for

“Goliath and the Barbarians.” Milner
rounded up George Gulliford, a 25-year-

old built like the Goliath of old who
serves as a lifesaver in season, to pose on
the street in front of the Regal for a photo
taken out of scale, which made him look

like a 20 or 30-foot giant. Insert in Gul-
liford's hand was a tiny print of Milner
himself. The doctored up picture was sub-

mitted to the editors of newspapers in Brix-

ton and surrounding communities, six of

which reproduced the trick photograph
with this caption:

A LIVING GOLIATH
“A LIVING GOLIATH . . . Brockwell

Park Lido lifesaver, 25-year-old George
Gulliford, Stockwell, poses out of scale to

advertise ‘Goliath and the Barbarians’

outside the Regal, Brixton. The little man
in his hand is assistant manager Peter

Milner. Real heights: Mr. Gulliford, 6 ft.

4 ins.; Mr. Milner, 5 ft. 7 ins.”

The photo reproduced in the Advertiser

and News was four columns wide. It was
the first time this stunt had been pulled

off in Brixton in a long time and it really

got attention.

Among the lobby displays set up was one
by the Guinness stout and liquors. The tie-

in line was “Guinness for Strength,” and
this line also was used in public houses
(taverns) and sports shops.

A thousand overprinted postcard pic-

tures of Steve Reeves were distributed,

mainly to the younger folk, together with
the same number of entry forms for a
special contest, held with other ABC cir-

cuit theatres in the area, tieing in Corgi
toys and a traffic safety angle.
For “Peeping Tom,” a foyer peepbox was

made, comprising cutouts, stills and a

photographic montage. The “peepshow”
inside featured a still of Pamela Green,
a well-known model.

JAM-SAUCE DISPLAYS
“The Angry Silence” had received tre-

mendous national press, Milner reports,

so he directed his campaign on this one
more toward informing the public that
this particular film was at the Regal.
Two national tieups were prominently ex-
ploited in lobby displays on 5x6-foot peg-
boards which the British showmen use
extensively. The tieups were with the
makers of HP sauce and Robertson jams.
The pegboard held HP bottles, stills and
other material.
The Regal campaign for “The Bramble

Bush” was aimed at the more discerning
filmgoer via a “Become a Critic for a
Night” contest, which was sponsored by
the South London Press, and supplemented
by a foyer display and art card distribu-
tion. Entries were numerous. Valuable
prizes of books were promoted.

Old Photo Trick . . .

Simple But Effective . . .

' ~
17)

Displays do not have to be elaborate to

be effective. For “The Trials of Oscar
Wilde,” an Oscar Wilde corner was cre-

ated, consisting of a small table covered
with red velvet on which was placed a top
hat, a pair of white gloves, a green carna-
tion and a visiting card. The display was
completed by a mock Victorian theatre
playbill announcing the film.

A novelty visiting card was distributed
for “The Rise and Fall of Legs Diamond.”
Copy: “At Your Service . . . Jack ‘Legs’

Diamond, Gangster . . . Hijacking. Black-
mail. Rackets. Murder . . . For appoint-
ments call at your local ABC theatre.”
These were distributed in the foyer, dis-

creetly left in buses and shops and some
given out by hand on the street.

Hat Giveaway, RCA Tiein

Back Soonerland 'Blues'
A supply of Elvis Presley hats, an RCA

distributor tieup, a deal with a couple of

radio stations and a screening were put

together for a “G.I. Blues” campaign at

Oklahoma City. Farris Shanbour, who op-

erates the Plaza Theatre in partnership

with Charles Shadid, got KOCY and
KTOK to play eight tunes a day at no cost

immediately before the Plaza’s regular

spots. The stations, due to FCC rules,

limited their message to “You have just

heard a tune from the ‘G.I. Blues’ album,
latest of the Elvis Presley films . . . Coming
to Oklahoma City.”

The RCA distributor ran three different

size ads four days in advance and after

opening, and set up displays in all record

shops in the city. RCA also bought time
on WKY to plug the album and the film.

RCA gave Elvis Presley hats at a screen-

ing at the Plaza.

The company had a Plaza booth selling

Presley albums ten days in advance and
during the run.

The hats also were given away at the
theatre during the first week.

College Profs Help With
'Girl of Night' Campaign
Sam Mills had a nice campaign on “Girl

of the Night” at the Strand Theatre, Dela-
ware, Ohio. First, he had an eye-catching
front display aimed at adults, and with
some good punch lines. It really got at-

tention, too. Sam also had a one-sheet in

the Fort Delaware Hotel which was dis-

played around the book rack. A thousand
cards were made up and passed out at the

football game. This was done with the

help of the social study and psychology
departments. The professor heading the

criminal psychology department really

went all out in seeing that the cards were
attached to the football programs. He also

made announcements in class. The cards
read:

“It is better for one man to light a
candle than for all to curse the dark-
ness . . . ‘The Call Girl,’ her emotional
instability, causes, cures, are all a matter
beyond the knowledge of science ! This
motion picture has been based on their

social and psychoanalytical study. See,

etc.”

Screen Tests to Plug
'Atlas/ Starting Feb. 1

Roger Corman, president of The Film-
group, has announced a two-headed na-
tional exploitation campaign to sell the
company’s first million-dollar venture,

“Atlas.” To be inaugurated February 1, the

ballyhoo will involve “use of camera crews
in key areas to test handsome muscle men
and beautiful girls for god and goddess
roles in the followup picture, which will be

called ‘Jason and the Golden Fleece’,”

Corman said.

Added publicity and advertising will her-

ald the work of the crews testing for the

next production, timed to precede satura-

tion openings of “Atlas.” Candidates se-

lected by screening at Corman’s head-
quarters will be brought to Hollywood un-
der contract guaranteeing roundtrip fare

and accommodations in addition to salaries

which will be governed by importance of

roles.
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Train Sel Giveaway

Is Yule Show Winner
Two innovations at the Tribune Theatre

in lower Manhattan did exceptionally well

this last Christmas season.

One was the selection of an expensive

model train set, complete with switches,

trestles, miniature train stations, etc., as

a giveaway at the Saturday pre-Christmas

Day matinee. Julian S. Katz, a contributor

to Showmandiser when he was with Rand-
force Amusement Corp. in the New York
area, now is publicity-exploitation direc-

tor for the Tribune. He reports the HO
train set was displayed in the Tribune
lobby with spots, and a 40x60 in color

advertising the Christmas matinee and
giving credit to the participating store,

Spiegel’s toy and novelty store, on Nassau
street near the theatre.

In addition, the whole giveaway was
advertised in Spiegel’s window on busy
Nassau.

VASTLY SUPERIOR TO BICYCLES
“Trains have a certain fascination about

them,” Katz comments, “and the two-week
display of the train operating in the lobby

caused crowds to gather at every break.

We found the train giveaway vastly su-

perior to any bicycle giveaway we have
had in recent years.”

The other innovation at the Tribune was
the use of a combination commercial-
greetings trailer in which a limited number
of merchants participated at a very sub-

stantial consideration.

“This was entered into with trepidation,

since it was felt that patrons might object

to seeing advertising on the screen, after

having paid a substantial admission price,

like they do on television,” Katz reports.

“However, no one expressed one word in

condemnation; in fact, many actually

applauded the limited number of mer-
chants we allowed to advertise. Our only

regret was that maybe we were over-

cautious in restricting the trailer as much
as we had done.

“We do not wish to infer that this type

of trailer should be used with any regu-

larity in neighborhood theatres, but it is a

good revenue producer and certainly can
be used at certain holidays without fear of

antagonizing anyone.”
Mrs. Alexander Falcon, in charge of the

Tribune concessions stand, featured a

Lucky popcorn special at December Sun-
day matinees with “very heartwarming”
results. A number of passes are inserted

into the more expensive bags of popcorn.

She uses this gimmick also to dispose of

some slow-moving items, and reports im-
pressive results.

KEEPS CONCESSION OPEN LATE
A suggestion she adopted from Boxof-

fice

—

keeping the concessions stand open
late at night—has resulted in a consider-

able improvement in receipts.

The Tribune management maintains a

close relationship with the churches in the

area, Katz relates, and religious pictures

are shown periodically, with the parochial

school attending in a body. The Tribune
seating capacity is on the small side, but
its daily opening time is 9 a.m., so these

school groups can be accommodated both
in the morning and afternoons. All tick-

ets for these group affairs are sold in the

schools, with the schools receiving a per-

centage.

“In return for the support of the

A concentrated advertising and
publicity campaign in Salt Lake

City resulted in one of the big-

gest weekends of business in the-

atre history for Christmas and
New Year’s holidays.

Starting a month before Christ-

mas, theatremen went to adver-

tising managers and publishers of

Salt Lake papers and asked their

cooperation in putting over the

drive.

The Deseret News started De-
cember 9 by superimposing the

Fox slogan, “It’s Holiday Time in

Theatre-Land Salt Lake City”

over several picture layouts on

motion pictures scheduled for the

holiday period. This was done aft-

er consulting with other circuits

who agreed to go along despite the

fact a rival organization’s slogan

would be used.

The Salt Lake Tribune used the

slogan, “Movietime Is Anytime,”

over its layouts. A total of 12 big

breaks resulted, some with the slo-

gans, others layouts alone. All

called attention to current as

well as coming films.

Attractive advertising layouts

were carried in the papers the

days before the holidays.

Resulting business was equal

with the biggest holiday business

in the city’s history, according to

showmen, who said the four-day

New Year’s holiday saw theatres

chalking up record grosses.

Ad-Publicity Push

At Salt Lake

Hits Jackpot

churches, the Tribune Theatre is careful

not to show pictures which are suitable

for adults only on Saturday afternoons,

and therefore substitutes programs which
are approved for children,” Katz reports.

Giveaways for the children on Saturday
matinees are a regular policy of the thea-
tre, with the cost defrayed by merchant
tieups.

Falcon Enterprises now is operating the
Tribune, which is at 154 Nassau St.

Sweetheart Night!
A couple—husband and wife or boy and

girl friend—were admitted for 75 cents at

a Sweetheart Night promoted by Rufus
Neas at the Playhouse in Statesville, N. C.,

during “Journey to the Lost City.”

'Girl' on Newsstands
When “Girl of the Night” played the

Vernon, Mount Vernon, Ohio, Tom Wil-
liams tied in with two newsstands for

book displays.

Virginia Setzer fingered through all her

magazine files and clipped all pictures of

Clark Gable, no matter how old, and ar-

ranged them on a one-sheet board in the

lobby with clippings about his death, as

a promotion for “It Started in Naples” at

the Spartan Theatre in Sparta, N. C.

Youngsters Under 12

Given Chance to Vote
Ed Farmer of the Ayers Theatre in

Corpus Christi, Tex., set up two ballot

boxes in the lobby a week before the No-
vember general election to give the kiddies

under 12 a little practice in voting. One
box was for Nixon ballots, the other was
for Kennedy. He reports the response, and
publicity, was good.

The tenth annual Toys for Tots show
conducted at the Ayers netted a truckload

of toys, which were later distributed by
the Marine Corps Reserves to needy chil-

dren. The Marines also sponsored a Food
for the Needy show at the Ayers.

Promotion From Sky
A new slant, broadcasting his Kiva The-

atre program from a low flying airplane,

was accomplished by Colorado Manager
George Hyde, in Durango, recently. Using
a battery-powered amplifier, George had
the pilot glide down over the city, while

he made his sales pitch.

Movie Tickets at A&P
The A&P chain headquarters in Chicago

announced it has planned to experiment
with guest motion picture coupon promo-
tion. Customers will receive theatre cou-

pons with purchases amounting to $7.50

or more.
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Fine Campaign for 'Song'

At Granada in Buffalo
Joe Garvey’s campaign on “Song With-

out End" at the Granada Theatre, Buffa-

lo, was exceptional. On Isenberg jewelry,

he had tieups with Adam, Meldrum and
Hengerer’s. There were also displays in

both department stores. He had 11 window
displays with Asta travel agencies.

He effected the Decca Records tiein

which consisted of 20 window displays in

music stores, as well as theatre lobby dis-

plays.

There was a piano marathon in a down-
town store window which broke a previous

record. The piano was through courtesy of

Wurlitzer, and prizes were donated by

the Music Dealers Association of Buffalo,

three restaurants, Noah’s Ark stores, beau-

ty shops, gasoline stations, appliance

stores, men’s shops, clothing stores and
music stores.

Publicity for the marathon was covered

by two local TV stations, five radio sta-

tions, plus the Tonawanda News and the

Advertiser.

Music tieins were effected with a Buffa-

lo Philharmonic concert, with selections

being devoted to Liszt and “Song Without
End.”
A contest was run on one radio station

whereby 25 albums were given away by

Decca. Another radio station held a con-

test in the morning, and one Sunday night

was tagged Liszt night by WEBR. Open-
ing night was sponsored by the Buffalo

Philharmonic Junior Committee.

Name Island Contest Is

Big Deal for
#Robinson

#

“Swiss Family Robinson” got a warm
welcome at the Eckel Theatre, Syracuse,

N. Y., from Herb Brown. First of all he

promoted 15 transistor radios from a hob-
by shop and these were used as giveaways

in a contest over a local TV station. The
gimmick was a Name the Island contest,

and every day a new clue was given to an
actual island existing somewhere in Onon-
daga County. The key clue was posted in

the hobby shop window also, and this had
to be seen before the island could be prop-

erly identified. This contest resulted in

$480 worth of free TV for the theatre and
picture. The contest got a big play on every

kids program, and this really meant a

great deal.

Brown also made arrangements with the

local Navy recruiter to hook up a sound-
truck with a six-sheet A-board on it, as

well as some 22x28s, etc., which were put
on the doors and the back of the truck.

Two Navy men cruised around town
handing out approximately 4,000 Navy
comic books, with a snipe across each one
saying: “For Real Adventure, Join the

Navy! and For ‘Reel’ Adventure, See ‘Swiss

Family Robinson,’ theatre, etc.” This copy
was also bannered on the truck. In addi-

tion to covering every school with the com-
ic books, the Navy men went up and down
Main street all day Friday and Saturday.

Uses Title of Play

When “Midnight Lace” played at the

Rialto, Little Falls, N. Y., Nick Kauffman
latched onto the title of the play, “Ma-
tilda Shouted Fire” and played it up. He
contacted all members of the Book Review
Club to get a good word-of-mouth cam-
paign going. The local deejays really

plugged the title song.

As It Looks To Me
By KROGER BABB

A Showman's Views on Merchandising Motion Pictures

IT IS UNLIKELY that our industry will

ever get together to organize and finance
a full-scale research program. Show busi-
ness is blessed with too many know-it-alls
and geniuses to ever bow to statistics and
facts. Each time we have heard the sub-
ject mentioned at a convention, everyone
present seemed to agree research would be
a wonderful thing, but nobody has done
anything about it. Research reveals many
things and most of them are either as-
tonishing or amazing. Findings frequently
prove that what we take for granted
shouldn’t be and what we think we know
we don’t. This is disturbing to know-it-
alls and geniuses to put it mildly.

WHEN A NEW PICTURE goes into re-
lease and doesn’t perform well at the box-
office, exhibitors quickly dub it a flop, de-
mand it on flat terms, book it midweek
or otherwise slough it off. If it is a good
picture, all of us are nuts! Research would
reveal that the campaign, the selling ap-
proach, the title—or something is wrong.
In contrast, we recently read where

Procter & Gamble brought out a new soap
powder, spent a fortune introducing it and
experienced sad results. However, instead
of dubbing it a flop and sloughing it off,

they researched the project. Imagine the
amazement when it was found that 40
per cent of the women had not bought the
product because they didn’t want anything
that was “Blessed by the Pope!” P&G had
made too much of the fact this new powder
was “concentrated!” Four out of ten women
read it to say, “consecrated.” There had
been too much religious hullabaloo during
the political campaign, perhaps. Procter
& Gamble created new advertising and
label copy and today the product is a
leader.

—o

—

RECENTLY, WE ATTENDED a meeting of

research specialists. We wanted to learn

something—and we did! For example,
cigaret manufacturers learned that there

are more smokers per capita in New Eng-
land states than any other section of the
nation. Where do you think their advertis-

ing will be concentrated, next year. They
also learned that there are more cigaret

smokers among the intelligent boys and
gii-ls who graduate from high schools, than
among the kids who flunk out or quit

before graduation. Would you have figured

it, that way? The liquor people learned

that 22 per cent of the nation’s adults still

don’t drink. They also learned that among
the 78 per cent who do drink a great ma-
jority are moderate drinkers or infre-

quent drinkers. Research showed them that

22 per cent of the people who drink con-

sume 85 per cent of all the liquor sold.

Through research Max Factor’s learned

that it is as easy to sell 1,000 women wigs

as it is to sell one man a toupee. Religious

research revealed that 23 per cent of

x-

o-

America’s farm families do not belong to

any church. Research on human behavior

indicates one out of five wives slap their

husbands and four out of five of the hus-
bands who get socked, strike back.

—o

—

A NEW PICTURE OPENED in a major
city with an average campaign. After three

weeks of good business, the exhibitor was
preparing to pull it out. “Four to six weeks
is all any picture can hope for here,” he
explained. This brought on arguments. We
used the researchers’ tricks. He was the

type who thought everyone knew about his

theatre. The type who when he uses a

few extra inches of newspaper space and
puts out window cards, thinks he is beat-

ing the drum. We took our friend by the

coatsleeve and walked down to a busy in-

tersection, two blocks from his theatre. We
stopped 100 people and asked them, “Can
you tell us where the (name omitted)

theatre is?” Nineteen could; nine tried but

gave us incorrect information; the other 72

had never heard of it.

We stopped a second 100 passersby and
asked them, “Could you tell us where
(title omitted) movie is playing?” Twenty-
one could; 11 told us the wrong theatre,

the other 68 had never heard of the film.

Our friend turned green. He doubled the ie

exploitation budget, we revamped the cam- «

paign, and this picture is STILL PLAYING
his theatre. We all know that no exhibitor

holds a picture that isn’t making him
money. It will likely be there six months,

or a year.

THESE DAYS, TOO MANY theatremen
know all the smart tricks about buying

film but too few of the tricks of selling

pictures. In another city, a few weeks ago,

an exhibitor insisted upon using space for

a big, ugly two-column sig cut in each ad,

yet wanted to x-out copy giving the lo-

cation of his drive-in and explaining

briefly how to drive to it.

“Everybody knows where OUR theatre

is,” he screamed, “It was the FIRST drive-

in theatre in this state!”

We picked up the telephone book on

his desk and dialed the first names listed

under each of the 26 letters of the alpha-

bet. Only two persons out of the 26 could

tell us the location of the theatre.

“Well, I’ll be damned,” this exhibitor

exclaimed.

Actually, he has been damning himself.

People are funny. When they’re about to

spend their hard-earned money with you,

they usually change their minds when you

don’t care enough to tell them “where” to

bring it! Too many theatremen think that

because they know where their theatre is,

because they know what time the shows

start, because they know the admission

scales—that everybody else should, too.

Research yourself, sometime.
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-4- -4 + + 7+2-

1+1-

+ 44 44 + 9+

Janus 11-14-60 +
2478 ©Flute and the Arrow, The (78)

Documentary Drama

2448 ©Fc the Love of Mike (87)

© Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox 8- 8-60 ++

2461 ©For Members Only (85) Novelty .... SR 9-19-60 -
2483 Four Desperate Men (105) Melo.. Cont’l 12- 5-60 ++

2471 48 Hours to Live (86)

Melodrama Cinema Assoc-SR 10-24-60 ±
2464 ©Freckles (84) © Outdoor 20th-Fox 9-26-60 +
2441 ©From the Terrace (144) ©

Drama 20th-Fox 7-18-60 ++

2472 ©G. I. Blues (104) com/Mus Para

2459 Girl in Lovers Lane, The

(78) Melodrama Filmgroup

2468 Girl of the Night (S3) Dr WB
2491 ©Goddess of Love, The (68)

© Spectacle 20th-Fox

2490 ©Goliath and the Dragon (90) ©
Costume Spectacle AIP

2457 Good Girls Beware (80) Melodr. UMPO

2486 ©Grass Is Greener. The

(105) © Comedy U-l

2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l

2446 ©Green Carnation, The (128) © Dr.

(Reviewed as “The Trials of Oscar

Wilde”) Warwick

10-

24-60 +

9-12-60 -
10-10-60 +

1- 9-61 +

12-26-60 +
9- 5-60 +

12-12-60 +

11-

28-60 ++-

8- 1-60 ++

—H

—

2488 Hand in Hand (75) Dr Col

2430 ©Hannibal (103) SuperCinescope His-

torical Spectacle (English-dubbed) WB
2475 ©Heaven on Earth (84)

Documentary Drama JB-SR

2473 Hell Is a City (96) Action Col

2447 Hell to Eternity (132) Dr AA

2427 ©Hercules UnchaTned

(101) © Adv. (English-dubbed) WB
2487 ©Herod the Great (93) ©

Costume Spectacle AA

2478 Heroes Die Young (76) Melodrama. AA

2457 ©Hideout in the Sun (72)

Nudist drama .... Astor

2454 High-Powered Rifle, The

(60) Action 20th-Fox

2486 High School Caesar (72) Helo. Filmgroup

2464 ©High Time (103) © Com/Mus 20th-Fox

2435©House of Usher, The (80) © Ho.. AIP

2459 I Aim at the Stars (107)

Biographical Drama Col

2436 ©Ice Palace (143) Drama WB
2444 ©Idiot, The (122) Dostoievsky classic

(English-dubbed) 20th-Fox

2427 I’m All Right, Jack (105) Comedy.. Col

2442 Inherit the Wind (126) Drama UA

2467 It Happened in Broad Daylight

(97) Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) ..Cont’l 10-10-60

2440 ©It Started in Naples

(100) ® Comedy

2481 Jazz Boat (96) © Dr/Music

2479 ©Journey to the Lost City

(90) © Adv. Drama

2452 ©Jungle Cat (70) Documentary

12-19-60 +

6-13-60 +

11-

14-60 +

10-

31-60 +
8- 8-60 44

6- 6-60 +

12-

19-60 +

11-

14-60 +

9- 5-60 ct

8-22-60 -

12-

12-60 +
9-26-60 +
6-27-60 +

9-12-60 +

6-

27-60 +

7-

18-60 -
6- 6-60 ++

7-18-60 ++

+ 44 + + 7+

2471 Kill

. Para 7-11-60 44 + 44 44 + + 10+1-

Col 11-28-60 + ± + 4+2-

. AIP 11-21-60 + — + ± -4- -4- 6+5-
BV 8-22-60 + + + 44 44 44 44 11+

Tudor 10-24-60 + 1+
MGM 10- 3-60 + 44 4- + -4- + + 8+1-

2434 ©Last Days of Pompeii. The (103) Super

Totalscope. Hi. Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) UA 6-20-60 + -t- 4- 44 - + 7+3-
2466 ©Last Woman on Earth, The (71)

Melodrama Filmgroup 10- 3-60 4- — 1+1-
2482 Left. Right and Center (90)

Comedy BCG Films-SR 11-28-60 44 2+
2476 ©Legions of the Nile (91) ©

Action Spectacle . 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 -4- — — -±2 = — 2+7-
2465 Let No Man Write My Epitaph

(106) Drama Col 10- 3-60 44 + 44 + + 44 10+1—
2458 ©Let’s Make Love (118) ©

Comedy/Music . 20th -Fox 9- 5-60 +4 4+ 4+ 41 + 4t 44 13-4

2493 ©Little Angel (90) Com-Dr. . . Murray 1-16-61 ± ±2 + -±2 4+3-
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REVIEW DIGEST
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX In the summary tt is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses. Very Good; + Good; — Fair; — Poor; — Very Poor.
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2465 Little Shop of Hon-on. The (70)

Horror Comedy Fihngroup 10- 3-60 + 1+
2439tJ©Lost World, The (9S) ©

Science-Fiction 20th- Fox 7-11-60 + tt + tt + 9+2-
2453 Louisiana Hussy (80) Melodr.. 8-22-60 ± 1+1-
2449 Lucrezia Borgia (S3) Melo ... . Vog SR 8-15-60 ± 1+1-

—M

—

2454 Ma Barker’s Killer Brood (89)

Crime Dr Fllmservice-SR 8-22-60 - 1-
2489 Magdalena (76) Melodrama .

.

SR 12-26-60 ± 1+1-
2468 ©Magnificent Seven, The (128)

Outdoor Dr. (Panavision) .

.

UA 10-10-60 ft +t ft ft + + ft 12+
2492 Make Mine Mink (101) Com. . . . Cont'l 1- 9-61 -H- -H- + + + ft 9+
2431 Man in a Cocked Hat (87)

Comedy Show Corp. of Amer. 6-13-60 + -H- + ft 7+1-
2452 Man Who Wouldn’t Talk, The (97)

Mystery Drama Show Corp. 8-22-60 + 1+
2484 ©Marriage-Go-Round. The

(99) © Comedy . 20th-Fox 12- 5-60 + + ft ft + s+i-
2469 ©Midnight Lace (108) Dr.... U-l 10-17-60 ft + + ft ft ft ft 12+
2443 Missile From Hell (82) Dr.... NTA 7-18-60 ± 1+1-
2444 Model for Murder (75) Cr ;in. Assoc 7-18-60 =t 1+1-
2438 Murder. Inc. (103) © Crime. . 20th-Fox 7- 4-60 + + -t- + ft + ft 9+1-
2421 My Dog, Buddy (76) Dr Col 5-16-60 + Hh + - ±: 5+4-

- N
2463 Naked and the Wicked, The

(90) Melodrama (Eng-dubbed) . .SR 9-2660 + 1+
2470 Natchez Trace (80) Adv. . . Panorama-SR 10-17-60 + 1+
2470 Never On Sunday (97) Com-Dr. Lopert-UA 10-17-60 ft -H- + ft + + + 10+
2435 ©Next to No Time (93) Com. Show Corp. 627-60 ± + + 4+2-
2462 Night Fighters, The (85) Dr. UA 9-19-60 + + + + + + 6+
2447 Night of Love (93) Melodr.. 8- 8-60 ± 1+1-
2450 ©Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (108)

Totalscope His. Dr Col 8-15-60 ± + + + + + 7+2-
2478 ©North to Alaska (122) ©

Action Comedy 20th-Fox 11-14-60 + + ft ft + ft 10+1-

—o

—

2451 U©0cean’s 11 (128) © Com-Dr... WB 8-22-60 ft tt + ft ft ft 12+1-
2450 ©One Foot in Hell (89)

©Outdoor Dr . 20th-Fox 8-15-60 + + + + + + + 7+
2445 Oscar Wilde (96) Dr Four City Ent 8- 1-60 + tt + ft + tt ft 11+

—P

—

2417 Pay or Die (110) Dr AA 6 2-60 ft tt ft ft + + ft 12+
2492 ©Pepe (195) © Comedy/Music . . .Col 1- 9-61 -H- + ft ft ft ft H+
2422 Platinum High School (93) Dr MGM 5-16-60 ± — + + + + 6+3-
2469 Please Turn Over (86) Farce Col 10-17-60 + ff ft + ft + 9+
2477 Plunderers, The (94) Adv. Dr. AA 11-14-60 + + 4- + 4+
2416 y©Pollyanna (134) Com. Dr BV 4-18-60 ft tt ft ft ft tt ft 14+
2436 ©Portrait in Black (111) Dr. U-l 6-27-60 -H-

— + — rf ± 7+4-
2477 Price of Silence. The (72)

Melodrama Exdusive-SR 11-14-60 + 1+
2431 Prime Time, The (76) Dr. Essanjay-SR 613-60 ± = 2+4-
2420 ©Prisoner of the Volga (92) Totalscope

Spectacle Dr. (English-dubbed) ..Para 5- 9-60 + + — + + 6+3-
2414 Private Property (79) Dr 4-11-60 + + + + + 6+1-
2440 Psycho (109) Suspense Drama .... Para 7-11-60 tt ft ft ft + ft 13+

—R—

-

2420 ©Rat Race, The (105) Comedy .... Para 5- 9-60 ft ft ft ft ft tt ft 144-

2419 Raymie (73) Drama AA 5- 9-60 + + + + 4+
2454 Rebel Girls (70) Action . Luzon-SR 8-22-60 ± 1+1-
2490 ©Ritual of Love, The (72)

Documentary Pacemaker-SR 12-26-60 + 1+
2432 Rosemary (105) Drama .... .

.

.F-A-W 6-13-60 + ft + f ft 7+
2485 ©Royal Ballet (131) Ballet . . Lopert 12-12-60 ft ft 4+
2460 Runaway (76) Melodrama . . 9-12-60 + 1+

5_
2468 ©Santa Claus (94) Fantasy/Music

(English-dubbed) Murray-SR 10-10-60 ± + + 5+3-
2451 Savage Eye, The (67) Semidocumentary

Drama Trans-Lux Kingsley 8-22-60 ft ft ft ft 9+1-
2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (110)

® Adv. Dr 9-26-60 ff ft + ft ft + 10+
2432 School for Love (76) Dr NTA 6-13-60 ± 1+1-
2456 School for Scoundrels (94)

Comedy . . . .Cont’l 8-29-60 + ft ft ft + + + 10+
2476 ©Secret of the Purple Reef (80) ©

Action Drama 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ± + + 5+3—
2467 ©September Storm (99) Action

(Stereovision) . 20th- Fox 10-10-60 ± + + Hh + 6+3-
2460 ©Seven Ways From Sundown

(87) Western U-l 9-12-60 + ft + + + + 7+
2474 Sex Kittens Go to College

(93) Comedy AA 10-31-60 + — •±2 — 2+3—
2475 Shakedown, The (91) Action U-l 11- 7-60 + + + - 3+1-
2472 She Walks by Night (85) Melo. Woolner 10-24-60 + 1+
2455 Sin & Desire (77) Dr Atlantis 8-29-60 + 1+

2479 Sinners of Paris (81) Melodr Ellis 11-21-60 + i+
2480 Squad Car (60) Melodrama... . 20th-Fox 11-21-60 ± i+i-
2380 ©Snow Queen, The (70) An. U-l 11-23-59 + + tt tt tt + n+i-
2390 ©Solomon and Sheba (139) Super

Technirama-70 Biblical Sp. UA 1-11-60 + + + tt + ft 8+
2439 Sons and Lovers (103) © Dr.. .20th-Fox 7-11-60 ff ff tt tt tt ft ft 14+

2440 ©Song Without End (142) ©
Orama/Music Col 7-11-60 ff ± (4 tt tt tt tt 13+1-

2438 S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac U-l 7- 4-60 + ft + + + ± 8+1-
2470 ©Spartacus (189) Super Technirama-70

Adventure Spectacle U-l 10-17-60 ft tt tt tt tt tt tt 14+

2485 Spring Affair (69) Comedy . . SR 12-12-60 ± + 2+1-
2437 Stop! Look & Laugh! (78) Com. . . Col 7- 4-60 + + + + + + 6+
2434 ©Story of Ruth, The (131) ©

Biblical Drama . 20th- Fox 6-20-60 tt tt + tt *4 t+ 4- 12-1- >

2437 ©Subterraneans, The (89) ©
2423 Stranglers of Bombay

Dr.. .MGM 7- 4-60 + -±_ + -+ — + 7+4-

(81) © Dr Col 5-23-60 + + + ±. + -+- 6+2-
2445 Studs Lonigan (103) Dr UA 8- 1-60 ft + 2+ tt ft + 9+1-

2476 ©Sundowners, The (133) Dr WB 11- 7-60 ++++++++ 4+ ++ +f 14+

2466 y©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) Drama . . .WB 10- 3-60 tt tt tt tt ft tt tt l+f
2467 Surprise Package (100) Comedy. . . Col 10-10-60 ff + tt 3+ + 9+3-
2477 ©Swiss Family Robinson (128)

Adv. Classic, Panavision BV 11-14-60 ft + tt tt tt tt 12+1-

2488 ©Sword and the Dragon (83)

Folklore Spectacle Valiant 12-19-60 + 1+
2494 ©Sword of Sherwood Forest (80) ©

Adventure Drama . . Col 1-16-61 + Hh + + tt 7+2-

—T—
2399 Tall Story (91) Comedy . . . WB 2-15-60 ft tt

Hh + + + + 9+1-

2430 ©Tarzan the Magnificent (88) Adv.. . . Para 6-13-60 + + ± tt + + + 8+1-

2465 ©Ten Who Dared (92) Adv. . . . . . BV 10- 3-60 + + ±_ + + tt 7+1-
2493 ©Tess of the Storm Country (84)

© Melodrama 20th-Fox 1-16-61 + + 2+
2435 13 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy . ... Col 6-27-60 ft + tt + + 9+1-

2450 ©39 Steps, The (95) © Adv. . . 20th-Fox 8-16-60 ft + + + -f- + + 8+1-
2485 ©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100)

Superdynamation, Fantasy . . . . . Col 12-12-60 + + tt ft tt + 9+
2439 ©Thunder in Carolina (92)

Racing Drama 7-11-60 + ;+ + 4+2-

23H9 Tiger Bay (105) Suspense 1-11-60 ff tt tt tt tt 10+

2446 ©Time Machine, The (103) Sc-F. . .MGM 8- 1-60 ff tt ff ft + + tt 12+

2392 y@Toby Tyler (96) Adv. Comedy.. BV 1-18-60 ft tt tt tf ft tt tt 14+

2402 Too Soon to Love (85) Dr . . .U-l 2-22-60 ± — + + ± 3+ 6+5-

2481 Tormented (75) Horror Drama.. AA 11-28-60 + 1+
2480 Touch of Flesh, The (76)

Drama Amity Films-SR 11-21-60 1+1-
2441 Trapped in Tangier (77)

Cr. Drama Supercinescope . . .20th-Fox 7-18-60 - = — -± = — 1+10-

2446 ©Trials of Oscar Wilde, The (See “The

Green Carnation”)

2493 ©Tunes of Glory (106) Or . Lopert 1-16-61 ft tt ft tt ff + tt 13+

2418 Twelve Hours to Kill

(S3) © Crime Drama 20th-Fox 5- 2-60 ±: — ± + -+ 5+5-

2436 12 to the Moon (74) Sc-F’n ....Col 6-27-60 3+ + _ ±: 6+6-

2460 Under Ten

—U

—

Flags (92) Dr Para 9-12-60 + + + + ± + ft 8+1-
2492 Unfaithfuls, The (89) Melodrama .... AA 1- 9-61 + — 1+1-

—V—
2418 Valley of the Redwoods

(62) © Crime Drama 20th -Fox 5- 2-60 + + tt- + + + 6+1-

2472 Village of the Damned (78)

Horror Drama MGM 10-24-60 + tt + + tt tt + 10+

—W—
2483 ©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The

(99) © Comedy Col 12- 5-60 ± + tt tt + tt 9+1-
2449 Walking Target (74) Action UA 8-16-60 + ± + 4+2-

2428 Walk Like a Dragon (95) Dr.. 6- 6-60 ff + + + + + + 8+
2471 ©Walk Tall (60) © Western . . 20th-Fox 10-24-60 ± + + 6+4-

2484 ©Where the Boys Are (99) © Com. MGM 12- 5-60 ff tt tt tt tt 10+

2463 Where the Hot Wind Blows (120)

Dr. (English-dubbed) . . . . . . . .MGM 9-26-60 + + + + — + -t- 6+2-
2445 Why Must 1 Die? (90) Melodr.. AIP 8- 1-60 ft - — ± 3+3-

2444 Wicked Go to Hell, The (74)

(English-dubbed) Dr. 7-18-60 + 1+

2475 Wild Rapture (68)

Documentary Exclusive-SR 11- 7-60 + 1+

2459 Wild Ride, The (63) Ac . Filmgroup 9-12-60 - 1-

2428 ©Wild River (115) © Dr... . . 20th-Fox 6- 6-60 ff tt tt tt + + tt 12+

2487 ©Wizard of Baghdad (92) ©
Costume Comedy . 20th- Fox 12-19-60 + + + 5+2-

2480 ©World of Suzie Wong, The (129)

Drama Para 11-28-60 ff tt tt tt + + tt 12+

—XYZ—
2451 Young Jesse James (73) ©

Action Drama 20th-Fox 8-22-60 2C + — + + 6+4-
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemaScope;
® Vistavision; © Superscope; g Naturama; ® Regolscope; © Technirama. Symbol denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart

antei

°:3

ALLIED ARTISTS 1 ti AMERICAN INT'L I ti COLUMBIA I ti s cs12 Type Rel.
No.

©Circus of Horrors (89) Ho . 503
Anton Differing, Erika Remberg

©Killers of Kilimanjaro

(91) ©' Ad. .425
Robert Taylor. Anne Aubrey
Man on a String (92) . . . . D .426
Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews

Stranglers of Bombay
(81) © My.. 427

Guy Rolfe, Allan Cuthbertson
The Electronic Monster (72) D .428
Rod Cameron, Mary Murphy

Platinum High School (93)..D. 14
Mickey Rooney, Terry Moore, Dan
Duryea

i

Why Must 1 Die? (86) D. .504
Terry Moore, Debra Paget

Jailbreakers (64) Ac . 408
Robert Hutton, Mary Castle

The Mountain Road (102). D. 429
James Stewart, Lisa Lu

©Battle in Outer Space

(90) Ac. 430
Ryo Ikebe and all-Japanese cast

12 to the Moon (74) SF. .431
Ken Clark, Rob’t Montgomery jr.

Q©Adventures of Huckleberry

Finn (107) © CD . 16
Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges,

Archie Moore, Judy Canova

©The Giant of Marathon

(88) 0 15
Steve Reeves, Mylene Demongeot

Pay or Die (110) Cr..6004
Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert

Raymie (73) Ad . 6006
David Ladd, Julie Adams, John

Agar

©The House of Usher

(85) © Ho.. 502
Vincent Price, Mark Damon,
Myma Fahey
Beyond the Time Barrier

(80) SF. .505
Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins

Amazing Transparent Man
(60) SF..506

Marguerite Chapman, Douglas
Kennedy

©Strangers When We Meet
(117) © D..501

Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak,
Barbara Rush, Kent Smith

13 Ghosts (88) Ho C. .502
Jo Morrow, Rosemary DeCamp,
Donald Woods (partly in color)

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) S..503
Three Stooges, Paul Winchell

The Day They Robbed the

Bank' of England (85) . . .D . .19

Aldo Ray, Hugh Griffith,

Elizabeth Sellars

©Bells Are Ringing

(127) © M 17
Judy Holliday, Dean Martin,

Fred Clark

Sex Kittens Go to

College (94) C. .6003
Mamie Van Doren, Tuesday Weld,

Mijanou Bardot, Mickey Shaugh-

nessy, Louis Nye

My Dog, Buddy (77) D. .450
London (dog star), Travis Lemmond

©The Nights of Lucretia Borgia

(108) Totalscope Hi . 504
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©The Time Machine (103) . SF.. 9
Rod Taylor, Yvette Mimieux

©All the Fine Young
Cannibals (122) © D .20

Natalie Wood, Robert Wagner,
Susan Kohner, George Hamilton

Hell to Eternity (132) D6007
Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen,

Vic Damone, Patricia Owens

Caltiki, The Immortal

Monster (76) SF..6009
John Merlvale, Didi Sullivan

Tormented (75) D..6010
Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon

The Enemy General (74). . D . 505
Van Johnson, Jean-Pierre Aumont

All the Young Men (87) . D . 506
Alan Ladd, Sidney Poltier,
Ingemar Johansson, Mort Sahl,

©Fast and Sexy (98) © CD . 507
Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson,

Vittorio DeSica
As the Sea Rages (74) D . 508
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson,

Cameron Mitchell

The Angel Wore Red (99) . D . 101
Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,
Joseph Cotten

©The Subterraneans (88) © D. .102
Leslie Caron, George Peppard,
Janice Rule, Roddy MacDowall

Heroes Die Young (76) . . . . D . .6014
Erika Peters, Scott Borland

©Serengeti Shall Not Die

(84) Doc. 6013

©Journey to the Lost City

(90) Ad.. 508
Debra Paget, Paul Christian

1 Aim at the Stars (107) BiD. .512
Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw

I’m All Right, Jack (104) C..515
Ian Carmichael, Peter Sellers,

Terry-Thomas, Dennis Price

©Song Without End (130)

© Bi/M.. 511
Dirk Bogarde, Capucine,

Genevieve Page

Key Witness (81) © ... .0. .103
Jeffrey Hunter, Pat Crowley

The Plunderers (94) Ad . . 6008
Jeff Chandler, John Saxon,
Dolores Hart, Ray Stricklyn

The Unfaithfuls (89) D . . 6015
Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt,

Pierre Cressoy

©Goliath and the Dragon

(90) © Ad.. 509
Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford

Let No Man Write My
Epitaph (106) D .513

Burl Ives, Shelley Winters, James
Darren, Jean Seberg

Surprise Package (100) . . . . C . . 514
Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor,
Noel Coward

Hell Is a City (96) ©..Cr..516
Stanley Baker. John Crawford

Where the Hot Wind Blows

(120) D . . 104
Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Montand

©Butterfield 8 (109) ©. D .106
Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey,

Eddie Fisher, Dina Merrill

©Herod the Great (95) . Ad. .6016
Edmund Purdom, Sylvia Lopez

©The 3 Worlds of Gulliver

(100) SuperDynamation . .Ad. .517
Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow

Please Turn Over (86) . . . . C . . 518
Ted Ray, Jean Kent

Jazz Boat (95) © CD/M.. 519
Anthony Newley, Anne Aubrey

©Where the Boys Are

(99) © C. .110

Dolores Hart, George Hamilton,

Yvette Mimieux. Connie Francis

Look in Any Window (87) D . .6101
Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol, Paul
Anka

Portrait of a Sinner

(100) D .507
Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton,

William Bendix

©The Wackiest Ship in the

Army (99) © C. .521
Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson

©Sword of Sherwood Forest

(80) Ad.. 522
Richard Greene, Peter Cushing

©Go Naked in the World

(103) © D 111
Gina Lollobrigida, Ernest Borgnine,

Anthony Franciosa, Luana Patten

Hand in Hand (75) D. .523
John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike

Passport to China (75) ... Ac. .527
Richard Basehart, Lisa Gastoni

Village of the Damned (77) Ho. .109
George Sanders, Barbara Shelley

©Gorgo (76) Ad.. 105
Bill Travers, Vincent Winter

PARAMOUNT

Five Branded Women (106) D .5916
Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano,
Vera Miles

©Prisoner of the Volga

(92) Hi 5921
John Derek, Dawn Adrians, Elsa

Martinelli

>
-<

Walk Like a Dragon (95). D.

Mel Torme, Nobu McCarthy

©The Rat Race (105) D

Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds

.5922

m

.5923

The Bellboy (72) C. .5924

Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry ci

©Tarzan the Magnificent

(88) Ad.. 5925

Gordon Scott, Betta St. John,

Jock Mahoney

Psycho (109) MyD . . 5926

Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,

Vera Miles, John Garin

©It Started in Naoles

(100) ® C . 5927

Clark Gable. Sophia Loren

Virgilio Texera, Marianne Benet

Oc
oo

Under Ten Flags (92) Ad. 6002

Van Heflin, diaries Laughton,

Mylene Demongeot

The Bov Who Stole a

Million (64) Ac. 6001

©G.l. Blues (104) . CD/M . .6005

Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse 2
©A Breath of Scandal

(98) ® C. .6006

John Gavin, Sophia Loren,

Maurice Chevalier

o<m
COm
73

4£©CinderFella (91) ... C..6007
Jerry Lewis, Eld Wynn.

Anna Maria Alberghetti

DECEMBER

|
Blueprint for Robbery (87) Ac. .6009

Jay Barney, J. Pat O’Malley

JANUARY

©World of Suzie Wong
(126) D..6008

William Holden, Nancy Kwan,
Sylvia Syms

©The Savage Innocents

(110) © D. .6004

Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tanl,

Anna May Wong

FEBRUARY

|
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FEATURE CHART
The key to letters ond combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama- (Ac) ActionDrama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy: (CD) Comedv-Drama

: (Cr) Crime Drama- '(DM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

20TH-FOX

Valley of the Redwoods

(63) D.
I John Hudson, Lynn Bet-nay

016

UNITED ARTISTS

<r ©Flame Over India

< (130) C Ad 017
Kenneth More, Lauren Bacall

Crack in the Mirror (97) © D..018
Orson Welles, Juliette Greco

Bradford Hillman

The Fugitive Kind (119). D .6012
Marlon Brando. Anna Magnani

Noose for a Gunman (69) . W. .6013
Jim Davis, Lyn Thomas

The Gal'ant Hours (115) .. D. .6014
James Cagney, Dennis Weaver

Operation Amsterdam (105) Ac . 015 ©Macumba Lo e (86) . . . Ho. .6016
Peter Finch. Eva Bartok Ziva llodann, Walter Reed

uu ©Wild River © (105) 0 009 phe Music Box Kid (74) . . Ac . 6015Z Montgomery Ciift. Lee Kemick Ronald Foster. Luana Patten
Jo Van Fleet

Bobbikins (89) C. .004

Mix Bvgraves. Shirley Jones

12 Hours to Kill (83) © Ac.. 022
N'ioo Minardos. Barbara Eden

i©The Story of Ruth

(132) © D 021
Elana Eden. Stuart Whitman

Trapped in Tangiers

(74) © Ad . 027
Edmund Purdom. Genevieve Page

HD ©From the Terrace (144) © D 028

Paul Newman. Joanne Woodward
y©Lost World (96) © Ad . 026

Fernando Lamas. Claude Rains

Murder. Inc. (99) © Cr. ..031

! May Britt. Stuart Whitman

Sons and Lovers (103) © D. .035

Dean Stookwell. Wendy Hiller

©One Foot in Hell (90) © D .029

A. Ladd, D. Murray. D. Michaels

©For the Love of Mike (84) ©. .030

Richard Basehart. Stu Erwin

Young Jesse James (73) © D .033

Ray Stricklyn, Willard Parker

©The 39 Steps (95) Ad . 032

Kenneth More, Taina Elg

©Let's Make Love (118) . .C. .034

! Marilyn Monroe, Yves Montand,

CtL Tony Randall

CD ©Walk Tall (60) © . . . Ac . 042

Willard Parker, Kent Taylor

©Freckles (84) © D. .043

Martin West, Carol Christensen

Squad Car (60)
Paul Bryar, Vici Raaf

Ac. .044

le©High Time (103) © C/M .036

Bing Crosby, Fabian. Tuesday Weld

Desire in the Dust (105) © 0 .046

Raymond Burr, Martha H.ver

©The Captain's Table (90) ©. .040

John Gregson. Peggy Cummins
©The Secret of the Purple Reef

(80) © Ac . 047
Jeff Richards, Margia Dean

©Sept. Storm (99) S'v's’n Ac. .025

Mark Stevens, Joanne Dru

©Goddess of Love (68) © D. .039

Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©North to Alaska (122)

© Ad.. 051
John Wayne, Capucine, Fabian

Desert Attack (76) Ac . 053
John Mills, Sylvia Syms

©Tess of the Storm

Country (84) D..050
Diane Baker, Lee Philips

©Wizard of Baghdad (92)

© Ad 054

„ Dick Shaun, Diane Baker, Barry

1

1

( oe
co 5©Flaming Star (92) ©. W. .056

^ Elvis Presley, Barbara Eden
uj ©Esther and the King (109)

^ ® D 057
Joan Collins. Richard Egan

©Legions of the Nile

(94) © Ad .037

! Linda Cristal, Ettore Manni

©Marriage-Go-Round (99) © C 101
Susan Hayward, James Mason,
Julie Newmar

©Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come (108) © D. .102

Jimmie Rodgers, Luana Patten

©Can-Can (131) © M .103
Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine,

Louis Jourdan, Juliet Prowse

©Double Trouble ( . .) ©. C
Tommy Noonan, Pete Marshall

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C

Michael Craig, Mylene Demongeot

©The Millionairess (90) © C. .104

Sophia Loren. Peter Sellers

Circle of Deception (100) © 0 111
Bradford Dillman, Suzy Parker

UNIVERSAL-INTI B I i

©The Cossacks (85) D .6312
Edmund Purdom. Giurgia Moll

( English-dubbed ) . Totalscope

WARNER BROS.

©Sergeant Rutledge (111). D.. 917
Jeffrey limiter, Constance Towers

©Head of a Tyrant

(70) Hi D .6008
Massimo Girotti, Isabelle Corey

( English-dubbed) Totalscope

©Brides of Dracula (85) Ho. .6013
Peter Cushing, Martita Hunt

The Leech Woman (77) . Ho. .6014
Coleen Gray, Philip Terry

The Apartment (125)
Panavision CD. 6017

Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
Fred MacMurray, Edie Adams

©The Last Days of Pompeii

(133) Ad 6020
Steve Reeves, Barbara Carroll

Cage of Evil (70) Ac. .6018
Ron Foster. Pat Blair

©Portrait in Black (113) My. 6015
Lana Turner, Anthony Quinn,

Sandra Dee, Richard Basehart

©Dinosaurus (S3) ©. . . SF. .6016
Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson

S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac . 6017
Pier Angeli, John Gregson,

Eddie Constantine

©Ice Palace (143) D. .919
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Jim
Backus

©Hercules Unchained (103)
Dyaliscope Ad.. 920

Steve Reeves, Sylva Koscina,
Primo Camera

©Elmer Gantry (145) .... D . .6023
Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Arthur Kennedy, Shirley Jones

College Confidential (91) CD . 6018
Mamie Van Doren, Steve Allen,

Jayne Meadows

©Chartroose Caboose (76)
Panavision CD. 6019

Molly Bee, Ben Cooper,

Edgar Buchanan

*J©0cean’s 11 (128) CD.. 921
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Peter
Lawford, Sammy Davis jr., Angie
Dickinson, Joey Bishop

The Night Fighters (88) D . 6025
Robert Mitchum, Dan O’Herlihy

Studs Lonigan (95) D..6019
Christopher Knight, Venetia

Stevenson

©Seven Ways From Sundown

(S6) 0D . .6020

Audie Murphy, Barry Sullivan

©Between Time and Eternity

(85) D 6021
Lilli Palmer, Carlos Thompson

©The Crowded Sky (104) . . D . .001
Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming,
Errem Zimbalist jr.

©The Magnificent Seven

(128) Pana.ision . Ad .6027
Yul Brynner. Steve McQueen,
Horst Buchholz, Eli Wallach

Walking Target (74) Ac.. 6024
Ron Foster, Joan Evans,

Merry Anders

Girl of the Night (93) D. .004
Anne Francis, John Kerr

©The Dark at the Top of the

Stairs (124) D .005
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire,
Angela Lansbury, Eve Arden

Inherit the Wind (126) .. D 6026
Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Gene Kelly, Florence Eldridge

©Midnight Lace (108) .... D . .6101

Doris Day, Rex Harrison,

John Gavin, Myrna Loy

?J©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) D..002
Ralph Bellamy, Greer Garson,

Hume Cronyn, Jean Hagen

Police Dog Story (61) Doc. .6029
James Brown, Merry Anders

The Facts of Life (104) . . C . .6104
Boh Hope, Lucille Ball

The Pri.ate Lives of Adam and

Eve (87) partly in

color CD . . 6102
Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren

©The Sundowners (133) . D .007

Robert Mitchum, Deborah Kerr,

Peter Ustinov, Giynis Johns

Five Guns to Tombstone
(71) W .6102

James Brown, Della Sharman

Operation Bottleneck (74) Ac 6106
Ron Foster, Miiko Taka

©The Grass Is Greener

(105) © C 6103
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Hubert Mitchum, Jean Simmons

A Fe.er in the Blood

(117) D 008
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Angie Dickinson

The Misfits ( . . ) D .

Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe,
Montgomery Gift

The Great Impostor (112) CD . 6104
Tony Curtis, Joan Blackman

The Shakedown (91) . ...Cr..6105
Hazel Court, Terence Morgan

Gold of the Seven Saints

(88) 0D .009

Clint Walker, Leticia Roman
(Filmed in sepia)

©Hannibal (103) © Hi D. .918
Victor Mature, Rita Gam,
Gabriele Ferzetti

COMING
ALLIED ARTISTS
Dondi CD . .

David Janssen, Patti Page,
Walter Winchell, M. Sliaughnessy

Time Bomb o..
Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot

The Big Bankroll Cr..
David Janssen, Mickey Rooney

The Big Wave Ad..
Sessue Hayakawa
Armored Command D..
Howard Keel, Tina Louise
AMERICAN-INT'L
©Konga SF..
Michael Gough

The Hand My..
Derek Bond, Ronald Lee Hunt

Elack Sunday Ho..
Barbara Steele, John Richardson
©The Pit and the Pendulum

(Panavision) Ho..
Vincent Price, Joint Kerr

©The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll

© Ho. .

Paul Massie, Dawn Addams
COLUMBIA
©Peps © C/M..
Cantinflas, Dan Dailey,

Shirley Jones
©Cry for Happy © CD..
Glenn Ford, Miiko Taka, Donald
O Connor

©Warrior Empress © Ad..
Kerwin Mathews, Tina Louise

©Gidget Goes Hawaiian © C..
James Darren, Deborah Walley
©The Guns of Navarone ©....D..
Gregory Peck, Gia Scala

©The Devil at 4 O'clock ©..D..
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

MGM
©Cimarron (147) © D..108
Glenn Ford, Maria Schell

©Atlantis the Lost Continent SF. .

Anthony Hall, Joyce Taylor
©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse © 0
Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb
©Spinster © D
Shirley MacLaine, Laurence Harvey-

Secret Partner D . .

Stewart Granger, Haya Harareet
PARAMOUNT
©One-Eyed Jacks <© W. .

Marlon Brando, Pina Pellicer

©All in a Night’s Work C..
Dean Martin. Shirley MacLaine

©Blood and Roses D..
Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim, Elsa

Martinelli

©Breakfast at Tiffany's ..CD..
Audrey Hepburn. George Peppard
©Summer and Smoke D..
Laurence Haney, Geraldine Page
20th-FOX
©The Big Gamble © Ad..
Juliette Greco, Stephen Boyd,

David Wayne
Sanctuary © D . .

Lee Remick, Yves Montand,
Odetta, Bradford Dillman

©Cleopatra, Todd-A0 D..

Elizabeth Taylor, Stephen Boyd
©Ferry to Hong Kong ©....Ad..
Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles

©The Fiercest Heart © D..

Stuart Whitman, Juliet Prowse
©Francis of Assisi © D

Bradford Dillman, Stuart Whitman,
Dolores Hart
UNITED ARTISTS
The Alamo (162)

Todd-AO 0 D . . 6028
(Special release) . John Wayne,
Laurence Haney, Richard Wid-
mark

Exodus (212) (Panavision

70) D . 6101
(Special release) .. Paul Newman,
Eva Marie Saint . Peter Lawford

Season of Passion ("Summer of

the 17th Doll") D .6103
Ernest Borgnine. Anne Baxter

The Hoodlum Priest D

Don Murray, Cindi Wood
Something Wild D..
Carroll Raker, Ralph Meeker
UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©Spartacus © Dr.

.

Kirk Douglas, Jean Simmons
©Romanoff and Juliet C..
Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee,

John Garin

©Back Street D

Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©The Day of the Gun D..
Rock Hudson. Dorothy Malone
WARNER BROS.
©The Sins of Rachel Cade D..

Angie Dickinson, Peter Finch
©Parrish D..
Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert,

Karl Malden, Connie Stevens

©Fanny D/M..
Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier.

Charles Boyer, Horst Budiholz
©White Warrior (86) ... Ad. .010

Steve Reeves, Giorgia Moll

©Splendor in the Grass D ..

Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS

EUENA VISTA
©Kidnapped (97) . Ad . Apr 60
Peter Pinch, .lames MacArthur
Q©Pollyanna ( 134 ) . . .CD..J 11 I 6O
•lane Wyman, Richard Egan,
Hayley Mills

©Jungle Cat (70) . . . . Doc. .Oct 60
True-Life Adventure

©Ten Who Dared (92) Ad . Nov 60
Jolin Beal. Brian Keith

©Swiss Family Robinson

(12S) Panavision Ad . . Dec 60
Dorothy McGuire, John Mills,

James MacArthur, Tommy Kirk
CONTINENTAL
Expresso Bongo

(108) CD/M Apr 60
Laurence Harvey, Yoiande Donlan

Battle of the Sexes. The
( 88 ) C May 60

Peter Sellers, Constance Cummings
©Michael Strogoff

(115) © Ad..Jun60
Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page

Tiger Bay (105) D. Jul 60
John Mills, Hayley Mills,

Horst Buehholz
School for Scoundrels (94) C . Jul 60
Ian Charmichael, Terry-Thomas

Four Desperate Men
(105) D . Aug 60

Aldo Ray. Heather Sears

It Happened in Broad
Daylight (97) D . Sep 60

Heinz Rultmam, Michel Simon
The Entertainer (97) . . D . . Oct 60
Laurence Olivier, Joan Plowright

The Mirror Has Two Faces

(98) 0 Nov 60
(Eng-duhhed) Michele Morgan

Make Mine Mink (101) C Dec 60
Terry-Thomas, Athene Seyler
FILMGROUP
The Girl in Lover's Lane

(78) D .. . Jun 60
Joyce Meadows, Brett Halsey

The Wild Ride (63) D. Jun 60
Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter

©Last Woman on Earth

(71) D. Sep 60
A. Carbone, Betsy Jones-Moreland

Little Shop of Horrors

(70) HoC . Sep 60
Jonathan Haze. Jackie Joseph

High School Caesar (72) D . . Nov 60
John Ashley, Gary Vinson
Date Bait (71) D . Nov 60
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan

GOVERNOR
Carry On, Nurse (89) C..
Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton

Incredible Petrified World,
The (70) D Apr 60

John Carradine, Phyllis Coates
Teenage Zombies (75) . Ho . . Apr 60
Don Sullivan, Katherine Victor

Gary Clark, Mario Ryan
Ken Connor, Leslie Phillips

Carry On, Constable ( 86 ) C . Feb 61
Ken Connor, Leslie Phillips

KINGSLEY-UNION
©Mating Time (95) . C . Mar 60
Bill Travers, George Ole

Come Dance With Me!
(94) My C Aug 60

Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal

K. GORDON MURRAY
©Santa Claus (94) F.. Nov 60
Narrated by Ken Smith

©Little Angel (90) CD . Jan 61
Maria Gracia, .1. M. de Hoyos
LOPERT PICTURES
Never on Sunday (91) . .C. . Nov 60
Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin

©Tunes of Glory (106) D . Jan 61
Alec Guinness. John Mills

SHOWCORPORATION
The Poacher's Daughter

(74) C Feb 60
Julie Harris. Abbey Theatre Players

Man in a Cocked Hat

( 88 ) C May 60
Terry-Thomas, Peter Sellers

Next to No Time (90) . . C . . May 60
Kenneth More, Betsy Drake

The Man Who Wouldn’t Talk

(91) D Oct 60
Anna Neagle, Anthony Quaylc
STERLING WORLD DIST'RS
The Half Pint (73) C Oct 60
Pat Goldin, Tommy Blackman

©The Last Rebel (83) . . Ac Dec 60
Carlos Thompson, Ariadna Welter

Code of Silence (75) Cr. .Feb61
Terry Becker, Elisa Loti

VALIANT
©Sword and the Cross

(87) © D . Apr 60
Gianna Maria Canale, Jorge

Mistral. (English-dubbed)

©Sword and the Dragon

(S3) Ad . . Nov 60
Itussian cast (Eng-dubbed)
WOOLNER BROS.
She Walks by Night (85) D
Belinda Lee. Walter Rilla

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ARGENTINA
End of Innocence (74) 9-19-60
(Kingsley) . . Elsa Daniel

DENMARK
Young Have No Time (95) 3- 7-60
(Kingsley) . .Ghita Norby. Fritz

Helmuth

FRANCE
©Belles and Ballets (92) . . 8-15-60
(Excelsior) . .French ballet stars

©Black Orpheus (95) 2-29-60
(Lopert) . . Breno Mello, Marpessa
Dawn (French-made; Portuguese
dialog)

Children of Paradise

(162) 6-20-60
(Ajay) . .Jean-Louis Barrault

Chasers, The (75) 6 - 6-60
(Hakim) . .Jacques Chanier, Dany
Robin

©Eve for an Eye, An
(93) ® 10- 5-60

(Manhattan) . .Curt Jurgens

400 Blows. The (98) 1-11-60
(Zenith) . .Jean-Pierre Leaud

Lady Chatterley’s Lover

(102) 8-31-59

(Kingsley) .. Danielle Darrieux
Lovers. The (90) 12- 7-59

(Zenith) . .Jeanne Moreau, Jean-

Marc Bory. Alain Cuny
©Paris Hotel (90) 10-12-59

(F-A-W) . .Charles Buyer, F. Arnoul

Possessors, The (90) 11-16-59

(Lopert) . .Jean Cabin. B. Blier

©Virtuous Bigamist (90) .11- 2-59

(Kingsley) • .Femandel, G. Rubini

No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Ostrich Has Two Eggs, The
(89) 11-21-60

(Janus) . .Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant

Port of Desire (85) 12- 5-60

(Kingsley-Union) .. H. Neff

Rue de Paris (90) 12-12-60
(Lopert) . .Jean Gabln

GERMANY
©Dancing Heart, The (91) . 8-15-60

(Casino).. G. Kueckelmann
Glass Tower. The (104).. 10- 3-60

(Ellis) . .Lilli Palmer
Rest Is Silence, The (106). 10- 3-60

(F-A-W) . .Hardy Kruger, P. Van
Eyck

Three-Penny Opera, The
(113) 11-21-60
(Brandon) Lottie Lenya, Rudolph
Fo rater

Confess, Dr. Corda! (102) 12- 5-60
(President) .. Hardy Kruger, E.

Mueller

GREECE
Aunt From Chicago (90) 9-19-60
(Greek Pictures) .. G. Vassilliadou

Counterfeit Coin (120).. 10- 3-60
(Atlantis) .. K. Logothedtides

ITALY
Roof, The ("II Teto")

(91) 6-22-59
(Trans-Lux) . .G. Pallotti

See Naples and Die (80) 9-19-60
(Crown) .. Gianna Maria Canale

Tailor’s Maid, The

(92) © 11-16-59
(Trans-Lux) . .Vittorio de Sica

Three Forbidden Stories

(104) 9-26-60
(Ellis) Eleonora Rossi, Drago,

G. Cervi

Holiday Is’and (105) 11-14-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio de Sica

JAPAN
Ikiru (To Live) (140) 3-28-60
(Brandon) .. Takashi Shimura

Men Who Tread on the Tiger’s

Tail (60) 8- 8-60
(Brandon) H. Itvai, S. Fujita

Street of Shame (85) 9-21-59
(Harrison) . Machiko Kyo

SWEDEN
Dreams (86) 8- 8-60
(Janus).. E. Dahlbeck, H. Ander
sson

Lesson in Love. A (95) . . 4-25-60
(Janus). -Eva Dahlbeck

Magician, The (102) 1-11-60
(Jams) . .Max von Sydow, Ingrid

Thuiin, Bibi Andersson
Wild Strawberries (90) .... 9-21-59
(Janus) . .Victor Sjostrom, Ingrid

Thuiin. Bibi Andersson
Virgin Spring, The (88) . . 12-12-60
(Janus) . .Max von Sydow,
Birgitta I’etterson

U.S.S.R.
And Quiet Flows the

Don (109) 6- 6-60
(UA)..E. Bystriskaya, P. Glebow

Short subjects, listed by company, in or-

der of release. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified.

^HORTS CHART
£ 6
a. z

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

4424 Trouble In-Laws (16) Feb 60
4425 Blonde Atom Bomb (17) Apr 60
4426 Heebiel Gee-Gees (16'/2 ) Nfay 60
4435 Rootin Tootin’ Ten-

derfoot (16) Mar 60
(1960-61)

5421 One Shivery Night

( 16'/2 ) Sep 60
5431 Waiting in the Lurch

(15'/2 ) Oct 60
5422 House About It (16'/2 ) Nov 60
5432 Radio Riot (16) Nov 60

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

4552 No. 5, Series 6 (10) . .Jun 60
4553 No. 1, Series 1(11) . Feb 60
4554 No. 2. Series 1 (10i/2 ) Mar 60
4555 No. 3, Series 1 (11).. Aug 60

(1960-61)
5551 No. 1, Series 2 (9) . Sep 60
5552 No. 2, Series 2(11) Nov 60

COLOR CARTOONS—SPECIAL
5501 Polygamus Polonius (9) Nov 60

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

4608 Rocky Road to Ruin

(8)
4609 Pete Hothead (7)
4610 Lo. The Poor Buffalo

(6/2)
4611 Unicorn in the Gar-

den (7)
4612 Mountain Ears (7) ...

4613 Fudget’s Budget (7) .

4614 Blackboard Review (7)
4615 Ballet Oop (7'/2 )

(1960-61)
5601 How Now. McBoing

Poing ( 71/2 )

5601 Wacky Wigwams (8)

5603 Spare That Child

(6'/2 >

5604 Way of All Pests

O/2)
5605 Four Wheels, No

Erakes (&/2 )

FILM NOVELTIES
( Reissues)

4853 Beyond the Frontier

(10)
4854 Community Sings

No. 6. Ser. 13 (9'/2 ) . .

(1960-61)
5851 Canine Crimebusters

(10)

Jan 60
Feb 60

Mar 60

Mar 60
Apr 60
May 60
Jun 60
Jul 60

Sep 60
Sep 60

Oct 60

Nov 60

Nov 60

Mar 60

Jul 60

Oct 60

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4704 Life With Loopy <6'/2 )

4705 Creepy Time Pal ( ) . .

4706 Snoopy Loopy (6'/2 ) .

4707 Do Good Wolf (6'/2 ) .

(1960-61)
5701 No Biz Like Shoe

Biz (6!/2 )

Apr 60
May 60
Jun 60
Jul 60

Sep 60

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

4755 Barefaced Flatfoot (7) Feb 60
4756 Fuddy Duddy Buddy (7) Apr 60
4757 The Grizzly Golfer (7) May 60
4758 Sloppy Jalopy (7) ... Jul 60

(1960-61)
5751 Dog Snatcher (7) Sep 60
5752 When Magoo Flew

CinemaScope (7) Sep 60
5753 Pink and Blue Blues

(7) Nov 60

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
4441 Wonderful Gibraltar

(18) Nov 59
4442 Wonders of Ontario

(15) Apr 60

SERIALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo . Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo . . Nov 60

STOOGE COMEDIES
4405 Rip, Sew and Stitch

(17) Feb 60
4406 Bubble Trouble (16[/2 ) Apr 60
4407 Goof on the Roof

(

1

6/2 ) May 60
4408 Spooks (16) Jul 60

(1960-61)
5401 Income Tax Sappy

(16'/2 ) Sep 60
5402 Pardon My Backfire

(16) Oct 60
5403 Musty Musketeers

(16) Nov 60

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4953 Lcs Elgart & Orch.

(10) Feb 60
4954 Ray McKinley &

Orch. (.9/2) May 60

(1960-61)
5951 Ray Anthony & His

Orchestra (10'/2 ) Oct 60

Prod.

No.

Date Rel.

WORLD OF SPORTS

4804 Swinging Down the Lanes

(10)

4805 Battling Big Bass

Mar 60

Jun 60(10)
48C6 Holiday for Champions

Aug 60
(91/z)

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W261 Pet Peeve (7) Sep 60

W262 Mice Follies (7) ... Sep 60

W263 Touche Pussy Cat (7)

W265 Southbound Duckling

Sep 60

(7) Sep 60

W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60

W267 Pup on a Picnic (7)

W269 Downhearted Duckling

Sep 60

(7) Sep 60

W272 Mouse for Sale (7) . Sep 60

W273 Cat Fishin’ (8) ... Sep 60

W4274 Part Time Pal (8) . . Sep 60

W275 Cat Concerto (7) . . .

W276 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Sep 60

Mouse (7) Sep 60

Tex Averys

W264 Farm of Tomorrow (7) Sep 60

W26S The Flea Circus (7) Sep 60

W270 Dixieland Droopie (8) Sep 60

W271 Field and Scream (7) Sep 60

PARAMOUNT
CARTOON CHAMPIONS
(Technicolor Reissues)

Herman and Katnip

S20-1 Rail Rodents (7) . . . Sep 60

S20-2 Robin Rodenthood (7)

S20-3 A Bicep Built for

Sep 60

Two (7) Sep 60

S29-4 Mouse Trapeze (7) . . . Sep 60

Noveltoons

S20-5 Fido Beta Kappa (7)

S20-6 No Ifs. Ands or

Sep 60

Putts (6) .Sep 60
S20-7 Candy Cabaret (7) . Sep-60

S20-8 The Oily Bird (7) . Sep 60

COLOR SPECIALS
(Anamorphic—2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec

(16) Sep 60

B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (18) Sep 60

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

IVI20-1 Galaxia (7) .Oct 60
M20-2 Bouncing Benny (..) Nov 60
M20-3 Terry the Terror (..)

M20-4 Phantom Moustacher
Dec 60

(•) Jan 61

N0VELT00N
(Technicolor)

P17-7 Fine Feathered Fiend

(6) . Sep 60
P19-8 Planet Mouseola (6) Oct 60

(1960-61)
P20-1 Northern Mites (..). Nov 60
P20-2 Miceniks (..) Dec 60

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
(Anamorphic—Color—1 Reel)

D20-1 Kings of the Keys

(9) . Sep 60

D20-2 Big ’’A" (9)

D23-3 A Sport Is Born

. Sep 60

CO) . Nov 60

THE CAT
(Color Cartoons)

C20-1 Top Cat (8) .Sep 60
C20-2 Cool Cat Blues ( . . )

.

Jan 61

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color)

7910 DEW Distant Early

Warning (10) Nov 59
7911 Frontier State (9) . . . Dec 59
7001 State 50 (10) Jan 60
7302 Navy Angels (8) Feb 60
7004 Assignment Japan (9) Mar 60
7035 Jibs and Spinnakers (8)

7006 Assignment Philippines

Apr 60

(9) Jun 60

TERRYTOON 2-D’s

All Ratio:— Color

(Technicolor)

5021 Thousand Smile Checkup
(7) .Jan 60

5922 Aesop’s Fable—The
Tiger King (7)

5931 How to Relax

Mar 60

(7). reissue

5032 Helpless Hippo
Feb 60

(7). reissue Apr 60
5023 Mint Men (7)

5033 Nonsense Newsreel

May 60

(7). reissue Jun 60

TERRYTOONS
(Technicolor-CinemaScope)

5910 Hashimoto-San (7) ... Oct 59

Q. Z £CO

5911 Outer Space Visitor (7) Nov 59
5912 The Leaky Faucet (7) . . Dec 59
5001 Hide and Go Sidney

(7) Jan 60
5902 The Misunderstood Giant

(7) Feb 60
5993 Footle's Picnic (7) . Mar 60
5004 The Famous Ride (7).. Apr 60
5005 Tusk Tusk (7) May 60
5006 Hearts & Glowers (7) . Jun 60

TERRYTOON TOPPERS
(Technicolor Reissues)

5031 How to Relax (7).... Feb 60
5032 Helpless Hippo (7).... Apr 60
5033 Nonsense Newsreel (7) . .Jun 60

TRAVELOGUES
(2-Reel Specials)

7971 ©Assignment South

Pacific (18) © Oct 59
7972 ©Assignment New

Zealand (16) © Nov 59

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR PARADE

4171 Valley of the Mekong

(9) Nov 60
4172 The Lion City (9) . Dec 60
4173 Treasure of Istanbul (9) Jan 61
4174 Down Jamaica Way (9) Feb 61

4175 Sidetracked (9) © ..Mar 61
4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) Apr 61

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4011 Kiddie League (7) . . . . Nov 59
4012 Mouse Trapped (7) . . . . Dec 59

4013 Billion-Dollar Boner

( 7 ) Jan 60
4014 Witty Kitty (7) Feb 60
4015 Pistol Packin’ Wood-

pecker (7) Mar 60

4016 Heap Big Hepcat (7) . . Mar 60
4017 Ballyhooney (7) Apr 60

4018 How to Stuff a

Woodpecker (7) May 60
4019 Bats in the Belfry (7) Jul 60

4020 Woody’s Ozark Lark (7) Jul 60

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes)

4131 Helter Shelter (6) .... Nov 60

4132 Witch Crafty (6) . . . . Dec 60

4133 Private Eye Pooch (6) Jan 61

4134 Bedtime Bedlam (6) . Feb 61

4135 Squareshootin’ Square

(6) Mar 61

4136 Bronco Busters (6) . Apr 61

SPECIAL
4104 Football Highlights of

1960 (10) Dec 60
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4101 Pacific Paradise (14) Nov 60

WARNER BROS.

BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE
(Technicolor Reissues)

S301 Room & Bird (7) . . . Sep 60

8302 Cracked Quack (7) . . . . Oct 60

8303 His Hare Raising

Tale (7) Oct 60

8304 Gift Wrapped (7) Nov 60

8305 Little Beau Pepe (7) Dec 60

8306 Tweet Tweet Tweety

( 7 )
Dec 60

8307 Bunny Hugged (7) Jan 61

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

8721 From Hare to Heir (7) Sep 60

8722 Lighter Than Hare (7) Dec 60

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TUNES

(Technicolor)

8701 The Dixie Fryer (7) . Sep 60

8702 Hopalong Casualty (7) Oct 60

8703 Trip for Tat (7) Oct 60

8704 Doggone People (7) . . Nov 60

8705 High Note (7) Dec 60

8706 Cannery Woe (7) Jan 61

8707 Zip ’n Snort (7) Jan 61

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two Reels)

8901 Enchanted Islands

( . . )
Oct 60

(One Reel)

8507 Riviera Days (..) Nov 60

MISCELLANEOUS
©Donald in Mathmagic

Land (28) (BV)..Dec59
©Eves in Outer Space

(26) (BV) . Dec 59

©Gala Day at Disneyland

(25) (BV) . . Mar 60
©How to Have an Accident at

Work (7) (BV) . Mar 60
©Islands of the Sea (23) (BV) ....

©Japan (28) (BV)....
©Mysteries of the Deep

(24) (BV). Feb 60
©Noah’s Ark (20) . . (BV) . Nov 59
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XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAYhhmABOUT PICTURESHHHi

You'll See New Faces
"I Passed for White" from Allied Artists will

do 'way above average business if your situa-
tion is like mine. You will see lots of new faces,
too.

TERRY AXLEY
New Theatre
England, Ark.

ALLIED ARTISTS
Roymie (AA)—David Ladd, Julie Adams, John

Agar. Give us more like this! Adults loved it as
much as the kids—holdover one day. Fine cast and
fine business. Will bring it back for special kiddy
matinees soon. Thanks, Allied—George Duncan, Lin-
coln Theatre (Negro patronage), Tampa, Fla.

BUENA VISTA
Sign of Zorro, The (BV)—Guy Williams, Henry Cal-

vin, Gene Sheldon. This did as part of a double
bill. Bought right. Was satisfied with results. Played
Sun.—S. T. Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala.
Pop. 1 ,456.

COLUMBIA
All the Young Men (Col)—Alan Ladd, Sidney Poi-

tier, James Darren. Teenagers liked this one. Small
towns can safely book as an excellent war picture,
although it's black and white. Played Thurs., Fri.,

Sat. Weather: Cold.

—

-C. D. Simmons, Grace Theatre,
Grace, Ida. Pop. 725.

Our Mon in Havana (Col)—Alec Guinness, Maureen
O'Hara, Burl Ives, Noel Coward. Law, low gross on
this one. Fact is, it lost money. Played Wed. only.
Weather: Good.—Mel Danner, Circle Theatre, Way-
noka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (Col)—Original Three
Stooges, Paul Winchell. Doubled this with "The Snow
Queen" from Universal to make a gcod program,
and I was the baby-sitter again, ending up with a
wrecked theatre and little boxoffice. Played Fri.,

Sat. Weather: Nice.—‘Mel Kruse, Pierce Theatre,
Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Gazebo, The (MGM)-—-Glenn Ford, Debbie Reynolds,

Carl Reiner Another TV black and white—and
Christmas of all nights to be showing B&W. It's a
cute show with Glenn and Debbie. Why these two
should be subjected to B&W beats me.—Frank E.

Sabin, Majestic Theatre, Eureka, Mont. Pop. 929.

Giant of Marathon (MGM)—Steve Reeves, Mylene
Demongeot, Daniela Rccca. This Steve Reeves starrer

did only fair business here. Picture is good, color

beoutiful. Dubbing in this once was better than usual.

Ployed Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Fair.-—-B. L.

Brown jr., ass't mgr.. Arcade Theatre, Sandersville,

Ga. Pop. 5,424.

Girls Town (MGM)—Mamie Van Doren, Paul Anka,
Mel Torme. A very surprising, entertaining package
that everyone I ked. Was first passed because of
"B" rating. More like this, with a clean "A" tag,

please. We desperately need cleaner pictures. Work-
ing with a noted engineer recently, he said, "My wife
and I wanted to go to a movie in a large city and
couldn't find one suitable and untainted with sex,

crime and debauching." This is a deplorable view-
point of a potential movie fan. Played Sun., Mon.
Weather: Good.—Leonard J. Leise, Roxy Theatre,
Randolph, Neb. Pop. 1,029.

PARAMOUNT
Circus Stars (Paro)—Documentary. Okay for double

bill only. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Rainy and
cool.—Terry Axley, New Theatre, England, Ark. Pop.
2,136.

Five Branded Women (Para)—Van Heflin, Silvana
Mangano, Vera Miles. Tried to beg out of this film

bought at a nice flat price. Doubled with "Night
Possage" (U-l) which has played the area several
times and at the house a couple of times. Had the
biggest film profit since my partner and I took over
the house a year and a half ago. Outdid any per-
centage film, even the big ones and was able to

pay off some of those high percentage duds we've
had recently. Perhaps the title drew them in, so we
have booked the film for our other three houses.

—

Ray Boriski and Albert Zarzana, Galena Theatre,
Galena Park, Tex. Pop. 10,000.

Rat Race, The (Para)—Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds, Jack Oakie. Another cute program that failed

to pay the light bill. Tony and Debbie are tops, and
I don't know why this failed to click. Played Sun.,

Mon., Tues. Weather: Wormer.—-Carl W. Veseth,
Villa Theatre, Malta, Mont. Pop. 1,960.

Under Ten Flogs (Para)—Van Johnson, Charles
Laughton, Mylene Demongeot. Good show, but why
oil the hells and damns in an otherwise fomily-type
movie? Played Thurs., Fri., Sat.—J. H. Robinson,
Arlington Theatre (sub-run), Jacksonville, Fla.

Walk Like a Dragon (Para)—Jack Lord, Nobu Mc-
Carthy, James Shigeta. Acting is poor; story is

worse. Do not play Chinese westerns. Played Fri.,

Sot. Weather: Cool.—Wayne Holland, Villa Heights
Theotre, Statesville, N. C. Pop. 22,000.

10

20th CENTURY-FOX
Let's Make Love (20th-Fox)—Marilyn Monroe,

Yves Montand, Tony Randall. Marilyn has lots of
friends up here and we're glad we had this as our
Christmas program. It is a good show. Played Sun.,

Mon., Tues. Weather: Cold.—Carl W. Veseth, Villa
Theatre, Malta, Mont. Pop. 1,960.

Sheriff of Fractured Jaw, The (20th-Fox)—Ken-
neth More, Jayne Mansfield, Henry Hull. For our
money it was a complete flop. That 12 plus in Re-
view Digest fooled me. So sorry I booked it for
New Year's showing. Played Fri., Sat., Sun.—Frank E.

Sabin, Majestic Theatre, Eureka, Mont. Pop. 929.

Sink the Bismarck! (20th-Fox)—Kenneth More,
Dana Wynter, Carl Mohner. We did well with this
picture, although we ran it very late. One of our
first since reopening this fall. Thought we might
be better off with something besides a western and
it worked with "Bismarck." If you haven't set the
picture, there is a chance that you can still cash
in. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Nice.—Mayme P. Mus-
selman. Roach Theatre, Lincoln, Kas. Pop. 1,636.

Story of Ruth, The (20th-Fox)—Elana Eden, Stuart
Whitman, Peggy Wood. Very well acted, but with
the holiday season coming on, -people weren't in-
terested in going to a movie. A little hard to un-
derstand in places. Elana Eden resembles Haya Hara-
reet in "Ben-Hur." Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Very
cold.

—

James Hardy, Shoals Theatre, Shoals, Ind.
Pop. 1,555.

UNITED ARTISTS
Apartment, The (UA)—Jack Lemmon, Shirley Mac-

Laine, Fred MacMurray. One of those pictures that
everyone likes, but talks against and they found
t.me tc come and see it—but gave us a bad time
because they had to bring the kids. Not a thing
wrong with the picture, but it just wasn't the type
for the little ones to enjoy without asking questions.
Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Nice.—Mayme P. Mus-
selman. Roach Theatre, Lincoln, Kas. Pop. 1,636.

Macumba Love (UA)—Walter Reed, Ziva Rodann,
June Wilkinson. Good horror-type program that
pleased the few who saw it. Color is very good.
Story is different from the usual horror movies.
Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Good.— B. L.

Brown jr.. Arcade Theatre, Sandersville, Ga. Pop.
5,424.

Magnificent Seven, The (UA)—Yul Brynner, Steve
McQueen, Eli Wallac-h. Easily the best of the year's
few westerns. However, it just did average busi-
ness. Westerns seem to have lost their appeal to
moviegoers. Played Sun. through Wed. Weather:
Good.—J. H. Robinson, Arlington Theatre (sub-run),
Jacksonville, Fla.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Abbott and Costello Meet Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

(U-l)—Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Boris Karloff.
This 1953 picture was a real pleasure for our Christ-
mas kiddy show. Everyone spoke highly of it; they
liked the spooky, scary sequences. Would be a fine
double-bill feature.—Leonard J. Leise, Roxy Theatre,
Randolph, Neb. Pop. 1,029.

Chartroose Caboose (U-l)—Molly Bee, Ben Cooper,
Edgar Buchanan. This was an okay little program

Good Show—Wrong Date
We played "The Tingler" from Columbia and

didn't do too bad, but it fell a little below
average because we played it midweek and on
a school night. All the teenagers enjoyed it.

They always enjoy this type around here. How-
ever, it's worth a playdate, but I advise that
it be played on a weekend.

HAROLD J. SMITH
Wilson Theatre,
Wilson, New York.

picture. Good color. Played Christmas Day with
three shorts. Doubt if it's good enough to single-

bill in most places. Better double-bill it, if you
can buy it right. I didn't!—S. T. Jackson, Jackson
Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Pop. 1,456.

WARNER BROS.
Cash McCall (WB)—James Garner, Natalie Wood,

Dean Jagger. Not a bad picture except for some
inept acting from former child actress Natalie Wood.
Others were great in their roles, but the picture died
here. Played Tues., Wed. Weather: Cold. — Paul
Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop.
2 ,000 .

Crowded Sky, The (WB)—-Dana Andrews, Rhonda
Fleming, Efrem Zimbalist jr. Jets, color, story made
this a good show for the teenagers and they liked

it. Play it. It's one of the few they come to see.
Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold.—Mel Kruse, Pierce
Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1 ,250.

Guns of the Timberlond (WB)—Alan Ladd, Jeanne
Crain, Gilbert Roland, Frankie Avalon. Outdoor drama
in color that had about everything. Business only
fair. Had to go back and pick this one up for
Thanksgiving. No new product for small towns.
Weather: Good.—Mel Kruse, Pierce Theatre, Pierce,
Neb. Pop. 1,250.

Write—
YOUR REPORT OF THE PICTURE YOU

HAVE JUST PLAYED FOR THE

GUIDANCE OF FELLOW EXHIBITORS

_—High t_Now

To:

The Exhibitor Has His Say
BOXOFFICE. 825 Van Brunt Blvd..

Kansas City 24, Mo.

Title Company

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Title Company

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Title Company

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Title Compai t
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Days of Week Played

Weather
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Theatre Population
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature re views
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® Vistavision; ® Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Regalscope; ® Techniromo. For story synopsis on each picture, see reverse side.

A Fever in the Blood A 3?;
Me,odrama

Warner Bros. (008) 117 Minutes Rel. Jan. '61

'rant
- Political corruption and judicial conniving are linked to

ga li' provide strong dramatic fare in a picture which concentrates

on the emotional impact of adult situations. Moreover, the jy, k

casting of decidedly marquee-strong names—i.e., TV's Efrem — j)

Zimbalist jr. and Jack Kelly, new young lead Angie Dickinson
and veterans Don Ameche and Herbert Marshall—is certain-

ly to rate high among opinion-makers. William Pearson's
best-selling novel of intrigue in high political circles, as
acted out by a power-mad ex-governor (Marshall), a rank-
ing senator (Ameche), and a judge (Zimbalist) smacks of

hard-hitting melodrama, the likes of which are certain to be
relished by adult audiences. Understandably, what happens
after June Blair, estranged wife of Marshall's nephew,
Rhodes Reason, is found murdered in her bedroom, should
be best confined for the above-junior matinee patronage.
The killing—by gardener Robert Colbert—sets off a circuitous

turn of events, some anticipated, some not so, all dramatical-
ly put forth. The Roy Huggins-Harry Kleiner screenplay is

first-rate, and ably handled by producer Huggins and Vin-
cent Sherman. This is out-and-out drama, much in the man-
ner of those fondly remembered adiilt stories that emanated
from the Warner lot some years ago.

Efrem Zimbalist jr., Angie Dickinson, Jack Kelly, Don
Ameche, Ray Danton, Herbert Marshall, Andra Martin.

Go Naked in the World A Si ®°
r‘“

MGM (111) 103 Minutes Rel. Jan. '61

A lavishly produced, highly dramatic picture dealing with
the currently popular theme of high-priced call girls ("But-

terfield 8," “Girl of the Night” are others), this Aaron Rosen-
Ljjfiv) berg production has all the elements for boxof ice success.

' Gina Lollobrigida, looking her most glamorous, Anthony
Franciosa, giving his finest screen portrayal to date, and
Ernest Borgnine will insure strong marquee pull for mature
and teenage fans although the frank treatment of the sub-
ject, including some racy dialog and an extremely sexy
montage of bedroom scenes, make it unsuitable for the
kiddies. Director Ranald MacDougall, who also did the
screenplay based on the book by Tom T. Chamales, pulls

few punches in depicting the comforts and delights of a life

of easy virtue, even if the heroine does come to a tragic end.
The flossy nightclubs and wealthy homes of San Francisco,
a hotel in Acapulco and Gina's striking gowns designed by
Helen Rose look their best in CinemaScope and Metro-
color and are certain to intrigue the ladies. Borgnine, play-
ing a wealthy, self-made Greek contractor, and Franciosa
as his son who refuses to be dominated, have several ex-
plosive scenes together which are the picture's highlights.

An Areola Production.

Gina Lollobrigida, Anthony Franc ; osa, Ernest Borgnine,
Luana Patten, Will Kuluva, Nancy R. Pollock, Philip Ober.

Blueprint lor Robbery F ^ Crime Drama

Paramount (6009) 88 Minutes Rel. Jan. '61

Producer Bryan Foy skilfully employs the documentary
approach to add realism and conviction to this hard-hitting

fictional crime drama suggested by the famous Brink's

robbery in Boston. Although name value is nil, the title and
theme can be exploited to attract action fans generally as
did "A1 Capone" and other recent crime films. Foy deliber-
ately cast unfamiliar actors from the stage and TV in the
leading roles and all are excellent, particularly Jay Barney,

ri
as the ex-convict who directs the daring robbery of an

h ind armored car service which collects payrolls, and J. Pat
'ing,7 O'Malley, in the semi-sympathetic role of an elderly safe-

cracker who longs to return to Ireland. The best-known oi

player is Romo Vincent, rotund nightclub comic, playing his An-
first dramatic part. Director Jerry Hopper concentrates on the
step-by-step planning and carrying out of the $2,000,000
heist with no time out for romance or comedy touches.
Marion Ross plays the solo feminine role, an extraneous bit

in a prison waiting room. While the screenplay by Irwin
Winehouse and A. Sanford Wolf sticks to many of the widely
publicized facts, including the gang's use of grotesque
Halloween masks, Paramount was unable to use "Boston
Robbery" in the title.

Jay Barney, Robert Wilkie, J. Pat O'Malley, Robert Gist,

Romo Vincent, Tom Duggan, Marion Ross.

Carthage in Flames F "SS ©“ta

©
Columbia ( ) 111 Minutes Rel.

As either half of a double bill designed for the saturation

playdates that attract youngsters and those persons who
like the blood and guts, grandly colorful spectacle and aren't

too demanding in the story department, this film should just

about fill the bill. It should draw an audience at least equal
to the numerous others of its kind that have been sprouting
up. Like most such films, it is a foreign import, made under
the Lux Films banner as a Franco-Italian coproduction. The
filming process is Technirama and it blazes extravagantly in

Technicolor. On the plus side are opulent mountings and
costumes, as well as some attractive personalities. Of these,

Anne Heywood is the only one whose role was done in

English. The remainder have been dubbed, but this is well
done. The lower half of the ledger most glaringly shows a
story that has been considerably overexpanded for the
sake of action. There are numerous battle scenes and plenty
of personal battles over the hand of the fair leading lady.

Carmine Gallone directed, as well as being credited as one
of three scripters of the story, taken from the book of the
same title by Emilio Salgari. Guido Luzzato produced.

Anne Heywood, Jose Suarez, Pierre Brasseur, Daniel

Gelin, Ilaria Occini, Paolo Stoppa, Emo Crisa.

Another Sky A Me,odrama

Edward Harrison 83 Minutes Rel. Jan. '61

England's Victoria Grayson plays out a touching role
against the lonely North African desert in this British import,
which serves as the initial dual screen stint (writer and
director) for British film critic Gavin Lambert. Essentially a
woman's picture, it encompasses eloquent emotional depth,
at the same time capturing some of the vividness of an
awkwardly shy girl's dismal plight in surroundings foreign
to her natural habitat, inclinations and desires. Miss Gray-
son provides a skilfully executed delineation and she's
superbly aided by what is obviously an all-native cast with
notable exceptions of a few British countenances that serve
to implement the Lambert story further. Seemingly against
her will. Miss Grayson finds herself entwined in a linger-
ing romantic episode with a Moroccan musician, Tayeb,
and when she has given herself unrestrainedly to the chap,
he takes off into the desert wastes and she goes after him,
only to learn that hope has a sad pattern of leaving when a
heart's yearnings and, equally important, money itself, have

'anfk run their course. Lambert has spun an intriguing story, and
i c:J it might be well for the global film community to watch

this particular gentleman's future efforts. Aymer Maxwell
was producer for Minotaur Productions, -lata

|\

Victoria Grayson, Catherine Lacey, Lee Montague,
Ahmed Ben Mahomed, Tayeb, Alan Forbes.

A French Mistress F ££
Fa^" c"-"i,

Films-Around-the-World 91 Minutes Rel. Dec. '60

A mildly-amusing romp which satirizes the stuffy head-
masters and the mischief-making students of a British boys'

school, this Boulting Bros, comedy has a bright story premise
which is stretched too thin to win a full quota of laughs.

Although not up to the high comic standard set by the

Boultings' “I'm All Right, Jack" and “Private's Progress,"

the picture will entertain devotees of British fare in the art

spots, where Cecil Parker and the bearded James Robertson
Justice are familiar players. The provocative title actually

refers to a pretty mademoiselle who is hired as a French
schoolmistress at a British boys' school and the role is in

the attractive and capable hands of Agnes Laurent, who
looks and sounds like a double for Brigitte Bardot—and that's

all to the good. John Boulting produced while Roy Boulting

directed from his own screenplay in collaboration with
Jeffrey Dell. While there's no Peter Sellers or Terry-Thomas
to head the cast, Parker blusters and pouts in his familiar

fashion but Justice has little to do. Much better are Irene

Handl as a belligerent cook; Athene Seyler, as a nosey
spinster, and Ian Bannen, who carries the romantic chores

,

with Mile. Laurent.
)

Cecil Parker, James Robertson Justice, Agnes Laurent,

Ian Bannen, Irene Handl, Raymond Huntley.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring
loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for SI.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploitips; Adlines for Newspaper and Programs

THE STORY: “Go Naked in the World" (MGM)
Anthony Franciosa returns to San Francisco after army

duty and, before seeing his wealthy Greek family, he is at-

tracted to Gina, Lollobrigida in a bar without realizing she
is a high-priced lady of easy virtue. When his father, Ernest
Borgnine, seeks him out and arranges a welcome home
party there is the inevitable argument about Franciosa go- fred
ing into the construction business and the son storms out to •-

see Gina with whom he soon falls in love. But when he
brings Gina to his parents' 30th anniversary, she is recog-
nized by both Borgnine and the male guests and Franciosa
learns that she had known many of the men intimately.
Although Borgnine believes that his son's romance is broken
up, Franciosa is unable to forget Gina and they go away to
Mexico. There Borgnine follows them and tries to persuade
Gina to marry his son. But, Gina refuses to ruin his life

and commits suicide.

EXPLOITIPS:
To attract the women patrons, play up Gina Lollobrigida's

magnificent wardrobe designed by Helen Rose and Fran-
ciosa in his most romantic role. Mention that Borgnine won
the Academy Award for 'Marty" and that Luana Patten,
former child star, played her first grown-up role in the
recent "Home From the Hill."

THE STORY: “A Fever in the Blood" (WB)

June Blair is murdered by Robert Colbert, her gardener,
who escapes without detection. Her estranged husband,
Rhodes Reason, is a nephew of ex-govemor Herbert Marshall,
and district attorney Jack Kelly, ambitious to become gover-
nor, charges Reason with the murder and decides to prose-

’ G r cu te personally. Presiding judae Efrem Zimbalist also is seek-
ing the governorship, as is Senator Don Ameche, who con-
siders it a stepping stone to the presidency. The courtroom
battle is full of bitter maneuvering, but Reason is convicted.
Then Ameche dies of a heart attack. Zimbalist drops out of

the race, after convicting Colbert, who confesses to the slay-
ing, but is persuaded to return to the election fight by Angie
Dickinson, Ameche's young widow who once had been
Zimbalist's romantic interest.

EXPLOITIPS:

Angie Dickinson models superb jewelry, which can lead to

tieups with jewelry shops. Tieins also can be made at book-
shops as film is based on William Pearson's best-seller of

the same name.

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:
He Fell in Love With Her Without Realizing That She

Had Known Many Men

—

Even His Own Father.

THE STORY: "Carthage in Flames" (Col)

During the time of the third Punic War, a young Cartha-
ginian warrior, Jose Suarez, is sentenced to death by the

group of merchants then in power. He escapes and steals

back into the city to get the woman he loves. While there,

he finds that Anne Heywood, a Roman who once saved his

life, is going to be sacrificed. He saves her and then gets in

and out of spots with the men of his worst enemy while he
tries to flee with the two women. Meanwhile, the Romans
begin their attack on the city and Suarez goes before the

all-powerful council to prove his innocence, obtaining the
command of a group of knights. They fight, but lose the
battle, finally escaping as the Romans burn the city and
end a nation.

EXPLOITIPS

Have Roman displays in stores near the theatre and in

the lobby. Hold a screening .or ancient history teachers in

local schools.

CATCHLINES:

See the End of an Ancient Nation . . . Rome Conquered
and Carthage Burned ... He Lived to Love and She Died
to Save His Love . . . Bold, Daring, Romantic ... A Colorful
Tale From the History Books.

THE STORY: “A French Mistress" (F-A-W)
When the French master of a British boys' school comes

down with food poisoning as a result of Irene Handl's
typically British cooking, Cecil Parker, the headmaster,
hires a new French teacher, who turns out to be the young
and beautiful Agnes Laurent. The entire student body falls

in love with her, as does Ian Bannen, Parker's son, but,
naturally, the cook and a nosey spinster resent the girl.

Parker suddenly makes a startling discovery

—

that Agnes is

the daughter of a French girl with whom he had a love af-

fair and she is just the right age to be his daughter. He
informs Ian that the girl is his sister and he tells Agnes to

leave. The boys then go on strike and the board of gover-
nors arrives to investigate the hiring of a young French
teacher. Agnes then admits she lied about her age and,
with Parker relieved to find she is not his daughter, she is

reinstated and resumes her romance with Ian.

EXPLOITIPS:
Make a play on the provocative title by using stills or en-

largements of Agnes Laurent in her blond Brigitte Bardot
hair-do with copy identifying her as the "mistress." Cecil
Parker, who scored in "Indiscreet" and a score of British
imports, and James Robertson Justice, well-known from the
British "Doctor" series, will be familiar to fans.
CATCHLINES:
They Expected a Dowdy French Schoolmistress

—

and an
Ooo La La Girl Appeared.

Searing-Raw on the Screen—From the Glowing Hot Pages
of a Best-Seller . . . What Happens Tonight Will Put a
Fever in the Blood of a Dozen Frightened People.

THE STORY: "Blueprint for Robbery" (Para)
Robert Gist, a nightclub owner, summons Jay Barney, an

ex-convict, to outline a plan to rob the Bankers Armored Car
Service, which collects payrolls from every bank. Barney
agrees to pull off the job only if J. Pat O'Malley, his old
mentor in crime who is still in jail, can be included in the

gang. After careful planning and casing of the car service

building, O'Malley is freed from jail and the gang, wearing
grotesque masks, pull off the holdup and escape with
$2,000,000, which they agree to let Gist hold for them until

the three-year statute of limitations runs out. Barney is

jailed on a minor robbery charge but, despite O'Malley's
plea, Gist refuses to furnish bail. Three years later, Barney
is freed and is almost gunned down by Gist's killers. When
the police get a clue from O'Malley, they arrest him on a
parole violation and the embittered Barney agrees to turn

state's evidence on the others if he and O'Malley are cleared.

When O'Malley returns to Ireland, Barney is left frightened
and alone.

EXPLOITIPS:
Although the Paramount ad copy is unable to use refer-

ences to the Brink's robbery in Boston, exhibitors can exploit

the picture as dealing with the world's biggest heist ($2,000,-

000 ).

CATCHLINES:
The True, Exciting Story Behind the World's Biggest and

Most Daring Robbery.

THE STORY: "Another Sky" (Edward Harrison)

Working in Marrakesh as companion to an older English

woman Catherine Lacey, with whom she has no mutual in-

terest, Victoria Grayson finds herself drifting into a rela-

tively speechless courtship with a native boy, Tayeb, mem-
ber of a Moroccan musical unit. Desperately lonely for af-

fection, Miss Grayson soon gives herself to the lad. He dis-

appears. (It has been said that he was fired from the combo
in which he played because he failed to give his boss some
of the money he got from the girl.) She goes off into the des-

ert looking for him. Running out of money and hope, she has
to allow herself to be taken as wife by a village man.

EXPLOITIPS:

Play up the significant native music that accompanies the

story. Stress to newspaper reviewers and columnists that

Gavin Lambert, the writer-director, is a newspaperman
himself, serving as a British film-critic. This marks his first

directorial stint. Tie in with travel agents and the like for

North African window displays.

CATCHLINES:
—Me.

Thousands of Miles from Civilization—and a Native Lute

Player Pays Romantic Courtl ... A Lonely British Girl and
a Moroccan Musician in the North African Night!

C
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RATES: 15c per word, minimum $1.50. cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions for price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

CLfflRinG HOUSE
HELP WANTED

Exceptional employment opportunities
for Drive-In and Walk-In Theatre Man-
agers in Southern California. Large cir-

cuit offers ideal working conditions and
liberal medical, hospitalization and life

insurance coverage, plus an excellent
retirement plan. If you should vacation
in California, contact Jim Barka for a
personal interview, Pacific Drive-In The-
atres Corp., 141 South Robertson Blvd.,

Los Angeles 48, California. All inquiries
will be held strictly confidential.

Experienced Couple: Projection-man-
ager, wife concessions manager. Excellent
opportunity, fine conventional and drive-

in theatres midwest county seat. Box-
office, 9204.

Wanted: First class drive-in man thor-

oughly experienced in all phases. Cap-
able of handling group of drive-ins. Best
business and character references re-

quired. Forward complete information and
snapshot with first letter. This is an op-
portunity for the right man. Boxoffice,

9205.

Projectionist, experienced, year around
employment, non-union. Write qualifica-
tions and experience. Boxoffice, 9207.

MANAGER wanted for conventional de
luxe, first-run theatre in large Ohio City.
Must be cracker jack exploiteer, experi-
enced in all phases of running de luxe
operation. State age, experience, marital
status and salary requirement. Must have
first class reference. Boxoffice, 9216.

Salesman Wanted: Motion picture ex-
ploitation. Experience unnecessary. If you
have managed a theatre, are aggressive
and want to travel in Illinois, you may
qualify. Straight salary and expenses.
Car furnished. Write full qualifications to

MMF, 1370 Linden, Highland Park, Il-

linois.

POSITIONS WANTED
General Manager presently employed

desires change for the better. Thoroughly
experienced all phases of the business
both indoor and drive-ins. Now handling
buying, booking, advertising and per-
sonnel for circuit. Boxoffice, 9202.

Managers: Two experienced, aggressive
young men, to be managers or assistant
managers, with excellent recommenda-
tions. Available now. Both married, years
of experience. Write Boxoffice, 9215.

POPCORN MACHINES
Popcorn machines, all makes. Complete

new popping units, $185.00 ex. Replace-
ment kettles, all machines. 120 So. Hoi-
sted, Chicago, 111.

INTERMISSION TAPES
Pre-Show and Intermission Programs for

Drive-Ins. No more tape troubles . . .

use disc customized programs . . . same
price as our superb tapes on HiFi LP
records. Guaranteed to sell. Write for
free sample disc. Commercial Sound Ser-
vice, P. O. Box 5, Sulphur Springs,
Texas.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Wanted: Used equipment. Ashcraft

Model C-70 lamps. Advise condition and
cost. Boxoffice, 9208.

Wanted: SP Semi-Portable projectors,
Mazda or Arc lamp type. Give full par-
ticulars and price. Boxoffice, 9209.

Wanted: Low intensity rectifiers, 12/15
amps for Baby Strong arc lamps. Advise
condition and cost. Boxoffice, 9210.

Wanted: Set of CinemaScope lenses,
also 2”, 31/2 or 3%" back up lenses. Gor-
don Jarvis, 1504 North Avenue, Burlington,
Vermont.

Wanted: One Reproduco player piano
and organ, made in 1919 for silent movie
theatres. State price. Jim Hendrix, P. O.
Box 73, Lakeland, Florida.

Wanted: Used booth equipment. We dis-
mantle. Frank Rogers, 1122 Winton Ave-
nue, Speedway, Indiana.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
For Sale: Complete Theatre Equipment.

250 spring edged seats, RCA sound,
Brenkert projectors & lamps. Now in
use. Make an offer. Carl Branscome,
Galax, Virginia.

Strong, Jr., 16mm, high intensity, arc
projection lamps, plus sound equipment.
Five years old, A-l condition. Midway,
Adrian, N. D.

SURPLUS STOCK: Must reduce. Super,
E7 Simplex mechanisms, $195; regular
Simplex, $99.50; SA RCA 35mm Arc Sound
Projectors with pedestals, $195; Hi-In-
tensity arcs and rectifiers, Brenkert, Sim-
plex, Strong, Forest from $49.50. Complete
booth outfits, projection and sound, from
$895. Good serviceable condition. S.O.S.,
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.

150, A-l seats, complete theatre equip-
ment. Jerry Anderson, Richwood, Ohio.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
Everything for Theatre and Concession,

including supplies. Queen Feature Ser-
vice, Birmingham, Alabama.

BLACK or RED, WINTERIZED MASON-
ITE MARQUEE LETTERS, fit all signs. 4",-

40c; 8”, 60c; 10", 75c; 12", $1.00; 14",

$1.50; 16", $1.75; 17", $2.00; 25", $3.00

(10% discount 100 letters or over $60.00

list). S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New
York 19.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
BASKET REPLACEMENTS for old type

RCA junction boxes . . . replaces both
baskets and mounts on top of junction
box cover, easy to install. Sample and
quantity price list 65c. Best R/C Mfg.
Company, 3211 St. John, Kansas City 23,

Mo.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS

Bingo, more action! $4.50M cards. Other
games available, on, off screen. Novelty
Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of

Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 346 West 44th St., New York
36, N. Y.

Placards . . . Bumper Strips. Colorpress,
3613 Vaughn Blvd., Ft. Worth, Texas.

Midget Bibles. $50/thousand. lxl%",
224 pages. Samples, prices 10c. Johnson-
Smith, D-951, Detroit 7.

Comic Books . . . Toys . . . Novelties
. . . Free catalog. Hecht Mfg., 184 W.
Merrick Road, Merrick, N. Y.

FILMS WANTED
35mm and 16mm features, serials and

shorts. Safety film only. Boxoffice, 9196.

FILMS FOR SALE
35mm- 16mm films and equipment of all

kinds. Associated-, 1205 West 7th Street,
Pomona, California.

35mm. Sound features. Cheap. Listings
Write Filmex, 242 Kontner, Nelsonville
Ohio.

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING
IF YOU OWN A COPY of Trout's Sound
and Projection Servicing Manual. In-

structions on servicing leading makes of

equipment . . . trouble-shooting charts,
basic schematics; tables on rest-

ances, voltages; data on lenses, lamps,
projectors, screens, sound, etc. Simpli-
fied . . . authentic. Additional Service
Sheets for 1961 to subscribers free. Data
on 35-70mm equipment. Price: $6 copy;
Cash or P.O. Order ... no CODs.
(Loose-leaf binder free) . Wesley
Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid, Oklahoma.

THEATRES FOR SALE

West Coast theatres for sale. Write for
list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearny Street, San Francisco 8, California.

For Sale: Neodesha, Kansas drive-in
theatre, 375 cars, population 4,000. No
reasonable offer refused. Downtown the-
atre to be dismantled. G. E. Klock.

650-car drive-in. Eastern Michigan, three
years old, real estate included. First run
product, nearest competition 20 miles.
Large drawing area. Excellent opportunity
for ambitious showman. Easy terms for
immediate sale. Contact R. Vickrey, 31
N. Walnut, Mt. Clemens, Michigan.

600-seat theatre in Hamilton, Ohio.
Population 75,000. Modern equipment in
excellent condition. Remodeled and re-
decorated inside . . . new lighting. Com-
fortable lounge-lobby. Purchase equip-
ment and business, $7,000 cash. Lease
building. Write L. J. Dieckhause, 320 Prin-
cess Court, Cinti. 15, Ohio. Phone PR 1-

1245.

350-car drive-in, eastern Washington,
county seat. Boxoffice, 9214.

Lease and equipment for sale, 300 seats,
only theatre in town of 10,000 population.
Boxoffice, 9213.

THEATRES WANTED
WANTED: 400-car drive-in. North Caro-

lina vicinity . . Raleigh, Durham,
Greensboro, Winstom-Salem, Concord,
Lexington . . . what have you? Boxoffice,
9206.

Small town theatre, interested in South-
western states only. Send details to: Box-
office, 9212.

_ THEATRE TICKETS
Prompt Service. Special printed roll

tickets. 100,000, $34.95; 10,000, $11.55; 2,000,
$5.95. Each change in admission price, in-
cluding change in color, $4.00 extra.
Double numbering extra. F.O.B Kansas
City, Mo. Cash with order. Kansas City
Ticket Co., Dept. 11, 109 W. 18th Street,
Kansas City, Mo.

THEATRES FOR LEASE

For sale or lease, Texas drive-in the-
atre, only one in county. Call or write
W. R. Woody, Fairfield, Texas.

For Lease: Only drive-in, growing Colo-
rado town. Excellent family opportunity.
$6,000 advance. Boxoffice, 9203.

Colored, equipped, drive-in theatre for

lease. If connected with first run will

run on percentage. Phone JO 2-4416, Vero
Beach, Florida.

THEATRE SEATING
Good used late model chairs available,

rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.
Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25'', 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

Chairs rebuilt in your theatre, re-spac-
ing, sewed covers. Arthur Judge, 2100 E.

Newton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

7,000 late type theatre chairs on hand
completely rebuilt like new with new
chair comfort. Selling at very low price.

Can also rebuild your own chairs if

frames are good. Write for information:
Nick Diack, Eastern Seating Co., 138-13

Springfield Blvd., Springfield Gardens,
N. Y.

1,550 Bodiform. 332 Pushback, Interna-
tional Plywood Chairs. Lone Star Seating,
Box 1734, Dallas.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BIGGER POPCORN PROFITS with all

new Tender-Vender, now re-designed to

even finer operations and results. Nothing
to corrode, rust or peel. Warms, tender-
izes and dispenses crisp, hot, delicious
popcorn. Shipped assembled; easy to

move; capacities riaht for any location
Write for facts. TENDER-VENDER POP-
CORN SERVICE CO., Popcorn Building,
Nashville, Tennessee.

Handy Subscription Order Form

CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION
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/toThe ExHiB'ToR>

So that we can give you the excellent service you deserve on TRAILERS and

ACCESSORIES ... we ask you to PLEASE...

RETURN TRAILERS AND ACCESSORIES
Immediately Alter Use!

Eor more than FORTY YEARS National Screen Service has saved Exhibit-

ors large sums of money, through a low-cost RENTAL PLAN on Trailers and

Accessories . . . made possible only through the multiple-use of each item. The

outright purchase of these Trailers and Accessories would have been pro-

hibitive.

The RENTAL PLAN has been successful, simply because EXHIBITORS
have been cooperative in returning these items IMMEDIATELY after using

them ... thereby permitting an orderly rotation of Trailers and Accessories,

with fellow-exhibitors who similarly benefit from this plan.

Sometimes, an operator fails to return a Trailer on time . . . Sometimes,

an usher is remiss in sending back Accessories! Just a little forgetfulness . .

.

multiplied by hundreds . . . that strips the gears in National Screen’s smoothly-

operating Service System!

Just as the patron who stays for two shows REDUCES T OUR SEATING
CAPACITY. .. the “little oversights” of operators and ushers REDUCE OUR
CAPACITY TO RENDER SERVICE!

It’s SERVICE we Sell you! . .

.

and it’s SERVICE our huge service staff

tries to Give you.

We know that if you call it to their attention, your people will want to

cooperate by

RETURNING TRAILERS AND
ACCESSORIES
On Time!

Thanks for your cooperation!

THE N.S.S. PRIZE BABY
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1960 Building Report: $56,105,000 Spent on New Theatres, Remodeling Jobs

U. S. theatremen last year continued their impressive spending to erect new properties and improve

the old. Typical of the projects undertaken are the four shown above. Top left, 450-seat Tropic

Theatre, Leesburg, Fla., MCM Theotres builder; top right, 885-seat Kachina Theatre, Phoenix,

Harry L. Nace Circuit; lower left, $300,000 remodeling job at the Empire Theatre, Kansas City,

Durwood Circuit; lower right, Super 130 Drive-In, Edgewater, N. J., Melvin Fox builder, Claude

Schlanger, co-partner . . . Report to Industry on page 12.

Supreme Court

Upholds Prior

Censorship of Films
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the picture. \Ve were unprepared i

un-anything . But we’l 2

Joshua Logan’s production
is the greatest

have eveis

» ^
(Left to right) William Brunner, Anne Weisenfeld, Mark Dohrman, Blanche Dohrman, Gloria Schneider, Maxwell Schneider, Ela s

V? Joan Finn, Walter W. Modarelli, Jr., Mickey Haber, Cynthia Hopkins, Patricia O’Connell, Mary Jane Goth, Mary Kirkwood, Sam i
r

Mrs. D. Bruno, Harold McCrystal, Jr., Dominic Fueges, Mrs. Rose Fueges, Michael A. Fiore



vent to a sneakpreview
!/ere askedwhatwe thoughtof
unrehearsed, unprompted
j[o onrecord right now:

>f 'Fanny’ for Warner Bros,

motion picture we
i;een!§9

Jl nson, Arlene Foligno, Hazel Williams, Benjamin A. Toro, Rosanna Heckman, J. V. Serafin, August W. Heckman, Florence Serafin*

A brose, Linda Lombard, Arlene B. Kosiakowski, Martha Lombard, Vincent M. Spina, Carole Silverman, Mrs. H. McCrystal, Jr.,
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IT'S EVERYBODY'S FIGHT

C ENSORSHIP always has been a problem

for the motion picture industry, but, in

the wake of the Supreme Court decision in the

Chicago case, that problem has been increased

many fold. For, as Chief Justice Earl Warren

stated in the minority opinion, “the court gives

its blessing to the censorship of all motion pic-

tures in order to prevent the exhibition of those

it feels to be constitutionally unprotected.”

The timing of the high court’s decision—com-

ing when a majority of the state legislatures are

in session, with nearly all of them having earlier

indicated censorship bills will be introduced

—

can be expected to accelerate these actions and

make their defense on the part of the industry

exceedingly difficult. Too, in the light of a

municipality’s censoring body having been up-

held in its right to pass judgment on films prior

to their exhibition, there could be an avalanche

of attempts to create such setups in other mu-

nicipalities.

As Eric Johnston, president of the Motion

Picture Ass’n of America, stated in comment on

the Supreme Court’s ruling, it should not be re-

garded “as the end, but rather as the beginning.”

Indeed, it will be the beginning of virtually

wholesale onslaughts against motion pictures by

zealots and professional reformists and poli-

ticians, the latter’s interest being largely to pass

out political plums as well as to latch onto the

revenues that censor boards extract from this in-

dustry.

When it is considered that New York State

annually collects some $400,000 for the licensing

of films, it can readily be estimated how costly

it would be to this industry, if all 50 states—
let alone municipalities—invoked censorship

statutes. That could come to $20 million as this

industry’s annual tribute for the “opportunity”

to have its product and itself cut to pieces. And
where will those millions come from? Distribu-

tion, initially, would have to pay it, but it would

not be long before it would be passed on to the

exhibitors, in one way or another, just as is any

other tax. Then the public would be affected,

for this excessive burden would have to be added

to admission charges, and another deterrent to

patronage would be incurred, increasing the

plight of theatres already suffering from at-

tendance loss. And that would add to the rolls

of theatres forced to close.

Whether it comes about in this way or

through emaciating of films by the restraints

that would be imposed, there is a reason for

alarm of the widespread harm that can be done.

Warning of the dangers, Richard F. Walsh,

president of the International Alliance of The-

atrical Stage Employes and Moving Picture Op-

erators, is urging the IATSE locals to be on the

alert for censorship bills that will be introduced

in their states and “to rally the forces of organ-

ized labor against them.”

Mr. Walsh also issued an attack on the classi-

fication of films, which is being advocated in

several states, as “impractical” and “ridiculous,”

adding that “censorship and classification are

unjustified, and we naturally fear them as a

threat to our already-hard-hit business.”

Serious as is the prospect of the industry’s

having to engage in a far-flung array of battles

over censorship, battles which will have to be

renewed constantly, of no lesser concern is the

infringement of freedom of every form of com-

munication—even free speech—made possible by

the Supreme Court’s edict. On this, Chief Justice

Warren, in the dissenting opinion, said: “The de-

cision presents a real danger of eventual censor-

ship for every form of communication, be it

newspapers, journals, books, magazines, tele-

vision, radio or public speeches .”

That is, indeed, far-reaching. Yet, while it

poses a most ominous threat, it may also serve

as the key to the incontestable right of freedom

of the screen. For, surely, the various communi-

cations media and the general public will have

to rally to the support of this industry’s efforts

to regain and preserve that right, as Mr. John-

ston so well pointed out:
“
The decision today

teaches us again that the roots of freedom need

to be constantly tended and it teaches us, too,

that no medium will be safe unless it joins in

an unceasing crusade to reinforce freedom .”

To that end, Mr. Johnston calls on all of the

industry to wage an unrelenting, all-out fight

against censorship wherever and whenever its

ugly head is raised.

It is incumbent on every element of this indus-

try to answer that call, for none is spared by

the effects of censorship. With the participation

and full cooperation of exhibitors, distributors

and all others who have a stake in the future of

this business, attempts to institute censorship can

be defeated, just as was done in Pennsylvania

last year.



PRIOR CENSORSHIP OF FILMS
IS UPHELD BY SUPREME COURT

Mr. Chief Justice Warren Dissents

With Whom Mr. Justice Black, Mr. Justice Douglas and Mr. Justice Brennan join

“To me this case clearly presents the question of our approval of unlimited
censorship of motion pictures before exhibition through a system of administrative
licensing. Moreover, the decision presents a real danger of eventual censorship

for every form of communication be it newspapers, journals, books, magazines,
television, radio or public speeches. The Court purports to leave these questions for

another day, but I am aware of no constitutional principle which permits us to

hold that communications of ideas through one medium may be censored while

other media are immune. Of course each medium presents its own peculiar prob-

lems, but they are not of a kind which authorize the censorship of one form of

communication and not the others. I submit that in arriving at its decision the

Court has interpreted our cases contrary to the intention at the time of their ren-

dition and, in exalting the censor of motion pictures, has endangered the First and
Fourteenth Amendments rights of all others engaged in the dissemination of news.”

Justices Split 5 to 4 Over
Question of Submitting

Pictures to Censors

WASHINGTON—The right of municipal
and state governments to establish motion
picture censorship, requiring submission of
films for licensing before they are publicly
exhibited, was upheld this week by the
United States Supreme Court. The decision
was handed down Monday (23).

NOT FOR COURT TO LIMIT

In a 5-4 decision which jolted the in-

dustry, the Court, in the case of Times
Film Corp. vs the city of Chicago, held:

“It is not for this Court to limit the
State in its selection of the remedy it

deems most effective to cope with such a
problem, absent, of course, a showing of

unreasonable strictures on individual lib-

erty resulting from its application in par-
ticular circumstances.”
The Court then added: “We, of course,

are not holding that city officials may
be granted the power to prevent the show-
ing of any motion picture they deem un-
worthy of a license.”

What the decision means, in effect, is

this:

A city or a state has the right to require

the submission of motion pictures to a
censorship body prior to public exhibition.

This, in itself, does not violate the guaran-
tees of freedom of speech and the press

of the First and Fourteenth Amendment
which, the Court in its historic opinion in

1952, said applied to motion pictures as

well as to the press and other media.
But, what the censorship boards do after

they are established is another matter.

For, up to this point, censors have been
unable to draft a set of procedures or

standards which hold up under the High
Court’s determined views on freedoms es-

tablished and guaranteed by the First and
Fourteenth Amendments.
The Court, in a succession of opinions

since 1952, has ruled against censorship
bodies—but always basing its decisions on
procedures created or standards estab-

lished by the censoring groups. The Court
has ruled against efforts to ban pictures

because they were “sacrilegious,” “ob-
scene,” “immoral,” “harmful,” or, as in

the case of “Lady Chatterly’s Lover,” to

prevent the exhibition of a picture because
that picture advocates an idea—that adul-
tery under certain circumstances may be
proper.

“WON ALL THE BATTLES . .
”

Now, the industry finds itself in the
position of having won all the battles, but
losing the war.
Had the Times Film Corp., which carried

the case to the highest court, challenged
standards or procedures established in the
loosely drawn Chicago censorship ordi-
nance, the Court may well have followed

its judicial philosophy of the last eight

years. But the distributor asked only for a
black-and-white decision on its challenge

that “the provision in the ordinance re-

quiring submission of the film constituted,

on its face, a prior restraint within the
prohibition of the First and Fourteenth
Amendments.”
The petitioners “narrow attack on the

ordinance does not require that any con-
sideration be given to the validity of the

standards set” in the ordinance, the
Court declared. So, having no alternative,

the five justices joining in the majority
opinion said:

“It has never been held that liberty of

speech is absolute. Nor has it been sug-
gested that all previous restraints on
speech are invalid.”

Justice Clark, who by coincidence wrote
both the historic 1952 opinion favoring the
industry and last week’s opinion against

Exhibitor Self-Regulation

Program Studied by TOA
New York—A self-regulatory pro-

gram which will encompass the pres-

ent Motion Picture Production Code is

being prepared by a special committee
of Theatre Owners of America and will

be presented to the TOA board of di-

rectors at its meeting in Washington
in March. The plan then will be sub-
mitted to the exhibitors of the nation.

Albert Pickus, TOA president, said

that TOA recognized the fact that
there had been criticism of the content
of some current pictures but that any
justified changes should be accom-
plished by and through the industry’s

own self-regulation rather than gov-
ernment regulation. He said TOA had
concerned itself with the criticisms be-
cause it had an inherent responsibility

to the public. Strict self-regulation, it

is believed by TOA, will soften a push
for censorship, in view of the Supreme
Court decision this week.

the industry, reminded that when the

Court decided that motion pictures were
within the guarantees of the First and
Fourteenth Amendments, it also added
that this “was not the end of the problem”
and “it does not follow that the Constitu-

tion requires absolute freedom to exhibit

every motion picture of every kind at all

times and all places.”

The majority opinion stated:

“We have concluded that . . . Chicago’s

ordinance requiring the submission of

films prior to their public exhibition is

not, on the grounds set forth (Ed. note

—

That it infringes the freedom of speech

guaranteed in the First and Fourteenth
amendments), void on its face . . .

“Petitioner would have us hold that the

public exhibition of motion pictures must
be allowed under any circumstances. The
State’s sole remedy, it says, is the invoca-

tion of criminal process under the Illinois

pornography statute . . . and then only

after transgression.

“But this position, as we have seen, is

founded upon the claim of absolute privi-

lege under the First amendment—a claim

without sanction in our cases . . .

“Certainly petitioner’s broadside attack

does not warrant . . . our saying that . . .

the State is stripped of all constitutional

power to prevent in and the most effective

fashion, the utterance of this class (ob-

scene) of speech.

This view was bitterly attacked by Chief

Justice Warren and concurred in by

Justices Black, Brennan and Douglas.

While the majority opinion ran only seven

pages, the dissent of Chief Justice War-
ren filled 34 pages and a second dissent by
Justice Douglas and concurred in by Jus-

tice Brennan ran another seven.

Warren warned that the decision pre-

sents “a real danger to eventual censorship

for every form of communication declared

that censorship is “a weapon that no mi-

nority should be allowed to wield over any
of us.”

“I cannot agree with either the con-

clusion reached by the Court nor the rea-

sons advanced for its support,” the Chief

Justice wrote.

“To me, this case clearly presents the
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Cofinancing Deal Signed

By MPI, Pathe-America

question of our approval of unlimited cen-

sorship of motion pictures before exhibi-

tion through a system of administrative

licensing.

“Moreover, the decision presents a real

danger of eventual censorship for every

form of communication be it newspapers,

journals, books, magazines, television,

radio or public speeches.

Justice Douglas wrote a brief, learned

opinion in which the Chief Justice and
Justice Black joined. He reviewed the his-

tory of censorship from the days of Socra-

tes, held that “no more powerful weapon
for sectarian control can be imagined than
government censorship.”

The decision comes at a particularly

critical time. State legislatures are meeting
throughout the country, and censorship

movements are under way in many of the

states. The court has now given the cen-

sorship advocates the most lethal piece of

ammunition they have had since the High
Court in the 1915 Mutual Film Co. case

held that motion pictures were entertain-

ment and a business for profit and there-

fore could be placed under the eye and
rule of the censor.

Chicago Moves to Strengthen
Censorship Ordinance
CHICAGO— Elated over the Supreme

Court decision upholding Chicago’s prior

censorship ordinance, city officials already
have taken steps to take film censorship
out of the police department and to re-

draft the ordinance to provide for classi-

fication of motion pictures.

At the same time, Abner J. Mikva, Chi-
cago counsel for Times Film Corp. which
tested the ordinance in the courts, indi-

cated that the “Don Juan” case may be
taken into the judicial channels again, but
on different grounds. First, he wants to

read the text of the Supreme Court de-
cision, he said.

While expressing disappointment in the
justices’ 5-4 decision that Chicago could
require prior censorship of films, Mikva
pointed out that the local censors have
been acting unconstitutionally in actions
taken against individual pictures. “We
have reversed their rulings every time we
have gone into the courts, and you can
be sure we will be taking more of them
there.”

Johnston Calls for a Fight
On All Censorship Fronts
WASHINGTON—-The decision of the

Supreme Court in the censorship case
“should be a trumpet call to all believers
in freedom of expression,” Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture Ass’n of
America, declared Tuesday (24). “It calls

on us to step up the fight to prevent any
encroachments on this freedom through
government, through the courts, or
through pressures of any kind.”
He calls to other media to join in the

fight. “This now becomes the fight not
of the motion picture alone,” he declared.
“In motion pictures, we do not regard this
as the end but rather the beginning.
“The decision teaches us again that the

roots of freedom need to be constantly
tended and it teaches us, too, that no
medium will be safe unless it joins in an
unceasing crusade to reinforce freedom,”
he said.

Walter Reade jr. (left), president of

the Motion Picture Investors, Inc.;

Gordon K. Greenfield (seated), presi-

dent of America Corp., and Budd
Rogers, president of Pathe-America
Corp., at the signing of the cofinancing
pact in Los Angeles last week.

IATSE Calls on Its Locals
To Fight Censorship
NEW YORK—The International Alli-

ance of Theatrical Stage Employes and
Moving Picture Machine Operators this

week called upon its locals and members
to oppose the enactment of new motion
picture censorship or classification laws

by state legislatures.

The call to fight censorship on all fronts

was issued by Richard F. Walsh, presi-

dent, in an editorial published in the or-

ganization’s official bulletin. He said he
agreed with the Motion Picture Ass’n of

America in its position of strongly oppos-

ing obscene films but holding that they

should be dealt with through penal stat-

utes rather than censorship.

In his editorial, Walsh declared:

“A censor board, reviewing a picture in

advance of its public showing tends to

lose hight of the basic question of ob-

scenity and to try to take on functions of

education and uplift which belong to the

home, the school and the church. The mo-
tion picture, to survive as a medium of

art and dramatic entertainment, must be

free to give honest portrayals of life as it

exists today—and as it has always existed

—rather than to sugar-coat it.

“The idea of having a censor board
classify certain films ‘For Adults Only’ is

very impractical in our opinion. Many
teenagers have a quite-adult viewpoint;
many others of matux*e years are slow to

attain intellectual and emotional maturity,
and some never do. Moreover, the ‘Adults
Only’ tag is an old and disreputable one
in show business—often used deliberately
to lure the prurient-minded. And, finally,

the classification technique becomes ridic-

ulous when we consider the large number
of parents who see movies these days at
drive-in theatres with children asleep in
the back seats of their cars.

LOS ANGELES—Active exhibitor sup-

port was evidenced in the Pathe-America
production plan last week when Motion
Picture Investors, Inc., and Pathe-America
Distributing Co. signed a cofinancing deal

on “The Deadly Companions,” $1,500,000

Pathecolor Panavision drama. Now being

filmed in Tucson, Ariz., as the first of

Pathe-America’s 12-picture slate for this

year, “Companions” stars Maureen O’Hara,
Brian Keith, Steve Cochran and Chill

Wills.

Walter Reade jr., president of MPI;
Gordon K. Greenfield, president of Pathe-
America’s parent company, The America
Corp., and Budd Rogers, Pathe-America
president, made the joint announcement,
which marks the first time the exhibitor

group has invested in the production of a

theatrical film.

Formed as an investment trust in 1958,

MPI was created to enable theatre owners
to collectively invest in stocks of motion
picture companies in order to have a voice

in policy making. Their deal with Pathe-
America adds considerable exhibitor stat-

ure to the support already given the Pathe
slate by the Theatre Owners of America.

In making the announcement, Reade,
who is a former president of TOA and is

head of the eastern theatre chain bearing
his name as well as chairman of the board
of Continental Distributing, Inc., said,

“Theatres are starving for quality motion
pictures. We hope our actions will encour-
age others to invest in the American film

industry.” He expressed strong belief in

the Pathe-America program and said the

MPI was backing its convictions with a
large cash investment. He promised show-
manship and experience would be put to

work in exploiting and advertising the

product and said, “We’ll work and invest

to get that product.”

Reade also announced that the second
MPI project, which he termed important
to all exhibitors, is the arrangement that
has been made to rerelease a combination
program of “Friendly Persuasion” and
“Wichita” for which a new campaign, with
new radio material, newspaper ads and
accessories, is being created. Plans are

under way to put this combo package into

release this spring, starting it off with a

giant saturation over the great plains area.

MPI has issued approximately 50,000

shares of stock at $10 per share and has
prepared a new Security Exchange Com-
mission registration for sale of additional

stock in the near future.

Eugene Picker Resigns
As Loew's Theatres Head
NEW YORK— Eugene Picker has re-

signed as president of Loew’s Theatres.
Termination of his contract was amicable
and a mutually satisfactory financial set-

tlement was made. Laurence Tisch, chair-
man, reported. Inability to see eye-to-eye
on corporate problems was given as the
reason for the resignation. John Murphy,
executive vice-president, and other officers

will remain with the company.
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Quick Move
New Order

Allied in

To Set Up
By HAVILAND R. REVES

DETROIT—Opening of national admin-
istrative offices for Allied States Ass’n on
the tenth floor of the Fox Theatre Build-
ing moved with speed this past week.
Within days of the decision at Milwaukee,
the new name was on the door and sta-

tionery printed, phones connected, office

furniture made available, etc. The present
office arrangement is considered tempor-
ary and permanent quarters, adequate for

the staff, will be established later in the

building. This may necessitate some re-

arrangement of tenant space.

Executive director Milton H. London
noted that he “will devote all the time
and energy necessary to the efficient con-
duct of the job.” He will be assisted by a

full-time office secretary, plus any addi-
tional personnel which may be found to

be necessary.

MYERS TURNS OVER RECORDS
In connection with the move, from

Washington, headquarters for three dec-
ades, London said that “all pertinent cor-
respondence, financial records and other
information necessary to the continuity of

the association” are being sent on to De-
troit by Abram F. Myers, who recently
retired as chairman of the board, after

long and distinguished service.

Marshall Fine, Allied’s new president,
and Ben Marcus, chairman of the board,
were here this week to inspect the new
offices and to confer with London.

Fine, who at 35 is the youngest presi-
dent ever to head the association, said he
plans to confer, at an early date, with
distribution heads in New York and to

“offer the fullest measure of cooperation
and seek that of distribution in working
out mutual beneficial solutions to common
industry problems.”
London said he intends to visit each of

the Allied units as soon as practical so as
to have first hand knowledge of each re-
gional office and to become better ac-
quainted with the exhibitors in each area.
Invitations to attend regional board meet-
ings or conventions will be welcomed and
accepted whenever possible, he said.

COMMENT MADE BY LONDON
Commenting frankly on the “secession”

move, led by A1 Myrick, London said:
“Allied States Association of Motion

Picture Exhibitors is a voluntary associa-
tion of autonomous regional organizations.
Any unit may at any time sever its rela-
tions with the national organization on its

own initiative.

“Upon occasion this action has been
taken in the past.
“There is absolutely no provision or

means by which the national organization
can be dissolved except by unanimous con-
sent of its constituent member organiza-
tions. As long as a single unit did not
withdraw, it would remain as the embodi-
ment of the national organization.

“It is amazing that A1 Myrick, honored
to serve as the president of Allied States,
was apparently not aware of the provisions
of its constitution and by-laws.

“Further, his call for dissolution was

Indiana Allied Breaks

With National Ass n
Indianapolis—Allied Theatre Own-

ers of Indiana has terminated its long
association with Allied States Ass’n.

The unit’s board of directors, meeting
here Tuesday (24) voted unanimously
to withdraw from the national or-

ganization.

The Indiana group thus becomes the
first affiliate to disassociate itself with
the new leadership of Allied States,

following the meeting of the national
board in Milwaukee January 14, 15

when the so-called moderates took
charge and elected Marshall Fine of

Cleveland president.

“For the past two years, our board
members have expressed themselves
quite strongly on the subject of the
basic differences in the philosophies
and principles of the two existing fac-

tions in National Allied,” the board de-
clared in a statement announcing the
disassociation. “Yesterday, it was
unanimously agreed that both groups
could accomplish more for their indi-

vidual units by working with a smaller,

compatible group for common goals

instead of dissipating their time,

money and energies in fighting each
other in the larger groups.”

In making this announcement, Rich-
ard Lochry, the unit’s president, said

he is resigning his post as secretary of

the national organization.

The Indiana unit, which was to be
a cosponsor with the Gulf States unit
of the 1961 Allied convention in Las
Vegas, said it will turn the hotel ac-

commodation file over to the Gulf
States board.

Sixteen directors attended this

week’s meeting, representing 130 the-
atres, and said to include such Indiana
theatre organizations as Alliance

Amusement Co., Y&W Management
Corp. and Indiana-Illinois Theatres.
However, Alliance, which operates 36

theatres in Indiana, announced last

week that it had enrolled all of its

theatres in Theatre Owners of

America.

absolutely without meaning.
“It is my earnest hope that no regional

leaders will deprive their members of the
benefits to be derived from Allied.

“It was obvious that the units repre-
sented at Milwaukee are solidly behind
the present national leadership and pro-
gram. This covers eleven regional associa-
tions representing 80 to 90 per cent of
the total theatre membership of Allied.

“Through the obvious benefits of par-
ticipation in our accomplishments, we
hope in the very near future to have all

of the units and 100 per cent of the mem-
bership solidly behind us.”

Telemeter U.S. Debut

In Little Rock, Ark.
LITTLE ROCK — International Tele-

meter’s pay television system will be in-

troduced to the United States in Little

Rock, and the project here is exepected to

be the first step in developing wired pay
TV in selected communities in the nation.

This was revealed by Louis A. Novins,

president of ITC, in an announcement
that his company, a subsidiary of Para-
mount Pictures Corp., had signed an agree-

ment with Midwest Video Corp. for the

Telemeter franchise here. The Little Rock
system will be the second in the Telemeter
expansion plans, the first has been in op-

eration in Etobicoke, a suburb of Toronto,

Ont. for ten months.
The project here is backed by financing

of considerable substance, including such
figures as Winthrop Rockefeller, Walter
Hussman, owner of a chain of newspapers;

A. B. Cobb, president of the Rose City

Bank of Rose City, Ark. ;
David Grundfust,

president of the Sterling Corp.; and C.

Hamilton Moses, former chairman of the

Arkansas Power & Light Co., who is presi-

dent of Midwest Video.

The company already is in the television

field through its ownership of community
antenna systems in Dexter and Poplar

Bluff, Mo., Greenville, Miss., Clovis, N. M.,

Rapid City, S. D., Paris, Vcitoria and
Bryan, Texas, and intends to move into pay
TV on a wide scale. Six cities, ranging in

population from 500,000 to 2,000,000 are

under considerattion.

In an effort to speed installation of the

system, Midwest Video this week moved
to obtain use of present utility facilities

for the network of cables necessary for

servicing homes of subscribers. In the first

of a series of actions, the company filed

a complaint with the Public Service Com-
mission of Arkansas requesting that South-

western Bell Telephone Co., which serves

the area, be required to furnish and main-
tain cables from a downtown originating

spot to homes of subscribers in Little Rock,

and to file a rate schedule for such ser-

vice. Midwest claims it had requested the

service but had been turned down, and that

this was discriminatory against the com-
pany and “the television viewers of the

city of Little Rock.”

State Court Jurisdiction

In Antitrust Suit Upheld
DETROIT—The Wayne County Circuit

Court Wednesday (25) held that clearance

is illegal under the state’s antitrust laws

and ordered trial of a suit brought by

Joseph P. Uvick of Flint, Mich., against the

Butterfield Circuit and major distributors.

Uvick is a former president of Michigan

Allied.

Judge Miles N. Culehan heard a motion

to show cause why the case should not be

dismissed, and then informed counsel that

the court is presently of the opinion that

the plaintiff has established the illegality

of contracts calling for clearance under

Michigan law.

This is the first antitrust suit brought

against the film companies under state

antitrust laws. The distributors have main-
tained that such actions were exclusively

within the scope of the federal courts.
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JANUARY 19 1961

GENERAL SALES MANAGER

ALLIED ARTISTS PICTURES

165 WEST A6TH STREET

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

I HAVE JUST COME FROM THE PROJECTION ROOM SCREENING OF THE DAILY

RUSHES ON "OPERATION EICHMANN" AND I AM STILL SHAKEN BY WHAT I SAW.

DAY AFTER DAY THE AWESOME IMPACT OF THE SCENES OF THE INFAMOUS NAZI

EXECUTIONERS RISE TO POWER, HIS HEINOUS DEEDS, HIS ESCAPE, PURSUIT

AND EVENTUAL CAPTURE HAVE BEEN MORE OVERWHELMING THAN THE MOST

SHOCKING FICTION EVER FILMED. PRODUCERS SAM BISCHOFF AND DAVID

DIAMOND AND THEIR CREW ARE WORKING AROUND THE CLOCK SO THAT

"OPERATION EICHMANN" WILL BE READY TO OPEN ON MARCH SIXTEENTH WHEN

THE ATTENTION OF THE ENTIRE WORLD WILL BE FOCUSED ON THE START OF

THE EICHMANN TRIAL IN ISRAEL. THE PICTURES TIMELINESS AND QUALITY

WITH YOUR PLAN FOR A NATIONWIDE SATURATION OFFERS EXHIBITORS ONE

OF THE GREAT SHOWMANSHIP OPPORTUNITIES OF ALL TIME. REGARDS

STEVE BROIDY

-

"OPERATION EICHMANN" red-hot and
READY FOR NATIONAL RELEASE MARCH 16th!
CALL YOUR ALLIED ARTISTS’ BRANCH TODAY
AND RESERVE A PRINT!!!



Texas Protests Late 16mm
Dates for Big Pictures
DALLAS — COMPO charged this week

that more than 450 1955-1960 feature mo-
tion pictures are being distributed in 16mm
for general use, at low rentals, and ap-
parently without safeguards to protect ex-

hibitor customers.
Some of the biggest moneymakers in re-

cent years are now offered for flat rentals,

including 28 1960 releases and 62 1959
features, the Texas organization revealed
in a preliminary survey of the 16mm mar-
ket as it affects the commercial theatre.

Kyle Rorex, executive director, in a letter

to exhibitors, asked for reports on show-
ings of 16mm feature films so that a case
may be documented and presented to the
film distributors.

Texas COMPO said 1960 releases being
offered in catalogs of the 16mm distrib-

utors included such hits as “From the
Terrace,” “Home From the Hill,” “The
Lost World,” “The Bells Are Ringing,”
“Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,” “Dino-
saurus” and that 1961 release dates have
been announced in the catalogs for such
films as “Portrait in Black,” “The Wind
Cannot Read,” “Too Soon to Love,” “The
Glenn Miller Story” and others.

Blockbusters of recent vintage which are
listed as available include “Pillow Talk,”
“Operation Petticoat,” “The Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof,” “I’ll Cry Tomorrow,” “Bus
Stop,” “Gazebo,” “Giant,” “Carousel,”

“The Bravados,” “Diary of Anne Frank,”
“The King and I,” “Les Girls,” “The Young
Lions,” “Sayonara,” “Tammy and the

Bachelor,” “Sink the Bismarck,” “Brothers
Karamazov,” “Jailhouse Rock,” and “Inn
of the Sixth Happiness.”
Rorex said a large aircraft plant in Fort

Worth is showing relatively recent fea-

tures free to its employes during lunch
periods and a most recent complaint came
from a Dallas exhibitor who protested an
advertisement in the Dallas Morning News
announcing that “Imitation of Life” would
be shown free at a Methodist church that

evening.

“It seems that safeguards which film

companies once considered essential in

protecting their exhibitor customers are

being disregarded by distributing agencies,

since any group— club, school, factory,

church, home—can pay a small flat rental

price and show top 16mm feature movies
without any check on vague rules that
stipulate films cannot be sold where they
might create competition for a commercial
theatre,” Rorex declared.

Rentals run from $17.50 to $45 per show-
ing for free performances, and up to $75
where audiences are above a specified fig-

ure and a fee is charged. A few features,

such as “The Robe,” “David and Beth-
sheba,” “Quo Vadis” and “Raintree
County” are listed as “specials.”

American International Meets on 1961 Program
American International held sales meet-

ings in New York and Chicago last week to

hear James Nicholson, president, and Leon
Blender, sales manager, outline plans for

merchandising the company’s 20 features

for 1961. At right, Nicholson is outlining

the program at the N.Y. session. Blender is

seated next to him and at left is Herman
Cohen producer. Below, left to right, are

AIP’s regional distributors at the Chicago
meeting: Ed Gavin, Milwaukee; Blender;
Don Grierson, Dallas; Herman Gorelick,

St. Louis; Harry McKenna, Oklahoma City;

Herman Cohen, producer of “Konga” and
Meyer Stern, Omaha.

Schwartz to Columbia;

To Be Vice-President
NEW YORK—Sol Schwartz has resigned

as president of RKO Theatres to become
a vice-president of

Columbia Pictures

Corp. and a member
of its top manage-
ment team.

A. Schneider,
president of Colum-
bia, said that
Schwartz had agreed
to come to the com-
pany to lend his

knowledge and ex-

perience to help it

meet the changing
needs of the industry

and exhibition. Schwartz, he said, would
spend some time in New York where he
will participate in long-range program-
ming. He also will work with Samuel J.

Briskin, vice-president in charge of west
coast activities, and with M. J. Franko-
vich, vice-president in charge of European
production, in the development of the pro-
gram.
Schwartz said he had wanted to partici-

pate in the activities of a major film com-
pany for a long time and it was for that
reason he had accepted the Columbia of-
fer.

Sol Schwartz

Harry Mandel Is Named
Head of RKO Theatres

iNiiw rui-av—narry Mandel will become
president of RKO Theatres, Inc., on March
3, succeeding Sol
Schwartz, who re-
signed last week to
join Columbia Pic-
tures Corp. Mandel’s
appointment and that
of Matthew Polon as
vice-president were
announced Monday
(23) by Albert A. List,

president and chair-
man of Glen Alden
Corp., parent com-
pany of the theatre
circuit. List also an-
nounced that Mandel
member of the board of directors of Glen
Alden.

Harry Mandel

would become

Mandel has been with the RKO circuit
for many years. He became national di-
rector of publicity and advertising in 1938.
He was named assistant to the vice-presi-
dent in 1952 and was designated as vice-
president in 1957 when he was placed in
charge of theatre operations and named
executive assistant to the president.
Polon has been chief booker and buyer

for the circuit since 1957. Previously, he
was booker and buyer for the out-of-
town theatres from 1950 to 1957. His ap-
pointment also will take effect on March
3.

Governor Acquires Two
NEW YORK—United States distribution

rights to “Doctor in Love” and “Carry On,
Constable” have been acquired by Dave
Emanuel, president of Governor Films.
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Variety Clubs to Meet

In Miami April 25-29

AN ORGANIZED PRESENTATION OF PLANNED CAMPAIGNS

Para. Introduces a New
Concept in Pressbooks

MIAMI — Variety Clubs International
will hold its annual convention at the
Fontainebleau Hotel, Miami Beach, on
April 25-29, it was announced by William
A. (Bill) Scully, general chairman of this

year’s gathering. The Miami tent will have
club rooms which will be open on Satur-
day, April 22, for barkers arriving early.

A huge party will be staged Wednesday
night, April 26, at the Fontainebleau,
sponsored by the Pepsi-Cola Co. Acts will

be brought in from the Caribbean Islands,

along with a chuck wagon dinner and a
band for dancing after the show. The next
day after the business meetings a tour of

Variety Children’s Hospital and Research
Center has been arranged. On Friday,
April 28, the Coca-Cola Co. will be the
host for the Heart Award banquet.

Variety will inaugurate a new procedure
for presentation of charity reports by
the various tents at the convention. In
past years, reports on the humanitarian
work were presented by spokesmen for the
individual tents. This year, each tent will

submit a summary of no more than 400

words detailing its achievements. A com-
mittee will judge the reports, select the
four top reports and the chief barkers of

each of the tents honored will present the
summarizations orally. The remaining re-

ports will be summarized by an outstand-
ing commentator.

The new plan was devised by William
Koster, Heart chairman, George Murphy
and C. J. Latta.

It also was announced by Edward Eman-
uel, international chief barker, that Law-
rence Welk, orchestra leader and television

personality, will be national chairman of

the 1961 Variety Clubs Week. In addition
to directing the mobilization of the ob-
servance program, Welk will salute the or-
ganization on his network show. The
Week is to be observed February 12-18.

'Ike' Is Honorary Chairman
Of Eric Johnston Dinner
NEW YORK—Former President Dwight

D. Eisenhower will be honorary chairman
of the dinner which the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations will hold for Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture
Ass’n of America. The event will be at the
Hotel Waldorf Astoria on April 10.

Johnston and the ex-President have been
friends for many years. Johnston per-
formed several important missions for

Eisenhower while he was in office.

Russell Downing, dinner chairman, said
that guests at the dinner would include
leaders of American industry, government
and motion pictures. Several top Holly-
wood personalities are expected to be pres-
ent. The dinner is in observance of John-
ston’s completion of 15 years as president
of the MPAA.

Paramount Votes Dividend
NEW YORK—A quarterly dividend of

50 cents per share on Paramount’s com-
mon stock has been voted by the board of

directors, payable March 10 to stockhold-
ers of record on February 23.

The cover of the newly designed
Paramount pressbook - merchandising
manual includes cast and production
credits and a synopsis while material

inside is departmentalized for easy-to-

use materials.

Astor Pictures Acquires
Italy's 'La Dolce Vita'
NEW YORK—“La Dolce Vita,” contro-

versial Italian production, has been ac-

quired by Astor Pictures for distribution

in the United States and Canada. Astor,

which also acquired the television rights

to the three-hour picture, will release it

in the spring.

Winner cf the 1960 Cannes Film Festival

Award, “La Dolce Vita” has been the sub-
ject of considerable controversy in Europe
because of its realistic scenes depicting
decadent Roman society. Since its release

last February, it is estimated that the pic-

ture has grossed $20,000,000. Production
cost is said to have been $2,500,000.

Liberty Records Has Unique
Tieup Throughout Country
HOLLYWOOD—In a unique tieup with

motion picture correspondents throughout
the nation, Liberty Records has set several

thousand promotional copies of its new al-

bum, “Rides, Rapes and Rescues,” for

distribution to motion picture interests.

The novelty waxing is of “music to watch
silent movies by” and Liberty executive
Don Blocker feels the albums will lend
impact in newspaper and magazine sec-

tions which ordinarily are foreign to rec-

ord news, garnering considerable atten-
tion to devotees of motion picture fare.

HOLLYWOOD — Paramount Pictures

this week gave the trade its first look at

the new format for its pressbook and mer-

chandising manual, which Martin S. Davis,

director of advertising, publicity and ex-

ploitation, characterized as “a major devel-

opment in the company’s continuing policy

of creating the most effective promotional

tools.”

The pressbook has been designed so that

it provides exhibitors in both large and
small situations with tailored merchandis-

ing and advertising campaign materials,

and presents them in an easy-to-use man-
ner. Davis described the pressbook-manual

as “dramatic evidence of Paramount’s in-

tention to exercise the greatest ingenuity,

creativeness and imagination” in the mer-
chandising of its product.

In its new format, Paramount’s press-

book-manual will provide the following

services:

1. A complete newspaper publicity cam-
paign, contained in a special pocket at-

tached to the inside front cover of the

pressbook. All stories are processed in

newspaper copy form and are immediately

removable for local press planting by the

exhibitor.

2. A completely visualized presentation

of advertising campaigns for situations in

size for the smallest to largest. Ads fea-

tured in the campaigns are reproduced

full-size in a special fold-out section. A
guide to each campaign lists ad linages,

suggested dates for ad placements and in-

formation concerning supplementary and
holdover ads, radio and TV spots, etc.

3. A full-page of photo layouts and
scene mats many of which can be used to

illustrate stories featured in the newspa-
per publicity campaign.

4. Separate departmentalized pages for

lobby and poster displays; preopening ma-
terials including teaser trailers, stills and
heralds; ideas for preselling and promo-
tional tieups.

5. Detachable order blanks addressed to

Paramount’s exploitation department and
National Screen Service to help speed de-

livery of campaign materials. Blanks are

specifically itemized so exhibitors will not

hastily overlook any material available to

them.
6. A cover featuring story synopsis and

credits, to instantly acquaint the exhibitor

with the product he will be handling.

The first of the new-style pressbooks will

be for “The World of Suzie Wong.”

Running Time for 'Pepe'

To Allow 4 Shows Daily
NEW YORK—Complying with exhibitor

requests, George Sidney will cut “Pepe” to

a running time shorter than the present

195 minutes so that theatres can provide

four performances a day instead of the

present two-a-day policy. The new run-

ning time will start with the openings next

month in Philadelphia, Chicago, Wash-
ington and Boston. The present running
time will be retained in its current runs.
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REPORT TO THE INDUSTRY

$56,105,000 IN '60 FOR NEW THEATRES. REMODELING
40 Indoor Theatres, 58 Drive-Ins Built; Over 400 Remodeled; 303 Reopened

KANSAS CITY—Across the face of the

U.S., theatremen are spending millions to

spruce up their properties, investing in

new theatres—both indoor and drive-ins

—

and reopening theatres, some of which
have been dark for almost a decade.

This expression of confidence in their

business by theatre owners is revealed in

figures compiled in a Boxoffice survey of

construction and remodeling of theatres

in the U.S. in 1960. In the 12-month pe-

riod, exhibitors dug down for an estimated

$56,105,000 to build 98 new theatres and
to remodel and refurbish more than 400

properties.

INVEST $100,000 IN 2 YEARS
Over a two-year stretch, theatremen

now have invested approximately $100,-

000,000 to update their theatres or to erect

new ones.

In addition, this show of confidence in

the future of exhibition was strengthened
by the reopening of 303 closed theatres

—

thus putting an estimated $21,000,000 in

theatre properties and equipment back on
the active operation list. In most instances,

the reopenings were preceded by extensive

refurbishing projects.

New York and Los Angeles, as in 1959,

were national leaders in brightening up
their theatres, but other cities were mov-
ing ahead in the area of remodeling and
redecorating, too. A $100,000 remodeling of

the Madison Theatre, a United Detroit

operation, topped nine projects in that
city. Minneapolis reported 11 projects

either completed or underway at the end
of the year, Milwaukee saw seven of its

theatres updated while Chicago’s lineup of

rejuvenated properties included a dozen
theatres.

Of the 40 new theatres constructed dur-
ing the year, half of them were in shopping
centers or adjacent to shopping center
areas—continuing a trend of the last sev-

eral years. Twenty-two of the theatres

were in the 1,000-plus seating category,

with five in the million-dollar-plus cate-

gory and 21 others costing a half-million
or more.

ADD 39,409 SEATS
The 40 new indoor theatres had a total

capacity of 39,409 seats while the 58 drive-

in theatres provided an additional 59,806

car spaces to U.S. outdoor theatres.

Figures provided in the continuing sur-
vey of new theatres construction projects
are based on projects reported by corres-
pondents in exchange centers and other
cities throughout the country, as well as
through a clipping service covering large
and small newspapers.

New Indoor Theatres

Following is a state-by-state tabulation
of new indoor theatres first reported in
Boxoffice during 1960. Theatres marked
by asterisk were opened in 1960.

ARIZONA
SCOTTSDALE—Kachino, 887 seats, Nace Theatres,

costing around $500,000'

BIG INVESTMENT IN SEATS:

Theatremen spent an estimated $3,600,-

000 in new seats in 1961. Remodeled
theatres account for 80,900 of the the-

atre chairs, and new theatres for another
39,400. Shown is the auditorium of Old
Orchard Theatre, Chicago, 1,700-seat

house built in 1960.

RENEWED PROJECTION INTERESTS:

The new 70/35mm projection machines
drew the attention of exhibitors all

through the country, stimulating a re-

newed interest in all types of screen

presentation equipment. An estimated

25 per cent of all remodeling jobs in 1960

included installation of new projection.

CALIFORNIA
ANAHEIM—962-seat theatre being built at Brook-

hurst Shopping Center; Cecil Vinnicof will operate
CARMEL VALLEY—Construction of 400-seat de luxe

theatre announced in 1 960; work to start this

month
COLORADO

GLENDALE—-Revolutionary circular theatre expressly
for Cinerama being built by Cooper Foundation;
900 seats, to cost around $1,000,000

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON—1,000-seat motion picture theatre

will be built as part of Project C in city's urban
renewal program by Redevelopment Land Agency

FLORIDA
BRANDENTON—800-seat theatre contemplated as

part of the Eastern Shopping Center development
adjacent to Cortez Plaza

BROWARD COUNTY—Loew's Theatres planning a
third motion picture theatre in area; already has
Riviera in Coral Gables and 170th Street at Mi-
ami Beach

DAYTONA BEACH—Cinema; 1,200 seats, leased to
General Drive-In Corp., built in Bellair Plaza de-
velopment, costing $1,500,000*

FORT LAUDERDALE—$500,000 de luxe theatre with
1 ,500 seats announced by Charles Creighton, presi-

dent of Sunrise Shopping Center; to be leased to
General Drive-In Corp.

LEESBURG—Tropic, opened Thanksgiving Day by

MCM Theatres, 350 seats, furnished as de luxe
theatre*

SARASOTA—Cinema, 1,200 seats; opened in October
in Bayshore Gardens Shopping Center, under lease

to General Drive-In Corp.

ILLINOIS
CHICAGO—Northgate, being constructed by Morton

Fink, land developer, will have 1,800 seats; -park-

ing for 750 cars; first new indoor theatre in the
northwest suburban area since 1934

CHICAGO—Old Orchard Theatre opened in Sep-
tember by Raymond Marks and Martin Rosen-
field; first indoor theatre to be built in Chicago
area in 11 years. Costing $1,250,000, the theatre
has a 63-foot widescreen and seats 1,700*

KANSAS
McPHERSON 1

,
—-Mr. and Mrs. Glen Cooper and Mr.

and Mrs. Robert Woodson announced plans to

build and equip a new de luxe theatre in neor
future

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE—Hillendale, 900 seats, opened in No-
vember by Joe Grant, owner; features first tran-
sistor 70mm sound installation in the world*

MINNESOTA
WELLS—Flame Theatre, opened by Sid Heath*

MISSISSIPPI

GREENVILLE—Gulf States Theatres announced plans
for a new Lake Theatre in downtown area

NEW YORK
AMITYV1LLE—De luxe Amityville Theatre, 1,400

seats, opened in May by Prudential Theatres*
BAR HARBOUR—Construction under way on an in-

door theatre in the Bar Harbour Shopping Center
BAYSHORE, LONG ISLAND—Prudential Theatres has

commissioned Maurice Sornick, architect, to draw
plans for a 2,000-seat theatre to be built on Sun-
rise highway

GLEN COVE—This town of 15,130 population is get-

ting its third indoor theatre. Ira Miller, owner of

the smaller of two which have been operating
here, is building the new theatre.

HEWLETT—Hewlett, luxurious new theatre, opened
by Town and Country Theatres*

HUNTINGTON—Century Theatres has signed lease

for a 600-seat theatre to be built in the new
Bellas Hess Shopping Center

LAKE RON-KONKOMA—New theatre opened by As-
sociated Independent Theatres. The 550-seater is

in the new shopping center on Portion road
NEW YORK CITY—Bleeker Street Cinema, new art

theatre construcred on site of former Renata The-
atre, legitimate off-Broadway house*

NEW YORK CITY—Two new theatres to be included

in $125,000,000 Lefrak City development which
Samuel J. Lefrak, Forest Hills, plans to build at

Corona in the heart of Queens; completion goal is

January 1964
NEW YORK CITY— 1,200-seat motion picture the-

atre is included in plans for a $7,000,000 apart-

ment and office building by Charles B. Moss and
associates. Moss is presiaent of B. S. Moss Theatres

SMITHTOWN—NesconseT 25 Theatre, Inc., affiliated

with Prudential Theatres, has town board per-

mission to construct a $250,000 combination in-

door theatre off Jericho turnpike and Port

Jefferson-Neconset highway. Indoor unit will seat

600 patrons; outdoor unit will serve 1,250 cars

SOUTH HUNTINGTON—Henry Schmitt has applied

tor permit to build a theatre on south side of

Jerioho turnpike, 445 feet east of West Hills road

WANTAGH—Wantagh Theatre began operations early

in year; 600-seater adjacent to the Cherrywood
Shopping Center, owned by Sidney Sinetar and Cy
Frank*

WESTFIELD—Joseph Cantania, owner of the West-
field Drive-In, planning an indoor theatre as part

of a new shopping plaza on Route 20, east of

Westfield
OHIO

DAYTON!—New 1,000-seat theatre to be included

in the addition to the Marion Meadows Shopping
center

WESTLAKE—Plans for a $5,000,000 shopping center

at Dover Center and Center Ridge roads includes

a family-type motion picture theatre

PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA—Stanley Warner planning 1,200-

seat, $500,000 theatre at Cheltenham avenue and
Washington lane, first SW theatre to be built

-here in 25 years; adjacent to Cheltenham Shop-
ping Center

TEXAS
HOUSTON—A new theatre being readied for an early

opening for mostly Mexican-made pictures; to be

the city's fourth Spanish-language outlet

MIDLAND—Howard Hodge Theatre, 1,100 seats, J.

Howard Hodge, owner, built during 1960 for late

January 1961; built in conjunction with the new
Village Shopping Center; first new indoor theatre

here in 30 years
UTAH

TREMONTON—Nu Vu, 460 seats, opened in late
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Ten Minneapolis Theatres Get Upgrading Treatment

In Minneapols and
its immediate subur-

burban area, exhibitors

are engaged in an ex-

tensive updating pro-

gram of theatres. The
Terrace, in photo at

right, has received its

second updating job in

a half dozen years. Ted
Mann’s Circuit has
plans in work to im-
prove the Orpheum
and Pan theatres
which he recently ac-

quired. Mann is spend-
ing $150,000 improving
a suburban art theatre.

The Minneapolis jobs

are typical of programs
in many cities across

the United States.

November by Mr. and Mrs. John Newton, man-
agers*

VIRGINIA
NORFOLK—Fabian Theatres building 1,000-seat the-

atre equipped for 70mm projection on south
side of Virginia Beach boulevard; estimated cost,

$350,000
WYOMING

JEFFRY CITY—$100,000 Adams Theatre opened by
Bob Adams in this town, which itself is completely
new, being the site of a new uranium mill built

by Westetrn Nuclear Co., controlled by Adams, who
operates several theatres in the area

New Drive-In Theatres

New drive-in theatres reported in Box-
office during 1960, as listed by states, with
asterisk denoting that the drive-in was
opened during 1960:

ALABAMA
HUNTSVILLE—72 Drive-In, C. A. Crute and R. C.

Cobb*
CALIFORNIA

BAKERSFIELD—C. E. Lanford granted Kern County
permit to build 700-car drive-in

BORON— Desert Lake, 400 cars, Neil Holloway and
Keith McDowell, owners*

CAMPBELL—Western Gravel Co. granted permit
construction of a drive-in off Sunnyoaks avenue

CAMPBELL—Theatre Mainttenance Corp. given per-
mit to build $100,000 drive-in on Sunnyoaks

avenue, between Camden Avenue and South Win-
chester road

CAMPBELL—Winchester, $450,000 drive-in built on
Sunnyoaks and Manchester drive, Syufy Enter-
prises*

CANOGA PARK—1,500 cars, $450,000 airer built by
Pacific Drive-In Theatres*

CONCORD—Concord Automotives, 800 cars, Rich-
ard Jehar; $150,000*

IMPERIAL BEACH—South Bay, Sero Amusement En-
terprises*

LA HABRA—Permit application for drive-in at
Beach and Imperial, 800 cars

LA VERNE—Mount Baldy, 1,200 cars, Walter G.
Long and associates, $200,000

LA VERNE—$350,000 drive-in for 1,600 cars, H. W.
Davison, Gordon Mersman

LA VERNE—M. L. Post spearheading work on third
new drive-in here

NOVATO—-800 cars, Joseph Blumenfeld, Donald F

Donohue
ORANGE COUNTY—National Theatres & Television

granted permit to build drive-in
REDWOOD CITY—Redwood City, 1,100 cars, Syufy

Enterprises
SAN JOSE—Tradewinds, 850 cars, Arthur Yarmie,

owner; $300,000
SANTA ANA.—Harbor Boulevard, 1,500 cars, Pa-

cific Drive-In Theatres' "largest and most elabor-
ate drive-in"*

SANTA MARIA—New drive-in for Pacific Drive-In
Theatres

COLORADO
DENVER—North Star, 1 ,600 cars, Wolfberg The-

atres, $400,000
FLORIDA

JACKSONVILLE—650-car drive-in for Herman B.
Meiselman

HAWAII
HONOLULU—City planning commission approves re-

zoning of a 13.7 acre plot in Waimalu-Kalauao
area to permit drive-in theatre construction

ILLINOIS
CHICAGO—$400,000 drive-in for 1,150 cars, Arbor

Theatre Corp.
CHICAGO—Mrs. Matilda Magnus seeking change in

Cook County ordinance to permit drive-in con-
struction on Elmhurst road, north of Touhy avenue
and Higgins road

CHICAGO—Oasis, 1,546 cars, 200-seat auditorium;
built by Oscar Brotman, Ben C. and Leonard
Sherman, $550,000*

INDIANA

—

BLOOMINGTON—A walk-in, drive-in type theatre
included in plans for $3,000,000 shopping center
by Gust Lycas; to be known as Colonial Hall Plaza

IOWA
CEDAR FALLS—Hillcrest, 500 cars; to replace pres-

ent Hillcrest Drive-In which has to move from a
site owned by Iowa State Teachers College

KENTUCKY
FLATWOQDS—A. C. Brussel and associates, 500-

car drive-in*
LEXINGTON—Proposed drive-in for Fayette-Jessa-

mine County line; now contested in court
OLIVE HILL—500-car drive-in for W. F. Day

MARYLAND
GARRISON—-Valley Drive-In under construction;

Schwaber Theatres
MICHIGAN

DETROIT—Construction plans announced for 1 ,200-
cor airer by Roy Thompson, John Kline and Ar-
thur Kobierzynski

PONTIAC—Miracle Mile, 1,500 cars Elton Samuels,
owner and manager; $648,000*

MISSISSIPPI
WAYNESBORO—A. L. Royal announced plans for

new drive-in here as part of recreation center

MISSOURI
SPRINGFIELD—-Commonwealth Theatres biulding

750-car drive-in

NEVADA
LAS VEGAS—Fort Union, 700 cars, John Wolfe*

NEW JERSEY
EDGEWATER PARK—Melvin Fox building $500,000

Super 130 Drive-In for 1,000 cars

NEW MEXICO
CARLSBAD—Former Texas exhibitor Charlie Wolfe

built and opened drive-in*
CHAMPLAIN,1—Nortfvway, opened by Jim Morgan

and Bill Kennedy on American side of the Do-
minion border

SEA BREEZE—300-car drive-in permit approved by
town zoning board of appeals; MJM Purchasing
Corp. of Henrietta, developer

NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE—Fox, on old Statesville road*

OHIO
CLEVELAND— 1 ,500-car airer to be built by private

investor at Burke lake front airport
MOUNT REPOSE—500-car drive-in for Highway 28

Drive-In Theatre Co.*
WEST RICHFIELD—Skyline, large de luxe drive-in for

James J. Barton; $500,000

OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY—$500,000 Twin, 2,000 cars, R.

Lewis Barton
PENNSYLVANIA

EAST STROUDSBURG—Skyline, 800 cars, Charles H.

Locke and Jack W. Luckey

SOUTH DAKOTA
MOBRIDGE—Pheasant, 400 cars, Mrs. Jane Chap-
man and her brother-in-law, G. W. Chapman, build-

ers*
TENNESSEE

CELINA—Dale Hollow, Reid Plummer and Joe Mas-
ters*

TEXAS
BO-RGER—Drive-in for Wright Hale on highway be-

tween here and Spearman
FALFURRIAS—Raul Soliz opened new drive-in for

showing Mexican-made films*
HOUSTON—0800,000 new Post Oak opened at 1255

North Post Oak road, marking move from former
site

RIO GRANDE CITY—Rattlers*

UTAH
OREM—Geneva, Utah Drive-In Corp.

VERMONT
BARRE-MONTPELIER—Twin City Drive-In on Barre-

Montpelier road*
CALAIS—Homestead, 300 cars, John Coffins sr.*

WASHINGTON
CUSTER—$$50,000 drive-in to be built in Whatcom,

the most northwesterly county in the state; Phil-
lip Cook, Arline Dent, Mrs. John Laxdarhl and Wal-
lace Dent

WISCONSIN
CLEARWATER—300-car drive-in for Joseph P. Coz-

zuol, W. J. Johnson and associates
EAGLE RIVER—New Drive-In opened in June by

Robert Hoffman, owner, who also operated the
Royal Theatre in Milwaukee*

Reopened Theatres
Following is a state-by-state listing of

nonseasonal reopenings of indoor theatres
reported in Boxoffice news stories during
1960:

(Indoor Theatre Reopenings, 1960)

ALABAMA
ALABAMA CITY—Ritz, Crescent Amusement Co.

BELLAMY—Bellamy, L. M. Fulton

GURLEY—Joy, Bayles Davis
JACKSONVILLE—Princess, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Wat-

son
NEW HOPE—Gale, E. H. Moon, closed two years

WINFIELD—Cenus, Southern Amusement Co.

ARKANSAS
DUMAS—Gem, Mrs. Eunice Mitchell

FERGUSON—Ferguson, Willard McGee
KAISER—Kaiser, Roy Bolock
MONTICELLO—Dixie, J. T. Hitt

MOUNTAIN PINE—Pines, J. B. Barrow
NORTH LITTLE ROCK—Juroy, Arnul Naylor
PARKIN—Ritz, Tom Pemberton

CALIFORNIA
BALBOA—Balboa, Strebe Theatres
FONTANA—Arrow, Beacon Theatres
SAN FRANCISCO—Roosevelt

COLORADO
COPE—Rainbow, D. L. Thompson, long-closed

DELTA—Egyptian, Tom Hardy, closed two years
DENVER—Tabor
EAGLE—Eagle, Lloyd Greve
GRAND LAKE—Lake, Paul Allmeyer
LAS ANIMAS—Ritz, Jim and Jack McMillion
M INTURN—Minturn, Lloyd Greve
WAUNETA—Chateau, Dr. Frank Rider

CONNECTICUT
BRISTOL— Bristol, Stanley Warner Management Co.

NEW BRITAIN—Arch Street, Perakos Theatres As-
sociates

SOUTHINGTON—Colonial, Southington Colonial

Corp., long dark
WINDSOR LOCKS—'Rialto, Windsor Locks Rialto

Corp.
FLORIDA

CANTONEMENT—Regis, Eugene Dinkens, closed

several years
FORT WATSON—-Star, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Barrow
ISLAMORADA—Cinemorada, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Duncan

JACKSONVILLE—Roxy, formerly Dixie, Cecil Cohen
JAY—Santa Rosa, W. C. McCurdy, closed several

years
LEESBURG—Ritz, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse M. Kimmons
MIAMI—79th Street, Brandt Theatres
NEW SMYRNA—Victoria, Cecil Cohen
WINTER HAVEN—Villa, James C. Brown, closed two

years
GEORGIA

ST. MARY—Century, Joe Drury
WOODBURY—Skylark, Vernon Hickson

ILLINOIS
ALTON—Princess
BREEZE—Avon, Bernard Temborious
CASEY-—Lyric, Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Johnson
CHICAGO—Belmont, Dick Felix, Howard Lambert
CHICAGO—Dalton, Ken Dickinson, closed five years
CHICAGO—Roseland, Harry Nepo
CHICAGO—Westmont, Constantine Kasson
CHRISTOPRER—Globe, local businessmen
DANVILLE—Royal, Robert Ahart, Vance Greening
DELAVAN—Del-Van, Better Business Club, closea

since 1957
FREEMONT—State
GRIGGSVILLE—Ford, Robert Kopps, closed more than

a year
ILLINOIS

HARDIN—Town Hall, Ira Dyer
JOHNSTON CITY—Palace, Cluster Theatres
MINIER—Minier, Mr. and Mrs. James Hart, aided

by local businessmen
OOPAWKA—State
PERRY—Perry, American Legion Post

RIVERSIDE—Dolton, F. L. Dickinson, closed one
year

(Continued on page 14)
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$5 6,105,000 Spent forNew Theatres
STEUBENVILLE—Ohio, Irving Reinhart
WELLSVILLE—Liberty, Paul Vogel, closed 1 '/2 years
WOOSTER—Wooster, Schine circuit

(Continued from page 13)

ROCKFORD—Family, Joseph Torgersen
VALMEYER—Palace, closed nearly six years
VIOLA—Viola, closed one year
WALNUT—Walnut, Ken Johnson

ALEXANDRIA—Town
INDIANA

CROWN POINT—Palace, Joseph R. Paunicka, Ed-
ward Prusiecki, closed 14 months

DANA—Dana, Joe A. Douglas
GARY—Tivoli, Y&W Management Corp.
GASTON—Gaston, J, Paul Janney
MISHAWAKA—Tivoli, Gloanna Enterprises
MOROCCO—Moroko, Dan Rhodes
FORT WAYNE— Little Cinema, George Brock, Paul

Casterline and Larry Ducey
VEEDERSBURG—-Vee, Loren Haas and local busi-

nessmen, closed several years

ICWA
ALTA—Roxy, Elmer Svendsen
BELLE PLAINE— King, Roy Mansfield
CASCADE—John Steng, Fred Neiers
DANBURY—Home, Women's Club
DES MOINES—Easttown, Richard Glenn Jr., closed

two years
DES MOINES—Northwood, Sooh us W. Lee
GLADBROOK—Uptown, Gladbrook Commercial Club
HEDRICK—State, Robert Waters
KANAWHA—Roxy
LANSING—Lans, M. Long
LORIMOR—Lorimor
MANNING—Crystal, Mr. and Mrs. James DeBaggio,

closed several years
MESSENA—Lux, Mr. and Mrs. Don Walton, aided

by local businessmen
REMSEN—Vogue, Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Nothem
SIDNEY—Sidney, Franklin Rash Jr.

SLOAN—Sloan, Everett Finley
SOUTH SIOUX CITY—State, A. E. Thacker Jr.
TOLEDO—Weiting, closed several years
VINTON—Palace, Neal Houtz
WALL LAKE—Rio, William McCarl
WOODBINE—Woodbine

KANSAS
CHETOPA—Cozy, Dan Bowin, closed one year
CLAFLIN—Lux, Lyle Komerak
CLYDE—Plaza, Kenneth Cailteux
EMPORIA—Strand, Mrs. Lawrence Breuninger
PITTSBURG—Cozy, Mrs. Kay Marks

KENTUCKY
HENDERSON—'Raver, Malco Theatres
LOUISVILLE—Royal
SALEM—Warner, Schaer Bros., closed two years

LOUISIANA
BATON ROUGE—Ann, J. W. Bradford, closed two

yeors
BAY ST. LOUIS—A&G, Claude Bourgeois and as-

sociates
BONITA—Village, Edith Gee
BROUSSARD—Broussard, George S. Wheeler, long

closed
CENTREVILLE—Fair, Mrs. D. D. Netterzille
CHAUVIN

—

Rex, James W. Bradford
DULAC—GC Theatre, Eddie Voisin
HOMER—Pelican, W. L. Florence
LEONVILLE

—

Leon, J. W. Bradford, closed several
years

MADISONVILLE—Madison, Sid Fuhrman
MANDEVILLE

—

Take, Sid Fuhrman
MINDEN

—

Cozy, O. D. Frazer, long closed
PIERRE PART—Cox, Lewis Cox
PORT BARRE—Port, J. W. Bradford, dark several

years
SHREVEPPORT—Ritz, Mrs. Ralph Patterson, closed

more than one year
ZACHARY—Trio, C&B Theatre Co.

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE—Easton Playhouse, Elmer Fox
BALTIMORE—Rex, group of Washington, DC, resi-

dents; shows Greek films

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON—Fenway, George Keffalopous, closed one

year
MARLBORO—Marlboro, Gregory Flannigan
WHITMAN—Whitman, Ernest Warren, closed eight

months
MICHIGAN

BOYNE CITY—Theatre reopened by Al E. Worthing,
H. J. Heaton

CASEVILLE—Bay, Wallace Hart
CEDAR SPRINGS-—Kent, Dale Franks
CROSSWELL—Maxine, Charles Whitebread, George

Benko
DETROIT—Bijou, Michael Duckett
DETROIT— Iris, George Hemp, closed one year
DETROIT—Loop, Michael L. Duckett, closed three

years
DETROIT—Temple, Hugh Dallas, Joseph J. Loncar
DUNDEE-—Dundee, Mrs. Helen Reed Haden; had

been closed "permanently"
EAST JORDAN—Temple, William Lyon
FLINT—Fox, formerly Michigan, R. O. Fredley
FLINT—Keorsley, John McAuley
FLUSHING—Dawn, William Todd
HARRISON—Budd, W Millard
HIGHLAND PARK—Grand, Gulf Coast Theatres
INDIAN RUN— Indion Run, George H. Quick
INKSTER—Melody, Nort Jonathon
LAINGBURG—Elite, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Stevens,

two years

LESLIE—Arcade, Tom Reed, Tom Mierzejewski; later
by Robert and Ruth Brown

MACKINAW CITY—Chief, Vivtor LaCombe, Robert
Dnnn

MUSKEGON—NK, Nick Kuris, owner
QUINCY—Our, Homer O. Cox
PONTIAC—Strand
PORT AUSTIN—Port Austin, Mrs. Ethel Upthergrove
ROYAL OAK— Iris, George Hemp
SAGINAW— Roxy, Ronald Grow, closed 20 months
SARANAC—Saranac, Wayne Stebbins
WHITMORE LAKE—Lee, Edward Hohler

MINNESOTA
ARGYLE—Roxy, Willard Johnson
BALATON—Gem, James Harmon jr.

BIG FORK—Park, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Allender
HENDRICKS—Lake, C. R. Erickson
KEEWATIN— Itasca, F. Raniele
MAYNARD—Maynard, Mrs. H. M. Swan
MINNEAPOLIS—Leola, Signet, Inc., closed more than

two years
MORGAN—-Morgan; village council sponsored reopen-

ing
McIntosh—

C

ozy
NORWOOD—Norwood, Al Zieper, D. J. Kehrer
PELICAN RAPIDS—Park, Ivan Johnson
PLAINVIEW—Genm, W. J. Carter
PRESTON—Strand, Tremann Theatres
ST. PAUL—Midtown, Dave Levy
ST. PAUL—Mounds, Norman Tubbesing
STORDENi—Park, H. S. Iverson
WATKINS—May, Bill McAvoy, closed 2Yi years
WESTBROOK—Westbrook, Delon Knutson
WINTHROP—Sibley, Louis Kosak jr.

MISSISSIPPI
BROOKHAVEN—Rex, Robert Thompson
CANTON—Harlem, R. E. Hook Theatres
CHAR LESTO-N—Superba
CROSBY—-Crosby
FRIARS POINT—Friars Point, J. W. Thigpen
GULFPORT—Regal, Lewis Gates
MONTICELLO—Mono, E. W. Clinton
MOUND BAYOU—Melba, Charles Thurmond
PASS CHRISTIAN—Avalon, Claude Bourgeois and

associates
SELMER—Ritz
SHELBY—Shelby, Miteel Nassa-r
TUTWILER—Tutrovansum
UTICA—Maurice Little and Stan McGuffee, "Young

farmers who like movies," reopen Utica Theatre;
closed 2 Vi years

MISSOURI
BLOOMFIELD—Semo, Semo Enterprises
JOPLIN—Glen, Jim Nutz
LA PLATA—Theatre reopened by Mr. and Mrs.

Virgil Green
MOBERLY—-State, Louis Sosna, closed 4Vi years
ST. LOUIS—Amythis, Mort S. Silvers, closed four

years
ST. LOUIS—Marquette, Marquette Theatre Corp.,

closed three years
ST. LOUIS—Roxy
ST. LOUIS—Victory, closed ten months

NEBRASKA
BLOOMFIELD—Star, Mr. and Mrs. Otto Leise
CRAWFORD— Elite, Jim Stockwell
IMPERIAL—Star, Newt Lippitt
MOVILLE—Gem, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Scott
OXFORD—Granada, Milton Buck
STROMSBURG—-Burg, Orville Dodds, closed several

years
WILBUR—Moon, Irvin Beck
WYMORE 1—Grand, Theatre Booking Service

NEW JERSEY
BORDERTOWN—Sharon, Gene Edwards
MONTCLAIR—Clairidge, Robert Sherman, Paul Peter-

sen
RAMSEY—East Main, Bertil I. Carlson, sponsored by

Junior Chamber of Commerce, closed eight years

NEW YORK
GREENWICH—-Theatre reopened by Charles Rossi
HOOSICK FALLS—Hart or New, Charles Hart, after

extended shutdown
JOHNSTOWN—Smalley's reopened as Towne Theatre

by corporation of local residents formed specifi-
cally to buy and reopen the theatre

LAKE LUZERNE—Playhouse, George Patrick, closed
two years

WATERTOWN—Avon, Schine
WILLIAMSVILLE 1—Glen, Menno Dy

NORTH DAKOTA
BIG FORK—Park, Roy Allender
ESMOND—Esmond, Leo Eberle
HANNAH—Arcadia, W. Pflaum
HETTINGER—Strand, Charles Erickson
HUNTER—Hunter, McCarthy Theatres
MADDOCK—Roxy, Herbert Vorland
NEW ENGLAND—State, Oscar Ackerman
PETERSBURG—Auditorium, A. 0. Erickson
PORTAL—Theattre reopened by J. J. Abrahams
REYNOLDS—Reynolds
WASHBURN1—Roxy, Ken Christianson

OHIO
ALLIANCE—Strand, Mr. and Mrs. Alan Barck
BARNESVILLE—State, Eddie Modie
LOGAN—Majestic, Wilma and Paul Oakley
LORAIN—-Lorain
McARTHUR—Vinton, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hayes
MOUNT GILEAD—Capitol, Frank Slavik
NILES

—

Robins, Robins Amusement Co.
SMITHFIELD—Smithfield, Alexander Ksiazek

OKLAHOMA
CARMEN—Rialto, Roy Duffy
DILL CITY—R. R. Powers
ELDORADO—‘Ritz, Bill Cleverdon
HIGGINS—-Rialto, town merchants
HINTON—Hinton, A. A. Doffing
LAMONT—Lament, Roy L. Rollier
LONE WOLF—Wolf, Everett Hoagland, closed severa

years
MAYSVILLE—Trend, Jep Holman
QUINTON—Liberty, Allie Smith, supported by local

merchants
SH IDLER—Osage, Thelma Weaver
TULSA—Majestic, R. V. McGinnis
TULSA—Orpheum, Earl Snyder
VICI—Vici, Don Moore
WEWOKA—Pix, Clyde Christian

OREGON
UNION—LaGrande, Gilbert Pelland, long closed

PENNSYLVANIA

—

ALTOONA—Logan, Joe Averi, closed six years
BEAVER FALLS—Rialto, Rochester Amusement Co.

closed eight months
BROWNVILLE—Plaza, Joe Fecheck, closed two years
CAIRNBROOK—Shade, Frank A. Orban jr., closed 18

months
CENTREVI LLE—Centre, C. E. Prince
ERIE—Regent, Herbert Riede, Leonard Lervchner,

closed one year
HARRISBURG—Star, George Tonko
HOOVERSVI LLE—Savoy, Frank A. Orban jr., closed

1 8 months
HOUTZDALE—Sherkel, Midstates Theatres
INDIANA—-Indiana, Manos Amusement Co.; had

been "permanently" closed three months earlier
JERSEY SHORE—Victoria, James Campbell, closed

nearly two years
MARS

—

Mars, Ralph Adelman
NEW CASTLE—Victor, John Morovilos
PITCAIRN—Strand, Mary Civitarese
PITTSBURGH—Ligonier, K. A. Vaveris
PITTSBURGH—Melrose, Warren Enterprises, closed

eight years
PITTSBURGH 1—Temple, Richard Bush
READING—-Star, as foreign art house
REYNOLDSVILLE—Regent, Hop and Helen Rhines
ROARING SPRING—Roaring Spring, Joseph W. Pur-

kett
ROCHESTER—-Family, Rochester Amusement Co.
SIX MILE RUN—Six Mile Run, Gregory Crawford

closed seven years

RHODE ISLAND
EAST PROVIDENCE—Hollywood, Joe Pizzi, closed

several years

SOUTH DAKOTA
CANISTOTA—Canistota, B. G. Pleten
CLEAR LAKE—Majestic, Bernet Elrod

COLMAN—Colman, William Welbig, closed more than
two years

DEADWOOD—Flame, Mert Martin
GROTON—Groton, Alvin Anderson, Lawrence Hite

HECLA—Hecla, civic and commerce associations,

closed two years
HIGHMORE—Grant, Don Matre, Leland Straight and

25 local businessmen
HURLEY—State, Vincent Van Eren
LAKE PRESTON—Lake, Leonard Saville

SISSETON—Hollywood
TRIPP—Theatre reopened by Mrs. William Holec
TRIPP—Home, Reinhold Hochhalter
WAUBAY—Waubay, Darrold Rebelski

TENNESSEE
H0H ELWALD—Strand
LOUDEN—Old Lyric, Charles T. Morgan, Charles
Bynum

MONTICELLO—Dixie, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hitt, closed

one year
OBION-—Strand, Bill Burton, closed one year

TEXAS
AMARILLO—LaGunga, Arthur Hale
BISHOP—American, Samuel Gonzales
BOERNE—-Plaza, Charles Knauff
FORT WORTH—Ideal, Jesse Thompson
GEORGE WEST—West
HOUSTON—Maya, Mateo Vela
HOUSTON—Rain-bow, Al-Ray Theatres, closed one

year
HOUSTON—South Houston, Al-Ray Theatres
LIN DALE-—Al-Ray Theatres
MABANK—Matex, R. Q. Coleman
WEATHERFORD—Rlaza, Carlo Jones

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY—Midtown Tower, formerly Col-

ony; Tower Theatres
WEST VIRGINIA

CAIRO—Grant, Max Flanagan, Max Six

GRAFTON—Dixie, Robert L. John, long dark
HUNDRED—Alpine, Joe Carunchia
MOUNDSVILLE—Grand, Walter Kepple
RIVESVILLE—State, Ralph and Sam Ropsas

WISCONSIN
ASHLAND—Bay, Al Bergman
IRON RIVER—-Rex, Ernest Chantelois
MILWAUKEE!—Juneau
MILWAUKEE—Liberty
MILWAUKEE—Milwaukee, Argosy Theatre Corp.,

closed three years
REEDSBURG—Badger, Joe Hogan, closed six months
WINTER—Audio, Bernard Tworek
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By IVAN SPEAR

Ross Hunter Schedules

7 More Moneymakers
If the future is as bright for producer

Ross Hunter as has been the past, theatre

-

men can expect no less than seven more
big moneymakers to emanate from his

and Universal-International’s hands. This

is the number of vehicles he has on his

upcoming slate and, considering the fact

that he intends to make them the same
way he did the four big moneymakers he

has behind him—“Midnight Lace,” “Por-

trait in Black,” “Pillow Talk” and “Imita-

tion of Life,” there is considerable reason

to look for some pictures that will keep

money rolling in the till.

First of the seven films will be “Back
Street,” now in the final stages of post-

production work. The film is typical of the

glamour and lavish appeal that character-

ize all of Hunter’s pictures. He feels that

moviegoers want to go to the theatres to

see fare which allows them to escape from
their own everyday lives. To wit, Hunter
expanded the Susan Hayward starring

role in this film to add full women’s ap-

peal by giving her a wide selection of

beautiful clothes to wear.
In the future. Hunter will produce the

Broadway musical hit, “Flower Drum
Song,” with Nancy Kwan starring under
the direction of Henry Koster and from
a script by Joseph Fields; “Next Time We
Love,” novel by Ursula Parrott which is

being scripted by Eleanore Griffin; an
original romantic comedy, “Baby Talk,”

by Harry Kleiner and Oscar Saul; “The
Lillian Leitzel Story,” concerning a fa-

mous circus aerialist, which is being
readied by William Ludwig; “The Thrill

Girl,” with Carl Reiner writing the script

of his own and Larry Gelbart’s original;

and Robert R. Kirsch’s novel, “In the
Wrong Rain,” now being scripted by
Lawrence Roman.

Three Major Story Buys

Acquired During Week
Small in number but mighty in the ex-

pected impact they will have on the screen
are the three major story buys which have
been announced in the past week.
Heading the list, particularly in view of

the casting and production names already
attached to it, is the purchase, for the
hefty figure of $150,000, of the J. P. Miller

Playhouse 90 teleplay, “Days of Wine and
Roses,” by 20th Century-Fox.
With Jack Lemmon and Lee Remick

slated to star and the guiding hands of

producer Martin Manulis and director
Blake Edwards handling major production
chores, Fox production head Robert Gold-
stein said the film will roll late this spring
as one of the company’s most important
dramatic vehicles for the year. Original
author Miller will also script the film ver-
sion of his critically praised television

drama.
Originally Cliff Robertson and Piper

Laurie created the roles now to be played
by Lemmon and Miss Remick. Fred Coe
produced and John Frankenheimer direct-

ed the TV version.

Independent producer Eugene Frenke
adds his name to the triumvirate of pur-

chases with the acquisition of motion pic-

ture rights to Elizabeth Ann Cooper’s nov-

el, “No Little Thing,” winner of the

Double Day Catholic Prize Fiction award
for 1960. Reportedly, Frenke shelled out

$75,000 for the tome.
“Little Thing” is similar in theme to

the successful 20th-Fox vehicle, “Heaven
Knows, Mr. Allison,” which Frenke made,
telling the story of a priest who gives up
his calling when he falls in love with a

beautiful girl.

Rounding out the list is the purchase by
Roger Corman, president of The Film-
group, of Morgan Tabor’s original story,

“The Little Black Book,” which deals with
private investigators who work for indus-

trial clients. Tabor will do the screenplay
and production is planned for April.

Carousel Is Preparing

For Two New Films

Carousel Productions, independent unit

now filming “The Deadly Companions” in

Tucson as the first of Pathe-America’s
projected 12 coproductions with Theatre
Owners of America, has announced two
new films being readied for future pro-
duction.

Charles FitzSimons, president of Carou-
sel, told Boxoffice the company will begin

preparations on “Mr. Mysterious” immedi-
ately upon completion of “Companions.”
Based on a novel by A. S. Fleischman, who
wrote “Companions,” it is expected to be
ready within two or three months. “Singa-
pore East,” based on Fleischman’s “Malay
Woman,” will follow, with filming on this

one to be in Singapore and the Malay
Peninsula.
Maureen O’Hara, who stars in “Com-

panions,” will also star in the Singapore
film. Miss O’Hara is a stockholder in Car-
ousel, which is headed by Fleischman as
vice-president and William B. Duce,
secretary-treasurer.
No releasing deal has yet been made on

either picture. However, it is known that
Carousel has an extended arrangement
with Pathe-America under which either
or both of these pictures could be set.

Daniel Petrie Will Direct

Two Susskind Films
It was a week for directors and tune-

smiths, with Daniel Petrie set by David
Susskind to helm two future pictures as
the result of his work on the Susskind

-

Philip Rose Columbia release, “Raisin in

the Sun” . . . Richard Brooks was signed
by MGM to write and direct the filmiza-
tion of Tennessee Williams’ Broadway hit,

“Sweet Bird of Youth,” to be produced by
Pandro S. Berman . . . Andre Previn will

compose and conduct the score for MGM’s
“The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse”
. . . Alfred Newman and Ken Darby will
combine talents as music supervisors on
the U-I production of “Flower Drum
Song.” Both are Academy Award winners.

RETURNS TO FILMS—After a six-

year absence from motion pictures,

Judy Garland will return to the screen

to play an important role in Stanley
Kramer’s production “Day of Judg-
ment.” Miss Garland will play the part
of an “Aryan” German girl who is ac-

cused of violating the Nuremberg race
laws by having a love affair with a
German Jew. Kramer, who will put the
picture before the cameras next
month, is shown with Miss Garland in

New York following the signing of the

contract. UA will distribute the film.

Robert L. Lippert to Film

'Teddy Bears' Fantasy
Robert L. Lippert will film “The Teddy

Bears,” an original story by Judy and
George W. George, with Eddie Albert star-

ring from the authors’ screenplay.

Randall Hood has been set to direct the

fantasy, which concerns two youngsters
who want to be transformed into two
teddy bears.

No releasing deal was named when Lip-

pert announced the project, though his

films have all been released through 20th-

Fox in the recent past. However, he said

that two other major studios have offered

him over three times his initial invest-

ment to purchase rights to the story. He
also said it would be made with a big

budget.

Milestone, Kleiner Plan

Four New Productions

Four films are on the slate of a company
formed this week by Lewis Milestone and
Harry Kleiner.

First will be “Projected One,” which
Kleiner is scripting. Milestone will direct

and all properties will go out under the

Milestone-Kleiner Productions banner.

Milestone, of course, is a veteran film

director, last megging Warner Bros.’

“Ocean’s 11.” Kleiner is currently script-

ing at U-I.

Fox to Finance, Release

Andrew Marton Film

“Killer of Wisdom,” Andrew Marton in-

dependent production of M. Lessing’s play,

“Nathan the Wise,” will be financed and
released by 20th-Fox. Filming will follow

Marton’s directing chores on an Egyptian
picture and other work on the 20th-Fox
production, “Cleopatra,” the latter in

England.
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NAT COHEN, managing director of

Anglo-Amalgamated, returned to Lon-
don after a six-weeks’

business visit in A-
merica and said last

week: “In my hum-
ble opinion, I think
we have broken the
back of resistance to

British films in A-
merica. Last year I

had a hell of a job

to place the British

comedy, ‘Carry On,
Nurse.’ As a result of

this picture’s success

in the States, it will

probably gross between one and one-half
to two million dollars and now the distribu-

tors are clamoring to get hold of other good
British comedies. Within 48 hours of my
arrival in New York, I had sold our two
new comedies, ‘Watch Your Stern’ and ‘No
Kidding,’ to Magna Film Corp. and Amer-
ican Releasing Corp., respectively, for a
substantial advance guarantee which in

figures was twice the amount I received for

‘Carry On, Nurse.’ ”

On Anglo business generally, Cohen said

that “Please Turn Over,” the Peter Rog-
ers comedy released by Columbia, on its

first 30 dates was doing “outstanding
business,” to quote the distributor’s phrase.
“Circus of Horrors,” the Julian Wintle-
Leslie Parkyn production in Technicolor,
which had only been released in the
States since the end of last May, had al-

ready grossed in excess of three quarters
of a million dollars and should easily earn
substantially more than a million dollars

before the end of the year. Said Cohen:
“I think we have hit on the pulse of the
American public as we have done with the
British public.”

The Anglo chief had some trenchant
words to say about the need for American
exhibitors to make more efforts to pro-
mote and play British films. “We have
little difficulty in selling our pictures to

U. S. distributors,” he said, “but there is

still insufficient confidence among the ex-
hibitors to get behind good British films.

Yet we are, in one way, their lifeline.

Hollywood production is still declining,
with its emphasis on large-scale spectacu-
lar films presented on a roadshow basis.

Continental films are unable to draw in

audiences outside the main art theatres.
The only pictures that can draw in the
paying customers are those made in

Britain or Hollywood. U. S. exhibitors must
and should give us more support. We have
already created contact with their public.
We need the exhibitors to strengthen the
liaison between us and their own patrons,
so that we can do even better at the box-
office than we are doing at the moment.
Boxoffice figures throughout the States
have shown that Anglo pictures can bring
in money far in advance of anything
imagined for British films. Some exhibi-
tors, however, still seem to think that
‘Carry On, Nurse’ was a ‘flash in the pan’
and hold back to find out whether our
new pictures will provide the same suc-
cess story before booking. I would like to
appeal to U. S. exhibitors throughout the

States to give us more of their confidence

and playing time. Without it, and British

product, their own existence as theatre

owners can well be in peril.”

Cohen said that while the industry gen-
erally had accepted the British comedy,
Anglo’s next task was to get the same ac-

ceptance for their more serious-minded
films like “The Concrete Jungle,” the

British gangster picture with Stanley

Baker and the forthcoming “Payroll” with
Michael Craig, which he declared was one
of the finest pictures ever released by
Anglo. He felt sure that once the playing

time was given to these types of pictures

the exhibitors would enjoy the same suc-

cess story as they have done with British

comedy.
Cohen, who is a leading member of the

British Film Producers Ass’n, also an-
nounced his intention of discussing with
his colleagues at the BFPA a suggestion to

set up some organization which would
provide a strong liaison between the
British industry and the American public.

He felt that the time was ripe for such a
move to popularize British film personal-
ities to a far greater extent than had been
done in the past.

On his future plans, Cohen said that in

spite of the keen interest of production
companies to do business with Anglo, he
and his partner Stuart Levy would only
make films if they felt the subject was
right. One of the main causes for the in-

dustry trouble had been the tendency for

companies to make pictures to keep a

studio going or satisfy distribution needs
rather than to make films based on their

boxoffice quality. “Our minimum program
will be to release 14 first features and 12

second features during the year. But if

we have further offers the figure could
be as much as 18 first features. We intend
to keep up our pace both with our British

product and by releasing the entire prod-
uct of American Releasing Corp.,” Cohen
concluded.

* *

Walton Studios is to be sold to a devel-

opment company for a figure in excess of

£250,000. This was announced by Hannah
Fisher, principal shareholder of the studio

last week. Mrs. Fisher took over Walton
five years ago and in spite of her suc-

cesses in television film production, the
crippling overheads of the studios had
made it impossible for her to turn it into

a going concern. Only the smaller type of

production companies have gone to Walton
in the past, the majors preferring a pack-
age deal which included distribution

guarantees either at Pinewood with Rank,
Shepperton with British Lion, Elstree with
Associated British and Elstree Boreham
Wood with MGM. More than 200 workers
and technicians have been affected by the
closure of Walton and the trade unions
have been trying to get one of the other
film companies to take over Walton and
keep it for the industry.

* * *

Michael Anderson, who is under con-
tract to Associated British Studios at Els-

tree, has commissioned playwright Har-
old Pinter to write the screenplay based on

Robin Maugham’s explosive novel, “The
Servant,” for filming possibly later this

year. Pinter’s play, “The Caretaker,” was
announced the winner of the Evening
Standard Drama Award for the Best Play
of 1960. It has already been produced in

practically every country and soon it is to

be presented on Broadway. “The Servant”
is about a young man corrupted by luxury,
and will be Anderson’s first venture into
independent production. He will produce
and direct “The Servant” for his own
company, Troy Films, Ltd.
Anderson’s previous film credits include

“The Dam Busters” and “Around the World
in 80 Days.” He has just completed, at
Elstree, a suspense-thriller starring Gary
Cooper, Deborah Kerr and Michael Wild-
ing entitled “The Naked Edge.” Among the
many plays that 30-year-old, London-born
Pinter has written for radio and televi-

sion, the TV production of “A Night Out”
gained him outstanding critical acclaim

Unlimited Promotion Cost
For 'David and Goliath'
NEW YORK—Beaver-Champion Attrac-

tions has authorized an unlimited budget
for the advertising, publicity and exploita-

tion campaigns for “David and Goliath,”
the company’s initial release. Meyer M.
Hutner, vice-president and advertising-

publicity director, said the campaign
money would be spent locally, on a city-

by-city basis. He and other company
executives plan to visit every key situa-

tion for the purpose of acquainting ex-

hibitors with the campaign.
Full pages in color and black-and-white

will be taken in newspapers, Hutner said,

in addition to saturation television and
radio campaigns and specially designed
lobby display pieces. The television cam-
paign, alone, will require almost $350,000,

he said.

'Saturday Night' Winner
Of Four Festival Awards
MAR DEL PLATA, ARGENTINA—“Sat-

urday Night and Sunday morning,” pro-

duced in England by Bryanston-Woodfall
starring Albert Finney and Shirley Ann
Field, won four major awards at the Ar-
gentine Film Festival, according to Conti-

nental Distributing, which is releasing the

picture in the U. S.

The picture was named “Best Film,”

Finney won the award for “Best Actor,”

Author Alan Sillitoe won the award for

“Best Script” and the picture was also

winner of a special critics’ award.

James Stewart Will Star

In WB's '8th Air Force'
HOLLYWOOD—J ack Warner an-

nounced that James Stewart will star in

“8th Air Force,” a story treating with the

World War II exploits of the U. S. Air

Force in England written by Beirne Lay jr.

Both Lay and Stewart personally ex-

perienced some of the events which provide

the heroic adventure background of the

film, both men having commanded bomber
groups based in England. The decision for

Warner Bros, to film the yarn came about
when the actor and writer recounted the

plot to Mr. Warner.

Nat Cohen
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CALEND ARseEVENTS
JANUARY FEBRUARY

S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 12 3 4

8 9 10 1112 13 14 5 6 7 8 91011
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
29 30 31 26 27 28

FEBRUARY

7 , Drive-In Theatres Ass'n of New England at Hotel
Bradford, Boston.

7-9 , Texas Drive-In Theatre Owners Ass'n ninth an-
nual meeting, Sheraton-Dallas Hotel, Dallas.

12 - 18 , Variety Clubs Week.

MARCH
6 , 7 , Motion Picture Exhibitors of Florida annual

convention, Floridian Hotel, Tampa, Fla.

7

-

9 , Show-A-Rama, United Theatre Owners of the
Heart of America, Hotel Continental, Kansas City.

19 -21 , Theatre Owners of America board of directors
and executive committee mid-winter meeting, May-
flower Hotel, Washington, D. C.

22 , Joint meeting of Washington, D. C., Maryland
and Virginia TOA units, Mayflower Hotel, Wash-
ington.

APRIL

17 , Annual Motion Picture Academy Awards, Santa
Monica Civic Auditorium, over American Broadcast-
ing Corp. radio and TV.

25 , 26 , Montana Theatre Ass'n spring meeting.
Northern Hotel, Billings, Mont.

25 -29 , Variety Clubs International convention, Fon-
tainbleau Hotel, Miami Beach, Fla.

MAY
2 , 3 , Independent Theatre Owners of Arkansas an-

nual convention, Marion Hotel, Little Rock, Ark.

JUNE

18 -20 , Mississippi Theatre Owners Ass'n, annual con-
vention, Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.

27 , 28 , Maryland, Theatre Owners Ass'n annual con-
vention, George Washington Hotel, Ocean City,
Md.

OCTOBER

8

-

13 , Theatre Owners of America 14th annual con-
vention and Motion Picture Industry Tradeshow,
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans.

11 , 12 , Allied Theatres of Michigan, 42nd annual
convention, Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

Smith Firm Opens Its Third
Shopping Center Theatre
DAYTONA BEACH, FLA. — General

Drive-In Corp. has opened its new shop-
ping center theatre, the third in the com-
pany’s expansion program which is under
way. The new 1,200-seat house at Bellair

Plaza here is the latest link in the chain
which now has a theatre in Pompano
Beach and Sarasota, Fla.

Philip Smith, president of the company,
is a pioneer in the drive-in theatre field.

He regards the shopping center theatre
operations as the profit-makers of the
future.

Currently under construction are addi-
tional theatres at Orlando, Fla., and
Menlo Park, N. J. Both are scheduled for

early completion and sites for three more
have been selected and negotiations have
started for additional sites. General
Drive-In recently moved into the diver-
sification recreational and leisure-time
field with a $15,000,000 program for con-
struction of 15 bowling centers, primarily
in New England.

Smith said the shopping center theatres
represented an entirely new concept in

indoor theatre design and operation, com-
bining parking convenience with living

room comfort.

LETTERS
Pro and Con Views of Pay TV
To Boxoffice:

On January 5, a group of prominent
people from all walks of show business
appeared on a campus panel at the Uni-
versity of California at Los Angeles to
discuss the pros and cons of home pay TV.
All the comments by members of the panel
were very enlightening.

Paul McNamara, one of the directors of

Telemeter, said that “theatres will close

with the advent of home pay TV and sug-
gested that neighborhood operators join

him in his project.”

If toll TV presents top entertainment
people will buy it. However, the number
who will buy it, no one can predict. It’s

difficult to compete with a FREE variety

of programs from radio and TV now com-
ing into the same homes. Free programs
are not as bad as many people like to

make you believe. Theatres have closed in

the past and will continue to close, but it

won’t be because of home pay TV.

The only reason theatres close is: (1)

shortage of good product, (2) lack of

modernization and changeover to large

screens and new projection equipment,
(3) outmoded advertising and merchandis-
ing efforts, (4) lack of courage to keep up
with the times by regulating admission

prices in ratio to other commodities.

Theatres that are equipped with the

latest comforts and booth equipment to

handle the spectacular pictures as well as

the lighter film fare will always attract

people. People like to get out of the house

and mix with the crowds.

All these years radio, television, base-

ball, football, bowling, etc., have offered

pretty good entertainment. Still the the-

atres recently, with a good flow of quality

films, have enjoyed the best business in

many years. And some of the films were

not of the highest calibre. But the public

left the free radio and TV shows to go out

and buy entertainment at theatres. It was
not so much the lack of quality radio and
TV that stimulated theatre attendance. It

was the plain fact that the public wanted
to escape that boredom at home. For this

reason alone there will always be theatres.

It seems the backers who are putting all

their eggs into the home TV basket should

diversify to protect their investments by

investigating the possibilities of a nation-

wide or regional chain of theatres, tele-

casting entertainment either by closed cir-

cuits or special channels allotted by the

FCC as a service to the public.

E. D. HARRIS
Promotion and Publicity Director,

Herbert Rosener Theatres,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Disturbed by Filth Trend in Films

To Boxoffice:

I have been actively engaged in exhibi-

tion since I first went to work in my
father’s theatre, The Scenic, in Michigan
City, Ind., in 1906, now going into my 55th
year. So you see I am not exactly a new-
comer.

I saw the movies come to greatness by

(Letters must be signed. Names withheld on request)

entertaining people, make them laugh, en-

joy themselves, forget the picture five

minutes after leaving the theatre but come
back again the next day for more, truly

low-priced entertainment for the masses.

I am greatly disturbed by the present-
day trend in motion picture production,

the filth and smut that is being dished up
in the name of entertainment. We have
for some time been editing previews and
pictures to try to improve the moral tone
in our own theatre, but it is fast approach-
ing the point where it becomes a Hercu-
lean task.

Profanity is tossed around every other
word. Everytime some one turns around,
it’s “Will you have a drink?” Marital in-

fidelity is supposed to be funny, prostitu-

tion is treated as being very common, even
homosexuality is considered a theme for a
motion picture.

Where will it all end? I am ashamed to

face patrons when they leave the theatre.

Why do I stay in the business? Because I

own the brick, mortar and steel that is

my theatre. If I leased it from someone
else I would be tempted to find a way to

break the lease, I am that much disgusted
with Hollywood’s complete lack of any
morality as evidenced in the current trend
of motion pictures.

JOHN RALPH BOICE
Boice Theatre,
Warsaw, Ind.

Country Music Jamboree Clicks

We’ve been reading Boxoffice for some
time now, and find it very helpful.

We have a small theatre, 375 seats, in

a small country town, and we feel we
have something going that has helped us
to build crowds, and keep in the black.

Last March 5, we started a Country
Music Jamboree in our theatre every

Saturday night, featuring Junie Lou and
Her Pine Hedge Ranch Hands regularly

each week, and booking in top country
music artists, such as Doc Williams and
the Border Riders, Tex Ritter, etc., plus

other acts—comedy, magic, etc., and it

has developed into a weekly affair that has
been well attended, and is growing. Junie

Lou is a Cozy recording artist and soon will

be heard on the Wrimus label. She is a
member of Country Music Ass’n, Nashville,

and is included in the 1960 edition of Who’s
Who in Country Music.

Appearing with the Junie Lou show each
week are the Jamboree Sweethearts, Sue,

Nancy, and Linda Wagner, three teenage

girls who have a bright future ahead of

them, a full summer’s bookings and a re-

cording session in the near future. The
girls will appear with Junie Lou and Her
Pine Hedge Ranch Hands at all their fair

and park dates next summer, as well as

at all other personal appearances which
won’t conflict with school.

Junie Lou is booked by the Cooke & Rose
theatrical agency, Lancaster, Pa.

NORMAN KELLY
Penn Lake Theatre,

Sandy Lake, Pa.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

KSknS Srs 'a v ''

S ,.„X . .. .. \
' /.w

'

Cossacks, The (U-I) 80 140 75 no 90 95 100 no 100 100 I
Facts of Life, The (UA) 125 250 115 215 120 200 125 200 200 200 200 300 105 165 175 180 i
Flaming Star (20th-Fox) 150 120 140 no 125 170 75 300 145 150 120 146 |
For the Love of Mike (20th-Fox) 90 no 80 105 75 85 91 |
400 Blows, The (Zenith) 100 90 200 100 150 90 55 125 115 175 90 117 |
Freckles (20th-Fox) 90 90 100 100 100 100 97 |
From the Terrace (20th-Fox) 175 225 180 215 95 180 150 200 115 330 225 300 200 150 200 200 150 194 |
G.L Blues (Para) 175 250 200 110 200 200 125 175 300 190 500 300 300 115 175 200 150 200 200 214 |
Girl of the Night (WB) 110 125 140 175 no 135 150 150 no 175 125 100 165 140 120 150 105 125 125 90 131 1
Goliath and the Dragon (AIP) 130 100 185 150 150 143 1

H Gunfighters of Abilene (UA) 80 145 100 100 100 60 100 125 90 100 100 1
jj| Head of a Tyrant (U-I) 80 85 100 100 85 75 no 100

ki
92 ^

|§ Hell to Eternity (AA) 150 200 135 225 150 135 230 185 300 200 160 no 150 250 184 |
>1 Heroes Die Young (AA) 95 100 100 90 100 100 100 75 95 !;g

High Powered Rifle, The (20th-Fox) 100 100 90 100 100 100 100 99 fe

H Hiroshima, Mon Amour (Zenith) 300 185 100 175 125 300 140 135 195 85 174 |
$| House of Usher (AIP) 300 130 200 150 150 100 235 170 140 275 350 85 200 191 1
:M I Aim at the Stars (Col) 90 35 90 100 95 130 150 50 120 75 100 100 95 |
% I Passed for White (AA) 110 195 120 125 135 125 125 200 125 no 100 no 120 131 I
^ I'm All Right, lack (Col) 125 200 190 175 270 125 75 115 290 250 160 195 135 300 195 |
| Inherit the Wind (UA) 130 200 95 215 90 265 125 120 no 145 150 135 200 no 190 no 125 100

5®
145 P

H It Started in Naples (Para) 150 175 175 200 135 100 no 125 280 120 150 100 105 195 100 125 175 150 148 1
H Journey to the Lost City (AIP) 156 80 80 120 115 80 175 125 75 125 113 1
|| Jungle Cat (BV) 125 100 110 195 100 85 no 100 120 165 250 175 150 150 100 200 130 150 135 139 |
jf Key Witness (MGM) 100 80 75 90 95 100 100 90 90 80 100 105 92 |
f§ Last Days of Pompeii, The (UA) 85 110 85 115 130 no 120 100 90 105 1
H Leech Woman, The (U-I) 90 100 100 100 100 140 95 85 100 ioi

p
| Let No Man Write My Epitaph (Col) 110 250 85 225 125 no 90 120 115 100 100 260 125 115 145 100 125 125 135 |

|| Let's Make Love (20th-Fox) 150 90 130 220 120 100 100 115 185 205 240 100 150 140 120 200 90 150 200 148 1
|| Macumba Love (UA) 100 195 120 125 165 115 100 150 ICO 115 90 115 100 125 123 1
f| Magdalena (SR) 115 200 180 100 115 100 135 1
H Magnificent Seven, The (UA) 100 160 100 190 90 115 175 115 125 220 125 250 130 no 150 175 146 1
|§ Man in a Cocked Hat (Showcorp.) 140 160 125 125 200 190 100 149 1

P Marriage-Go-Round, The (20th-Fox) 110 90 160 100 130 105 150 120 200 135 no no 127 |
£§ Never on Sunday (Lopert) 150 185 310 225 300 200 250 225 110 217 I
|| Please Turn Over (Col) 140 200 175 85 160 400 150 187 |
H Poacher's Daughter, The (Showcorp.) 120 155 115 100 125 123 1
f| Secret of the Purple Reef (20th-Fox) 75 95 100 100 50 100 87 1

Seven Ways From Sundown (U-I) 100 100 100 100 100 80 95 96 I
§ S.O.S. Pacific (U-I) 100 100 100 100 80 100 97 I
|§ Tunes of Glory (Lopert) 150 200 85 300 250 300 214 |

H Where the Boys Are (MGM) 160 180 200 175 140 145 180 169 '

wmmmwmmmrnwmmmmmmmm. VMM,

TOP HITS
OF-

1. Tunes of Glory (Lopert)

San Francisco .300

THE WEEK
Individual runs, not an average.

Pictures with less than five runs
do not appear in the chart above.

2. Facts of Life (UA)

Indianapolis .... .200

3. Goliath and the Dragon (AIP)

Milwaukee 185

4. Where the Boys Are (MGM)

Denver 180



'Swiss' Maintains 300

In 5th Mill City Week
MINNEAPOLIS—“Swiss Family Robin-

son” scored another big 300 per cent in

its fifth week at the Gopher Theatre. Also

good were “Dreams,” which opened at the

Suburban World, and the fourth week of

“The Facts of Life” at the Uptown, both
with ratings of 175 per cent. Most other

ratings were on the mediocre side.

(Average Is 100)
Campus—The World of Apu (Harrison) 90
Century

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), reissue,

5th wk 85
Gopher

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 5th wk. ...300
Lyric

—

Flaming Star (20th-Fox) 150
Orpheum

—

Go Naked in the World (MGM) 100
St. Louis Park

—

Never on Sunday (Lapert),

4th wk 140
State

—

The Marriage-Go-Round (20th-Fox) 100
Suburban World—Dreams (Janus) 175
Uptown

—

The Facts of Life (UA), 4th wk 175
World

—

Butterfield 8 (MGM), 11th wk 90

’Swiss' Shows Sturdy Legs
In Run at Omaha State

OMAHA—“Swiss Family Robinson” had
another whopping good week at the State

Theatre. Manager Jack Klingel reported

that the fourth week ended with a 250

per cent of average figure. The picture

was held for a fifth week. Elvis Presley

was a strong magnet at the Omaha, which
went over average with “Flaming Star.”

The Cooper Theatre remained closed in

the change to Cinerama.
Dundee

—

Mon in a Cocked Hat (Showcorp); split

with The Poacher's Daughter (Showcorp.).... 90
Omaho

—

Flaming Star (20th-Fox) 130
Orpheum

—

The Grass Is Greener (U-l), 2nd wk. . . 90
State

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 4th wk 250

Regular Run of ’Can-Can'
Looks Fine in Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE— “Can - Can” started a

regular engagement at the Wisconsin to

a rousing 250 per cent mark here, while

“Cinerama Holiday” was scoring a fat 275

in a third week and “Ben-Hur” and “Swiss

Family Robinson” also were strong in ad-

ditional weeks.

Downer—School for Scoundrels (Cont'l), 4th wk. .150
Palace—Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), 3rd wk...275
Riverside

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 4th wk. .225
Strand

—

Ben-Hur (MGM), 41st wk 250
Times

—

Never on Sunday (Lopert), 4th wk 200
Towne

—

Ten Who Dared (BV) 100
Warner—A Fever in the Blood (WB);

Hell Is a City (Col) 125
Wisconsin—Can-Can (20th-Fox) 250

Houston Tower Burglars
Take 'Alamo' Receipts
HOUSTON—About $40 in ticket reserva-

tions for “The Alamo” was the principal

loot of two safecrackers at the Tower
Theatre recently. They might have taken
more but Louis Mitchell, 60, the theatre

watchman, escaped from the bonds in

which the men had tied him and got word
to the police that the men were trying to

open the office safe. Police surrounded
the theatre building and sent Officer C.

K. Kimball and his K-9 police dog inside

to investigate. The burglars had escaped,
although they left some of their tools in

the theatre office.

Ray Hay, manager of the theatre, said

Mitchell was accosted by the two armed
men shortly after the theatre cleaning
crew left around 3 a.m. Mitchell bunks in

a small room high up near the roof of the
big theatre building at 1020 Main.

Omaha Dundee Is Closed
For Shift to Todd-AO
OMAHA—The Dundee Theatre will be

closed for six weeks starting January 30

in the changeover to Todd-AO projection

equipment, the Cooper Foundation has
announced.
The Todd-AO equipment is being moved

to the Dundee from the downtown Cooper
Theatre, which has been closed since Jan-
uary 15 to allow installation of Cinerama
equipment. The Cooper at that time ended
a highly successful 48-week run of “Ben-
Hur.”
The Cooper Foundation expects to re-

open the Dundee March 15 with “Sparta-
cus.” It was made on 70mm film in Pan-O-
Vision, the same procedure used for making
“Ben-Hur.”
Cooper Foundation plans to drop its

policy of operating the Dundee as an art

theatre. The Dundee is in the Dundee area,

one of Omaha’s better residential districts.

Work is progressing rapidly on the

changeover at the Cooper Theatre to Cine-
rama. Most of the equipment is on hand.
Two rooms on each side of the main pro-

jection booth are being remodeled to

handle the three-camera setup. The screen

also is being enlarged.

Another Art Film House
To Open Soon in Detroit
DETROIT—An addition to Detroit art

film houses that may affect the bidding

situation for art pictures is planned here

soon. William Flemion, managing director

of the Studio Theatre, said he will head
a group which will operate the new house.

He will continue at the Studio.

The location and identity of the new
art house were not disclosed. Flemion
made the announcement in advance, to

give fair notice to art film distributors

that the bidding situation in Detroit will

be considerably affected in a few months,

in connection with their plans for forth-

coming releases, which are generally sold

by bidding here.

“This will increase the competition for

art pictures by increasing the outlets,”

Flemion said. “We feel there are many
good foreign pictures that do not see the

light of day in Detroit. There are not

enough theatres to absorb them. One good
picture is held for so long that it takes

up a lot of playing time.”

He cited in evidence the record of his

own Studio, which can play only ten to

12 pictures a year.

Howard Black New Owner
Of North Vernon Park
NORTH VERNON, IND. — The Park

Theatre has been reopened following re-

modeling by Howard “Doc” Black, who
recently purchased controlling interest in

the downtown house. Black is also owner
and operator of the North Vernon Drive-
In.

Associated with Black in operation of

the Park is his son Tim, who recently re-

turned to civilian life after three years of

army service. Black said that the Park
may be closed a few weeks each summer.
He will continue summertime operation of

the drive-in.

Omaha Tent Retains

Sam Rosenblum
OMAHA—A busy spring program is in

store for the Variety Tent 16, Chief Barker

Sam Roseblum indicated. Rosenblum,

owner of the Nebraska Popcorn Supply

Co., was re-elected chief barker; Walter

Creal, who has the Center and Beacon

theatres, was elected first assistant; Henry

McGrath, film advertising, second assist-

ant; Cal Bard, Omaha United Artists city

manager, property master, and Don Shane,

Omaha Tri-States Theatre manager, dough

guy.

Rosenblum said there was unusual en-

thusiasm in the membership drive which

has just gotten under way. He said con-

tributions would continue to be made to

the Children’s Center and reported that

area reports at the recent meeting of

Variety Club District 4 in Chicago were

encouraging.
Next activity on the Tent 16 agenda is

a stag dinner the first week in February.

Gala 'Exodus' Debut But

It Is Without Sponsor
MINNEAPOLIS—A gala “first nighter”

affair kicked off “Exodus” at the Academy
Theatre Wednesday (25). Unlike previous

opening nights at the theatre, the public

was invited at no advance in prices and

there was no charity organization as spon-

sor. Station WLOL plugged ticket sales

and tried to encourage the public to dress

up. Men were requested to come in black

ties and suits (not necessarily tuxedos) and

women were urged to don gowns or cock-

tail dresses.

KMPS-TV televised a half-hour “first

nighter” show from the theatre front and

lobby and a choral group added to the

festivities. On hand was Otto Preminger.

“Exodus” reportedly has had one of the

best advance ticket sales of any “epic”

production to play at the Academy. On
Friday and Saturday night the top admis-

sion price is $2.65, on Sunday and week-

day nights it is $2.40.

German-Language Picture

Popular in Cincinnati
CINCINNATI — German-language mo-

tion pictures, which, prior to World War
I, were popular film fare here, appear to

be regaining their popularity with the

large German-speaking population of this

city and of its several universities.

This is indicated by the Shor Theatres’

announcement this week that German
films will be screened at the art Esquire

on Sunday afternoons beginning in mid-

February. Screening of Gei'man films,

which began last October at the neighbor-

hood Nordland, are reported to be attract-

ing excellent business.

Is Dr Pepper Zone Mgr.
DENISON, IOWA—Grover G. Sims jr„

a native of Kansas City, Mo., has been

named by Dr Pepper as manager of Zone 9,

an area including Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas

and Missouri. He joined the company as a

merchandiser last October. His headquar-

ters will be here in Denison.
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MINNEAPOLIS
|^oger LeVoir is the new salesman at Na-

tional Screen Service, replacing Jack
Greenberg who was promoted to branch
manager. LeVoir, who is the son of Chet
LeVoir, salesman at Universal, formerly
operated the Stanley Theatre at Stanley,

Wis. . . . Bernie McCarthy, AIP district

manager, was in Chicago for a sales meet-
ing.

The noisiest show in the city is at the
Pan Theatre. The house is closed for a

complete remodeling and redecorating job,

including installation of 70mm equipment.
It will reopen about mid-March with
"Spartacus.” New seats also will be in-

stalled . . . Will Jones, Minneapolis Morn-
ing Tribune entertainment columnist, re-

ports that dairy interests are spreading the
story about a guy who dialed MArgarine-
field 8 and got an Iowa girl with Elizabeth
Taylor’s looks and coloring.

Sandow Holman, operator of the Lake
Theatre at Buffalo, said that his conces-
sion business has increased 100 per cent
since he installed new popcorn and drink

WAHOO is th«

ideal boxoffice attraction

to increase business on your

*'off-nights". Write today for com-

plete details. Be sure to give seat-

ing or car capacity.

HOLLYWOOD AMUSEMENT CO.
>750 Oakton St. SkokU, Illinois

WE HAVE MOVED TO
517 NORTH 7TH STREET

MINNEAPOLIS 5

FEderal 2-8518

RED WAGON PRODUCTS

JIMMIE RODGERS PHOTOS
8”xl0”

• Black and White
Glossy Stock f 0 j,

$1250 Per Thousand
(Minimum Order 1,000)

Detroit

Check with

Order!
THEATRICAL ADVERTISING CO.
2310 Cass Detroit 1, Mich.

machines . . . Lyman Lee, partner in the

Richfield Theatre, is back from a trip to

Palm Springs, Los Angeles and Phoenix.

He also took in the Rose Bowl game . . .

Ben Kern is new film reviewer for the

Sunday Tribune. He has conducted a ques-

tion and answer column known as Mr.

Fixit.

Exhibitors on the Row included Roy
McMinn, Superior, Wis.; Bernie Larkin,

Madelia; John Brandenhoff, Fairmont,

and Arvid Olson, Pine Island . . . Charlie

Zinn, Minneapolis city manager for Min-
nesota Amusement Co., spent his vacation

deep in Canada doing some ice fishing . . .

Dick Schack, advertising assistant at MAC,
vacationed in northern Minnesota.

Free popcorn and novel “Dondi” face

masks were given to all children who at-

tended Allied Artists’ tradescreening of

“Dondi” at the State Theatre recently.

Special groups, such as local orphanages,

were invited, according to Irving Marks,

AA manager.

Jack Sher, Hollywood film writer and
more recently a director, was back home
in Minneapolis for the first time in 20

years to visit his father. He recently fin-

ished making “Love in a Goldfish Bowl”

based on a screenplay titled “The Beach
Pad” . . . Ralph Pielow’s Quad-States The-
atre Service is now doing the buying and
booking for the Trojan Theatre at Rush-
ford, operated by Clarence Loerch.

Pittsburgh Gateway

Makes Formal Bow
PITTSBURGH—Approximately 150 civic,

municipal and communications leaders at-

tended the renaming of the John P. Harris

Theatre as the Gateway at a formal dedi-

cation ceremony held in the beautiful,

bright lobby.

Associated Theatres, headed by Ernest

and George Stern, took over the lease of

the downtown J. P. Harris and acquired

three Harris neighborhood theatres six

months ago. The Gateway was refurbished

and redecorated at a cost of $50,000. Re-
lettering of the huge sign cost $8,000.

Watches were presented to longtime em-
ployes William H. Thompson and John
Nicholson, projectionists; Josephine Fath
and Julia Wozniak, maintenance, and
Wesley Price, porter. The Sterns spoke

briefly, stating their faith in the motion
picture industry.

Exploitations included midget - actor

Pussy DeCarmo, official “baby” for the

change, complete with diaper; Gloria

Eckenrode as the nurse, and Pat Pavlic as

Miss Gateway. Newspapers, radio and
television covered the event.

Representatives of the Harris organiza-

tion present at the dedication were Jim
Balmer and John McGreevey. Harry
Feinstein and other SW officials and man-
agers of other theatres attended.

Tony Coutsoumbis, manager of the the-

atre for about seven years, was an official

greeter.

Sam Waxman is the associate producer
of Paramount’s “Soft Touch.”

350-Theatre Break

Slated for 'Impostor'
KANSAS CITY—At a meeting held here

Friday (20) plans were set for another
saturation booking in the Great Plains

area to take place the first week in March.
The film in this instance will be “The
Great Impostor” (U-I), starring Tony
Curtis.

Participating in this event will be 350

theatres, represented at the meeting by
circuit heads, division and advertising-

publicity managers, as well as buyers and
bookers. Jerome M. Evans, promotion man-
ager for Universal, was here from New
York and presented information on avail-

able material and promotional facets to

be used in the campaign. R. N. Wilkinson,
regional division manager for Universal,

from Dallas, and William D. Kelly jr.,

Universal’s Kansas City branch manager,
also were present.

Richard Orear, president of Common-
wealth Amusement Corp. of Kansas City,

and Myron Blank, president of Central
States Theatres of Des Moines, presided.

Blank cited the values of saturation cam-
paigns reaching beyond the specified pic-

ture involved. He said that much
good will resulted and that the public

was “impressed by what we have sold

them—and by our not misleading them.”
He also said that the pictures that fol-

lowed the saturation booking for at least

the next week or two benefitted from the

public interest created when the campaign
revolved around an entertaining picture.

M. B. Smith, vice-president of Common-
wealth, and Martin Stone of Mercury Ad-
vertising Co. of Kansas City, presented

taped recordings designed for use in the

radio campaign. Don B. Knight, director

of advertising and publicity for Tri-States

Theatres, Des Moines, and Larry E. Day,
director of advertising and publicity for

Central States Theatres, Des Moines, sub-

mitted proposed newspaper advertising

plans.

Representing other circuits were: Rich-

ard M. Durwood, Durwood Theatres, Kan-
sas City; Harry Greene, Welworth The-
atres, Minneapolis; Ralph Adams, NT&T,
Kansas City; Don B. Knight, Tri-States

Theatres, Des Moines; Gordon McKinnon,
Pioneer Theatres, Spencer, Iowa; Roger
E. Rice, Video Independent Theatres, Ok-
lahoma City; and Beverly Miller, Allied

Theatres, Kansas City.

Ed O'Brien Added to Cast

Of 'Birdman of Alcatraz'
HOLLYWOOD—A starring role in Unit-

ed Artists’ “Birdman of Alcatraz” has gone

to Edmond O’Brien, who joins Burt Lan-
caster, Karl Malden, Thelma Ritter, Betty

Field and Neville Brand in the cast. John
Frankenheimer directs. O’Brien will play

the author Thomas E. Gaddis, who wrote

the biography on which the picture is

based. It’s the story of Robert Stroud, con-

vict who achieved eminence as a bird

scientist, although imprisoned since 1909.

Lancaster plays Stroud.

Based on a screenplay by Norman
Krasna, Paramount’s “My Geisha” is the

story of a Hollywood screen star disguised

as a geisha.
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CENTURY PRESENTS THE MOST
REVOLUTIONARY THEATRE SOUND

SYSTEM EVER DEVELOPEDI

• No more costly, troublesome racks

of equipment

• Reduces contract labor

and only one pair of wires from the

sound reproducer to the stage loud-

speaker ( single channel system)

• So reliable it may need no repairs

for years

• Models for all theatres—from small

to large.

• Nothing to install except a “stand-

ard” projector and reproducer

( single projector operation)

• No photocells, no vacuum tubes

—

You have never known
anything like it ..

.

. . . so small you

can hold it

in the palm of

your hand!

See your Century Dealer or write:

CENTURY PROJECTOR CORPORATION
SOLD BY= NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Quality Theatre Supply Co. Des Moines Theatre Supply Co.
1515 Davenport St. 1121 High St.

Omaha, Nebraska Des Moines 9, Iowa

Minneapolis Theatre Supply Co.
75 Glenwood Ave.

Minneapolis 2, Minnesota
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OMAHA
J}el Sayles, manager of the Dundee The-

atre in the Cooper Foundation circuit
the past two years, is leaving the organiza-
tion to accept a management position with

SAVE on REPAIRS
WE DO THE JOB RIGHT—
& REASONABLY!
Save Money! Save Time! Fast, dependable
service. Standard and Super Simplex, Century
and Motiograph Projectors.
Call us anytime.

YG'uR

MONEY
GOES

MUCH
FARTHER

HERE

ON

ANY
REPAIR

JOB

30 years service to Iowa theatres.

DES MOINES THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

1121-23 High St. • Des Moines, Iowa

Phone—CHerry 3-6520.

the Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. Del was with
the Pepsi-Cola firm six years before be-

coming associated with theatre manage-
ment. The company completed a new half-

million dollar plant in 1960 to handle the
increased volume in this territory.

Matt Wuebben, exhibitor at Canton,
S. D., returned from California where he
attended the wedding of his niece . . .

Shirley Pitts, cashier of the United Artists

exchange before its consolidation with the
Des Moines office, expected to be in Des
Moines about three weeks assisting in es-

tablishing the new branch setup there . . .

Bill Barker of Co-Op Booking Service has
his bowling ball in the groove. Last week
he rolled a 255 game and 654 series in

the fast Classic League and he’s boasting
a 197 average.

Harvey Fast, his wife and daughter were
in town for a visit from Winner, S. D.
The so-far mild winter has started him
getting ready to open his drive-in . . .

Jack March, exhibitor at Wayne, is en-
gaged to be married . . . Frank Scott, who
has the Gem Theatre at Moville, Iowa, is

back running the operation after being
away because of illness.

Charles Vickers, exhibitor at Mapleton,
Iowa, has been down with the flu . . .

Arnold Johnson, his wife and son were in

town from Onawa, Iowa. Other exhibitors

on the Row included Howard Burruss,

Crete; Frank Good, Red Oak; Sid Metcalf,

Nebraska City; A1 Leise, Hartington; S. J.

Backer, Harlan, and Howell Roberts,

Wahoo.

M I LWAU K E E
CJtills from a number of horor pictures were

in great demand during the past
couple of weeks at Marquette University.
The windup was a contest to determine
the ugliest man of the year, which Don
Kojis, 21, who is 6 ft. 5 and 205 pounds,
won hands down. Because of his sensitive

skin, much makeup couldn’t be applied
directly. It went on on thin strips of tape.
Match sticks also were used. "It was for

charity,” he said, “and I also won a big
dinner at a swanky restaurant downtown,
plus a stereophonic combination.” The uni-
versity also announced that its film series

would be continued, with the next picture
to be shown, the French “Gervaise,” in
Brooks Memorial Union.

Natchitoches Company Is

Granted State Charter
NATCHITOCHES, LA.—The S&M The-

atre Corp., 570 Front St., has been granted
a charter by the Secretary of State. Ar-
ticles of incorporation had been filed No-
vember 30 by Doyle Maynard, Sheila
Maynard and Marguerite H. Suddath.
The purpose of the corporation is to

deal in real estate and property in many
forms and particularly to operate motion
picture theatres and various types of

places of amusements.
Total capital for the corporation was

listed at $50,000.

Join the Widening Circle

Send in your reports to BOXOFFICE
on response of patrons to pictures

you show. Be one of the many who
report to—

THE EXHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY
A Widely Read Weekly Feature of Special Interest

{

Address your letters to Editor,
|

"Exhibitor Has His Say," 825 L

Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24.
|

Mo.

BOXOFFICE
Always in the Forefront With the News
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• AOUNES & EXPLOITIPS

• ALPHABETICAL INDEX
• EXHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY

• FEATURE RELEASE CHART

• FEATURE REVIEW DIGEST

• SHORTS RELEASE CHART

• SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS

• REVIEWS OF FEATURES

• SHOWMANDISING IDEAS

THE GUIDE

Shearing Contest

For 'Sundowners'
An authentic sheep-shearing contest and

demonstration was staged in front of the
Paramount Theatre in the heart of Denver

on opening day of “The Sundowners.” The
event was arranged by Ralph Roe, mana-
ger of the theatre, assisted by a Warner
Bros, publicist, with Mike Hays of the
Denver Livestock Exchange and Leonard
Goff of the Western Sheepmarketers Ass’n.

Shearers Ben Velasquez and Joe Mino
sheared six sheep each on a flatbed truck
parked in front of the Paramount. Miss
Kay Smith of Fort Collins, Colo., who
judged the contestants on their speed, and
quality and amount of shorn wool pro-
duced, declared Velasquez the winner and
presented him a trophy.
During the event, Miss Smith also pre-

pared a lamb to show at Denver’s Na-
tional Western Stock Show later in the
month.

Huge 'Epitaph' Book
The book ballyhoo reached its peak in

Syracuse, N. Y., in behalf of “Let No Man
Write My Epitaph” at Loew’s Theatre
there. Sam Gilman had a book on wheels
about as large as can be handled on city

streets. The huge book bally was pushed
by a well-dressed young woman.

One More Friday 13th in 61; Voodoo

Film Scares in Profit at Jinx Show
There are only two Friday the 13th

dates in 1961. One was in January and
the other will be in October.

To observe the first, properly and profit-

ably, a midnight showing of a voodoo film,

“The Dead One,” was staged at the Plaza
Theatre in El Paso, Tex., with eerie pro-
motion and staging which brought in a
nice bit of extra revenue.

The New Orleans-made picture was ad-
vertised: “Come Shudder and Shake . . .

At Our Friday the 13th Jinx Show . . .

Voodoo, the Greatest Voodoo Film Ever
Made . . . See the Dead Ones Come to

Life in Their Coffins . . . See Beautiful
Dancing Girls in Bourbon Street Night
Clubs in New Orleans, etc.”—all the scary,

frightful lines and gadgets.

FRIGHT IN THE LOBBY
And speaking of gadgets. Plaza Mana-

ger Bill Chambers and his sign man who is

an artist in his profession, Frisco Gutier-
rez, went to work on a lobby display cal-

culated to make the hair of the horror-
show fans stand on end and emit sparks.

First Chambers went to the Commercial
Sales Co., which specializes in hard-to-get
items, and bought some gruesome ingre-

dients ... a recirculating pump, old sur-

gical scissors and containers, an artificial

leg, a couple of medical-size oxygen tanks,

an operating table, etc.

Fashioned was a roughbox with the

upper portion of the lid cut out to reveal

the “victim” inside, and a plastic tank
(wading pool). The recirculating pump
kept a continuous stream of “blood”
gushing from the punctured heart of the

“victim.” The “blood” was water colored

with four bottles of red food coloring and
a can of red watercolor paint. Chambers
added a box of cornstarch to achieve a
coagulating effect. Two of the surgical

instruments were inserted in the “victim’s”

heart. The blood dripped from the rough-
box back into the tank (see photo) . This
arrangement was put up in a dark section

of the large lobby.

“Dripping blood" display arranged in dark corner

of the Plaza lobby in El Paso, Tex., for “The Dead

One," Friday the 13th Jinx Show. On one side, not

included in the above reproduction, was on old-

style operating table with a dummy in Gl uniform

and a "voodooized" head on it.

Cumberland, Md., Airer

Adds Coin Washers
Thirty coin-operated washing machines,

ten large driers and a 25-pound rug clean-

ing machine have been installed on the

property of the Crystal Drive-In Theatre

at Cumberland, Md., owned by Richard
Young.
The laundrette stays open in the eve-

ning affording drive-in patrons opportun-

ity to have their washing completed while

enjoying a movie. According to Dick

Young, the machines are in two pre-

fabricated buildings with plenty of park-

ing space.

Two supermarkets adjoin the property,

adding an extra drawing card for residents

of the community.

A Want Ad Gimmick
In a tieup with his Coffeyville, Kas.,

newspaper, Nick Carter has been getting

unusually good response from a classified

ad gimmick whereby residents’ names are

carried in a gratis ad plugging the current
film bill. Nick reports patrons stop him to

inquire how they can get their name run,

indicating wide interest in the idea.

AN EASEL DISPLAY

Gutierrez used his ingenuity in painting
a large easel-type display in another sec-

tion of the lobby.

Tickets went on sale a week in advance.
A small voodoo doll was presented with
each advance ticket. Station KELP carried

spots advertising the show. Heralds in

several colors were distributed.

Exit Now an Entrance
All doors of the United Artists Theatre

in San Francisco now lead to “Spartacus.”

The full treatment—orange canopy, door-

man and usherettes—has been given the

rear entrance to accommodate patrons en-

tering from the Mission street parking lot,

adjacent to the postoffice building.
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1
I Big Displays Sell $10,963 in Gift Tickets

Here are two displays which helped
sell $10,963.25 worth of gift tickets.

Michael King, manager of the Imperial,
Famous Players Canadian flagship in

Toronto, was trying for the circuit rec-
ord, and he is sure his mark will be
near the top. The above sign is 40 feet

wide and 12 feet high and, as is seen,

featured a map pinpointing the FPC
Dominion wide locations. These are
marked by the names and flashing
lights.

The sign first was used at the Fa-
mous Players convention last Septem-
ber, where King was so impressed by it

that he asked the head office to let him
use it in the main Imperial lobby.
King added the wings with copy plug-
ging the gift tickets. Its sign and design
are such strong attention-getters that
King intends to leave it up throughout
this year, with Santa Claus removed, of
course.

The other photo shows a standee,
which stood at the top of the stairway
and received standout attention. Note

the copy stresses the number of tickets

and prizes.

In addition. King had gift ticket ban-
ners around the top of the boxoffice.

Baby Giveaway at Airer,
And It's Quite Legal
The old gag that a “real live baby”

would be given away at Wometco circuit’s

North Dade Drive-In in Dade County,
Florida, (Miami area) really shook up at
least one woman.
The North Dade Crier, a shopping

weekly, carried stories to the effect that
the baby “comes from a family of six and
needs a home badly.” Persons who called
the theatre heard a recorded announce-
ment about the night’s double feature plus
this sentence, “Don’t forget that at our
Friday the 13th Jinx Night show, a real
live baby will be given away.”
One woman called her minister in tears.

He in turn, called the assistant state at-
torney, Arthur Huttoe. Huttoe got in touch

with Harry Fleischman, head of second-
run theatres in the Wometco lineup who
assured him that it was just a publicity
buildup and no adoption or lottery laws
would be violated.

The prize: a pig!

'Surprise' on Lobby Floor
When John Basil, manager of the

Genesee Theatre, a unit in the Basil chain
in Buffalo, put on “A Surprise Package”
recently, he tied in with the local distribu-
tors of the Austin Healy Sprite motor car,

which uses the slogan, “A Surprise Pack-
age.” Basil used one of the Sprites in the
lobby of the Genesee, with an appropriate
background and the auto distributors used
ads in the community newspaper on the
tieup.

'Pay or Die' Passes Go

To 200 Safe Drivers
More than 200 drivers at Minneapolis

who PAID attention to driving rules to

prevent others from DYING were saluted

on radio KSTP at Minneapolis, and
awarded tickets to see “Pay or Die” at the

Gopher Theatre.
The salute-pass recognition was the

idea of Ed Linder, manager of Gopher,
who passed it on to Don Doty of KSTP
during promotion for “Pay or Die.” KSTP
always has been a champion of the cause

of safe and courteous driving in the Twin
City metropolitan ax-ea, and maintains a

fleet of six news photo cars which are

continually i-oaming the metropolis in

search of news stories appropriate for

television news film. Each car is in touch
with the station by shortwave radio.

Each news car driver was instnxcted to

take the license number of any vehicle

whose driver displayed coui-tesy and cau-
tion. A few examples of safe motoring are

yielding to pedestrians in ci'osswalks,

pi-oper use of arm signals in stopping and
turning, and dimming of bright headlights.

The KSTP-TV radio dispatcher took

the courteous driver license number by
shortwave and checked it out with the

license bui'eau of the Minnesota highway
department to get the owner’s name and
address. This accomplished, the KSTP
radio disc jockeys saluted the safe driver

over the air, giving name and address, and
announcing that because he or she was
PAYing attention to driving rules and
preventing others from DYing, the Gopher
theatre and KSTP were sending him (or

her) passes to “Pay or Die” at the Gopher.
“The response was terrific,” Don Doty

l-eports. “Listenei-s were pleasantly sur-

prised and wondered how we had noted
their safe driving habits. Public safety

officials in both St. Paul and Minneapolis
cited KSTP and the Gopher Theatre
management for their civic interest . . .

It was an excellent pi’omotion.”

Linder had a 40x60 out fi’ont two weeks
in advance which offei-ed passes to see

“Pay or Die” to any person who allowed
the Gopher Theati’e to place bumper strips

on both the fi-ont and rear bumpers of his

(or her) car.

Bumper strips went on 107 cabs through
deals with thi-ee suburban taxi companies.
“Pay or Die” imprinted aprons wei-e

placed at shoestands in the bus terminals
and x-ailway stations.

TV Can't Match This
Favoi-able editorial comment can be the

ultimate in both good public x'elations and
publicity. In Alliance, Neb., Allen Schi-impf
secui’ed such cooperation when the Times-
Herald called attention to the top news-
making stars currently on Allen’s theatre

screen and added: “Television can’t tie

that lineup: and once the films start,

thei-e’ll be no stops for commercials.”

Eye and Battle Display

A display on “Hypnotic Eye” at the

Spai-tan Theatre in Sparta, N. C., consisted

of an eye in a crystal ball with the title

on it. Standing around the ball were
bottles labeled Alcohol . . . Pills . . . Emer-
gency Supplies, etc.”
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Calls Out Band to Gel

Kiddy Series Started
A few months after the new Bar Har-

bor Theatre was opened by Associated In-

dependent Theatres at Massapequa Park

on Long Island, New York, Charles Stokes,

the manager, decided to start a Saturday

afternoon kiddy show series. He concluded

that a major ballyhoo was necessary to

spread around the news.

First he arranged with the home office

to print 6,000 flyers, which were distrib-

uted by ushers throughout the Bar Harbor
shopping center and stuffed in customers’

bags at dime stores, food stores, cleaning

shops, etc. This was in addition to lobby

displays and mention in the theatre’s reg-

ular ads.

LEGION BOYS STRUT
Then Stokes got out the band, in this

case the bugle corps of Legion Post 1066.

These fellows usually enjoy getting into

their uniforms and do some marching and
tooting. Following two ushers carrying a

10 or 12-foot banner, the bugle boys and
girl twirler paraded all around the shop-

ping area and made stops at various

places for twirling demonstrations and
playing. Naturally crowds gathered, es-

pecially the kids, which was fine. This was
on a Saturday before the start of the

series. A staffer dressed as Lone Ranger
(a Lone Ranger picture was on the inaug-

ural program) handed out flyers.

At the start of the series the next Sat-
urday the Lone Ranger welcomed the line-

up of youngsters and signed autographs.
The lineup extended clear around the

building.

A $250 deal was sold to W. T. Grant’s
for a “Christmas Eve All Cartoon Show,”
which ran from 9 a.m. Saturday, Decem-
ber 24, through 6 p.m. Flyers explained:
“To help Mother with her last-minute
shopping we are offering our Annual
Christmas Eve All Cartoon Show ... 2

hours of ’em . . . (date and time of shows)
. . . Come early. Stay as long as you want.
See all your favorites on our screen. Free
tickets available without obligation at

Grant’s.”

SPECIAL TICKETS
The special tickets naturally were im-

printed, “W. T. Grant’s Bar Harbor Shop-
ping Center Presents, etc.”

Manager Stokes “begged” lollipops from
Food Fair and candy canes from Wal-
green’s. The theatre clown (usher in a
costume rented for $5) greeted kids at the
day-long show, and passed out circulars
for a three-matinee showing of “The
Greatest Show on Earth” during Christ-
mas week. Grants supplied a Santa Claus.
“We cleaned up at the candy conces-

sions,” Stokes reported.
With Cookie the Clown busy for three

weeks passing out circulars, including his

appearance at the Christmas Eve car-
toon show, Stokes’ three-matinee showing
of “The Greatest Show” on December 27-

29 (Midweek) was terrific, as were sales

at the candy stand.

Pastry for 'Can-Can'
Sonny Shepherd, executive in charge of

first runs for Wometco Enterprises at
Miami, Fla., hired a couple of models to

pass out French pastry advertising the run
of “Can-Can” at the Carib, Miami and
Miracle theatres.

Bozo the Clown Offers Kids a Chance

On TV; Knocks 'em Dead on Kiddy Show
A special kiddy attraction on the stage

knocks ’em dead ever so often at the De-
Witt Theatre in Bayonne, N. Y., and other
Stanley Warner circuit houses in that

area.

Just before the holiday season Bozo the

Clown and his partner Princess Tickle-

feather, who appear on television station

WPIX, New York, Monday through Fri-

day from 5 to 5:30 p.m., did “sensational
business” at the DeWitt.

Promotion of the Bozo the Clown stage

bill started with the appearance of Bozo
at the Bayonne hospital to entertain in

the children’s wards. This was good for a

four-column picture in the local paper,

with mention of his coming DeWitt The-
atre show.
The Bayonne Times came through with

a Bozo coloring contest, in which the ten

top contestants were chosen to appear on
the television show with him. The Times
liked the idea so well that it printed his

picture for four days, with cutlines men-
tioning that three high school teachers
would act as judges. Heralds with a line

drawing of the clown also were distributed

for the coloring event. About 400 sent in

their colored entries, dropping them in a
box in the DeWitt lobby.

The Times also published a photo of the

ten winners, pictured with Manager Kess-
ler, on the Saturday morning before the

Bozo stage show in the afternoon.

“Two cashiers were kept busy selling

tickets that afternoon,” Kessler reports,

“and business at the candy counter was
great. Numbered photos of Bozo and
Princess Ticklefeather were passed out to

the youngsters, and prizes were given to

those holding lucky numbers.”
Kessler was called to the stage for a

special magic trick. A child was called

from the audience to cut off his necktie,

piece by piece, until his neck was reached.
The kids screamed and roared as they saw

i 'Klim
IN PERSON! ON OUR STAGE!

SATURDAY MATINEE, NOV. 19 ...

SCHOOL CHILDREN! ENTER OUR COLORING
CONTEST! COLOR IN THE ABOVE DRAWING
OF BOZO THE CLOWN!

THE BEST 10 SELECTED WILL APPEAR ON
HIS TELEVISION SHOW! ALL ENTRIES MUST
BE LEFT AT THIS THEATRE B7 SATURDAY
NOVEMBER !2.

NAME
ADDRESS
AGE TELEPHONE

The 8x11 -inch herald distributed in the coloring

contest promoting the Bozo the Clown Saturday

afternoon speciol stage attraction at the DeWitt

Theatre, Bayonne, N. J. The Bayonne Times also

promoted the contest.

what they thought was Kessler’s $5 tie

being whacked to pieces. Then the audi-

ence was asked by Bozo and Ticklefeather

to repeat a few magic words, after which
they returned the necktie all in one piece,

thus saving the child the expense of pay-
ing Kessler $5 for his ruined “tie.”

Bozo the Clown started plugging the

DeWitt Theatre appearance on his TV
show, starting a week in advance. The ap-
pearance of the ten winners of the color-

ing contest added to the TV publicity.

Kessler and aides from WIPX drove the
kids and their parents to the station in

New York and back home in Bayonne, with
everyone happy.

EASTERN
FLIES TO

MEXICO FROM N

A huge poster promoting "Pepe," part of an extensive exploitation barrage for the multistarred

Columbia production, is seen in the window of the ticket office of Eastern Airlines in midtown

Manhattan. The film was premiered at the Criterion Theatre in New York just before Christmas.
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As It Looks To Me
By KROGER BABB

A Showman's Views on Merchandising Motion Pictures

TODAY’S THEATREMEN are “jerks!”

That's not our opinion, but it’s the only

conclusion millions of Americans could

draw from television’s latest, most per-

fectly timed blast at you who manage the

nation’s movie theatres. Don’t tell us that

this is news—the first you’ve heard about

it!

Anyway TV proved that exhibitors are

either hypnotized or asleep. More TV sets

across the land were turned on Monday,
January 2, for those bowl games, than
any other day in a year. Research proves

that when a TV set gets turned on, it

usually stays on until people go to bed.

So it was that evening, that television

elected to prove to countless millions what
idiots people are who attend movie thea-

tres. What was your reaction? What is to

be your retaliation? Who’s going to now
prove to the public that you are not jerks!

That you don’t operate dismal theatres,

attended mostly by teenage punks? That
you don’t openly admit that your picture

stinks, while selling hot buttered pop-
corn and then having the brass to charge
the patron extra for putting the butter on
it?

IF YOU THEATREMEN were properly

and adequately organized, with wide-

awake leadership, Richard Baer would
never have dared write “The Hat.” Even
if writer Baer did hate you for some per-

sonal reason and therefore portrayed you
as the “jerk” of his TV script—if you
boys were wielding the club that you
could—certainly Jackie Cooper would
never have approved the script, bought it,

produced it and starred in it! Mr. Cooper
would have not had the guts to jump on
the back and literally kick in the face the

men whose screens made him famous and
whose boxoffices supplied his early fortune.

No sir! But suppose Jackie Cooper had
produced “The Hat” anyway. Certainly, if

you theatre owners were awake and on
the ball, CBS-TV would never have dared
to allow such a show to go out to its

network of stations to feed such vile ridi-

cule of the theatre manager, to the public,

and insinuate that anyone who attends
movies today are little short of idiots.

CBS-TV would certainly have turned
thumbs down on this little opera, which
should have been titled “Poison for a Pur-
pose.” But suppose CBS-TV had not been
afraid to punch you theatremen on the
nose. Nevertheless, if you had just one
wide-awake, hard-hitting, up-and-at-’em
organization, it is very doubtful if Kent
cigarets would have picked up the tab for
such a show. Gosh, many of you exhibitors
smoke Kents, as do your employes and
their families. Some of you sell Kents in
your cigaret machines.

WE JUST PHONED CBS-TV. Miss Ann,
who is supposed to know all about it, tells

us that ours is the only, the lone squeaky
voice that has protested this vile ridicule

of our best friends—the men (and wom-
en) who manage theatres! (Editor’s Note:
COMPO has also protested.) Miss Joan, at

Jackie Cooper’s Hennesey Productions

headquarters, likewise informs us that

not a single letter of protest on this show
has come from anyone. No phone calls,

no wires. She says it had a tremendous
rating, that it was highly complimented—
one of the best to date in the Hennesey
series. How do you like that, you hot-shots?

Someday, when you’re walking down your

main stem and people point at you and
remark, “There’s the local jerk!” don’t be

upset. “The Hat” went to great length and
much trouble to prove that theatre mana-
gers are jerks! That anyone who attends

a movie these days should have their head
examined. It proved nothing else!

HOW WOULD YOU like to see a rea-

sonable facsimile of yourself, Mr. Theatre-

man, as you were portrayed to be in “The
Hat”? Millions upon millions of people to

whom you are trying to sell your movies to

every day saw you on TV! Could you sit

through 26 1
/2 minutes of TV film (com-

mercials eliminated) while situations prove

you a real jerk? If you’re so tough as you
pretend, why don’t you have a look at

yourself in TV’s image? If you’re so well

organized as you think, why didn’t a

single phone call, wire or letter of protest

hit CBS-TV or Cooper Productions? If

you can push the buttons you claim, why
don’t you obtain a print of “The Hat” and
show it to yourselves at your next conven-
tion?

—o

—

THIS COLUMN WAS born and is dedi-

cated to trying to aid men and women who
run the theatres to do a little better, more
effective selling job. The next time your

campaign doesn’t click, your ads don’t

pull, keep in mind that millions of Ameri-
cans don’t like to be caught going to mov-
ies these days because obviously movie-
goers are idiots. “The Hat” proved it on
TV, so plainly. People are educated to be-

lieve what they see and hear on TV. We
knew about this tirade a few days in ad-

vance. (Don’t ask how?) We made it a

point to have six couples at our home that

evening, who didn’t know they were being

used as guinea pigs. When Hennesey was
over, among our guests a policeman’s wife

was first to speak. She is about 30, Ca-
nadian-born. These were her exact words:
“You know that is so right! The darned
theatres charge a fortune these days to

get in, then rob you for a box of popcorn,
then make you pay extra for butter. Peo-
ple who have to work are fools for going
to the movies. You see them all later on
television anyway!” We taped the entire

group’s comments verbatim, without them
knowing it. We were set up for their re-

actions with a hidden high-powered mike
and tape recorder.

WE’RE NO GOOD at writing reviews,

but here is “the picture” 12 innocent peo-
ple from various walks of life got from
“The Hat,” Monday evening, January 2,

on CBS-TV while watching it at our home

:

Jackie Cooper as Dr. Hennesey, a Naval
doctor and officer is hot for his sexy

blonde nurse, Abby Dalton. To kill time
(mind you) waiting on darkness and the

romantic moonlight, they decide to go to a

movie. The camera is inside your theatre,

looking out. Your foyer is bare and you
are in the center of it. You’re around 55.

with kinky hair. You wear glases, and
your clothes are as far behind the times

as is your business. Your tuxedo is

threadbare and your big chest and belly

are covered with a 20-year-old fancy shirt,

plus bow tie.

Lonesome, you are without patrons to

keep you awake, so you have hidden a TV
set in the drapes along your theatre’s

front wall. You’re so absorbed in the tele-

vision show you can’t see these two patrons

approaching. They need punch you, in

order to offer their tickets. The Navy doc-

tor is no dunce and discovers your hidden
TV set. He asks you how you can enjoy

the show with no sound on. You’re such a

TV fan you inform him that you can read

the actors’ lips. (Har! Har! Har!)
They ask you how your picture is and

you duck the question. You lead them to

your concessions stand. It is obvious that

you are either such a penny-pincher that

you won’t hire any help, or else your busi-

ness is so rotten you can’t afford help.

Take your choice! You suggest to the

handsome, big Navy man and his sexy

blonde a box of your hot, delicious but-

tered popcorn. They fall for your racket.

You heap the box high then, when they’re

not looking, kick back the extra grains.

Your courage now establishes itself, when
you inform them that the overpriced box
of hot, delicious buttered popcorn is in

reality not fit to eat unless the Navy man
will spring for another dime for some
melted butter. The doctor goes for this

trick, too, and you give them a short

squirt of last week’s melted butter.

Next, out of your theatre dash two in-

sane young hoodlums (these are the mov-
iegoers these days) who literally push the

doctor and nurse out of the way. They
frantically demand better service. You’re

not the big he-man you once were, who
maintained strict control over the conduct

of your patrons. Instead, you say please,

please, dear boys, won’t you youngsters

wait your turn. This sets the kids on fire.

One takes after the big Naval officer,

while the taller one moves around to lean

on your concessions counter alongside the

blonde and shower her with some very

suggestive and questionable remarks which
embarrass her. You do nothing about it

and this forces the Navy man. who is now
a proven idiot for even entering your
theatre, to take charge. He starts to put
the youths in line and one snatches his

hat and away they go. (Har! Har! Har!)
That’s “The Hat”!

ELEVEN YEARS AGO we screamed that

you theatremen should get a ball bat and
take out after those living room boxes.

Ours was a lone voice in the wilderness. In

the past decade exhibition has decayed so

much, that today TV is taking out after

you! You’re still so disorganized that the

only protest of such a vile piece of anti-

theatre propaganda was put over with but

a single protest—ours ! If anyone else

called the writer, producer, star, network,

soonsor dirty names excepting us, soeak

up ! It would be nice to know that we have
some company. So goes exhibition into

1961. Since this show did such a perfect

job of making idiots out of theatregoers

and jerks out of theatre managers about
all there is left to say is: Wake up!
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An interpretive analysis of lay and tradepress reviews. Running time is in parentheses. The
plus and minus signs indicate degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews, updated regularly.
This department also serves as an ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feature releases. © is for
CinemaScope; VistaVision; (§) Superscope; (n) Naturama; (R) Regalscope; (?) Technirama.
Symbol ^ denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; 0 color photography. For listings by
company in the order of release, see FEATURE CHART.

Review digest
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX

++ Very Good; + Good; — Fair; — Poor; = Very Poor.

2473 ©Alamo. The (162) Todd-AO)

Historical Drama UA 10-31-60 44

2442 ©All the Fine Young Cannibals

(122) © Drama MGM 7-1S-60 #
2477 All the Young Men (86) Dr. Col 8- 8-60 +
2443 ©Amazing Mr. Teas, The (70)

Novelty Pad Prod-SR 7-18-60 =
2457 Angel Wore Red, The (99 Dr MGM 9- 5-60 ±
2489 Angry Silence, The (95) Dr Valiant 12-26-60 44

2496 Another Sky (83) Melodr Harrison 1-23-61 +
2428 Apartment, The (125)

Panavision Com-Dr UA 6- 6-60 +•

2452 As the Sea Rages (74) Dr Col 8-22-60 +
—B—

2429 ©Battle in Outer Space (90) Tohoscope,

Science-Fiction (English-dubbed) Col 6-13-60 +
2441 Bellboy, The (72) Farce Para 7-18-60+
2433 ©Bells Are Ringing (127) © Mus. MGM 6-20-60 44

2382 ©Ben-Hur (212) Camera 65

Biblical Drama MGM 11-30-59 44

2453 ©Between Time an Eternity

(98) Dr U-l 8-22-60 ±
2458 Beyond the Time Barrier (75) SF AIP 9- 5-60 ±
2455 Big Time Operator, The

(SO) Comedy Times 8-29-60 +
2429 Bluebeard’s Ten Honeymoons (82) Cr. AA 6-13-60 +
2496 Blueprint for Robbery (88) Cr Para 1-23-61 +
2461 Bey Who Stole a Million. The

(64) Comedy-Drama Para 9-19-6044

2426 Breakout (99) War Dr Cont’l 5-30-60 ±
2474 ©Breath of Scandal, A

(98) Comedy Para 10-31-60 +
2424 ©Brides of Dracula, The

(85) Horror Dr U-l 5-23-60 44

2473 ©Butterfield 8 (109) © Drama.. MGM 10-31-60 44

—C—
2438 Cage of Evil (70) Crime UA 7- 4-60 +
2407 ©Can-Can (131)

Todd-AO Musical 20th-Fox 3-21-60

2448 ©Captain's Table, The (90)

Comedy 20th -Fox 8- 8-60 44

2494 Carry On, Constable (86) Com Govn’r 1-16-61 +
2408 Carry On, Nurse (89) Farce. ... Governor 3-21-60 44

2495 ©Carthage in Flames (111)

® Spectacle Drama Col 1-23-61 ±
2485 Caltiki, The Immortal Monster

(76) Sc.-F’n AA 12- 5-60 ±
2433 ©Chartroose Caboose, The (75)

Panavision Comedy U-l 6-20-60 +
2482 £J©CinderFella (88) Comedy .... Para 11-28-60 44

2488 ©Cimarron (140) © Dr MGM 12-19-60 44

2491 Code of Silence (75)

Melodrama Sterling World-SR 1- 9-61 +
2474 College Confidential (90) Melo U-l 10-31-60 ±
2437 Come Back, Africa (90)

Social Documentary Dr Rogosin 7- 4-60 44

2456 Come Dance With Me! (91)

Comedy-Mystery Kingsley-Union 8-29-60 -4

2487 Crazy for Love (80) Com Ellis 12-19-60 ±
2455 ©Crowded Sky, The (105) Dr WB 8-29-60 +
2494 ©Cry for Happy (110) © Com Col 116-61 +

—D

—

2464 ©Dark at the Top of the Stairs,

The (124) Drama WB 9-26-60 44

2486 Date Bait (71) Melo Filmgroup 12-12-60 ±
2446 Day They Robbed the Bank

of England, The (84) Cr. Dr. ..MGM 8- 1-60 +
2491 Desert Attack (76) Melo 20th-Fox 1- 9-61 +
2462 Desire in the Dust (105) © Dr. 20th-Fox 9-19-60 44

2484 Dog, a Mouse and a Sputnik. A

(90) Comedy F-A-W 12- 5-60 +
—E—

2442 ©Elmer Gantry (145) Drama UA 7-18-60 44

2449 Enemy General, The (75) Dr Col 8-15-60 44

2469 Entertainer, The (98) Dr Cont’l 10-17-60 +
2482 ©Esther and the King (109)

© Adventure Drama 20th-Fox 11-28-60 +
2490 ©Exodus (212) Super-Panavision 70

Drama UA 12-26-60 44

—F

—

2479 Facts of Life, The (103) Com-Dr UA 11-21-60 +
2456 ©Fast & Sexy (99) © Comedy Col 8-29-60 +
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44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

4- ± 3+1—

44 44 44 44 4- 44 13+
2+ 4- 4- 5+3-

2+ + 4- 2+ ± 7+4-
+ + 44 2+2 2+ ± 8+3-
+ 44 44 44 44 44 13+

-H- 44 44 44 44 44 14+
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± + + 4- - - 5+3-

+ + 44 44 4- 44 H+

44 44 44 4- 4- ± 11+1-
+ 2+

4+ 44 44 4- 4- 44 12+

2+ 2+2—

+ - - 2+3-

+ 4- 3+
4- 44 + 2+ + 9+2-

44 44 44 44 10+

1+
— 2+ - 2+4-

+ 44 5+

2+ 4- 4- ± 4- 6+2-
1+1-

+ + + 4- 4- 6+
+ 4- 44 44 7+

-H- 44 44 44 4- 44 13+
1+1-

2+ + 44 44 + 9+1-
4- 2+

+ 2+ + 2±2 2+ + 8+3-

- 2+ + 3+2-

-H- 44 44 44 44 44 14+
— 4- 4- + 4- ± 7+2-
4+ 4- 44 44 4- ± 10+1-

2+ 4- -+ 2+ 44 8+4-

44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

44 44- 44 44 4- 10+
+ + 4- 4- 4- ± 7+2-

In the summory 44 is roted 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses.

2496 Fever in the Blood (117) Dr WB
2458 ©Five Bold Women (82) W’n . .Citation

2489 ©Flaming Star (101) ©
Outdoor Drama 20th-Fox

2478 ©Flute and the Arrow, The (78)

Documentary Drama Janus

2448 ©For the Love of Mike (87)

© Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox

2461 ©For Members Only (85) Novelty . .SR

2483 Four Desperate Men (105) Melo. .Cont’l

2471 48 Hours to Live (86)

Melodrama Cinema Assoc-SR

2464 ©Freckles (84) © Outdoor 20th-Fox

2495 French Mistress, A (91) Com. F-A-W

2441 ©From the Terrace (144) ©
Drama 20th-Fox

1-23-61 44 + + 44 4+
9- 5-60 1+1-

12-26-60 + 44 + 44 44 + 4- 10+

11-14-60 44 44 44 7+

8- 8-60 44 44 4- 44 44 44 114-

9-19-60 — 1-
12- 5-60 44 2+

10-24-60 1+1
9-26-60 4- + 2+ + + 5+1-
1-23-61 + + + + 5+1-

7-18-60 44 44 2+ 44 44 2+ + 11+2-

2472 ©G. I. Blues (104) Com/Mus Para

2459 Girl in Lovers Lane, The

(78) Melodrama Filmgroup

2468 Girl of the Night (S3) Dr WB
2491 ©Goddess of Love, The (68)

© Spectacle 20th-Fox

2490 ©Goliath and the Dragon (90) ©
Costume Spectacle AIP

2457 Good Girls Beware (SO) Melodr. UMPO

2495 ©Go Naked in the World

(103) © Drama MGM
2486 ©Grass Is Greener, The

(105) ® Comedy U-l

2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l

2446 ©Green Carnation, The (128) ® Dr.

(Reviewed as "The Trials of Oscar

Wilde") Warwick

—H—
2488 Hand in Hand (75) Dr Col

2475 ©Heaven on Earth (84)

Documentary Drama JB-SR

2473 Hell Is a City (96) Action Col

2447 Hell to Eternity (132) Dr AA

2487 ©Herod the Great (93) ®
Costume Spectacle AA

2478 Heroes Die Young (76) Melodrama AA

2457 ©Hideout in the Sun (72)

Nudist drama Astor

2454 High-Powered Rifle, The

(60) Action 20th-Fox

2486 High School Caesar (72) Melo. Filmgroup

2464 45©High Time (103) © Com/Mus 20-Fox

2435 ©House of Usher, The (80) © Ho. . AIP

2459 I Aim at the Stars (107)

Biographical Drama Col

2436 ©Ice Palace (143) Drama WB
2444 ©Idiot, The (122) Dostoievsky classic

(English-dubbed) 20th-Fox

2427 I'm All Right, Jack (105) Comedy . Col

2442 Inherit the Wind (126) Drama UA

2467 It Happened in Broad Daylight

(97) Dr. (Eng.-dubbed) ....Cont’l

2440 ©It Started in Naples

(100) ® Comedy Para

2481 Jazz Boat (96) © Dr/Music Col

2479 ©Journey to the Lost City

(90) © Adv. Drama AIP

2452 ©Jungle Cat (70) Documentary. ... BV

—K

—

2471 Kill Me Tomorrow (80) Melodr Tudor

2466 Key Witness (81) © Drama MGM

2434 Last Days of Pompeii. The (103) Super

Totalscope, Hi. Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) UA

2466 ©Last Woman on Earth, The (71)

Melodrama Filmgroup

2482 Left, Right and Center (90)

Comedy Bentley

2476 ©Legions of the Nile (91) ©
Action Spectacle 20th-Fox

2465 Let No Man Write My Epitaph

(106) Drama Col

10-24-60 + + 2+ 44 + + 8+2-

9-12-60 . + 1+1-
10-10-60 + 44 2+ + + 2+ 8+3-

1- 9-61 + - ± 2+2-

12-26-60 + + + 4+1-
9- 5-60 + 1+

1-23-61 + 44 + 4+

12-12-60 4- 44 + 44 _ + 44 9+1-
11-28-60 44 44 + 44 44 44 11+

8- 1-60 44 44 44 44 + 44 44 13+

12-19-60 + 44 44 44 44 44 H+

11-14-60 + + + + 5+1-
10-31-60 4- 44 + + 44 + + 9+
8- 8-60 44 44 44 44 44 + + 12+

12-19-60 + 2+ + + 6+3-
11-14-60 + 2+ 2+1-

9- 5-60 1+1-

8-22-60 _ 2+ 2+ _ 4+6-
12-12-60 + 1+
9-26-60 + + + 44 44 + + 9+
6-27-60 + + + 44 44 44 44 11+

9-12-60 + 44 + + + + 44 9+
6-27-60 + 44 44 44 + + 10+1-

7-18-60 _ + + + _ + 44 6+2-
6- 6-60 44 + 44 + + 44 44 11+
7-18-60 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

10-10-60 + 44 44 + + 7+

7-11-60 44 + 44 44 + + 10+1-

11-28-60 4- ± + 4+2-

11-21-60 4- — + 2+ 6+5-
8-22-60 + + + 4f 44 44 44 11+

10-24-60 + 1+
10- 3-60 + 44 + + + + 8+1-

6-20-60 + + 44 — + 7+3-

10- 3-60 + - 1+1-

11-28-60 44 2+

11- 7-60 2+ - - 2+ = - 2+7-

10- 3-60 44 + 44 + + 44 10+1-
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2458 ©Let's Make Love (118) ©
Comedy/Music 20th-Fox

2493 ©Little Angel (90) Com-Dr Murray

2465 Little Shop of Horrors. The (70)

Horror Comedy Filmgroup

2439 Q©Lost World, The (98) ©
Science-Fiction 20th-Fox

2453 Louisiana Hussy (80) Melodr Howco

2449 Lucrezia Borgia (S3) Melo Vog-SR

—M

—

2454 Ma Barker's Killer Brood (89)

Crime Dr Filmservice-SR

2489 Magdalena (76) Melodrama SR

2468 ©Magnificent Seven. The (128)

Outdoor Dr. (Panavision) UA
2492 Make Mine Mink (101) Com Cont’l

2431 Man in a Cocked Hat (87)

Comedy . . . . Showcorporation of Amer.

2452 Man Who Wouldn't Talk. The (97)

Mystery Drama Showcorp.

2484 ©Marriage-Go-Round, The

(99) © Comedy 20th- Fox

2469 ©Midnight Lace (108) Dr U-l

2443 Missile From Hell (82) Dr NTA
2444 Model for Murder (75) Cr Cin. Assoc

2438 Murder. Inc. (103) © Crime. 20th-Fox

2421 My Dog. Buddy (76) Dr Col

—N

—

2463 Naked and the Wicked, The

(90) Melodrama (Eng. -dubbed) . SR

2470 Natchez Trace (80) Adv. Panorama-SR

2470 Never on Sunday (97) Com-Dr. Lopert-UA

2435 ©Next to No Time (93) Com. Showcorp.

2462 Night Fighters. The (85) Dr UA
2447 Night of Love (93) Melodr Howco

2450 ©Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (108)

Totalscope His. Dr Col

2478 ©North to Alaska (122) ©

2451 ©©Ocean's 11 (128)

2450 ©One Foot in Hell (89)

—P—
2417 Pay or Die (110) Dr

2492 ©Pepe (195) © Comedy/Music

2422 Platinum High School (93) Dr..

2469 Please Turn Over (86) Farce . .

2477 Plunderers. The (94) Adv. Dr.

. .AA

. .Col

. MGM
. Col

. . AA
2416 0©Pollyanna (134) Com. Dr BV

2436 ©Portrait in Black (111) Dr U-l

2477 Price of Silence. The (72)

Melodrama Exdusive-SR 11-14-60 +
2431 Prime Time. The (76) Dr. Essanjay-SR 6-13-60 ±
2420 ©Prisoner of the Volga (92) Totalscope

Spectacle Dr. (English-dubbed Para 5- 9-60 +
2414 Private Property (79) Dr Citation 4-11-60 +
2440 Psycho (109) Suspense Drama . Para 7-11-60 -+

—R—
2420 ©Rat Race, The (105) Comedy . ... Para 5- 9-60 +-

2419 Raymie (73) Drama AA 5- 9-60 +
2454 Rebel Girls (70) Action . . Luzon-SR 8-22-60 ±
2490 ©Ritual of Love, The (72)

Documentary Pacemaker-SR 12-26-60 +
2432 Rosemary (105) Drama F-A-W 6-13-60+
2485 ©Royal Ballet (131) Ballet .... Lopert 12-12-60 -+

2460 Runaway (76) Melodrama .... Group 9 9-12-60 +

2468 ©Santa Claus (94) Fantasy/Music

(English-dubbed) Murray-SR 10-10-60 ±
2451 Savage Eye, The (67) Semidocumentary

Drama Trans-Lux Kingsley 8-22-60 44

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (110)

® Adv. Dr Para 9-26-60 +-

2432 School for Love (76) Dr NTA 6-13-60 ±
2456 School for Scoundrels (94)

Comedy Cont'l 8-29-60 +
2476 ©Secret of the Purple Reef (80) ©

Action Drama . . 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ±
2467 ©September Storm (99) Action

(Stereovision) 20th-Fox 10-10-60 ±
2460 ©Seven Ways From Sundown

(87) Western U-l 9-12-60 +
2474 Sex Kittens Go to College

(93) Comedy AA 10-31-60 +

9- 5-60 44 44 44 44 + 44 44 13+
1-16-61 + 4+3-

10- 3-60 + 1+

7-11-60 + 44 + 44 + -4- 9+2-
8-22-60 ± 1+1-
8-15-60 1+1-

8-22-60 1—
12-26-60 1+1-

10-10-60 44 44 44 44 + + 44 12+
1- 9-61 44 44 + + + 44 9+

6-13-60 + 44 + 44 7+1-

8-22-6C + 1+

12- 5-60 + + 44 44 + 44 10+1-
10-17-60 44 + + 44 44 44 44 12+
7-18-60 1+1-
7-18-60 zt 1+1-
7- 4-60 + 4- + 44 4- 44 9+1-
5-16-60 + ± + 5+4—

9-26-60 + 1+
10-17-60 + 1+
10-17-60 44 44 + 44 + + + 10+
6-27-60 ± + + -t- 4+2-
9-19-60 + + + + + + 6+
8- 8-60 ± 1+1-

8-15-60 ± + + + + + 7+2-

11-14-60 + + 44 44 + 44 10+1-

8-22-60 44 44 + 44 44 44 12+1—

8-15-60 + + + + + + + 7+
8- 1-60 + 44 + 44 + 44 44 11+

5- 2-60 44 44 44 44 + + 44 12+
1- 9-61 4+ 4- 44 44 44 44 11+
5-16-60 2*2 ± — + + + + 6+3-

10-17-60 + 44 44 + 44 4- 9+
11-14-60 + + + + ±2 5+1-
4-18-60 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
6-27-60 44 — + — 44 ±2 7+4-

1+
= 2+4-

+ — + ±2 + ± 6+3-

+ + + + ± 6+1-

44 44 44 44 + 44 13+

44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
+ + + + 5+

1+1-

1+
44 + + 44 7+

44 4+
1+

± 4- + 5+3-

44 44 44 9+1-

44 + 44 44 4- 10+
l+l-

44 44 44 + + + 10+

-4- + 4- -f- 5+3-

± + + + 6+3-

44 + 4- 4- 4- 7+

— 3J3 — 2+3-
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2475 Shakedown, The (91) Action U-l 11- 7-60 +
2472 She Walks by Night (85) Melo. Woolner 10-24-60 +
2455 Sin & Desire (77) Dr Atlantis 8-29-60 +

3+1-
1+
1+

2479 Sinners of Paris (81) Melodr... . Ellis 11-21-60 + 1+
2480 Squad Car (60) Melodrama. . . 20th-Fox 11-21-60 ± l+l-
2380 ©Snow Queen, The (70) . U-l 11-23-59 -H- + 44 44 ± 44 + ll+l-
2439 Sons and Lovers (103) © Dr. . . 20th-Fox 7-11-60 + +- 44 44 44 44 44 14+
2440 ©Song Without End (142) ©

Drama/Music Col 7-11-60 -H- ± 44 44 44 44 44 13+1-
2438 S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac . . .U-l 7- 4-60 -H- -H- + + + It 6+1-
2470 ©Spartacus (189) Super Technirama-70

Adventure Spectacle . .U-l 10-17-60 )+ ++ 44 44 44 44 44 14+
2485 Spring Affair (69) Comedy . . SR 12-12-60 ± + 2+1-
2437 Stop! Look & Laugh! (78) Com.. . . Col 7- 4-60 + + + + + + 6+
2434 ©Story of Ruth, The (113) ©

Biblical Drama 20th-Fox 6-20-60 -H- ++ + 44 44 44 + 12+
2437 ©Subterraneans, The (89) © Dr. .MGM 7- 4-61 + -±2 ± + -±_ -+- + 7+4-
2423 Stranglers of Bombay

(81) © Adv . . . Col 5-23-60 + + + + -+- 6+2-
2445 Studs Lonigan (103) Dr . . UA 8- 1-60 |+ + 44 44 + 9+1-
2476 ©Sundowners. The (133) Dr.... . . WB 11- 7-60 # ++ 44 44 44 44 44 14+
2466 ^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) Drama . . . WB 10- 3-60 ft- 4t 44 44 44 44 44 14+
2467 Surprise Package (100) Comedy. . . Col 10-10-60 -H- + 44 -±_ + HF- 9+3-
2477 ©Swiss Family Robinson (128)

Adv. Classic, Panavision . . . BV 11-14-60 -H- + 44 44 44 44 12+1-

2488 ©Sword and the Dragon (S3)

Folklore Spectacle Valiant 12-19-60 + 1+
2494 ©Sword of Sherwood Forest (80) ©

Adventure Drama ... Col 1-16-61 + + + — 44 7+2-

—T—
2399 Tall Story (91) Comedy . . .WB 2-15-60 + 4+

-4- + + + + 9+1-
2430©Tarzan the Magnificent (88) Adv . . Para 6-13-60 + + It 44 + + + 8+1-
2465 ©Ten Who Dared (92) Adv.... . BV 10- 3-60 + + + + 44 7+1—
2493 ©Tess of the Storm Country (84)

© Melodrama 20th-Fox 1-16-61 + + 2+
2435 13 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy . . . Col 6-27-60 -H- + ±2 + 44 + + 9+1-
2450 ©39 Steps, The (95) © Adv. . . 20th-Fox 8-16-60 -H- + + + + + 8+1-
2485 ©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100)

Superdynamation, Fantasy . . . ... Col 12-12-60 + + 44 44 44 + 44 11+
2439 ©Thunder in Carolina (92)

Racing Drama . Howco 7-11-60 + -4- + 4+2-
2389 Tiger Bay (105) Suspense . Cont’l 1-11-60 -H- 44 44 44 44 10+
2446 ©Time Machine The (103) Sc-F. . .MGM 8- 1-60 -H- ++ 44 44 + + 44 12+
2392 ^©Toby Tyler (96) Adv. Comedy.. BV 1-18-60

-H- 4+ 44 44 44 44 44 14+
2402 Too Soon to Love (85) Dr . . U-l 2-22-60 ± — + + -4- -4- 6+5—
2481 Tormented (75) Horror Drama AA 11-28-60 +
2480 Touch of Flesh. The (76)

Drama Amity Films-SR 11-21-60 ±
2441 Trapped in Tangier (77)

1+

1+1-

Cr. Drama Supercinscope. . 20th-Fox 7-18-60 - — — -+- — — 1+10-
2446 ©Trials of Oscar Wilde, The (See "The

Green Carnation”)

2493 ©Tunes of Glory (106) Dr Lopert 1-16-61 44 44 44 44 44 + 44 13+
2418 Twelve Hours to Kill

(83) © Crime Drama 20th-Fox 5- 2-60 ± — -±2 + -4- 5+5—
2436 12 to the Moon (74) Sc-F’n . . . Col 6-27-60 ± 4- — — 6-4~6

—

—U—
2460 Under Ten Flags (92) Dr Para 9-12-60 + + + + -4- + 44 8+1-
2492 Unfaithfuls, The (89) Melodrama. . AA 1- 9-61 + — 2*2 2+2-

2418 Valley of the Redwoods

(62) © Crime Drama 20th-Fox 5- 2-60 + + ±2 4- 4- 4- 6+1-
2472 Village of the Damned (78)

Horror Drama .MGM 10-24-60 + 44 4- + 44 44 + 10+

—W—
2483 ©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The

(99) © Comedy ..Col 12- 5-60 + 44 44 4- 44 9+1-
2449 Walking Target (74) Action . . . . . .UA 8-16-60 + + -4- 2*2 5+3-
2471 ©Walk Tall (60) © Western . . 20th-Fox 10-24-60 ± It + + It 6+4-
2484 ©Where the Boys Are (99) © Com.

2463 Where the Hot Wind Blows (120)

MGM 12- 5-60 44 44 44 44 44 10+

Dr. (English-dubbed) MGM 9-26-60 + + 4- + — + 6+2-
2445 Why Must I Die? (90) Melodr AIP 8- 1-60 44 —
2444 Wicked Go to Hell, The (74)

(English-dubbed) Dr Fanfare 7-18-60 +
2475 Wild Rapture (68)

Documentary Exdusive-SR 11- 7-60 +
2459 Wild Ride, The (63) Ac Filmgroup 9-12-60 —
2487 ©Wizard of Baghdad (92) ©

Costume Comedy 20th-Fox 12-19-60 + ±
2480 ©World of Suzie Wong. The (129)

Drama Para 11-28-60 ff 44 44 44 +
—XYZ

—

2451 Young Jesse James (73) ©
Action Drama 20th-Fox 8-22-60 ± +

+

— ± 3+3-

1+

1+
1—

+ 5+2-

+ 44 12+

+ ± + ± 6+4-
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemaScope;
® Vistavision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; (ft) Regalscope; © Technirama. Symbol ij denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

'
Jeature chart

ALLIED ARTISTS £ U AMERICAN INT'L 1 ii COLUMBIA I ti s <r> iS Type Rel.
No.

©Circus of Horrors (89) Ho .503
Anton Differing, Erika Remberg

©Killers of Kilimanjaro

(91) © Ad. .425
Robert Taylor. Anne Aubrey
Man on a String (92) . . . . D . .426
Ernest Borgnine. Kern in Mathews

Stranglers of Bombay
(81) © My.. 427

Guy Rolfe, Allan Cuthbertson

The Electronic Monster (72) D .428
Rod Cameron. Mary Murphy

Platinum High School (93) D 14

Mickey Rooney, Terry Moore, Dan

Duryea

Why Must 1 Die? (86) ... D . .504
Terry Moore, Debra Paget

Jailbreakers (64) Ac . 408
Robert Hutton, Mary Castle

The Mountain Road (102). 0 .429

James Stewart, Lisa Lu

©Battle in Outer Space

(90) Ac.. 430
Ryo Ikebe and all-Japanese cast

12 to the Moon (74) SF. .431
Ken Clark, Rob’t Montgomery jr.

^©Adventures of Huckleberry

Finn (107) © CD . 16

Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges,

Archie Moore, Judy Canova

©The Giant of Marathon

(88) D 15

Steve Reeves, Mylene Demongeot

Pay or Die (110) Cr. .6004

Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert

Raymie (73) Ad . 6006
David Ladd, Julie Adams. John

Agar

©The House of Usher

(85) © Ho. 502
Vincent Price, Mark Damon,
Myrna Fahey

Beyond the Time Barrier

(80) SF 505
Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins

Amazing Transparent Man
(60) SF..506

Marguerite Chapman, Douglas
Kennedy

©Strangers When We Meet
(117) © 0 .501

Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak,

Barbara Rush, Kent Smith
13 Ghosts (88) Ho C . 502
Jo Morrow, Rosemary DeCamp,
Donald Woods (partly in color)

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) S. .503

Three Stooges, Paul Winchell

The Day They Robbed the

Bank of England (85) . . . D. .19

Aldo Ray, Hugh Griffith,

Elizabeth Sellars

©Bells Are Ringing

(127) © M..17
Judy Holliday, Dean Martin,

Fred Clark

Sex Kittens Go to

College (94) C. .6003

Mamie Van Doren, Tuesday Weld,

Mijanou Bardot, Mickey Shaugh-

nessy, Louis Nye

My Dog, Buddy (77) D .450
London (dog star), Travis Lemmond

©The Nights of Lucretia Borgia

(108) Totalscope Hi . 504
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©The Time Machine (103).. SF.. 9
Rod Taylor, Yvette Mimieux

©All the Fine Young
Cannibals (122) © D..20

Natalie Wood, Robert Wagner,
Susan Koliner. George Hamilton

Hell to Eternity (132) D6007
Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen,

Vic Damone, Patricia Owens

Caitiki, The Immortal

Monster (76) SF. 6009
John Merlvale, Didi Sullivan

Tormented (75) D .6010
Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon

The Enemy General (74).. D.. 505
Van Johnson, Jean-Pierre Aumont

All the Young Men (87) . D . 506
Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitier,

Ingeraar Johansson, Mort Salil,

©Fast and Sexy (98) © CD.. 507
Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson,

Vittorio DeSica
As the Sea Rages (74) D . 508
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson,

Cameron Mitchell

The Angel Wore Red (99). D. 101
Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,

Joseph Gotten

©The Subterraneans (88) © D . . 102
Leslie Caron. George Peppard,
Janice Rule, Roddy MacDowall

Heroes Die Young (76) . . . D . 6014
Erika Peters, Scott Borland

©Serengeti Shall Not Die

(84) Doc. 6013

©Journey to the Lost City

(90) Ad 508
Debra Paget, Paul Christian

1 Aim at the Stars (107) BiD. .512
Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw

I’m All Right, Jack (104) C..515
Ian Carmichael, Peter Sellers,

Terry-Thomas, Dennis Price

©Song Without End (130)

© Bi/M.. 511
Dirk Bogarde, Capucine,

Genevieve Page

Key Witness (81) © . ...D..103
Jeffrey Hunter, Pat Crowley

The Plunderers (94) Ad. 6008
Jeff Chandler, John Saxon,

Dolores Hart. Ray Strlcklyn

The Unfaithfuls (89) D. .6015
Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt.

Pierre Cressoy

©Goliath and the Dragon

(90) © Ad.. 509
Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford

Let No Man Write My
Epitaph (106) D .513

Burl Ives. Shelley Winters, James
Darren, Jean Seberg

Surprise Package (100) . . . . C . . 514
Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor,
Noel Coward

Hell Is a City (96) ©..Cr..516
Stanley Baker, John Crawford

Where the Hot Wind 8lows

(120) D 104
Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Montand

©Butterfield 8 (109) ©..D .106

Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey,

Eddie Fisher, Dina Merrill

©Herod the Great (95) . Ad. .6016
Edmund Purdom, Sylvia Lopez

©The 3 Worlds of Gulliver

(100) SuperDynamation Ad. .517
Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow

Please Turn Over (86). ..C .518
Ted Ray, Jean Kent

Jazz Boat (95) © CD/M.. 519
Anthony Newley, Anne Aubrey

©Where the Boys Are

(99) © C .110

Dolores Hart. George Hamilton,

Yvette Mimieux. Connie Francis

Look in Any Window (87) D .6101
Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol, Paul
Anka

©The Wackiest Ship in the

Army (99) © C..521
Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson

©Sword of Sherwood Forest

(80) Ad.. 522
Richard Greene, Peter Cushing

©Go Naked in the World

(103) © D 111
Gina Lollobrigida, Ernest Borgnine,

Anthony Franciosa, Luana Patten

Portrait of a Sinner

(100) D .507
Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton,

William Bendix

The Hand (61) Ho. 601
Derek Bond. Ronald Lee Hunt

Black Sunday (84) .... Ho. .602
Barbara Steele, John Richardson

Hand in Hand (75) D..523
John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike

Passport to China (75). . . Ac. .527
r.ichard Basehart, Lisa Gastoni

Village of the Damned (77) Ho. 109
George Sanders, Barbara Shelley

©Gorgo (76) Ad.. 105
Bill Travers, Vincent Winter

PARAMOUNT

Five Branded Women (106) D..5916
Van Heflin. Silvama Mangano,
Vera Miles

©Prisoner of the Volga

(92) Hi.. 5921
John Derek, Dawn Addams, Elsa

Martinelli

>
-<

Walk Like a Dragon (95).. D .5922

Mel Tormc, Nobu McCarthy

©The Rat Race (105) ... 0 .5923

Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds

The Bellboy (72) C..5924
Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry

©Tarzan the Magnificent

(88) Ad.. 5925

Gordon Scott, Betta St. John,

Jock Mahoney

Psycho (109) MyD . . 5926

Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,

Vera Miles, John Garin

It Started in Naples

(100) ® c

Hark Gable. Sophia Loren

'ireilio Texera, Marianne Benet

5927

Under Ten Flags (92) . . . . Ad . .6002

Van Heflin, diaries Laughton,

Mylene Demongeot

The Bov Who Stole a

Million (64) Ac. 6001

©G.l. Blues (104) . .CD/M . .6005

Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse

©A Breath of Scandal

(98) ® C..6006

John Gavin. Sophia Loren,

Maurice Chevalier

4>©CinderFella (91) ... C . 6007

Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn.

Anna Maria Alberghetti

Blueprint for Robbery (87) Ac. .6009

Jay Barney, J. Pat O’Malley

©World of Suzie Wong
(126) D . .6008

William Holden, Nancy Kwan,
Sylvia Syms

©The Savage Innocents

(110) © D..6004
Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tani,

Anna May Wong

-nm
OT
TO
CZ
>
70
-<
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FEATURE CHART

20TH-FOX Type
Rel.

No.

Valley of the Redwoods

(63) © . ...0. .016
John Hudson, Lynn Bernay

©Flame Over India

(130) © Ad. 017
Kenneth More. Lauren Bacall

Crack in the Mirror (97) © D. .018
Orson Welles, Juliette

Bradford Dillman
Greco

Operation Amsterdam (105) Ac. 015
Peter Finch. Eva Bartok

©Wild River © (105) D 009
Montgomery Clift, Lee Remick
Jo Van Fleet

Bobbikins (S9) C. .004

Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones

12 Hours to Kill (S3) © Ac. . 022
N'ioo Minardos. Barbara Eden

©The Story of Ruth

(132) © D. .021

Elana Eden. Smart Whitman
Trapped in Tangiers

(74) © Ad.. 027
Edmund Purdom. Genevieve Page

©From the Terrace (144) © 0. .028

Paul Neuman. Joanne Woodward
©©Lost World (96) © Ad.. 026

Fernando Lamas, Claude Rains

Murder, Inc. (99) © Cr.. .031

May Britt, Stuart Whitman

co
ZDO
ro
<

Sons and Lovers (103) © D..035
Dean Stockwell. Wendy Hiller

©One Foot in Hell (90) © D. .029

A. Ladd, D. Murray, D. Michaels

©For the Love of Mike (84) ©. .030

Richard Baseliart. Stu Erwin

Young Jesse James (73) © D..033
Ray Stricklyn, Willard Parker

©The 39 Steps (95) . Ad . .032

Kenneth More, Taina Elg

©Let's Make Love (118).. C . 034

Marilyn Monroe, Yves Montand,

rv Tony Randall
LLJ

“ ©Walk Tall (60) © .. Ac.. 042
§ Willard Parker, Kent Taylor

o_ ©Freckles (84) © D..043
cu Martin West, Carol Christensen
co

Squad Car (60) Ac . 044

Paul Bryar, Vici Raaf

O'
cu
COO
Uo

cc
CCI

03

©©High Time (103) © C/M 036
Bing Crosby, Fabian, Tuesday Weld

Desire in the Dust (105) © D..046
Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer

©The Captain’s Table (90) ©..040
John Gregson, Peggy Cummins
©The Secret of the Purple Reef

(80) © Ac.. 047
Jeff Richards, Margia Dean

©Sept. Storm (99) S'v's’n Ac. .025

Mark Stevens. Joanne Dru

©Goddess of Love (68) © D. .039

Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©North to Alaska (122)

© Ad . . 051
5 John Wayne. Capucine, Fabian
“j Desert Attack (76) Ac . 053
-Z* John Mills, Sylvia Syms
3" ©Tess of the Storm^ Country (84) D..050

Diane Baker, Lee Philips

O'

CO

O

©Wizard of Baghdad (92)

© Ad . 054
Dick Shawn, Diane Baker, Barry

OJoc

©Flaming Star (92) ©...W..056
Elvis Presley, Barbara Eden

©Esther and the King (109)
c D .057

Joan Collins. Richard Egan
©Legions of the Nile

(94) © Ad.. 037
Linda Cristal, Ettore Maim!

©Marriage-Go-Round (99) ©C. .101
Susan Hayward, James Mason,
Julie N'ewmar
©Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come (108) © D . .102

Jimmie Rodgers, Luana Patten

©Can-Can (131) © M..103
Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLalne,
Louis Jourdan. Juliet. Prowse

The Long Rope (. . ) . W. .

Hugh Marlowe, Alan Hale

©The Millionairess (90; © C..104
Sophia Loren. Peter Sellers

Circle of Deception (100) © D 111
Bradford Dillman, Suzy Parker

©Double Trouble (..) ©..C..
Tommy Noonan, Pete Marshall

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C..
Michael Craig. Mylcnc Demonger,t

The key to letters ond combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama; (Ac) Action
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama- (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction- (W) Western

UNITED ARTISTS I H UNIVERSAL-INTL I U WARNER BROS. f U COMING

The Fugitive Kind (119) . . D . .6012
Marlon Brando, Amu Magnani

Noose for a Gunman (69) . W. .6013
Jim Davis, Lyn Thomas

The Gallant Hours (115) . . D . .6014
Jamas Cagney, Dennis Weaver

©The Cossacks (85) 0 .6012
Edmund Purdonv, Giorgia Moll

(English-dubbed). Totalscope

©Sergeant Rutledge (111) . . D. .917
Jeffrey Hunter, Constance Towers

ALLIED ARTISTS
Dondi CD
David Janssen, Patti Page,
Walter Winchell, M. Shaughnessy

Time Bomb D
Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot

The Big Bankroll Cr..
David Janssen, Mickey Rooney

The Big Wave Ad..
Sessue Hayakawa
Armored Command D..
Howard Keel, Tina Louise
AMERICAN-INT'L
©Konga SF..
Mi duel Gough
©The Pit and the Pendulum

(Panavision) Ho..
Vincent Price, John Kerr

©The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll

© Ho..
Paul Massie, Dawn Addams
COLUMBIA
©Pepe © C/M..
Cantinflas, Dan Dailey,

Shirley Jones
©Cry for Happy © CD..
Glenn Ford, Miiko Taka, Donald
O’Connor

©Warrior Empress © Ad..
Kerwin Mathews, Tina Louise

©Gidget Goes Hawaiian © C..
James Darren, Deborah Walley
©The Guns of Navarone ©....D..
Gregory Peck, Gia Scala

©The Devil at 4 O’clock ©..D..
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

MGM
©Cimarron (147) © . ...D..108
Glenn Ford, Maria Schell

©Atlantis the Lost Continent. .$F. .

Anthony Hall, Joyce Taylor
©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse © D..
Glenn Ford, Ingrid Tbulin,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb
©Spinster © D . .

Shirley MacLaine, Laurence Harvey
Secret Partner D
Stewart Granger, Haya Harareet
PARAMOUNT
©One-Eyed Jacks ® W. .

Marlon Brando, Pina Pellicer

©All in a Night’s Work C..
Dean Martin, Shirley MacLaine

©Blood and Roses D..
Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim, Elsa

Martinelli

©Breakfast at Tiffany’s .... CD . .

Audrey Hepburn. George Peppard
©Summer and Smoke D..
Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Love in a Goldfish Bowl ..C/M..
Tommy Sands, Fabian
20th-FOX
©The Big Gamble © Ad..
Juliette Greco, Stephen Boyd,

David Wayne
Sanctuary © D..
Lee Remick, Yves Montand,
Odetta, Bradford Dillman

©Cleopatra, Todd-AO D..
Elizabeth Taylor, Stephen Boyd

©Ferry to Hong Kong ©....Ad..
Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles

©The Fiercest Heart © D..

Stuart Whitman, Juliet Prowse

©Francis of Assisi © D..

Bradford Dillman, Stuart Whitman,

Dolores Hart
©All Hands on Deck © C..
Pat Boone, Barbara Eden
UNITED ARTISTS
The Alamo (162)

Todd-AO 0D . .6028
(Special release) .. John Wayne,

Laurence Harvey, Richard Wid-
mark

Exodus (212) (Panavision

70) D 6101
(Special release) . . Paul Newman,
Eva Marie Saint, Peter Lawford

Season of Passion D . 6103
Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter

The Hoodlum Priest 0..
Don Murray, Clndi Wood

Something Wild 0..
Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©Romanoff and Juliet C..

Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee,

John Gavin

©Back Street 0..

Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©The Day of the Gun D..
Rock Hudson, Dorothy Malone

©Come September Panavision CD..
Rock Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida,

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin
WARNER BROS.
©The Sins of Rachel Cade D..
Angie Dickinson, Peter Finch

©Parrish D..
Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert.

Karl Malden, Connie Stevens

©Fanny D/M..
Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,

Charles Boyer, Horst Buchholz
©White Warrior (86) ... Ad . .010

Steve Reeves, Giorgia Moll

©Splendor in the Grass D..
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty

©Macumba Lo e (86) . . . Ho . .6016
Ziva Rodann, Walter Reed

The Music Box Kid (74) . Ac . .6015
Ronald Foster, Luana Patten

©Head of a Tyrant

(70) Hi D. .6008
Massimo Girotti, Isabelle Corey
(English-dubbed) Totalscope

©Brides of Dracula (85) . . Ho. .6013
Peter Cushing, Martita Hunt

The Leech Woman (77) .. Ho. .6014
Coleen Gray, Philip Terry

©Hannibal (103) ©. . , . Hi D. .918
Victor Mature, Rita Gam,
Gabriele Ferzetti

The Apartment (125)
Panavision CD. 6017

Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
Fred MacMurray, Edie Adams

©The Last Days of Pompeii

(103) Ad.. 6020
Steve Reeves, Barbara Carroll

Cage of Evil (70) Ac.. 6018
Ron Foster, Pat Blair

©Portrait in Black (113) My .6015
Lan-a Turner, Anthony Quinn,

Sandra Dee, Richard Basehart

©Dinosaurus (83) ©. . . . SF . . 6016
Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson

S.0.S, Pacific (92) Ac.. 6017
Pier Angeli, John Gregson,

Eddie Constantine

©Ice Palace (143) D..919
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer, Jim
Backus

©Hercules Unchained (103)
Dyaliscope Ad. 920

Steve Reeves, Sylva Koscina,
Primo Camera

©Elmer Gantry (145) D. .6023
Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Arthur Kennedy, Shirley Jones

College Confidential (91) CD.. 6018
Mamie Van Doren, Steve Allen,

Jayne Meadows

©Chartroose Caboose (76)
Panavision CD.. 6019

Molly Bee. Ben Cooper,

Edgar Buchanan

4JS©0cean’s 11 (128) CD.. 921
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Peter
Lawford, Sammy Davis jr., Angie
Dickinson, Joey Bishop

The Night Fighters (88). D . 6025
Robert Mitchum, Dan O’Herlihy

Studs Lonigan (95) D..6019
Christopher Knight, Venetia
Stevenson

©Seven Ways From Sundown

(86) 0 D . . 6020
Andie Murphy, Barry Sullivan

©Between Time and Eternity

(85) D 6021
Lilli Palmer, Carlos Thompson

©The Crowded Sky (104) . . D. .001
Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming,
Efrem Zimbalist jr.

©The Magnificent Seven

(128) Panavision Ad. 6027
Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen,
Horst Buchholz, Eli Wallach

Walking Target (74) Ac . 6024
Ron Foster, Joan Evans,

Merry Anders

©Spartacus (196) Super -

Tecbnirama-70 D..6070
Kirk Douglas, Lourence Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis

(Special release)

Girl of the Night (93) D. .004
Anne Francis, John Kerr

©The Dark at the Top of the

Stairs (124) D .005
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire,
Angela Lansbury, Eve Arden

Inherit the Wind (126) ... D . .6026
Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Gene Kelly, Florence Eldridge

©Midnight Lace (108) ... D . .6101
Doris Day, Rex Harrison,

John Gavin, Myrna Loy

^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) D 002
Ralph Bellamy, Greer Garson,

Hume Cronyn, Jean Hagen

Police Dog Story (61) . Doc. .6029
James Broun, Merry Anders

The Facts of Life (104) . .C. .6104
Bob Hope, Lucille Ball

The Private Lives of Adam and

Eve (87) partly in

color CD . 6102
Mickey Rooney. Mamie Van Doren

©The Sundowners (133) . . D . . 007
Robert Mitchum. Deborah Kerr,

Peter Ustinov, Glynis Johns

Five Guns to Tombstone
(71) W. .6102

James Brown, Della Sharman

Operation Bottleneck (74).... 6106
Ron Foster, Miiko Taka

©The Grass Is Greener

(105) © C .6103
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons

A Fever in the Blood

(117) 0 .008

Efrem Zimbalist jr., Angie Dickinson

The Misfits (124) D..6105
Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe,
Montgomery Clift

The Great Impostor (112) CD. . 6104
Tony Curtis, Joan Blackman

The Shakedown (91) . . . .Cr. .6105
Hazel Court, Terence Morgan

Gold of the Seven Saints

(88) 0D . .009

Clint Walker, Leticia Roman
(Filmed in sepia)
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS

BUENA VISTA
©Kidnapped (97) . . . .Ad . Apr 60
Peter Finch, James MacArthur

^©Pollyanna (134) . ..CD . Jul 60
Jane Wyman, Richard Egan,
Hayley Mills

©Jungle Cat (70) . . . Doc. . Oct 60
True-Life Adventure
©Ten Who Dared (92) Ad.. Nov 60
John Beal. Brian Keith

©Swiss Family Robinson

(128) Panavision ..Ad. Dec 60
Dorothy McGuire, John Mills,

James MacArthur, Tommy Kirk
©One Hundred and One

Dalmations (80) ..AN.. Mar 61

CONTINENTAL
Expresso Bongo

(108) CD/M.. Apr 60
Laurence Harvey, Yolande Donlan

Battle of the Sexes. The
(88) C.. May 60

Peter Sellers, Constance Cummings
©Michael Strogoff

(115) © Ad. .Jun 60
Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page

Tiger Bay (105) D . Jul 60
John Mills, Hayley Mills,

Horst Buchholz
School for Scoundrels (94) C. . Jul 60
Ian Charmichael, Terry-Thomas

Four Desperate Men
(105) D . Aug 60

Alilo Ray. Heather Sears
It Happened in Broad

Daylight (97) D . Sep 60
Heinz Ruhman, Michel Simon

The Entertainer (97) . . . . D . . Oct 60
Laurence Olivier, Joan Plowright

The Mirror Has Two Faces
(98) D.. Nov 60
(Eng-dubbed) Michele Morgan

Make Mine Mink (101) C Dec 60
Terry-Thomas, Athene Seyler

FILMGROUP
The Girl in Lover’s Lane

(78) D . .Jun 60
Joyce Meadows, Brett Halsey

The Wild Ride (63) D . Jun 60
Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter

©Last Woman on Earth

(71) D Sep 60
A. Carbone, Betsy Jones-Moreland

Little Shoo of Horrors

(70) HoC . Sep 60
Jonathan Haze, Jackie Joseph

High School Caesar (72) D . Nov 60
John Ashley, Gary Vinson
Date Bait (71) D. . Nov 60
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan

GOVERNOR
Carry On, Nurse (89) C..
Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton

Incredible Petrified World,
The (70) D.. Apr 60

John Carradine, Phyllis Coates
Teenage Zombies (75) . . Ho. Apr 60
Don Sullivan, Katherine Victor
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan

Carry On, Constable (86) C. . Feb 61
Ken Connor, Leslie Phillips

KINGSLEY-UN ION
©Mating Time (95) . . . . C. . Mar 60
Bill Travers, George Cole

Come Dance With Me!
(94) My C . Aug 60

Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal

K. GORDON MURRAY
©Santa Claus (94) F.. Nov 60
Narrated by Ken Smith

©Little Angel (90) CD . Jan 61
Maria Gracia, .1. M. de Hoyos
LOPERT PICTURES
Never on Sunday (91) . .C. . Nov 60
Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin

©Tunes of Glory (106) . . D . Jan 61
Alec Guinness, John Mills

SHOWCORPORATION
The Poacher’s Daughter

(74) C . Feb 60
Julie Harris, Abbey Theatre Players

Man in a Cocked Hat
(88) C.. May 60

Terry-Thomas, Peter Sellers

Next to No Time (90) . . C. . May 60
Kenneth More, Betsy Drake

The Man Who Wouldn’t Talk

(91) D . Oct 60
•Anna Neagle, Anthony Quayle
STERLING WORLD DIST'RS
The Half Pint (73) C . Oct 60
Pat Goldin, Tommy Blackman

©The Last Rebel (83) . Ac . . Dec 60
Carlos Thompson, Ariadna Welter

Code of Silence (75) ..Cr..Feb61
Terry Becker, Elisa Loti
VALIANT
©Sword and the Cross

(87) © D . Apr 60
Gianna Maria Canale, Jorge
Mistral. (English-dubbed)

©Sword and the Dragon
(S3) Ad.. Nov 60

Russian cast (Eng-dubbed)
The Angry Silence (95) . D . .Jan 61
R. Attenborough, Pier Angeli

The Young One (103) . . D . . Feb 61
Zachery Scott. Bemie Hamilton
WOOLNER BROS.
She Walks by Night (85).... D..
Belinda Lee, Walter Rilla

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ARGENTINA
End of Innocence (74) 9-19-60
(Kingsley) . .Elsa Daniel

DENMARK
Young Have No Time (95) 3- 7-60
(Kingsley) . .Ghita Norby, Fritz
Helmuth

FRANCE
©Belles and Ballets (92) . . 8-15-60
(Excelsior) . .French ballet stars

©Black Orpheus (95) .... 2-29-60
(Lopert) . Breno Mello, Marpessa
Dawn (French-made; Portuguese
dialog)

Children of Paradise

(162) 6-20-60
(Ajay) . . Jean-Louis Barrault

Chasers, The (75) 6- 6-60
(Hakim) . .Jacques Charrier, Dany
Robin

©Eye for an Eye, An
(93) ® 10- 5-60

(Manhattan) . - Curt Jurgens
400 Blows. The (98) 1-11-60
(Zenith) . .Jean-Pierre Leaud

Lovers. The (90) 12- 7-59
(Zenith) . .Jeanne Moreau, Jean-
Marc Bory, Alain Cuny

Possessors, The (90) 11-16-59
(Lopert) . .Jean Gabin, B. Blier

©Virtuous Bigamist (90) . 11- 2-59
(Kingsley) . .Femandel, G. Rubini

No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Ostrich Has Two Eggs, The
(89) 11-21-60

(Janus) . .Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant

Port of Desire (85) 12- 5-60
(Kingsley-Union) . .H. Neff

Rue de Paris (90) 12-12-60
(Lopert) . .Jean Gabin

GERMANY
©Dancing Heart, The (91) . 8-15-60
(Casino).. G. Ivueckelmann

Glass Tower, The (104).. 10- 3-60
(EUis) . - Lilli Palmer

Rest Is Silence, The (106). 10- 3-60
(F-A-W) . .Hardy Kruger, P. Van
Eyck

Three-Penny Opera, The
(113) 11-21-60
(Brandon) Lottie Lanya, Rudolph
Forster

Confess. Dr. Corda! (102) 12- 5-60
(President) . .Hardy Kruger, E.
Mueller

GREECE
Aunt From Chicago (90) 9-19-60
(Greek Pictures) .. G. Vassilliadou

Counterfeit Coin (120).. 10- 3-60
(Atlantis) . .K. Logotbedtides

ITALY
Roof, The (“II Teto”)

(91) 6-22-59
(Trans-Lux) . . G. Pallotti

See Naples and Die (80) 9-19-60
(Crown) .. Gianna Maria Canale

Tailor's Maid, The
(92) © 11-16-59

(Trans-Lux) . .Vittorio de Sica
Three Forbidden Stories

(104) 9-26-60
(Ellis) Eleonora Rossi, Drago,
G. Cervi

Holiday Island (105) 11-14-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio de Sica

JAPAN
Ikiru (To Live) (140) 3-28-60
(Brandon) . .Takashi Shimura

Men Who Tread on the Tiger’s

Tail (60) 8- 8-60
(Brandon) H. Iwai, S. Fujita

SWEDEN
Dreams (86) 8- 8-60
(Janus) . .E. Dahlbeck, H. Ander-
sson

Lesson in Love, A (95) . . 4-25-60
(Janus) . . Eva Dahlbeck

Magician, The (102) .... 1-11-60
(Janus) . .Max von Sydow, Ingrid
Thulin, Bibi Andersson

Wild Strawberries (90) .... 9-21-59
(Janus) . Victor Sjostrom, Ingrid
Thulin, Bibi Andersson

Virgin Spring, The (88) .. 12-12-60
(Janus) . .Max von Sydow,
Birgitta Petterson

U.S.S.R.
And Quiet Flows the

Don (109) 6- 6-60
(UA) . . E. Bystriskaya, P. Glebow

Short subjects, listed by company, in or-
der of release. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified. OfOff 7J CHART

Prod.

No.
Rel.

Date

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)
5421 One Shivery Night

(16'/2 ) Sep 60
5431 Waiting in the Lurch

U5'/2 ) Oct 60
5422 House About It (16!/2 ) Nov 60
5432 Radio Riot (16) Nov 60
5423 Hold that Monkey

(16) Dec 60
5433 Bride and Gloom (16)

.

Dec 60
5424 French Fried Frolic

de'/;.) Feb 61
5434 Hectic Honeymoon

(17) Jan 61

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

4555 No. 3, Series 1 (11)

.

Aug 60
(1960-61)

5551 No. 1, Series 2 (9)

.

Sep 60
5552 No. 2, Series 2(11) Nov 60
5553 No. 3, Series 2 (10!/2 ) Jan 61
5554 No. 4, Series 2 (10'/2 ) Feb 61

COLOR CARTOONS—SPECIAL
5501 Polygamus Polonius (9) Nov 60

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

4614 Blackboard Review (7) Jun 60
4615 Ballet Oop (7'/2 ) .Jul 60

(1960-61)
5601 How Now, McBoing

Boing (7J/2 ) Sep 60
5601 Wacky Wigwams (8) Sep 60
5603 Spare That Child

(6/2 ) Oct 60
5604 Way of All Pests

(7'/2 ) Nov 60
5605 Four Wheels, No

Brakes (6'/2 ) Nov 60
5606 Skeleton Frolic (7'/2 )

.

Dec 60
5667 Babie Boogie (6) . . . .Jan 61
5608 Pickled Puss (6'/2 ) . . Jan 61
5609 Christopher Crumpet’s

Playmate (6/2 ) Feb 61

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

4853 Beyond the Frontier

(10) Mar 60
4854 Community Sings

No. 6, Ser. 13 (9!/2 ) . . . Jul 60
(1960-61)

5851 Canine Crimebusters

(10) . Oct 60
5852 Push Back the Edge

(10) Dec 60

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4704 Life With Loopy (6/2 ) Apr 60
4705 Creepy Time Pal (6/2 ) Jun 60
4706 Snoopy Loopy (6/2 ) . .Jun 60
4707 Do Good Wolf (6>/2 ) . Jul 60

(1960-61)
5701 No Biz Like Shoe

Biz (S/2 ) Sep 60
5702 Here Kiddie Kiddie

(S/2 ) Dec 61
5703 Countdown Clown

«%) .Jan 61

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

4757 The Grizzly Golfer (7) May 60
4758 Sloppy Jalopy (7) . . . Jul 60

(1960-61)
5751 Dog Snatcher (7) ... Sep 60
5752 When Magoo Flew

Cinemascope (7) Sep 60
5753 Pink and Blue Blues

(7) Nov 60
5754 Magoo Makes News (6)

(Both © and standard). Dec 60
5755 Hotsy Footsey (7) . . . Feb 61

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
4441 Wonderful Gibraltar

(IS) Nov 59
4442 Wonders of Ontario

(IS) Apr 60
5441 Wonderful Hong Kong

(19'/2 ) .Jan 61

SERIALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo . . . Nov 60

STOOGE COMEDIES
( Reissues)

4408 Spooks (16) .Jul 60
(1960-61)

5401 Income Tax Sappy
(16'/2 ) Sep 60

5402 Pardon My Backfire

(16) Oct 60
5403 Musty Musketeers

(16) Nov 60
5404 Pals and Gals (16) . Jan 61
5405 Knutsy Knights

(17!/2 ) Feb 61

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4953 Les Elgart & Orch.

(10) Feb 60
4954 Ray McKinley &1-dO May 60

-d

2 6
CL z qcc

(1960-61)

5951 Ray Anthony & His

Orchestra (10'/2 ) Oct 60

5952 Shorty Sherlock & His

Orchestra (S'/2 )
Dec 60

5953 Skitch Henderson & His

Orchestra (10) Feb 61

WORLD OF SPORTS
4804 Swinging Down the Lanes

(10) Mar 60

4805 Battling Big Bass

(10) Jun 60

4806 Holiday for Champions

(9'/2 )
Aug 60

(1960-61)

5801 Rasslin' Champs (10) Dec 60

5802 Hip Shooters (..)... Feb 61

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W261 Pet Peeve (7) Sep 60

W262 Mice Follies (7) ... Sep 60

W263 Touche Pussy Cat (7) Sep 60

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60

W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60

W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 60

W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60

W272 Mouse for Sale (7)

.

Sep 60

W273 Cat FishitY (8) ... Sep 60

W4274 Part Time Pal (8) . . Sep 60

W275 Cat Concerto (7) . . . Sep 60

W276 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
Tex Averys

W264 Farm of Tomorrow (7) Sep 60

W268 The Flea Circus (7) Sep 60

W270 Dixieland Droopie (8) Sep 60

W271 Field and Scream (7) Sep 60

PARAMOUNT
CARTOON CHAMPIONS
(Technicolor Reissues)

Herman and Katnip

S20-1 Rail Rodents (7) . . . Sep 60
S20-2 Robin Rodenthood (7) Sep 60

S20-3 A Bicep Built for

Two (7) Sep 60

S20-4 Mouse Trapeze (7)... Sep 60

Noveltoons

S20-5 Fido Beta Kappa (7) Sep 60
S20-6 No Ifs, Ands or

Butts (6) Sep 60
S20-7 Candy Cabaret (7) . Sep-60

S20-S The Oily Bird (7) . Sep 60

COLOR SPECIALS
(Anamorphic—2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec

(16) Sep 60
B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (18) Sep 60

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

M20-1 Galaxia (7) .Oct 60
M20-2 Bouncing Benny (..) Nov 60
M20-3 Terry the Terror (..) Dec 60
M20-4 Phantom Moustacher

(•) .Jan 61

N0VELT00N
(Technicolor)

P17-7 Fine Feathered Fiend

(6) Sep 60
P19-S Planet Mouseola (6) Oct 60

(1960-61)
P20-1 Northern Mites (..). Nov 60
P20-2 Miceniks (..) Dec 60

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
(Anamorphic—Color—1 Reel)

D20-1 Kings of the Keys

(9) Sep 60
D20-2 Big “A" (9) Sep 60
D20-3 A Sport Is Born

(10) Nov 60

THE CAT
(Color Cartoons)

C20-1 Top Cat (8) Sep 60
C20-2 Cool Cat Blues ( .

.
)

.

.Jan 61

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color)

7910 DEW Distant Early

Warning (10) Nov 59
7911 Frontier State (9) . . . Dec 59
7001 State 50 (10) Jan 60
7002 Navy Angels (8) Feb 60
7004 Assignment Japan (9) . . Mar 60
7005 Jibs and Spinnakers (8) Apr 60
7006 Assignment Philippines

(9) Jun 60

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

(Technicolor)

5021 Thousand Smile Checkup

(7) Jan 60
5022 Aesop’s Fable—The

Tiner King (7) Mar 60
5031 How to Relax

(7), reissue Feb 60
5032 Helpless Hippo

(7), reissue Apr 60
5023 Mint Men (7) May 60

az a: a

5033 Nonsense Newsreel

(7), reissue Jun 60

TERRYTOONS
(Technicolor-CinemaScope)

5910 Hashimoto-San (7) Oct 59
5911 Outer Space Visitor (7) Nov 59
5912 The Leaky Faucet (7) . . Dec 59
5001 Hide and Go Sidney

(7) Jan 60
5002 The Misunderstood Giant

(7) Feb 60
5003 Foofle's Picnic (7) . . Mar 60
5004 The Famous Ride (7).. Apr 60
5005 Tusk Tusk (7) May 60
5006 Hearts & Glowers (7). . Jun 60

TERRYTOON TOPPERS
(Technicolor Reissues)

5031 How to Relax (7) Feb 60
5032 Helpless Hippo (7) Apr 60
5033 Nonsense Newsreel (7).. Jun 60

TRAVELOGUES
(2-Reel Specials)

7971 ©Assignment South
Pacific (18) © Oct 59

7972 ©Assignment New
Zealand (16) © Nov 59

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR PARADE

4171 Valley of the Mekong
(9) Nov 60

4172 The Lion City (9) . . Dec 60
4173 Treasure of Istanbul (9) Jan 61
4174 Down Jamaica Way (9) Feb 61
4175 Sidetracked (9) © ..Mar 61
4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) Apr 61

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4011 Kiddie League (7).... Nov 59
4012 Mouse Trapped (7) . . . . Dec 59
4013 Billion-Dollar Boner

(7) Jan 60
4014 Witty Kitty (7) Feb 60
4015 Pistol Packin’ Wood-

pecker (7) Mar 60
4016 Heap Big Hepcat (7).. Mar 60
4017 Ballyhooi.ey (7) Apr 60
4018 How to Stuff a

Woodpecker (7) May 60
4019 Bats in the Belfry (7) Jul 60
4020 Woody's Ozark Lark (7) Jul 60

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes)

4131 Helter Shelter (6) Nov 60
4132 Witch Crafty (6) Dec 60
4133 Private Eye Pooch (6) Jan 61
4134 Bedtime Bedlam (6).. Feb 61
4135 Squareshootin’ Square

(6) Mar 61
4136 Bronco Busters (6) • Apr 61

SPECIAL
4104 Football Highlights of

1960 (10) Dec 60
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4101 Pacific Paradise (14) Nov 60

WARNER BROS.

BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE
(Technicolor Reissues)

8301 Room & Bird (7) Sep 60
8302 Cracked Quack (7) Oct 60
8303 His Hare Raising

Tale (7) Oct 60
8304 Gift Wrapped (7) Nov 60
8305 Little Beau Pepe (7) Dec 60
8306 Tweet Tweet Tweety

(7) Dec 60
8307 Bunny Hugged (7).... Jan 61

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

8721 From Hare to Heir (7) Sep 60
8722 Lighter Than Hare (7) Dec 60

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TUNES

(Technicolor)

8701 The Dixie Fryer (7) . Sep 60
8702 Hopalong Casualty (7) Oct 60
8703 Trip for TSt (7) Oct 60
8704 Doggone Peeple (7) . . Nov 60
8705 High Note (7) Dec 60
8706 Cannery Woe (7) ....Jan 61
8707 Zip 'n Snort (7) Jan 61

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two Reels)

8001 Enchanted Islands

( .
. ) Oct 60

(One Reel)

8507 Riviera Days (..).... Nov 60

MISCELLANEOUS
©Donald in Mathmagic

Land (28) (BV)..Dec59
©Eyes in Outer Space

(26) (BV) . . Dec 59
©Gala Day at Disneyland

(25) (BV) . Mar 60
©How to Have an Accident at

Work (7) (BV) . . Mar 60
©Islands of the Sea (23) (BV)
©Japan (28) (BV)
©Mysteries of the Deep

(24) (BV) . . Feb 60
©Noah’s Ark (20) . . (BV) . . Nov 59
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S-
XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAYhhabout pictures

ALLIED ARTISTS
Raymie (AA)—David Ladd, Julie Adams, John

Agar. Very fine family picture that should have been
in color. Hurt here by annual county fair. Play it

Played Thurs., Fri. Weather: Good.— B. L. Brown jr.,

asst, mgr., Arcade Theatre, Sandersville, Ga. Pop.
5,424.

COLUMBIA
Eobette Goes to Wor (Col)—Brigitte Bardot, Jac-

ques Charrier, Ronald Howard. Played Fri., Sat. to
satisfactcry business. Sound dubbed in; there is some
comedy and will get some laughs. Weather: Good.

—

Mel Danner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop.
2,018.

Because They're Young (Col)—Dick Clark, Victoria
Show, Michael Callan, Good family picture that did
very good business here. Dick Clark was good in his

Let Your People Know
How Fine 'Hearts' Is

"Conspiracy of Hearts" (Para) is as fine a
picture as any exhibitor could ever ask for. A
family picture as heart-warming as life itself.

The only thing lacking in this was color and
'Scope. Play it and let them know what a fine
picture you have.

B. L. BROWN JR.
Arcade Theatre
Sandersville, Ga.

f rst p'cture. The younger set really goes for Michael
Gallon Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Good.—

-

B. L. Brown jr., asst, mgr., Arcade Theatre, Sanders-
ville, Ga. Pop. 5,424.

I'm All Right, Jack (Col)—Peter Sellers, Ian Car-
michael, Dennis Price. This was all wrong, John, here.
It ded a quick death. Let London keep this as
far away from small towns as possible. Played Sun.,
Mon Weather: Clear, cold.

—

C. D. Simmons, Grace
Theatre, Grace, Ida. Pop. 725.

13 Ghosts (Col)—Jo Morrow, Martin Milner, Rose-
mory DeComp. Be sure to use the "Ghost-viewers"
'rom Columbia and plug it. Very clever and stirs up
interest. Snowstorm hurt me, but wouldn't have done
anytn ng without this picture. Played Thurs., Fri.,

Sat. Weather: Snow and cold.—-Terry Axley, New
Theatre, England, Ark. Pop. 2,136.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, The (MGM)

—

Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges, Archie Moore. Just the
small brats came to see this one, and it was too
slow for them. All I had was noise and more noise
and brats tearing up the place. Where in heck are
the families for these pictures?

—

Mel Kruse, Pierce
Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

Last Voyage, The (MGM)—Robert Stack, Dorothy
Malone, George Sanders. Super suspense and will
really please. Your concessions won't do any business
cfter the picture starts. Good business. Played Sun.,
Mon. Weather: Cool and clear.

—

Terry Axley, New
Theatre, England, Ark. Pop. 2,136.

Time Mcchine, The (MGM)—Rod Taylor, Yvette
M mieux, Alan Young. A quality science-fiction that
was well received, especially by the younger set.
Color is a definite osset. We need more good S-F,
as they seem to have taken the place of westerns
with the kids and teenagers. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Weother: Good.—J. H. Robinson, Arlington Theatre
sub-run), Jacksonville, Fla.

PARAMOUNT
Te'lboy, The (Pora)—Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry, Bob

Clayfon. This come along just in time. Double-billed
it with "Valley of the Reawoods" and had many fine
comments. More comedians will sure help—what
about the musical trio in the night club scene in
"Bellboy"? An old-fashioned hoe-down picture with
these boys would be a riot. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Weother: Warmer—20 above.—Carl W. Veseth, Villa
Theatre, Malta, Mont. Pop. 1,960.

Greatest Shaw on Earth, The (Para), reissue—Charl-
ton Heston, Cornel Wilde, Betty Hutton, James Ste-
wort. Repeat run turned in satisfactory gross. Still

better than a lot of the new ones. Played Thurs.,
Fri., Sat. Weather: Good.—Mel Danner, Circle The-
atre, Woynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

G. I. Elues (Para)—Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse,
Leticia Roman. The best Presley picture to date, I

think, but it didn't do the business some of the
others have. No fault of the picture, and will do
business. Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold and
Rainy.—Terry Axley, New Theatre, England, Ark.
Pop. 2,136.

Prisoner of the Volga (Pora)—John Derek, Dawn
Addams, Elsa Martinelli. Though this is foreign-made,
it has a fast moving story, plenty of action and best
of all it's in color. Played to above average business
on Wed. Played Tues., Wed. Weather: Very cold.

—

Jomes Hardy, Shoals Theatre, Shoals, Ind. Pop. 1,555.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Masters of the Congo Jungle (20th-Fox)—Docu-

mentary. The most outstanding jungle picture we've
ever seen—and the folks liked it as part of a double
bill. Many fine comments on the photography

—

color
was beautiful. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather:
Chinooking.—Carl W. Veseth, Villa Theatre, Malta,
Mont. Pop. 1,960.

One Foot in Hell (20th-Fox)

—

Alan Ladd, Don Mur-
ray, Dolores Michae's. Good western, but no business.
My folks will not come out for westerns any more.
But they love 'em on TV!! Played Mon., Tues., Wed.— S. T. Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala.
Pop. 1,456.

13 Fighting Men (20th-Fox)—Grant Williams,
Carole Mathews, Brad Dexter. TV can have this.

Too dark in places and not fast-moving enough. Fox
has too many of these low-bracket pictures. I

would advise them to put all their money in one
good top film rather than pictures of this type.
Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Very Cold.—James Hardy,
Shoals Theatre, Shoals, Ind. Pop. 1,555.

UNITED ARTISTS
Apartment, The (UA)—Jack Lenwnon, Shirley Mac-

Laine, Fred MacMurray. Very good adult comedy.
Business was fair. Lots of teenagers. Played Sun.,

Mon., Tues. Weather: Fair.—-Wayne Holland, Villa

Heights Theatre, Statesville, N. C. Pop. 22,000.

Timbuktu (UA)—Victor Mature, Yvonne De Carlo,

John Dehner. From the reports I had read in EHHS,
I did not expect too much from this one and didn't

get too much, either. Story was weak and acting a

I trie corny. One thing to its credit—good pho-
tography. Played Wed. Weather: Fair.—-B. L. Brown
jr., asst, mgr.. Arcade Theatre, Sandersville, Ga.
Pep. 5,424.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Brides of Dracula, The (U-l)—Peter Cushing, David

Peel, Yvonne Monlaur. A horror show that grossed
well on a late show after a football game. Teenagers
do still come cut, and they like color.—-Mel Kruse,
Pierce Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

Between Time on Eternity (U-l)—Lilli Palmer, Car-

los Thompson, Willy Birgel. This is an okay pro-

duction, with dubbing. Color helped. Received no
complaints. Played Mon., Tues., Wed.—S. T. Jack-
son, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Pop. 1,456.

Leech Woman, The (U-l)—Coleen Gray, Grant
Williams, Gloria Talbott. Okay for a double bill.

Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold and clear.—Terry Axley, New Theatre, England, Ark. Pop.

2,136.

Portrait in Black (U-l)—Lana Turner, Anthony
Quinn, Sandra Dee. I give up. I'd like to know if I'm

A Change From Westerns
"Sergeant Rutledge" from Warners had ac-

tion, good color and drew pretty good business

on our Sunday change. I think it would be much
better for a weekend because of the action and
it will give you a change from the westerns.

MAYME P. MUSSELMAN
Roach Theatre,
Lincoln, Kas.

the only one who can't deal with Universal. Used
to be a pretty good company to deal with when its

head was nomal size. Try to convince them every

picture isn't a "Pillow Talk" or "Operation Petti-

coat." Wow. Average business on this one. Played

Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Cold.—Joe Machetta,
Emerson Theatre, Brush, Colo. Pop. 2,300.

WARNER BROS.
Crowded Sky, The (WB)—Dana Andrews, Rhonda

Fleming, Efrem Zimbalist jr. Just an average pic-

ture in nice color. Short on action footage. The
crash came so close to the picture's end, many won-
dered if it would ever happen. Played Sun., Mon.
Weather: Good.—Leonard J. Leise, Roxy Theatre,

Randolph, Neb. Pop. 1,029.

Tall Story (WB)—Anthony Perkins, Jane Fonda,

Ray Walston. A really good show, but failed to do

the business i had expected. It will please, especially

if your crowd likes basketball. Played Sun., Mon.
Weather: Cold.

—

-Terry Axley, New Theatre, England,

Ark. Pop. 2,136.

Young Philadelphians, The (WB)— Paul Newman,
Barbara Rush, Robert Vaughn. Very good picture.

Excellent job of acting by Newman. Played second
run and old, but it was okay.—S. T. Jackson, Jack-

son Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Pop. 1,456.

MISCELLANEOUS
Sword and the Dragon (Valiant)—All-Russian cast.

Here is a picture that will probably do big business

if your patrons like fantastic pictures. Believe me,
this has it! With a fine trailer to go with it. Frankly,

it did just a little above average. Played Thurs.,

Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold

—

Joe Machetta, Emerson
Theatre, Brush, Colo. Pop. 2,300.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

Ballad of a Soldier A War Drama
1 . 03*1

Kingsley-Int'l 89 Minutes Rel.

Already on the "10 Best Picture" lists oi a
number of top film critics and winner of the
Golden Gate Award in the 1960 San Fran-
cisco Festival as well as both the “Best
Participation" and "Best Film for Youth"
awards in the 1960 Cannes Festival, this ex
pertly photographed and well polished Rus-
sian-language film (with English subtitles)

has a built-in art house audience. A Mosfilm
production presented by M. J. P. Enterprises,
the picture is among those being shown in

this country under the cultural exchange pro-
gram. Its two youthful stars, Vladimir Ivashov
and Shanna Prokhorenko, both of whom vis-

ited this country on behalf of the picture re-

cently, are a particularly appealing couple
and appear rewardingly on the screen. The
major attraction in the generally excellent
film all the way around is undoubtedly the
photography, however. Filmed in black-and-
white, it utilizes a great many closeups and
mood shots that express the universal identifi-

cation of basic human emotions. The story,

too, reflects on problems that are the same in

any language, telling the efforts of a young
boy to get home from the front to see his

mother in the midst of the war. All of the va-
garies and inanities of war are mirrored in

his own experience and in the emotion-filled

faces of a beautiful collection, of people. A
stirring score by Michael Siv aids consider-
ably, while the direction by Grigori Chukhrai,
from his own and Valentine Yoshov's strong
script, captures the special empathic qual-
ities well.

Vladimir Ivashov, Shanna Prokhorenko,

Antonina Maximova, Nikolai Kruchkov.

The Big Deal
on Madonna Street

Ratio:

p
1.85-1

Comedy

UMPO 91 Minutes Rel. Jan. '61

A capsule description of this Italian-

language comedy produced by Franco
Cristaldi-Lux Films would read "Rififi—With
Laughs" for the bumbling methods used by a
group of amateur safecrackers are frequently
uproarious. Winner of three Film Festival

awards, the film's cast is headed by Vittorio

Gassman and Marcello ("Where the Hot Wind
Blows" and the forthcoming "Le Dolce Vita")

Mastroianni, who supply marquee value for

class patrons in the art spots, where this

should build on favorable word-of-mouth.

Released in Italy in 1959 as "I Soliti Ignoti,"

the picture is well directed by Mario Moni-

celli, who takes considerable screen footage

to establish the varied backgrounds of his

gang of burglars (a car thief, one who steals

baby buggies, a former prizefighter, a venge-
ful Sicilian, a photographer with a broken
arm and a baby to mind, etc.) but, once they

start working on a pawnshop safe, the laughs
stem from the broadest of slapstick humor.
Their laborious efforts to drill through a wall

—which leads into the adjoining kitchen

—

are truly hilarious. Mastroianni is the most
engaging performer but the intense, hand-
some Gassman, the famous Toto as a safe-

cracking expert, and Renato Salvatori, as the

youngster who falls in love with pretty Carla

Gravina, are equally fine. Only the English

titles are weak.

Vittorio Gassman, Marcello Mastroianni,
Toto, Claudia Cardinale.
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol © denotes color; © Cinemascope; ® Vistovision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Regolscope; ® Technlromo. For story synopsis on each picture, see reverse side.

Gorgo F Ratio: Adventure Drama

2 . 55-1 © ©
MGM (105) 78 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

The King Bros, have come up with one of the most start-

ling and thrilling "monster-on-the-loose" adventure films ever

made, one that even puts the memorable "King Kong" in

the shade—and everyone knows what a sensational box-

office hit that 1933 picture was. Filmed in England with Bill

Travers (star of "Bhowani Junction" and more recent "Wee
Geordie") and young Vincent Winter (who won a special

Academy Award in 1955 for his endearing portrayal in "The
Young Kidnappers") as the only familiar players, the picture

merits a strong selling campaign on its sensational aspects
and the results will pay off boxoffice-wise. The screenplay
by John Loring and Daniel Hyatt, based on a story by Hyatt
and Eugene Lourie, who also directed, is utterly fantastic, of

course, but it manages to hold spectators spellbound, as a
monster, released from its prehistoric home by an under-
water explosion, is captured and exhibited in a London
circus. Later, an even larger monster, the mother, invades
London, tearing down bridges and historic buildings, sinking
destroyers and even invading Piccadilly Circus and smash-
ing its electric signs as thousands of screaming humans flee.

These special effects by Tom Howard vividly photographed
in Technicolor, have probably never been equalled.

Bill Travers, William Sylvester, Vincent Winter,

Christopher Rhodes, Bruce Seton, Martin Benson.

Foxhole in Cairo F
Paramount (6013) 78 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

The British filmmaking team of Steven Pallos and Donald
Taylor has come up with an engrossing study of a fatal

slip by German espionage agents in the North African
desert campaigns of World War II, and what they've man-
aged to get on film is something to be merchandised strong-
ly, both to veterans, and those movie fans who relish high
espionage, adventure and war action all played against
a common arena of dramatic import and intent. Principal
player is James Robertson Justice, as the hard-hitting chief

e of British Naval counter-espionage, in Cairo, who pits brains"cef against Rommell's crack agent, one John Eopler, suavely
enacted by Adrian Hoven. In somewhat similiar fashion of

the recent Paramount British release, "Under Ten Flags," Jthen
the British and the German forces realize each is watching velty/

the other, but something of lasting value will change hands
inevitably despite the vigilant feeling. Slipping into Cairo,
Hoven makes his necessary contacts, and just when he
thinks he's wrapped up his mission—learning the next big
British steps—Justice's staff ironically triumphs. Contributing
roles are provided convincingly indeed by Niall MacGinnis
and Fenella Fielding, as Jewish agents working with the
British espionage units. John Moxey directed.

James Robertson Justice, Adrian Hoven, Niall Mac-
Ginnis, Peter Van Eyck, Robert Urquhart.

Tomboy and the Champ F ^°i
Con,e

%
Drama

Univ.-Int'l ( ) 92 Minutes Rel. April '61

Good, wholesome fare for youngsters and family audiences
is a rarity on the screen these days but this well-made film,

dealing with a 13-year-old ranch girl and her prize-winning
calf, certainly merits the appellation "ideal family enter-
tainment." Entirely filmed in Texas and Chicago by pro-
ducers Tommy Reynolds and William Lightfoot, from their
own screenplay, the picture has a refreshing, outdoors
quality and backgrounds which will insure a strong appeal
to moviegoers in all small towns and rural areas of the
U. S. With Ben Johnson, who was featured in several John
Ford features, as the only familiar cast name (except for a
guest appearance by Rex Allen, rodeo star who formerly
starred in Republic westerns), the film also will make a
pleasing supporting dualer generally, except in the large
metropolitan centers where sophisticated patrons predomi-
nate. Candy Moore, a pig-tailed youngster, makes her film

debut as "Tomboy" and does a nice acting job while Johnson
and Christine Smith give natural and sympathetic portrayals

,e^ as her guardians. Jesse White contributes a few chuckles as
-w® an irrespressible news photographer. Allen sings twice, "Get

Ready With the Ribbon, Judge" and "Who Says Animals
Don't Cry." Directed by Francis D. Lyon. .-vice

Candy Moore, Ben Johnson, Jesse V/hite, Rex Allen, ^2!.
a

Christine Smith, Jess Kirkpatrick, Paul Bemath.

ii j l j r\ pi i ,• T Ratio: Cartoon Feature

One Hundred and One Dalmatians r
Buena Vista 80 Minutes Rel. March '61

Walt Disney's first all-cartoon feature since "The Sleeping

Beauty" of 1959 will have an even wider appeal than that

j classic fairy tale because it is aimed at dog-lovers—and
-ar d)their ranks are legion. Based on the book of the same title

,J by Dodie Smith, the film's charm and delightfully satiric

humor will entertain adults, just as the adorable black-and-

white puppies (all 99 of them, plus two parents), will bring

forth squeals of glee from the kiddies. It makes wholesome
fare for the entire family. As in all Disney cartoons, the

animation is virtually flawless as a result of the painstaking

work of 300 artists over a three-year period, the Techni-

color backgrounds for the spotted Dalmatians are in pleas-

ing pastel tones, except for the flashy, witch-like villainess,

Cruella De Vil, and the accompanying voices ore appro-

priately childlike, kindly or cruel, as desired. The a fected,

Katharine Hepburn-like voice for Cruella is particularly ef-

fective for such a vicious character and a friendly collie's

voice is readily recognizable as Tom Conway's mellow
tones. The youthful dog-owners, a struggling songwriter and
his bride, are natural and engagingly drawn and one tiny

pup, who is always hungry, will be a favorite with young
and old, alike. The three songs, by Mel Leven, are pleasing
novelty tunes. Directed by Wolfgang Reiiherman, Hamilton E.

Luske and Clyde Geronomi.

Circle of Deception F Si
20th-Fox (111) 100 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

Film fanciers who are well interested in how British In-

telligence and the French Maquis made life miserable for

the Nazis occupying France during the closing days of

World War II will find some new twists in this treatment of

the hoary yarn. Whether there are sufficient of such remain-
ing devotees to make the offering a substantial grosser is

subject to some doubt. Moreover, in an effort to incorporate
the above-mentioned innovational angles, the writers brought
forth a somewhat intricate, morals-posing yarn that spec-
tators will have to follow closely if they care to determine
which is the cloak and which is the dagger. Excessive bru-
tality is another facet that may attract criticism and re-

ende)Pu9nance from the average ticket-buyer. Other than that, the

ner ('feature earns rating as a good job of picture-making—in

the characteristic leisurely pace of English films. Bradford
Dillman in the topline is an excellent actor and contributes
a praiseworthy performance. But he will mean comparatively
little to American audiences. Opposite him is Suzy Parker
whose name is more marquee-worthy and who—along with
a good supporting cast—delivers a comparably effective

performance. Produced by Tom Morahan, with the aid of

CinemaScope. Jack Lee directed.

Bradford Dillman, Suzy Parker, Hcrrry Andrews, Robert

Stephens, Paul Rogers, John Welsh, Ronald Allen.

The Young One A “j
Valiant Films 96 Minutes Rel. Jan. '61

Luis Bunuel, whose Mexican pictures have made him a
favorite with avant-garde filmgoers, here tackles an Ameri-
can theme for the first time. Although Zachary Scott sup-
plies some marquee value and the racial discrimination plot

is timely and highly exploitable, the picture is better suited

to the art spots and a few metropolitan first runs. Made
entirely in English on location with a cast of only five char-

acters, this modest-budget film won "extraordinary mention"
at the 1960 Cannes Film Festival, another selling point for

“class patrons. The story by Bunuel and H. B. Addis is

grim and frequently explosive, especially in the scenes
where a young Negro, unjustly accused of raping a white
woman, is hunted down and whipped by two "white trash

'

southerners. Director Bunuel proceeds too slowly in creating
the lonely atmosphere of an isolated southern island, in-

habited only by a game warden and a 14-vear-old girl

whose grandfather has just died. But once the Negro enters
the scene, followed by a bigoted boatman and a fair-

minded preacher, the action is dramatically compelling.
Scott is excellent as the game warden, even if his sudden
transition from hating the Negro to helping him escape, is

,N ..unbelievable. Produced by George F. Werker.

Zachary Scott, Bernie Hamilton, Key Meersmcm, Crahan
Denton, Claudio Brook.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring

loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,

may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploitips; Adlines for Newspaper and Programs

THE STORY: "One Hundred and One Dalmatians" (BV)

A male Dalmation, Pongo, lives with his master, a bachelor
songwriter in London. Bored with their lonely existence,

Pongo spots a pretty girl with a female Dalmation, Perdita,

and he craftily arranges a meeting and soon there is a hu-
man and a dog wedding. When Perdita is expecting, Cruella /eu

De Vil, a ruthless, wealthy friend of the bride, impatiently r- v

awaits the litter as she plans to own a Dalmatian fur coat.

But, when the 15 puppies are born, the master refuses to

part with them, causing Cruella to have them kidnapped.
Police fail to find the missing puppies, but all dogdom comes
to the rescue and Pongo and Perdita find their pups, as well
as scores of others, in a castle. After a dangerous trip over
snowy fields and icy streams, Pongo and Perdita make it

back to their master and mistress, with 99 Dalmatian pups
in tow. Having sold his first song, the master decides to

keep all 101 Dalmatians in a country home.
EXPLOITIPS:
The customary Disney merchandising includes life-size

stuffed Dalmatians, crayons, coloring books, puzzles, comic
books, etc. The local pet shop might display a window with
real Dalmatian pups, with copy for the playdate and theatre.

CATCHLINES:
If It’s Laughter You're After, See Walt Disney's Latest

All-Cartoon Feature . Humans of All Ages Will Howl
With Glee as the Pups Win Out Over Evil . . . Boy Meets
Girl! Dog Meets Dog! And Then the Fun Begins.

THE STORY: "Gorge" (MGM)
Bill Travers and William Sylvester, who operate a small

salvage boat off the Irish coast, are nearly drowned by an ,

undersea explosion which causes a new-born volcano to (
rise above the ocean. They land on Nara Island, where the

’

,,-rr., inhabitants are unfriendly except for a small boy, Vincent
(ilia Winter, whose father has been killed while diving for sunken

treasure. Travers and Sylvester secretly dive under and see
a mysterious creature, who turns out to be a prehistoric
monster released by the explosion that invades the island
until turned back by flaming torches tossed by the men.
Travers and Sylvester later capture the monster with a steel

net and, against the protests of Irish paleontologists, bring
it to London, where it is exhibited in a circus. Scientists re-

port that the 65-foot monster is only an infant and that its

200-foot mother has destroyed Nara and is en route to Lon-
don for its infant. The adult monster almost destroys Lon-
don before taking its infant back to the depths of the sea.

EXPLOITIPS:
The title and "monster-on-the rampage" theme lend them-

selves to a sensational campaign, using radio and TV spots,
such as was used for the "Hercules" pictures. Play up the
destruction of London.

CATCHLINES:
The Most Fantastic and Spectacular Adventure Film of

All Time ... A Monster, Captured After an Underwater
Explosion, That Nearly Demolishes a Great City.

THE STORY: "Circle of Deception" (20th-Fox)

Bradford Dillman, much decorated British war hero, has
exiled himsell to a drunken life in the slums of Tangiers.
There he is sought by Suzy Parker, who had been a sec-
retary to a ranking officer of British Intelligence during the
great war and who had had a torrid romance with Dillman.
Via flashback technique it is chronicled how he had been
sent on a delicate espionage mission to France, the ulti-

mate purpose of which was to have him break under Nazi
torture and reveal information to mislead the enemy. He
comes out of the war believing that he had been used as a
catspaw by Suzy and her commanding officer—which to a
certain degree he had. When, however, he learns all of the
facts, Suzy and he are reunited in love.

EXPLOITIPS: fw^T
Obtain travel posters of France, Tangiers and Germany

for lobby decoration. Tout beautiful model-actress Suzy Park-
er and Brad Dillman, star of "Compulsion," in their first

love story together. Any memorabilia from World War II

will serve as added display attractions. Invite veterans of
O.S.S. to a private screening.

CATCHLINES:
A Daring Tale of the British Underground . . . The World

Was at War and They Were in Love . . . Drama, Danger
and Daring in the Slums of Tangiers.

THE STORY: "Foxhole in Cairo" (Para)

Cairo, 1942, is a den of suspicion and espionage. German
Field Marshal Rommel (Albert Lieven) has halted his

victorious Afrika Corps before final push into Egypt. He
sends top agent, Adrian Hoven to Cairo, to ferret out British

counter-attack plans. Gloria Mestre, cabaret dancer who fell

in love with Eppler in prewar days, already works with anti-

British forces and promises to help him. British Intelligence

—headed by counter-espionage James Robertson Justice

—

isn't napping. Jewish underground leader Niall MacGinnis
and Fenella Fielding, another Jewish agent, help the British.

Eppler discovers that Robert Urquhart, weak-willed British

officer, infatuated with Gloria, is to take British battle-plans
(

to the front. Urquhart is enticed to Gloria's houseboat, '

drugged and robbed of his briefcase. While information is

Engk being transmitted to Lieven, Fenella slips aboard the house-
boat and revives Urquhart. British forces arrive; Justice dis-

closing that the briefcase had contained only fake details.

EXPLOITIPS:
This is a true story of World War II based on British

journalist Leonard Mosley's novel, “The Cat and the Mice,"

indicating book shop tieups and veterans' promotions.

CATCHLINES:
Hundreds of Miles of Desert Separated This Agent From

His Field Marshal . . . Espionage on the Egyptian Desert!

. . . She Danced for This Secret Agent!

THE STORY: "The Young One" (Valiant)

A young Negro (Bernie Hamilton), fleeing from a false
charge of raping a white woman, lands on a lonely southern
island inhabited only by a game warden (Zachary Scott)
and a 14-year-old girl (Key Meersman), whose caretaker-
grandfather has just died. During Scott's absence, Key makes
friends with the fugitive Later, Scott hunts down and fights
with Hamilton. Scott, suddenly aware of Key's growing
womanhood, rapes the girl but pledges her to secrecy. The
local preacher arrives to take the girl to the mainland and
he learns about Scott's violation of the girl's innocence and
threatens to expose him. Scott decides to stop persecuting
Hamilton and he helps the Negro escape after telling the
preacher he wants to marry the girl.

EXPLOITIPS:
Luis Bunuel, whose The Young and the Damned" and

other Mexican-made pictures are favorites with the devotees
of art film societies, is the chief selling angle. He also di-
rected the highly regarded "Robinson Crusoe," distributed
by United Artists in 1954. Stress the Cannes Film Festival
Extraordinary Mention" award. Zachary Scott has starred

in many Hollywood films and, recently, on TV.
CATCHLINES:

Luis Bunuel's Most Explosive and Daring Film ... A Story
of Racial Hatred on an Isolated Southern Island . . . WinnerjCEL
of Extraordinary Mention at the 1960 Cannes Film Festival V
... A Striking Drama You'll Never Forget.

THE STORY: “Tomboy and the Champ" (U-I)

When Candy Moore, a 13-year-old Texas ranch girl, wins
a calf at a county fair, her uncle (Ben Johnson) laughs at

the scrawny bovine, but the girl gets her pet in shape for

the Houston Fat Stock Show despite a bout with polio.

Champy, the calf, loses but Candy is encouraged to perse-

vere and enter the animal in the Chicago International

Exposition. Candy's town makes up a purse to send her to

Chicago where Champy wins the Grand Championship.
When she realizes that the champions are always sold at

auction and then wind up as steaks, Candy is unable to

raise the $30,000 auction price and she winds up in the hos-

pital with pneumonia. But a wealthy Chicago meat-packer
hears of Candy's grief, saves Champy from the packing
house and reunites the calf with Candy in the hospital.

EXPLOITIPS:
The 4-H Clubs, the Farmers Journal, the Future Farmers of

America and other rural and country groups and publica-
tions are behind this picture so advance screenings for mem-
bers will get people talking about the picture. Sports shops
and girls' clothing stores will display "Tomboy Togs" as
worn by Candy Moore in the picture. /
CATCHLINES:

Pig-Tailed Pride of the Texas Plains Proves That Champi-
OUS ons Are Made—Not Born . . . They Said She Couldn't Make
' a Champ Out of a Scrawny Outlaw Steer But She Had the

Head and the Heart to Carry On to Victory.
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HATES: 15c per word, minimum $1.50, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions for price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

CLfflKinfi HOUSE
HELP WANTED

Exceptional employment opportunities
for Drive-In and Walk-In Theatre Man-
agers in Southern California. Large cir-

cuit offers ideal working conditions and
liberal medical, hospitalization and life

insurance coverage, plus an excellent
retirement plan. If you should vacation
in California, contact Jim Barka for a
persona, interview, Pacific Drive-In The-
atres Carp., 141 South Robertson Blvd.,

Los Angeles 48, California. All inquiries
will be held strictly confidential.

Experienced Couple: Projection-man-
ager, wife concessions manager. Excellent
opportur lty, fine conventional and drive-
in theatres midwest county seat. Box-
office, 9204.

Wanted: First class drive-in man thor-
oughly experienced in all phases. Cap-
able of handling group of drive-ins. Best
business and character references re-

quired. Forward complete information and
snapshot with first letter. This is an op-
portunity for the right man. Boxoffice,

Projectionist, experienced, year around
employment, non-union. Write qualifica-
tions and experience. Boxoffice, 9207.

MANAGER wanted for conventional de
luxe, first-run theatre in large Ohio City.
Must be cracker jack exploiteer, experi-
enced in all phases of running de luxe
operation. State age, experience, marital
status and salaiv requirement. Must have
first class reference. Boxoffice, 9216.

POSITIONS WANTED
Managers: Two experienced, aggressive

young men, to be managers or assistant
managers, with excellent recommenda-
tions. Available now. Both married, years
ol experience. Write Boxoffice, 9215.

Manager, 13 years Drive-In experience,
wants seasonal Drive-In to manage. Capa-
ble of complete charge, buying, booking,
good at advertising, concessions, main-
tenance and repair. Know how to oper-
ate at a profit. Best of references. Box-
office, 9217.

INTERMISSION TAPES
Pre-Show and Intermission Programs for

Drive-Ins. No more tape troubles . . .

use disc customized programs . . . same
price as our superb tapes on HiFi LP
records. Guaranteed to sell. Write for
free sample disc. Commercial Sound Ser-
vice, P. O. Box 5, Sulphur Springs,
Texas.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Wanted: Used equipment. Ashcraft

Model C-70 lamps. Advise condition and
cost. Boxoffice, 9208.

Wanted: SP Semi-Portable projectors,
Mazda or Arc lamp type. Give full par-
ticulars and price. Boxoffice, 9209.

Wanted: Low intensity rectifiers, 12/15
amps for Baby Strong arc lamps. Advise
condition and cost. Boxoffice, 9210.

Wanted: Set of CinemaScope lenses,
also 2", 31/2 or 3 3/j" back up lenses. Gor-
don Jarvis, 1504 North Avenue, Burlington,
Vermont.

Wanted: One Reproduco player piano
and organ, made in 1919 for silent movie
theatres. State price. Jim Hendrix, P. O.
Box 73, Lakeland, Florida.

Wanted: Used booth equipment. We dis-
mantle. Frank Rogers, 1122 Winton Ave-
nue, Speedway, Indiana.

Wanted: Used theatre booth equipment.
We dismantle. Leon Jarodsky, Lincoln
Theatre, Paris, Illinois.

TOP PRICES PAID: For used X-L and
Century Projectors, Lamphouses and Cine-
maScope lenses. What have you? Star
Cinema Supply, 621 West 55th Street,
New York 19.

EQUIPMENT REPAIR SERVICE
REFLECTORS broken? GATORHIDE re-

pairs permanently. Kit, $2.95 postpaid.
From supply houses or GATORHIDE, Box
71, Joplin, Missouri.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
For Sale: Complete Theatre Equipment.

250 spring edged seats, RCA sound,
Brenkert projectors & lamps. Now in
use. Make an offer. Carl Branscome,
Galax, Virginia.

Strong. Jr.. 16mm, high intensity, arc
projection lamps, plus sound equipment.
Five years old, A-l condition. Midway,
Adrian, N. D.

SURPLUS STOCK: Must reduce. Super,
E7 Simplex mechanisms, $195; regular
Simplex, $99.50: SA RCA 35mm Arc Sound
Projectors with pedestals, $195; Hi-In-
tensity arcs and rectifiers, Brenkert, Sim-
plex, Strong, Forest from $49.50. Complete
booth outfits, projection and sound, from
$895. Good serviceable condition. S.O.S.,
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.

For Sale: Sweden floor model soft ice
cream machine. Best offer starting at
$100. Bill Jenkins, Box 17, Adrian, Michi-
gan.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
BLACK or RED. WINTERIZED MASON-

ITE MARQUEE LETTERS, fit all signs. 4",-

40c; 8", 60c; 10", 75c; 12", $1.00; 14",

$1.50; 16", $1.75; 17", $2.00; 25”, $3.00

(10% discount 100 letters or over $60.00
list). S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New
York 19.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
BASKET REPLACEMENTS for old type

RCA junction boxes . . . replaces both
baskets and mounts on top of junction
box cover, easy to install. Sample and
uantity price list 65c. Best R/C Mfg.
ompany, 3211 St. John, Kansas City 23,

Mo.

Drive-In Theatre Tieketsl 100,000 l"x2"
special printed roll tickets, $34.95. Send
for samples of our special printed stub
rod tickets for drive-ins. Safe, distinctive,

private, easy to check. Kansas City Ticket
Co., Dept. 10, 109 W. 18th St. (Filmrow),
Kansas City 8, Mo.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action! $4.50M cards. Other

games available, on. off screen. Novelty
Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers ot

Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 346 West 44th St., New York
36, N Y

Placards . . Bumper Strips. Colorpress
3613 Vaughn Blvd., Ft. Worth. Texas

Midget Bibles. $50/thousand. lxl 1/2
"
*

,

224 pages. Samples, prices 10c. Johnson-
Smith. D-951, Detroit 7.

Comic Books . Toys . . . Novelties
. . . Free catalog. Hecht Mfg., 184 W.
Merrick Road, Merrick, N. Y.

FILMS WANTED
35mm and 16mm features, serials and

shorts. Safety film only. Boxoffice, 9196.

FILMS FOR SALE
35mm- 16mm films and equipment of all

kinds. Associated, 1205 West 7th Street,
Pomona. California.

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING
IF YOU OWN A COPY of Trout's Sound
and Projection Servicing Manual. In-
structions on servicing leading makes ol

equipment . trouble-shooting charts,
basic schematics; tables on rest-
ances, voltcges; data on lenses, lamps,
projectors, screens, sound, etc. Simpli-
fied . . . authentic. Additional Service
Sheets for 1961 to subscribers free. Data
on 35-70mm equipment. Price: $6 copy;
Cash or P.O. Order ... no CODs.
(Loose-leaf binder free) . . Wesley
Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid, Oklahoma.

THEATRES FOR SALE THEATRES FOR LEASE
West Coast theatres for sale. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Keamy Street. San Francisco 8, California.

For sale or lease, Texas drive-in the-

atre, only one in county. Call or write
W. R. Woody, Fairfield, Texas.

For Sale: Neodesha, Kansas drive-in
theatre, 375 cars, population 4,000. No
reasonable offer refused. Downtown the-
atre to be dismantled. G. E. Klock.

650-car drive-in. Eastern Michigan, three
years old, real estate included. First run
product, nearest competition 20 miles.
Large drawing area. Excellent opportunity
for ambitious showman. Easy terms for
immediate sale. Contact R. Vickrey, 31
N. Walnut, Mt. Clemens, Michigan.

600-seat theatre in Hamilton, Ohio.
Population 75,000. Modern equipment in
excellent condition. Remodeled and re-
decorated inside . . . new lighting. Com-
fortable lounge-lobby. Purchase equip-
ment and business, $7,000 cash. Lease
building. Write L. J. Dieckhause, 320 Prin-
cess Court, Cinti. 15, Ohio. Phone PR 1-

1245.

350-car drive-in, eastern Washington,
county seat. Boxoffice, 9214.

Lease and equipment for sale, 300 seats,
only theatre in town of 10,000 population.
Boxoffice, 9213.

Modern 454-seat theatre in county seat.
Population 2,000, drawing area 5,000 to
6,000. Simplex XL projectors, 30-ton air-
conditioner, lease on modern brick build-
ing. This one is a money-maker. Ideal
family operation. Price, $6,500—$2,500
down—should pay for itself first year.
Contact Frances Handlong, Troy, Mo.

THEATRES WANTED
WANTED: 400-car drive-in. North Caro-

lina vicinity . . Raleigh, Durham,
Greensboro, Winstom-Salem, Concord,
Lexington . . . what have you? Boxoffice,
9206.

Small town theatre, interested in South-
western states only. Send details to: Box-
office, 9212.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BIGGER POPCORN PROFITS with all

new Tender-Vender, now re-designed to
even finer operations and results. Nothing
10 corrode, rust or peel. Warms, tender-
izes and dispenses crisp, hot, delicious
popcorn. Shipped assembled; easy to

move; capacities right for any location
Write for facts. TENDER-VENDER POP-
CORN SERVICE CO., Popcorn Building,
Nashville, Tennessee.

For Lease: Only drive-in, growing Colo-
rado town. Excellent family opportunity.

$6,000 advance. Boxoffice, 9203.

Colored, equipped, drive-in theatre for

lease. If connected with first run will

run on percentage. Phone JO 2-4416, Vero
Beach, Florida.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
400-seat Hollywood theatre in south-

western Michigan city of 6,000. Will sell

building with two stores and equipment
or lease to responsible party. Reasonable
down payment will start you in business
without delay. Everything ready to go.

Don Pears, Hollywood Theatre, Buchanan,
Michigan.

200-car drive-in theatre located in cen-

tral New Mexico. Contact Bill Skelton,

Box 344, Phone OR 8-36-6, Blanding, Utah.

THEATRE SEATING

Good used late model chairs available,

rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our

low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.

Sewed covers made to your size, also

leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea. ; 27"x27", 65c

ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South

Chairs rebuilt in your theatre, re-spac-

ing, sewed covers. Arthur Judge, 2100 E.

Newton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

7.000 late type theatre chairs on hand
completely rebuilt like new with new
chair comfort. Selling at very low price.

Can also rebuild your own chairs it

frames are good. Write for information.

Nick Diack, Eastern Seating Co., 138-13

Springfield Blvd., Springfield Gardens,

N. Y.

1,550 Bodiform. 332 Pushback, Interna-

tional Plywood Chairs. Lone Star Seating,

Box 1734, Dallas.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast reason-

able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat

covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West

Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler

8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

POPCORN MACHINES

Popcorn machines, all makes. Complete

;w popping units, $185.00 ex. Replace-
• 1. . ill 1 rrmr-VlinoC 1 *?n So. Hal-

Handy Subscription Order Form

CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS D $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION
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Make and Save You Money in 61

H

TELLS YOU:

Who- —
Are the most popular stars

Are the top hit producers

Are the leading directors

Made the most hit pictures

Turned out the best shorts

Stars in what ‘59-‘60 films

Distributes foreign films

'What --

Is in store for 1961-62

Are the year's hit films

Was their boxoffice rating

Is the biggest grosser

Films scored above average

Films scored below average

Are their release dates

Is their running time

Reissues are available

The next BOXOFFICE BAROMETER—the film industry's most

complete and practical booking and buying guide—will be

mailed soon as a second section of BOXOFFICE.

Long established as the most authoritative and useful refer-

ence source on product information. BOXOFFICE BAROMETER

is relied upon by virtually every exhibitor for the record of grosses

and ratings at the boxoffice of films that have played during

the past season. No other source is so complete in details on

released pictures and their stars — as well as on the complete

data covering the forthcoming features.

Contents will include: The All-American Screen Favorites Poll of

I960—Features and Shorts Indexes of 1959-60—Picture Grosses

— Outstanding Hits— Production Trends— Advance data on

films in production or completed for release -— Many other service

features of practical use-value designed to help attain top show-

manship and boxoffice profits in 1961.

A SEPARATELY BOUND
SECTION OF

ANOTHER "NO. 1
" SERVICE

TO ALL SUBS C RIBERS OF THE

INDUSTRY'S NO 1 MAGAZINE:

mm WM
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Aptly illustrative of the

reaction of metropolitan

newspapers around the

country to the Supreme

Court's ruling on

censorship is this

editorial cartoon from

the Minneapolis Star.

Excerpts from editorials

in important U. S.

newspapers appear

on pages 12, 13.

MINNEAPOLIS STAR.



IllJULIE HAD EVERYTHING

METROGOLDWVN-MMER presents

GiNALOLLOBRiGiDA

ANTHONY FRANCiOSA
ERNEST BORGNiNE
in AN ARCOLA PRODUCTION

LUANA PAT1EN • WILL KULUVA- PHILIP OBER-JOHN KELLOGG • NANCY R. POLLOCK -TRACEY ROBERTS

Screen Play by

RANALD MacDOUGALL •
Based on the Book by

TOM T. CHAMALES

Directed by

RANALD MacDOUGALL

Produced by



Cinemascopeand

METROCOLOR

GO

GINA’S LATEST HOLLYWOOD HIT!

BOOK IT NOW!

No man could forget her. .

.

No woman forgive her...

for the life she leads and
the kind of love she looks for!

BUT A SENSE OF SHAME

!



“the
SERPENT
bequjled

ME,
JINDJ

DJD EAT"
GENESIS III, 13

Seared by the fires of

her desperate desires,

tormented by the

new-found emotions

within her . . . she rose

from degradation

to find, at last,

redemption at the

hands of the woman
her silence had

condemned to the

gallows.

—From the great American novel

that won the world’s acclaim

and its author the Nobel Prize

for literature.

Darryl F. Zanuck Productions, Inc. presents

WILLIAM FAULKNER’S

SANCTUARY
A CinemaScope Picture 2a

conumox

starring

£££ R6MJCK
yV£S MONTAND

BRADFORD D3LLMAN
Produced by Richard D. Zanuck

Directed by Tony Richardson

Screenplay by JafflCS POC

One of the national advertisements for this great motion picture!
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REVITALIZING THE THEATRE

T HAT’S a good and encouraging report that

in last week’s issue of Boxoffice brought

out the detailed facts of the investment made
by theatre owners in new construction, remodel-

ing and refurbishing, along with reopenings of

theatres in 1960. Putting close to million

into these properties superbly bespeaks con-

fidence in the industry’s future.

To be exact, the investment of $56,105,000

went into the building of 40 new indoor theatres

and 58 drive-ins, with over 400 remodelings and

303 reopenings. In all instances, new equip-

ment—seats, projectors, screens and other in-

stallations figured. In one city alone, Minne-

apolis and its immediate suburban area, ten

theatres are undergoing updating. And in one

of these houses, a suburban art theatre, $150,000

is being spent on physical improvements.

It is significant that 21 of the new projects

cost upwards of $500,000 each and five were in

the million-dollar-plus category.

Noteworthy is the fact that a substantial num-
ber of the new theatres built this past year and

some that are soon to go into operation are

situated in new residential districts or shopping

centers. This keeping pace with population

shifts is fulfilling the predictions that these areas

would be fertile ground for new theatre projects.

Many of these are still without theatres and

many more such sections are under development,

thus further theatre construction is envisaged,

as is the upgrading of theatres in adjacent

neighborhoods.

Adding to the note of encouragement implicit

in these developments are the reports that busi-

ness at the new and the renewed operations has

been up to, and in some cases better than,

expectations.

Sets Good Example
In line with the foregoing, a fine example of

what modern and progressive management can

do, has been set by the Trans-Texas Theatres

circuit of Dallas. This small chain of 11 theatres

is headed by Earl Podolnick, president, and
Norm Levinson, general manager. They re-

ported 1959 to be their best year, but in 1960
their business was doubled. Here’s how:

Trans-Texas follows no pattern in selling pic-

tures, treating each picture with a personalized

campaign. Discarding an old rule of using 10
per cent of their gross for advertising, they now
have no scale and have more than doubled their

advertising budget. Each of their towns has its

own campaign for each picture, with ads from
the pressbooks adapted or rewritten to fit the

local situations. And, where one approach doesn’t

work in one city, it is changed for the next to

play the picture.

Added to this personalized sell, Trans-Texas
believes in plowing its profits back into the
business. Thus, says Mr. Podolnick, “We’re re-

doing all our theatres. The Ellanay in El Paso
is the top money-maker in the chain, but we

closed it at the end of January for a $150,000
renovation job. Then, we go to work on the
Fine Arts in Dallas. It’s in good shape and we
don t have to do it, but we’ll be spending $1,500
on the marquee alone. Whatever business we’re
doing now, we’ll do more with renovations.”
And, as a case in point, he cites the Dallas Capri
as having jumped its gross 400 per cent as a
result of its remodeling in 1959.
The returns may not always be that high, but

there is a growing list of instances where up-
building of theatre facilities is serving to build
up attendance.

Of Pride and Inspiration
People who have been heard to say, “I haven’t

been to a movie in months,” and with some de-
gree of boast, don t know what a loss they have
inflicted on themselves. Take it from a movie
patron who has regularly been attending the Fox
Theatre at Hays, Kas., the other day telling
Charlie Reed, manager of that house, that he
had been there 500 times since its opening in
a new building ten years ago. As a result of
that remark, the Hays Daily News ran an item
seeking to learn the identity of that ardent movie
fan, which brought the following response:

In Thursday’s paper mention was made of a

person having seen 500 movies in the past ten
years at one particular theatre and the question
was posed: does he remember them all? A far

more significant question might be: how have
these movies affected him?

I am that person. I have seen considerably
more than those 500 movies in the past ten
years. This is not a boast, just a fact. I hold that
motion pictures have been one of the greater
influences in my education. Films have put the
whole of the world before me to sample at my
will. In a fleeting moment, I have seen things
no book or person could ever present. I have
seen people and places no one person could in a
lifetime see without films. People long dead are
still alive on the theatre screen. We can see them,
hear them, understand them in a way nothing
else can let us.

Movies have made me see the problems of my
world and of people of the past; they have
touched me and they have moved me. My mind
is filled with pleasurable thoughts and images
1 have experienced in the theatres of my world.
Films have let me range wider and deeper in
my short sojourn through life. I would be less
a person without them.

—Pete Felson jr., Hays, Kas.

There is much in that letter which should give
pride and inspiration to every exhibitor and to
all others connected with the industry. It can.
indeed, serve as an answer to those self-appointed
critics who deign to cast aspersions on motion
pictures generally. If they would drop their
negative thinking and take the POSITIVE view,
we are sure they would begin to feel much as
does Pete Felson jr.

GL



UNIVERSAL proudly announces that

Screenplay by STANLEY SHAPIRO and PAUL HENNING • Directed by

Produced by STANLEY SHAPIRO and MARTIN MELCHER • Executive

a 7 Pictures Corp.—Nob Hill Productions, Inc.



• • •production has begun
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jack OAKIE
JACK KRUSCHEN

DELBERT MANN
Producer ROBERT ARTHUR • Associate Producer HENRY WILLSON
- Arwin Productions, Inc. Picture A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE



U-l COMPLETES ITS '61 SLATE;
HIGH ON BOXOFFICE POTENTIAL

At the opening session of Universal’s week-long executive sales conference in

New York are Henry H. ‘Hi” Martin (center) flanked by Milton R. Rackmil,
president, and David A. Lipton, vice-president. Seen in the picture, left to right,

are F. J. A. McCarthy, assistant general sales manager; Lipton, Martin, Rackmil,
Charles Simonelli, assistant to the president; James J. Jordan, circuit sales man-
ager; Joseph B. Rosen, regional sales manager, and E. Myer Feltman, Boston
branch manager in foreground.

No Major U-l Film to Face Release

Undiscovered,' Lipton Promises

Steady Flow of Top Films

Into 1962 Is Assured,

Rackmil Reports
NEW YORK—All of the pictures which

Universal intends to release in 1961 have
been completed and production is well

along on product for 1962, Milton Rack-
mil, president, told the executive sales

conference in New York during the past

week. Attending the week-long sessions

were homeoffice sales and promotion ex-

ecutives, regional and branch managers
and representatives of Empire Universal,

the Canadian distribution organization.

Rackmil said Universal this year would
have a greater percentage of important
boxoffice pictures in relation to its entire

program than in any period in its history.

During the 1961 calendar year. Universal
will have at least ten top pictures in pro-
duction, he said, adding that this will in-

sure a continuous flow of product not
only during 1961 but through 1962.

ITS GREATEST INVESTMENT’
Rackmil also emphasized that Universal’s

1961 releasing and production schedule
calls for “the greatest production invest-
ment in terms of dollars and talents that
has ever been committed by our company
and is based on Universal’s confidence in
the future of the industry and the position
of leadership our company holds in the
motion picture industry.”
Henry H. (Hi) Martin, vice-president

and general sales manager, reported to
the conference that the wide variety of
subject matter would afford the nation’s
exhibitors an opportunity to meet the pub-
lic’s entertainment tastes. The program
consists of comedy, outdoor adventure,
suspense melodrama and drama, all cre-
ated by some of the finest talents in the
business, he said.

Martin said the tentative lineup of pic-
tures for the second half of the year was
impressive. Among the attractions are
“Day of the Gun,” “The Outsider,” “Tam-
my, Tell Me True” and “Back Street.” In
release and scheduled for early release
are “Midnight Lace,” “The Grass Is
Greener,” “The Great Impostor,” “Roman-
off and Juliet” and “The Secret Ways.”

In addition, the lineup will be augmented
by a group of strong attractions acquired
from outside sources, Martin said.

Sees 'Spartacus' As One
Of All-Time Grossers
NEW YORK—Milton Rackmil, Universal

Pictures president, told stockholders at a
meeting that “Spartacus,” Universal’s all-

time high budget production, “has received
wide public acclaim and audience response
has confirmed the predictions for its box-
office success and our hopes for it.” He also
said, “we believe ‘Spartacus’ will be one of
the highest grossing pictures of all time
and that it will make a substantial contri-
bution to per share earnings over the next
several years and will be a source of con-
tinuing income for many years to come.”

NEW YORK—No major Universal pic-

ture approaches its release date “undis-

covered” by either exhibitors or the press,

David Lipton told the company’s executive

sales conference here Thursday (2).

Lipton pointed out that Universal’s cam-
paigns commenced with double-truck

tradepaper ads announcing the start of

production. This provides exhibitors with
advance information as to forthcoming
product, a matter of greater importance to

theatre owners today than ever before. It

also conditions the newspapers’ motion
picture editors and those interested in film

news in all media, he said, adding that

Universal Net for 1960

Highest in Its History
New York—Universal Pictures fin-

ished its fiscal year October 29 with
the highest net earnings in the history

of the company.
Consolidated net earnings for the

year from operations amounted to

$6,313,357, after a provision of $6,480,-

000 for federal taxes. After dividends

on the preferred stock, the earnings

were equal to $6.92 per share on 888,-

390 shares of common stock outstand-

ing, excluding shares in the treasury

of the company.
For the preceding year ended Oct.

31, 1959, the company reported con-
solidated net earnings from operations

of $1,031,066, after provision of $800,-

000 for taxes, amounting to 95 cents

per share on 899,780 common shares
outstanding. This profit was exclusive

of a profit of $3,667,387 net of taxes

resulting from the sales of the studio.

editors thus initially made aware of forth-

coming big pictures are more receptive to

using publicity and photos. This activity

covering “production to premiere” is a

major feature of Universal’s preselling

publicity efforts, he said.

Stating that Universal was foremost
among tradepaper advertisers, Lipton said

it was based on its conviction that trade-

paper advertising from the start of a pic-

ture through and beyond first run release

was vital in stimulating enthusiasm of all

involved in the promotion of a picture.

Lipton said it had been Universal’s ex-

perience and research which had demon-
strated that the boxoffice potential of a

picture was in direct relation to the num-
ber of people who knew about the picture

favorably prior to its release.

Universal, he said, uses the “complete
sell” approach to its campaigns, designed

to cover every segment of the audience for

which the picture has appeal.

“Only pictures that open big, if they

satisfy the audience, are candidates for

the so-called blockbuster category,” Lipton

told the sales executives. “Pictures not suf-

ficiently presold, that open soft and then
build through word of mouth, rarely

achieve that coveted classification. The
very high percentage of total gross that

now comes from major city first runs

compels, in my opinion, advertising pre-

sell. If you miss the big money opportunity

and find yourself ‘chasing the picture,’

the chances of a substantial gross are

dim.”
Lipton said Universal had operated on

the premise that the grass roots theatres

were important to the economic health

and strength of the entire industry.

“Our merchandising efforts are directed

so that the maximum number of theatres

are benefited,” he concluded.

8 BOXOFFICE :: February 6, 1961



N. J. Moves Into Courts

For Earlier PIaydates

A Special 'Oscar' Class

For Roadshows Asked
CLEVELAND—Establishment of a new

category in the Academy Awards, to

place roadshow pictures in a classification

by themselves was urged this week by

Marshall Fine, newly elected president of

Allied States Ass’n. Addition of new cate-

gories is in the historical pattern of the

Awards, he declared.

Fine’s statement refers to the resolu-

tion adopted by the Allied board and rati-

fied by the National convention. Fine di-

rected his statement as a letter addressed

to Valentine Davies, Academy president.

“Three out of the past four Academy
Awards have been monopolized by road-

show productions which are as different

from the usual concept of motion picture

features as features are from short sub-

jects,” he said. “I refer, of course, to the

recent innovation in our industry for ex-

ceptional, high-budgeted, long-length pro-

ductions which are created much in the

fashion of legitimate stage productions, to

have only a restricted showing in a few

large metropolitan areas on a two-a-day,
high-admission, hard-ticket policy. The
many excellent features which will con-

tinue to be produced for general release

to the motion picture theatres of the world

obviously cannot compete for awards
against these new super productions.”

He then warned “It is inevitable that

unless separate categories are established

to recognize this most recent development
in our industry all future major awards
will be monopolized by one or two super
productions each year. It is also inevitable

that should the Academy permit this to

happen the awards will quickly lose their

popular appeal.”

Warner's Quarterly Net
In Rise to $1,773,000
WILMINGTON, DEL.—A net profit of

$1,773,000, after tax provisions of $1,600,-

000, was reported to Warner Bros, stock-

holders here Wednesday (1) for the three

months ended last November 26. This com-
pared with a net of $1,753,000 for the

corresponding quarter of 1959, after al-

lowing $1,700,000 for federal taxes. The
stockholders were told that there was not
sufficient information to give a report on
the earnings for the present quarter, which
will end February 25, but that the profit

might be slightly less than that of the

previous period.

The stockholders reelected Jack War-
ner, Benjamin Kalmenson, Charles Allen
jr.. Serge Semenenko and Albert Warner
as directors for terms of two years. The
remainder of the board consists of Wad-
dill Catchings, Thomas J. Martin and
Robert W. Perkins, whose terms will ex-
pire in 1962.

A dividend of 30 cents will be paid on
February 6, the shareholders were told.

Kennedy 'First' Movie
WASHINGTON—President and Mrs.

Kennedy and guests saw their first motion
picture in the White House screening
room, Friday (3). Mrs. Kennedy chose
Roberto Rossellini’s “General della Ro-
vere,” starring Vittorio de Sica, which is

playing in a local theatre.

NEWARK, N. J.—An antitrust suit de-

signed to test the legality of the practice

of prereleasing pictures under the anti-

trust laws was filed in federal court here

Monday (30) on behalf of the Columbia
Amusement Corp., operator of the Maple-
wood Theatre, Maplewood, N. J. The ac-

tion is sponsored through Allied Theatre
Owners of New Jersey of which the Maple-
wood is a member.
Columbia Amusement charges in the

suit that the distributors had entered into

a conspiracy covering the entire United
States, as well as the northern New Jersey
area, to discriminate against exhibitors

such as the plaintiff. A court order re-

straining defendants from unlawful con-
spiracies in violation of the antitrust laws,

as well as damages including costs, was
requested.

CHARGE A ‘CONSPIRACY’

In the action, Columbia Amusement
complained that for many years the film

distributors had been engaged, and con-
tinued to be engaged, in a nationwide con-
spiracy to establish and maintain illegal

systems of runs and clearances for the
exhibition of pictures and that the sys-

tems were designed to protect the former
affiliated theatres until the U. S. Supreme
Court ordered the producer-distributors
to divest themselves of the theatres. It is

charged that the conspiracies continued
after divestiture to the damage of the
plaintiff whose theatre had been relegated
to an inferior status.

It is further alleged that in recent years,

as part of their conspiracies, the distribu-

tors had restricted the number of pictures

produced and distributed, following the
general policy of “fewer pictures in fewer
theatres,” in order to raise admission
prices and to drain off into the theatres

IATSE, Studios Agree

On Four-Year Pact
Hollywood—A new four-year collec-

tive bargaining contract was agreed
upon by the IATSE and basic studio
craft unions and the AMPP and Al-
liance of Television Film Producers.
The chief provision calls for a 10 per
cent wage increase for the first two
years and 5 per cent for the remain-
ing two, with pension and health and
welfare plan payments of 9 per cent
of the distributors’ gross from the sale

of post-1960 feature films sold to tele-

vision. Other welfare and pension
plan payments also are included.

The agreement listed pay TV as a
part of theatrical film exhibition.

The union representatives and stu-

dio committees, under the guidance of

AMPP executive vice-president Charles
Boren, have been meeting for six weeks
on negotiations for the new pacts.

Studio heads joined them last week.

located in the larger metropolitan centers

the patronage which ordinarily would go
to the local neighborhood theatre. The
theatres in the large centers are the ones
which formerly were owned by the dis-

tributors which the plaintiff claimed were
being favored.

In consequence of the practice of pre-
releasing, it is charged, northern New
Jersey theatres, for a year or more, had
not been able to show some of the most
outstanding pictures.

CRITICIZE FILM SHORTAGE
A spokesman for Columbia Amusement

pointed out that while other sectors of the

country’s economy were based on an in-

creasing supply of the demand for prod-
ucts, the motion picture distributors had
taken it upon themselves to curtail the
number of pictures produced, for their

own economic purposes, in conformity
with the alleged conspiracies. The consent
decrees in the Paramount case, it was
thought, would constitute a charter of free

enterprise for the film industry and would
aid the small independent exhibitors, he
said.

In effect, the suit charges that the dis-

tributors were “doing business at the same
old stand” and that prereleasing of pic-

tures, for example, was nothing more or
less than another device to perpetuate the
conspiracy and to favor the theatres for-

merly owned by the distributors, the
spokesman said.

Defendants in the case are Paramount,
Warner Bros., 20th Century-Fox, Loew’s,
RKO, Columbia, United Artists, Universal,
Allied Artists and Buena Vista. The suit

was filed by George Gold of Paterson,
N. J., and Edwin P. Rome of Philadelphia,
attorneys retained by Allied Theatre Own-
ers of New Jersey.

Warners to Distribute Two
Joseph Levine Pictures
NEW YORK—Warner Bros, will dis-

tribute Joseph E. Levine’s new twin fea-
ture program consisting of “The Fabulous
World of Jules Verne” and “Bimbo the
Great.” Deal was closed last week between
Levine and Benjamin Kalmenson, exec-
utive vice-president of Warner Bros., and
Charles W. Boasberg, general sales man-
ager.

The Jules Verne feature will be presented
in a new process known as Mystimation, a
technique utilizing live action, animation
and lithography. The picture was awarded
the Grand Prize at the Brussels Film Fes-
tival. “Bimbo the Great” was filmed in

what has been called Circuscope and East-
man Color and features some of the world’s
most celebrated circus performers.
The two attractions will be backed by a

typical Levine showmanship campaign
and distribution will start in June, joining
two other Levine pictures, “Morgan the
Pirate” and “The Thief of Baghdad,” both
of which will be distributed by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.
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111 NEW RELEASES
MONTHS OF '60-61

Congress Gets Two Anti-Pay TV Bills:

One for W. Va. and One for New York

Six More Than in 1959-60;

Film Many More Abroad;

22 for Feb. Release

By FRANK LEYENDECKER

NEW YORK—With the addition of 22

new features for release in February 1961

from the major distributors, plus inde-

pendents, following only 13 new films in

January, the total of new pictures released

during the first six months of the 1960-61

selling season, September through Febru-

ary will be 111. This is a slight increase

over the 105 new pictures distributed by

these same companies during the same six-

month period in 1959-60. During the same

period in 1958-59, 144 new pictures were

released by these companies, plus RKO
and Rank, which were then in operation.

FOX HAS LARGEST INCREASE

Twentieth Century-Fox shows the great-

est increase in the number of pictures re-

leased in the 1960-61 period, 24, compared

to only 17 in the six-month period in

1959-60. Columbia has 18, compared to 16

a year ago; Allied Artists has ten, com-
pared to six a year ago, and Universal-

International has seven, compared to six

in the same period last year. Paramount
had nine in the six month period this year

and last year but all the other major
companies were down from last year.

Buena Vista and Continental also had one

more release in this six-month period than

in the same period last year.

Almost half, or 53 of these 1960-61 pic-

tures are in color, approximately the

same percentage of color and black-and-

white pictures during the first six months
of 1959-60. The big increase is in the num-
ber of British or foreign-made pictures,

many of the Italian, French or German
pictures being dubbed into English. During
the current six-month releasing period, 65

of the features listed were filmed abroad,

many of them by the American companies,

the others by British or Continental firms.

The color pictures for February 1961 will

include: “Gorgo,” “Carthage in Flames,”

“The Savage Innocents,” all in the action-

adventure category; “The World of Suzie

Wong,” a romantic film, and such com-
edies as “The Millionairess,” “Upstairs and
Downstairs” and “Double Trouble.”

BLACK-AND-WHITE TOPPERS
The important black-and-white pictures

for February are headed by: “Portrait of

a Sinner,” “Hand in Hand,” “Village of

the Damned,” “Circle of Deception,” “The
Shakedown,” “Home Is the Hero” and
“Carry On, Constable,” all of these British-

made, and “The Great Impostor,” “Gold
of the Seven Saints” and the long-awaited
“The Misfits.” “The Bridge” is a German-
made picture and most of the others are

action programmers.

Broken down by companies, the Febru-
ary 1961 releases will be:

ALLIED ARTISTS—"The Bridge," a German-made
wor drama with Fritz Veppc ond Vokker Bohnet.
AA released nine other pictures since September

WASHINGTON—Two bills have been in-

troduced in the House of Representatives
calling for the outlawing of pay TV. Each
bill would prohibit the charging of a fee

to view television in private homes.
Rep. Cleveland M. Bailey of West Virgin-

ia has introduced H. R. No. 1728 and Rep.
Emanuel Celler of New York has presented
a similar measure, both of which have
been referred to the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, of

which Rep. Oren Harris of Arkanss is the

chairman.
The Bailey bill reads:

“It shall be unlawful for any person to

impose or attempt to impose, either di-

rectly or indirectly, any toll, fee, subscript-

ion or other charge, on the general public

for the privilege of viewing television pro-
grams in private homes.”

Similar bills were presented to the 82nd
Congress last year, but all of them died in

committee.

I960, compared to only six during the six-month
period in 1959-60.

AMERICON INTERNATIONAL—"Portrait of a
Sinner," starring Nadja Tiller, William Bendix and
Tony Britton, and "Black Sunday," starring Barbara
Steele and John Richardson, both made in England.
AIP released two other pictures since September
1960, both made in Europe in color, compared to

seven during the same 1959-60 period.

BUENA VISTA—No February release. BV released
three other features since September, all of them
in color, compared to two during the same period
a year ago.

COLUMBIA—"Carthage in Flames," in Technirama
and Technicolor, produced in Italy with Jose Suarez,
Anne Heywood, Daniel Gelin and Pierre Brasseur.
"Hand in Hand," made in England with John Greg-
son. Dame Sybil Thorndike and Finlay Currie, and
"Passport to China," made in England, starring Rich-
ard Basehart with Lisa Gastoni and Athene Seyler.

Columbia released 15 other features since September
1960, compared to 16 during the some six-month
period a year ago.

CONTINENTAL—No February release. Continental
released four features since September, compared to

three during the six-month period a year ago.
Governor—"Carry On, Constable," with Kenneth

Connor, Hattie Jacques, Charles Hawtrey and other
British players who played in "Carry On, Nurse."

LOPERT—No February release. Lopert released

the British "Tunes of Glory" and the Greek "Never
on Sunday" since September 1960, compared to

three pictures in the same six-month period in 1959-

60.

MGM—"Gorgo," in color, with Bill Travers, Wil-
liam Sylvester and Vincent Winter, and "Village of

the Damned," starring George Sanders with Bar-

bara Shelley, both of these made in England. MGM
released other pictures since September 1960, com-
pared to ten during the some period a year ago.

PARAMOUNT—"The World of Suzie Wong," in

color, starring William Holden and Nancy Kwan,
and "The Savage Innocents," in Technirama, starring

Anthony Quinn and Yoko Tani, both filmed abroad.
Paramount released seven other pictures since Sep-

tember 1960, the same number as were released by
the company in the six-month period a year ago.

SHOWCORPORATION—"Home Is the Hero," made
in Ireland, starring Arthur Kennedy and Walter
Macken and the Abbey Theatre Players. Showcorpora-
tion also released a British film in October.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX—"The Millionairess,"

produced in England in color, starring Sophia Loren,

Peter Sellers and Alistair Sim; "Circle of Deception,"

produced in England, starring Bradford Dillman and
Suzy Parker; "The Canadians," in CinemaScope and

NEW YORK—Philip F. Harling, chair-

man of the Joint Committee Against Pay
TV, said here that he believed the anti-pay
TV bills presented by Representatives Bai-
ley and Celler would be forerunners of

many similar bills in both the House and
senate and that he felt their introduction
would be spurred by the 22,000,000 signa-

tures which were sent to Congress last fall

in the Joint Committee campaign to in-

duce Congress to outlaw legislatively pay
TV.

Harling said his committee and Theatre
Owners of America shortly would under-
take a nationwide campaign to obtain

Congressional action on the bills on the

grounds that the medium was not in the

public interest. Under the terms of the

bills, he said, the proposed Phonevision
tests in Hartford and the Telemeter tests

in Little Rock, Ark., would be illegal, in-

asmuch as fees would be charged for the

programs.

color, produced in Canada starring Robert Ryan with
Teresa Stratas and Torin Thatcher and "Upstairs
and Downstairs," produced in England in color,

starring Mylene Demongeot, Michael Craig and Anne
Heywood. 20th-Fox also distributed 20 other pic-

tures since September, a big increase over the 17
released during the six-month period a year ago.

UNITED ARTISTS—"The Misfits," produced by
Seven Arts, starring Marilyn Monroe, Clark Gable,
Montgomery Clift, Thelma Ritter and Eli Wallach,
and "Operation Bottleneck," with Ron Foster and
Miiko Taka. UA also distributed eight other pictures

since September, compared with 15 released during

the six-month period a year ago.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL—"The Great Im-

Postor," starring Tony Curtis, Karl Malden, Gary
Merrill and Joan Blackman, and "The Shakedown,"
made in England with Terence Morgan and Hazel
Court. U-l released five other pictures since Sep-

tember, compared to six in the same six-month
period last year.

VALIANT—"The Young One," produced in Mexico
by Luis Bunuel, starring Zachary Scott and Bernie

Hamilton. Valiant also released two other pictures

since September, compared to three in the same
period last year.

WARNER BROS.—"Gold of the Seven Saints,"

filmed in sepia, starring Clint Walker and Leticia

Roman. WB also released six other features since

September 1960, compared to nine in the same
period in 1 959-60.

UA Again Acquires Rights

To Heavyweight Fight Film
NEW YORK—Motion picture rights to

the third Floyd Patterson-Ingemar Jo-

hansson heavyweight title fight have been

acquired again by United Artists. The fight

is scheduled for March 13 in Miami Beach.

UA distributed the films of the other two

bouts of the same fighters.

Ancillary rights to the match were ac-

quired by TelePrompTer Corp. from Fea-

ture Sports, Inc., the promoters. Although

the figure was not given, it was reported

that UA offered a substantial guarantee

in clinching the film rights deal with

TelePrompTer.
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HOLDOVERS AND
RECORD BUSINESS
EVERYWHERE!!
6 WEEKS - Washington, D.C., Toronto

4 WEEKS - Chicago, St. Louis, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Sacramento, Columbus
Montreal, Ottawa, Winnipeg

3 WEEKS -Buffalo, Cincinnati, Louisville, Boston, Portland, Detroit, Providence,

York, Salt Lake City, Bridgeport, Wilmington, Springfield, Mass.,

Worcester, Ft. Wayne, Knoxville, St. Petersburg, Ft. Worth, Vancouver

FEB. 10 IN NEW YORK-
ASTOR AND BEEKMAN THEATRES!

©OB HOPE LUCILt-E BAL-L
the

co-starring RUTH HUSSEY DON DE FORE LOUIS NYE Directed by MELVIN FRANK produced by NORMAN PANAMA

Screenplay by NORMAN PANAMA,na MELVIN FRANK AN H-L-P PRODUCTION



CENSORSHIP DECISION DRAWS
SHARP CRITICISM OF U. S. PRESS

Big Majority of the Top

Papers Call It Threat

To Basic Freedom
NEW YORK—Important U. S. news-

papers were virtually unanimous in sharp
criticism of the Supreme Court decision

upholding the constitutionality of prior

censorship of motion pictures. The New
York Times, the Washington Post, the

Boston Herald, the Minneapolis Star-

Journal and the Portland Oregonian were
among the leading newspapers which saw
grave dangers to freedom of speech and
the press in the decision of the Court.

VIEW OF N.Y. TIMES
The New York Times expressed the re-

action of much of the press when it de-

clared: “. . . in our view, it is as poten-
tially dangerous for any board to prevent

a film from being shown in the first in-

stance as it would be to prevent a hand-
bill or book or newspaper from being

printed.”
The Times felt that in the long run it

will be the views of the four justices who
joined in the dissenting opinion which will

prevail.

Many of the papers, however, took the
occasion to tell the film industry it had
“asked for it.”

The Times said it “held no brief for an
industry that has churned forth—along-
side many admirable productions—

a

stream of sex-crammed, crime-strewn mo-
tion pictures pandering to lascivious in-

stincts and degraded tastes. In its grasp
for the boxoffice, the industry has called

down on its own head the demand for

censorship now heard so widely. One
could almost say it deserves what it gets.”

The Kansas City Star, long a front run-
ner in the fight against censorship, was
critical of the decision, but added: “With-
out question, movies based almost entirely

on the market value of sex and sadism
have been produced in recent years. It is

ridiculous to defend such tripe on grounds
of freedom of expression. But prosecution
and action in the courts would seem to be
the logical answer instead of wholesale,
prior censorship based on the fiat of ad-
ministrative officials.”

WARNING TO LAWMAKERS
A number of the newspapers warned

against a rush toward setting up censor-
ship boards, as a result of the decision,
but in a few instances there was a call to
establish such procedures. In Boston, The
Herald warned that the decision “is not a
valid signal for any orgy of censorship,
official or otherwise, in Massachusetts, or
elsewhere in the nation.” But in Columbus,
where the Citizen-Journal, a Scripps-
Howard newspaper, characterized the de-
cision as striking “directly at a fundamen-
tal right guaranteed by the Constitution,”
the Columbus Dispatch lauded the deci-
sion, attacked the film industry, and
called on the Ohio legislature to reinstate
the state’s censorship machinery, out-

MPPA Studying Means

Of Challenging Decision

Hollywood — The Motion Picture

Ass’n of America is preparing to chal-

lenge the Supreme Court decision on
motion picture censorship, Eric John-
ston, president, declared here this week.
At the same time he lauded the in-

dustry’s self-regulatory machinery and
said the Production Code would not be
changed as far as he could see.

The association hasn’t decided what
action to take in an effort to bring

the freedom of the screen question be-

fore the Supreme Court again, but
Johnston said discussions are im-
minent with the organization’s lawyers
and that “undoubtedly some form of

action will be taken.” He hinted at a
test suit, but would not confirm it.

Johnston said he has no quarrel with
the laws that prohibit lewd or ob-
scene films from being shown, but
such actions must come under due pro-
cess of the law.

lawed by the courts several years ago.
Following are opinions expressed by

some of the nation’s top dailies:

Boston Herald
... It is not a valid signal for any orgy

of censorship, official or otherwise, in

Massachusetts, or elsewhere in the nation.

“It is especially important for officials

here in Massachusetts to remember that
there is now no state law authorizing
the prior censorship of motion pictures.

Moreover, there is grave doubt of the right

of the Legislature to enact such a law. For
Article 77 of the Amendment to the Mass-
achusetts Constitution declares unequivo-
cally ‘The right of free speech shall not be
abridged.’ The Supreme Court has ruled in

effect, that prior censorship of movies is

not necessarily inconsistent with the free

speech guarantees of the United States
Constitution. But the High Court has in

no sense disturbed any fundamental pro-
tections contained in state constitutions.

This decision was, as the dissenters said, a
‘full retreat’ from ‘one of the bases of the
First Amendment’—the barrier against
prior restraints of speech. But it is not a

valid signal for any orgy of censorship,

official or otherwise, in Massachusetts, or

elsewhere in the nation.

Chicago Sun-Times
The Supreme Court did not validate or

authorize silly or arbitrary censorship. The
majority in fact pointed out that they
were expressing no opinion about a con-
crete case involving a specific standard.
If Chicago, unlike most of the cities of

the United States, insists on perpetuating
the censorship idea, it should put it on a

more intelligent and adult level than it

has in the past. This, it seems, is being
contemplated. If we must have censors, at

least they should be citizens who under-
stand and appreciate valid arguments
against censorship.

Columbus Citizen-Journal

The Supreme Court’s narrowly-split de-
cision strikes directly at a fundamental
right guaranteed by the Constitution. It

limits the traditional guaranties of the
First Amendment, key provision of the
Bill of Rights: “Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of re-

ligion or prohibiting the free exercise

thereof; or abridging the freedom of

speech or of the press; or the right of

people peaceably to assemble and to pe-
tition the government for a redress of

grievances.”

The decision, voted 5-4, affirms the

power of states and cities to require movies
to be submitted to a board of censors be-

fore they can be shown. In question was
a Chicago ordinance aimed at immorality,
obscenity and scenes deemed to incite

breaches of the peace.

This has been the announced purpose of

censorship since time immemorial. It was
the alibi when Hitler’s Nazis burned the

books, placed the schools, newspapers,
radio, theatre and all other forms of public

expression under government control.

Columbus Dispatch

There can be little doubt that millions of

Americans have been revolted and alarmed
at the Pandora’s box of vulgarity, filth

and obscenity—principally in foreign films

—which the movie distributors have flung

open following the virtual collapse of cen-

sorship. They have been concerned, too,

over the extent to which the same taint

has been spreading to the Hollywood prod-

uct with the concurrent breakdown of the

studios’ own regulatory machinery.
Perhaps the time will come when some

form of movie censorship no longer will

be needed in the interests of ordinary de-

cency, the protection of juveniles and pub-
lic morals in general. A conviction that

this Utopian plane has nob yet been

reached is implicit in the about-face just

made by the highest court in the land.

A censorship law reasonably enforced

would effectively deal with the blatant and
trashy sex films which are now shown in

Ohio without let or hindrance or the pos-

sibility of successful challenge.

Fort Worth Star-Telegram

With the nation threatened from within

and without by those who seek to over-

throw our government by force, with pur-

veyors of printed and photographed filth

and obscenity taking license with our free-

dom of speech in order to turn a fast buck

at the expense of our national morality,

the court’s reminder of the limitations on
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the liberties guaranteed in the Fifth and
Fourth Amendments is most gratifying.

Kansas City Star

The 5-4 decision by the Supreme Court
that apparently will let local authorities

decide what movies are fit for the public

is an abrupt reversal of recent trends. It

opens the way for return of the stifling

procedure of prior censorship.

In recent years the court had seemed to

be moving toward underwriting the con-
cept that pornography in any form could
be dealt with through existing legal pro-
cedures. Whether on film or printed page,

obscene, slanderous material can be blocked
after it appears by court action. Three
years ago the Supreme Court upheld the

right of a city to obtain an injunction
against distribution of a film. Every state

and most cities have statutes and ordin-

ances forbidding the dissemination of por-
nography. If pornography appears, it then
becomes a matter for the prosecutor and
the courts.

Prior censorship is something else en-
tirely. It is a broad and dangerous power to

prejudge, in private, what is permissible for

you to see. In practice it usually goes be-
yond what is obviously obscene. The cen-
sor, like any individual, is the product of

his experience, environment, upbringing
and prejudices. Religious background, pet
peeves and personality help frame the
decision of a censor.

Raleigh News and Observer
Everybody, of course, realizes that there

is a line beyond which entertainment may
become pure pornography. And pornog-
raphy can be not only an evil but a crime.

Still the Supreme Court went to a dan-
gerous extreme in its decision that the
city of Chicago can require approval by

city censors before a motion picture can

be shown publicly.

Government in Chicago now may be in

the hands of those who are perfectly moti-

vated only in terms of truth, goodness and
beauty. It may not always be so. Indeed,

in the history of the world there has never

been a time of universal agreement as to

what is good or bad, virtuous or vicious in

the field of the arts.

Censorship is questionable under any cir-

cumstances. In this case, however, more
than censorship is involved. The court,

in effect, has decided that in Chicago

—

and presumably in America—a political

government may set up a system under

which the producers of entertainment are

not merely subject to restrictions when
found guilty, but must prove themselves in-

nocent in advance. Even more than that,

they must prove that their product does

not offend any of the prejudices of the

censoring appointees of a political body.

Washington Post

It is hard to foresee the extent of the

baleful consequences which may flow from

the Supreme Court’s sudden and inex-

plicable enthronement of censorship in a

5-4 decision on Monday. The majority,

speaking through Mr. Justice Clark, says

in the Times Film Corp. case that “we are

dealing with motion pictures.” But if the

majority is right in its astigmatic view of

the First Amendment, what it says can

be applied with equal logic to every other

form of expression—the theatre, television,

books, pamphlets, magazines, newspapers.

Today, no more than four states and a

handful of cities permit censors to decide

what their citizens may see in motion pic-

ture theatres. But who can foretell how
far repression in the name of morality will

be extended now that the Court has li-

censed it?

LETTERS
(Letters must be signed. Names withheld on request)

Cheers for an Editorial

I felt like standing up and cheering when
I read your fine editorial, “It’s Everybody’s
Fight.”

And it is, too, and not just in our in-

dustry. I hope that the other media will

wake up in time to join with us in this

effort. Some of them may smugly think
that only motion pictures are affected.

What a rude awakening awaits them!
I am glad to say that we have already

had many gratifying expressions of sup-
port from leaders in the other media.

All the best wishes.

ERIC JOHNSTON
President,

Motion Picture Association

of America, Inc.,

Washington, D. C.

Hit 'Squarely on the Head'
Your editorials have been extremely good

lately, but the editorial, “It’s Everybody’s

Fight” hits the nail squarely on the head!

I want to compliment you on the practical

thoughts expressed in this particular edi-

torial . . . and I hope that all exhibitors

everywhere will give it their best atten-

tion!

I think it is about time that TOA, and
Allied, and other similar groups ask that

all exhibitors refuse to play any picture

that does not have a code seal. I also think

it is about time for the Advertising Code
Administration to help us clean “sick ad-

vertising,” and to ask exhibitors to never

use ads that have not been approved by

them!
If the exhibitors would dedicate them-

selves to such things ... we would not be

in half the trouble we are in!

M. B. SMITH
Vice-President,

Commonwealth Theatres,

Kansas City, Missouri.

A Thank You From Miss Garson
Many thanks for your letter and for

the Blue Ribbon Award plaque, which I was

delighted to receive.

We have been away from Los Angeles

quite a bit lately, otherwise it would have

been a great pleasure to visit your office

and receive the plaque from you person-

ally. I have so many happy memories of

friendly correspondence with you and your

associates and now, as you noted, there

are eight of the coveted Blue Ribbon

Awards in my collection of treasures.

Every good wish to you all at Boxoffice

and, again, many thanks.

GREER GARSON
Hollywood, Calif.

Rogers Retained to Defend
Actors and Writers Suit
WASHINGTON—William P. Rogers, for-

mer United States Attorney General, has

been retained by the major distributors to

defend the suit brought by 12 writers and

actors against the companies on charges

of denying them employment because of

alleged left wing activities. The suit was
brought under the antitrust laws.

The Place to Start Policing Entertainment Is in the Home'
— Dallas Morning News

Hopes of the motion picture industry for a uniform national code of pro-

priety went aglimmering with the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision upholding the

right of municipalities to impose their own censorship. The majority decision

took pains, however, to say that the procedures must be “reasonable.” Previous

decisions have invalidated extreme moral and sectarian viewpoints as infringe-

ments of the right of free speech.
The movie-makers do not wish to make censorable entertainment. Con-

fusing and financially damaging is the picture that is acceptable in Cleveland

but not in Chicago, unexceptionable in Ohio but sinful in Pennsylvania.

But this is pretty much the way things work now for the harassed producers

plus the fact that today’s theatre, to draw audiences, must reflect that adult

ideology that prevails in stage as well as screen creativity from the Pacific

Ocean to the Don River. This fractures the 25-year-old Hollywood code, by
every release these days.

The Supreme Court ruling, unwontedly based on a concession to state and
city police functions, may give the local censor a chance to beat his breast and
throw his bias around. Let him be warned that the local code must be “reason-

able” in order to stand up.

Let it be remembered, also, that no propriety code has been written that

didn’t apply to Shakespeare and the Bible as well as to the latest Brigitte Bardot
picture.

Parents must remember that a system, widely and consistently applied by
the theatres of Dallas, usually has worked for the best results.

Children generally know more than their elders think they do. If, however,
responsible guardians fear for the innocence of offspring, the suitability of every
picture for adult, for family and young people and for total family consumption
is well-publicized in advance.

The place to start policing entertainment is in the home with nobody to

gainsay the autocrat of the breakfast table.
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Show-A-Rama Will Hear

Promotion Campaigns
KANSAS CITY—Advertising and pub-

licity men from circuits over a seven-state

area will present
campaigns for mer-
chandising of top

spring motion picture

releases at Show-A-
Rama IV which
United Theatre Own-
ers of the Heart of

America will sponsor
March 7-9 at the

Phillips Hotel here.

The three-day con-
ference will serve as

a workshop for ad-

vertising, promotion,

concessions and other business-building

facets of exhibition. The meetings are

open to exhibitors throughout the country.

“Woody” Barritt, president of the UTO,
said this week, “We’ve got the best pro-

gram we’ve ever presented to exhibitors.

One of the highlights of the show will be

a special “How I Would Sell . .
.” section

devoted to the details of exploiting nine

motion pictures which will be released be-

tween the date of the show and Easter.”

FILMS TO BE EXPLOITED
The “How I Would Sell . .

.” section of

the show will be handled by M. B. Smith,
Commonwealth Theatres. The pictures

which will be exploited in detail are, “The
Absent-Minded Professor” (BV), “All

Hands on Deck” (20th-Fox), “Cry for

Happy” (Col), “All in a Night’s Work”
(Para), “Rachel Cade” <WB>, “Cimarron”
(MGM ) ,

“The Tomboy and the Champ”
(U-I), and “The Alamo” (UA). A special

presentation will also be made on the new
Motion Picture Investors Rerelease package
from Allied Artists, “Friendly Persuasion”
and “Wichita.”

Barritt also said that Miss Margaret
Twyman of the Motion Picture Ass’n of

America, will make a special address at
the convention on censorship. He also

said Philip Harling, of Stanley Warner
Theatres, will report on the campaign
against pay TV.

REGISTRATIONS AHEAD
Norris Creswell, executive secretary for

UTO, announced that registrations for
the show are running ahead of a year ago.
“It now looks,” he said, “like we’ll have
the best show ever—quality-wise and at-
tendance-wise!” The registration fee for
the show is $15 for men and $10 for the
ladies, and this includes a breakfast and
two luncheons and two cocktail parties.
The theme of the show this year will have
a “South Sea background,” and one of
the cocktail parties will be held in the
“Tropics” in the Phillips Hotel!
A special “business gets” session espe-

cially for small towns will be held on the
afternoon of the first day. Paul Rickets,
Ness City, Kas., will speak on “Small Town
Promotions”; Gordon Bennett, Hastings,
Mich., will discuss “Radio Advertising!”
and Larry Grabum, of the Walt Disney
Studios, will speak on “The Advertising
Approach.”

Mrs. Twyman Clarifies

Code Misconception
BUFFALO, N. Y.—Many persons are of

the opinion that a picture receiving a

Production Code Seal automatically is ac-

ceptable for the family audience, but that
is a misconception, Margaret G. Twyman,
director of community relations for the

Motion Picture Ass’n, told a meeting of

the Buffalo Federation of Women’s Clubs
here January 26.

That never was the intent of the Code
nor would it be a reasonable intent of the

Code, Mrs. Twyman said. She said the

Code had been created to assure breadth
and diversity, not blind conformity, in

the motion picture art.

“The Code is not a document that says

‘you can’t film that.’ What it does say is

‘you can film that if you abide by respon-
sible standards of morality and decency,’

”

she said.

In striking at the evils of censorship.

Mrs. Twyman said:

“Prior censorship inevitably entails evils

which are intolerable to a free society. In
fact, those who encourage censorship
simply do not understand the very basic

underpinnings of our freedom in these
United States. Such people overlook the
lessons of history which teach us that no
dictatorship has ever thrived which did

not first enforce censorship and control

over existing mass media.

“Censorship basically is the effort by a

few to influence and control the multi-
tude. We must be vigilant, constantly and
energetically, to be sure our freedoms are

not taken from us.”

Kurtzman Is Appointed

Loew's General Mgr.
NEW YORK—A realignment of the ex-

ecutive staff of Loew’s Theatres has been
completed by Lau-
rence A. Tisch, chair-

man of the board.
The executive per-

sonnel is headed by
John J. Murphy, ex-

e c u t i v e vice-presi-

dent, who is responsi-

ble for film buying
and booking for the

entire circuit.

Charles E. Kurt-
man, formerly north-

Charles Kurtzman eastern division man-
ager and more re-

cently in charge of Loew’s out-of-town
theatres, has been named general manager
of all theatre operations. Kurtzman, a

veteran of 20 years with the circuit, began
his career as a newspaper reporter, later

holding administrative posts with Para-
mount-Publix circuit and Fox West Coast
Theatres.

James Bruno, formerly a division man-
ager and managing director of Loew’s
State and Capitol on Broadway, has been
named director of the Loew’s houses in

the metropolitan New York area.

William Elder, northeastern division

manager operating out of Boston, will be-

come eastern division manager. Frank
Murphy, central division manager, will

supervise the western division. Both will

operate from the New York home office.

Surgery for Nate Golden
WASHINGTON—Nathan D. Golden, di-

rector of the motion picture division of the

U. S. Department of Commerce, was dis-

charged from the hospital this week after

surgery on his elbow to correct damage
from a World War I wound. He is to re-

turn to the Washington Center Hospital
for further surgery and will remain there

for about three weeks.

BIG AD CAMPAIGN—A massive campaign, which will introduce “David and
Goliath,” Beaver-Champion Attractions’ initial release, is planned by James
A. Mulvey, president of the newly formed organization, and Meyer M. Hutner,
vice-president. Hutner explains artists’ Ernest Chiriska’s conception of a 24-sheet

which will be offered gratis to exhibitors.

Woody Barritt
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It won’t be long before the

opens Full Blast!
Drive-In exhibitors will want to fully prepare for

an outstanding season of capacity attendance.

They’ll need SPECIAL TRAILERS to Welcome

Patrons . . .to explain their Policies ... to promote

Safety . . . and otherwise aid in their efficient

operation.

They’ll want many of the sensational INTERMIS-

SION TRAILERS... ADD-A-CLIP and other

FULL COLOR trailers, designed to get maximum

PROFITS from Snack Bars!

They’ll want the new STAR SPANGLED
BANNER TRAILER—now available in full color

—with the new Fifty-Star Flag waving in the

breeze.

And they’ll want to give careful thought to added

placement of colorful DISPLAYS on their Coming

Attractions ... to get the most out of their adver-

tising and the most out of their patrons

!

REMINDER:

NSS Salesmen are always

available to assist

exhibitors everywhere!

That your National Screen Service SALESMAN

is ready, willing and able to visit you at your

request and help you plan your requirements

. . . backed by his intimate knowledge of

DRIVE-IN Theatre needs . . . and the more than

FORTY YEARS of experience of . . .

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE



l^cfront
— By IVAN SPEAR

Total of 18 Features for February Start;

Five Less Than in January Lineup
Having started the year out with a bang,

it came as something of a disappointment
to find the number of feature films lined

up to start in February totaling less than
half than were announced in January.
While the overall total of films getting

under way or started, but not earlier an-
nounced. is a handsome enough 18, as

compared to the 23 of the previous month,
there were only nine entirely new faces on
the lists this month as opposed to the 18

in January.
One of the reasons voiced by major

studios for the smaller figure for February
was that they had worked right up to the
stockpile of completed scripts they had be-
fore the writers’ strike of last year. With
no more left, they could hardly be in a

position to announce starting plans on new
films. In one instance, however, the future
looked unusually bright in this respect.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer let it be known that
they will go into the month with a handful
of ten completed scripts that will be as-

signed for imminent production plans. And,
considering the fact that other studios

have already announced several important
starters for March—-among them three at

Columbia, “The Underwater City, “Law-
rence of Arabia” and “Sail a Crooked
Ship,” as well as “Too Late Blues” at

Paramount—it looks like this lull is merely
temporary.

Aside from the nine newcomers to the
list, there are four repeats from other com-
pilations and five that slipped by and
started without notification or announce-
ment earlier. United Artists claimed the
highest figure, with five films and all of

them new ones, while the follower was
20th-Fox with three, two of them already
in the works. Allied Artists and Columbia
have two, while Paramount and MGM
showed up with one each. The remaining
four are independents.
By studios, following are the films on

the list for February:

ALLIED ARTISTS
“Confessions of an Opium Eater.” Hav-

ing settled some early protests from the
Los Angeles Committee Against Defama-
tion of the Chinese Race, producer Albert
Zugsmith expects to get underway this

month on this filmization of the DeQuincy
classic. Eugene Lourie is associate producer
and Zugsmith also directs, with Linda Ho
and Janice Tani heading the cast. The
story concerns the use of opium during
early days in China.

“Reckless, Pride of the Marines.” Having
been announced earlier, producer Lester
Sansom hopes to get started on this story
of a famous Marine horse this month. No
cast has been set, although he has secured
the title figure. Francis D. Lyon directs.

COLUMBIA
“Notorious Landlady.” Announced last

month, producer Fred Kohlmar and direc-

tor Richard Quine expect February to be
the production start month for this story

of a strange boarding house and its in-

triguing customers. To be filmed under
their Kohlmar-Quine Productions banner,
it stars Jack Lemmon.

“Valley of the Dragons.” This Jules

Verne story, originally titled “Career of a
Comet,” slipped under the wire in the last

days of January. A science-fiction yarn, it

concerns people of today put back to other
times. A ZRB Production produced by
Byron Roberts for executive producer Al-

fred Zimbalist, it is being directed by Ed-
ward Bernds who also scripted. Cesare
Danova, Sean McClory, Joan Staley and
Daniele de Metz star.

INDEPENDENT
“Jesse.” While nothing is known about

the story of this independent production,
it is expected to get underway this month.
C. Hittleman produces and Erie Kenton
directs.

“Rider of a Dead Horse.” The first pro-
duction of the new Phoenix Film Studios
in Phoenix, Ariz., this outdoor drama also

started at the tail end of the month. Jules

Schwartz is executive producer, with Ken-
neth Altose producing and Herbert Strock
directing. John Vivyan, Lisa Lu, Bruce
Gordon and Kevin Hagen star.

“The Sleeping Partner.” Twinfilms-
Richers Productions has this independent
shooting in Cinemascope in Argentina.
Jean Pierre Aumont and Alix Talton co-
star for producers Federico Aicardi and
Herbert Richers and director George M.
Cahan.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
“Lady L.” Written by French Consul-

General to Los Angeles, Romain Gary, this

story of a modern day Don Juan is a
carryover from earlier slates. It stars Tony
Curtis and Gina Lollobrigida for producer
Julian Blaustein and director George
Cukor.

PARAMOUNT
“Deadlock.” A Korean war story, which

carries a promise made in the midst of
war on into its fulfillment during peace-
time and ends up in a series of moral,
social dramatic events, will start this

month for producers Edmond O’Brien and
Stanley Frazen. O’Brien also directs, but
no cast has been set.

PATHE-AMERICA
“The Deadly Companions.” Now filming

in Panavision and Pathe Color, this is the
first of the big Pathe-America slate to be
made with the cooperation of TOA. Film-
ing started last month in Tucson, Arizona,
where it is being shot in its entirety under

the Carousel Productions banner. Charles
B. FitzSimons produces and Sam Peckin-
pah directs, with Maureen O’Hara, Brian
Keith, Steve Cochran and Chill Wills head-
ing the cast. The story concerns a trek
through the desert in which hatred turns
to love.

20th CENTURY-FOX
“Battle of Bloody Beach.” In the works

last month, this API entry for 20th-Fox
release stars Audie Murphy, Dolores Mich-
aels and Gary Crosby. It concerns guerilla

fighting in the Philippines during World
War II, telling the story of two Americans
who risk their lives to get supplies through
to the Guerillas. Shooting in Cinemascope,
it is being produced by Richard Maibaum
and directed by Herbert Coleman.

“Marines, Let’s Go.” Another carryover
from an earlier slate, this film, obviously
an action Marine drama, is being made
by producer-director Raoul Walsh. It stars

Tom Tryon, David Hedison and Barbara
Stuart.

“The Silent Call.” Aimed for family
audiences, this is another API picture, the
true story of a boy and his dog who are

reunited after the dog is left behind when
the boy’s family moved from Reno to Los
Angeles. Now filming, it is being shot in

Cinemascope by producer Leonard A.

Schwartz and director John Bushelman.
Gail Russell, David McLean and Roger
Mobley star.

UNITED ARTISTS
“The Colonel of Bunker Hill.” Harvard

Film Corp. will make this picture, with
Robert E. Kent producing and Edward L.

Cahn directing. The story concerns police

pursuing a criminal who throws a brief-

case with much stolen money into a vacant
lot atop Bunker Hill. A newsboy and his

elderly friend, the Colonel, find it and are

threatened by the criminal if the money is

returned. To save the boy, the Colonel
falsely confesses the theft, but police ar-

rive and save the day. No stars are set.

“Decoy.” Gene Corman makes this pic-

ture for UA release under the Gene Cor-
man-Harvard Film Productions banner. It

concerns industrial espionage with a com-
mon thief trapped into a bigger deal. Cor-
man produces, with William N. Witney di-

recting. The cast is headed by Jack Hogan,
June Kenney, John Baer and Gregg Pal-

mer.
“Judgment at Nuremberg.” To be filmed

in Europe by Stanley Kramer under his

own banner, this is the dramatic story of

the World War II Nuremberg war trials.

Kramer produces and directs, with Spen-
cer Tracy, Burt Lancaster, Richard Wid-
mark, Marlene Dietrich and Maximilian
Schell starring.

“Once a Thief.” An intellectual and
methodical American criminal in Europe
steals Spanish old masters. They are stolen

from him and he can only get them back
by making a more daring theft. To shoot

in Madrid under the Hartford Productions

banner, it stars Rex Harrison and Rita

Hayworth for producer James Hill and di-

rector George Marshall.

“War Hunt.” Terry and Denis Sanders
make this story under their T-D Enter-

prises banner, with the former producing

and the latter directing. The story, written

by Stanford Whitmore, concerns an
American GI with a lust for killing which
proves his undoing. George Hamilton stars.
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4th Annual Meeting
Hotel Continental • Kansas City, Mo

SAVE TIME -REGISTER NOW!
COUNT ME IN FOR SHOW-A-RAMA IV

Hotel Continental • Kansas City, Missouri • March 7-8-9, 1961

Registration Fee
Men $15—Ladies $10

EIhiX

For additional information

and details, write —
Norris Cresswell,

executive secretary

NAME: __

ADDRESS:

Register: MYSELF 0 CHECK ENCLOSED

i MAIL TO-
MYSELF & WIFE BILL ME

ItlHH IV/.
UNITED THEATRE OWNERS - 1802 WYANDOTTE - KANSAS CITY 8, MISSOURI



BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

mmmmm mm , ", mmmmmm

^nme and Punishment, U.S.A. (AA) 100 145 100 110 75 75 100 115 105 125 105

Dreams (Janus) 125 175 100 175 110 137

Exodus (UA) 200 300 250 500 400 250 250 307

Facts of Life, The (UA) 125 250 115 215 120 200 125 200 200 200 150 200 300 105 165 175 178

Fever in the Blood, A (WB) 115 85 80 125 90 99

Flaming Star (20th-Fox) 150 120 100 140 110 125 170 75 300 150 145 130 150 120 142

Goliath and the Dragon (AIP) 130 100 120 80 185 150 150 131

Hell Is a City (Col) 100 100 80 100 200 116

Marriage-Go-Round, The (20th-Fox) 150 110 160 85 90 160 100 130 105 150 100 120 200 135 110 110 126

Plunderers, The (AA) 150 95 55 100 90 100 90 125 90 80 98

Poacher's Daughter, The (Showcorp) 120 155 115 100 125 90 118

September Storm (20th-Fox) 75 230 80 95 220 100 130 100 125 128

Sex Kittens Go to College (AA) 100 100 100 80 80 80 125 75 93 |

Song Without End (Col) 135 275 215 140 80 100 130 90 175 195 90 125 125 95 210 85 125 300 149

Sons and Lovers (20th-Fox) 140 85 185 100 400 150 180 80 165 250 100 350 130 200 125 300 184

Spartacus (U-I) 175 200 255 185 150 300 175 350 400 243

Squad Car (20th-Fox) 80 100 100 100 100 90 100 100 96

Stranglers of Bombay (Col) 75 100 90 100 100 100 100 100 96

Subterraneans, The (MGM) 140 150 115 80 75 90 125 100 75 145 85 125 225 80 115

Sundowners, The (WB) 150 180 120 185 165 125 250 100 180 150 130 120 160 130 175 175 100 153 i
Sunrise at Campobello (WB) 125 150 105 250 80 70 175 110 100 100 225 80 125 90 115 150 90 110 100 124 i
Surprise Package (Col) 95 90 95 190 135 80 100 100 125 140 100 100 100 200 100 140 100 175 110 150 121 U
Swiss Family Robinson (BV) 160 250 550 425 110 300 300 400 250 185 175 175 400 283 1:

Sword and the Dragon, The (Valiant) 140 190 140 110 130 140 130 275 125 140 140 151 |

Tarzan the Magnificent (Para) 95 90 100 100 100 100 100 120 100 100 100 101

Ten Who Dared (BV) 85 185 160 100 100 120 120 100 100 100 110 130 118

13 Ghosts (Col) 140 135 200 100 130 115 215 150 120 125 225 90 145

39 Steps, The (20th-Fcx) 150 120 175 80 140 100 140 140 100 127

3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (Col) 130 150 185 100 55 110 110 225 125 90 100 125 150 150 130 129

Thunder in Carolina (Howco) 90 75 125 200 50 145 120 120 116

Time Machine, The (MGM) 100 130 95 105 140 200 110 145 120 100 150 195 350 149

Trapped in Tangiers (20th-Fox) 145 90 75 100 80 98 i
Twelve Hours to Kill (20th-Fox) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 80 98

12 to the Moon (Col) 100 100 100 165 100 90 100 100 107

Under Ten Flags (Para) 120 85 105 200 95 70 100 100 115 105 105 100 100 90 110 100 150 109

Virgin Island (F-A-W) 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 99

Wackiest Ship in the Army, The (Col) 125 200 190 160 400 300 80 200 200 175 203

Where the Boys Are (MGM) 160 185 180 200 175 225 140 140 145 180 173

Where the Hot Wind Blows (MGM) 140 150 120 90 90 75 110 110 110 100 110 100 100 90 125 125 75 107

Wizard of Baghdad. The (20th-Fox) 100 160 60 80 100 110 100 110 100 102

World of Suzie Wong, The (Para) 200 250 230 400 145 300 190 300 252

Young Jesse James (20th-Fox) 100 100 80

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runs, not an averaje.

Pictures with less than five runs
do not appear in the chart above.

1. Cimarron (MGM)

Kansas City 500

2. Swiss Family Robinson (BV)

Kansas City 425
Seattle 400

3. Spartacus (U-I)

Denver 300

80

4. Exodus (UA)

Portland

100 85 91

.250

5. Where the Boys Are (MGM)

Memphis 225

6. Wackiest Ship in the Army, The (Col)

Buffalo 200



'Wackiest' Scores 175

In Milwaukee Debut
MILWAUKEE—With five out of the

eight theatres listed, running holdovers,

and two more certain to be added, exhibi-

tors claimed they were holding their own
against the usual odds. Neighborhood
houses, such as the Downer, Times and
Tower going first run, have come up with
amazing grosses—which, perhaps, is the

incentive for the Uptown to follow suit.

At press time, “Flaming Star” opened there

with full fanfare and to a packed house.

(Average Is 100)
Downer—A Lesson in Love (Janus) 175
Palace

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), 4th wk. 250
Riverside

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 5th wk., .175
Strand

—

Ben-Hur (MGM), 42nd wk 225
Times

—

Never on Sunday (Lopert), 5th wk 190
Towne—Village of the Damned (MGM) 135
Warner—The Wackiest Ship in the Army (Col) 175
Wisconsin

—

Can-Can (20th-Fox), 2nd wk 150

‘Exodus' a Gleaming 600

In Minneapolis Sellout

MINNEAPOLIS — “Exodus,” which
opened at the Academy theatre, had a
whopping big 600 per cent with the house
sold out for every performance. Other top

grossers for the week were “Swiss Family
Robinson,” in its 6th week at the Gopher,
with a rating of 300 per cent and “Please

Turn Over,” which opened at the World,
with a rating of 200 per cent.

Academy

—

Exodus (UA) 600
Century

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama),
reissue, 6th wk 85

Gopher

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 6th wk...300
Lyric

—

Flaming Star (20th-Fox), 2nd wk 70
Orpheum

—

Sword and the Dragon (Valiant) .... 1 00
St. Louis Park

—

Never on Sunday (Lopert), 5th
wk 140

State

—

The Marriage-Go-Round (20th-Fox),
2nd wk 90

Suburban World

—

Dreams (Janus), 2nd wk 150
Uptown—The Facts of Life (UA), 5th wk 175
Westgate

—

The Big Chief (Cont'l) 100
World—Please Turn Over (Col) 200

'Ship' Is Good 140

In Frigid Omaha
OMAHA—“Swiss Family Robinson” con-

tinued to be the biggest thing on the down-
town film front as it roared through its

fifth week at the State with a 200 per
cent mark. It was held for a sixth week.
Severe cold weather hurt boxoffice re-

ceipts some, managers reported, but the
Orpheum came through with a fat 140 per
cent figure for “The Wackiest Ship in

the Army.”
Dundee

—

The Poacher's Daughter (Showcorp),
2nd wk 95

Omaha—The Marriage-Go-Round (20th-Fox) . . . . 1 00
Orpheum—The Wackiest Ship in the Army

(Col) 140
State

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 5th wk 200

J. Robert Hoff President
Of Government Group
OMAHA—J. Robert Hoff, general man-

ager of the Ballantyne Co., theatre equip-
ment manufacturing firm, was elected

president of the Good Government Ass’n,

a new civic organization formed in Omaha.
Purposes of the association are:

To review the qualifications of all per-

sons who file for city offices.

To recommend and endorse candidates
who seem best qualified.

To raise necessary funds by voluntary
contributions and membership dues to fi-

nance a campaign in support of the en-
dorsed candidates.

Otto Preminger Defends
Hiring of Dalton Trumbo
MINNEAPOLIS— Otto Preminger, pro-

ducer-director of “Exodus,” who was here
for the opening of the film at the Academy
Theatre January 25, defended his hiring

of screen writers reportedly black-listed be-

cause of alleged Communist affiliations. In
commenting on his use of Dalton Trumbo
to write the screenplay for “Exodus,”
Preminger said that he “simply hired a

man to write a screenplay. Dalton Trumbo
was the right man to do it.”

“I felt it would be dishonest not to tell

who wrote the screen play. Trumbo has
been writing under an assumed name the

past 13 years. I think every citizen has
the right, after he has paid his debts to

society, to do his job and follow his pro-
fession,” Preminger declared. “My job is

only to see that no propaganda gets into

my pictures.”

Preminger said that he never publicizes

the cost of his films.

“It doesn’t matter how much they cost,”

he pointed out, “only that they be good.”
While in the Twin Cities, Preminger had

breakfast with 28 members of the Minne-
sota legislature, spoke to the legislature

and visited Governor Elmer Andersen. He
also was presented a Town Topper award
by the Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce
and spoke at the premiere of “Exodus.”

'Tribe
#

to Nick Ray
HOLLYWOOD—Nicholas Ray was des-

ignated as director of “The Tribe That
Lost Its Head,” which Samuel Bronston
will produce. Ray also will collaborate with
Philip Yordan on the screenplay. Isobel

Lennart checked into MGM to screenplay
“Period of Adjustment,” filmization of

Tennessee Williams’ play which will be
produced by Lawrence Weingarten.

“CIMARRON” OPENING—Tri- States

Theatres and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
executives are pictured in front of the
newly decorated Ingersoll Theatre in

Des Moines on the evening of the
“Cimarron” premiere. Left to right are
L. H. Smith, MGM exchange man-
ager, Des Moines; Don Allen, general
manager, Tri-States Theatres; W. A.

Madden, MGM midwest division man-
ager, and Don Knight, advertising
manager, Tri-States Theatres.

North Central Leader

Frank Mantzke Dies
MINNEAPOLIS—Graveside services for

I. Frank Mantzke, 67, former president of

Northwest Theatre Corp. and president of

North Central Allied,

were held January 27

at Valhalla Memorial
Park, North Holly-
wood, Calif. Mantzke
died in Santa Mon-
ica, Calif., where he
had gone to spend
the winter, January
24. He had been in ill

health for some time.

A memorial service

was held at Aldrich
Avenue Presbyterian Church here January
30.

A veteran of the film business, Mantzke
began his career with the old General
Film Co. here in about 1912. The firm
became known as Mutual Film Co. and
later as Film Booking Offices. (The com-
pany was the predecessor of RKO Radio
Pictures.)

In later years Mantzke’s career in film

business took him to Kansas City and
Oklahoma City. Returning to Minneapolis
he was a salesman for Fox Film Corp.
from about 1927 to 1930. After leaving Fox,
he was exchange manager of Universal
Pictures here until about 1941 when he
was transferred to Milwaukee as Universal
manager there.

He returned to Minneapolis in 1944 and
formed Northwest Theatre Service Co., a

buying and booking firm. Ten years later

the company was incorporated and be-

came Northwest Theatre Corp.
Mantzke is survived by his wife Beulah;

his son Robert, Minneapolis; two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Bruce Rosengren, Sun Valley,

Calif., and Mrs. William Soper, Van Nuys,
Calif.; two sisters, Mae Mantzke, Minne-
apolis, and Ella Mantzke, Beverly, Mass.;

a brother, George, Redwood Falls, Minn.,

and three grandchildren.

He was a member of the Variety Club
of the Northwest.

'Exodus' Picket's Complaint
Causes Butch Levy Arrest
MINNEAPOLIS—A professional wrestler

and former University of Minnesota foot-

ball star, Butch Levy, has pleaded innocent

to charges of breach of the peace in an
exchange with pickets in front of the

Academy Theatre, which opened with

“Exodus” recently.

One of the pickets had filed a complaint

with the city attorney accusing Levy of

“tumultous conduct and acts of violence.”

The picket was carrying a sign reading

“Read ‘What Price Israel?’ ” in front of

the theatre.

“What Price Israel?” is a book by Alfred

Lilienthal, a writer who has been critical

of the Israeli government.
There was another picket in front of

the theatre at the time. Both said they

are members of the National Society for

the Preservation of the White Race.

Brad Dexter will portray a movie star

in Allied Artists’ “Nikki,” formerly called

“Twenty Plus Two.”

Frank Mantzke
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MINNEAPOLIS
•pile Star Theatre at Stanley, N. D., was

destroyed by fire January 20. The
house was operated by John Theis . . .

Robert Martin, MGM special exploiteer

working on “Ben-Hur,” was in working on
openings outstate and at the subruns in

Minneapolis . . . The Seneca Theatre at

Seneca. S. D., was reopened . . . Charles
Boasberg. Warner Bros, general sales man-
ager, and Grover Livingston, new western
division sales manager, were in from New
York.

Sid Lax, Columbia salesman, who was
hospitalized with a slipped disc, has been
recuperating at home . . . National Screen
Service offices have been redecorated . . .

The Arlington Theatre at Arlington, S. D.,

operated by Guy Abbott, has been closed

until April . . . Outstate exhibitors on the
Row were Mike Guttman, Aberdeen, S. D.;

Joyce and Bob Alexander, Braham, and
Sid Heath, Wells.

Diane Johnson is the new stenographer
at Warner Bros. . . . Don Walker, WB
field exploiteer, was in from Kansas City
working on “Gold of the Seven Saints,”

which is scheduled for the Lyric, Minne-
apolis, and Riviera, St. Paul, February 10

. . . Lenny Lauer is in from Montreal sub-
stituting for Paul Swater, manager of

the Century, who is recuperating from a

heart ailment. Lauer replaces Max Schall
of Boston, who was transferred to the west
coast.

John Sandstrum, United Press-Fox
Movietone representative in this area, will

speak on “Politics and News” at the meet-
ing of the Variety Club of the Northwest
Monday night (6) in the clubrooms at the
Pick -Nicollet Hotel . . . Morris M. Gold-
man, who is a partner with Ted Mann and
Charles Rubenstein in the operation of the
Skyline Drive-In, Duluth, is a new mem-
ber of the Variety Club.

Chimes of the Minneapolis courthouse
played the theme music from “Exodus”
when the film’s producer, Otto Preminger,
arrived for the picture’s opening at the
Academy Theatre . . . Filmstar Laraine
Day was in for the St. Paul Winter Carni-
val. She assisted with the narrating of

the NBC colorcast of the carnival parade
January 28.

MILWAUKEE
hm s

AMERICAN THEA. SPLY. CO., Sioux Falls, S. D.

DES MOINES THEA. SPLY. CO., Des Moines, la.

MINNEAPOLIS THEA. SPLY. CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

HURLEY SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
96-17 Northern Blvd. Corona 68, N. Y.

WE HAVE MOVED TO
517 NORTH 7TH STREET

MINNEAPOLIS 5

FEderal 2-8518

RED WAGON PRODUCTS

JIMMIE RODGERS PHOTOS
S"xl0”

• Black and White
Glossy Stock f o b

$1250 Per Thousand
(Minimum Order 1,000)

Detroit

Check with

Order!
THEATRICAL ADVERTISING CO.
2310 Cass Detroit 1, Mich.

J^nother neighborhood theatre, the Up-
town, has gone first run and at press

time, had opened with “Flaming Star” and
impressive fanfare. With Henry Kratz
(formerly of the Riverside) supervising the
promotion, “Chuck” Olson, L. F. Gran’s
sparkplug on exploitation, and Lou Or-
love, 20th Century-Fox publicity director,

teaming up on details, the resulting packed
house indicated the successful manner in

which these three lads put it over.

Roger LeGrand, former vice-president

and director of the radio and television

department of Cramer-Krasselt Co., ad-

vertising agency, has been named man-
ager of WITI-TV. Roger has always had
a soft spot in his heart for exhibitors and
it is more than likely that from here on
in, they will get some real cooperation.

A rousing premiere was held January
16 at the neighborhood Tower Theatre.

Harold Janecky, general manager, an-
nounced an unusual tiein with the CARE
organization and the film, “Millionaires.”

An all-expense free trip to South America
was one of the incentives offered patrons

participating in a contest. The CARE peo-

ple were greatly interested in the promo-
tion and the good public reaction to its

efforts.

An all-industry testimonial will take

place February 13 at the White Manor Inn,

1234 East Juneau Ave., at 7 p.m. to honor
a veteran exhibitor and outstanding Va-
riety Club barker. Tickets may be obtained

from Harry Zaidins, 238 West Wisconsin
Ave.

After 30 years as a newspaperman and
public relations worker, Edgar A. Thomp-
son has turned his back on a publicity ca-

reer in the Hollywood entertainment field,

to enter the ministry. Thompson, 51, who
was radio editor of the Milwaukee Journal

before World War II, was ordained in Los

Angeles as a clergyman of the Church of

Religious Science. During a publicity ca-

reer that began in 1946, he handled such

accounts as Meredith Willson, Jack Bailey,

Jack Carson (former Milwaukeean), Hedda
Hopper and others. Thompson is a native

of Oshkosh. His mother, Mrs. Mary Alice

Thompson, 830 East Mason here, attended

his ordination.

Members of the Better Films Council of

Milwaukee county are pointing with pride

to the listing of its president, Mrs. S. V.

Abramson, appearing on the Green Sheet

issued by the Film Estimate Board of Na-

tional Organization, as chairman for the

General Federation of Women’s Clubs. The
local council announced the following rat-

ings: Family: excellent, Swiss Family Rob-

inson; very good, 3 Worlds of Gulliver,

The Wizard of Baghdad and The Sun-

downers. Adults and Young People: fair,

The Nightfighters, Ivan the Terrible and

The Secret of the Purple Reef. Adults:

very good, The Facts of Life; good, The
Marriage-Go-Round, Fast and Sexy; fair.

The Unfaithfuls, The Plunderers, A Breath

of Scandal, Studs Lonigan, College Con-

fidential, The Easiest Profession and

Never on Sunday.

Eddie Gavin, branch manager here for

American International Pictures, returned

from an important regional meeting at the

Executive House in Chicago. The confer-

ence was presided over by Sales Manager

Leon Blender, Hollywood. Some 30 repre-

sentatives from the south and midwest at-

tended. Three pictures set for spring re-

lease were screened: “Black Sunday,”

“Portrait of a Sinner” and “Konga.” In-

cidentally, Eddie is bragging again: “I’m

‘grampaw’ for the fifth time. Son Ned is

handing out the cigars in honor of the

occasion. They named her Vicky Coleen.”

Kings Mountain Citizens

Accept Sunday Pictures
KINGS MOUNTAIN, N. C.—The only

apparent reaction of Kings Mountain citi-

zens to the showing of movies on Sundays,

in violation of the city’s Sunday blue laws,

is that some folk go to the movies.

Eugene McSwain, manager of Joy The-

atre which began Sunday showings two

weeks ago, said the past Sunday attend-

ance figures were good. He continued to

report lack of adverse reaction.

Meredith Willson’s new ballad for WB’s
“The Music Man” will be sung by Shirley

Jones.

BOONTON, N. J.

Large Core

Greater Crater Area
means

MAXIMUM LIGHT

Evenly Distributed

In Minnesota—NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY, Minneapolis—Main 8273

in Nebrasko—THE BALLANTYNE Co., Omaha—Jackson 4444

in Wisconsin—NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY, 1027 N. 8th Street,

Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin.

CHAS. J. BREWSTER, 417 W. Highland Ave., Mil-

waukee. Wisconsin. Phone BR 1-0100.
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starring

NADJA TILLER (that “ROSEMARY" girl)

from the novel by ROBIN MAUGHAM

TONY BRITTON • WILLIAM BENDIX • NATASHA PARRY
by ROBERT SlODMAK A MINTER SIODMAK Production— An AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL Picture

NOW AVAILABLE FOR BOOKING

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF MILWAUKEE
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF NEBRASKA & IOWA
ED GAVIN MEYER L. STERN

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF MINNEAPOLIS
BERNARD McCARTHY

212 West Wisconsin Ave.

MILWAUKEE 3, WIS.

1508 Davenport Street

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
74 Glenwood Avenue North

MINNEAPOLIS 3, MINN.
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£Marence “Slim" Frasier, who has the Joyo

Theatre at Havelock in suburban Lin-
coln. is among a number of smaller theatre
exhibitors who say they have seen an in-

crease in business since the first of the
year with the playing of some of the good
recent pictures. Slim remarked that he
played "North to Alaska” and couldn't fig-

ure where all the customers came from
. . . Twentieth-Fox is bringing “Can-Can”
back to the Omaha Theatre February 24.

Cooper Foundation has announced a spe-

SAVEMONEY Use Filmack's

ON PREVUESj Deluxe

TEASERETTES
Use as Prevues, Advance or Cross Plugs!

Cff MAm 1327 S. Wabash
1 1 LIYi Chicago. III.

712 Rose Ave.

Speaker Rebuilding

Aluminum Voice Coils

Moisture- Proofed 3-4-5" $1.10

ALLACE SPEAKER
RECONING

Des Moines, Iowa

cial preview for press, radio and television

at the Cooper Theatre February 14 to see

the opening of Cinerama. Workmen are
pushing installation of equipment to re-

place the Todd-AO facilities which are
being moved to the suburban Dundee The-
atre, formerly an art house.

Frank Larson jr„ manager of the Omaha
20th Century-Fox exchange, visited his

mother and father at North Platte. The
elder Larson retired the first of the year
after 35 years in the movie industry. For
the past seven years he managed the Fox
Theatre at North Platte. Before that he
was at Sheridan, Wyo.; Missoula, Mont.;
Idaho Falls and Boise, Ida. . . . Marie
Cogswell, former United Artists biller, is

now associated with the Visiting Nurses
Ass’n here.

Dee Hippach, brother of Hazel Dunn,
owner of the Jewel Theatre at Valentine,

visited here with Bill Granville of Quality
Theatre Supply. Dee was returning from
a visit on the west coast and at Salt Lake
City . . . Tidy Miller, veteran exhibitor at

Atkinson, is officially retired from the
postal service after years as postmaster
and is devoting all his time to the Miller

Theatre and other business interests.

Happy Mohler, who formerly had been
custodian of the Colonial Theatre at Ham-
burg, visited his many friends on the Bow
. . . Exhibitors in town included Walt
Austin, Plainview; Frank Hollingsworth,
Beatrice; Phil Lannon, West Point; Sid
Metcalf, Nebraska City; Don Johnson,
Lynch; Frank Good, Red Oak, and S. J.

Backer, Harlan.

DES MOINES
^•he Anita Theatre Corp. held its annual

stockholders meeting last week and
all board members were re-elected. Hold-
ing office for another year are Solon
Karns, Harvey Fletcher, Hugh Bowen, Ben
McLuen and Cleo Burmeister . . . The
Croft Theatre in Bancroft is now offering
a season ticket, which may be used at any
time and as often as wished. The tickets
are $10.

Jean Seberg, Marshalltown’s contribu-
tion to international filmdom, has sent the
State University of Iowa a French girl who
hopes to direct the sort of progressive
movies for which France is renowned. She
is Francoise Guinle, 23, a graduate of the
Sorbonne in Paris, holder of a Fulbright
scholarship, instructor in French language
at the University of Iowa, and the daugh-
ter of a French writer-poet. Miss Guinle
is in Iowa because she wants exposure to

the sort of society that produced the qual-
ities she so admires in Jean Seberg.

Workmen are installing a new $4,000
marquee at the Strand Theatre in Council
Bluffs and Manager Darrell Shelton hopes
it will light up half a block . . . The Ban-
croft Theatre was damaged by fire during
15 below zero weather. Robert Reynolds,
owner, his wife and child, were evacuated
from their apartment over the theatre.

The fire apparently started in the kitchen
of the Crowley restaurant.

GET MORE
FOR YOUR
MONEY!

NOW

!

Get MORE Popped Corn

Per Pound! Top Quality Pays!

WE LL HELP YOU SAVE ALSO on Coca-Cola, Orange Crush,

Grape, Wild Cherry and Root Beer Syrups.

Iowa Distributor for Silver Skillet Brand Canned Meats

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice. Order Now!

DES MOINES THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
1121-23 High Street Des Moines, Iowa Phone CHerry 3-6520

White Japanese Hulless Popcorn Per 100 lbs. $ 9.50

XXX Yellow Popcorn Per 100 lbs. 9.50

"Seazo" Coconut Oil Seasoning Per 50 lb. pail 17.95

Cargill Coconut Oil Seasoning Per 50 lb. pail 16.95

Liquid Popsit Plus Seasoning Per Case 16.75

Popcorn Salt Per Case 3.75

No. 400 Automatic Bottom Boxes, 1
3A oz Per 1000 10.00

No. 300 Automatic Bottom Boxes, 2 oz Per 1000 11.50

Large 25c Popcorn Boxes Per 1000 20.50

1 lb. White Popcorn Sacks Per 1000 3.10

1 lb. Brown Popcorn Sacks Per 1000 1.80

1 Vi lb. Printed Noiseless Sacks Per 1000 5.00

1 lb. Printed Noiseless Sacks Per 1000 4.60
3A lb. Printed Noiseless Sacks Per 1000 4.10

V/2 lb. Printed Sacks Per 1000 3.10

1 lb. Printed Sacks Per 1000 2.75
3A lb. Printed Sacks Per 1000 2.45
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Patrons of the Chester Pike Drive-In, Chester, Pa., are welcomed by this dramatic boxoffice entrance which serves

four lanes of cars. Note how the glass panes in the twin boxoffices follow the wing-lift design of the roof canopy.
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Only Wagner offers frames and glass units in ONE panel regardless of size. Wagner

frames can be installed before the glass. They're stronger and can be serviced easier and at

less cost than panels comprised of many small sections. Exclusive tapered slotting “locks"

Wagner Letters in position, yet they're easier to change, cannot "freeze" as with channel

mounting. Only Wagner plastic letters can be stacked without danger of warping. Non-glare

surface. No spring lock clips to lose tension, cause scratches, necessitate extended mounting

which causes shadows. Only Wagner Letters can be satisfactorily and rapidly changed with a

mechanical hand—changed by one man in one third the time required by two men using ladders.

Wagner Enduronamel Steel Panels can comprise a low-cost, effective display for drive-ins.

That's Why

More Theatres Install

Attention-Compelling

Write for literature on Wag-

ner's BIG line of show-selling

equipment.

ATTRACTION PANELS

than all other makes!
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Demonstration without obligation.

Write for literature.
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165 Ofmpere

ARC LAMP
for and jo mm projection

30° LOWER OPERATING TEMPERATURE

Ventilating system provides 70% more air, a complete
change every five seconds. 100% more air sweeps over

both faces of the cold type reflector which is integrated

with the rear door. Uses any exhaust system adequately

with lamps operating at 90 amperes or higher. Little, if

any, scum forms on the mirror, greatly extending its life.

NO FLEXIBLE TUBING, CLAMPED OR WELDED CONNEC-
TIONS TO LEAK

One-piece conducting tube for each heavy duty, long life,

pure silver water cooled positive carbon contact, is fully

enclosed to forego breakage of connections.

20-INCH 13.6 MM POSITIVE

Projects a double reel more than lamps which cannot
accommodate this length.

INTEGRATED IIGHTRONIC CONTROL AT NO EXTRA COST

Advances carbons by means of separate Bodine geared
head motors, to maintain uniform arc gap length and
accurately position crater at exact focal point of the

reflector. Automatically maintains a screen light of con-

stant intensity and color. Does not require resetting when
changing the range of operation or film width.

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
CITY PARK AVENUE • TOLEDO 1, OHIO
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THE PAST TEN years were

truly the "Fabulous Fifties'' for drive-in

exhibition, the decade bringing the out-

door theatre to full maturity in size,

scope, technical excellence and opera-

tional policy.

As we move into what is expected

to be the "Soaring Sixties," the future of

drive-in theatres looks very bright.

These succeeding years will be a time

of perfecting and refining the qualities

and physical attributes which have

already been achieved.

The evidences that portend such de-

velopment are already apparent. New
drive-ins are being built with increas-

ing thought and attention to the even

greater comfort and convenience of

patrons. Older theatres are being en-

larged and updated to accomplish the

same purpose.

Technical developments have made
it possible for drive-ins to present pic-

tures with true clarity and excellent

sound. With the industry's equipment

engineers ever at work seeking per-

fection, it seems reasonable that even

the level which has already been
reached will be surpassed.

The centrally heated and air-con-

ditioned drive-in theatre, with treated

air piped to each car, has made its ap-

pearance (see page 16 ) and, un-

doubtedly, others will follow.

Physically, drive-in theatres are be-

coming more appealing aesthetically,

with great attention given to interesting

and attractive design of buildings and
screen towers. Color harmony in paint-

ing and decoration is sought. Land-

scaping beautifies the grounds and
greenery in planters brings this outside

touch to the interior of the refreshment

building.

Today, the drive-in theatre is an
established part of the community and
a civic asset, the manager and staff

are entertainment hosts to the family

—

a big achievement since the early days.

May the "Sixties" see their stature in-

crease!
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ON THE COVER
When extensive renovations were required at the Chester Pike

Drive-In Theatre, Chester, Pa., because of construction of a new

highway, a new approach and new boxoffice were necessitated.

Shown are the new four-lane boxoffices with an unusual roofline,

and the heater storage house located beside them.

I. L. THATCHER, Managing Editor

The MODERN THEATRE Section of BOXOFFICE is included in the first issue of each month
Editorial or general business corresponaence should be addressed tc Associated Publications,

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. Wesley Trout, Technical Editor; Eastern Repre-
sentative: Carl Mos, 45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20. N. Y.; Central Representative:
Ewing Hutchison Organization, 35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, III; Western Representative:
Wettstein, Nowell & Johnson, Inc., 672 Lafayette Park Place, Los Angeles 5. Calif.



SELL YOUR REFRESHMENT SERVICE!
Sparkling musical tapes to help you take full advantage of the profit-laden pre-show

and intermission periods! A full hour of hit tunes, punctuated with appetizing sell

on all your food items, plus two 15-minute intermission segments. Pre-tested for

two years and proved to pull customers! New tapes issued monthly! Get yours now!

See your representative for Coca-Cola. Or write: Mgr., Theatre and Concessions, Dept. S-T, P.O. Drawer 1734, Atlanta 1, Ga.

ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF THE YEAR-ROUND MERCHANDISING SUPPORT YOU RECEIVE FROM THE COCA-COLA COMPANY.

COPYRIGHT © I960 THE COCA-COLA COMPANY. "COCA-COLA" ANO "COKE" ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS.



As may be seen in the foreground, the new Super 130 Drive-In, Edgewater

Park, N. J., is equipped with in-car heaters as well as high fidelity speakers.

The all-steel screen is 105x45 feet. The 1,000-car drive-in is owned by

Melvin J. Fox and Claude Schlanger, both well-known exhibitors.

A y2 MILLION-DOLLAR NEW JERSEY DRIVE-IN

TgffPER llS

77/-/Ve -//»__

THEATRE

HOT WINDS BLOW
AND

LOVE ISLAND

M oviegoers of Edgewater Park. N. J., are now enjoying
fine screen fare and the many pleasure extras of the recently

opened Super 130 Drive-In Theatre which was built by Melvin
J. Fox, the Philadelphia theatre operator and promoter, at a
cost of approximately $400,000. Co-owner of the new theatre is

Claude Schlanger who heads Budco Theatres which operates a
string of theatres. The architect was Stephen B. Hazzard.

The 1,000-car drive-in is equipped with electric in-car heat-
ers and opens the year-round at 6:30 pm. with the show start-

ing at 7 p.m. Bridge tolls of 25 cents each are paid for patrons
attending from across the river in Pennsylvania.

The Super 130 has a brilliant white, all steel, 105x45-foot
screen, built by Churchman, and high fidelity RCA speakers.

The booth is equipped with Century projectors, Strong lamps and
Bausch & Lomb lenses, sound by Motiograph. Eprad in-car

heaters and RCA speakers are used.

A 75x70-foot, concrete block building in the center of the
field houses the projection room, cafeteria and all-tile restrooms.

The two-lane cafeteria is operated by Berio with eight em-
ployes. In the attractive room, the concrete blocks are exposed,

but painted, with a light wall above a dark dado. The cafeteria

counters are faced with knotty pine and topped with Formica. A
complete menu is offered, with all the usual items and including

such specials as steak and Hoagie sandwiches.

Concessions equipment includes Manley popcorn machines,
Savon hot foods units, Selmix drink dispensers, Kelvinator ice

cream units, National cash registers, Peerless pizza oven, Victor

food freezer, Savon self-service cooler, E-Z Way coffee dispensers
and Helmco-Lacy butter servers.

This imposing attraction board is interesting in design, and certainly large

enough to get the message across. It is of all steel construction, except for

the readerboard.

6 The MODERN THEATRE SECTION



A fascinating attraction for the young-

sters is this fenced-in playground at one

side of the central concessions and pro-

jection room building. Of particular in-

terest is the unusual slide in the fore-

ground with its canopied platform top.

Beyond are the motorized merry-go-round

and ferris wheel and the other manual

play equipment, such as swings, slides.

An attractive roof line above the wood-faced and

glass-enclosed boxoffice at the Super 130 Drive-In

is an interesting note. The theatre will be land-

scaped with the coming of spring.

Joseph Rue, projectionist at the Super 130, is

proud of the fine equipment installed in the gen-

erously proportioned projection room located in

the concessions building.

The two photos above show the interior and ex-

terior of the concessions and booth building, and

the one at right a closer view of some of the play

equipment. The attractive cafeteria counters,

there are two of them, are faced with knotty pine

and topped with Formica. The building is con-

structed of concrete blocks and these are left

exposed in the interior, but painted. In the play-

ground photo may be seen a closer view of the

interestingly shaped climber, the Miracle Whirl

self-propelled merry-go-round and the mechanical

carousel. The playground is one of the Super 130's

outstanding attractions and helps to get parents

and their children out early when the theatre

opens at 6:30 p.m.
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PLANT A LOLLIPOP TREE—The miraculous lollipop tree at the

71 Drive-In Theatre, Fayetteville, Ark., "blooms" three times

a week, and when it blossoms a highlight of the electric

train ride is a lollipop stop so the kiddies can pluck one

from the tree. "Blooming" nights are not the same each

week and the element of mystery creates interest. Other

features of the train ride are the thrills of passing over two

trestles and through a 40-foot tunnel.

THE EXTRA TOUCH
MEANS SO MUCH
w hether the project is a new drive-in to be built or an old

theatre to be spruced up, there are many things an exhibitor can do
to give his operation that little extra flair which creates an added
attraction for his patrons.

Some of the ideas illustrated on these pages fall into the category
of design and decoration, some have practical as well as aesthetic
values and some are pure showmanship. It’s to be hoped you find an
inspiration here for your drive-in, Mr. Exhibitor, and, remember, it’s

often the little things that count.

LANDSCAPE FOR BEAUTY-The Clanton, (Ala.) Drive-In Theatre has been

widely acclaimed for the beauty of its landscaped grounds, both within

and without the enclosed area. This white farm wagon and bird-

bordered planter, set against a background of luxuriant trees and shrubs,

decorate the grounds which patrons see as they leave the exit road

after a show.

ADD A BOTTLE-WARMING STATION—This
special station at the Newark (N. J.) Drive-In

is conveniently located away from the con-

cessions lines, pleases parents and babies.

WROUGHT IRON IS SMART-Wrought iron

railing and ropes add charm to the cafe-

teria of the Roebuck Drive-In Theatre, Bir-

mingham, Ala.,- also control the lines.

BUILD A RINK— Ice skating on this 120x60-

foot rink in front of the screen tower at the

Sky Drive-In Theatre, Adrian, Mich., attracts

and pleases highschool girls, other patrons.

BUILD A CHARACTER—Creation of a character

symbol such as "Johnny All-Weather," play-

ground supervisor at the All-Weather,

Copiague, N. Y., helps put a drive-in across.

BEACH UMBRELLAS FOR GLAMOUR-White-
fringed umbrellas shade each of six tables

on this 70-foot-!ong dine and dance patio

at the Star Drive-In, Blasdell, N. Y.

ENHANCE WITH STATUARY-A garden and

fountain area at the Ardmore Drive-In near

Pittsburgh is set off by the small statue in

the center of the fountain.

8 The MODERN THEATRE SECTION



BUILD A SMALL ZOO—Madame Duck, Crazy Coon, Briar Rabbit, Petey

Possum and Jocko, the Monk, win friends for Loew's Normandy Twin
Open Air Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla. This is a typical crowd attracted

in late afternoon before showtime.

USE PLANTERS INDOORS—A promenade just inside the entrance

to the cafeteria building at the Ardmore Drive-In, Pittsburgh, is

divided from the service area by these attractive planters of

white stone. Candy-striped posts add interest.

FACELIFTING FOR BOXOFFICE-Pylon lights, a checkerboard wall effect and

a new sign over the entrance arcade spruce up the boxoffice of the Broad-

way, Columbia, Mo. The new entranceway was readied in time for the

recent opening of a huge shopping center adjacent to the theatre.

DESIGN YOUR OWN—This attractive boxoffice of California

redwood and native sandstone was designed by Walter

T. McKenna, president of the Star-Lite Theatre, Inc., for

the theatre of that name at Marietta, Ohio.

LIGHT THEIR WAY IN— Lights inserted in every other

rise of this five-step approach to the concessions build-

ing at the Camp Horne Drive-In in Greater Pittsburgh

provide for safety of patrons.

EYE-TO-EYE VIEW— Because the floor of the boxoffice at the new Tri-State

Drive-In Theatre, Chesapeake, Ohio, was lowered 18 inches below ground

level, the cashier is at eye level with cars to see the number of occupants.

This theatre is owned by Louis Marcks and has a capacity of 800 cars.
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Here's your finest drive-in equipment
for a BIG head start on the new season
® Pat'd

^THREE-WAY
RAMP LIGHT
Shows ramp num-

ber, FULL sign,

road way down
light.

® Pat'd

Better Lighting — Low Maintenance
Drive-ln-Theotre Manufacturing Company assures you lighting that'll serve your instal-

lation best—help you reduce accident hazards—lets you choose exactly what you need.

Drive-In-Theatre Manufacturing Company offers you the most complete selection of mod-
ern ramp and directional lights, flooding and moonlight units. Aisle, concessions, ramp end,

exit and restroom lights available in addition to those shown. Tops in quality, beauty.

Long lasting and economical. All Drive-In-Theatre Manufacturing Company lighting

signs available with glass or plexiglas panels.

^40 INCH DIRECTIONAL

LIGHTS - Single or

Double Face. ALL
STANDARD WORDED
PANELS.

A
20 INCH DIRECTIONAL
LIGHTS - Single Face

Only. ALL STANDARD
WORDED PANELS.

^ TWO-WAY RAMP
LIGHT — Shows ramp
number, road way
down light. Rugged

cast aluminum hous-

ing-attractive blue

hammerloid finish.

^ HI-BALL REVOLVING LIGHT

Amazing attention drawing

power. 80 brilliant flashes a

minute—each different color.

Just plug in.

^ MOONLIGHT UNIT - Soft

glow over field. Safe visibil-

ity without any picture dis-

turbance.

A MUSHROOM
LIGHT — Provides

non-glare illumina-

tion for driveways,

parking areas —
added safety, con-

venience.

A TWO-WAY AISLE

LIGHT WITH DOWN
LIGHT — Cast alum-

inum. Weatherproof.

Compact. Long-last-

ing. Economical.

Speakers and Equipment—As Modern as

DELUXE SPEAKER

(The

original

and

Only)

UNIVERSAL SPEAKER STANDEE SPEAKER

Tomorrow

TWO-CAR
POST SPEAKER

CONCESSION BUILDING

SPEAKER

"World's Lorgest Manu-
facturer of Drive-In The-

atre Equipment"

Drive-In-Theatre Manufacturing Company speakers are unparalleled in acoustic quality

—

most advanced in electronic and mechanical design. Three "In-a-Car" models to choose

from. Plus "Standee" speaker for concession, patio, playground, back ramp and overflow

areas. Plus all metal Concession Building speaker. All designed to give you top-quality

in high and low frequencies in keeping with today's new methods of sound reproduction.

Write or wire today for catalog sheets on items you need.

AMERICA'S FINEST • HIGH QUALITY • PRICED RIGHT

Designed at the request

of drive-in theatremen

for a speaker that will

eliminate malicious
damage ... for use at

back ramps and on

areas where damage is

high . . . Delivers

quality sound on both

sides of speaker.

505 West Ninth Street HArrison 1-8006 or 1-8007
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r i Replacement & Maintenance Items

The new season is just around the corner. Be safe. Be sure. Order your

replacement needs NOW. Fast, dependable service always.

mmmifflfflm 5 S M Wmm

!w

SPEAKER REPLACEMENT
Recondition your speakers NOW

for Spring service. Be safe.

A SPEAKER REPLACEMENT UNITS - Complete

service. A unit for every requirement. Weather-

proofed. Quality craftsmanship.

STRAIGHT AND K0ILED^>
KORDS — Rugged Neoprene in-

sulation for long life. Will fit

all speakers.

TRANSFORMERS FOR JUNCTION
BOXES - VOLUME CONTROLS -
"N E 0-S E A L" UNDERGROUND
BURIAL WIRE.

NEW!
STIPPLE

i

BRIGHT

DRIVE-IN

SCREEN COATING
Cut your painting bills. Make
your screen whiter, brighter.
New Stipple Bright is a

one-coat super white for re-

painting all type screens easier
and faster—the finest top-coat

available. Lower in original

cost—lower in maintenance
cost. Provides greater re-

sistance to heat, cold, pouring
rain. Maximum hide and
coverage. Dries dust-free in

one to two hours. Glare-free.

COMPLETE IN-CAR SPEAKERS— opposite page for styles.

DIRECTIONAL LIGHTING—A complete line of replacement parts.

We offer a complete line of NEW and
REPLACEMENT items. We can't list all

here.

Please write us if you have any drive-in need.

® Pat'd

A PORTHOLE BLOWER
Keeps your expensive

equipment clean, pro-

tected. Your lenses will

be cleaner at all times.

One model for all pro-

jectors.

A SINGLE STACK ATOMIC JET LAMP HOUSE
BLOWER — Keeps lamps cooler—cleaner. Removes
heat and gasses. Assures longer reflector life.

WRITE OR WIRE TODAY FOR CATALOG SHEETS

ON ITEMS IN WHICH YOU ARE INTERESTED.

ULTRA WHITE

SCREEN COATING fi

• Stays white permanently.

• Outwears ordinary flat paints.

• Ends screen painting problems.

|§ • Helps you get picture perfection.

• Weather and dirt resistant.

;| • Glare free. No brush marks.

• Pure alkyd. NOT woter thin.

• Apply with brush, roller or spray.

• Maximum coverage and econ- §§

omy.

~F7ljznuifRc.tuhjsLq OxrrnpjcuxJf
HArrison 1-8006 or 1-8007 Kansas City, Missouri

BUILDS A "WINTER FRONT"-
Charlie Poorman, manager of the

Starlite Drive-In, Quakertown, Pa.,

designed this "winter front" which

facilitates ticket sales to patrons

and keeps the cashier warm. It

hooks into one of the open doors

of the boxoffice for winter use and

patrons drive right up to the win-

dow. A port rises and covers the

opening when not in use. An over-

head heat lamp inside keeps the

cashier's hands warm. Poorman
says construction was very easy

and inexpensive.

McKenzie Heads Technical

Service for Marble Carbon

The Marble Carbon Co. has announced
the appointment of Harold L. McKenzie
to serve as manager of its Lighting-Engi-
neering Division. McKenzie has had more
than 20 years experience in lighting

engineering for theatre circuits and the
United States Motion Picture Service and,

in his new position, will assist theatres in

obtaining maximum efficiency in lighting.

Before the establishment of a technical

organization to serve in the field. Marble
carbons have been extensively tested by
leading theatre circuits and new features

which have been incorporated in the Marble
carbon to provide superior lighting, longer

burning and a flame stability have been
successfully used in hundreds of American
theatres.

The Marble Co. of London, Nashville and
Tokyo has U. S. offices in the Marble
Bldg., Nashville, Tenn.

Dr Pepper Co.’s syrup sales reached an
all-time high in 1960, gaining approxi-
mately 5

y

2 per cent over 1959’s sales which
had set a previous all-time high. Sales in

December also showed an increase, gain-
ing 3 per cent over December 1959. In
reporting year-end figures, Wesby R.
Parker, president, said the company’s can
sales were up 172 per cent and fountain
syrup sales gained nearly 27 per cent.

BOXOFFICE :: February 6, 1961
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MOVING
the

DRIVE'IN ipp#
lli#*

How a Texas Theatre Was Picked Up

And Moved — Screen Tower and All

How does one go about moving a

drive-in theatre—lock, stock and screen

tower?

How can that last-mentioned, massive
structure be transported from its present

location to a new site some three miles

away?

What is the most feasible way to handle
the removal of speaker posts, concessions
building, marquee, etc.?

Jack Groves and Realtor Carroll A. Lewis
of Houston, Tex., have the answers for

they recently successfully moved the 1,200-

car Post Oak Drive-In Theatre in that city.

The 1960 move came about because the
Groves Estate, which owned the land at

2900 Post Oak Road where the theatre had
been located since 1950, sold the site to

developers for apartments, an eventual
motel and other structures.

Lewis, who owns the land about three
miles north of the old theatre site, at 1255
North Post Oak, had had visions of a
drive-in theatre at that location. Subse-
quently, Lewis and Groves got together
and the result is a bigger and better

drive-in theatre at the new location.

The 96x48-foot screen tower was bro-
ken down into three sections and trans-
ported by house movers, who also handled
the moving of other building structures,

speaker posts, etc. At the new site a new
%” marine plywood face was applied on
top of old %” screen facing.

Although care was taken, there was some
damage to the attraction board in moving
that large structure, which cost about
$600 to $700.

Normal precautions were taken against
damage to delicate projection and sound
equipment, etc., which was moved by reg-
ular movers.

At the old site, speaker posts were
chipped out of the concrete, and all new
concrete with bell bottoms was poured at

the new location.

No underground wiring and conduits
were salvaged, as it was found easier and
cheaper to use new materials.

Cost of moving the drive-in theatre in

its entirety, including grading, etc., is

estimated to be at least $152,000.

The actual moving of the theatre
brought about little change, except in

proportions. No architect or landscaper
was employed, for Jack Groves has been
in the business long enough that he knows
his way around and what he wants.

He “just poured the slab and had men
put equipment and buildings where (he)

wanted them.” This slab, however, is two
inches lower behind, which allows for

more efficient drainage.

Except for the additional space, one
could well be in the old Post Oak Drive-In.

That original theatre, built in 1950 by
the memorable Jack Groves sr., cost ap-
proximately $120,000 exclusive of the land.

The big, 96x48-foot screen tower at the top is the

same one shown at the bottom after having been

knocked down into three sections, moved approxi-

mately three miles and put back together again

at its new Houston location. Some alterations were

made—the offices shown in the lower picture are

now located in the enlarged concessions building,

a new mural was painted, and a new screen

surface of marine plywood applied over the old.

Remodeling over a period of the next
seven or eight years brought that figure to

about $217,000. Value of the present land
and equipment, as estimated by Lewis, is

$845,000.

The theatre closed the end of November
1959; and after nearly seven months of

tearing down, moving and rebuilding, the

theatre was opened at the new location in

June 1960. Naturally, grading, ramping,

etc., was carried on at the new spot during

the time of tearing down and rebuilding.

Oscar May, drive-in theatre owner from
Ft. Worth, was the general contractor.

Among the bigger items is a 20-foot

space between each speaker post as against

17 feet previously. There are now 40 feet

between each ramp, as against a former

36 feet.

One of three high fidelity sound circuits

serves the front ten ramps, another the

next nine ramps, and the third circuit is

on hand as a booster when needed. How-
ever, according to Groves, any one of the

circuits can be heard all over at a satis-

factory sound level.

All of the old equipment was used in

the new areas, plus a small amount of new
here and there, and of the same brands

already in use.

No new playground equipment was

Continued on page 14

The plate glass windows and doors and much more of the materials in the concessions building at

the original Post Oak location were moved to the new site and utilized in constructing a much
larger concessions, projection and office building. The new structure, however, is constructed also

of cement block as against the pink face brick used in the first building. Approximately 14 employes
are required in the refreshment service area. The 1,200-car drive-in has room to expand to 1,500.
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DOUBLE YOUR GROSS WITH 12-MONTH

ALLENAlRE CONDITIONING!

Get year-’round audience comfort for

your drive-in theater patrons with

the new AllenAire System — biggest

business builder in drive-in history.

Ready for you now is the biggest business developer in Drive-

In Theater history—AllenAire Conditioning. With this

installation, frigid nights or humid evenings are no longer a

barrier at the box office. On the contrary, it points to your

theater as a place of assured comfort in any kind of weather

—your guarantee of good attendance.

The only centrally heated and cooled system of its kind

—

AllenAire is a newly developed hi-velocity air conditioning

system of an advanced type, expressly designed for Drive-In

theaters.

With the AllenAire system installed, there is a constant

flow of warm or cool air, as the season dictates, in every

automobile. A change of air is made every 60 to 90 seconds.

AllenAire eliminates steaming on the inside of windows

—

eliminates smoke in the immediate atmosphere. Operating

cost is low, with a total fuel charge of approximately $5 per

hour at zero outdoors. AllenAire provides for a high heating

release— 4,000 to 5,000 B.T.U.’s per car per hour.

Fresh filtered air is supplied through a rain and snow-proof

inlet to large stainless steel furnaces, forced by two hi-

pressure blowers through graduated steel ducts installed

underground, and delivered through the side windows of

each car by means of plastic hose assemblies and nozzles,

suspended in such a manner that they are not subject to

auto damage.

Prompt action is recommended to Drive-In theater owners

anxious to enjoy the box office benefits of AllenAire Con-

ditioning for 1961. The cost of the AllenAire System, com-

pletely installed, runs as low as eighty dollars a car.

Following preliminary discussions with interested Drive-In

owners, the company will make a comprehensive survey

before submitting a firm proposal. The installation will be

performed by local, qualified mechanical contractors under

the supervision of the Drive-In Heater Company.
Feel free to write us

without obligation. .

Twice the heat

at half the cost!

DRIVE-IN HEATER COMPANY
2591 West Grand Boulevard

Detroit 8, Michigan TRinity 5-6300

PATENT PENDING ON ALLENAIRE SYSTEMS

BOXOFFICE :: February 6, 1961 13



MOVING THE DRIVE-IN

DRIVE-INS
. . . need more light

. . . need better definition

. . . need bigger film area

DRIVE-INS
NEED 70mm

Pity the poor little 35mm film that has to provide a picture on

an 80 to 150 foot wide screen from a booth 300 to 500 feet and more away!

No matter what anybody says ... it just can’t be done well.

In contrast, 70mm film only has to be blown up XA to V3 as

much . . . the picture is twice as sharp! And the aperture is 3 to 4 times as

large! Result? ...a dazzling sharp projected image on the screen!

Continued from page 12

f

brought in, though the area itself is slight-

ly larger. Previous measurements of the

semifan-shaped plot were 96x100x125 feet.

Current playground at base of screen

tower is 100x150x200 feet.

The one almost entirely new structure

is the concessions building. The last

building was of louvered glass windows and
doors, with base of pink face brick. In the

current building, the glass was used but
cement block was substituted for the

brick.

The former concessions building had
just under 4,000 square feet of floor space.

This building has 5,500 square feet, with

4,200 square feet in the self-service cafe-

teria. The other parts of this new building

are devoted to offices, which were formerly

located in the screen tower.

The present 20-acre spot is located be-

tween Katy and Hempstead Highways,
seven miles from the courthouse in down-
town Houston, and with almost limitless

customer potential due to easy access-

ability through freeways. Manager Charlie

Hillis estimated that there are at least

seven shopping centers within a five-

minute drive.

Hillis was with Jack Grooves for some
time at the old theatre. His wife Peggy, al-

That’s why every truly modern drive-in theatre should be

equipped with Norelco Universal 70/35mm projectors using the single

blade high-efficiency shutter ... the time-tested and proven 70/35 that’s

used in more theatres than all other makes of 70mm projectors combined!

With almost all the great boxoffice attractions being produced in the 70mm
size . . . the sooner you can show these pictures, the sooner you can profit

from them.

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.
MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT DIVISION

TOO East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y. • OX 7-3600

If you are planning to build a new drive-in or re-equip

an existing one, look into 70mm. See your favorite

theatre supply dealer for Norelco equipment — now!

oreIco
UNIVERSAL

70/35mm PROJECTORS

Post Oak manager, Charlie Hillis, looks on while

Carroll Lewis, co-owner of the recently moved

theatre, clowns as he "feeds" the "talking moose,

a Post Oak fixture that went along with the rest

of the theatre trappings. The mounted moose head

is that of one shot by the senior Jack Groves years

ago. It is wired for sound so that announcements

can be made through it; also, music is played, and

sometimes "it" talks to kids just for the fun of it.

GUARANTEED
DRIVE-IN

SPEAKER=NG

• Each Speaker Reconed With ALL NEW
Waterproof Cloth Cone

• All Speakers Rebuilt With Aluminum-based

Voice Coil

• SERVICE AND PARTS GUARANTEED
• Nation-wide Fast Efficient Service

Once you try us, you will always send your
speaker to

NATIONAL SPEAKER RECONING CO.
1511 -17th St. — Denver 2, Colorado

14
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so an oia timer with Jack, is still at one
of the cashiers’ spots in the snack bar.

H. K. Pitts, the operator who opened
the original Post Oak Theatre with the
senior Groves, is still chief operator there.

Another old timer, from way back, is

maintenance man Lawrence Newberry.
Relief operator is Roy McBride.

Erma Olivier is cashier at the boxoffice,

with Sharon George as relief cashier. Jerry
George and Paul Andry are ticket boys,

things, are James Williams, Dennis Nessel

In the concessions building, handling
things, are James Williams, Dennis Nessel-

hauf, Kenneth Bakenhus and Ronnine
Dick.

The 20 acres the Post Oak is located on
is enclosed by 26-gauge galvanized fencing,

and the acreage provides room for expand-
ing from 1,200 to 1,500 car capacity. In
addition there is at present a walk-in
capacity of at least 200.

CREDITS: Changeable copy equipment: Wagner
• Concessions equipment: Manley Ice-O-Bar and

Serv-O-Ramic counters, Carrier Fiakemaster, Cretors

popcorn machine. Baker's Pride pizza ovens,

Schaefer ice cream machines. Wells deep fryers,

Perlick drink dispensers, E-Z Way coffee dispen-

sers, Savory toasters, Frigidaire freezer. Carrier

feezer, Anestberger Grillator, food warmer and

double deep fryer • Lamps: Strong • Lenses:

Bauch & Lomb, Kollmorgen, Super Panatar •

Playground equipment: Miracle • Projectors:

Century • Screen tower: Timber Structures •

Speakers: RCA, Ballantyne • Sound: Altec-Lansing,

and RCA.

NOW! OUTDOOR

SCREEN PAINT THAT

LASTS LONGER

IPfflS

TTOMdK
DRIVE-IN

SCREEN PAINT
l

The Perfect Coating

To Brighten Your Screen

Creates a lenticular effect. Gives your

audience a cleaner, clearer picture from

any angle.

This quality coating eliminates at least

one screen repaint job every two years.

Used by more theatres

than any other paint.

Don't Forget
Spatz FREE Color Styling Service

For Your Whole Theatre

Call your

National Theatre Supply Today.
(Branches everywhere)^

—

Here’s a worry-free heater for drive-ins,

Electromode’s In-Car model. It’s elec-

tric. There are no dangerous flames or

fumes.

It has the exclusive Safety Grid

Heating Element— all wires are well

insulated and set deep inside the finned

aluminum casting. This helps it hold

up under rough treatment, too.

A quiet fan circulates warm air

quickly when the unit is turned on.

There’s no warm-up delay. Helps view-

ing, too. Windshield stays dry and

clean—doesn’t steam up.

The size? About the same as a car

speaker. Styled in scratch-resistant

silver-grey finish.

Here are the front and rear views

of the heater. Handle and long ex-

tension cord supplied with each.

Heater sits on any flat surface,

such as dashboard, floor, etc.

The Safety Grid Heating Element
seals in all wires, guards them from
damage. Can’t overheat, because
of a built-in Safety Switch.

NOW IS THE TIME. Place your ORDER now for delivery in spring.

Electromode Dept. BO-21, Division of Commercial

Controls Corp., Rochester 3, N. Y.

Send complete information on Electromode’s

In-Car Heaters Other heaters for projection rooms, ticket stands, etc.

Name

Address

City Zone State

t

A
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CENTRAL HEATING-COOLING SYSTEM AT DRIVE-IN

Russell B. Allen, designer of the gas-fueled central heating and air-

conditioning system recently installed at the Jolly Roger Drive-In

Theatre near Detroit, checks the flexible hose and heater units at

cars. The heat is piped from two large direct-air heaters through

underground duct work and up through four-inch steel pipes on either

side of the speaker post. Hoses are connected back of the speakers.

By HAVILAND F. REVES

Patrons of the Jolly Roger
Drive-In Theatre in suburban Taylor
township near Detroit are now enjoying
a new kind of wintertime car comfort and
can look forward to an equally pleasant
summertime condition.

This is the result of the first-of-its-kind

installation of a gas-fired central heating
and air-conditioning system which pipes
tempered air into the cars. It went into

test operation Christmas week, and into
service January 10 when the theatre re-

opened.

TWO GAS-FIRED FURNACES

The Jolly Roger installation centers in

two large gas-fired direct-air heaters, of

a special design. These provide a heating
capacity in excess of 6,000,000 BTU, Cir-
culation is provided by two large Class 2

blowers with high static pressure capacity,

with a rating of 30,000 cfm each. All

equipment as well as the installation it-

self, is of special design.

Distribution is through over 22,500 lineal

feet of duct work, with the ducts gradu-
ated from 36 to three inches—providing a
graduated pressure drop duct system. A
separate outlet is provided for each of the
1,200 cars accommodated, through a flexi-

ble hose, connected to a plastic nozzle.

There is a variable temperature control

for each car, delivering tempered air at

a velocity of 600 feet a minute.

Plans for the system were designed by
Russell B. Allen, industrial engineer for

Durant & McAlpine, the mechanical con-
tractor for the installation. Close coopera-
tion in the planning and installation was
given by the various departments of the

Michigan Consolidated Gas Co., which
supplies the fuel.

The major advantages of the new in-

stallation, according to Allen, who was
consulting engineer for the project, are:

1. This system will provide a continual

flow of fresh air into every car, with a

complete air change every one and a half

minutes.

TO KEEP GROUND FROST-FREE

2. In the spring, the drive-in field will

not be frozen as usual, because the warm
air system will keep most of the ground
relatively frost-free. There are almost three

miles of heated ditching, which will not
only be frost-free itself, but even serve

to keep snow off the ground to a certain

extent.

3. Steam on the car windows can be
eliminated, because of the continual fresh

air, providing excellent visibility of the

screen.

4.

The cost of operation for the system

Continued on page 18

A representative of the Michigan Consolidated

Gas Co. which supplies the fuel points out features

of the duct work while Nicholas George, owner

of the Jolly Roger, looks on and Russ Allen checks

the blueprints.
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MOST POWERFUL PROJECTION LAMP BY FAR
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Branches Coast to Coast
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K-HILL SIGNAL CO.
UHRICHSVILLE, OHIO

DRIVE-IN THEATRE CAR COUNTER
Note diols of TWO Veeder-Root counters.

Each drivewoy past "Box-Office"

COUNTED ON SEPARATE COUNTER
Comes complete with cumulative counters,
driveway treadles and ALL parts at $ 99.50
With turn-back to zero counters $114.50
"One Way" Counter (IN ONLY) $164.50

(Single Lane Counter $79.50)

• —k -k it

f/oin with fyamaud.

LIBERTY

FIREWORKS
For Record-Breaking Drive-In Crowds

You are assured Greater Value, Safety,

Brilliance, Color, Flash and Noise.

Spectacular LIBERTY FIREWORKS are the great-

est boxoffice attraction because they are the
world's finest! They pay for themselves in in-

creased attendance.

READ THIS UNSOLIC-
ITED TESTIMONIAL
"We have shopped around

for fireworks to use in our

drive-ins and after com-
parisons have found wt
get the best deal from

LIBERTY. Your displays

are brighter.”

GET FREE CATALOG
NOW!

48 page cataloo, fully II

lustrated shows the gor

geous beauty and mag
nificent splendor of LIB
ERTY FIREWORKS.
Reasonably priced from $35
to $1,000 and up.

NOTICE: NEW HOME ADDRESS

LIBERTY DISPLAY FIREWORKS CO.
Hegeler Lone

Site formerly Hegeler Zinc Plant
P. O. Box 683, Danville, Illinois

Phone HI 2-2559. If no answer coll HI 6-6743

Promotion Idea Makes Every

Patron a Traveling Ad

Hr1 11 fllV DRIVE-IN

PpYI\MIL7 theatre
1

1

LETS GO TONIGHT/
Auto Bumper Signs ... a new low-cost adver-

tising medium for Drive-In Theatres. These color-

ful "Traveling Billboards" ride free on your

patrons auto bumpers . . . put your message on

the road, everywhere.

Screen processed on pressure sensitive stock in a

choice of poster, brilliant Day-Glo colors, or re-

flective ink.

Write for free Promotion Kit featuring Drive-In

Theatre samples, Day-Glo color chart and circular

describing 3 different price series.

ACE-HI DISPLAYS, INC.
43 Michigan St., N. W. Grand Rapids, Mich.

CENTRAL HEATING AT DRIVE-IN

Continued from page 16

is low—the maximum cost will be $5 an
hour on a zero day.

5. In summer the system is to be air-

conditioned to cool the interior of cars.

The continual flow of fresh air will mean
a sensible cooling effect, with air chilling

facilities also available.

Changeover to air conditioning will be

made by the flick of a switch. It requires

air conditioning will be the elimination of

insects, since windows will be closed.

‘‘Heating and cooling are no problem,

says Allen. “I’ve been doing that for 40

years. The big problem is getting distribu-

tion out in the field, at a distance of 900

feet from the source, under all sorts of

weather conditions, and through over four

miles of ducts. But we have proven by
this pilot operation that performance is

well above expectations.”

As a result of the Jolly Roger successful

installation, Allen established the Drive-In

This drawing indicates the setup of the central heating and air-conditioning system at the Jolly

Roger Dr'rve-ln Theatre, near Detroit. To the left of the existing concessions building (heavy black

lines) is the furnace room. At the bottom of the sketch the main and smaller heat ducts are shown.

only the shutting off of the gas supply

to the furnace and turning on the air-

conditioning or refrigerating equipment.

The latter has not yet been installed since

This sketch by engineer Russell Allen shows how

the smaller graduated heat duct going to a

speaker post is tied into the large 36-inch main

heat duct in a graduated pressure drop system.

it will not be needed in Michigan for

several months.

Total cost of the oomplete installation

will be in excess of $75,000.

The Jolly Roger installation had a rough
break-in period, with temperatures drop-

ping to 4° below zero, the lowest in the

area in a year. Despite this drop, the heat

delivery was found to be slightly in excess

of design specifications.

An extra benefit to patrons in summer

Heater Co. in late December which will

manufacture similar gas-fueled systems
for heating and air conditioning of drive-

ins and like operations, including all duct
work and component parts.

Readers Service Bureau Coupon, page 47.

MISCO HAS THE NEW
MISCO MARVEL
IN CAR SPEAKER

Write

or free

Speaker Reconing

Service

Replacement Cone

Units

Volume Controls and

Knobs

Straight, Coiled, and

Theft Proof Cords

• Spade Lugs and

Connectors

• Speaker Transformers

• Tools and Supplies

MINNEAPOLIS SPEAKER CO.

3806 Grand Ave. So.
A A 1 — m am nA IlC Q KA In 1 1 .
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Another Movie House Installs an Arc Spotlight

Stronger arc follow spotlights as a replacement for mazdo spots are being installed by a large

percentage of theatres for more brilliant lighting of stage attractions. Where the projection

booth does not accommodate the arc spots, they are being installed in the front of the balcony,

os in the case of the Town Hall Theatre, Toledo, where a Strong Trouper spotlight is being used.

Turner to New Royal Crown Post

Robert G. Turner assumed duties as

sales promotion manager of Royal Crown
Cola Co. January 16. He had been associ-

ated with the Georgia Ledger-Enquirer
newspapers for nine years, the last six as

general advertising and sales manager.

In announcing the appointment, W. E.

Uzzell, vice-president in charge of sales

for Royal Crown, said: “The post of sales

promotion manager, as such, is new at
Royal Crown, and in filling it, Turner will

carry out functions heretofore handled by
other departments. Among these, are the
development of sales promotion and mer-
chandising plans for use in developing
sales in the field. He will also be responsi-
ble for public relations and promotional
ideas pertaining thereto.”

Popcorn Acreage Below

Ten-Year Average in '60

Popcorn acreage is substantially below
the ten-year average for the second year
in a row, and, because of increased con-
sumption, it is likely that supplies will

be short for the next year.

In its August 1960 Agricultural Crop
Production Report, the United States De-
partment of Agriculture stated:

“POPCORN. Popcorn growers in 17 pro-
ducing states planted 158,100 acres of pop-
corn this year and expect to harvest
149,500 acres or three per cent more than
last year. Acreage planted this year is

about four per cent larger than in 1959

but about 12 per cent below the 10-year
average of 185,500 acres planted. Acreage
losses have been larger than last year due
mostly to floods in main Corn Belt area.

The 1960 planting season got off to a
rather slow start in many areas because of

too much rainfall. Later, after the crop was
up considerable acreage was washed out,

particularly in the main Corn Belt areas.

Some intended acreage was not planted,
and some acreage lost was not re-planted
because of lateness of the season. Consid-
erable acreage is later than usual and
vulnerable to frost damage in some areas.”

Bert E. Strubinger, as president, heads
the newly formed Autopop Manufacturing
Co. of St. Louis. The company has de-
veloped a new type of automatic popcorn
vender called the Autopop.

Gold Medal Into New Plant

Gold Medal Products Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio, is expanding its line of concessions
equipment, accessories and supplies and
consequently requires larger quarters. The
company’s new plant at 1821 Freeman
Ave., will have almost 100,000 square feet

of space.

This will provide enough room for pro-
ducing everything more efficiently, expe-
diting orders, and space for designing and
developing new equipment.

Changes at General Precision

H. G. Place has retired as founder chair-
man of General Precision Equipment Corp.,
although he will continue to serve as a
member of the board of directors and as a
consultant, with his offices in the New
York offices of GPE, which is now located
at 220 East 42nd St.

General Precision corporate headquar-
ters was also expected to be in its new
building at 50 Prospect Ave., Tarrytown,
N. Y., around the first of this month.

Big Loss for Coke in Cuba
Nationalization of Coca-Cola Co.’s prop-

erties in Cuba will cost the company about
$2,400,000, Coca-Cola officials say. This
includes the $300,000 the company had
expected to make this year from its oper-
ations there. Confiscation of its Cuban
assets, including five bottling plants, will

result in a net investment loss, after taxes,
of the remaining $2,100,000.—Wall Street
Journal.

Lower Prices
of

New Lines

Selby Screen Towers
—New Designs

—New Materials

—New Erection Procedures

make the famous Selby quality & integrity

possible at lower prices.

30 lb. wind rating for top quality

25 lb. wind rating for economy
20 lb. wind rating for lowest first cost

Fast Delivery from Stock

See your theatre equipment dealer or—

Write or phone for

further information

1350 GHENT HILLS ROAD-AKRON 13, OHIO

INDUSTRIES, INC.
PHONE-BATH, OHIO MOHAWK 6-7211
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RCA Service

checks projector

soundheads ^

and up to 149

other points on

every service call

Every time your RCA Theatre Service En-

gineer calls, he performs up to 150 checks on

your equipment. He’ll take as many as 36

specific test and meter readings in these eight

major service categories:

V Speakers

V Soundheads

V Amplifiers

V Power Supplies

V Sound Controls

V Motors

V Frequency Response

V Sound Quality Analysis

That’s the nutshell story on RCA’s Planned

Theatre Service Program . . . planned to be

complete in every detail . . . planned to as-

sure perfect performance. You can join the

thousands of exhibitors who are enjoying

this superior service program . . . now!

Technical Products Service Department

RCA SERVICE
COMPANY

A DIVISION OF

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

CAMDEN 8, NEW JERSEY

Three-Level Booth in Remodeled Theatre

This extraordinary, three-level projection room, with the projectors on the lowest level and sound

equipment on the upper tier, was built into the mezzanine of the Arthur Wirtz-James Coston PalaceI

theatre, Chicago, during the recent conversion of the former Cinerama house.

When the Palace Theatre in Chicago was
recently converted from Cinerama, an un-
usual projection room resulted. The booth
was built into the mezzanine of the thea-
tre and occupies three levels, with the
projection equipment on the lowest level

and sound equipment on the top level.

The booth is uncluttered, orderly with
plenty of working room, yet it occupies a
comparatively small amount of space. Top
quality equipment was installed, including
Ashcraft Super Cinex arc lamps and high
reactance rectifiers, and Norelco Universal
70-35mm projectors.

Because of the booth’s location, it is

possible to provide a practically “head-on”
projection angle to the 56-foot, deeply

curved screen which is placed well upstage

for excellent viewing even in the first few

rows of the theatre. Surrounding the
screen is floor-to-ceiling draping that
runs from the balcony line to the traveler

curtain.

Eastman President Honored

William S. Vaughn, president of East-
man Kodak Co., was awarded the gold

medal of achievement by the Poor Richard
Club of Philadelphia on January 17 at

ceremonies in the Pennsylvania city com-
memorating the 255th anniversary of Ben
Franklin’s birth. Vaughn will thus be

honored as the chief executive of a lead-

ing American corporation by one of Amer-
ica’s oldest advertising organizations. He
has been associated with Eastman since

1928.

PHILLIPS

"GOOFY
GOLF''
MADE of FIBERGLASS

19 HOLE, PORTABLE, MINIATURE GOLF COURSE

Typical Goofy-Golf course in operation.

Stronger, Tougher than Concrete. Can Be Installed—Ready to Operate Within a Week!

• A Proved Money-maker in connection

with Drive-Ins.

• Goofy-Golf is the "hottest" sensation in

amusements—coast to coast.

• Truly a Family Affair . . . enjoyment

for young and old alike. Nothing like it

for family and group appeal.

• Goofy-Golf has the greatest eye appeal

and play appeal of any course like it

in the country.

• Goofy-Golf is a complete package-unit.

Everything you need is included . . .

even to the score cards and pencils.

• Portable—so it can be moved easily to

better locations, if necessary.

• Goofy-Golf continues, year after year, to out-perform ALL others, regardless of their cost.

WRITE OR CALL FOR COMPLETE STORY AND PRICES.

PHILLIPS AMUSEMENTS, INC Bloomington, III.

Phone
967-6850
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Some Usual Causes of

Motor Generator Trouble

Sparking at the brushes in motor gener-

ator sets may be due to any one of the

following principal causes:

If you have installed new brushes, it

may be due to the brushes not being fitted

to the surface of the commutator properly.

They must fit perfectly or they will cause
sparking and poor operation.

The commutator may be rough and
need smoothing down with 00 sandpaper,
or turned down in a lathe if the surface is

very bad.

The commutator may be dirty. It must
be kept clean and free of oil and dirt. It

should be cleaned frequently and the in-

terior blown out with a small hand bellows

at least once a month.

Some types of brushes require a little

more pressure than others to make good
contact. One should follow the manu-
facturers’ recommendation as to spring

tension and type of brushes to be used on
their particular machine for satisfactory

operation.

Vibration or chattering of brushes will

cause considerable sparking and should be
immediately repaired so that extensive

damage won’t be done to the commutator.

Brushes may be too short and not mak-
ing good contact or too tight in their

holders. Brushes should fit snugly but
still be loose enough so that there will be
no bind which will cause brushes to stick

when making contact with the commutator
surface.

We have listed the most common causes
of sparking, but remember that sparking
also may be due to an open circuit, wrong
type of brush, or loose connection in the
armature, etc.

Never use emery cloth to clean and
brighten the commutator—always use 00
sandpaper and wipe off surface with a
clean, lintless cloth.

—Wesley Trout.

THERMOLATOR
INKAR HEATERS
Make Your

Cash Registers

J U M
with

WINTER
PROFITS!

400 or 500 Wott
Forced-Air Heat-
ers— Custommade
for Your Theatre
—230, 208 or 115
Volt*.

THERMOLATOR
INKAR HEATERS

AND WIRING CAN BE LEASED.

Now You Too, Can Stay Open All

Year For Bigger Profits!

Write, Wire or Call

THERMOLATOR CORPORATION
1628 Victory Blvd. Glendale, Calif.

No Payment on any

Ballantyne Speaker

Equipment Until

June, 1961

If You ACT NOW!
BUY NOW / NO MONEY DOWN

PAY LATER / NO CARRYING CHARGES

Cash is short during the slack winter
months. But you don’t have to be
caught short of speakers when busi-
ness gets good. With the Ballantyne
Buy Now - Pay Later offer, you can
keep every post filled with a speaker
before the peak season arrives, yet
pay for them after the money has
come in the till.

HERE’S HOW : With no money
down, you may purchase speakers,
junction boxes, amplifiers, or any
needed drive-in theatre equipment for
immediate delivery, then pay in three
equal payments June 10, July 10 and
August 10, 1961 — with no interest or
carrying charges.

This Buy Now - Pay Later offer ap-
plies on any order totalling $500 or
more. $500 is just a minimum; any
amount may be ordered. The speak-
ers will be packed and shipped as soon
as we get your contract.

This offer is good only until Febru-
ary 10, 1961.

Get the facts today —

The low prices will amaze you . . .

lk
1712 JACKSON ST.

r/je(jdnvpaiui
OMAHA. NEBRASKA
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A NEW NOTE OF ELEGANCE IN KANSAS CITY

A Majestic Theme Employed by the Durwoods in Creating the Empire Theatre

A regal note is struck by the decor and furnishings of the Empire in Kansas City, Mo.

By LOIS THATCHER

E legance is defined as “refined graciousness . . .

fastidious taste . . . richness and refinement combined,” and
Kansas Citians and out-of-towners are finding a perfect in-

terpretation in the new Empire Theatre.

The rich and royal colors of blue, gold and cream are
employed throughout and set the tone of the decor, which also

includes gold and white crested medallions woven into the
custom-loomed, solid blue carpet and a coat of arms used in

numerous areas of the theatre, especially along the auditorium
walls.

A holdover from the original Mainstreet Theatre building,

the ornate, crown-like dome has been polished to gleaming
brightness and ties in beautifully with the royal theme of the
Empire.

Over $300,000 was spent by Durwood Theatres, Inc., to

ready the theatre for a long-run, hard-ticket policy and be-

gin a new era for one of Mid-America’s most storied theatre

locations. When opened in 1921, the 3,200-seat Mainstreet
was the largest theatre in Kansas City and was devoted to

vaudeville and silent films. After World
War n the property was operated as the
RKO-Missouri, and from 1956 to 1959, the

theatre was used exclusively for Cinerama
productions. Since that time, until the the-

atre was closed last September 11 for the
three-month remodeling, RKO operated the
house as a first-run.

In the latest transaction, the theatre was
sold by RKO to the Fourteenth and Main
Corp., a Kansas City investment group,
and leased to Durwood.

Examination of the picture of the former lobby in the RKO-Missouri, immediately

above, with that of the new Empire reveals that the amazing transformation was

accomplished without structural changes through decorations and appointments.

Special features of the remodeling in-

clude a new, 250-ton air conditioning sys-

tem, a new, soundproof projection booth

on the main floor equipped to handle all

screen processes including Cinerama, a

70 -foot curved screen with 120 feet of

curved traveler curtain, a drapery system
which gives the theatre a choice of three

seating capacities (800, 1,300, 2,100) rebuilt

and refurbished restrooms and elevator

service to the mezzanine.

Architect for the updating was Hugh
Hamlin of Northern, Palmer and Hamlin
and decoration was handled by Hollis

Jack. Durwood theatre supervisor is Gene
F. Cramm and Brady Malone is house
manager.

CREDITS: Carpet: Alexander Smith • Curtain

track and controls: Tru Roll • Interior art: Rod

Cofran • Projection and sound: Philips, Simplex,

Altec • Screen: Walker ^Screen frame: Mulone.
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These contrasting views of the Empire foyer again

show that no architectural changes were made.

The canopied refreshment stand serves both the

foyer and the lobby as before. The lobby carpet is

carried through into this area, including the Empire

medallion. Crowns on auditorium doors carry out

the royal theme, and paintings by area artists are

hung against soft draperies.

In the new Empire mezzanine lobby at left the

rich decorative effects are repeated and furnishings

are elaborate. Note that the crown is featured on

the upholstery of the chair. Greenery in floor

planters as well as in planters between the columns

under the arches adds charm. A second refreshment

stand serves th balcony. Photo immediately above

shows the former mezzanine in the RKO-Missouri.

There are 408 orchestra seats and

488 in the balcony of the Em-

pire. However, by opening the cur-

tains at the top of the balcony,

seating may be increased to ap-

proximately 2,100. The curtained

panels along the orchestra side

walls are highlighted by the Em-

pire crest, serving to keep the

name of the theatre always in

mind. The theatre's large stage

was kept intact, and all staging

equipment and the orchestra pit

remain, so that the theatre can

be quickly converted for all kinds

of live entertainment. The big

screen can be folded and stored

on the stage in two and one-half

hours. The theatre organ was re-

tained and will be played before

each show. The auditorium also

has a baby grand piano and there

is a concert grand in the lobby.

According to President Stanley

Durwood, the Empire represents

"everything good about the old

theatre modernized." The orches-

tra floor has center aisles which

are eight feet wide, and ten-foot-

wide side aisles, all fully carpeted.

All lighting in the auditorium is

on dimmer controls.
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Most striking feature of the new front of the Empire is the crested marquee name sign. All street shops were retained, but remodeled.

Choice, "Gold Seats" (56) located immediately in

front of the new main floor projection booth are

gold with blue crowns and premium priced.

Above and right, the new and old screen area.

Note that the new 70-foot curved screen and

curtain extend in front of the old proscenium.

The Empire boxoffice below the brightly lighted

marquee soffit has its own striped canopy to tie in

with the exterior treatment of the building. The

planter wall at left has a decorative fountain in

the center (there is also such a fountain on the

main staircase in the lobby). In addition to the

boxoffice, provision is made for sale of tickets to

all Durwood Theatres in a special ticket office and

central phone answering service on the 14th street

side of the building. Ticket delivery is made any-

where within the downtown loop. In addition to the

Empire, Durwood Theatres operates the Capri, an-

other long-run, hard-ticket theatre opened about

two years ago, and the first-run Roxy, all located

in downtown Kansas City.
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YOUR NATIONAL CARBON ENGINEER
Sells you the best product— gives you the best service!

The illustration shows a National Carbon Sales Engineer using a

“Tong-Test” ammeter for taking direct ammeter readings to de-

termine quickly and accurately the A-C or D-C readings for any
lamphouse.

Without interrupting the show, the readings are made by simply

snapping the ammeter around the lead wires carrying current to

the positive and negative carbons.

This is just one more modern tool carried in each sales engineer’s

service kit to help him assist you on any lighting problem and to

help you realize the ultimate in picture quality.

Use “National” projector carbons and call on National Carbon
for free technical service. For details, ask your National Carbon
supply dealer or write National Carbon Company, Division of Union
Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York.

In Canada : Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto.

This "Tong-Test" ammeter — equipped

with interchangeable scales — is another

of the many precision tools carried in

each NATIONAL CARBON Sales Engi-

neer's Kit.

‘‘National" and "Union Carbide” are

registered trade-marks for products of NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
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SOME PERTINENT FACTS

FOR BOOTHMEN ABOUT
AMPLIFIER COMPONENTS

Useful Data About Condensers, Resistors, Transformers

By WESLEY TROUT

High quali-
ty SOUND REPRODUC-
TION depends upon
all components being
in good condition,

namely, resistors,

condensers, chokes
and transformers. Al-

so, when making re-

placements, the exact
duplicate should be

installed. Only in

cases of emergency,
Wesley Trout should you use some

make other than that of the manufacturer.
We have repaired many amplifiers and

found resistors and condensers of a dif-

ferent brand, and sometimes wrong values,

which caused poor quality sound repro-

duction and sudden breakdown, because

replaced parts were not exact duplicates.

CAUSES OF BREAKDOWNS

Now let us tell you about some of the

causes of breakdowns in condensers, re-

sistors and transformers, which you
should know about.

Resistors: You will find these working
in various places in your amplifier and
they sometimes develop defects which can
cause plenty of trouble until they are

found and replaced.

First, power rating is very important so

that the resistor won’t be overloaded and
breakdown: always allow more power rat-

ing because resistors are under the chassis

and heat up.

Now in the case of tapped resistors, it

is necessary to test each individual section

of the resistance in order to find a de-
fective section.

The simple way to test a resistor is with
a high quality multimeter. The meter
(ohmmeter) should be able to test as low
as one ohm and at least as high as two
megohms. Always disconnect at least one
end of the resistor when testing for defect.

NEED TWO CATALOGS

There are the wire-wound type and
other types that are made with material
like carbon mixed with a binder, etc. One
should obtain a catalog listing electronic

parts and this will give you a good list of

various components. One should also ob-
tain a parts catalog from the manufacturer
on his particular sound system.

Sometimes the resistor does not com-
pletely burn out but will change, over a
period of time, in value, and should be
replaced in order not to upset the circuit

operation, etc. Be sure to replace with an
exact duplicate the same value as specified

in the manufacturer’s service manual.

Remember that volume controls are al-

so a resistance component and can become
defective and cause a popping and crack-
ing noise when moved. They should be
cleaned or replaced. Volume controls can
also be checked with an ohmmeter for

opens or other defects.

Ballast resistors more frequently burn
out and often have to be replaced. Bal-
lasts are rated as to their current carry-
ing capacity and average voltage drop. Of
course, some sound systems do not employ
these.

Condensers: The next very important
component in an audio amplifier or power
supply is the condenser. In order to test a
defective one it is absolutely necessary that
one end of it be disconnected from its

terminal, and use either an ohmmeter or a
good capacitor (condenser) checker for an
accurate test. In some cases one can use a
condenser known to be good and insert

in the place of the one suspected being
defective.

The above drawing shows the type of electrolytic

capacitor universally used by most leading manu-

facturers in the power supply in audio amplifiers.

This is called a "twist" type prong capacitor and is

supplied with coded leads and capacity and voltage

marked on the container. Small types are also used

for by-pass capacitor. In the article you will find

various types of capacitors.

If the condenser does not hold its

charge, it is defective, of course. If it

does not hold its charge it indicates that
the capacitor is leaky or open and must be
replaced with a new capacitor of equal
value—again, replace components with
exact duplicate. In cases where an exact
duplicate is not available, then one should
be ordered and installed soon as possible

in order to keep the equipment function-
ing as recommended by a sound engineer
or manufacturer.

Most all large capacity capacitors
should hold a charge of DC voltage from
three to four minutes between time of

charge and discharge, when a battery is

used for checking: using an ohmmeter,
the pointer merely flicks over to indicate
a good or bad capacitor.

READING SHOULD NOT BE STEADY

Note: Condensers, not the electrolytic

type, can usually be better tested with a
good ohmmeter or a capacitor checker. A
good capacitor should not show a steady
reading. A momentary deflection of the
pointer shows the capacitor is neither

open or shorted. A defective capacitor

will show a steady reading, but electrolytic

will always show some reading.

When replacing electrolytic condensers,

one should strictly follow manufacturers’
specifications as set forth in the service

sheet or schematic so as to be sure to in-

stall the correct type and size. This ad-
vice, of course, should be followed when
installing all other capacitors.

The amplifier, of course, should be
turned off when removing a condenser
for checking. And it should be tested out
of the circuit for defects.

Bear in mind that condensers are rated
as to their capacity—in microfarads.
Usually the capacity and working voltage

is marked on them, but in cases where the

condenser has been in an amplifier a long

time, due to age it may not be distinguish-

able and in this case it will be necessary

to check your schematic for value.

Condensers used in theatre sound sys-

tems are fixed values and either use wax
paper or mica as the dieletric and are re-

ferred to as paper or mica type. Some
paper condensers are housed in aluminum
or paper for protection. Large capacity

electrolytic condensers are in an aluminum
container with colored leads.

VOLTAGE RATING IMPORTANT

Keep in mind that the voltage rating

of any capacity condenser is very import-
ant. As a guide, the voltage across the

terminals to which the condenser is con-

nected should be checked and then a much
larger voltage rating should be used for

safety. You will find the correct voltage

rating listed in your parts catalog, and on
the schematic, this is the size and capacity

you should always use. In most all cases,

never use a condenser with less than 200-

volt rating for safety.

If the leak in a condenser varies, it will

cause noise. If the noise is traced to a

condenser, after you have tried prying

connections with an orangewood stick to

see if there are any poorly soldered joints,

unsolder condenser connection until you
find one that is leaky. Of course you re-

solder each one back until you find the

one causing noise. If you have a conden-

ser checker, the component, of course, can

be checked in the circuit, but most pro-
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jectionists cannot afford such expensive

equipment.

When replacing defective electrolytic

condensers, be guided by the instructions

elsewhere in this article. Again, may we
point out that the capacity and working
voltage is very important in order to ob-

tain good filtering and long service. The
wrong type and working voltage will cause

a condenser to have a short life and poor
operation in the circuit.

Another thing to be sure to remember,
when installing new condensers, is to wire

the “negative” and the “positive” on the

right terminals. They are marked negative

or positive, or sometimes wire coding is

used, the red wire is positive; blue, white
or black the negative.

We want to repeat, because it is so im-
portant, that capacity and working voltage

(resistors and condensers) is of utmost
importance in any audio amplifier. Re-
member, that a voltage applied to a con-
denser higher than its rated working vol-

tage will cause it to fry and hiss, and will

soon break down. Also, make sure all the

connections are tight but do not use ex-

cessive amount of solder as this will cause

a high resistance joint and too much
solder is unnecessary.

CHECK CLAMPING RINGS

Sound systems, such as Simplex, use

clamping rings on condensers and it is

important that you check these at least

every two or three months to make sure

the clamping rings and nuts are tight.

This also applies to large condensers in

cans and fastened to the chassis with a
washer and nut. These condensers must
make good contact at all times.

Theatre sound system power pack usu-
ally consists of a full-wave rectifier and a

heavily filtered choke-input. Also, heavy
duty, large-capacity condensers (not less

than 8MF, 475-volt) are used in order to

provide good filtering for DC supply. It is,

as we stated before, of paramount im-
portance that these condensers be in first

class condition for good filtering or other-
wise a hum will develop in the system. Be
guided by the recommendations set forth
in the manufacturer’s maintenance book-
let and our instructions in this service

manual when ordering and installing new
condensers.

The life of condensers is fairly long, if

not subjected to excessive heat. A good,
heavy duty condenser, under normal

Continued on page 41
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Large and small independent end
circuit buyers who demand the

best sound available and minimum long range
overall costs, prefer PS speakers! Replacement
of obsolete equipment may be purchased on con-
tract to fit your situation ... 24 models—

A

model for every theatre and budget . . . you
can impreve your present speakers too by in-

stalling PS cone units. Inquiries promptly an-
swered on prices and full details.

immediate shipments

Projected Sound Co.
Manufacturer & Supplier

PLAINFIELD, INDIANA TE 9-4111

r For sparkling screen play

that leaves your patrons

m|\o ready for more, use only
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Northampton, Massachusetts

USE UP th.se CARBONS!
Full Refund

if not 100%
Satisfied

CALI CARBON COUPLERS
Let You Burn All the Carbon

"They're Expendable"

FOR ROTATING CARBONS
10mm or 11mm EXTENDER KITS

Complete for 2 lamps $8.50

The most popular carbon saver. Used by more They save 25% or more of carbon costs.

theatres than ALL other makes COMBINED.

Per Hundred, postpaid: Not Packed in

Mixed Sizes.

6mm $2.25 8mm $2.75
7mm $2.50 9mm $3.25

No worrying about injury to high priced car-

bon savers. Burn ’em up, you still profit.

Most economical carbon saver you ever used!

CALI Products Company
3719 Marjorie Way Sacramento 20, Calif

The WORLD'S LARGEST Producer of Carbon Savers
At all progressive houses.
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Install World s First Multi-Channel

Transistorized Sound System

New Baltimore Theatre an Example of Modern Design

By L. W. DAVEE*

The Hillendale Theatre in Balti-

more, Md., represents one of the most
modem motion picture theatres opened in

recent years.

This theatre having 960 seats is de-
signed along modem thinking and con-

cept with comfortable seating, adequate
air conditioning, a screen size giving wide
viewing angles and the most modem
American-made 70-35mm projectors
equipped with multiple channel transis-

torized amplification and electronic sound
changeovers.

The installation was made by the J. F.

Dusman Co., Baltimore, Md.

This modrn theatre has five Altec

Lansing theatre speakers back of the
screen and 12 surround speakers perma-
nently installed in ceiling coves; This
unique placement of the surround speakers
gives smooth powerful reproduction of

effect sound adequately reinforcing the
stereo reproduction from the stage speak-
ers.

BOOTH EQUIPMENT

In the booth, Century 70-35mm Model
JJ projectors are equipped with transistor-

ized multiple channel amplification. The
close-up photograph of the transistor

amplifiers clearly shows the six channels
of 70mm amplification, together with four
channels of 35mm Cinemascope, plus the
single channel optical amplification. As
shown, each complete channel may be re-

* President, Century Projector Corp.

placed as easily as a vacuum tube, as it is

contained in an enclosed “can” having
“standard” methods of plug-in. There are

no vacuum tubes in this system and there-

fore no thermionic or emission ground
noise.

There being no switch contacts or relays

in the speech circuits, the “noise” created

by such devices ordinarily used for se-

lection or changeover is eliminated.

The power amplifiers, turntable and
junction box are shown. Altec Lansing 40-

watt power amplifiers are used.

INSTALLED IN ONE DAY

The installation and lineup time for

this system was reduced to one day.

This is the first multiple-channel,
transistorized sound system installed in the

world, and thus the Hillendale Theatre
becomes historically an example of modern
design portending a trend toward the
probable obsolescence of all vacuum tube
theatre sound systems.

A word might be said about transis-

torized amplifiers and the trend toward
replacement of vacuum tube amplifiers.

A transistor sound system is the most
recent product of modem engineering, re-

search and development for motion picture

theatres. The heart of such a system is the
transistor—a unique combination of fused
metals which is capable of amplifying
small amounts of minute electrical power
to the crashing power required for theatre
auditoriums. These same transistors can
also be used as electronic switches, without
contacts, to allow the passage of this

electrical power or to stop it, much the

A view of one of the Century 70-35mm projectors

in the booth of the new Hillendale Theatre, Balti-

more, Md., showing the transistorized amplifiers,

changeovers and equalizers in cabinet. This is the

first multiple-channel, transistorized sound system

to be installed in the world.

same as the gates of a mighty dam control

the flow of water to the river below.

Thus the transistor is ideally suited for

use in theatre sound systems and its

characteristics can be used to do the job

without introducing those distortion ele-

ments inherent in other forms of amplifi-

cation. The elimination of all transformers
(input, interstage or output) removes all

iron cores from the amplification thereby
eliminating one of the major contributing

factors of harmonic distortion.

A transistor is small, sturdy and reliable.

The 960- seat auditorium of the Hillendale Theatre, just opened in Baltimore, Md. It is part of a

42-lane bowling enterprise and office building which adjoins the Hillendale Shopping Center, and
across the road from two other substantial shopping centers. This is the second shopping center

theatre under the banner of Joseph C. Grant, president of Hillendale Theatre and Bowling, Inc. The

Northwood Theatre located in the center of the same name in Baltimore was opened ten years ago.

The cabinet, mounted on the projector, which

contains Century transistorized six-channel mag-

netic, four-channel magnetic and one-channel op-

tical amplifiers is shown here with door closed.

The lamp is the Strong 35/70.
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It does not wear out; there is no power
consumed in its operation and therefore

no heat generated as with vacuum tube
systems which require filament heating
and plate power loss.

The transistor is non-microphonic. This
feature allows the amplification to be used
without rubber mountings and eliminates

all acoustical “feedbacks”. A transistor

amplifier can therefore be mounted in

the same cabinet with a loud speaker or

on a projector without fear of noise pickup

or oscillation. This means simplified cir-

cuits, reliability and more perfect sound
reproduction.

The usual requirements of frequency
characteristics, noise levels and distortion

are easily met. There are no limitations as

to the frequency characteristics obtainable.

The noise levels are comparable or better

than the accepted standards of vacuum
tube systems.

A feature of a transistor sound system
is the manner in which the variations in

light from the film are translated into

electrical energy. This is done in a photo-
transistor having the power output equiva-

lent to two stages of vacuum tube pre-

amps with a regular photoelectric cell.

The phototransistor is free from “micro-
phonics,” quiet and allows the exciter

lamps to operate at about half “normal”
voltage. This extends the useful life of

exciter lamps indefinitely.

Because the transistor is small physical-

ly but big in capacity, a complete channel
of amplification except the power ampli-
fier can be contained in an enclosure no

The Hillendale includes these rack-mounted, 40-

watt amplifiers, transistorized monitor amplifier

and speaker, junction box and turntable.

larger than an average single vacuum
tube. This means that is is as easy to

change a complete transistorized amplifier
as it is to change one vacuum tube of a
conventional amplifier. The assurance of

such complete interchangability leads one
to believe that “normal” replacements of

complete operating units will replace the
time consuming, hunting for noise, loss of

gain, erratic operation, etc., now normally
associated with older types of equipment.
All of these features contribute to an as-

sured reliability of continuous high quality

theatre results.

This becomes increasingly important on
the multi-channel systems (Cinemascope,
Todd-AO, etc.) where all channels are

identical and complete amplifier units may
be substituted instantaneously whenever
necessary.

Book Review
TROUT’S SIMPLIFIED SOUND AND

PROJECTION SERVICE MANUAL. Size:

8 V2XII inches in loose-leaf binder $5.75.

Wesley Trout is a practical service

engineer and has compiled articles on pro-

jection and sound equipment since 1929 for

various trade journals and has been as-

sociated with Boxoffice-Modern Theatre
the past 11 years as technical editor.

Trout has compiled some helpful and
interesting data on repairing and serv-

icing all makes of sound and projection

equipment and these service sheets are in

a handy loose-leaf binder in which can be

inserted additional service sheets he sends

subscribers for one year after purchase of

his service manual.

There are many helpful trouble-shooting

charts, voltage and resistance tables, gen-

eral maintenance data on 16, 35 and 70mm
equipment, basic schematics and a gold

mine of other information. None of the

material is a re-hash of old material but
authentic data from other engineers, his

own practical experience, plus leading

manufacturers’ contributions, in many
cases. There are also many helpful draw-
ings and illustrations.—Jane Hill.

ASHCRAFT

. . . the world’s finest

motion picture light

and power source

!

• The great Ashcraft Super-Cinex Arc

Lamp • Ashcraft high reactance 12

Phase Rectifier

Ashcraft Super-Cinex projection lamps and Ashcraft 12 phase high reactance rectifiers are the world’s finest and most widely

used light and power source for professional motion picture projection. This distinction has been earned because Ashcraft

equipment is designed and built to surpass the demanding standards of the theatre owners and projectionists the world over.

When you consider Ashcraft arc lamps and rectifiers for your theatre, you can c.
j^ ^ yy pj

MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
36-32 38th STREET LONS ISLAND CITY 1, N.Y.

be assured there is no finer, more dependable source of

available... anywhere.

light and power
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The Admission

Control System

that means

Good Business

Good Showmanship

AUTQMATICKET

General Register Corp.

43-01 Twenty-Second Street

Long Island City 1, N. Y.

1018 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, III.

A MASSIVE RESEATING AND

New luxurious theatre chairs recently in-

stalled in the famed Fox Theatre in St.

Louis, second largest theatre in the

United States, are 20 to 22 inches wide

and are installed on 40-inch centers.

The generous spacing (it was formerly

32 to 24 inches) cost the house about

500 seats but the huge theatre still

seats more than 4,200 persons. The light

beige chair standards are curved inward

at the bottom to eliminate tripping. Arm-

rests are walnut and the upholstery is a

green nylon freize. The crowded aisles

and run-down seats before the renovation

are shown at right. The chairs were so

antiquated they had old-fashioned cast

iron standards, were very narrow in

width, and had almost vertical backs.

Part of the $250,000 updating job at the Fox, was the installation of more than 4,000 square yards

of custom-made carpeting, in a multicolored pattern, in the lobby and auditorium. Ornate plaster

walls, gilt columns, etc., in the lobby and auditorium were washed to restore them to their original

beauty, typical of the styling of theatres of the late '20s and early '30s.
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RECARPETING JOB
By JOAN S. POLLACK

For 31 years, St. Louis’ Fox The-
atre has been attracting tourists and na-
tives with its ornate friezes, gilt columns,,

statuary, antiques, chandeliers and im-
mensity. But year by year the seats and
carpeting were looking more shabby and
out of place against the opulent surround-
ings.

Finally, last December, the Arthur En-
terprise theatre was the scene of the larg-

est seat installation job since Radio City
Music Hall was completed in 1932—more
than 4,200 new Bodiform seats were in-

stalled in three weeks. Radio City Music
Hall is larger than the Fox by about 600

seats.

In addition to the seats, the theatre
now boasts more than 4,000 square yards
of specially designed and fabricated Al-

exander Smith Nylwood 20 carpeting,

custom-made for the Fox, according to

Tony Peluso, Fox manager.

RENOVATION COST $250,000

More than $250,000 was spent in the

renovating job which also included a gen-

eral housecleaning and installation of new
high-speed projection equipment. The
equipment installed included two Constel-

lation 170 lamps; complete water-cooled
jaws, apertures, gates, blowers, beam
shapers, BalCold reflectors; automatic
carbon feeders; one Hertner 200 amp.
rheostat; two Simplex XL highspeed in-

termittent movements and two Simplex
water-cooled curved gates. The sound in

the theatre is remarkably improved, Peluso

said, primarily due to the new upholstery.

Made by the American Seating Co., the

new Bodiform seats are constructed for

correct posture with compound, curved
backs. The Amerfoam cushions have a new
type, spring arch construction to make
them long-lasting, soft and comfortable.
Other construction improvements include:

Soft construction of the front part of the

seat cushion to prevent knee numbness;
automatic folding when occupant rises;

and curving chair standards inward at

floor line to eliminate tripping and
stumbling. They are upholstered in green
“Hylon,” a nylon frieze material.

SEATS ON 40-INCH CENTERS

In addition to the comfort and quality

of the new seats, Peluso pointed out that
the rows are now 40 inches apart for

greater ease in passing. The old rows were
32 to 34 inches apart. The additional
width caused a cut in the number of

seats; about 500 seats were lost. The new
seats have been numbered, as have the
rows, for greater ease in managing any
future stage shows.

Opened in 1929, the Fox cost more than
$4 1/2 million dollars to build. Its archi-
tect was C. Howard Crane. It is a prime
example of the type of luxury styling that
went into theatres of that era. Peluso has
been manager of the theatre for 19 years

—

20 next August—and has had many tour-
ists come into the theatre “just to see the
decorations.”

“St. Louisans are proud of the Fox too,”
he said. “Most often, the sightseers are

Continued on page 38
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ADDED INCOME OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROGRESSIVE EXHIBITORS

WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED ABOUT

DRIVE-IN CONCESSIONS'
A Young Veteran Concessionaire Evaluates the Past

Ten Years, Looks for New Breakthrough Philip L. Lowe

By PHILIP L. LOWE*

It’s always good business prac-
tice to stop every now and then and take
a long, piercing look at one’s operation.

What have our achievements been? What
errors have we made? In short, “What
Have We Learned About Drive-In Con-
cessions?”

Let’s look at a little history first! The
drive-in concessions as we know it today
is just a little over ten years old. Having
a poor memory, I can’t put my finger on
the exact time our firm first designed and
equipped an “outdoor theatre stand,” as it

was then known. But it was probably in

1948 or 1949, and it was a cafeteria. I do
recall that we had to design special equip-
ment to keep the hot foods “hot” on the
lines. Traditional ice cream chests were
“fitted” into the counter. All food prepara-
tion was clustered in the area which sep-
arated the two lanes. The cashier’s area
was the end of the counter and was not
angled.

The total cost of all equipment and re-

modeling was under $5,000. Contrast this

with today’s six-lane giants with over $50,-

000 in equipment set in $100,000 buildings!

FIRST LESSON LEARNED: Don’t be
afraid to spend money to make money!

The typical menu of ten years or so

ago had 5-cent candy, 10-cent popcorn,
coffee, milk, three favors of 10-cent drinks,

hot dogs for 20 cents, ice cream at 10 and
15 cents, plus, depending upon the area,

hamburgers, French fries, potato chips, etc.

Look at today’s assortment—candy 5

and 25 cents, soft drinks, three or four
flavors at 10, 20 and 30 cents, hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, pepper steak sandwiches,
frankfurters, pizza, shrimp roll, 15 and
25-cent popcorn, buttercorn, caramel corn,
French fried potatoes, meatball sandwiches,
snow-cones, cotton candy, tea, hot choco-
late, etc., etc., etc.

SECOND LESSON LEARNED: A varied
menu is the lifeblood of concessions.

Traditionally, in building concessions
areas we started by trying to set up as

tight a space as possible in order to econo-
mize on construction costs.

Today, the common practice is to set up
the food preparation area in a central,

tightly-knit layout, surround it with our

counter areas, but leave a generous traffic

area outside, in which our patrons can
circulate freely and comfortably.

THIRD LESSON LEARNED: Good traf-

fic control and rapidity of serving makes
spaciousness good economy and good busi-

ness practice.

The old time concessionaire was inter-

ested in buying merchandise at as low a

price as possible and selling it for as much
as the traffic would bear. With the intro-

duction of drive-in concessions it was dif-

ficult to “overcharge” as there was a limit

set upon food products by the normal
channels of restaurant pricing. For this

reason, unfortunately, economies in buying
came in sacrificing quality.

Today’s concessions’ operator makes his

money by selling, not by buying. Instead of

“overcharging,” “selling-up” has created

increased dollar volume. He has discovered

that brand-name nationally or locally ad-
vertised quality is cheapest in the long

run.

FOURTH LESSON LEARNED: Money is

made in refreshments by serving quality

foods, and by “merchandising” them.

It was an easy task to set up an ac-

counting and control system for an indoor
theatre “candystand.” Despite that ques-

tionable memory of mine, I don’t think

I’ll ever forget that A+B—C=D (the for-

mula for candy stand accounting: A= on
hand, B=received, C=inventory at end of

period, D=merchandise sold). We set up
arbitrary norms for losses by spoilage,

pilferage, and contingencies (a happy
name for stealing). This figure ranged
from zero (where the candy girl was ex-

*Lowe Merchandising Service, Newton Center,
Moss.; post-president. National Ass'n of Concession-
aires.

pected to make up for shortages) to 1%.
The average was 1/2 of 1%.

In the drive-in theatre stand we en-
countered a greater problem in that we
had more items, and often we were ac-
counting for sales of one item, by the use
of another. For example, drink sales are
accounted for by cups, as is popcorn by
boxes, French fries by their containers, etc.

The old A+B-C=D was still the base, but
we needed adjustments for promotional
giveaways, employes’ food consumed, the
food the local police or their chief took
when they dropped in nightly to “see if

everything’s all right.” Also a system of

double checks based on “yields” was neces-
sary. Further studies which analyzed what
percentage of our business was done in

each item proved valuable. In short, we
had to develop our own accounting sys-

tems—a far cry from our original pro-

cedure.

FIFTH LESSON LEARNED: An ac-

counting system of checks and controls,

custom-tailored to drive-in refreshment

selling is an absolute must for good opera-

tion and protection of profit margins.

To summarize these five lessons, they

add up to the fact that we have learned

that if we build good facilities, designed

and equipped to meet our particular prob-

lems: if we present a varied menu of

quality foods and merchandise them well;

and if we set up proper control and check-

ing procedures—we have a good base on
which to go ahead each year.

Let’s next look at what we’ve also found

out about our business in the area of less

definite subjects.

First, we are convinced that we are pres-

ently stagnated. Granted, this leveling off

of our operations we feel is at a high level,

but this is of little satisfaction. Any good

business man will admit that he likes to

have a target in sight to shoot for. Un-
fortunately, we are ready to take aim and
fire, but can’t see a specific target. We
don’t see the immediate necessity to re-

model any of our facilities. Our merchan-
dising program has been progressive—al-

Continued on page 36
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BIG CIRCUIT CONCESSIONS MANAGEMENT

Tucker Tells How Commonwealth Runs Its Drive-In Refreshment Service

Roy L. Tucker

Efficient cafeteria lineups, qual-

ity products, point-of-sale advertising,

personnel training, centralized buying,
comprehensive controls, accurate account-
ing and well-organized storage rooms
form the backbone of a large circuit’s

drive-in concessions operation.

With the exception of the actual physi-
cal setup, of course, all of these factors

are of equal importance in hardtop re-

freshment service, so this article sums up
the experience of Commonwealth Thea-
tres, Inc., in operating 56 indoor houses
and 45 outdoor theatres, with particular
emphasis on some of the special problems
of drive-ins.

According to Roy L. Tucker who heads
the overall concessions operation, practi-

cally all Commonwealth drive-in “stands”
have now been changed to cafeterias, and
any remaining stand operation will be
changed as quickly as possible.

GOOD REASON FOR MOVE
There is good reason for this—ease of

service, speed, payroll—more merchandise
can be moved with less help.

Most all of the layouts are double-lane
cafeterias, usually in a horse shoe shape
with which Tucker has had good success
and found superior to a V-shaped layout.

For fast service and more profitable
sales, the lineup of equipment is most im-
portant—popcorn, that high profit item,
should come first; then sandwiches and

drinks, followed by pickup items such as

potato chips. Practically all the Common-
wealth drive-ins have gone to self-service

for coffee as another time saver.

The theatres try to stick to fast-moving
merchandise and avoid gimmick items.

“If it takes time to prepare, we stay

away from it,” says Tucker. “However, we
leave it up to the manager. If he wants to

serve chicken and can sell it and come out

all right, we don’t argue about it. Several

sell fish and chips as a combination and
are doing well.

BIG HAMBURGER BUSINESS

“Also, in addition to hot dogs and bar-
becued beef, our drive-ins have created a

big hamburger business. It’s not the most
profitable item, but everyone eats ham-
burgers. Most of our theatres get five to

a pound for 35 cents. Those who make a

slightly smaller hamburger charge only

30 cents.”

Another item which the theatres of this

circuit have been adding gradually over
the last two or three years, and which has
gone over very well, is French fried po-
tatoes. Usually the blanched and frozen
potatoes are used.

Whatever the product, the Common-
wealth theatres stress quality and, ac-
cording to Tucker, this is the reason for

the success the cafeterias enjoy.

This year the drive-ins are shooting for

a circuit-wide average of 45 cents per per-

son and hope to make it; while some in-

dividual theatres are well under this fig-

ure, others are close to it, and the cents-

per-person is increasing right along.

All kinds of display material and signs

are used in the cafeterias; Commonwealth
works closely with manufacturers in

developing such material and produces a

lot of it in its own sales promotion de-

partment headed by Lee Joehnck. This in-

cludes screen print banners and signs in

colorful fluorescent inks. All this display

material is kept on the move to the in-

dividual theatres all the time.

GIVEAWAYS WORK WELL

Special giveaways have proved good,

such as a recently completed promotion in

which a coupon was given away at the

boxoffice good for a free Orange-Crush
with either buttered or plain popcorn.

Both tape recordings and mikes are

used at the theatre, and managers are

urged to talk over the mike rather than
using the tape, if possible, because of the

personal touch. This kind of selling is done
pre-show and at intermission.

For the last three years intermission

clock trailers have met with success. It

depends a lot on the manager, if he can
sell the clock trailer it is fine. Selling

copy on the cafeteria in newspaper ads is

left up to the manager.

Personnel, obviously, plays a vital role

in the final impact of all this effort. “We
harp on that all the time,” says Tucker.

Each theatre manager supervises his

theatre’s cafeteria, assisted by a conces-

sions manager. Both personally train at-

tendants, not only to perform efficient

service, but to do so with courtesy and a

smile and to always be clean and neat. A
manual has been used and occasionally

special bulletins are issued.

USE ONLY LIGHT COLORS

To make the buildings themselves more
inviting and attractive, Commonwealth
has standardized on light colors—off-white

ceiling, icicle blue walls, yellow trim, for

example. Planters are sometimes used to

add a fresh note.

In the opening paragraph were men-
tioned centralized buying, comprehensive
controls, accurate accounting, and well-

organized storerooms—this is the way
these factors are handled at Common-
wealth:

All major items—ingredients, such as

syrups, candy and paper goods are bought
by headquarters in Kansas City; this

leaves perishables such as meats, buns,
frozen French fries, etc., for local purchase
by the theatre manager.

Continued on following page

Typical of big circuit operation of drive-in cafeterias is this large central cooking area, 32x22 feet,

fully equipped with plenty of large, modern, fast equipment—so needed to serve a variety of foods

and refreshments to hungry patrons in a minimum of time. This is the cafeteria in the Shipyard

Drive-In, Providence, R. /., owned by the Rifkin circuit. It is a six-lane operation.
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BIG CIRCUIT CONCESSIONS

Continued from preceding page

Some articles, such as paper goods, are
purchased a year in advance; syrup is pur-
chased six months to a year in advance
of the season; candy, of course is pur-
chased perpetually, week after week, to

assure freshness.

The circuit has a small, air conditioned
warehouse in Kansas City where 50 per
cent of the centrally purchased goods and
all candy is stored until shipped to the
individual theatres. At the theatres, stor-

age is usually in the concessions building,
with storage equipment built into the
buildings and steel cabinets for candy

—

verminproof and always under lock and

key. At the drive-ins there is some cooling

problem as they are not all air-condi-

tioned, but only a very little candy is

handled in summer.

Storage facilities at the theatres should

be large enough. Unfortunately, when the

drive-ins wei’e built not enough space was
allowed, and the circuit has had to add to

storage facilities. Tucker cited one 900-

car theatre with a storeroom 10x16 feet

which ought to be at least twice that

much. Another factor in deciding size is

the location; if the theatre is out miles

from a center like Kansas City the room
should be larger.

One of the big things is to have a well-

organized storehouse, controlled and
handled by one person, the theatre mana-
ger or a delegated employ, such as his

LET THESE SILENT SALESMEN

WORK FOR YOU!
CREATE IMPULSE SALES

^ Roto-Grille HOT DOG BROILERS

SELL MORE HOT DOGS THAN ANY OTHER
EQUIPMENT!

Rotisserie action rotates 60 hot dogs under
magic infra-red cooking process . . . ready
in 10-12 minutes for quick sales.

Rotogrill keeps hot dogs hot for hours, re-

tains juices . . . prevents spoilage.

Revolving drum lifts out for cleaning. Bun
warmer drawer holds two dozen buns. 115v-
AC.

HERE IS A POPCORN WARMER
THAT KEEPS POPCORN PIPING HOT, CRISP

AND FRESH FOR DAYS . . .

The SERVETTE JR. counter model popcorn
warmer is designed to create impulse sales
and to fit the needs of theatre concession-
aires with limited space, at a small invest-
ment.

Unit is compact, yet holds three bushels of
popped corn (equivalent to about 125 ten-
eent boxes or bags. Servette Jr. is 26 inches
wide, 23 inches front to back.

SENSATIONAL SERVETTE
WITH NEW IMROVED ANIMATOR
FOR EXCITING NEW ACTION.

You get PLUS popcorn business with the NEW
animator . . . plus NEWLY designed top space for

butter dispenser.

Profitable SERVETTE brings you more merchan-

dising features . . . speeds up self service and

over-the-counter selling.

Dependable SERVETTE has removable sliding

glass doors that retain heat in popcorn wells.

Hinged panel gives additional space between
walls. Blower and heater elements encased in

moveable drawer.

Sell more Popcorn & Hot Dogs this season. Write or call

^JUe G^oilifw-aad Se>ioj&ma&,teSi Ga.

114 WEST 18TH ST. PHONE HA 1-6856 KANSAS CITY 9, MISSOURI

assistant, the concessions manager. The
merchandise should be checked in and
checked out by an employe to the mana-
ger and a report made on it daily.

The theatre managers then send a
weekly inventory report to headquarters.
The inventory is the essential thing and
must be done weekly.

The managers’ reports are checked
weekly by the accounting department. All

billing, except for local purchases, is done
out of the Kansas City office and ship-
ments must agree with the reports.

Shortages are held to V2 of 1 per cent
and present no problem. Managers are
paid a bonus and if there is a shortage it

comes out of the bonus.

SUPERVISORY VISITS TO DRIVE-INS

A new program which is just getting
underway provides for Joehnck or other
supervisory personnel to visit each drive-in
at least four times this year. They are
provided with special equipment for test-

ing drinks, etc., and it is their job to
check quality throughout the operation.

Tucker plans also to go into more con-
tests for managers and attendants as an
inducement to still greater effort in pro-
ducing more sales.

Also, several remodeling projects are
planned before the new season, and one of
the big things Tucker looks forward to is

more modern, eye-appealing, larger, better
and faster equipment. He is working with
the manufacturers to get them to build
what the circuit wants. In the past, he has
worked in the field with equipment and
even built it and recalls that once it took
six seconds to draw a Coke—now only
three, because the equipment is a lot

faster, and also has more capacity and
more refrigeration.

For more information about equipment
or products mentioned editorially or in

advertising in this issue use the Readers'
Service Bureau coupon on page 47.

TREMENDOUS PROFITS!!

Now Fresh Fruit Sundaes,

Pineapple and Strawberries

from stainless steel pans!

Both juices for snow cones and fresh fruit

for sundaes dispensed from one machine

HERE'S HOW TO MAKE

BIG MONEY WITH "SNOW
MAGIC"No Gears! No Pulleys!

THE NEW SNOW
CONE MACHINE
Capacity: 50 cones

every 30 seconds.

The Bert’s ‘SNOW
MAGIC” machine
combines eye-appeal-

ing beauty with per-

fect mechanical per-

formance and large

capacity. ‘‘Snow
Magic” is easy to

operate and is Fully

Automatic. A Snow
Cone costs 1(4 to

l'/2c and usually

sells for 10c . . .

that’s profit!

All Equipment Patented, Guar-

anteed and Backed by 40 Years’

Experience

No Belts! No Oiling!

SAMUEL BERT MFG. CO f o b. Dallas

Fair Park Station Eight Models
Box 7303, DALLAS, TEXAS Available
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At Omaha’s SKY VIEW DRIVE-IN Theatre .

.

.

SCOTSMAN ICE MACHINES
are a triple service feature!

Dispenser heads are packed with

Scotsman Super Cubes each
morning from the 500 lbs. capacity
Scotsman unit located in kitchen.

NEBRASKA’S LARGEST YEAR-ROUND
DRIVE-IN USES THREE SCOTSMAN
ICE MACHINES...

The Sky View Drive-In
Theatre,Omaha, Nebraska,
is one of the finest in the
midwest, and has been
called the “drive-in with
the country-club touch.” It has earned this title

because of its luxury equipment, impressive site,

and extra customer comforts that permit opera-
tions all year long.

Ralph Blank, owner of the Sky View and two
Omaha indoor theatres, fully realizes the impor-
tance of ice in a theatre operation. A key feature at
his Sky View are three Scotsman Ice Machines
which automatically supply all the ice needed, at
an amazingly low operating cost!

His Scotsman trio includes a Model 500
Super Cuber, located in the kitchen area, and two
Model 2WSE Super Flakers, placed in the wide
end of the Y-shaped serving corridor in the con-
cession area. Total ice-making capacity of the
three is almost half a ton of pure cubes and flakes

per day. Operating cost is as little as 150 per 100
lbs. for cubes and 80 per 100 lbs. for flakes!

You, too, can start saving with a Scotsman
. . . preferred by drive-in and indoor theatre men
everywhere! Remember—if you use ice, you need
an automatic Scotsman Ice Machine!

A member of the Sky View staff takes Super Cubes
from the handy waist-high bin of the Scotsman
Super Cuber in the Sky View Kitchen. A big use

for the crystal-clear cubes is in production of

Snow Cones, selling for 1 Si each.

A pair of Scotsman Super Flakers

supply both sides of the concession
stand with a dependable low-cost

supply of easily-handled flakes.

SCOTSMAN
Modernize with Modern ice !

~y [h'
j^ ? Please send complete details,

* including new “Ideas on Ice”
booklet on Scotsman Ice Machines.

NAME_

ICE MACHINES ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE

MAIL TO: SCOTSMAN ICE MACHINES
Queen Products Division, King-Seeley Corporation
22 Front Street, Albert Lea, Minnesota

EXPORT OFFICE: 15 William St., New York, N. Y.
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WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED'

tnraFREE
workingSAMPLE!

ONE GALLON 7.7 LBS.

will bring

more profit

to the most

profitable

concession

in your

theatre! OEFlNEOANO PACKED Br
C.F. SIMONIN S SONS. INC.

Philadelphia 34. pa.

America’s finest popcorn seasoning im-

parts rich butter-like flavor. .. and color!

PROVE IT NOW!

Continued from page 32

most adventurous. We have had a con-
tinuing program of “at least trying” any
new item of food or equipment which ap-
peared to have possible merit. We have
continually revamped and refined our con-
trol procedures.

So, on what basis do we hope that there

will be a new target, and in what area
is it most likely to appear?

We have learned that where the manu-
facturer of a food product takes an active

interest in working affirmatively in pro-

moting the sale of an existing or new item
in our market, the increase in sales is

staggering. We feel confident that this is

one area in which we can look for defin-

ite action.

Every year that we attend trade shows
and association meetings we always find

some new idea that pays our way. We have
profited over the years from the discus-

sions we have had at these affairs. The
mutually profitable interchange of experi-

ence has been invaluable to us over the
years and it is an avenue of information
we expect will become increasingly more
necessary in the years ahead.

NEW BREAKTHROUGH NEEDED

Actually, what we need is a new break-
through. Some possibilities which come to

mind are:

1. New products.

2. New electronic ordering systems to

make possible car hop service during non-
intermission periods.

3. Development of semi-daylight projec-

tion, enabling us to develop “dinner and
show” combinations.

Finally, the greatest lesson we have
learned is to realize that we have only par-

tially solved the problems inherent in this

field, and that like any business that is

changing we must be ever aware of the new
opportunities which time and change pre-

sent.

We'll send you a working sample, free for the asking!

SIMONIN • PHILADELPHIA 34, PA. popping specialists to the nation

TO FILL
POPCORN BAGS

AND BOXES WITH
THE NEW PATENTED

SPEEDSCQOP
THOUSANDS OF
DELIGHTED USERS

ONLY AT YOUR
THEATRESUPPLY or
POPCORNSUPPLYDEALER

New 1961 Heavy Duty

SODAMAKER
Fastest Mixed

Drink Server

of its Kind!

WITH

2 OR 3 FLAVORS

Complete,

Sell-Contained Unit

Write for Complete Specifications and low cost

SUPERIOR isz^sa
907 N. Broadway St. Louis, Mo.

The following concerns have recently

filed copies of interesting descriptive liter-

ature with the Modern Theatre Informa-
tion Bureau. Readers who wish copies may
obtain them promptly by using the Readers’

Service Bureau coupon in this issue of

The Modern Theatre.

A “Profit Calculator” which pinpoints

the true costs of both food and labor in

preparing sundaes with ice cream and soft

ice cream is available from Sweden Freezer

Manufacturing Co. The automatic slide-

rule calculator shows an operator what
prices he must charge in order to meet the

profit standards of his establishment.

A BROCHURE ON MODERN arC follow Spot

equipment for spot lighting of “live” at-

tractions on theatre stages is available

from the Strong Electric Corp. One of the

most popular spots, and one which is fea-

tured in the brochure is the Strong

Trouper arc follow spot light.
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Inexpensive Popcorn Display

Spurs Sales to Patrons

A novel display of popcorn at the Go-
pher Theatre, Minneapolis, which was ar-

ranged by Charles Mattson, assistant

manager, boosted popcorn sales 17 per cent

per person in the first two weeks of its

existence. The display cost included the
streamers, popcorn and the large Butter-
cup sign (previously used in an invaluable

space on the peg board behind the candy

Charles Mattson, assistant manager of the Gopher

Theatre, Minneapolis, helps sell popcorn as the

result of increased sales of the corn from his new

display in a counter case previously used to display

candy.

case) and amounted to 35 cents. The whole
display took less than 30 minutes to pro-
duce, most of which was spent gluing the
popcorn to the streamers, according to

Mattson.

The case previously was used to display
candy. The few boxes of candy which were
placed on two shelves and the bottom of

the case for the most part went unnoticed.
Mattson’s new display has attracted con-
siderable attention and customers return
to the case to ask for popcorn.

560 West Lake Street

People like the refreshing, tingling

goodness of all the drinks served by

the ' hard ice" ICEBERG . . . the one
dispenser that makes all drinks taste

better. Theatres enjoy the constant

flow of repeat concession business

and the dependable operation of the

ICEBERG.

Features with

Plenty

"S.R.O.” Appeal:

• Hard ice for better colder drinks
• Adjustable ice throw from V2
to 4 ozs.

• Recirculating water system—
no more overflowing buckets

• Assured, constant ice supply
from over-powered 34 H.P.
compressor

• Dramatic, exciting new
appearance

• 1,000 cup capacity

WRITE, WIRE OR
PHONE TODAY:

GOBS
PRODUCTS CORPORATION

Ad Agency for Seating Co.

Pulton, Morrissey Co., Chicago, was ap-
pointed as advertising agency for Hey-
wood-Wakefield’s public seating division,

effective January 1. The agency appoint-
ment came at a time when Fulton, Mor-
rissey started its fifth year as advertising
agency for the Lloyd Furniture Co., a
subsidiary of Heywood-Wakefield. Carl
Lugbauer, general advertising manager of
the 135-year-old manufacturing company,
made the announcement.

"PHILLIPS'' PRECISION MADE CARBON SAVERS

DRILL & TAP THREADING TOOL FOR ROTATING CARBONS

CARBON SAVERS FOR THEATRES AND DRIVE-IN THEATRES
Manufactured from best materials to stand heat.

Sold at All Established THEATRE SUPPLY DEALERS

PACKAGE

72

Count

H. B. REESE CANDY CO., HERSHEY, PA.

NEW 15<

THEATRE
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RESEATING-RECARPETING JOB

TRANSPARENT PLASTIC DOME DISPLAYS BUTTER IN VIEW OF CUSTOMER

butter dispenser SERV-O-MAT with its revolving bowl, flashing sales
message, colorful front, and gleaming chrome finish is a
bright attraction for the sale of buttered popcorn.

Simple one-hand operation dispenses a drip-proof
amount of butter at the touch of the dispenser bar, allows
up to 75 servings per minute.
SERV-O-MAT easy to clean . . . manufactured by

craftsmen with over 10 years experience in the building
of butter dispensers.

Patented SERV-O-MAT is built to serve you eco-
nomically and efficiently and to increase your profits

by 250%.
.

Modernize your concession area and join the profit

parade by ordering SERV-O-MAT now.

SPECIFICATIONS Height — 14". Width — 11", Depth — 17>/«", Electrical . . AC;
120 Volt; 1150 W. standard grounded plug. Shipping Weight: 32 lbs

BUTTER KiST CUPS . . . GIVE

YOUR BUTTER CORK SALES

UUY APPEAL"— ORDER NOW!

Server Sales
inc.

north 88 west 16447 main street,

menomonee falls, Wisconsin

Moisture

TPLike having your choice ^
BETWEEN Miss America

and Miss Universe!

Yes — whether you prefer
the sturdy 10 lb. tin or
the handsome 121/2 lb-

poly bag, Butterflake
assures you the same
superlative quality —
quality that pays off with
an extra S25.00 to $35.00
per hundred in your
Pop Corn profits. And
Butterflake is so tender,
so delicious, it brings
’em back again and again!

Packed four bags or

tins to the case. Order
from your distributor,

or write

pop corn division NATIONAL OATS CO
Wall Lake, Iowa • Hagerstown, Md. • Delaware, Ohio

Improve Your Theatre— And Improve Your Business

Continued from page 3/

brought by natives, delighted to show off

the spectacular interior decor.”

Closed for only 20 days from December
4 to 24, the replacing of seats and laying
of carpets was done remarkably fast,

Felu^o pointed out. ‘‘It was a very well-
coordinated engineering job.

‘‘Patron reaction to the renovation has
been fantastic,” he said enthusiastically.

“In the first ten days after the reopening
we had more than 53,000 patrons viewing
“The Wackiest Ship in the Army.”

He laughed, “I think our patrons know
that at the Fox they are getting a screen
that is bigger than 1,200 21-inch television

screens.”

Just two years ago the Fox was out-
fitted with a 500-ton air conditioning unit.

“Now the whole theatre fits the decor
grand and proud,” Peluso said.

First Aid Saved a Life

Mrs. Lillion Scatcherd, concessions at-

tendant at the St. Clair Theatre, Toronto,
Canada, found out the importance of her

knowledge of first aid when she was in-

strumental in helping to save the life of

a young patron.

On her evening break, she discovered

a lady in the restroom trying to stem the

bleeding of her ten-year-old daughter who
was having a bad nasal hemorrhage. Mrs.

Scatcherd notified Ron Hall, theatre man-
ager, who called for an ambulance, but in

the five minutes it took to arrive Mrs.

Scatcherd had, by applying pressure to

the proper spot, almost stopped the bleed-

ing. A continuation of pressure was given

by ambulance attendants until the child

was at the hospital and an immediate op-

eration made to seal and “bury” what had
been an exposed artery proved successful

and the child is now all right.

Gratitude by the police was expressed

orally at the scene and on the part of the

mother in the form of a beautiful bouquet

of flowers sent to Mrs. Scatcherd.

Not only for her expert job of merchan-
dising, but in recognition of her quick ac-

tion, Mrs. Scatcherd was presented the No-

vember award of Theatre Confections,

Ltd., $25 and a cosmetic basket.

Send

for complete

information

NATIONAL STUDIOS
42 West 48 Street, NYC
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7-Up Enters Post-Mix Field,

Creates Fountain Division

The manufacture and sale of post-mix
7-Up syrup by franchised bottlers in the

same territories cov-
ered by their 7-Up
franchise agreements
has been authorized
by the Seven-Up Co.

The special syrup,

designed for fountain
or post-mix vending
use, will be produced
in 7-Up bottling

plants under meth-
ods prescribed and
supervised by the
Seven-Up Co.

According to H. C.

Grigg, president, modern advances in soft

drink technology have now made it pos-

sible to maintain the high standards of

quality control in post-mix vending and
dispensing that Seven-Up Co. has always
required in its regular bottled packages.

A newly created fountain syrup division

will be headed by Sales Manager Norman
O. Tunell who comes to the firm with
many years of experience in the soft

drink business, including contacts in the

military, entertainment, concessions and
chain store fields. He will live in St.

Louis, Mo., and will work under the direc-

tion of vice-president and general sales

manager, D. J. O’Connell.

Manufacture of the post-mix syrup in

7-Up bottling plants will be under the di-

rection and supervision of Dr. B. C. Cole,

vice-president and director of technical

services for the parent company.

Test-marketed in the St. Louis area
first, post-mix 7-Up syrup found im-
mediate acceptance, company officials

said, and 7-Up sales increased rapidly at

all outlets in which it was tested.

Norman 0. Tunell

NEW IMPROVED!!
'LITTLE MISER' CARBON SAVER

THIS IS HOW THEY Will IOOK WHEN PUT TOGETHER

Precision Made on Automatic Screw Mochine

• New black oxidized finish

• No tools needed to use

• Does not damage lamp mechanism
• For use with Rotating lamps only

• Save hundreds of dollars on carbon bills

• No change in price

9mm, 10mm, 11mm size $3.00 each
13.6mm size $4.50 each

Order direct if your supply house does not stock

LOU WALTERS PROJECTOR ^REPAIR

8140 Hunnicut Rd., Dallas 28, Texas

Changeable Letters

STANDARD or BALLOON
Attraction Boards Avail-

able. Write for Literature

and Prices.

Omaha 2, Nebr.1712 Jackson St.

Drive-In patrons like the

“cafeteria-style” service

the Manley Serv-O-Ramicf

And YOU will, too!

Patrons appreciate the prompt, orderly service . . . minimum of confusion . . .

opportunity to see all products . . . less frantic, more pleasant employees.

You will welcome these benefits of the Serv-O-Ramic:

•Sales increase-an average of 5c per person served*, thanks to "impulse”
purchases.

• Payroll decreases-one-third the number of persons can smoothly operate
this equipment, compared to old-time concessions.*

• "Turn-key" installation available- Manley will handle all details of planning,

designing and supervision of installation . . . then "turn the key" over to you
when your profit-proved Serv-O-Ramic concession is complete.

Use the coupon below to get full details on the Manley Serv-O-Ramic instal-

lation that will please customers with faster, better service . . . help you increase
profits and cut payroll, too.

"Specific facts and fig-

ures on Serv-O-Ramic
drive-in installations fur-

nished on request

MANLEY, inc.

1920 Wyandotte

Kansas City 8, Mo.

I MANLEY, INC
Dept. BO-261

I 1 920 Wyandotte

|

Kansas City 8, Mo.

j

Send me complete information on your Serv-O-Ramic® equipment.

|

Please have a representative call.

| Name

I Firm —
Street —

^ City : Zone State _
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1215 I2th St Denver 4, Colorado

Mfrs. of the Speedster line of quolity french fryers,

griddles and counter ovens.

No other 10” of space earns
profit -so fast, so easily!

Yes . if you've got counter space approximately

twice- the size of two of these pages . . . you've got

a big EXTRA PROFIT potential! The Speedster Electric

Donut Fryer turns out fresh donuts by the dozen and

Profit by the pound! Imagine ... an inexpensive,

easy-to-install, easy-to-operate portable donut fryer

that guarantees high-speed production with a mini-

mum of effort. Sell twelve dozen donuts daily and

your yearly profit can be over $1800!

The Speedster Electric Donut Fryer's exclusive lift-out

heating element makes it easy to clean, too. Thermo-

statically controlled, rugged construction, handsome

appearance, and sanitation approved. 110 volts. No

special wiring needed. Just plug it in. Dollars to

donuts you'll like the price, too . . . only $132,501

(Available with hand type donut charger at $162.50)

Larger models with automatic cutters available for

heavier production requirements.

SEND FOR COMPLETE PROFIT-MAKING LITERATURE

. . . it's yours for the asking.

FOUR MODELS
$4.25 to $6.50

with straight cord

1214 Cherry St., Toledo, Ohio

SOLD NATIONALLY thru theatre supply dealers

BOILING WATER* TORTURE TEST
proves EPRAD Speakers

sound better LONGER!
Eprad HI-FI and 4 leading competitive
speakers (costing up to $1.25 more)
were placed in boiling water*. After
each half hour in water, speakers with-
drawn and checked against control
speakers for volume and clarity when
wet and when dry. When any speaker’s
sound became too distorted or volume
dropped below acceptable minimum
(both wet and dry), it was withdrawn
from test. Here are the results.

Each hour in boil-

ing water equals
about 10 months
normal use.

EPRAD
Brand "A"
Brand "B”
Brand "C”
Brand "D"

8 HRS.
1 HR.

2 HRS.
5 HRS.
3 Vi HRS.

Prove it yourself. Boil an EPRAD and any other

speaker and see how EPRAD lasts longer.

RIlI A I 1

All Segments Represented

By Eight New NAC Members

The recent addition of eight new mem-
bers to the National Ass’n of Concession-

aires has been announced by Edwin
Gage, first vice-president and membership
chairman.

The new members are: Tom Daines,

Chr. Hansen’s Laboratory, Milwaukee,

Wis.; J. D. Douglass, J. D. Douglass Con-
cessions, New Orleans, La.; Roger Auber-
tin, Drive-“N” Dine Restaurant, Maple,

Ontario, Canada: Roy J. Baunach, Electro-

ware Corp., Toledo, Ohio; R. L. Davis,

Pioneer Drive-In Theatre, Des Moines,

Iowa: Charles E. Kissling, Rainbow Acres

Roller Rink, Toledo; E. H. Davison, West
Drive-In Theatre, Glasgow, Mont.; San-
ford Warner, Warner’s Candy Sales Co.,

Cleveland.

All four of NAC’s Segments are repre-

sented by these firms; Electroware being

added to the Equipment Manufacturer
Segment; Chr. Hansen’s Laboratory joined

the Supplier Segment; Warner’s Candy is

a jobber-distributor, qualifying for the

Popcorn Processor, Manufacturer and
Merchandiser Segment; and the remain-
ing five firms have been admitted to the

Concessionaire and Automatic Merchan-
diser Segment.

Two More 15-Cent Nestle Bars

National distribution of a new 15-cent

size of Nestle’s milk chocolate and almond
candy bars to theatremen and concession-

aires is now under way. Nestle’s 15-cent

Crunch which was introduced in a thea-

tre package early in 1959 is now one of

the leading sellers of this size, and avail-

ability of the full Nestle chocolate bar line

in the 15-cent size can mean immediate
plus business for theatremen and other

concessions operators, as well as long-

range growth opportunities.

The new size bars are wrapped in the

traditional Nestle red and blue colors,

and the 15-cent price designation on the

wrappers appears at the request of the

theatre trade.

GLENRAY
MAKES HOT DOGS EAT BETTER

"Better Eating Means Better Selling—MORE PROFITS

"

* NEW MODEL—All Glass and Stainless Steel

* NEW HEATING—Barbecues to Perfection

NEW $150.00 Delivered REBUILT $105.00

SEE YOUR EQUIPMENT MAN OR WRITE ART GREER

enterprises
Box 35

Quincy, Michigan

Lily-Tulip Consolidates

Lily-Tulip Cup Corp. recently effected

the unification of two of its eastern sales

regions in order to improve customer serv-

ice. The Metro Sales Region and the At-

lantic Region were the units consolidated.

The new region will be called the Eastern
Region and will be managed by M.
Schechter, formerly manager of the Metro
Region. R. C. Snyder, formerly manager
of the Atlantic Region will be field sales

administrative manager in the New York
headquarters.

— :
—

—

:

——

1improvement Pays . . . Do / t Now

!

Eastman Budgets $70 Million

Eastman Kodak Co. plans to invest about

$70 million during 1961 for additions, re-

placements and improvements in its U.S.

facilities.
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AMPLIFIER COMPONENTS

Continued from page 27

working conditions, should last from 10,000

to 30,000 working hours. However, con-
densers must be kept cool to have such
long service life, and they must not be
worked above their rated capacity.

By the way, there are some solid dielec-

tric condensers that have a “peak voltage”

rating. This peak voltage is twice the

working voltage; it is therefore just under
the breakdown voltage. In other words,

this means the maximum voltage the

condenser can stand for very short periods

of time.

To sum up, condensers are extremely
important components and should be kept
in mind, along with resistors, as two of the
components that usually give trouble.

However, if high quality replacements are

installed and electrical connections kept
tight, plus the recommended voltage and
capacity, you should have practically

troublefree operation.

CHECK FOR "SHORTS"

Power transformers: In a well-built

transformer you will find good shielding

and rugged constructions. Very little

trouble should be experienced but if it

does develop, check for “shorts” and un-
wanted grounds with a good ohmmeter.
This advice applies to audio amplifiers.

In my service manual you will find data
on how to check transformers and coils;

it is too lengthy a subject to treat in this

article.

Comments: Now let us tell you about
some other maintenance pertaining to the
entire sound system you should keep in

mind when checking the equipment. For
an example, loose connections are always a

source of noise, sudden breakdowns and
sometimes complete loss of sound output.

When checking over the system, at least

every two to three months, go over various

connections with an orangewood stick and
push them to see if they are loose. By
loose connection we mean one that ap-
pears properly made but actually not a
solid one. Just because you see plenty of

solder on it does not mean that it is solid;

the wire and terminal that it is soldered
to may have not been heated enough to

make a solid connection. On the other
hand, do not overheat the wire or terminal
too much as you may damage the com-
ponent by excessive heat.

TEST BY WIGGLING WIRE

Another check can be made by wiggling
the wire, if it is a cable or single wire, and
if it is loose at the terminal, a noise in

the system will result. All connections
should always be made firm and checked
periodically. Trouble can often be avoided
by preventing it via monthly checkup.

The connections to the photoelectric

cell should be checked and oil should be

kept off the connections as oil may cause
a short. In most cases the terminal block
is fastened on the sound head frame and
is under the projector mechanism, there-
fore subject to surplus oil coming down
from the mechanism. Too, do not let any
oil get into the photocell socket. The cable

should make a good electrical contact at

the pre-amplifier terminal too.

The wiring and components in the pre-
amplifier require the same careful maim-
tenance as the power amplifier.

BalCOLD

REFLECTORS

CUT HEAT

INHALE
Read this Hollywood test report. “Film gate heat at 1.85 aperture,

is 280° F. with silvered reflectors, but only 140° F. with BalCOLD.”
And look at the benefits when BalCOLD Reflectors cut heat in half:

NO FOCUS DRIFT. As much as 5400 feet of film have been run
without refocus. Cooler film gate cuts down film bulge—keeps con-

stant focus.

GREATER DEPTH OF FIELD. Less film bulge means better back-

ground resolution, color fidelity, and clearness of detail.

NO END-OF-REEL CONTRACTION. Lens and projector parts

can’t cool off and contract (thus changing focus) because BalCOLD
Reflectors don’t let them get hot enough to expand!

NO EMULSION PILE-UP. Green film never gets hot enough to

leave emulsion coatings on film tracks and shoes.

LONGER REFLECTOR LIFE. Theatres all over the country report

up to 17 months and more constant, top-quality performance.

LONGER FILM LIFE. Theatres report film life doubled with

BalCOLD Reflectors. Means a lot when prints cost up to $10,000 ea.

Next time you replace silvered reflectors, replace them with

BalCOLD—the only reflector whose proven contribution to the

advancement of motion picture projection has won for its designers

the highly regarded technical award from the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.

BAUSCH & LOMB INCORPORATED
72014 Bausch St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

| Q Send me BalCOLD Data Brochure E-35.

[
Name

. Theatre

I

Address

i City Zone State

I

1

I

I

1

I
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Manual Butter Dispenser

With Measured Control

Simple to opei’ate, low in cost, the new,
manually operated Butterserver now being
marketed by Server Sales, Inc., is specific-

ally designed to meet the needs of smaller
volume locations. The improved, 1961

model has a non-drip spout, melts butter,

keeps it at proper temperature and dis-

penses it accurately and quickly. Built to

top quality standards of durability, per-
formance and sanitation, the Butterserver
can be disassembled and cleaned in a mat-
ter of minutes. This new unit is an addi-
tion to the Server Sales line which in-

cludes Serv-O-Mat (automatic dispenser)
Butterkist popcorn cups and Butterkist
sales accessories.

Exciting Ride Giveaway

A Boxoffice Stimulator

An exciting new ride, the “Luni-Cycle,”
described as “crazy as the hula hoop and
just as terrific,” is being offered exhibi-

tors as a giveaway item to increase attend-
ance. The Lomac Distribution Co. suggests
that one or more be given away weekly
through a variety of drawings which may

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

Use Readers’

Bureau Coupon on Page 47

be ticket stubs, concessions purchases,
such as popcorn with marked cartons, or

license numbers. The “Luni-Cycle” is a
one-wheel ride which comes complete with
training poles. Lomac will furnish adver-
tising mats, photos and ideas for promot-
ing the giveaway.

Two-Car Post Speakers Answer

To Theft and Damage Problems

A two-car post speaker, designed to de-

liver quality sound to the car on either

side of the post, has been developed by
Drive-In Theatre Manufacturing Co. and
is now in stock. The quality is excellent,

according to company spokesmen, and the

speaker unit is so mounted in the housing
that rain and sun cannot damage the unit,

and malicious damage is practically impos-
sible. The housing is so constructed that a
special screwdriver must be used to re-

move it from the post adapter. The two-
car speaker was developed at the request

of theatres across the country for use

where there are truck ramps, family car

ramps and back ramps where speaker
thefts have been high. The speaker unit is

all-weather and fungus-proofed and carries

a two-season warranty, with a trade-in
value after warranty expiration. A special

transformer is wired directly to the speak-

Cloims made For products described editorially

on this and other pages are taken from the

manufacturers' statements.

er unit, with two ohmage leads on the pri-

mary side, one for 2,500 ohms and one for

7,500 ohms. Volume controls are not in-
stalled so there is nothing for patrons to

tamper with. In a large circuit installation

the speakers were hooked to a master vol-
ume control in the booth and sound regu-
lated by the projectionist.

Improved Drive-In Car Counter

And "Twin" Driveway Treadles

Many improvements have been made in

the 1961 model car counters manufactured
by K-Hill Signal Co., Inc., for drive-in the-
atres, the most improtant of which is the
new “twin” tube driveway treadle used in

conjunction with the counter and perfected

last year. The new treadle is but %” high
by 2” wide and is anchored to the drive-

way by aluminum anchor blocks. Regard-
less of weight or speed of the car entering

the theatre via the boxoffice, these treadles

will count each and every car, yet are

immune to ordinary foot travel. K-Hill can
furnish “directional” traffic counters that

count just cars entering the theatre, no
count being made on cars leaving via box-
office. Included in improvements to the

counter mechanism itself are new rotary

solenoid-type coils used to move the

wheels during counting. These coils are

powered by self-contained rectifiers that

change the 110V 60-cycle current to 16

volts DC current. This low voltage meets
all codes pertaining to plug-in equipment.
A simplified wall bracket has been devised

for mounting the counter for easy viewing.

This year, all models are available in ac-

cumulative or turn-back-to-zero counters.

Window Box for Family Size

Package of Heide Jujyfruits

As announced recently, Henry Heide,

Inc., is now marketing Jujyfruits in a new
package design created by Egmont Arens,

food packaging authority. For the family

size (11-oz.) box, a transparent window
on the top will permit the customer to see

a generous sampling of the actual con-

tents. The box is yellow, with a red band
bearing the candy name in the style of

letters already associated with this gum
candy. Imprinted pictures of the candies

are shown in their natural colors.
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BEST SPEAKER VALUE EVER...

MORE FEATURES! LESS COST!

• Durable compact construction !— Rugged die-

cast aluminum . . . long-lasting enamel finish over

zinc chromate!

• Tamper-proof !— Stainless steel, Phillips head

screws used throughout!

• Floating speaker unit! — reduces shock...

minimizes magnet shifting... simplifies replace-

ment!

• Weatherproof Alnico V 1.47 ounce Aluminum

voice coil 4" speaker!

• Exclusive taper tab silver contact connections

.. .eliminates troublesome soldered connections

...never corrode!

*Unpain»ed straight cord

• Perforated aluminum speaker cone protector!

• Recessed volume control!

• Finished in Hammertone Gray and Metallic

Blue! Also available unpainted.

• Choice of straight or Koiled Kord!

• Competitively priced! — proven performance

...excellent sound response!

IN A CAR SPEAKER

call your National man . .

.

NATIONAL THEATRE
HOME OFFICE • 92 GOLD

SUPPLY COMPANY Branches Coast to Coast

STREET, NEW YORK 38, N. Y. subsidiary of general precision EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Famous Names
in Theatre

Equipment!

*R-IY1
. . . the screen that excels for

both 35MM and 70MM.
USED FOR:
"EXODUS"—Warner Theatre, N. Y. C.

"PEPE '— Beverly Hills Theatre, L. A.

The Finest in

DRIVE-IN
SCREEN PAINT

"SUPER WHITE" . . . the old stand-

by! Better than ever

"HI-DENSITY" ... for stipple effect

with lamb's wool roller.

"VINYIKOTE". . . vinyl plastic water

mix for clean surfaces.

TECHNIKOTE CORPORATION
63 SEABRING ST • BROOKLYN 31. N Y

Leonard Sotr • So I Shurpm

'Branded Speakers' Provide

Identification, Protection

The new, personalized ‘‘Branded Speaker”
has been announced by The Ballantyne Co.
With a minimum order of 1,008 speakers
(56 cases) the name of the theatre circuit

will be cast into the speaker at no extra
cost. “Branded Speakers” are available on
the A or Q Dub’l-Cone series and the E
or WE Single-Cone series. The “branding”
provides identification which constitutes

some protection from speaker loss.

Hamburger Broiler for Use

In Drive-Ins and Hardtops

The Clark 61 is a new, improved model
of the Clark Radiant Broiler manufactured
by Clark Industries, Inc., which has al-

ready met with proven success in en-

abling both indoor and drive-in conces-

sionaires to serve greaseless hamburgers to

patrons, with no smoke in the cooking

area. Because the heat rays are so intense,

they oxidize smoke while penetrating and
sterilizing the meat fibers, and broiling is

done in a closed drawer so no vent is re-

quired. Excess grease drips into a slide-out

tray. Buns are kept hot and crisp and a

warming cabinet keeps up to 36 wrapped
sandwiches ready to go during rush hours.

The electric broiler operates on 110 volts

and requires only 14 V2 inches of counter
space. The broiler cooks up to nine 2 oz.

hamburgers all the way through in two to

three minutes, retaining natural meat
juices for better flavor and tenderness,

with minimum shrinkage. Hollywood
Servemaster Co. is exclusive distributor.

Selby Now Making Three

Kinds of Screen Towers

Selby Industries, Inc., while still em-
phasizing that its top quality drive-in

screen tower with 30 lb. wind rating is

recommended as most desirable, announces
that new designs, new materials and new
procedures of erecting the towers make it

possible for the company to offer lower
prices on towers with less wind rating.

A tower with a 25 lb. wind rating of-

fers economy, while a tower with a 20 lb.

wind rating offers lowest first cost. The
two new towers are made possible by
stretching standard components further
apart and imposing more wind load,

thereby reducing the strength rating.

According to John Selby, in spite of

varying state codes, “it is unwise to buy a
20 lb. tower. The 25 lb. tower we feel to

be a tower of sufficiently good quality and
that we can guarantee its insurability.

We have built several of them with still a
perfect no loss record.

“However, the exhibitor who wants
quality and appreciates the reasonable as-
surance of continuity of business and
safety of his employes and customers will

select the 30 lb.”

A PERFECT GIVEAWAY!
Here's the perfect promotion for Grand
openings, Anniversary celebrations or just to

say "Thank You!’ Dewy fresh vanda orchids

or the popular everlasting woodrose will make
your next promotion a real success. Write or

wire for brochures.

All flowers shown approximately V2 size.

in plastic vial)

of

670 S. LAFAYETTE PARK PLACE
LOS ANGELES 57. CALIFORNIA

SPECIAL FOR DRIVE-IN THEATRES
$50.00 All Aerial Display

HUDSON FIREWORKS COMPANY, INC.

BOX 305 • Hudson, Ohio
PHONE OLympic 3-5228

No Order Too Large or Too Small
"Special Program" made up to fit your budget
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Counter Model Popcorn Warmer

Holds More Than a Bushel

A new counter model popcorn warmer
which measures only 15x15x17 inches holds
more than a bushel of popped corn, at least

40 ten-cent servings, and heats in ten
minutes. The warmer has a self-locking

assembly which can be put together and
placed on a counter ready for service in

five minutes, wired and ready to plug ia.

The heating element is a permanent part
of the bottom. An adjustable, self-feeding

baffle facilitates serving of hot popcorn.
The warmer, which is manufactured by
ABC Popcorn Co., can also be used for

serving potato chips, peanuts in the shell,

etc. It operates on 110 volts, 50 watts, AC
or DC current.

Expand the Utility Range

Of Compact Floor Machines

Improvements recently made to the com-
pact Super Service Port-Able 13 SP floor

machine, originally launched into the
market early in 1959 expand its utility

range and enhance its performance, ac-

cording to National Super Service Co. The
machine is especially built for small area
duty and combines low price with innova-
tions in floor machine design and con-
struction. It has now been equipped with
a unique solution tank for scrubbing and
shampooing carpets. A cast aluminum
brush skirt and standard aluminum drive

plate for the standard 23 -inch brush
equipment have also been added. The
solution tank is made of high impact
Styrene, providing light weight with ample
strength and durability. Like the first

model, the new Port-Able features a
patented Power Grip Drive of steel cable

reinforced neoprene timing belt with nylon-
faced teeth x-unning on anodized gears.

This avoids all metal-to-metal contact and
eliminates any grease or oil drip as no
lubrication is ever needed.

Use Readers' Service Bureau coupon found on

page 47 for more information about products

described in this issue.

BROKEN AND PITTED MIRRORS COST YOU MONEY!

REFLECTORS

Replace Them With

HEYER
NON-PITTING

SHULTZ
NON-TARNISHING

The H-S All Aluminum, High Efficiency Metal Reflector gives you
top screen illumination at a New Reduced Price, on a straight

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
The H-S Standard Rhodium Finish Metal Reflector gives you excel-

lent screen illumination on a

FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE
Eliminate Reflector Replacement Cost! Ask your Theatre Supply

Dealer for Dependable, Economical H-S Metal Reflectors, or write

for full particulars to

HEYER-SHULTZ, INC.
CEDAR GROVE, N. J.

DENVER, COLORADO

For YOUR
BOXOFFICE
Engraved b y
our exclusive
process on lu-

cite to your
specifications.

LAMOLITE*

ILLUMINATED PRICE ADMISSION SIGNS
Our enlarged plant facilities assure OVERNIGHT

service from coast to coast.

Plastic Signs Engraved for the Entire Theatre
Send for Folder *Paf pend.

DURA ENGRAVING CORP.
LAMOLITE-BOWMAN DIVISION

133 West 20th Street New York 11, N. Y.
RINGSDORFF CARBON CORP. East McKeesport. Pa
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ADLER
LETTERS
ASSURE SELLING IMPACT

FOR YOUR CHANGEABLE SIGNS!

The only complete line of Plastic and Aluminum

letters, from 4" to 31", including "Snap-Lok"

Plastic Letters that won't blow off, won't fall off.

All sizes of Adler Plastic Letters available in

Red, Blue, Green, Opaque Black. For Free Cata-

log of Adler "Third Dimension" Changeable

Letters—Mechanical Letter Changer—Stainless

Steel Frames Glazed with Glass or Plastic—Low-

Cost "Sectionad" Displays—Cast Aluminum

"Mounties" for building identification—write:

ADLER SILHOUETTE LETTER CO.
11843-A W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.

\
CLEANLINESS

BUILDS

BUSINESS

YOU WILL NEVER KNOW HOW
BEAUTIFUL YOUR CHROME AND
GLASS CAN BE UNTIL YOU HAVE
CLEANED THEM WITH KINNER’S
GLASS AND CHROME CLEANER.
More theatres use K INNER'S
than any other cleaner for glass

and chrome. Sold by

Abbott—Gardner—National,
and other Theatre Supply Houses.
"Complies with Federal and State Label Laws”

INVENTORY
CLOSE OUT!

Need a Spare , Buy Now -

Worth Far More in Parts Alone!

ARCLAMPS low as $35.50

GENERATORS from $99.50

RECTIFIERS down to $35.00

PROJECTOR MECHS from $79.50

SOUNDHEADS from $25.00

LENSES, all sizes, from $ 9.95

S.O.S CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. C, 602 WEST 52nd ST., N. Y. 19 - PLaza 7-0440

UTO Directors All Aboard for Show-a-Rama 4

Officers and directors of United Theatre Owners of the Heart of America find a new piece of

playground equipment of great interest. It is made by Miracle which will have a complete exhibit

at Show-a-Rama 4, which will be held March 7-9 at Hotel Continental in Kansas City.

Officers and directors of the United
Theatre Owners of the Heart of America
in Kansas City, Mo., adjourned a recent

meeting to a nearby downtown parking lot

to examine a new rubber-tired train for

drive-in theatres, as demonstrated by D.

W. Ahrens of Miracle Equipment Co.

The train, consisting of a locomotive,

three cars and a caboose will carry 16

adults or up to 25 children, has a per-

manent, chip-resistant finish, and is bat-

tery powered with an automatic safety

brake. Its top speed is 25 mph and it

needs no special installation, track or any-

thing except a reasonably hard surface

to run on.

Shown with the train are, from left: Jay
Wooten, Hutchinson, Kas., exhibitor;

Ahrens, Bev Miller, Missouri and Kansas
drive-in operator; Woodie Barritt (with-

out hat) , Wichita, Kas., drive-in operator

and president of UTO; N. B. "Cress” Cress-

well, UTO executive secretary and general
manager of Show-a-Rama 4 at which
Miracle will have a completely equipped
playground on display. Show-a-Rama 4

will be held March 7-9 at Hotel Conti-
nental in Kansas City.

REDUCE LIGHT LOSS

First-Surface (front coated)

Tufcold Dichroic Mirrors

NEW reflectors afford the

lowest cost way to pic-

ture brightness. How long

since you last replaced

yours 7 You should do so

regularly.
3 sU^te

Write for data on correct sizes and type for your lamps.

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
II CITY PARK AVENUE

zy/ia/i(r^aclftre-ri 0le^lectofd^cr 25 *^/ecwA

TOLEDO 1, OHIO
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about PEOPLE / and PRODUCT
cording to Frank P. Downey, AMF vice-

president and head of the company’s Bowl-
ing Products Group.

Ernest B. Allison
is the new president

of Amcoin Corp., re-

placing Arthur B.

Segal who is now
chairman of the
board. Allison re-

turned to the bever-

age dispensing busi-

ness after an absence
of four years in

which he served as

president and treas-
uries* B. Allison

urer Qf the Gilbert
Cummins Co. and Adams Industries, fab-
ricators of tubular steel for the furniture

industry. Prior to 1956 Allison was general

sales manager of Carbonic Dispensers, Inc.

The Amcoin product line is being ex-

panded to include ice makers, carbonated
drink dispensers, bar dispensing equip-
ment and related items. Amcoin will con-
tinue to make its regular line of quality

coffeemaking equipment which it has been
producing since 1925.

American Machinery & Foundry Co. will

completely equip 232 new bowling lanes

with Automatic Pinspotters and related

“Streamlane Decor” bowling equipment for

United Centers, Inc., Syracuse, N.Y., ac-

AMF Ltd., United Kingdom subsidiary of

American Machine & Foundary Co., was
recently awarded the largest overseas
bowling equipment contract in the history
of the industry by Trans-World Bowling,
Inc. The contract calls for more than 250
AMF Automatic Pinspotters and allied

“Streamlane Decor” to be installed in sev-
eral new bowling centers throughout the
United Kingdom.

C. F. Simonin’s Sons, Inc., has returned,
after an absence of four years, to the
client roster of Adrian Bauer and Alan
Tripp, Inc., Philadelphia. James A. Ryan,
Simonin’s president, in making the an-
nouncement, said that Bauer and Tripp
will serve as both advertising agency and
marketing counsel.

BOXOFFICE-MODERN THEATRE:

Send me more information about the products and articles checked on

the reverse side of this coupon.
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T. H. Stanley, chairman of the board
of directors, Royal Crown Cola Co. since
1956 has retired from that post, although
he will continue on the board as a direc-

tor. Stanley has been associated with the
company for more than 35 years.

In commenting upon Stanley’s dis-

tinguished career with the company, W.
H. Glenn, Royal Crown president, pointed
out that, during his years of service in

various sales executive capacities, the dis-

tribution of company products was ex-
tended internationally and company sales
increased more than 420 per cent.

Street Number

City. Zone State.
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The “Directory of Automatic Merchan-
dising,” the latest edition of the “complete
source book” of automatic merchandising
published by National Automatic Mer-
chandising Ass’n, is now available from
NAMA, 7 South Dearborn Street, Chicago
3. Single copy, $4.50; additional copies,
$2.50 each.

HAVE YOU MADE ANY IMPROVEMENTS LATELY?

We’d like to know about them and so would your fellow exhibitors.

If you’ve installed new equipment or made other improvements in your

theatre, send us the details—with photos, if possible. Or if you have

any tips on how to handle some phase of theatre operations, concessions

sales, etc.—faster, easier or better—let other showmen in on them. Send

this material to:

The Editor

MODERN THEATRE
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BUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE
First Class Permit No. 874 - Section 34.9 PL&R - Kansas City, Mo.
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825 Van Brunt Blvd.

KANSAS CITY 24, MO

YOU CAN SAVE
TIME . . . MONEY . .

.

Yes, drive-in owners have found that you can keep
your grounds clean, quicker and cheaper, with the

new

PORTABLE
INCINERATOR CART

One man does the work of many . . . burns all refuse

right on the spot. Just right for paper, leaves, twigs,

etc. Large capacity, 18 cu. ft., yet perfect balance

makes it easy to handle. Wide wheel treads; all

welded steel construction means lasting wear.

Hundreds of satis-

fied users. CUTS
CLEAN-UP TIME
IN HALF.

Shipped uncrated by
prepaid Rwy. Exp.

$845°

COMPLETELY AS-
SEMBLED (West of
Miss. Add $12)

WRITE TODAY TO DEPT. MT

COUNTY SPECIALTIES
P. 0. Box 968 Grand Central Station

New York 17, N. Y.
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Large-Scale Promotion for Song'

Pinpoints Liszt Music and Loves

“Song Without End” opened in the

Odeon circuit’s 2,318-seat Carlton Thea-

tre in Toronto after a two-month, care-

fully directed campaign pinpointing the

Franz Liszt music and tempestuous person-

ality, and went on to five weeks of success-

ful business.

Victor Nowe, the able Carlton manager,

started showing the teaser trailer about

eight weeks prior, and put up an extra

large lobby standee six weeks ahead. One
month in advance he gave a special Sun-

day evening screening, special because the

Carlton normally is closed on Sundays in

conformance with the Ontario provincial

Lord’s Day act which prohibits all kinds of

commercial activities on the Sabbath.

A SUNDAY EVE SCREENING

For this Sunday screening, written invi-

tations were extended to record dealers,

music store managers, radio disc jockeys,

radio classical program directors, music

commentators, press reviewers and column-

ists, colleges of music leaders, church or-

ganists, choir directors, musical societies,

glee club leaders, symphony orchestras,

concert group and high school musical

associations.

“With such a large representation in

the musical field in attendance at an ad-

vance screening, we knew that word of

mouth would be terrific, and by the time
that our engagement opened a wide ma-
jority of the city’s musical population

would be acquainted with the film,” Nowe
comments.
Tieups were made with the Franz Liszt

music through record displays featuring

the Colpix long-play recording of Jorge
Bolet, the pianist in the film. Colpix also

has an excellent album cover for “Song
Without End,” and this was used in the
center of all window and store displays,

surrounded by stills, 22x28s and inserts.

Colpix took radio time, giving playdate
credits, through one week before opening.

OPENING DAY GIVEAWAY
On opening day every 100th patron re-

ceived a free Liszt record, courtesy of

Colpix.

RCA Victor, Columbia and Decca also

had window and store record displays.

Paid advertising on CKFH extended
through preopening week, climaxed by a
free “Franz Liszt Day” on the day prior
to opening, which the station proclaimed
through seven days prior. On that day

every Liszt number available in the

CKFH music library was played. Listeners

were asked to send in their special Liszt

requests.

During the first week’s run, George
Wilson of CKFH ran a “Guess the Franz
Liszt Selection” contest. Wilson played a

Liszt number on his program and asked
listeners to send in the name. Colpix Rec-
ords presented LP records to the winners.

A 40x60 standee in the Carlton lobby

urged patrons to dial CKFH and listen

to the Wilson program.
Special displays of Liszt sheet music

and piano selections were arranged in

music stores.

Nowe played up Capucine as the new
star in all displays inside and outside the

theatre, on radio stations and in news-
paper copy. She was featured in displays

in women’s wear stores, a dozen fur stores

and in jewelry stores.

Special stills and blowups of Dick Bo-
garde were pinpointed in men’s store win-
dows. In 15 the men’s sweater angle was
played up, in ten, men’s suits.

HEAVY STORE POSTING

Book and still displays were arranged
in bookstores and libraries throughout the

city, while in variety stores, newsstands
and bookshops. Manager Nowe and his

aides assembled layouts of material from
such magazines as Look, Redbook, Good
Housekeeping, McCalls and Cosmopolitan.

Personal contacts were made with re-

ligious groups and school principals for

group student attendance at a reduced
admission.

Intermission music at the theatre a
month in advance featured selections from
the film.

The opening “was sensational.”

Projector of Fashions
L. W. Newcomb set up a projector and

screen in a window of Kerr’s department
store in the extensive Penn Square shop-
ping center at Oklahoma City, showing
fashions from “Midnight Lace,” but he
couldn’t get the area dark enough so
moved them inside. For “From Hell to

Eternity,” Newcomb used two of the Al-
lied Artists boxes and these made excellent
ballyhoo at the center with two girls in-
side, carrying them around at the shopping
center.

This display at the Toronto Odeon Carlton fea-

tured top billing of the Franz Liszt name with a

22x28 blowup of Dick Bogarde underneath. To the

left is another blowup of Capucine and Bogarde at

the piano. At the side, center, is a blowup an-

nouncing every selection performed in the film. In

advance and during the five-week run, patrons

studied the selections with great care. This an-

nouncement of the musical numbers played in the

film was a big selling point, and it also saved

staffers much time in answering inquiries about

the music, since the entire listing was available

on the display.

Television Tieups Boost
'Wizard' in Twin Cities
An extensive television campaign was

worked out by Bob Favaro, publicist for

20th-Fox, prior to the opening of “Wizard
of Baghdad” in seven neighborhood and
suburban theatres in the Minneapolis
area. Tieups were arranged with Clancy
the Cop on WCCO-TV, Captain Ken’s
Looney Tuners show on KMSP-TV and
Casey Jones on WTCN-TV to give away
a wizard turban and a coloring book to

children who attended their shows for the
week prior to and running through the
playdate. All the TV personalities also
plugged the picture and the theatres show-
ing it.

KMSP-TV also ran a three-minute pro-
motion spot gratis during free time plus
plugging the picture on its Mary Jo
Tierney show.
Theatres which showed the picture gave

away turbans and coloring books at a spe-
cial Saturday matinee prior to the pic-
ture’s opening.
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VIP Participation Gives High Status to Safety Slogan Contest

A representative of Gov. Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin honored the Kenosha, Wis., men and organ-

izations participating in the safety slogan contest sponsored by the nine Certified Grocery Stores

units, presenting to them safety plaques on the stoge of the Orpheum Theatre. The presentation

was by Dan Schutz, director of the state highway safety promotion and administration. Left to right:

William Lipman, president of the Kenosha Broadcasting Co.; Charles Dilday, Kenosha Evening News;

Mayor Eugene Hammond; Schutz; Ralph Wade, representing Certified Grocers; Police Inspector Leo

Buchmann, and Wallace Konrad, manager of the Orpheum Theatre.

Kenosha, Wis., Promotion

Is Two-Way Deal Which

Can Be Duplicated For

Films Involving Kids

A safety slogan contest, sponsored by a

leading local business and enlisting the

participation and support of local VIPs,

was conceived by Louis Orlove, Milwau-
kee, longtime publicist now with 20th-Fox,

and put over at Kenosha, Wis., in behalf

of the premiere of “For the Love of Mike”
at the Orpheum Theatre by Orlove and
Wallace Konrad, Orpheum manager.
The promotion, successfully executed

several months ago, could be used in con-

nection with any picture involving youth,

or for that matter the problem of safety.

As Orlove reports, “this is a two-way
deal which garnered some very, very ex-

cellent publicity, and most important it

sold tickets and packed the theatre . . .

the mayor, civic clubs, police department
and citizens liked it because they had an
important part in the promotion, and also

because they were a part of the stage cele-

bration.”
In fact, the merchants and other lead-

ers of Kenosha officially congratulated
20th-Fox and the Orpheum management
for conducting the most effective cam-
paign of the year in behalf of the cause
of highway safety.

The promotion was so effective at Ke-
nosha, both from the theatremen’s view-
point and the civic and business leaders

involved, that it was repeated in three

other cities—Janesville, Fond du Lac and
Wausau.

First Certified Grocery Stores, Inc.,

which operates nine supermarkets, was
lined up as sponsor of a contest in which
any Kenosha County boy or girl was

eligible to submit a slogan on home, farm
or highway safety, ten words or less.

Contestants could use a coupon on the

circulars (SV^xll) distributed by the

Certified Grocers chain, or a reasonable
facsimile.

More than 15,000 of these circulars

were printed and passed out in the county,

all costs paid by the Certified.

There were three main prizes and one
special—a bicycle donated by Montgomery
Ward, a wrist watch by DeJames Jewelers

and a $25 gift certificate by J. C. Penney’s,

plus a special award to the first-place

winner, consisting of a dinner for three at

Fazio’s restaurant in Milwaukee and tick-

ets to see “This Is Cinerama” and “Ben-
Hur,” donated by Certified.

Contestants had to turn in their slogans

at any of the nine Certified stores. The
first 2,500 turning in slogans received free

tickets to “For the Love of Mike.” Entries
were limited to one slogan to each con-
testant.

Besides the sponsor and the donors of

the prizes, participation of other important
organizations was obtained. First were the
publicity media, such as the newspapers,
radio and television stations. Next city

officials—the mayor and police officials

—

civic organizations, civic clubs, school of-

ficials, state officials, etc., all were enlisted

in the act.

One of Orlove’s first steps to this end
was to write direct to the governor and
acquaint him with the purpose of the con-
test; namely, advancing the rules of safe-

ty. Through him, the task of getting the
state highway commission behind the plan
was made simpler. Letters were exchanged
with Dan F. Schutz, the director of the
safety division of the Wisconsin Vehicle
Department, the outcome of which was
that Shutz agreed to give the contest the
benefit of the state highway section’s

prestige.

Orlove proposed that the state recognize
the efforts of the Kenosha citizens who
gave their support to the safety promotion
by the formal presentation to them of

Safety Certificates, signed and approved by
the governor himself, the presentation to

take place in a ceremony on the Orpheum
stage.

Thus the double deal. Stanley G.
Haukedahl, police chief at Kensoha,
headed a group of leading Kenosha store

managers and businessmen who were ap-
pointed to judge the safety slogans. When
the contest closed there were approxi-
mately 2,700 entries. The winners were
duly chosen, and the announcements and
presentation of prizes took place at a
Saturday morning matinee just after the

opening of “For the Love of Mike.” Then
approximately a week later officials and
leaders of the participating companies and
organizations were introduced at an evening
ceremony on the Orpheum stage, and pre-

Here are the judges who selected the three winners in the safety slogan contest conducted at

Kenosha, Wis. Left to right: Richard Sentieri, Bonnie Home Food Shop; Edward Kuzik, Kuzik super-

market; John Herbert, manager J. C. Penney store; Nello Ventura, DeJames Jewelers; Stanley G.

Haukedahl, police chief; Wallace Konrad, manager of the Orpheum Theatre, and his wife, and

Albert Hobbs, Montgomery Word.
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sented the Safety Certificates by Com-
missioner Shutz himself.

Shutz supplied a safety reel to be played

at the Orpheum with the “For the Love

of Mike” show.
Receiving the awards were William Lip-

man, Kenosha Broadcasting Co.; Charles

Dilday, Kenosha Evening News; Mayor
Eugene Hammond; Ralph A. Wade, Certi-

fied Grocers; Leo Buchmann, police in-

spector, and Wallace Konrad, Orpheum
manager.
Even the First National Bank “got into

the act” by issuing invitations via a large

newspaper ad to all “Junior Bankers” to

attend a Saturday morning performance
at the Orpheum. The youngsters were
asked to step into the bank for details.

The bank picked up the tab—on a full

house.

Anything Goes in Lobby
To Interest Patrons
Pat Cordier, manager of the ABC cir-

cuit’s Rex in southeastern London, is al-

ways looking for something to attract the

interest of his patrons and giving his lobby

something different. Recently he heard
that an Associated British-Pathe television

crew was using the foyer of a nearby the-

atre to make a series of advertising film-

lets. So Cordier picked up his camera and
went over to the place, to take a series

of photos of the television crew in action.

These he mounted on a display board in

the main lobby along with a tearsheet

from a British magazine which gave full

details of the ABP activity.

A Popcorn Game
For “Jailhouse Rock” and “Ride a Vio-

lent Mile,” B. E. Smiley of the Center The-
atre in Winston Salem, N. C., used a false

front featuring an extra lot of paper on
the Presley film. He had cutout letters of

Elvis Presley across the whole fx-ont of the
outer lobby. On opening day, was a pop-
coi’n game with $155 in cash and prizes

given away via lucky coupons in popcorn
sacks. On the second day of the program,
a kid giveaway was advertised at the end
of the first perfoimance, about 2 p.m. The
giveaway was for the girls, twro Cuddly
Cathy doll sets bought from an A&P store,

one for the white kids and the other for

the colored.

Hunt for Queen Esther
An intensive search for the Michigan

candidates to l'eign as “Queen Esther” is

being conducted by Robert McNabb, De-
troit manager, and Thomas McGuire, re-

gional publicity manager, for 20th-Fox,
through a statewide contest. The metro-
politan area contest is being tied in with
the booking of “Esther and the King,”
opening February 28 on a day-and-date
basis in 27 Detroit area and seven upstate
theatres.

Gas Stations Are Hosts
Roy Nichols, manager of the NT&T

theatre in Liberal, Kas., promoted a spon-
sored series of Saturday afternoon movie
parties, courtesy of the Shamrock gasoline

service stations. Tickets are available at

the company’s stations for the asking, no
purchase needed. Shamrock advertises
the shows extensively every week.
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Barrel-Chested Manager Finds Goliath'

Down His Alley, His Biggest Campaign

Part of the lobby display arrangement for "Goliath'' at the Rex Cinema in southeast London. Note

the center standee. The arm (or arrow) revolves, pointing to highlights in the film as featured in stills

and copy around the circle. A small motor retrieved from the theatre storeroom was hooked up to

move the arm.

Pat Cordier, manager for the Associated
British Cinemas in London who stands 6

ft. 2 and is a physical culturist of the first

rank himself, waited a long time for such
a picture as “Goliath” to come along. In
fact, he had his promotion almost cut and
di-ied for several years before “Goliath”
was made.
Pat has a 52-inch chest measurement

and once came in seventh in a Mr. Uni-
verse contest, where he met Steve Reeves,
who plays the star i-ole in the film.

In short, with his many physical cul-

ture contacts and promotional idea which
he had mulled over for a long time,

Cordier arranged the biggest campaign he
has ever put on, one which seemed to

snowball as it went along. Naturally there
was a muscleman contest in which several

top men of the physical culture world com-
peted. In fact it was won by a Len Davis,

26, who finished fifth in the 1957 Mr.
Universe contest.

GOLIATH’S MEASUREMENTS
Davis’ measurements are 46 V2 chest,

3H/2 waist, 17 y4 aim muscles, 25^ thighs
and 17% calves. He confessed he has to do
body-building exercises for two hours, six

nights a week, in order to keep his muscles
in tiptop shape. He also drinks ten pints

of milk a day.

The local paper reported: “Girls giggled,

moms and dads gaped and small boys stood
up and stared, goggle-eyed, as nine
muscle men in the briefest of bathing
trunks showed off their brawny bodies be-
hind the footlights of the Rex Theatre.”
The event was presented befoi-e a packed

house. In addition to the competition to

find the local “Mr. Goliath,” Manager
Cordier had set up a strength contest in

which the big boys battled it out with the
gyms.
pound weight from chest above the head
18 times.

To add zest to the latter, Cordier invited

anyone from the audience to come to the
stage and tiy the l-epetition pi-ess. One
local hei’o responded and came up with
11, considered surprising.

The following day, a demonstration of

judo was featured by the junior members
of the local judo club. Although it was a
matinee affair, many adults attended to

watch the youngsters throw each other
about.
Even the ABC district manager came up

with an assist. J. Chapman, a wrestling
and body-building fan, attended the Mr.
Goliath and strength contests. Later in the
lobby while the winners were being photo-
gi-aphed, a chance remark induced him to

pick up the bai’bell and in jacket (and
minus loin cloth) he did a creditable num-
ber of presses.

POSTERS AT GYMS
An idea of the size of Cordier’s promo-

tion is suggested by the following:

Posters, stills, etc., put up in 36 body-
building, wrestling and weightlifting

gyms.
"Goliath” display in Rex lobby largest

which had ever appeared there.

Contest and film inserts placed in pub-
lications of Weider Publications, publisher
of largest chain of physical culture maga-
zines. Weider also donated prizes for win-
ners.

Slides used in other ABC theatres in
the southeast London area.

Twenty by eight-foot display on front of

house.
Thousands of back issues of physical cul-

ture magazines distributed at theatre
(free)

.

Cooperating were the Health and
Strength League and Sti-eatham Weight-
lifting Club.

Marines at Work!
To exploit “From Hell to Eternity” Paul

Amick enlisted the Wichita, Kas., Marine
recruiting offices. A Leatherneck was as-
signed to attach Da-Glo bumper strips to

cars all over town. Paul also tied up with
the paperback book which gave him 18-

inch three-color snipes on newsstands
throughout the city. In exchange, credit

displays were given space in the Orpheum
lobby.
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Theatre Promotion in Pakistan: Hotel

And Newspaper Join in Giveaway Deal

They do their giveaway promotions up
right across the world in Pakistan. And
the highest government officials feel no
loss of dignity in participating in them.
When “Pillow Talk’’ played at the

Palace Theatre in Karachi, where long

runs are the rule, Humayun H. Baigmo-
hammed of the management lined up the

Hotel Excelsior to sponsor a giveaway

consisting of a Grundig radio set, com-
plete dinner set, tea set, Parker pen and
pencil set, an electric iron, and two din-

ners at the hotel. Humayun added four

passes to see the film at the Palace for

an eighth prize.

GOVERNMENT CHIEF HELPS

For the giveaway, the Hotel Excelsior

had 50,000 coupons printed, numbered con-

secutively, which listed the film title and
the rules of the event. A coupon was given

away with each ticket purchased. The
Leader, English-language daily, joined the

promotion, and published 480 inches of

advertising matter (including mat illus-

trations on the picture) plugging the give-

away. The gimmick was that each of the

coupon stubs had to have a validating

coupon from the Leader attached when
dropped in the box at the Palace.

The Leader validating gimmick is fre-

quently used by the Palace.

Humayun noted: “The reaction was
fantastic. The picture was liked by all

classes. I saw many heads of government
departments, diplomats, foreigners and
business magnates coming to see the pic-

ture several times, and filling out lucky

tickets in order to get in on the winning
of the prizes.”

NEWSPAPER IN ON IT

The drawing was done by no less than
Col. Naseerudding Humayun, chairman of

the Karachi Development Authority, be-
fore a packed auditorium. The names of

the winners also were announced in the
daily newspapers.

Palace Manager Humayun also got the
noncommercial Radio Pakistan to play
records from “Pillow Talk,” after much

persuasive talk with the director of pro-
grams.

Later, the Leader went in on an identical

coupon giveaway deal for “Shaggy Dog,”
devoting over 198 inches of free space to

the tieup, in which Snow White Dry
Cleaners paid for the prizes and giveaway
tickets.

Bobbie's Calling Cards
Arouse Flood of Calls
More than 1,000 telephone calls a day

tied up two numbers in East St. Louis,

111., following distribution of business
cards reading, “Miss Bobbie Williams . . .

Girl of the Night . . . For an Evening’s
Entertainment Call— (the numbers).” Wes
Bloomer, proprietor of the Cahokia Thea-
tre there where “Girl of the Night’ was to

play, put in two more phones, making a

total of four, to handle the calls, which
were connected to an automatic answering
device.

Two platinum blondes distributed 6,000

cards. A low-pitched female voice intro-

duced herself, and the film, to all callers

via a 35-second recorded tape.

Bloomer also played the film at his Ritz
in Belleville, 111.

Free Preview for Oldsters
Spearheading a drive to inaugurate a

Senior Citizens Club with a bang, Sid
Page staged a special sneak preview at

which Missoula, Mont., residents 60 years
of age or older were admitted free. Page
tied up with a local bakery which provided
gratis coffee with doughnuts for all the
oldster guests. Membership cards were is-

sued to all the Senior Citizens present.

Old Tree Stump Used
For “Home From the Hill,” Virginia Set-

zer of the Spartan at Sparta, N. C., resur-

rected an old tree stump from the theatre
storeroom and put it in the lobby with
cutouts from a one-sheet stapled on it.

Then on the day before opening, it was
moved to the sidewalk out front.

Jack Atlas, head of Columbia's trailer department,

shows a pink-surreyed Willys Jeep plugging "Pepe"
to John Flinn, studio director of advertising and
publicity. The Jeeps, seen in a ballet sequence in

the film, are part of the publicity campaign Co-
lumbia is conducting for the production. Jeeps will

be available in playdate cities, providing trans-

portation for persons who wish to purchase "Pepe”
tickets.

Moving Writeup Given
Novel Killing Method
YOUNG KILLER RELIVED HIS
CRIMES WITH THE AID OF A
CAMERA.
This headline, introducing readers to

the theme of “Peeping Tom,” a suspense-
horror production made in England,
spread across five columns of the enter-
tainment section of the Times and
County Mail in the Norbury section of
London. The film played the Rex Cinema,
managed by P. J. Cordier.
The reviewer regarded the psychotic

killer crime method of operation of such
novelty that he gave a moving writeup of
the picture.

A 16mm trailer in color was obtained
and loaned to the Croydon Cine Club for
showing at a meeting. The trailer was
transferred to a photographic show dur-
ing the week of the film for a window pro-
jection setup.

Two Ballet Films Put
On New Orleans Bill
Harold Bailey and Lawrence Bethea of

the Gentilly Woods Theatre in New Or-
leans combined “The Royal Ballet” and
“The Bolshoi Ballet” on one bill. After
running the British production for three
weeks, the Russian film was brought in so
patrons and ballet enthusiasts could see
one or both for the price of one for the
sake of comparison.
The city’s other art theatre, the Pea-

cock, did real well with “School for
Scoundrels,” after which it opened “Never
on Sunday.

A 'Ballet' Record
Selected for a “test engagement,” Dave

Lackie gave “The Royal Ballet” an allout
treatment that resulted in a record three-
performance gross at the Fox, Riverside,
Calif. Dave solicited cooperation of local

schools and universities, with outstanding
response. Music-lover mailing lists and
herald distribution played important roles.
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Display in the lobby of the Palace Theatre in Karachi, Pakistan, of the prizes given away by the

Excelsior Hotel for "Pillow Talk." The hotel printed 50,000 numbered coupons, given one each to

ticket buyers, and validated by a coupon published in the English-language Leader, a daily newspaper.
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2473 ©Alamo, The (162) Todd-AO)

Historical Drama UA 10-31-60 tt

2442 ©All the Fine Young Cannibals

(122) © Drama MGM 7-18-60 tt

2477 All the Young Men (86) Dr Col 8- 8-60 +
2443 ©Amazing Mr. Teas, The (70)

Novelty Pad Prod-SR 7-18-60 =
2457 Angel Wore Red, The (99 Dr MGM 9- 5-60 ±
2489 Angry Silence, The (95) Dr Valiant 12-26-60-+

2496 Another Sky (83) Melodr Harrison 1-23-61 +
2428 Apartment, The (125)

Panavision Com-Dr UA 6- 6-60 tt

2452 As the Sea Rages (74) Dr Col 8-22-60 +
— B

—

2429 ©Battle in. Outer Space (90) Tohoscope,

Science-Fiction (English-dubbed) Col 6-13-60 +
2441 Bellboy, The (72) Farce Para 7-18-60 +
2433 ©Bells Are Ringing (127) © Mus. MGM 6-20-60 tt

2382©Ben-Hur (212) Camera 65

Biblical Drama MGM 11-30-59-+

2453 ©Between Time and Eternity

(98) Dr U-l 8-22-60 ±
2458 Beyond the Time Barrier (75) SF AIP 9- 5-60 ±
2429 Bluebeard’s Ten Honeymoons (82) Cr. AA 6-13-60 +
2496 Blueprint for Robbery (88) Cr Para 1-23-61 +
2461 Boy Who Stole a Million, The

(64) Comedy-Drama Para

2474 ©Breath of Scandal, A

(98) Comedy Para

2424 ©Brides of Dracula, The

(85) Horror Dr U-l

2473 ©Butterfield 8 (109) © Drama.. MGM

—C

—

2438 Cage of Evil (70) Crime UA

2407 ©Can-Can (131)

Todd-AO Musical 20th-Fox

2448 ©Captain’s Table, The (90)

Comedy 20th-Fox

2494 Carry On, Constable (86) Com Govn’r

2408 Carry On, Nurse (89) Farce. ... Governor

2495 ©Carthage in Flames (111)

© Spectacle Drama Col

2485 Caltiki, The Immortal Monster

(76) Sc.-F’n AA

2433 ©Chartroose Caboose, The (75)

Panavision Comedy U-l

2482 ^©CinderFella (88) Comedy . . Para

2488 ©Cimarron (140) © Dr MGM
2497 Circle of Deception (100) Dr. 20th-Fox

2491 Code of Silence (75)

Melodrama Sterling World-SR

2474 College Confidential (90) Melo U-l

2437 Come Back, Africa (90)

Social Documentary Dr. . . . — . Rogosin

2456 Come Dance With Me! (91)

Comedy-Mystery Kingsley-Union

2487 Crazy for Love (80) Com Ellis

2455 ©Crowded Sky, The (105) Dr WB
2494 ©Cry for Happy (110) © Com Col

—D

—

2464 ©Dark at the Top of the Stairs,

The (124) Drama WB
2486 Date Bait (71) Melo Filmgroup

2446 Day They Robbed the Bank

of England, The (84) Cr. Dr. ..MGM
2491 Desert Attack (76) Melo 20th-Fox

2462 Desire in the Dust (105) © Dr. 20th-Fox

2484 Dog, a Mouse and a Sputnik. A

(90) Comedy F-A-W

—E—
2442 ©Elmer Gantry (145) Drama UA

2449 Enemy General, The (75) Dr Col

2469 Entertainer, The (98) Dr Cont’l

2482 ©Esther and the King (109)

© Adventure Drama 20th-Fox

2490 ©Exodus (212) Super-Panavision 70

Drama UA

—F

—

2479 Facts of Life, The (103) Com-Dr UA

2456 ©Fast & Sexy (99) © Comedy. .. .Col

2496 Fever in the Blood, A (117) Dr WB
2458 ©Five Bold Women (82) W’n . .Citation
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2489 ©Flaming Star (101) ©
Outdoor Drama 20th-Fox 12-26-60 +

2478 ©Flute and the Arrow, The (78)

Documentary Drama Janus 11-14-60 +
2448 ©For the Love of Mike (87)

© Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox 8- 8-60 +-

2483 Four Desperate Men (105) Melo. Cont’l 12- 5-60 +
247148 Hours to Live (86)

Melodrama Cinema Assoc-SR 10-24-60 ±
2498 Foxhole in Cairo (78) Dr Para 1-30-61 +
2464 ©Freckles (84) © Outdoor 20th-Fox 9-26-60 +
2495 French Mistress, A (91) Com. . . F-A-W 1-23-61 ±
2441 ©From the Terrace (144) ©

+

2472 ©G. I. Blues (104) Com/Mus.

2459 Girl in Lovers Lane, The

(78) Melodrama Filmgroup 9-12-60 —
2468 Girl of the Night (83) Dr WB 10-10-60 +
2491 ©Goddess of Love, The (68)

© Spectacle 20th-Fox 1- 9-61 +
2490 ©Goliath and the Dragon (90) ©

Costume Spectacle AIP 12-26-60 +
2457 Good Girls Beware (80) Melodr. UMPO 9- 5-60 +
2495 ©Go Naked in the World

(103) © Drama MGM 1-23-61 +
2498 ©Gorgo (78) © Adv. Dr MGM 1-30-61 +-

2486 ©Grass Is Greener, The

(105) © Comedy U-l 12-12-60 +
2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 +
2446 ©Green Carnation, The (128) © Dr.

(Reviewed as ’’The Trials of Oscar

Wilde") Warwick 8- 1-60 +
—H

—

2488 Hand in Hand (75) Dr Col 12-19-60 +
2475 ©Heaven on Earth (84)

Documentary Drama JB-SR 11-14-60 +
2473 Hell Is a City (96) Action Col 10-31-60 +
2447 Hell to Eternity (132) Dr AA 8- 8-60 +-

2487 ©Herod the Great (93) ©
Costume Spectacle AA 12-19-60 +

2478 Heroes Die Young (76) Melodrama AA 11-14-60 +
2457 ©Hideout in the Sun (72)

Nudist drama Astor 9- 5-60 ±
2454 High-Powered Rifle, The

(60) Action 20th-Fox 8-22-60 —
2486 High School Caesar (72) Melo. Filmgroup 12-12-60 +
2464 ^©High Time (103) © Com/Mus 20-Fox 9-26-60 +
2435 ©House of Usher, The (80) © Ho. ..AIP

2459 I Aim at the Stars (107)

Biographical Drama Col

2436 ©Ice Palace (143) Drama WB
2444 ©Idiot, The (122) Dostoievsky classic

(English-dubbed) 20th-Fox

2427 I’m All Right, Jack (105) Comedy. .Col

2442 Inherit the Wind (126) Drama UA

2467 It Happened in Broad Daylight

(97) Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) Cont’l 10-10-60 +
2440 ©It Started in Naples

(100) ® Comedy Para 7-11-60 +

2481 Jazz Boat (96) © Dr/Music Col 11-28-60 +
2479 ©Journey to the Lost City

(90) © Adv. Drama AIP 11-21-60 +
2452 ©Jungle Cat (70) Documentary. ... BV 8-22-60 +

—K

—

2471 Kill Me Tomorrow (80) Melodr Tudor 10-24-60 +
2466 Key Witness (81) © Drama MGM 10- 3-60 +

—L

—

2434 Last Days of Pompeii. The (103) Super

Totalscope, Hi. Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) UA 6-20-60 +
2466 ©Last Woman on Earth, The (71)

Melodrama Filmgroup 10- 3-60 +
2482 Left, Right and Center (90)

Comedy Bentley 11-28-60 tt

2476 ©Legions of the Nile (91) ©
Action Spectacle 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ±

2465 Let No Man Write My Epitaph

(106) Drama Col 10- 3-60 +

+

6-27-60 + +
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REVIEW DIGEST
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX In the summary i4 is rated 2 pluses. — as 2 minuses. Very Good; Good; — Fair; — Poor; = Very Poor.

if i »

1

CL S 2 O 1 Cn

i+
1+4-

ff + 11+1-

ff ff 14+

ff ff 13+1-

+ ± 6+1-

ff ff 14+
2+1-

+ 6+

ff + 12+

+ 7+4-

+ ± 7+3—
+ 9+1-
ff ff 14+

ff ff 14+
+ ± 9+3-

ff ff 12+1-

+ ro+

ff ± 8+3—

+ + 9+1-
+ + 8+1-
ff 7+1—

+ 2+
+ + 9+1-
+ + 8+1-

—M

—

2489 Magdalena (76) Melodrama SR

2468 ©Magnificent Seven. The (128)

Outdoor Dr. (Panavision) UA
2492 Make Mine Mink (101) Com Cont'l

2431 Man in a Cocked Hat (87)

Comedy .... Showcorporation of Amer.

2452 Man Who Wouldn't Talk. The (97)

Mystery Drama Showcorp.

2484 ©Marriage-Go-Round, The

(99) © Comedy 20th- Fox

2469 ©Midnight Lace (108) Dr U-l

2443 Missile From Hell (82) Dr NTA

2444 Model for Murder (75) Cr Cin. Assoc

2438 Murder, Inc. (103) © Crime. .20th-Fox

2421 My Dog, Buddy (76) Dr Col

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (110)

? —

2458 ©Let's Make Love (118) ©
Comedy/Music 20th-Fox 9- 5-60 ff

2493 ©Little Angel (90) Com-Dr Murray 1-16-61 ±
2465 Little Shop of Horrors, The (70)

Horror Comedy Filmgroup 10- 3-60 +
2439 Q©Lost World, The (98) ©

Science-Fiction 20th-Fox 7-11-60 +
2453 Louisiana Hussy (80) Melodr Howco 8-22-60 ±

;io j-

i i II ..
in cc > ll xir

i\

12-26-60 ±

10-10-60 ff

1- 9-61 ff

8-22-6C +

12- 5-60 +
10-17-60 ff

7-18-60 ±
7-18-60 ±
7- 4-60 +
5-16-60 +

—N

—

2470 Natchez Trace (80) Adv. . Panorama-SR 10-17-60 +
2470 Never on Sunday (97) Com-Dr. Lopert-UA 10-17-60 ff

2435 ©Next to No Time (93) Com. Showcorp. 6-27-60 ±
2462 Night Fighters, The (85) Dr UA 9-19-60 +
2447 Night of Love (93) Melodr Howco 8- 8-60 ±
2450 ©Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (108)

Totalscope His. Dr Col 8-15-60 ±
2478 ©North to Alaska (122) ©

Action Comedy 20th-Fox 11-14-60 +
—0

—

2451 ^©Ocean’s 11 (128) © Com-Dr.. . WB 8-22-60 ff

2497 ©One Hundred and One Dalmatians

(80) Animated Feature BV 1-30-61 +
2450 ©One Foot in Hell (89)

©Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox 8-15-60 +
2445 Oscar Wilde (96) Dr Four City Ent 8- 1-60 +

— P

—

2417 Pay or Die (110) Dr AA 5- 2-60 4
2492 ©Pepe (195) © Comedy/Music ....Col 1- 9-61 4
2422 Platinum High School (93) Dr MGM 5-16-60 ±
2469 Please Turn Over (86) Farce Col 10-17-60 +
2477 Plunderers, The (94) Adv. Dr AA 11-14-60 +
2416 y©Pollyanna (134) Com. Dr BV 4-18-60 4
2436 ©Portrait in Black (111) Dr U-l 6-27-60 4
2477 Price of Silence, The (72)

Melodrama Exdusive-SR 11-14-60 +
2431 Prime Time, The (76) Dr. Essanjay-SR 6-13-60 ±
2420 ©Prisoner of the Volga (92) Totalscope

Spectacle Dr. (English-dubbed) . .Para 5- 9-60 +
2414 Private Property (79) Dr Citation 4-11-60 +
2440 Psycho (109) Suspense Drama ....Para 7-11-60 4

—R

—

2420 ©Rat Race, The (105) Comedy Para 5- 9-60 4
2419 Raymie (73) Drama AA 5- 9-60 +
2454 Rebel Girls (70) Action .... Luzon-SR 8-22-60 ±
2490 ©Ritual of Love, The (72)

Documentary Pacemaker-SR 12-26-60 +
2432 Rosemary (105) Drama F-A-W 6-13-60 +
2485 ©Royal Ballet (131) Ballet Lopert 12-12-60 4
2460 Runaway (76) Melodrama ...Group 9 9-12-60 +

—S—
2468 ©Santa Claus (94) Fantasy/Music

(English-dubbed) Murray-SR 10-10-60 ±
2451 Savage Eye, The (67) Semidocumentary

2432 School for Love (76) Dr NTA 6-13-60 ±
2456 School for Scoundrels (94)

2476 ©Secret of the Purple Reef (80) ©
Action Drama 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ±

2467 ©September Storm (99) Action

(Stereovision) 20th-Fox 10-10-60 ±
2460 ©Seven Ways From Sundown

2474 Sex Kittens Go to College

(93) Comedy AA 10-31-60 +
2475 Shakedown, The (91) Action U-l 11- 7-60 +
2472 She Walks by Night (85) Melo. Woolner 10-24-60 +
2455 Sin & Desire (77) Dr Atlantis 8-29-60 +

ff ff ff + ff ff 13+

+ 4+3-

1+

ff + ff + ± ± 9+2-
1+1-

1+1-

ff ff ff + + ff 12+
ff + + + ff 9+
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+ + + + + 6+
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+ + + + + + 7+
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ff 4+
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ff ff ft 9+1—

ft + ft ff + 10+
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ff ff ff + + + 10+

+ + 5+3-

+ + -4- + 6+3-

ff + + + + 7+

— _ 2+3-
+ + — 3+1-

1+
1+

2479 Sinners of Paris (81) Melodr Ellis

2480 Squad Car (60) Melodrama. . . 20th-Fox

2380 ©Snow Queen, The (70) U-l

2439 Sons and Lovers (103) © Dr. . . 20th-Fox

2440 ©Song Without End (142) ©
Drama/Music Col

2438 S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac U-l

2470 ©Spartacus (189) Super Technirama-70

Adventure Spectacle U-l

2485 Spring Affair (69) Comedy SR

2437 Stop! Look & Laugh! (78) Com Col

2434 ©Story of Ruth, The (113) ©
Biblical Drama 20th-Fox

2437 ©Subterraneans, The (89) © Dr. ..MGM

2423 Stranglers of Bombay

(81) © Adv Col

2445 Studs Lonigan (103) Dr UA

2476 ©Sundowners, The (133) Dr WB
2466 ^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) Drama WB
2467 Surprise Package (100) Comedy. .. .Col

2477 ©Swiss Family Robinson (128)

Ad/. Classic, Panavision BV

2488 ©Sword and the Dragon (S3)

Folklore Spectacle Valiant

2494 ©Sword of Sherwood Forest (80) ©
Adventure Drama Col

—T—
2399 Tall Story (91) Comedy WB
2430©Tarzan the Magnificent (88) Adv. .. Para

2465 ©Ten Who Dared (92) Adv BV

2493 Tess of the Storm Country (84)

© Melodrama 20th-Fox

2435 13 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy ....Col

2450 ©39 Steps, The (95) © Adv. . . 20th-Fox

2485 ©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100)

Superdynamation, Fantasy Col

2439 ©Thunder in Carolina (92)

Racing Drama Howco

2389 Tiger Bay (105) Suspense Cont’l

2446 ©Time Machine, The (103) Sc-F. . .MGM

2392 4|©Toby Tyler (96) Adv. Comedy.. BV

2598 ©Tomboy and the Champ (92)

Comedy-Drama U-l

2402 Too Soon to Love (85) Dr U-l

2481 Tormented (75) Horror Drama AA

2480 Touch of Flesh. The (76)

Drama Amity Films-SR

2441 Trapped in Tangier (77)

Cr. Drama Supercinescope. . 20th-Fox

2446 ©Trials of Oscar Wilde, The (See “The

Green Carnation”)

2493 ©Tunes of Glory (106) Dr Lopert

2418 Twelve Hours to Kill

(83) © Crime Drama 20th-Fox

2436 12 to the Moon (74) Sc-F’n Col

—U—
2460 Under Ten Flags (92) Dr Para

2492 Unfaithfuls, The (89) Melodrama. ... AA

11-21-60 +
11-21-60 ±

11-

23-59 ft

7-11-60 -+

7-11-60 ft

7- 4-60 ft

10-17-60 ft

12-

12-60 ±
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20-60 ft

7- 4-63 +

5-

23-60 +
8- 1-60 fi-

ll- 7-60 ft
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10-

10-60 ft

11-

14-60 ft

12-

19-60 +

1-16-61 +

2-15-60 ft

6-

13-60 +
10- 3-60 +

1-16-61 +
6-27-60 ff

8-16-60 ft

12-12-60 + + |f ff +- + ++ 11+

+ ft ft

ff ff ft

± ff ff

ff + +

ft ft ft

+ + +

ft + ff

± ± +

+ ± +
+ ± ff

ff ff ff

ff ff ff

+ ± ff

+ ± ff

± +

ff

± ± +
ff ff ff ff 10+

ff ff ff + + ff 12+

ff ff ff ff ff ff 14+

7-

11-60 +
1-11-60 ff

8- 1-60 ff

1-18-60 ft

1-

30-61 +

2-

22-60 ±
11-28-60 +

11-21-60 ±

7-18-60 = ff ff ± ff -

4+2-

± +
- ± + +

3+1-
6+5—
1+

1+1-

1+10—

1-16-61 ff

5- 2-60 ±

6-

27-60 ±

9-12-60 +
1- 9-61 +

+ +

—V—
2418 Valley of the Redwoods

(62) © Crime Drama 20th-Fox 5- 2-60 + + ±
2472 Village of the Damned (78)

Horror Drama MGM 10-24-60 + ff +

—W—
2483 ©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The

(99) © Comedy Col 12- 5-60 + ± ff

2449 Walking Target (74) Action UA 8-16-60 + ±
2471 ©Walk Tall (60) © Western. .20th-Fox 10-24-60 ± ± ±
2484 ©Where the Boys Are (99) © Com. MGM 12- 5-60 ff ff ff

2463 Where the Hot Wind Blows (120)

Dr. (English-dubbed) MGM 9-26-60 + + +
2445 Why Must I Die? (90) Melodr AIP 8- 1-60 ff —
2444 Wicked Go to Hell, The (74)

(English-dubbed) Dr Fanfare 7-18-60 +
2475 Wild Rapture (68)

Documentary Exclusive-SR 11- 7-60 +
2459 Wild Ride, The (63) Ac Filmgroup 9-12-60 —
2487 ©Wizard of Baghdad (92) ©

ff ff + ff 13+

-t- + -t- 5+5-
+ — 6+6-

+ + +1 8+1-
Hh 2+2—

+ + + 6+1-

+ ff ff + 10+

ff + ff 9+1-
+ 5+3-
+ + ± 6+4-
ff ff + -H- 13+

+ — + 6+2-
— 3+3-

1+

1+
1-

Costume Comedy . . . 20th-Fox 12-19-60 + + + + 6+2-
2480 ©World of Suzie Wong. The (129)

Drama 11-28-60 ff ff ff ff + + ff 12+
—XYZ

—

2451 Young Jesse James (73) ©
Action Drama 20th-Fox 8-22-60 ± + — + + 6+4-

2497 Young One, The (96) Dr.. 1-30-61 + + ff
-t-

ff 7+1-
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemaScope;
® Vistavision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Regolscope; © Techniramo. Symbol t, denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart
ALLIED ARTISTS I U AMERICAN INT'L 1 U COLUMBIA I ii M-G-M 1 U PARAMOUNT I U

Why Must 1 Die? (86) D..504
Terry Moore, Debra Paget

Jailbreakers (64) Ac.. 408
Robert Hutton. Mary Castle

The Mountain Road (102). D . 429
James Stewart, Lisa Lu

©Battle in Outer Space

(90) Ac.. 430
Ryo Ikebe and all-Japanese cast

12 to the Moon (74) SF. .431
Ken Clark, Rob’t Montgomery jr.

^©Adventures of Huckleberry

Finn (107) © CD.. 16
Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges,

Archie Moore, Judy Canova

©The Giant of Marathon

(88) D. .15

Steve Reeves, Mylene Demongeot

Walk Like a Dragon (95) . D. .5922
Mel Tnrme, Nbbu McCarthy

Pay or Die (110) Cr. .6004
Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert

Raymie (73) Ad .6006

David Ladd, Julie Adams, John

Agar

©The House of Usher

(85) © Ho.. 502
Vincent Price, Mark Damon,
Myrna Fahey

Beyond the Time Barrier

(80) SF..505
Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins

Amazing Transparent Man
(60) SF. .506

Marguerite Chapman, Douglas

Kennedy

©Strangers When We Meet
(117) © D. .501

Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak,

Barbara Rush, Kent Smith
13 Ghosts (88) Ho C. .502

Jo Morrow, Rosemary DeCamp,
Donald Woods (partly in color)

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) S..503
Three Stooges, Paul Winchell

The Day They Robbed the

Bank of England (85) . . . . D . . 19
Aldo Ray. Hugh Griffith,

Elizabeth Sellars

©Bells Are Ringing

(127) © M..17
Judy Holliday. Dean Martin,

Fred Clark

©The Rat Race (105) .... D. .5923

Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds

The Bellboy (72) C. .5924

Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry

©Tarzan the Magnificent

(88) Ad . . 5925

Gordon Scott, Betta St. John,

Jock Mahoney

Sex Kittens Go to

College (94) C..6003
Mamie Van Doren, Tuesday Weld,

Mijanou Bardot, Mickey Shaugh-

nessy, Louis Nye

My Dog, Buddy (77) D..450
London (dog star), Travis Lemmond

©The Nights of Lucretia Borgia

(108) Totalscope Hi.. 504
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©The Time Machine (103).. SF.. 9

Rod Taylor, Yvette Mimieux

©All the Fine Young
Cannibals (122) © D. .20

Natalie Wood, Robert Wagner,
Susan Kohner, George Hamilton

Psycho (109) MyD.,5926
Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,

Vera Miles, John Gavin

©It Started in Naples

(100) ® C..5927
Clark Gable. Sophia Loren

Virgilio Texera, Marianne Benet

Hell to Eternity (132) D6007
Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen,

Vic Damone, Patricia Owens

Caltiki. The Immortal
Monster (76) SF..6009

John Merlvale, Didi Sullivan

Tormented (75) D..6010
Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon

The Enemy General (74). D . 505
Van Johnson, Jean-Pierre Aumont

All the Young Men (87). D.. 506
Alan Ladd, Sidney Poirier.

Ingemar Johansson, Mort Sahl,

©Fast and Sexy (98) © CD.. 507
Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson,

Vittorio DeSica
As the Sea Rages (74) D..508
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson,

Cameron Mitchell

The Angel Wore Red (99).. D. 101
Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,

Joseph Cbtten

©The Subterraneans (88) © D .102
Leslie Caron, George Peppard,
Janice Rule, Roddy MacDowall

Under Ten Flags (92) . . . Ad. .6002

Van Heflin, Charles Laughton,

Mylene Demongeot

The Bov Who Stole a

Million (64) Ac. .6001

Heroes Die Young (76) . . . . D . . 6014
Erika Peters, Scott Borland

©Serengeti Shall Not Die

(84) Doc.. 6013

©Journey to the Lost City

(90) Ad .508
Debra Paget, Paul Christian

1 Aim at the Stars (107) BiD..512
Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw

I’m All Right, Jack (104) C. .515
Ian Carmichael, Peter Sellers,

Terry-Thomas, Dennis Price

©Song Without End (130)

© Bi/M.. 511
Dirk Bogarde, Capucine,

Genevieve Page

Key Witness (81) © D . . 103
Jeffrey Hunter, Pat Crowley

C

C
cr
rr
PT

The Plunderers (94) Ad.. 6008
Jeff Chandler, John Saxon,

Dolores Hart, Ray Stricklyn

The Unfaithfuls (89) D..6015
Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt,

Pierre Cressoy

©Goliath and the Dragon

(90) © Ad 509
Alark Forest, Broderick Crawford

Let No Man Write My
Epitaph (106) D..513

Burl Ives, Shelley Winters, James
Darren, Jean Seberg

Surprise Package (100) . . . . C . . 514
Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor,

Noel CowTard

Hell Is a City (96) ©..Cr..516
Stanley Baker. John Crawford

Where the Hot Wind Blows

(120) D 104
Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Montand

©Butterfield 8 (109) ©..D..106
Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey,

Eddie Fisher. Dina Merrill

©G.l. Blues (104) . CD/M . . 6005
E.vis Presley, Juliet Prowse

©A Breath of Scandal

(98) ® C..6006
John Gavin, Sophia Loren,

Maurice Chevalier

c
rr

5:
rr

©Herod the Great (95) . .Ad. .6016
Edmund Purdom, Sylvia Lopez

©The 3 Worlds of Gulliver

(100) SuperDynamation . . Ad . . 517
Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow

Please Turn Over (86) . . . . C . . 518
Ted Ray, Jean Kent

Jazz Boat (95) © CD/M.. 519
Anthony Newley, Anne Aubrey

©Where the Boys Are

(99) © C .110

Dolores Hart, George Hamilton,

Yvette Mimieux. Connie Francis

^©CinderFella (91) . ...C..6007
Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn,
Anna Maria Alberghetti C

rr,

£
CD

Look in Any Window (87) D..6101
Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol, Paul
Anka

©The Wackiest Ship in the

Army (99) © C .521
Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson

©Sword of Sherwood Forest

(80) Ad.. 522
Richard Greene, Peter Cushing

©Go Naked in the World
(103) © D .111

Gina Lollobrigida, Ernest Borgnine,
Anthony Franciosa, Luana Patten

Blueprint for Robbery (87) Ac. .6009

Jay Barney, J. Pat O'Malley

Foxhole in Cairo (78) . . D .6013

James Robertson Justice, Niall

MacGuinnis. Adrian Hoven
JANUARY

Portrait of a Sinner

(100) D..507
Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton,

William Bendix

Black Sunday (84) ....Ho.. 602
Barbara Steele, John Richardson

Hand in Hand (75) D..523
John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike

Passport to China (75) ... Ac. .527
Richard Basehart, Lisa Gastoni

©Carthage in Flames (111)

© Ad.. 528
Anne Heywood, Jose Suarez

Village of the Damned (77) Ho. .109
George Sanders, Barbara Shelley

©Gorgo (76) Ad.. 105
Bill Travers, Vincent Winter

©World of Suzie Wong
(126) D..6008

William Holden, Nancy Kwan,
Sylvia Syms

©The Savage Innocents

(110) © D . 6004
Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tani,

Anna May Wang

FEBRUARY

The Hand (61) Ho.. 601
Derek Bond, Ronald Lee Hunt

©Konga (90) © Ho. .

Michael Gough, Jess Conrad,
Margo Johns

©Cry for Happy (110) © CD . .

G. Ford, Miiko Taka, D. O’Connor

Underworld, U.S.A. (..) Cr..525
Cliff Robertson, Dolores Dorn

Terror of the Tongs ( . . ) . . Ac. .

Geoffrey Toone, Christopher Lee

©Pepe (170) © C/M.. 520
Cantinflas, I). Dailey, Shirley Jones

©Blood and Roses (84) . . My. . 6003
Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim,

Elsa Martinelli

§
>
o
X
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EATURE CHART The key to letters ond combinotions thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama- (Ac) ActionDrama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime DramS) (DM) Dram?
w.th Mus.e; (Doe) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

20TH-FOX I H UNITED ARTISTS I U UNIVERSAL-INT L | U WARNER BROS. f ii COMING

J
T

5

Operation Amsterdam (105) Ac. . 015
Peter Finch. Eva Bartok

©Wild River © (105) D..009
Montgomery Clift. Lee Eemick
Jo Van Fleet

|

Bobbikins (89) C..004
Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones

12 Hours to Kill (S3) © Ac.. 022
1 Nico Minardos, Barbara Eden

©Macumba Love (86) . . . Ho. .6016
Ziva Rodann, Walter Reed

The Music Box Kid (74) . Ac. .6015
Ronald Foster, Luana Patten

©Head of a Tyrant

(70) Hi D. .6008
Massimo Girotti, Isabelle Corey
(English-dubbed) Totalscope

©Brides of Dracula (85) . . Ho. .6013
Peter Cushing, Martita Hunt

The Leech Woman (77) . . Ho. .6014
Coleen Gray, Philip Terry

©Hannibal (103) ©... Hi D .918
Victor Mature, Rita Gam,
Gabriele Ferzetti

ALLIED ARTISTS
Dondi CD
David Janssen, Patti Page,
Walter Winchell, M. Shaughnessy

Time Bomb D
Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot

The Big Bankroll Cr..
David Janssen, Mickey Rooney

The Big Wave Ad..
Sessue Hayakawa
Armored Command D . .

Howard Keel, Tina Louise

AMERICAN-INT'L
©The Pit and the Pendulum

(Panavision) Ho..
Vincent Price, John' Kerr
©The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll

© Ho..
Paul Massie, Dawn Addams

COLUMBIA
©Gidget Goes Hawaiian © C..
James Darren, Deborah Walley
©The Guns of Navarone ©....D..
Gregory Peck, Gia Scala

©The Devil at 4 O’clock ©. .D..
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©Two Rode Together 0D..
James Stewart, Richard Widmark,
Shirley Jones

Taste of Fear D..
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

MGM
©Cimarron (147) © . . . .D..108
Glenn Ford, Maria Schell

©Atlantis the Lost Continent. . SF . .

Anthony Hall, Joyce Taylor

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse © D . .

Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb
©Spinster © D .

Shirley MacLaine, Laurence Harvey

Secret Partner D

Stewart Granger, Haya Harareet

PARAMOUNT

j
Z>
">

©The Story of Ruth

(132) © D..021
Elana Eden. Stuart Whitman

Trapped in Tangiers

(74) © Ad.. 027
Edmund Purdom. Genevieve Page

©From the Terrace (144) © D. .028
Paul Newman. Joanne Woodward
©©Lost World (96) © Ad.. 026
Fernando Lamas

,
Claude Rains

Murder, Inc. (99) © Cr...031
May Britt. Stuart Whitman

The Apartment (125)
Panavision CD. 6017

Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
Fred MacMurray, Edie Adams

©The Last Days of Pompeii

(103) Ad. 6020
Steve Reeves, Barbara Carroll

Cage of Evil (70) Ac. .6018
Ron Foster, Pat Blair

©Portrait in Black (113) My . 6015
Lana Turner, Anthony Quinn,

Sandra Dee, Richard Basehart

©Dinosaurus (83) ©. . . SF. .6016
Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson

S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac.. 6017
Pier Angeli, John Gregson,

Eddie Constantine

©Ice Palace (143) D..919
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer, Jim
Backus

©Hercules Unchained (103)
Dyaliscope Ad.. 920

Steve Reeves, Sylva Koscina,
Primo Camera

o
D
0
D
t

Sons and Lovers (103) © D. .035
Dean StockweU, Wendy Hiller

©One Foot in Hell (90) © D 029
A. Ladd, D. Murray, D. Michaels

©For the Love of Mike (84) ©. .030

Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin

Young Jesse James (73) © D..033
Ray Stricklyn, Willard Parker

©The 39 Steps (95) Ad.. 032
Kenneth More, Taina Eig

©Elmer Gantry (145) .... D . .6023
Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Arthur Kennedy, Shirley Jones

College Confidential (91) CD.. 6018
Mamie Van Doren, Steve Allen,

Jayne Meadows

©Chartroose Caboose (76)
Panavision CD. 6019

Molly Bee, Ben Cooper,

Edgar Buchanan

^©Ocean’s 11 (128) CD.. 921
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Peter
Lawford, Sammy Davis jr., Angie
Dickinson, Joey Bishop

X
JJ

Q
>
D
i.
AJ
n

©Let's Make Love (118) . .C. .034

Marilyn Monroe, Yves Montand,

Tony Randall

©Walk Tall (60) © Ac . 042
Willard Parker, Kent Taylor

©Freckles (84) © D..043
Martin West, Carol Christensen

Squad Car (60) Ac.. 044
Paul Bryar, Vici Raaf

The Night Fighters (88) D.. 6025
Robert Mitchum, Dan O’Herlihy

Studs Lonigan (95) 0..6019
Christopher Knight, Venetia
Stevenson

©Seven Ways From Sundown

(86) 00 .6020
Audie Murphy. Barry Sullivan

©Between Time and Eternity

(85) D. 6021
Lilli Palmer, Carlos Thompson

©The Crowded Sky (104) . . D . .001
Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming,
Efrem Zimbalist jr.

XL
jj
20

ZD

J
D

©©High Time (103) © C/M . .036

Bing Crosby, Fabian, Tuesday Weld
Desire in the Dust (105) © D. .046
Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer
©The Captain's Table (90) ©..040
John Gregson, Peggy Cummins
©The Secret of the Purple Reef

(80) © Ac.. 047
Jeff Richards, Margin Dean

©Sept. Storm (99) S'v’s'n Ac . 025
Mark Stevens, Joanne Dru

©The Magnificent Seven

(128) Panavision Ad . 6027
Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen,
Horst Buchholz, Eli Wallach

Walking Target (74) Ac.. 6024
Ron Foster, Joan Evans

,

Merry Anders

©Spartacus (196) Super-

Technirama-70 D..6070
Kirk Douglas, Lourenee Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis

(Special release)

Girl of the Night (93) .... D . .004
Anne Francis, John Kerr

©The Dark at the Top of the
Stairs (124) D .005

Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire,
Angela Lansbury, Eve Arden

Marlon Brando, Pina Pellicer

©All in a Night’s Work C..
Dean Martin, Shirley MacLaine

©Breakfast at Tiffany’s ... CO..
Audrey Hepburn. George Peppard

©Summer and Smoke D..
Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Love in a Goldfish Bowl ..C/M..
Tommy Sands, Fabian

©Hatari! Ad .

John Wayne, Red Buttons

2C
jjn
S
jj
>
o
2

©Goddess of Love (68) © D . .039
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©North to Alaska (122)

© Ad.. 051
John Wayne. Capucine, Fabian

Desert Attack (76) Ac . 053
John Mills, Sylvia Syms

©Tess of the Storm
Country (84) D..050

Diane Baker, Lee Philips

Inherit the Wind (126) ... D . . 6026
Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Gene Kelly. Florence Eldridge

©Midnight Lace (108) .... D . .6101
Doris Day, Rex Harrison,

John Gavin, Myrna Loy

(^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) D..0O2
Ralph Bellamy, Greer Garson,

Hume Cronyn, Jean Hagen

Jerry Lewis, Helen Traubel

20th-FOX
©The Big Gamble © Ad..
Juliette Greco, Stephen Boyd,

David Wayne
©Cleopatra, Todd-A0 0..

Elizabeth Taylor, Stephen Boyd
©Ferry to Hong Kong ©....Ad..
Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles

©The Fiercest Heart © D..

Stuart Whitman. Juliet Prowse

©Francis of Assisi © D..

Bradford Dillman, Stuart Whitman,

Dolores Hart
©All Hands on Deck © C..

Pat Boone, Barbara Eden

UNITED ARTISTS
The Alamo (162)

Todd-AO 0 D . . 6028
(Special release) • .John Wayne,

Laurence Harvey, Richard Wid-

mark
Exodus (212) (Panavision

DECEMBER

|
©Wizard of Baghdad (92)

© Ad . . 054
Dick Shawn, Diane Baker, Barry

Coe
©Flaming Star (92) ©. ..W..056
Elvis Presley, Barbara Eden

©Esther and the King (109)

© D. .057
Joan Collins, Richard Egan

©Legions of the Nile

(94) © Ad.. 037
Linda Crist al, Ettore Manni

Police Dog Story (61) .. Doc. .6029
James Brown, Merry Anders

The Facts of Life (104) . . C . .6104
Bob Hope, Lucille Ball

The Private Lives of Adam and
Eve (87) partly in

color CD. 6102
Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren

©The Sundowners (133) . . D. .007
Robert Mitchum, Deborah Kerr,

Peter Ustinov, Glynis Johns

JANUARY

©Marriage-Go-Round (99) ©C. .101
Susan Hayward, James Mason,
Julie Newmar

©Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come (108) © 0 . 102

Jimmie Rodgers, Luana Patten

©Can-Can (131) © M..103
Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine,

Louis Jourdan, Juliet Prowse
The Long Rope ( . .) W. .113
Hugh Marlowe, Alan Hale

Five Guns to Tombstone
(71) W. 6102

James Brown, Della Sharman

Operation Bottleneck (74).... 6106
Ron Foster, Miiko Taka

©The Grass Is Greener

(105) © C .6103
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons

A Fever in the Blood

(117) D . .008
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Angie Dickinson

(Special release) .. Paul Newman,
Eva Marie Saint. Peter Lawford

Season of Passion D..6103
Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter

The Hoodlum Priest D..
Don Murray, Cindi Wood

Something Wild D..

Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

Birdman of Alcatraz D..

Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©Romanoff and Juliet C..

Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee,

John Gavin
©Back Street D . .

Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©The Day of the Gun D..

Rock Hudson, Dorothy Malone

©Come September Panavision CD..
Rock Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida,

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin

WARNER BROS.
£j)The Sins of Rachel Cade D..
Angie Dickinson., Peter Finch

©Parrish D..

Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert,

Karl Malden, Connie Stevens

©Fanny D/M .

.

Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,

Charles Boyer, Horst Buchholz

©Splendor in the Grass D..
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty

©Susan Slade 0

Troy Iionahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

ZD
cxi

CD
UJ
U_

©The Millionairess (90) © C. .104
Sophia Loren. Peter Sellers

Circle of Deception (100) © D. Ill
Bradford Dillman, Suzy Parker

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C

Michael Craig, Mylene Demongeot

©The Canadians (..) ©. 0D
Robert Ryan. John Dehner

The Misfits (124) D .6105
Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe,
Montgomery Clift

The Great Impostor (112) CD.. 6104
Tony Curtis, Joan Blackman

The Shakedown (91) . ...Cr..6105
Hazel Court, Terence Morgan

Gold of the Seven Saints

(88) 00. 009
Clint Walker, Leticia Roman
(Filmed in sepia)

MARCH

©Double Trouble (..) ©..C..
Tommy Noonan, Pete Marshal!

©Sanctuary (..) © . D

Lee Remick, Yves Montand,
Bradford Dillman, Odetta

©White Warrior (86) . . Ad . . 010
Steve Reeves, Giorgia Moll
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS

BUENA VISTA
y©Pollyanna (134) ...CD.. Jul 60
Jane Wyman, Richard Egan,

Hayley Mills

©Jungle Cat (70) . . . . Doc. .Oct 60
True-Life Adventure

©Ten Who Dared (92) Ad . Nov 60
John Beal. Brian Keith

©Swiss Family Robinson

(128) Panavision ..Ad. Dec 60
Dorothy McGuire, John Mills,

James MacArthur, Tommy Kirk

©One Hundred and One
Dalmatians (80) ...An. Mar 61

CONTINENTAL
Battle of the Sexes. The

( 88 ) C . May 60
Peter Sellers, Constance Cummings

©Michael Strogoff

(115) © Ad . . Jun 60
Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page

Tiger Bay (105) D . Jul 60
John Mills, Hayley Mills,

Horst Buchholz
School for Scoundrels (94) C. . Jul 60
Ian Charmichael, Terry-Thomas

Four Desperate Men
(105) 0 . Aug 60

Aldo Ray, Heather Sears

It Happened in Broad

Daylight (97) D.. Sep 60
Heinz Rubman, Michel Simon

The Entertainer (97) . . D . . Oct 60
Laurence Olivier, Joan Plowright

The Mirror Has Two Faces

(98) D . Nov 60
(Eng-dubbed) Michele Morgan

Make Mine Mink (101) C . Dec 60
Terry-Thomas, Athene Seyler

EDWARD HARRISON
Another Sky (S3) D . . Jan 61
Victoria Grayson, Tayeb

FILMS-AROUND-TH E-WORLD
A French Mistress (91) . .C . . Dec 60
Cecil Parker, Jas. II. Justice

FILMGROUP
The Girl in Lover’s Lane

(78) D.. Jun 60
Joyce Meadows, Brett Halsey

The Wild Ride (63) D . Jun 60
Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter

©Last Woman on Earth

(71) D . Sep 60
A. Carbone, Betsy Jones-Moreland

Little Shop of Horrors

(70) HoC . Sep 60
Jonathan Haze, Jackie Joseph

High School Caesar (72) D.. Nov 60
John Ashley, Gary Vinson

Date Bait (71) D . . Nov 60
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan

GOVERNOR
Carry On, Nurse (89) C..
Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton

Incredible Petrified World,
The (70) D . Apr 60

John Carradine, Phyllis Coates

Teenage Zombies (75) . . Ho . Apr 60
Don Sullivan, Katherine Victor

Carry On, Constable (86 ) C. . Feb 61
Ken Connor, Leslie Phillips

KINGSLEY-UNION
©Mating Time (95) . . . . C . . Mar 60
Bill Travers, George Cole

Come Dance With Me!
(94) My C.. Aug 60

Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal

K. GORDON MURRAY
©Santa Claus (94) . . . . F . . Nov 60
Narrated by Ken Smith

©Little Angel (90) ..CD.. Jan 61
Maria Gracia, J. M. de Hoyos

LOPERT PICTURES
Never on Sunday (91) . . C . . Nov 60
Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin

©Tunes of Glory (106) . D . . Jan 61
Alec Guinness, John Mills

SHOWCORPORATION
Man in a Cocked Hat

( 88 ) C.. May 60
Terry-Thomas, Peter Sellers

Next to No Time (90) . . C . . May 60
Kenneth More, Betsy Drake

The Man Who Wouldn’t Talk

(91) D . Oct 60
Anna Neagle, Anthony Quayle

STERLING WORLD DIST'RS
The Half Pint (73) C Oct 60
Pat Goldin, Tommy Blackman

©The Last Rebel (83) . Ac . . Dec 60
Carlos Thompson, Ariadna Welter

Code of Silence (75) . .Cr . .Feb61
Terry Becker, Elisa Loti

VALIANT
©Sword and the Cross

(87) © D .. Apr 60
Gianna Maria Canale, Jorge

Mistral. (English-dubbed)

©Sword and the Dragon

(83) Ad Nov 60
Russian cast (Eng-dubbed)

The Angry Silence (95) . . D . .Jan 61
R. Attenborough, Pier Angeli

The Young One (103) . . D . . Feb 61
Zachery Scott, Bemie Hamilton

WOOLNER BROS.
She Walks by Night (85).... D..
Belinda Lee, Walter Rilla

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

ARGENTINA
End of Innocence (74) 9-19-60
(Kingsley) . .Elsa Daniel

DENMARK
Young Have No Time (95) 3- 7-60

(Kingsley) . .Ghita Norby, Fritz

Helmuth

FRANCE
©Belles and Ballets (92).. 8-15-60

(Excelsior) . .French ballet stars

©Black Orpheus (95) .... 2-29-60
(Lopert) . .Breno Mello, Marpessa
Dawn (French-made; Portuguese
dialog)

Children of Paradise

(162) 6-20-60
(Ajay) . .Jean-Louis Barrault

Chasers. The (75) 6 - 6-60
(Hakim) . .Jacques Charrier, Dany
Robin
©Eye for an Eye, An

(93) ® 10- 5-60

(Manhattan) . .Curt Jurgens

400 Blows, The (98) 1-11-60

(Zenith) . . Jean-Pierre Leaud
Lovers. The (90) 12- 7-59
(Zenith) . .Jeanne Moreau, Jean-

Marc Bory, Alain Cuny
No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Ostrich Has Two Eggs, The
(89) 11-21-60

(Janus) . .Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant

Port of Desire (85) 12- 5-60

(Kingsley-Union) . . H. Neff

Rue de Paris (90) 12-12-60
(Lopert) . .Jean Cabin

GERMANY
©Dancing Heart, The (91) . 8-15-60

(Casino).. G. Kueckelmann
Glass Tower, The (104).. 10- 3-60

(Ellis) Lilli Palmer
Rest Is Silence. The (106). 10- 3-60

(F-A-W) . .Hardy Kruger, P. Van
Eyck

Three-Penny Opera, The

(113) 11-21-60

(Brandon) . .Lotte Lenya, Rudolph

Forster

Confess, Dr. Corda! (102) 12- 5-60
(President) .. Hardy Kruger, E.

Mueller

GREECE
Aunt From Chicago (90) 9-19-60
(Greek Pictures) . . G. Vassilliadou

Counterfeit Coin (120) . .10- 3-60
(Atlantis) .. K. Logothedtides

ITALY
Big Deal on Madonna St.,

The (91) 1-30-61
(UMPO) . .V. Gassman, Tot.o

Holiday Island (105) 11-14-60
(Brandon) .. Vittorio de Sica

See Naples and Die (80) 9-19-60
(Crown) . .Gianna Maria Canale

Tailor’s Maid, The
(92) © 11-16-59

(Trans-Lux) . .Vittorio de Sica

Three Forbidden Stories

(104) 9-26-60
(Ellis) Eleonora Rossi, Drago,

G. Cervi

JAPAN
Ikiru (To Live) (140) 3-28-60
(Brandon) .. Takashi Shimura

Men Who Tread on the Tiger’s

Tail (60) 8 - 8-60
(Brandon) H. Ivvai, S. Fujita

SWEDEN
Dreams (86 ) 8- 8-60
(Janus) . .E. Dahlbeck, H. Ander-
sson

Lesson in Love, A (95) . . 4-25-60
(Janus) . .Eva Dahlbeck

Magician, The (102) 1-11-60
(Janus) . . Max von Sydow, Ingrid

Thulin, Bibi Andersson
Wild Strawberries (90) . . 9-21-59
(Janus) . . Victor Sjostrom, Ingrid

Thulin, Bibi Andersson

Virgin Spring, The (88 ) . .12-12-60
(Janus).. Max von Sydow,
Birgitta Petterson

U.S.S.R.
And Quiet Flows the

Don (109) 6- 6-60
(UA)..E. Bystriskaya. P. Glebow

Ballad of a Soldier (89) . . 1-31-61
(Kingsley) . .Vladimir Ivashov,

Shanna Prokhorenko (also Eng.-
dubbed)

Short subjects, listed by company, in or-

der of release. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified. Chorts CHART

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

5421 One Shivery Night

(16!/2 ) Sep 60
5431 Waiting in the Lurch

(15!/2 ) Oct 60
5422 House About It (16!^) Nov 60
5432 Radio Riot (16) Nov 60
5423 Hold that Monkey

(16) Dec 60
5433 Bride and Gloom (16) . Dec 60
5424 French Fried Frolic

aS/z) Feb 61
5434 Hectic Honeymoon

(17) Jan 61

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

4555 No. 3, Series 1 (11).. Aug 60
(1960-61)

5551 No. 1, Series 2 (9).. Sep 60
5552 No. 2, Series 2(11) Nov 60
5553 No. 3, Series 2 (10/z) Jan 61
5554 No. 4, Series 2 (10/z) Feb 61

COLOR CARTOONS—SPECIAL
5501 Polygamus Polonius (9) Nov 60

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

4614 Blackboard Review (7) Jun 60
4615 Ballet Oop U'/z) Jul 60

(1960-61)
5601 How Now, McBoing

Boing (7/z) Sep 60
5601 Wacky Wigwams (8 ) . .Sep 60
5603 Spare That Child

(6/z) Oct 60
5604 Way of All Pests

(1/z) Nov 60
5605 Four Wheels, No

Erakes (6'/2 ) Nov 60
5606 Skeleton Frolic (7'/2 ) , . Dec 60
5667 Babie Boogie ( 6 ) . . . . Jan 61
5608 Pickled Puss (6/z) . . .Jan 61
5609 Christopher Crumpet's

Playmate (6/z ) Feb 61

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

4854 Community Sings

No. 6 ,
Ser. 13 (9/z ) . . Jul 60

(1960-61)
5851 Canine Crimebusters

(10) Oct 60
5852 Push Back the Edge

(10) Dec 60

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4705 Creepy Time Pal (6'/2 )

4706 Snoopy Loopy ( 6/2 )

4707 Do Good Wolf (6!/2 ) .

(1960-61)
5701 No Biz Like Shoe

Biz (6/z)
5702 Here Kiddie Kiddie

(6'/2 )

5703 Countdown Clown

(6/z)

Jun 60
Jun 60
.Jul 60

Sep 60

Dec 61

Jan 61

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

4757 The Grizzly Golfer (7) May 60
4758 Sloppy Jalopy (7) Jul 60

(1960-61)
5751 Dog Snatcher (7) ... Sep 60
5752 When Magoo Flew

CinemaScope (7) Sep 60
5753 Pink and Blue Blues

(7) Nov 60
5754 Magoo Makes News ( 6 )

(Both © and standard) . . Dec 60
5755 Hotsy Footsey (7) . . . . Feb 61

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
4441 Wonderful Gibraltar

(18) Nov 59
4442 Wonders of Ontario

(18) Apr 60
5441 Wonderful Hong Kong

(19J/2 ) Jan 61

SERIALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo . Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo .... Nov 60

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

4408 Spooks (16) Jul 60
(1960-61)

5401 Income Tax Sappy
(16/2 ) Sep 60

5402 Pardon My Backfire

(16) Oct 60
5403 Musty Musketeers

(16) Nov 60
5404 Pals and Gals (16) . Jan 61
5405 Knutsy Knights

( 17!/2 ) Feb 61

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4954 Ray McKinley &
Orch. (9/z) May 60

(1960-61)
5951 Ray Anthony & His

Orchestra (10Xz) Oct 60
5952 Shorty Sherlock & His

Orchestra (8/2 ) Dec 60

Prod.

No.
Rel.

Date

5953 Skitch Henderson & His

Orchestra (10) Feb 61

WORLD OF SPORTS
4805 Battling Big Bass

( 10 ) Jun 60
4806 Holiday for Champions

(9/z) Aug 60
(1960-61)

5801 Rasslin’ Champs (10) Dec 60
5802 Hip Shooters (..)... Feb 61

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W261 Pet Peeve (7) Sep 60
W262 Mice Follies (7) ... Sep 60
W263 Touche Pussy Cat (7) Sep 60

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60

W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 60

W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60

W272 Mouse for Sale (7). Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ ( 8 ) ... Sep 60

W274 Part Time Pal (8 )

.

Sep 60
W275 Cat Concerto (7) . . . Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
Tex Averys

W264 Farm of Tomorrow (7) Sep 60

W268 The Flea Circus (7) Sep 60

W270 Dixieland Droopie ( 8 ) Sep 60
W271 Field and Scream (7) Sep 60

PARAMOUNT
CARTOON CHAMPIONS
(Technicolor Reissues)

Herman and Katnip

S20-1 Rail Rodents (7) . . . Sep 60
S20-2 Robin Rodenthood (7) Sep 60

S20-3 A Bicep Built for

Two (7) Sep 60

S20-4 Mouse Trapeze (7)... Sep 60

Novel toons

S20-5 Fido Beta Kappa (7) Sep 60
S20-6 No Ifs, Ands or

Butts (6 ) Sep 60
S20-7 Candy Cabaret (7) . Sep-60

S20-S The Oily Bird (7) . Sep 60

COLOR SPECIALS
(Anamorphic—2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec

(16) Sep 60
B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (18) Sep 60

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

M20-1 Galaxia (7) .Oct 60
M20-2 Bouncing Benny (..) Nov 60
M20-3 Terry the Terror (..) Dec 60
M20-4 Phantom Moustacher

(.) Jan 61

N0VELT00N
(Technicolor)

P17-7 Fine Feathered Fiend

(6 ) Sep 60
P19-8 Planet Mouseola (6 ) Oct 60

(1960-61)
P20-1 Northern Mites (..). Nov 60
P20-2 Miceniks (..) Dec 60

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
(Anamorphic—Color—1 Reel)

D20-1 Kings of the Keys

(9) Sep 60
D20-2 Big “A” (9) Sep 60
D20-3 A Sport Is Born

( 10 ) Nov 60

THE CAT
(Color Cartoons)

C20-1 Top Cat (8 ) Sep 60
C20-2 Cool Cat Blues (..). Jan 61

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color)

7003 Golfing With Sam Snead

(9) Aug 60
7006 Assignment Philippines

(9) Jun 60
7007 Exercise Little Bear (9) Aug 60
7008 Sampans to Safety (9) Sep 60
7009 Assignment Thailand

HO) Oct. 60
7010 Underwater Demolition

Team (9) Nov 60
7011 Assignment Turkey (9) Dec 60
7012 Down the Road (10) . Dec 60

(1961)
7101 Australian Water Sports

(. ) Jan 61
7102 Assignment Mexico (..) Feb 61
7103 Adventure in Rhythm
() Mar 61

SPECIALS
7054 Tiger in the Tea (10)

C’Scope. De Luxe color. . . Jul 60
7-55 Call of the Holy Land

(19) 2D (B&W) Nov 60

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

(Technicolor)

5023 Mint Men (7) May 60

Q. Z

5033 Nonsense Newsreel

(7). reissue Jun 60

5024 Trapeze Pleeze (7) . . . Jul 60
5025 Deep Sea Doodle (7) . Oct 60
5026 Stunt Men (6) Nov 60

(1961)
5121 The Mysterious Package

(6) Jan 61
5122 Cat Alarm (6) Feb 61

5123 Drum Roll (..) Mar 61

TERRYTOONS
(Technicolor-CinemaScope)

5005 Tusk Tusk (7) May 60
5006 Hearts & Glowers (7).. Jun 60
5007 The Wayward Hat (7) Jul 60
5008 The Littlest Bully (7) Aug 60
5009 Two Ton Baby Sitter

(7) Sep 60
5010 Tin Pan Alley Cat (6) Oct 60
5011 House of Hashimoto (7) Nov 60
5012 Daniel Boone jr. (7) . . Dec 60

(1961)
5101 Night Life in Tokyo

( . . ) Feb 61
5102 So-Sorry, Pussycat (..) Mar 61

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR PARADE

4171 Valley of the Mekong

(9) Nov 60
4172 The Lion City (9) . . Dec 60
4173 Treasure of Istanbul (9) Jan 61
4174 Down Jamaica Way (9) Feb 61
4175 Sidetracked (9) ©_ . . Mar 61
4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) Apr 61

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4013 Billion-Dollar Boner

(7) v Jan 60
4014 Witty Kitty (7) Feb 60
4015 Pistol Packin’ Wood-

pecker (7) Mar 60
4016 Heap Big Hepcat (7).. Mar 60
4017 Ballyhooi.ey (7) Apr 60
4018 How to Stuff a

Woodpecker (7) May 60
4019 Bats in the Belfr# 1 (7) Jul 60
4020 Woody's Ozark Lark (7) Jul 60

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes)

,

4131 Helter Shelter (6) Now60
4132 Witch Crafty (6) . . Dec 60
4133 Private Eye Pooch (6) Jan 61
4134 Bedtime Bedlam (6).. Feb 61
4135 Squareshootin’ Square

(6) Mar 61
4136 Bronco Busters (6) . Apr 61

SPECIAL
4104 Football Highlights of

1960 (10) Dec 60
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4101 Pacific Paradise (14) Nov 60

WARNER BROS.

BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE
(Technicolor Reissues)

8301 Room & Bird (7).... Sep 60
8302 Cracked Quack (7) Oct 60
8303 His Hare Raising

Tale (7) Oct 60
8304 Gift Wrapped (7) Nov 60
8305 Little Beau Pepe (7) Dec 60
8306 Tweet Tweet Tweety

(7) Dec 60
8307 Bunny Hugged (7).... Jan 61

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

8721 From Hare to Heir (7) Sep 60
8722 Lighter Than Hare (7) Dec 60

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TUNES

(Technicolor)

8701 The Dixie Fryer (7).. Sep 60

8702 Hopalong Casualty (7) Oct 60
8703 Trip for Tat (7) Oct 60
8704 Doggone People (7) . . Nov 60
8705 High Note (7) Dec 60
8706 Cannery Woe (7) . . . .Jan 61
8707 Zip 'n Snort (7) Jan 61

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two Reels)

8001 Enchanted Islands

( .
. ) Oct 60

(One Reel)

8507 Riviera Days (..) Nov 60

MISCELLANEOUS
©Donald in Mathmagic

Land (28) (BV)..Dec59
©Eyes in Outer Space

(26) (BV) . . Dec 59
©Gala Day at Disneyland

(25) (BV) . . Mar 60
©How to Have an Accident at

Work (7) (BV) . . Mar 60
©Islands of the Sea (23) (BV) ....

©Japan (28) (BV)
©Mysteries of the Deep

(24) (BV) . .Feb 60
©Noah's Ark (20) . . (BV) . . Nov 59
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SHORT SUBJECTS REVIEW

A Bowl of Cherries

Kingsley Int'l 24 Minutes

(Silent comedy featurette)

a

k
x
1

1

ALLIED ARTISTS
Hell to Eternity (AA)—Jeffrey Hunter, David Jans-

sen, Miiko Taka, Patricia Owens. Very good war
film. I would say it ranks with the best. It's very
tough in spots and there's lots of war, and it seems
they just say anything that pops into their mouths.
Business was just average, but it had been milked
before I got it. I might be wrong—heaven knows I

often om

—

but I think it would be wise to cut some
of the rough stuff out of these movies. I don't see
that it serves any useful purpose and it's a shame
to put some of this stuff in front of kids. It seems
every other movie is an adults-only picture.—Victor
R. Weber, Center Theatre, Kensett, Ark. Pop. 1,000.

Raymie (AA)

—

'David Ladd, Julie Adams, John
Agar. Great kids' film! Adults like it too. Will
bring it back for repeat kiddy matinees. Played Sat.,

Sun. Weather: Rain, but the kids came.—-Clint Ezell,

Strond and Roosevelt theatres, Jacksonville, Fla.

AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL
Journey to the Lost City (AIP)—Debra Paget, Paul

Christian, Luciano Paluzzi. Good action, but poor
business. Played Wed., Thurs. Weather: Cold.—Clint
Ezell, Strand and Roosevelt theatres, Jacksonville
Fla.

Shake, Rattle and Rock (AIP)—Michael "Touch"
Connors, Lisa Gaye, Sterling Holloway. I guess rock-
'n'roll must be dead in every town but Kensett. I

doubled this with "Motorcycle Gang," -both repeats,
to my highest weekend gross in months. It's my
opinion "Shake" was not a good rock'n'roll movie,
but they came anyway and it seems they loved
every minute. The youngsters set makes up 75 per
cent of my crowd and they still want rock'n'roll.

Please give us more—with color, also. Is this too
much, huh?—Victor R. Weber, Kensett, Ark. Pop.
1 ,000 .

BUENA VISTA
Pollyanna (BV)—Jane Wyman, Richard Egan, Hay-

ley Mills. What a beautiful, inspiring and uplifting
family picture'—but where are the American fam-
ilies? Certainly not at the movies any more. You
just can't fight "women, wine and whisky" with them.
Ployed Fri., Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold.—Carl P.

Anderka, Rainbow Theatre Castroville, Tex. Pop.
1,500.

COLUMBIA
Babette Goes to War (Col)—Brigitte Bardot, Jac-

ques Chorrier, Ronald Howard. Very funny little pic-
tu'e in beautiful color, but not the kind of pic-

ture for sexy Miss Bardot. Okay for a double bill.

Business poor because of Christmas shopping. Played
Fri., Sat. Weothe r

: Cool.—Paul Fournier, Acadia
Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

Enemy General, The (Col)

—

-Van Johnson, Jean-
Pierre Aumont, Dany Carrel. Strictly a formula pro-
gram picture. Low-budget features are still needed,
but they should have a novelty or gimmick angle if

they are to actually help a program. Played Sun.
through Wed.—J. H. Robinson, Arlington Theatre
(sub-run), Jacksonville, Fla.

Fast and Sexy (Col)—Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Rob-
ertson, Vittorio DeSica. We doubled this with Colum-
bia's "Man on a String," thank heaven. Teenage
girls began leaving midway through "Fast and Sexy."
They liked "String," but not "Fast." Played Thurs.,
Fri., Sat. Weather: Zero.

—

C. D. Simmons, Grace The-
atre, Grace, Ida. Pop. 725.

Man on a String (Col)

—

Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin
Mathews, Colleen Dewhurst. Not much of anything
interesting here. Another low grosser. Played Wed.,
Thurs. Weather: Okay.

—

Mel Danner, Circle Theatre,
Waynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, The (MGM)—

Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges, Archie Moore. Top
entertainment, but I don't believe as good as "Tom
Sawyer." Should do okay on any change, though.
Played Tues. Weather: Rain and cold.

—

Terry Axley,
New Theatre, England, Ark. Pop. 2,136.

Bells Are Ringing (MGM)—Judy Holliday, Dean
Martin, Fred Clark. A very good picture with good
Metrocolor, but it didn't hit our average best time

Praises' This Rebel Breed'
"This Rebel Breed" from Warners is a good

little show that did not cost much and did better
than average for me on a Thurs., Fri., Sat. date.
Play it.

LEO A. BACKER
Valley Theatre,
Erowns Valley, Minn.

grosses. Nothing wrong with the picture, but they
just won't buy music and Dean Martin is a very poor
drow here any time. Maybe our pre-Christmas play-
date hurt but it was early December. Played Sun.,
Mon. Weather: Nice.—Mayme P. Musselman, Roach
Theatre, Lincoln, Kas. Pop. 1 ,636.

Key Witness (MGM)—Jeffrey Hunter, Pat Crowley,
Dennis Hopper. A very good picture for double-bill-
ing. The top tune in it helped us a lot with the
teenagers. F’layed Wed. to Sat. Weother: Cold with
snow.—Harold Bell, Opera House, Coaticook, Que.
Pop. 6,382.

Plrtinum High School (MGM)—Mickey Rooney,
Terry Moore, Dan Duryea. Another one about those
bad old teenagers. Really, now, there must be some
g'od kids somewhere. Otherwise, this is a good pic-

ture which moves along at a good clip with action
to burn. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Okay.—Victor
R. Weber, Center Theatre, Kensett, Ark.

PARAMOUNT
Eellboy, The (Para)—Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry, Bob

Clayton. This was below Jerry Lewis' usual perform-
ance, no story, very short running time. Has some
funny antics, though. Played Sun., Mon., Tues.
Weather: Good.

—

Mel Danner, Circle Theatre, Way-
noka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

Psycho (Para)—Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh, Vera
Miles, John Gavin. This has a good story to keep
them interested all the way through. Still, it isn't

quite up with other Hitchcock successes such as
"Rear Window" and "North by Northwest." Had

Yes. Mr. Kruse. We Have
This is in reference to a question asked by

Mr. Mel Kruse, Pierce Theatre, Pierce, Neb. in

EHKS Jan. 9. Mr. Kruse asked the question,
"Ever hod a $3.50 Monday night?" Last year
our Venus Theatre in Houston had a nothing
night—SO. 00. The film was "Wreck of the
Mary Deare" (MGM)—weather fine, conditions
fine and a percentage film. Film salesmen often
remark when peddling percentage film, "30
per cent of nothing is nothing"—and that's

what haopened. Our manager called, "There's
nobody here—what to do?" What else, go home.

RAY BORISKI, ALBERT ZARZANA
Al-Ray, Venus, Galena Theatres,
Houston, Tex.

above average crowd Sun. night despite bad weather.
Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Snowy and very cold.

—

James Hardy, Shoals Theatre, Shoals, Ind. Pop. 1,555.

Ulysses (Para'—Kirk Douglas, Anthony Quinn, Ros-
sana Podesta. This 1956 release will outgross some
rf the tcp pictures—or did in my situation. Played
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold and clear. Terry
Axley, New Theatre, England, Ark. Pop. 2,136.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Dog of Flanders, A (20th-Fox)—David Ladd, Don-

ald Crisp, Theodore Bikel. An outstanding family en-
tertainment picture that won't get the family. Pub-
lic yells for family pictures, but they won't come
to see them—only send the kids. Played Thurs.,
Fri., Sat. Weather: Rainy and cool.—-Terry Axley.
New Theatre, England, Ark. Pop. 2,136.

From the Terrace (20th-Fox)—Paul Newman, Jo-

anne Woodward, Ina Balin. Very good picture, but
I lost money on it. If you're in a small town like

mine and want to lose a little money, buy this at

60 per cent and run it five days! Played Mon.
through Fri.—S. T. Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flo-

rraton, Ala. Pop. 1,456.

Hound-Dog Man (20th-Fox)—Stuart Whitman,
Fabian, Carol Lynley. It was my biggest paying pic-

ture played during the year. It was very colorful.

Why don't they make mere like it? Played Sun.,

Mon. Weather: Clear and warm.—-Duane Jenkins,

Stardust Drive-In, Smith-burg, W. Va. Pop. 750.

Hunters, The (20th-Fox)—-Robert Mitchum, Robert
Wagner, May Britt, Richard Egan. For us the per-

fect audience picture. Basketball ruined me Fri., but

Sat. and Sun. perked up. The show had everything

plus superb flying, color and 'Scope.

—

-Frank E. Sa-

bin, Majestic Theatre, Eureka, Mont. Pop. 929.

Let's Make Love (20th-Fox)—Marilyn Monroe, Yves
Montand, Tony Randall. This was a great disap-

pointment. They apparently tried to make a comedy
out of it, but didn't do a very good job. Cary Grant
would have been better in Montand's place. Played

rn New Year's Eve midnight show to 'way above
average crowd. Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Snow
ard cold.—James Hardy, Shoals Theatre, Shoals,

Ind. Pop. 1,555.

Lost World, The (20th-Fox)

—

Fernando Lamas,

Claude Rains, David Hedison. Played the first "Lost

Wcrld" years ago. It was quite thrilling, but this one

had no appeal to the older movie fans and not

enough kiddies in a small town like this to make it

a worthwhile weekend. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat.

Weather: Cold.—Corl W. Veseth, Villa Theatre,

Malta, Mont. Pop. 1,960.

Murder, Inc. (20th-Fox)—Stuart Whitman, May
Britt, Henry Morgan. A very well-made picture that

grossed miserably. Two patrons said it was too much
like the many TV shows they have seen. Otherwise,

a fine picture. Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Good.

—

Leonard J. Leise, Roxy Theatre, Randolph, Neb. Pop.

1,029.

Good—in the art houses. An off-beat novel-
ty for the class or art spots, this George
Edgar production, written and directed by f
William Kronick, was entirely filmed in New

'

York's Greenwich Village and is obviously a
showcase for a group of off-Broadway actors,

including Elmarie Wendel, featured in the
current musical "Little Mary Sunshine." Pho-
tographed at 16 frames per second in the
style of the old Mack Sennett silent comedies,
the picture has title cards, a jazzy musical
score and much grimacing by all the players,
representing Village beatniks or artists. A
satire on modern abstract art. there are many
chuckles for sophisticates even if it will seem
long-drawn-out to the ordinary moviegoer.

UNITED ARTISTS
Inherit the Wind (UA)—Spencer Tracy, Fredric

March, Gene Kelly. Very good picture, but no busi-
ness. Must play big to do anything. Played Sun.,
Mon. Weather: Cold.—Kenyon Killinger, Orr Theatre,
Orrville, Ohio. Pop. 6,464.

Magnificent Seven, The (UA)—Yul Brynner, Steve
McQueen, Eli Wallach. You won't find this one on
TV. Good color, acting and story. Good business.
Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Good.—Wayne
Holland, Villa Heights Theatre, Statesville, N. C.

Pop. 22,000.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Head of a Tyrant (U-l)—Massimo Girotti, Isobelle

Corey, Renato Baldini. This production had some
good color and 'Scope. Story was good. Play on a
double bill to averoge business. Played Sat. Weather:
Good. B. L. Brown, jr., ass't mgr. Arcade Theatre,
Sandersville, Ga. Pop. 5,424.

Leech Woman, The (U-l)—Coleen Gray, Grant Wil-
liams, Gloria Talbott. This was okay for double bill.

—S. T. Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala.

Pop. 1,456.

Live Fast, Die Young (U-l)—Mary Murphy, Norma
Eberhardt, Michael Connors. This turned out to be a
lot better than expected on a double bill. It's old

(1958) but any of you who play this type will find

it worth a playdate. Played Wed. to Sat. Weather:
Ideal—Harold Bell, Coaticook, Que. Pop. 6,382.

Portrait in Black (U-l)—Lana Turner, Anthony
Quinn, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Color is great, story

full of suspense—better than a Hitchcock. Sandra
Dee is a little honey. Don't let TV get her and we
have another star to draw them into the theatres.

Played New Year's Day to a small but nice crowd.

Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold and snow.—Mel
Kruse, Pierce Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

Snow Queen, The (U-l)-—Animated feature. Will

really get the kids
—

'nuff said! Played Thurs., Fri.,

Sat. Weather: Cold and clear.—Terry Axley, New
Theatre, England, Ark. Pop. 2,136.

WARNER BROS.
FSI Story, The (WB)—James Stewart, Vera Miles,

Murray Hamilton. A big nothing at the boxoffice

for us. Real good action-packed picture, though.

Beautiful color, superb acting. Wonder why it failed

us? Maybe it was the trailer, because its ratio was
smaller than the usual widescreen one. Played Tues.,

Wed. Weather: Cold.—Paul Fournier, Acadia The-
atre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,000.

Guns of the Timberland (WB)—Alan Ladd, Jeanne
Crain, Gilbert Roland, Frankie Avalon. A good show
that should please on any day of the week. Played

Sun., Mon. Weather: Cool.—Terry Axley, New The-

atre, England, Ark. Pop. 2,136.

Ice Palace (WB)—-Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,

Martha Hyer, Carolyn Jones. We tried our best to get

away from that title, but didn't make it and the

picture's gross was hurt. Nothing wrong but the

title, because the color was good, scenery and set-

tings, cast and story all tops in our book, but maybe
we expected too much. Played Sun., Mon., Weather:
Nice.—Mayme P. Musselman, Roach Theotre, Lin-

co n, Kas. Pop. 1,636.

Old Time High Jinks
"North to Alaska" (20th-Fox) is that old time

high jinks, slap-happy, noisy laughter, action,

G-ld Rush picture—made with but one idea

—

r :JN FOR ALL, teenogers, adults whooped it up

for two hours. Not a critics' picture, but who
cares when it is just what smoll-towners are

hungry for? Played it our best time and ex-

tended. So, thanks to 20th-Fox and John Wayne
—ws pleased huge crowds.

R. E. FALKINBURG
Majestic Theatre,
Lexington, Neb.
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemoSeope; ® Vistovision; © Superseope; H Noturomo; (p Regalseope; ® Teehniromo. For story synopsis on eoch picture, see reverse side.

I

The Misfits F “a
United Artists (6105) 124 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

urani If for no other reason than that this is the last picture made
'reme'by the late, universally beloved Clark Gable, it is certain

to be a theatre-packing attraction. His legion of fans— u-Tm

particularly those on the distaff side—are assuredly going Sim-)

to place the offering on their must-see lists. And to make
' e '

doubly sure that the marquee will be at its magnetic bright-

est the cast boasts a galaxy of other established stars, of

which Marilyn Monroe, Montgomery Clift, Eli Wallach and
Thelma Ritter have the most to do. Reactions to their per-
formances individually and collectively—and to the vehicle
in which they are joined is likely to be widely varied.
Those patrons who are devotees of art theatres may embrace
the photoplay as something of a triumph. Rank and file

ticket buyers, however, are just as likely to evaluate the
feature as overlong mish-mash of rough action, soul-search-
ing character analysis and psychiatric connotations. Arthur
Miller, La Monroe's former husband, wrote the screenplay
and, perhaps in an analytical mood, projected the femme
luminary as a gal with a super-sensitive soul as well as
sanctified skin. She is permitted to display too much of
both. Frank E. Taylor produced. John Huston directed.

Dondi F
Allied Artists ( ) 100 Minutes Rel.

Set for an Easter release, geared for a particular appeal
to moppets, this Albert Zugsmith production, based on the

hon )
widely syndicated comic strip by Gus Edson and Irwin

* Hasen, should prove profitable to theatres that book during
the spring school holiday season when it will be treated to

saturation bookings. In fact, enterprising exhibitors who take
full advantage of the many merchandising tie-ups the AA
exploiteers have arranged might well parlay the photoplay
into a bit of a bonanza. Moreover, there are facets of the
offering to attract the interest of potential adult patrons,
many of whom are as avid readers of comic strips as the
young fry. There is the marquee-worthy name of singer
Patti Page, who is cast as the femme lead and contributes
a trio of musical interludes, and columnist-commentator
Walter Winchell to engage in a bit of flag-waving. But the
film's biggest asset is the presence of a lovable little tike,

David Kory, who plays the title role in heart-winning fash-
ion, and in whom AA has such confidence that he is to be
starred in a whole series of "Dondi" stories. Zugsmith and
Edson collaborated on the script, and Robert Hill directed.

Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe, Montgomery Clift, Thelma
Ritter, Eli Wallach, James Barton, Estelle Winwood.

White Warrior F Ratio: Adventure Drama

2. 55-1 © ©
Warner Bros. (010) 86 Minutes Rel. March '61

Steve Reeves, the muscular American who became world
famous through his Italian-made "Hercules" spectacles,

moves up several centuries to the mid-1850s in his latest

costume drama, also made in Italy with no producer credits.

Based on a novel by Leo Tolstoy, no less, with a screenplay
by Gino DeSanctis and Akos Tolney, the action, colorful

backgrounds in Technicolor, charging riders and dangerous
settos are typical of Reeves' previous pictures and thus will

entertain the youngsters and male patrons just as the star's

-“•v magnificent physique will intrigue the distaff side. Well-
ce

' ) exploited, the picture should clean up in saturation book-—

'

ings. Although Reeves is often covered up by his Caucasian
uniforms, director Richard Freda has seen to it that he en-
gages in a wrestling match and has a few other chances
to display his manly chest. Reeves' acting is on a par with
his earlier efforts. Georgia Moll, who attracted attention in

"The Quiet American" and in some Italian imports, con-
tributes a quietly effective acting job as the heroine, while
another foreign beauty, Scilla Gabel, is the more glamorous
Russian princess who also casts eyes at Reeves. Renato
Baldini is the villainous tribal leader who engages in a
terrific hand-to-hand (plus feet) combat with Reeves.

Steve Reeves, Georgia Moll, Renato Baldini, Gerald
Herter, Scilla Gabel, Nicola Popovic.

Gold of the Seven Saints F “
Warner Bros. (009) 88 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

There is unusually attractive drawing power in the names
of the two stars of this picture, Clint Walker and Roger
Moore, who have both picked up handsome followings as
the result of starring roles in top-rated television, series
emanating from the same studio. Coupled with such stalwart
veteran performers as Chill Wills and Robert Middleton
there may be enough marquee attraction to snag respectably
hefty attendance and overshadow the less-rewarding script
with which they have to work. Mainstem bookings will de-
pend on double-bill power, but it should pretty well hold
alone in subsequent runs. Since the entire cast is generally
identified with western or outdoor fare, the greatest appeal
can be expected to generate among patrons of this type of
story. Certainly, it qualifies as an outdoor drama, since it

deals with two men traveling across the desert with 250
pounds of gold being followed by ruthless killers. However,
despite the acceptable qualities of the story as a whole, its

transference to the screen in the Leigh Brackett and Leonard

D
Freeman screenplay suffers from too little action to main-
tain interest throughout. Production values are fine; there
is good photography and fine authentic locations. Gordon
Douglas directed for producer Leonard Freeman.

Clint Walker, Roger Moore, Leticia Roman, Robert
Middleton, Chill Wills, Gene Evans, Roberto Contreras.

David Kory, David Janssen, Patti Page, Walter Winchell,
Mickey Shaughnessy, Robert Strauss, Arnold Stang.

Home Is the Hero F “j
Showcorporation 83 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

A splendidly acted and directed drama of modern-day
Ireland, this Robert S. Baker-Monty Berman production is

first-rate art house fare. With Arthur Kennedy, who recently
scored in "Elmer Gantry," for marquee value, the picture
can also play many regular situations especially where
Irish patrons predominate. Filmed entirely on location in

Bray, County Wicklow, and employing the histrionic talents
of the famed Abbey Theatre players, this should be a
"must" for lovers of old Eire. Director Fielder Cook, who had
directed both the TV version and the picturization of
“Patterns" in 1956, exhibits a true feeling for the poverty-
stricken. villagers, who frequent the local pub, and he even

tN* creates some sympathy for the middle-aged "hero" who is

how actually more of a bully. Walter Macken, who wrote the
original play and acted the role in Dublin and in a brief
Broadway run, recreates the role effectively enough but it

is Kennedy, as his limping son who becomes a cobbler to
support the family; Eileen Crowe, as the loyal mother who
takes some comfort from the bottle; and Joan O'Hara, as
the resentful daughter who falls in love with a local gambler,
who contribute outstanding performances. Harry Brogan
and Maire Kean play broadly to get laughs.

Arthur Kennedy, Walter Macken, Eileen Crowe, Harry
Brogan, Joan O'Hara. Eddie Golden, Marie Kean.

More Deadly Than the Male A Melodrama

Schoenfeld 60 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

.

rvicet

Datg

The firm-paced British pattern of crime and retribution,

played out against a rural and beachfront setting, infuses

this Una Productions release with persistent quality. Acting
values are helped along by the tightly-written. Paul Chevalier
script and the superb directorial ability of Robert B. Bucknell.

If patrons who have bemoaned the lack of absorbing crime
melodramas of late, spread the word on this particular im-
port; given the sufficient word-of-mouth, it could conceivably
end up in the much-accoladed "sleeper" classification. The
actors aren't known on this side of the Atlantic, and in the

case of who-does-what-to-whom, such casting seems to work
to the film's advantage. American Jeremy White, holidaying
in Blimey, finds himself fatally attracted to winsome Ann
Davy, who's married to wealthy fruit grower John Mahoney.
After she gets him to kill off Mahoney, he learns of the
woman's obsession with ruthlessness—all of which leads to

a terrifying climax. Ann Davy is a most alluring, seductive
femme fatale, and White is her native quarry. The story twist

will have the thumbnail-chewers holding on in absorbed
appreciation of an imaginatively-built climax. The produc-
tion can be paired with like drama content or stand alone.

/N .
backed by suitable featurettes.

Jeremy White, John Mahoney, Ann Davy, Edna Dore,
Lorraine Peters.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring

loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 cord index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,

may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploitips; Adlines for Newspaper and Programs

THE STORY: "Dondi" (AA)

David Kory as Dondi, a lovable Italian orphan and waif,

worms his way into the affections of six hard-boiled Amer-
ican soldiers stationed at a border outpost. They adopt him
as a mascot and are confronted with the numerous prob-
lems posed by efforts to keep his presence a secret from
their tough commanding sergeant. The outfit is furloughed Schoo

back to the States and with heavy hearts think they are "’urye

leaving the youngster behind. He stows away on the troop
ship and they smuggle him into New York where he dis-

appears David Janssen, the fast-talking idol of the GIs,

and Patti Page, his sweetheart, enlist the aid of Walter
Winchell to locate him and legalize his entry into the
country. They succeed, and David and Patti decide to marry
and adopt the lad.

EXPLOITIPS:
To attract sidewalk patronage, pipe songs sung by Patti

Page in the picture. Decorate lobby and forecourt with
"Dondi" comic strips from newspapers, and hire a little boy
dressed as Dondi to hawk newspapers carrying the strip in

front of theatre. Have special kiddie matinee premiere, with
Dgndi masks and other paraphernalia supplied by Allied
Artists, free popcorn, etc.

CATCHLINES:
The Heartwarming, Rib-Tickling Story of a Young Street

Waif Adopted by Hard-Boiled GIs . . . He Had Six Fathers,
But None of Them Were His!

0—M
er o>

THE STORY: "Home Is the Hero" (Showcorp.)

THE STORY: "The Misfits" (UA)

Marilyn Monroe comes to Reno and secures a divorce.
Then she falls in with a trio of rough and ready cowboys
and rodeo performers, Clark Gable, Montgomery Clift and
Eli Wallach, all of whom fall in love with her. Gable seems
to be the Number One man, but, at times and for various
reasons, she seems to lean toward one of the others. Fas-
cinated by the carefree, outdoor, irresponsible life they lead,
she joins in their activities. Although her past seems to be
somewhat clouded she abhors bloodshed, cruelty and hurt.

Her resentment attains a pinnacle when she witnesses the
apparent cruelty involved in the roundup of a herd of wild
horses. When Gable frees the captured beasts, all is for-

given and they plan marriage.

(

EXPLOITIPS:

Tie in with legit theatres and bookstores on other of

Miller's works. Have cutouts in the lobby showing Monroe
and Gable together and on a horse. Have a horseman pass
out circulars through town.

CATCHLINES:
Clark Gable Scores in His Last Film . . . Gable and Mon-

roe Together on the Same Screen . . .Don't Be a Misfit—Go
See "The Misfits" . . . Action, Romance and Drama for

Young and Old.

THE STORY: "White Warrior" (WB)

Walter Macken, a middle-aged Irishman who hangs out
in the local pub, gets into a drunken brawl and accidentally
kills a pal who makes fun of his low mentality. Macken is

sent to prison for five years while his son, Arthur Kennedy,
becomes a cobbler, his daughter Joan O'Hara is forced to

take the scorn of her former friends while their mother,
Eileen Crowe, gets comfort from the bottle. When the re-

pentant Macken emerges from prison, his drunken pals plan
a big welcome. But Macken sneaks back home, tries to stop
Joan's budding romance with a local gambler, browbeats
his wife and -even tries to run Kennedy's life again. Macken
estranges all of them and, in his anger, almost kills his old
drinking pal before he is finally brought to his senses.

EXPLOITIPS:
Play up Walter Macken, Eileen Crowe and the famous

Abbey Theatre players of Dublin to attract Irish-born patrons
or those of Irish descent. For regular fans, mention that
Arthur Kennedy, former Warner Bros, star, was recently
featured in "Elmer Gantry" and, before that, in "Peyton
Place," "The Champion," etc.

CATCHLINES:
The Abbey Theatre Players in a Drama of the Old Sod . . .

Life, Love and Laughter in the Hills and Valleys of Old Eire
... A Hero to His Drinking Pals But a Brute to His Loyal
Wife, Son and Daughter.

THE STORY: "More Deadly Than the Male" (Schoenfeld)

i 95 l

—or <

'eat1-

In the mid-19th Century, Czar Nicholas of Russia is trying

to bring the wild Caucasian tribes, under the leadership of

Hadji Murad (Steve Reeves), under his control. Reeves'
offer to lead his warriors into the Black Mountains to free

the region of Russian troops is opposed by Renato Baldini,

another tribal leader, who covets Georgia Moll, the betrothed

of Reeves. Betrayed by Baldini, Reeves is captured by Rus-
sian soldiers and tortured to make him sign a peace treaty.

But he and a faithful lieutenant manage to overpower their

Russian guards and set out after Baldini, who has captured
Georgia and has arranged a forced wedding. Reeves ar-

rives in time to halt the wedding, slay Baldini in a hand-
to-hand battle on a cliffside and carry away Georgia. The

jl

Caucasian tribespeople know that Reeves will continue to

r,y s jt lead their fight against Czarist oppression.
° r

EXPLOITIPS:
Steve Reeves and his mighty muscles are the chief selling

angle. Identify Reeves as the "Hercules" star by using stills

and blow-ups of his muscular chest. Reeves also starred in

"The Giant of Marathon," "Hercules Unchained" and "Go-
liath and the Barbarians" during 1960. Georgia Moll played

the native heroine in “The Quiet American."

c

CATCHLINES:
The Mightiest Warrior of Them All—Fighting the Czarist

Hordes in 19th Century Russia.

THE STORY: "Gold of the Seven Saints" (WB)

American Jeremy White, in England on holiday, falls in

love with Ann Davy, who is dissatisfied with her marriage to

John Mahoney. Ann urges White, on promise of romantic ful-

fillment, to kill Mahoney. He goes through with the murder,
but she doesn't return his love. His American fiance, Lor-
raine Peters, arrives, and she, too, is murdered, though not
by White. He then learns of Ann's duplicity and ruthlessness
and determines to kill her. He lures her out to the lonely
beach. She misses her footing as she seeks to escape from
him, falls to her death upon the rocks below. He takes her
body to a deserted blockhouse where he has left Mahoney's
body. As he is about to leave, he hears the door click at
the end of the tunnel: he has been followed by Mahoney's
mother, Edna Dore, who had suspected foul play from the
start. She leaves—he can either shoot himself or die of
starvation.

EXLOITIPS:
Play up the wanton woman angle and the grim, tragic

ending. Conduct an essay contest, via newspaper amuse-
ment pages, on the theme, "Which is the Deadly sex?"

CATCHLINES:
She Lured Him On—a Wanton, Sensual Prize! . . . She ft V

Tried to Escape, to Escape, to Escapel . . . “Kill My Hus- ’-960

band!" She Told Him.

Clint Walker and Roger Moore, two furtrappers, stumble

across a cache of 250 pounds of gold. Taking it to the town
of Seven Saints, they are forced to buy a pack horse with

some of the gold, causing some ruthless killers to track

them down to steal the gold. They ward them off in the

desert, but finally hide the gold in some rocks. Finally,

they come to the ranch of Robert Middleton, an old friend

of Walker's. The bandits, however, lure them away and
capture Moore. Walker, in an effort to save his friend,

leads the one remaining bandit to the gold and then over-

powers him. They escape with the gold, but lose it in a
river crossing and return to their traps.

EXPLOITIPS:

Arrange for display of gold nuggets in lobby or in local

jewelry stores. Tie in with travel bureaus on the Arches
National Monument, where picture was filmed. Play up
Walker and Moore's TV roles.

CATCHLINES:
,

I T lv

h. Two Top TV Stars Together ... A Dramatic Story Filled

With Outdoor Adventures . . . Lust for Gold Turns Men Into

Killers . . . Friends Into Bandits.

c
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HATES: 15c per word, minimum $1.50, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions tor price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24. Mo. •

CLEHRII16 HOUSE
HELP WANTED

Exceptional employment opportunities

lor Drive-In and Walk-In Theatre Man-
agers in Southern Calilomia. Lar^e cir-

cuit offers ideal working conditions ana
liberal medical, hospitalization and life

insurance coverage, plus an excellent

retirement plan. If you should vacation

in California, contact Jim Barka for a
personal interview. Pacific Drive-In The-
atres Corp., 141 South Robertson Blvd.,

Los Angeles 48. California. All inquiries

will be held strictly confidential.

Projectionist, experienced, year around
employment, non-union. Write qualifica-

tions and experience. Boxoffice, 9207.

MANAGER wanted for conventional de
luxe, first-run theatre in large Ohio City.

Must be cracker jack exploiteer, experi-
enced in all phases of running de luxe
operation. State age, experience, marital
status and salary requirement. Must have
first class reference. Boxoffice, 9216.

Drive-In Manager Wanted: Small mid-
west circuit wants young, live-wire man-
ager, capable in all departments but extra

strong in advertising and- outside promo-
tion. Good chance to advance, good sal-

ary and bonus plan. Write complete
resume, references, enclose recent snap-
shot. Boxoffice, 9218.

Managers wanted, indoor and outdoor
theatres, midwest circuit. Boxoffice, 9219.

Manager: Year round drive-in. State ex-

perience, salary desired. Fly-by-nights do
not apply. Box 7441, Orlando, Florida.

Wanted: Theatreman to act as drive-in

manager and handle promotion and ex-

ploitation for small Eastern Circuit. Please
give age, experience and all other per-

trnent facts in letter. Boxoffice, 9220.

Wanted: Manager for new theatre in

Western South Dakota. Must be experi-
enced in all phases of theatre operation.
State age, salary expected, qualifications

and references. Boxoffice, 9224.

Wanted: Manager for large drive-in the-

atre in city of quarter of million. Year
around job. State experience. Send appli-
cation, references and picture to Box-
office, 9225.

POSITIONS WANTED

Assistant Manager, presently employed,
desires change for the better, in New
York-Brooklyn area. Thoroughly experi-
enced, college grad. Notify direct. David
Rafael Reyes, 862 Cauldwell Avenue,
Box 56, New York.

Projectionist: 14 years experience, in-

cluding booth maintenance, desires per-
manent employment. Good references. Will
go anywhere. Edwin H. Isaacs, 902 Five
Ocks Avenue, Dayton 6, Ohio. BE 3-5958.

Roadshow Theatre Manager presently
available. Complete knowledge all phases
roadshow operation. Top salary, reference
furnished. Boxoffice, 9227.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Wanted: Used equipment. Ashcraft

Model C-70 lamps. Advise condition and
cost. Boxoffice, 9208.

Wanted: STP Semi-Portable projectors,
Mazda ot Arc lamp type. Give full par-
ticulars and price. Boxoffice, 9209.

Wanted: Low intensity rectifiers, 12/15
amps for Baby Strong arc lamps. Advise
condition end cost. Boxoffice, 9210.

Wanted: Set of CinemaScope lenses,
also 2”, 31/2 or 3%" back up lenses. Gor-
don Jarvis, 1504 North Avenue, Burlington,
Vermont.

Wanted: Used booth equipment. We dis-
mantle. Frank Rogers, 1122 Winton Ave-
nue. Speedway, Indiana.

Wanted: Used theatre booth equipment.
We dismantle. Leon Jarodsky, Lincoln
Theatre, Paris, Illinois.

TOP PRICES PAID: For used X-L and
Century Projectors, Lamphouses and Cine-
maScope lenses. What have you? Star
Cinema Supply, 621 West 55th Street,
New York 19

EQUIPMENT REPAIR SERVICE
REFLECTORS broken? GATORHIDE re-

pairs permanently. Kit, $2.95 postpaid.
From supply houses or GATORHIDE, Box
71, Joplin, Missouri.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
Strong. Jr.. 16mm, high intensity, arc

projection lamps, plus sound equipment.
Five years old, A-l condition. Midway,
Adrian, N. D.

SURPLUS STOCK: Must reduce. Super,
E7 Simplex mechanisms, $195: regular
Simplex, $99.50; SA RCA 35mm Arc Sound
Projectors with pedestals, $195; Hi-In-
tensuy arcs and rectifiers, Brenkert, Sim-
plex, Strong, Forest from $49.50. Complete
booth outfits, projection and sound, from
$395. Good serviceable condition. S.O.S.,
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.

For Sale: Sweden floor model soft ice
cream machine. Best offer starting at
$100. Bill Jenkins, Box 17, Adrian, Michi-
gan.

Will have available between March 1st

and April 15, complete booth equipment,
including 3-D, CinemaScope and 35mm;
4 channel stereophonic sound. Generator
95-190 amp, 20 H P.; etc. Also 942 Kroeh-
ler pushback chairs. Mid-States Theatres,
602 Walnut Street, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

For Sale or Trade: One pair Bausch-
Lomb lens, F:2.3-3.75 EF; one pcir Ilex
lens. F.2.5-EF 2% adjustable. I need pair
solid bases for Simplex—regular. W. J.

Owens, P. O. Box 53, Frazier Park, Cali-
fornia.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
BLACK or RED. WINTERIZED MASON-

ITE MARQUEE LETTERS, fit all signs. 4”,-

40c; 8", 60c; 10", 75c; 12", $1.00; 14",

$1 50; 16", $1.75; 17", $2.00; 25", $3.00

(10% discount 100 letters or over $60.00
list). S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New
York 19.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
BASKET REPLACEMENTS for old type

RCA junction boxes . . . replaces both
baskets and mounts on top of junction
box cover, easy to install. Sample and
quantity price list 65c. Best R/C Mfg.
Company, 3211 St. John, Kansas City 23,
Mo.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action! $4.50M cards. Other

aames available, on, off screen. Novelty
Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of

Hawaii, 670 S Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M Premium
Products, 346 West 44th St., New York
36, N. Y.

Placards . . . Bumper Strips. Colorpress
3613 Vaughn Blvd., Ft. Worth, Texas.

Midget Bibles. $50/thousand. lxll/2
",

224 pages. Samples, prices 10c. Johnson-
Smith, D-951, Detroit 7.

Comic Books . . . Toys . . . Novelties
. . Free catalog. Hecht Mfg., 184 W.

Merrick Road, Merrick, N. Y.

FILMS FOR SALE
35mm-16mm films and equipment of all

kinds. Associated, 1205 West 7th Street,
Pomona, California.

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING
IF YOU OWN A COPY of Trout's Sound
and Projection Servicing Manual. In-
structions on servicing leading makes of

equipment . . trouble-shooting charts,
basic schematics: tables on rest-
ances, voltages; data on lenses, lamps,
projectors, screens, sound, etc. Simpli-
fied . . . authentic. Additional Service
Sheets for 1961 to subscribers free. Data
on 35-70m-n equipment. Price: $6 copy;
Cash or P.O. Order ... no CODs.
(Loose-leaf binder free) . . . Wesley
Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid, Oklahoma.

THEATRES FOR SALE
West Coast theatres for sale. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearny Street, San Francisco 8, California.

For Sale: Neodesha, Kansas drive-in
theatre, 375 cars, population 4,000. No
reasonable offer refused. Downtown the-
atre to be dismantled. G. E. Klock.

600-seat theatre in Hamilton, Ohio.
Population 75,000. Modern equipment in
excellent condition. Remodeled and re-
decorated inside . . . new lighting. Com-
fortable lounge-lobby. Purchase equip-
ment and business, $7,000 cash. Lease
building. Write L. J. Dieckhause, 320 Prin-
cess Court, Cinti. 15, Ohio. Phone PR 1-
1245.

350-car drive-in, eastern Washington,
county seat. Boxoffice, 9214.

Lease and equipment for sale, 300 seats,
only theatre in town of 10,000 population.
Boxoffice, 9213.

Modern 454-seat theatre in county seat.
Population 2,000, drawing area 5,000 to
6,000. Simplex XL projectors, 30-ton air-
conditioner, lease on modern brick build-
ing. This one is a money-maker. Ideal
family operation. Price, $6,500—$2,500
down—should pay for itself first year.
Contact Frances Handlong, Troy, Mo.
For Sale: County seat, western Kansas.

334 seats, Simplex projection and sound,
wide screen CinemaScope. Boxoffice, 9221.

Ken Theatre, 500 seats, operating week-
ends, latest equipment. Frankenmuth,
Michigan.

THEATRES WANTED
Small town theatre, interested in South-

western states only. Send details to: Box-
office, 9212.

Small town theatre. No competition.
Family operation. Will buy if terms are
right, or lease with option to buy. Box-
office, 9226.

Wanted: To buy or lease drive-in the-
atres of 600-car capacity or larger, in
Ohio. Boxoffice, 9222.

To lease drive-in or indoor. North Cen-
tral. Financially responsible. Boxoffice,
9223.

INTERMISSION TAPES
Pre-Show and Intermission Programs for

Drive-Ins. No more tape troubles . . .

use disc customized programs . . . same
price as our superb tapes on HiFi LP
records. Guaranteed to sell. Write for
free sample disc Commercial Sound Ser-
vice, P. O. Box 5, Sulphur Springs,
Texas.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
200-car drive-in theatre located in cen-

tral New Mexico. Contact Bill Skelton,
Box 344, Phone OR 8-36-6, Blanding, Utah.

THEATRE SEATING
Good used late model chairs available,

tebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-
atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices Parts for all makes of chairs.
Sewed covers made to your size, also
eaiheretlr' 25 "x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c
ea. Chiccgo Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519

Chairs rebuilt in your theatre, re-spac-
ing, sewed covers. Arthur Judge, 2100 E
Newton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

1,550 Bodiform, 332 Pushback, Interna-
lional Plywood Chairs. Lone Star Seating,
Box 1734, Dallas.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

POPCORN MACHINES
Popcorn machines, all makes. Complete

new popping units, $185.00 ex. Replace-
ment kettles, all machines. 120 So. Hal-
>ted, Chicago. 111.

THEATRE TICKETS

Prompt Service. Special printed roll tick-

ets. 100,000, $34.95; 10,000, $11.55; 2,000,

$5.95. Each change in admission price,

including change in color, $4.00 extra.

Double numbering extra. F.O.B. Kansas
City, Mo. Cash with order. Kansas City
Ticket Co., Dept. 11, 109 W. 18th Street,

Kansas City, Mo.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIGGER POPCORN PROFITS with all

new Tender-Vender, now re-designed to

even finer operations and results. Nothing
to corrode, rust or peel. Warms, tender-

izes ana dispenses crisp, hot, delicious

popcorn. Shipped assembled; easy to

move; capacities right for any location

Write for facts. TENDER-VENDER POP-
CORN SERVICE CO., Popcorn Building,

Nashville, Tennessee.

FILMS WANTED
35mm and 16mm features, serials and

shorts. Safety film only. Boxoffice, 9196.

Handy Subscription Order Form

CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE. 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION
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the Baby Sitters"

that Pay You

!

MAIL THIS COUPON ItfOW

MIRACLE
FLYING
PONY SWING
Rugged, colorful
fiberglass ponies
appeal to all the
young cowpokes.
Loads more fun /

than a regular /

MIRACLE
EQUIPMENT CO. • Grinned, Iowa

Before the sun even sets . . . that’s when success-
ful drive-in theatres are filling their car ramps

—

and cash registers! The only miracle it takes is

a Miracle playground. By show time, the kids are
ready to settle down, not rarin’ to go. Moms and
dads have a chance to relax . . . might come out
once-a-week rather than once-a-season. However,
the big bonus shows up in concession receipts.

With the proper promotion, a Miracle playground
can double, even triple your average concession
business. Don’t laugh ... it has been done! But not
with a couple of swings, a slide and a sandbox.
Miracle borrowed a page from your book; intro-

duced showmanship to playground equipment

—

vivid colors, new ideas, modern designs—that’s

the secret! Here are a few of our newer “baby-
sitters” for present Miracle playgrounds. If

you’re starting from scratch, we’ll be happy to

custom-design a playground for you at no obli-

gation. Mail coupon today.

NEW MIRACLE LEASE PLAN
Now you can lease a Miracle Playground for as

little as $1.00 per day. With power rides, up to

$5.00 per day. It’s 100% deductible, too. Mail

coupon today for complete details.

MIRACLE
DOME WHIRL
Multi-colored whirl of

fiberglass sections mountea
on heavy-duty spindle and

supporting arms. Sixteen

individual compartmentsfor

maximum safety. Easily

propelled. Safe to step on

or off while in motion. A
great "added attraction"

for drive-in playgrounds.

MIRACLE TRAIL
BLAZER SLIDE
Colorful, attractive all-

weather fiber glass slide

with 16 gauge stainless

steel bedway. Wide walk-up

stairs with no-slip treads.

Roomy pre - slide platform

with safety railing. Starting

chute adds more appeal

and prevents sliders from

standing up. Two popular

sizes.

MIRACLE EQUIPMENT COMPANY • Grinned, Iowa

Please send me at once:

New color brochures and price list.

Full details on your lease plan.

]
Playground layout for a car drive-in.

(Send approximate dimensions of play area)

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

MIRACLE JACK 'N JILL

The perfect “centerpiece"
for your drive-in playground.
A colorful combination of

heavy-duty fiberglass and
rugged steel. Two climbers,
stairway, ski slide and
"lookout tower”—all in one!
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Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum and Michael Anderson jr. comprise the closely knit family in

"The Sundowners," a Warner Bros, presentation, which has been voted the January BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award by members of the National Screen Council. The Award is made on the

basis of general entertainment merit and suitability for the whole family . . . page 15.
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A SPECIAL CIVIL WAR
CENTENNIAL PRESENTATION
OF THE SCREEN EVENT OF

THE CENTURY!

The scenes. . . the sights. . . the spectacular

love story that thrilled millions!

A SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL p



PREMIERE...LOEW’S GRAND, ATLANTA,
FRIDAY, MARCH lO™

OTHER GREAT CITIES TO OPEN IN APRIL

DIRECTED BY

TJRE • VICTOR FLEMING
SCREEN PLAY BY

SIDNEY HOWARD

RELEASED BY

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER me.
Music by

MAX STEINER



STARRING

JOHN WAYNE / RICHARD WIDMARK
PATRICK WAYNE / LINDA CRISTAL / JOAN O’BRIEN / CHILL WILLS /

produced and directed by JOHN WAYNE /original screenplay by JAMES EDWARD GRANT



LAURENCE HARVEY / frankie avalon

RICHARD BOONE TECHNICOLORS

music composed and conducted by DIMITRI TIOMKIN / a batjac production



ForThe Happiest Easter Show
InTown-PIay TheTrapp Family

And HearThe Music

AtYour Box Office!
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all the more
wonderful’

because all.

of it is

true . .

.
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THE

“FAMILY”

PICTURE

OF THE

YEAR

- FROM

20th!

COLOR by DE LUXE
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vided with much-needed care and attention.

The story of Variety’s beginning is ever one
of the most inspiring of man’s humanity toward
man. In this case, it was an abandoned child in

a Pittsburgh theatre that brought out the finest

instincts in the showmen who found her, lead-

ing to the founding of the first Variety Club.

From that has grown the worldwide Variety

International, which now is comprised of 46
tents, actually throughout the year performing

virtual miracles in the aid and cure of child dis-

eases in communities throughout the United

States and including Canada, England, Ireland

and Mexico. It is indeed a heartwarming story

that bears constant repetition, because its ac-

complishments go on and on.

Now entering its thirty-fourth year, Variety

Clubs International has the proud record of hav-

ing provided the means of totalling more than

$80 million for what are known as its Heart

Projects. Each year it raises a fund of approxi-

mately $3 million that is channeled into hospitals

and clinics for research and to effect cures for

child diseases, for recreational centers and for

many other ways to bring a smile and happiness

into the lives of children and their families.

Variety Clubs International, through the

dedicated efforts of its members, among which

the greater majority are from the motion pic-

ture industry, year after year, has well earned

its right to be called “The Heart of Show Busi-

ness.”

The 'Smart Sell'

In the words of David A. Lipton, vice-presi-

dent of Universal Pictures, it is the “smart sell”

coupled with the “complete sell” that produces

the peak of public interest in .motion pictures

which, in turn, produces top attendance. This

method of utilizing every avenue of approach to

cover all segments of the audience for which a

picture has appeal has given Universal and ex-

hibitors a considerable number of top-grossing

attractions.

It is significant that, in striving for peak

patronage for its product, Universal leaves vir-

tually no stone unturned. It thoroughly informs

exhibitors well in advance of a picture’s release

—in fact, from the day it goes into production

through the picture’s premiere. Informed exhibi-

tors, as well as an informed public, create in-

SHOW BUSINESS'
terest in a picture. The “desire to book” on the

part of the exhibitor is as essential to a film’s

success as is the “desire to see” on the part of

the public. With both of these facets in modern
merchandising properly and thoroughly covered,

the maximum results are obtained.

This has been no mere theory on Universal’s

part. Witness the fact that it has scored with

blockbuster business for a high percentage of

its product output, with highly satisfactory

grosses for many of its pictures of lesser caliber.

Thus, it is no wonder that Universal’s fiscal

year of 1959-60 was the biggest in its history.

Universal’s merchandising method might well

be termed “seZZvertising”—giving strong sell to

its advertising within the trade, thus stimulating

exhibitor selling efforts at the local level and
thereby, making more resultful that done at the

national level.

New UA's Tenth Year

Ten years ago this month, a group of young
industry executives got together and acquired

provisional control of a veteran distribution

company—United Artists. That firm had gone

through extremely hard times and was on the

verge of going out of business, thus eliminating

what had once been an important film supply

source for exhibitors. Today, that company is

one of the strongest in the industry, having

shown consistent, as well as amazing, growth

throughout the decade of its operation by the

new management team composed of Robert

S. Benjamin, Arthur B. Krim, William J. Heine-

man, Max E. Youngstein and Arnold M. Picker.

Looking back, it is recalled that when the

Messrs. Benjamin, Krim, et al, took the reins

at UA in February of 1951, the company had

not released a single new picture in 12 months.

But this soon changed and a substantial volume

of new pictures began to flow through to the-

atres.

Each succeeding year, production budgets

were increased and product quality improved.

New producers were discovered and financial

backing was given to their productional efforts.

This basic formula for creating new sources of

product has been maintained. And, coupled with

the development of a strong sales organization,

aided by an aggressive promotion setup, it has

been the foundation stone upon which the UA
success story has been built.

We congratulate each and every one of the

UA management team and their associates on

the fine work they have done on behalf of their

company and which has redounded to the credit

of the industry as a whole.



TOA STUDYING CLASSIFICATION

,

PLAYING ONLY FILMS WITH SEAL
Protestants Study Film Rating and Reviewing Service

New York—A plan under which the
National Council of Churches would
review and rate motion picture scripts

is under consideration by the broad-
casting and film commission of the
Council. The Council at its annual
meeting in Riverside Church Wednes-
day (8) took under advisement a
recommendation of the west coast

committee that a full-time, three-man

board be established in Hollywood for

the purpose of evaluating every screen-
play submitted to the Code Adminis-
tration. Action on the proposal is ex-
pected shortly.

An attempt to curtail the autonomy
of the Council’s Hollywood office was
voted down and in its place the re-

viewing and rating project was pro-
posed.

Pickus Says Steps Must
Be Taken to Prevent

Censorship Threat
DALI .AS—Albert Pickus, president of

Theatre Owners of America, hinted at two
drastic methods of

overcoming criticism

of current picture

themes, when he ad-
dressed the annual
convention of the
Texas Drive-In The-
atre Owners Ass’n
here Wednesday (8).

One was the classifi-

cation of films by age
groups and the other

a voluntary refusal

to play any picture

which did not have a

Production Code Seal.

PLACE BURDEN ON PARENTS
Pickus did not spell out TOA’s proposals

in so many words, but the indications were
there. Said Pickus:
“There appear to be two channels by

which to attack the problems. One is to

make the Code seal so important that it

would not be profitable for a picture-

maker to try to market his film if he does
not get a seal. The other appears to be
to adopt some procedure by which par-
ents will know when a picture is of a pro-

vocative nature, aimed at adult audiences.

Such a procedure would place the burden
of child attendance wrhere it belongs—on
the parents.”

Pickus then explained that a special

TOA committee would make a report on
its study of strengthening self-regulation

to the board of directors in Washington
next month. He said TOA would recom-
mend united exhibitor effort to implement
this program.
“We must do this,” he said, “if we ex-

hibitors are to avoid outside censorship
and retain the trust and confidence of the
people of the world who have made mo-
tion pictures a universal form of enter-

tainment and our theatres the amusement
centers of the world.”

A JOB FOR INDUSTRY
Pickus said that regulatory methods

should be administered by the people who
know films the best—the picture people
themselves.
“We feel most strongly that dramatic

and decisive action must be taken if we
are to convince our critics that we are

alert to their complaints and that we are

capable of, and will, solve our own prob-
lems,” Pickus said.

Citing the threat of further censorship
regulations in view of the recent U. S.

Supreme Court decision in the Chicago
case, Pickus said:

“Against such pressures, pity the poor
theatre owner. He knows some current
films will provoke criticism, but if he
passes them up, he won’t have enough

product to play in their place. He also knows
from experience that some of the most
criticized films are the biggest grossers

and that the film companies will not be

very receptive to his protests because of

the boxoffice results. Yet he knows, that

if films that cause public resentment con-

tinue to be made, he is eventually going

to be saddled with outside, governmental
censorship.”
Reviewing the product situation and the

expected shortage, Pickus explained the ef-

forts being made by Pathe-America, via

TOA sponsorship, to increase the output
this year. He also told of the production

project of the American Congress of Ex-
hibitors. He said he believed that when
Pathe and ACE begin turning out pictures,

the Hollywood companies would start to

make more pictures to protect their sellers’

market.
Pickus then brought the convention dele-

gates up to date on the anti-pay TV cam-

Administration Wage Bill

Exempts Theatre Employes
WASHINGTON — Motion picture

theatres are exempt from the mini-

mum wage bill sent to Congress this

week by President Kennedy. In a mes-
sage to Speaker Sam Rayburn, the

President made a plea for prompt con-

sideration of legislation which would
raise the minimum wage to $1.15 an
hour this year and to $1.25 an hour
the second year.

Although the proposed legislation

will add about 4,300,000 more workers
the protection of a wage floor, it did

not include motion picture theatres,

hotels, and restaurants. Most of the

new workers are in the retail trades

and services, but they will not reach

the $1.25 minimum until the fourth

year. The first year the minimum will

be $1, and then annual increases will

be made to $1.05, $1.15 and $1.25.

President Kennedy, as chairman of

the Senate Labor Committee, heard
arguments of the motion picture in-

dustry against placing motion picture

theatres under the minimum wage um-
brella at hearings held a year ago.

paign and pointed out that the new Con-
gress already had before it several bills

forbidding charging a fee for television

programs. He asked exhibitor support in

the drive.

In conclusion, Pickus cited the accom-
plishments of TOA and stressed the im-
portance of organization on a national
scale. He said 91 per cent of TOA mem-
bership constituted owners and operators
of less than ten theatres and 60 per cent
had only one theatre.

“It cannot be said that TOA is not
representative, or interested in, small the-

atres,” he said.

Billy Wilder Receives

Top Directors Award
HOLLYWOOD—Some 1,200 directors,

stars, film and TV executives and news-
men gathered at the

Beverly Hilton Hotel

to witness the an-
nual Director’s Guild
awards, this year

presented to Billy

Wilder for “The
Apartment” and
George Schaefer for

“Macbeth” for out-

standing directorial

achievement in fea-

ture films and tele-

vision. For the first

time, DGA held si-

multaneous award dinners here and in New
York.
The guild additionally honored Hal

Polaire (“Apartment”) and Adrienne

Luraschi (“Macbeth”) with assistant di-

multaneous award dinners here and in New
Herald Tribune) with the film critic

award, and Y. Frank Freeman with honor-

ary life membership.
“The Apartment” also won a quarterly

award for Wilder and Polaire. Other such

award winners were: “Elmer Gantry,” di-

rector Richard Brooks and assistant Tom
Shaw; “Psycho,” Alfred Hitchcock and
assistant Hilton A. Green; “Sons and

Lovers,” Jack Cardiff and assistant Peter

Yates, and “The Sundowners,” Fred Zinne-

mann and assistants Peter Bolton and Roy
Stevens.

Albert Pickus

Billy Wilder
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Summit ' Meeting Is Set

By 704 , Allied Heads

Varieiy Week Brings

New Heart Projects
PHILADELPHIA—Introduction of three

new charity projects, supplementing exist-

ing humanitarian facilities in each of the
cities involved, will be among the high-
lights of Variety Clubs Week, to be na-
tionally observed this week (12-18).

On Saturday (11) the Los Angeles Va-
riety Club dedicated a new $60,000 swim-
ming pool at the Boys Club in that city.

This was only one major event on a full

week’s schedule of Variety Club activities

directed by Chief Barker M. J. McCarthy
and Variety Week chair-man Jack Berwack.
As the keystone of its Variety Week pro-

gram, the Variety Club of Detroit will hold
a dinner in the Book-Cadillac Hotel on
Thursday (16) to formally launch the
Growth and Development Center at the
Children’s Hospital of Michigan. The gov-
ernor of Michigan and the mayor of De-
troit will be among the notables in attend-
ance.

Variety’s parent tent in Pittsburgh,
which has and will continue to support its

famed Camp O’Connell and its Rosalia
Foundling Home, is to announce a third
major charity as a highlight of a crammed
Variety Week program which, according
to Chief Barker W. Ray Downey, will be
extended through February 22. The new
Pittsburgh charity venture will be called
the “Variety Fund for Handicapped Chil-
dren” to be headed by former international
chief barker George Eby. Details are to
be announced later.

Tents in every city where Variety exists
will either hold open house, rededicate its

local charity, or honor those who have sup-
ported these establishments since their
founding. The barkers of the Toronto tent
will have a special luncheon party for the
handicapped youngsters at Variety Village.
The Canadian Varieteers also will honor
their Mayor Phillips, presenting him with
a plaque for his years of support to Variety.
Leading officials of the city and state

will be honored guests at a special lunch-
eon in Boston on Tuesday (14) which will
be one of the key events in the week-long
celebration planned by chief barker Jim
Mahoney of the New England tent.

Encore Awards to outstanding amateur
entertainers, as well as an award to the
professional entertainer of the year will be
among the highlights of the Appreciation
Awards Ball to be staged by the barkers
of the Indianapolis tent. The oldest and
youngest movie exhibitors will be honored
by the San Francisco tent, while another
of the many events carded for Variety
Week by chairman Ted Nesser will be a
luncheon in tribute to the work of the
women of Variety.

Contemporary Gets 16mm
Rights to Cont'l Films
NEW YORK—Contemporary Films, Inc.,

has acquired the 16mm rights to eight
Continental Distributing features, accord-
ing to Irving Wormser, president of Con-
tinental, and Leo Dratfield, director of
distribution for Contemporary.
Among the pictures are “My Uncle,”

“Brothers in Law,” “A Man Escaped,”
“Blue Murder at St. Trinian’s,” “The Law
Is the Law” and “The Eighth Day of the
Week.”

Fine, Pickus Session

Not for Merger Talk
New York—Don’t draw conclusions

in regard to the forthcoming luncheon
meeting between the presidents of the
two national exhibitor associations. Al-
bert Pickus, president of Theatre Own-
ers of America, and Marshall Fine,
president of Allied States Ass’n, will

meet for the first time on February 16
to “get acquainted,” at the suggestion
of Fine.

The admonition not to draw conclu-
sions has been issued, unofficially, by
leaders of both organizations. The as-
sumption, of course, is that the meet-
ing of the two presidents might lead
to a merger of the two groups, but
that, according to authoritative
sources, is not in the cards. The divi-

sion of interests is too great to make
that possible, it was said, but there
could be a better working arrangement
on matters of mutual concern as a
result of the luncheon meeting.
An out-and-out consolidation of Al-

lied and TOA appears to be contrary
to the thinking of leaders of both or-

ganizations. At least, it is unlikely that
TOA would even suggest it. It is pos-

sible, however, that TOA would at

least consider admitting Allied units

to membership on an individual unit

basis if the applications were made.
But a mass absorption of Allied by
TOA is a far-off possibility, if a pos-
sibility at all, it was stated.

Embassy and Filmways
To Make U.S. Picture
NEW YORK—Embassy Pictures, which

has been confining its coproduction ac-

tivities to Europe, will step out and make
its first picture in the United States. Jos-
eph E. Levine, president, has concluded an
agreement with Martin Ransohoff, presi-

dent of Filmways, Inc., for the production
of an original romantic comedy, “Boys’
Night Out,” which Ransohoff will make in

New York and Hollywood. Filmways is

one of the largest television production
companies in the country.
Michael Gordon, who directed “Pillow

Talk” and “Portrait in Black,” has been
signed to direct “Boys’ Night Out.” Marion
Hargrove, who did the film adaptation of

“The Music Man,” is writing the screen-
play. Jimmy McHugh will provide the
music. Filming will start in September.

Levine has completed coproduction in

Rome of “Morgan the Pirate” in associa-
tion with Lux and “The Thief of Baghdad”
with Titanus. Currently in production in

Rome are “The Wonders of Aladdin” with
Lux and “The Last Days of Sodom and
Gomorrah” with Titanus.

“Boys’ Night Out” will be Ransohoff’s
first feature film production.

NEW YORK—A summit conference of

the heads of the two national exhibitor

organizations, which may result in a fresh

approach to the swift-paced organizational

developments of the past three weeks, has
been scheduled for Thursday (16) in New
York between Marshall H. Fine and Albert

M. Pickus, presidents respectively of Al-

lied States Ass’n and Theatre Owners of

America.
The virtually unprecedented meeting is

the result of a letter sent by Fine to Pickus,

noting that he would be in New York for

four days starting February 14, and that

“I would be most pleased to get acquainted

with you at that time, with the hope that

we might be able to discuss possible ways
of aiding our respective organizations, for

the good of all exhibition.”

The proposal by Fine went further to

possibly indicate steps toward some form
of organizational union, at least, in several

areas of activity, in the following terms:

“Perhaps through our conversation

might even develop a possibility whereby
some of our present duplications of efforts

might be avoided, now or at some future

date, effecting a mutual savings for us

both, again to the advantage of all the-

atre owners everywhere ”

The Fine-Pickus meeting was one of

several developments during the week in-

volving possible association between Al-

lied units and Theatre Owners of

America, although the statement by Fine

was only one which was made officially or

publicly.

It was reported however, that several

Allied affiliates, including the Indiana

unit which is withdrawing from the na-
tional association, have made feelers to

TOA for possible affiliation. It was said

that TOA has made no overtures but in-

vitations have been issued to its top ex-

ecutives to present what that association

has to offer.

Lew Schreiber, Production
Executive for Fox, Dies
HOLLYWOOD—Twentieth Century-Fox

production executive, Lew Schreiber, died

Tuesday (7) at Cedars of Lebanon Hospi-

tal of a long illness. He was 60. He is sur-

vived by his wife, two daughters, a broth-

er and two sisters.

Born in New York City, Schreiber’s fa-

ther was in the textile business. He ig-

nored the family footsteps and, after one

year in high school, went into a theatrical

agency and soon became a song plugger.

Winning the friendship of A1 Jolson, he
accompanied the singer to Hollywood and
helped to open the first William Morris

branch office here. In 1932, when the 20th

Century-Fox company was formed by Jo-

seph M. Schenck with Darryl Zanuck and
William Goetz, Schreiber became a casting

director on Zanuck’s staff. With the mer-
ger with Fox, he became executive talent

director and was responsible for signing

and developing many of Hollywood’s top

names.
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Decision Is Criticized

On the Senate Floor
Must Raise Censorship

Questions Again: Levy
NEW YORK—In view of the U. S. Su-

preme Court's 5 to 4 ruling that Chicago’s
Municipal Code governing prior censor-

ship was not unconstitutional, “it is hoped
that the industry will attempt to have
additional censorship cases heard by the
Supreme Court, to the end that an addi-

tional Justice will join the minority and,
thus, make the current minority position

the law of the land.”

That is how Herman M. Levy, general
counsel of Theatre Owners of America,
sizes up the situation as a result of the
high court's decision. In an “Industry Case
Digest,” Levy pointed out that usually it

was a producer or distributor who initiated

test cases of censorship.

“When in the future, however, the op-
portunities arise for the testing of censor-
ship laws, exhibitors should join whole-
heartedly in the good fight,” Levy said

“As a result of this decision, other media
of expression, primarily newspapers, ought
to cease and desist from baselessly attack-
ing the motion picture industry and join

in the good fight, too.”

Levy declared that the newspapers'
hitherto undisturbed protection under the
First and 14th Amendments now was in a
position of danger.

In essence, Levy said, the Supreme Court

NEW YORK—While Plato Skouras, pro-
ducer of “Francis of Assisi” for 20th Cen-
tury-Fox release, is not an advocate of

“runaway production,” he likes making pic-

tures outside the U. S. because of the “tre-

mendous saving” and the fact that the
foreign crews “work together as a group”
and are not bound by union restrictions.

Plato Skouras remarked that “Francis
of Assisi,” for which he used many of the
actual locations of the saint’s life, “had to

be made in Italy,” but that he produced it

for half to one-third less than it would
have cost if made in Hollywood. The budget
was approximately $3,000,000, “dollars, not
lire,” he said Locations were Assisi, Peru-
gia and the desert section of Sardinia
while the interiors were filmed at Cine-
citta Studios, Rome.

“Francis of Assisi” was young Skouras’
third picture outside the U. S., he previ-
ously having made “Sierra Baron” and
“Villa” in Mexico in 1958. He started pro-
ducing in 1957. However, his next picture,

California Street,” a modern story of San
Francisco, will be made in that city start-
ing in the summer of 1961. He also plans
“The Journey of the Jules Verne” later in

1961.

“Francis of Assisi,” which stars Bradford
Dillman in the title role, and Dolores Hart,
Stuart Whitman and Cecil Kellaway from
Hollywood and Pedro Armendariz and Fin-
lay Currie, is now being edited and will be

decision amounts to this: If a governing

body, local or state, feels that it is neces-

sary to censor motion pictures in order to

protect the public from obscenity, etc., it

should have the protection of the courts,

just so long as the censorship is applied

reasonably.

Levy said it was difficult to reconcile

that conclusion of Justice Clark with what
he said about censorship in the “Lady
Chatterley’s Lover” decision less than two
years ago when he said there was no need
for a “roving commission in which indi-

vidual impressions become the yardstick

of action and result in regulation in ac-

cordance with the beliefs of the individual

censor rather than regulation by law.”

In “The Miracle” case, Justice Clark held

that “expression by means of motion pic-

tures is included in the free speech and
free press guaranty of the First and 14th

Amendments.”

Levy warned that all segments of the in

.

dustry must organize to ward off attempts

to have censorship legislation adopted, es-

pecially since the Supreme Court had given

its judicial blessing to prior censorship.

“Once laws of this kind are enacted,

it is a Hurculean task to have them re-

pealed,” he said.

released in August with a simultaneous

premiere planned for San Francisco and
New York, Skouras said. The producer
mentioned that he had considered the off-

beat casting of Danny Kaye for the title

role of “Francis of Assisi” but he had praise

for Dillman’s portrayal, which he com-
pared to that of Jeffrey Hunter’s portrayal

of Christ in the forthcoming “King of

Kings.” Michael Curtiz directed the pic-

ture and Mario Nascimbene, Italian com-
poser, is doing the musical score.

Skouras, who was in Italy from Septem-
ber 1960 through January 1961, believes

that the Production Code is still “good
enough” for the industry today and he
hopes that “we never have strong outside

censorship.” Despite such pictures as “Sud-
denly, Last Summer,” he still believes that

“movies, as a whole, are the most pure en-
tertainment for general audiences,” far

better than the stage or books. Skouras
commented that “sex, alone, is not a box-
office attraction, but a picture must also

have a heart,” and he was not referring

to his star, Dolores Hart.

French Film to Ellis
NEW YORK—Ellis Films has acquired

“Riff Raff,” a French picture starring

Marina Vlady, Robert Hossein and Philippe

Clay, for distribution in the U. S., accord-
ing to Jack Ellis, president.

WASHINGTON—The 5-4 decision of the
United States Supreme Court which upheld
prior censorship of motion pictures was at-

tacked on the Senate floor this week by
Senator Thomas H. Kuchel, California Re-
publican. The opinion of the Court, he de-
clared, sanctions “for the first time in our
Republic, the doctrine of prior restraint.”

Because of the separation of powers with-
in the government, he said it was with the
greatest reluctance that he moved to criti-

cize a decision of the Supreme Court. But,

he added:
“I find myself in eminent company—of

the Chief Justice of the United States; of

three other esteemed members of the Su-
preme Court, and of innumerable writers,

commentators and editors—all of whom
dissent from the 5-4 decision in the Chi-
cago Censorship Case, of Jan. 23.”

He read to the Senate at length from the

dissenting opinion of Chief Justice Warren,
in which he said he fully concurred, and
which he hailed as one of the Court’s great

dissents.
“

‘I cannot agree with either the con-
clusion reached by the Court or with the

reasons advanced for its support. To me,
this case clearly presents the question of

our approval of unlimited censorship of

motion pictures through a system of ad-
ministrative licensing.

“ ‘Moreover, the decision presents a real

danger of eventual censorship of every

form of communication, be it newspapers,

journals, books, magazines, television, radio

or public speeches.
“ ‘The Court purports to leave these

questions to another day, but I am aware
of no constitutional principle which per-

mits us to hold that the communication of

ideas through one medium may be cen-

sored while other media are immune.’ ”

Senator Kuchel told the Senate he felt

the decision to be contrary to America’s

tradition of freedom, which “
. . . has recog-

nized that no one is wise enough nor

has the right to decide in advance what
another may publish, paint, produce, ex-

hibit or say.”

Total of 343 Features
Eligible for Oscars
HOLLYWOOD—A survey of films re-

leased during 1960 disclosed that there are

20 more motion pictures eligible for Oscars

at this year’s Academy Awards presenta-

tion than were eligible in 1959, with a

total of 343 pictures meeting this year’s

requirements for consideration as com-
pared to 323 in ’59.

Of the 343, 148 were produced in color

and 195 in black-and-white.

Rites for Anna May Wong,
HOLLYWOOD—Services were held for

Anna May Wong, 54, actress who died of

a heart attack in her Santa Monica home
on February 24.

Miss Wong, whose first movie success

was in 1924 in “The Thief of Baghdad,”
was active in motion pictures until the

early 40’s when she retired for a number of

years to work for United China Relief and
the USO. She recently appeared in U-I’s

“Portrait in Black,

Plato Skouras Finding Advantages

To Producing His Films Overseas
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Show-a-Rama 4 Gains
’Market Area Concept

Adopted by 20th-Fox
Aileniion Nationally
KANSAS CITY—Show-a-Rama, which

began four years ago as a regional exhibi-

tor meeting devoted
to business-building
and a tradeshow, is

now attracting na-
tional interest. When
Show-a-Rama 4 is

held March 7-9 in

the Continental Ho-
tel here, theatremen
from all sections of

the country will be
i n attendance, a s

participants in the

program or to soak in

the information to be

provided in the following areas of interest:

(a) small-town merchandising, (b) gen-

eral business-building program, (c) con-

cessions profits, (d) theatre equipment,

and (e) specific problems of the industry

such as censorship, toll television, and
public relations.

W. L. “Woody” Barritt, president of

United Theatre Owners of the Heart of

America which is sponsoring Show-a-
Rama, announced that some of the coun-
try’s top theatre advertising and promo-
tion men will appear at the business-

building clinics. Chris Gorder, successful

operator of an indoor house and a drive-in

in Poplar, Mont., who is president of a

business-building association of small-

town theatremen in that region, will speak
on small-town saturation.

In addition, the following will speak
on various aspects of advertising, pub-
licity and exploitation:

Dave Jones, director of advertising and
publicity, Kerasotes Theatres, Springfield,

111.; Joe Vleck, director of advertising, Na-
tional Theatres and Television, midwest-
ern division, Denver; George Hunter, city

manager, Pox Theatres, Springfield, Mo.;
Everett Seibel, director of advertising and
publicity, Minnesota Amusement Co.,

Minneapolis, Harry Greene, general man-
ager for Welworth Theatre, Minneapolis;
Eddie Forrester, director of advertising

and publicity, Frontier Theatres, Dallas;
Alton Sims, executive with Rowley United
Theatres, Dallas, and M. B. Smith, vice-

president and advertising-publicity head
for Commonwealth Theatres, Kansas City.

The distribution viewpoint on merchan-
dising will be presented by Larry Graburn
of the Walt Disney organization. Graburn,
who was in independent theatre manage-
ment for five years before becoming as-
sociated with distribution, will speak on
“The Advertising Approach.”

The censorship problem, aggravated by
the recent Supreme Court decision, will be
discussed by Mrs. Margaret Twyman of

the Motion Picture Ass’n of America. Also
on the program will be an address, “Image
Makers,” by Ted Wielkopolsky of the Pep-
si-Cola Co., New York.

Barritt also announced that the new
advertising approach created for the
forthcoming rerelease double bill of

“Friendly Persuasian” and “Wichita” will

be unveiled at the meetings. The two films
were recently acquired by Motion Picture
Investors, Inc., in its program to increase
the number of pictures available to ex-
hibitors.

TOA's Membership Drive
Adds Many New Affiliates
NEW YORK—A membership drive re-

cently completed by Theatre Owners of

America was regarded as a complete suc-
cess by the association. Biggest gains were
the affiliations of Louisiana Theatre
Owners Ass’n and the 70-theatre Alliance

circuit which operates theatres in Indiana,
Illinois, Wisconsin and Washington, both
arranged by George Roscoe, director of ex-

hibitor relations.

In addition, the Jack Armstrong circuit

of Ohio signed up for more of his theatres

and the Wolfberg circuit of Denver added
two more of its houses. D. Irving Long en-
rolled four of his Louisville theatres.

Other new members were P. Nanos, Cri-

terion Theatre Management Corp., St.

Louis; Wisconsin Theatre, Milwaukee;
Denham, Denver; Oasis, Chicago; Pen Mar,
Cardiff, Md.; Elkton Drive-In, Elkton, Md.;
A1 Ringling, Baraboo, Wis.; Gorion, Baton
Rouge, La.; Grove, Atlanta; Town, Wash-
ington, and Cheshire, Cheshire, Conn.
TOA explained this was only a partial

list as the tabulation had not been com-
pleted.

To Launch "King of Kings"
As Summer Roadshow
LOS ANGELES—“King of Kings,” Sam-

uel Bronston’s SuperTechnirama 70 Tech-
nicolor Biblical production, will be
launched as an exclusive roadshow presen-
tation in worldwide engagements this

summer by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, it was
announced by company president, Joseph
Vogel. Plans for the big distribution pat-
tern, to be similar to that of “Ben-Hur,”
were formulated at meetings between
Vogel, studio head Sol C. Siegel, Bronston,
and sales chief Robert Mochrie.
“We believe this film will have a tre-

mendous impact throughout the world, not
only as a great entertainment, but equally
for its powerful inspirational appeal,”
Vogel stated.

Filmed in Spain last year on a six-

month schedule, the production has been
nearly two years in preparation. Its final

length is two hours and 43 minutes.
Philip Yordan wrote the screenplay and

Nicholas Ray directed the cast, headed by
Jeffrey Hunter as Jesus, Siobhan Mc-
Kenna, Hurd Hatfield, Ron Randall,
Viveca Lindfors, Rita Gam and Robert
Ryan.

Selsman to Paramount
NEW YORK—Mike Selsman will become

New York newspaper and syndicate con-
tact for Paramount Pictures on February
13. He recently resigned as tradepress con-
tact for 20th Century-Fox after six years
with that company. For the last two weeks
he has been on his honeymoon in Mexico
with his bride, actress Carol Lynley.

NEW YORK—A geographical realign-

ment of 20th Century-Fox’s advertising-

publicity personnel
into market areas in-

stead of the tradi-

tional “branch” con-
cept has been di-

rected by Charles
Einfeld, vice-presi-

dent.

The decision re-

sulted from a study
of sales territories

which revealed that
lines of communica-
tion, established
through radio, TV
and newspapers, indicated wider spheres of
influence than previously recognized. Ein-
feld said the reappraisal found that there
were many overlaps in regard to regional
tastes, influences and motivations and that
the field force was being realigned to con-
form with the scientific results which the
analysis revealed. For example, “market
areas” which will comprise adjacencies will

now be areas in which a single advertis-
ing-publicity manager will direct the ac-
tivities.

Stating that the study had given 20th-
Fox vital information on a subject of prime
importance, Einfeld said “we always have
been aware of the constantly changing
tastes of our audiences and have shifted
our merchandising methods to conform
with local and national trends.”

Einfeld said the new research project
developed an increased awareness of the
flexibility of regional borders and did
away with some outmoded terms. He said
such outmoded terms as “northwest” and
“southeast” must be eliminated because
market areas extended beyond those boun-
daries and all promotional activities should
be directed in that regard.

Under Rodney Bush, exploitation di-

rector, the following men will cover the
following market areas:

Phil Engel, Boston, New Haven and Al-

bany; Hal Marshall, Philadelphia and
Washington; Ralph Buring, Pittsburgh and
Buffalo; Manny Pearson, Cleveland and
Cincinnati; Jerry Burger, St. Louis, In-

dianapolis and Memphis; Chick Evens,

Kansas City, Omaha and Des Moines; Sol

Gordon, Chicago and Detroit; Louis Orlove,

Milwaukee and Minneapolis; Jimmie Gil-

lespie, Dallas and Oklahoma City; Jerry

Rafshoon, Atlanta and Charlotte; Ed Hale,

Jacksonville; Frank Jenkins, New Orleans;

Pete Bayes, Denver and Salt Lake City;

Helen Yorke, San Francisco, Seattle and
Portland; Eddie Yarbrough, Los Angeles,

and Sam Glasier, Toronto.

SMPTE Booth Sellout
TORONTO—All 47 exhibit booths have

been reserved for the 89th convention of

the Society of Motion Picture and Televi-

sion Engineers to be held at the King Ed-
ward Sheraton Hotel May 7-12.

Chris Gorder

Charles Einfeld
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By IVAN SPEAR

Purple Heart Action Films

Prominent on Schedules
Purple heart action pictures will be

noticeably prominent on production agen-
da and distribution schedules during the
next several months. During recent years
the makers of filmfare for the theatrical

screen seem to have become reconciled to

the inevitability of leaving the low budget
westerns, the private eye series, the fam-
ily chapter comedies—which once flour-

ished like the green bay tree in the Holly-
woodlands—to television, which medium
has embraced them to a degree that was
never known during their balmiest days of

movie theatre exhibition. For some rea-

son, however, the Hollywood film fabrica-

tors seem intent upon keeping a foot in

the door as concerns battle epics, a theme
that TV also projects to no small extent.

True, the foxhole bloodspilling pictures

are mostly of the modest cost variety, but
there obviously will be no shortage of them.
Witness:
Twentieth Century-Fox, with “Battle of

Bloody Beach” and “Marines, Let’s Go”
currently before the cameras and “Sniper’s

Ridge,” ready for release. “Marines,”
which is being filmed by producer-direc-
tor Raoul Walsh, stars Tom Tryon, David
Hedison and Barbara Stuart and involves

action sequences in the U. S. Marines.
The other two entries are Associated Pro-
ducers, Inc. films. “Sniper’s Ridge” is

completed and has already been reviewed
by the tradepress. John Bushelman pro-

duced and directed, with Stanley Clements,
Jack Ging, Jack Goddard and Douglas
Henderson starred. It concerns psychologi-
cal moments in the midst of the Korean
war. Audie Murphy, Dolores Michaels and
Gary Crosby are the topliners of the re-

maining 20th-Fox battle drama, a story of

guerrilla fighting in the Philippines during
World War II. Richard Maibaum produces
and Herbert Coleman directs.

The three most ambitious projects

along these lines are under way at United
Artists and Paramount, which will have
three and two representations in the war
film group respectively. UA is to release

the Stanley Kramer drama, “Judgment
at Nuremberg,” filmization of the noted
Abby Mann vehicle that first won note on
the television screen. To go into production
on February 22, it stars Spencer Tracy,
Burt Lancaster, Richard Widmark, Mar-
lene Dietrich, Judy Garland, Maximilian
Schell and Montgomery Clift, with Kramer
producing and directing. A stirring drama
concerning the moral issues involved in

attempting to set up a legal precedent for

the punishment of crimes against man-
kind, it promises to be among the year’s

strongest dramatic films. The Paramount
entry that lies in the higher budget bracket
is Robert Pirosh’s “Separation Hill,” the
first film to go on the producer-director-
s' ipter’s new Paramount production deal.

Tc star Bobby Darin and Stella Stevens,
shooting is due to start this month on
the story, which concerns a point of battle
that involves both personal reaction and
actual physical combat.
The additional UA projects include “The

Iron Men,” a story of the U. S. 99th

Pursuit Squadron, an all-Negro unit with
the exception of its officers. Sidney Poitier
stars for producer Martin Poll and direc-
tor Peter Glenville. The third is “War
Hunt,” a small budget film being made
by Terry and Denis Sanders from a story
by Stanford Whitmore. It concerns an
American GI with a lust for killing which
proves his undoing. George Hamilton stars
The second Paramount war film on the

upcoming slate is “Deadlock,” first of Ed-
mond O’Brien and Stanley Frazen’s films
on a new pact with the Marathon lot. A
Korean war story, it carries the theme into
later times. O’Brien will direct.

Allied Artists enters the field with two
stories of war backgrounds. “Operation
Eichmann” is now under way, the filmiza-
tion by producers Samuel Bischoff and
David Diamond of the story of how one
of the top World War II war criminals
was apprehended. Werner Klemperer,
Donald Buka, Rita Lee and Barbara
Turner star for director R. G. Spring-
steen. On the way is “Reckless, Pride of the
Marines,” story of a famed Marine horse.
Lester Sansom produces and Francis D.
Lyon directs.

Bringing up the immediate slate is one
Warner Bros, production, “Samar,” a story
of action and intrigue in the Philippines,
which George Montgomery is filming on
actual locations. The producer stars with
Ziva Rodann.

Modern-Day Piracy Stories

Now Making the Rounds
Scripts and stories concerning modern-

day piracy on the high seas, originally
shelved or refused by filmmakers who
thought the storyline unbelievable, are

SOME LIKE IT COLD—Donald O’-
Connor is all bundled up in Eskimo
fashion trying to keep warm on the
wind-swept deserts of Tunisia during
the filming of Joseph E. Levine’s “The
Wonders of Aladdin.” The warm bod-
ies belong to Italian actresses Ornella
Moreno, left, and Liliana Bizzarro,

last year’s Miss Italy. The multi-mil-
lion-dollar adventure spectacle is be-
ing directed by Henry Levin on desert
locations near the Algerian border.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will release the
Eastman Color film.

currently being unearthed as a result of

the recent hijacking of the Portuguese
liner, Santa Maria. Several stories are
making the rounds, among them one by
Paul Manning with the same title as the
ship currently in the news.

First of the stories to be set so far,

however, is “Assault on the Queen,” a
Saturday Evening Post serial by Jack Fin-
ney, which Ray Stark has owned for a
year. He is rushing it into production.

Additionally, producer Eugene Frenke
has purchased the story, “Nylon Pirates,”

which deals with sophisticated swindlers

on a luxury ship. A Nicholas Monsaratt
story, it is expected to be a UA release.

Columbia has “Sail a Crooked Ship”
ready to go, but is reported to be con-
templating a change of title to “Steal a
Crooked Ship” to also take advantage of

the current chain of events.

Three other story buys of importance
were announced, one of them along the

stealing lines though involving banks in-

stead of ships. This is the purchase, again

by Eugene Frenke, of Philip Kassel’s “The
Biggest Bank Robbery in History,” for his

Eastern Film Enterprises. A true story of

a Marine corporal who disguised himself

as an Army lieutenant and impersonated

a bank examiner to rob Japanese banks of

$6,000,000 which he invested in bawdy
houses. Reportedly, there were repercus-

sions of the case that threatened the peace

treaty to be signed aboard the U.S.S. Mis-

souri ending the war . . . Another is an-

nounced by director Robert Mulligan and
producer Alan Pakula who have secured

Harper Lee’s novel, “To Kill a Mocking-
bird,” on the best seller list for 25 weeks.

Mulligan and Pakula will direct and pro-

duce, respectively, under their Pakula-

Mulligan banner . . . Steve Forrest and
Ben Wahrman join forces on a deal in-

volving the life story of Walter Hagen,

former golf champ, which they intend to

make for 20th-Fox as one of the six feature

commitments Forrest has with the studio.

Jacques Bar Will Produce

'Private Lives' for MGM
Jacques Bar will produce the Noel Co-

ward comedy, “Private Lives,” for Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer in Paris, it was announced

by studio head Sol C. Siegel.

The second picture to be produced by

Bar for the studio, it will star Brigitte

Bardot and leading Italian star, Marcello

Mastroianni, the latter currently being

touted for his performance in “La Dolce

Vita” . . . Anatole de Grunwald will pro-

duce “I Thank a Fool” for MGM, with

Susan Hayward and Stewart Granger star-

ring. English playwright John Mortimer
will script.

'Walk on the Wild Side'

For Columbia Release
Famous Artists Productions, Inc. will

film “Walk on the Wild Side” for Colum-
bia release, with Charles Feldman pro-

ducing and Edward Dmytryk directing.

Capucine and Jane Fonda have been

signed for two of the five starring roles

and shooting is slated to begin in Louisiana

and Texas in mid-March.
The best-selling novel by Nelson Algren

is the story of a romantic triangle laid

against the colorful background of New
Orleans.
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DEBORAH KERR, WIFE OF A RESTLESS SHEEP DRO-

VER. ROBERT MITCHUM, YEARNS TO SETTLE DOWN

THE SHEEP DROVERS, A BRAWLING, ROWDY CROWD,
ENJOY NOTHING MORE THAN A FRIENDLY FIGHT

MICHAEL ANDERSON JR., THE SON, RIDES HIS

HORSE TO VICTORY. TURNS DOWN OFFER TO SELL

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

This Award is given each month by the

National Screen Council on the basis of out-

standing merit and suitability for family

entertainment Council membership comprises

motion picture editors, radio and TV film

commentators, representatives of better films

councils, civic, educational and exhibitor or-

ganisations.

'

Sundowners' (WB) Wins January

BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award
pRED ZINNEMANN’S production of “The Sundowners,” a sensitive and moving story

of intense family loyalties set against the panorama of “outback” life in Australia,

was the choice of the National Screen Council as recipient of the Boxoffice Blue Rib-
bon Award for January. The Council members, comprising film critics and repre-
sentatives of film councils, women’s groups, civic organizations and exhibitor associa-
tions, found it to be an ideal picture for viewing by the entire family—the basis on
which the Blue Ribbon Awards primarily are given. The film is a Warner Bros, release.

Zinnemann, who directed as well as

produced the picture, drew high praise

for the sensitive and picturesque manner
in which he presented the story of the
struggle of one family to exist in the
sheepraising country of Australia. There
also was commendation for the warm
portrayals given by Robert Mitchum as
the itinerant sheep drover, with the rest-

less itch to keep moving, and by Deborah
Kerr as the devoted wife with hopeful
dreams of some day settling down; by
Michael Anderson jr. as their young son,

and Peter Ustinov as the restless soul who
accompanies them on a 400-mile sheep
drive. More than one of the Council mem-
bers volunteered that the picture merited
an Oscar nomination.
The picture received uniformly strong

support from film critics, exhibitors and
representatives of civic groups. It was a
critics’ picture as well as the public’s, as

attested by the 153 per cent scored at
the nation’s boxoffices in its first run
dates. Proof also, commented several
members, that sex and sensationalism are
essential to provide film fare with box-
office muscles. The first-run dates broke
with the holiday season, which means
that subsequent nans are about to play
the picture. On the basis of the Blue Rib-
bon Award and a photoplay guide
published by the National Council of

Teachers of English—which carries a
study of the picture into thousands of

classrooms—exhibitors have two valuable
additional promotional aides to help them
do a better job of preselling. The photo-
play study was published as the January
issue of Studies in the Mass Media, a 20-

page issue which provides teachers with
information about the film and sugges-
tions on how to study the picture as a
classroom project. Although the publica-

tion primarily is aimed at English
teachers, the “Sundowners” issue can be
used in history, geography and sociology

classes, among others, as the picture pro-
vides an excellent study of the little

known sheepraising country of Australia.

Following are some of the comments
about the film which National Screen
Council members made about the picture:

Direction, acting, photography, mood
and the theme of the story all are great.

It’s way up among the best of the year

—

Dave McIntyre, San Diego Evening Tri-

bune . . . Our committee liked this pic-

ture very much and rated it for the fam-
ily—Mrs. Leslie Barco, Better Films
Council of Greater St. Louis ... A
beautiful film that does a good job for

a fine book. The best forest fire shots
I’ve ever seen—Tom Peck, Charleston
(S.C.) Evening Post . . . The best all-

around family film in years—Kaspar
Monahan, Pittsburgh Post . . . Sun-
downers by a country mile — Howard
Pearson, The Deseret News, Salt Lake
City . . . Dignity, loyalty and affection

are pleasantly represented—Paine Knick-
erbocker, movie editor of the San Fran-
cisco Chronicle.
Family life, friendships, habits, inci-

dents are warmly human, exciting and
sometimes touching. Really, very good

—

Mrs. C. M. Stewart, Lincoln (Neb.) Films
Forum ... A real family picture. Family
loyalty, exciting adventures, pathos, hu-
mor, beautiful photography—Mrs. G. L.

Murray, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Long
Beach, Calif. . • . Not getting the atten-
tion it deserves—George Bourke, Miami
Herald . . . Creative direction, beautiful

photography and fine acting combine to

make this film tender, rowdy and amus-
ing—Virginia Beard, Cleveland Public Li-

brary.

One of the finest family films of recent
years—Alan Branigan, Newark News . . .

Not only is “The Sundowners” a great
family film, but it was refreshing to sit

in a jam-packed audience. My 84-year-
old grandmother tells everyone that it’s

the best movie she has seen in 25 years

—

Don Lee McCulty, Clarksburg, West Va.
... A most interesting picture of a coun-
try we know so little of. I enjoyed it very
much—Mrs. Henry Augustine, Sheboygan
(Wis.) Better Films Council.

Cast
Ida Carmody Deborah Kerr Liz
Paddy Carmody Robert Mitchum Herb Johnson ..

Venneker Peter Ustinov Bluey
Mrs. Firth Glynis Johns Ocker
Jean Halstead Dina Merrill Jack Patchogue
Quinlan Chips Rafferty Mrs. Bateman .

Sean Michael Anderson jr. Halstead

Lola Brooks
... Wylie Watson
.... John Meillon
.... Ronald Fraser
... Mervyn Johns
Molly Urquhart

Ewen Solon

Producer
Director
Screenplay by
Based on book by

Production Staff
Fred Zinnemann Director of Photography Jack Hildyard
Fred Zinnemann Music Composed by Dimitri Tiomkin
Isobel Lennart Assistant Directors Peter Bolton

Jon Cleary Roy Stevens



35 WB Films Complete

Or in Production Stages
NEW YORK—Warner Bros, has 35 fea-

tures in preparation, in production or com-

pleted for release, according to Jack L.

Warner, president.

The Warner pro-

gram, designed for

the world market,

“puts the spotlight

on important literary

properties, including

major Broadway hits,

best - selling novels

and unusual, original

screen stories,” War-
ner said at a meeting

of the New York
staff.

Noting that the

company is introducing a number of “new
faces" in its films this year, Warner
stressed that it has become a Warner Bros,

policy to surround established, so-called

“boxoffice” stars with as many promising

newcomers as possible.

TEN FEATURES AWAIT RELEASE
Including the current “The Sundown-

ers,” Warner listed ten features completed
and awaiting release. They are: “A Fever

in the Blood,” released in January; “Gold
of the Seven Saints,” for release in Febru-
ary, and “The White Warrior,” in Techni-
color, scheduled for March release, as well

as “Fanny,” produced and directed in

Technicolor on location in France by
Joshua Logan, based on the Broadway hit;

“Parrish,” produced and directed in Tech-
nicolor by Delmer Daves, based on the

Mildred Savage best-seller; “Splendor in

the Grass,” produced and directed in

Technicolor by Elia Kazan from William
Inge’s original screenplay; “The Fabulous
World of Jules Verne,” in MystiMation,
and “Bimbo the Great” in Circuscope and
color, both Joseph E. Levine presenta-

tions; “The Sins of Rachel Cade,” pro-

duced in Technicolor by Henry Blanke
from Charles Mercer’s novel, and “The
Steel Claw,” starring George Montgomery
who produced and directed in the Philip-

pines.

NOW BEFORE THE CAMERAS
Now in production are: “The Roman

Spring of Mrs. Stone,” being produced in

color by Louis de Rochemont from Ten-
nessee Williams’ only novel, starring Vivien
Leigh, Warren Beatty and Lotte Lenya;
“Susan Slade,” being produced and di-

rected in Technicolor by Delmer Daves
from Doris Hume’s novel, starring Troy
Donohue, Connie Stevens, Dorothy Mc-
Guire, Lloyd Nolan and Brian Aherne;
“Claudelle English,” being produced by
Leonard Freeman from the Erskine Cald-
well novel, starring Diane McBain, Arthur
Kennedy and Constance Ford, and “Por-
trait of a Mobster,” starring Vic Morrow,
Leslie Parrish and Ray Danton.

Preparations are under way for the
Technicolor film version of Meredith Will-

son’s Broadway stage hit, “The Music
Man,” starring Robert Preston, Shirley
Jones, Hermione Gingold, Buddy Hackett,

Mary Wickes and Paul Ford, with Morton
Da Costa producing and directing, as well
as “The Couch,” to be produced and di-

rected by Owen Crump with Grant Wil-
liams and Shirley Knight, and “Samar,” to

be filmed in the Philippines by George
Montgomery with himself and Gilbert Ro-
land and Ziva Rodann starred.

Other properties being prepared include: "A Ma-
jority of One," from Leonard Spiegelgass stage
hit, to be produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy
with Rosalind Russell and Alec Guinness starred;
"Gypsy," which LeRoy will produce and direct in

Technicolor and 70mm with Rosalind Russell starred;
"The Marauders," to be produced by Milton Sperling;
"Lad, a Dog," based on the Albert Payson Terhune
stories to be produced by Max J. Rosenberg; "The
Devil in Bucks County," based on Edmund Shiddel's
best-seller, to be produced by James Woolf; "Act
One," from Moss Hart's best-selling autobiography, to
be produced and directed by Joshua Logan; and "A
Distant Trumpet," to be produced by James Woolf,
starring Laurence Harvey.

Also, "May This House Be Safe From Tigers,"
from Alexander King's best-selling book; "The Crack-
erjack Marines," based on the novel by Ben Masse-
link; "The Deathmakers," from Glen Sire's novel;
"Nicola," from the novel by Audrey Erskine Lindop;
"A Noble Profession," from the novel by Pierre
Boule; "The White Rajah," from the novel by Nich-
olas Monserrat; "Changed Man," from the novel by
David Duncan; "Storm at Sea," based on the Victor
Canning novel; "The Devil's Advocate," to be pro-
duced by Dore Schary from the best-setling novel by
Morris L. West; "Mary, Mary," based on the new
Broadway hit by Jean Kerr, and "8th Air Force," to
star James Stewart.

JFK Offers Little Light
On Tax Concessions
WASHINGTON — President Kennedy’s

message to Congress on the balance of pay-
ments situation threw little light on the

future status of the overseas interests of

U. S. film producers, except to reaffirm

that the Treasury is studying tax conces-

sions now made to U. S. foreign investors

The President told Congress that “tax

havens” abroad would be closed, but that

“legitimate foreign” investments would not

be interfered with.

ACE Executive Committee

To Select New Chairman
NEW YORK—The selection of a new

chairman of the American Congress of

Exhibitors will be the principal item on
the agenda Tuesday (14) when ACE’s
executive committee is scheduled to

meet in New York. A new chairman is

necessitated by the resignation of Sol

Schwartz as president of RKO Thea-
tres. Schwartz will join the Columbia
Pictures management staff as a vice-

president on March 6.

Schwartz told Boxoffice that he did

not know who his successor would be at

ACE but that there were “many cap-
able men available.” Several names
have been mentioned from other

sources. Among them were Sidney
Markley of American Broadcasting-

Paramount Theatres, Leslie Schwartz
of the Century Circuit and Irving

Dollinger of Triangle Theatres.

Magna Will Distribute

'Watch Your Stern'
NEW YORK—Magna Pictures Corp. will

distribute the British comedy, “Watch Your
Stern,” produced by Peter Rogers and di-

Nat Cohen (left) and Joseph M.
Sugar at signing of contract for

“Watch Your Stern.” Richard Gordon,
American representative for Anglo

Amalgamated, looks on.

rected by Gerald Thomas, in the U.S. in

May of 1961, according to Joseph M. Sugar,

vice-president and general sales manager
of Magna, and Nat Cohen, managing di-

rector of Anglo-Amalgamated Film Dis-

tributors of London, who produced.

The Rogers-Thomas team previously

made “Carry On, Nurse,” released by Gov-
ernor Films, and “Please Turn Over,” re-

leased by Columbia Pictures, and, in

Sugar’s opinion, “Watch Your Stern” will

be number three boxoffice smash for the

team. The deal may possibly lead to an

association between Magna and Anglo-

Amalgamated to distribute all their British

productions, Sugar said. This release will

be in addition to Magna’s policy of produc-

ing and distributing Todd-AO productions

throughout the world.

General Drive-In Earnings
Up Slightly Over 1959
BOSTON—A net income of $870,253 was

reported by General Drive-In Corp. for the

fiscal year ended last October 31. The net

was equal to $1.03 a share on the 847,353

shares outstanding at the yearend. In the

previous fiscal year, the earnings amounted

to $860,167 or $1.02 a share on the same

number of shares.

Gross revenues for the 1960 fiscal year

were $8,139,965, compared with $7,921,-

477 for the previous year. The 1959 figure

was pro forma and represented the com-
bined operations which now constitute

General Drive-In.

The company operates 26 drive-in the-

atres in 12 states and 24 indoor theatres.

It also has entered the bowling center

field, operating one now and will open

three more in the near future.

Filmack Bonus Tag Month
CHICAGO — February is bonus tag

month at the Filmack Trailer Co. Cus-

tomers ordering a “tagged” trailer as ad-

vertised in the February issue of Inspira-

tion, company house organ, may choose

one of 20 free bonus trailers. This special

offer will run until March 1, according to

Joseph Mack, Filmack’s president.

Jack L. Warner
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Allied Artists Budgets $1,250,000
To Advertise, Publicize El Cid'

Steve Broidy, second from left, president of Allied Artists, is shown on the
set of “El Cid” in Madrid during a three-day distributors’ conference called by pro-
ducer Samuel Bronston. In the photo, left to right, are: Sandy Abrahams, Al-

lied Artists publicity -advertising director; Broidy, Robert Krasker, cinematog-
rapher; Norton Ritchey, Allied Artists foreign distribution chief, and Anthony
Mann, director of “El Cid.”

LETTERS
(Letters must be signed. Names withheld on request)

Irked Over The Hat’ TV Show
To Boxoffice:

When I read Kroger Babb's column to-

day (January 30) in Boxoffice regarding
the January 2 Jackie Cooper show, “The
Hat,” I hit the ceiling and immediately
sent the attached letter to P Lorillard Co.

I think a flood of protest should go di-

rectly to the sponsor where it is possible
there will be more reaction than from a
swell-headed actor.

P. Lorillard Co.,
200 E. 42nd St.,

New York 17, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

I was extremely shocked to think that a company
of your standing that does business with millions
of American citizens would sponsor such a dis-
gusting and slanderous program directed against the
motion picture exhibitors and theatres of this
country as you did on the Jackie Cooper show of
January 2.

I don't recall that you have castigated other
types of businesses in such a harmful manner and
leading the general public to believe that only idiots
attend motion pictures any more. This letter is for
the purpose of informing you that it was a thor-
oughly disgusting performance, untrue and unwar-
ranted by any standard you wish to refer to.

I can assure you I have tuned out your program
and Jackie Cooper, and I further want you to know
that, as I am now planning to reopen my theatre
for the season, it is quite definite in my mind that
I can do without Kent and Old Gold cigarets in my
machine, and I am sure they will not be missed by
the people who still appreciate and attend good
motion pictures.

I know you will not be hurt by my action, but
it just might be that thousands of other exhibitors
are going to feel the same way.

W. S. ECKARD
Ashland Drive-In Theatre,
Ashland, Ohio.

Another Protest on Cooper Show
To Boxoffice:

I have just finished reading the January
30 issue of Boxoffice and Kroger Babb’s
full page.

It is very comforting to know that there
is someone who is not afraid to let the in-
dustry, from top to bottom, know what the
hell is going on, and what to do to correct
it.

I for one did not see the program “The
Hat” with Jackie Cooper. I would have
loved to have been able to witness such a
show and believe me, they would have had
letters all around. I believe I will write a
few anyway. I have noticed that Kroger
Babb’s views on merchandising are coming
more often. For my money he can be in
Boxoffice every week.
As a newcomer to the wonderful busi-

ness of the theatre—being a theatre man-
ager for five years—there is a lot for me
to learn, and Mr. Babb and the like are
the ones I want to teach me.

HARRY ARNOLD
Manager,
Martin Motor Movies,
San Rafael, Calif.

Counts on Getting Boxoffice
To Boxoffice:

This is to let you know I have been lost

all the past week because my Boxoffice
wasn’t in the mail. Every Monday I go to
town just waiting to get my hands on the
latest edition. This week I have been left

out of the pleasure of reading my Box-
office. I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to compliment you on such a great

HOLLYWOOD — Characterizing the

Samuel Bronston production, “El Cid,” as

destined to become “one of the true block-

busters of all time,” Steve Broidy, presi-

dent of Allied Artists, which will distribute

the picture, this week announced a record-

breaking advertising and publicity budget
for the picture. Returning this week from
Spain where he looked at 80 minutes of

uncut film, Broidy said his company has
budgeted a minimum of $1,250,000 for ad-
vertising and publicity for the campaign.

Allied Artists, which will distribute the

picture in the western hemisphere, now
plans to release the feature film as a road-
show hard-ticket attraction in five U. S.

cities about November 1. The cities have

magazine. It has everything an exhibitor

is looking for, such as the Feature Chart,

Reviews, EHHS, Showmandiser, and all

the news articles. So I would like to ask

you to please send me my Boxoffice for

January 2.

STEVE DURBIN
Perry Theatre,
Perry, 111.

Four High-Budgeters Set
For Filmgroup Release
LOS ANGELES—Four high-budget color

and widescreen features with stereophonic

sound will be released during the spring

and summer by the Filmgroup, it was an-
nounced by president Roger Corman.

“Atlas,” the company’s first million-dol-

lar feature, which Corman produced and
directed in Greece, will initiate the quar-
tet, coming out on March 1. It will be
followed by “Pirates of the Black Hawk,”
scheduled for May 1. The latter was shot
abroad in color and wide screen at a cost

of $1,500,000 and has Filmgroup U. S.

distribution. Jules Verne’s “Captain Nemo
and the Floating City,” on which Corman
starts shooting March 6, is slated to go
into release on June 1 and “Navajo,” an
original epic Indian story by Lawrence
Walshe, is set for July 1 release.

The Filmgroup will send out its last

dual-program productions in April, “The
Devil’s Partner” and “Creature From the
Haunted Sea,” both science-fiction yarns.

not been selected, but Broidy said he will

take exhibitors from the five cities to

Spain to look at the picture, a tactic which
he said would assure a November 1st bow.
The picture, which deals with one of

Spain’s great historical figures, is being
produced at a cost of $7,000,000 in Super-
Technirama and Technicolor, with Charl-
ton Heston and Sophia Loren in the lead-
ing roles. Broidy praised Bronston for pro-
ducing important product, and said the
worldwide distribution plan evolved by the
producer “could rewrite distribution his-

tory.” While Broidy was in Spain, dis-

tributors from all sections of the globe were
present to view the rough-cut film and to

bid for territorial distribution rights.

I. J. Schmertz Is Dead
MIAMI BEACH—I. J. “Izzy” Schmertz,

20th Century-Fox branch manager in

Cleveland from 1928 to his retirement
four years ago, died here Wednesday (8)

of a heart attack. He had been ill for three
weeks. Schmertz, whose son Ray succeeded
him as Cleveland’s manager, joined the old
Fox organization in 1906.

Overrule Atlanta Censor
ATLANTA—The board of censor appeals

has overruled a ban on “Tunes of Glory,”
a Lopert Films release. The distributor had
refused to delete several words from the
soundtrack. The appeals group is to look
at “Never on Sunday” next week. This
picture also was banned by the censor.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"
the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

f|
Amazing Transparent Man, The (AIP) 90 105 100 100 30 90 125 80 90 1

j§ Beyond the Time Barrier (AIP) 105 85 90 100 125 80 100 98 1
§j
Day They Robbed Bank Eng. (MGM) 110 125 100 75 100 100 100 100 100 101 I

13 Exodus (UA) 200 300 250 500 400 600 250 250 344 |
|

Fever in the Blood, A (WB) 115 85 80 110 100 95 90 125 135 90 75 100 1
For Members Only (SR) 130 300 125 85 100 95 139 |
G.L Blues (Pcrra) 175 250 200 110 200 200 125 175 300 190 500 300 300 115 175 200 150 200 200 214 1
Goliath and the Dragon (AIP) 130 100 120 80 185 150 150 120 129 |
Grass Is Greener, The (U-I) 150 225 110 185 180 150 150 300 150 180 250 215 187 p
High Time (20th-Fox) 100 150 125 190 115 90 110 100 115 200 110 200 200 160 100 160 105 175 130 150 139 f|

I Aim at the Stars (Col) 90 35 90 100 95 130 150 50 120 75 100 100 95 |
;f

Inherit the Wind (UA) 130 200 95 215 90 265 125 120 110 145 150 135 200 110 190 110 125 100 145 %
\ Journey to the Lost City (AIP) 150 80 80 100 120 115 80 175 125 75 125 111 i

Jungle Cat (BV) 125 100 110 195 100 85 110 100 120 165 250 175 150 150 100 200 130 150 135 139 |
|
Key Witness (MGM) 100 80 75 90 95 100 100 90 90 80 100 105 92 |

j Lesson in Love, A (Janus) 130 95 135 80 95 100 175 135 175 95 122 |
i;

Let No Man Write My Epitaph (Col) 110 250 85 225 125 110 90 120 115 100 100 260 125 115 145 100 125 125 135 |
§f Magnificent Seven, The (UA) 100 160 100 190 90 115 175 115 125 220 125 250 130 110 150 175 146 |
§; Marriage-Go-Round, The (20th-Fox) 90 150 110 160 85 90 160 100 115 130 105 300 150 100 120 200 100 135 110 110 131 i
| Mating Time (Kingsley-Union) 130 170 175 80 150 75 125 85 125 95 121 1
H Midnight Lace (U-I) 150 250 125 200 125 180 150 125 150 400 115 200 175 300 125 185 120 150 120 176 1
f§ Murder, Inc. (20th-Fox) 90 200 85 100 75 115 100 80 90 200 80 110 |
|| Music Box Kid, The (UA) 155 100 100 100 105 100 110 |
|f Never on Sunday (Lopert) 150 185 310 225 300 200 250 225 110 217 |
|| Night Fighters, The (UA) 95 65 100 120 90 95 100 100 100 75 94 1
H North to Alaska (20th-Fox) 130 200 190 200 110 120 400 150 250 315 140 300 100 180 140 115 140 200 188 |l

j|j One Foot in Hell (20th-Fox) 85 85 100 110 75 150 180 90 140 113 I
fl Please Turn Over (Col) 140 200 175 85 160 100 125 400 150 200 174 1

Pollyanna (BV) 125 120 175 225 150 95 125 200 135 290 200 200 150 400 105 160 225 135 175 125 176
1

|f Private Property (Citation) 100 90 165 100 65 115 125 90 106

H Rosemary (F-A-W) 120 100 95 170 100 90 110 90 200 90 150 200 150 127 il

ff Royal Ballet, The (Lopert) 120 155 60 140 150 150 130 129 i|

if School for Scoundrels (Cont'l) 150 150 170 150 125 200 300 175 200 180 i

\
Secret of the Purple Reef (20th-Fox) 100 75 95 100 100 50 100 89 i|

| Subterraneans, The (MGM) 140 150 115 80 75 75 90 125 110 75 145 85 125 225 80 112 P
| Sundowners, The (WB) 150 180 120 185 165 125 150 250 100 180 150 130 120 160 130 175 175 100 153 1
| Swiss Family Robinson (BV) 160 350 250 250 550 300 425 110 300 300 400 115 250 185 175 175 400 276 if

| Sword and the Dragon, The (Valiant) 140 190 140 110 130 140 130 275 100 125 140 140 147 1
| Village of the Damned (MGM) 225 100 135 140 135 100 139 i|

| Virgin Spring, The (Janus) 120 200 135 200 300 191 l|

i Wackiest Ship in the Army, The (Col) 125 325 200 190 160 120 400 175 300 80 140 200 200 175 199 |

jj

Where the Boys Are (MGM) 160 150 185 180 200 175 225 140 140 145 180 171 i
jjxSS ss&sssss

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runs, not an average.

Pictures with less than five runs

do not appear in the chart above.

1.

Exodus (UA)

Minneapolis .600

2. Swiss Family Robinson (BV)

Boston 350
Indianapolis 300

3. Wackiest Ship in the Army, The (Col)

Boston 325

4. Marriage-Go-Round, The (20th-Fox)

Memphis 300

5. Misfits, The (UA)

Chicago 225

6. Village of the Damned (MGM)

Buffalo 225



Appleton, Wis., Theatre Celebrates

Completion of 3-Month Remodeling

'Misfits' a Huge 300

In 3 Omaha Spots
OMAHA — “Swiss Family Robinson”

swept through its sixth week at the State

Theatre to hang up a record well ahead of

the four-and-a-half-week mark previously

held by “Shaggy Dog.” The sixth week’s

average was well over normal and the pic-

ture went into a seventh week The Dun-
dee closed last week for conversion to

70mm. The Admiral-Chief-Skyview com-
bination did a landoffice business with

“The Misfits.”
(Average Is 100)

Admiral, Chief, Skyview—The Misfits (UA),....300
Dundee—Mon on a String (Col); As the Seo

Rages (Col) 85
Omaha—A Fever in the Blood (WB) 90
Orpheum—The Wackiest Ship in the Army

(Col), 2nd wk 100
State—Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 6th wk 160

'Misfits/ 'Suzie' loin Hits

In Booming Minneapolis

MINNEAPOLIS—“Exodus,” in its sec-

ond week at the Academy, exceeded its

opening week’s percentage with a top rat-

ing of 700 per cent. “Swiss Family Rob-
inson,” in its seventh week at the Gopher,
had a huge 275 per cent, and “The Mis-
fits” opened at the Orpheum with a big

250 per cent. Most other offerings had
ratings above average for the week.

Acodemy-

—

Exodus (UA), 2nd wk 700
Century

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), reissue,

7th wk 80
Gopher

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 7th wk. ..275
Lyric

—

The Savage Innocents (Para) 95
Orpheum

—

The Misfits (UA), 250
St. Louis Park

—

Never on Sunday (Lopert),

6th wk 140
State

—

The World of Suzie Wong (Para) 200
Suburban World

—

Left, Right and Centre
(Bentley) 200

Uptown

—

The Facts of Life (UA), 6th wk 140
World

—

Please Turn Over (Col), 2nd wk 100

Holdovers Predominate
In Brisk Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE—Seven local houses were

offering holdovers with “Ben-Hur,” in a
43rd week, leading the parade. Business
was good all over town, particularly in the
first-run neighborhood houses.

Downer

—

A Lesson in Love (Janus), 2nd wk 100
Palace

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), 6th wk. 250
Riverside

—

The Grass Is Greener (U-l) 125
Strand

—

Ben-Hur (MGM), 43rd wk 250
Times

—

Never on Sunday (Lopert), 6th wk 125
Towne

—

Village of the Damned (MGM), 2nd wk. 110
Uptown

—

Flaming Star (20th jFox) 180
Warner

—

The Wackiest Ship in the Army (Col),

2nd wk 135
Wisconsin

—

Can-Can (20th-Fox), 3rd wk 170

Lippert to Get Credit
As 'Ccxligan Producer
HOLLYWOOD—Robert L. Lippert for

the first time in a career of making 79

motion pictures will give himself producer
credit on the upcoming “The Cabinet of

Dr. Caligari,” which he makes as a 20th
Century-Fox producer.
A remake of the 1919 film classic made

in Germany, Lippert will budget the new
film at approximately $700,000. He has no
casting or director as yet, but said it cost

him “slightly in excess of $50,000” to get

the rights to the film.

Aside from the 79 low budget releases

Lippert has made for 20th-Fox, he will

enter into the 300th film in which he has
been connected with the upcoming produc-
tion. He has been in the business since

1944, both in production, distribution and
exhibition.

Updating Making Progress
At Two Cooper Houses
OMAHA—The Cooper Foundation orig-

inally planned to book “Spartacus” at the

Dundee Theatre when the job of installing

70mm projection equipment was com-
pleted but it is understood the foundation

now is considering opening with “Exodus.”

A definite decision is expected in a

couple of weeks. The Dundee will open in

mid-March, instead at a previously an-

nounced earlier date.

Work is progressing at the Cooper The-
atre in downtown Omaha for the opening

of Cinerama February 16. A preview is

scheduled for the press, television and
radio Tuesday, February 14, and a black

tie affair is slated February 15, with

state and local dignitaries invited.

Installation of the new equipment at

the Cooper will cost approximately $150,-

000. There will be seating for 693 per-

sons. The new screen entails the hanging
of 1,750 louvres in an arc of 146 degrees.

The louvres, resembling a Venetian blind up
close, present a solid front to the audience

and prevent distortion on the curved

screen.

In switching to 70mm, the suburban
Dundee will drop its art theatre policy.

Robert McMorris, World-Herald movie
and drama critic, reported that George
Gaughan, public relations director for

Cooper Foundation, had made a valiant

effort particularly in the last year to push
the presentation of foreign films at the

West Dodge situation.

The effort yielded some success and
some failures, according to Gaughan and
“overall lost money.”
However, Omahans may have a bit of

foreign fare now and then. The Military

Theatre, formerly part of the Cooper
Omaha circuit, may play at least one for-

eign film a month, on a carefully selected

basis.

Appetities for foreign films are being

partially appeased, meanwhile, by Dick
Walter’s International Film Festival series

at the Center Theatre and a film program
by the University of Omaha.
Walter is convinced that art theatre

devotees offer a good long-range audience
and he has ambitions to build a theatre

of his own.
“All I need is a sponsor,” said the vet-

eran Omaha entertainment figure.

His idea would be to build “the most
genuine art house” Omaha has seen,

somewhere “far out in the suburbs.” The
lobby would serve as a gallery for art ex-
hibitions, to be viewed with coffee and
cookies during intermission.

Ben Edelstein Dead
SUPERIOR, WIS. — Funeral services

were held here for Benjamin Edelstein,

92, a pioneer theatre operator on the
Iron Range, who died January 23. Edel-
stein at one time was associated with his

sons Julius and Max in the operation of

the Lybba Theatre in Hibbing, Minn.,
named after Benjamin’s wife Lybba. A
grandson Mel is associated with a Minne-
apolis plastics firm.

APPLETON, WIS.—The recent grand
opening of the Appleton Theatre marked
the culmination of three months of re-

modeling and redecoration carried on un-
der the direction of Stanley Gross, man-
ager.

Speakers at the opening were Mayor
Clarence Mitchell, Harold C. Adams, presi-

dent of the First National Bank, and John
Conway, president of the Chamber of

Commerce. “The Wackiest Ship in the
Army,” starring Jack Lemmon and Ricky
Nelson, was the opening feature.

In addition to a new exterior and re-

decorated lobby area, the theatre has new
stereophonic sound. Lamp houses in the
projection room were changed to provide a
brighter picture.

For the convenience of the theatregoer,

the new ticket office, twice the size of the
old one, has a window inside of the lobby
to be used by customers during the bad
weather. Four sets of double doors replace

the old doors and only the two on the
right can be used for entrance to the thea-
tre, to help avoid between-showings bottle-

necks.

Colors in the tiled front of the theatre
are carried out in the lobby, with new floor

tile and carpeting and plastic textured
coverings on walls, in all shades of green.
The lobby area also has new thermo-

static controls, indirect lighting, and
acoustical ceiling.

The new refreshment area, done in

shades of coral and gray, is three times
as large as the former one. Soft drinks and
candy machines also are installed in the
lobby.

Lounges have been enlarged and re-

decorated, and the women’s lounge, done
in shades of pink, will have vanity and
mirror running the width of the lounge
area. The manager’s office, formerly in

the back of the theatre, now is off the
lobby.

The major change in the theatre area,
in addition to new sound and lighting, is

installation of new carpeting. Steps to the
balcony have separate carpeting on each
tread, rather than one continuous carpet.
George Narovec was architect for the

decorating. Work was started October 19,

and the theatre was closed December 19

through 24. Afternoon performances were
discontinued during November and Decem-
ber.

Gus Stierwald Installed
As President of B-57
NEW ORLEANS—Gus Stierwald, Co-

lumbia, has been installed as president of
Exchange Employes Local B-57. Other of-
ficers seated were Walter Des Forges, 20th
Century-Fox, vice-president; Joseph Wil-
liams, National Screen Service, business
agent; Gladys Villars, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, financial secretary and treasurer;
Marie Saucier, MGM, corresponding sec-
retary, and Anthony Tortorich, Universal,
sergeant at arms.
Board members seated were Hazel Mc-

Nulty, Evelyn McNulty, Mildred Long, Lil-
lian Flick, Gertrude Ferguson, Hai’ry Rob-
erts and Jeanette Howard. Joseph Wil-
liams and Gus Stierwald are the delegates
to the IATSE annual convention.
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OMAHA
BiU Wuest, exhibitor at Lake Andes, was

reported back in the hospital. He was
hospitalized some time ago after a heart

attack but had returned home . . . Lande
Eleeson, exhibitor at Wagner, wras taken

to the Veterans Hospital at Sioux Falls for

an operation . . . Bob Dudley has joined

Tri-States Theatres as assistant manager
at the Orpheum, Don Shane reported. He
formerly was manager of the Cooper
Foundation’s Military Theatre and the

Broadway in Council Bluffs. He replaces

Lonnie Fratt, who has taken a job with
Omar Bakeries.

George March, theatre owner at Ver-
million, S. D., is spending a couple of

w'eeks in Florida . . . Phil March, exhibi-

tor at Wayne, also is away on vacation.

Phil’s son Jack is handling the circuit in

his absence . . . The Variety Club Tent 16

auxiliary is laying plans for a rummage

SAVEon repairs
WE DO THE JOB RIGHT—
& REASONABLY!
Save Money! Save Time! Fast, dependable
service. Standard and Super Simplex, Century
and Motiograph Projectors.
Call us anytime.

YOUR

MONEY
GOES

MUCH
FARTHER

HERE

ON
ANY

REPAIR

JOB

30 years service to Iowa theatres.

DES MOINES THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

1121-23 High St. • Des Moines, Iowa

Phone—CHerry 3-6520.

sale in March. Mrs. Cal Bard, whose hus-

band is with United Artists and who is a

former Filmrower, is the latest addition

to the auxiliary membership.

A1 Wuebben, who has the Elvero Thea-
tre at Parkston, S. D., is begining to sport

the makings of a fancy beard and mus-
tache for his town’s civic celebration . . .

Shirley Pitts, United Artists cashier, is

back on the job in the Omaha office after

helping set up the new branch bookkeep-
ing office in Des Moines . . . Arnold John-
son, Onawa, had an unpleasant trip to

Omaha last week—to get care for an in-

fected tooth . . . Jim Travis, Milford ex-
hibitor, is starting to get his drive-in

ready, even though the thermometer
dropped to the zero level.

Ken Moore, who has the Logan Theatre
at Logan, Iowa, was taken to the hospital

at Missouri Valley suffering from a heart
attack . . . Charles Vickers, Mapleton,
Iowa, exhibitor, is back on the job after a
bout with the flu . . . Jim Harriman, who
has the Palace at Alton, Iowa, a rabid bow
and arrow hunter, is trying his luck at

rabbits.

Exhibitors on the Row included Bill

Horstman, Odebolt; Virgil Kula, Fuller-

ton; Jim Raitt, Genoa; Frank Good, Red
Oak; Sid Metcalf, Nebraska City; Arnold
Johnson, Onawa; Phil Lannon, West
Point; S. J. Backer, Harlan, and M. E.

Lee, Central States, Des Moines.

Pana, 111., Theatre Row
Costs Two Youths $262
PANA, ILL.—Fines and costs totaling

$262 each were levied against two rowdy
Pana youths on a recent night after a
scuffle at the Roseland Theatre in which
Marshal R. Brewster, 73, the ticket-taker

was injured when he fell against a bicycle

rack.

Police Magistrate Joe DeMeyer, who as-

sessed the fines, said a ticket-seller had
refused to sell the pair tickets and that
they had tried to enter the theatre any-
way, initiating the struggle between them
and Brewster.

P/ease
SGttcf/we

2 years for $5 1 year for $3 3 years for $7

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN ZONE STATE

NAME POSITION

THE NATIONAL FILM WEEKLY 52 issues a year

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Morris Loewensteins
Back From Old Mexico
OKLAHOMA CITY—Morris Loewenstein

and his wife returned from a vacation in

Mexico and finished moving their antiques

Morris Loewenstein sailfishing while

vacationing at Acapulco, Mexico.

into their remodeled home at 1604 Drury
Lane in Nichols Hills. There are a couple

of antiques that he couldn’t find room for,

and this pi’obably calls for another addi-

tion to the house, Morris remarked.
Loewenstein went fishing at Acapulco

and came through with a 160-pound sail-

fish, which he said was the first sailfish he
ever caught, and the last! ‘‘I never worked
harder in my life than when I was trying

to land that huge sailfish,” he said.

The Loewensteins operate the Majestic

Theatre, which opened as a nickelodeon

Jan. 17, 1914, and has been in operation

ever since. Loewenstein recalls he bought
his first films from LeRoy Bickel who is

now retired and living in Dallas.

Clean-Up Films Proposal
To Colorado Legislature
DENVER—A resolution sponsored by

Representative Howard Propst (Rep.) of

Merino, which calls on the motion picture

industry to clean up its films, was intro-

duced in the state legislature in session

here.

Propst, 37, is a rancher in Logan County

in eastern Colorado. While his resolution

did not mention any particular pictures

he pointed out that many films now deal

with adultery, prostitution and immoral

conduct and that these films are being

viewed by youths with impressionable

minds. His resolution asks the motion pic-

ture industry to set up stricter controls

on the types of films produced as well as

on advertising used to publicize the movies.

Pleskow, Winikus Meet
With UA Heads in N.Y.
NEW YORK—Eric Pleskow, United Ar-

tists Continental manager, and Francis M.

Winikus, recently named special assistant

to UA vice-president Arnold M. Picker, are

in New York for a week’s stay to partici-

pate in a series of conferences with home
office executives on global promotion and

marketing plans for UA product.
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MINNEAPOLIS
£arl Wilson, formerly Lopert represent-

ative, is the new salesman for 20th-Fox

in southern Minnesota, replacing Don
Halloran, who resigned to enter another

field ... In an economy move, Bob Favaro,

regional director of advertising-publicity

for 20th-Fox, was let out . . . Milt Good-
man, Columbia assistant general sales

manager, and Ben Marcus, midwest dis-

trict manager, were in.

Ralph Pielow jr. of Quad States Theatres

Service was down with the flu . . . John
Malmberg is the new student booker at

Universal . . . George Ehlers closed the

Sherburn Theatre at Sherburn . . . The
Rialto at Truman, operated by Neal R.

Huemoeller, has been closed until April 1

. . . “Can-Can” will open its Minneapolis

sub-runs February 17 at the Boulevard,

Varsity and Uptown theatres.

Aster, late-run downtown house, has
raised its admission price from 40 to 50

cents . . . Disney’s new “One Hundred and
One Dalmatians” will open at the Lyric

Theatre March 24 (Easter vacation week)

. . . Outstate exhibitors on the Row were
Howard Underwood, Brainerd; Arvid Al-

son. Pine Islands; Paul Perrizo, Blue
Earth and Winnebago, and A1 Smith, Wi-
nona . . . Morrie Steinman, freelance ex-

ploiteer, was in Boston working on the

premiere of “The Impostor” . . . When
“The Greatest Show on Earth” played the

St. Louis Park on a recent Saturday mat-
inee, Martin Field gave away free bags of

salted in the shell peanuts to the kids.

Newly elected officers of the Film Pro-
ducers Ass’n of Minnesota are Anthony
Lane, president; Cliff Sakry, executive

secretary, and Richard Jamieson, treasurer

. . . Ann Potkin has rejoined Buena Vista

as secretary and Dianne Johnson is the

new secretary at AIP . . . Jack Kelvie of

Theatre Associates vacationed for a week.

St. Paul Sharpens Teeth
Of Obscenity Ordinances
ST. PAUL—Two ordinances aimed at

putting “teeth” into obscenity laws have
been approved by the city council. One has
to do with motion pictures, plays, acts and
other entertainment and the other deals

with printed materials.

In an effort to meet Supreme Court ob-

jections to vague and general definitions

of obscenity, the ordinances include the

word “knowingly” as a key word in their

language. It is now a violation of the

ordinances if one “knowingly” exhibits an
obscene or lewd film or “knowingly” gives,

sells or offers to sell obscene printed ma-
terial.

'Spud
#

Goldstein Becomes
George Sherman Aide
HOLLYWOOD — “Spud” Goldstein,

brother of 20th-Fox studio head, Robert
Goldstein, and the late Leonard Goldstein,

will return to film industry work this week
as assistant to producer-director George
Sherman.
At one time associated with his brothers

in production at U-I, Goldstein has been
taking what he terms a “refresher” course
from Sherman prior to other assignments.

Spectacular Stanley Fire

Destroys Star Theatre
STANLEY, N. D.—A spectacular early

morning fire destroyed two downtown
business buildings housing five businesses,

including the Star Theatre, here January
20 .

For John Theis, Star Theatre owner and
operator, it was his second experience in

three years in having a movie house ruined
by fire. He was the operator of a theatre
which was one of several business places
in Bowbells destroyed in a Main street fire

late in 1958. After the Bowbells fire he
moved to Stanley and purchased the Star
Theatre. He had improved the Stanley
property considerably since then, installing

a new front and new equipment.
The Star had a capacity of about 250.

It had been used for moving pictures, and
sometimes for other gatherings, since the
early 1920.

The fire was discovered about 3 a.m.
in the theatre building by John Tenborg,
chief of police who was making his rounds.
It apparently started in the southwest
corner of the building some distance off

the floor. It was believed it might have
started in the electric wiring.

The fire reached its peak about 4:30
a.m. when it broke through the roof of
the theatre building. After that the fire

department concentrated on keeping
flames from spreading to other buildings.
Firemen said afterward that they had

used close to 110,000 gallons of water in

controlling the blaze.

MILWAUKEE
paul Hornung, 220-pound Green Bay

Packer halfback who was signed by
Screen Gems, is in Hollywood “working
out” for his new role in a picture. He’s
worried about what the boys back home
are going to call him after the rouge and
lipstick treatment. “Oh, I’ll get ribbed al

right,” he exclaimed. Word at the studio
has it that he photographs so well that
he may wind up in a starring role for a
series of his own. “Out here everyone talks
big,” he said in trying to adjust himself to

Hollywood.

The combination of a good picture plus
excellent promotion has resulted in an
epidemic of holdovers here, with “Ben-
Hur” leading the parade in its 43rd week.
A total of seven houses were in the held-
over category, with one completing a four-
week run. With the Strand, Palace, Wis-
consin, Riverside, Towne and occasionally
the Warner on extended runs, it means
some of the first runs are hitting the
neighborhoods, and with amazing success.
The Downer did right well (eight weeks)
with “Carry On, Nurse,” and now had
“A Lesson in Love” in its third week. The
Towne came up with good grosses on
“North to Alaska,” and the Times with
“Never on Sunday.” All are neighborhood
houses. And added to the list is the Up-
town, which opened with “The Flaming
Star.”

New Theatre Sketches
On Display at Premiere
MINNEAPOLIS—The design of the new

Tyrone Guthrie Theatre, which will be
constructed here this year, will be shown
for the first time Thursday (16) at the
St. Lous Park Theatre in connection with
the northwest premiere of “Tunes of

Glory” starring Alec Guinness. Sketches
of the exterior as well as detailed plans of

the interior will be on display.

Guinness played in Sir Tyrone Guthrie’s
first company at Stratford, Ontario’s
Shakespearean festival in 1953. Guinness,
Park Theatre owner Harold Field and Lo-
pert Films, distributor of the picture, have
made the premiere available to the
Guthrie Theatre Foundation.

Invitations have been mailed to persons
who have expressed an interest in the
project and to civic leaders. A limited
number of tickets is being made available
to the public.

Joseph Emerson Promoted
To Valiant Sales Head
NEW YORK—Joseph C. Emerson, who

has been western division manager for
Valiant Films (and its predecessor DCA)
for the past four and one-half years, has
been promoted to vice-president and gen-
eral sales manager by Fred J. Schwartz,
president. Emerson will make his head-
quarters in the New York office but will

continue to supervise sales in the west
until a successor is chosen, Schwartz said.

Prior to his association with Valiant,
Emerson was with RKO for 14 years. He
will leave shortly on a tour of the Valiant
offices, all of which are now manned by
employes of the company, following the
recent elimination of franchise holders.

Nancy Anderson, a graduate of West
Allis Nathan Hale High School, was in

town visiting friends. Nancy finished a role

in “Come September,” starring Gina
Lollobrigida and Rock Hudson, in Rome
last fall. She also has been seen in TV
shows and a few commercials. She lives

with her mother now in Los Angeles.

As a screen game,
HOLLYWOOD takes top

honors. As a box-office at-

traction, it is without equal. It has

been a favorite with theatre goers for

over 15 years. Write today for complete de-

tails. Be sure to give seating or car capacity.

HOLLYWOOD AMUSEMENT CO. ...

3750 Ookton St. * Skokie, Illinois

HERE’S YOUR CHANCE

to get in the

BIG MONEY
Be Sure to Play

JIMMIE RODGERS PHOTOS
8”xl0”

• Black and White
Glossy Stock

f.0 .b

$1250 Per Thousand
(Minimum Order 1,000)

Detroit

Cheek with

Order!
THEATRICAL ADVERTISING CO.
2310 Cass Detroit 1, Mich.
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TOO BUSY! How could anyone expect

him to give up a few hours a year for a health

checkup? Every hour of his time is valuable!

TOO THRIFTY! Why spend good
money for a checkup? The doctor might not find

anything wrong ! How extravagant can you get?

TOO HEALTHY! He ’s never been
really sick a day in his life and he never felt

better than he does right now! Why bother with

a checkup?

SMART ENOUGH to know that any-

one can develop cancer, no matter how well he

may feel . . . that delay in going to the doctor has

caused thousands of needless cancer deaths . . .

that his best cancer insurance is to have a thor-

ough checkup every year and, between times, to

keep on the alert for Cancer’s 7 Danger Signals.

Learn how to guard yourself against cancer. Call

your nearest American Cancer Society office or

write to
‘

‘ Cancer” in care ofyour local post office.
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Ushers Take Boys Are' Cutouts

To School; a 40x60 Telegram

Among promotions for ‘‘Where the Boys

Are” which got plenty of attention at the

Hollywood Theatre in Fort Worth, Tex ,

was a giant telegram. Manager LeRoy
Ramsey relates that Joe Pasternak, the

producer, sent him a telegram around the

middle of November, since the film’s date

at the Hollywood (and another Trans-

Texas circuit house) was one of the earlier

ones.

Ramsey had the telegram blown up to a

40x60 size and displayed it out in front of

the boxoffice for more than a month
prior to playdate.

LOTS OF STOP-AND-LOOK
“I never thought this would stop traffic,

but it sure did,” Ramsey relates. “I guess

people are more curious about a giant

telegram than I thought. I had plenty of

stop-and-look from a lot of patrons, since

I was playing ‘North to Alaska’ for three

weeks about this time.”

Ramsey also got much mileage from an-

other idea. He made cutout figures of the

four girls from the 24 -sheet, each with a

word from the title. The girls all ended up
on the marquee, but they got around town
quite a bit before that happened. The Hol-

lywood ushering staff comes from about

the senior high schools in Fort Worth,
Ramsey explains, so he devised a way of

exposing the kids to “Where the Boys Are.”

For a number of weeks prior to playdate,

the boys on the ushering staff would take

the cutouts to school in their cars, and
just as soon as school was out they would
run to their cars, get the cutouts and
carry them around the school grounds
with the aid of some of their pals.

FOUR CUTOUTS TO STORES
One Friday evening, when the down-

town stores are open late, Ramsey had four

of the ushers carry the cutouts around
town in proper order to give the title

—

WHERE . . . THE . . . BOYS . . . ARE.
A “Where the Boys Are” radio contest

was planned. After each clue, the disc

jockey would spin Connie Francis’ platter

of “Where the Boys Are.” The first prize

was a transistor radio.

Ramsey cut his own personal endorse-

ment for radio spots, offering double your

money back if you don’t like the picture.

He reports not even one crackpot took him
up on this challenge. The contest and the

® WEST
f.fS.^IO,S®

A telegram from Producer

Joe Pasternak was blown

up to a 40x60 size and dis-

played out front of the

Hollywood Theatre in Fort

Worth, Tex., for more than

a month in advance of

"Where the Boys Are." It

caused plenty of stop-and-

look.

radio budget was used on one station, the

top one in town.
“The picture was a delight to promote

and a delight to have on my screen,” Ram-
sey comments. “It is a pleasure to stand in

the lobby and have people tell you what a

good show you have ... I think I could
have had a longer run if the distributor

would have permitted a sneak preview in

advance of playdate. I finally had to have
a midnight show to get some word of

mouth going. As the word spread, the

grosses got larger.”

Copy was revised and added by Norm
Levinson, general manager and advertising

director of Trans-Texas Theatre, of which
the Fort Worth Hollywood is a unit, for

the “Where the Boys Are” pressbook ads.

Some of the lines:

The HILARIOUS Inside Story of

Those Wild Spring Vacations—When
School Lets Out and Girls Go-Go-Go

YOUTH ON A FLING IN THE SUN
. . . Where Everything Goes . . . From
Beach Parties to Boy- Girl Bingo!
When 20,000 Girls Meet 20,000 Boys

—Something Is Bound to Happen!
WOW!
Double Your Money Back!! If You

Don’t Agree This Is One of the Best

Movies You’ll See in Ten Years (sined

by the manager) . . .

It’s Beach Parties . . . Beer Busts

. . . And Boy -Girl Bingo!

The uproarious inside story of what
goes on when school lets out on those

rip-roaring spring vacations from
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Palm Springs to Fort Lauderdale

—

when chaperones run for the hills and
parents turn gray overnight.

Fred McHam, manager of the Trans-
Texas Strand in Wichita Falls, Tex.,

believes the revisions of copy went a long
way in selling the attraction. McHam used
the four 24-sheet cutout figures, each one
carrying a word from the title, on the
Strand marquee.

Dance Combo Is Added
At Bowling Emporium

Cincinnati bowling lanes continue to

add varied attractions in effort to lure

still more patrons away from motion pic-

ture theatres. The latest of these efforts

is at a swank suburban bowling emporium,
which is providing dancing to music by a

popular local trio, and other entertainment
by a name vocalist and guitar player.

In a rhapsodical story about this bowl-
ing emporium and its varied entertainment
program, a local newspaper reporter de-

scribed it as “a 250-seat room with beautiful

decor and almost perfect show setting.”

With the owners of many of the other

75 local bowling establishments also hav-
ing recently announced expansions of

their entertainment programs, it appears
obvious that bowling has about reached
its saturation point as a recreational ac-
tivity, and that bowling operators must
hereafter make constantly increasing in-

vestments in “outside” entertainment to

insure the presence of a profitable num-
ber of patrons for their alley operations.
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Home Appliance Dealers Live Wires:

Surprise Package' Tieup Fantastic!

Seen at left is a 7x7-foot display in the lobby of the Carlton Theatre plugging the "Surprise Package

Contest" arranged with the largest appliance dealer in Toronto, Ont. At right, is another display,

this one in the appliance store.

Right up the front among aggressive

merchandisers in many communities fre-

quently is the appliance dealer. This man
is a live wire who knows how to grab a

selling gimmick and make it bring in the

shekels; in short, he’s a good one to tie

in with if you have a good selling idea.

Victor Nowe, manager of the downtown
Odeon Carlton at Toronto, thought of

the merchandising possibilities of the film

title, “Surprise Package,” and he went to

one of Toronto’s top-echelon merchan-
disers to peddle the title; namely, the New
Era Appliance Co., the largest store of

its kind in the growing Canadian metrop-
olis.

FANTASTIC’ RADIO TIME
The result was “fantastic.”

“Never before have we received so much
free radio publicity on any picture, or such
excellent coverage, by any sponsor,”

Nowe reports.

“Surprise Package” was on four radio

stations, at half-hour intervals, for a full

week in advance of opening and a week
afterward; it was on folders which were
carried all over the metropolitan area of

around a million and a half in population,

and the playdate was mentioned in ads in

three newspapers for a two-week period.

All this was without cost to the theatre
except for a lobby board and some passes.

The deal involved a special sale (in this

case a Grey Cup sale—it being football

finals time) and a super-exploited give-

away of some $500 in New Era merchan-
dise through a “Surprise Package Contest”
which was launched a week before opening
of the film at the Carlton and carried
through a week of the run.

All people had to do was go into the
New Era appliance store and pick up an
entry sheet, which was marked in large

letters, “Win the Contents of the New Era
Surprise Package.” The sheets were avail-

able in all departments and all floors of

the store. Each one contained blank spaces
for filling in name, address and phone
number. There was no obligation to buy,

just fill in a space with a guess of the

contents of the “surprise package” and
place the guess in the deposit box.

The surprise packages were on display,

one at a time, in the main window of the

New Era store. When the right guess was
received, that package was opened and
given away, and another package placed
in the window. New Era took 18 spots daily

on each of four radio stations for six days,

then a leading announcer, Ron Hewitt of

CKHF, broadcast live from the store,

drawing a name from the deposit box every
half hour, each time plugging the film at

the Carlton. This continued for the second
six days of the Grey Cup Sale.

The surprises in the packages consisted

of cameras, table hi-fi sets, transistor and
portable radio sets, electric coffee pots,

etc., plus passes to the Carlton as consola-
tion prizes.

At the store, all New Era salesmen wore
lapel ribbons bearing “Surprise Package”
credits. Numbered heralds also were avail-

able at the store for customers to take

home with them. Lucky numbers were
posted at the Carlton boxoffice, good for

prizes donated by New Era.

SCREENING FOR GREEKS
Other promotions included a screening

for leading members of local Greek so-

cieties and travel agencies.

In men’s stores, Manager Nowe featured

Yul Brynner with displays on suits,

sweaters, shirts and coats; in music stores

he planted stills of Mitzi Gaynor, and in

bookstores, libraries and variety stores,

stills of Noel Coward were used.

Some 300 window cards were distributed

through the city, 100 one-sheets were
pasted on outside buildings and billboards.

Vacation Time Shows
Using attractive titles, Fox Evergreen

Manager Dick Goldsworthy staged two spe-

cial kid shows, “Crazy House Capers” and
“Popeye Color Holiday Festival,” and
packed his theatre at Everett, Wash., to

the rafters with kids and teenagers dur-

ing Christmas vacation.

Airers Operate Booth

At Arena in Toledo
The drive-in theatres in Toledo, Ohio,

have united in a major publicity stroke

—

They acquired a major booth for all the

special shows in the Toledo Arena. These
will include such shows at the Flower,

Auto, Home & Travel and Sports. The
booth carries the names of all the drive-

ins. Handbills are passed out listing com-
ing attractions.

Best of all, the outdoor theatres have
acquired a 16mm trailer, heralding the

spring and early summer attractions. It

is being shown on a continuous run basis,

and thus far the theatre booth has been
the center of attraction at the major auto

show. U-I sent in the first trailers with
other production companies following un-
til there was almost a “feature” attraction

of trailers which made a big hit with the

Arena’s crowds.

Two Rentals in One Day
At Forest Park Theatre
Among the many theatre rentals ob-

tained throughout the year by Hugh Bor-

land, manager of the Forest Theatre in

Forest Park, 111., a suburb of Chicago,

were two Christmas parties, one in the

morning of December 10 (Saturday) and
the other in the afternoon, by the Tenth
Congressional District Citizens Club of

adjacent Maywood and by the Richardson
& Co. factory for members of United Rub-
ber Workers Local 323.

It was the fourth year both organiza-

tions have rented the Forest Theatre.
Admission to the Citizens Club Christ-

mas show was by special tickets which
were passed out by merchants in the

various suburbs who cooperated with the

club. A restaurant ad on the back paid

for the printing. Spaces were left for the

showgoer to fill in for the prizes. Photos
of the stage activities and stories about
the event appeared in the Time Clock
Time, a combined labor and community
newspaper.
More than 1,200 attended, mostly chil-

dren.
That afternoon the theatre was filled

again for the rubber workers party.

Schools, Radio, Theatre
In Miss Valentine Show
Hubert Bourne, manager of Schine’s

Ashland (Ohio) Theatre, held his second
annual Miss Valentine contest on the

stage Tuesday, February 14. The only cost

to the theatre is for a 40x60. All contest-

ants are selected from the high school, and
the entire proceedings are broadcast live

from the stage of the Ashland. The radio

station lines up the sponsors who contrib-

ute prizes to the contestants.

Quaker Oats Tieup
The Quaker Oats Co. again will tie in

with a motion picture to help sell its

cereal in the Chicago area. Some 30 mil-

lion coupons will be inserted in boxes of

Quaker Oats during March and April,

each one entitling a child under 12 to a
free ticket to “Cimarron” if accompanied
by an adult paid admission.
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Art Film All-Type Ad

Says Not Sex Alone
The Trans-Lux Theatre in Philadelphia

launched a newspaper advertising cam-
paign which elicted hundreds of phone
calls to the theatre from the trade and
the public alike. Designed to plug the

program of distinguished films which the

theatre has booked, along with a plug for

the current feature, the ad ran off the

amusement pages and consisted of 200

lines of type only.

“NOT BY SEX ALONE” was the head-
lines of the first ad, which explained

something about the so-called art films and
had some teasingly humorous things to

say about “Never on Sunday.”
The campaign was to run indefinitely,

with one ad a week in each of the three

dailies. The copy in the first ad:

If you were to press us for on explanation of

the term "art film" (a misnomer, which we dislike,)

we'd be slightly embarrassed. The best we could
offer would be: "Any distinguished motion picture,

foreign or domestic, notable for its lock of artifice,

its ability to come to grips with life and its hon-
esty of portrayal."

The thing that really intrigues us, however, is the
mistaken impression of people who contend that the

label "art film" is just a polite phrase for "sex
film." Anyone in this frame of mind could easily

sex-equate, for example, such distinguished films

as "Hiroshima, Mon Amour," "Sons and Lovers,"

and our current Trans-Lux attraction "Never on
Sunday" which deals with an old profession in a

new and unique way.
Follow this chain of reasoning one step further

—into the world of literature—and you're bound
to come up with the rather startling conclusion

that three of the "sexiest" works on the book-
shelves are "Mother Goose," "Hamlet" and the an-
nual reports of the Philadelphia Police Dept.

(Drop in and see for yourself!)

TRANS-LUX THEATRE
Cestnut Street

Miscellaneous Games
For Saturday Night

J. S. Howard, manager of the Airvue at

Goldsboro, N. C., launched a Saturday
Night Gala Ball for lack of anything bet-

ter to call it, he reports. On the night’s

program were a number of games includ-

ing a fire ball in each box of corn, plus

$10 in coupons and cash in 300 popcorn
boxes, with theatre passes and tickets to

the snack bar as other inducements. The
old Lucky game was revamped, too, and
put to work. Lucky numbers on admission
tickets entitled the winners to try at a

numbered board on which each number is

backed by a prize of some kind.

The Airvue also features a Jackpot
number every Saturday night with the pot

growing by $5 each time it is unclaimed.

Kiss Giveaway for 'Grass'
Lou Cohen, Loew’s Poli, and Ralph

Moyer, U-I, set up a “kiss” giveaway on
opening night of “The Grass Is Greener,”
a model distributing candy kisses in the
lobby from 7 to 9 p.m. Local newspapers
covered the event. Promotion was aided
by a telephone hookup interview with
Cary Grant by Allen M. Widem, Hartford
Times.

'Space' Streamers at Stores

When “Battle in Outer Space” played
the Fox, Corning, N. Y., Toby Ross tied

up all local dime stores, plus the other toy

stores (including a department store), and
they all had streamers and toy displays
in their windows, all of which got the kids

talking it up.

This arrangement at the Rochester, N. Y., Bowl-

ing Center is typical of the tieups being made
with the ten-pin alleys over the country for "The

Grass Is Greener." The banner is 30x3 feet, and

was up two weeks in advance of the opening at

the RKO Palace Theatre, where Earl Hubbard is

manager. The center copy announces that the

"Grass" pin (painted green) comes up frequently

in the No. 1 position, and to the man who gets

a strike or the woman who knocks it down will

go two tickets to "The Grass Is Greener." The

Greetings for Elvis
A week before Christmas and two weeks

before the opening of “The Flaming
Star,” Walt Guarino, manager, put up a
giant “Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year” greeting card in the lobby, ad-
dressed to Elvis Presley, care 20th Cen-
tury-Fox Studio, Hollywood. The card,

4x8 feet, appeared on a tripod on the outer
lobby till the day before opening while
the bobbysoxers, the ponytail tribe and all

Presley aficionados had a ball scrawling
their names and “love” on the card at

the Saenger in New Orleans.

Big New Year's Gross
Joe Ruddick, Fox Midwest manager at

Joplin, Mo., went out for a New Year’s
Eve record. He started with a “The 3

Worlds of Gulliver” matinee for the kids,

then three evening showings of “The
Wackiest Ship in the Army,” followed by
a midnight showing of “G.I. Blues.”
Business was great!

'Magnificent 7' Tieup
Publication of an eight-page two-color

tabloid section on “The Magnificent
7” was achieved by Bill Hertz, who set the
promotion with his Ontario, Calif., news-
paper. Hertz lined up “7 magnificent On-
tario merchants,” each of which earned a
page ad, headed by the film title, art and
theatre credit.

Banged-Up Racer at Theatre
At the Glove,, Gloversville, N. Y., on

“Thunder in Carolina,” Dewey Van Scoy
arranged to have a stock car racer in front
of the theatre before and during play-
dates. It wasn’t exactly pretty, but it sure
did attract attention. Banners on each
side carried copy on the picture and play-
dates. Local stock car officials were in-
vited as guests on opening night.

bowling alley plugged the deal on its radio and

television programs as well as in the huge sign

which is pictured in the above illustration.

Richard DeLaney arranged a similar deal with

the Key Lanes in Fort Wayne, Ind., for the show-

ing of the film at the Embassy Theatre. DeLaney,

manager of the Jefferson Theatre there, was
temporarily on duty at the Embassy. There was
one pin in every lane painted green. "This is a

good idea which can be used on many pictures,"

DeLaney remarks.

Color Contest by Ages
For Miami 'Dalmatians'
Four age-group contests in coloring were

a part of the promotion of “One Hundred
and One Dalmatians,” which premiered at
the Olympia and Gables theatres in Mi-
ami, and the Florida theatres in Holly-
wood, Fort Lauderdale and West Palm
Beach. The contest was sponsored jointly

by Florida State Theatres and the Miami
News, which published a six-column
drawing. In one contest, the youngsters
were from ages up to 6 years. Other divi-

sions were from 6 to 9, 9 to 12, and 12

years and over.

Four first prizes were live puppies from
the Humane Society of Greater Miami,
plus a three-month supply of Friskies dog
food, or a large stuffed Dalmatian toy
dog. The second place prizes were original
drawings by Disney artists plus Disney’s
story teller “One Hundred and One Dal-
matians” album. Third, small stuffed Dal-
matian toy dogs, plus the albums. Fourth
through the tenth prizes in each age group
received two free passes to see the iflm.

Big Presley Contest
When Bob Apple, Fox West Coast man-

ager at San Francisco, booked “The
Flaming Star,” he decided to hold an Elvis
Presley contest. Tieing in with the San
Francisco Chronicle and the local Presley
fan clubs, Apple garnered some king-size
publicity breaks. Using a radio deejay as a
judge opened up the airwaves, too.

A 'CinderFella' Stunt
To create interest for “CinderFella” for

its subrun at the Boulevard Theatre,
Minneapolis, Rex Pickett, manager, had a
man’s shoe on a “plush” pillow with a seat
nearby in the lobby. Any man whom the
shoe fit was admitted free
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A contest to find a "look-alike" for Elizabeth Taylor was used by Regal Johnson, manager of the

World Theatre, Minneapolis, prior to the opening of "Butterfield 8" at the house. The contest was

plugged by Cedric Adams, Minneapolis Star columnist. Pictured are the ten finalists in the contest

as well as Leo Vetter, assistant manager of the World (back row, left); Cedric Adams (center);

Adams' secretary, Mary Lou Myers (back row, second from right), and Johnson, far right. The

winner is to the right of Cedric Adams (with beads). She was awarded the following: a $25 U. S.

savings bond, a dress of her choice from a Minneapolis shop, a night out at Freddies', Minneapolis

night club, a pair of tickets for "Ben-Hur," a season pass to the World Theatre, an Eddie Fisher

record album and three television appearances. Finalists all were treated to lunch at Charlie's Cafe.

-

Take a Tip From Grocery, Repetition

Is Important in Theatre Advertising

Day by day, year by year the grocer’s

stock in trade is virtually the same—meat,

potatoes, fruits, vegetables and the long

list of food items—and practically every-

one in the land, man, woman and child,

knows what a food market has on sale.

Why do the grocers advertise, day in

and day out, what everyone knows? Price?

Differences in packaging? Important as

these are, it’s not logical that these are

the only reasons the food industry ad-
vertising-promotion volume is among the

highest among all businesses.

The fact is that people like to eat; in

this land of plenty, particularly, one
doesn’t eat simply to live, millions live to

eat. Food is a pleasure, a means of relaxa-

tion, an emotion-arousing status symbol
of prosperity and comfort. Thus grocery
advertising—endless pages of newspaper
ads, innumerable radio-television spots,

circulars scattered into every nook and
cranny—by the minute day and night stir

up images redolent of the tastes and ap-
petite-arousing fragrances of a thousand
and one meals.
And no respectable supermarket spends

big money on a one-shot ad. Not meat
alone, each ad runs the whole gamut of

suggestive, memory-arousing items.

But what have grocery ads got to do
with motion picture promotion? Obviously,
very much.

It’s not price that stirs up the pleasures
of eating and makes people want to buy
the items advertised; it’s the items them-
selves—club steak which stirs up happy
memories and hunger for another broiled,

juicy piece of meat; Hawaiian fruit

punch, in red and gold cans, sweet, cool

and thirst-quenching, and on through the
thousand and one foods.

Plus repetition, day in and day out, to

as many people as advertising money per-

mits. And when money runs out, finds a

way to carry on without money.
This, too, is the way of successful theatre

management as carried out at the Forest
Theatre, a community house in a suburb
of Chicago. Hugh Borland is the manager.
His objective is to advertise, day in and
day out, endlessly repeating the items in

his stock of trade. With him, as with all

good businessmen, spending is rigidly

limited by revenue, so sometimes he uses
other media of exchange than money.
For several years he has had arrange-

ments going with three radio stations and
a suburban newspaper through which he
receives advertising on the air and space
in the weekly in return for passes and
plugging station programs at the theatre.

For the newspaper, Borland writes a

weekly Household Hints column.
The radio stations are located in the

surrounding suburbs of Broadview and
Oak Park, and in his own Forest Park. The
newspaper is the Southern District News
of Oak Park.
The tieups have been in effect as far

"GO OUT FOR THE BEST-GO OUT TO THE MOVIES REGULARLY"

W. O. P. A. Listener's Pass

ADMIT ONE, FOR ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY

FOREST THEATRE
7526 Madison Street - Forest Park, Illinois

"ALWAYS PRESENTING THE PICTURES YOU LIKE BEST"

VOID AFTER

Signed

Special pass card, 4x2’/2 inches, made up by Man-

ager Hugh Borland in publicity tieup with radio

station WOPA.

back as 1957.

Here’s how the deal with Oak Park sta-
tion WOPA was effected. Several years
ago the station mailed a circular to Man-
ager Borland’s home telling about the
new WOPA Polka Party, which includes
a quiz prize program. Maybe there was a
chance for an exchange deal (he thought)
—a theatre screen announcement for three
plugs daily on the Polka program. In addi-
tion, WOPA would print a Listener’s Pass,
mailing one to every person called in the
telephone quiz.

GRAB UP IDEA
The WOPA executives grabbed up the

idea.

Borland wrote the copy for the pass,

which besides the heading, WOPA LIS-
TENER’S PASS, contained the slogan, “Go
Out for the Best—Go Out to the Movies
Regularly,” and the name and address of

the Forest Theatre and “Always Present-
ing the Pictures You Like Best.”

The tiein screen announcement was:
“For the convenience of our patrons . . .

Our daily program announcements are

on the air . . . Tune in to the midday
Polka Party, 12:30 to 2 p.m. daily . . .

Station WOPA, 1490 kilocycles on your
dial . . . With the Maly Wayne and Steve
Mitchell telephone quiz program . . . For
Free guest tickets to this theatre and
many other valuable prizes tune in WOPA
. . . Your good deed for the day is to tell

someone to tune in to Midday Polka
Party.”

Another tieup has been in effect on
WTAQ in Forest Park for three years.

Three weeks after the First Savings &
Loan Ass’n started a Saturday morning
program, Borland sold them on the idea of

having a Name the Tune contest, for which
the theatre would give 25 guest tickets

each week, in return for which the theatre

would receive three announcements on
the First Savings program. First Savings
paid for the printing of special tickets

similar to the WOPA Listener’s Pass.

Later the Broadway Bank in the sub-
urb of that name started a weekly radio
program, and Borland set up the same
Name the Tune deal there as with First

Savings.

GETS WEEKLY SPACE
Weekly space averaging two columns,

eight to 12 inches, was obtained in the

Southern District News in exchange for

which Borland compiled a weekly House-
hold Hints column from publications put
out by the home building and accessories

industries, such as the plumbing trade,

paint manufacturers, the National Ass’n

of Home Builders, the Better Business
Bureau, the Home Furnishings Industry
Committee, etc.

Grocery ads? The screen, too, depicts

situations and items that stir up a thous-
and and one images of pleasure—love of

sex, adventure, achievement, victory,

wealth, love of children, love of animals,
music . . . almost everything in the heart
and mind. Advertise many, not just one,

or two.

Sponsored Shows for Charity

Tieing up with a local charity group,
Earl Petterson, Fox West Coast manager
at Fullerton, Calif., set up a series of three

sponsored morning shows. The Children’s

Home Society, which benefitted from the

series, sold out all three houses and would
like to do it again.
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An interprative analysis of lay and tradepress reviews. Running time is in parentheses. The
plus and minus signs indicate degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews, updated regularly.
This department also serves as an ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feature releases. © is for
CinemaScope; ® VistaVision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Regalscope; © Technirama.
Symbol denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. For listings by
company in the order of release, see FEATURE CHART.

Review digest
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX

tt Very Good; + Good; — Fair; — Poor; = Very Poor. In the summary "H- is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses.

E
E
2
</)

2473 ©Alamo, The (162) Todd-AO

Historical Drama UA

2442 ©All the Fine Young Cannibals

(122) © Drama MGM
2477AII the Young Men (86) Dr Col

2443 ©Amazing Mr. Teas, The (70)

Novelty Pad Prod-SR

2457 Angel Wore Red, The (99 Dr MGM
2489 Angry Silence, The (95) Dr Valiant

2496 Another Sky (83) Melodr Harrison

2428 Apartment, The (125)

Panavision Com-Dr UA
2452 As the Sea Rages (74) Dr Col

— B

—

2429 ©Battle in Outer Space (90) Tohoscope,

Science-Fiction (English-dubbed) Col

2441 Eellboy, The (72) Farce Para

2433 ©Bells Are Ringing (127) © Mus. MGM
2382 ©Ben-Hur (212) Camera 65

Biblical Drama MGM
2453 ©Between Time and Eternity

(98) Dr .U-l

2458 Beyond the Time Barrier (75) SF AIP

2429 Bluebeard’s Ten Honeymoons (82) Cr. AA

2496 Blueprint for Robbery (88) Cr Para

2461 Boy Who Stole a Million. The

(64) Comedy-Drama Para

2474 ©Breath of Scandal, A

(98) Comedy Para

2424 ©Brides of Dracula, The

(85) Horror Dr U-l

2473 ©Butterfield 8 (109) © Drama. . MGM

—C—
2438 Cage of Evil (70) Crime UA

2407 ©Can-Can (131)

Todd-AO Musical 20th-Fox

2448 ©Captain’s Table, The (90)

Comedy 20th-Fox

2494 Carry On, Constable (86) Com Govn’r

2408 Carry On, Nurse (89) Farce. ... Governor

2495 ©Carthage in Flames (111)

© Spectacle Drama Col

2485 Caltiki, The Immortal Monster

(76) Sc.-F’n AA

2433 ©Chartroose Caboose, The (75)

Panavision Comedy U-l

2482 $>©CinderFella (88) Comedy .... Para

2488 ©Cimarron (140) © Dr MGM
2497 Circle of Deception (100) Dr. 20th-Fox

2491 Code of Silence (75)

Melodrama Sterling World-SR

2474 College Confidential (90) Melo U-l

2437 Come Back, Africa (90)

Social Documentary Dr Rogosin

2456 Come Dance With Me! (91)

Comedy- Mystery Kingsley-Union

2487 Crazy for Love (80) Com Ellis

2455 ©Crowded Sky, The (105) Dr WB
2494 ©Cry for Happy (110) © Com Col

—D—
2464 ©Dark at the Top of the Stairs,

The (124) Drama WB
2486 Date Bait (71) Melo Filmgroup

2446 Day They Robbed the Bank

of England, The (84) Cr. Dr. ..MGM
2491 Desert Attack (76) Melo 20th-Fox

2462 Desire in the Dust (105) © Dr. 20th-Fox

2484 Dog, a Mouse and a Sputnik. A

(90) Comedy F-A-W

2499 Dondi (100) Comedy AA

—E

—

2442 ©Elmer Gantry (145) Drama UA

2449 Enemy General, The (75) Dr Col

2469 Entertainer, The (98) Dr Cont'l

2482 ©Esther and the King (109)

© Adventure Drama 20th-Fox

2490 ©Exodus (212) Super-Panavision 70

Drama UA

— F

—

2479 Facts of Life, The (103) Com-Dr UA

2456 ©Fast & Sexy (99) © Comedy Col

2496 Fever in the Blood, A (117) Dr WB
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2458 ©Five Bold Women (82) W’n . .Citation

2489 ©Flaming Star (101) ©
Outdoor Drama 20th-Fox

2478 ©Flute and the Arrow, The (78)

Documentary Drama Janus

2448 ©For the Love of Mike (87)

© Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox

2483 Four Desperate Men (105) Melo. . . Cont’l

2471 48 Hours to Live (86)

Melodrama Cinema Assoc-SR

2498 Foxhole in Cairo (78) Dr Para

2464 ©Freckles (84) © Outdoor 20th-Fox

2495 French Mistress, A (91) Com. ..F-A-W

2441 ©From the Terrace (144) ©
Drama 20th-Fox

2472 ©G. I. Blues (104) Com/Mus Para

2459 Girl in Lovers Lane, The

(78) Melodrama Filmgroup

2468 Girl of the Night (83) Dr WB
2491 ©Goddess of Love, The (68)

© Spectacle 20th-Fox

2500 Gold of the Seven Saints (88)

Outdoor Drama WB
2490 ©Goliath and the Dragon (90) ©

Costume Spectacle AIP

2457 Good Girls Beware (80) Melodr. UMPO

2495 ©Go Naked in the World

(103) © Drama MGM
3498 ©Gorgo (78) © Adv. Dr MGM
2486 ©Grass Is Greener, The

(105) © Comedy U-l

2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l

2446 ©Green Carnation, The (128) © Dr.

(Reviewed as “The Trials of Oscar

Wilde”) Warwick

—H—
2488 Hand in Hand (75) Dr Col

2475 ©Heaven on Earth (84)

Documentary Drama JB-SR

2473 Hell Is a City (96) Action Col

2447 Hell to Eternity (132) Dr AA

2487 ©Herod the Great (93) ©
Costume Spectacle AA

2478 Heroes Die Young (76) Melodrama AA

2457 ©Hideout in the Sun (72)

Nudist drama Astor

2454 High-Powered Rifle, The

(60) Action 20th-Fox

2486 High School Caesar (72) Melo. Filmgroup

2464 y©High Time (103) © Com/Mus 20-Fox

2499 Home Is the Hero (83) Dr Showcorp

2435 ©House of Usher, The (SO) © Ho... AIP

2459 I Aim at the Stars (107)

Biographical Drama Col

2436 ©Ice Palace (143) Drama WB
2444 ©Idiot, The (122) Dostoievsky classic

(English-dubbed) 20th-Fox

2427 I'm All Right, Jack (105) Comedy . Col

2442 Inherit the Wind (126) Drama UA

2467 It Happened in Broad Daylight

(97) Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) ...Cont’l

2440 ©It Started in Naples

(100) © Comedy Para

2481 Jazz Boat (96) © Dr/Music Col

2479 ©Journey to the Lost City

(90) © Adv. Drama AIP

2452 ©Jungle Cat (70) Documentary. BV

—K—
2471 Kill Me Tomorrow (80) Melodr Tudor

2466 Key Witness (81) © Drama MGM

—L—
2466 ©Last Woman on Earth, The (71)

Melodrama Filmgroup

2482 Left, Right and Center (90)

Comedy Bentley

2476 ©Legions of the Nile (91) ©
Action Spectacle 20th-Fox
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7-18-60 44 44 44 44 2*2 + 11+2—

10-24-60 + + ± 44 + + 8+2—

9-12-60 + 1+1—
10-10-60 + 44 + + 8+3-

1- 9-61 + - Hh 2+2—

2- 6-61 ± 1+1-

12-26-60 + + _ + — 5+4-
9- 5-60 + 1+

1-23-61 + 44 + 4+
1-30-61 44 2*2 + + + 44 8+1-

12-12-60 + 44 + 44
_ + 44 9+1-

11-28-60 44 44 + 44 44 44 11+

8- 1-60 44 44 44 44 + 44 44 13+

12-19-60 + 44 44 44 44 44 11+

11-14-60 + -4- + + + 5+1-
10-31-60 + 44 + + 44 + + 9+
8- 8-60 44 44 44 44 44 + + 12+

12-19-60 + 2*n + + 6+3-
11-14-60 + ± 3+2-

9- 5-60 1+1-

8-22-60 — 2*2 2*r ± — 4+6-
12-12-60 + 1+
9-26-60 + + + 44 44 + + 9+
2- 6-61 44 + 3+
6-27-60 + + + 44 44 44 44 11+

9-12-60 + 44 + + + + 44 9+
6-27-60 + 44 44 44 + + 10+1-

7-18-60 _ + + + — + 44 6+2-
6- 6-60 44 + 44 + + 44 44 11+
7-18-60 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

10-10-60 + 44 44 + + 7+

7-11-60 44 ± + 44 44 + + 10+1-

11-28-60 + Hh + 4+2-

11-21-60 + 2*2, _ + ± 6+5-
8-22-60 + + + 44 44 44 44 11+

10-24-60 + 1+
10- 3-60 + 44 + + + + 8+1-

10- 3-60 + - 1+1-

11-28-60 44 44 4+

11- 7-60 2*2 — — 2*2 - — 2+7-
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REVIEW DIGEST
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX In the summary t+ is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses.1— Very Good; Good; — Fair; — Poor; = Very Poor.
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2476 ©Secret of the Purple Reef (SO) ©

2465 Let No Man Write My Epitaph

(106) Drama Col 10- 3-60 ff

245S ©Let's Make Love (11S) ©
Comedy/Music 20th-Fox 9- 5-60 +f

2493 ©Little Angel (90) Com-Dr Murray 1-16-61 ±
2465 Little Shop of Horrors, The (70)

Horror Comedy Filmgroup 10- 3-60 +
2439 Q©Lost World, The (9S) ©

Science-Fiction 20th-Fox 7-11-60 +
2453 Louisiana Hussy (SO) Melodr Howco 8-22-60 ±

—M—
2459 Magdalena (76) Melodrama SR 12-26-60 it

2468 ©Magnificent Seven, The (128)

Outdoor Dr. (Panavision) UA 10-10-60 ff
2492 Make Mine Mink (101) Com Cont’l 1- 9-61 4+
2431 Man in a Cocked Hat (87)

Comedy . . . . Showcorporation of Amer. 6-13-60 +
2452 Man Who Wouldn't Talk. The (97)

Mystery Drama Showcorp. 8-22-6C +
2484 ©Marriage-Go-Round, The

(99) © Comedy 20th-Fox 12- 5-60 +
2469 ©Midnight Lace (108) Dr U-l 10-17-60 +
2500 Misfits. The (124) Drama UA 2- 6-61 +
2443 Missile From Hell (82) Dr NTA 7-18-60 ±
2444 Model for Murder (75) Cr Cin. Assoc 7-18-60 ±
2499 More Deadly Than the Male (60)

Crime Melodrama Schoenfeld 2- 6-61 ++
2438 Murder, Inc. (103) © Crime. 20th-Fox 7- 4-60 +
2421 My Dog, Buddy (76) Dr Col 5-16-60 +

—N

—

2470 Natchez Trace (80) Adv. . . Panorama-SR 10-17-60 +
2470 Never on Sunday (97) Com-Dr. Lopert-UA 10-17-60 -+

2435 ©Next to No Time (93) Com. Showcorp. 6-27-60 ±
2462 Night Fighters, The (85) Dr UA 9-19-60 +
2447 Night of Love (93) Melodr Howco 8- 8-60 ±
2450 ©Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (108)

Totalscope His. Dr Col 8-15-60 ±
2478 ©North to Alaska (122) ©

Action Comedy 20th-Fox 11-14-60 +

2451 ^©Ocean’s 11 (128) © Com-Dr... WB 8-22-60 4+

2497 ©One Hundred and One Dalmatians

(SO) Animated Feature BV 1-30-61 +
2450 ©One Foot in Hell (89)

©Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox 8-15-60 +
2445 Oscar Wilde (96) Dr Four City Ent 8- 1-60 +

—P—
2417 Pay or Die (110) Dr AA 5- 2-60+4
2492 ©Pepe (195) ©Comedy/Music Col 1- 9-61 ++
2422 Platinum High School (93) Dr MGM 5-16-60 ±
2469 Please Turn Over (86) Farce Col 10-17-60 -+

2477 Plunderers, The (94) Adv. Dr AA 11-14-60 +
2416 U©Pollyanna (134) Com. Dr BV 4-18-60 ++
2436 ©Portrait in Black (111) Dr U-l 6-27-60 ++
2477 Price of Silence. The (72)

Melodrama Exclusive-SR 11-14-60 +
2431 Prime Time, The (76) Dr. Essanjay-SR 6-13-60 ±
2414 Private Property (79) Dr Citation 4-11-60 -+

2440 Psycho (109) Suspense Drama .... Para 7-11-60 ++

—R—
2419 Raymie (73) Drama AA 5- 9-60 -+

2454 Rebel Girls (70) Action Luzon-SR 8-22-60 ±
2490 ©Ritual of Love, The (72)

Documentary Pacemaker-SR 12-26-60 +
2432 Rosemary (105) Drama F-A-W 6-13-60 +
2485 ©Royal Ballet (131) Ballet Lopert 12-12-60 +|

2460 Runaway (76) Melodrama . . .Group 9 9-12-60 -+

—

S

2468 ©Santa Claus (94) Fantasy/Music

(English-dubbed) Murray-SR 10-10-60 ±
2451 Savage Eye, The (67) Semidocumentary

Drama Trans-Lux Kingsley 8-22-60 ++
2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (110)

± + ++ + + 44 10+1-

++++++ + ++ +F 13+
± + ± 4+3-

1+

44 + ++ + ± ± 9+2-
1+1-

2432 School for Love (76) Dr NTA 6-13-60 ±
2456 School for Scoundrels (94)

2467 ©September Storm (99) Action

(Stereovision) 20th-Fox 10-10-60 ±
2460 ©Seven Ways From Sundown

1+1-

2474 Sex Kittens Go to College

44 44 44 + + 44 12+
44 + + + 44 9+

44 + 44 7+1-

1+

+ ±_ 44 44 + 44 10+1—
+ + 44 44 44 44 12+
44 44 44 44 9+

1+1-
1+1-

2+
+ -V- + 44 + 44 9+1-

+ — 5+4-

1+
44 + 44 + + + 10+
+ + ± 4+2-
+ + + + + 6+

1+1-

+ + + + H- + 7+2-

+ 44 44 + 44 10+1-

44 + 44 44 44 12+1—

44 + 44 44 44 10+

+ + + + + + 7+
44 + 44 + 44 4+ 11+

44 44 44 + + 44 12+
+ 44 44 44 44 12+1—

— + + + + 6+3-
44 44 + 44 + 9+

+ + + 5+1-
44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
- + — 44 7+4-

1+
= 2+4-

+ + + + 6+1-
44 44 44 44 + 44 13+

+ + + + 5+
1+1-

1+
44 + + 44 7+

44 4+
1+

+ + 5+3-

44 44 44 9+1-

44 + 4+ 44 + 10+
1+1-

44 44 44 + + + 10+

± + + 5+3-

± + + + 6+3-

4+ + + + + 7+

— _ 2+3-
+ + ~ 3+1-

2472 She Walks by Night (85) Melo. Woolner

2455 Sin & Desire (77) Dr Atlantis

2479 Sinners of Paris (81) Melodr Ellis

2480 Squad Car (60) Melodrama. ... 20th-Fox

2380 ©Snow Queen, The (70) U-l

2439 Sons and Lovers (103) © Dr. . . 20th-Fox

2440 ©Song Without End (142) ©
Drama/Music Col

2438 S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac U-l

2470 ©Spartacus (189) Super Technirama-70

Adventure Spectacle U-l

2485 Spring Affair (69) Comedy SR

2437 Stop! Look & Laugh! (78) Com Col

2434 ©Story of Ruth, The (113) ©
Biblical Drama 20th-Fox

2437 ©Subterraneans, The (89) © Dr... MGM
2423 Stranglers of Bombay

(81) © Adv Col

2445 Studs Lonigan (103) Dr UA

2476 ^©Sundowners, The (133) Dr WB
2466 ^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) Drama ..WB

2467 Surprise Package (100) Comedy. ... Col

2477 ©Swiss Family Robinson (128)

Adv. Classic, Panavision BV

2486 ©Sword and the Dragon (83)

Folklore Spectacle Valiant

2494 ©Sword of Sherwood Forest (80) ©
Adventure Drama Col

—
'

T—
2430©Tarzan the Magnificent (88) Adv. .. Para

2465 ©Ten Who Dared (92) Adv BV

2493 Tess of the Storm Country (84)

© Melodrama 20th-Fox

2435 13 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy ....Col

2450 ©39 Steps, The (95) © Adv. . . 20th-Fox

2485 ©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100)

Superdynamation, Fantasy Col

2439 ©Thunder in Carolina (92)

Racing Drama Howco

2389 Tiger Bay (105) Suspense Cont’l

2446 ©Time Machine, The (103) Sc-F. . . MGM
2392 (^©Toby Tyler (96) Adv. Comedy.. BV

2498 ©Tomboy and the Champ (92)

Comedy-Drama U-l

2481 Tormented (75) Horror Drama AA

2480 Touch of Flesh. The (76)

Drama Amity Films-SR

2441 Trapped in Tangier (77)

Cr. Drama Supercinescope. . 20th-Fox

2446 ©Trials of Oscar Wilde, The (See “The

Green Carnation")

2493 ©Tunes of Glory (106) Dr Lopert

2436 12 to the Moon (74) Sc-F’n Col

—U—
2460 Under Ten Flags (92) Dr Para

2492 Unfaithfuls, The (89) Melodrama AA

+ ± 44

10-

24-60 +
8-29-60 +

11-

21-60 +
11-21-60 ±

11-

23-59 ++

7-11-60 44

7-11-60 ++

7- 4-60 44

10-

17-60 +f

12-

12-60 ±
7- 4-60 +

6-

20-60 +f

7- 4-60 +

5-

23-60 +
8- 1-60 ++

11- 7-60 ++

10- 3-60 ++

10-10-60 ++

11-

14-60 ++

12-

19-60 +

1-16-61 +

6-

13-60 +
10- 3-60 +

1-16-61 +

6-

27-60 ++

8-16-60 ++

12-12-60 +

7-

11-60 +
1-11-60 ++

8- 1-60 +|

1-18-60 ++

1-30-61 +

11-

28-60 +

11-21-60 ±

7-18-60 = 44 44 ±

+

44

1-16-61 ++

6-27-60 ±

9-12-60 +
1- 9-61 +

+ + + +

—V—
2418 Valley of the Redwoods

(62) © Crime Drama 20th-Fox 5- 2-60 +
2472 Village of the Damned (78)

Horror Drama MGM 10-24-60 +

—W—
2483 ©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The

(99) © Comedy Col

2449 Walking Target (74) Action UA

2471 ©Walk Tall (60) © Western. 20th- Fox

2484 ©Where the Boys Are (99) © Com. MGM
2463 Where the Hot Wind Blows (120)

Dr. (English-dubbed) MGM
2500 ©White Warrior (86) ©

Adv. Dr. (Eng-dubbed) WB
2445 Why Must I Die? (90) Melodr AIP

2444 Wicked Go to Hell, The (74)

(English-dubbed) Dr Fanfare

2475 Wild Rapture (68)

Documentary Exclusive-SR

2459 Wild Ride, The (63) Ac Filmgroup

2487 ©Wizard of Baghdad (92) ©

12- 5-60 +
8-16-60 +

10-

24-60 ±
12- 5-60 ++

9-26-60 +

2- 6-61 +
8- 1-60 44

7-18-60 +

11- 7-60 +
9-12-60 -

Costume Comedy . . . 20th-Fox 12-19-60 +
2480 ©World of Suzie Wong. The (129)

Drama Para 11-28-60 -H- 44

—XYZ

—

2451 Young Jesse James (73) ©
Action Drama . . . 20th-Fox 8-22-60 ± +

2497 Young One, The (96) Dr.. 1-30-61 + +

— 1+4-
44

HK
44 + 11+1-

44 44 44 44 14+

44 44 44 44 13+1-

+ + 6+1-

44 44 44 44 14+

+ 2+1-
+ + + 6+

44 44 44 + 12+

+ + 7+4-

+ + 7+3-
44 44 + 9+1-
44 44 44 44 14+

44 44 44 44 14+

44 + ± 9+3-

44 44 44 44 12+1-

+ 2+

+ 44 8+3—

44 + + + 8+1-
+ + 44 7+1-

+ 3+
+ 44 + + 9+1-
+ + + 8+1-

44 44 + 44 11+

+ 4+2-
44 44 44 10+

44 + + 44 12+

44 44 44 44 14+

+ + 4+1-
1+

1+1-

44 - 1+10-

44 44 + 44 13+

+ — -4- -+- 6+6-

+ + 44 8+1-
2+2-

+ + + 6+1-

+ 44 44 + 10+

44 + 44 9+1-
+ 5+3-
+ + 6+4-
44 44 + 44 13+

+ — + 6+2-

4+ -

44

± 4+2-
- ± 3+3-

1+

1+
1-

+ + 6+2-

+ + ++ 12+

± + ± 6+4-
± ± 44 9+3-
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemaScope;
® Vistovision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Rcgalscope; © Technirama. Symbol ij denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart

an tec,

disy

ALLIED ARTISTS I U AMERICAN INT'L I U COLUMBIA | U M-G-M iti
Why Must 1 Die? (86) D. .504

Terry Moore, Debra Paget

Jailbreakers (64) Ac.. 408
Robert Hutton. Mary Castle

The Mountain Road (102) . . D . .429
James Stewart, Lisa Lu

©Battle in Outer Space

(90) Ac.. 430
Ryo Ikebe and all-Japanese cast

12 to the Moon (74) SF. .431
Ken Clark, Rob’t Montgomery jr.

^©Adventures of Huckleberry

Finn (107) © CD . 16
Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges,

Archie Moore, Judy Canova

©The Giant of Marathon

(88) D..15
Steve Reeves, Mylene Demongeot

Pay or Die (110) Cr..6004
Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lamport

Raymie (73) Ad.. 6006
David Ladd, Julie Adams, John

Agar

©The House of Usher

(85) © Ho. 502
Vincent Price, Mark Damon,
Myrna Fahey

Beyond the Time Barrier

(SO) SF .505
Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins

Amazing Transparent Man
(60) SF..506

Marguerite Chapman, Douglas

Kennedy

©Strangers When We Meet

(117) © 0 .501
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak,
Barbara Rush, Kent Smith

13 Ghosts (88) Ho C . . 502
Jo Morrow, Rosemary DeCamp,
Donald Woods (partly in color)

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) S..503
Three Stooges, Paul Winchell

The Day They Robbed the

Bank of England (85) . . . . D . .19
Aldo Ray. Hugh Griffith,

Elizabeth Sellars

©Bells Are Ringing

(127) © M..17
Judy Holliday, Dean Martin,

Fred Clark

Sex Kittens Go to

College (94) C. .6003

Mamie Van Doren. Tuesday Weld,

Mijanou Bardot, Mickey Shaugh-

nessy, Louis Nye

My Dog, Buddy (77) D..450
London (dog star), Travis Lemmond

©The Nights of Lucretia Borgia

(108) Totalscope Hi . 504
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©The Time Machine (103).. SF.. 9
Rod Taylor, Yvette Mimieux

©All the Fine Young
Cannibals (122) © D..20

Natalie Wood, Robert Wagner,
Susan Kohner, George Hamilton

Hell to Eternity (132) D6007
Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen,

Vic Damone, Patricia Owens

Caltiki, The Immortal

Monster (76) SF. .6009
John Merlvale, Didi Sullivan

Tormented (75) D..6010
Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon

The Enemy General (74). D . 505
Van Johnson, Jean-Pierre Aumont

All the Young Men (87).. D.. 506
Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier,

Ingemar Johansson, Mort Sahl,

©Fast and Sexy (98) © CD.. 507
Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson,

Vittorio DeSica
As the Sea Rages (74) D..508
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson,

Cameron Mitchell

The Angel Wore Red (99).. D.. 101
Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,
Joseph Cotten

©The Subterraneans (88) © D. .102
Leslie Caron, George Peppard,
Janice Rule, Roddy MacDowall

Heroes Die Young (76) . . . . D . .6014
Erika Peters, Scott Borland

©Serengeti Shall Not Die

(84) Doc. 6013

©Journey to the Lost City

(90) Ad.. 508
Debra Paget, Paul Christian

1 Aim at the Stars (107) BiD. .512
Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw

I’m All Right, Jack (104) C . . 515
Ian Carmichael, Peter Sellers,

Terry-Thomas, Dennis Price

©Song Without End (130)

© Bi/M.. 511
Dirk Bogarde, Capucine,

Genevieve Page

Key Witness (81) © . ...D..103
Jeffrey Hunter, Pat Crowley

The Plunderers (94) . . . . Ad . .6008
Jeff Chandler, John Saxon,

Dolores Hart, Ray Stricklyn

The Unfaithfuls (89) D. .6015
Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt,

Pierre Cressoy

©Goliath and the Dragon

(90) © Ad.. 509
Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford

Let No Man Write My
Epitaph (106) D .513

Burl Ives, Shelley Winters. James
Darren, Jean Seberg

Surprise Package (100) . . . . C . . 514
Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor,

Noel Coward

Hell Is a City (96) ©..Cr. .516
Stanley Baker, John Crawford

Where the Hot Wind Blows

(120) D..104
Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Montand

©Butterfield 8 (109) ©..D..106
Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey,

Eddie Fisher, Dina MerriU

©Herod the Great (95) . .Ad. .6016
Edmund Purdom, Sylvia Lopez

©The 3 Worlds of Gulliver

(100) SuperDynamation . Ad. .517

Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow

Please Turn Over (86) . . . . C . . 518
Ted Ray, Jean Kent

Jazz Boat (95) © . . . CD/M. .519
Anthony Newley, Anne Aubrey

©Where the Boys Are

(99) © C . .110
Dolores Hart, George Hamilton,

Yvette Mimieux. Connie Francis

Look in Any Window (87) D . .6101
Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol, Paul
Anka

©The Wackiest Ship in the

Army (99) © C 521
Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson

©Sword of Sherwood Forest

(80) Ad.. 522
Richard Greene, Peter Cushing

©Go Naked in the World
(103) © D. 111

Gina Lollobrigida, Ernest Borgnine.
Anthony Franciosa, Luana Patten

Portrait of a Sinner

(100) D .507
Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton,

William Bendix

Black Sunday (84) Ho. .602
Barbara Steele, John Richardson

Hand in Hand (75) D..523
John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike

Passport to China (75) . . . .Ac. .527
Richard Basehart, Lisa Gastoni

©Carthage in Flames (111)

© Ad . . 528
Anne Heywood, Jose Suarez

Village of the Damned (77) Ho. .109
George Sanders, Barbara Shelley

©Gorgo (76) Ad.. 105
Bill Travers, Vincent Winter

The Hand (61) Ho.. 601
Derek Bond, Ronald Lee Hunt

©Konga (90) © Ho.

.

Michael Gough, Jess Conrad,
Margo Johns

©Cry for Happy (110) ©CD..
G. Ford, Miiko Taka, D. O'Connor

Underworld, U.S.A. (99) Cr. . 525
Cliff Robertson, Dolores Dorn

Terror of the Tongs (..).. Ac..
Geoffrey Toone, Christopher Lee

©Pepe (170) © C/M . . 520
Cantinflas, D. Dailey, Shirley Jones

PARAMOUNT

Walk Like a Dragon (95) . D . .5922
Mel Tnrme. Nobu McCarthy

©The Rat Race (105) . . . . D . . 5923

Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds

The Bellboy (72) C..5924
Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry

©Tarzan the Magnificent

(88) Ad..

Gordon Scott. Betta St. John,

Jock Mahoney

5925

Psycho (109) MyD . . 5926

Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,

Vera Miles, John Gavin

©It Started in Naples

(100) ® C..5927

Clark Gable. Sophia Loren

Virgilio Texera, Marianne Benet

Under Ten Flags (92) .. Ad. .6002

Van Heflin, Charles Laughton,

Mylene Demongeot

The Boy Who Stole a

Million (64) Ac. .6001

©G.l. Blues (104) . . CD/M .. 6005
Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse

©A Breath of Scandal

(98) ® C. 6006
John Gavin, Sophia Loren,

Maurice Chevalier

Q©CinderFella (91) . ...C..6007
Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn,
Anna Maria Alberghetti

Blueprint for Robbery (87) Ac. .6009

Jay Barney, J. Pat O’Malley

Foxhole in Cairo (78) . . • • D . .6013

James Robertson Justice, Niall

MacGuinnis. Adrian Hoven

©World of Suzie Wong
(126) D..6008

William Holden, Nancy Kwan,

Sylvia Syms

©The Savage Innocents

(110) © D..6004
Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tani,

Anna May Wong

©Blood and Roses (84) . . My . .6003

Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim,

Elsa Martinelli
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MARCH

FEATURE CHART
The key to letters and combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama- (Ac) Action
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama- '(DM) Dramo
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama- (Hil
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction- (W) Western

20TH-FOX UNITED ARTISTS UNIVERSAL-INT L WARNER BROS. COMiNG
Operation Amsterdam (105) Ac. .015 ©Macumba Lo e (86) . . . Ho. .6016
Peter Finch. Eva Bartok Ziva Rodann, Walter Reed

©Wild River © (105) . . 0 . .009
Montgomery Clift. Lee Remick
Jo Van Fleet

- Bobbikins (89) C..004
Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones

12 Hours to Kill (83) © Ac.. 022
I Nioo Minardos, Barbara Eden

©The Story of Ruth

(132) © 0 021
Elana Eden. Stuart Whitman

Trapped in Tangiers

(74) © Ad.. 027
Edmund Purdom. Genevieve Page
©From the Terrace (144) © D. .028

Paul Newman. Joanne Woodward
U©Lost World (96) © Ad.. 026
Fernando Lamas, Claude Rains

Murder. Inc. (99) © Cr...031

May Britt. Stuart Whitman

Sons and Lovers (103) © D..035
Dean Stockwell, Wendy Hiller

©One Foot in Hell (90) © D. .029

A. Ladd, D. Murray, D. Michaels

©For the Love of Mike (84) ©..030
Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin

Young Jesse James (73) © D .033

Ray Stricklyn, Willard Parker

©The 39 Steps (95) . . . Ad . .032

Kenneth More. Taina Elg

|©Let’s Make Love (118) . .C. .034

Marilyn Monroe. Yves Montand,

OC Tony Randall
LU
“? ©Walk Tall (60) © Ac.. 042
§ Willard Parker, Kent Taylor
LU

^ ©Freckles (84) © D..043
Martin West, Carol Christensen

Squad Car (60) Ac . 044
Paul Bryar, Vici Raaf

O© H '0h Time (103) © C/M .. 036
Bing Crosby, Fabian, Tuesday Weld

Desire in the Dust (105) © D. .046

Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer

©The Captain’s Table (90) ©. .040

John Gregson, Peggy Cummins
©The Secret of the Purple Reef

(80) © Ac . 047
Jeff Richards, Margia Dean

©Sept. Storm (99) S'v's'n Ac. .025

Mark Stevens, Joanne Dru

©Goddess of Love (68) © D..039
-v- Be.inda Lee, Jacques Sernas

u-i ©North to Alaska (122)
co © Ad. .051

S John Wayne, Capucine, Fabian

Desert Attack (76) Ac.. 053
John Mills, Sylvia Syms

©Tess of the Storm
Country (84) D..050

Diane Baker, Lee Philips

>O

©Wizard of Baghdad (92)

© Ad . . 054
Dick Shawn, Diane Baker, Barry

Coe
©Flaming Star (92) ©. . W. .056
Elvis Presley, Barbara Eden

©Esther and the King (109)

© D. .057
Joan Collins. Richard Egan

©Legions of the Nile

(94) © Ad.. 037
Linda Crist al, Ettore Mannl

>-

<

<

>-
CeL

<

©Marriage-Go-Round (99) ©C. .101
Susan Hayward, James Mason,
Julie New mar

©Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come (108) © D..102

Jimmie Rodgers, Luana Patten

©Can-Can (131) © M..103
Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLalne,
Louis Jourdan, Juliet Prowse

The Long Rope (61) W..113
Hugh Marlowe, Alan Hale

©The Millionairess (90) © C . 104
Sophia Loren. Peter Sellers

Circle of Deception (100) © D 111
Bradford DUlman, Suzy Parker

OL ©Upstairs and Downstairs“ (100) C..

u. Michael Craig, Mylene Demongeot

©The Canadians (..) ©..0D
Robert Ryan. John Dehner

©Double Trouble (..) ©..C .

Tommy Noonan, Pete Marshall

©Sanctuary (..) © D
Lee Remick, Yves Montand,

Bradford Dillman, Odetta

The Music Box Kid (74) . Ac . . 6015
Ronald Foster, Luana Patten

The Apartment (125)
Panavision CD. 6017

Jack Lemmon. Shirley MacLalne,
Fred MacMurray. Edie Adams

©The Last Days of Pompeii

(103) Ad. 6020
Sieve Reeves, Barbara Carroll

Cage of Evil (70) Ac. .6018
Ron Foster, Pat Blair

©Elmer Gantry (145) D..6023
Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Arthur Kennedy. Shirley Jones

The Night Fighters (88) . . D . .6025
Robert Mitchum, Dan O’Herlihy

Studs Lonigan (95) D..6019
Christopher Knight, Venetia

Si evenson

©The Magnificent Seven

(128) Pana.ision . . .Ad . 6027
Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen,
Horst Buchholz, Eli Wallach

Walking Target (74) Ac . 6024
Ron Foster, Joan Evans,

Merry Anders

Inherit the Wind (126) ... 0 . .6026
Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Gene Kelly. Florence Eldridge

Police Dog Story (61) . . Doc . .6029
James Brown, Merry Anders

The Facts of Life (104) . C . .6104
Bob Hope, Lucille Ball

Five Guns to Tombstone
(71) W. .6102

James Brown, Della Sharman

The Misfits (124) D. .6105
Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe,
Montgomery Clift

Operation Bottleneck (74) . . . 6106
Ron Foster, Miiko Taka

©The Alamo (162)
Todd-AO Hi. 6028

John Wayne, Laurence Harvey,
Richard Widmark, Richard Boone

The Young Savages (..).... D
Burt Lancaster, Shelley Winters,
Illna Merrill

©Head of a Tyrant

(70) Hi D. .6008
Massimo Girotti, Isabelle Corey

( Engl ish-dubbed ) Tot alscope

©Brides of Dracula (85) . Ho. .6013
Peter Cushing, Martita Hunt

The Leech Woman (77) .. Ho. .6014
Coleen Gray, Philip Terry

©Hannibal (103) ©....Hi D .918
Victor Mature, Rita Gam,
Gabriele Ferzetti

©Portrait in Black (113) My. .6015
Lana Turner, Anthony Q.uinn,

Sandra Dee. Richard Basehart

©Dinosaurus (S3) ©. . . SF. .6016
Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson

S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac.. 6017
Pier Angeli, John Gregson,

Eddie Constantine

©Ice Palace (143) D..919
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer, Jim
Backus

©Hercules Unchained (103)
Dyaliscope Ad. 920

Steve Reeves, Sylva Koscina.
Piiino Camera

College Confidential (91) CD.. 6018
Mamie Van Doren, Steve Allen,

Jayne Meadows

©Chartroose Caboose (76)
Panavision CD.. 6019

Molly Bee. Ben Cooper.

Edgar Buchanan

y©0cean’s 11 (128) . . . .CD'. .921
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Peter
Lawford, Sammy Davis jr.. Angie
Dickinson, Joey Bishop

©Seven Ways From Sundown

(86) 0 D . . 6020
Audie Murphy. Barry Sullivan

©Between Time and Eternity

(85) D..6021
Lilli Palmer, Carlos Thompson

©The Crowded Sky (104) . . D. .001
Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming,
Efrem Zimbalist jr.

©Spartacus (196) Super-

Technirama-70 D . . 6070
Kirk Douglas, Lourence Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis

(Special release)

Girl of the Night (93) . . . . D . .004
Anne Francis. John Kerr

©The Dark at the Top of the

Stairs (124) D . .005
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire,
Angela Lansbury, Eve Arden

©Midnight Lace (108) D. .6101
Doris Day, Rex Harrison.

John Gavin. Myrna Loy

yt©Sunrise at Campobello

U43) D..002
Ralph Bellamy, Greer Garson.

Hume Cronyn. Jean Hagen

The Private Lives of Adam and

Eve (87) partly in

color CD. 6102
Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren

^©The Sundowners (133) D . 007
Robert Mitchum, Deborah Kerr,

Peter Ustinov, Glynis Johns

©The Grass Is Greener

(105) © C 6103
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Robert Mitchum. Jean Simmons

A Fever in the Blood

(117) D..008
Efrem Zimbalist jr.. Angie Dickinson

The Great Impostor (112) CD . 6104
Tony Curtis, Joan Blackman

The Shakedown (91) . ...Cr..6105
Hazel Court, Terence Morgan

Gold of the Seven Saints

(88) 0D .009
Clint Walker, Leticia Roman
(Filmed in sepia)

©White Warrior (86). Ad .010
Steve Reeves, Giorgia Moll

ALLIED ARTISTS
Dondi CD . .

David Janssen. Patti Page,
Walter Winchell, M. Shaughnessy

Time Bomb D . .

Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot
The Big Bankroll Cr. .

David Janssen, Mickey Rooney
The Big Wave Ad..
Sessue Hayakavva

Armored Command D..
Howard Keel, Tina Louise

AMERICAN-INT'L
©The Pit and the Pendulum

(Panavision) Ho..
Vincent Price, John Kerr
©The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll

© Ho. .

Paul Massie. Dawn Adrlams

COLUMBIA
©Gidget Goes Hawaiian © C..
James Darren, Deborah Walley
©The Guns of Navarone ©,...D..
Gregory Peck, Gia Scala
©The Devil at 4 O'clock ©..D..
Spencer Tracy. Frank Sinatra

©Two Rode Together 0D..
James Stewart, Richard Widmark,
Shirley Jones

Taste of Fear D..
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

MGM
©Cimarron (147) © D..108
Glonn Ford. Maria Schell

©Atlantis the Lost Continent. .SF. .

Anthony Hall. Joyce Taylor

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse © D..
Glenn Ford. Ingrid Thulin,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb
©Spinster © D .

Shirley MacLalne, Laurence Harvey
Secret Partner D
Stewart Granger, Haya Harareet

PARAMOUNT
©One-Eyed Jacks ® W. .

Marlon Brando, Pina Pellicer

©All in a Night’s Work C..

Dean Martin, Shirley MacLaine
©Breaklast at Tiffany’s ...CD..
Audrey Hepburn. George Peppard

©Summer and Smoke D..
Laurence Harvey. Geraldine Page

©Love in a Goldfish Bowl ..C/M..
Tommy Sands, Fabian

©Hatari! Ad..
John Wayne, Red Buttons

©The Ladies' Man C..

Jerry Lewis, Helen Traubel

20th-FOX
©The Big Gamble © Ad..

Juliette Greco, Stephen Boyd.

David Wayne
©Cleopatra, Todd-AO D..
Elizabeth Taylor, Stephen Boyd

©Ferry to Hong Kong ©....Ad..
Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles

©The Fiercest Heart © D..

Stuart Whitman. Juliet Prowse

©Francis of Assisi © D..

Bradford Dillman, Stuart Whitman,

Dolores Hart
©All Hands on Deck © C..

Pat Boone, Barbara Eden

UNITED ARTISTS
Exodus (212) (Panavision

70) D..6101
(Special release) .. Paul Newman,
Eva Marie Saint, Peter Lawford

Season of Passion D..6103
Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter

The Hoodlum Priest D

Don Murray, Cindi Wood
Something Wild D..

Carroll Baker. Ralph Meeker

Eirdman of Alcatraz D..

Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

Frontier Uprising W..
James Davis, Nancy Hadley

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©Romanoff and Juliet C.

Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee.

John Gavin
©Back Street 0 .

Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©The Day of the Gun D ..

Rock Hudson. Dorothy Malone

©Come September Panavision CD..

Rock Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida,

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin

©Tomboy and the Champ. CD..
Candy Moore, Ben Johnson, Rex

Allen

WARNER BROS.
©The Sins of Rachel Cade D..
Angie Dickinson, Peter Finch

©Parrish D..

Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert,

Karl Malden, Connie Stevens

©Fanny D/M..
Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,

Charles Boyer, Horst Buchholz

©Splendor in the Grass D..
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty

©Susan Slade D . .

Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire. Lloyd Nolan
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MISCELLANEOUS

BUENA VISTA
$ji©Pollyanna (134) ...CD..Jul60
Jane Wyman, Richard Egan,

Hayley Mills

©Jungle Cat (70) . . . . Doc. .Oct 60
True-Life Adventure

©Ten Who Dared (92) Ad.. Nov 60
John Beal. Brian Keith

©Swiss Family Robinson

(128) Panavision ..Ad. Dec 60
Dorothy McGuire, John Mills,

James MacArthur, Tommy Kirk

©One Hundred and One
Dalmatians (80) ...An.. Mar 61

CONTINENTAL
©Michael Strogoff

(115) © Ad . . Jun 60
Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page

Tiger Bay (105) D..Jul60
John Mills, Hayley Mills,

Horst Buchholz
School for Scoundrels (94) C. .Jul 60
Ian Charmichael, Terry-Thomas

Four Desperate Men
(105) D . Aug 60

Aldo Ray, Heather Sears

It Happened in Broad
Daylight (97) D.. Sep 60

Heinz Ituhman, Michel Simon
The Entertainer (97) . . . . D . . Oct 60
Laurence Olivier, Joan Plowright

The Mirror Has Two Faces

(98) D . Nov 60
(Eng-dubbed) Michele Morgan

Make Mine Mink (101) C . Dec 60
Terry-Thomas, Athene Seyler

EDWARD HARRISON
Another Sky (83) D . Jan 61
Victoria Grayson, Tayeb

FILMS-AROUND-TH E-WORLD
A French Mistress (91) . .C. . Dec 60
Cecil Parker, Jas. H. Justice

FILMGROUP
The Girl in Lover’s Lane

(78) D . Jun 60
Joyce Meadows, Brett Halsey

The Wild Ride (63) D.. Jun 60
Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter

©Last Woman on Earth

(71) D Sep 60
A. Carbone, Betsy Jones-Moreland

Little Shop of Horrors

(70) HoC. . Sep 60
Jonathan Haze, Jackie Joseph
High School Caesar (72) D. . Nov 60
John Ashley, Gary Vinson
Date Bait (71) D . . Nov 60
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan

GOVERNOR
Carry On, Nurse (89) C..
Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton

Incredible Petrified World,

The (70) D Apr 60

John Carradine, Phyllis Coates

Teenage Zombies (75) .. Ho. Apr 60
Don Sullivan, Katherine Victor

Carry On, Constable (86) C . Feb 61

Ken Connor, Leslie Phillips

KINGSLEY-UNION
©Mating Time (95) . . . . C . Mar 60
Bill Travers, George Cole

Come Dance With Me!

(94) My C. Aug 60

Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal

K. GORDON MURRAY
©Santa Claus (94) . ...F.. Nov 60
Narrated by Ken Smith

©Little Angel (90) ..CD.. Jan 61
Maria Gracia, J. M. de Hoyos

LOPERT PICTURES
Never on Sunday (91) . C. . Nov 60
Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin

©Tunes of Glory (106) . .D. .Jan 61
Alec Guinness, John Mills

SHOWCORPORATION
Man in a Cocked Hat

(88) C.. May 60
Terry-Thomas, Peter Sellers

Next to No Time (90) . . C . . May 60
Kenneth More, Betsy Drake

The Man Who Wouldn’t Talk

(91) D.. Oct 60
Anna Neagle, Anthony Quayle

Home Is the Hero (83) D . Feb 61
Arthur Kennedy. Walter Macken

STERLING WORLD DIST'RS
The Half Pint (73) C. .Oct 60
Pat Goldin, Tommy Blackman

©The Last Rebel (83) . . Ac . Dec 60
Carlos Thompson, Ariadna Welter

Code of Silence (75) . .Cr..Feb61
Terry Becker, Elisa Loti

VALIANT
©Sword and the Cross

(87) © D . Apr 60
Gianna Maria Canale, Jorge

Mistral. (English-dubbed)

©Sword and the Dragon

(83) Ad.. Nov 60
Russian cast (Eng-dubbed)

The Angry Silence (95) . . D . .Jan 61
R. Attenborough, Pier Angeli

The Young One (103) . . D . . Feb 61
Zachery Scott, Bemie Hamilton

WOOLNER BROS.
She Walks by Night (85).... D..

Belinda Lee, Walter Rilla

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

ARGENTINA
End of Innocence (74) 9-19-60
(Kingsley) . .Elsa Daniel

DENMARK
Young Have No Time (95) 3- 7-60
(Kingsley) . . Ghita Norby, Fritz

Helmuth

FRANCE
©Belles and Ballets (92) . . 8-15-60
(Excelsior) . .French ballet stars

©Black Orpheus (95) 2-29-60
(Lopert) . . Breno Mello, Marpessa
Dawn (French-made; Portuguese
dialog)

Children of Paradise

(162) 6-20-60
(Ajay) . .Jean-Louis Barrault

Chasers, The (75) 6- 6-60
(Hakim) . .Jacques Charrier, Dany
Robin

©Eve for an Eye, An
(93) ® 10- 5-60

(Manhattan) . .Curt Jurgens

400 Blows, The (98) 1-11-60
(Zenith) . .Jean-Pierre Leaud

Lovers, The (90) 12- 7-59
(Zenith) . .Jeanne Moreau, Jean-

Marc Bory, Alain Cuny
No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Ostrich Has Two Eggs, The
(89) 11-21-60

(Janus) . .Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant

Port of Desire (85) 12- 5-60

(Kingsley-Union) . .H. Neff

Rue de Paris (90) 12-12-60
(Lopert) . .Jean Gabin

GERMANY
©Dancing Heart, The (91). 8-15-60

(Casino).. G. Kueckelmann
Glass Tower, The (104) . .10- 3-60

(Ellis) . .Lilli Palmer
Rest Is Silence, The (106) .10- 3-60

(F-A-W) . .Hardy Kruger, P. Van
Eyck

Three-Penny Opera, The

(113) 11-21-60

(Brandon) . .Lotte Lenya, Rudolph

Forster

Confess. Dr. Corda! (102) 12- 5-60

(President) .. Hardy Kruger, E.

Mueller

GREECE
Aunt From Chicago (90) 9-19-60
(Greek Pictures) .. G. Vassilliadou

Counterfeit Coin (120).. 10- 3-60
(Atlantis) . .K. Logothedtides

ITALY
Big Deal on Madonna St.,

The (91) 1-30-61
(UMPO)..V. Gassman, Toto

Holiday Island (105) 11-14-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio de Sica

See Naples and Die (80) 9-19-60
(Crown) .. Gianna Maria Canale

Tailor’s Maid, The
(92) © 11-16-59

(Trans-Lux) . .Vittorio de Sica

Three Forbidden Stories

(104) 9-26-60

(Ellis) Eleonora Rossi, Drago,

G. Cervi

JAPAN
Ikiru (To Live) (140) .... 3-28-60
(Brandon) . .Takashi Shimura

Men Who Tread on the Tiger’

Tail (60) 8- 8-60

(Brandon) H. Iwai, S. Fajita

SWEDEN
Dreams (86) 8- 8-60
(Janus) . . E. Dahlbeck, H. Ander-

sson

Lesson in Love, A (95) . . 4-25-60
(Janus).. Eva Dahlbeck

Magician, The (102) 1-11-60
(Janus) . .Max von Sydow, Ingrid

Thulin, Bibi Andersson
Wild Strawberries (90) . . 9-21-59
(Janus) . .Victor Sjostrom, Ingrid

Thulin. Bibi Andersson

Virgin Spring, The (88) . .12-12-60

(Janus).. Max von Sydow,

Birgitta Petterson

U.S.S.R.
And Quiet Flows the

Don (109) 6- 6-60
(UA)..E. Bystriskaya. P. Glebow

Ballad of a Soldier (89) . . 1-31-61
(Kingsley) . .Vladimir Ivashov,

Shanna Prokhorenko (also Eng.

dubbed)

Short subjects, listed by compony, in or-

der of release. Running time follows title.

Dote is nationol release month. Color and
process as specified.

CHOSTS CHART
ZTi m ® i

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

5421 One Shivery Night

(16'/2 ) Sep 60
5431 Waiting in the Lurch

(1514) Oct 60
5422 House About It (1614) Nov 60

5432 Radio Riot (16) Nov 60

5423 Hold that Monkey
(16) Dec 60

5433 Bride and Gloom (16) Dec 60
5424 French Fried Frolic

(1614) Feb 61

5434 Hectic Honeymoon

(17) Jan 61

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

4555 No. 3, Series 1 (11). . Aug 60
(1960-61)

5551 No. 1, Series 2 (9) . Sep 60
5552 No. 2, Series 2(11) Nov 60

5553 No. 3, Series 2 (10'/2 ) Jan 61

5554 No. 4, Series 2 (1014) Feb 61

COLOR CARTOONS—SPECIAL
5501 Polygamus Polonius (9) Nov 60

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

4614 Blackboard Review (7) Jun 60
4615 Ballet Oop (7'/2 ) Jul 60

(1960-61)
5601 How Now, McBoing

Eoing (714) Sep 60
5601 Wacky Wigwams (8) . .Sep 60
5603 Spare That Child

(614) Oct 60
5604 Way of All Pests

(714) Nov 60

5605 Four Wheels, No
Brakes (614) Nov 60

5606 Skeleton Frolic (7(4) . . Dec 60

5667 Babie Boogie (6) . . . .Jan 61

)8 Pickled Puss (614) • •

5609 Christopher Crumpet’s

Playmate (614)

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

4854 Community Sings

No. 6, Ser. 13 (914) •

(1960-61)
5851 Canine Crimebusters

(10)
5852 Push Back the Edge

(10)

Jul 60

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4705 Creepy Time Pal (6(4)
4706 Snoopy Loopy (614)..
4707 Do Good Wolf (6'/2 ) .

(1960-61)
5701 No Biz Like Shoe

Biz (614)
5702 Here Kiddie Kiddie

(614)
5703 Countdown Clown

(614)

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

(1960-61)
5751 Dog Snatcher (7)

5752 When Magoo Flew

5753 Pink and Blue Blues

(7)
5754 Magoo Makes News (6)

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
4441 Wonderful Gibraltar

4442 Wonders of Ontario

5953 Skitch Henderson & His

Orchestra (10) Feb 61

WORLD OF SPORTS
4805 Battling Big Bass

( 19 ) Jun 60

4806 Holiday for Champions

i9!4) Aug 60
(1960-61)

5801 Rasslin’ Champs (10) Dec 60

5802 Hip Shooters (..) Feb 61

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W261 Pet Peeve (7) Sep 60

W262 Mice Follies (7) Sep 60

W263 Touche Pussy Cat (7) Sep 60

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60

W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60

W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 60

W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60

W272 Mouse for Sale (7).. Sep 60

W273 Cat Fishin’ (8) Sep 60

W274 Part Time Pal (8) . Sep 60

W275 Cat Concerto (7) Sep 60

W276 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
Tex Averys

W264 Farm of Tomorrow (7) Sep 60

W268 The Flea Circus (7) Sep 60

W270 Dixieland Droopie (8) Sep 60

W271 Field and Scream (7) Sep 60

5441 Wonderful Hong Kong

SERIALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo . .

5120 Son of Geronimo

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

(1960-61)
5401 Income Tax Sappy

5402 Pardon My Backfire

5403 Musty Musketeers

5405 Knutsy Knights

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4954 Ray McKinley &
Orch. (914) II

(1960-61)
5951 Ray Anthony & His

5033 Nonsense Newsreel

(7). reissue Jun 60

5024 Trapeze F'.ceze (7) Jul 60

5025 Dee i Sea Doodle (7) . Oct 60

5026 Stunt Men (6) Nov 60

(1961)
5121 The Mysterious Package

(6) Ian 61

51 22 Cat A'arm (6) Feb 61

5123 Drum Roll (..) Mar 61

TERRYTOONS
(Techr.icolor-CinemaScope)

5005 Tusk Tusk (7) May 60

5006 Hearts & Glowers (7). . Jun 60

5007 The Wayward Hat (7) Jul 60

5008 The Littlest Bully (7) Aug 60

5Q09Two Ton Baby Sitter

(7) Sep 60

5010 Tin Pan Alley Cat (6) Oct 60

5011 House of Hashimoto (7) No; 60

5012 Daniel Boone jr. (7) Dec 60

(1961)
5101 Night Life in Tokyo

( . . )
Feb 61

5102 So-Sorry. Pussycat (..) Mar 61

5952 Shorty Sherlock & His

Orchestra (8'/2 )

PARAMOUNT
CARTOON CHAMPIONS
(Technicolor Reissues)

Herman and Katnip

S20-1 Rail Rodents (7).... Sep 60

S20-2 Robin Rodenthood (7)

S20-3 A Bicep Built for

Sep 60

Two (7) Sep 60

S20-4 Mouse Trapeze (7) . . . . Sep 60

Novel toons

S20-5 Fido Beta Kappa (7)

S20-6 No Ifs, Ands or

Sep 60

Butts (6) Sep 60

S20-7 Candy Cabaret (7) .

.

Sep-60

S20-S The Oily Bird (7) . Sep 60

COLOR SPECIALS
(Anamorphic—2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec

(16) Sep 60

B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (18) Sep 60

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

M20-1 Galaxia (7) Oct 60
M20-2 Bouncing Benny (..) Nov 60
M20-3 Terry the Terror (..)

M20-4 Phantom Moustacher
Dec 60

(..) Jan 61

N0VELT00N
(Technicolor)

P17-7 Fine Feathered Fiend

(6) Sep 60
P19-8 Planet Mouseola (6) Oct 60

(1960-61)
P20-1 Northern Mites (..). Nov 60
P20-2 Miceniks (..) Dec 60

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
(Anamorphic—Color—1 Reel)

D20-1 Kings of the Keys

(9) Sep 60

D20-2 Big “A” (9)
D20-3 A Sport Is Born

Sep 60

(10) Nov 60

THE CAT
1 (Color Cartoons)

C20-1 Top Cat (8) Sep 60

C20-2 Cool Cat Blues (..).

3

.Jan 61

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color)

7003 Golfing With Sam Snead

(9)

7006 Assignment Philippines

Aug 60

3 (9) .Jun 60
) 7007 Exercise Little Bear (9) Aug 60

7008 Sampans to Safety (9)

7009 Assignment Thailand

Sep 60

, (10)
7010 Underwater Demolition

Oct. 60

Team (9) .Nov 60

n 7011 Assignment Turkey (9) Dec 60
u 7012 Down the Road (10) . Dec 60

„ (1961)
u 7101 Australian Water Sports

n (•) .Jan 61
!r 7102 Assignment Mexico (..)
1 7103 Adventure in Rhythm

Feb 61

!
<•> Mar 61

SPECIALS
7054 Tiger in the Tea (10)

C’Scope. De Luxe color...

. 7-55 Call of the Holy Land
Jul 60

u
(19) 2D (B&W) Nov 60

TERRYTOON 2-D’s

0 All Ratios—Color

(Technicolor)

) 5023 Mint Men (7) May 60

UNIVERSA'.-INT'L
COLOR PARADE

4171 Valley of the Mekong

(9) Nov 60

4172 The Lion City (9) . . Dec 60

4173 Treasure of Istanbul (9) Jan 61

4174 Down Jamaica Way (9) Feb 61

4175 Sidetracked (9) © Mar 61

4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) Apr 61

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4013 Billion-Dollar Boner

(7) Jan 60

4014 Witty Kitty (7) Feb 60

4015 Pistol Packin’ Wood-
pecker (7) Mac 60

4016 Heap Big Hepcat (7).. Mar 60
Pallyhooi.ey (7) Apr 60

4018 How to Stuff a

Woodpecker (7) May 60

40’9 Bats in the Belfry (7) Jul 60

4020 Woody's Ozark Lark (7) Jul 60

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes)

4131 Helter Shelter (6) . . . Nov 60

4132 Witch Crafty (6) Dec 60

4133 Private Eye Pooch (6) Jan 61

4134 Bedtime Bedlam (6) . . Feb 61

4135 Squareshootin’ Square

(6) Mar 61

4136 Bronco Busters (6) . .Apr 61

SPECIAL
4104 Football Highlights of

1960 (10) Dec 60
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4101 Pacific Paradise (14) Nov 60

WARNER BROS.

BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE
(Technicolor Reissues)

8301 Room & Eird (7).... Sep 60

8302 Cracked Quack (7).... Oct 60
8303 His Hare Raising

Tale (7) Oct 60
8304 Gift Wrapped (7) Nov 60

8305 Little Beau Pepe (7) Dec 60

8306 Tweet Tweet Tweety

(7 )
Dec 60

8307 Bunny Hugged (7) Jan 61

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

8721 From Hare to Heir (7) Sep 60

8722 Lighter Than Hare (7) Dec 60

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TUNES

(Technicolor)

8701 The Dixie Fryer (7) . Sep 60

8702 Hopalong Casualty (7) Oct 60

8703 Trip for Tat (7) Oct 60

8704 Doggone People (7) . .Nov 60

8705 High Note (7) Dec 60

8706 Cannery Woe (7) .... Jan 61

8707 Zip ’n Snort (7) Jan 61

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two Reels)

8001 Enchanted Islands

( . . ) Oct 60
(One Reel)

8507 Riviera Days (.)... Nov 60

MISCELLANEOUS
©Donald in Mathmagic

Land (28) <BV)..Dec59
©Eves in Outer Space

(26) < BV) . Dec 59
©Gala Day at Disneyland

(25) (BV) . Mar 60

©How to Have an Accident at

Work (7) (BV)

.

. Mar 60
©Islands of the Sea (23) (BV) ....

©Japan (28) (BV) ....

©Mysteries of the Deep

(24) (BV)

.

. Feb 60
©Noah’s Ark (20) . . (BV) . . Nov 59
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XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY
ABOUT PICTURE SI

ALLIED ARTISTS
Eluebeard's Ten Honeymoons (AA)—George San-

ders, Connne Calvet, Jean Kent. Fair picture, but
Bluebeard was the only one who made a killing—at-
tendance on this was below average. Played Thurs.,
Fri. Weather: Good.—B. L. Brown jr., asst, mgr., Ar-
cade Theatre, Sandersville, Ga. Pop. 5,424.

COLUMBIA
Surprise Package (Col)—Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gay-

nor, Neel Coward. Poor humor. Might make a good
late show, otherwise void. Played Tues., Wed.
Weather: Cool.—Kenyon Killinger, Orr Theatre, Orr-
ville, Ohio. Pop. 6,464.

13 Ghosts (Cal)—Jo Morrow, Martin Milner, Rose-
mary DeCamp The nearby big city house, after a
big "sell," got everyone on this and I was left

Praises Dog Picture
"My Dog, Buddy" from Columbia is a real

fine family picture, which is what we need
more of these days. Played to obove average
business both ninhts on a midweek change.

JAMES HARDY
Shoals Theatre
Shoals, Inc*..

holding the bag. A gimmick picture that is rather
tare. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Fair.—Ken Chris-
tianson, Roxy Theatre, Washburn, N. D.

Who Was That Lady? (Col)—Tony Curtis, Dean
Mart n, Janet Leigh. One of the best comedies we
have played in a long time, but failed to outgross
even "The Gene Krupa Story." Poorest business we
have had in a long time. We ran ten hours on
Sunday for $30. Had this set for four days, but
only ran three.

—

Larry Thomas for G. J. Thomas,
Fayette Theatre, Fayetteville, W. Va. Pop. 2,000.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Eells Are Ringing (MGM)—Judy Holliday, Dean

Mo'l.n, Fred Clark. This is just not for us small
tewners. We played this one to the hilt, and it cost
us mere than what we got back. Played Wed. to
Sat. Weather: Fair.

—

Harold Bell, Opera House,
Coaticook, Que. Pop. 6,382.

Girls Town (MGM)—Mamie Van Doren, Paul Anka,
Mel Tcrme. Have been staying away from this type of

p cture, but this kind puts food on the table, so I

played it and it was rough. I'll agree, but there
is a moral to it and for its type it's a good show.
The teenagers will turn out for these movies, and
without them you can close. Played Sun., Mon.
Weather: Cold.—Mel Kruse, Pierce Theatre, Pierce,
Neb. Pop. 1,250.

Journey, The (MGM)—’Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner,
Jason Robards jr. A good program that gave us
the smallest gross of the year. Our cowboys want
family and outdoor types

—

and pictures with a good
belly-laugh. Where are they?? Played Sun., Mon.,
Tues. Weather: Cool.—Carl W. Vese-th, Villa The-
atre, Malta, Mont. Pop. 1,960.

PARAMOUNT
Bellboy, The (Para)—Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry, Bob

Claytcn. If your patrons like Jerry Lewis this is

okay. Quite different, but still all right. Good busi-
ness. Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Cool.—Terry Axley,
New Theatre, England, Ark. Pop. 2,136.

Five Pennies, The (Para)—Danny Kaye, Louis Arm-
strong, Barbara Bel Geddes. An oldie that we finally
got around to playing. As for the comments, we were
told it was Kaye's best and we agree. If there is

anyone left who hasn't played it, it's worth a date.
Play'd Wed. to Sat. Weather: Cold with snow.—

-

Ham Id Bell, Ooera House, Coaticook, Que. Pop.
6,382.

Greatest Show on Earth, The (Para), reissue—

•

Charlton Heston, Cornel Wilde, James Stewart, Betty
Hutton. Even though o rerun, this picture did good
bus ness. DeMille certainly made pictures and none
is his equal yet. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather:
Rainy and cool.—Terry Axley, New Theatre, England,
Ark. Pop. 2,136.

Heller in Pink Tights (Para)-—Sophia Loren, An-
thony Quinn, Margaret O'Brien. It was tough playing
against football comp, but I mode it through. I

would have done better on the weekend. Played Tues.,

Tell 'em and Sell 'em
''Conspiracy of Hearts" (Para) brought our

best and biggest fan gross. We liked the gross;
patrons like the movie. It can be sold—tell

them, sell them hard and word of mouth will

make "Hearts" a good date. Played Sun., Mon.

KEN CHRISTIANSON
Roxy Theatre,
Woshburn, N. D.

Wed., Thurs. Weather: Clear and cool.

—

Duane Jen-
kins, Stardust Drive-In, Smithburg, W. Va. Pop. 750.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Let's Make Love (20th-Fox)

—

Marilyn Monroe,
Yves Montand, Tony Randall. Played this at three of

our houses. One of the poorest we've ever played—

-

and Yves Montand's acting and singing was nothing
less than sick. Monroe didn't have the appeal on
this one and even the menfolk stayed away.—-Ray
Boriski and Albert Zarzana, Al-Ray, Venus, Galena
theatres, Houston, Tex.

Let's Moke Love (20th-Fox)—Marilyn Monroe, Yves
Montand, Tony Randall. Fell to a new Sun.-Tues.
low. But really it's not a bad picture. However, it's

not as good as it's built up to be. MM just didn't

hold them in this one. Had a good number of
walkouts.—-Victor R. Weber, Center Theatre, Kensett,
Ark. Pop. 1,000.

North to Alaska (20th-Fox)—John Wayne, Fabian,
Ca-pucine. Very good. Did well. The type of picture
anyone would enjoy. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather:
Cold.—Kenyon Killinger, Orr Theatre, Orrville, Ohio.
Pop. 6,464.

Wind Cannot Read, The (20th-Fox)—Dirk Bogarde,
Yoko Tani, John Fraser Just got through playing
"The 39 Steps" (20th-Fox) which was British also
and it did okay. But "Wind" beat it at the box-
office. In my opinion it's a good movie and my
patrons backed me up. Fox has some very good
pictures like this, which you can buy right. Played
Wed., Thurs.

—

’Victor R. Weber, Center Theatre,
Kensett, Ark. Pop. 1,000.

Young Jesse James (20th-Fox)—Ray Stricklyn, Wil-
lard Parker, Merry Anders. Poorly produced, enacted
and directed hunk of junk from Associated Producers.
The ending has no meaning nor moral to it. In

beautiful TV black and white. Played Fri., Sat.

Weather: Cold.—’Paul Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St.

Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

UNITED ARTISTS
Apartment, The (UA)—Jack Lemmon, Shirley Mac-

Laine, Fred MacMurray. A week prior to our playdate
UA informed us the rental would be increased 40 per
cent or they would pull it. Since it was too late to
change programs, we were at their mercy. Yes, it

failed miserably at the boxoffice and we were the
goat. It's just a cheap black and white picture.

—

Carl P. Anderka, Rainbow Theatre, Castroville, Tex.
Pop. 1,500.

Elmer Gantry (UA)—Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Dean Jagger. Very good picture. Play up the re-

ligious angle. Will do very good business. Played
Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Cold but fair.-—Wayne
Holland, Villa Heights Theatre, Statesville, N. C.

Pop. 22,000.

On the Beach (UA)—Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner,
Fred Astaire. We sure didn't do any good with this

one, but we played it awfully late and the cream had
been skimmed off the gross when we got it. We
were closed all summer, and the late date hurt, I

know. Maybe it is old enough for a date now. It

seems sometimes the later the better. Played Sun.,
Mon. Weather: Nice.—-Mayme P. Musselman, Roach
Theatre, Lincoln, Kas. Pop. 1,636.

un;versal-international
Brides of Dracula, The (U-l)— Peter Cushing, Yvonne

Monlaur, David Peel. One of the best of series, due
to color. Should do okay for horror fans. Played
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Rainy.—Terry Axley,
New Theatre, England, Ark. Pop. 2,136.

College Confidential (U-l)—Steve Allen, Jayne
Meadows, Mamie Van Doren. Not as good as was ex-
pected. Would advise playing it midweek. I made a
mistake playing it on weekend. Played Fri., Sat.

Weather: Snow and cold.—James Hardy, Shoals The-
atre, Shoals, Ind. Pop. 1,555.

Egg and I, The (U-l) reissue— Fred MacMurray,
Claudette Colbert, Marjorie Main. Too bad this had
to be sold to TV! A theatre can play a Ma and Pa
Kettle picture and always do business. This is about
the fourth time I've played this one. It's one of

the few family pictures that still draws the family.
Also gave away three turkeys for Christmas, that
helped too. Played Fri., Sat., Sun. Weather: Good.

—

Mel Kruse, Pierce Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

Portrait in Black (U-l)

—

’Lana Turner, Anthony
Quinn, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. A very entertaining
picture, but the weather was so miserable, people
just would not come out. Terms much too high for

cur subsequent dates. Played Sat., Sun., Mon.
Weather: Cold and rain.—Carl P. Anderka, Rain-
bow Theatre, Castroville, Tex. Pop. 1,500.

WARNER BROS.
Dark at the Top of the Stairs, The (WB)—Robert

Preston, Dorothy McGuire, Eve Arden, Angela Lans-
bury. A very fine movie; there is award acting in

this one. Good color, a few scenes could have been
left out for the small towns, but I'd say this should
be played. You won't find many this good today,
and Warner's were fair about film rental too. Did
average. Played Sun , Mon. Weather: Cold.—Mel
Kruse, Pierce Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

Guns of the Timberlond (WB)

—

Alan Ladd, Jeanne

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

The Love Game A C 0"11^
Films-Around-the-World 85 Minutes

Rel. Jan. '61

Described as the first "New Wave French
Comedy," this Claude Chabrol production is

an antic farce dealing with free love among
the younger set, specifically an. irresponsible

bachelor, his girl friend who wants a child

and their serious-minded friend who offers the

girl marriage. While some of the bedroom
scenes have obviously been scissored, they
are still revealing enough to limit this to

adult audiences only. Philippe de Broca, who
directed and collaborated on the screenplay
with Daniel Boulanger, shows a flair for

madcap comedy and he gets an appropriate-
ly flighty performance from Jean-Pierre Cassel
as the lazy, flighty young artist who com-
munes with nature, picks flowers and
strenuously avoids wedlock. Genevieve Cluny
is a perfect foil as the more-serious blonde
heroine and Jecm-Louis Maury is made to

seem dull and conventional as the third mem-
ber of the triangle, a real estate man with
marriage on his mind. A marathon dance ses-
sion in a Bohemian night club is a comic
highlight of this cuite and joyful film which
won the Silver Bear award as "Best Comedy
of I960" at the 1960 Berlin Film Festival.

Jean-Pierre Cassel, Genevieve Cluny,
Jean-Louis Maury, Claude Cerval.

Crain, Gilbert Roland, Frankie Avalon. It had good
color and a cast that couldn't be beat, but the
price was not right. Played Sun., Mon. Weather:
Cold and clear. Duane Jenkins, Stardust Drive-In,
Smithburg, W. Va. Pop. 750.

Ocean's 11 (WB)—Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin,
Peter Lawford, Angie Dickinson. This has a plot that
is a delightful surprise. The few that saw it had
nothing but fine comments. Bad weather and ex-
orbitant terms are killing off the little fellow fast.

Played Sat., Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold.—Carl P.

Anderka, Rainbow Theatre, Castroville, Tex. Pop.
1,500.

Sergeant Rutledge (WB)—Jeffrey Hunter, Con-
stance Towers, Woody Strode. Good picture, played
just before Christmas—hence no business.—Mel
Danner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

Summer Place, A (WB)—-Richard Egan, Dorothy
McGuire, Troy Donahue, Sandra Dee. It was good,
with a good cast. Played Sun. and Mon. with a full

lot. Weather: Warm and clear.—Duane Jenkins,

S'tardust Drive-In, Smithburg, W. Va. Pop. 750.

Westbound (WB)—'Randolph Scott, Virginia Mayo,
Karen Steele. Too short, but a fair action picture.

For some reason or other, teenagers came and made
it near average here. A little comedy relief would
have helped in this. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Fair.—Ken Christianson, Roxy Theatre, Washburn, N. D.

Pop. 968.

MISCELLANEOUS
Second Chance (Realart-RKO), reissue.—Kent Tay-

lor, Louise Currie, Dennis Hoey. Originally a 20th-
Fox release, -this is an excellent action picture. Try
these 'RKO reissues and you won't be sorry. Played
Thurs., Fri., Sat.—G. J. Thomas, Fayette Theatre,
Fayetteville, W. Va. Pop. 2,000. (Editor's note: This

picture has bten released to TV in some areas.)

Sword and the Dragon (Valiant)—All-Russian cast.

Very poor. Patrons couldn't follow, though dubbed
in English. Good color, but that's all. Played Sun.,

Mon. Weather: Cool.—Kenyon Killinger, Orr The-
atre, Orrville, Ohio. Pop. 6,464.

He Wants to Know Why
Fine Picture Flops
We won't forget "High Time" (20th-Fox) for

two reasons. It's as good as anything we played

in '60 if not better, and we played all the big

ones. We have one evening to go, and if the

attendance does not pick up, it will hold the

record for the smallest turnout. For all you ex-

hibitors who have been asking for on honest-to-

goodness all around picture, this is it, and if you
turn out like we did you will also wonder why.

HAROLD BELL
Opera House,
Coaticook, Que.
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemaScope; ® Vistavrsion; © Superscope; ® Noturama; ® Regalscope; ® Techniromo. For story synopsis on eoch picture, see reverse side.

The Millionairess F
20th-Fox (104) 90 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

,anc& That down-to-earth British comic, Peter Sellers, who won
smen) American boxoffice stature through a series of modest-budget

comedies, is given all the accoutrements of a major Holly- .in-

wood star—a glamorous costar, lavish production in Cinema- 3im-
|

Scope and color and even a leading-man makeup job in this
' e,e

picturization of one of Bernard Shaw's later plays. With
Sophia Loren, strikingly gowned by Pierre Balmain and
giving her best screen portrayal to date, and Vittorio de
Sica and Alastair Sim to add marquee value, the Pierre
Rouve production has quality galore but will be best ap-
preciated by class patrons in key cities and the art spots.

Shaw's plays invariably contain more talk than action and
much of Wolf Mankowitz's screenplay will seem ridiculous
and slow-moving to neighborhood and family audiences.
As directed by Anthony Asquith, London's "little people,"
voluble Italian baker, brilliantly played by de Sica, a fish

curer and various Cockney types are human and real, while
the millionairess and her various lovers and parasites are
almost unbelievable. Sellers, playing a dark-skinned, well-
groomed Indian doctor, is the antithesis of his previous Cock-
ney characterizations, except for an occasional humorous
glint in his eye. Dimitri de Grunewald produced.

Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers, Vittorio de Sica, Alastair
Sim, Dermis Price, Gary Raymond, Miriam Karlin.

Police Dog Story F
United Artists (6029) 61 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61 ‘

This is tailor-made for the kiddy audiences in particular,

and should be of general audience interest as well, detail-

's ing, in entertaining vein, the meticulous training accorded
!.?.

at
'

)
police dogs in metropolitan American city law enforcement

anc) work today. Jim L. Brown, who provides a workmanlike
portrayal of the rookie police officer assigned to patrol the

city's streets with a "graduate" of the Police Dog Training
School, carries some weight for the younger element—he
is listed as star of the highly rated ABC-TV "Rin Tin Tin"

series. And the dog itself was trained for the Zenith Pictures

presentation (Robert E. Kent produced and Edward L. Cahn
directed from an Orville H. Hampton script) by Jack Weather-
man, who's been subject of numerous stories in the nation's

press over the years. Merry Anders, seen in a number of

major releases, appears as the determined newspaper re-

porter who "covers" the Brown episode, highlighted by
successful detection of a dishonest attorney (Milton Frome),
working : n cahoots with veteran police officer Barry Kelley.

Maury Gertsman's photography reflects an admirable pa-
tience; "shooting" dog actors, certainly, isn't the most re-

warding facet of move-making, but Gertf man's camera has
steadfastly stood its ground for some suspenseful moments.

Jim L. Brown, Merry Anders, Barry Kelley, Milton Frome,
Vinton Hayworth, Wolf the Dog.

The Long Rope F ££ "T
20th-Fox (113) 61 Minutes Rel. Jan. '61

Margia Dean, an actress who recently played leads in
"Secrets of the Purple Reef" and other action films, makes
good in her first try as a producer for this interest-holding
period western which will make a good supporting dualer
generally. Hugh Marlowe, well-known in films and TV, and
the husky Alan Hale, who has grown into a counterpart of

his late famous father, have fair marquee value. The Mexi-
can frontier adventure tale, written by Robert Hamner, opens
with an attempted lynching of a young Mexican, accused of

^
murdering the brother of a ruthless rancher who dominates

Meet' the area, formerly owned by an old Mexican family. There
is shooting and fisticuffs aplenty before the real murderer is At-

revealed and federal law is established at the fadeout.
Marlowe, as a federal circuit judge who refuses to carry a
gun, is handy with his fists and gives a first-rate portrayal
while Hale is convincing as a weak-willed sheriff. Robert
Wilke is the epitome of malice as the dictatorial rancher
and a newcomer, Chris Robinson, is good as a young gun-
slinger who sides with the law and Lisa Montell is attractive
as the Mexican heroine. Directed by William Witney. Kay
Norton, another talented woman, directed the photography.

Hugh Marlowe, Alan Hale, Robert Wilke, Lisa Montell,
John Alonzo, Madeleine Holmes, Chris Robinson.

Two-Way Stretch F “j rmM’

Lion-International 87 Minutes Rel. March '61

That comic Britisher, Peter Sellers, became a top favorite

with art house audiences in 1960, to the extent that this M.
Smedley Aston production, while not up to the calibre of

"I'm All Right, Jack," will convulse devotees of Britirh humor
(as it does in its New York first-run). Although Sellers and
Wilfrid Hyde White (recently in "Let's Make Love") are by
now familiar to general audiences, some of the thick Cockney
accents will be almost incomprehensible to ordinary movie-
goers. For instance, Lionel Jeffries, as a warden who barks
out his orders, might just as well Pe speaking Greek. The
original screenplay by John Warren and Len Heath is

packed with broad comedy antics and slapstick and di-

T
) rector Robert Day permits the players to mugg to their

hearts' content. The idea of a trio of jailbirds breaking out
for one night to pull a big job and then sneaking back in

—

to furnish a perfect alibi—is an uproarious one but some of

the nonsense is stretched too thin and is more burlesque
than satire. Sellers is in rare form and the unctious Hyde
White has never been better while Irene Handl and Liz

Fraser (both were in "I'm All Right, Jack") are hilarious as
outside accomplices to the jailbirds.

Peter Sellers, Wilfrid Hyde White, Irene Handl, Bernard
Cribbins, David Lodge, Liz Fraser, Maurice Denham.

Sniper's Ridge F War

©
ama

20th-Fox ( ) 61 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

A low-budget Korean war drama produced and directed
by John Bushelman for Associated Producers, this hour-long
picture is strictly a bottom-dualer to fill out the program in
neighborhood or small-town situations. Male patrons might
be mildly interested in this story, written by Tom Maruzzi,
dealing with the last hours be'ore "Cease Fire," but there
are no marquee names in the all-male cast and, inevitably,
no romance to catch the attention of the distaff side. The
picture does act as a showcase for two ruggedly handsome
newcomers. Jack Ging and Douglas Henderson, and both are
natural and convincing as a hard-bitten young private and
a World War II veteran, respectively. The only familiar
player is Stanley Clements, who has played many jockey
roles on the screen for the past dozen years, who does well
enough as a wise-cracking corporal. While all concerned
do a creditable job, the black-and-white picture is neither
better nor worse than the run-of-the-mill TV dramas, except
that this is shown in CinemaScope ratio while the others

antet are ona small home screen. Clements was in "Going My
dis^ Way, Salty O'Rourke," "Boots Malone" and many pictures

where he played a jockey.

Jack Ging, Stanley Clements, Douglas Henderson, John
Goddard, Gabe Castle.

Mania A "™“

Valiant Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

Truth may sometimes be stranger than fiction, and the
grisly crimes that terrorized Edinburgh, Scotland, almost a
century and a half ago bear weird witness to such familiar
saying against the grim setting of this Robert S. Baker-
Monty Berman production, faithfully adhering to the tried-

and-accepted practices of horror drama, complete with ca-
davers, shrieks and screams in the night, and missing bodies
from the graveyard. The John Gilling-Leon Griffiths shooting
script (Gilling wrote the original and also competently di-

rected the film) is a chilling enactment of grave robbers
who turn to murder to supply corpses, telling the real-li ?e
story of a professor of medicine, Dr. Robert Knox (capably
portrayed by Peter Cushing), who actually provided a
profitable incentive for ghouls and murderers by refusing to

question the source of his supply of bodies for dissection.
Said dedication of ideals by Cushing, however, results in a
wave of mass murder by the body snatchers. Two men in

particular, William Burke and William Hare (played by
George Rose and Donald Pleasence turn from robbing !

newly filled graves to mass murder itself, their scale of

wholesale killing eventually rivaling that of the latter-day

j

Murder Inc., though they use no weapons.

Peter Cushing, June Laverick, Donald Pleasence, George
Rose, Dermot Walsh, Renee Houston.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring
loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploitips; Adlines for Newspaper and Programs

THE STORY: "Police Dog Story" (UA) THE STORY: “The Millionairess" (20th-Fox)

A captured half- wild German Shepherd deg and a rookie
policeman, Jim L. Brown, are assigned to the Police Dog
Training School. Pretty newspaper girl Merry Anders keeps

before the public through her printed stories, .anai

W.-'nn police officer Barry Kelley, friend of Brown, is >e po>

deeply invo’ved with crooked attorney Milton Frome. When ctin'

Brcv.-n and Rocco, on patrol, see Frome entering a deserted
warehouse. the dog attacks the attorney. When Kelley is

killed in a ’ire instigated by Frome, Brown investigates the
case and is trapped by Frome in a blazing warehouse.
Rocco, es~aping from the Dog Pound, where he had been
inpri or.ed, trails Brown and rescues him from the inferno
With Frome's capture, the case is closed.

Sophia Loren becomes heiress to her late father's vast
industrial empire, but her wealth fails to win her happiness
or true romance until she attempts suicide and accidentally A
meets Peter Sellers, a dedicated Indian doctor, who takes '

. rn, no notice of her obvious charms. Infuriated, Sophia buys up
ve e' the land surrounding Sellers' clinic for the London poor and,
qlr>9 when she erects a concrete and glass hospital, he manages

to resist her pressures for him to take it over. Finally, Sellers
accepts 50Q pounds, which, under the conditions ol her
father's will, Sophia's fiance is to increase to 15,000. But
Sellers is unable to make money while Sophia, who tries

to acquire the common touch by working in a bakery, turns
the latter into a business success. Sophia makes a grand-
stand play of giving away her wealth to a worthy cause—
but love finds a way to bring them together.

EXPLOITIPS:

Run a dog show cn stage for younger patrons, prizes to

-e c ’warded 'or the best specimen of a German Shepherd.
T'v to ge: local pet shop or kennel to cosponsor a contest,

r- nan or boy walk through downtown section with a
nan Shepherd dog carrying appropriate sandwich sign.

EXPLOITIPS:
For class patrons, play up Bernard Shaw and his earlier

plays and film successes, "Major Barbara "
“Pygmalion,"

etc. Peter Sellers recently scored in “I'm All Right, Jack,"
"The Mouse That Roared," etc., while Sophia Loren is one
of Hollywood's top glamor stars. Stress her Pierre Balmain
wardrobe to attract women patrons.

CATCHLINES:
Man's Best Friend Becomes Killer's Worst Enemy! . . .

X-9 Cop Smashes City's Toughest Mob! . . . The Story of

Wolf, Police Dog Hero!

CATCHLINES:
The Racy Revelations of the Richest Girl in the World

. . . The Fabulous Escapades of a Fair Lady With Too Many
Millions and Too Few Inhibitions.

THE STORY: "Two-Way Stretch" (Lion)

Peter Seders, Bernard Cribbins and David Lodge, who
s luxuriating in jail under a kindly old warden and a

prison governor who thinks only of his horticulture, are
visited by a former partner, Wilfrid Hyde White, who has a

o r-aal a Maharajah's diamond". He suggests Sellers
and his pals break out of jail, carry out the daring robbery

then smuggle themselves and the loot back into prison
furnishing a perfect alibi. The plan is disrupted when

•he kindly warden retires to be replaced by tough, vicious
1 Jeffries, who watches them like a hawk. With aid
two out? : de female accomplices, they steal the diamonds

. t. when they are o'ficially released from jail, brazenly
’ them out. But Sellers' fumbling causes them to drop

^diamonds in a mail chute and White is recog- od k

by Jeffries and lands in jail. At the fadeout Sellers t ver
• ere planning to try again for the diamonds. ther

EXPLOIT"0”-

Since The Mouse That Roared,'' “I'm All Eight, Jack" and
Bar..-, rt the Sexes," Peter Sellers has become a big mar-
quee r.cne and ha- been written up in Li'e, Time and other
national publications.

CATCHLINES:
h . the Best of Sellers—Peter in Another Uproarious Com-

A Two-Way Jail Stretch—While There's a Big Rob-
t

: oe for Pulling . . Peter "Mouse That Roared" Sellers
Is in a Jcil With All the Comforts of Home.

THE STORY: "The Long Rope" (20th-Fox)

Hugh Marlowe, a federal circuit judge in the early days
of the West, comes to a frontier town to try a young Mexican
accused of the murder of the brother of Robert Wilke, who
dominates the area townspeople. He aids the weak-willed
sheriff, Alan Hale, in saving the Mexican from being
lynched by Wilke's lawless brother. Wilke warns Marlowe
to leave town before the trial. When the witnesses are
subpoenaed, the trial proceeds and Madeleine Holmes, proud
mother of the young Mexican's wife, Lisa Montell, finally

confesses that it was she who committed the murder to

avenge the loss of her land, which she was forced to sell

to Wilke. The latter stalks from the court and challenges /
Marlowe to a gun battle. Hale regains his courage and V

ay shoots at Wilke, who in turn is killed by a young gunman
busint Federal law is thus established in the town.
,f fr EXPLOITIPS:

Play up Hugh Marlowe, who was featured in "All About
Eve," "Come to the Stable" and "The Day the Earth Stood
Still," and was Ellery Queen in the recent TV series. Alan
Hale is the burly son of the late Alan Hale, former Warner
Bros. star. A hangman's rope, suspended high in the front
lobby, will attract attention.

CATCHLINES:
When Justice Came to the West and Lawlessness Made

Its Last Stand ... A Frontier Town With a Special Kind of

Justice All Its Own.

E STORY: “Mania" (Valiant)

r.-.:. burgh, in 1820, bidding is spirited among medical
- for bod:es. since the law only allows medical re-

" h ‘o receive bodies of criminals hanged in prison. So
" - me shortage become, that grave-robbing appears

singly profitable. So imbued is he with the need for

t Peter Cushing, a doctor, openly encourages
mbid rractice. The more orthodox among his colleagues
cn he action as scandalous. Two evil conspirators,

George Rose and Dorald Pleasence, decide to go into the
on a tremendous scale, this time seeking out
taverns and cheap lodging houses. Finally, the

cver-'each themselves by killing a Cushing student.
' o k-.llers are arrested, whereupon Pleasence turns

'g . evidence against Rose and e-capes hanging. Turned
. ‘reets, however. Pleasence is set upon by an
cd blinded with a torch. A medical council,

a drama-packed hearing, finally clears Cushing
EXPLOITIPS:

act film is based on one of the great crime
history. Set up a few cardboard headstones re-

action o, a cemetery, with a few shovels lean-
t or ter.ee—indicating the qrave-robbina

aspect : of the film .

CATCHLINES: (£' fh

Ci Her Loose in the Dark Might Ghouls on More Evil
*ew

Mi ’.cions . They Robbed Graves in the Still of Night.

THE STORY: "Sniper's Ridge" (20th-Fox)

Jack Ging, a young private, distinguishes himself in a
brief attack by the Chinese, but his tough captain refuses
to have him rotated home. After Ging pretends severe head-
aches, he is further punished by the captain and assigned
to latrine duty. When Stanley Clements, a World War II

buddy of the captain is transferred to the outfit, he is im-
mediately sent out on a patrol because he knows of the
captain's cowardice. Just before the last patrol, a few hours
before "Cease Fire," a shell falls nearby but fails to explode
The captain fails to realize it is a "bouncing betty" mine
and accidentally steps on it. Unable to get off lest it ex-
plode, Ging takes charge, covers the captain like a mummy
and then pushes him off it. The captain is unharmed, but
Ging is seriously wounded and sent to the hospital. At ten
o'clock, “cease fire" goes into effect and the men reject the
captain's apology but celebrate the end of the war.

EXPLOITIPS:
A display of Korean, War helmets and guns, etc., in a

lobby case will attract attention. Jack Ging, a new 20th
Century-Fox player, played the male lead in the recent
"Tess of the Storm Country." j

CATCHLINES: '

A Captain Who Showed Cowardice and a Private Who
ward’ Was Brave Enough to Save Him From Death . . . The Last
uld ’ Few Hours Before "Cease Fire" in the Korean War . . . The

Stark Drama of the Battlefield in Korea.
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HATES: 15c per word, minimum $1.50, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions lor price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. • WIG HOUSE

HELP WANTED
Exceptional employment opportunities

lor Drtve-ln and Wclk-In Theatre Man-
agers in Southern Caliiomia. Lar^e cir-

cuit olfers ideal working conditions and
liberal medical, hospitalization and life

insurance coverage, plus an excellent
retirement plan. If you should vacation
in California, contact Jim Barka for a
personal interview, Pacific Drive-In The-
atres Corp., 141 South Robertson Blvd.,

Los Angeles 48 California. All inquiries

w ill be held strictly confidential.

MANAGER wanted for conventional de
luxe, first-run theatre in large Ohio City.

Must be cracker jack exploiteer, experi-

enced in all phases of running de luxe
operation. State age, experience, marital

status and salary requirement. Must have
first class reference. Boxoffice, 9216.

Managers wanted, indoor and outdoor
theatres, midwest circuit. Boxoffice, 9219.

Manager: Year round drive-in. State ex-

perience, salary desired. Fly-by-nights do
not apply. Box 7441, Orlando, Florida.

Wanted: Manager for new theatre in

Western South Dakota. Must be experi-
enced in all phases of theatre operation.
State age, salary expected, qualifications

and references. Boxoffice, 9224.

Wanted: Manager for large drive-in the-

atre in city of quarter of million. Year
around job. State experience. Send appli-

cation, references and picture to Box-
office, 9225.

Manager wanted for conventional de-
luxe, first-run theatre in South. Must be
experienced all phases, promotion minded.
State age, experience, marital status,

salary required. Apply Boxoffice 9231.

Employee Wanted: Young, age 20-25,

ambitious, enthusiastic male who is inter-

ested in a future in theatre business. Pay
based on ability and results. Boxoffice
9232.

Wanted: Confident middle aged experi-
enced theatre manager. Must have good
references. Either seasonal or year around
applications considered. Boxoffice 9233.

POSITIONS WANTED
Projectionist: 14 years experience, in-

cluding booth maintenance, desires per-
manent employment. Good references. Will
go anywhere. Edwin H. Isaacs, 902 Five
Oaks Avenue, Dayton 6, Ohio. BE 3-5958.

Presently employed Canadian District

Manager, age 34, married, 20 years ex-
perience all phases . . . motion picture,

drive-in, stage and concert supervision
and management. Outstanding record of

achievement. Desires challenging oppor-
tunity with aggressive company. Boxof-
fice 9229.

Manager, experienced, best references,
needs position in town affording school-
ing for high school student confined to

wheelchair. Available now. Bumie Haley,
1007 Avenue S, Lubbock, Texas.

Experienced projectionist thoroughly ex-

perienced all make of equipment. Now
available. Go anywhere. Boxoffice 9228.

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING
IF YOU OWN A COPY of Trout's Sound
and Projection Servicing Manual. In-

structions on servicing leading makes of

equipment . . . trouble-shooting charts,
basic schematics: tables on rest-

ances, voltages; data on lenses, lamps,
projectors, screens, sound, etc. Simpli-
fied . . . authentic. Additional Service
Sheets for 1961 to subscribers free. Data
on 35-70mm equipment. Price: $6 copy;
Cash or P.O. Order ... no CODs.
(Loose-leaf binder free) . . . Wesley
Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid, Oklahoma.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
Strong, Jr., 16mm, high intensity, arc

projection lamps, plus sound equipment.
Five years old, A-l condition. Midway,
Adrian, N. D.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Wanted: Used booth equipment. We dis-

mantle. Frank Rogers, 1122 Winton Ave-
nue, Speedway, Indiana.

Wanted: Used theatre booth equipment.
We dismantle. Leon Jarodsky, Lincoln
Theatre, Paris, Illinois.

TOP PRICES PAID: For used X-L and
Century Projectors, Lamphouses and Cine-
maScope lenses. What have you? Star
Cinema Supply, 621 West 55th Street,
New York 19.

SURPLUS STOCK: Must reduce. Super,
E7 Simplex mechanisms, $195; regular
Simplex, $99.50; SA RCA 35mm Arc Sound
Projectors with pedestals, $195; Hi-In-
tensity arcs and rectifiers, Brenkert, Sim-
plex, Strong, Forest from $49.50. Complete
booth outfits, projection and sound, from
$895. Good serviceable condition. S.O.S.,
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.

Will have available between March 1st

and April 15, complete booth equipment,
including 3-D, CinemaScope and 35mm;
4 channel stereophonic sound. Generator
95-190 amp, 20 H. P.; etc. Also 942 Kroeh-
ler pushback chairs. Mid-States Theatres,
602 Walnut Street, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

Sacrifice: Complete equipment Cowboy
Drive-In, Fabens, Texas, or will transfer
ground lease and sell as a going busi-
ness. Fred Tockle, 4228 Darwood, El Paso,
Texas. Phone KEystone 2-1004.

20 ton G.E. "Freon" air conditioning
with pre-water induction coil, electric fil-

ters. Five years old, guaranteed A-l
shape. A. Biba, 1519 South 60th Ct., Cicero
50, Illinois.

SENSATIONAL SAVINGS! Imperial 65/
130 generator, complete, reconditioned
$350; RCA PG-134 sound-system, complete,
rebuilt, only $575; Griswold splicers, new,
$19.95; Simplex portable projectors, arc
lamphouses, complete to operate, heavy
pedestals, rebuilt $1295. Star Cinema Sup-
ply, 621 West 55th Street, New York 19.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
BLACK or RED, WINTERIZED MASON-

ITE MARQUEE LETTERS, fit all signs. 4",-

40c; 8", 60c; 10", 75c; 12", $1.00; 14",

$1-50; 16", $1.75; 17", $2.00; 25", $3.00

(10% discount 100 letters or over $60.00
list). S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New
York 19.

LENS: Complete stock of brand new lens
in sizes 2*4" thru 9". Large discounts on
Kollmorgen, Projection Optics, Bausch <&

Lomb, General Scientific. Also good selec-
tion of used lens. Southeastern Theatre
Equipment Co., 203 Luckie St. N.W., At-
lanta, Ga.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
BASKET REPLACEMENTS for old type

RCA junction boxes . . . replaces both
baskets and mounts on top of junction
box cover, easy to install. Sample and
quantity price list 65c. Best R/C Mfg.
Company, 3211 St. John, Kansas City 23,
Mo.

EQUIPMENT REPAIR SERVICE
REFLECTORS broken? GATORHIDE re-

pairs permanently. Kit, $2.95 postpaid.
From supply houses or GATORHIDE, Box
71, Joplin, Missouri.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action! $4.50M cards. Other

games available, on, off screen. Novelty
Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn.
N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers ol

Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 346 West 44th St., New York
36, N. Y.

Midget Bibles. $50/thousand. lxl 1^",
224 pages. Samples, prices 10c. Johnson-
Smith. D-951, Detroit 7.

Comic Books . . . Toys . . . Novelties
. . . Free catalog. Hecht Mfg., 184 W.
Merrick Road, Merrick, N. Y.

Want Ads Work Fast!

Get Results at Once!
BOXOFFICE

THEATRES FOR SALE
West Coast theatres for sale. Wrue lor

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearny Street, San Francisco 8, California

For Sale: Neodesha, Kansas drive-in
theatre, 375 cars, population 4,000. No
reasonable offer refused. Downtown the-
atre to be dismantled. G. E. Klock.

350-car drive-in. eastern Washington,
county seat. Boxoffice, 9214.

Lease and equipment for sale, 300 seats,
only theatre in town oi 10,000 population.
Boxoffice, 9213.

Modern 454-seat theatre in county seat.
Population 2,000, drawing area 5,000 to
6,000. Simplex XL projectors, 30-ton air-
conditioner, lease on modern brick build-
ing, This one is a money-maker. Ideal
family operation. Price, $6,500—$2,500
down—should pay for itself first year.
Contact Frances Handlong, Troy, Mo.
For Sale: County seat, western Kansas.

334 seats, Simplex projection and sound,
wide scr-een CinemaScope. Box-office, 9221.

Ken Theatre, 500 seats, operating week-
ends, latest equipment. Frankenmuth,
Michigan.

^
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE New York

State, only theatre in active town . . .

fine physical condition . . . profitcble
operation. Excellent opportunity for in-

dividual, $25,000. Cash necessary. Box
347, 1501 Broadway, New York.

For Sale or Lease: Johnston Theatre,
Johnston, South Carolina, 400 seater, only
theatre in county, excellent family op-
portunity, reason sale, illness. Air-condi-
tioned, CinemaScope and widescreen.
H. B. Ram, Aiken, S. C.

For Sale: 400-car drive-in between Glas-
gow, Montana, and airbase with 6500
troops six miles each way. Complete con-
crete screen, new Ballantyne equipment.
Partners disagree. Fastest growing town
in northwest U.S. Ed McKenzie, Box 1127,
Whitefish, Montana.

THEATRES WANTED
Small town theatre, interested in South-

western states only. Send details to: Box-
office, 9212.

Small town theatre. No competition.
Family operation. Will buy if terms are
right, or lease with option to buy. Box-
office, 9226.

Wanted: To buy or lease drive-in the-
atres of 600-car capa'city or larger, in
Ohio. Boxoffice, 9222.

nmpioyea manager, small ouiaoor ana
indoor theatres wants lease opportunity
with no starting expense in g.owing South
Carolina community. Boxoffice 9230.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE

200-car drive-in theatre located in cen-
tral New Mexico. Contact Bill Skelton,

Box 344, Phone OR 8-36-6, Blanding, Utah.

THEATRE SEATING
Good used lale model chairs available,

rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices Parts for all makes of chairs.

Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 2S"x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c
ea. Chiccgo Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

Chairs rebuilt in your theatre, re-spac-
ing, sewed covers. Arthur Judge, 2100 E.

Newton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

POPCORN MACHINES
Popcorn machines, all makes. Complete

new popping units, $185.00 ex. Replace-
ment kettles, all machines 120 So. Hal-
ted, Chicago. 111.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIGGER POPCORN PROFITS with all

new Tender-Vender, now re-designed to

even finer operations and results. Nothing
to corrode, rust or peel. Warms, tender-
izes ana dispenses crisp, hot, delicious

popcorn. Shipped assembled; easy to

move; capacities right for any location
Write for facts. TENDER-VENDER POP-
CORN SERVICE CO., Popcorn Building,
Nashville, Tennessee.

INTERMISSION TAPES
Pre-Show and Intermission Programs for

Drive-Ins. No more tape troubles . . .

use disc customized programs . . . same
price as our superb tapes on HiFi LP
records. Guaranteed to sell. Write for

free sample disc. Commercial Sound Ser-
vice, P. O. Box 5, Sulphur Springs,
Texas.

MISCELLANEOUS
PREVENT white film on floors from salt

& snow. Order 5-gallon pail M&M floor

soap $11.25 F.O.B., M&M Chemical Com-
pany, Willimantic, Conn.

Handy Subscription Order Form

CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION
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4th Annual Meeting
Hotel Continental • Kansas City, Mo

SAVE TIME -REGISTER NOW!

COUNT ME IN FOR SHOW-A-RAMA IV

Hotel Continental • Kansas City, Missouri • March 7-8-9, 1961

Registration Fee
Men $15—Ladies $10

For additional information

and details, write —
Norris Cresswell,

executive secretory

MAIL TO:

NAME:.

ADDRESS:

Register: MYSELF

MYSELF & WIFE

CHECK ENCLOSED

BILL ME

UNITED THEATRE OWNERS - 1802 WYANDOTTE - KANSAS CITY 8, MISSOURI



The motion picture industry's newest production-distribution company, Pathe-America, has

completed its first production "The Deadly Companions," which it will have ready for release

in early spring. The picture was shot on location in Tucson, Ariz. Budd Rogers (second from

right), president of the company, was a visitor in the shooting area when the above photo

was taken. He is shown with Charles B. FitzSimons, the producer (left), Brian Keith, Chill

Wills, Maureen O'Hara and Steve Cochrane, stars of the picture . . . Story on page 8.
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From the depths of degradation she rose to seek redemption at the

hands of the woman her silence had condemned to the gallows . .

.

o

this is the story of Temple Drake and Candy Man, her Creole lover

. . . of Gowan, her husband, and their children . . . the one who lived,

and the one who died; of her father, the Governor of a great state . .

.

and of Nancy, the woman who laid down her life to save them all.

Darryl F. Zanuek Productions
,
Inc. presents A CinemaScope Picture

WILLIAM
FAULKNER’8 SANCTUARY

m
iU REHtttVES MONTAND BRADFORD DILLIWN

Of)ETTA • Produced bn Richard I). Zanuek • Directed by Tony Richardson ’ Screenplay by James Poe

One of the national advertisements for this great motion picture!
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BACKBONE OF THE INDUSTRY

I
T WOULD be a catastrophe if all of the small

and small-town theatres would close. The

prediction that this would happen one day has

been freely made by some producers and dis-

tributors. And, as if to make their predictions

come true, some of these and others have in-

dulged in practices that seem aimed in that

direction. Yet, despite this, there have been

recurrent reports of the revival of many closed

or “on the brink” theatres. Encouraging signs

make their appearance in news that these and

many “doomed” small enterprises are flourish-

ing again. Still there is a latent danger to their

continued existence.

Some of these dangers are more or less cre-

ated by exhibitors themselves through the op-

erational policies in which they engage, albeit

these sometimes are imposed upon them. One of

these practices is the fast play-off of pictures

that dissipates their potential by dividing the

patronage within a given area through the

thinning-out process induced by over-extended

multiple-day-and-date bookings. The pictures,

then, are virtually cut off from the rest of the

population and the desire to see, created through

preselling and word-of-month, is unfulfilled.

When there was an orderly clearance system,

pictures missed on the first, second or third

runs, could later be seen on later runs. But, now,

it’s in and gone. True, at the higher range of

price scales, the take, both for exhibitors and

distributors, may be as great or greater than

formerly obtained. But why lose the extra reve-

nues that are obtained from the multitudes of

people that still will want to see these pictures?

The answer may be that they “don’t have to

be lost; the subsequent-runs still can play the

pictures.” But not on the terms demanded, which

are out of their reach! And another by-product

of the fast play-off is the dearth of product this

creates for the smaller operators. The already

acute shortage of product thereby becomes ag-

gravated and those forced to reduce the number
of weekly changes that their situations require

find it difficult to keep up a regular flow of

patronage. This is not a new problem, but it

keeps spreading, instead of being controlled.

Another old problem that again, is arising, is

making available 16mm versions of recent of

the bigger pictures to any Tom, Dick and Harry
who has a projector. It makes no difference,

whether it be for personal use or for showings
to groups such as may be brought together at

country clubs, churches, schools, factories, etc.

Even before some of the big pictures of 1960

have been fully played by theatres, they are

being offered in 1961 catalogs of organizations

that acquire the so-called “nontheatrical” rights

to these films. Among films listed are some that

have virtually endless exhibition lives, that peo-

ple will want to see over and over again. But

the crux of this problem is that the producer-

distributors, by this method of reaching out for

small rentals, compete with exhibitors for the

time of potential patrons. Moreover, the avail-

ability of these films—at free performances

—

makes the competition to regular theatres so

much greater.

We wonder how many distributors, who have

said “there is no money” in bookings from small

theatres and that they service them at a loss,

are permitting their product to be offered

through the 16mm setups?

During the last several weeks, we have been

barraged by news releases from an organization

that recently acquired the post- 1950 product of

one of the major companies informing of the

purchases of that product by television stations.

These pictures may have exhausted their com-

mercial theatre potentials, but they still have at-

traction value and are strong competition, espe-

cially for the smaller theatres. Some of these

“old” releases are of 1955 vintage, one a 1956

and another a 1957 release. Whether or not these

pictures did well in their theatrical runs and

whether or not they may still have reissue value

to theatres, they do offer formidable competition

and a means for draining patronage from this

industry’s main source of revenue.

Again, we say, a catastrophic blow that

could strike this industry would be the loss

of all of its small theatres. Not only do they,

collectively, provide revenues that total into the

millions of dollars and in which there is the

profit and more for every producer-distributor,

but they also serve as the cultivators of movie

patrons, from which there is an accrual of bene-

fit extending even to the big theatres in the big

cities. The right-thinking men of this business

recognize the importance of the small theatres

to the industry’s future well-being; that they

always have been the backbone of the industry.

But, under the pressure of economic stress, they

sometimes have grabbed at “straws” that have
thrown these “little fellows” off balance. This

needs to be righted.



SIT-INS' OPEN DESEGREGATION
DRIVE ON U. S. MOVIE THEATRES

ACE Selects Frisch
To Succeed Schwartz

Campaign Moves Quickly

In the South; Reaches

Into North and West
KANSAS CITY—Motion picture theatres

are the new target in the fight against

segregation.

Negro students who a year ago started

their successful campaign to wipe out

segregation at lunch counters have started

a move against theatres which have segre-

gation policies, and in at least two metro-
politan areas—Chicago and San Francisco
—have picketed theatres which are part of

national circuits with properties in the

south but which themselves do not segre-

gate patrons.

STARTS IN GREENSBORO
The movement in the last two weeks

has been nationwide, and can be expected
to grow. In Greensboro, N. C., where the

sit-ins were started a year ago at a Wool-
worth store, young Negro students turned
out in great numbers to line up for tickets

at movie houses. In Atlanta, about 1,500

students conducted an orderly march in

the downtown area to let it be known that
they were making segregated theatres
their next target.

Edward C. King jr., head of the Stu-
dent Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
in Atlanta, told United Press International
that the organization had called for stand-
ins at theatres throughout the south as
the first move in the second phase of the
student protest movement.
He said students intended to set up

“revolving lines” at theatre boxoffices.

Under this procedure, students form a line

to purchase tickets. Each one refused a
ticket then goes to the rear of the line and
waits to make another request. What this

does, in effect, is keep white patrons from
purchasing tickets.

Segregation is practiced in most south-
ern cities, and some smaller towns Negro
patrons are required to sit in balconies re-
served specifically for them.

In its early stages, the movement spread
to Nashville, Tenn.; Richmond and Hamp-
ton, Va.; Orangeburg, S. C.; Chapel Hill,

Charlotte and High Point, N. C.; Coving-
ton and Lexington, Ky.; and Austin and
San Antonio, Tex.

PICKET BIG CIRCUITS

National circuits can expect to have
their theatres in northern cities picketed.
King, as leader of the Non-Violent Co-
ordinating Committee, has asked for
limited picketing of theatres operated by
Loew’s, RKO, Stanley Warner and AB-PT
in support of the southern students. This
appeal was met almost immediately in

San Francisco and Chicago where a half
dozen key houses were targets of white
and Negro picketeers. The Paramount and
St. Francis—both AB-PT theatres—were
picketed in San Francisco while the Chi-
cago, State -Lake and United Artists thea-
tres were targets in Chicago, all operated

NEW YORK—Emanuel Frisch is the new
chairman of the American Congress of

Exhibitors, Frisch, an
executive of the
Randforce Amuse-
ment Co., was elected

to the post by the
ACE executive com-
mittee at a meeting
here February 14. He
will replace Sol A.
Schwartz, who was
elected to the chair-
manship late last
year but who was
obliged to withdraw
because of his resig-

nation as president of RKO Theatres to

become a vice-president of Columbia Pic-

tures.

Frisch is the son of the late Louis Frisch

who was a partner with Samuel Rinzler

in Frisch & Rinzler which later became
the Randforce organization. Emanuel
Frisch became an executive of the com-

by Balaban & Katz, an AB-PT affiliate.

David B. Wallerstein, B&K president,

issued a public statement to the effect

that his company’s theatres have always
been integrated, and the circuit employes
Negroes, some in executive positions.

In some of the cities, theatres closed

their boxoffices when the stand-ins ap-
peared. At the Carolina Theatre in Char-
lotte, when the line appeared, the box-
office was closed, after which white pa-
trons were admitted to the lobby where
they were sold tickets. The only city where
arrests were reported was Hampton where
15 students from the Hampton Institute

were arrested and charged with trespas-
sing. They had purchased tickets to the
Lee Theatre but took seats in the segre-
gated orchestra section instead of the sec-
tion in the balcony section set aside for

Negro patrons.

Among the organizations which have
become affiliated with the Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee are the National
Student Ass’n, National Student Christian
Federation and the College and Youth
Councils of the National Ass’n for the
Advancement of Colored People. Others
reported as participants are the American
Friends Service Committee, Southern Re-
gional Council, Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference and Southern Conference
Educational Fund.

The Negro students are expected to at-

tract white student support in the larger

communities.

pany in 1947 and has served as president
of Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres
Ass’n, a member of the executive com-
mittee of the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations and a member of the New
York Department of Labor’s Minimum
Wage Board.

Frisch is a graduate of Penn State Uni-
versity and Harvard Law School. He has
been active in the Greater New York Fund,
American Red Cross, National Conference
of Christians and Jews and many other
philanthropies.

Following the meeting, Frisch told Box-
office that he planned to call a meeting
of ACE’s various committee chairmen for
a review of what had been done and the
charting of things to be done. On the
basis of what he termed “progress reports,”
ACE's immediate activities will be ac-
celerated. He said that ACE would push to-
ward the achievements of the goals for
which the organization was founded.

Leslie Schwartz, president of MMPTA,
has been elected to the executive committee

Elect Sheldon Smerling
Exec. Veep of NT&T
LOS ANGELES—Sheldon Smerling has

been elected executive vice-president and
chief operating offi-

cer of National Thea-
tres & Television, Inc.,

it was announced by
B. Gerald Cantor,
president and chair-
man of the board.
An executive vice-

president of Eastern
Management Corp. in

the east for the past
ten years, Smerling
has been in charge of

operations for East-
ern’s Drive-In Thea-
movie theatres and

radio broadcasting stations throughout the

middle Atlantic and New England states.

He will move to Los Angeles shortly to

take over his new duties.

Two AB-PT Dividends
NEW YORK—A quarterly dividend of

25 cents on the outstanding common stock

and 25 cents on the outstanding preferred

stock of American Broadcasting-Para-
mount Theatres has been declared by the

board of directors. The dividends are pay-
able March 15 to holders of record on
February 24.

Sheldon Smerling

tres, conventional
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Newspapers Get Warning

On Rates From Lipton

Better Ad Information

Due for Foreign Films
NEW YORK—Distributor members of

the Independent Film Importers & Dis-

tributors of America, in rejecting the idea

of film classification, have announced that

they will submit their pictures for pre-

view to interested groups and inform the

public of the contents of their pictures

through their advertising. If, in the judg-
ment of the distributor, a picture calls

for an “adult only” policy, the exhibitors

will be asked to recommend that policy.

In a formal statement, the IFIDA said

that under the traditional American sys-

tem, the job of controlling the child’s wel-
fare falls mainly on the parent or guard-
ian. “We submit,” the statement said,

“that a well-informed, well-read American
parent is the best classification guide for

his child. We pledge ourselves to aid fur-

ther in educating and informing the Amer-
ican parent.”
The statement further pointed out:

“We firmly reject the concept of gov-
ernmental regulation of our mass media
to determine what the American people
can see or hear. The logical extension of

governmental censorship is political dic-

tatorship and the loss of individual rights.

The freedoms of the First Amendment are
too vital to be trifled with by any politi-

cally organized body. The laws against
obscenity are quite sufficient to guard the
public from any abuse on that score.

“We wish to make clear that we do not
intend to reduce the intellectual content
of all of our releases to a child’s level. We
submit that the American people are en-
titled to adult as well as children’s films.

We shall endeavor to satisfy that need
with the best that foreign and domestic
motion pictures have to offer.”

Only One of 13 Features
Listed Strictly Adult
NEW YORK—In its February survey of

current pictures, The Green Sheet classed
four of 13 pictures in the family category,
five as suitable for adults and mature
young people, three acceptable for adults,

mature young people and young people
and one strictly for adults.

In the family bracket were 20th-Fox’s
“Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come,” Al-
lied Artists’ “Dondi,” Columbia’s “Pepe”
and 20th-Fox’s “The Wizard of Baghdad.”
Those listed for adults and mature young

people were Paramount’s “Blueprint for

Murder,” “Columbia’s “Cry for Happy,”
Warner Bros.’ “A Fever in the Blood,” and
United Artists’ “Operation Bottleneck.”
In the third category, adults-young

people and mature young people, were
United Artists’ “Five Guns to Tombstone,"
20th-Fox’s “Flaming Star” and United
Artists’ “Frontier Uprising.”
Rated for adults only was 20th-Fox’s

“The Marriage-Go-Round.”

Acquires Sellers Film
NEW YORK — Showcorporation of

America has secured the U. S. distribution

rights to “Two-Way Stretch,” British

Comedy starring Peter Sellers, from Lion
International, according to Robert Manby,
president.

SAN FRANCISCO—Newspaper advertis-

ing executives were warned not to take
motion picture ad-
vertising in newspa-
pers for granted, to

eliminate advertising

rate discrimination
and to end an apathy
toward motion pic-

ture coverage on a lo-

cal level, in an ad-
dress delivered here
this week by David A.

Lipton, vice-president
of Universal Pictures.

Lipton, who directs

Universal’s advertis-
ing, publicity and exploitation, laid it on
the line to the daily press in an address
before the convention of the National
Newspaper Advertising Executives Ass’n
here Friday (10). Candidly, he informed
the men who control the ad policies of

the U. S. press:

“I feel obliged to call your attention to

the growing trend to find more effective

substitutes for motion picture display ad-
vertising in newspapers.
“Newspaper advertising executives who

are taking their motion picture advertis-
ing for granted are apparently unaware
how much of our industry’s spending has
already been diverted into other media.
And from many indications, which I can
personally vouchsafe, the trend continues
to grow.”
As far as rate discrimination is con-

cerned. he said, the basis for the practice
of charging higher rates for amusement
advertising has long ceased to exist.

“How many other advertisers do you
have who use space 365 days a year? What
other advertising do you carry that is

news and a service to the readers which

—

if it were entirely eliminated—you would
find yourselves obliged to provide in order

UA to Offer a Minimum

Of 36 Features in 1961
NEW YORK—United Artists started

celebrating its tenth anniversary un-
der the present management this past
week and is doing so with the strong-
est backlog of product in its history,

Arthur Krim, president, reported to

the tradepress Thursday (16). The
company will offer a minimum of 36
pictures in 1961 and its product lineup
has been set well into 1963, he said.

Previewing the ten-year history,

Krim said when the present manage-
ment took over, UA was on the verge
of bankruptcy, having a weekly gross
of $30,000 and a weekly overhead of

$80,000. Since then, he said, the com-
pany had grossed in excess of 600 mil-
lion dollars and had netted more than
20 million dollars. The boxoffice
gross on its pictures in that period has
been about one billion dollars, he said.

to meet the needs of your readers?

“Do you charge radio or television sta-

tions or the sponsors involved for listing

their programs?” he asked. “No, it is in-

formation that the readers require, just as

they want to know what pictures are play-

ing in their local theatres.”

Lipton further warned the ad men that

“there is a rising hue and cry from theatre

owners in many parts of the United States

to divert more of our advertising spending
to other media.” He said there are a num-
ber of major theatre circuits in America
which virtually demand a very large tele-

vision and radio expenditure as a condi -

tion for booking our theatres.

He pointed out that experimentation
on the uses of other media in merchandis-
ing films is under way, and that national

consumer magazine executives are “ener-

getically wooing our major companies to

capture a larger portion of our advertising

dollar.” Actually, he added, many theatre

owners who, a few years ago, took a dim
veiw toward the millions that go into na-
tional magazine campaigns for fear it

wrould affect local ad allocations now en-

courage national magazine advertising.

“We are both,” said Lipton, “forms of

communication to the mass public, both
providing information and entertainment,
each in our own way. We both provide a

public service, and we both work toward
the purpose of improving our communities.
On a national level we make news, some-
times exciting, sometimes sensational,

sometimes amusing.
“However else you may describe the news

of movies and movie stars, the news we
make is rarely dull, judging by the enor-

mous amount of space your editors give it.

“Herein lies the contradiction where
newspaper publishers are concerned. They
concede by the enormous editorial cover-

age they accord the lives and loves of film

stars that movies make news avidly sought
by your readers. On the other hand, they
frequently give scant attention to the ap-

pearance of the amusement pages—or to

the penalties they impose on movie ad-
vertising through discriminatory adver-
tising rates,” he declared.

De Laurentiis, Columbia
Set to Start 'Barabbas'
NEW YORK—Production will start

March 1 in Rome on “Barabbas,” a Dina
de Laurentiis picture which reportedly has
been budgeted at more than $10,000,000.

It will be released by Columbia Pictures

and has been in preparation for more than
two years.

Based on a Biblical novel, “Barabbas"
was written for the screen by Christopher
Fry, coscripter of “Ben-Hur.” It will be

directed by Richard Fleischer who directed

“The Vikings.” The film will have 131

speaking roles and negotiations are under
way for several American and British

stars.

“Barabbas” will be filmed in a special

widescreen process, Technirama 70, and in

Technicolor.

David Lipton
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Mid-South Unit Is Polled

For Break With Allied
OKOLONE, MISS.—Withdrawal of Al-

lied Independent Theatre Owners of Mid-

South from Allied States Ass'n and par-

ticipation of the unit in a movement to

“help form a new organization that will

truly represent the independent theatre

owners of America" has been recommended
to its board of directors by D. F. Blissard,

president.

In a statement issued to the tradepress

Thursday (16), Blissard said he is polling

his board for immediate action. He charged

that Allied started losing its effectiveness

immediately following Trueman Rem-
busch's term as president of the national

body. “In recent years, National Allied has

refused to give the small independent ex-

hibitors any consideration,” he declared.

Rembusch headed the national organiza-

tion in 1950-51.

“At Miami Beach. A1 Myrick was elected

president and we felt we would now have

someone like Trueman Rembusch that

would truly represent the independent ex-

hibitors," Blissard said. “But some national

directors who had become accustomed to

using the national organization for the

special benefit of a few buying and booking

combines and small circuits refused to co-

operate and did everything in their power

to tie his hands. It is my firm belief that

this resistance and the thwarted desire of

A1 Myrick to return National Allied to

where it would represent the independent

exhibitors of America and assist them in

their return to prosperity was the largest

contributing factor to his heart attack in

August of 1960,” Blissard said.

He characterized present leaders as

“self-appointed do-gooders” who have done

nothing for the independent exhibitor.

If Blissard 's recommendation is accepted

by the board of Mid-South, the unit will

become the third Allied affiliate to with-

draw from the national unit since the

“new young look” was introduced in the

national organization a month ago. The
Indiana unit voted to withdraw several

weeks ago, and the Mid-Central unit untied

the knot this week. It is quite likely that

the Iowa-Nebraska unit, of which Myrick

is a past president, also will disengage

itself from the national setup. It was My-
rick who called for a new national or-

ganization of small independents follow-

ing the meeting of the board of directors

of Allied States Ass’n in Milwaukee Jan-
uary 14, 15 when Marshall Fine, 35-year-

old Cleveland theatreman was elevated to

the presidency.

Mid-Central Affiliate

Drops National Tie

WINCHESTER, ILL.—Notification that

Mid-Central Allied Independent Theatre
Owners has withdrawn from Allied States

Ass'n has been sent by Paul E. Stehman,
secretary-treasurer, to Marshall Fine,

presia nt of the national organization.

Stehma.’ did not indicate when the ac-

tion was takers. The unit has been com-
paratively ’nacLve of late.

Strengthening of Allied

Is Predicted by Fine

New York—Allied States Ass’n will

stay in one piece and will push for-

ward to greater heights, according to

Marshall Fine, president. Fine said he
and Milton London, executive secre-

tary, would shortly make a tour of the

Allied units for the purpose of

strengthening the existing ones, re-

vitalizing those that had been inactive

and setting up new units in some
areas.

Fine told BOXOFFICE that he was
sure that by the end of the year Allied

would have at least three new units

and possibly five.

Following the meeting of the ACE
executive committee meeting which he

came here to attend, Fine met with

distribution executives individually for

the purpose of discussing methods of

being of service at the exchange level.

He admitted that Allied had been a

thorn in the side of distribution on

several occasions but that in the fu-

ture wanted to cooperate in all mat-
ters that will be of benefit to the in-

dustry. There must be cooperation by

all segments if the business is to thrive,

he declared.

Allied Artists Has Net
Of $312,000 for 1960
HOLLYWOOD—Allied Artists Pictures

Corp. operations and its wholly owned
subsidiaries for the 26 weeks ended De-
cember 31, as shown by the books without

audit, resulted in a net profit before fed-

eral income taxes of $363,000. Announce-
ment of the profit was made at a meeting

of the executive committee of the board

of directors at the homeoffice in Holly-

wood February 13. For the corresponding

period in the previous year the amount
was $846,000.

The final net profit for the 1960 period

was $312,000. Because of prior year losses,

no provision for federal income taxes was
required in the 26 weeks ended Dec. 26,

1959, and only $51,000 was required in the

26-week period ending December 31.

The gross income for the last 26-week
period in 1960 amounted to $7,560,000 as

compared with $9,035,000 for the same
period in the previous year.

Senate Approves Minow
WASHINGTON—The United States Sen-

ate has confirmed the appointment of

Newton N. Minow, of Chicago as chairman
of the Federal Communications Commis-
sion, without dissent. However, Minow said

he does not expect to take over his new
post until about the middle of next month,
that he will need the intervening time to

put his Chicago law practice in order.

20th-Fox Plans to Conduct
Merchandising Seminars
NEW YORK-—A nationwide series of

five-way regional seminars will be launched
by 20th Century-Fox in line with its con-
cept of full utilization of the nation’s re-

tail merchandising outlets in individual

picture promotion. The seminars will in-

volve representatives of exhibition, a 20th-
Fox exploitation team, national manufac-
turers of toys and novelties, book pub-
lishers and local wholesalers and retailers.

The meetings with theatre and whole-
sale-retail personnel will be set up in all

of the company’s branch areas and it is its

intention to fully utilize the promotional
advantages in merchandise offerings.

The lead-off project will be in March
when 20th Century-Fox will tie-up with
the Rand-McNally presentation at the Na-
tional Toy Fair where 1,000 manufacturers,
distributors and retailers of toys and
novelties will hold their annual convention
in New York. Under the Rand-McNally
aegis, 22 manufacturers of novelties will be
selling the image of “Misty,” the Cinema-
Scope-De Luxe color production of Mar-
guerite Henry’s noted story. To further
augment the promotion, Rand-McNally
will issue a full-color book titled “Misty
Makes a Movie,” aimed at mass consump-
tion and detailing via Kodachrome stills

the production of the film on an island

off the coast of Virginia. The book will be
packaged for sales in theatres, book stores,

supermarkets and all retail book outlets.

A score of manufacturers will display a
variety of “Misty” items, such as flash-
lights, squeeze toys, balloons, playbills,

puzzles, games, rocking horses, etc.

Following the toy fair, a special 20th-
Fox tiein team will begin a national tour
for regional meetings, starting in the mid-
west.

Three Congressional Bills

To Repeal Ticket Taxes
WASHINGTON—The House Ways and

Means Committee has three bills before it

which would repeal the tax on motion pic-

ture theatre admissions.

HR-241, by Rep. John Lesinski (D.,

Mich.) would repeal all admissions taxes;

HR-522, by Rep. Frank C. Osmers (R.,

N. J.) would repeal all theatre admission
taxes, and HR-3667 by Rep. Gordon L.

McDonough (R„ Cal.) would repeal motion
picture theatre taxes.

Committee staffers said it is doubtful

that any will be acted on during the cur-

rent session.

Earl Dyson Named AIP
Midwest Division Head
KANSAS CITY—Earl L. Dyson has

been named to fill a new post—midwestern
division sales manager—for American In-

ternational Pictures by Leon Blender, AIP
distribution head. Dyson will continue to

have his headquarters in Kansas City,

where he was branch manager until the

promotion was announced. As division

head, he will direct sales in the Denver,
Kansas City, Omaha, Des Moines and St.

Louis exchanges.

Larry Biechele, Dyson’s associate in the

Kansas City exchange, has been named
branch manager here.
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You never know . . • And since

there's no way of knowing— your cue is always to be

ready for THE GREAT PICTURE !

Ready with the right equipment! Ready with the right

film! Ready, for example, with Eastman Double-X for

black-and-white shooting. Double the speed of Plus-X.

Superior fine-grain characteristics. Plus added depth. Plus

superior resolution! Plus the advice and cooperation of

the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film.

If you want further information, please write Motion

Picture Film Department,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division, 342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division, 130 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, III.

West Coast Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Or—for the purchase of film: W. J. German, Inc., Agents for

the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional Motion Picture

Films, Fort Lee, N. J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.
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Pathe-America

Completes Its

First Picture

The Deadly Companions/ Initial Production,

To Be Released Early in the Spring

By DALE OLSON

On location, producer Charles B. FitzSimons (left) confers

with actress Maureen O’Hara and Budd Rogers, president of

Pathe-America.

HOLLYWOOD—Pathe-America’s prom-
ise of an increase in exhibitor-aimed prod-

uct, made at the last Theatre Owners of

America convention where the new or-

ganization outlined the first of an annual
slate of 12 features, began to come true this

month when shooting was completed on
the company’s initial motion picture, “The
Deadly Companions.”
With TOA as coproducers and a co-

financing deal set with Motion Picture In-

vestors, Inc.—the first time this group has
put money in a theatrical film produc-
tion—the exhibitor support of the project

is fully evident, strengthening the founda-
tion on which the company can plan fu-

ture production. It was this sturdy sup-
port in the beginning that enabled the
firm’s president, Budd Rogers, to tell

Boxoffice in the Pathe Laboratories Hol-
lywood offices last week that “Compan-
ions” would be in release by April or May
and would be followed immediately by the

remaining 11 features of the first group at

the rate of one-a-month.

1400 PLAYDATES GUARANTEED
Selecting the right picture to start out

the ambitious slate was no easy job, ac-

cording to Rogers. Initially, the success of

the entire project largely depends upon
whether or not this film carries out the
promises made to exhibitors. Of course, it

must be well-made, but the important
thing was to find a vehicle suitable in

every respect for general release so it can
satisfy the more than 1400 playdates guar-
anteed by the TOA members and reap
grosses that will result in the profit-shar-

ing coin Pathe-America promised in re-

Sam Burkett (left), general manager
of Pathe-America, originator of the
plan of operation for the company, is

shown being interviewed for the ac-

companying article by Dale Olson, of

BOXOFFICE Hollywood office.

turn for this fullscale support.
Thus, there were many elements to con-

sider before “The Deadly Companions”
was even submitted to the TOA committee
for approval and they were then even
more carefully weighed from a more di-

rect exhibitor standpoint.
James S. “Sam” Burkett, general man-

ager of Pathe-America and the originatpr
of the plan, appears convinced the choice
was right. The material itself, an outdoor
mixture of the western romance-drama,
he asserts is the kind of fare that has
proved constantly popular to general pa-
trons through the years. It is comfortably
budgeted at $1,500,000, which allows for
such topflight production values as Pathe-
color and Panavision photography, as well
as top behind-the-scenes personnel as
cameraman William Clothier, who photo-
graphed “The Alamo” and Hollywood’s
leading stunt man, Chuck Haywood, who
adds several thrilling outdoor action ca-
pers. Among its most exploitable assets
are its four stars, Maureen O’Hara, long
a leading drawing card at the boxoffice;
Brian Keith, topliner of the highrated TV
series, “The Westerners”; Chill Wills, a
veteran favorite now being touted as an
“Oscar” nominee for his role in “The
Alamo,” and Steve Cochran, handsome and
exciting star of several popular screen
dramas. Being filmed under the Carousel
banner, its youthful producer is the inde-
pendent company’s president, Charles Fitz-
Simons, while the director is Sam Peckin-
pah, who helmed “The Westerners” series.

Author-scripter is A. S. Fleischman, vice-

president of Carousel, who adapted the
screenplay from his own best-selling novel,

“Yellow Leg,” and is remembered for such
top scripts as “Blood Alley” and “Lafayette
Escadrille.”

The story itself, a kind of “African
Queen” set in the Southwest, lies in the
bread-and-butter field theatremen like.

It tells the dramatic tale of two woebegone
people, a former Civil War sergeant and a
fallen woman, who are thrown together
on a long trek through the desert. Each
is filled with hatred and thoughts of re-

venge, but their lives are given new purpose
through love.

“Companions” was filmed in and around
Tucson, Arizona, the first time a motion
picture has been shot in its entirety in

that state. Producer FitzSimons and Bur-
kett, who scouted locations for several

weeks prior to actual filming, declare that
the natural areas do much to aid the story.

besides saving a considerable amount of

money. For instance, Burkett estimates

that a huge natural cave used in one scene

alone would cost $50,000 to duplicate on
a soundstage. And they point with pride

to the fact that much of the terrain has
never been seen on the commercial screen.

Burkett was on hand throughout the

five weeks of filming, as well as figuring

in all preproduction activities. He told

Boxoffice the success of “The Deadly
Companions” could well be a step toward
stopping the so-called runaway production

under fire currently.

‘CLEAN AMERICAN PRODUCT’
“This is the kind of clean, American

product that can oe a top-audience attrac-

tion and put money in the exhibitors’ and
producers’ pockets, alike,” Burkett said. He
advised, as well, that his company intends

to make all of its films along these same,
universally popular lines. He said they will

take advantage of U. S. soil for locations,

explaining that this will save them money
and will also wcrl: as a kind of public re-

lations program for the entire industry.

For instance, the “Companions” crew

brought to Arizona numbered 58 in all.

However, more than 100 local citizens were

used for various odd jobs throughout the

location period. “We will spend $1,000,000

of the total $1,500,000 budget right here,”

Burkett stated early in the filming.

Exhibitor interests are being explored

frequently with regard to selling “The
Deadly Companions,” with the experience

gained from this picture being utilized on

the remaining slate. For instance, there

will be special emphasis on trailers. Two
of them will be made, one to be in the form
of a special eight-to-ten-minute short to

show exhibitors only and the other a reg-

ular theatre trailer. The special will in-

Sam Peckinpah, who directed “The
Deadly Companions,” is shown on lo-

cation with Maureen O’Hara.
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Texas Drive-In Theatres

Vote TOA Affiliation

elude a forward by Miss O’Hara, telling

how she will personally make herself avail-

able to sell the picture, and will also fea-

ture scenes from the film itself and num-
erous shots of location activities showing
how it was made and what the overall

project means. Additionally, the company’s
publicity heads are planning a hard sell

approach with other accessories attuned
to the point-of-release problems of the-
atremen in their own communities.

DIRECTS SALES PROGRAM
Budd Rogers will personally direct the

sales program, which will be handled from
five key divisional sales points, Chicago,
New York and Los Angeles among them.
He will have a representative in each who
will handle distribution of prints that will

be processed for Pathe-America by Uni-
versal-International. Pathe-America will

do its own billing and collecting, however.
In separate interviews, both Rogers and

Burkett expressed pleasure with the MPI
cofinancing deal. They hope to attract

more such setups, but only want the ones
that guarantee playing time or hold other
long-range advantages in keeping with the
overall concept of the plan. “We don’t

need money,” Burkett declared flatly,

pointing out that the company is fully

prepared to totally finance all of the 12

pictures. However, both noted the advan-
tage of using someone else’s money for set

projects in order to give them more in-

vestment freedom.
To this degree, Burkett revealed that

they have been swamped with property
proposals since announcing the plan last

year. “There is a wealth of material avail-

able, but we are being careful in selecting

the packages,” Rogers said. “We will only
start preparations on those approved by
the TOA committee,” he assured.
Next to go will be “O’Brian’s Navy,” a

comedy to be made under Harry Joe
Brown’s Sage Productions banner. It is

expected to be ready for the camera in

March for June-July release. No cast or

production details are yet available. TOA
now has several other properties in its

hands, but Rogers declines to name them
until deals are definitely signed and ap-
proved.

The Pathe-America films will be sold as

a group. They will be released on a regular
basis and there will be no efforts to cap-
ture holiday or “special” dates, according
to Rogers.

SEES PLAN EXPANDING
The company head looks for the plan to

attract similar operations from others in

the industry and he expects it to boost
business interests for many allied com-
panies. He admits that Pathe’s chief inter-

est is in processing, just as it has always
been, and says that an increase in pro-
duction activity could only mean an in-

crease in processing needs and he feels

sure Pathe would get its share. The im-
portant thing, however, he stresses, is that
this plan could take some of the guesswork
out of making motion pictures. He likened
it to the shoe industry, in which there is

a known sale for the particular product
even before the first stitch is made. This
is what he hopes they can assure for

Hollywood motion pictures.

“Pathe,” he said, “is making pictures for

the boxoffice. We are putting the empha-
sis on exhibition, distribution and produc-
tion—in that order.”

NEW YORK—The Texas Drive-In The-
atre Owners Ass’n has become a member
of Theatre Owners of America. The affilia-

tion was voted by the TDITOA at the con-
clusion of its convention in Dallas on Feb-
ruary 9 and has brought into the TOA fold

one of the largest remaining unaffiliated
exhibitor groups in the United States.

Albert Pickus, TOA president, said that
as a result of its affiliation, TOA would
increase its activities in the drive-in field

and will place new emphasis in drive-in

operations in its semimonthly bulletins and
other membership services.

Arrangements for the Texas group’s af-

filiation were worked out by Bob Davis, its

president; Tim Ferguson, chairman of the
board, and Edwin Tobolowsky, general
counsel, with Pickus, John H. Stembler of

Atlanta, a TOA assistant to the president,

and George Roscoe, TOA’s director of ex-
hibitor relations, all of whom participated
in the convention.
TDITOA shortly will name its represen-

tative to TOA board of directors and will

CLEVELAND, OHIO—Paul Vogel of the

Vogel Theatres has the juvenile patrons
of his Liberty Theatre in Wellsville all on
his side now. It was no easy trick, but
after picking out several juvenile trouble-

makers and sending them home . . . and
finding that did little good, he turned back
to his long military training.

He took to the stage, turned up the
lights and began a discussion with his

house full of the obstreperous. His military

ideas brought up no memory of handling
unruly soldiers, but he did think that
genuine open “conferences” on “what we
did right yesterday, possibly wrong the day
before” would help. All in all, just a dis-

cussion of tactics.

So, he began—after quieting his juvenile

crowd—by telling its squirming members
that he had some ideas he’d like to pass
along and maybe some thoughts which, if

they liked well enough, they could use and
cooperate with him.
“You see,” he began, “many in our audi-

ence are adults. If you make too much
noise, they’ll not come back, and the adult
pays more than you do and we—you and
I—need him to carry on our showing of

films.”

He continued on. Pretty soon he had
questions from the floor. From questions,
the kids went on into “ideas” about how
to build better programs, the kind of pic-
tures they most wanted to see and why, in

the instance of a candy bar, for example,
it was no longer at the concession stand.
(It’s back now because there is a demand
for it!)

There was a real exchange of ideas.

Slowly the youngsters began to look on

send a delegate to TOA’s midwinter board
meeting in Washington on March 20 and
21 .

The Texas unit’s affiliation follows by
only a few months the joinup of the Louis-

iana Theatre Owners Ass’n and by less

than a year of the Virginia Motion Picture

Theatre Ass’n.

Pickus said with the additions of Texas,

Louisiana and Virginia, plus scores of in-

dependent small theatre owners, TOA had
increased its theatre enrollment by almost
1,000 within the last 18 months. The latest

group to join the association, he said, was
E. J. Crosby jr.’s Southern Amusement
Co. of Lake Charles, La., which enrolled

14 of its theatres.

The Crosby houses are the Paramount,
Dixie and Roundup in Lake Charles; Cane,
Natchitoches; Uptown, DeRidder; Strand,
Jennings; Rice, Crowley; Jefferson, La-
fayette; Polk, Leesville; Many, Many;
Bailey, Marksville; Bailey, Bunkie; Venus,
Winnfield, and the Delta, Opelousas, all in

Louisiana.

the theatre as theirs. No one has had to

be sent home for some time. The kids do
their own “policing.”

They want to know why they can’t have
a certain horror film on Saturday when it

will be shown earlier in the week. Vogel
tells them why—because most of them are

too young for the “Psycho’s.” They ac-

cept his word now.
Next week he will have a big jar of

jelly beans on stage. Pencils will be on
stage, too. At intermission, each youngster
will bring his empty popcorn box to the

stage, write his guess of the number of

beans in the jar, as well as his name and
address, and then throw it into a gigantic

hopper. (This saves the janitor pick-up
work!) The following week the one guess-

ing closest will win the jar of jelly beans.

There will be other prizes for close

guessers. Now at the Liberty Theatre in

Wellsville the Saturday matinees and
night are whopping big FAMILY shows,

and the juvenile patrons are the best

friends Vogel has ever made. They love

participation and their new feeling of

proprietorship, reports Vogel.

Mass Bookings for 'Atlas'

In New Orleans Area
LOS ANGELES—“Atlas,” the first mil-

lion-dollar picture produced by Roger
Corman’s Filmgroup company, has been
slated for its first exhibition exposure on
March 10 in a New Orleans territory sat-

uration engagement of 80 Gulf State cir-

cuit theatres, it was reported by Skip Re-
gan, Filmgroup distribution vice-president.

Giving Kids a Chance to Speak Out

Eliminates Troublemakers in Theatre
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TESMA Plans lo Have

Report by April 30
NEW YORK—Theatre Equipment and

Supply Manufacturers Ass’n will have its

report on clarifying standards of opera-

tion for theatres ready April 30, a report

which is expected to be of interest not
only to theatremen in the United States

but throughout the world. The TESMA
theatre coordinating survey committee is

headed by Arthur Hatch, president of

Strong Electric Corp.
The Hatch report is but one of several

in which TESMA is currently concerned,
Larry Davee, president, said this week. En-
largement of the association’s technical

aid to theatres in this country is another
facet of its new and expanded program.
He said that the theatre operating stand-
ards to be set up by the Hatch commit-
tee would, of necessity, be required to orig-

inate largely among TESMA members so

that the standards thus set could be

adopted by the International Standards
Ass’n, and thus be a guide for theatre

owners all over the world. These stand-
ards, when accepted, would be made avail-

able to all American theatres, with their

adoption by theatremen to be urged.
Davee reported that Ralph Hetzel of

the Motion Picture Ass’n of America, is

in West Africa where he is conducting an
exploratory mission on the TESMA offer

to provide advice and assistance in the

projected construction of a 1,200-seat pilot

theatre. TESMA and MPAA committees
will meet again following Hetzel’s return
from Africa to consider specific recom-
mendations.
Attending the director’s meeting this

week were V. J. Nolan, National Carbon
Co.; George Marchev, Gordos Corp.; Rich-
ard Kneisley, Kneisley Electric Corp.; Don
Peterson, Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.;
Hatch and Davee.

85 Texas Editors Given
Censorship Information
DALLAS—The serious implications of

the Supreme Court decision on censorship
as to the freedom of speech and press
were pointed out to 85 editors of daily
newspapers in Texas in a memorandum
sent to them by Texas COMPO. In in-
viting editorial comment on the decision,
Kyle Rorex, executive director, pointed
out the dangers of the decision not only to
the film industry but to other media.
The memorandum included portions of

an editorial published in the January 31
issue of Boxoffice.

• • • f . . . A ..Tv. •
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Central Heating System

For Drive-In Delayed
Detroit—Technical difficulties which

developed in the final operational
stages of the central gas heating system
installed at the Jolly Roger Drive-In
Theatre near Detroit prevented its

opening in January as reported in the
February 6 MODERN THEATRE sec-

tion. Plans now call for an opening the
last week in March or the first week in

April.

It is expected that a further report
on the installation will be available in

about six weeks. In the MODERN
THEATRE article it was inadvertently
reported that the system already was
in operation.

Nine Subjects Nominated
For Oscar Shorts Award
HOLLYWOOD — Nine shorts subjects

were nominated for Academy Awards this

week by a special nominating committee
headed by Hal Elias. The group viewed car-

toon and live-action subjects from produc-
ing units throught the world.

The nominees are

:

CARTOON SUBJECTS: “High Note,”

Warner Bros.; “Munro,” Rembrandt Films,

Film Representations, Inc., William L.

Snyder, producer; “A Place in the Sim,”
George K. Arthur-Go Pictures, Inc., Fran-
tisek Vystrecil, producer; “Goliath n,” Walt
Disney Productions, Buena Vista Distribu-

tion Co., Inc., Walt Disney, producer;

“Mouse and Garden,” Warner Bros.

LIVE-ACTION SUBJECTS: “A Sport Is

Born,” Paramount, Leslie Winik, producer;

“Day of the Painter,” Little Movies, Kings-
ley-Union Films, Ezra R. Baker, producer;
“Islands of the Sea,” Walt Disney Pro-

ductions, Buena Vista Distribution Co., Inc.,

Walt Disney, producer; “The Creation of

Woman,” Trident Films, Inc., Sterling

World Distributors Corp., Charles F.

Schwep and Ismail Merchant, producers.

A New Wide Angle System
Developed by Panavision
HOLLYWOOD—Panavision has devel-

oped a new wide angle photographic and
projecting system that can both photo-

graph and project a picture 360 degrees

in one axis and 160 degrees in the other

without distortion and with unusually high

definition, it was announced by Robert E.

Gottschalk, company president.

Particular use of the new system will be

for industrial application, fairs, exhibi-

tions, etc., where audience surrounding
process can be most profitably used. With
modification, however, it can also be used

for a new type of theatrical presentation

and would particularly be applicable for

roadshow productions.

Ladies Invited
NEW YORK—The testimonial dinner to

Eric Johnston on April 10 will not be a
stag affair. Ladies will be invited to the

event which will salute the president of the

Motion Picture Ass’n of America on his

15th anniversary with the organization.

Technicolor Reports

Big Earnings Gain
LOS ANGELES—Optimistic in regard to

1961 earnings of Technicolor, Inc., Patrick
J. Frawley jr., newly elected board chair-
man and chief executive officer, reported
the yearend earnings of the company as
up 45.87 per cent over the previous year.

Consolidated net income after taxes for
the year 1960 was $345,943, or 16 cents per
share on 2,211,679 shares outstanding at
December 31. This compares with consoli-
dated net income after taxes of $237,160
or 12 cents per share of 1959 and 2,034,346
shares then outstanding. The yearend
sales stood at $28,458,945, compared with
$27,250,407 in 1959.

Net income for the last two periods (8

weeks) of 1960 was reduced due to non-
recurring expenditures for consolidation of
certain manufacturing facilities.

Frawley stated that improved earnings
this year will be accomplished “by an in-
crease in earnings in our present operating
divisions and by the introduction of new
products in our Consumer Photographic
Division.”

He added that “The first new product
will be a motion picture projector for the
amateur that ... a child can operate . . .

called ‘Instant Movies’, developed for
Technicolor by Eversharp, Inc.”

The executive also disclosed that Techni-
color has been negotiating with DuPont
to market a color film named DuPont-
Technicolor, and that Technicolor will
definitely market an amateur color film
during 1961. According to Frawley, Tech-
nicolor also will expand through the ac-
quisition of other businesses “where it is

felt such acquisitions can contribute to
improvement in earnings.”

Arthur Manson Is Named
Columbia Ad Manager
NEW YORK—Arthur Manson has been

named advertising manager for Columbia
Pictures by Robert S.

Ferguson, national
director of advertis-

ing, publicity and ex-

ploitation. Manson
was assistant to the
director of advertis-

ing and publicity for

Stanley Warner Corp.
since that company
sold Cinerama Corp.

last year.

Prior t o that,

Manson was director

of advertising and
publicity for Cinerama and was responsible

for the promotional campaigns which in-

troduced that method in many parts of

the world.

Sproul Joins Alexander
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO —Merrill

F. Sproul, award-winning assistant TV
production supervisor for Campbell-Ewald
Advertising Agency in Detroit, has joined

the Alexander Film Co. staff, as a pro-

ducer-director, according to an announce-
ment by Keith Munroe, Alexander presi-

dent.

Arthur Manson
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Columbia and Paramount
To Reach Activity Peak
Two more rays of sunshine brightened

up the product shortage scene when pro-

duction highs were reported by two major

Samuel Briskin Hal Wallis

film factories. Columbia expects to hit a

five-year peak with eight films planned

to roll in March, while Paramount, with

four added to its slate for the same pe-

riod, lists a total of 19 pictures in various

stages of preparation to set an all-time

activity peak for a first quarter.

Approximately $14,000,000 is earmarked
for the eight films blueprinted by Gower
Street studio chief Samuel J. Briskin. This

is the largest figure set by the studio in the

past ten years. The films cover a variety of

subject matter, including comedy, drama,
biography and “gimmick” pictures, the lat-

ter to be represented by William Castle’s

“Mr. Sardonicus” and Alex Gordon’s “The
Underwater City.” “City” starts on March
7 with Frank McDonald directing and
shooting to be in a new process called

FantaScope.
First to go is to be “Notorious Land-

lady,” Fred Kohlmar production with Jack
Lemmon starring. “Lawrence of Arabia,”

Sam Spiegel production of the biography
of T. E. Lawrence, will be directed by David
Lean and stars Peter O’Toole in the title

role.

Completing the slate are Charles Feld-
man’s production of “Walk on the Wild
Side,” with Edward Dmytryk directing co-

stars Jane Fonda and Capucine; “Sail a
Crooked Ship,” Philip Barry jr. production
with Robert Wagner and Ernie Kovacs
toplining; “Everything’s Ducky,” Mickey
Rooney starrer for producer Red Doff, and
William Bloom’s “The Tiger Among Us.”

At Paramount, the four incoming
March films include Hal Wallis’ produc-
tion, “Blue Hawaii,” to be filmed in the
title area with Elvis Presley and Juliet

Prowse costarring and Norman Taurog
directing; the Bobby Darin -Stella Stevens
costarring vehicle, “Dreams for Sale,”

which John Cassavetes produces and di-

rects; “Appointment in Zahrain,” to be
produced and directed by Edward Dmytryk,
and “Villa Mimosa,” to be produced by
Edmund Beloin and Maurice Richlin.

The studio currently has four pictures

shooting, five in the cutting rooms and six

in release or ready to go into theatres
within the next few weeks.
Those due for upcoming release include

“The Savage Innocents,” Arctic adventure-
romance starring Anthony Quinn and Yoko

Tani, and Bryan Foy’s “Blueprint for

Robbery,” with Marlon Brando’s Penne-
baker production, “One-Eyed Jacks,” and
Hal Wallis’ “All in a Night’s Work” set

for the immediate future.

“Breakfast at Tiffany’s,” “On the Dou-
ble,” “The Pleasure of His Company,” “The
Counterfeit Traitor,” and “Love in a Gold-
fish Bowl” are in the cutting room, while

“Summer and Smoke,” “The Ladies’ Man,”
“Hatari,” and “My Geisha” are now before

the cameras.

Pat Boone Company Plans

7 Films Next 2 Years
Seven pictures have been announced

on a two-year production schedule for

Pat Boone’s Cooga Mooga Film Produc-
tions, Inc., it has been announced by
Mort Abrahams, executive producer for

the organization.

First to go will be filmization of the

Broadway drama, “The Deadly Game,”
by James Yaffe. Bernard Wolf is scripting

and March 15 has been set as a tentative

starting date, with negotiations currently
under way for a 20th-Fox release.

Following will be “They Also Serve,”
short story by Merwyn Wall which Phil

Shuken has scripted; “A Child Is Crying,”
based on a story by John D. MacDonald
and written for the screen by Marc Siegel;

“The Day of the Damned,” an original

suspense story by Frank DeFelitta, who is

also producing, and “Young Man About
Washington,” original screenplay by Ron-
old Alexander. The latter is the only one
in which Boone will star, aside from two
musicals also being planned.

Ivan Tors Plans to Make
3 Films in 18 Months
Ivan Tors returns to theatrical motion

picture production by announcing plans to

film three features during the next 18

months under his independent, Ivan Tors
Films, Inc. banner.

All originals, the pictures are being pre-
pared by James Buxbaum, who will be in

charge of production. Tors will function
as executive producer. They will all be ad-
venture stories with a scientific back-
ground. The first, to be about the ex-
tinction of African animal life, will start

early this summer in color.

Tors has most recently been functioning
in television where he has been executive
producer on “Sea Hunt” and “The Aqua-
nauts” for Ziv-UA. Earlier, he made seven
science-adventure films for UA, Columbia
and MGM.

Six New Story Purchases

Recorded During Week
From all indications, it looks like this

accelerated production pace will continue.

At least, the literary department has added
considerably to the hefty story availability,

with an even half-dozen story purchases
of unusual note announced during the
week.
While each is an independent acquisi-

tion, there are contractual obligations to

be met by most of the producers involved,

indicating major film company release

for the vehicles.

Topping the list is the purchase of

“Snow on the Pine,” a novel by British
writer MacDonald Hull, by Richard Wid-
mark’s Heath Productions. Filming is to

begin late this year in Hollywood and
Japan, with Widmark starring. A love

story against a background of Allied and
Japanese corruption during Allied occu-
pation, the title comes from a symbolic
poem by Emperor Hirohito, in which the
word “snow” means the occupation and
“pine” Japan. Release is expected to be
through Universal-International.
George Pal, who has been releasing

through MGM, has secured film rights to

“The Circus of Dr. Lao,” Charles G. Fin-
ney novel of mythological characters set

in modern times. He is having it scripted

now.
Others on the list include “The Great

Escape,” which John Sturges will film for

UA with an all-star male cast. Walter
Newman is scripting from Paul Brickhill’s

non-fiction book . . . Frank P. Rosenberg,
who produced “One-Eyed Jacks” for Para-
mount release, has purchased “The Lion,”

a story by Eleanor De Lamater, which he
will make under his independent banner
probably for Paramount release . . . Aaron
Spelling’s original story, “The Starlet,”

telling of a girl’s struggle to reach star-

dom in Hollywood, has been bought by Joe
Schenck Enterprises for feature filming
. . . Another science-fiction subject, Fred-
ric Brown’s novel, “The Mind Thing,” has
been bought by John Payne, who plans to

start production by May 1. No release
deal has been set.

Delmer Daves Will Direct,

Write One for Columbia
Samuel J. Briskin reveals that Delmer

Daves will direct and write “Mothers and
Daughters,” new Evan Hunter novel which
Columbia plans to produce this year. The
story, which will be published on May 9,

deals with the relationships between vari-

ous generations of modem women and the
men in their lives.

Daves, who has two films awaiting re-

lease at Warner Bros., returns to Colum-
bia where he last directed “Cowboy” and
“3:10 to Yuma,” both Glenn Ford starrers

. . . And, also at Columbia, producer Wil-
liam Goetz has signed a new pact calling

for four pictures, although he hasn’t yet
listed what they will be. Completing a
current six-film contract at the studio,

Goetz will next film “Heaven Has No
Favorites.”

Miranda Kounelaki Signed

To Filmgroup Contract

As a result of her role in “Atlas,” Film-
group president Roger Corman has signed

Greek actress, Miranda Kounelaki, to a
multiple-film deal and cast her in his up-
coming production of Jules Verne’s “Cap-
tain Nemo and the Floating City” . . .

Jack Kruschen, who is being considered
for an Oscar nomination for “The Apart-
ment,” has been signed to a top role in

Sy Bartlett’s “Cape Fear” for U-I release

. . . John Agar has been set to star in

"Journey to the Seventh Planet” for Sid
Pink and AIP release.
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MAKES 1961 A BIG YEAR
OF MOTION PICTURE

...and the Big Year has

started NOW with record

breaking performances

of the new decade’s #
1

boxoffice blockbuster—

SWISS FAMILY

ROBINSON
...and will grow BIGGER and

BIGGER with each of these

great Walt Disney releases

from Buena Vista!

WALT DiSNEYS
NEW ALL-CARTOON FEATURE

One HundfeHOnfi
Dalmatians

"Technicolor*
Based on the Popular Novel by OODIE SMITH

IT’S A COMEDY-A MYSTERY-A ROMANCE
...AND DELIRIOUSLY DIFFERENT!

Yes, here are SIX GREAT ONES FOR SIXTY-ONE from WALT DISNEY,

these major productions will be backed with the broad advertising,

the name of Walt Disney. In launching this decade of the 60’s

and a new vision of accomplishment ... WALT DISNEY and BUENA



Walt Disney^

^Hbsetit-minded
PftfesJw*

Starring

FRED MacMURRAY • NANCY OLSON

KEENAN WYNN • TOMMY KIRK
Featuring

LEON AMES • ELLIOTT REID • EDWARD ANDREWS
WALLY

With
ALAN FORREST JAMES And

CARNEY * LEWIS • WESTERFIELD • ED WYNN
Associate Producer BILL WALSH • Oirected by ROBERT STEVENSON • Screenplay by BILL WALSH

Based on a story by SAMUEL W. TAYLOR

YOU'LL BE ABSOLUTELY FLUBBERGASTED!

WALT DISNEY
PRESENTS

HAYLEY MILLS

me PrrinTtrap
TECHNICOLOR*

STARRING

MAUREEN O'HARA • BRIAN KEITH
CO-STARRING

CHARLES RUGGLES • UNA MERKEL
LEO G. CARROLL and JOANNA BARNES

Written for the Screen and

Directed by DAVID SWIFT

Sophisticated and Witty

...ALL-TOGETHER DELIGHTFUL!

WALT DISNEY’S

WILD DOG oftheKOTOW
TECHNICOLOR®

JEAN COUTU • EMILE GENEST

URIEL LUFT- ROBERT RIVARD
Produced by WINSTON HIBLER

Directed by DON HALDANE
and JACK COUFFER

Based on James Oliver Curwood’

Thrilling Adventure Novel

“NOMADS OF THE NORTH”

Walt

-T&YVWD
TECHNICOLOR®

STARRING

TOMMY SANDS • RAY BOLGER • ED WYNN
ANNETTE FUNICELLO -TOMMY KIRK

HENRY CALVIN • GENE SHELDON
Directed by JACK DONAHUE

A FABULOUS LIVE-ACTION MUSICAL FANTASY
WITH VICTOR HERBERTS GREATEST SCORE!

®Walt Disney Production:

bringing you fhe screen’s outstanding FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT. Each of

publicity and exploitation campaigns that have become synonymous with
with a variety of entertainment, expanded methods of showmanship
VISTA will make 1961 A BIG YEAR FOR MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS

I



BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"
the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

i

Alamo, The (UA) 200 120 250 140 200 320 205

As the Sea Rages (Col) 90 85 90 100 100 85 100 93

Behind the Great Wall (Cont'l) 120 75 350 175 125 169

Boy Who Stole a Million, The (Para) 100 100 100 80 100 100 100 100 98

Breath of Scandal, A (Para) 150 75 115 185 90 65 80 no 90 85 85 90 135 75 80 101

Butterfield 8 (MGM) 175 300 190 250 185 210 200 200 225 550 360 200 250 400 140 200 175 150 200 200 238

Can-Can (20th-Fox) 275 350 150 255 400 200 250 250 500 375 100 300 150 100 200 no 135 135 235

Crowded Sky, The (WB) 95 100 120 215 90 95 175 115 115 145 100 120 150 130 90 150 75 122

Dark at Top of Stairs, The (WB) 140 100 135 215 110 no 150 125 125 150 140 150 160 125 175 125 175 90 139

Fever in the Blood, A (WB) 115 85 80 no 100 95 90 125 90 90 135 90 75 98

Flaming Star (20th-Fox) 150 120 100 140 no 125 170 75 300 180 150 145 130 150 120 144

For the Love of Mike (20th-Fox) 90 no 80 105 75 85 91

Girl of the Night (WB) 110 125 140 175 110 135 150 150 no 175 125 100 165 140 120 150 105 125 125 90 131

Grass Is Greener, The (U-I) 150 225 110 185 180 150 150 300 200 125 150 180 250 215 184

Hell Is a City (Col) 100 100 80 100 200 116

Hell to Eternity (AA) 150 200 135 225 150 135 230 185 300 200 160 no 150 250 184

High Time (20th-Fox) 100 150 125 190 115 90 no 100 115 200 no 200 200 160 100 160 105 175 130 150 139

I Aim at the Stars (Col) 90 35 90 100 95 130 150 50 120 75 100 100 95

I'm All Right, Jack (Col) 125 200 190 175 270 125 75 115 290 250 160 195 135 300 195

Journey to the Lost City (AIP) 150 80 80 100 120 115 80 175 125 75 125 111

Key Witness (MGM) 100 80 75 90 95 100 100 90 90 80 100 105 92

Let No Man Write My Epitaph (Col) 110 250 85 225 125 no 90 120 115 100 100 260 125 115 145 100 125 125 135

Magnificent Seven, The (UA) 100 160 100 190 90 115 175 115 125 220 125 250 130 no 150 175 146

Man on a String (Col) 110 100 215 75 75 75 105 150 100 100 125 95 160 85 100 90 140 112

Marriage-Go-Round, The (20th-Fox) 90 150 110 160 85 90 160 100 115 130 105 300 150 100 120 200 100 135 no no 131

Misfits, The (UA) 150 225 180 150 250 300 225 250 185 300 300 200 226

Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (Col) 100 100 100 100 85 70 100 90 93

Plunderers, The (AA) 150 95 55 100 90 100 90 125 90 80 115 98

Royal Ballet, The (Ropert) 120 155 60 140 150 225 150 130 141

Savage Innocents, The (Para) 110 165 90 100 95 112

Seven Ways From Sundown (U-I) 100 100 100 100 100 80 95 96

Song Without End (Col) 135 275 215 140 80 100 130 90 175 195 90 125 125 95 210 85 125 300 149

Sundowners, The (WB) 150 180 120 185 165 125 150 250 100 180 150 130 120 160 130 175 175 100 153

Swiss Family Robinson (BV) 160 350 250 250 550 300 425 no 300 300 400 115 250 185 175 175 400 276

Sword and the Dragon, The (Valiant) 140 190 140 no 225 130 140 130 275 100 125 140 140 153

39 Steps, The (20th-Fox) 150 120 175 80 140 100 140 140 100 127

3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (Col) 130 150 185 100 55 no no 225 125 90 100 125 150 150 130 129

Under Ten Flags (Para) 120 85 105 200 95 70 100 100 115 105 105 100 100 90 no 100 150 109

Wackiest Ship in the Army, The (Col) 125 325 200 190 160 120 400 175 300 80 140 200 200 175 199

Where the Boys Are (MGM) 160 150 200 185 180 150 200 175 225 140 120 140 145 180 168

World of Suzie Wong, The (Para) 200 250 230 400 145 400 300 200 190 300 262

Young Jesse James (20th-Fox) 100 100 80 80 100 85 91

mm W88&ss&s*

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual run; not an average.

Pictures with less than five runs

do not appear in the chart above.

1. World of Suzie Wong, The (Para)

Kansas City 400

Minneapolis 200

2. Misfits, The (UA)

Indianapolis 300
Omaha 300
San Francisco 300
Denver 250
Minneapolis 250
Los Angeles 225

mmmmmmmmmmmmMwmmmmwmmmmm

3. Ballad of a Soldier (Kingsley)

Los Angeles 225

4. Royal Ballet (Lopert)

Memphis 225

5. Sword and the Dragon (Valiant)

Detroit 225

6. Grass Is Greener,The (U-l)

Memphis 200

7. Where the Boys Are (MGM)
Chicago 200

i

i

i



Big Holdovers Keep

Mill City Jumping

Mann Theatres Investing $300,000
In Remodeling Minneapolis Pan

MINNEAPOLIS—“Exodus” continued to

pack in the customers in its third week at

the Academy with another top rating of

700 per cent. Even more amazing is the

consistently good business done by “Swiss

Family Robinson.” The picture rated 200

per cent in its eighth week at the Gopher.
(Average Is 100)

Academy

—

Exodus (UA), 3rd wk 700
Century

—

Cineramo Holiday (Cinerama), re-

issue, 8th wk 85
Gopher

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 8th wk. . . 200
Lyric

—

Gold of the Seven Saints (WB) 100
Orpheum

—

The Misfits (UA), 2nd wk 150
St Louis Park—Never on Sunday (Lopert),

7th wk 100
State

—

The World of Suxie Wong (Para),

2nd wk 150
Suburban World

—

Left, Right and Center (Bent-
ley), 2nd wk 100

Uptown

—

The Facts of Life (UA), 7th wk 100
World

—

Please Turn Over (Col), 3rd wk 90

'Swiss' Left a High Mark
To Jump at in Omaha
OMAHA — “Swiss Family Robinson”

wound up a seven-week run at the State

Theatre and left a half-dozen shattered

records in its wake, Manager Jack Klingel

reported. It doubled the all-time gross

record set two years ago by “Shaggy Dog.”

It broke the record for number of weeks
run, smashed the best daily gross three

times, the average per day, the average for

the first six weeks and other figures. These
marks came in the face of bad weather and
stiff competition. “The Misfits” opened at

the Admiral, Chief and Sky View with 300.

Ralph Blank, owner of the theatres, said

the turnout at the Sky View was phe-

nomenal. The second week was well over

average and the Gable-Monroe film was
held for a third week at the Admiral.

Admiral—The Misfits (UA), 2nd wk 175
Omaha—The 3 Worlds of Gulliver (Col);

Desert Attack (20th-Fox) 110
Orpheum—Gold of the Seven Saints (WB) 90
State—Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 7th wk. .125

Two Attractions Score
300 in Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE — Business continued to

boom downtown, with two 300 scores, two
250 scores and five thriving holdovers to

prove it. Neighborhood first runs also were
doing big business. “Spartacus” at the

Towne and “The Misfits” at the Wiscon-
sin were the top scorers.

Downer

—

The Entertainer (Cont'l) 150
Palace

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), 7th wk. . . 250
Riverside

—

The Grass Is Greener (U-l), 2nd wk. . . 1 1 5

Strand

—

Ben-Hur (MGM), 44th wk 250
Times

—

Never on Sunday (Lopert), 7th wk 110
Towne

—

Spartacus (U-l) 300
Uptown

—

Flaming Star (20th-Fox), 2nd wk 160
Warner

—

Go Naked in the World (MGM) 175
Wisconsin

—

The Misfits (UA) 300

Gottfried Reinhardt Buys
Classic Molnar Comedy
HOLLYWOOD—Producer-director Gott-

fried Reinhardt has acquired rights to

“The Play’s the Thing,” Ferenc Molnar’s
classic comedy, and has scheduled it for

production in Europe, starring Maria
Schell. Reinhardt also will direct, with
cameras slated to roll in the spring.

Reinhardt recently completed “Town
Without Pity,” the Kirk Douglas starrer,

a Mirisch Co. presentation in association

with Gloria Films for United Artists re-

lease.

MINNEAPOLIS—One of the most exten-
sive theatre remodeling jobs here in dec-
ades will practically make a new theatre

out of the downtown Pan. Rebuilding the

theatre will cost over $300,000, according
to Ted Mann, president of Mann Theatres
Corp., which purchased the Pan as well

as the Orpheum theatres in Minneapolis
and St. Paul from RKO Theatres some
time ago.

Rococo decor, reminiscent of the days of

garish theatre design, is being torn out.

Walls have been moved and wooden floors

have been torn up and are being replaced
by concrete.

Design for the new house was planned
by Seeman Kaplan of Liebenberg, Kaplan
and Associates, theatre architects. The
theatre will have many innovations, ac-
cording to Kaplan.
A free checkroom will be available at

all performances. Seating will be reduced
from about 1,400 to about 1,100 and the
new chairs will be a reclining type.

Parts of two adjoining stores have been
taken over to provide more room for the
lobby and there will be no conventional
foyer.

Stairs to the mezzanine, balcony and

Retired United Artists

Booker Joe Beahen Dies
MINNEAPOLIS— Funeral services for

Joe Beahen, 63, booker at United Artists
who retired recently, were held January
26 at St. Anne’s Catholic Church, with
burial at St. Vincent DePaul cemetery,
Osseo. He died January 23.

Born in Milwaukee, he lived here 49
years. He was a graduate of St. Thomas
College, St. Paul. A veteran on the Row,
Beahen recently retired after being with
United Artists since 1953. However, his
affiliation with film business dated back
to 1918, when he started with the old
Goldwyn exchange.
He was in the business from then on

except for a couple of stints in World War
II (in Newfoundland). Beahen also was
associated with the old Eagle Lion and
Pathe exchanges as well as Columbia,
Paramount, MGM, Warner Bros, and Na-
tional Screen Service. He had been in ill

health for some time.

Survivors include his wife Agnes M.;
three sons, J. Thomas, John H. and Robert
A., Minneapolis; a sister, Mary Beahen,
Minneapolis, and his brother James,
Mound.

To Star in 'The Couch'
HOLLYWOOD—Two of Warner Bros.’

young contract players, Grant Williams
and Shirley Knight, will star in “The
Couch,” Owen Crump filmization of a
thriller story. Crump will produce and
direct from a script by Robert Bloch, who
also authored the novel, “Psycho.” The
story concerns the terror created by a
psychopathic killer.

MGM has set Richard Brooks to write
and direct the film adaptation of “Sweet
Bird of Youth.”

basement will be a “floating” type with
the steps cantilevered on huge beams.
Special carpeting in two shades of pur-
ple with touches of gold is being woven
for the lobby and auditorium.
The women’s lounge will have full-

length triple mirrors. Fior de Pasco marble
and an iridescent stone which Kaplan
found in Italy during a recent trip will be
used for accents and table tops.

Part of the mezzanine will be cut away
to provide an outlook over the lobby. Walls
angled by the floating stairs will be dec-
orated with sculptured panels of Yucatan
stone with Aztec designs.

The theatre was designed to eliminate
the “cold” feeling of many theatres anc’

commercial structures and to achieve the
feeling of a typical living room in a home
Floors have been rearranged to provide
an undisturbed view of the screen. Pro-
jection equipment will be newly designed
Todd-AO machines.
A new name will be chosen for the Pan,

which is expected to be the showplace of

Mann’s group of theatres here. The re-

opening date has been set for March 15.

The opening attraction will be Universal-
International’s “Spartacus.”

Annual Pioneer Meet

Expanded to 2 Days
MINNEAPOLIS—The Pioneer Theatres

circuit will hold its annual meeting pre-

ceding the opening of its drive-ins Febru-
ary 21, 22 at Carroll, Iowa, with all circuit

managers and officials in attendance. The
circuit’s outdoor theatres are scheduled to

open the end of March.
The meeting, which is usually a one-day

event, has been expanded to two days
this year so part of the session can be de-

voted to a discussion of screen advertising.

Representatives of Alexander Film Co.

will attend the meeting and participate in

the discussion.

Wednesday evening (22) Harold Field,

Pioneer Theatres president, will address
the Lions Club in Atlantic, Iowa. His sub-

ject will be “New Frontiers for Motion
Pictures.”

Bill Wuest, Exhibitor

At Lake Andes, S. D., Dies
LAKE ANDES, S. D.—Funeral services

were conducted Monday (13) for Bill

Wuest, southeast South Dakota exhibitor

who died the previous Thursday at his

home as the result of a heart attack. He
had suffered a serious heart ailment about

six weeks ago but had returned home and
apparently was well on the road to re-

covery.

He was a former mayor of Lake Andes
and had been an active supporter of civic

projects. He recently turned down a re-

quest to run for the position again.

Wuest operated the Mix Theatre in

Lake Andes and a drive-in theatre, which
was being prepared to open for the season.

He has been assisted by Alvin Pesicka.

Survivors include a wife and children.
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DES MOINES
pjarold McKinney was installed as chief

barker of the Variety Club in a cere-

mony at the Standard Club Saturday (11).

Other officers installed were Joe Young,
first assistant; David Gold, second assist-

ant, and Gerald Sandler secretary . . .

W. W. Bass was re-elected to the presi-

dency of the board of Greater Marcus,
Inc., operator of the theatre in Marcus.
The yearend report showed that the the-

atre made ends meet during 1960 and that

with gradual improvement in attendance

the business would become prosperous in

the not too distant future.

The Collegian in Ames invited patrons

SAVE NOW
ON ALL

REPAIRS!

We do the job

right

&
reasonably

30 years of continuous

service to Iowa theatres

Save money! Save time! Tell us

your troubles. Then see how fast

—

how reasonable—we’ll get your
equipment back in tip-top shape.

And help you keep irksome main-
tenance costs from eating up your
profits later on . . . besides!

Standard and Super Simplex, Century
and Motiograph Projectors. Modem
repair shop with John McCallum in

charge. Sales department under di-

rection of Dick Sutton.

Our staff of experts and all our

facilities are at your service.

Call us anytime!

A. E. THIELE, Owner

Des Moines
THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
1121-23 High St. • Des Moines, Iowa

Phone CHerry 3-6520

to participate in a contest in behalf of

"The Sundowners.” A two-week all-ex-

pense trip to Australia will be awarded
the top letter in the nation which tells why
the theatregoer would like to visit there
. . . John Newcomer, manager of the Strand
and Skylark in Creston, was re-elected
president of the Creston United Fund
board.

Ralph Bowen of Bowen Food Stores has
purchased the Rock Theatre building in
Rockford and will convert it to a store
. . . Guy H. Albert, Vinton theatreman, died
recently following an illness of several
years . . . The Avery in Garner has re-
opened under the management of Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Buntenbach. They announced
a Sunday matinee and evening shows start-
ing at 7 and 9, and children’s matinees on
Saturday afternoons.

In connection with the 40th anniversary
observance of the King Theatre in Albia
this month, Manager Bob Nicholson an-
nounced his newly formed partnership
with owner M. E. McClain of Fremont,
Neb. McClain Theatre Co. also operates
the drive-in theatre in Albia and is an
affiliate of the Central States Theatres
Corp. Nicholson is planning several an-
niversary events.

Byran Foy was here recently in pro-
motion of his “Blueprint for Robbery,”
which is based on the Boston Brink’s rob-
bery and is scheduled for the RKO Or-
pheum ... A Saturday morning preview
of “One Hundred and One Dalmatians”
was held at the Orpheum . . . After four
months of operating the Weiting Theatre
in Toledo, the Toledo Community Theatre
Guild issued a report showing a profit.

The executive committee stated that it

was very pleased with the community re-

sponse to the theatre project and grate-
ful to all who gave of their time and tal-

ents to get the theatre back on its feet!

Bill Glad, new owner and manager of the
New Monte Theatre, Monticello, was host
at a free movie in celebration of the grand
opening of the house. All residents of

Jones and surrounding counties were in-

vited to the affair February 1.

Lexington, S.C., Drive-In
Bought by Gene M. Ray
LEXINGTON, S. C.—Harry E. Wessin-

ger, an exhibitor for 24 years, has sold his

No. 1 Drive-In here to Gene M. Ray, the
transfer having become effective Decem-
ber 1.

“So after 24 years as an exhibitor I

find myself out of active theatre business,”

said Wessinger in notifying Boxoffice of

the sale. “Of course, I miss it for, over this

long period of time, theatre business is in

my blood. In 1936, I opened the Carolina
here, which by the way, was the first

successful theatre here. Three others had
tried and closed.

“But I will always retain my interest in

the business. With all of its ups and downs,
it is very fascinating. And I intend to keep
my subscription of Boxoffice in order to

stay in touch. I think I have been a sub-
scriber for all of these 24 years.”

Wessinger said that the new owner of

the No. 1 Drive-In lives in Columbia and
has worked for about 11 years in the

Palmetto and Carolina theatres there.

omaha
|)on Shane’s office at the Orpheum The-

atre was the site of a Tri-States meet-
ing to map the program for April, May and
June for Tri-States theatres in this area.
Present were Don Allen, vice-president and
general manager of Tri-States; Don
Knight, advertising director; Don Neibaum,
Capitol Theatre at Sioux City; Dick Lang-
ridge, Capitol at Grand Island; Fred Dan-
ica, Rivoli at Hastings; Carl Hoffman,
Omaha Theatre, and Shane.

Homer Roberts of the Ritz at Cambridge
is getting along well after a hernia opera-
tion . . . Lucille Poyser, exhibitor at Or-
leans, is remodeling her restaurant . . .

Joyce Anderson, with United Artists for

26 years and for many years secretary
to the late UA manager, D. V. McLucas,
is now secretary to Ralph Blank, who has
the Admiral and Chief Theatres and the
Sky View Drive-In in Omaha.

Adolph Rozanek has sold his bowling
alley at Crete. He still operates his

Times Theatre there . . . Milton Buck, who
has the Granada Theatre at Oxford, is

remodeling part of his theatre building into

an apartment . . . Jim Schlatter, manager
of the Sky View Drive-In, is vacationing
in Florida . . . Work is progressing at the
Dundee Theatre on the installation of

70mm equipment moved to the Cooper
Foundation suburban theatre from the

downtown Cooper.

Mrs. Henry Carlin, exhibitor at Spalding,

came into Omaha by bus in a snowstorm
after visiting relatives in Lincoln. After

booking, she went on to Columbus to visit

a son Dick, who is an optometrist there

. . . Weather cut down on the number of

exhibitors visiting the Row. Included were
Byron Hopkins, Glenwood and Villisca;

Art Sunde, Papillion; Phil Lannon, West
Point; Herman Field, Clarinda, and S. J.

Backer, Harlan.

Elvis Presley Will Star
In 'Pioneer, Go Home!'
HOLLYWOOD — “Pioneer, Go Home!”

starring Elvis Presley, will be produced by
David Weisbart, who recently joined the

Mirisch Co., as his first project to start

shooting early this summer.
Adapted for the screen by Charles Led-

erer from the Richard Powell novel, the

film will mark the third Weisbart has pro-

duced starring Presley. He also produced
“Love Me Tender” and “Flaming Star.”

WATCH PROJECTION IMPROVE
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discover deep within them an unspeakable secret

Once every

one hundred

years she

rose to

terrorize

the world!

the most frightening motion

picture you have ever seen!
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MINNEAPOLIS
paul Swater, who has been managing di-

rector of the Century Cinerama Thea-
tre since June 1957, is in New Jersey with
members of his family while recuperating
from chest surgery he underwent recently

at Abbott Hospital. His wife accompanied
him east. The couple is staying tempor-
arily with Swater 's sister in Mereerville.

N. J. Swater came to the Century from
Miami Beach, where he was managing
director of the Roosevelt Theatre. Prior to

that he managed other Cinerama installa-

tions in Buffalo and San Francisco.

The staff of 20th Century-Fox had a

farewell party at the Hastings Hotel for

Bob Favaro, regional director of adver-

tising and publicity, who was let out in an
economy move, and Don Halloran, sales-

man, who resigned to enter another field

. . . Chuck Bliss is the new office manager
as well as booker at Universal, replacing

A1 Stern, who died recently.

Les Bird, booker at Paramount, is being
transferred to Paramount’s San Francisco
branch. He has sold his home in the Twin
Cities and he and his family soon will be
heading for the city by the Golden Gate,
where he starts work March 6 . . . William
Madden, MGM division manager, was in on
routine business . . . LeRoy Miller, U-I
manager, was delayed in New York re-

cently by the bad snow storm.

John Kirby, new manager of the St.

Louis Park Theatre, who is originally from
London, took over the column of Will
Jones, entertainment columnist for the
Minneapolis Morning Tribune, one day re-

cently to give his views on American the-
atre audiences and other matters . . . Mel
Edelstein of Minneapolis is now doing the
buying and booking for the Lybba Theatre
at Hibbing . . . Buying and booking for

the Munro Theatre at Rolla, N. D., oper-

ated by A. E. Munro, is now being handled
by Theatre Associates.

Outstate exhibitors on the Row were
Herbert Lange, Clara City, and Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Case, Shakopee . . . 20th Cen-
tury-Fox is planning a TV saturation cam-
paign on “The Little Shepherd of King-
dom Come” in the territory using 50 prints

starting March 15. There will be spot an-
nouncements on television stations in key
cities in the area, and the surrounding
towns also will participate in the satura-
tion, according to M. A. Levy, Fox man-
ager. Theatres will play a special record

made by Jimmie Rodgers in their lobbies for

two weeks in advance of the openings.

H. Willard Johnson reopened the Roxy
Theatre at Argyle . . . O. F. Hagemeister
has taken over operation of the Hector
Theatre at Hector from Earl Lovering . . .

Donald Spears has reopened the Sherburn
Theatre at Sherburn. The house formerly

was operated by George Ehlers . . . J. E.

Johnson closed the Lyceum Theatre at

Deer River . . . Harold Petsinger reopened
the New Leeds Theatre at Leeds, N. D.,

recently.

Marvin Agotness is the new owner of the

Towne Theatre at Northwood, N. D., having
taken over operation of the house from
Harold Weidner . . . Kenneth Palmer has
reopened the Elk Theatre at Elkton, S. D.

The house formerly was operated by Mrs.

James Schmid . . . Mrs. Eric Anderson re-

opened the Rialto Theatre at New London
. . . Ruby Leaders reopened the Rex The-
atre at Little Fork.

The American Legion is now operating

the “373” Theatre at Trimont. The house

formerly was operated by Blake Wyman
. . . The Harold Fields (Pioneer Theatres

circuit) celebrated their 35th wedding an-

niversary in New York.
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MILWAUKEE
•pile Variety Week program arranged by

Chief Barker Bernie Strachota in-

cluded a proclamation issued by Governor
Nelson; a Monday (13) luncheon at the

White Manor for Hugo Vogel; a luncheon

Friday < 17) at Fazio’s honoring Andy
Spheeris of the Towne Theatre as Man of

the Year, and talks by Gerry Franzen, Ben
Marcus, Hugo Vogel and Don Perlewitz

on WTM, WISN and WITI television sta-

tions.

Milwaukee exhibitors are not too happy
over the recent announcement emanating
from the Auditorium board to take over the

management of the fading Pabst Theatre,

scheduled to close about June 1. There are

a number of concerts, plays and other ac-

tivities booked before the structure is to

be torn down. The board offer includes

furnishing ticket takers, ticket sellers,

ushers, custodial help, etc. However, the

deal will have to be okayed by the city

council.

Clair Richardson of the East Side ticket

office, booked the National Ballet of Can-
ada into the Oriental Theatre . . . Carl J.

Sedlmayr, president of the Royal Ameri-
can Shows, here for the Wisconsin Ass’n
of Fairs meeting at the Pfister Hotel, was
reminiscing about the Warner movie on
his show . . . Steve Johnson, Wisconsin
Theatre, Sheboygan, in making the rounds
of Filmrow, wound up having lunch with
20th-Fox’s Lou Orlove, director of pub-
licity. Steve, being single, gives Orlove a
chance to “sell” Steve’s stock to all wait-
resses in order to get him a girl friend.

Steve stresses the fact he isn’t looking for
girl friends.

Monte Blue, former star of the silent

films, spoke at the February meeting of

the Better Films Council of Milwaukee
County. The following ratings were an-
nounced by Mrs. Irving J. Haus, preview
chairman: Family, outstanding, Cinerama
Holiday; excellent. Hand in Hand, Ten
Who Dared. Very good, The Wackiest Ship
in the Army, Dondi. Good, Freckles, Tess
of the Storm Country. Adults and Young
People, very good, Ben-Hur, School for

Scoundrels, Trapped in Tangiers. Adults,

very good, A Fever in the Blood, The Grass
Is Greener, Spartacus, Hell Is a City.

Gilbert Golden of 20th-Fox was here to

plug the world premiere of “The Trapp
Family,” scheduled for March 2 at the
Tower, a neighborhood house. It has the
approval of the Milwaukee Catholic school

system, and the Better Films Council is

taking over the first night’s showing, with
the general run beginning March 3. Golden
said the industry is deeply concerned about
the American public’s moviegoing habits.

“On one hand we hear loud denunciations
of the sex and violence films that are so

prevalent these days,” he said. “We hear
widespread appeals for clean pictures fit

for the entire family. And after the pic-

tures are shown and the boxoffice receipts

counted, what do we find? Films like

‘Psycho’ and ‘Butterfield 8’ pile up huge
grosses, and most of the family type pic-

tures lose money. We decided to bring
“The Trapp Family” to Milwaukee first,

because it is known as a churchgoing fam-
ily type of city, with a prominent Ger-
manic background.”

William Samuel Appointed
Eastland Theatre Manager
DALLAS—W. E. Mitchell, vice-president

and general manager of Texas Consoli-

dated Theatres, has announced the ap-
pointment of William Samuel as manager
of the Majestic Theatre and other East-
land, Tex., properties of the circuit.

Samuel, 47, has held various positions

related to the motion picture industry since

1936. His exhibition experience includes

management of theatres in Beaumont, Dal-
las, Wichita Falls and Memphis, Tenn.
He was born in Ferris and completed

his schooling in Ennis. His 19-year-old
son is a member of the U.S. Air Force.

JIMMIE RODGERS PHOTOS
8”xl0” 51050 Pw Thousand

• Black and White (Minimum Order 1,000) •
Glossy Stock f o b Detroit

Cheek with THEATRICAL ADVERTISING CO.
Order! 2310 Cass Detroit 1, Mich.
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Heavy Sundowners Campaign

Rests on Airlines Support
“The Sundowners’’ was right down his

alley, Ivan Ackery, manager of the Orph-
eum Theatre, 3,000-seat Famous Players
Canadian operation in Vancouver, B. C.,

admits—it is just the type of picture that
has the promotion possibilities he likes!

Feeling thus, Ackery was sure to come
through with an interesting campaign. And
subsequent events proved he was right in

his estimation of the film and effective in

advertising it. “The Sundowner” marked
up one of the best week’s grosses at the
Orpheum, and at this writing was in its

fifth week.
The campaign follows, as reported “step

by step” by Ackery: Two weeks in advance
he erected a huge display in the foyer, 22

feet high and 18 feet wide, with a back-
ground of Chinese material, and cutout
letters playing up the picture cast, prizes,

contests and imported Australian goods.

Stair risers on the main entrance stair-

way to the auditorium played up the na-
tional contest for a jet holiday in Aus-
tralia. At the top of the stairs special

signs promoted a contest by Manager Ack-
ery on his own, a one-week’s holiday for

The blonde young woman in the uniform of a

QANTAS stewardess helped promote two contests

for "The Sundowners" at the Orpheum Theatre in

Vancouver—the national one arranged by the pro-

ducer, offering a trip for two to Australia, and the

other promoted by Manager Ivan Ackery for a

trip to San Francisco and a stay in the Maurice

Hotel there.

two to San Francisco, also by QANTAS.
Cooperation of local Australian Trade

Commission’s office was solicited, and
these people gave full support by notifying

all Australian merchants in the city to dis-

play their goods in the expansive Orpheum
lobby. This idea went over big with the

merchants, who supplied novelty kanga-
roos, koala bears, canned meats, jellies,

jams, dried fruits, etc., along with flags

supplied by the commission.

SALUTE TO AUSTRALIA NIGHT
A Salute to Australia Night arranged

for a gala opening. Ackery says the Van-
couver branch of the Anzac Club notified

all its members by postcards, and the re-

sponse was so big that the cashier had to

stop selling tickets for the night! After the

performance, members were invited to en-

joy their after-show snack at a restaurant

decorated for the occasion.

An invitation to attend the premiere was
sent to the crew of QANTAS Flight 779

en route from Sidney to Vancouver while

over the mid-Pacific. The crew accepted

by radiogram, and all eight, including the

stewardess, were presented on the Orph-
eum stage that evening. Ackery comments
that the jet plane left Sidney on Friday

noon there and arrived at Vancouver at 8

p.m. Friday.

One thousand QANTAS kangaroo pins

flown from Sidney were presented to the

first 1,000 female patrons. Twenty prom-
inent Australians headquartered at Van-
couver were honored guests. They were

ushered to their seats, headed by the may-
or while the Royal Canadian Navy band
played and a guard of honor presented

arms during a ceremony in front of the

theatre.

A BROADCAST FROM LOBBY
Radio station CJOR broadcast direct

from the theatre for 30 minutes during
the concert and ceremony, while CBUT-TV
telecast scenes on its newscast.
An attractive blonde was chosen Miss

Sundowner and she appeared in the lobby
in a QANTAS stewardess uniform dis-

tributing blanks on the two contests, and
in the evenings visited restaurants all

over town distributing cigarets and the en-
try forms. The cafes also were supplied
with “The Sundowners” place mats.
A florist had fresh flowers in the lobby

saluting the Australians and the film, and

This large display—22x18 feet went up two

weeks in advance in the Orpheum lobby. The back-

ground is of Chinese curtain material. The cutout

letters play up the cast, prizes, contest and goods

imported from Australia.

supplied an orchid for presentation to the

stewardess.
Radio station CKWX gave the premiere

activity more than 200 free announce-
ments, at the rate of 12 daily.

There was no trailer for the film, so

CKWX made a transcription for playing

at intermissions in advance of the opening.

QANTAS matched the Orpheum 's paid

announcements, giving the film a $500

saturation announcement program.
QANTAS supplied 20 travel satchels for

prizes.

The candy bar was decorated with ma-
terial from Australia supplied by the air-

lines and the Australian Trade Commis-
sion.

“Other advertising, such as hotel cards,

radio plugs, street banners, etc., “gave

up a terrific campaign,” Ackery concludes.

Two Triumph' Cards
For Des Moines 'Boys'
For “Where the Boys Are,” Tony Abrom-

jvich, manager of the Des Moines (Iowa)

Theatre promoted two “triumph” cards

—

two Triumph sports cars—and got two
models in beach wear to drive around
town with signs on the cars selling the

title and playdates. Also he got radio sta-

tion KSO to pick the song, “Where the
Boys Are” as its hit song, and it was
played every hour daily for seven days
with plugs for the attraction. The station

also ran a contest asking persons to guess
the locale of the picture and awarded
passes to the right guessers.
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Personalized Booking, Apt Showmanship

Keep Small Downtowner s Seats Filled

A furniture store window

in the heart of down-

town Vancouver was

"borrowed" for a couple

of hours on opening

night of "Look Back in

Anger" for a display

designed to shock eve-

ning shoppers (extreme

left photo). A model in

a nightgown relaxed in

bed. Standing nearby

was a male manikin in

pajamas. The other

photo at left shows the

advance sign on the

opening night lobby

broadcast by CKLG an-

nouncer Ron Morrier,

who interviewed celebri-

ties, such as Johnny Ray

and singer Lorraine Mc-
Allister, photo at right.

The Studio Theatre in Vancouver, B. C.,

is successful in a measure far beyond its

size. The little showplace—it has only 446

seats and widescreen is impossible—is sit-

uated right in the heart of the downtown
show district where competition is the
sharpest. Nevertheless, the Studio cele-

brated its 11th anniversary in the last

year, secure in its reputation of showing
“off-the-track” pictures, old and new,
foreign and domestic.

Without question there are population
elements peculiar to Vancouver which
help explain the enviable status of the

Studio. But no two cities are identical in

their makeups—national origins, culture,

traditions, recreational patterns, income

—

all make for differences—and the theatre-
man’s job always is to adjust his sales-

manship and screen policy to his clientele.

SID FREEDMAN IS MANAGER
Presiding over the Studio’s boxoffice

health the last several years is Sid Freed-
man who, if our memory serves us right,

is a homemade product who reached the
manager’s spot by moving up through the
Studio staff. His promotions range through
the usual media—Manager Freedman is

adept in the use of all—and one gets the
feeling that an above-average number of

them hit their mark, get to a substantial
number of the right kind of people. An ex-
ample is ‘‘Look Back in Anger” of some
time ago.

In setting up a screening, Freedman was
able to tie in two of the local radio sta-
tions, Ron Morrier of CKLG and Bruno
Cimolai of CJOR. It was an invitational
screening, of course. The deal with Morrier
was to do a two-hour show in the Studio
lobby the Saturday night after opening.
Cimolai and CJOR were to try something
new, taped interview vignettes, in which
the person interviewed did not know he or
she was to be on radio, nor did they know
who Cimolai was. The latter explains in a
letter to Freedman:
“During the screening, and also several

nights during opening week, I set up a
microphone which was hidden from sight.

Then I proceeded to question patrons as
they came out of the theatre about their

reaction to ‘Look Back in Anger.’ Since no
one knew who I was, or the fact that they

were being recorded, I obtained some very

good off-the-cuff comments on the movie.

Incidentally, only one of the many persons
I talked to had any strong criticism to

make about the film.

“I listened to the tape-recordings I had
made in the lobby, and I got quite a pack-
age of short, to-the-point comments which
I then aired for you during various times
in our program schedule. We got quite a
response from our listeners who thought
that the fact that the person did not know
he or she was being recorded made the
interviews less formal and stilted and, of

course, made the comments honest-to-
goodness opinions of those talking.

“All in all I think it was a good idea . . .

and I like to think that it might have had
a little to do with the measure of success

that ‘Look Back in Anger’ is enjoying.”

A PRODUCTIVE IDEA
The other productive idea was, in the

words of Jack Thomas, promotion manager
of CKLG, extending to us the opportunity
to stage the public appearance of Ron
Morrier in your theatre during the show-
ing of “Look Back in Anger.” Morrier is

the station’s critic of things artistic and
entertaining. The idea was to have Morrier
broadcast from the Studio lobby for two
hours on a Saturday night (after a Friday
opening), 7 to 9 p.m.
The Studio, via standee, etc., advertised

Morrier’s appearance as “CKLG Radio
Premiere of ‘Look Back in Anger’ . . . Ron
Morrier Broadcasting Here! . . . etc.” Mor-
rier attended the screening and tape-re-
corded interviews with guests in the lobby
for use in promoting his appearance at

the theatre. CKLG provided five one-min-
ute plugs, which were rotated at the rate
of five a day right up to opening day
(seven days), and wrote one-line “promos,”
and ran these once an hour, ten hours a
day for seven days. The last two days two
an hour were broadcast.
Promotion manager Thomas estimated

CKLG made 90 to 100 mentions of the
Studio Theatre, “Look Back in Anger” and
Ron Morrier, this in addition to frequent
mention by Morrier himself in his daily

appearance on the air.

The CKLG “premiere” itself brought in

excellent publicity for the radio station,

the Studio and “Look Back in Anger”
through the simple device of inviting a
number of celebrities, who then naturally

became the subject of the most of the lob-

by interviews carried live on the air, 7 to

9 p.m. Among the persons thus invited was
Johnny Ray, the vocalist, who was appear-
ing at the Cave supper club; Dal Richards
and Lorraine McAllister, orchestra leader

and his singer wife; Mx-s. Thomas Bing-
ham, member of the provincial film appeal

board and a teacher of Scottish dancing;

Lawrence Nowry, local art film “expert”

and leader in local film societies; Hugh
Watson, columnist with the Province, daily

newspaper; Johnny Philipone, of the

Swank Penthouse lounge; Herb Capozzi,

manager of the Lions hockey team, and
others—all invited by CKLG and, we might
add, quite a selection to interest the lis-

tening public as well as the theatre audi-

ence.

BENEFIT TO BOTH
Johnny Ray, in turn, plugged the Studio

scx-een bill during his supper club stints.

Freedman tried to get “aiTested” on
opening night, but his daring stunt didn’t

quite make it. Across the street fi’om two
of the downtown theatres and next door

to the Orphexxm Theatre is a furniture

store. Freedman persuaded the store own-
er to give him the window for a few hours
on opening (Friday) night, when the

stoi’es are open to 9 p.m. Freedman hix-ed

a model, dressed her in a nightgown and
put her in bed in the window. Placed near
the bed and looking toward it, was a male
dummy in pajamas. A sign read: “Don’t

—

Look Back in Anger—Come In and Buy
Something . . . Now Showing at the Studio

Theatre.”
A traffic-stopping crowd quickly gath-

ered inside and outside the store, but

policemen couldn’t think of any charge to

bring, so Freedman didn’t get the news-
paper publicity the newsmen had pi’omised

him if he wex-
e arrested.

No punches are pulled in the theati'e

displays, fronts or ads.
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Successful showmanship starts with the theatre itself. Ads that sell, promotions that stir up a desire

to buy tickets dove-tail in with effective point-of-sale displays. This is illustrated, season in and

season out, at RKO Keiths in Syracuse, N. Y., where Sol Sorkin has been the longtime manager. Here

are two examples of his lobby handiwork. At left is a tasteful arrangement of the Bell Telephone Co.

new Princess models. At right the boxoffice becomes a lively spot in behalf of "House of Usher."

Theatre's First TV Use

Is for 'Swiss Family'
A promotional first was used by the

State Theatre in Denison, Tex., in its

campaign for “Swiss Family Robinson,”

which Manager Harry Gaines reports ran

11 days in the town of 23,000 and out-

grossed anything since World War II days.

The State innovation was the purchase of

television time, Gaines figuring this was
the most effective way to cover the north

Texas and southern Oklahoma area which
the State draws from.
The film played ahead of nearby Dur-

ant, Okla., and Sherman, Tex.
Gaines personally distributed 25 window

cards in the downtown area three weeks
in advance, sniped a dozen one-sheets, and
plastered two three-sheets on the sidewalk

in front of the theatre. He managed to get

cards in the Student Union buildings at

the colleges in Durant and Sherman.
Wyatt’s supermarket was offered the

children’s discount coupon tiein. The store

distributed the coupons, and gave the film

space in its ads, etc. Gaines made up a set-

piece for the store.

A $60 transistor radio was promoted for

an essay contest conducted via the local

newspaper.
Some 130 inches of newspaper space was

used, and 50 paid radio spots, plus an ad-
ditional 25 due on a swap.
A 24-sheet and six-sheet were posted

on the theatre wall front, pointed up with
red and white paper on a banner with
green cutout letters stretched under the
marquee. More of this paper was put up
around the boxoffice.

Cannon Towels Added
To Theatre Giveaway

Fabian’s Cohoes Theatre in Cohoes,
N. Y., managed by Ed Stillman, has
launched a giveaway of Cannon towels.

Every Wednesday and Thursday, afternoon
or evening, each woman buying a night
admission ticket receives a towel or a piece

of Knowles ovenproof dinnerware, which-
ever she chooses.

Folder copy describes the towel set as

having a retail value of $42.98, the dinner-
ware set, $39.98.

The premium deal was started with a
free Tuesday evening showing at which
two dinnerware sets were given to lucky
women, plus boxes of candy to the first

300 receiving coupon numbers.
The Cohoes seats 1,100. Cohoes has a

population of 20,000.

Sign Will—Price Cut!
Ben Williams, manager of the California

Theatre in San Diego, evolved a clever

Last Will and Testament dodger for a
double horror “Night of the Full Moon
Midnight Show.” Patrons filling out the

dodger and signing the “will” were admit-
ted for a 50-cent reduction.

Round Up Adventurers
For “Ten Who Dared,” Bud Kibler of

(j. the Colorado Theatre at La Junta tied in

) with a local radio station. Together they
recruited a panel of local adventurers
whose exploits were recounted and com-
pared with the adventurers in the film . . .

on the air.

More Than 2,000 Entries

In 'Dalmatians' Contest
More than 2,000 entries were received

from children in the four age groups con-
test sponsored by the Miami News and
Florida State Theatres in the “One Hun-
dred and One Dalmatians” promotion for

Olympia, Beach and Gables theatres. The
first four top winners had a choice of a
live puppy or stuffed Dalmatian toy dog.

Second prize winners received original

drawings by Disney artists plus a story-

teller album. Forty prizes were awarded in

all.

Also as part of the promotion, TV chan-
nel 10 held a Name the Puppy contest and
when Mrs. Lois Perry and Mrs. Jessie

Clarke, first and second prize winners,

were unable to take the live puppy, Brian
Long, third winner received the dog, whose
name is Dotzall.

The Caledonian Pipers, a ten-piece bagpipe band

in full tartans and high shakos, gave a one-hour

concert in the lobby of the Stage Door Theatre

in San Francisco just before the opening of "Tunes

of Glory." Lena Feredja, Stage Door cashier, is

shown surrounded by four of the pipers. Joe De-

Victoria, Stage Door publicist, and Maury Lafayette,

United Artists, handled the opening.

Gala 'Can-Can' Debut

Jams Town's Theatre
Vineland, a sleepy Cumberland County

town in New Jersey about 40 miles off the

well-tread Philadelphia path, was jolted

into activity recently as the Budco cir-

cuit’s Landis Theatre staged a Hollywood-

type premiere for “Can-Can.” Claude

Schlanger, head of Budco, had his general

manager Birk Binnard organize the show.

It resulted in the filling of every one of

the Landis’ 1,200 seats, a feat unheard of

in recent years.

Binnard enlisted the cooperation of 16

local merchants, the local newspaper and
radio station to pi’omote his “premiere.”

For more than a week prior to the show,

the stores ran ads reminding the popula-

tion of the big event. The radio ran so

many spot announcements that Binnard
was kept stepping getting newsworthy ma-
terial to fill them.

To take the place of Shirley MacLaine
at the premiere, the town chose a queen
in a letter-writing contest, who presided

at opening night festivities, was swamped
with gifts from the merchants, and was
wined, dined and photographed a hundred
times. She also assisted in radio inter-

views from the theatre lobby and from the

stage just before the show.

Binnard promoted the cause by appear-

ing on a 15-minute radio program that

was highly publicized. The mayor and all

other town officials turned out for the

affair, making it the biggest theatre night

ever staged in Vineland.

Mobile Flattop on Streets
In addition to a striking Forrestal mo-

bile flattop replica street ballyhoo, Hugh
Siverd, manager of the Plaza Theatre in

Kansas City, got 100 Navy A-boards for

“The Wackiest Ship in the Army.” Siverd

also had an atmospheric lobby, television

and radio spots and many window dis-

plays. The film broke all house records.
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Theatre Goes Nautical, Also Calypso

For Embarkation of Windjammer'

Girls in brief sailor costumes pass out Master of Windjammer certificates to opening night patrons

at the Eglinton Theatre in Toronto, Ont. (left photo). Right, Lord Power the Second and his dancers

add an exotic touch to the premiere.

Ship captain certificates distributed by
girls in brief sailor costumes, a calypso

band with limbo dancers and wall dis-

plays of ship equipment borrowed from a
yacht club enlivened the opening of

“Windjammer” at the Eglinton Theatre in

Toronto.
Although it was a “heck of a tough

time” of the year to open a hard-ticket
show (it was two days before Christmas
and the temperature was 2 below)

, a good
crowd showed up. Manager Tiff Cook pre-

pared a full red-carpet treatment for the
first-nighters, including a searchlight,

following selected promotions to spread
news of the booking around the city.

LIKE MASTER’S PAPERS
The ship captain certificates, made up

as close as possible to resemble actual

Ship Master papers, were given out by two
girls in alluring sailor briefs (see photo)

.

The certificates (14x10 inches) were en-
closed in envelopes for protection when
being taken home.
Lord Power the Second and his dancers,

hired for an opening-night lobby show,
were crowd shoppers (see photo).
Adding to the foreign, nautical effect in

the lobby was the ringing of a ship’s bell

to announce the minutes before curtain
time. Other staffers were in ship costumes.
Four days in advance small display ads

were used in the newspapers asking all sea
captains, active or retired, to contact the
Eglinton. When they called they were in-
vited to attend the opening free on con-
dition that they wore their uniforms. Many
could not come because they had outgrown
or lost their uniforms, but a half dozen
who did show up served their purpose by
stirring up talk.

ENVELOPES PROMOTED
The Noshery, a high-class restaurant,

picked up the tab for the reserved seat
ticket envelopes, using an ad gimmick on
the back of the envelopes. This resaurant,
situated about a block from the Eglinton,
also used “Windjammer” place mats dur-
ing the full run of the film, and had their
chef make up an icing type replica of the
Windjammer ship for display in the lobby.
One-sheet standees were placed in hotel

lobbies and 50 special window cards were
set up around town.
Jumbo size silk-screened cards were

placed in all Grey Coach terminals within
100 miles of Toronto.
Every prominent newspaper critic, writ-

er and radio station disc jockey was sent
a captain’s certificate with his name let-

tered in, and Harold Meyers, the FPC
group sales manager, sent a certificate to

all the personnel managers and staff as-
sociation managers, and naturally this was
followed up by his special “Windjammer”
letters and forms.

Gift Cards: One Person
Free When Other Pays
Trying to think up some kind of cost-

free promotion that would help offset the
business slump that comes in December,
Hugh Borland, manager of the Forest
Theatre in Forest Park, suburb of Chi-
cago, came up with the idea of having
merchants in nearby areas give out Christ-
mas Gift Cards to their customers during
the month.
These cards, when presented at the For-

est Theatre, would be good for one free

admission each with one paid admission
of 85 cents. Thus the holders would receive
a savings of 85 cents, the merchant’s gift.

Borland got three merchants to buy the
idea, one in Forest Park, one in Oak Park
and the other in Maywood, Caesar’s res-
taurant, the J&J Auto Sales Co., and Cush-
man Music Studios. Each one paid for the
printing of 1,000, 3 1/2x5 1/2-inch cards.
Copy:

YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT FROM
(merchant's name and address)

We would like you to “be our guest" for four
shows at the Forest Theatre during the month of
December.

This is our way of saying, "A very merry
Christmas" and at the same time, making your
Christmas shopping more relaxing and enjoy-
able

—

with free movies in the evening after a
trying day of shopping.

This Christmas Gift Card when presented at
the Forest Theatre is good for one FREE ad-
mission with one paid admission of 85c ( a sav-
ing of 85c, our Christmas gift to you).

This goodwill offer is void after December 31,
1960.

FOREST THEATRE
"Always Showing Pictures You Like Best"
EACH TIME YOU ATTEND THEATRE:
CARD WILL BE PUNCHED 12 3 4

Small Teaser Cards Stir

Curiosity for The Boys'
“Where the Boys Are” opened its regular

run at the Visulite Theatre in Staunton,

Va., 12 days after a New Year’s Eve show-
ing. Paul Kershner jr., manager, reports

he got fine results from a small card

—

only 3x2 inches—colored bristol. He had
2,000 printed with this copy:

CALL TU 6-64412

that’s

“WHERE THE BOYS ARE”
The hilarious inside story of what goes

on when school lets out on those rip-

roaring spring vacations.

The cards were distributed at the four

colleges and four high schools in the

Staunton area, and at teenage gathering

places. Then during the run he had the

cashier answer the phone with, “Good Eve-

ning! This is where the boys are!”

The week’s run broke records set by

“G.I. Blues” and “The Flaming Star.”

“Curiosity created by the cards helped

make the picture such a success,” Kersh-
ner asserted.

A Call Girl on Phone!
Many persons in Phoenix, Ariz., dialed

AT 5-6651. When answered, a woman’s
voice related she was Bobbie Williams,

lived on Park Avenue, and wore mink

—

she also gave her occupation, a call girl.

She then said that if you want to see her

whole story, to attend the Paramount
Theatre or the Indian Drive-In. “Girl of

the Night” then was showing at these two
Arizona Paramount theatres.

Atmospheric Campaign
Demonstrating the value of an allout

atmospheric campaign for even the es-

tablished boxoffice attractions, Andy An-
derson outfitted the Fox, Eugene, Ore.,

staffers in Eskimo attire, gave his lobby

a snow-capped scenic effect and broke

house records during his “North to Alaska”
run. Newspapers carried special stories on
Andy’s atmospheric campaign.

40,000 Flyers for 'Star'

In a tieup with radio station WDGY of

the Twin Cities, C. J. “Bud” Wiggins,

manager of the Lyric, Minneapolis, and
Don Alexander, manager of the Riviera,

St. Paul, had 40,000 flyers distributed to

record stores, music dealers, banks and
other outlets plugging “The Flaming Star”

and WDGY personalities.

Gets Phone Interview
When Jack Golladay, Fox Midwest man-

ager at Springfield, 111., learned that Julie

Newmar, star of “The Marrige-Go-Round,”
was doing a personal appearance at St.

Louis, he persuaded Springfield Journal-

Register critic Wayne Allen to interview

her via long distance, resulting in a three-

column art and story break.

A Lions Luncheon Preview

As a highlight of his campaign, Bob
Sweeten held a preview of “Jungle Cat”

for the Denver Lions Club noontime ses-

sion. The club publicized the event heavily

before and after the presentation. Ar-
rangements were made to serve the club

luncheon while members enjoyed the film.

Sweeten was chairman of the day for the

event.
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An interprative analysis of lay and tradepress reviews. Running time is in parentheses. The
plus and minus signs indicate degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews, updated regularly.
This department also serves as an ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feature releases. © is for
CinemaScope; © VistoVision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; (§) Regalscope; © Technirama.
Symbol denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. For listings by
company in the order of release, see FEATURE CHART.

Review digest
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX

44 Very Good; +- Good; — Fair; — Poor: = Very Poor.

2473 ©Alamo, The (162) Todd-AO

Historical Drama UA

2442 ©All the Fine Young Cannibals

(122) © Drama MGM
2477 All the Young Men (86) Dr Col

2443 ©Amazing Mr. Teas, The (70)

Novelty Pad Prod-SR

2457 Angel Wore Red. The (99 Dr MGM
2489 Angry Silence, The (95) Dr Valiant

2496 Another Sky (83) Melodr Harrison

2428 Apartment, The (125)

Panavision Com- Dr UA

2452 As the Sea Rages (74) Dr Col

— B

—

2441 Bellboy, The (72) Farce Para

2433 ©Bells Are Ringing (127) © Mus. MGM
2382 ©Ben-Hur (212) Camera 65

Biblical Drama MGM
2453 ©Between Time and Eternity

(98) Dr U-l

2458 Beyond the Time Barrier (75) SF AIP

2429 Bluebeard's Ten Honeymoons (82) Cr. AA

2496 Blueprint for Robbery (88) Cr Para

2461 Boy Who Stole a Million. The

(64) Comedy-Drama Para

2474 ©Breath of Scandal, A

(98) Comedy Para

2473 ©Butterfield 8 (109) © Drama . MGM

—C

—

2407 ©Can-Can (131)

Todd-AO Musical 20th-Fox

2448 ©Captain’s Table, The (90)

Comedy 20th-Fox

2494 Carry On, Constable (86) Com Go/n'r

2408 Carry On. Nurse (89) Farce. ... Governor

2495 ©Carthage in Flames (111)

© Spectacle Drama Col

2485 Caltiki, The Immortal Monster

(76) Sc.-F’n AA

2433 ©Chartroose Caboose, The (75)

Panavision Comedy U-l

2482 L>©CinderFeIla (88) Comedy . . . Para

2488 ©Cimarron (140) © Dr MGM

2497

Circle of Deception (100) Dr. 20th-Fox

2491 Code of Silence (75)

Melodrama Sterling World-SR

2474 College Confidential (90) Melo U-l

2437 Come Back, Africa (90)

Social Documentary Dr Rogosin

2456

Come Dance With Me! (91)

Comedy-Mystery Kingsley-Union

2487 Crazy for Love (80) Com Ellis

2455 ©Crowded Sky, The (105) Dr WB
2494 ©Cry for Happy (110) © Com Col

—D—
2464 ©Dark at the Top of the Stairs.

The (124) Drama WB
2486 Date Bait (71) Melo Filmgroup

2446 Day They Robbed the Bank

of England, The (84) Cr. Dr. ..MGM

2491 Desert Attack (76) Melo 20th-Fox

2462 Desire in the Dust (105) © Dr. 20th-Fox

2484 Dog, a Mouse and a Sputnik. A

(90) Comedy F-A-W

2499 Dondi (100) Comedy AA

—E—
2442 ©Elmer Gantry (145) Drama UA

2449 Enemy General, The (75) Dr Col

2469 Entertainer, The (98) Dr Cont’l

2482 ©Esther and the King (109)

© Adventure Drama 20th-Fox

2490 ©Exodus (212) Super-Panavision 70

Drama UA

2479 Facts of Life, The (103) Com-Dr UA

2456 ©Fast & Sexy (99) © Comedy Col

2496 Fever in the Blood, A (117) Dr WB
2458 ©Five Bold Women (82) W’n ..Citation

2489 ©Flaming Star (101) ©
Outdoor Drama 20th-Fox

2478 ©Flute and the Arrow, The (78)

10-31-60 44 + + 44 44 44 44 12+

7-18-60 -H- ± _ 44 + 2*2 + 8+3-
8- 8-60 + + + + + + + 7+

7-18-60 = 2-
9- 5-60 ± H- — + ± ± 6+6-

12-26-60 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
1-23-61 + + ± 3+1-

6- 6-60 44 44 44 44 44 + 44 13+
8-22-60 + 2*2 2*Z + — + 5+3-

7-18-60 + + + 44 2*2 2*2 8+3-
6-20-60 44 + 44 44 44 44 44 13+

11-30-59 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

8-22-60 2+2
-4- + ± 5+4-

9- 5-60 -4- -4- -4- -h 2+2 6+6-
6-13-60 + — — -4- + it it 5+5-
1-23-61 + 44 + + + + 2+2 8+1-

9-19-60 -H- + + 44 + + + 9+

10-31-60 + ± + ± + + 7+3-
10-31-60 4+ 44 + 44 + + ~ 10+1-

3-21-60 4+ + + 44 44 + 44 11+

8- 8-60 44 44 44 44 + + ± 11+1-
1-16-61 + + 2+
3-21-60 44 44 44 44 + + 44 12+

1-23-61 -h ± + ± Hh 6+5—

12- 5-60 2*2 + - - 2+3-

6-20-60 + + + 3+
11-28-60 44 + 44 + 2+2 + 9+2-
12-19-60 44 44 44 44 44 10+
1-30-61 + 44 2*z 44 6+1-

1- 9-61 + 1+
10-31-60 2± — — 2+4-

7- 4-60 44 + 44 5+

8-29-60 + Hh + + 2*2 + 6+2-
12-19-60 =t 1+1-
8-29-60 + + + + + + 6+
1-16-61 + + + 44 44 ± 8+1-

9-26-60 44 44 44 44 44 + 44 13+
12-12-60 2t 1+1-

8- 1-60 + 2+2 ± + 44 44 + 9+1-
1- 9-61 + + + 3+
9-19-60 44 + + 2*2 + 8+3-

12- 5-60 + — 2*2 + 3+2-
2- 6-61 ^h a_ 3+2—

7-18-60 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
8-15-60 44

— + + + + ^h 7+2-
10-17-60 + 44 + 44 44 + 2*2 10+1-

11-28-60 + 2*2 + 2*2 44 8+4-

12-26-60 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

11-21-60 + 44 44 44 44 + 10+
8-29-60 + + 2± + -4 + 2+2 7+2-
1-23-61 44 + + 44 + + s+
9- 5-60 1+1-

12-26-60 + 44 + 44 44 + + 10+

In the summary 44 is rated

« ~ c <u S“ § a. ^
a! P a £ o

Documentary Drama Janus

2448 ©For the Love of Mike (87)

© Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox

2483 Four Desperate Men (105) Melo. Cont'l

2471 48 Hours to Live (86)

Melodrama Cinema Assoc-SR

2498 Foxhole in Cairo (78) Dr Para

2464 ©Freckles (84) © Outdoor . . . .20th-Fox

2495 French Mistress, A (91) Com... F-A-W

2441 ©From the Terrace (144) ©
Drama 20th-Fox

—G

—

2472 ©G. I. Blues (104) Com/Mus Para

2459 Girl in Lovers Lane, The

(78) Melodrama Filmgroup

2468 Girl of the Night (S3) Dr WB
2491 ©Goddess of Love, The (68)

© Spectacle 20th-Fox

2500 Gold of the Seven Saints (88)

Outdoor Drama WB

2490

©Goliath and the Dragon (90) ©
Costume Spectacle AIP

2457

Good Girls Beware (SO) Melodr. UMPO
2495 ©Go Naked in the World

(103) © Drama MGM
3498©Gorgo (78) © Adv. Dr ..MGM

2486 ©Grass Is Greener, The

(105) © Comedy U-l

2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l

2446 ©Green Carnation, The (128) © Dr.

(Reviewed as "The Trials of Oscar

Wilde”) Warwick

—H

—

2488 Hand in Hand (75) Dr Col

2475

©Heaven on Earth (84)

Documentary Drama JB-SR

2473 Hell Is a City (96) Action Col

2447 Hell to Eternity (132) Dr AA

2487

©Herod the Great (93) ©
Costume Spectacle AA

2478 Heroes Die Young (76) Melodrama AA

2457 ©Hideout in the Sun (72)

Nudist drama Astor

2454 High-Powered Rifle, The

(60) Action 20th-Fox

2486 High School Caesar (72) Melo. Filmgroup

2464 ^>©High Time (103) © Com/Mus 20-Fox

2499 Home Is the Hero (83) Dr Showcorp

2435 ©House of Usher, The (80) © Ho.. . AIP

2459 I Aim at the Stars (107)

Biographical Drama Col

2436 ©Ice Palace (143) Drama WB
2444 ©Idiot, The (122) Dostoievsky classic

(English-dubbed) 20th-Fox

2427 I'm All Right, Jack (105) Comedy.. Col

2442 Inherit the Wind (126) Drama UA

2467 It Happened in Broad Daylight

(97) Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) ...Cont’l

2440 ©It Started in Naples

(100) ® Comedy Para

2481 Jazz Boat (96) © Dr/Music Col

2479 ©Journey to the Lost City

(90) © Adv. Drama AIP

2452 ©Jungle Cat (70) Documentary. . BV

—K—
2471 Kill Me Tomorrow (SO) Melodr Tudor

2466 Key Witness (81) © Drama. . MGM

—L

—

2466 © Last Woman on Earth, The (71)

Melodrama Filmgroup

2482 Left, Right and Center (90)

Comedy Bentley

2476 ©Legions of the Nile (91) ©
Action Spectacle 20th-Fox

2465 Let No Man Write My Epitaph

(106) Drama Col

2458

©Let’s Make Love (118) ©
Comedy/Music 20th-Fox

2493 ©Little Angel (90) Com-Dr Murray

2 pluses, — as 2 minuses.

'o
X

O _ >»

fej|

’reo
E

O .
O a>

o
o S’

s S

it 1 ».
© z re> >»: e
?.*= E

cr CD x cr l> lZ X cc CL 2 zol tn

11-14-60 + 44 44 44 7+

8- 8-60 44 44 + 44 44 44 11+
12- 5-60 44 2+

10-24-60 ± 1+1
1-30-61 + 44

— + 2*2 ± 6+2-
9-26-60 + + ± + + 5+1-
1-23-61 + + + + 5+1-

7-18-60 44 44 44 44 + 11+2-

10-24-60 + 4 -h
44 2*2 + + 8+2—

9-12-60 _ + 1+1-
10-10-60 + 44 2*2 + + 2*2 ± 8+3-

1- 9-61 + - 2*2 2+2—

2- 6-61 Hh
44 + 44 6+1-

12-26-60 + + — + 2*2 — ± 5+4—
9- 5-60 + 1+

1-23-61 + 44 + 4+
1-30-61 44 2±2 + + + 44 8+1-

12-12-60 + 44 + 44
— + 44 9+1-

11-28-60 44 44 + 44 44 44 11+

8- 1-60 44 44 44 44 + 44 44 13+

12-19-60 + 44 44 44 44 44 11+

11-14-60 + -h + + + 5+1-
10-31-60 + 44 + + 44 + + 9+
8- 8-60 44 44 44 44 44 + + 12+

12-19-60 + 2+2 + 2+2 + ± 6+3-
11-14-60 + 2*2 2+2 3+2-

9- 5-60 1+1-

8-22-60 ± ± 2*2 ± 4+6-
12-12-60 + 1+
9-26-60 + + + 44 44 + + 9+
2- 6-61 44 + 3+
6-27-60 + + + 44 44 44 44 11+

9-12-60 + 44 + + + + 44 9+
6-27-60 + 2*2 44 44 44 + + 10+1-

7-18-60 + + + — + 44 6+2-
6- 6-60 44 + 44 + + 44 44 H+
7-18-60 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

10-10-60 + 44 44 + + 7+

7-11-60 44 ± + 44 44 + + 10+1-

11-28-60 + 2*2 ± + 4+2-

11-21-60 + 2*2 — + -h ± 6+5-
8-22-60 + + + 44 44 44 44 11+

10-24-60 + 1+
10- 3-60 + 44 + + — + + 8+1-

10- 3-60 + - 1+1-

11-28-60 44 44 4+

11- 7-60 ± - - ± = - 2+7-

10- 3-60 ++ + 44 + + 44 10+1-

9- 5-60 44 44 44 44 + 44 44 13+
1-16-61 ± 2*2 + ± 4+3-
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REVIEW DIGEST
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX In the summary t+ is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses. Very Good; Good; — Fair; — Poor; = Very Poor.

I
£ 5

24S9 Magdalena (76) Melodrama SR
2468 ©Magnificent Seven. The (128)

Outdoor Dr. (Panavision) UA
2492 Make Mine Mink (101) Com Cont'l

2501 Mania (..) Ho. Dr Valiant

2431 Man in a Cocked Hat (87)

Comedy . . . . Showcorporation of Amer.

2452 Man Who Wouldn’t Talk. The (97)

Mystery Drama Showcorp.

2484 ©Marriage-Go-Round, The

(99) © Comedy 20th-Fox

2469 ©Midnight Lace (108) Dr U-l

2500 Misfits, The (124) Drama UA
2502 ©Millionairess. The (90) ©

G. B. Shaw Comedy 20th-Fox

2443 Missile From Hell (82) Dr NTA
2444 Model for Murder (75) Cr Cin. Assoc

2499 More Deadly Than the Male (60)

Crime Melodrama Schoenfeld

2438 Murder, Inc. (103) © Crime. 20th-Fox

2421 My Dog. Buddy (76) Dr Col

2465 Little Shop of Horrors. The (70)

Horror Comedy Filmgroup 10- 3-60 +
2502 Long Rope. The (61) © W’n. 20th-Fox 2-13-61 +
2439 y©Lost World, The (98) ©

Science-Fiction 20th-Fox 7-11-60 +
2453 Louisiana Hussy (SO) Melodr Howco 8-22-60 ±

12-26-60 ±

10-10-60 44

1- 9-61 44

2-

13-61 +

6-

13-60 +

8-22-60 +

12- 5-60 +
10-17-60 -H-

2- 6-61 +

2-13-61 +

7-

18-60 ±
7-18-60 ±

2- 6-61 44

7- 4-60 +
5-16-60 +

—N—
2470 Natchez Trace (80) Adv. .. Panorama-SR 10-17-60 -f
2470 Never on Sunday (97) Com-Dr. Lopert-UA 10-17-60 4+
2435 ©Next to No Time (93) Com. Showcorp. 6-27-60 ±
2462 Night Fighters, The (85) Dr UA 9-19-60 +
2447 Night of Love (93) Melodr Howco 8- 8-60 ±
2450 ©Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (108)

Totalscope His. Dr Col 8-15-60 ±
2478 ©North to Alaska (122) ©

Action Comedy 20th-Fox 11-14-60 +

2451 4>©0cean's 11 (128) © Com-Dr. ..WB 8-22-60 4+
2497 ©One Hundred and One Dalmatians

(80) Animated Feature BV 1-30-61 +
2450 ©One Foot in Hell (89)

©Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox 8-15-60 +
2445 Oscar Wilde (96) Dr Four City Ent 8- 1-60 +

—P—
2417 Pay or Die (110) Dr AA 5- 2-60 -+

2492 ©Pepe (195) ©Comedy/ Music Col 1- 9-61 -+

2422 Platinum High School (93) Dr MGM 5-16-60 it

2469 Please Turn Over (86) Farce Col 10-17-60 +
2477 Plunderers, The (94) Adv. Dr AA 11-14-60 +
2501 Police Dog Story (61) UA 2-13-61 +
2416 U©Pollyanna (134) Com. Dr BV 4-18-60 ++
2436 ©Portrait in Black (111) Dr U-l 6-27-60 ff
2477 Price of Silence. The (72)

Melodrama Exdusive-SR 11-14-60 +
2431 Prime Time. The (76) Dr. Essanjay-SR 6-13-60 ±
2414 Private Property (79) Dr Citation 4-11-60 +
2440 Psycho (109) Suspense Drama Para 7-11-60(4

—R—
2419 Raymie (73) Drama AA 5- 9-60 +
2454 Rebel Girls (70) Action Luzon-SR 8-22-60 ±
2490 ©Ritual of Love, The (72)

Documentary Pacemaker-SR 12-26-60 +
2432 Rosemary (105) Drama F-A-W 6-13-60 +
2485 ©Royal Ballet (131) Ballet Lopert 12-12-60 +
2460 Runaway (76) Melodrama .... Group 9 9-12-60 +

44 +

— o a, m ^
ll. x a: a. S

> *
5 =
z o

+ 44

+

+

1+
5+1-

9+2-
1+1-

1+1-

44 44 44 + + 44 12+
44 + + + 44 9+

+ 2+

44 + 44 7+1-

1+

+ 44 44 + 44 10+1—
+ + 44 44 44 44 12+
44 44 44 44 9+

44 + 44 + ± S+l-
1+1-
1+1-

2+
+ ± + 44 + 44 9+1-

+ — 5+4-

1+
44 + 44 + + + 10+
+ + 2*2 4+2-
+ + + + + 6+

1+1-

+ + + + + 7+2-

+ 44 44 + 44 10+1—

44 + 44 44 44 12+1-

44 + 44 44 44 10+

+ + + + + + 7+
44 + 44 + 44 44 11+

44 44 44 + + 44 12+
+ 44 44 44 44 12+1-

— + + + + 6+3-
44 44 + 44 + 9+

+ + + 5+1-
1+

44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
— 2*2 + — 44 7+4—

+ +

1+
= 2+4-

+ + ± 6+1-
44 44 4+ +4 + +4 13+

+ + + + 5+
1+1-

+
4+

1+
-H- 7+

4+
1+

2468 ©Santa Claus (94) Fantasy/Music

(English-dubbed) Murray-SR 10-10-60 it ± ±
2451 Savage Eye, The (67) Semidocumentary

Drama Trans-Lux Kingsley 8-22-60 +J- -f+ -J+

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (110)
± 4+

5+5-

9+1—

2456 School for Scoundrels (94)

2476 ©Secret of the Purple Reef (80) ©

2467 ©September Storm (99) Action

2460 ©Seven Ways From Sundown

2474 Sex Kittens Go to College

20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ± ± + + 5+3-

20th-Fox 10-10-60 ± ± + + + 6+3-

U-l 9-12-60 + 44 + + + + 7+

AA
U-l

10-31-60 +
11- 7-60 + + +

- 2+3-
3+1-

2472 She Walks by Night (85) Melo. Woolner

2455 Sin & Desire (77) Dr Atlantis

2479 Sinners of Paris (81) Melodr Ellis

2502 Sniper's Ridge (61) © Dr. . . 20th-Fox

2480 Squad Car (60) Melodrama .... 20th-Fox

2380 ©Snow Queen, The (70) U-l

2439 Sons and Lovers (103) © Dr. . . 20th-Fox

2440 ©Song Without End (142) ©
Drama/Music Col

2438 S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac U-l

2470 ©Spartacus (189) Super Technirama-70

Adventure Spectacle U-l

2485 Spring Affair (69) Comedy SR

2434 ©Story of Ruth, The (113) ©
Biblical Drama 20th-Fox

2437 ©Subterraneans, The (89) © Dr. ..MGM
2423 Stranglers of Bombay

(81) © Adv Col

2445 Studs Lonigan (103) Dr UA

2476 ^©Sundowners, The (133) Dr WB
2466 ^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) Drama WB
2467 Surprise Package (100) Comedy. ... Col

2477 ©Swiss Family Robinson (128)

Adv. Classic, Panavision BV

2488 ©Sword and the Dragon (S3)

Folklore Spectacle Valiant

2494 ©Sword of Sherwood Forest (80) ©
Adventure Drama Col

—T—
2430 ©Tarzan the Magnificent (88) Adv... Para

2465 ©Ten Who Dared (92) Adv BV

2493 Tess of the Storm Country (84)

© Melodrama 20th-Fox

2435 13 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy ....Col

2450 ©39 Steps, The (95) © Adv. . . 20th-Fox

2485 ©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100)

Superdynamation, Fantasy Col

2439 ©Thunder in Carolina (92)

Racing Drama Howco

2389 Tiger Bay (105) Suspense Cont’l

2446 ©Time Machine, The (103) Sc-F.-.MGM

2392 t|©Toby Tyler (96) Adv. Comedy.. BV

2498 ©Tomboy and the Champ (92)

Comedy-Drama U-l

2481 Tormented (75) Horror Drama AA
2480 Touch of Flesh. The (76)

Drama Amity Films-SR

2441 Trapped in Tangier (77)

Cr. Drama Supercinescope. . 20th-Fox

2446 ©Trials of Oscar Wilde, The (See “The

Green Carnation”)

2493 ©Tunes of Glory (106) Dr Lopert

2501 Two-Way Stretch (87) Com Showcorp

—U—
2460 Under Ten Flags (92) Dr Para

2492 Unfaithfuls. The (89) Melodrama AA

—W—
2483 ©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The

(99) © Comedy Col

2449 Walking Target (74) Action UA

2471 ©Walk Tall (60) © Western. .20th-Fox

2484 ©Where the Boys Are (99) © Com. MGM
2463 Where the Hot Wind Blows (120)

Dr. (English-dubbed) MGM
2500 ©White Warrior (86) ©

Adv. Dr. (Eng-dubbed) WB
2445 Why Must I Die? (90) Melodr AIP

ll
10-

24-60 +
8-29-60 +

11-

21-60 +
2-13-61 —

11-21-60 ±

11-

23-59 -+

7-11-60 44

7-11-60 44

7- 4-60 -+

10-

17-60 44

12-

12-60 ±

6-20-60 44

7- 4-60 +

5-

23-60 +
8- 1-60 44

11- 7-60 44

10- 3-60 44

10-10-60 4+

11-

14-60 44

12-

19-60 +

1-16-61 +

6-

13-60 +
10- 3-60 +

1-16-61 +

6-

27-60 44

8-16-60 44

12-12-60 +

7-

11-60 +
1-11-60 44

8- 1-60 44

1-18-60 44

1-30-61 +

11-

28-60 +

11-21-60 ±

7-18-60 -

1-16-61 44

2-13-61 +

9-12-60 +
1- 9-61 +

+

—V—
2418 Valley of the Redwoods

(62) © Crime Drama 20th-Fox 5- 2-60 + +
2472 Village of the Damned (78)

Horror Drama MGM 10-24-60 + 44

12- 5-60 + ±
8-16-60 + ±

10-24-60 ± ±
12- 5-60 4+ 44

9-26-60 + +

2- 6-61 + +
8- 1-60 44 -

I
fclv, =

1

t

E|

1+
1+
1+

+ — ±
_

4+3-
1+4—

44 44 2*z 44 + H+1-
44 44 44 44 44 14+

44 44 44 44 44 13+1-

+ + + ± 6+1-

44 44 44 44 44 14+

+ 2+1-

+ 44 44 44 + 12+
^+- + rt + 7+4-

-4- + + =t 7+3—
44 44 + 9+1-

44 44 44 44 44 14+

44 44 44 44 44 14+

44 + ± 9+3-

44 44 44 44 12+1-

+ 2+

+ + 44 ± 8+3—

-4-
44 + + + 8+1-

Hh + + 44 7+1-

+ + + + 6+
-4- + 44 + + 9+1-
+ + 2*2 + + S+l-

44 44 44 + 44 11+

± + 4+2-
44 44 44 44 10+

44 44 + + 44 12+

44 44 44 44 44 14+

+ + 4+1-
1+

1+1-

44 44 - 1+10-

44 44 44 + 44 13+

44 + 6+

+ + + 44 8+1-
± 2+2-

+ + + 6+1-

+ + 44 44 + 10+

44 44 + 44 9+1-
+ -4- ± 5+3-
+ + -4- 6+4-

44 44 44 + 44 13+

+ + — + it 6+2-

4+2-
- ± 3+3-

NTA
9-26-60 -+

6-13-60 ±
44 + 44 44 + 10+

1+1-
2444 Wicked Go to Hell, The (74)

(English-dubbed) Dr. . .

2475 Wild Rapture (68)

7-18-60 + 1+

• Cont’l 8-29-60 + 44 44 44 + + + 10+ Documentary Exdusive-SR 11- 7-60 + 1+
2459 Wild Ride, The (63) Ac Filmgroup

2487 ©Wizard of Baghdad (92) ©
9-12-60 -

Costume Comedy . . . 20th -Fox 12-19-60 + -4-

2480 ©World of Suzie Wong. The (129)

Drama Para 11-28-60 44 44

—XYZ—
2451 Young Jesse James (73) ©

Action Drama 20th-Fox 8-22-60 ± +
2497 Young One, The (96) Dr.. 1-30-61 + +

1-

+ + + 6+2-

44 44 + + 44 12+

- + ± ± 6+4

—

— 44 — — 44 9+3-
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemaScope;
Vistovision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; (§) Regalscope; © Teehnirama. Symbol denotes BOXOFFICE

Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete

key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

')tATURt CHART

ALLIED ARTISTS I U AMERICAN INT'L I U COLUMBIA 1 U M-G-M 1 ti F

Why Must 1 Die? (86) D. .504

Terry Moore. Debra Paget

Jailbreakers (64) Ac .408

Robert Hutton. Mary Castle

The Mountain Road (102) . • D. .429

Janies Stewart, Lisa Lu

©Eattle in Outer Space

(90) Ac. 430
R.vo Ikebe and all-Japanese cast

12 to the Moon (74) SF. .431

Ken Clark. Roh’t Montgomery jr.

^©Adventures of Huckleberry V

Finn (107) © CD.. 16
Tony Randall. Eddie Hodges,

Archie Moore. Judy Canova

©The Giant of Marathon

(88) D..15
Steve Reeves. Mylene Demongeot

Pay or Die (110) Cr. .6004

Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert

Raymie (73) Ad . 6006

David Ladd. Julie Adams. John

Agar

©The House of Usher

(85) © Ho.. 502

Vincent Price, Mark Damon.
Myrna Fahey

Beyond the Time Barrier

(80) SF..505
Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins

Amazing Transparent Man
(60) SF..506

Marguerite Chapman, Douglas

Kennedy

©Strangers When We Meet

(117) © D 501
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak,

Barbara Rush, Kent Smith

13 Ghosts (88) Ho C..502
Jo Morrow, Rosemary DeCamp,
Donald Woods (partly in color)

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) S..503
Three Stooges. Paul Winchell

The Day They Robbed the

Bank of England (85) . . . . D .19

Aldo Ray. Hugh Griffith.

Elizabeth Sellars

©Bells Are Ringing

(127) © M..17
Judy Holliday. Dean Martin.

Fred Clark

Sex Kittens Go to

College (94) C..6003
Mamie Van Doren, Tuesday Weld,

Mijanou Bardot, Mickey Shaugh-

nessy. Louis Nye

My Dog, Buddy (77) D..450
London (dog star) ,

Travis Lemmond

©The Nights of Lucretia Borgia

(108) Totalscope Hi.. 504
Belinda Lee. Jacques Sernas

©The Time Machine (103).. SF . . 9

Rod Taylor, Yvette Mimieux

©All the Fine Young
Cannibals (122) © D..20

Natalie Wood, Robert Wagner,
Susan Knhner. George Hamilton

Hell to Eternity (132) D6007
Jeffrey Hunter. David Janssen,

Vic Damone. Patricia Owens

Caltiki, The Immortal

Monster (76) SF..6009
John Merlvale, Didi Sullivan

Tormented (75) D..6010
Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon

The Enemy General (74).. D.. 505
Van Johnson, Jean-Pierre Aumont

All the Young Men (87).. D.. 506
Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier.

Ingemar Johansson, Mort Sahl,

©Fast and Sexy (98) © CD.. 507
Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson,

Vittorio DeSica

As the Sea Rages (74) D..508
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson,

Cameron Mitchell

The Angel Wore Red (99). D.. 101
Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde.

Joseph Gotten

©The Subterraneans (88) © D . 102
Leslie Caron. George Peppard,

Janice Rule. Roddy MacDowal!

Heroes Die Young (76) . . . . D . .6014
Erika Peters, Scott Borland

©Serengeti Shall Not Die

(84) Doc .6013

©Journey to the Lost City

(90) Ad 508
Dehra Paget. Paul Christian

1 Aim at the Stars (107) BiD. .512

Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw

I’m All Right, Jack (104) C..515
lan Carmichael, Peter Sellers,

Terry-Thomas, Dennis Price

©Song Without End (130)

© Bi/M.. 511
Dirk Bogarde, Capucine,

Genevieve Page

Key Witness (81) © . . D 103
Jeffrey Hunter. Pat Crowley

The Plunderers (94) . . . . Ad . .6008
Jeff Chandler, John Saxon,

Dolores Hart, Ray Stricklyn

The Unfaithfuls (89) D . 6015
Gina Lollobrigida. May Britt,

Pierre Cressoy

©Goliath and the Dragon

(90) © Ad.. 509
Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford

Let No Man Write My
Epitaph (106) D .513

Burl Ives. Shelley Winters. James

Darren, Jean Seberg

Surprise Package (100) . . . . C . .514

Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor.

Noel Coward

Hell Is a City (96) ©,.Cr..516
Stanley Baker. John Crawford

Where the Hot Wind Blows

(120) 0 .104

Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Montand

©Butterfield 8 (109) ©..D..106
Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey,

Eddie Fisher. Dina Merrill

©Herod the Great (95) . Ad. .6016
Edmund Purdora, Sylvia Lopez

©The 3 Worlds of Gulliver

(100) SuperDynamation . . Ad . . 517
Kerwin Mathews. Jo Morrow

Please Turn Over (86) . . . . C . 518
Ted Ray, Jean Kent

Jazz Boat (95) © .... CD/M .. 519
Anthony Newley. Anne Aubrey

©Where the Boys Are

(99) © C 110

Dolores Hart. George Hamilton,

Yvette Mimieux. Connie Francis

Look in Any Window (87) D. .6101
Ruth Roman. Alex Nicol, Paul
Anka

©The Wackiest Ship in the

Army (99) © C..521
Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson

©Sword of Sherwood Forest

(80) Ad. .522
Richard Greene, Peter Cushing

©Go Naked in the World

(103) © 0. Ill
Gina Lollobrigida, Ernest Borgnine,

Anthony Franciosa. Luana Patten

Portrait of a Sinner

(100) D..507
Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton,

William Bendix

Black Sunday (84) ....Ho.. 602
Barbara Steele, John Richardson

Hand in Hand (75) D..523
John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike

Passport to China (75) . . . .Ac. .527
Richard Basehart, Lisa Gastoni

©Carthage in Flames (111)

© Ad.. 528
Anne Heywood, Jose Suarez

Village of the Damned (77) Ho. .109

George Sanders, Barbara Shelley

©Gorgo (76) Ad.. 105
Bill Travers, Vincent Winter

Dondi (100) C . 6102
David Kory, Patti Page, David

Janssen

The Hand (61) Ho.. 601
Derek Bond. Ronald Lee Hunt

©Konga (90) © Ho. .

Michael Gough, Jess Conrad,

Margo Johns

©Cry for Happy (110) © CD..
G. Ford, Miiko Taka, D. O'Connor

Underworld, U.S.A. (99) Cr...525
Cliff Robertson, Dolores Dorn

Terror of the Tongs (..).. Ac..
Geoffrey Toone, Christopher Lee

©Pepe (170) © C/M.. 520
Cantinflas, D. Dailey, Shirley Jones

©Cimarron (147) © . . . . D. .108

Glenn Ford, Maria Schell

Secret Partner ( . . ) D 115
Stewart Granger, Haya Harareet

insiJl

retirj

.>eriek

wail/

PARAMOUNT

Mel Tonne, Nohu McCarthy

©The Rat Race (105 ) ... D .. 5923

Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds

The Bellboy (72) C..5924

Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry

2>Tarzan the Magnificent

(88) Ad.. 5925

Gordon Scott, Betta St. John,

Jock Mahoney

Cl
I

-<

Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,

Vera Miles, John Gavin

g>|t Started in Naples

(100) ® C..5927

Clark Gable. Sophia Loren

Virgilio Texera, Marianne Benet

>
c:o
C-
C/~>

Under Ten Flags (92) . . . Ad .6002

Van Heflin, Charles Laughton.

Mylene Demongeot

The Boy Who Stole a

Million (64) Ac.. 6001

DJ
l-M
TO

O
t~>

O
co

©G.l. Blues (104).. CD/M.
Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse

©A Breath of Scandal

(98) ® C.

John Gavin, Sophia Loren.

Maurice Chevalier

.6005

6006

y©CinderFella (91) . C.

Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn,

Anna Maria Alberghetti

.6007

Blueprint for Robbery (87) Ac. .6009

Jay Barney. .1. Pat O’Malley

Foxhole in Cairo (78) . • • D . .6013

James Robertson Justice, Niall

MacGuinnis. Adrian Hoven

©World of Suzie Wong
(126) 0 .6008

William Holden, Nancy Kwan,

Sylvia Syms

©The Savage Innocents

(110) © 0 . .6004

Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tani.

Anna May Wong

©eiood and Roses (84) . . My . .6003

Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim,

Elsa Martinelli
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FEATURE CHART
The key to letters ond combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama- (Ael Arti™
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Dromo; (Cr) Crime Drama- '(DM) Drnmo
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama- (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction- (W) Western

20TH-FOX

Operation Amsterdam (105) Ac .015

Peter Finch, Eva Bartok

©Wild River © (105) 0 .009

Montgomery Clift. Lee Rennet

Jo Van Fleet

r

Bobbikins (S9) C. .004

Max Bygraves. Shirley Jones

12 Hours to Kill (S3) © Ac.. 022

I Nico Minardos. Barbara Eden

©The Story of Ruth

(132) © D..021
Elana Eden. Stuart Whitman

Trapped in Tangiers

(74) © Ad 027

Edmund Purdom. Genevieve Page

©From the Terrace (144) © D. .028

Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

Q©Lost World (96) © Ad.. 026

Fernando Lamas, Claude Rains

Murder. Inc. (99) © Cr...031

May Briit. Stuart Whitman

O
=3
<

Sons and Lovers (103) © D..035
Dean Stockvvell, Wendy Hiller

©One Foot in Hell (90) © D. .029

A. Ladd. D. Murray. D. Michaels

©For the Love of Mike (84) ©. .030

Richard Basehart. Stu Erwin

Young Jesse James (73) © D . .033

lias Stricklyn, Willard Parker

©The 39 Steps (95) . . Ad . 032

Kenneth More. Taina Elg

|©Let's Make Love (118) . .C. .034

Marilyn Monroe. Yves Montand,

iv Tony Randall
LU
“ ©Walk Tall (60) © Ac.. 042

•E Willard Parker. Kent Taylor
UJ

CO

©Freckles (84) © D..043

Martin West, Carol Christensen

Squad Car (60) Ac. .044

Paul Bryar. ViciRaaf

LU
CQ
o
I

—

o

U©High Time (103) © C/M . .036

Bing Crosby. Fabian, Tuesday Weld

Desire in the Dust (105) © D. .046

Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer

©The Captain’s Table (90) ©. .040

John Gregson, Peggy Cummins
©The Secret of the Purple Reef

(80) © Ac . 047

Jeff Richards. Margia Dean

©Sept. Storm (99) S’v’s’n Ac . 025

Mark Stevens, Joanne Dm

0£
LU
DO

>-

<

©Goddess of Love (68) © D . .039

Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©North to Alaska (122)

© Ad . . 051
John Wayne, Capueine, Fabian

Desert Attack (76) Ac . 053
John Mills. Sylvia Syms

©Tess of the Storm
Country (84) D..050
Dime Baker, Lee Philips

©Wizard of Baghdad (92)

© Ad . . 054
Dick Shawn, Diane Baker, Barry

Coe
©Flaming Star (92) ©...W..056
Elvis Presley, Barbara Eden

©Esther and the King (109)

© D .057
Joan Collins. Richard Egan

©Legions of the Nile

(94) © Ad . 037
Linda Cristal, Ettore Manni

©Marriage-Go-Round (99) ©C..101
Susan Hayward, James Mason,
Julie Nee mar

©Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come (108) © D . .102

Jimmie Rodgers, Luana Patten
©Can-Can (131) © M..103
Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine,
Louis Jourdan, Juliet Prowse

The Long Rope (61) . W. .113
Hugh Marlowe, Alan Hale

©The Millionairess (90) © C .104
Sophia Loren. Peter Sellers

Circle of Deception (100) © D. Ill
Bradford Dillmar . Suzy Parker

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C..
Michael Craig, Mylene Demongeot

©The Canadians (..) © 0D 105
Robert Ryan. John Dehner

Sanctuary (..)©... 0 115
L. Kemick, Y. Montant, B. Dillam

Days of Thrills & Laughter

( . . ) Compiliation C. . 114

©The Trapp Family (..).. D 117
Ruth Leuerik, Haas Ffolt

UNITED ARTISTS 3 U
©Macumba Love (86) ... Ho. .6016
Ziva Rodann, Walter Reed

The Music Box Kid (74) . Ac. .6015
Ronald Foster. Luana Patten

The Apartment (125)
Panavision CD. 6017

Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
Fred MacMurray, Edie Adams

©The Last Days of Pompeii

(103) Ad .6020
Steve Reeves, Barbara Carroll

Cage of Evil (70) Ac. . 6018
Ron Foster, Pat Blair

©Elmer Gantry (145) D..6023
Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Arthur Kennedy. Shirley Jones

The Night Fighters (88). D . 6025
Robert Mitchum, Dan O’Herlihy

Studs Lonigan (95) D. .6019
Christopher Knight, Venetia

St evenson

©The Magnificent Seven

(128) Pana.ision Ad. .6027
Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen,
Horst Bucbholz, Eli Wallach

Walking Target (74) Ac. 6024
Ron Foster, Joan Evans.

Merry Anders

Inherit the Wind (126). D. 6026
Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Gene Kelly, Florence Eldridge

Police Dog Story (61) Doc. .6029
James Brown, Merry Anders

The Facts of Life (104) . . C . .6104
Bob Hope, Lucilie Ball

Five Guns to Tombstone
(71) W. .6102

James Brown. Della Sharman

The Misfits (124) D..6105
Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe,
Montgomery Clift

Operation Bottleneck (74) . . . .6106
Iton Foster, Miiko Taka

©The Alamo (162)
Todd-AO Hi 6028

John Wayne, Laurence Harvey,
Richard Widmark, Richard Boone

The Young Savages (..)... D
Burt I-ant-aster, Shelley Winters,
Dina Merrill

UNIVERSAL-INT L £

©Head of a Tyrant

(70) Hi D. .6008
Massimo Cirotti, Isabelle Corey
(English-dubbed) Totalscope

©Brides of Dracula (85) . . Ho. .6013
Peter Cushing, Martita nunt

The Leech Woman (77) . . Ho . .6014
Coleen Gray, Philip Terry

©Portrait in Black (113) My. . 6015
Lana Turner, Anthony Quinn,

Sandra Dee, Richard Basehart

©Dinosaurus (S3) ©. . . SF . .6016
Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson

S.0.S, Pacific (92) Ac.. 6017
Pier Angeli, John Gregson,

Eddie Constantine

College Confidential (91) CD.. 6018
Mamie Van Doren, Steve Allen.

Jayne Meadows

©Chartroose Caboose (76)
Panavision CD.. 6019

Molly Bee, Ben Cooper.

Edgar Buchanan

©Seven Ways From Sundown

(86) 0 D . . 6020
Andie Murphy, Barry Sullivan

©Between Time and Eternity

(85) D . .6021
Lilli Palmer, Carlos Thompson

©Spartacus (196) Super

-

Technirama-70 D . .6070
Kirk Douglas, Lourence Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis

(Special release)

©Midnight Lace (108) D..6101
Doris Day, Rex Harrison,

John Gavin. Myma Loy

The Private Lives of Adam and
Eve (87) partly in

color CD. 6102
Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren

©The Grass Is Greener

(105) © C .6103
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Ruben Mitchum. Jean Simmons

The Great Impostor (112) CD . 6104
Tony Curtis, Joan Blackman

The Shakedown (91) . ...Cr..6105
Hazel Court. Terence Morgan

©Romanoff and Juliet ( . . ) C . .

Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee,

John Gavin

WARNER BROS. £ j°

©Hannibal (103) ©....Hi D..918
Victor Mature, Rita Gam.
Gabriele Ferzetti

©Ice Palace (143) D..919
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer, Jim
Backus

©Hercules Unchained (103)
Dyaliscope Ad.. 920

Steve Reeves, Sylva Koscina.
Primo Camera

<y©0cean's 11 (128) . . . .CD . .921
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Peter
Lawford, Sammy Davis jr.. Angie
Dickinson, Joey Bishop

©The Crowded Sky (104) . D . .001
Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming,
Efrem Zimbalist jr.

Girl of the Night (93) . . . . D . .004
Anne Francis, John Kerr

©The Dark at the Top of the

Stairs (124) D .005
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire,
Angela Lansbury, Eve Arden

££©Sunrise at Campobello
(143) D..002

Ralph Bellamy, Greer Garson,

Hume Crown. Jean Hagen

<y?©The Sundowners (133) D..007
Robert Mitchum, Deborah Kerr.

Peter Ustinov, Glynis Johns

A Fever in the Blood

(117) D..008
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Angie Dickinson

Gold of the Seven Saints

(88) 0D..009
Clint Walker, Leticia Roman
(Filmed in sepia)

COMING
ALLIED ARTISTS
Time Bomb o..
Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot

The Big Bankroll Cr..
David Janssen, Mickey Rooney

The Big Wave .Ad..
Sessue Hayakawa

Armored Command D . .

Howard Keel, Tina Louise

AMERICAN-INT'L
©The Pit and the Pendulum

(Panavision) Ho..
Vincent Price, John Kerr
©The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll

© Ho. .

Paul Massie, Dawn Addams

COLUMBIA
©Gidget Goes Hawaiian © C..
James Darren, Deborah Walley
©The Guns of Navarone ©....D..
Gregory Peck, Gia Scala
©The Devil at 4 O’clock © . . D . .

Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra
©Two Rode Together 0D..
James Stewart, Richard Widmark,
Shirley Jones

Taste of Fear D..
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

MGM
©Atlantis the Lost Continent . SF . .

Anthony Hall, Joyce Taylor
©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse © D..
Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,
Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb

©Spinster © D . .

Shirley MacLaine, Laurence Harvey
©Ada © D. .

Susan Hayward, Dean Martin
©Ring of Fire Ac..
David Janssen, Joyce Taylor

The Green Helmet Ac..
Bill Travers, Ed Begley

PARAMOUNT
©One-Eyed Jacks ® W..
Marlon Brando, Pina Pellicer

©All in a Night’s Work C..
Dean Martin, Shirley MacLaine

©Breakfast at Tiffany’s . . . CD . .

Audrey Hepburn. George Peppard
©Summer and Smoke D..
Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Love in a Goldfish Bowl ..C/M..
Tommy Sands, Fabian

©Hatari! Ad..
John Wayne, Red Buttons
©The Ladies’ Man C..
Jerry Lewis, Helen Traubel

20th-rOX
©The Big Gamble © Ad..
Juliette Greco, Stephen Boyd,
David Wayne

©Cleopatra, Todd-AO D..
Elizabeth Taylor, Stephen Boyd

©Ferry to Hong Kong ©....Ad..
Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles
©The Fiercest Heart © D..
Stuart Whitman, Juliet Prowse

©Francis of Assisi © D ..

Bradford Dillman, Stuart Whitman,
Dolores Hart

©All Hands on Deck © C..
Pat Boone. Barbara Eden

©The Big Show © Ad..
Esther Williams, David Nelson

UNITED ARTISTS
Exodus (212) (Panavision

70) D . 6101
(Special release) .. Paul Newman,
Eta Marie Saint, Peter Lawford

Season of Passion D..6103
Ernest Borgnine. Anne Baxter

The Hoodlum Priest D..
Don Murray, Cindi Wood

Something Wild D..
Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker
Birdman of Alcatraz D..
Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

Frontier Uprising W. .

James Davis, Nancy Hadley
Age of Consent D . .

Patty McCormack. Lee Kinsolving

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©Back Street D..
Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©The Day of the Gun D ..

Rock Hudson, Dorothy Malone
©Conte September Panavision CD..
Rock Hudson. Gina I-ollobrigida,

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin

©Tomboy and the Champ . . CD .

Candy Moore, Ben Johnson, Rex
Allen

©White Warrior (86) . . Ad . . 010
Steve Reeves, Giorgia Moll

WARNER BROS.
©The Sins of Rachel Cade D..
Angie Dickinson, Peter Finch

©Parrish D . .

'Iroy Donahue, Claudette Colbert,

Karl Malden, Connie Stevens

©Fanny D/M . .

Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier.

Charles Boyer, Horst Buchholz
©Splendor in the Grass D..
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty

©Susan Slade D . .

Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS

BUENA VISTA
y©Pollyanna (134) . . .CD . Jul 60
Jane Wyman, Richard Egan,
Hayley Mills

©Jungle Cat (70) Doc. . Oct 60
True-Life Adventure
©Ten Who Dared (92) Ad.. Nov 60
John Beal. Brian Keith

©Swiss Family Robinson

(128) Panavision ..Ad. Dec 60
Dorothy McGuire, John Mills,

James MacArthur, Tommy Kirk
©One Hundred and One

Dalmatians (SO) ...An. Mar 61

CONTINENTAL
©Michael Strogoff

(115) © Ad..Jun60
Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page

Tiger Bay (105) D . Jul 60
John Mills, Hayley Mills,

Horst Buchholz
School for Scoundrels (94) C. .Jul 60
Ian Charmichael, Terry-Thomas

Four Desperate Men
(105) D . . Aug 60

Aldo Ray, Heather Sears
It Happened in Broad

Daylight (97) D.. Sep 60
Heinz Ruhman, Michel Simon

The Entertainer (97) . . . . D . . Oct 60
Laurence Olivier, Joan Plowright

The Mirror Has Two Faces
(98) D.. Nov 60

(Eng-dubbed) Michele Morgan
Make Mine Mink (101) C . Dec 60
Terry-Thomas, Athene Seyler

EDWARD HARRISON
Another Sky (83) D. . Jan 61
Victoria Grayson, Tayeb

FILMS-AROUND-THE-WORLD
A French Mistress (91) . .C . . Dec 60
Cecil Parker, Jas. H. Justice

FILMGROUP
The Girl in Lover’s Lane

(78) D. .Jun 60
Joyce Meadows, Brett Halsey

The Wild Ride (63) . . . . D . . Jun 60
Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter

©Last Woman on Earth
(71) D Sep 60
A. Carbone, Betsy Jones-Moreland

Little Shoo of Horrors

(70) HoC . Sep 60
Jonathan Haze, Jackie Joseph

High School Caesar (72) D . Nov 60
John Ashley, Gary Vinson
Date Bait (71) D. . Nov 60
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan

GOVERNOR
Carry On, Nurse (89) C.

Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton
Carry On, Constable (86) C..Feb(
Ken Connor, Leslie Phillips

KINGSLEY-UNION
©Mating Time (95) . . . . C. . Mar (

Bill Travers, George Cole
Come Dance With Me!

Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal

K. GORDON MURRAY
©Santa Claus (94) F..Nc
Narrated by Ken Smith

©Little Angel (90) ,.CD..Ja
Maria Gracia, J. M. de Hoyos

LOPERT PICTURES
Never on Sunday (91)..C..No
Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin

©Tunes of Glory (106) . . D . Ja

Alec Guinness, John Mills

SHOWCORPORATION
Man in a Cocked Hat

Terry-Thomas, Peter Sellers

Next to No Time (90) . . C . . M
Kenneth More, Betsy Drake

The Man Who Wouldn’t Talk

Anna Neagle, Anthony Quayle
Home Is the Hero (83) D. FebE
Arthur Kennedy. Walter Macken

Two-Way Stretch (87) C..Apr6

STERLING WORLD DIST'RS

Pat Goldin, Tommy Blackman
©The Last Rebel (83) . Ac. . Dec
Carlos Thompson, Ariadna Welter

Code of Silence (75) ..Cr. Feb
Terry Becker, Elisa Loti

VALIANT
©Sword and the Cross

Gianna Maria Canale, Jorge

Mistral. (English-dubbed)
©Sword and the Dragon

Russian cast (Eng-dubbed)
The Angry Silence (95) . . D . . Jai

R. Attenborough, Pier Angeli
The Young One (103). D. Fel

Zachery Scott, Bernie Hamilton
Mania ( . . ) Ho. . Fel

Peter Cushing, June Laveriek

WOOLNER BROS.
She Walks by Night (85) D..
Belinda Lee, Walter Rilla

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ARGENTINA
End of Innocence (74) 9-19-60
(Kingsley) . .Elsa Daniel

DENMARK
Young Have No Time (95) 3- 7-60
(Kingsley) . .Ghita Norby. Fritz
Helmuth

FRANCE

©Belles and Ballets (92) . . 8-15-60
(Excelsior) . .French ballet stars

©Black Orpheus (95) .... 2-29-60
(Lopert) . .Breno Mello, Marpessa
Dawn (French-made; Portuguese
dialog)

Children of Paradise

(162) 6-20-60
(Ajay) . Jean-Louis Barrault

Chasers, The (75) 6- 6-60
(Hakim) . .Jacques Charrier. Dany
Robin

©Eye for an Eye, An
(93) ® 10- 5-60

(Manhattan) . .Curt Jurgens
400 Blows, The (98) 1-11-60
(Zenith) . .Jean-Pierre Leaud

Lovers. The (90) 12- 7-59
(Zenith) . .Jeanne Moreau, Jean-
Marc Bory, Alain Cuny

No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Ostrich Has Two Eggs, The
(89) 11-21-60

(Janus) . .Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant

Port of Desire (85) 12- 5-60
(Kingsley-Union) . . H. Neff

Rue de Paris (90) 12-12-60
(Lopert) . .Jean Cabin

The Love Game (85) ... 2-13-61
(F-A-W) .. Jean-Pierre Cassel,

Genevieve Cluny, Jean-Louis Maury

GERMANY
©Dancing Heart, The (91). 8-15-60
(Casino) . . G. Kueckelmann

Glass Tower, The (104) .. 10- 3-60
(Ellis) .. Lilli Palmer

Rest Is Silence, The (106). 10- 3-60
(F-A-W) . .Hardy Kruger, P. Van
Eyck

Three-Penny Opera, The
(113) 11-21-6
(Brandon) . .Lotte Lenya, Rudolp
Forster

Confess. Dr. Corda! (102) 12- 5-6
(President) .. Hardy Kruger, E.

Mueller

GREECE
Aunt From Chicago (90) 9-19-6
(Greek Pictures) .. G. Vassilliadou

Counterfeit Coin (120) .. 10- 3-6
(Atlantis) .. K. Logothedtides

ITALY
Big Deal on Madonna St.,

The (91) 1-30-61
(UMP0J..V. Gassman, Toto

Holiday Island (105) .... 11-14-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio de Sica

See Naples and Die (80) 9-19-60
(Crown) . .Gianna Maria Canale

Three Forbidden Stories

(104) 9-26-60
(Ellis) Eleonora Rossi. Drago
G. Cervi

JAPAN
Ikiru (To Live) (140).. .. 3-28-60
(Brandon) .. Takashi Shimura

Men Who Tread on the Tiger’s
Tail (60) 8- 8-60
(Brandon) H. Iwai, S. Fujita

SWEDEN
Dreams (86) 8- 8-60

( Janus).. E. Dahlbeck, H. Ander-
sson

Lesson in Love, A (95) . . 4-25-60
(Janus).. Eva Dahlbeck

Magician, The (102) .... 1-11-60
(Janus).. Max von Sydow, Ingrid
Thulin, Bibi Andersson

Wild Strawberries (90) . . 9-21-59
(Janus) .. Victor Sjostrom, Ingrid
Thulin, Bibi Andersson

Virgin Spring, The (88) .. 12-12-60
(Janus).. Max von Sydow,
Birgitta Petterson

U.S.S.R.
And Quiet Flows the

Don (109) 6- 6-60
(UA)..E. Bystriskaya, P. Glebow

Ballad of a Soldier (89) . . 1-31-61
(Kingsley) . .Vladimir Ivashov,
Shanna Prokhorenko (also Eng.-
dubbed)

Short subjects, listed by compony, in or-

der of release. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified.

<?H0RTS CHART
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COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)
1 5421 One Shivery Night

as/2 )

5431 Waiting in the Lurch

. Sep 60

1 (15'/2 ) .Oct 60
5422 House About It (16/2 ) Nov 60
5432 Radio Riot (16)
5423 Hold that Monkey

Nov 60

(16) . Dec 60
5433 Bride and Gloom (16).
5424 French Fried Frolic

. Dec 60

(16/z)
5434 Hectic Honeymoon

Feb 61

(17) . Jan 61
5435 Aim. Fire, Scoot (16) . Mar 61

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

4555 No. 3, Series 1 (11)

.

. Aug 60
(1960-61)

5551 No. 1, Series 2 (9) . . Sep 60
5552 No. 2, Series 2(11) Nov 60
5553 No. 3, Series 2 (10|/2 ) Jan 61
5554 No. 4, Series 2 (10'/2 ) Feb 61

COLOR CARTOONS—SPECIAL
5501 Polygamus Polonius (9) Nov 60

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

4615 Ballet Oop (7|/2 ) Jul 60
(1960-61)

5601 How Now, McBoing
Boing (7[/2 ) . Sep 60

5601 Wacky Wigwams (8)
5603 Spare That Child

. Sep 60

(6(/2 >

5604 Way of All Pests

Oct 60

(7'/2 ) . Nov 60
5605 Four Wheels, No

Brakes (6'/2 ) . Nov 60
5606 Skeleton Frolic (7(/2 )

.

. Dec 60
5667 Babie Boogie (6) . . . .Jan 61
5608 Pickled Puss (6</z )

.

5609 Christopher Crumpet's
Jan 61

Playmate (6!/2 ) Feb 61
5610 Swiss Tease (6)

5611 The Rise of Duton
Mar 61

Lang (6/2 ) Mar 61

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5851 Canine Crimebusters

(10)
5852 Push Back the Edge

. Oct 60

(10)
5835 Community Sings

. Dec 60

No. 1, Ser. 13 (10)... Mar-61

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4707 Do Good Wolf (6/z ) . Jul 60
(1960-61)

5701 No Biz Like Shoe
Biz (6i/2 )

5702 Here Kiddie Kiddie

. Sep 60

(6'/2 )

5703 Countdown Clown
Dec 61

(6'/2 ) .Jan 61
5704 Happy Go Loopy (6(/2 ) Mar 61

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

4758 Sloppy Jalopy (7) . . . Jul 60
(1960-61)

5751 Dog Snatcher (7) ...

5752 When Magoo Flew
Sep 60

Cinemascope (7)
5753 Pink and Blue Blues

Sep 60

(7)
5754 Magoo Makes News (6)

Nov 60

(Both © and standard). Dec 60
5755 Hotsy Footsey (7) . . . Feb 61

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
4441 Wonderful Gibraltar

(IS) Nov 59
4442 Wonders of Ontario

(18)
5441 Wonderful Hong Kong

Apr 60

<19'/2 ) Jan 61

SERIALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo . . . Nov 60
5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar-61

STOOGE COMEDIES
( Reissues)

5401 Income Tax Sappy
<16'/2 )

5402 Pardon My Backfire

Sep 60

(16)
5403 Musty Musketeers

Oct 60

(16) Nov 60
5404 Pals and Gals (16) .

5405 Knutsy Knights
Jan 61

(I? 1

/;.) Feb 61

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4954 Ray McKinley &
Orch. (9/2 ) May 60

(1960-61)
5951 Ray Anthony & His

Orchestra (10[r2 )

5952 Shorty Sherlock & His

Oct 60

Orchestra (8/2 ) Dec 60

a. z a: q

5953 Skitch Henderson & His

Orchestra (10) Feb 61

WORLD OF SPORTS
4805 Battling Big Bass

(10) Jun 60
4806 Holiday for Champions

(9'/2 ) Aug 60
(1960-61)

5801 Rasslin’ Champs (10) Dec 60
5802 Hip Shooters (9(/2 ) . . Feb 61

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W261 Pet Peeve (7) Sep 60
W262 Mice Follies (7) Sep 60
W263 Touche Pussy Cat (7) Sep 60
W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7). . Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ (8) Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8).. Sep 60
W275 Cat Concerto (7).... Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
Tex Averys

W264 Farm of Tomorrow (7) Sep 60
W268 The Flea Circus (7) Sep 60
W270 Dixieland Droopie (8) Sep 60
W271 Field and Scream (7) Sep 60

PARAMOUNT
CARTOON CHAMPIONS
(Technicolor Reissues)

Herman and Katnip
S20-1 Rail Rodents (7) Sep 60
S20-2 Robin Rodenthood (7) Sep 60
S20-3 A Bicep Built for

Two (7) Sep 60
S20-4 Mouse Trapeze (7).... Sep 60

Noveltoons

S20-5 Fido Beta Kappa (7) Sep 60
S20-6 No Ifs, Ands or

Butts (6) Sep 60
S20-7 Candy Cabaret (7) ..Sep-60
S20-S The Oily Bird (7) . .Sep 60

COLOR SPECIALS
(Anamorphic—2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec
(16) Sep 60

B20-2 Boats a-Poppin' (18) Sep 60

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

M20-1 Galaxia (7) Oct 60
M20-2 Bouncing Benny (..) Nov 60
M20-3 Terry the Terror (..) Dec 60
M20-4 Phantom Moustacher

( . .) Jan 61

N0VELT00N
(Technicolor)

P17-7 Fine Feathered Fiend

(6) Sep 60
P19-S Planet Mouseola (6) Oct 60

(1960-61)
P20-1 Northern Mites (..).. Nov 60
P20-2 Miceniks (..) Dec 60

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
(Anamorphic—Color—1 Reel)

D20-1 Kings of the Keys
(9) Sep 60

D20-2 Big “A” (9) Sep 60
D20-3 A Sport Is Born

(10) Nov 60

THE CAT
(Color Cartoons)

C20-1 Top Cat (8) Sep 60
C20-2 Cool Cat Blues (..).. Jan 61

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color)

7003 Golfing With Sam Snead
(9) Aug 60

7006 Assignment Philippines

(9) Jun 60
7007 Exercise Little Bear (9) Aug 60
7008 Sampans to Safety (9) Sep 60
7009 Assignment Thailand

(10) Oct. 60
7010 Underwater Demolition

Team (9) Nov 60
7011 Assignment Turkey (9) Dec 60
7012 Down the Road (10).. Dec 60

(1961)
7101 Australian Water Sports

( •) Jan 61
7102 Assignment Mexico (..) Feb 61
7103 Adventure in Rhythm

( .) . Mar 61

SPECIALS

C'Scope. De Luxe color. .. Jul 60
-55 Call of the Holy Land
(19) 2D (B&W) Nov 60

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

(Technicolor)

5033 Nonsense Newsreel

(7). reissue Jun 60
5024 Trapeze Pleeze (7) ...Jul 60
5025 Deep Sea Doodle (7) . Oct 60
5026 Stunt Men (6) Nov 60

(1961)
5121 The Mysterious Package

(6) Jan 61
51 22 Cat Alarm (6) Feb 61
5123 Drum Roll (..) ...Mar 61

TERRYTOONS
(Technicolor-CinemaScope)

5005 Tusk Tusk (7) May 60
5006 Hearts & Glowers (7) . Jun 60
5007 The Wayward Hat (7) Jul 60
5008 The Littlest Bully (7) Aug 60
5009 Two Ton Baby Sitter

(7) Sep 60
5010 Tin Pan Alley Cat (6) Oct 60
5011 House of Hashimoto (7) Nov 60
5012 Daniel Boone jr. (7) . Dec 60

(1961)
5101 Night Life in Tokyo

( . . ) Feb 61
5102 So-Sorry, Pussycat (..) Mar 61

UNIVERSAL-INT’L
COLOR PARADE

4171 Valley of the Mekong
(9) Nov 60

4172 The Lion City (9) Dec 60
4173 Treasure of Istanbul (9) Jan 61
4174 Down Jamaica Way (9) Feb 61
4175 Sidetracked (9) © ..Mar 61
4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) Apr 61

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4013 Billion-Dollar Boner

(7) Jan 60
4014 Witty Kitty (7) Feb 60
4015 Pistol Packin' Wood-

pecker (7) Mar 60
4016 Heap Big Hepcat (7) . . Mar 60
4017 Bal lyhooi.ey (7) Apr 60
4018 How to Stuff a

Woodpecker (7) May 60
4019 Bats in the Belfry (7) Jul 60
4020 Woody’s Ozark Lark (7) Jul 60

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes)

4131 Helter Shelter (6) . . . . Nov 60
4132 Witch Crafty (6) Dec 60
4133 Private Eye Pooch (6) Jan 61
4134 Bedtime Bedlam (6).. Feb 61
4135 Sguareshootin' Square

(6) Mar 61
4136 Bronco Busters (6) . Apr 61

SPECIAL
4104 Football Highlights of

1960 (10) Dec 60
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4101 Pacific Paradise (14) Nov 60

WARNER BROS.

BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE
(Technicolor Reissues)

8301 Room & Bird (7). . . . Sep 60
8302 Cracked Quack (7) . . . . Oct 60
8303 His Hare Raising

Tale (7) Oct 60
8304 Gift Wrapped (7) Nov 60
8305 Little Beau Pepe (7) Dec 60
8306 Tweet Tweet Tweety

(7) Dec 60
8307 Bunny Hugged (7).... Jan 61

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

8721 From Hare to Heir (7) Sep 60
8722 Lighter Than Hare (7) Dec 60

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TUNES

(Technicolor)

8701 The Dixie Fryer (7) . Sep 60
8702 Hopalong Casualty (7) Oct 60
8703 Trip for Tat (7) Oct 60
8704 Doggone People (7) . . Nov 60
8705 High Note (7) Dec 60
8706 Cannery Woe (7) ...Jan 61
8707 Zip ’n Snort (7) Jan 61

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two Reels)

8001 Enchanted Islands

(..) Oct 60
(One Reel)

8507 Riviera Days (..)... Nov 60

MISCELLANEOUS
©Donald in Mathmagic

Land (28) (BV) Dec 59
©Eyes in Outer Space

(26) (BV) Dec 59
©Gala Day at Disneyland

(25) (BV) . Mar 60
©How to Have an Accident at

Work (7) (BV) . . Mar 60
©Islands of the Sea (23) (BV)
©Japan (28) (BV)
©Mysteries of the Deep

(24) (BV) . . Feb 60
©Noah's Ark (20) . . (BV) . . Nov 59
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XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAYi^^ABOUT PICTURESMM

ALLIED ARTISTS
Atomic Submarine, The (AA)—Arthur Franz,

Dick Fcran, Brett Halsey. Nice little bread and but-
ter picture.—Jim Frazer, Auditorium Theatre, Red
Wing, Minn. Pop. 12,500.

AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL
Why Must I Die? (AIP)—Terry Moore, Debra Paget,

Bert Freed. Very good little co-feature. Can't under-
stand why this wasn't pushed more. Played Fri., Sat.,
Sun.—Paul Gamache, Welden Theatre, St. Albans,
Vt. Pop. 8,600.

BUENA VISTA
Pollyanna iBV)—Jane Wyman, Richard Egan, Hay-

ley Mills. A very fine homespun comedy-drama for
the entire family. Did slightly above average. Se-
vere cold and big dances cut receipts. Several fam-
ilies came in—first appearance for a long time and
they said they would like more such shows (which
entertain without a lot of sex, crime and violence).
Adults do not patronize Disney shows properly.
They think Disneys are for children only. Advertising
should be directed also at adults more vigorously.'—

-

Leonard J. Leise, Roxy Theatre, Randolph, Neb. Pop.
1,029.

COLUMBIA
All the Young Men (Col)—Alan Ladd, Sidney

Poitier, James Darren, Mort Sahl. A war picture—
no, a message picture. Too brutal in theme and in

telling, and the theme is not for us here. Columbia,
you sure are a problem here. Another big fat loss.

Played Sun., Mon.; pulled Tues. Weather: Fair.

—

Ken Christianson, Roxy Theatre, Washburn, N. D.
Pop. 968.

Because They're Young (Col)—Dick Clark, Victoria
Shaw, Michael Callon, Tuesday Weld. I thought Dick
Clark would do it on a weekend playdate, but this
one just about paid expenses and we got experience
that we don't need after almost 50 years in the
racket. If you kids go for this boy, you might get
a decent gross if this teenage picture strikes their
fancy. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Nice.

—

Mayme P.
Musselman, Roach Theatre, Lincoln, Kas. Pop. 1 ,636.

Strangers When We Meet (Col)

—

Kirk Douglas,
Kim Novak, Barbara Rush. Strictly adult entertain-
ment, but they will like it. Played Sun., Mon.
Weather: Cold.—Terry Axley, New Theatre, England,
Ark. Pop. 2,136.

Surprise Package (Col)—Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor,
Noel Coward. Wow, it was a surprise package! I

wonder what grab bag they got this one out of?
First time in a year and a half we ever had any-
body walk out—and didn't blame them. Sure didn't
do either of the actors any good at my boxoffice.

—

Walt Meier, Mazda Theatre, Aurora, Neb. Pop.
2,500.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, The (MGM—Tony

Randoll, Eddie Hodges, Archie Moore. Thoroughly
enjoyed by everyone, both young and old. Above
average business for this change. Played Sun., Mon.,
Tues. Weather: Good.—Frank Patterson, Mansfield
Theatre, Mansfield, La. Pop. 6,000.

Eutterfield 8 (MGM)—Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence
Harvey, Eddie Fisher. Good grosser. Beautifully done
picture. Definitely adults-only entertainment. I have

'Machine' Is a Dandy!
MGM's "The Time Machine" is a dandy.

Quite different from the usual science-fiction
ond did good business at the boxoffice. Better
yet, they all enjoyed it. Had a number of good
comments. It's got no star power, but that
didn't hurt business. Play it, by all means.

VICTOR R. WEBER
Center Theatre,
Kensett, Ark.

never seen a more beautiful color process than
Metrocolor. Played seven days.—Jim Fraser, Audi-
torium Theatre, Red Wing, Minn. Pop. 12,500.

Day They Robbed the Bank of England, The (MGM)—Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars, Peter O'Toole, Hugh
Griffith. Not a bad picture. A bit too British, but
well-made and suspenseful. Advise playing it on a
double-bill. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold.—Paul Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B.
Pop. 2,150.

PARAMOUNT
Bellboy, The (Para)

—

Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry, Bob
Clayton. This picture is too short, but there is a
lough a second to compensate for that. Drew average
crowds on Sun. and above average on the other two
doys. Weother: Very chilly —Lorry Thomas for G. J.
Thomas, Fayette Theatre, Fayetteville, W. Va. Pop.
2 ,000 .

Conspiracy of Hearts (Para)—‘Lilli Palmer, Sylvia
Syms, Yvonne Mitchell. Not the type for my situa-
tion. Low, low gross. Played Wed., Thurs. Weather:
Good.—Mel Danner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla.
Pop. 2,018.

Five Branded Women (Para)—Van Heflin, Silvana
Mangano, Vera Miles. This was played on Fri., Sat.
to satisfactory business. Sort of an offbeat picture.

—

Mel Danner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop.
2,018.

G. I. Blues (Para)—Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse,
Leticia Roman. Terrific and tremendous. Book it

any time and wait for wonderful results. Elvis is

great—hope his popularity continues.—Paul Ga-
mache, Welden Theatre, St. Albans, Vt. Pop. 8,600.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Desire in the Dust (20th-Fox)—Raymond Burr,

Martha Hyer, Joan Bennett. We starved on this one—too glum. Black and white CinemaScope was
wasted. Good cast, though. Played Sun., Mon., Tues.
Weather: Cloudy.

—

Albert Aguiar, Lincoln Theatre,
Lincoln, Calif. Pop. 3,200.

Flaming Star (20th-Fox)— Elvis Presley, Barbara
Eden, Dolores Del Rio. A good show, good color and
good acting by Elvis, even the adults liked this one.
It did well at the boxoffice considering the ex-
tremely cold weather of 21 below zero. Played Sun.
through Wed. Weather: 15, 21 and 18 degrees below
zero.—George Jonckowski, Prague Theatre, New
Prague, Minn. Pop. 2,000.

Freckles (20th-Fox)—Martin West, Carol Christen-
sen, Jack Lambert. Good program, but folks did not
turn out like we expected. Asked a few women how
they liked Gene Stratton Porter stories. All but the
very old, like yours truly, said they had never heard
of her. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Cool.—Carl
W. Veseth, Villa Theatre, Malta, Mont. Pop. 1,960.

High Powered Rifle, The (20th-Fox)—Willard
Parker, Allison Hayes, Dan Simmons. Terrible. Entire

60 minutes of it just plain talk and no action. Leave
it in the can, if you want customers again. Business
poor. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Cool.—Paul Fournier,

Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

High Time (20th-Fox)—'Bing Crosby, Fabian, Tues-
day Weld. Just wonderful. The whole cast did a great
job and Bing was a standout. It's got a lot of laughs
and Fabian and Tuesday Weld will get the teen-
agers in. I say, let's give Fox a pat on the back
for making a good small-town picture, and play it.

Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Okay.—Victor R.

Weber, Center Theatre, Kensett, Ark. Pop. 1 ,000.

Let's Make Love (20th-Fox)—Marilyn Monroe, Yves
Montand, Tony Randall. We never did do much with
Marilyn Monroe and this one was no better. Played
Wed. to Sat. Weother: Light snow.—Harold Bell,

Opera House, Coaticook, Que. Pop. 6,382.

Lost World, The (20th-Fox)—Fernando Lamas,
Claude Rains, David Hedison. Very good picture, but
a far cry from "Journey to the Center of the Earth."
One thing wrong: the actors (although competent)
represented the most stupid charactors seen on the
screen in years. Everything else

—

special effects,
photography, direction—all very good. Business below
average. Played Fri., Sat.—Paul Fournier, Acadia
Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

Masters of the Congo Jungle (20th-Fox), Documen-
tary—This was the worst flop of the boxoffice this
year. Grossed 30 per cent. The sooner this goes on
TV the better for theatres. Played Sat., Sun., Mon.
Weather: Cold.—Carl P. Anderka, Rainbow Theatre,
Castroville, Tex. Pop. 1,500.

North to Alaska (20th-Fox)—John Wayne, Ca-
pucine, Fabian. Very good. Book it and relax. First
picture in months that helped us out of the red.
Play it any time.—Paul Gamache, Welden Theatre,
St. Albans, Vt. Pop. 8,600.

Sons and Lovers (20th-Fox)—Dean Stockwell,
Wendy Hiller, Trevor Howard. If this wins the best
picture Oscar this year, then I just give up. Dark,
dismal entertainment that I wish I had left in the
can. Business was average. Played Sun., Mon., Tues.—Jim Fraser, Auditorium Theatre, Red Wing, Minn.
Pop. 12,500.

Tess of the Storm Country (20th-,Fox)—Diane Baker,
Jack Ging, Lee Philips. A nice little show that I hod
never heard of when I bought it. But because of
the trite title and because no one else had ever
heard of it either, this was a miserable flop for me.
Played Wed., Thurs., Fri.

—

Jim Fraser, Auditorium
Theatre, Red Wing, Minn. Pop. 12,500.

39 Steps, The (20th-Fox)—Kenneth More, Taina
Elg, Barry Jones Not bad, nice color, fair business.
Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. —Jim Fraser, Auditorium
Theatre, Red Wing, Minn. Pop. 12,500.

When Comedy Was King (20th-Fox)

—

Compila-
tion of silent comedy classics. There should be
enough of these wonderful comedies lying around
in the archives to build up several more of these
laugh-busters. Had folks in to see this that we
hadn't seen for months. I hear that another has
been made up, but find that information on it is

lacking. Could sure use it. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat.

Weather: Warmer.

—

Carl W. Veseth, Villa Theatre,
Malla, Mont. Pop. 1,960.

Worth All-Out Push
Everyone told me not to play Columbia's

"Please Turn Over" on Sunday, but having
played "Carry On, Nurse" on Sunday, I thought
I'd try this one also—and was I ever glad I

did! This did exceptionally well at the box-
office. People came in that haven't been in

for years; even cider people (grandmas and
grandpas) came in, in great numbers (to see
what they could learn, I suppose). Everyone
seemed to enjoy it and it held up surprisingly
well for all four days, even against a basketball
game. I used heralds and a clever giveaway
gimmick that you can get through your Col.
salesman. Give this your best time. You can
buy it right, too.

GEORGE JONCKOWSKI
Prague Theatre,
New Prague, Minn.

UNITED ARTISTS
Macumba Love (UA)—Walter Reed, Ziva Rodann,

June Wilkinson. This is a good li+tle jungle picture
in color with some scenes that had them wondering.
Above average business. Good exploitation picture
that should do some business for you. Played Fri.,

Sat. Weather: Cold.—Harold L. Rackley, Palace
Theatre, Beebe, Ark. Pop. 1,200.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Adventures of Ma and Pa Kettle, The (U-l), reissue.

—Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride. The Kettles are
always good and bring in a few of the old timers.

Why, oh, why can't we have a couple of new Kettles?

Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Chilly.—Mel Kruse, Pierce

Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

College Confidential (U-l)—Steve Allen, Jayne
Meadows, Mamie Van Doren. Thought this would be
terrific for teenagers, but only drew below average
attendance. Disappointed. Played Fri., Sat., Sun.-—

-

Paul Gamache, Welden Theatre, St. Albans, Vt.

Dinosaurus (U-l)—Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson,
Paul Lukather. This almost topped "The Lost World."
It sure is strange what the public likes. My patrons
go for these pictures. U-I's terms enabled me to

make a little on this. Played Sat. Weather: Fair and
cold.—James Hardy, Shoals, Ind. Pop. 1,555.

Glenn Miller Story, The (U-l), reissue—James Stew-
art, June Allysan. They don't make better pictures

or finer music. Your teenagers will love it if you
can get them in. Fairly good business for a genera-
tion that doesn't remember Miller. Played Sun.,

Mon. Weather: Cool.-—Terry Axley, New Theatre,
England, Ark. Pop. 2,136.

Portrait in Black (U-l)—Lana Turner, Anthony
Quinn, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Average business;

another adult film with a morbid ending. No kid

business on this one. Played Sun., Mon., Tues.

Weather: Good.—Frank Patterson, Mansfield The-
atre, Mansfield, La. Pop. 6,000.

WARNER BROS.
Battle Cry (WB), reissue—Van Heflin, Dorothy Ma-

lone, Tab Hunter. This picture has played twice here

in the last six years, but it does business. A "cracker-

jack" good show. Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold.

—Terry Axley, New Theatre, England, Ark. Pop.

2,136.

Nun's Story, The (WB)—Audrey Hepburn, Peter

Finch, Dame Edith Evans. Warner's pulled this on
us seven months ago—-they got hurt too, as it failed

to be the big one. Very, very good picture that was
just too old here—lost its selling value. Everyone

enjoyed the picture. Played Sun., Mon., Tues.

Weather: Rainy.—Ken Christianson, Roxy Theatre,

Washburn, N. D. Pop. 968.

Ocean's 1 1 (WB)—Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin,

Peter Lawford, Angie Dickinson. Filmed in color in

Las Vegas, what more can you ask for? Big cast,

good story, suspense, and the ending is terrific. Story

takes place between Christmas and New Year's Day
and I was lucky and had a Christmas date. Did

a little below average business. Weather: Too nice.

—

Mel Kruse, Pierce Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1 ,250.

Sayongra (WB)—Marlon Brando, Red Buttons,

Miiko Taka, Miyoshi Umeki. Beautiful color and
Technirama. Interesting story of two Air Force chops

and their lovely Japanese dolls (and they are lovely).

Filmed in Japan. For your best time.—Frank E.

Sabin, Majestic Theatre, Eureka, Mont. Pop. 929.

Sergeant Rutledge (WB)—Jeffrey Hunter, Con-
stance Towers, Woody Strode. A very fine drama
in color, but it sure failed at the boxoffice. It cer-

tainly had a stunning ending that took all by sur-

prise. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Good.—Leonard J.

Leise, Roxy Theatre, Randolph, Neb. Pop. 1,029.

'Stairs' Fits Small Town
Like a Pair of Sneakers

"The Dark at the Top of the Stairs" from
WB is a real sleeper. Fits the small town like

sneakers fit the feet^-a real comfort to you,

your patrons, your creditors. It's about us small-

towners; deserves a choice booking date.

C. D. SIMMONS
Grace Theatre
Grace, Ida.
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® Vistavision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Regaiscope; ® Technkomo. For story synopsis on eoeh picture, see reverse side.

Black Sunday F Si
Horror ' Drama

American-Int'l (602) 84 Minutes Rel.

Establishing that Hollywood filmmakers have no corner on

retir) the goose-pimple market, James H. Nicholson and Samuel
•-

’

Z. Arkoff brought back from Italy this outsized package of

horrors. They caused it to be expertly dubbed, added some isier\

needed sound effects and treated it to an eerie musical score ">usi-/

by Les Baxter. The result is as large a dose of spine-freezer
as the motion picture screen has ever offered. While vam-
pirism contributes the feature's main theme, there are all the

blood-chilling elements ever imagined—clutching hands,
disappearing cadavers, hanging corpses, sliding panels,
secret passageways—you name it, "Black Sunday” has it.

Heading the cast are Barbara Steele (who effectively under-
takes a dual role) and John Richardson, both of whom are
known to American audiences. The remaining troupers, all

of whom contribute satisfactorily, are Italians. The photoplay
has its artistic facets—light composition, camera movements,
etc.—but the less said about them the better. The feature
should be sold with emphasis on its chills and thrills. If

such merchandising is embraced, the film is amply en-
dowed to record a satisfactorily black entry in the ledger
of any theatre that plays it, whether on Sunday or any
other day. Mario Bara directed. Massimo de Rita produced.

Barbara Steele, John Richardson, Ivo Garrani, Andrea
Checchi, Arthuro Dominici, Enrico Olivieri.

It Takes a Thiel A
Valiant Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

A rather intriguing bit of casting is present here—Holly-

wood's Jayne Mansfield, brunette-wigged, by the way;
England's Anthony Quayle; and France's Carl “Rififi”

ion \ Mohner—and added to the considerable dramatic impact of
Mmpy

j0hn Gilling's stirring story of a femme fatale torn between
two loves in present-day England, should mean something
boxoffice-wise. Quayle portrays a widower with young son
who turns to crime after being smitten with Miss Mansfield's

winning charms and determination to obtain the riches of

life through honest or dishonest means and procedures. He
goes along with her fantastic scheme of a large-scale bullion

robbery, aided by ruthless Mohner, but the plan unantici-

patedly climaxes with Quayle's imprisonment for five years
and the remainder of the gang going scot-free. After serving

his sentence, Quayle goes back to civilian status, secure
in the knowledge that only he knows location of stolen

money. He sets his course on an honest life after learning

that Mohner is living with Miss Mansfield. Meanwhile, the

money is destroyed in an explosion. But Mohner won't
take such goings-on; he kidnaps the boy, beats up Quayle's
mother-in-law. The police aren't too far behind; before the

boy can be killed off in reprisal.

Jayne Mansfield, Anthony Quayle, Carl Mohner,
Barbara Mullen, Peter Reynolds, John Stratton.

The Mighty Crusaders A
Falcon-States Rights 87 Minutes Rel. Jan. '61

Sylva Koscina, a most voluptuous young lady who has
graced the contents of a number of top-grossing European
attractions of late—Continental's "Michael Strogoff" and
Warners' "Hercules Unchained” were among them—is per-
haps the best-known player in this obviously dubbed Italian
effort, a Max Productions picture released, via states-rights,
by Falcon Productions Inc. She essays a sympathetic delinea-
tion, amid the swirling, slinking sensualness of a heathen
converted to Christianity in the closing moments of a

periek tumultuous life during the legendary Crusaders days some
ivaili' 800 years ago. She is joined by Francisco Rabal and

Philippe Hersent, as mighty Crusader warriors, carrying the
word of Christianity to the city of Jerusalem, fighting, brawl- — 1

ing, gaining the victory over the disbelievers. The produc-
'her '

tion values (Octavio Poggi was producer and Carlo Lud-
ovicio Bragaglia was director) have wisely concentrated on
vast sweep and scope, the emotional impact of the more
perceptive studies of that long-ago era obliterated in the
constant move of hordes of warriors. Yet past boxoffice
studies have shown that films of similar pattern can provide
handsome returns. In Supercinescope and magnificent color.

Francisco Rabal. Sylva Koscina, Gianna Maria Canale,
Rick Battaglia, Philippe Hersent.

ti •!» i ± A Ratio: Horror

The Devil s Commandment A 2.35-1 ©
RCIP 71 Minutes Rel. Jan. '61

One of the few horror attractions of late to be packaged in

CinemaScope, this states-righter is no better, no poorer than

the average film in an apparently always-appealing cate-

gory, and the showmen who find their particular audiences

constantly inclined toward such output should have little

trouble in merchandising same, following the steadfast pat-

tern of rouse-'em-and-frighten-'em boxoffice lure. Featuring

a predominantly European cast, and filmed on the Continent,

it has been competently dubbed for the American market.

Gianna Maria Canale is the best-known player and she

approaches her particular stint with much effectiveness.

The setting is Paris, and the principal premise the desperate

aalTy search by les gendarmes, plus ever-alert newspaperman
Phor Carlo D'Angelo for a deadly killer, who seems to always

select beautiful young girls. Richard Freda's direction is

standard, with persistent knowledge of the particular story

vein at hand. While Junior may not fully understand the full

ramifications involved, the adult horror fan, if such be the

classification, will relish the goings-on. There's sufficient

gore and violence to please even the most horror-inclined

viewer. Released on the states-rights market by Releasing

Corp. of Independent Producers.

Gianna Maria Canale, Carlo D'Angelo, Dario Michaelis,

Wandisa Guida, Charles Fawcett, Renato Tontini.

Sins of Youth A Si
Janus Films 82 Minutes Rel.

Although the title suggests a juvenile delinquency theme,
this Rene Thevenet French-made drama actually deals with
a possessive mother who ruins the lives of her son and the
girl he loves. With Agnes Laurent, a double for Brigitte
Bardot, who recently attracted attention in the British comedy,
"A French Mistress," and the handsome Gil Vidal as the
romantic leads who have several bedroom interludes, the
picture's sexy aspect can be exploited to attract passersby in
the metropolitan centers. This has been English-dubbed (not
too expertly), but it's strictly adult fare. Both of these young
players are believable and Miss Laurent is particularly
sympathetic as a salesgirl in a small town bakery who is

forced into clandestine meetings with the spoiled young son
of Madeleine Robinson, a possessive woman who runs a
genteel boarding house. Miss Robinson is excellent as the
mother, who cold bloodedly arranges an abortion when the
girl becomes pregnant, but gets her just desserts, being de-
serted by her son, at the fadeout. Rene Dctry, as a kindly
uncle, and Francoise Alban, as a busybody aunt, also con-
tribute strong portrayals under Louis Duchesne's direction.
But the title and sexy theme will probably relegate this
to the exploitation houses in key cities. i ,

Madeleine Robinson, Gil Vidal, Agnes Laurent, Rene Dy;|'

Dary, Liliane Maigne, Jean Dunot, Francoise Alban.

Mark oi the Devil A
RCIP 73 Minutes Rel. Jan. '60

In keeping with RCIP president Joseph Satinsky's avowed
hopes for the unusual in screen entertainment from inde-

pendent production sources the world over, this filmed-in-

Mexico attraction, with the much evident physical lure of

Marie Felix, one of Latin-America's best-known beauties,

should bring in a most diverse audience, particularly the

action crowd, the distaff side, and the general run of patrons

who like the formula of the wronged-woman-avenging-her-
honor. Understandably, word-of-mouith will be particularly

helpful in selling. The title itself doesn't convey the entire

concept of the Tito Davison-Edmundo Baez screenplay; the

women in your town should be appraised of the story

content. Industry chronicles have contained a surprising

degree of success with the women-striking-back-theme, and
in Miss Felix's most capable hands, the role takes on new
meaning, considerable impact, and consistent, logical dra-

matic delineation. She's married to no-gooder Crox Alvarado,

who doesn't mind using the woman's considerable physi-

cal charms to boost his own business career. Dubbing is

adequate. Satinsky is listed as associate producer (with

Victor Purcell) and Gregorio Walerstein as producer, with

Davison in the director's chair.

Maria Felix, Crox Alvarado, Victor Junco, J. M. Linares

Rivas, Perla Aguiar, Dalia Inigues, Jose Beviera.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring

loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and doily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploitips; Adlines for Newspaper and Programs

THE STORY: "It Takes a Thief" (Valiant)

Widower Anthony Quayle has a young son and lives in

comparative quiet until he meets Jayne Mansfield, who con-
vinces him that he should cooperate on a huge haul, the

heisting of bullion. Gangster Carl Mohner brings his thugs
in to help. But the idea backfires when Quayle is imprisoned ,

for five years. A civilian again, he determines to lead an / Thi

honest life, backed by the money, the hiding place known
only to himself. But the cache, secreted in a public dump,
is destroyed in an explosion. Eager for revenge, Mohner
kidnaps the son and beats up Quayle's mother-in-law
(Barbara Mullen). The police close in, Mohner is arrested,

and Quayle and Miss Mansfield face life together anew.

EXPLOITIPS:
Casting here is a decided twist in Jayne Mansfield's

career. For once, no addle-brained beauty is hers. Rather,
she portrays cm ambitious, bitter woman of undetermined
background who aims for huge sums of money, only to be
defeated by an ironic turn of fate. Carl Mohner, one of her
costars, was acclaimed by top global critics for his stint

in the Gallic "Rififi" several years ago.

CATCHLINES:
A Fortune in Bullion

—

and a Luring Female for Added
Reward! . . . She Wanted His Help—and She Didn't Care
Where the Money Came From! ... A Woman and a Man
and Beckoning Gold Bullion!

THE STORY: "The Devil's Commandment" (RCIP)

Paris is gripped by terror. A killer stalks the dark alley
ways, private homes, backstage rooms, and even public
bars. The object of his search is always beautiful young
girls. In death, the victims, when found, have this in com-
mon: their bodies are chalky-white and bloodless. Police
are baffled. There are no clues, no apparent motives. Young
journalist Carlo D'Angelo, pursuing flimsy clues and strong
hunches, reaches a great castle, property of Gianna Maria
Canale, finally learning, through circuitous turn of events,
that Miss Canale and her grandmother are one and the
same, blood of the aforementioned young girls going into her
main stream after experimentation by a famed, now mad
doctor long since believed dead.

EXPLOITIPS:
Miss Canale has been seen in numerous top im,ports, in-Vh- r

eluding the more recent "Hercules" and "The Warrior and
the Slave Girl." Play uip the sinister setting and if there are
any so-called “haunted houses" in your patronage area,
arrange appropriate newspaper tie-ups. Send models with
sandwich signs through downtown sections.

CATCHLINES:
The Mad Scientist Who Killed for Fun! . . . Beautiful Girls

Were Victims of His Evil Mind! . . . All Paris Outraged by
Murder of Its Beautiful Young Women!

THE STORY: "Black Sunday" (AIP)
During the dark ages when vampirism was accepted as

fact by most people, Barbara Steele, known as the Witch
Princess, is sentenced to a tortured death by her own brother,

head of a noble Slavic family. With her dying words she
puts a lasting curse on the clan. Two hundred years later,

ayed two doctors are traveling by coach. They stop for a night in

offbf a village near the decaying castle of the accursed family.

The younger one, John Richardson, sees and falls in love
with Kcrtia (also portrayed by Barbara) and, after hair-

raising adventures, saves her from being a victim of her
fiendish ancestor. But not until a series of killings and weird
phenomena have terrorized the countryside, which is re-

turned to normalcy when the vampire is burned.

EXPLOITIPS:
Hold a midnight preview, with nurse and ambulance

standing by for patrons who can't take the blood-curdling
scenes. Distribute weird dime store masks with each ticket

sold for the preview, and dress ushers and cashier in eerie
make-up and costumes, flooding theatre lobby and entrance
with blue lights. Tout Barbara Steele and John Richardson,
only cast members known to American audiences. DARE
people to see this spine-chillerl

CATCHLINES:
Beware the Vampire Behind the Innocent Face of a Beau-

tiful Girl! . . . Her Dying Words Were An Everlasting Curse.
Who Was the Witch Princess???

THE STORY: "The Mighty Crusaders" (Falcon-States Rights)

The Crusaders, led by Philippe Hersent, are besieging
Jerusalem in order to liberate the Holy Sepulchre. Crusader
Francisco Rabal has fallen in love with Sylva Koscina,
Saracen princess who fights at the head of the Infidel Army.
Gianna Maria Canale, daughter of the King of Damascus,
allows herself to be taken captive by Crusader Rick Battag-
lia. She seduces him and then imprisons him in her father's

castle. To settle the battle for the city, a duel is arranged be-
tween Rabal and a Saracen chief. Rabal learns of Battaglia's

imprisonment and rides to his rescue; during Rabal's ab-
sence, Hersent decides to attack. Rabal and Battaglia arrive

in time to turn the tide of battle into a Crusader victory;

in the fierce fighting, Sylva Koscina is mortally wounded

.^"
s

.
EXPLOITIPS:

l vr Send local models out on the streets in ancient garb,
improvised for local standards, carrying sandwich signs.

Set up library displays. Arrange with a riding stable- or
academy to provide a rider to go through downtown traffic,

carrying appropriate identification.

CATCHLINES:
They Live Again! The Mighty Crusaders, Shaking the

Very Earth! . . . See It on the Giant Screen in Spectacular
Color! . . . "And the Battle Axes of the Knights Shook the
Earth of the Holy Land!"

THE STORY: "Mark of the Devil" (RCIP)

Married to a man whom she loves desperately, Maria
Felix is soon shocked to learn that it is her husband's chief
aim to use her beauty and charm to advance his own per-
sonal position, and is, moreover, quite willing to deliver her
body to the highest bidder. Disillusioned, hurt and incensed,
she is determined to avenge the insult by destroying her
husband (Crox Alvarado), the man who first tried to dis-
honor her, and all men whose carnal desires make them
easy prey to her ravishing beauty. She becomes known as
Dona Diablo, the Woman Devil. Despite this label, she has
little trouble attracting and destroying one wealthy man
after another. Becoming enormously wealthy herself, she
devotes her secret life to rearing of a daughter, from whom
she hides her dark deeds. Adventurer Victor Junco appears
on the scene, seduces the daughter, in order to gain complete
mastery over Dona Diablo, thus spelling out final, inevitable
tragedy for himself and the two women.
EXPLOITIPS:
Maria Felix has been acclaimed as one of the most beau-

tiful women in Latin America, “Mark of the Devil," marking
her initial American appearance. Play up the mystery wom-
an of hidden deeds, the woman of the night.

CATCHLINES:
A She-Devil, Unmasked in All Her Sensual Bareness! . . Vdy ,

Her Cunning and Evil Matched Her Luring Beauty . . . yjder'

Uncontrolled Passion Was Her Weapon!

THE STORY: "Sins of Youth" (Janus)

In a small town near Paris, Madeleine Robinson, who had
been deserted by her husband for being puritanical, runs a
lodging house and keeps her young son, Gil Vidal, under
her thumb. Unknown to his mother, Gil is attracted to Agnes
Laurent, a salesgirl in a bakery shop, and after several
clandestine meetings by the river, he takes her to a hotel in

Paris for the night. The mother, who considers the girl a
cheap little tramp, is furious when Gil tells her Agnes is

pregnant. She gets the address of a doctor who will perform
an abortion, but the girl decides to leave town and have
her baby by herself. Gil then calls his mother an egotistical

"monster" and leaves to join. Agnes.

EXPLOITIPS:

For the exploitation houses stress the bedroom scenes and
the attractive leads, Gil Vidal and Agnes Laurent. Mile.

Laurent recently played the title role in the British film,

"A French Mistress," currently playing the art houses.

. 11 -.

Ther
>dies

CATCHLINES:
^

The Fire of Heaven in Their Bodies But the Parents See
Only the Flames of Hell ... You and I Are the Future

—

Only Our Hearts Know the Right Way . . . Agnes Laurent,
Who Was "A French Mistress," Plays a Young Virgin.
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RATES: 15c per word, minimum $1.50, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions ior price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

HELP WANTED
Exceptional employment opportunities

for Drive-In and Walk-In Theatre Man-
agers in Southern California. Large cir-

cuit offers ideal working conditions and
liberal medical, hospitalization and life

insurance coverage, plus an excellent

retirement plan. If you should vacation
in California, contact Jim Barka for a
personal interview. Pacific Drive-In The-
atres Corp., 141 South Robertson Blvd.,

Los Angeles 48, California. All inquiries
will be held strictly confidential.

Managers wanted, indoor and outdoor
theatres, midwest circuit. Boxoffice, 9219.

Manager: Year round drive-in. State ex-
perience, salary desired. Fly-by-nights do
not apply. Box 7441, Orlando, Florida.

Wanted: Manager for new theatre in

Western South Dakota. Must be experi-
enced in all phases of theatre operation.
State age, salary expected, qualifications
and references. Boxoffice, 9224.

Wanted: Manager for large drive-in the-
atre in city of quarter of million. Year
around job. State experience. Send appli-
cation, references and picture to Box-
office, 9225.

Manager wanted for conventional de-
luxe, first-run theatre in South. Must be
experienced all phases, promotion minded.
State age, experience, marital status,
salary required. Apply Boxoffice 9231.

Employee Wanted: Young, age 20-26,
ambitious, enthusiastic male who is inter-
ested in a future in theatre business. Pay
based on ability and results. Boxoffice
9232.

Wanted: Confident middle aged experi-
enced theatre manager. Must have good
references. Either seasonal or year around
applications considered. Boxoffice 9233.

Experienced projectionist and assistant
manager, $300 month. Silver Sky-Vue, Sil-
ver City, New Mexico.

POSITIONS WANTED
Experienced projectionist thoroughly ex-

perienced all make of equipment. Now
available. Go anywhere. Boxoffice 9228.

Projectionist: 17 years experience, in-
cluding booth maintenance. Desires per-
manent employment. Good references.
Will go anywhere. Boxoffice 9236.

Manager: Mature, executive ability,
neat, aggressive. Advertising, exploita-
tion, publicity minded. Boxoffice 9235.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Wanted: Used theatre booth equipment.

We dismantle. Leon Jarodsky, Lincoln
Theatre, Paris, Illinois.

TOP PRICES PAID: For used X-L and
Century Projectors, Lamphouses and Cine-
maScope lenses. Whcrt have you? Star
Cinema Supply, 621 West 55th Street,
New York 19

Wanted: Two Strong tubular rectifiers,
must pull 40 to 50 amps. Write American
Theatre, East Chicago, Indiana.

BUY!SELL!TRADE!

FIND HELP OR POSITION

Through

BOXOFFICE
Classified Advertising

Greatest Coverage in the

Field at Lowest Cost

Per Reader
4 insertions for the price of 3

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
Will have available between March 1st

and April 15, complete booth equipment,
including 3-D, CinemaScope and 35mm;
4 channel stereophonic sound. Generator
95-190 amp, 20 H. P.; etc. Also 942 Kroeh-
ler pushback chairs. Mid-States Theatres,
602 Walnut Street, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

Sacrifice: Complete equipment Cowboy
Drive-In, Fabens, Texas, or will transfer
ground lease and sell as a going busi-
ness. Fred Tockle, 4228 Darwood, El Paso,
Texas. Phone KEystone 2-1004.

SENSATIONAL SAVINGS! Imperial 65/
130 generator, complete, reconditioned
$350; RCA PG-134 sound-system, complete,
rebuilt, only $575; Griswold splicers, new,
$19.95; Simplex portable projectors, arc
lamphouses, complete to operate, heavy
pedestals, rebuilt $1295. Star Cinema Sup-
ply, 621 West 55th Street, New York 19.

WORTH MORE IN PARTS: 1KW Arc-
lamps, Brenkert, Simplex, Strong, $69.50;
Morelite, Forest, Ballantyne 65 amp.,
$49.50. Some have reflectors. Complete
booth outfits, projection and sound, from
$895. Good serviceable condition. S.O.S.,
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
LENS: Complete stock of brand new lens

in sizes 2 1
/
4'' thru 9". Large discounts on

Kollmorgen, Projection Optics, Bausch &
Lomb, General Scientific. Also good selec-
tion of used lens. Southeastern Theatre
Equipment Co., 203 Luckie St. N.W., At-
lanta, Ga.

WAGNER, ADLER, BEVELITE BLACK or
RED, replacement Marquee Letters, 4"

—

40c; 8"—60c; 10"—75c ;
12”—$1.00, 14"—

$1.50; 16"—$1.75; 17"—$2.00; 24'—$3.00
(10 per cent discount 100 letters or over
$60.00 list). S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street,
New York 19.

EQUIPMENT REPAIR SERVICE
REFLECTORS broken? GATORHIDE re-

pairs permanently. Kit, $2.95 postpaid.
From supply houses or GATORHIDE, Box
71, Joplin, Missouri.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action! S4.50M cards. Other

games available, on, off screen. Novelty
Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 346 West 44th St., New York
36. N. Y.

Midget Bibles. $50/thousand. I x 1 1/2
* *

,

224 pages. Samples, prices 10c. Johnson-
Smith. D-951, Detroit 7.

Comic Books . . . Toys . . . Novelties
. . . Free catalog. Hecht Mfg., 184 W.
Merrick Road, Merrick, N. Y.

THEATRE TICKETS
Prompt Service. Special printed roll

tickets. 100,000, $37.95; 10,000, $12.75;
2,000, $5.95. Each change in admission
price, including change in color, $4.25
extra. Double numbering extra. F.O.B.
Kansas City, Mo. Cash with order. Kansas
City Ticket Co., Dept. 11, 109 W. 18th
Street, Kansas City 8, Mo.

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING
IF YOU OWN A COPY of Trout's Sound
and Projection Servicing Manual. In-
structions on servicing leading makes of
equipment . . . trouble-shooting charts,
basic schematics; tables on rest-
ances, voltages; data on lenses, lamps,
projectors, screens, sound, etc. Simpli-
fied . . . authentic. Additional Service
Sheets for 1961 to subscribers free. Data
on 35-70mm equipment. Price: $6 copy;
Cash or P.O. Order ... no CODs.
(Loose-leaf binder free) . . . Wesley
Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid, Oklahoma. I

CLEflRMG HOUSE
THEATRES FOR SALE

West Coast theatres ior sale. Write ior
list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearny Street, San Francisco 8, California.

For Sale: Neodesha, Kansas drive-in
theatre, 375 cars, population 4,000. No
reasonable offer refused. Downtown the-
atre to be dismantled. G. E. Klock.
Modern 454-seat theatre in county seat.

Population 2,000, drawing area 5,000 to
6,000. Simplex XL projectors, 30-ton air-
conditioner, lease on modern brick build-
ing. This one is a money-maker. Ideal
family operation. Price, $6,500—$2,500
down—should pay for itself first year.
Contact Frances Handlong, Troy, Mo.
Ken Theatre, 500 seats, operating week-

ends, latest equipment. Frankenmuth,
Michigan.

7MOTION "PICTURE THEATRE "NeV YoTk
State, only theatre in active town . . .

fine physical condition . .
. profitable

operation. Excellent opportunity for in-
dividual, $25,000. Cash necessary. Box
347, 1501 Broadway, New York.

For Sale or Lease: Johnston Theatre,
Johnston, South Carolina, 400 seater, only
theatre in county, excellent family op-
portunity, reason sale, illness. Air-condi-
tioned, CinemaScope and widescreen.
H. B. Ram, Aiken, S. C.

For Sale: 400-car drive-in between Glas-
gow, Montana, and airbase with 6500
troops six miles each way. Complete con-
crete screen, new Ballantyne equipment.
Partners disagree. Fastest growing town
in northwest U.S. Ed McKenzie, Box 1127,
Whitefish, Montana.

Consistent profit making theatre, stable
rural town, Eastern Oklahoma. No com-
petition, will pay off total price in four
years Five thousand cash required. 350
seats, good equipment, fireproof building
and apartment. My age requires retiring.
Box 174, Chelsea, Oklahoma.
Arkansas, 350 seats, good family opera-

tion. Buy cheap. Box 277, Bearden, Ark.
Completely remodeled — 500-seat, air-

conditioned theatre. New XL booth, XL
sound, new wide screen, new drapes, car-
pets, etc. Lease building plus 436-car
drive-in with new wide screen. 1st run.
Jacksonville, Arkansas. 15,000 population,
home of the Little Rock Air Force Base,’
new 80-million-dollar missile center and
industrial area. $15,000, with terms. Bart
Gray Realty Company, Jacksonville, Ar-
kcnsas. Phone YU 2-2219.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted: To buy or lease drive-in the-

atres of 600-car capacity or larger, in
Ohio. Boxoffice, 9222.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
200-car drive-in theatre located in cen-

tral New Mexico. Contact Bill Skelton,
Box 344, Phone OR 8-36-6, Blanding, Utah.

Lea.e: 450-seat theatre, trade area over
3,000, fully equipped, operating part-time,
South Texas. Boxoffice 9234.

THEATRE SEATING
Good used late model chairs available,

rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.
Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25'’x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27”, 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

Chairs rebuilt in your theatre, re-spac-
ing, sewed covers. Arthur Judge, 2100 E.

Newton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

POPCORN MACHINES
Popcorn machines, all makes. Complete

new popping units, $185.00 ex. Replace-
nent kettles, all machines. 120 So. Hal-
nea Chicago. 111.

For Sale: Manley Vista-Pop popcorn ma-
chine, 1959 model 104, used very little.

Tastee-Freeze, 31st and Monroe, Kansas
City, Mo. Phone WA 1-2525.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIGGER POPCORN PROFITS with all

new Tender-Vender, now re-designed to

even finer operations and results. Nothing
to corrode, rust or peel. Warms, tender-
izes ana dispenses crisp, hot, delicious
popcorn. Shipped assembled; easy to

move; capacities right for any location
Write for facts. TENDER-VENDER POP-
CORN SERVICE CO., Popcorn Building,
Nashville, Tennessee.

INTERMISSION TAPES
Pre-Show and Intermission Programs for

Drive-Ins. No more tape troubles . . .

use disc customized programs . . . same
price as our superb tapes on HiFi LP
records. Guaranteed to sell. Write for

free sample disc. Commercial Sound Ser-
vice, P. O. Box 5, Sulphur Springs,
Texas.

Handy Subscription Order Form

CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN

NAME

. STATE ...

POSITION

BOXOFFICE :: February 20, 1961
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TRIXIE wanted success

at any cost and didn't

mind the danger!

CAMERON never missed

unless he wonted to!

DODI
would do anything

to forget the past!

EASTMAN COLOR
GERHARD REIDMANN • WILLY BIRGEL* MARGIT NUNKE FRED BERTELMANN

RUDY wos more faithful to his beasts than to her!

UfAITrn /Ml I rn mruttn ii'inu A SASCHA FILM AND LUX FILM PRODUCTION

<i WAU LK b I LLLK Produced tnd Directed t>> ARTHUR MARIA RABENALT A CONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTING. Inc. Release

EXTRA ! EXTRA ! EXTRA ! The "High Priest of Hoopla”* will whoop it up for youl
‘New York Times

JIM
MORAN

There is a

WRITE, WIRE,

OR PHONE:

NEW YORK
1776 Broadway

Hew York 19,N.Y.

I .aia 7-2693

Representative in your area:

BOSTON ATLANTA CHICAGO LOS ANGELES DALLAS SAN FRANCISCO CINCINNATI WASHINGTON
STANTON DAVIS
260 Tremont Street

Boston 16, Mass

JAMES V, FREW
164 Walton St. N.W.

Atlanta, Ga,

MIKE KASSEL
1301 S. Wabash Ave

Chicago 5. III.

ALBERT L. K0LIT2
1660 Cordova Street

Los Angeles 7, Calif

MILTON LINDNER
312*4 S. Harwood St

Dallas. Texas

12 WIENER
166 Golden Gate Ave
San Francisco. Calif

IRVING SOCHIN
1716 Logan St

Cincinnati 10 Ohio

SHELDON TROMBERG
Stanley Warner Bldg

13th and “£" Sis , N W
Washington 4. D C

TO MAKE THE SCREEN GASP WITH EXCITEMENT!
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After 32 years as a Washington-based organization, Allied States Ass'n has established
new quarters in Suite 1007 Fox Theatre Building, Detroit, with Milton H. London (above) as
executive director. Now, four weeks after the new regime was elected to office, the transition
is complete ond Allied is ready "to go on the road." A report on the smooth move from
Washington to Detroit and the association's plans for the future is published on page 14.

Teenagers Take

Over a Theatre

And Make It Pay
Page 1
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LAND RUSH, OKLAHOMA-1889

NOW AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!

ONE OF M-G-M’s EASTER ATTRACTIONS!

CONTACT YOUR M-G-M BRANCH NOW!



M ETRO - e O LDWYN - MAYER presents EDNA FERBER'S

i n 0C i n e m s5c o p 6 And METROCOLOR

starring

RUSS TAMBLYN • MERCEDES McCAMBRIDGE ..-,VIC MORROW • ROBERT KEITH • CHARLES McGRAW

•a HENRY (HARRY) MORGAN - DAVID OPATOSHU - ALINE MatMAHON • LIU DARVAS - EDGAR BUCHANAN

Screen Play by Based on the Novel by

m ™-
Directed by Produced by



THIS IS THE STORY OF TEMPLE DRAKE
...who sank into degradation and rose to

seek redemption at the hands of the woman
her silence had condemned to the gallows...

...of CANDY MAN, her Creole

lover, who first fit the fires that

smouldered within her and

taught her the ways of evil...

...of GOWAN, her husband,

whose weakness nearly

destroyed them all, who had

to learn to face the truth that

alone could set them free...

...of GOVERNOR DRAKE,
her father, who had never

heard the truth from his

daughter, and when at last

he did, it was too late...

...and of NANCY, who laid

down her life that those who

lived might find salvation.

Darryl F. Zanuck Productions, Inc. presents A CinemaScope Picture

Kith ODETTA. • Produced by Richard D. Zanuck Directed by Tony Richardson • screenplay by James Poe

One of the national advertisements for this great motion picture!
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GOING THE RIGHT WAY
UR OBSERVATION of a few weeks ago

that “the pendulum is swinging back” is

being borne out from a variety of directions.

First, there is strong evidence at theatre box-

offices that motion pictures generally are re-

gaining their attraction value with the public;

second, that good family type pictures again are

taking hold—and how; and, third, but not least,

that the swing away from television sets to

moviegoing is gaining pace.

There is encouragement in all three areas,

each of which embraces other significant factors,

that a momentum is being built up to make 1961

a peak year in theatre attendance. The start, be-

ginning last Christmas, was exceptionally good

and the fact that it is being sustained, despite

adverse weather conditions, certainly augurs

well.

While criticism of certain types of films still

is being leveled at the industry, with general-

izations that are unfair, evidences are building

up of positive approaches that will much more
rapidly cure the cause of complaint. More and

more newspapers, religious orders and other

groups are advocating patronage of the “better”

pictures—those dealing with wholesome subject

matter—instead of laying emphasis on punitive

action that calls for “abstention from attendance”

for the types that have been the targets of their

attacks. Since it was the lack of sufficient patron-

age for the so-called family pictures that pushed

them into the background, it seems patent that

their output would be increased if the demand
is backed with adequate support at theatre box-

offices. As so often has been stated, the public

indicates its likes by what it will pay to see.

Pertinent and significant is the comment by

Janet Kern, radio-TV columnist for the Chicago

American, made after noting the lineup in front

of the Pickwick Theatre in suburban Park

Ridge:

“As I drove by, the block presided over by
the theatre looked to a casual observer as

though a mob scene were in progress. Lines

of customers extended the full length of the

block and then some. There were hundreds

of men, women and children ... a line the

like of which I haven’t seen in front of a

movie house since Orphan Annie’s Sandy
was a pup

!

This patient line was standing, in the

cold, harsh wind, at precisely the Sunday
evening time when the Shirley Temple show,

Lassie, Dennis the Menace, Maverick, Ed
Sullivan, National Velvet and such ‘family

shows’ were being offered by the various

TV networks.

It speaks badly for TV’s present quality

and appeal that so many people were willing

to desert the warmth and convenience of

their homes, on a high-budget-show Sunday
night, to stand in a cold, windblown line in

front of a movie theatre.

Conversely, of course, it speaks well for

the movie industry, which can turn out a

picture like ‘Swiss Family Robinson.’

Here, perhaps, is a moral which TV-ers,

and would-be government TV overseers

would do well to study. It seems obvious

that when mediocrity in the comfort of the

home must face the competition of alluring

fare outside the home, neither wind nor
cold nor inconvenience will stay the

customers from the better product.

When TV attracts and holds the public

with substandard stupidities, it is only be-

cause movies, book publishers, game manu-
facturers, etc., are offering nothing better

by way of competition.”

The high volume of patronage that the Walt
Disney production drew at Park Ridge at prime
Sunday evening time and in competition with

some of TV’s highest rating shows is heartening.

It is but one of many such examples in the ex-

hibition record of this fine film, giving concrete

proof of the attraction power that motion pic-

tures can and do have over their strongest com-
petition, as a number of other films are proving.

Of course, one picture doesn’t make a season

any more than one swallow makes a summer.
But, it might be well to bear in mind that, just

as one picture started a cycle and trend in what
some have called going “the wrong way,” so

can a single picture start a trend in “the right

direction.” Producers can supply the vehicles,

but the public has to lead the way.

Where There's a Will—
When a community gives its backing, a small

town need not be theatreless. That is well brought

out in the novel way a closed theatre in Grant,

Neb., was reopened and is being profitably

operated, as reported elsewhere in this issue.

The interest taken in this project by several

merchants, the town’s newspaper and the eager

participation in its operation by a group of

teenagers, “brought a gay touch to the main
street . . . and smiles to the merchants’ faces.”

Noteworthy, also, is the fact that only family-

type pictures are being shown, with business

much better than before, according to Mrs.

Maxine Erickson, the manager. Perhaps the

example shown in this instance can be duplicated

in many other “dark” towns.



WHITE PAPER APPROACH IS OUT
IN ALLIED'S PLANS FOR FUTURE

New Regime Has Strong

Desire for Harmony
Within Industry

NEW YORK—The Allied States Ass’n of

today is a far different organization from
that of several years

ago, Marshall Fine,

the association’s new
president, said in a

meeting with the

tradepress here last

week. Fine indicated

that there was a dif-

ferent kind of think-

ing among the mem-
bers, with a strong

desire for harmony
among all branches
of the industry.Marshall Fine

Fine was extremely optimistic over the

future of the business and of Allied. The
“new” Allied has a tendency to be more
conciliatory and less belligerent, but, at

the same time, will seek to concern itself

with individual exhibitor’s problems by
making direct contact with the distributors,

he said. Nothing can be gained by “carry-

ing a chip on the shoulder.”

NOT TO RUN TO GOVERNMENT
Fine also revealed that the present Al-

lied organization would not pursue the ob-

jectives of the “White Paper,” nor would
there be any attempt to go to the govern-
ment for intervention or assistance on
trade practices.

As for the Emergency Defense Commit-
tee, Fine said this group was more or less

dissolved when Trueman Rembusch’s Allied

unit pulled out of the national organiza-
tion, inasmuch as Rembusch had been a
prime factor in EDC’s activities. However,
Fine indicated that another committee,
under another name but with similar ob-
jectives, will be formed.
The Allied president was asked if his

luncheon meeting with Albert Pickus,
president of Theatre Owners of America,
on February 16, touched at all on a pos-
sible amalgamation of the two organiza-
tions. Fine said the subject had not been
discussed, nor was there even a hint of such
a possibility. He admitted that the “cli-

mate” between the two associations was
better than it had been, but that a merger
was not under consideration.

REPORT ON LUNCHEON SESSION
The status of the Pickus-Fine meeting

was summed up in a joint statement by
the two presidents following their private
sessions. It stated:
“We are pleased to report that we have

had a pleasant ‘get-acquainted’ luncheon
and an informal discussion of some of the
broad problems facing our industry. It is

our hope that, from time to time, we may
be able to meet informally, in order to
continue our personal relationship.
“We both subscribe to the theory that

more is to be gained by working together
on mutual industry problems than by going

Allied Convention Shift

To Miami Considered

NEW YORK—Allied States Ass’n’s

annual convention, scheduled for the

second week in December, may be

switched from Las Vegas to Miami
Beach, Marshall Fine, president said.

The Indiana Allied unit was to have
been the co-host along with the Gulf
States affiliate. With the withdrawal
of the Indiana unit, the Maryland
chapter became the cohost. While no
definite decision has been made, Fine
said the Allied members favored the

Florida location over the Nevada site.

The issue will be determined shortly,

Fine said.

separate ways. We are hopeful that our
new relationship will provide a means of

coordinating such common industry ef-

forts in areas where the policies of our
separate organizations coincide.”

Commenting further, Fine said that

while the members of both organizations

had the same or similar problems, the

methods of reaching goals and aims were
different. He said he believed Allied gave
more personal attention to its members in

helping to solve their problems, but that
Allied would work with TOA on common
conditions and situations affecting their

members and the industry as a whole.

TO VISIT ALLIED UNITS
The withdrawal and threats of with-

drawal by certain Allied units were de-
scribed as regrettable by Fine, but he said

that any unit had the right to resign if it

wished to do so. However, he said that he
and Milton London, executive secretary,

would make a tour of Allied affiliates in

an effort to strengthen their positions and,
if possible, bring the withdrawn chapters
back into the national organization. He
said Allied would represent all independent
exhibitors, whether members or not.

Fine admitted that Allied had been re-

miss in its press relations, but said that
area would be improved. He said that A1
Myrick, whom Fine succeeded as president,

was speaking only for himself when he
recommended that Allied be dissolved and
a new organization set up to take its

place. He said Myrick was not speaking
for the rank and file of members.
Fine spent two days calling on the sales

chiefs of the various distributing compa-
nies. He said he did not discuss trade
practices, but merely recommended more
product and an orderly system of dis-

tribution, as well as offering Allied’s serv-
ices at the exchange level to improve gen-
eral conditions. Fine talked with James
Velde, United Artists: Robert Mochrie,
MGM; Jerry Pickman, Paramount: Rube
Jackter, Columbia: Irving Ludwig, Buena
Vista, and Charles Boasberg, Warner Bros.
He said he had conferred with H. H. (Hi)
Martin of Universal in Cleveland previ-

ously. Other sales managers will be con-
tacted on subsequent visits to New York.
He will return on April 10 to attend the
testimonial dinner to Eric Johnston, presi-
dent of the Motion Picture Ass’n of
America.

Fine said that all of the sales managers
agreed with his proposals, but there were
no definite assurances of correction at
this time.

The Allied president said he planned to
visit New York from his Cleveland head-
quarters four or five times a year during
his tenure as Allied president.

Allied Board Will Meet
In New York April 11, 12

DETROIT—The spring meeting of the
board of directors of Allied States Ass’n
will be held April 11, 12 at the Warwick
Hotel in New York, Ben Marcus, chairman
of the board, has announced. By holding
the meeting in New York at that time,
Allied leaders will be able to attend an
executive meeting of the Council of Mo-
tion Picture Organizations and a testi-

monial dinner for Eric Johnston, both
scheduled for April 10.

Allied Theatres of New Jersey, which has
its headquarters in New York, will be the
host unit.

Western Pennsylvania
Reaffirms Its Support
PITTSBURGH — Allied Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania,
by the unanimous vote of its board of di-

rectors, this week reaffirmed its confidence
in the new regime of Allied States Ass’n
and pledged its support to its activities on
behalf of independent theatre owners. The
Western Pennsylvania unit pulled out of
the national association more than a year
ago, following the Miami Beach conven-
tion in December 1959, but subsequently
returned.

TOA Suggests Withholding
Wage-Hour Letter-Writing
NEW YORK—In view of the possibility

that theatres will be granted an exemption
from federal wages and hours legislation,

Theatre Owners of America is recommend-
ing that theatres withhold further letter-

writing to members of Congress, asking for

such exemption.
The House of Representatives has before

it the Roosevelt bill which specifically con-
tains an exemption for motion picture the-

atres. A companion bill is slated for the

Senate.
TOA has suggested that exhibitors, if

they care to do so, write letters of thanks
to their legislators for their help, stating

that it would be a “nice gesture.”

If the situation should change, so that

further action would be needed by exhib-

itors to protect the exemption, TOA will

advise its members.
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Revival of Censorship

Proposed in Ohio Bill

MGM Readies Library

Of Post-48s for TV
NEW YORK — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

has started to arrange and classify its li-

brary of post- 1948 features in anticipation

of licensing them for television release,

President Joseph R. Vogel said in his ad-
dress to the annual stockholders meeting
Thursday (23) in the Hotel Astor.

Vogel said it was the company’s inten-

tion to maintain a significant gap between
the time a major release was presented in

theatres and the time for release to tele-

vision. The period of time has not been de-
termined yet. He said sales plans were be-

ing developed to release features to TV on
an orderly and progressive basis.

Vogel reported that earnings currently

were running ahead of the 12-year record
set last year and that the full fiscal 1961,

which ends August 31, the net was expected
to exceed the last fiscal year by 25 per cent.

The stockholders reelected all directors

and voted down a proposal by Lewis and
John Gilbert for the election of directors

by cumulative voting.

Exchange Workers Get
$5-a-Week Pay Hike
NEW YORK—A blanket wage increase

of $5 per week, retroactive to December 1,

1960, will be given to film exchange em-
ployes in 30 key cities under terms of an
agreement just reached by 11 distribution

companies and the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employes and Moving
Picture Machine Operators.

In addition, company payments into the
film exchange employes pension fund will

be increased by two cents per hour. This
will bring the total payment for a full-

time worker (37 V2 hours) to $3 a week.
Also provided is a 13th week of severance
pay after an employe has been on a com-
pany’s payroll for 24 years or more, and
an improved vacation clause which pro-
vides for a third week of vacation with pay
after 13 years instead of 14 years of
service.

The agreement applies to employes of
MGM, Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, War-
ner Bros., United Artists, Universal, Colum-
bia, Allied Artists, Buena Vista, National
Screen Service and National Film Service
who work as inspectors, shippers, bookers,
billers, cashiers, stenographers, typists and
clerks.

Film, Equipment Exports
For '60 Up 13% Above '59

WASHINGTON—Exports of all types of
motion picture film and equipment dur-
ing 1960 rose 13 per cent, totaling $48,-

769,944. The previous year the figure was
$43,159,642. Exports of 8mm cameras led

the gain, the 106,444 such cameras shipped
during the year being more than double
the previous year’s figure. The statistics

came from Nathan D. Golden, director of

the motion picture division of the Depart-
ment of Commerce.
Golden also announced the exports of

exposed motion picture film during 1960
were valued at $10,597,794, a drop from the
$10,855,994 total of the previous year.

COLUMBUS—Motion picture censorship

would be revived in Ohio under a bill in-

troduced in the Ohio senate by Senator

Robert Shaw (Rep.), Columbus, first cen-

sorship measure to be presented at this

session of the legislature.

Film censorship at the state level was
abolished in 1954 by court decisions ruling

the law unconstitutional. Senator Shaw
said his bill is designed to avoid similar

legal challenge.

Shaw’s proposal would create a five-

member Ohio motion picture board under
the state commerce department. The
board would be made up of one represent-

ative from the commerce department, one
from the state education department and
three members at large, one a representa-

tive of the film industry.

All motion pictures, except those spe-

cified as exempt, would have to be sub-
mitted to the commerce department. If

the department decides the film is obscene,

as defined in the bill, the findings would be
submitted to the censor board, which
would view the film within ten to 30 days
tp approve or reject it.

Rejection could be appealed to the com-
mon pleas court of Franklin County. An
appeal would be heard by a jury which
would be required to view the film. Should
the jury determine the picture to be ob-
scene, the trial judge would be required to

permanently enjoin its showing any place

in the state. If the jury would decide the

film is not obscene, the judge would im-
mediately have to issue approval.

The bill sets the following penalties for

exhibiting a film not submitted and ap-
proved: $500 maximum fine for the first

offense and $1,000 for each subsequent of-

fense; for exhibiting a trailer of a film

before it is approved, or for counterfeiting

Colorado Assembly Urges

Stricter Product Control
Denver—The Colorado General As-

sembly has adopted a resolution urg-
ing industry self-control in story

themes as a way of avoiding censor-
ship and has forwarded the resolution

to the Motion Picture Ass’n of America
in New York.

The resolution commended producers
and exhibitors “who have refrained

from producing and showing films that
have not measured up to the long-ac-

cepted standards of the industry” and
then “urged the motion picture in-

dustry to set up stricter controls of

the type of films produced as well as
the means of advertising these films

. . . that this self-control is urged both
because of its previously demonstrated
effectiveness and practicality, and be-

cause it can most effectively forestall

attempts at bureaucratic censorship
and regulation, contrary to the Ameri-
can spirit of free speech and press.”

approval, a maximum of $300 fine and 90

days in jail.

Exempt from the proposed law would be
newsreels; scientific or educational films

used by the professions, schools or af-

filiated groups, and religious films used
on behalf of a specific religion or religious

group.
The new proposal is similar to a bill

Shaw sponsored in the Ohio senate two
years ago. It died in committee. Shaw also

was cosponsor of a censorship bill four
years ago.

Three More Groups Join
MPAA Censorship Plea
HOLLYWOOD—Added backing in the

fight against censorship was forthcoming
last week, when the National Ass’n of

Broadcasters, National Book Publishers

Council and Authors League of America
joined the Motion Picture Ass’n of America
in a petitioning move on the Supreme Court
to request a new hearing of the recent

Chicago-based film censorship decision.

Monday (27) is the final day on which
a petition can be filed. It will be made by
the Times Film Corp., the plaintiff in the

“Don Juan” Chicago case. The Court has
the right to decline a petition or to re-

confirm its original decision. In either case,

the industry would then have to wait for

another test case of sufficient merit to

come along to again go to this body to de-

termine the rights of prior censorship.

Twelve RKO Theatres Set

To Show Fight on TV
NEW YORK—The Patterson-Johansson

World’s Championship fight in Miami
March 3 will be shown via closed-circuit

TV on the screens of nine RKO out-of-

town theatres, in addition to the RKO
86th Street in Manhattan, the RKO Ford-
ham in the Bronx and the RKO Madison
in Brooklyn. The fight will not be shown
on home television.

The other RKO theatres are: RKO Me-
morial, Boston; Albee, Cincinnati; Palace,

Columbus; Orpheum, Davenport; Keith’s

Dayton; Pantages, Los Angeles; Golden
Gate, San Francisco; Keith’s, Syracuse, and
Keith’s, Washington, D. C.

U. S. Films Get 40% Time
On Denmark Screens
WASHINGTON—In Denmark U. S. films

account for about 40 per cent of the Screen
time and the same portion of gross income,
according to the U. S. Department of Com-
merce. Average gross per feature was esti-

mated at 400,000 to 500,000 kroner (one

kroner equals $0,145). Rental rates range
from 25 per cent to 45 per cent, depend-
ing on size of the theatre.

Denmark completed 16 feature films dur-

ing 1960, the same as the previous year,

but the cost of production rose slightly,

ranging from 400,000 to 600,000 kroner.
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$150 Million Investment

In 48 Major Films for UA

The above United Artists executives are shown at a meeting: to report on
production plans. Seated, left to right, are Robert S. Benjamin, chairman of the
board; Arthur B. Krim, president, and William J. Heineman, vice-president in

charge of distribution. Standing are Arnold M. Picker, vice-president in charge
of foreign distribution, and Max E. Youngstein, vice-president.

NEW YORK—Opening observance of the
tenth anniversary of the stewardship of

the present owners and management
group, United Artists last week announced
a three-year lineup of product which in-

cludes 48 major motion pictures repre-
senting an investment of approximately
$150,000,000 and a worldwide theatrical

gross potential of about a billion dollars.

The product, either completed, in produc-
tion or in an advance state of pre-produc-
tion, will carry the company through 1963.

Arthur Krim, president, meeting with the
tradepress to report on production plans
and to announce that UA will stage a year-
long celebration of its tenth anniversary,
said the 48 features represent only major
productions.

"We are now 500 pictures and a half-
billion dollars older,” Krim said, in re-
viewing the past decade. He estimated that
the company’s gross for the ten years was
more than $600,000,000 and its net profit
after taxes in excess of $20,000,000. The
achievements have been gained, he said,
through (1) reorganization and strength-
ening of the company on a global scale,
< 2 ) the company’s ability to obtain prod-
uct already completed at a time when its

distribution forces had nothing to sell,

'3) the ability to obtain sound financing
for production, and (4) the company’s di-
versified expansion into the areas of rec-
ords, television product and other phases
of the entertainment industry.
Krim listed the following ’61 -’63 features:
1961—“Exodus,” “The Alamo,” “The

Facts of Life,” “Never on Sunday,” “The
Misfits,” “The Naked Edge,” “Tunes of
Glory,” “The Hoodlum Priest,” “The Young
Savages,” “Town Without Pity,” “Some-
thing Wild,” “The Last Time I Saw Ar-
chie,” “By Love Possessed,” “Jack the
Giant Killer,” "Goodbye Again,” “Paris
Blues,” “The Young Doctors,” “The West
Side Story,” “Birdman of Alcatraz.”

1962

—

“Pocketful of Miracles,” “Judge-
ment at Nuremberg,” “Road to Hong
Kong,” “Pioneer Go Home,” “Once a
Thief,” “X-15,” “Taras Bulba,” “Toys in

the Attic,” “Two for the Seesaw,” “The
Golden Age of Pericles,” “The Way West,”
“The Miracle Worker,’ “One, Two, Three,”
“The Children’s Hour,” “Advise and Con-
sent,” “Jessica” (formerly “Apple-Pie
Bed”), a Civil War story to star Frank
Sinatra “and his friends.”

1963

—

“The Best Man,” “Bullet for

Charlemagne,” “Five Pieces of Maria,”
“For All the Gold in the World,” “The
Great Escape,” “Hawaii,” “Irma LaDouce,”
“Last of the Just,” “My Glorious Brothers,”
“Roman Candle,” “This Side of the An-
gels,” and “The Well at Ras Daga.”

Academy Nominations In
For Documentary Films
HOLLYWOOD—Two documentary fea-

ture films and five short subjects have been
revealed as Oscar nominees in the docu-
mentary awards classification, it was an-
nounced by Academy president Valentine
Davies.

Lester A. Schoenfeld films scored with
two of the shorts, “Giuseppina,” James Hill

production, James Hill, producer, and
“Universe,” National Film Board of Can-
ada, Colin Low, producer. Others in this

group are “A City Called Copenhagen,”
Statens Filmcentral, Danish Government
Film Office; “Beyond Silence,” United
States Information Agency, and “George
Grosz’ Interregnum,” Educational Com-
munications Corp., Charles and Altina
Carey, producers.
The two features are “The Horse With

the Flying Tail,” Walt Disney Productions,
Buena Vista Distributing Co., Inc., Larry
Lansburgh, producer, and “Rebel in Para-
dise,” Tiare Co., Ralph W. Luce, producer.

Texas Board Finds More
Family Films Available
DALLAS—A rise in the number of pic-

tures suitable for family viewing since the

first of the year was reported this week by
Texas COMPO. The Texas Motion Picture

Board of Review in its monthly report

rated only one film out of 15 reviewed in

the last two weeks as adult.

Many exhibitors in Texas now include

ratings of the state board in their advertis-

ing copy. The ratings are mailed regularly

to the state’s COMPO membership and
are listed, in addition to exhibitors, by
many newspapers as well as in bulletins

published by social, civic and religious or-

ganizations.

Since January 1, of 39 pictures screened

by the state board, 20 per cent were rec-

ommended for adults only, 21 per cent for

adult-mature young people, 36 per cent for

adult-young people and 23 per cent for

adult trade. The trend definitely has been

toward more pictures aimed at family

patronage and for adult-young people. In

1960, the board reviewed 242 features and
rated 31 per cent adult, 27 per cent adult-

mature young people, 28 per cent adult-

young people and 14 per cent suitable for

the entire family.

However, in the last two weeks, six pic-

tures were rated family, five in the adult-

young people slot and three were rated for

adult-mature young people. The only pic-

ture rated for adults only was a foreign-

language film, according to Kyle Rorex,

executive director for Texas COMPO.

NSS Plans Discontinuing
Poster Renters Service
NEW YORK—National Screen Service

will discontinue its current practice of

serving its accessories to poster renters and
will start its new policy of serving them
only directly to exhibitors, starting May
16, Burton E. Robbins, president, said.

In a letter to poster renters, dated Feb-
ruary 15, Robbins explained the NSS ac-

tion, as follows:

“As you know, for many years, since the

‘Consent Decree’ of March 29, 1957, every

poster-renter was free to negotiate with

the various motion picture distributors for

a non-exclusive license to manufacture and
distribute accessories for their motion pic-

tures. There was, therefore, no legal or

business reason for us to make our acces-

sories available to you. Nevertheless, we
voluntarily continued to do so. But, now
that the change in industry conditions has

resulted in a drastic reduction in our busi-

ness, we can no longer afford to continue

to make the accessories which we manu-
facture at great investment and risk to us,

available to you and other poster-renters.”

Robbins pointed out that his company’s
voluntary cooperation with the poster

renters represented a costly sacrifice which
the diminishing market and current busi-

ness market now made impossible.

Harry Mandel to Code Review Board

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Harry Mandel,

president of RKO Theatres, has been

named one of the six exhibitor members of

the motion picture Production Code Re-
view Board by Eric Johnston, president of

the Motion Picture Ass’n of America.
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Your BIG July 4th Attraction from Warner Bros

Soon the

entire industry

will be talking

about him

and
three of

the most
exciting m

young
girls in

America

today!

STARRING

CLAUDETTE and Parrish’s three loves

CHARLOTTE
Dilworth

10:00 AM
CHICAGO
Century
10:15 AM
CINCINNATI
Esquire

2:00 PM
CLEVELAND
Colony
2:15 PM

PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO
Logan Alhambra
2:00 PM 1:30 PM
PITTSBURGH SEATTLE
Manor Uptown
2:00 PM 2:00 PM
PORTLAND ST. LOUIS
21stAve. St. Louis

1:30 PM 1:30 PM
SALT LAKE WASHINGTON
Studio Ambassador
2:00 PM 10:00 AM

ALBANY
Heilman
10:30 AM
ATLANTA
Plaza

10:30 AM
BOSTON
Allston

Capitol 2:15 PM
BUFFALO
Cinema
1:00 PM

FEB. 27

DALLAS
Palace
9:00 AM
DENVER
Ritz

7:30 PM
DES MOINES
Ingersoll

2:30 PM
DETROIT
Madison
2:00 PM

NEW ORLEANS
Famous
8:15 PM
NEW YORK
R.K.0. 58th Street

10:15 AM
OKLAHOMA
Midwest
10:00 AM
OMAHA
Center
1:30 PM



Eight Features on Astor

Release Lineup in 61

Executives of Astor Pictures who attended the sales conference last week are

shown above. L to R, they are: Mario de Vecchi, vice-president, Astor Inter-

national; Anthony J. Tarrell, treasurer; George Foley, attorney; A. H. Morton,
director, and Harry Goldstone, vice-president in charge of sales.

NEW YORK—Topped with “La Dolce
Vita,” Astor Pictures will distribute a mini-
mum of eight productions this year, 25

franchise holders were told at a meeting
called by Franklin F. Bruder, chairman of

the board.

“La Dolce Vita,” which won first prize

at the Cannes Film Festival, will have
its initial showing in New York in late

spring, prior to its national release.

Other recent Astor acquisitions are

“Rocco and His Brothers,” which won 20

major film awards, including that of the

Venice Festival; “India,” from Roberto
Rossellini; “The Con Man,” starring Brod-
erick Crawford and Richard Basehart;
“The Girl in Room 13,” starring Brian
Donlevy; “Sin of Mona Kent,” with
Johnny Olsen and Sandra Donat; “The
Yellow Polka Dot Bikini,” to be made in

New York and Florida, and “The State De-

NEW YORK—Promotion kits for thea-
tres’ participation in the 33rd annual Oscar
awards of the Academy of Motion Pictures

Arts and Sciences are being prepared by
the Motion Picture Ass’n of America and
Theatre Owners of America. The awards
will be presented on the night of April 17.

The two organizations have voluntarily

agreed to underwrite the cost of the pre-
paration and distribution of the kits in

order to insure theatres having the tools

with which to build public interest in the
big show. The kits will contain a trailer,

a 40x60 lobby set piece, press book, ad
mats and other material. They will be
ready about March 1 and will be priced at

$3 each, which is less than the actual cost.

The project is being undertaken with
the approval of the Academy and the co-
operation of American Broadcasting-Para-

partment Murders,” shot on location in

Washington.
Astor representatives at the sessions, in

addition to Bruder, were Alfred H. Mor-
ton, a director; Harry Goldstone, vice-pres-

ident of sales; Mario de Vecchi, vice-

president of Astor International; Everett
N. Crosby, a director; Anthony J. Tarell,

treasurer; George Foley, attorney, and Bill

Doll, vice-president in charge of advertis-

ing and publicity.

Distributors in attendance were:
Arthur Newman, Albany; William Richardson and

Charles Simpson, Atlanta; Edward Ruff and Mel
Safer, Boston; Walter Pinson and Scott Lett, Char-
lotte; Max Roth, Chicago; Ed Salzberg, Cincinnati;

Jack Zide, Cleveland; Don Kay, Dallas; Gertrude
Bailey, Denver; Abbott Swartz, Des Moines; Jesse

Salzberg, Indianapolis; Bob Herrell, Kansas City;

Bob Kronenberg, Los Angeles; Morey Anderson, Mil-

waukee; Eddie Gabriel, Philadelphia; Milton Brauman
and Bob Stearn, Pittsburgh; George Phillips, St. Louis,

and Sam Wheeler, Washington.

mount Theatres, whose ABC network will

carry the awards program.
Harry K. McWilliams has been retained

by MPAA and TOA to coordinate the pro-
duction and distribution of the kits. Plans
for the preparation of the kits were made
by Maurice Bergman, Academy’s east coast

public relations coordinator, and Jerry
Zigmond, AB-PT’s coordinator for the-
atres in the telecast.

Four thousand exhibitors purchased kits

last year and exploited the program. A
larger number is anticipated this year.

Columbia Pictures will handle the
physical distribution of the kits which will

be shipped to each Columbia branch which,
in turn, will ship them to exhibitors. They
can be ordered via film delivery or parcel

post about March 15. The price is $3 per
kit, payable at the time of the order.

MPAA Protests Assault
On Films by BBD&O
NEW YORK—The Motion Picture Ass’n

of America is planning to join with
COMPO and other industry organizations

in meeting with the heads of Batten, Bar-
ton, Durstine & Osborne advertising agency
in following up the “unparalleled public

castigation of motion pictures” by Whit
Hobbs, vice-president of the agency.
MPAA’s letters of protest to Hobbs in-

clude the following: “Your unfortunate re-

marks before the National Automobile
Dealers Ass’n in saying ‘movies are rotten

. . . and worse than rotten’ is hitting be-
low the belt. Certainly a creative head of

BBD&O, can hold the attention of his

audience with a less trite and hackneyed
technique than ‘taking a crack at Holly-
wood’.” The MPAA letter mentioned that
the 15,000 motion picture theatres in the

U. S. sell an awful lot of Pepsi-Cola and
“you can imagine how they feel about this

BBD&O vice-president throwing verbal

bricks at their boxoffices.”

Allied Artists to Handle
Distribution of 'Goliath'
NEW YORK—Beaver-Champion’s first

release, “David and Goliath,” will be dis-

tributed in the United States by Allied

Artists. The picture will be available to ex-

hibitors in June and will be backed by an
“unlimited” advertising budget aimed at

the local level.

Deal was signed in New York by Steve

Broidy, president of Allied Artists, and
James A. Mulvey, president of Beaver-
Champion. The promotion campaign will

be handled by Meyer M. Hutner, vice-presi-

dent of Beaver-Champion, in cooperation

with Sandy Abrahams, AA’s national di-

rector of advertising and publicity.

“David and Goliath” will be given a sat-

uration premiere.

Times Films to Expand;
Sochin Is Sales Chief
NEW YORK—With the appointment of

Irving Sochin as sales manager of Times

Films, Inc., the company plans to expand

its operations to include product from all

countries, rather than concentrating pri-

marily on French and Italian pictures as

heretofore.

Sochin has resigned from Continental

Distributing, for which he served as dis-

trict manager for the Cleveland, Cincin-

nati and Indianapolis territories.

Sochin said that Times Films would be

open to pictures from England and the

United States.

NT&T Will Distribute

Todd's 'Scent' Film
NEW YORK—National Theatres and

Television, Inc., has been granted permis-

sion by New York Federal Judge Edmund
L. Palmieri to distribute the Michael Todd
jr. production of “Scent of Mystery.”

NT&T now distributes "Windjammer”
through its subsidiary, Cinemiracle Pic-

tures.

“Scent of Mystery,” originally made in

70mm with Smell-O-Vision, had a few first

run engagements in key cities early in 1960.

MPAA and TOA Join in Preparing

Promotion Kits for Oscar Awards
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TEENAGERS TAKE OVER A THEATRE AND MAKE IT PAY

Closed House in Nebraska Revived by Youngsters Determined to Have Their Movies

Staff meeting at the Grant Theatre. Mrs. Maxine Erickson, manager (in white blouse, seated at

left), goes over the work schedule with her "Weekenders," the teenagers who have been running

the theatre since November under her amiable guidance.

GRANT, NEB.—Movies are making
Grant better than ever, thanks to a group
of community-minded teenagers.

They helped revive and now operate the

theatre in this western Nebraska town
every weekend.
Many small communities in Nebraska

have felt a serious blow with the closing

of their theatres. Television, cars and other
activities helped close many movies. Here
four adults and the youngsters did some-
thing about it.

Where similar projects have failed in

other towns around the country, this one
has been clicking for a number of months.
Why is this particular case giving prom-

ise of success?

It’s not easy to pinpoint any factors.

But it is clear that Grant’s project has
the blessing of complete cooperation among
the businessmen, parents and the young
people—plus the fact that it has an ex-

cellent manager to work with the young-
sters.

THE MERCHANTS ARE SMILING
The arrangement is remarkable in its

efficiency and enthusiasm. Now on Sat-

urday nights it’s like old times with the

neon lights of the Grant Theatre adding
a gay touch to Main Street—and bringing

smiles to merchants’ faces. Residents of

the town and surrounding wheat and cattle

country no longer need to drive a number
of miles to other towns to see a movie.

"Business is good, real good,” said Mrs.
Maxine Erickson, the manager. “In fact,

it’s much better than before. We can count
on full houses again.”

Mrs. Erickson, also secretary of the
Perkins County Farm Bureau, had man-
aged the theatre seven years until it

closed Feb. 1, 1960. “We just couldn’t

make it any more,” she said. “We couldn’t

compete with all the other activities. We
hated to do it.”

As the months passed the community
and particularly the youngsters felt the
loss more and more.

Last fall attorney W. C. Conver, farmer
Vance McArtor, insurance agent Gene

Kirkowski and retired business man Grant
Keller approached Mrs. Erickson about
opening the theatre on weekends.

Thirteen teenagers jumped in to help

after a plan to use the high school junior

class on a profit-sharing basis was
shelved. Arrangements were made with the

theatre’s North Platte, Neb., owners. The
community gave its backing. The Grant
Tribune-Sentinel supported the project

with front-page stories.

Last November 19 the lights went on
again. Running the operation were the 13

teenagers who call themselves “The Week-
enders.”

They have taken over everything but
the projection room. They sell tickets,

operate the concessions, usher, clean up
and—most important of all—advertise

with vigor. Mrs. Erickson, affectionately

called Max, runs her crew with jovial

discipline.

Besides the fun and the benefit to the

community, each of those helping gets

$1.25 a night and a free pass. Only family-

type movies are shown. An additional

lure is smoking in the balcony—for 15

cents extra.

The teenagers who are doing such a
grand job are Virginia Flynn, Jeanne
Schreiter, Sandy Walters, Jerry Benge,
Keith Fidler, Rusty Sexson, Rosalee Hoff-

man, Royce Spitz, Renna Cook, Roger
Russell, Bill Johnson, Rodney Fuller and
Larry Wheeler.

Their project has captured the imagina-
tion of the area, and newspapers through-
out the state have covered the story, and
the press associations have sent it over

the wires.

With the exception of projection, the teencgers do all of the work at the night performance, while at the right Larry Wheeler and Rusty Sexson do
Grant Theatre. At the left, the crew is at work cleaning up after a Saturday repair work on the marquee, whose message has a special meaning for them.
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The folly of science creates a monster of love.
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Smooth Transition to Detroit

'New Allied' Ready

To Step Into New

Fields of Activity

By H. F. REVES

DETROIT—Suite 1007 in the Fox The-
atre Building here is a beehive of activity

these days as Allied States Ass’n begins its

countdown for the launching of a move-
ment to strengthen its relationship with its

14 regional affiliates, to establish beach-

heads for new Allied units in three to five

territories, and to create a new image of

the organization within the industry.

Suite 1007 is the new home of the na-
tional exhibitor association. After 32 years

as a Washington-based operation, National

Allied, with a “new frontiers” regime at

the helm, has moved closer to its con-

stituents. The transition has been smooth,
rapid and uneventful, and this week—35

days after the new officers took over

—

Allied is ready to go “on the road.” An
example of how quickly the new Allied has
moved, the day after Marshall Fine was
elected president and Milton H. London
was named executive director, an office

had been rented, the name of the associa-

tion was up on the door in gold leaf and
the first bulletin was written, mimeo-
graphed and mailed to the membership.

“It was the consensus of all the Allied

leaders at the Milwaukee meeting that

activity should begin immediately, and not
be delayed until a permanent office, with
all the essential equipment, could be es-

tablished,” London said. With this direc-

tive, the association’s first executive direc-

tor, went to work.

Detroit was selected as the new head-
quarters city as a convenience to London,
making it possible to have the offices in

Director London (R)

examines new office

plans with William

Wetsman (C), Irving

Goldberg, exhibitors.

his own hometown, where he has his fam-
ily, his home, and his own theatre busi-

ness. There was no advance planning, and
no one anticipated this particular develop-

ment before the Milwaukee meeting
opened.

The selection of Detroit proved a signifi-

cant advantage to National Allied. It would
have taken six months to organize a totally

new office—but, in this case, it was possi-

ble to utilize an existing office and even
to call upon the services of a working
staff. Detroit is conveniently located, fairly

close to the center of Allied membership,
and is only P/2 hours by air from New
York, and is even closer to Washington
and Chicago.

London said he intends to do consider-

able traveling. As soon as the new central

administrative office is functioning, he will

visit the office of all regional Allied units,

spending considerable time at each, and
taking steps to coordinate the activities of

regional and national offices. By the end
of April, he plans to have visited most of

the 14 regional units, and plans to through
frequent repeat visits.

“We certainly anticipate that the future

will see more regional associations within

the Allied fold,” London predicted.

Looking ahead, he revealed a number of

new services which the national associa-

tion intends to provide. Bulletins on a

weekly basis will become standard proce-

dure. Actually in its first few weeks in the

new office, London and his staff have been
mailing at least two bulletins a week to the

membership. Eventually this will be de-

veloped into a regular bulletin-type pub-
lication.

Allied also will be breaking new ground
in association services by moving into areas

of activity which are considered standard
practice in many trade associations. Typi-
cal will be the furnishing of services and
supplies to members—making them avail-

able at substantial savings normally gained
only by volume purchases. Thus, points

out London, the smallest independent will

be able to benefit from the purchasing
power of his national association.

“We have great plans and practically

unlimited objectives,” he said, “but we
prefer not to publicize them until they
become accomplished facts.”

London said he is not seriously con-

cerned about the defection of several re-

gional units. At first, this seemed to pose

a serious challenge to the very existence

of Allied, particularly when the Indiana
unit voted to withdraw January 25. Now,
in the opinion of the association’s leaders,

he said, this has turned out “to be a bless-

ing in disguise,” despite the possibly dif-

ferent opinion gleaned by many in the

industry at the time. The trouble actually

started the day London opened the new
office, when former president A1 Myrick
called for dissolution of the association,

but directed his call to the tradepress and
not to association leaders.

“To place this action in proper perspec-

tive, it should be remembered that a num-
ber of regional organizations have with-

drawn from the national association on
previous occasions,” London pointed out.

“This has never affected, in any way, the

continuity, functioning or effectiveness of

the national association. Most of the units

which withdrew at one time or another

later found it to their advantage to reaf-

filiate.

“For a national organization to function

effectively, it must have the cooperation

and support of the entire membership. The
withdrawal of the dissident elements left

the way clear for Allied to have a rebirth

(Continued on page 15)

Milton H. London (L) has a staff of three to help him run the new offices. L to R, the

staff members are Mrs. Marie Esser, permanent secretary of the national staff, Josephine Smits

and Carol Anderson. These quarters ore temporary and will soon be replaced by expanded space.
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of energy and spirit which again is making
it a dynamic, effective organization.”

In the transitory period, the organiza-

tional tasks have been divided between
London, Fine and Ben Marcus, chairman
of the board. While the executive director

assumed the responsibility of setting the

Detroit office in order, Marcus undertook
the chore of supervising the transfer of

32 years of records from Washington to

Detroit, to assure continuity of the organ-
ization. Fine took over in the broad area

of industry relations, which included his

meetings last week with film company sales

executives and his luncheon date with Al-

bert Pickus, president of Theatre Owners
of America, to talk over mutual problems
of the two associations.

In assuming the executive directorship

of Allied, London is setting up shop in a
community where the London name has
been identified with the motion picture

business for more than four decades. He,
himself, started as an usher at the Glad-
win Theatre—now the Booth—which his

father, Julius D. London, owned. He was
an assistant manager during his high
school days. He attended the University of

Michigan and graduated with honors in

economics. He won a competitive scholar-

ship to the Cornell Law School, but that

summer managed the Arcadia Theatre and
liked the work so well he tossed aside the
scholarship and decided to stay with the
theatre business. He leased the theatre in-

dependently and ran it while going to

Wayne University Law School for a year.

Subsequently, he and his father built the

1,000-seat Midtown Theatre, which Milton
has operated from the day it opened. He
now also operates the Booth Theatre.

London always has been interested in

association work, so moving in as executive

director of Allied is merely another step

along a path he has been following for

some years. He is currently serving his

fifth term as president of Michigan Allied.

He is on COMPO’s executive committee,
area cochairman of the American Congress
of Exhibitors and a director of Motion
Picture Investors, Inc.

Industry's Global Role
Is Praised by Senator
WASHINGTON—A high tribute to the

contributions by the motion picture indus-
try to international understanding was
paid by Sen. Clair Engle (R., Calif.) on the
floor of the Senate last week.
He also took the occasion to praise the

exchange of screen actors and actresses

between the U.S. industry and those of

other countries as a contribution to better

understanding, hailing as an example the
new film, “Pepe,” starring Mexico’s Can-
tinflas. He advised his colleagues to see

the picture. “I think you will agree that
it is another example of the cinema in-

dustry’s contribution to better understand-
ing among human beings everywhere,” he
said.

‘‘Certainly it is that many in foreign

countries feel they know America by what
they have seen of us on cinema screens.

Some of our finer films have indeed been
an inspiration to those in other lands to

attain our high standards of material well-

being, our philosophy of free enterprise

and our goals of democratic government,”
the senator declared.

Expect Record Crowd

For Show-a-Rama
KANSAS CITY—W. L. “Woody” Barritt,

president of United Theatre Owners of

the Heart of America, moved into the fi-

nal details of a hefty three-day show for

exhibitors next week. The event, “Show-a-
Rama IV,” has grown in a period of four

years into one of the best exhibitor ex-

travaganzas in the nation. This year’s

show, which will be held in the Continental

Hotel here, March 7-9, is the most expen-

sive show to date with exhibition costs

estimated at $20,000.

Norris Cresswell, executive secretary for

United Theatre Owners, announced that

the booth sales, and the advance regis-

trations, are running far ahead of a year

ago. It is now expected that the show will

entertain more than 500 exhibitors from
the vast midwest territory, as well as other

sections of the country.

MIKE’ SIMONS KEYNOTER
Barritt announced that M. L. “Mike”

Simons, executive with Gulf States Thea-
tres of Mississippi, will keynote the con-
vention at the opening day luncheon,

March 7 with the subject, “New Frontiers

—for 1961.” Simons is well-remembered
for his unique and inspiring workshops for

MGM several years ago.

Barritt said another big highlight of the

show will be a huge concession section

under the direction of Russell Fifer, ex-

ecutive secretary of the National Ass’n of

Concessionaires. Equipment companies also

will be represented at the show. The
Strong Electric Co. will unveil its new
“Jet Arc” projection lamp. A new installa-

tion in the 63rd Street Drive-In Theatre,
here, will be used to demonstrate the op-
eration of the new lamp. Exhibitors reg-
istering for the convention will be given
free tickets for a special bus tour, which
will leave the Continental Hotel, 8:30 p.m.,

Wednesday, March 8, for the drive-in

theatre. There, special engineers from the
Strong Electric Co. will demonstrate and
show the lamps in actual operation. The
Ashcraft Co. has also announced that it

will display its new lamp for projection in

drive-in and indoor theatres, in this con-
vention. The Century Projector Corp. like-

wise announced it will present its new
transistor sound and projection system to
exhibitors.

AUTOMATIC VENDING SPEAKER
J. L. Burlington, vice-president of Vendo,

Inc., will appear in the concession section

of the show and tell of a new and unusual
experiment which his company is conduct-
ing in automatic vending A new bank of

machines will be displayed in the conven-
tion, and the story he will report recently

was touched upon in Time Magazine.

The subjects appearing on the agenda
for the show this year cover many fields

and problems in exhibition. Not the small-

est of these is toll TV which will be
brought before the convention by Philip

Harling, of the Stanley Warner Theatre
circuit. The problems of censorship, more
new product, and the exploitation of cur-

rent product between the convention and
Easter will receive special attention. Mrs.
Margaret Twyman of MPAA will speak on
community relations for the theatremen.

Science has not solved

all the riddles of the

universe... hidden

deep within us is the

touchstone of terror

...expose it... and

the paralysis of fright

will freeze you with

HORROR!

NIKOLAJ
GOGOL'S

!

i
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JOHN RICHARDSON

IVO GARRANI ANDREA CHECCHI
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STERLING BEGINS ITS SECOND YEAR

WITH INCREASED PRODUCT LINEUP

Ten Features Scheduled for 1961, Including Its First

Million-Dollar Film; Most of Bread-and-Butter Variety

By DALE OLSON
HOLLYWOOD—Sterling World Distribu-

ting Inc., independent production distri-

bution outfit that soared to international

prominence with the release of its first pic-

ture, "Justice and Caryl Chessman,” this

month celebrates its first anniversary by
announcing an auspicious three-fold setup
for 1961, as well as figuring in an
Academy Award nomination in its first year
of operation. Topped by a slate of ten
features for release during the coming year,

the company also highlights its first

million-dollar spectacle and has an ex-

clusive production pact with a new film-

making source. The “Oscar” contender is

“The Creation of Woman,” Trident Films,

Inc., short subject, produced by Charles F.

Schwep and Ismail Merchant.

WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCT
A survey of those properties already on

the planning boards or ready for release

indicates a wide variety of interest de-
signed to supply most exhibition require-
ments. They are chiefly concerned with low
budget, bread-and-butter films, fashioned
to fill both the quantity and quality prod-
uct pleas increasingly voiced by theatre-
men.

For instance, the 1961 slate includes four
action-drama pictures, two in the science-
fiction vein, one large-scale spectacle and
plans for more, an occasional adult-aimed
expose of a social or moral problem, such
as the Chessman picture, and a sprinkling
of properties in the drama, semi-docu-
mentary and comedy lines that immedi-
ately provide a well-rounded, marketable
plan that should be right up the exhibitors’

alley.

Commenting on his company’s rapid rise

in the competitive filmmaking market,
Sterling president William Hunter declared
the field is now wide open for independ-
ents, and his firm simply moved into it

with the right kind of product. He pointed
to the increased attention being devoted
to huge, lavish pictures on the roadshow
level by major studios, and commented
that while pictures may be bigger they are
fewer in number, and exhibitors are suffer-

ing from lack of product. Counting those
in the works now, Hunter noted there
will be seven hard-ticket films playing in

Los Angeles in the near future, with that
number expected to double during the year.

NEED FOR INDEPENDENTS
“There is a definite need for independ-

ents to keep a steady flow of product or

theatres will close,” Hunter declared em-
phatically. He expects Sterling to be instru-

mental in developing a major portion of

these necessary pictures. He thinks the suc-

cess of his own company may be a factor

in influencing other independents to do the
same thing. Sterling, he expects, will at-

tract small independent producers and he

The management team at Sterling

Worldwide Distributors is comprised of

William Hunter (center), president;

Mel Evidon (left), vice-president, and
Jerry Persell, secretary-treasurer.

believes the product they turn out can
attract big audiences.

Hunter should know whereof he speaks.

Together with his partner, Jerry Persell,

secretary-treasurer of Sterling, and Mel
Evidon, who joined the organization in

June as vice-president, the trio comprises

some 55 years of film sales experience.

Evidon, for instance, began working for

Paramount in 1922. One of the real vet-

erans in the industry, he was a branch
manager for Columbia in Minneapolis,

serving the midwest area, and worked in

Los Angeles as district sales manager.
Prior to joining Sterling, he was general

sales manager for Favorite Films. Similarly,

Persell spent 15 years with Columbia and
then went over to spots with DCA and
Cinema Distributors, while Hunter, the

newcomer of the trio, broke into the busi-

ness three years ago as national sales man-
ager for Barjul-International.

Hunter and Persell founded Sterling

over a weekend when they acquired the

The distaff side at Sterling is repre-

sented by Mrs. Ruth Farrell (left),

comptroller, and Miss Linda Johnson,
manager of the print department.

timely Chessman property on the eve of
the prisoner’s last stay of execution. They
opened a film laboratory on Saturday,
rushed 90 prints into release, and they were
in business. The picture was first shown
in saturation bookings in National The-
atres’ large Southern California chain. It

then moved rapidly throughout the coun-
try and it currently is playing to substan-
tial business in England, Germany, France
and South America.

ACQUIRE THREE MORE
Just about the same time, the partners

acquired “Code of Silence,” an action-
drama produced by Berj Hagopian and di-

rected by Mel Welles. Soon they had “The
Half Pint,” a sleeper in 1960, and “The
Last Rebel” and the company began to ac-
quire status in the independent distribu-

tion field.

With the exception of “Half Pint” and
the Chessman picture, each of the films
released by Sterling last year will remain
on the 1961 schedule. They join “Get Outta
Town,” Doug Wilson production acquired
from the now-defunct Miller-Consolidated-
Pictures; “The Head That Wouldn’t Die”
and “Cape Canaveral Monster,” produced
by Rex Carlton and Phil Tucker, respect-

ively, and both in the science-fiction-hor-

ror vein; “No Man’s Land,” an Italian war
story; “Queen’s Musketeers,” a comedy
adapted from the Three Musketeers story-

line; “Narcotic Story,” a drama made as a

Police Science Production with the co-

operation of the Los Angeles police de-

partment and treating with the factual

details of how narcotic sellers are appre-

hended; J. Stuart Blackton’s “Film Pa-
rade,” a compilation of historical film clips

covering 60 years of motion pictures, and
“Dangerous Charter,” Panavision-Techni-
color feature starring Sally Forest.

Most recently, the company completed a
deal for worldwide rights to “The Pirate

and the Slave Queen,” a widescreen spec-

tacle starring Lex Barker and a large cast.

National release is set for July 4. And Ster-

ling has just closed negotiations with Don
Harling to produce “Sunday’s Rebel,” a

Cinemascope drama of youthful rebel-

liousness, as one of a program of exclusive

productions for Sterling release.

PREFER TO DIVERSIFY
While Sterling early became identified

with the Chessman picture, Hunter indi-

cates that future slates will get away from
any one style or type of picture. “We don’t

want to attract any single audience ele-

ment,” he says. “We want everyone,” Con-
sequently, he intends to get away from the

sex angle. “We want pictures that any
parent can take his children to see. They
will be of solid dramatic construction and
good general entertainment made for uni-

versal appeal,” he stressed.

With this in mind, the executive said

that he is constantly in touch with ex-

hibitors to keep abreast of the theatregoing

public pulse. For instance, the company
frequently holds polls through its ex-

changes to find titles for films and Hunter
spends much of his own time traveling and
talking to theatremen to find just which

pictures they prefer playing. This week he

leaves on a five-week trip to visit each of

their 31 exchanges.
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By IVAN SPEAR

Columbia-Hawks in Deal;

Corman-Small Sign Pact
Rare indeed the week when independent

production doesn’t become more promi-
nently entrenched on the Hollywood hori-

Howard Hawks Roger Corman

zon. Twoi production deals of especially

noteworthy significance were set during
the past week.
One concerns the signing of a contract

between Columbia pictures and Howard
Hawks, which provides for the latter to

film six high-budget features in a multi-
million-dollar deal. Hawks will produce
the entire half dozen and will personally

direct three of them, with release to be

through Columbia under the Howard
Hawks Productions banner.

Columbia studio head Samuel Briskin

revealed the important new deal, which
follows closely on the heels of the $28 mil-

lion project signed recently with Martin
Melcher and Doris Day’s Arwin Produc-
tions company. There are eight top-
budget films to go on this deal.

Hawks’ deal was finalized during the
visit here of Columbia European vice-

president, Mike Frankovich, and it has
been indicated that some of the six pic-

tures on the slate may be filmed abroad
under Frankovich’s supervision. None of

the vehicles have yet been selected, how-
ever.

Hawks will complete his current Para-
mount project, “Hatari,” which he is pro-
ducing and directing on location in Africa,
prior to starting the Columbia films.

The second important announcement
reveals a liaison established between vet-
eran producer Edward Small and versatile
Roger Corman, who not only heads his
own organization, the Filmgroup, but oc-
casionally makes a top revenue production
for American Independent Pictures. The
pact between Small and Corman involves
three pictures per year, with release to be
through United Artists, and is separate
from Corman’s operations with his own
company, which he will continue to head
and for which he will continue to produce
and direct.

“The Intruder,” a novel of integration
strife by Charles Beaumont, will initiate

the new Small slate. To be produced this
spring, following Corman’s completion of
the upcoming “Captain Nemo and the
Floating City,” it has a screenplay by
Beaumont. The author also has a profit-

participation deal in the picture, which is

drawn from the three-year-old episodes
in Clinton, Tenn., when schools were first

integrated there.

Completing Corman’s slate, to date, are

“Atlas,” which goes into release next
month; “Pirate of the Blackhawk,” “Mask
of the Red Death,” “Jason and the Golden
Fleece” and “Escape From Prison 9.” His
brother, Gene, is associated with him on
the latter schedule.

Max von Sydow to Portray

Christ in 'Greatest Story'
One of the most awaited casting an-

nouncements in some time was revealed

during the week when George Stevens told

of the selection of European actor, Max
von Sydow, to enact the role of Jesus
Christ in the producer-director’s produc-
tion of “The Greatest Story Ever Told” for

20th-Fox release. The actor flew to Holly-
wood last week at the invitation of Stevens
and discussed the roll from all aspects with
the filmmaker and Pulitzer prize writer,

Carl Sandburg, before he was selected to

play Christ.

Stevens pointed to von Sydow’s selection

as evidence of the worldwide extent of the
quest for players to enact the many roles

in the big upcoming film.

Additional casting for the week included
the signing of Shelley Winters to star in

“The Chapman Report” for Richard Zan-
uck at 20th-Fox . . . Veteran character
actor Onslow Stevens was set to play a
top role in “The Couch” at Warner Bros.

. . . Walt Disney added Keven (Moochie)
and Brian Corcoran to the lineup in his

first live-action musical, “Babes in Toy-
land” . . . Jason Robards jr. has been
signed to play a starring role in the forth-

coming film version of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s

novel, “Tender Is the Night,” with Jenni-
fer Jones and Dolores Hart essaying the

female leads . . . Joan Fontaine and Jill

St. John have been added to the female
lineup for the top film, which Henry Wein-
stein produces and Henry King directs . . .

Miyoshi Umeki will repeat her Broadway
role in “Flower Drum Song,” musical which
Ross Hunter produces at U-I . . . Steve
McQueen will costar with Bobby Darin
and Fess Parker in Robert Pirosh’s “Hell
Is for Heroes” at Paramount.

Jack Palance to Produce
Another Film in Italy

Jack Palance continues to base his op-
erations abroad, announcing filming plans
on “Mumu,” a story by the 19th-Century
Russian classicist, Ivan Sergeyevich Tur-
genev, as the initial venture on his new
independent company, Cody Productions.
Domenico St. Angelo, Italian screen-

writer, has been signed to script the film,

with shooting scheduled to get under way
in the Milan, Italy, area on August 1.

Meanwhile, Palance left for Rome to re-

sume filming of “The Christmas Train,”
in which he costars with Michele Morgan
and Alida Valli.

Multiple -deals on the part of stars as
well as producers and directors, continue
to reveal themselves with regularity, the
latest being a setup involving comedian
Dick Shawn. Arwin Productions has him

signed for two theatrical films, the first

to be Fay and Michael Kanin’s original

screenplay, “Beauty and the Beast,” a
comedy dealing with a girl who inherits a
wrestler. The second, for which no title

has been set, is a costarrer with Doris Day.
Shawn is also set to do a television

series for Arwin and has been signed to

costar with Bobby Darin in the Darin-
Steve Blauner independent film, “The
Sound of Hell,” a Richard Kerr original.

Warner Bros. Announces
Return of Bryan Foy
Another producer deal of interest to

theatremen concerns the return of veteran
filmmaker Bryan Foy to Warner Bros.,

the studios where he was associated many
years in some top bread-and-butter prod-
uct.

In announcing his return, effective

March 1, studio head Jack L. Warner said

that Foy was “bringing a number of topical

stories dealing with world events and dra-

matic situations of timely entertainment
values” to the studio. While no titles were
revealed, Warner indicated that Foy will

immediately set to work on a slate of

features for release by the studio.

Foy recently completed “Blueprint for

Robbery” at Paramount. The story of the

famed Brink’s robbery, the film is now in

release throughout the country.

'Fair Game/ Broadway Hit,

On Columbia's Slate
Columbia again figured highly in pro-

duction news this week with the announce-
ment of filming plans on the Broadway
comedy hit, “Fair Game,” with Richard
Quine set to direct.

Being readied for a mid-summer start,

the film will be based on the highly suc-
cessful stage comedy by Sam Locke, with
Larry Gelbart now writing the screenplay.
The story concerns a beautiful young di-

vorcee who becomes a fashion model in

the New York garment district.

“Fair Game” joins “Notorious Land-
lady,” and “Roar Like a Dove” on Quine’s
schedule of films for Columbia release.

Kirk Douglas Buys Rights

To 'Adrian Messenger'
Kirk Douglas continues to stockpile im-

portant properties for his Bryna Produc-
tions independent firm. His latest acquisi-

tion is the film rights to “The List of

Adrian Messenger,” a Philip MacDonald
mystery novel.

Projected for filming early next year,

Douglas is to star and act as executive
producer.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

Alamo, The (UA) 200 120 250 140 200 320 205

All the Young Men (Col) 100 120 130 225 200 200 150 160 130 130 135 100 300 200 90 195 no 225 175 175 163

Amazing Transparent Man, The (AIP) 90 105 100 100 30 90 125 80 90

Beyond the Time Barrier (AIP) 105 85 90 100 125 80 100 98

Bluebeard's Ten Honeymoons (AA) 75 100 100 100 100 100 80 94

Bobbildns (20th-Fox) 160 100 100 100 100 100 100 90 106

Cage of Evil (UA) 135 100 100 100 50 97

Captain's Table, The (20th-Fox) 120 180 100 100 140 100 145 135 100 125 100 122

CinderFella (Para) 125 150 240 95 100 180 115 150 150 no 180 125 100 95 160 no 150 137

College Confidential (U-I) 90 155 90 115 90 85 50 150 100 100 140 50 101

Come Dance With Me! (King'y-Union) 150 175 125 165 115 200 125 300 45 200 250 105 150 no 100 154

Day They Robbed Bank Eng. (MGM) 110 125 100 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 101

Desire in the Dust (20th-Fox) 50 80 85 100 80 95 105 85 100 175 80 90 130 75 120 no 98

Enemy General, The (Col) 125 100 100 100 100 125 90 100 105

Entertainer, The (Conti) 130 200 150 160 150 150 145 160 156

Esther and the King (20th-Fox) 125 125 110 225 90 125 160 130 125 115 100 135 140 100 175 100 125 100 80 126

Exodus (UA) 200 300 250 500 400 600 250 250 344

Facts of Life, The (UA) 125 250 115 215 120 200 125 200 200 200 150 200 300 105 220 165 175 180

Fever in the Blood, A (WB) 115 85 80 no 100 95 90 125 90 90 135 90 75 98

Five Bold Women (Citation) 100 75 100 130 75 100 97

Freckles (20th-Fox) 90 90 100 100 100 100 97

G.L Blues (Para) 175 250 200 110 200 200 125 175 300 190 500 300 300 115 175 200 150 200 200 214

Go Naked in the World (MGM) 150 90 60 120 175 175 100 124

Gold of the Seven Saints (WB) 110 100 85 100 90 100 98

Goliath and the Dragon (AIP) 130 100 120 80 185 150 150 120 129

Grass Is Greener, The (U-I) 150 225 110 185 180 100 150 150 300 300 200 125 150 180 250 215 200 186

Heroes Die Young (AA) 95 100 100 90 100 100 95 100 75 95

High Powered Rifle, The (20th-Fox) 100 100 90 100 100 100 100 99

Hiroshima, Mon Amour (Zenith) 300 185 100 175 125 300 140 135 195 85 174

House of Usher (AIP) 300 130 200 150 150 100 235 170 140 275 350 85 200 191

Last Rebel, The (Sterling World) 130 100 100 85 100 103

Man in a Cocked Hat (Showcorp) 140 160 125 125 125 200 190 100 146

Misfits, The (UA) 150 225 225 180 150 250 135 300 450 225 300 250 185 300 300 200 239

Savage Innocents, The (Para) 110 165 90 100 95 95 109

Sons and Lovers (20th-Fox) 140 85 185 100 400 150 180 80 165 250 100 350 130 200 125 300 90 178

Spartacus (U-I) 175 200 255 185 150 300 175 350 300 195 400 244

Swiss Family Robinson (BV) 160 350 200 250 250 550 300 425 no 300 300 400 115 250 185 175 175 400 272

3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (Col) 130 150 185 100 55 no no 225 125 90 100 125 150 no 150 130 128

Tunes of Glory (Lopert) 150 200 85 300 250 300 214

Village of the Damned (MGM) 225 100 135 140 135 100 200 148

Wackiest Ship in the Army, The (Col) 125 325 200 190 160 120 400 175 300 80 185 140 200 200 175 198

World of Suzie Wong, The (Para) 200 250 250 230 175 400 290 145 200 400 300 200 190 300 225 250

mm

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runs, not an average.

Pictures with less than five runs

do not appear in the chart above.

1.

Misfits, The (UA)

Kansas City 450

Milwaukee 300
Buffalo 225

2.

Grass Is Greener, The (U-l)

Los Angeles .300

3.

Spartacus (U-l)

Milwaukee .300

4. World of Suzie Wong, The (Para)

Denver 290

Buffalo 250

5. One Hundred and One Dalmatians (BV)

Chicago 225

6. Facts of Life, The (UA)

New York 220



MILWAUKEE

DES MOINES VARIETY CLUB OFFICERS—The above are new officers of

the Variety Club, Tent No. 15, Des Moines, elected for 1961. Left to right: Harold
McKinney, chief barker; Joe Young, first assistant chief barker; Dave Gold, sec-

ond assistant chief barker, and Gary Sandler, secretary and treasurer.

^ighlight of the week was the Variety

Club’s observance of International Va-
riety Club Week (February 12-18) with
two longtime members being honored in

the midst of other festivities. Scheduled
for recognition were: Andy Spheeris, who
operates the Towne Theatre and WEMP,
and Hugo Vogel, executive secretary for

Variety Club here. Slated for radio and TV
appearances in connection with the week-
long campaign were: Mayor Maier; Gerry
Franzen, general manager of the Cinema:
Ben Marcus of the circuit bearing his
name, and Harry Mintz, district manager
for Stanley Warner. The goal was to bring
the annual proceeds in donations to $40,000
for presentation to the Mount Sinai Epi-
lepsy Clinic, which the club sponsors. Since
1950, an estimated $250,000 has been con-
tributed to local charities.

While the Auditorium-Arena committee
has offered to operate the Pabst Theatre
up to the moment, it is scheduled to be de-
molished. An offer was announced by a
group headed by Sydney S. Plotkin, who
told the Common Council in a letter that a
corporation he heads is now willing to
pay $825 a month rent and all of the esti-
mated $52,000 remodeling costs. Plotkin’s
previous offer was $1 a year rent and a
50-50 split of the remodeling cost. Although
exhibitors have made no public mention
of their position on the matter, they would
like to have it known that they do not
favor their tax money being used to oper-
ate a theatre to compete with them.

The Miss Milwaukee Pageant, first leg on
the Miss America title for Milwaukee gals,
will be staged April 21, 22 at the Public
Service Building’s auditorium. Contestants
must be 18 years old by September 1 and
not over 28. They will be judged on talent,
personality and appearance in a swimsuit
and an evening gown. The winner will get
a $300 scholarship, a white formal, other
clothes, and the right to enter the state
contest in July against 19 others. The spon-
sor is the Milwaukee Junior Chamber of
Commerce.

Marty Robbins and his Teardrops, a
country and western musical aggregation,
were slated for three appearances on stage
at the Modjeska Theatre Saturday (18) to
follow the screen program. Future policy
at the theatre will depend on the public’s
acceptance of this sort of bill of fare. Rob-
bins has appeared on nationally televised
programs with Steve Allen, Guy Mitchell
and Red Foley. He has written songs for
Johnny Ray, Eddy Howard, Sammy Kaye
and Ferlin Husky.

“Question Seven,” the new film commis-
sioned by Lutheran Film Associates, will

have its premiere in seven cities including
Milwaukee (starting March 16 at the Wis-
consin Theatre). The arrangements here
are being handled by a committee headed
by Edward A. Beyersdorff, who said
clergymen and church leaders would be
invited to an advance showing designed to
gain their support of the movie in the
churches.

On another Biblical front, evangelistic

commentator Dr. John Stanley Grauel
was guest speaker at a special meeting of

Congregation Emanu-El B’ne Jeshuron.
Dr. Grauel is a Methodist minister who
served as a volunteer crewman aboard the
ship Exodus when it ran 4,554 Jewish il-

legal immigrants to Palestine in 1947. He
is also apparently an unpaid, self-ap-

pointed advanceman for Otto Preminger,
who filmed the story of “Exodus.” In some-
times flawless Hebrew, Dr. Grauel took ex-
ception to the film’s approach to several

incidents in the story, but wound up with
a hearty endorsement of the finished prod-
uct.

Jerry Gruenberg is back, booking and
buying for the L. F. Gran circuit . . . Over
900 attended the screening of Allied Art-
ists’ “Dondi” at the Varsity Theatre, ac-
cording to “Bud” Rose, AA manager here
. . . Ben Marcus of the circuit bearing his

name was nominated to the Board of Mil-
waukee Jewish Welfare Fund organiza-
tion . . . Pat Halloran, U-I manager, and
his wife were vacationing in Florida . . .

A1 Camillo (Tower Theatre) and wife went
to the Bahamas . . . Harry Mintz, SW
district manager, came back from a New
York managers meet.

Richard L. McIntyre Dies;
Omaha Boothman 45 Years
OMAHA—Funeral services were con-

ducted here recently for Richard L. “Mac”
McIntyre, projectionist at Omaha theatres
more than 45 years. He had been hospital-
ized since December 18.

He had been active in the IATSE local

for many years, serving as recording and
corresponding secretary and had resigned
last October because of illness.

He was projectionist for the Fox screen-
ing room in the early ’30s, then went with
the World Realty Co. which owned num-
erous theatres in Omaha. He later returned
to Fox and had been at the Orpheum The-
atre in recent years.

He was a civilian instructor in projection
for the Navy in World War II and was
considered one of the top maintenance
men in 16mm and sound.

Surviving are his wife, daughter and
two sons.

TV and Broadway actor Robert Redford
will make his screen debut in UA’s “War
Hunt.”

Retailers of Omaha

Aid Cinerama Bow
OMAHA—Cinerama was off to a whirl-

wind start in Omaha. Featuring the open-
ing of “This Is Cinerama” at the Cooper
Theatre was a packed house of guests of

the Downtown Associated Retailers.

Among the dignitaries present were Ne-
braska Lt. Gov. Dwight Burney; B. G.
Kranze, vice-president of Cinerama, New
York; Kenneth Anderson, general man-
ager of the Cooper Foundation, which op-
erate the Cooper and other theatres in

Omaha and several other states; and Lou
Somberg, president of the Downtown As-

sociated Retailers.

A giant red carpet was spread on the

sidewalk in front of the plush Cooper
Theatre and bubbles from a machine
floated down over the ceremonies outside

the theatre. The Benson High School band
and a Marine Corps color guard partici-

pated in the festivities.

The Associated Retailers played a large

part in the program celebrating the coming
of Cinerama to Omaha. Ten women rep-

resenting downtown stores were selected

to compete for the title of Cinerama Queen.
The winner was Goldie Nordstrom, a de-

partment manager for J. L. Brandeis &
Sons.

The night before the Omaha premiere,

a packed house viewed a special preview

for the press, radio, television and movie
industry personnel.

The Cooper Foundation moved 70mm
booth equipment which had been in the

Cooper Theatre for two years to the sub-

urban Dundee Theatre, where remodeling
is now being done. Cooper plans to open
the Dundee early in March.

“Dreams for Sale” is the final title for

the Paramount picture, “Too Late Blues.”
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OMAHA
Jrv Dubinsky of the Dubinsky Bros. Out-

door Theatres of Lincoln has returned

from a trip to Florida to visit his daugh-
ter. son-in-law and new grandchild . . .

Larry Starsmore of the Westland Theatres,

headquartered at Colorado Springs, was
in this area last week. He and Walt Jan-
cke, manager of Westland's Varsity and
State theatres in Lincoln, visited the Row
in Omaha.

Frank Hollingsworth, owner of the Holly
Theatre at Beatrice, has returned from a
trip to California to get his wife, who was
visiting their daughter and son-in-law . . .

Margaret Smith, Universal secretary, re-

SAVE NOW
MAKE YOUR MONEY

GO MUCH FARTHER
WITH THESE BARGAINS

Coca-Cola
Shipped from our stock in case lots

(4 gallons) or prepaid in 20-gallon

lots from Chicago stock.

Orange
Crush

gal.

Root Beer ^’J
90
gai.

OLD COLONY
Orange, Grape
Wild Cherry >175

BARGAINS GALORE also

on POPCORN supplies

Fast, dependable service. Call us

anytime for ALL your concession

supplies and equipment needs.

Des Moines
THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
1121-23 High St. * Des Moines, Iowa

Phone—CHerry 3-6520.

ported her mother, Mrs. James Smith, is

improved at St. Joseph’s Hospital. She fell

at her home and suffered a fractured hip
. . . Erma DeLand, United Artists booker,

visited her home at Osceola, where her
mother is recuperating from a similar in-

jury.

George Regan, former 20th-Fox manager
in Omaha, and his wife Barbara were hos-
pitalized in Chicago and Mrs. Regan’s
father, Ed Downey, left from Omaha to

take care of Regan’s office duties with the
Tietel Film Co. Regan underwent surgery
. . . Bob Hirz, Warner city manager, has
arranged a press and tradescreening of

“Parrish” at the Center Theatre Tuesday
(28).

Ken Moore, exhibitor at Logan, Iowa,
was reported improving in the hospital at

Missouri Valley, where he was taken after

a heart attack . . . Tom Sanburg, who ac-

quired the drive-in at Holdrege from Har-
old Struve last year, was in town making
plans to open. Many drive-in exhibitors

were talking of an early March opening

—

before last week’s snow and sleet storm
struck the area. But the mild, open winter

still indicates an earlier opening date than
average at many points. Frank Good, ex-

hibitor at Red Oak, brought a feeling of

spring to the Row when he appeared in a

bright red and green sports coat.

Frank Larson, 20th-Fox manager, went
to Salt Lake City to serve as a pallbearer

at the funeral of Charles Walker, who was
manager of the Fox exchange when Lar-

son was a salesman there . . . Frank Jani-

cek, Fox shipper, became a granddaddy for

the fourth time.

Exhibitors on the Row included Scotty

Raitt, Genoa; Phil Lannon, West Point;

Bill Zedicher, Osceola; Art Sunde, Papil-

lion; Sid Metcalf, Nebraska City, and How-
ell Roberts, Wahoo.

New Classification Bill

Introduced at Albany
ALBANY—A bill to classify as unsuitable

for children films which portray nudity,

horror, brutality, drug addiction and un-

ethical sexual relations was introduced in

the assembly by Luigi R. Marano, Brook-

lyn, who sponsored the original film

classification bill in 1957.

Lists of the classified pictures would be

released by state motion picture division.

The bill would become effective September
1 .

The joint legislative committee, how-
ever, is expected to sponsor a classification

bill based on last year’s proposal, which
would empower the motion picture division

to approve pictures for children when it

issues the film license, and to issue a

seal or other appropriate evidence of ap-

proval. This 1961 version was placed in

the hands of a bill drafting commission and
will be submitted to the Joint Committee
on Offensive and Obscene Material when
it reorganizes under its new chairman,
Verner M. Ingram, Potsdam, successor to

James A. Fitzpatrick, who was named
committee counsel following his retire-

ment from the legislature.

Refugee From Cuba

To Milwaukee Post
MILWAUKEE—Given his choice of

three cities in which to locate where va-
cancies existed, Gabriel “Gabe” Guzman,
39, direct from Havana, decided on the
Warner Theatre here.

Except for a trip to Chicago as a young-
ster, and an occasional flight to Miami,
Gabe has spent his time for the most part
in Havana. Chances are he’d be there yet

had it not been for the political turmoil
there.

Unlike most veteran showmen who en-
tered the motion picture industry as an
usher or doorman, Gabe walked in as an
official right off the bat. At the age of

23, he was affiliated with a CPA firm as

an accountant and office manager. For
several years, a portion of his duties en-
tailed some organizational and efficiency

work for Theatre Enterprise’s two houses
in Havana. His aggressiveness apparently
made an impression, for he was invited to

join the circuit as an assistant general
manager. Under his supervision things
progressed to the point where eight more
theatres were added to the banner, and
Guzman was appointed treasurer and
general manager within two years.

In this capacity from 1952, he handled
all phases of the operations, booking, buy-
ing, advertising, financing, publicity and
other tasks, including the overall manage-
ment. For 14 years, he was a director in

the exhibitors association in Cuba, and
was in civic and social organizations.

When two of the theatres were bombed
out, he said he saw the handwriting on
the wall, and made preparations to

evacuate as quickly as possible. With all

of Cuba in a turmoil, and many a fortune
being swept away with the tide, Guzman
decided to make a run for it. Making his

way to Miami, he headed immediately for

Filmrow, where he made a few inquiries

regarding the possibility of becoming af-

filiated with one of the circuits in this

country. Here he was reminded that New
York made the decisions, so he lit out for

New York, and on arrival, proceeded to

make the rounds.
His qualifications drew a few offers, but

that of Stanley Warner, with vacancies in

three cities from which to choose interested

him. He said he asked for a day or two to

think it over, and his request was granted.
“I then took a cab to the nearest library,”

he said, “and spent the balance of the day
reading up on what literature there was
on the three cities involved, and Milwau-
kee appeared to be the most inviting for a

family man. And, so here we are.”

He said the Warner Theatre offered a

challenge.

Alfred Margulies Buys
Former Loew's Theatre
NEW YORK—Alfred Margulies has pur-

chased the 2,000 -seat Brevoort Theatre in

Brooklyn from the Abbingdon Amusement
Corp., a Loew’s subsidiary, which operated
the theatre for Loew’s.

Margulies, who heads a corporation

named 1280 Bedford Corp., has taken over
the operation of the house and contem-
plates extensive improvements and re-

habilitation. Berk & Krumgold, theatre

realty specialists, negotiated the deal.
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SOLD BY’-

See your Century Dealer or write:

CENTURY PROJECTOR
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

CENTURY PRESENTS THE MOST
REVOLUTIONARY THEATRE SOUND

SYSTEM EVER DEVELOPEDI

You have never known
anything like it. .

.

so small you

can hold it

in the palm of

your hand

!
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• No more costly, troublesome racks
of equipment

• Reduces contract labor

• Nothing to install except a “stand-

ard” projector and reproducer

( single projector operation)

• No photocells, no vacuum tubes

—

and only one pair of wires from the

sound reproducer to the stage loud-

speaker ( single channel system)

• So reliable it may need no repairs

for years

• Models for all theatres—from small

to large.

Quality Theatre Supply Co. Des Moines Theatre Supply Co.

1515 Davenport St. 1121 High St.

Omaha, Nebraska Des Moines 9, lowo

Minneapolis Theatre Supply Co.
75 Glenwood Ave.

Minneapolis 2, Minnesota



MINNEAPOLIS
John Pilniaier. MGM salesman, will take

over Eph Rosen’s duties as city sales-

man. Rosen, assistant exchange manager,
will be leaving the exchange officially

Tuesday ( 28 > . Pilmaier’s territory, south-
ern Minnesota and South Dakota, will be
taken over by Tom Lutz, who has been a
booker at MGM for some time.

Harry Hollander, Columbia exploiteer,

was in working on ‘'Pepe” and “Cry for

Happy” . . . Outstate exhibitors on the
Row were Charles Fiala, Cold Springs;
Pete and Jack deFea, Milbank, S. D.; Burr
Cline, Jamestown, N. D., and Chick Ever-
hart, Walker . . . George Bannon, press

representative who is handling Universal’s

"Tomboy and the Champ,” and the pic-

ture’s producer, Tom Reynolds, were in

from Dallas for a special tradescreening
of the film.

John Piller, 89, who operated the Piller

Theatre at Valley City, N. D., for many

WAHOO Is the

ideal boxoffice attraction

to increase business on your

"off-nights". Write today for com-

plete details. Be sure to give seat-

ing or car capacity.

HOLLYWOOD AMUSEMENT CO.
3750 Oakton St. Skokie, Illinois

years until it was sold to Irwin Dubinsky,
died February 12. Funeral services were
held February 15 in Valley City . . . Lou
Orlove, 20th Century-Fox exploited, is

now handling the Minneapolis exchange
as well as Milwaukee and dividing his time
between the two cities.

Lyle Carish, operator of theatres at Way-
zata and Excelsior, Minn., and Rice Lake,

Wis., vacationed in Florida . . . Chet Her-
ringer, operator of the 100 Twin Drive-In,

vacationed in Miami . . . Another vaca-
tioner in the Southland was Louis Voigt,

operator of the Legion Theatre at Gay-
lord, who closed the house during his win-
ter sojourn . . . Genevieve Donovan, cash-

ier at Columbia, has left for a vacation

in southern California.

A proud father is Irving Marks, Allied

Artists manager, whose daughter Judith
Harriet is engaged to Norman Gurstel of

Minneapolis. The bride-to-be attended the

University of California at Los Angeles and
now attends the University of Minnesota
. . . Gunnar Dahlstrom of Dahlstrom &
Weinberger, theatre decorators, is recuper-

ating at home afer being hospitalized.

Donald Spear has taken over operation

of the Sherburn Theatre at Sherburn . . .

Alan Anderson is now operating the Topic
Theatre at Fairfax . . . Elmer Vollmer has
added Saturday matinees for kids at his

Berton Theatre at Lamberton . . . Marvin
Schroetter, operator of the Ideal Theatre

at Bloomer, Wis., also has added Saturday
matinees.

N.Y City Center to Sponsor
The King and Y at Rivoli
NEW YORK—The New York City Cen-

ter will sponsor the run of “The King and
I” at the Rivoli Theatre as a part of the

Center’s spring program. The Center will

list the Rivoli’s attraction on its program
of activities and will contact the 80,000

names on its roster. In addition, the city

of New York will get behind the project.

It is understood that City Center will re-

ceive a percentage of the gross for its

efforts.

send/we
2 years for $5 1 year for $3 3 years for $7

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN ZONE STATE

NAME POSITION

THE NATIONAL FILM WEEKLY 52 issues a year

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Two Artys Ring Bell

In Fair Mill City
MINNEAPOLIS — Best showings among

the new offerings were made by “Tunes
of Glory” at the St. Louis Park and “The
Millionairess” at the Suburban World,
both of which rated 200 per cent. “Exodus,”
in its fourth week at the Academy, had
another gigantic 700 per cent week.

(Average Is 100)
Academy

—

Exodus (UA), 4th wk 700
Century—Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), reissue,

9th wk 85
Edina—Miracle of the White Suit (Ellis) 100
Gopher—Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 9th wk. 100
Lyric

—

A Fever in the Blood (WB) 65
Orpheum—The Misfits (UA), 3rd wk 100
St. Louis Park

—

Tunes of Glory (Lopert) 200
State

—

The World of Suzie Wong (Para), 3rd wk. 100
Suburban World!

—

The Millionairess (20th-Fox) . . 200
World

—

Ballad of o Soldier (Kingsley) 100

'Suzie Wong' Scores 230

In Omaha Opening
Omaha—The Orpheum Theatre rolled

up gate receipts more than double the aver-

age for the first week of “The World of

Suzie Wong” and Manager Don Shane said

early figures indicated a fat second week.
The State Theatre went well above aver-

age with “Where the Boys Are” and the
Admiral had a commendable third week
with “The Misfits.”

Admiral—The Misfits (UA), 3rd wk 115
Omaha—Circle of Deception (20th-Fox) ...... 75
Orpheum—The World of Suzie Wong (Para) .... 230
State—Where the Boys Are (MGM) 175

Several Milwaukee Houses
Prosper; Two Spots Lag
MILWAUKEE — Except for two films,

‘The Savage Innocents” and “Gold of the

Seven Saints,” which dropped below the

average mark, local first-run situations

prospered—particularly the hard-ticket

houses.

Downer—Mon in a Cocked Hot (Showcorp) 175
Palace—Cineramo Holiday (Cinerama), 8th wk. 275
Riverside

—

The Savage Innocents (Para) 90
Strand

—

Ben-Hur (MGM), 45th wk 250
Times

—

Never on Sunday (Lopert), 8th wk 110
Towne—Spartacus (U-l), 2nd wk 300
Uptown

—

Flaming Star (20th-Fox), 3rd wk 110
Warner—Gold of the Seven Saints (WB) 90
Wisconsin

—

The Misfits (UA), 2nd wk 250

Howard Black New Owner
Of North Vernon Park
NORTH VERNON, IND. — The Park

Theatre has been reopened following re-

modeling by Howard “Doc” Black, who
recently purchased controlling interest in

the downtown house. Black is also owner
and operator of the North Vernon Drive-

In.

Associated with Black in operation of

the Park is his son Tim, who recently re-

turned to civilian life after three years of

army service. Black said that the Park
may be closed a few weeks each summer.
He will continue summertime operation of

the drive-in.

Closed Springfield Art
Making Way for Bank
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — The long-

shuttered Art Theatre, for many years

operated by Stanley Warner, will be de-

molished to make room for a $400,000

headquarters building, to be occupied by
the Springfield Security National Bank.

Stanley Warner continues to operate

the Capitol Theatre, which has been re-

cently extensively remodeled.
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THE GUIDE TO ^ BETTER BOO KING AND B U S I N E S S - B U I L D I N G

TRIPLE GOAL IN SATURDAY KIDDY SHOWS
Dinny the Drummer Programs Aim to Build Show

Habits, Boost Boxoffice and Answer Parents

Every Saturday afternoon is children’s

day in every theatre of the Schine circuit

in New York, Ohio, Kentucky, Delaware
and Maryland.
Under the leadership of Sy Evans, ad-

publicity director, all Schine theatres

launched a program at the first of the

year to establish a weekly kids day as a
profit-making, business-building institu-

tion.

Carrying the banner for the kiddy
matinees is Dinny the Drummer, a Schine-
created cartoon character to dramatize
advertising and focus the interest of parents

and children alike on the shows.
A Dinny the Drummer manual contain-

ing step-by-step proposals for setting up
the Saturday kiddy matinees, radio spots,

hex-aid copy, etc.; mats and screen trailers

wei-e supplied to all managers in time to

get the Dinny shows under way by mid-
January. Repoi'ts coming in the office of

Evans at Gloversville, N.Y., on the first

Dinny progi-ams tell of successes, with good
opening attendances which increased on
the following weeks.

AN ANSWER TO PARENTS

“For yeax-s we have been hearing the cry

that we don’t have the proper type of shows
for kids on Satui'day afternoon,” Evans re-

ports in his manual. “Parents have com-
plained that if their children wanted to go

to the movies on a Saturday afternoon,

they very often had to sit through an
adult picture, or many times the picture

was one to which they wouldn’t send their

kids at all.

“Well, now we’ve got the answer to that;

we’ve also got the answer to the pi-oblem

of getting extra bucks at the boxoffice. We
are instituting a special matinee each and
every Saturday, designed solely for chil-

di-en, and when we say every Saturday, we
mean just that! Regardless of what we ai-e

playing, it will still be Kids Day at our

theatres. Should there be an adult atti’ac-

tion playing, then for the matinee only it

will be pulled out, and a special show put

in, consisting of a feature, comedy and car-

toons ... or all cai'toons, according to what
you want. If a suitable children’s attraction

is pax-t of your regular booking, then you
will supplement this program with a few

cartoons.

“Thus, regardless of what your booking

is, your theatx-e will have this week-in-and
week-out Saturday children’s matinee. The
only exception will be those Saturdays when
you may be booked with a roadshow at-
ti-action.

“We feel these shows should have some
sox*t of special identification, and we have
therefoi-e created this little character called

Dinny the Drummer who will appear in

all advertising media.

BUILD THEATRE HABITS

“We hope to establish a condition, in

time, whei-e the kids will not say, ‘Are you
going to the movies Saturday?’ but rather,

‘Let’s go to the Dinny the Drummer show
Satui'day.’ Remember, these ax-e the chil-

dren who in a few years will be your po-
tential moviegoers, and it goes without
saying that if ever you want to create the
moviegoing habit, the time is now!
“We said we were enthusiastic, but that’s

putting it mildly. We have so much faith

in these shows that we believe they will

prove to the the biggest thing we’ve had in

years. However, you must bear in mind the
fact that you’ve got to give the kids some-
thing besides a screen program. Naturally,

they love prizes, games, contests, etc., and
these things are necessary to sustain their

interest. Therefore, it remains for you to

see that they have all kinds of activities to

keep them happy . . . that you px-omote
plenty of prizes for them and plan a well-

rounded pi-ogi-am every week.”
The px-ogi-am is aimed directly at parents,

too. In fact, almost as much emphasis is

placed on reaching the pai’ents as the kids,

with a trailer, radio spots and a letter

attachment on a herald directed to the
family heads. For example, this is the copy
for the screen ti’ailer for parents:

DEAR PARENTS: Every Saturday
afternoon can be yours to shop or to

relax . . . We’ll do the baby sitting for

you . . . Every Saturday afternoon, be-

ginning at 2, has been set aside at your
local Schine Theatre especially for the

children. Each week a carefully picked
program of cartoons, comedies and
features will be shown . . . Supple-
mented by games and prizes and every-

thing possible to gladden the hearts of

all kids . . . Yes, Every Saturday after-

noon can be yours, knowing that your

"PINNY theDRUMMER" says...

Every Saturday
Afternoon

CHILDRENS DAY!

Games! Prizes! Surprises! Fun!

S/G-. xx/ces

Proof of a two-column ad mat being used by

Schine circuit theatres for their Dinny the Drum-
mer children's Saturday afternoon shows. Schine

has launched an all-out effort to establish profit-

able weekly matinees for the youngsters.

children will be in expert hands . . .

Remember the show starts at 2 p.m.
. . . Doors open at 1:30 p.m. . . . Give
your children and yourself a treat at
this theatre.

Of course, another trailer is dii-ected to
the kids.

Following is a suggested i-adio transcrip-
tion dii-ected to the parents:

HELLO MOTHER AND DAD:
On behalf of your local Schine the-

atre I have an important message for
you, one of special interest. Every
Saturday afternoon has been set aside
at your local Schine theatre, especially
for the children. Your Schine theatre
manager has prepared a series of pro-
grams designed primarily for complete
entertainment and enjoyment by the
youngsters. Each week a new program
of cartoons, comedies and features will

be presented along with games, con-
tests, prizes and everything possible to

gladden the hearts of all kids. Here’s
your chance to do all your shopping or
to relax while the theatre does your
baby-sitting for you. Over two hours
every Saturday afternoon can be yours,
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Drive-In Ads
With

Punch Lines

DRIVE
IN

Here are some examples of drive-in theatre advertising from New Orleans, where the outdoor theatres

stay open all winter. These are extra-space, two-column ads, all original layouts with pressbook mats

and slugs from other services used. Note that all have punch lines based on an angle from both

films, either real or injected, by the ad writer. For example, "Two Explosive Girls in Two Terrific

TNT Hits!" headlining the ad on "Slave Empress" and "The Adventures of Sadie," clearly a

descriptive line made up by the composer of the ad. Similarly "Two Bold Adult Hits in One Pro-

gram!" On the other hand, an ad is given punch and selling focus with the line, "Battle of TV
Glunslingers," featuring Richard Boone in "Star in the Dust," and Dale Robertson in "A Day of

Fury." The St. Bernard employs trick spelling effectively to bill its progrom "3 Howl-Arious Hits."

Triple Purpose in Saturday Dinny Shows
(Continued from page 1)

knowing that your children will be in

expert hands, enjoying a program that
has been especially picked to assure
complete enjoyment. Don’t forget . . .

every Saturday afternoon at 2 is chil-

dren’s matinee time at your local

Schine theatre. Doors open at 1:30.

Give your children, and yourself a
treat. Everyone is going to the Schine
theatre Saturday at 2.

Special color heralds were available for

kicking off the all-out circuit promotion.
Attached to each of these, distributed at

schools, churches where possible, etc., is

a form letter addressed to parents, with
copy along the same lines of the trailer and
transcription, only in a briefer form.
The standby of kiddy show promotions,

formation of a club with all the hoop-de-la
of membership applications and cards,

birthday greetings, etc., is advocated by
director Evans as one of the best ways to

get the kids coming to the Saturday
matinees. In this case the club is the
Dinny the Drummer Club.

"Club membership has a tremendous
psychological effect of the kids. It really

makes them feel important,” Evans re-

marks.
"In order to keep a systematic record of

your membership, we suggest that you keep
an index file either making up a special

3x5 card file or using the original member-
ship application as your record. This will

give you very pertinent information such as

the child’s name, address . . . and most
important, his birthday.

"We stress the importance of the birth-

day, because it will be up to you to see that
a Dinny the Drummer birthday card ( with
a theatre pass) is sent to each kid when-
ever he passes a birth milestone. We sug-

gest that at the beginning of each month
you go through your file system and pick

out those cards which indicate the date

of the child born during that month. This
will make your task much easier because
you will have at your fingertips a ready
reference.”

"It is important also to line up a sponsor

or sponsors. This will mean prizes, it will

enable you to give the kids that something
extra so vital to the success of such a pro-

gram.
“The important thing is to promote, pro-

mote, promote! Give the kids plenty of

prizes and awards every week to keep them
coming. If you go about this systematically,

you will find that you’ll have something
like a special matinee each week. You can
call them anything you choose, but give

them a name such as "Dinny the Drum-
mer’s Bonus Toy Matinee”-—promoting
games, toys and puzzles for the kids from
a local dime store—or "Dinny the Drum-
mer’s Goody Matinee”—anything that will

catch their attention—A Comic Book
Matinee, A Coke Matinee.

"We don’t want a dull moment for the
kids. Build up your Dinny the Drummer
shows so that they will be beating down
your doors come every Saturday afternoon.

We also feel that we will have the parents
with us 100 per cent. Of course, if you line

up a sponsor, or sponsors, this will guaran-
tee you plenty of good radio and newspaper
publicity. In fact, we suggest that you go
over to your newspaper and sit down with
your newspaper editor, explaining to him
what you are doing for the children of your
town. With all the hullabaloo about certain

movies not being suitable for kids, etc., etc.,

he should be willing to do a bit in the
editorial column.”

Suggested tieups:

Local radio personality to act as emcee,
or sponsor of opening.

Western Union, to give small miniature
telegrams. Have them imprinted by a co-

operative merchant, asking the kids to

either step into his store to get free mem-
bership application blank, or get them at

the theatre and inviting the recipient of the

telegram to come in and get a gift from
the store.

Two-File System Backs
Kiddy Birthday Club
Each child in the Levittown Theatre

Birthday Club at Leavittown, Long Island,

receives tickets good for three cookies, an
ice cream cone and admission to any show
at the theatre except special engagements.
Kenneth Prentiss, the manager, has tied

up the Meadowbrook Bake shop and the

Carvel sweets store with his well-organ-

ized promotion.
A large poster in the lobby announces

the birthday club and its merchant spon-

sors. Any parent, on request, gets a card

to fill out and leave with anyone at the

theatre. Then the child is given a card to

take home.
The theatre in turn fills out another

card and files it by birthdate. The par-

ent’s application card (children may make
application, too) is filed alphabetically.

This way there is no duplicate birthday

card. Prentiss goes through his birthdate

file once a week and mails out birthday

greetings with the enclosed tickets.

Passes at 'Wackiest' Sale
Charlie Funk of the Century in Buffalo

had a swell tieup with the Sattler depart-

ment store through which that popular

east side establishment used this headline

on a page ad . . . “Wacky Is the Word for

It! Sattler’s WACKIEST Home-Store
Sale.” Then in a large circular space,

300 passes were offered to the first 300

customers who made a purchase at Sat-

tler’s on one day to see “The Wackiest
Ship in the Army.”

Old photos of Clark Gable were collected

from magazines, recent and old, and made
up into a lobby board display with clip-

pings about his death by Virginia Setzer,

Sparton Theatre at Sparta, N. C., for “It

Happened in Naples.” On the Saturday
preceding the Sunday opening, the Future
Homemakers sponsored a bake sale in

front of the theatre. Ten passes were given

to the girls, with each of the three who
worked receiving one. The remaining seven
were given to the first ones who bought
cakes.

The Bangor, Me., Bijou Theatre ad-
vertised, “There’s a new word for excite-

ment . . . there’s a new name for adven-
ture!” in its advertising for “The Sun-
downers.”
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New Theatre Pain! Long Lines of Joy for Small-Town Exhibitor

For New Long Runs

c)

The Bellevue Theatre in Montclair, N.J.,

an 840-seat Fabian operation, changes its

look with its bookings. It’s not an art house,

although it does book films which are some-
times considered in that class; its policy

calls for first-run, top quality films. And
it’s equipped for all the ’scopes and tech-

niques—from Todd-AO to Cinemascope.
Naturally, long runs are the rule. For

example, “Carry On, Nurse” ran more than
40 weeks. In the manager’s seat is Richard
Murphy, a showman of 25 years of ex-

perience who was transferred to the Belle-

vue from Troy, N.Y. about a year- ago.

After each long run the lobby and en-

trance are painted a different color to give

the house a fresh, new look for the new at-

traction. Moreover, a local art gallery sup-

plies the theatre with paintings for ex-

hibition in the lobby, and they are changed
frequently. Its usual practice is reserved

seats, but a switch is made to general ad-

mission on occasion, as was the case for

“Cai'ry On, Nurse.”

For this film, Murphy sent out circulars

to all medics and nurses in the county,

passed out daffodils, which concern a funny
bit in the film, to patrons leaving the the-

atre, and dressed usherettes in nursing uni-

forms. A tieup with a nearby restaurant

provided the programs.
The Bellevue frequently has enjoyed SRO

business on “Carry On, Nurse.”

“Cowgirl” Linda Rogers toured Los

Angeles in behalf of “Gold of Seven Saints.”

Paul Newman
"TheYoung

Philadelphians"

GET MORE OUT: OF LIFE

_ ___ GO OUT TO A NEW MOVIE

^tE EVBWG SHO* Kf 7 & 9 PM

The heart of J. Edelstein overflowed
with joy one whole week recently as peo-
ple in the Iron Range area of Hibbing,
Minn.—grown-up folk, teenagers and kid-

dies, even the babies—lined up at the
Lybba Theatre there to see a film based on
the fictional classic, “Swiss Family Robin-
son.”

“Television took a beating that week,”
Edelstein joyfully reports, “because no

one was home to view it. Even the baby-
sitters came to the show, so parents toted
the little tots along with them.”
There has been a depression in the Iron

Range for months during a period of re-

duced steel making, and besides it was
zero weather outside but that made no
difference. Edelstein played the film eight
days and said his business was something
“to really make us exhibitors happy.”

Restroom Signs/ Giant and Midget Bally,

And Nuggets Sell Tickets in Denton, Tex.

WHEN YOU RIP THE
UPPER CRUST OFF ANY
CITY YOU'LL FIND RAW

FLESH UNDERNEATH THIS
IS TONY LAWRENCE. FROM A NICE FAMILY ON THE
NIGHT HE DECIDED THAT NICE GUYS FINISH LAST.
THIS IS WARNER BROS’. STARK STORY OF THE
ANGRY YOUNG MODERNS OF TODAY,

BARBARA RUSH •aipssyn mm keith

•

DfAtfmim m
B)lt!EBURK> -JCHNWitUAW-. K*

An advertising poster for the Warner Bros.' "The

Young Philadelphians" was selected to be shown in

France at the second international exhibition of

contemporary cinema posters from February 24 to

March 1 during the Cinematographic Festival of

Versailles. Richard Lederer, Warner advertising-

publicity director, received notification of the se-

lection of the poster from Raymond Maillet, direc-

tor of the exhibition. The poster was designed by

Bill Gold and executed by artists under his di-

rection. "The Young Philadelphians," released in

May 1959, starred Paul Newman and Barbara Rush.

Doors of public restrooms all over Den-
ton, Tex., for three weeks in advance bore

teaser placards reading, “Where the Boys
Are,” which started a lot of word-of
mouth, what with several colleges in the

area and a lot of young folk always
ready to appreciate a joke.

This apt piece of showmanship from
the hands of Geneva Woods, manager of

the Fine Arts Theatre at Denton, illus-

trates the promotion - plus - good - films

which gave the Fine Arts a record yearend
business that carried on right through
January.

Mrs. Woods and her staff had 24-sheets

up two weeks in advance of “Where the
Boys Are,” strung many-colored pennants
in the lobby and in the wind out front,

put up window cards and one -sheets all

over Denton and surrounding towns, and
had cutouts of the figures from a 24-sheet
fashioned into individual standees and
arranged on top the marquee with spot-
lights. These figures went up ten days in

advance and remained during the run.

They stood out like the old cliche—a sore

thumb

!

There was a display of the “Where the
Boys Are” book in the lobby.

A ballyhoo for “The 3 Worlds of Gulli-

ver” arranged by Mrs. Woods cost little

and was particularly effective. She hired

two boys, one a beanpole youngster and
the other almost a midget, and had them
walk around downtown on opening Friday
and Saturday with GIANT and LILLI-
PUTIAN signs on their backs and 2V2 -

foot replicas of the “The 3 Worlds of Gul-
liver” book.

On this picture, Mrs. Woods had a nine-

foot standee sniped with playdate out
front two weeks in advance.
The Fine Arts got 13 days out of “North

to Alaska” after giving it a thorough
coverage. Mrs. Woods personally distrib-

uted 50 window cards to begin a county-
wide campaign.
Her nugget promotion got excellent

response. Small rocks were painted gold to

represent nuggets and placed in small
manila envelopes imprinted with the title,

theatre and playdates. These were placed
under windshield wipers on cars through-
out town.
Following through with the Alaska gold

theme, a boulder was sprayed with gold
paint and, properly imprinted, was placed
out front a week in advance.

Since “North to Alaska” was about a
month late (the original booking had to

be canceled) Mrs. Woods got a story by the
local amusements editor to the effect,

“Geneva Woods, manager of the Fine Arts
Theatre, is planning on leaving town by
dogsled if ‘North to Alaska’ does not open
Thursday (date).”

“Believe me, eight of ten people I ran
into the next four days wanted to know
if I had my dogsled standing by,” Mrs.
Woods reports.

She also reports her all-day New
Year’s Eve show, and a New Year mid-
nighter were very successful.

Russian Tea Served
Dave Smith, Shadyside Theatre man-

ager at Pittsburgh, served Russian tea to

patrons attending the opening of the Soviet

“Ballad of a Soldier.”
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Orchids for Fairer Sex
During 'Hur' 8th Week
Ruben Calderon, manager of the de luxe

suburban Valley Theatre in El Paso, Tex.,

ran the following two-column newspaper

ad on the Saturday before Valentine’s day:

DEAR VALENTINES!!!

Mothers, Brides, Daughters, Sweethearts—we

recognize that the greatness of our nation lies in

the foundation that you, and the pioneering women

before you, have established, and maintain with

the strength of your character, the firmness of

your devotion and tenderness of your hearts.

In tribute to those qualities, we are having

shipped from Hawaii AN ORCHID which we shall

present during VALENTINE WEEK, which we are

celebrating from Monday Februory 13 through Sun-

day February 19, to each damsel from 18 to 108

who will be our guest at the matinee or evening

showings of:

BEN-HUR
During that triumphant

8TH WEEK

If we succeed in allowing you a few moments

of leisure and relaxation each week by guarding

your children and providing them with whole-

some and sane entertainment, we feel that we are

more than amply rewarded.

REMEMBER, Always, that "THE FAMILY THEA-

TRE" is

Your VALLEY THEATRE

Daily and Radio Station

Give Surprise Packages
The local newspaper and radio station

were brought in the campaign for “Sur-

prise Package” at the State in Statesville,

N. C., at a cost of 50 passes. Each was
given 25 double passes to be given away as

surprise packages. The newspaper carried

a large ad three days before opening which
featured a large illustration of a package,

across which appeared:
“You may be one of the 50 Lucky Per-

sons who will receive a SURPRISE PACK-
AGE from the State Theatre and the

(name of newspaper) . . . Watch for it

in your mail tomorrow.”
Winners were selected from the news-

paper’s mailing list.

The radio station read the names of

their winners over the air at intervals

during the day, and asked to come to the
station to pick up their passes.

Rick Nelson Fan Club
Sells Cleveland 'Army

#

The Rick Nelson Fan Club in Cleveland
came through in behalf of “The Wackiest
Ship in the Army” at the Allen Theatre.
More than a week before the opening the
club ran off 2,500 copies of a miniature-
tabloid, called the BIG Scoop. Via offest,

it carried pictures and biographies of

Lemmon and Nelson together with an in-

side back page full ad for the picture.

These were printed and distributed, cost
free for Columbia, by the club to the high
schools in greater Cleveland.
On the opening day Ray Gillie, president

of the club, and Janet Joseph, executive
secretary, were in the Allen lobby, touting
Ricky—and incidentally adding 700 names
to the Rick Nelson Fan Club roster.

Columbia further had a page of pub-
licity for Cantinflas in “Pepe” on the out-
side back cover heralding its coming to the
Allen March 1.

Citations for December and January

William E. Roetteis, South Twin Drive-In, Paducah, Ky. For excellence of original

ad layouts.

R. J. Chapman, city manager for Corpus Christi Theatres, Corpus Christi, Tex. For
outstanding campaign on “Midnight Lace.”

•

Leroy Ramsey, manager, Hollywood Theatre, Fort Worth, Tex. No-cost, very produc-

tive classified ad tieup with the Fort Worth Press.

•

Tiff Cook, exploitation director for Famous Players Canadian, Toronto. Tieup with

Steak-n-Burger restaurants in which 150,000 place mats and 200,000 discount

tickets were distributed in cafe theatre goodwill promotion.

•

Grace Severson, owner, and Forrest Pruitt, manager, Liberty Theatre, Wolf Point,

Mont. “Can-Can” campaign.

Mae A. Jensen, manager, Rio Theatre, Wharton, Tex. Stand-out front display for the

holiday season.

Al Camillo, manager, neighborhood Tower Theatre, Milwaukee. For promotion of

first-run of “North to Alaska.”

Charles Stokes, manager. Bar Harbor Theatre, Massapequa Park, Long Island, N. Y.

For industry and inventiveness in promoting this new theatre.

Fred McHam, manager. Strand Theatre, Wichita Falls, Tex. This imaginative show-
man stirred up a “civil war” between his hometown and Alaska to achieve great

publicity for “North to Alaska.” c
Gene Snitz, Salesman, Columbia Pictures, Kansas City, Mo. For developing small-

town approach to selling “Porgy and Bess” in the north Missouri section of his

territory.

Transistor Contest Trailer
Filmack Trailer Co. made a trailer an-

nouncing that Channel Master portable

transistor radios are being given away as

prizes to winners of the “Swiss Family
Robinson” contests which are being staged

by many exhibitors. The trailer was origin-

ally prepared for just one distributor, but

it has proven so popular that Filmack is

now mass-producing it to meet the de-

mands of Channel Master distributors all

over the country. The Channel Master was
used by the cast to pick up stations in

America, London, Rome and Moscow dur-
ing the shooting of “Swiss Family Rob-
inson” on Tobago, a small island near
Trinidad.

Display at Boat Show
Manager Bill Chambers of the Plaza at

El Paso, Tex., had an attractive display

on “The World of Suzie Wong” at the El-

Paso Travel, Sport and Boat Show, recent-

ly at the Coliseum. Comprising a six-sheet

and various other standard National

Screen Service paper, the striking appeal
was at the entrance doors to the huge pub-
lic structure. Thousands of sport-minded
citizens viewed the mammoth show. The
total cost for the theatre—twenty passes!

Lonely Hearts Ad Used
For 'Marriage-Go-Round'
For “The Marriage-Go-Round” at the

Playhouse in Statesville, N.C., Rufus Neas
ran the following ad in the form of a
Lonely Hearts column:

DEAR MISS LONELYHEARTS: My
husband and I are happily married.
The other day a good friend of mine
asked if she could borrow my husband
for a little while. What should I do?
Answer: You will get the answer to

this and a lot more if you go to see

“The Marriage-Go-Round” at the
Playhouse Theatre.

Newspaper ads used the following copy:
‘It’s about the most hilarious proposition
a wife ever had from another woman

—

Could I borrow your husband for a little

while?”
Neas mailed 43 letters, each containing

two passes, to a select group.

Two UA Packages
Ad mats on two Burt Lancaster pictures,

“Elmer Gantry” and “The Kentuckian”
are available from United Artists, also mats
for double-billing two comedies, “The Ap-
artment” and “Some Like It Hot.”

c
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O r l I C E B O O K IMG PI PE
An interprative analysis of lay and fradepress reviews. Running time is in parentheses. The
plus and minus signs indicate degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews, updated regularly.
Th is department also serves as an ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feature releases. © is for
Cinemascope; ® VistaVision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; (g) Regalscope; ® Technirama.
Symbol denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. For listings by
company in the order of release, see FEATURE CHART.

Review digest
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX

B Very Good; + Good; — Fair; — Poor; — Very Poor.
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2473 ©Alamo, The (162) Todd-AO

Historical Drama . . . UA 10-31-60 -H- + + 44 44 44 44 12+
2442 ©All the Fine Young Cannibals

(122) © Drama . . .MGM 7-18-60 B -4- — 44 + ± + 8+3-
2477 All the Young Men (86) Dr Col 8- 8-60 + + + + + + -4 7+
2443 ©Amazing Mr. Teas, The (70)

Novelty Pad Prod-SR 7-18-60 = 2-
2457 Angel Wore Red, The (99 Dr.

.

. . .MGM 9- 5-60 ± — + ± ± 6-f6—

•

2489 Angry Silence, The (95) Dr.... 12-26-60 ++ 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
2496 Another Sky (83) Melodr Harrison 1-23-61 + + 2+2 3+1-
2428 Apartment, The (125)

Panavision Com- Dr . . . UA 6- 6-60 B 4+ 44 44 44 + 44 13+
2452 As the Sea Rages (74) Dr .... Col 8-22-60 + 2+2 -4 — + 5+3-

—B

—

2441 Bellboy, The (72) Farce . . . Para 7-18-60 + + + 44 8+3-
2382 ©Ben-Hur (212) Camera 65

Biblical Drama . . .MGM 11-30-59 4+ 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
2453 ©Between Time and Eternity

(98) Dr . . . .U-l 8-22-60 2+2 2+2
-4- + 2+2 5+4-

2458 Beyond the Time Barrier (75) SF AIP 9- 5-60 -+- -4- -4- -4- -+- 6+6—
2504 Black Sunday (84) Horror Dr. AIP 2-20-61 + 44 + 4+
2429 Bluebeard's Ten Honeymoons (82) Cr. AA 6-13-60 + — — 2+2 + H- -f- 5+5-
2496 Blueprint for Robbery (88) Cr.

.

. . . Para 1-23-61 + 44 + + + + 2+2 8+1-
2461 Boy Who Stole a Million. The

(64) Comedy-Drama . . . Para 9-19-60 4+ + + 44 + + + 9+
2474 ©Breath of Scandal, A

(98) Comedy . . Para 10-31-60 + + -4- + -4 7+3-
2473 ©Butterfield 8 (109) © Drama.. MGM 10-31-60 B 44 + 44 + + 2+2 10+1-

—C—
2407 ©Can-Can (131)

Todd-AO Musical 20th- Fox 3-21-60 -H- + + B B + B 11+
2448 ©Captain’s Table, The (90)

Comedy 20th-Fox 8- 8-60 -H- B B B + + 2+2 11+1-
2494 Carry On, Constable (86) Com... . . Govn’r 1-16-61 + + 2+
2408 Carry On, Nurse (89) Farce... . Governor 3-21-60 -H- B B B + + B 12+
2495 ©Carthage in Flames (111)

© Spectacle Drama Col 1-23-61 ± + 6+5-
2485 Caltiki, The Immortal Monster

(76) Sc.-F’n AA 12- 5-60 ± + — — 2+3-
2433 ©Chartroose Caboose, The (75)

Panavision Comedy U-l 6-20-60 + + + 3+
2482 ^©CinderFella (88) Comedy . . . . Para 11-28-60 B 2+2 + B + Hh + 9+2-
2488 ©Cimarron (140) © Dr . . . MGM 12-19-60 B b B B B 10+
2497 Circle of Deception (100) Dr. 20th -Fox 1-30-61 + b Hh B 6+1-
2491 Code of Silence (75)

Melodrama Sterling World-SR 1- 9-61 + 1+
2474 College Confidential (90) Melo U-l 10-31-60 ± — 2+2 — 2+4-
2437 Come Back, Africa (90)

Social Documentary Dr 7- 4-60 B + B 5+
2456 Come Dance With Me! (91)

Comedy-Mystery Kingsley-Union 8-29-60 + 2+2 + + ± + 6+2-
2487 Crazy for Love (80) Com Ellis 12-19-60 ± 1+1-
2455 ©Crowded Sky, The (105) Dr. WB 8-29-60 + + + + + + 7+1-
2494 ©Cry for Happy (110) © Com Col 1-16-61 + + + B B 2+2 S+l-

—D

—

2464 ©Dark at the Top of the Stairs,

The (124) Drama WB 9-26-60 -H- b B B B + B 13+
2486 Date Bait (71) Melo Filmgroup 12-12-60 ± 1+1-
2446 Day They Robbed the Bank

of England, The (84) Cr. Dr. . .MGM 8- 1-60 + Hh + B B + 9+1-
2491 Desert Attack (76) Melo 20th -Fox 1- 9-61 + + + 3+
2462 Desire in the Dust (105) © Dr. 20th-Fox 9-19-60 -H- + + 2+2 + 8+3-
2503 Devil's Commandment (71) © Ho . . . RCIP 2-20-61 ± 1+1-
2484 Dog, a Mouse and a Sputnik. A

(90) Comedy . .F-A-W 12- 5-60 + — + 3+2-
2499 Dondi (100) Comedy AA 2- 6-61 ± + 3+2—

2442 ©Elmer Gantry (145) Drama . UA 7-18-60 -H- b +f B B B B 1+1-

2449 Enemy General, The (75) Dr. . Col 8-15-60 -+ — + + + + 2+2 7+2-
2469 Entertainer, The (98) Dr . . . Cont’l 10-17-60 + -B- + B B + •±2 10+1-
2482 ©Esther and the King (109)

© Adventure Drama 20th -Fox 11-28-60 + 2+2 2+2 + 2+2 2+2 B 8+4-
2490 ©Exodus (212) Super- Panavision 70

Drama UA 12-26-60 B B B B B B B 14+

2479 Facts of Life, The (103) Com-Dr UA 11-21-60 + B B B B + B 12+
2479 Facts of Life, The (103) Com-Dr UA 11-21-60 + B B B B + 10+
2456 ©Fast & Sexy (99) © Comedy. ... Col 8-29-60 + + ±2 + + + ± 7+2-
2496 Fever in the Blood, A (117) Dr WB
2458 ©Five Bold Women (82) W’n . . Citation

2489 ©Flaming Star (101) ©

1-23-61 B
9- 5-60 ±

+ + B + + s+
1+1-

Outdoor Drama . . . . 20th-Fox 12-26-60 + B + B B + + 10+

247S ©Flute and the Arrow, The (78)

Documentary Drama . . . .Janus 11-14-60 + B B B 7+
2448 ©For the Love of Mike (87)

© Outdoor Dr ,20th-Fox 8- 8-60 B B + B B B 11+

2483 Four Desperate Men (105) Melo. . . Cont’l 12- 5-60 B 2+
2471 48 Hours to Live (86)

Melodrama Cinema Assoc-SR 10-24-60 ± 1+1

2498 Foxhole in Cairo (78) Dr. . . Para 1-30-61 + B — + 2+2 2±2 6+2-
2464 ©Freckles (84) © Outdoor ... . 20th-Fox 9-26-60 + + + + 5+1-
2495 French Mistress, A (91) ComL. F-A-W 1-23-61 ± + + + + 5+1-
2441 ©From the Terrace (144) ©

Drama . 20th-Fox 7-18-60 B B B B + 11+2-

—G

—

2472 ©G. 1. Blues (104) Com/ M us. .... Para 10-24-60 + + 2+2 B 2+2 + + 8+2-
2459 Girl in Lovers Lane, The

(78) Melodrama Filmgroup 9-12-60 - + 1+1-
2468 Girl of the Night (S3) Dr. . WB 10-10-60 + B Hh + + 2+2 2+2 8+3-
2491 ©Goddess of Love, The (68)

© Spectacle . 20th-Fox 1- 9-61 + — 2+2—
2500 Gold of the Seven Saints (88)

Outdoor Drama WB 2- 6-61 ± B + + B 7+1-
2490 ©Goliaith and the Dragon (90) ©

Costume Spectacle AIP 12-26-60 + + — + 2+2 — 2+2 5+4-
2457 Good Girls Beware (SO) Melodr. UMPO 9- 5-60 + 1+
2495 ©Go Naked in the World

(103) © Drama MGM 1-23-61 + B + 4+
3498 ©Gorgo (78) © Adv. Dr . . . .MGM 1-30-61 B ± + + + B 8+1-
2486 ©Grass Is Greener, The

(105) © Comedy U-l 12-12-60 + B + B — + B 9+1-
2481 Great Impostor. The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 B B + B B B 11+
2446 ©Green Carnation, The (128) © Dr.

(Reviewed as ‘‘The Trials of Oscar

Wilde”) . .Warwick 8- 1-60 -B B B B + B B 13+

—H—
2488 Hand in Hand (75) Dr Col 12-19-60 + B B B B B B 13+
2475 ©Heaven on Earth (84)

Documentary Drama . JB-SR 11-14-60 + ± + + + 5+1-
2473 Hell Is a City (96) Action . Col 10-31-60 + B + + B + + 9+
2447 Hell to Eternity (132) Dr.... AA 8- 8-60 B B B B B + + 12+
2487 ©Herod the Great (93) ©

Costume Spectacle AA 12-19-60 + ± + 2+2 + 2+2 6+3-
2478 Heroes Die Young (76) Melodrama AA 11-14-60 + 2+2 3+2-
2457 ©Hideout in the Sun (72)

Nudist drama . . . . Astor 9- 5-60 ± 1+1-
2454 High-Powered Rifle, The

(60) Action . 20th-Fox 8-22-60 - 2+2 2± 2+2 ± — 4+6-
2486 High School Caesar (72) Melo. Filmgroup 12-12-60 + 1+
2464 y©High Time (103) © Com/Mus 20-Fox 9-26-60 + + + B B + + 9+
2499 Home Is the Hero (S3) Dr. . . . . Shovvcorp 2- 6-61 B- + + 4+
2435©House of Usher. The (80) © Ho... AIP 6-27-60 + + + B B B B H+

2459 I Aim at the Stars (107)

Biographical Drama Col 9-12-60 + B + + + + B 9+
2436 ©Ice Palace (143) Drama ... WB 6-27-60 + ± B B B + + 10+1-
2444 ©Idiot, The (122) Dostoievsky classic

(English-dubbed) . 20th-Fox 7-18-60 - + + + — + B 6+2-
2427 I’m All Right, Jack (105) Comedy . Col 6- 6-60 -+ + B + + B B H+
2442 Inherit the Wind (126) Drama. UA 7-18-60 -H- B B B B B B 14+
2467 It Happened in Broad Daylight

(97) Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) . . .Cont’l 10-10-60 + B B + + 7+
2440 ©It Started in Naples

(100) ® Comedy . . . . Para 7-11-60 -H- 2± + B B + + 10+1-
2503 It Takes a Thief (..) Melo.. . . Valiant 2-20-61 + 1+

2481 Jazz Boat (96) © Dr/Music . Col 11-28-60 + ± ± + 4+2-
2479 ©Journey to the Lost City

(90) © Adv. Drama AIP 11-21-60 + — + 2+2 2+2 ± 6+5-
2452 ©Jungle Cat (70) Documentary. ... BV 8-22-60 + + + B B B B 11+

2471 Kill Me Tomorrow (80) Melodr.. . . .Tudor 10-24-60 + 1+
2466 Key Witness (81) © Drama . . . .MGM 10- 3-60 + B + + ± + + 8+1-

2466 ©Last Woman on Earth, The (71)

Melodrama Filmgroup 10- 3-60 + — 1+1-
2482 Left, Right and Center (90)

Comedy Bentley 11-28-60 -H- B + B 7+
2476 ©Legions of the Nile (91) ©

Action Spectacle 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ± — — ;+: = — ± 3+8-
2465 Let No Man Write My Epitaph

(106) Drama . . Col 10- 3-60 -B 2: + B + + B 10+1-
2458 ©Let’s Make Love (118) ©

Comedy/Music . . . . 20th-Fox 9- 5-60
-H- B B B + B B 13+
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2493 ©Little Angel (90) Com-Dr.. M urray 1-16-61 ± ± + 2+2 4+3-
2465 Little Shop of Horrors, The (70)

Horror Comedy . Filmgroup 10- 3-60 + 1+
2502 Long Rope. The (61) © W'n. ,20th- Fox 2-13-61 + ++

-+- Hh + 6+1-
2439 y© Lost World, The (98) ©

Science-Fiction .20th-Fox 7-11-60 + ++ + ++ + ± ± 9+2-
2453 Louisiana Hussy (80) Melodr.. 8-22-60 ± 1+1-

—M—
2489 Magdalena (76) Melodrama . . SR 12-26-60 ± 1+1-
2468 ©Magnificent Seven, The (128)

Outdoor Dr. (Panavision) UA 10-10-60 ++ 44 ++ ++ + + 44 12+
2492 Make Mine Mink (101) Com. 1- 9-61 ++ ++ + + + +4 9+
2501 Mania ( . .

)

Ho. Dr . . .Valiant 2-13-61 + + 2+
2452 Man Who Wouldn’t Talk, The (97)

Mystery Drama . Showcorp. 8-22-60 + 1+
2503 Mark of the Oevil (73) Melo.. RCIP 2-20-61 ± 1+1-
2484 ©Marriage-Go-Round, The

(99) © Comedy

2469 ©Midnight Lace (108) Dr U-l

2504 ©Mighty Crusaders, The (87) ©
Spectacle

2500 Misfits. The (124) Drama

2502 ©Millionairess. The (90) (g

G. B. Shaw Comedy . .

2499 More Deadly Than the Male (60)

Crime Melodrama Schoenfeld

2438 Murder, Inc. (103) © Crime. .20th-Fox

2421 My Dog, Buddy (76) Dr Col

. . 20th- Fox 12- 5-60 + + ± 44 44 + 44 10+1—
U-l 10-17-60 44 + + 44 44 44 44 12+

©
. . Falcon-SR 2-20-61 ± 1+1-

UA 2- 6-61 + 44 44 44 44 44 11+

. . 20th-Fox 2-13-61 + 44 + 44 + 2+2 + 9+1-

2- 6-61 -H-

7- 4-60 +
5-16-60 +

. .Col

. MGM

+ ± + 44 +

—N—
2470 Natchez Trace (80) Adv. . . Panorama-SR 10-17-60 +
2470 Never on Sunday (97) Com-Dr. Lopert-UA 10-17-60 +
2435 ©Next to No Time (93) Com. Showcorp. 6-27-60 ±
2462 Night Fighters. The (85) Dr UA 9-19-60 -f

2447 Night of Love (93) Melodr Howco 8- 8-60 ±
2450 ©Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (108)

Totalscope His. Dr Col 8-15-60 ±
2478 ©North to Alaska (122) ©

Action Comedy 20th-Fox 11-14-60 +

2451 OQOcean's 11 (128) © Com-Dr. . .WB 8-22-60++

2497 ©One Hundred and One Dalmatians

(80) Animated Feature BV 1-30-61 +
2450 ©One Foot in Hell (89)

©Outdoor Dr 20th- Fox 8-15-60 +
2445 Oscar Wilde (96) Dr Four City Ent 8- 1-60 +

—P

—

2417 Pay or Die (110) Dr AA 5- 2-60 ++

1- 9-61 ++

5-16-60 ±
2492 ©Pepe (195) ©Comedy/Music

2422 Platinum High School (93) Dr.

2469 Please Turn Over (86) Farce Col 10-17-60 +
2477 Plunderers, The (94) Adv. Dr AA 11-14-60 +
2501 Police Dog Story (61) UA 2-13-61 +
2416 ©©Pollyanna (134) Com. Dr BV 4-18-60 ++

2436 ©Portrait in Black (111) Dr U-l 6-27-60 ++

2477 Price of Silence. The (72)

Melodrama Exdusive-SR 11-14-60 +
2431 Prime Time, The (76) Dr. Essanjay-SR 6-13-60 ±
2414 Private Property (79) Dr Citation 4-11-60+
2440 Psycho (109) Suspense Drama ....Para 7-11-60 ++

—R—
2419 Raymie (73) Drama AA 5- 9-60 +
2454 Rebel Girls (70) Action . . . . Luzon-SR 8-22-60 ±
2490 ©Ritual of Love, The (72)

Documentary Pacemaker-SR 12-26-60 +
2432 Rosemary (105) Drama F-A-W 6-13-60 +
2485 ©Royal Ballet (131) Ballet Lopert 12-12-60 ++

2460 Runaway (76) Melodrama . . .Group 9 9-12-60 +

2468 ©Santa Claus (94) Fantasy/Music

(English-dubbed) Murray-SR 10-10-60 ±
2451 Savage Eye, The (67) Semidocumentary

Drama Trans-Lux Kingsley 8-22-60 ++

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (110)

® Adv. Dr Para 9-26-60 ++
2432 School for Love (76) Dr NTA 6-13-60 ±
2456 School for Scoundrels (94)

Comedy Cont'l 8-29-60 +
2476 ©Secret of the Purple Reef (80) ©

Action Drama 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ±
2467 ©September Storm (99) Action

(Stereovision) 20th-Fox 10-10-60 ±
2460 ©Seven Ways From Sundown

(87) Western U-l 9-12-60 +
2474 Sex Kittens Go to College

2+
++ 9+1-

— + — — 5+4-

1-4

44 + 44 4- + + 10+
+ + 4+2-
+ + + + + 6+

1+1-

+ + 4- + 4- 7+2-

+ 44 44 4- 44 10+1-

44 + +4 44 44 12+1—

44 4- 44 44 44 44 12+

+ 4 + + 4- + 7+
44 + 44 4-

44 44 114-

44 44 44 4- 4- 44 12+
4- 44 44 44

-4-
44 12+1-

— + 4- 4- 4- 6+3-
44 44 + 44 4- 9+

4- + 4- 2+2 5+1-
14-

44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
— 4- — 44 7+4-

1+
= 2+4-

+ 4- 4- 4- 6+1-
44 44 44 4+ 4- 44 13+

+ 4- 4- 4- 5+
14-1-

1-4

44 4 + 44 7+
44 4+

1+

2+2 + 4- 5+3—

44 44 44 9+1—

44 4- 44 44 + 10+
1+1-

44 44 44 4- 4- 4- 10+

+ 4- 5+3-

4- 4- 4- 6+3-

44 + + 4- + 7+

— — 2+3-

2475 Shakedown. The (91) Action U-l 11- 7-60 +
2472 She Walks by Night (85) Melo. Woolner 10-24-60 +
2455 Sin & Desire (77) Dr Atlantis 8-29-60 +
2479 Sinners of Paris (81) Melodr Ellis 11-21-60 +
2504 Sins of Youth (82) Dr Janus 2-20-61 ±
2502 Sniper's Ridge (61) © Dr. . . 20th-Fox 2-13-61—
2480 Squad Car (60) Melodrama 20th-Fox 11-21-60 ±
2380 ©Snow Queen, The (70) U-l 11-23-59 ++

2439 Sons and Lovers (103) © Dr.. .20th-Fox 7-11-60 ++

2440 ©Song Without End (142) ©
Drama/Music Col 7-11-60 ++

2438 S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac U-l 7- 4-60 ++

2470 ©Spartacus (189) Super Technirama-70

Adventure Spectacle U-l 10-17-60 ++

2485 Spring Affair (69) Comedy SR 12-12-60 ±
2434 ©Story of Ruth, The (113) ©

Biblical Drama 20th-Fox 6-20-60 ++

2437 ©Subterraneans, The (89) © Dr... MGM 7- 4-60 +
2423 Stranglers of Bombay

(81) © Adv Col 5-23-60 +
2445 Studs Lonigan (103) Dr UA 8- 1-60 ++

2476 ^©Sundowners, The (133) Dr WB 11- 7-60 ++

2466 ^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) Drama WB 10- 3-60 ++

2467 Surprise Package (100) Comedy. .. .Col 10-10-60 ++

2477 ©Swiss Family Robinson (128)

Adv. Classic, Panavision BV 11-14-60 ++

2488 ©Sword and the Dragon (S3)

Folklore Spectacle Valiant 12-19-60 +
2494 ©Sword of Sherwood Forest (80) ©

Adventure Drama Col 1-16-61 +

—T

—

2430 ©Tarzan the Magnificent (88) Adv. . . Para 6-13-60 +
2465 ©Ten Who Dared (92) Adv BV 10- 3-60 +
2493 Tess of the Storm Country (84)

© Melodrama 20th-Fox 1-16-61 +
243513 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy Col 6-27-60 ++

2450 ©39 Steps, The (95) © Adv.. ,20th-Fox 8-16-60 ++

2485 ©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100)

Superdynamation, Fantasy Col 12-12-60 +
2439 ©Thunder in Carolina (92)

Racing Drama Howco 7-11-60 +
2389 Tiger Bay (105) Suspense Cont'l 1-11-60 ++

2446 ©Time Machine, The (103) Sc-F...MGM 8- 1-60 ++

2392 y©Toby Tyler (96) Adv. Comedy.. BV 1-18-60 ++

2498 ©Tomboy and the Champ (92)

Comedy-Drama U-l 1-30-61 +
2481 Tormented (75) Horror Drama AA 11-28-60 +
2480 Touch of Flesh. The (76)

Drama Amity Films-SR 11-21-60 ±
2441 Trapped in Tangier (77)

Cr. Drama Supercinescope. . . 20th-Fox 7-18-60 =
2446 ©Trials of Oscar Wilde, The (See “The

Green Carnation”)

2493 ©Tunes of Glory (106) Or Lopert 1-16-61 ++

2501 Two-Way Stretch (87) Com Showcorp 2-13-61 +

—U—
2460 Under Ten Flags (92) Dr Para 9-12-60 +
2492 Unfaithfuls, The (89) Melodrama. ... AA 1-9-61 +

—V

—

2418 Valley of the Redwoods

(62) © Crime Drama 20th-Fox 5- 2-60 +
2472 Village of the Damned (78)

Horror Drama MGM 10-24-60 +

—W—
2483 ©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The

(99) © Comedy Col 12- 5-60 +
2449 Walking Target (74) Action UA 8-16-60 +
2471 ©Walk Tall (60) © Western .. 20th-Fox 10-24-60 ±
2484 ©Where the Boys Are (99) © Com. MGM 12- 5-60 ++

2463 Where the Hot Wind Blows (120)

Dr. (English-dubbed) MGM 9-26-60 +
2500 ©White Warrior (86) ©

Adv. Dr. (Eng-dubbed) WB 2- 6-61 +
2445 Why Must I Die? (90) Melodr AIP 8- 1-60 ++

2475 Wild Rapture (68)

Documentary Exclusive-SR 11- 7-60 +
2459 Wild Ride, The (63) Ac Filmgroup 9-12-60 —
2487 ©Wizard of Baghdad (92) ©

Costume Comedy 20th-Fox 12-19-60 +
2480 ©World of Suzie Wong. The (129)

Drama Para 11-28-60 ++

—XYZ

—

2451 Young Jesse James (73) ©
Action Drama 20th-Fox 8-22-60 ±

2497 Young One, The (96) Dr Valiant 1-30-61 +
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44 44 44 44 10+
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44 44 4- 44 44 ll+l—
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemaScope;
Jp Vistavision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Regalscope; © Technirama. Symbol denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart
ALLIED ARTISTS I U AMERICAN INT'L B U COLUMBIA B U M-G-M B

Pay or Die (110) Cr..6004
Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert

Raymie (73) Ad.. 6006
David Ladd, Julie Adams. John

Agar

©The House of Usher

(85) © Ho.. 502
Vincent Price, Mark Damon,
Myrna Fahey

Beyond the Time Barrier

(SO) SF..505
Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins

Amazing Transparent Man
(60) SF..506

Marguerite Chapman, Douglas
Kennedy

©Strangers When We Meet

(117) © D . .501

Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak,

Barbara Rush, Kent Smith
13 Ghosts (88) Ho C.. 502
Jo Morrow, Rosemary DeCamp,
Donald Woods (partly in color)

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) S. .503
Three Stooges, Paul Winchel)

The Day They Robbed the

Bank of England (85) . . . . D . . 19
Aldo Ray, Hugh Griffith.

Elizabeth Sellars

©Bells Are Ringing

(127) © M 17
Judy Holliday, Dean Martin,

Fred Clark

Sex Kittens Go to

College (94) C. .6003

Mamie Van Doren, Tuesday Weld,

Mijanou Bardot, Mickey Shaugh-

nessy, Louis Nye

My Dog, Buddy (77) D..450
London (dog star), Travis Lemmond

©The Nights of Lucretia Borgia

(108) Totalscope Hi.. 504
Belinda Lee. Jacques Sernas

©The Time Machine (103) . SF.. 9
Rod Taylor, Yvette Mimieux

©All the Fine Young
Cannibals (122) © D. .20

Natalie Wood, Robert Wagner,
Susan Kohner, George Hamilton

Hell to Eternity (132) D6007
Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen,

Vic Damone, Patricia Owens

Caltiki, The Immortal
Monster (76) SF..6009

John Merlvale, Didi Sullivan

Tormented (75) D..6010
Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon

The Enemy General (74).. D.. 505
Van Johnson, Jean-Pierre Aumont

All the Young Men (87).. D.. 506
Alan Ladd, Sidney Peit.ier,

Ingemar Johansson, Mort Sahl,

©Fast and Sexy (98) © CD.. 507
Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson,

Vittorio DeSica
As the Sea Rages (74) D..508
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson,

Cameron Mitchell

The Angel Wore Red (99) . D . 101
Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,

Joseph Gotten

©The Subterraneans (88) © D..102
Leslie Caron, George Peppard,
Janice Rule, Roddy MacDowall

Heroes Die Young (76) . . . . D . .6014
Erika Peters, Scott Borland

©Serengeti Shall Not Die

(84) Doc. 6013

©Journey to the Lost City

(90) Ad.. 508
Debra Paget, Paul Christian

1 Aim at the Stars (107) BiD.,512
Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw

I’m All Right, Jack (104) C. .515
Ian Carmichael, Peter Sellers,

Terry-Thomas, Dennis Price

©Song Without End (130)

© Bi/M.. 511
Dirk Bogarde, Capucine,

Genevieve Page

Key Witness (81) © D . 103
Jeffrey Hunter, Pat Crowley

The Plunderers (94) . . . . Ad . .6008
Jeff Chandler, John Saxon,
Dolores Hart, Ray Stricklyn

The Unfaithfuls (89) D. .6015
Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt,

Pierre Cressoy

©Goliath and the Dragon

(90) © Ad. .509
Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford

Let No Man Write My
Epitaph (106) D..513

Rurl Ives, Shelley Winters, James
Darren, Jean Seberg

Surprise Package (100) . . . C. .514
Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor,

Noel Coward

Hell Is a City (96) ©..Cr.,516
Stanley Baker, John Crawford

Where the Hot Wind Blows

(120) D..104
Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Montand

©Butterfield 8 (109) ©..D..106
Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey,

Eddie Fisher. Dina Merrill

©Herod the Great (95) . .Ad. .6016
Edmund Purdom, Sylvia Lopez

©The 3 Worlds of Gulliver

(100) SuperDynamation . Ad. .517
Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow

Please Turn Over (86) C..518
Ted Ray, Jean Kent

Jazz Boat (95) © CD/M..519
Anthony Newley, Anne Aubrey

©Where the Boys Are

(99) © C..110
Dolores Hart, George Hamilton,

Yvette Mimieux. Connie Francis

Look in Any Window (87) D..6101
Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol, Paul
Anka

©The Wackiest Ship in the

Army (99) © C. .521
Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson

©Sword of Sherwood Forest

(80) Ad.. 522
Richard Greene, Peter Cushing

©Go Naked in the World
(103) © D 111

Gina Lollobrigida, Ernest Borgnine,
Anthony Franciosa, Luana Patten

Portrait of a Sinner

(100) D..507
Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton,

William Bendix

Black Sunday (84) ....Ho.. 602
Barbara Steele, John Richardson

Hand in Hand (75) D..523
John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike

Passport to China (75) . . . . Ac. .527
Richard Basehart, Lisa Gastoni

©Carthage in Flames (111)

© Ad., 528
Anne Heywood, Jose Suarez

Village of the Damned (77) Ho.. 109
George Sanders, Barbara Shelley

©Gorgo (76) Ad.. 105
Bill Travers, Vincent Winter

Dondi (100) C..6102
David Kory, Patti Page, David
Janssen

The Hand (61) Ho.. 601
Derek Bond, Ronald Lee Hunt

©Konga (90) © Ho. .

Michael Gough, Jess Conrad,
Margo Johns

©Cry for Happy (110) © CD..
G. Ford, Miiko Taka, D. O’Connor

Underworld, U.S.A. (99) Cr. ..525
Cliff Robertson, Dolores Dorn

©Terror of the Tongs (80) Ac. .

Geoffrey Toone, Christopher Lee

©Pepe (170) © C/M.. 520
Cantinflas, D. Dailey, Shirley Jones

©Cimarron (147) © D..108
Glenn Ford, Maria Schell

Secret Partner ( . . ) D . . 115
Stewart Granger, Haya Harareet

Raisin in the Sun (..)... D
Sidney Poitier, Claudia McNeil

Five Golden Hours (..).... D . .

Ernie Kovacs, Cyd Charisse

The Treatment ( . . ) © . . . D . .

Claude Dauphine, Diane Cileirto,

Ronald Lewis

The Green Helmet (..) ..Ac..
Bill Travers, Ed Begley,

Nancy Walters

PARAMOUNT Type Rel.
No.

©The Rat Race (105) . . . D. .5923

Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds

The Bellboy (72) . . C . . 5924
Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry

©Tarzan the Magnificent

(88) .Ad. .5925

Gordon Scott, Betta St John,

Jock Mahoney

Psycho (109) MyD..5926
Anthony Perkins. Janet Leigh,

Vera Miles, John Gavin

©It Started in Naples

(100) ® C . 5927

Clark Gable, Sophia Loren

Under Ten Flags (92) .. Ad. .6002

Van Heflin, Charles Laughton,

Mylene Demongeot

The Boy Who Stole a

Million (64) Ac . 6001

Virgllio Texera, Marianne Benet

©G.l. Blues (104) . CD/M. .6005

Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse

©A Breath of Scandal

(98) ® C. .6006

John Gavin, Sophia Loren,

Maurice Chevalier

©©CinderFella (91) . . . .C. .6007

Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn,
Anna Maria Alberghetti

Blueprint for Robbery (87) Ac. .6009

Jay Barney, J. Pat O’Malley

Foxhole in Cairo (78) . . . . D . .6013

James Robertson Justice, Niall

MacGuinnis. Adrian Hoven

©World of Suzie Wong
(126) D . .6008

William Holden, Nancy Kwan,
Sylvia Syms

©The Savage Innocents

(110) © D . 6004
Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tani,

Anna May Wong

TO
PD
cz
>
TO
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©Blood and Roses (84) .. My. .6003

Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim,

Elsa Martinelli

©All in a Night’s Work
(94) C. 6010

Shirley MacLaine, Dean Martin,

Cliff Robertson
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FEATURE CHART
The key to letters ond combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama; (Ac) Action
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Force-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction- (W) Western.

20TH-FOX I II UNITED ARTISTS 1 II UNIVERSAMNTL I II WARNER BROS. I II COMING

JULY

©The Story of Ruth

(132) © D .021

Elana Eden. Stuart Whitman
Trapped in Tangiers

(74) © Ad . 027
Edmund Purdom. Genevieve Page

©From the Terrace (144) © D. .028

Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward
S>©Lost World (96) © Ad.. 026

Fernando Lamas, Claude Rains

Murder. Inc. (99) © Cr...031

May Britt. Stuart Whitman

The Apartment (125)
Panavision CD. 6017

Jack Lemmon. Shirley MacLalne,
Fred MacMurray. Edie Adams

©The Last Days of Pompeii

(103) Ad.. 6020
Steve Reeves, Barbara Carroll

Cage of Evil (70) Ac. .6018
Ron Foster, Pat Blair

©Portrait in Black (113) My. .6015
Lana Turner, Anthony Quinn,

Sandra Dee. Richard Basehart

©Dinosaurus (S3) ©. . . SF. .6016
Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson

S.0.S, Pacific (92) Ac.. 6017
Pier Angeli, John Gregson,

Eddie Constantine

©Ice Palace (143) D..919
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer, Jim
Backus

©Hercules Unchained (103)
Dyaliscope Ad. 920

Steve Reeves, Sylva Koscina.
Primo Camera

ALLIED ARTISTS
Time Bomb D . .

Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot
The Big Bankroll Cr..
David Janssen, Mickey Rooney

The Big Wave Ad..
Sessue Hayakawa
Armored Command D . .

Howard Keel, Tina Louise

AMERICAN-INT'L
©The Pit and the Pendulum

(Panavision) Ho..
Vincent Price, John Kerr
©The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll

© Ho..
Paul Massie, Dawn Addams

COLUMBIA
©Gidget Goes Hawaiian © C..
James Darren, Deborah Walley
©The Guns of Navarone ©,...D..
Gregory Peck, Gia Scala
©The Devil at 4 O’clock ©..D..
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©two Rode Together 0D..
James Stewart, Richard Widmark,
Shirley Jones

Taste of Fear D..
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

MGM
©Atlantis the Lost Continent. SF. .

Anthony Hall, Joyce Taylor

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse © D..
Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb
©Spinster © D . .

Shirley MacLalne, Laurence Harvey

©Ada © D . .

Susan Hayward, Dean Martin
©Ring of Fire Ac..

David Janssen, Joyce Taylor

Bridge to the Sun D.

Carroll Baker, James Shigeta

©Morgan the Pirate Ad..
Steve Reeves, Valerie Lagrange

PARAMOUNT
©One-Eyed Jacks (g) W. .

SEPTEMBER

1

AUGUST

1
Sons and Lovers (103) © D. .035

Dean Stockwell. Wendy Hiller

©One Foot in Hell (90) © D..029
A. Ladd. D. Murray, D. Michaels

©For the Love of Mike (84) ©. .030

Richard Basehart. Stu Erwin

Young Jesse James (73) © D..033
Ray Stricklyn, Willard Parker

©The 39 Steps (95) Ad.. 032

Kenneth More, Taina Elg

©Elmer Gantry (145) D..6023
Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Arthur Kennedy. Shirley Jones

College Confidential (91) CD.. 6018
Mamie Van Doren, Steve Allen,

Jayne Meadows

©Chartroose Caboose (76)
Panavision CD. 6019

Molly Bee. Ben Cooper,

Edgar Buchanan

^©Ocean’s 11 (128) CD.. 921
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Peter
Lawford, Sammy Davis jr.. Angie
Dickinson, Joey Bishop

©Let's Make Love (118) . .C. .034

Marilyn Monroe, Yves Montand,

Tony Randall

©Walk Tall (60) © Ac. .042

Willard Parker, Kent Taylor

©Freckles (84) © D..043
Martin West, Carol Christensen

Squad Car (60) Ac. .044

Paul Bryar. Vici Raaf

The Night Fighters (88) . D.. 6025
Robert Mitchum, Dan O’Herlihy

Studs Lonigan (95) D. .6019
Christopher Knight, Venetia

Stevenson

©Seven Ways From Sundown

(86) 0D . .6020
Andie Murphy. Barry Sullivan

©Between Time and Eternity

(85) D..6021
Lilli Palmer, Carlos Thompson

©The Crowded Sky (104) . . D . .001
Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming.
Efrem Zimbalist jr.

LU
00
O—
o

Q©High Time (103) © C/M . .036

Bing Crosby, Fabian, Tuesday Weld

Desire in the Dust (105) © D. .046

Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer

©The Captain’s Table (90) ©..040
John Gregson, Peggy Cummins
©The Secret of the Purple Reef

(80) © Ac.. 047

Jeff Richards. Margia Dean

©Sept. Storm (99) S’v’s’n Ac. . 025

Mark Stevens, Joanne Dm

©The Magnificent Seven

(128) Panavision Ad . 6027
Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen,
Horst Buchholz, Eli Wallach

Walking Target (74) Ac . 6024
Ron Foster, Joan Evans.

Merry Anders

©Spartacus (196) Super-

Technirama-70 D . . 6070
Kirk Douglas, Lourence Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis

(Special release)

Girl of the Night (93) D. .004
Anne Francis, John Kerr

©The Dark at the Top of the

Stairs (124) D 005
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire,
Angela Lansbury. Eve Arden

NOVEMBER

1
©Goddess of Love (68) © D . .039

Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©North to Alaska (122)

© Ad . . 051

John Wayne. Capucine, Fabian

Desert Attack (76) Ac. . 053

John Mills. Sylvia Syms
©Tess of the Storm

Country (84) D..050
Diane Baker. Lee Philips

Inherit the Wind (126). . D .6026
Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Gene Kelly. Florence Eldridge

©Midnight Lace (108) D..6101
Doris Day, Rex Harrison.

John Gavin, Mvrna Loy

(^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) D .002
Ralph Bellamy, Greer Garson.

Hume Cronyn, Jean Hagen

Marlon Brando, Pina Pellicer

©Breakfast at Tiffany's ....CD..
Audrey Hepburn. George Peppard

©Summer and Smoke D..
Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Love in a Goldfish Bowl ..C/M..
Tommy Sands, Fabian

©Hatari! Ad . .

John Wayne, Red Buttons

©The Ladies’ Man C..

Jerry Lewis, Helen Traubel

20th-FOX
©The Big Gamble © Ad..
Juliette Greco, Stephen Boyd,

David Wayne
©Cleopatra, Todd-AO D..

Elizabeth Taylor. Stephen Boyd

©The Fiercest Heart © D..

Stuart Whitman. Juliet Prowse

©Francis of Assisi © D..

Bradford Dillman, Stuart Whitman,

Dolores Hart
©The Big Show © Ad..

Esther Williams, David Nelson

©Misty © OD..

David Ladd, Arthur O’Connell

Madison Avenue © D

Dana Andrews, Eleanor Parker

UNITED ARTISTS
Exodus (212) (Panavision

70) D . 6101

(Special release) Paul Newman,
Eva Marie Saint, Peter Lawford

Season of Passion D

Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter

DECEMBER

1
©Wizard of Baghdad (92)

© Ad 054
Dick Shaun. Diane Baker, Barry

CO€
©Flaming Star (92) ©. . .W. .056

Elvis Presley, Barbara Eden

©Esther and the King (100)

© D. .057
Joan Collins. Richard Egan

©Legions of the Nile

(94) © Ad.. 037
Linda Crist ul, Ettore Mannl

Police Dog Story (61) . Doc . . 6029
James Brown, Merry Anders

The Facts of Life (104) . ,C. .6104
Bob Hope. Lucille Ball

The Pri,ate Lives of Adam and
Eve (87) partly in

color CD. 6102
Mickey Rooney. Mamie Van Doren

^©The Sundowners (133) D. .007
Robert Mitchum, Deborah Kerr,

Peter Ustinov, Glynis Johns

JANUARY

©Marriage-Go-Round (99) ©C. .101

Susan Hayward. James Mason,
Julie New mar

©Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come (108) © D .102

Jimmie Rodgers, Luana Patten

©Can-Can (131) © M .103
Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLalne,

Louis Jourdan, Juliet Prowse
The Long Rope (61) . ...W..113
Hugh Marlowe, Alan Hale

Five Guns to Tombstone
(71) W..6102

James Brown. Delia Sharman

©The Grass Is Greener

(105) © C. 6103
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons

A Fever in the Blood

(117) D .008
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Angie Dickinson

FEBRUARY

|
©The Millionairess (90) © C. .104

Sophia Loren. Peter Sellers

Circle of Deception (100) © D. Ill
Bradford Dillman, Suzy Parker

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C..
Michael Craig, Mylene Demongeot

©The Canadians (..) © 0D..105
Robert Ryan. John Dehner

The Misfits (124) D..6105
Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe,
Montgomery Clift

Operation Bottleneck (74).... 6106
Ron Foster. Miiko Taka

The Great Impostor (112) CD . 6104
Tony Curtis, Joan Blackman

The Shakedown (91) . . . Cr. .6105
Hazel Court, Terence Morgan

Gold of the Seven Saints

(88) OD .009
Clint Walker, Leticia Roman
(Filmed in sepia)

Carroll "Baker, Ralph Meeker

Birdman of Alcatraz D..

Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

Age of Consent D

Patty McCormack, Lee Kinsolving

The Young Savages D . .

Burt Lancaster, Shelley Winters,

Dina Merrill

©Paris Blues D

Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

UNIVERSAL-INT'L

MARCH

Sanctuary (90) © D 115
L. Remick, Y. Montand, B. Dillman

Days of Thrills & Laughter

(..) Compiliation C 114

©The Trapp Family (,.)..D..117
Ruth Leuerik, Hans Holt

©The Alamo (162)
Todd-AO Hi. .6028

John Wayne, Laurence Harvey,

Richard Widmark, Richard Boone

The Hoodlum Priest (101) 0 .6107
Don Murray, Cindi Wood,
Larry Gates

Frontier Uprising (68) . W. 6103
Jim Davis, Nancy Hadley

©Romanoff and Juliet (..) C..6106
Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee,

John Gavin

©White Warrior (86) Ad . 010
Steve Reeves, Georgia Moll

Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©The Day of the Gun D .

.

Rock Hudson, Dorothy Malone

©Come September Panavision CD..
Rock Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida,

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin

WARNER BROS.
©Parrish D..

Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert,

Karl Malden, Connie Stevens

©Fanny D/M..
Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,

Charles Boyer, Horst Buchholz

©Splendor in the Grass D..
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty

©Susan Slade D

Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

Fabulous World of Jules

Verne Ad. .

Ernest Revere, Louis Locke

©Bimbo the Great Ad
Ovaries Holm. Mary Ann Shields

APRIL

©All Hands on Deck
(. .) © M 112

Pat Boone, Barbara Eden,

Buddy Hackett

©Ferry to Hong Kong
(103) © Ad 110

Orson Welles, Curt Jurgens.

Sylvia Syms

©The Minotaur ( . . ) ©. Ad
Bob Mathias, Rosanna Schiaffino

©Tomboy and the Champ
(92) 00 .6110

Candy Moore, Ben Johnson,

Rex Allen

©The Sins of Rachel Cade

(123) D .003

Angie Dickinson, Peter Finch,

Roger Moore
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS

BUENA VISTA
t)©Pollyanna (134) ...CD.. Jul 60
Jane Wyman, Richard Egan,
Hayley Mills

©Jungle Cat (70) . . . . Doc. . Oct 60
True-Life Adventure
©Ten Who Dared (92) Ad.. Nov 60
John Beal, Brian Keith

©Swiss Family Robinson

(128) Panavision .Ad ..Dec 60
Dorothy McGuire, John Mills,

James MacArthur, Tommy Kirk
©One Hundred and One

Dalmatians (80) ...An. Mar 61

CONTINENTAL
Tiger Bay (105) D . Jul 60
John Mills, Hayley Mills,

Horst Buchholz
School for Scoundrels (94) C. .Jul 60
Ian Charmlchael, Terry-Thomas

Four Desperate Men
(105) D . Aug 60

Aldo Ray, Heather Sears

It Happened in Broad
Daylight (97) D.. Sep 60

Heinz Ruhman, Michel Simon
The Entertainer (97) .... D .. Oct 60
Laurence Olivier, Joan Plowright

The Mirror Has Two Faces

(98) D.. Nov 60
(Eng-dubbed) Michele Morgan

Make Mine Mink (101) C. . Dec 60
Terry-Thomas, Athene Seyler

EDWARD HARRISON
Another Sky (S3) D.. Jan 61
Victoria Grayson, Tayeb

FILMS-AROUND-THE-WORLD
A French Mistress (91) . . C. . Dec 60
Cecil Parker, Jas. H. Justice

FILMGROUP
The Girl in Lover's Lane

(78) D . . Jun 60
Joyce Meadows, Brett Halsey

The Wild Ride (63) D. .Jun 60
Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter

©Last Woman on Earth

(71) D. . Sep 60
A. Carbone, Betsy Jones-Moreland

Little Shop of Horrors

(70) HoC. . Sep 60
Jonathan Haze, Jackie Joseph

High School Caesar (72) D.. Nov 60
John Ashley, Gary Vinson
Date Bait (71) D. .Nov 60
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan

GOVERNOR
Carry On, Nurse (89) C. .

Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton
Carry On, Constable (86) C.. Feb 61
Ken Connor, Leslie Phillips

KINGSLEY-UNION
©Mating Time (95) . I

Bill Travers, George Cole

Come Dance With Me!

Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal

K. GORDON MURRAY
©Santa Claus (94) ....F..No
Narrated by Ken Smith

©Little Angel (90) . CD. Ja

Maria Gracia, J. M. de Hoyos

LOPERT PICTURES
Never on Sunday (91)..C..No
Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin

©Tunes of Glory (106)..D..Ja
Alec Guinness, John Mills

RCIP
The Devil's Commandment

(71) © Ho. Ja

Gianna Maria Canale, Carlo

D’Angelo, Charles Fawcett
Mark of the Devil (73) D Ja

Maria Felix, Crox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
Man in a Cocked Hat

(88) C . . Ma
Terry-Thomas. Peter Sellers

Next to No Time (90)..C..Ma
Kenneth More, Betsy Drake

The Man Who Wouldn’t Talk

Anna Neagle, Anthony Quayle
Home Is the Hero (S3) D. .Feb6
Arthur Kennedy. Walter Macken

STERLING WORLD DIST'RS

Pat Goldin, Tommy Blackman
©The Last Rebel (83) . Ac . . Dec

Carlos Thompson, Ariadna Welter

Code of Silence (75) . .Cr. Feb
Terry Becker, Elisa Loti

VALIANT
©Sword and the Cross

Gianna Maria Canale, Jorge

Mistral. (English-dubbed)

©Sword and the Dragon

Russian cast (Eiig-dubbed)

The Angry Silence (95).. D. Jan

R. Attenborough, Pier Angell

rhe Young One (103) . . D . . Feb
Zachery Scott, Bemie Hamilton

Peter Cushing, June Laverick

WOOLNER BROS.
She Walks by Night (85).... D.

Belinda Lee, Walter Rilla

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

ARGENTINA
End of Innocence (74) 9-19-60
(Kingsley) . .ESsa Daniel

FRANCE
©Belles and Ballets (92).. 8-15-60
(Excelsior) . .French ballet stars

©Black Orpheus (95) 2-29-60
(Lopert) . .Breno Mello, Marpessa
Dawn (French-made; Portuguese
dialog)

Children of Paradise

(162) 6-20-60
(Ajay) . .Jean-Louls Barrault

Chasers, The (75) 6- 6-60
(Hakim) . .Jacques Charrier, Dany
Robin
©Eye for an Eye, An

(93) ® 10- 5-60
(Manhattan) . -Curt Jurgens

400 Blows, The (98) 1-11-60
(Zenith) . .Jean-Pierre Leaud

Love Game, The (85) 2-13-61
(F-A-W) . . Jean-Pierre Cassel,

Genevieve Cluny, Jean-Louis Maury
Lovers, The (90) 12- 7-59
(Zenith) . .Jeanne Moreau, Jean-
Marc Bory, Alain Cuny
No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Ostrich Has Two Eggs, The
(89) 11-21-60

(Janus) . .Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant

Port of Desire (85) 12- 5-60
(Kingsley-Union) . .H. Neff

Rue de Paris (90) 12-12-60
(Lopert) . Jean Gabin

GERMANY
©Dancing Heart, The (91). 8-15-60
(Casino).. G. Kueckelmann

Glass Tower, The (104) .. 10- 3-60
(EUis) . .Lilli Palmer

Rest Is Silence, The (106). 10- 3-60
(F-A-W) . .Hardy Kruger, P. Van
Eyck

Three-Penny Opera, The
(113) 11-21-60
(Brandon) . . Lotte Lenya, Rudolph
Forster

Confess, Dr. Corda! (102) 12- 5-60
(President) .. Hardy Kruger, E.

Mueller

GREECE
Aunt From Chicago (90) 9-19-60

(Greek Pictures) . . G. Vassilliadou

Counterfeit Coin (120) . 10- 3-60
(Atlantis) . .K. Logothedtides

ITALY
Big Deal on Madonna St.,

The (91) 1-30-61
(UMPO) . .V. Gassman, Toto

Holiday Island (105) 11-14-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio de Sica

See Naples and Die (80) 9-19-60
(Crown) .. Gianna Maria Canale

Three Forbidden Stories

(104) 9-26-60
(Ellis) Eleonora Rossi, Drago,

G. Cervi

JAPAN
Ikiru (To Live) (140) 3-28-60
(Brandon) .. Takashi Shimura

Men Who Tread on the Tiger’s

Tail (60) 8- 8-60
(Brandon) H. Iwai, S. Fujita

SWEDEN
Dreams (86) 8- 8-60

(Janus).. E. Dahlbeck, H. Ander-
sson

Lesson in Love, A (95) . . 4-25-60
(Janus).. Eva Dahlbeck

Magician, The (102) .... 1-11-60
(Janus) . .Max von Sydow, Ingrid
Thulin, Bibi Andersson

Wild Strawberries (90) . . 9-21-59
(Janus) . Victor Sjostrom, Ingrid

Thulin, Bibi Andersson
Virgin Spring, The (88) . . 12-12-60
(Janus).. Max von Sydow,
Birgitta Petterson

U.S.S.R.
And Quiet Flows the

Don (109) 6- 6-60
(UA)..E. Bystriskaya, P. Glebow

Ballad of a Soldier (89) . . 1-31-61
(Kingsley) . .Vladimir Ivashov,

Shanna Prokhorenko (also Eng.-
dubbed)

Short subjects, listed by company, in or-

der of release. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified. ^HORTS CHART

Q. Z oc 0

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

5421 One Shivery Night

<16!/2 )

5431 Waiting in the Lurch

. Sep 60

<15! k) .Oct 60
5422 House About It (16/z) Nov 60
5432 Radio Riot (16)
5423 Hold that Monkey

. Nov 60

(16) . Dec 60
5433 Bride and Gloom (16) .

5424 French Fried Frolic

. Dec 60

(16>/2 )

5434 Hectic Honeymoon
Feb 61

(17) . Jan 61
5435 Aim. Fire, Scoot (16)

.

Mar 61

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

4555 No. 3, Series 1 (11)

.

. Aug 60
(1960-61)

5551 No. 1, Series 2 (9) . . Sep 60
5552 No. 2, Series 2(11) Nov 60
5553 No. 3, Series 2 (10(/2 ) Jan 61
5554 No. 4, Series 2 (10</2 ) Feb 61

COLOR CARTOONS—SPECIAL
5501 Polygamus Polonius (9) Nov 60

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

4615 Ballet Oop (7'/z ) Jul 60
(1960-61)

5601 How Now, McBoing
Boing (7i/2 ) . Sep 60

5601 Wacky Wigwams (8)
5603 Spare That Child

. Sep 60

(&/2 )

5604 Way of All Pests

Oct 60

(7|/2 ) . Nov 60
5605 Four Wheels, No

Brakes (6/2 ) . Nov 60
5606 Skeleton Frolic (7'/2 )

.

Dec 60
5667 Babie Boogie (6) . . . Jan 61
5608 Pickled Puss (6>/2 ) . .

5609 Christopher Crumpet's
. Jan 61

Playmate (6'/2 ) Feb 61
5610 Swiss Tease (6)

5611 The Rise of Duton
Mar 61

Lang (6'/2 ) Mar 61

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5851 Canine Crimebusters

(10)
5852 Push Back the Edge

. Oct 60

(10)
5835 Community Sings

. Dec 60

No. 1, Ser. 13 (10) . . . Mar-61

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4707 Do Good Wolf (&/2 ) . Jul 60
(1960-61)

5701 No Biz Like Shoe
Biz (6/2 )

5702 Here Kiddie Kiddie

. Sep 60

(6/2 )

5703 Countdown Clown
Dec 61

(6Z2 ) .Jan 61
5704 Happy Go Loopy (6'/2 ) Mar 61

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

4758 Sloppy Jalopy (7) . . . .Jul 60
(1960-61)

5751 Dog Snatcher (7) ...

5752 When Magoo Flew
Sep 60

Cinemascope (7)
5753 Pink and Blue Blues

Sep 60

(7)
5754 Magoo Makes News (6)

Nov 60

(Both © and standard). Dec 60
5755 Hotsy Footsey (7) . . . Feb 61

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
4441 Wonderful Gibraltar

(18) Nov 59
4442 Wonders of Ontario

(18)
5441 Wonderful Hong Kong

Apr 60

<19/2) Jan 61

SERIALS
(15 Chapter- Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo . . . Nov 60
5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar-61

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5401 Income Tax Sappy
(16'/2 )

5402 Pardon My Backfire

Sep 60

(16)
5403 Musty Musketeers

Oct 60

(16) Nov 60
5404 Pals and Gals (16)

.

5405 Knutsy Knights
Jan 61

<17'/2 ) Feb 61

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4954 Ray McKinley &
Orch. (9</2 ) May 60

(1960-61)
5951 Ray Anthony & His

Orchestra (IOZ2 )

5952 Shorty Sherlock & His

Oct 60

Orchestra (8Z2 ) Dec 60

a. z dc a

5953 Skitch Henderson & His

Orchestra (10) Feb 61

WORLD OF SPORTS
4805 Battling Big Bass

(10) Jun 60
4806 Holiday for Champions

(9'/2 ) Aug 60
(1960-61)

5801 Rasslin’ Champs (10) Dec 60
5802 Hip Shooters (9/2 ) . . Feb 61

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W261 Pet Peeve (7) Sep 60
W262 Mice Follies (7) Sep 60
W263 Touche Pussy Cat (7) Sep 60
W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7). . Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ (8) ....Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8).. Sep 60
W275 Cat Concerto (7) Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
Tex Averys

W264 Farm of Tomorrow (7) Sep 60
W268 The Flea Circus (7) Sep 60
W270 Dixieland Droopie (8) Sep 60
W271 Field and Scream (7) Sep 60

PARAMOUNT
CARTOON CHAMPIONS
(Technicolor Reissues)

Herman and Katnip
S20-1 Rail Rodents (7) Sep 60
S20-2 Robin Rodenthood (7) Sep 60
S20-3 A Bicep Built for

Two (7) Sep 60
S20-4 Mouse Trapeze (7) . . . .Sep 60

Noveltoons

S20-5 Fido Beta Kappa (7) Sep 60
S20-6 No Ifs, Ands or

Butts (6) Sep 60
S20-7 Candy Cabaret (7) . .Sep-60
S20-S The Oily Bird (7) ..Sep 60

COLOR SPECIALS
(Anamorphic—2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec
(16) Sep 60

B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (18) Sep 60

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

M20-1 Galaxia (7) Oct 60
M20-2 Bouncing Benny (..) Nov 60
M 20-3 Terry the Terror (..) Dec 60
M20-4 Phantom Moustacher

(..) Jan 61

N0VELT00N
(Technicolor)

P17-7 Fine Feathered Fiend

(6) Sep 60
P19-8 Planet Mouseola (6) Oct 60

(1960-61)
P20-1 Northern Mites (..).. Nov 60
P20-2 Miceniks (..) Dec 60

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
(Anamorphic—Color—1 Reel)

D20-1 Kings of the Keys

(9) Sep 60
D20-2 Big “A” (9) Sep 60
D20-3 A Sport Is Born

(10) Nov 60

THE CAT
(Color Cartoons)

C20-1 Top Cat (8) Sep 60
C20-2 Cool Cat Blues (..).. Jan 61

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color)

7003 Golfing With Sam Snead
(9) Aug 60

7006 Assignment Philippines

(9) Jun 60
7007 Exercise Little Bear (9) Aug 60
7008 Sampans to Safety (9) Sep 60
7009 Assignment Thailand

(10) Oct 60
7010 Underwater Demolition

Team (9) Nov 60
7011 Assignment Turkey (9) Dec 60
7012 Down the Road (10) . . Dec 60

(1961)
7101 Australian Water Sports

( . .) Jan 61
7102 Assignment Mexico (..) Feb 61
7103 Adventure in Rhythm

(...) Mar 61

SPECIALS
7054 Tiger in the Tea (10)

C’Scope. De Luxe color ... .Jul 60
7-55 Call of the Holy Land

(19) 2D (B&W) Nov 60

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

(Technicolor)

5023

Mint Men (7) May 60

g
So re

a. z ocq

5033 Nonsense Newsreel

(7), reissue Jun 60
5024 Trapeze Pleeze (7) . . Jul 60
5025 Deep Sea Doodle (7) . . Oct 60
5026 Stunt Men (6) Nov 60

(1961)
5121 The Mysterious Package

(6) Jan 61
5122 Cat Alarm (6) Feb 61
5123 Drum Roll (..) Mar 61

TERRYTOONS
(Technicolor-CinemaScope)

5005 Tusk Tusk (7) May 60
5006 Hearts & Glowers (7) . Jun 60
5007 The Wayward Hat (7) Jul 60
5008 The Littlest Bully (7) Aug 60
5009 Two Ton Baby Sitter

(7) Sep 60
5010 Tin Pan Alley Cat (6) Oct 60
5011 House of Hashimoto (7) Nov 60
5012 Daniel Boone jr. (7) . . Dec 60

(1961)
5101 Night Life in Tokyo

( .
. ) Feb 61

5102 So-Sorry, Pussycat (..) Mar 61

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR PARADE

4171 Valley of the Mekong
(9) Nov 60

4172 The Lion City (9) . . Dec 60
4173 Treasure of Istanbul (9) Jan 61
4174 Down Jamaica Way (9) Feb 61
4175 Sidetracked (9) © ..Mar 61
4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) Apr 61

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4013 Billion-Dollar Boner

(7) Jan 60
4014 Witty Kitty (7) Feb 60
4015 Pistol Packin’ Wood-

pecker (7) Mar 60
4016 Heap Big Hepcat (7).. Mar 60
4017 Ballyhoouey (7) Apr 60
4018 How to Stuff a

Woodpecker (7) May 60
4019 Bats in the Belfry (7) Jul 60
4020 Woody’s Ozark Lark (7) Jul 60

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes)

4131 Helter Shelter (6) Nov 60
4132 Witch Crafty (6) Dec 60
4133 Private Eye Pooch (6) Jan 61
4134 Bedtime Bedlam (6) .. Feb 61
4135 Squareshootin’ Square

(6) Mar 61
4136 Bronco Busters (6).. Apr 61

SPECIAL
4104 Football Highlights of

1960 (10) Dec 60
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4101 Pacific Paradise (14) Nov 60

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE

(Technicolor Reissues)

8301 Room & Bird (7) Sep 60
8302 Cracked Quack (7) Oct 60
8303 His Hare Raising

Tale (7) Oct 60
8304 Gift Wrapped (7) Nov 60
8305 Little Beau Pepe (7) Dec 60
8306 Tweet Tweet Tweety

(7) Dec 60
8307 Bunny Hugged (7) . . . .Jan 61

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

8721 From Hare to Heir (7) Sep 60
8722 Lighter Than Hare (7) Dec 60

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TUNES

(Technicolor)

8701 The Dixie Fryer (7).. Sep 60
8702 Hopalong Casualty (7) Oct 60
8703 Trip for Tat (7) Oct 60
8704 Doggone People (7) . . Nov 60
8705 High Note (7) Dec 60
8706 Cannery Woe (7) ...Jan 61
8707 Zip ’n Snort (7) Jan 61

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two Reels)

8001 Enchanted Islands

( . . ) Oct 60
(One Reel)

8507 Riviera Days (.*.).... Nov 60

MISCELLANEOUS
©Donald in Mathmagic

Land (28) (BV). Dec 59
©Eyes in Outer Space

(26) (BV) . . Dec 59
©Gala Day at Disneyland

(25) (BV). Mar 60
©How to Have an Accident at

Work (7) (BV) . . Mar 60
©Islands of the Sea (23) (BV)
©Japan (28) (BV)
©Mysteries of the Deep

(24) (BV) . . Feb 60
©Noah’s Ark (20) . . (BV) . . Nov 59
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s.
XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY

PICTURES

BUENA VISTA
Ten Who Dared (BV)—Brian Keith, John Beal, Ben

Johnson. TV advertising on this picture proved quite
effective. Business not bad, considering. Played
Fri., Sat., Sun. Paul Gamache, Welden Theatre,
St. Albans, Vt. Pop. 8,600.

COLUMBIA
My Dog, Buddy (Col)—London, Travis Lemmond,

Ken Curtis. Remember AA's "The Littlest Hobo" (a
boxoffice hit here)? "Buddy" is good, but we sold
more concessions for "Hobo" than entire gross on

Well-Balanced Program
We combined "All the Young Men" and

"Fast ond Sexy" (both from Columbia) and it

proved good at the boxoffice. "Men" is a good
tough, realistic war drama. "Sexy" rather slow,
but mildly entertaining.

PAUL GAMACHE
Welden Theatre,
St. Albans, Vt.

this. Columbia is my jinx. Played Fri., Sat. Weather:
June in January.— Ken Christianson, Roxy Theatre,
Washburn, S. D. Pop. 968.

Stop! Look! and Laff! (Col)—Original Three
Stooges, Paul Winchell. After "Have Rocket, Will
Travel" we had hopes, but this is old film shots
like those now daily shown on TV. Leave it alone— it's strictly a dud and will make you a second
run to TV kiddie show. Played Sun., Mon.—Ken
Christianson, Roxy Theatre, Washburn, N. D. Pop.
968.

Surprise Package (Col)—Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor,
Noel Coward. Didn't come off too well at the box-
office. But I got a kick out of it. Could have been
so much better. Played Sun., Mon., Tues.—Jim
Fraser, Auditorium Theatre, Red Wing, Minn. Pop.
12,500.

Surprise Package (Col)—Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gay-
nor, Noel Coward. What a clinker! Business nil. Nat
even the flies came to this one. Played Sun., Mon.,
Tues. Weather: Foggy.—Albert Aguiar, Lincoln The-
atre, Lincoln, Calif. Pop. 3,200.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, The (MGM)

—

Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges, Archie Moore. Started
this Christmas Day, which was Sunday. Played Mon-
day and Tuesday also, and did a nice business.
Weather: Good.—Mel Danner, Circle Theatre, Way-
noka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

All the Fine Young Cannibals (MGM)—Natalie
Wood, Robert Wagner, Susan Kohner, George Hamil-
ton. Another adult film that we had quite a few
walkouts on. Below average business on this one
and we were glad when it was over. Played Sun.,
Mon., Tues. Weather: Cold.—Frank Patterson, Mans-
field Theatre, Mansfield, La. Pop. 6,000.

Key Witness (MGM)—Jeffrey Hunter, Pat Crowley,
Dennis Hopper. If Metro had given this any kind of

push at ail, they would have a grosser. The people
really liked this, but since they had never heard of
it, most of them sat it out at home. Played Wed.,
Thurs.—Jim Fraser, Auditorium Theatre, Red Wing,
Minn. Pop. 12,500.

Torzon ond the Lost Safari (MGM)—Gordon Scott,

Betta St. John, Wilfrid White. I had already played
this picture about a year before on a Fri., Sat.

double. I played it again on a Fri., Sat. single and
I don't mind telling you, I filled my house; not only
with kids but with adults as well. What is it about
Torzon that everyone likes so well? I don't know,
brother, but I'm going to play every one I can get
my hands on.—Harold L. Rackley, Palace Theatre,
Beebe, Ark. Pop. 1 ,200.

PARAMOUNT
Psycho (Pora) — Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,

John Gavin, Vera Miles. Good business, well above
average. No teenage group and hardly any kids

—

simple reason, too ghastly for children. Adults' re-

action was excellent. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat.

Weather: Foggy.—Albert Aguiar, Lincoln Theatre,
Lincoln, Calif. Pop. 3,200.

Rat Race, The (Para)—Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds, Jack Oakie. Here's a nice picture in beautiful
color that should be good in any situation. Our
above-average crowds really enjoyed it. Played Sun.,
Mon., Tues. Weather: Good.—B. L. Brown jr., asst,

mgr., Arcode Theatre, Sandersville, Ga. Pop. 5,424.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Freckles (20th-Fox)—Mortin West, Carol Christen-

sen, Jock Lambert. Very good little picture, with
enough action and romance to satisfy everyone. It

didn't do much business, but it pleased all who saw
it, which is a relief. Business has been off this past
month. Ployed Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Freezing.

—

Poul Fournier, Acodia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B.
Pop. 2,150.

High Time (20th-Fox) — Bing Crosby, Fabian,
Tuesday Weld. Average business, but those who

came thoroughly enjoyed this picture—and we didn't
mind saying good night to our patrons. Played Sun.,
Mon., Tues. Weather: Good.—Frank Patterson,
Mansfield Theatre, Mansfield, La. Pop. 6,000.

Legions of the Nile (20th-Fox)—Linda Cristal, Et-
tore Manni, Georges Marchal. Forget it. Unless you
can cofeature it with a stronger attraction, it's

money in your pocket to leave this alone. Played
Sun., Mon., Tues.—Paul Gamache, Welden Theatre,
St. Albans, Vt. Pop. 8,600.

Lost World, The (20th-Fox)—Michael Rennie, Jill St.

John, David Hedison, Claude Rains. Best crowd on
Sat. night I've had in months. For once I had more
adults than kids. The industry is making too many
of this type. Does not have quite the star-drawing
power as did "Journey to the Center of the Earth."
Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Very cold.—James Hardy,
Shoals Theatre, Shoals, Ind. Pop. 1,555.

North to Alaska (20th-Fox)—John Wayne, Ca-
pucine, Fabian. Boy, what a cute show—and it

brought out a lot of the older people who enjoyed
it immensely. Business, 'way above average and it

was a pleasure to stand in the lobby as the people
left the theatre after the show and hear the good
comments on the picture. Played Sun. through Wed.
Weather: Warm for winter.—George Jonckowski,
Prague Theatre, New Prague, Minn. Pop. 2,000.

Sons ond Lovers (20th-Fox)—Dean Stockwell,
Wendy Hiller, Trevor Howard. Played this with "Sur-
prise Package" for a big nothing. This one also was
a corker—put the cork on business. Played Sun.,
Mon., Tues. Weather: Foggy.—Albert Aguiar, Lin-
coln Theatre, Lincoln, Calif. Pop. 3,200.

When Comedy Was King (20th-Fox)—Compilation
of silent comedy greats. This is a good one to double-
feature with a CinemaScope picture—quite a dif-
ference between then and now. Kids will love it.

Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Cool.—Mel Kruse, Pierce,
Neb. Pop. 1 ,250.

Walk Tall (20th-Fox)—Willard Parker, Kent Taylor,
Joyce Meadows. Doubled this with "Young Jesse
James," also from Fox, and I swear if we have any
western fans left after seeing this junk, I'M be
amazed. I hate myself when I let myself get talked
into product like this. The gross was miserable. Played
Wed., Thurs.—Jim Frazer, Auditorium Theatre, Red
Wing, Minn. Pop. 12,500.

UNITED ARTISTS
Inherit the Wind (UA)—-Spencer Tracy, Fredric

March, Gene Kelly. Please, small-town exhibitors who
have no cultural background to draw on—steer
clear! We were forced to play this and the four-
day gross didn't even pay for our week's groceries.
Played Wed. through Sat.—Paul Gamache, Welden
Theatre, St. Albans, Vt. Pop. 8,600.

Magnificent Seven, The (UA)—Yul Brynner, Steve
McQueen, Horst Buchholz, Eli Wallach. A fine pic-

ture that came through with a fine gross. People
are once again ready to accept the BIG westerns.
This one was certainly in that classification. Played
Sun., Mon., Tues.—Jim Fraser, Auditorium Theatre,
Red Wing, Minn. Pop. 12,500.

Thunder Road (UA)—Robert Mitchum, Gene Barry,

Keely Smith. What could any exhibitor expect to do
on this one but business? Very well received for the
second time around. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather:
Chilly.—Larry Thomas for G. J. Thomas, Fayette
Theatre, Fayetteville, W. Va. Pop. 2,000.

WARNER BROS.
Summer Place, A-(WB)—^Richard Egan, Dorothy

McGuire, Troy Donahue, Sandra Dee. Very enter-
taining, but is this the kind of story for teenagers?
Far too much sex in it for them. Still its appeal is

mostly teen, while it should be adult. An important
picture like this should not be so loaded with sex.

It attracts the wrong customer. Business was good.
Played Tues., Wed., Thurs. Weather: Nice.—Paul
Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop.
2,150.

Sunrise at Campobello (WB)—Ralph Bellamy,
Greer Garson, Hume Cronyn. No go here. What a
shame! Such a good family picture—but no fam-
ilies, no people, no customers. Played Wed. through
Sat.—Paul Gamache, Welden Theatre, St. Albans,
Vt. Pop. 8,600.

Tall Story (WB)—Anthony Perkins, Jane Fonda,
Ray Walston. What a picture! Did very well at the
boxoffice. Hope we see some more of Miss Fonda
soon. Pleases one and all including me. Played Sun.,
Mon., Tues.—B. L. Brown jr., asst mgr., Arcade
Theatre, Sandersville, Ga. Pop. 5,424.

Teens Back 3 Times
"G. I. Blues" from Paramount is positively

terrific. The biggest grosser with Presley we
have ever had, by a considerable margin.
Teenagers were bock to see it three times.
Played it six days and could have extended it

a couple more.
JIM FRASER

Auditorium Theatre,
Red Wing, Minn.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

Road to Eternity A
Beverly Films 181 Minutes Rel.

Billed as a Japanese "All Quiet on the

Western Front," this Shochiku GrandScope
entry is in itself merely parts three and
four of a huge motion picture project that

would run about nine hours entoto. "Eternity"

runs three of those, excluding an intermission.

Resultantly, despite the picture's many ex-

cellent values from a filming standpoint, its

reception is necessarily limited to audiences

of essentially Oriental interest or to serious

students of motion picture technique. It is not

a fast film and it is not a generally exciting

film, but there are moments of unusually in-

teresting humanitarian value that are worth

note. The story concerns a young, intelligent

recruit in the Japanese army and carries him
through his activities during World War I

T
.

Instead of aiming itself at the war element,

it is basically a character study, involving

both the intrinsic pride and staunch discipline

that governs the individual lives of the Jap-

anese as well as the very character of Jap-

anese thinking in this respect. Considering

the makeup of our own military, it is hard to

believe in the authenticity of many activities

pictured here. For instance, the soldier goes

through a constant series of beatings by
every superior in order to build up his disci-

pline and make him into a top soldier. It is

harsh and often cruel, but carefully planned
and detailed. The soldier, Tatsuya, is hand-
some and likable and, if he speaks English,

could well emerge as good material for

American screens. Direction by Masaki
Kobayashi is fine, artistic in style and char- (

acter, and dwells most closely on the

mental and moral aspects of the picture.

Tatsuya Nakadai, Michiyo Aratama, Keiji

Sada, Hideo Kishi, Jun Tatara.

288 Stournara St. A ^ Comedy

Atlantic Films 80 Minutes Rel. Feb. '6C

Very human events transpiring under the

roof of an Athens apartment building—hence
the title itself!—form the basis of this bright

little import from Greece, with English titles.

Orestis Makris, the best-known (to American
audiences, anyway) player, provides some
chuckles as the ever-busy janitor who likes to

both hear and pass along choice bits of

neighborhood gossip. While there are some
touching moments—sudh as a girl's pregnan-
cy—in the main the story concentrates, en-

tertainingly enough, on comedy, in broad
Athenian strokes. Passing on-camera are a
faded singer Sophia Vembo; a professional

Cypriot agitator, Dinos Elliopoulos; and
Smaroula Giouli, a clerk. Dinos Simopoulcs
directed engagingly.

Orestis Makris, Sophia Vembo, Smaroula
Giouli, Dinos Elliopoulos.

'Love and Frenchwoman'
Acquired by Kingsley
NEW YORK — Kingsley International

Pictures has acquired the United States

rights to ‘‘La Francaise at L’Amour,” an
omnibus of seven stories directed by seven

of France’s leading directors. It will be

released under the title of “Love and the

Frenchwoman.”
The basis for the film is a survey con-

ducted by the French Institute of Public

Opinion on the role of love in the life of

Frenchwomen. The survey was a counter-

part of the Kinsey report in this country.
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® Vistovision; © Superscope; 0$ Noruroma; ® Regalscope; ® TechrUrama. For story synopsis on eoch picture, see reverse side.

The Hoodlum Priest F Ratio: Drama

1:85-1

United Artists (G107) 101 Minutes Rel. March '61

atireh ^ crime drama with a down-to-earth religious angle, this
1 Don Murray-Walter Wood production is true-to-life, moving,

action-packed and even inspirational, as was the memorable
"Boys Town" of 1938 and, with strong exploitation and
favorable word-of-mouth, should score equally well at the

boxoffice. Murray, who starred in "Bus Stop," among other

20th Ce'ntury-Fox pictures, is the sole marquee name but
newspaper and magazine breaks on Father Dismas Clark,

the St. Louis priest who dedicated his life to helping former
convicts, will create interest for the film. As directed by Irvin

Kershner, the character of Father Clark emerges as an in-

tensely human figure, who knows young hoodlums and
speaks their jargon while trying to help them better their

life. Except for Murray, who is ideally cast as the dedicated
priest, and Larry Gates, as the noted criminal lawyer who
helps him found his "Half Way House" the players are un-
familiar to moviegoers, but Keir Dullea is outstanding as
a young convict who dies in the gas chamber and Cindi
Wood handles the slight romantic angle capably. Haskell
Wexler's black-and-white photography of St. Louis' actual
slums and court buildings adds a realistic documentcrry-like
quality.

Don Murray, Larry Gates, Keir Dullea, Logan Ramsey,
Cindi Wood, Don Joslyn, Lou Martini, Norman Mackaye.

bus.
Pasr

The Absent-Minded Professor F Ratio: Comedy-Drama

1:85-1

Buena Vista 97 Minutes Rel. May '61

Walt Disney follows up his block-busting "The Shaggy
Dog" of 1959 with another modest-budget, black-and-white
live-action comedy which bids fair to break records in 1961.

All the popular ingredients are present; Fred MacMurray is

again starred, this time as a zany scientist who invents a
rubbery substance, which he names “flubber"; the screen-
play by Bill "Shaggy" Walsh, based oin a story by Samuel
Taylor, is another fantasy in a small town setting and Rob-
ert Stevenson has directed in a broad, Mack Sennett-like

Pros fashion which will have audiences howling as MacMurray's
ejialy “flubber" has people and an old flivver bouncing sky-high.

With Tommy Kirk, Disney's teenage regular, and both Keen-
an and Ed Wynn (the latter in a guest appearance in his

old role of a befuddled fire chief), for added marquee draw,
this is ideal family fare to delight youngsters and adults
alike. There's even a few puzzled-looking dogs and the
"Shaggy Dog" cops, James Westerfield and Forrest Lewis,
for added laughs—what more could exhibitors want? Mac-
Murray is well cast as the professor and Nancy Olson reg-
isters charm and exasperation nicely as his waiting-at-the-
altar fiancee. Keenan Wynn, as a loan shark and Kirk as
his fumbling son, couldn't be better.

Fred MacMurray, Nancy Olson, Keenan Wynn, Tommy
Kirk, Elliott Reid, Leon Ames, Edward Andrews.

The Sins of Rachel Cade F Ratio: Drama

1:85-1 ©
Warner Bros. (003) 123 Minutes Rel. Apr. '61

That age-old subject, a woman's conflict between her

soul and sex, a topic that has supplied the basic theme for

Jgn - countless preceding photoplays, is fascinatingly and impres-
s'11 ' sively projected in producer Henry Blanke's celluloid version

of Charles Mercer's best-selling novel of a few years ago.

There are three principal reasons why the picture appears to

be certain of profitable patronage. First, there is the subject
matter itself. Some may say it's a woman's picture—and in-

deed the femme spectators will exercise their lachrymose
gland as the feature is unfurled. But such designation should
prove an exhibition asset, not a liability. Second, there are
surpassing performances by Angie Dickinson (in the title

role) and Peter Finch. Miss Dickinson's delineation will add
cubits to her growing status as one of Hollywood's more ac-
complished actresses. And third is the fact that the yarn is

localled in the Belgian Congo, which is much in the head-
lines these days. The picture deals frankly with out-of-wed-
lock pregnancy, but in impeccably good taste. Of necessity,

the cast is dominantly colored, but acting contributions are
generally praiseworthy. Skillful direction by Gordon Douglas
takes full advantage of cast and a solidly constructed script.

Angie Dickinson, Peter Finch, Roger Moore, Errol John,

Woody Strode, Juano Hernandez, Frederick O'Neal.

Underworld, U.S.A. F Ratio:

1.85-1

Drama

Columbia (525) 98 Minutes Rel. March '60

rated:
nf

Predictably, producer-director-writer Samuel Fuller pulled

no punches in bringing to the screen this exciting, hard-

hitting, missile-packed picture that concerns itself with or-

ganized crime in these United States. Treated to the lurid

merchandising that its title and text invite, the film should be
markedly successful in all situations where ticket buyers

relish violence and unrestrained action. Inasmuch as they

represent a majority of theatres, profits are indicated for

everyone. The photoplay can hardly be termed an expose,

inasmuch as much of its basic material already has been
the subject of screaming headlines. Using such factual re-

porting as a background, scrivener Fuller concocted a Monte
Cristo-ish yarn that is plausible most of the way, as the

characterizations by the troupers that project it. For the

sake of sensationalism, however, both are permitted occa-

sional tangental sallies into the illogical. But these digres-

sions will be of small importance to the average spectator.

The cast is only middleweight, but performances are gen-

erally good with extra kudos the due of toplined Cliff

Robertson and veteran actress Beatrice Kay, who is a
standout in her delineation of a gin mill operator. The film

carries the banner of Fuller's Globe Productions.

Cliff Robertson, Dolores Dorn, Beatrice Kay, Paul Dubov,
Robert Embardt, Larry Gates, Richard Rust.

Sanctuary
20th-Fox (115)

A
90 Minutes

Ratio: Drama

2.55-1 ©
Rel. Mar. '61

The League of Gentlemen
Ratio:

1.85-1

Comedy-Drama

This can be a solid money picture in situations where
adult, sophisticated and broad themes are the accepted and
favored film fare. "Sanctuary," from a production standpoint
is almost flawless, having fine direction and excellent per-

formances by the sterling cast. But it must be stated that it

is startling in its realism, its often morbid sequences and
unsympathetic characters. It is certain to draw the women
patrons, not that it is strictly a woman's picture, but it may
have more appeal for the distaff side. The screenplay by
James Poe was based on novels and a play by William
Faulkner who is noted for his frankness. And the picture is

plenty frank. Lee Remick gives a standout performance as
Temple Drake, the amorous college girl who becomes in-

volved with a bootlegger (the time is the 1920s) who makes
her his woman, drags her into the dregs of society and
eventually becomes the indirect cause of her baby's murder
some years later after she marries a former youthful ad-
mirer. Yves Montand is effective as the rum runner, while
Bradford Dillman is good as the girl's husband. One of the

)
central characters is Odetta, colored actress and singer, who
gives an excellent performance. Richard D. Zanuck produced -

.

and Tony Richardson directed. It is in black and white. rite
\

Lee Remick, Yves Montand, Bradford Dillman, Harry ---

Townes, Odetta, Howard St. John, Jean Carson.

Kingsley Int'l 113 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

'MP

Just when the invectives pour forth in alarming profusion

over the screen's constant concern with sordid crime sub-

jects, along comes this delightfully satirical British treatment

of what, in lesser-talented hands, could have been a badly
blotched bank robbery comedy-drama. Jack Hawkins, the

star and, incidentally, joined with some of his coplayers and
production personnel in formation df London-based Allied

Film Makers (the Rank Organization provided some initial

capital), is as well known on this side of the Atlantic as

perhaps many a native-born American male thespian. More-
over, he has basic audience appeal for both the general

patronage and the so-called "selective" patron and once
word of the unique story—eight ex-Army officers with a
grudge against their country's alleged ungratitude for their

years of dignified service nearly "pull off" a carefully

planned, imaginatively carried-out bank heist—gets ade-

quate attention from the critics and others, the picture could

conceivably develop long-running status. Michel Relph and
Basil Dearden, producer and director, respectively, were the

men who brought in the successful "Sapphire" in 1960, and
their studied, practiced hand is again very much in evidence.

Jack Hawkins, Nigel Patrick, Richard Attenborough,
Roger Livesey, Bryan Forbes, Kieron Moore, Robert Coote.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring

loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,

may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploitips; Adlines for Newspaper and Programs

THE STORY: "The Sins of Rachel Cade" (WB)

Angie Dickinson, nurse and missionary, accepts assign-
ment to a remote, nOn-operative hospital in the Congo. The
day she arrives the medico in charge dies. She takes over
and encounters almost insurmountable opposition in bring-
ing modern medicine and the gospel to the natives. She Mai

receives some help, but mostly discouragement, from Peter ",
t /

Finch, cynical administrator of the district. He makes a pass
at the girl and later falls in love with her. An RAF plane
crashes in the vicinity. Saved is injured Roger Moore, an
American doctor serving with the British. After he recovers
he aids in operating the hospital. Eventually he has to de-
part, leaving the girl pregnant. He ultimately returns and
offers marriage to give his son a name, but insists the girl

return to Boston where he has built a practice. She declines
and stays with her work.

EXPLOITIPS:
Ask book stores' cooperation in displaying Mercer's novel

with stills from picture. Decorate lobby with travel posters
of Africa. Hold a special preview for women doctors and
nurses in your community.

CATCHLINES:
She Struggled Between God’s Work and the Urgings of

Her Flesh . . . Deep Fires Burned Within Her and Burst Into

Flames of Desire . . . The Story of a Spinster Nurse Caught
in a Web of Self Conflicts.

THE STORY: "The Hoodlum Priest" (UA)

Father Charles Dismas Clark (Don Murray) Jesuit priest

in St. Louis, dedicates his life to helping young hoodlums
start a new life on their release from prison. Keir Dullea,

just out of jail, is about to revert to crime when the priest

a finds him a job and then enlists the aid of Larry Gates,
vhic noted criminal lawyer, in raising funds for his "Half Way

House" to rehabilitate ex-convicts. Dullea meets and falls in

love with a wealthy girl. When he is falsely accused of

stealing and is fired by his employer, he is unable to resist

getting even—by cracking open the safe. Dullea is sur-

prised by a resentful employe and uses a gun to kill his

attacker. Father Clark is unable to save the boy from the

gas chamber, but he and Gates use Dullea's fate to persuade
the people of St. Louis to contribute the funds to found his

home for ex-convicts.

EXPLOITIPS:
Don Murray is best known for "Bus Stop," "A Hatful of

Rain," "Shake Hands With the Devil" and other recent star-

ring roles. Play up the picture as the real-life story of Father
Charles Dismas Clark. Enlist the aid of church groups

CATCHLINES:
The True Story of One Man's Fight for His Fellow-Men . . .

A Dedicated Man Who Persuaded Society Folk to Aid the

People of the Slums.

THE STORY: "Underworld, U.S.A." (Col)

Slum-raised, petty criminal Cliff Robertson sees his father,

whom he idolizes despite his underworld existences, brutally
beaten to death by four hoodlums. He recognizes one of the
men, as does Beatrice Kay, operator of a gin mill and Cliff's

benefactor and friend. Swearing vengeance on the quartet,
Cliff deliberately sets forth on a life of crime and ultimately
is assigned to a prison hospital ward in which the recog-
nized man is dying. From him, Cliff learns the identity of

the other three. Returning to liberty, he launches his cam-
paign of vengeance. Utilizing both the underworld and the
law he brings each to death. En route, he meets, uses and
finally falls honorably in love with moll Dolores Dorn. But
it is too late. Cliff is slain in the exciting denouement.

EXPLOITIPS: 2d

Sell thi on the always timely police attempt to clean up
*°

organized crime. Invite local law enforcement personnel to

a special preview for teenagers, requesting an officer speak
to youngsters following the film. Decorate lobby and front
with banners from newspaper stories on crime in your
community.

CATCHLINES:
Crime Runs Ramppnt in the U.S.A.l . . . The Shocking, Evil

Story of Big-Time Syndicates and How They Operate . . .

The Gangster's Moll Wanted Him, But the Cops Got Him.

THE STORY: "The Absent-Minded Professor" (BV)

Fred MacMurray, a college science teacher, who has
twice forgotten to show up for his wedding to Nancy Olson,

is conducting an experiment which results in an explosion

and a black, rubbery substance which possesses powerful

anti-gravitational energy is born. MacMurray names his

discovery "flubber" and putting it in the motor of his old

Model T Ford, he is soon soaring through the sky. He also

uses it to make the basketball players bound past the

basket and score a victory. Keenan Wyrin, a loan shark,

gets wind of this and tries to steal MacMurrcry's invention

before U. S. government officials arrive to inspect it. But

Nancy forgives him for his forgetfulness and she aids him
to outwit Wynn and set off skyward with her new husband V

0l
to Washington,

nis ai EXPLOITIPS:
weF Although dogs are in the minority in this film, stress the

similarity to "The Shaggy Dog" by playing up Fred Mac-
Murray and Tommy Kirk, who starred in it. Kirk is also cur-

rently starred in "Swiss Family Robinson." Advertise for an
old Model T Ford, such as is used in the film, and display

it in the lobby to attract attention. Mention that Ed Wynn
is seen in his familiar Fire Chief role.

CATCHLINES:
You'll Be "Flubbergasted" at Fred MacMurray's New Ad-

ventures . . . He Left His Fiancee Waiting at the Church
But He Won Her Back With a "Flubber."

THE STORY: "League of Gentlemen" (Kingsley)

A disappointed Jack Hawkins looks back on his two-and-a-
half decades of faithful Army service with much more than
wistfulness; the country, he reasons, should give him some-
thing beyond polite lip service. After reading an American
crime story, he gets an idea on how to rob a bank, using, to

the minute details, the military approach. He next recruits

seven ex-officers, all in far-from-financially sound circum-
stances, broaches the plan to form a League of Gentlemen,
the main objective at the moment a staid, conservative bank.
Planning is meticulous; unanticipated episodes, however,
spell out ironic disaster.

EXPLOITIPS:
This is the first of what promises to be a flow of motion

pictures from newly formed Allied Film Makers, listing among
its principals Hawkins, Richard Attenborough, Bryan Forbes
(the scripter), and Basil Dearden (the director). Play up
corresponding similarities between top-grossing "Rififi" from
France. Hawkins is best remembered by the general patron-
age for his British officer's role in Academy Award-winning
'The Bridge on The River Kwai," and current ’’Ben-Hur" stint.

CATCHLINES:
A Strange Mission, A Strange Brood; Laughter Was Their Dm *

Mainstay A Laugh Barrage by Eight ex-Army Men * 9r

Who Plot the Perfect Crime!

THE STORY: “Sanctuary" (20th-Fox)

Lee Remick pleads with her father, the governor, Howard
St. John, to pardon Odetta, her former maid, who has been
sentenced to die for the murder of the girl's baby boy.
While Miss Remick did not defend the maid at the trial, she
now wants her father to know the truth. She tells him of

how her date, Bradford Dillman, got drunk at a bootlegger's
cabin and how the bootlegger, Yves Montand, eventually
took her for his own and she, in turn, fell in love with him.
He set her up in a bawdy house, all against the advice of

Odetta, who worked for him. When Miss Remick learned that

Montand had been killed in a car crash, she returned home
and married Dillman and took Odetta as their maid. But
when Montand, who had escaped death, returned to her
life, Odetta killed the baby, believing that would break up
the renewal of the romance. The father listens to the story,

but refuses to grant the pardon.

EXPLOITIPS:
Concentrate on the popularity of William Faulkner's

writings with book tieups. Also play up Yves Montand as
the new French idol. Point out that Lee Remick was a star

of "An Anatomy of a Murder."

CATCHLINES:
Never Has the Screen Been So Frank . . . One Disastrous

,S

p Night Led to a Life of Misery . . . Her Emotions Were Stronger
Than Her Will . . . Her Story Was One That Tore Away the

Mantle of Shame.
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RATES: 15c per word, minimum $1.50, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions lor price

oi three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
° answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

dffifiine house
HELP WANTED

Exceptional employment opportunities

for Drive-In and Walk-In Theatre Man-
agers in Southern California. Large cir-

cuit offers ideal working conditions and
liberal medical, hospitalization and life

insurance coverage, plus an excellent
retirement plan. If you should vacation
in California, contact Jim Barka for a
personal interview, Pacific Drive-In The-
atres Corp., 141 South Robertson Blvd.,

Los Angeles 48, California. All inquiries
will be held strictly confidential.

Managers wanted, indoor and outdoor
theatres, midwest circuit. Boxoffice, 9219.

Manager: Year round drive-in. State ex-
perience, salary desired. Fly-by-nights do
not apply. Box 7441, Orlando, Florida.

Wanted: Manager for new theatre in

Western South Dakota. Must be experi-
enced in all phases of theatre operation.
State age, salary expected, qualifications
and references. Boxoffice, 9224.

Wanted: Manager for large drive-in the-
atre in city of quarter of million. Year
around job. State experience. Send appli-
cation, references and picture to Box-
office, 9225.

Employee Wanted: Young, age 20-26,
ambitious, enthusiastic male who is inter-
ested in a future in theatre business. Pay
based on ability and results. Boxoffice
9232.

Wanted: Confident middle aged experi-
enced theatre manager. Must have good
references. Either seasonal or year around
applications considered. Boxoffice 9233.

Experienced projectionist and assistant
manager, $300 month. Silver Sky-Vue, Sil-

ver City, New Mexico.

POSITIONS WANTED
Experienced projectionist thoroughly ex-

perienced all make of equipment. Now
available. Go anywhere. Boxoffice 9228.

Manager: Mature, executive ability,
neat, aggressive. Advertising, exploita-
tion, publicity minded. Boxoffice 9235.

Projectionist, 14 years experience, sober,
reliable, good references. Boxoffice 9239.

Manager: Experienced, conventional
first-run drive-in, family man, age 43.

Boxoffice 9237.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Wanted: Two Strong tubular rectifiers,

must pull 40 to 50 amps. Write American
Theatre. East Chicago, Indiana.

Used butter dispenser. Send details re-
garding age, use, etc. Box 271, Brown-
field, Texas.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Drive-In Theatre Tickets! 100,000 l"x2"

special printed roll tickets, $37.95. Send
for samples of our special printed stub
rod tickets for drive-ins. Safe, distinctive,
private, easy to check. Kansas City Ticket
Co., Dept. 10, 109 W. 18th St. (Filmrow),
Kansas City 8, Mo.

BUY!SELL!TRADE!

FIND HELP OR POSITION

Through

BOXOFFICE
Classified Advertising

Greatest Coverage in the

Field at Lowest Cost

Per Reader
4 insertions for the price of 3

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
Will have available between March 1st

and April 15, complete booth equipment,
including 3-D, CinemaScope and 35mm;
4 channel stereophonic sound. Generator
95-190 amp, 20 H. P.; etc. Also 942 Kroeh-
ler pushback chairs. Mid-States Theatres,
602 Walnut Street, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

Sacrifice: Complete equipment Cowboy
Drive-In, Fabens, Texas, or will transfer
ground lease and sell as a going busi-
ness. Fred Tockle, 4228 Darwood, El Paso,
Texas. Phone KEystone 2-1004.

SENSATIONAL SAVINGS! Imperial 65/
130 generator, complete, reconditioned
$350; RCA PG-134 sound-system, complete,
rebuilt, only $575; Griswold splicers, new,
$19.95; Simplex portable projectors, arc
lamphouses, complete to operate, heavy
pedestals, rebuilt $1295. Star Cinema Sup-
ply, 621 West 55th Street, New York 19.

WORTH MORE IN PARTS: 1KW Arc-
lamps, Brenkert, Simplex, Strong, $69.50;
Morelite, Forest, Ballantyne 65 amp.,
$49.50. Some have reflectors. Complete
booth outfits, projection and sound, from
$895. Good serviceable condition. S.O.S.,
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.

Pair Simplex SH-1000 soundheads, $350.
P.O. Box 5030, Memphis 12, Tenn.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
LENS: Complete stock of brand new lens

in sizes 2%" thru 9". Large discounts on
Kollmorgen, Projection Optics, Bausch &
Lomb, General Scientific. Also good selec-
tion of used lens. Southeastern Theatre
Equipment Co., 203 Luckie St. N.W., At-
lanta, Ga.

WAGNER, ADLER, BEVELITE BLACK or
RED, replacement Marquee Letters, 4"-

—

40c; 8"—60c; 10"—75c; 12"—$1.00; 14"—
$1.50; 16"—$1.75; 17"—$2.00; 24'—$3.00
(10 per cent discount 100 letters or over
$60.00 list). S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street,
New York 19.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action! $4.50M cards. Other

aames available, on, off screen. Novelty
Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers ot

Hawaii, 670 S Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 1G0-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products. 346 West 44th St., New York
36. N. Y.

Midget Bibles. $50/thousand. lxU/2 ",
224 pages. Samples, prices 10c. Johnson-
Smith. D-951, Detroit 7.

Comic Books . . . Toys . . . Novelties
. . Free catalog. Hecht Mfg., 184 W.

Merrick Road. Merrick, N. Y.

STILL DOUBLING ATTENDANCE: with
STOOGE rings . . . other types also avail-
able. Write Box 248, Pulaski, Wisconsin.

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING
IF YOU OWN A COPY of Trout's Sound
and Projection Servicing Manual. In-
structions on servicing leading makes of
equipment . . . trouble-shooting chaTts,
basic schematics; tables on rest-
ances, voltages; data on lenses, lamps,
projectors, screens, sound, etc. Simpli-
fied . . . authentic. Additional Service
Sheets for 1961 to subscribers free. Data
on 35-70mm equipment. Price: $6 copy;
Cash or P.O. Order ... no CODs.
(Loose-leaf binder free) . . . Wesley
Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid, Oklahoma.

INTERMISSION TAPES
Pre-Show and Intermission Programs for

Drive-Ins. No more tape troubles . . .

use disc customized programs . . . same
price as our superb tapes on HiFi LP
records. Guaranteed to sell. Write for
free sample disc. Commercial Sound Ser-
vice, P. O. Box 5, Sulphur Springs,
Texas.

THEATRES FOR SALE
West Coast theatres for sale. Write for

. 1 st. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearny Street, San Francisco 8, California.

For Sale: Neodesha, Kansas drive-in
theatre, 375 cars, population 4,000. No
reasonable offer refused. Downtown the-
atre to be dismantled. G. E. Klock.
Ken Theatre, 500 seats, operating week-

ends, latest equipment. Frankenmuth,
Michigan.

For Sale or Lease: Johnston Theatre,
Johnston, South Carolina, 400 seater, only
theatre in county, excellent family op-
portunity, reason sale, illness. Air-condi-
tioned, CinemaScope and widescreen
H. B. Ram, Aiken, S. C.
For Sale: 400-car drive-in between Glas-

gow, Montana, and airbase with 6500
troops six miles each way. Complete con-
crete screen, new Ballantyne equipment.
Partners disagree. Fastest growing town
in northwest U.S. Ed McKenzie, Box 1127,
Whitefish, Montana.

Consistent profit making theatre, stable
rural town, Eastern Oklahoma. No com-
petition, will pay off total price in four
years. Five thousand cash required. 350
seats, good equipment, fireproof building
and apartment. My age requires retiring.
Box 174, Chelsea, Oklahoma.
Complete theatre equipment, less than

10 years old. 300 Bodiform pushback
seGts, complete Century booth equipment,
widescreen, scopelens, small sprockets,
Manley popcorn machine, pop machine,
soft drink dispensers, hot butter machine,
plus other small equipment such as fire
extinguishers, etc. Price $5,000 cash. Box-
office 9241.

400-seat, modern, southwestern Califor-
nia town. $25,000 down, balance terms.
Sylvia M. Kursave, 9925 River Street, Lake-
side, Californ ia.

Completely remodeled — 500-seat, air-
conditioned theatre. New XL booth, XL
sound, new wide screen, new drapes, car-
pets, etc. Lease building plus 436-car
drive-in with new wide screen. 1st run.
Jacksonville, Arkansas. 15,000 population,
home of the Little Rock Air Force Base,
new 80-million-dollar missile center and
industrial area. $15,000, with terms. Bart
Gray Realty Company, Jacksonville, Ar-
kansas. Phone YU 2-2219.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted: To buy or lease drive-in the-

atres of 600-car capacity or larger, in
Ohio, Boxoffice, 9222.

Wanted: To buy or lease drive-in the-
atres, 500-car capacity or larger. Boxoffice
9238.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
Lea:e: 450-seat theatre, trade area over

3,000, fully equipped, operating part-time,
South Texas. Boxoffice 9234.

For Sale or Lease (option to buy) profit-

able small town theatre in central Wiscon-
sin. Worth investigating. Boxoffice 9240.

THEATRE SEATING
Good used late model chairs available,

ebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-
atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices Parts for all makes of chairs.
Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago, Phone WE 9-4519.

Chairs rebuilt in your theatre, re-spac-
ing, sewed covers. Arthur Judge, 2100 E.
Newton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

For Sale: 300 used Ideal full spring seat.
200 used American box seat. $500 for the
entire lot. Russell Armentrout, Louisiana,
Mo.

Artificial Leather, Latest Vinyl Uphol-
stery: All colors, $1.25 per yd., 20 yds.
covers 60 seats. Write for samples. Com-
mercialeather, 116 Merrimac St

, Boston.

POPCORN MACHINES
Popcorn machines, all makes. Complete

new popping units, $185.00 ex. Replace-
ment kettles, all machines. 120 So. Hal-
ted, Chicago, 111.

For Sale: Manley Vista-Pop popcorn ma-
chine, 1959 model 104, used very little.

Tastee-Freeze, 31st and Monroe, Kansas
City, Mo. Phone WA 1-2525.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIGGER POPCORN PROFITS with all

new Tender-Vender, now re-designed to

even finer operations and results. Nothing
to corrode, rust or peel. Warms, tender-

izes ana dispenses crisp, hot, delicious

popcorn. Shipped assembled; easy to

move; capacities right for any location

Write for facts. TENDER-VENDER POP-
CORN SERVICE CO., Popcorn Building,

Nashville, Tennessee.

Handy Subscription Order Form

CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE. 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION
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Do You Feel TIRED? BORED?

SICK-SICK-SICK?

EU 9 FAAJ^c
^tractions
prior"?
EASTER!

If You Do— You 9re Suffering From

INACTIYE-ITIS end BACKSIDE-ITIS!
Here 9

s The Cure for You—Come to The

4th Annual

Hotel Continental

Kansas City, Mo.
•it

THE LATEST IN
CONCESSION
EQUIPMENT!

A SPECIAL ‘BUSINESS-GETTER’S’ SESSION!

, , , cutd atcccA, MUCK moncf
The Keynote Speaker: M. L. "MIKE" SIMONS

Subject: "NEW FRONTIERS-! 961"

For additional information

ond details, write —
Norris Cresswell,

executive secretory

SAVE TIME -REGISTER NOW!

COUNT ME IN FOR SHOW-A-RAMA IV

Hotel Continental • Kansas City, Missouri • March 7-8-9, 1961

NAME:

Registration Fee
Men $15—Ladies $10

ADDRESS:

MAIL TO:

Register: MYSELF

MYSELF & WIFE

CHECK ENCLOSED

BILL ME

UNITED THEATRE OWNERS - 1802 WYANDOTTE - KANSAS CITY 8, MISSOURI



X J

OF THE YEAR

/pmmk
OF WHATS COMING

BAROMETER
SECTION

A GOLDMINE
OF BOOKING
INFORMATION

Replete in detailing essential data

on current and forthcoming pro-

ductions, BOXOFFICE BAROMETER

is the most authoritative and useful

reference source for film booking

and buying. It is published as

the second section of this issue.
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“THE GREAT
GREAT
GREAT
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GREAT
GREAT
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GREAT
GREAT

TONY CURTIS
i iTHE GREAT IMP
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BOXOFFICE SENSATION
IMPOSTOR”
ER than PILLOW TALK, Fulton - Pittsburgh, Pa.

ERthan IMITATION OF LIFE, RKO Keiths - Providence, R. I.

ER than PILLOW TALK, RKO Keith Memorial - Boston, Mass.

ERf than IMITATION OF LIFE, Penn — Butler, Pa.

— Rthan IMITATION OF LIFE, Riviera - Binghamton, N. Y.

ZR than PILLOW TALK, State - Johnstown, Pa.

ERthan IMITATION OF LIFE, Capitol - Wheeling, W. Va.

ERthan IMITATION OF LIFE, Drake - Oil City, Pa.

zRthan IMITATION OF LIFE, State - State College, Pa.

zRthan PILLOW TALK, Coyle - Charleroi, Pa.

zRthan IMITATION OF LIFE, Centre - Denver, Colo.

zFJthan OPERATION PETTICOAT, Durfee — Fall River, Mass.

JiRthan IMITATION OF LIFE, McKean — Bradford, Pa.

zRthan IMITATION OF LIFE, Strand — Manchester, N. H.

i every opening in over 250 situations, key and sub-key

iroughout New England and Pittsburgh territory.

IMPOSTOR
:>r all Audiences and boxoffices everywhere.



IT'S THE RACIEST
COMEDY SINCE 'SOME
LIKE IT HOT' !"

IT LOOKS LIKE
ANOTHER WINNER
EOR ALL CONCERNED-
ESPECIALLY EOR THE
MOVIEGOER LOOKING
EOR A GOOD TIME!

"



CO STARRING

DIRECTED BY

PRODUCTION

W-t'

"I PREDICT THAT WHEN THE
PINAL GROSSES ARE TALLIED,
'ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK ' WILL BE
RIGHT UP THERE WITH BIG COMEDY
SUCCESSES LIKE 'PILLOW TALK

'

AND ' OPERATION PETTICOAT ' !
»

"THE DEAN MARTI N-SHIRLEY MACLAINE
COMBO IS A NATURAL. THE FANS WILL
LOVE THEM. THAT SHIRLEY MAKES A
TOWEL THE FUNNIEST COMEDY PROP
SINCE 'THE APARTMENT' KEY!"

huCl

uxyifc,

QsvkL
tpu.

COwu

SCREENPLAY BY Wit Mill •

RELEASE

• Based on a Slory by Margtl Veszi and a Play by 0#en Ellufd

TECHNiCOLOtf



PAT BOONE
ALL HANDS ON DEC
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NMISTAKABLE evidence of the improved
quality in motion pictures is contained in

their performances at boxoffices around the na-

tion. And there are some signs which the record

brings out that are highly significant.

Quantity of output still is low by comparison
with the peak years. In fact, there was a slight

drop in the 1959-60 season as compared to the

previous 12 months. However the line was held

firm on the grossing record in point of the num-
ber of films that scored well above average,

reaching into the highest brackets. These and
other statistical facts and figures are brought

out in the accompanying Barometer Edition of

Boxoffice, which is in its 24th annual publica-

tion.

The total number of pictures released last

season was 316, as compared to 325 in the

previous year, excluding roadshow attractions

which it has been our policy to include in these

annual reports only after they have gone into

general release. Adding those, the volume for

the past two seasons would be just about identi-

cal. The grossing reports show a similar parallel,

both as to the number that scored in the hit

class and which did average or better business.

This is good, considering that the sharp rises

experienced in 1956-57 have been sustained.

Also noteworthy is the fact that the output

was bolstered considerably by the increase de-

rived from foreign sources, which takes into

account only product for which the dialog is in

English. Foreign language films, however, are

listed in the Feature Index for the convenience

and service to those theatres that play them.

Highly significant is the greater number of

British-made films, which were made available

to U. S. and Canadian theatres this past season

and of their extraordinary boxoffice success, in

quite a number of cases.

The trend toward independent production,

which every American studio has embraced, in

greater or lesser degree, is regarded as having

had a significant bearing, both on the quality

and quantity of feature production. And, of

course, this would show in the performance rec-

ords. While no breakdown has been made as to

the proportion of such product to that which

came from the studios’ own production facilities,

a cursory glance at the titles of the pictures in the

higher-scoring brackets would seem to give the

independents a bit of the edge. Still, the bulk of

consistently good, playable product for the ma-
jority of the nation’s theatres has come from the

regular studio sources.

Speaking of independents, there has been a

strengthening of that element that releases

through independent exchange outlets, with an

above-average number of pictures in the hit

class this past season. As a result, a rise in total

output is expected in the ensuing year.

Contrary to some beliefs, there is no one or

limited type of attraction that has captured the

public fancy. Comedy, spectacle, fantasy, horror,

gimmick or just plain romance, drama—or
whatever other kind of picture there may be—
all will be found in the list of hit pictures.

Barometer also contains a company-by-com-
pany listing of feature product scheduled for

1960-61 release. A greater number than usual

is in completed form or well-advanced stages of

production. While this does not assure that the

forthcoming output will be substantially in-

creased, it serves as a solid base on which this

may be done. In fact, such an increase, doubt-

lessly, would have obtained in the past season,

had there not been the studio strikes in early

1960. That goes for quality as well as quantity,

which is evidenced by the number of top-grade

pictures that were on last year’s schedules which

are just now nearing completion or just being

started.

Barometer does a thorough job of telling the

product story of the season past, as well as to

give up-to-the-minute data on future releases.

On the past year’s product, exhibitors will find

basic means for evaluating unplayed pictures

and for re-evaluating some that they previously

overlooked or passed up. Or, they may find, in

going over the facts and figures, a number of

pictures to which time has added new values,

perhaps making them worthy for repeat book-

ings. Down-to-earth in its approach. Barometer
is filled to the brim with information designed

to be of everyday practical use value for every

type of theatre operation. We take pride in pre-

senting this service to our subscribers.

Brotherhood Campaign
The Annual Brotherhood Campaign, spon-

sored by the National Conference of Christians

and Jews, which began on February 19, is con-

tinuing through the Spring. As for many years

past, the motion picture industry is taking active

part in aiding this worthy cause and, again,

Max Youngstein is serving as chairman for the

industry. This year, contributions sought are for

a Youth Scholarship Fund, designed to help al-

leviate the problem of juvenile delinquency.

Exhibitors, who have been furnished cam-

paign kits, are asked to make the greatest possi-

ble use of the material provided therein, to

obtain the maximum of contributions in their

theatre collections.

The NCCJ renders invaluable humanitarian

service, every day of the year, by helping to

spread the gospel of goodwill through tolerance

and understanding among all peoples. It goes

without saying that this fine work merits the

fullest support of every individual in this

business.



INDUSTRY GAINS POWERFUL
CENSORSHIP BATTLE ALLIES

American Newspaper Editors Join

In Seeking Censorship Rehearing

Editors and Broadcasters

Among Those Seeking

Rehearing of Case
WASHINGTON—Times Film Corp. filed

a petition with the United States Supreme
Court February 27, asking for a rehearing
of the Chicago censorship case, in which
the Court in a 5-4 decision upheld prior

restraint in the censorship of motion pic-

tures. And, in its appeal, the company
gained the support of some of the most
powerful mass media representatives in

the country.

FIRST FOR OTHER MEDIA
It was the first time since the film in-

dustry started going to the High Court
to defend itself against censorship attacks
that it was joined by the press and broad-
casters. For the first time, apparently,
other media have sensed the dangers in-

herent in the prior restraint decision, and
have come forward to be counted on the
side of freedom of the press and free

speech for all media.
Lining up to criticize the decision of the

Court, and to ask that the question of prior
restraint once again be placed before the
Court were The American Society of News-
paper Editors, the National Ass’n of
Broadcasters, American Book Publishers
League, Authors League, the American
Society of Magazine Photographers, the
American Society of Magazine Writers and
Playboy Magazine, in addition to the Mo-
tion Picture Ass’n of America which did
not participate in the original hearing of
the Chicago case.

Several of the petitions were marked by
bristling comments on the dangers to a
free press and speech posed by Court’s
decision, as permission was asked to par-
ticipate as “friends of the Court.”
The Court rarely grants a rehearing of a

case, and what it will do in face of peti-
tions by the lineup of powerful channels
of public expression is a matter of con-
jecture. Court attaches say that should
the rehearing be denied, the justices may,
nevertheless, allow one or more of the
motions to be filed, simply for the purpose
of allowing the organizations to place their
views on record.

UNLIKELY TO COMMENT
Either way, the Court is extremely un-

likely to comment on any of the questions
raised by Times Film’s counsel Felix J.

Bilgrey and Abner J. Mikva, or on the
constitutional issue raised by the “friends
of the court.” The answer will be a brief
“Petition Granted” and a date set, or a
“Petition lor motion; denied.

Bilgrey and Mikva, in their petition,

declared that the Court had misinterpreted
or misunderstood their original arguments.
They said Times Film has never con-
tended that it is entitled to show, even
one, “pornography, incitement to riot or
forceful overthrow of orderly government,”

WASHINGTON—Turner Catledge, pres-

ident of the American Society of News-
paper Editors and managing editor of the
New York Times, on behalf of the editors,

filed the following petition with the Su-
preme Court for permission to appear as

a friend of the Court in a rehearing of the
censorship case:

“The American Society of Newspaper
Editors, through its board of directors, re-

spectfully requests permission to join this

action as friend of the court to urge re-

hearing of its decision in Times Film Corp.
vs. the City of Chicago, of Jan. 23, 1961,

(The Times Film Corp. has no relationship

to The New York Times). The consent of

the petitioner has been obtained.

“The Society believes the decision should
be reconsidered because it permits the lay-

ing of a prior restraint on a First Amend-
ment activity by upholding the right of a

city to force motion picture exhibitors to

citing statements from the majority
opinion.

“Nor has it claimed ‘complete and ab-
solute freedom to exhibit at least once any
and every kind of motion picture.’

”

The issue raised, Bilgrey and Mikva said,

is:

. the simple premise that motion
pictures as a whole are not one of the
exceptions to free speech,” and

—

“If this is so, then the city or state must
come forward with something in addition

to the fact that the communication is on
celluloid before it can interfere with its

expression.”

The motion filed by Motion Picture

Ass’n of America simply stated its interest

Times Film Eyes New
Supreme Court Case
New York—If the United States

Supreme Court should refuse to re-

hear the Chicago censorship case, as

has been requested by a number of in-

terests, Times Film Corp. may take the

banning in Virginia of “The Respect-
ful Prostitute” to the high court as its

next attempt to outlaw censorship.

This case, however, may have to go to

the Virginia Supreme Court first.

Felix Bilgrey, Times Film’s attorney,

told BOXOFFICE that rarely had the
U. S. Supreme Court granted a new
hearing on a case which had been dis-

posed of by a decision. He admitted
that a rehearing would be unusual but
not beyond the realm of possibility.

apply for a license before a picture is

shown. Yet motion pictures are protected

by the First Amendment (Burstyn vs. Wil-
son, 343 U.S. 495) and no prior restraint

may be laid upon such an activity 'Near
vs. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697).

“If such a restraint may be imposed on
motion pictures, it may well be extended
to other forms of expression, such as news-
papers, books and even speech. (Dissenting

opinion of Chief Justice Warren, joined

by Justices Black, Douglas and Brennan,
in this case.) The Society believes there is

no greater danger to democracy today
than legal sanction that forces submission
in advance of matter the public may see,

hear or read to a political bureau, a propa-
ganda ministry or a police license board.

The Society believes there is adequate
remedy in the criminal law of obscenity

for proper police action without doing
violence to a First Amendment right.”

in the case, asked permission to file a

brief with the Court which “it is believed

. . . will aid the court in determining
petitioner’s request for a rehearing.”

The other motions, however, went into

constitutional issues.

The National Ass’n of Broadcasters

agreed with Bilgrey and Mikva on the

basic issue of the case, stating it this way:
“The sole question is not whether there

exists an inherent right to show all motion
pictures at least once, no matter how ob-

scene or inflammatory their content might
be, but whether any city may require all

motion picture exhibitors to submit all

films for licensing and censorship prior to

public exhibition.”

The NAB went on to show a “paradox”
in that the court in the case of Allen B.

Dumont Laboratories vs. Carroll had “de-

nied the right of a state to pass upon
films to be shown over television,” al-

though “the televising of a film may reach
many times the audience of that same
film if projected in a local theatre.”

The motion of the magazine writers and
photographers also referred to the Dumont
Laboratories decision, in which the Circuit

Court had held television is subject only

to federal jurisdiction.

The motion pointed out that under the

Chicago ordinance (which the Supreme
Court upheld) the motion picture exhib-

itors would be compelled to submit the

picture, “Richard III,” for censorship prior

to showing it, although it had already been
shown “to millions in Chicago and else-

where” over “noncensored” television.

This, the motion said, denies to motion
pictures the equal protection guaranteed

by the Fourteenth Amendment.
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20TH-FOX PLANS TO PRODUCE
24 BLOCKBUSTERS EACH YEAR

Censorship Decision 'Opens the Door

To Dangers/ Warns Catholic Editor

Will Be in Addition to

Other Releases on the

Company's Schedule
NEW YORK—A production program of

24 blockbusters a year will be delivered by

20th Century-Fox, Robert Goldstein, pro-

duction chief, told Spyros P. Skouras, presi-

dent, and the home office executive staff

and their department heads at the climax

of a three-day meeting at the home office,

ending Saturday (25).

AT RATE OF TWO A MONTH
This production-distribution program

guarantees exhibitors two major block-

busters every month of the year, in addi-

tion to other releases on the company’s
schedule, Goldstein said. A backlog of 18

completed productions, including several

blockbusters, are already available for the

first months of 1961 and, “there are now
70 properties in various advanced stages

of preparation at the studio, the greatest

number in the history of 20th Century-

Fox,” he asserted.

“This will enable us to put on the stages,

starting immediately, the necessary rate

of production to fulfill our commitment.
From this stockpile, we can draw at least

two and possibly more blockbusters to go

into work each month and this is un-
doubtedly the broadest active program in

the entire industry,” the studio head said.

The two blockbusters a month program
will be backed by the greatest international

sales drive in the history of the company,
spearheaded by Murray Silverstone, presi-

dent of 20th Century-Fox International,

and C. Glenn Norris, domestic sales man-
ager. To further implement the produc-
tion-distribution program, Charles Einfeld,

vice-president, pledged all-out advertising-

publicity exploitation support.

“The company is in full forward motion
once again,” Goldstein told the executives

as he outlined the production slate.

READY FOR RELEASE
The features ready for release in March,

April or May are: “Sanctuary,” the Darryl
F. Zanuck production; “Misty,” in DeLuxe
Color, from the Marguerite Henry chil-

dren's story, starring David Ladd and Ar-
thur O’Connell; “All Hands on Deck,” in

De Luxe Color, starring Pat Boone, Buddy
Hackett, Dennis O'Keefe and Barbara
Eden; “Madison Avenue,” produced and di-

rected by Bruce Humberstone, starring

Dana Andrews, Eleanor Parker, Jeanne
Crain and Eddie Albert; “Francis of

Assisi,” in De Luxe Color, produced by
Plato Skouras, starring Bradford Dilman,
Dolores Hart and Stuart Whitman; “Wild
in the Country,” produced by Jerry Wald
in De Luxe Color, starring Elvis Presley,

Hope Lange, Tuesday Weld and Millie

Perkins; “Lion of Sparta,” filmed in Greece
in De Luxe Color, starring Richard Egan,
Sir Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker and
Barry Coe, and “The Right Approach,”

ST. PAUL—The recent 5-to-4 decision

of the U. S. Supreme Court upholding
censorship of films before they can be
shown to the public “opens the door to

dangers,” according to Msgr. Francis J.

Lally, editor of The Pilot, organ of the
Boston archdiocese.

Msgr. Lally said the new decision is

“out of step with previous decisions” and
“doesn’t seem to me to be a thoroughly
good decision.”

“Prior restraint strikes me as a very
serious thing,” the editor told a group of

Minnesota church and secular newspaper-
men and college teachers at a dinner at
the College of St. Thomas here.

“It means,” he explained, “censorship
boards can remove portions of a film be-
fore it is shown to the public. “What
bothers me is that you deprive people of

the right to make a judgment in their own
name.
“My further anxiety is that if you can

do it with films, why can’t you do it with
books, newspapers, plays and other media?
“This seems to me a differentiation I

find it hard to justify.”

The Supreme Court decision handed
down Jan. 23 upheld an old ordinance in

starring Juliet Prowse, Frankie Vaughan,
Martha Hyer and Gary Crosby.

Also completed for June and later re-

lease are: “Return to Peyton Place,” a
Jerry Wald production from Grace Me-
talious’ novel in De Luxe Color, starring
Carol Lynley, Jeff Chandler, Eleanor
Parker, Tuesday Weld, Mary Astor and
Robert Sterling, and “Snow White and the
Three Stooges,” in De Luxe Color, starring
Carol Heiss, the Olympic skating cham-
pion, and the Three Stooges. Also upcom-
ing are: “The Big Gamble,” produced by
Darryl F. Zanuck in Ireland, France and
Africa, in De Luxe Color, starring Stephen
Boyd, Juliette Greco and David Wayne;
“Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea,” an Ir-

win Allen production in De Luxe Color,

starring Walter Pidgeon, Joan Fontaine,
Peter Lorre, Robert Sterling and Frankie
Avalon; “The Big Show,” filmed entirely

in Munich and Copenhagen in De Luxe
Color, starring Esther Williams, Cliff Rob-
ertson and David Nelson.
Other features ready for release are:

“The Fiercest Heart,” starring Stuart
Whitman, Juliet Prowse, Raymond Massey,
Ken Scott, Geraldine Fitzgerald and Ra-
fer Johnson; “Mr. Topaze,” from the Mar-
cel Pagnol play, which Peter Sellers di-

rected and stars in; “It Happened in Ath-
ens,” in De Luxe Color, produced in

Greece, starring Jayne Mansfield, Nico
Minardos and Bob Mathias, and “Marines,
Let’s Go,” produced and directed by Raoul

Chicago which required the distributor of

a motion picture to obtain a license before
exhibiting it.

Msgr. Lally defended the use of licens-

ing boards in Chicago and other cities, but
said them work should be done after at

least one showing to the public.

In his talk, titled “The Catholic Church
and Censorship,” the priest-editor said

“everyone agrees” there is a line that must
be drawn in public expression to protect

public decency.
“But no two people ever agree where

that line should be drawn,” he said.

He said the Catholic bishops and the
United States Supreme Court agree the
restraint of the law should be “minimal”
—the least thing necessary to protect
public decency.

Msgr. Lally defended the Legion of De-
cency and the National Organization for

Decent Literature as efforts to bring
opinion to bear on the type of films that
should be shown and paperbacks that
should be read.
Both groups, however, have made mis-

takes, he admitted.
“In both cases it is possible to have

excuses,” Msgr. Lally declared.

Walsh in Japan, with Tom Tryon, David
Hedison and Linda Hutchings.
The coming blockbuster production

schedule will go into gear this month with
the New York filming of “The Hustlers,” to

be followed by “Hummingbird Hill,” “The
Chapman Report,” “The Commancheros,”
“Goodbye Charlie,” “Tender Is the Night,”
“The Second Time Around,” “Ride the
Ship Down,” “Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation,”
“China Story,” “A Summer World,” “Cele-
bration,” “Bachelor Flat,” and “The
Jungle.”

Goldstein announced that Perry Como
will make a movie “comeback” in “The
Great St. Bernard,” and reported that
pictures in advanced stages of production
include the third version of “State Fair,”

based on the Rodgers and Hammerstein
musical; “Big River, Big Man,” “The Tom
Dooley Story,” “The King Must Die,” “Star
of the West,” “The Enemy Within,” “Wine
and Roses,” “Adventures of a Young Man,”
“The Innocents,” “Battle of Leyte Gulf,”
“The Visit,” and “The Greatest Raid of

Them All.” It also was announced that
“The Greatest Story Ever Told” is now in

preproduction.

Universal Dividend
NEW YORK—The board of directors

of Universal Pictures Co. has declared a
quarterly dividend of 25 cents per share on
the common stock, payable March 29 to

stockholders of record March 15.
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FCC Gives the Go-Ahead

To Hartford Pay TV Test
WASHINGTON — The long - anticipated

approval of the application of Hartford

Phonevision Co. to conduct a three-year

test of subscription television was granted

this week by the Federal Communications
Commission. The Commission specified

that the test over WHCT (Channel 18) get

under way within six months, but it would

consider an extension if “good cause” is

shown.

OUTGROWTH OF RKO RADIO

Thus RKO General, an outgrowth of a

one-time dominant company in motion

picture production and distribution, RKO
Radio Pictures, becomes the first to intro-

duce pay television as a new competitive

force for movie theatres. RKO General

owns station WHCT and the system it will

use for its pay TV programming is the

Zenith Radio Corp. Phonevision process.

The permit is the first to be granted

for a public trial of broadcast pay TV.
However, the Hartford application is the

only one received by the FCC since it issued

what is now known as the Third Report,

which set forth the conditions under which
the trials will be permitted.

In granting the application, the com-
mission, sitting en banc, set forth three

conditions, the violation of any one of

which would be grounds for cancellation

of the permit. The conditions are:

1. That Hartford, RKO General, Inc.

(Hartford’s owner) , Zenith Radio Corp.
(owner of the patents on the equipment
Hartford will use) and Television Enter-
tainment Co., Inc. (Zenith’s patent li-

censee) “shall faithfully comply with the

letter and spirit” of the Third Report, and
“fully adhere to their sworn undertakings
and commitments” made to the commis-
sion.

2. That Hartford shall file with the
Commission complete information con-
cerning the classification of subscribers
other than “home subscribers” and ap-
proval by the Commission shall precede
the fulfilment of any agreement with such
“other classified” subscribers.

3. That Hartford and RKO General
shall maintain complete records of all

aspects of the trial operation, “including
any agreements, arrangements, commit-
ments or understandings with any third
person concerning subscription programs,”
and that such information shall be avail-
able to the commission at any time.

RENEWAL NOT ‘AS A RIGHT’
The Commission stated that a renewal

of the authorization at the end of the
three-year trial period will not be granted
“as a right,” and emphasized that the
present permit is “for a trial only.”
The order stated that the authorization

may be suspended in case the require-
ments of the Third Report concerning
electrical interference are not being met,
and that such suspensions would remain
in effect until the conditions have been
complied with.
And it further stated that the authoriza-

tion may be revoked or modified at any
time the Commission feels such action is

Hartford Phonevision

Ready to Move Ahead
WASHINGTON — Hartford Phone-

vision Co. expects to proceed immedi-
ately to get its subscription television

system “on the road,” Theodore Pier-

son, attorney for the company, said

this week. Pierson represented RKO
General, Zenith Radio Corp. and Hart-
ford Phonevision at the FCC hearings.

“We anticipate the conditions, and
there is nothing in them we cannot
live with,” he said. “If an appeal is

filed we will have to decide when we
see it whether to proceed with plans
to commence operations.”

in the public interest. In such case how-
ever, the Commission would first notify

Hartford of the intended action, and the
company could request an oral or an
evidentiary hearing.

Ever since the hearings on the appli-
cation in December, it was expected the
Commission would approve the Hartford
application, and it became a certainty
early in January when the Commission
announced it had instructed the staff to
draft an order granting the application.

Blau in Top Publicity Post
At Columbia International
NEW YORK—Martin (Marty) Blau has

been appointed international publicity and
promotion manager
for Columbia Pictures

International Corp.
He formerly was as-

sistant manager of

the company’s do-
mestic publicity de-

partment. Jonas Ros-
enfield jr., vice-

president of the par-
ent company, said

the transfer of a key
domestic executive

Martin Blau into the international

organization pointed
up the increasing significance of Colum-
bia’s worldwide operations.

Blau had been in the domestic publicity

department for ten years, serving as a
news writer and tradepress contact before

becoming assistant publicity manager two
years ago.

Prior to joining Columbia, Blau worked
as a reporter and copy editor on newspa-
pers in West Virginia and Texas follow-

ing graduation from Ohio University.

MGM Votes Dividend
NEW YORK—A regular quarterly divi-

dend of 40 cents per share has been de-
clared by the board of directors of MGM,
payable April 14 to stockholders of record
March 17. It will be the third dividend
payment on the new basis of 40 cents per
share per quarter,

Joint Committee Mulls

Pay TV Court Action
NEW YORK—The granting of a three-

year trial for pay TV in Hartford by the
Federal Communications Commission came
as no real surprise to the industry but the
Joint Committee Against Pay TV appar-
ently is not going to stand aside and let

the tests get started without a fight.

The Joint Committee, it is learned, is

studying the possibility of taking the mat-
ter to court, basing its contentions on two
major points: (1) that toll television is

not in the public interest and (2) that the
FCC has no jurisdiction over the giving

of a green light to Hartford Phonevision,
Inc., which is scheduled to operate the
system for Zenith Radio Co. and RKO
General.

A decision on court action will be made
after the attorneys for the Joint Commit-
tee have studied the text of the FCC ap-
proval statement. Marcus Cohn, chief

counsel for the committee, was in Mexico
this past week and was not due to return

to his Washington office until late in the

week.
It will be the Joint Committee’s argu-

ment that the airwaves belong to the pub-

lic and that a charge for their use would
be unconstitutional. It will be further

argued that the granting of a test is an
issue which Congress must decide and that

it does not come under the province of

the FCC. That opinion has been expressed

by several members of Congress.

Last year, 22 bills designed to outlaw

pay TV were introduced in both houses of

Congress and, since the new Congress con-

vened, two measures already have been

hoppered.
If the Joint Committee decides to take

court action, the case probably will be filed

in a Federal District Court, possibly in

New York.

Robert O'Donnell's Widow
Now With Citation Films
“new YORK—Mrs. Robert J. O’Donnell,

widow of the Texas Interstate executive,

has joined A1 Schwalberg’s Citation Films

as director of exhibitor relations.

Mrs. O’Donnell currently is on a tour of

European production centers and will look

over product for possible release by Cita-

tion. She also will confer with circuit and
independent exhibitors for the purpose of

exchanging ideas on theatre operation,

exploitation, etc.

Meanwhile, Citation, which has acquired

two Paramount pictures for rerelease as

a combination, will release the program on

April 9. The films are “The First Marine”

(formerly “Tripoli”) and “Cavalry

Charge” (formerly “The Last Outpost”).

Diners' Club Credit Card Film

HOLLYWOOD—Columbia is planning a

film based on the credit card operations

that have swarmed the country. To wit,

studio head Samuel Briskin has reportedly

closed a deal with Diners’ Club president

A1 Bloomingdale to film a comedy along

these lines. The Diner’s Club will provide

cooperation. No casting or production an-

nouncements have yet been named.
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A LINE-UP OF MONEY MAKERS!
from STERLING WORLD DISTRIBUTORS

READY FOR SUMMER RELEASE

“THE PIRATE «I SLAVE QUEEN”
Starring LEX BARKER - CHELO ALONSO

AND CAST OF THOUSANDS

IN TOTALSCOPE AND FLAMING COLOR

THE

HA
t a full helping of FAMILY FUN!

iuLFPiNT

DANGER LURKED AT

EVERY TURN BECAUSE

HE KNEW TDO MUCH!

SPECK

1961 ACADEAAY AWARD NOAAINEE

U. FEATUI

IN

tETTES ,

“Friendship in Acapulco”
“The Creation of Woman” COLOR An Entertainment Holiday!

13 Min. 15 Min.

For That Spring Boxoffice Tonic

1. “CAPE CANAVERAL MONSTER”
A Menace to Our Most

Guarded Secret

3. “THE NARCOTIC STORY”
True Story of Hell

In a City

2. “THE HEAD THAT WOULDN’T DIE”
Amazing - Shocking -

Horror

4. “FILM PARADE”
60 Glorious Film Years

With 150 Famous Stars

Represented Internationally

STERLING WORLD DISTRIBUTORS
Main Office:

1979 S. VERMONT AVE. LOS ANGELES 7, California



Oscar Nominations In;

UA's 41 All-Time High
HOLLYWOOD—United Artists scored an

all-time high in Oscar nominations by pull-

ing in 41 bids for nine pictures in the 33rd

annual Academy Awards competition. The
figure is more than three-quarters higher

than any other studio and included a total

of ten nominations for “The Apartment”
alone. Six of them were listed for two Lo-
pert pictures, which UA owns.
Twentieth Century-Fox and Warner

Bros, tied for second place, showing 13 bids

for six pictures each, while Columbia fol-

lowed with eight nods for two films.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount and
Universal-International came in with seven

nominations each in five, four and two
films, respectively.

“The Apartment” scored five of its nods
out of the six top categories, including

best picture, best performance by an actor

and an actress, best direction and best or-

iginal story and screenplay. UA’s “The
Alamo," Columbia’s “Pepe” and 20th-Fox’s

“Sons and Lovers” each brought seven
nominations, while five bids were listed

for “Elmer Gantry” (UA), “Facts of Life”
i UA) , “Never on Sunday” (UA-Lopert)
and “The Sundowners” (WB).
The complete list of Oscar contenders

runs as follows:

Best performance by an actor: Trevor Howard in

“Sons and Lovers," Company of Artists, Inc., 20th-
Fox; Burt Lancaster in "Elmer Gantry," Burt Lan-
caster-Richord Brooks production, UA; Jack Lemmon
in "The Apartment," The Mirisch Co., Inc., UA;
Laurence Olivier in "The Entertainer," Woodfall pro-
duction, Continental Distributing, Inc. (British); and
Spencer Trocy in "Inherit the Wind," Stanley Kramer
production, UA.

Best performance by an actor in a supporting role:

Peter Falk in "Murder, Inc.," 20th-Fox; Jack Krus-
chen in "The Apartment," The Mirisch Co., Inc., UA;
Sal Mineo in "Exodus," Carlyle-Alpina S. A. produc-
tion, UA; Peter Ustinov in "Spartacus," Bryna Pro-
ductions, Inc., U-l; and Chill Wills in "The Alamo,"
Botjac production, UA.

Best performance by an actress: Greer Garson in

"Sunrise at Campobello," Schary production, WB;
Deborah Kerr in "The Sundowners," WB; Shirley Mac-
Lame in "The Apartment," The Mirisch Co., Inc.,

UA; Melina Mercouri in "Never on Sunday," Melina-
film production, Lopert Pictures Corp. (Greek); and
Elizobeth Taylor in "Butterfield 8," Afton-Linebrook
production, MGM.

Best performance by an actress in a supporting
role: Glynis Johns in "The Sundowners," WB; Shirley

Jones in "Elmer Gontry," Burt Lancaster-Richard
Brooks production, UA; Shirley Knight in "The Dark
at the Top of the Stairs," WB; Janet Leigh in

"Psycho," Alfred J. Hitchcock Productions, Para.;
and Mary Ure in "Sons and Lovers," Company of
Artists, Inc., 20th-Fox.

Best achievement in art direction of a black-and-
white picture: "The Apartment," The Mirisch Co.,
Inc., UA; Alexander Trauner, Set Decoration: Edward
G. Boyle.; "The Focts of Life," Panama & Frank
production, UA, Joseph McMillan Johnson and Ken-
neth A. Reid. Set decoration: Ross Dowd; "Psycho,"
Alfred J Hitchcock Productions, Para., Joseph Hur-
ley and Roberr Clatworthy. Set decoration: George
Milo; "Sons and Lovers," Company of Artists, Inc.,

20th-Fox, Tom Morahan and Lionel Couch; and
"Visit to o Small Planet," Hal Wallis Productions,
Poromount, Hal Pereira and Walter Tyler. Set decora-
tion: Sam Comer and Arthur Krams.

Best achievement in art direction of a color pic-

ture: "Cimarron," MGM, George W. Davis and Ad-
dison Hehr. Set decoration: Henry Grace, Hugh Hunt
and Otto Siegel; "It Started in Naples," Paramount
and Capri production, Pora., Hal Pereira and Roland
Anderson Set decoration: Sam Comer and Arrigo
Breschi; "Pepe," G. S.-Posa Films International pro-
duction, Columbia, Ted Haworth. Set decoration: Wil-
liam Kiernan; "Sportacus," Bryna Productions, Inc.,

U-l, Alexander Golitzen and Eric Orbom. Set decora-
tion: Russell A. Gausman and Julia Heron; and
"Sunrise ot Campobello," Schary production, WB,
Edward Carrere. Set Decorotion: George James Hop-
kins.

Best motion picture of the yeor: "The Alamo," Bat-

7th Nominations Are Won
By Tracy, Greer Garson
HOLLYWOOD — When Spencer Tracy

and Greer Garson were nominated for

Oscars this week it marked the seventh
time each had been nominated for the
coveted award. Tracy has won two Oscars
and Miss Garson one—Tracy for “Captains
Courageous” in 1937 and “Boys Town” in

1938, and Miss Garson for “Mrs. Miniver”
in 1942.

Among others nominated, Laurence Oli-

vier has won six nominations, and two
Oscars, one for directing “Hamlet” in 1948

and another for playing the title role in

the same picture. Jack Lemmon has won
three nominations, and Burt Lancaster
two. For the fifth nominee in the best-

actor classification, Trevor Howard, this is

his first nomination.
In the best-actress classification, Deb-

orah Kerr has been nominated six times,

and Shirley MacLaine two times, while

for the Greek actress, Melina Mercouri,

her nomination this week was a first.

In the nonacting classifications, Billy

Wilder, named for the best-director award,
has been the most frequent nominee.

jac production, UA, John Wayne, producer; "The
Apartment," The Mirisch Co., Inc., UA; Billy Wilder,
producer; "Elmer Gantry," Burt Lancaster-Richard
Brooks production, UA, Bernard Smith, producer;
"Sons and Lovers," Company of Artists. Inc., 20th-
Fox, Jerry Wald, producer; and "The Sundowners,"
WB, Fred Zinnemann, producer.

Best achievement in cinematography of a black-
and-white picture: "The Apartment," The Mirisch
Co., Inc., UA, photographed by Joseph LaShelle; "The
Facts of Life," Panama & Frank production, UA,
photoaraphed by Charles B. Lang jr.; "Inherit the
Wind," Stanley Kramer production, UA, photographed
by Ernest Laszlo; "Psycho," Alfred J. Hitchcock
Productions, Para., photographed by John L. Russell;

and "Sons and Lovers," Company of Artists, Inc.,

20th-Fox, photographed by Freddie Francis.

Best achievement in cinematography of a color pic-

fure: "The Alamo," Batjac production, UA, photo-
graphed by William H. Clothier; "Butterfield 8," Af-
ton-Linebrook production, MGM, photographed by
Joseph Ruttenberg and Charles Harten; "Exodus,"
Carlyle-Alpina S. A. production, UA, photographed by
Sam Leavitt; "Pepe," G. S.-Posa Films International
production. Col., photographed by Joe MacDonald;
and "Spartacus," Bryna Productions, Ltd., U-l, photo-
graphed by Russell Metty.

Best achievement in costume design of a black-
and-white picture: "The Facts of Life," Panama &
Frank production, UA, Edith Head and Edward Stev-
enson; "Never on Sunday," Melinafilm production,
Lopert Pictures Corp., (Greek). Deni Vachliotou; "The
Rise and Fall of Legs Diamond," United States pro-
duction, WB, Howard Shoup; "Seven Thieves," 20th-
Fox, Bill Thomas; "The Virgin Spring," Svensk Film-

industri production, Janus Films, Inc. (Swedish),
Marik Vos.

Best achievement in costume design of a color

picture: "Can-Can," Suffolk-Cummings Productions,
20th-Fox, Irene Sharaff; "Midnight Lace," Ross Hun-
ter-Arwin production, U-l, Irene; "Pepe," G. S.-Posa
Films International production, Columbia, Edith Head;
"Spartacus," Bryna Productions, Inc., U-l, Valles and
Bill Thomas; and "Sunrise at Campobello," Schary
production, WB, Marjorie Best.

Best achievement in directing: "The Apartment,"
The Mirisch Co., Inc., UA, Billy Wilder; "Never on
Sunday," Melinafilm production, Lopert Pictures

Corp. (Greek), Jules Dassin; "Psycho," Alfred J.

Hitchcock Productions, Para., Alfred Hitchcock;
"Sons and Lovers," Company of Artists, Inc., 20th-
Fox, Jack Cardiff; and "The Sundowners," WB, Fred
Zinnemann.

Best achievement in film editing: "The Alamo,"
Batjac Production, UA, Stuart Gilmore; "The Apart-
ment," the Mirisch Co., Inc., UA, Daniel Mandell;

"Inherit the Wind," Stanley Kramer production, UA,
Frederic Knudtson; "Pepe," G. S.-Posa Films Inter-
national production. Col., Viola Lawrence and Al
Clark; "Spartacus," Bryna Productions, Inc., U-l,
Robert Lawrence.

Best scoring cf a musical picture: "Bells Are Ring-
ing," Arthur Freed production, MGM, Andre Previn;
"Can-Can," Suffolk-Cummings Productions, 20th-Fox,
Nelson Riddle; "Let's Make Love," Company of Art-
ists, Inc., 20th-Fox, Lionel Newman and Earle H.
Hagen; "Pepe," G. S.-Posa Films International pro-
duction, Columbia, Johnny Green; and "Song Without
End," Goetz-Vidor Pictures Production, Col., Morris
Stoloff and Harry Sukman.

Best music score of a dramatic or comedy picture:

"The Alamo," Batjac production, UA, Dimitri Tiom-
kin; "Elmer Gantry," Burt Lancaster-Richard Brooks
production, UA, Andre Previn; "Exodus," Carlyle-Al-
pina S. A. production, UA, Ernest Gold; "The Mag-
nificent Seven," Mirisch-Alpha production, UA, El-

mer Bernstein; and "Spartacus," Bryna Productions,
Inc., U-l, Alex North.

Best Song: "The Facts of Life" from "The Facts of
Life," Panama & Frank production, UA. Music and
Lyrics by Johnny Mercer; "Faraway Part of Town"
from "Pepe," G. S.-Posa Films International produc-
tion, Col Music by Andre Previn, lyrics by Dory
Langdon; "The Green Leaves of Summer" from "The
Alamo," Batjac production, UA. Music by Dimitri
Tiomkin, lyrics by Paul Francis Webster; "Never on
Sunday" from "Never on Sunday," Melinafilm pro-
duction, Lopert Pictures Corp. (Greek). Music and
lyrics by Manos Hadjidakis; and "The Second Time
Around" from "High Time," Bing Crosby produc-
tions, 20th-Fox. Music by James Van Heusen, lyrics

by Sammy Cahn.

Pest achievement in sound: "The Alamo," Samuel
Goldwyn studio sound department. Gordon E. Sawyer,
sound director, and Todd-AO sound department, Fred
Hynes, sound director; "The Apartment," Samuel
Goldwyn studio sound department, Gordon E. Sawyer,
sound director; "Cimarron," MGM studio sound de-
partment, Franklin E. Milton, sound director; "Pepe,"
Columbia studio sound department, Charles Rice,

sound director; and "Sunrise at Campobello," Warner
Bros, studio sound department, George R. Groves,
sound director.

Best achievement in special effects: "The Last
Voyage," Andrew and Virginia Stone production,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, A. J. Lohman, visual effects;

"The Time Machine," Galaxy Films production, MGM,
Gene Warren and Tim Baar, visual effects.

Best screenplay (based on material from another
medium): "Elmer Gantry," Burt Lancaster-Richard
Brooks production, UA, screenplay by Richard Brooks;
"Inherit the Wind," Stanley Kramer production, UA,
screenplay by Nathan E. Douglas and Harold Jacob
Smith; "Sons and Lovers," Company of Artists, Inc.,

20th-Fox, screenplay by Gavin Lambert and T. E. B.

Clarke; "The Sundowners," WB, screenplay by Isobel

Lennart; and "Tunes of Glory," H. M. Films, Ltd.

production, Lopert Pictures Corp. (British), screenplay

by James Kennaway.

Best story and screenplay (written directly for the

screen): "The Angry Silence," Beaver Films, Ltd. pro-

duction, Joseph Harris-Sig Shore (British), story by
Richard Gregson and Michael Craig, and screenplay

by Brian Forbes; "The Apartment," The Mirisch Co.,

Inc., UA, story and screenplay by Billy Wilder and
I. A. L. Diamond; "The Facts of Life," Panama &
Frank production, UA, story and screenplay by Nor-
man Panama and Melvin Frank; "Hiroshima, Mon
Amour," Argos Films-Como Films-Daiei Pictures, Ltd.-

Pathe Overseas Production, Zenith International Film

Corp. (French-Japanese), story and screenplay by
Marguerite Duras; and "Never on Sunday," Melina-

film production, Lopert Pictures Corp. (Greek), story

and screenplay by Jules Dassin.

Distinctive achievement in documentary produc-
tion: Features—"The Horse With the Flying Tail,"

Walt Disney Productions, Buena Vista Distribution

Co., Inc. Larry Lansburgh, producer and "Rebel in

Paradise," Tiare Co. Robert D. Fraser producer. Short

Subjects
—"A City Called Copenhagen," Staten Film-

central, Danish Government Film Office (Danish);

"Beyond Silence," United States Information Agency;
"George Grosz' Interregnum," Educational Com-
munications Corp., Charles and Altina Carey, pro-

ducers; "Giuseppina," James Hill production, Lester

A, Schoenfeld Films (British), James Hill, producer;

and "Universe," National Film Board of Canada,
Lester A. Schoenfeld Films (Canadian), Colin Low,

producer.

Best foreign language film: "Kapo," Vides-Zebra-

film-Cineriz (Italy); "La Verite," Han Productions

(France); "Mocario," Clasa Films Mundiales, S. A.

(Mexico); "The Ninth Circle," Jadran Film production

(Yugoslavia); "The Virgin Spring," A. B. Svensk

Filmindustri, (Sweden).

Best achievement in short subjects: Cartoons

—

"High Note," Warner Bros; "Munro," Rembrandt
Films, Film Representations, Inc., William L. Snyder,

producer; "A Place In the Sun," George K. Arthur-Go
Pictures, Inc. (Czechoslovakian), Frantisek Vystrecil,

producer: "Goliath II," Walt Disney Productions, Buena
Vista Distribution Co., Inc. Walt Disney, producer;

and "Mouse and Garden," Warner Bros. Live action

subjects
—" A Sport Is Born," Paramount, Leslie

Winik, producer, "Day of the Painter," Little Movies,

Kingsley-Union Fi’rns, Ezra R. Baker, producer;

"Island of the Sea," Walt Disney Productions, Buena
Vista Distribution Co., Inc., Walt Disney, producer;

"The Creation of Woman," Trident Films, Inc., Ster-

ling World Distributors Corp. (Indian), Charles F.

Schwep and Ismail Merchant, producers.
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TelemeterMoves IntoNew
Concepts ofProgramming

Fox West Coast Stages

Big Oscar Promotion
NEW YORK—A newspaper promotion

campaign adopted last year by Fox West
Coast Theatres for the Academy Awards
will be repeated this year and the Theatre
Owners of America is urging its members
to utilize the same or similar procedure
with their local newspapers.

INVITED TO GUESS WINNERS
The campaign is a contest in which the

public is invited to guess the Oscar winners
in ten categories, competing for prizes

promoted locally. West coast newspapers
are reported to have recognized the con-
test as a news and circulation builder and
have taken page ads to announce it, along
with entry blanks and daily stories on the
Academy Awards nominees.
TOA is recommending that exhibitors

start the contest four or five weeks before

April 17, the date of the awards event.

The Fox West Coast contest, tied in

with local newspapers, offers prizes to

readers who are able to correctly guess the
Academy Award winners in ten categories,

or pick the largest number of winners.
These categories are: best picture, best

actor, best actress, best supporting actor,

best supporting actress, best director, best

song, best art direction (color), best car-
toon and best sound.
The contest opened February 27, when

the cooperating newspapers published
the nominations for the Awards and will

end at 6 p.m. April 17. Intensive promo-
tions, however, did not start until March
5, when the first big stories and contest

rules were announced.
Photographs of the various nominees

and stills from the nominated pictures are

to be provided for the newspapers by the
managers. The papers are to publish the
ballot several times a week, and theatres

will call attention to the contest and ballots

in their display copy.

2,000 POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS
Under the rules, persons may send in

as many entries as they want. Although
there are about 2,500 possible combinations
of winners, there are possibilities of ties, so

ties will be settled by postmarks. The
earliest postmarks win. The first prize will

be an engraved gold pass for two to all

theatres for one year. The second prize

will be a six-month pass for two, third

prize a three-month pass for two, and 12

runner-up prizes will be one-month passes

for two.

Cooperating newspapers will run news
stories and promotional advertisements as

space permits, and theatres will run trail-

ers and increase their normal advertising

space for the run of the contest. It was
Fox West Coast's experience last year that,

with the proper approach, newspapers gen-
erally are eager to join in an Oscar Awards
promotion.

Bernie Mack in Hospital
CHICAGO—Bernie Mack, secretary and

production manager of the Filmack Trail-

er Co., entered the Highland Park Hos-
pital last week for medical treatment.

Irving Mack, former Filmack president

and now a resident of Miami Beach, has
returned temporarily to fill in during
Bernie’s absence.

NEW YORK—Having completed one
year of experimental programming in To-

ronto, Paramount’s
Telemeter pay tele-

vision system now
will branch out into

a diversified formula
for entertainment.
The new setup was
explained to the
press Wednesday (1)

by Louis A. Novins,
president of Inter-

national Telemeter,
who said forthcoming
programs would in-

clude a “live” tele-

cast of a Broadway show, “Show Girl,” a
production specially taped for Telemeter,
an off-Broadway dramatic hit and a top
star performance filmed in Paris. Addi-
tional programs are in various stages of
preparation and production.

SCHEDULED FOR APRIL 2

“Show Girl” will be telecast direct from
the stage of the Eugene O’Neill Theatre
on the night of April 2 to the Telemeter
subscribers in Toronto. The musical will

be taped in Toronto during the perform-
ance for repeat showings there for the re-
mainder of the week. The stars are Carol
Channing and Jules Munshin.

Prior to the presentation of “Show
Girl,” on March 16, Telemeter will present
Gian-Carlo Menotti’s musical drama, “The
Consul,” the first production to be taped
exclusively for the pay TV system. It will

run for a week and the coin-box price

will be $1.50, which is expected to be the
standard rate for the special productions.
On April 20, the off-Broadway produc-

tion of Ibsen’s “Hedda Gabler,” also on
tape will be piped to the Toronto subscrib-

ers. The play stars Anne Meachem and is

regarded as one of the top plays of the

current season.

“An Evening With Edith Piaf in Paris”

will be filmed for presentation to sub-
scribers during the week of May 4. Film-
ing will be on the stage of the Olympia
Theatre in Paris where the French star is

playing to capacity houses, Novins said.

The first of the specially produced shows
for Telemeter was “An Evening with Bob
Newhart,” which pulled about 30 per cent

of the total subscribers which number ap-
proximately 6,000, Novins said.

RUNNING TIME FLEXIBLE
The Telemeter president said that many

of the factors which had restricted the

general standards of free television did not

apply to pay TV. For example, it will not
be necessary to squeeze a script into a time
slot: “The Consul” will run two hours and
13 minutes, while “Hedda Gabler” will run
two hours and one minute. The only breaks
will be the intermissions as written by the
author, he said. There will be no advertis-

ing of any kind.

Novins said that in presenting an uncut
production of “The Consul,” the television

camera added a new dimension to the or-

iginal concept of the author, which, he
said, could be a forerunner of many other

great works. He termed it a new kind of

“road showing” of outstanding legitimate

productions.

It is planned to space the special produc-
tions two weeks apart. The taped and
filmed programs will be kept in the li-

brary and shown again as Telemeter opera-
tions expand into new areas.

Novins admitted that there was no
chance of showing a profit with only 6,000

subscribers, but that the company was
looking ahead to the time when there

would be millions of subscribers. Currently,

Telemeter is preparing to enter the Little

Rock, Ark., area. The Public Service Com-
mission will hold a hearing late in April

to clarify certain aspects of the use of

telephone lines for the project. Other ter-

ritories are being studied, including the

New York metropolitan area.

The special productions are produced by
Jean Dalrymple, director of the New York
City Center Drama and Light Opera Cos.,

under the supervision of Leslie Winik,
vice-president of Telemeter.

First MGM-Cinerama Films
Into Over 100 Theatres
NEW YORK — More than 100 theatres

will be equipped for Cinerama by the time
the joint Cinerama-MGM production,

“How the West Was Won,” is ready for

release. The picture, first of four planned
by the two companies, will go into produc-
tion in May. The latest theatre to install

Cinerama equipment is the new Cooper in

Denver which will present its first program
on March 8. This is the first theatre ever

built specifically for Cinerama attractions.

During the last year, Cinerama has
moved its facilities from Oyster Bay, N. Y.,

to Hollywood. Under the direction of Tom
Conroy, Cinerama vice-president, and
MGM technicians, 12 months of experi-

ments have resulted in improvements in

cameras, projection and prints, according

to Sol Siegel, MGM studio chief, and
Nicholas Reisini, president of Cinerama.
The Forum Theatre in Los Angeles has

been taken over as an experimental house
by Cinerama and will use it to test equip-

ment improvements.

3 Topics Headline Agenda
At TOA Board Meeting
NEW YORK—The censorship problem,

the product shortage and pay television

will highlight the topics for discussion at

Theatre Owners of America’s board of di-

rectors and executive committee meeting
in Washington March 20, 21. The sessions

will be held in the Mayflower Hotel.

A highlight of the two-day event will be

a reception for Congressmen and Senators,

which will give members an opportunity

to meet their legislators.

Early indications point to a big attend-

ance at the two-day meetings, according

to TOA.

Louis A. Novins
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Orr Named Vice-President in Charge

Of Production at Warner Bros.
HOLLYWOOD—William T. Orr has been

named vice-president in charge of produc-
tion for Warner Bros., it was announced
by studio head. Jack L. Warner, who said
that Orr will assume charge of all motion
picture production, theatrical as well as
television. He will work directly under
Warner's general supervision, with Hugh
Benson continuing as Orr's assistant in

the expanded activities.

Orr has been in charge of television pro-
duction at the studio, where this phase of

operation has skyrocketed to spectacular
success since its inception five years ago.
He has been responsible for introducing
such series as “Maverick," “77 Sunset
Strip,” "Hawaiian Eye,” “Surfside 6,” “The
Roaring 20's,” “Cheyenne,” “Lawman,”
“Bronco,” “Sugarfoot” and others.

“Orr’s record is a brilliant and enviable
one,” Warner stated in announcing his ad-
ditional duties. “He has demonstrated
great talent and originality, bringing tre-

mendous enthusiasm and drive to the pro-
duction of filmed series for television. I

am confident that his association with
theatrical motion picture production will

assure astute and energetic leadership, pro-
viding also a stimulating spur for all pro-
duction activities,” he stated.

Part of a studiowide realignment of pro-
duction activities, Warner also disclosed
that Steve Trilling, who has been his ex-
ecutive associate in the production of the-
atrical motion pictures, would continue as
vice-president of the company, concen-
trating on special production projects.
Trilling may also assume the role of pro-
ducer on certain properties, the studio
head revealed. Warner also is expected to

Western Heritage Awards
To Become Annual Events
OKLAHOMA CITY—The Western Heri-

tage Awards for the best westerns on the
screen, television and in printed form,
given for the first time in 1960, will be-
come an annual event. The decision to
honor the best westerns each year was
reached at a meeting of the board of di-
rectors of the National Cowboy Hall of
Fame and Western Heritage Center here.
The first winners included “The Alamo”
as the best motion picture western and
Dimitri Tiomkin’s soundtrack for the
same picture.

New Color Film Company
Puts Stock on Market
WASHINGTON—Panacolor, Inc., of Hol-

lywood which has developed a new process
for color film, has filed a registration
statement with the SEC to register 200,000
shares of common stock for public sale

at $4 a share through Federman Stone

-

hill & Co. on an all-or-nothing basis. The
company was organized to engage in the
development and printing of color film
for motion picture and television use, and
to process and distribute film for photo-
graphic purposes. It has not as yet gone
into commercial operation.

William T. Orr Hugh Benson

reveal a large number of new producers of

both theatrical and television projects.

“Writers and directors in increased num-
bers, as well as players, will be added to the
studio’s contract staff,” Warner said.

“This pool of talent will be available for

our company’s production program, and
also for pictures to be produced for War-
ner Bros, distribution by independent pro-
ducers and their producing companies.”

Coincidentally, he pointed out that the
Warner Bros, expansive facilities will be

available for such independent units and
that the company’s worldwide distribution

organization will be able to assure the

widest possible releasing arrangements.
Warner Bros, has been a leader in com-

bining the talents of production personnel

as well as players in both television and
theatrical features. Many of the top TV
stars that have been developed through
the company’s popular video series shows
have recently been cast in important the-

atrical films. The company, Warner stated,

will continue to develop such talents for

use in both mediums.

Richard Bagley Is Dead;
Made 'The Quiet One'
NEW YORK—Richard Bagley, 41, free-

lance photographer, producer, director and
script-writer who was acclaimed for “The
Quiet One,” documentary feature dis-

tributed by Mayor-Burstyn in 1949, died

in Bellevue Hospital February 25 after a
long illness. Bagley also was cinematog-
rapher for “On the Bowery,” produced
and directed by Lionel Rogosin in 1957 and
photographed many industrial shorts in-

cluding “Any Given Minute,” made for

the Greater New York Fund, which won
the Freedom Foundation Award in 1958.

Carol Reed Withdraws
As 'Mutiny' Director
HOLLYWOOD—Sir Carol Reed has re-

signed as director of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer’s “Mutiny on the Bounty” as the

result of differences of opinion with pro-

ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Studio head Sol

C. Siegel said the decision for Reed to

leave the picture has been reached ami-
cably.

Henry Hathaway has been indicated as

a possible replacement for Reed. There
are four more weeks of shooting on the

picture left at the studio and an additional

eight weeks at Tahiti.

Continental Using Hoopla
Promotion on 'Hippodrome'
NEW YORK—Continental Distributing

will employ a Barnamesque-type of ex-
ploitation campaign on its circus spectacle,
“Hippodrome,” the company’s Easter re-
lease, including a swimming tiger act,

which will be brought to the U.S. from
Asia.

But first, Jim Moran, publicity man
known for his hoopla stunts, must locate

the tiger act and, to that end, he took off

by plane February 24 for Ceylon, via Lon-
don, on the trail of the swimming tigers,

reportedly booked for India and the Soviet
Union. Moran confidently expects to bring
the tiger act to the U.S. in time for the
March 16 openings of “Hippodrome” in

Dallas, Houston, Fort Worth and San An-
tonio, Texas. Continental has also set Los
Angeles area openings for April 12.

Moran, who held a press interview at

his home, said he is prepared to go behind
the Iron Curtain to locate the swimming
tiger act. In the past, the bearded pub-
licist has done promotion for such pictures

as “The Third Man,” “The Egg and I”

and, most recently, Columbia’s “The Mouse
That Roared.”
Other aspects of the “Hippodrome” pro-

motion will be a Columbia recording of

“The Theme From Hippodrome” by the

Harmonicats, which will go into national

release March 20, and a giant animated
standee in full color, in addition to the

24 sheets, TV spots, etc., according to

William O’Hare, Continental’s director of

advertising and publicity.

Columbia Entering 8mm
Field for Home Films
NEW YORK—Columbia Pictures is en-

tering the 8mm home motion picture field

and has appointed Milt Parlen to super-

vise the newly created division.

Among the initial releases will be com-
edies featuring the Three Stooges, “The
Fox and the Crow” cartoons, “Sport Reels,”

“Li’l Abner” and “Scrappy.”

A preview of the lineup will be shown at

the National Photographic Show in Phila-

delphia, opening March 12. Columbia will

have a display booth at the show.

Columbia owns one of the largest car-

toon and short subject libraries and will

continue to release new subjects at regular

intervals.

Parlen joined Columbia in 1946 in the

foreign sales department before moving
over to the foreign and domestic exchange

operations.

Hearing on Guild Films
WASHINGTON—The Securities & Ex-

change Commission has instituted pro-

ceedings to determine whether to issue an

order suspending a registration statement

filed by Guild Films, and set March 10 for

a hearing. The statement covered 17,664,-

891 shares of common stock of which

2,749,891 are outstanding and an addition-

al 2,400,000 issued to creditors. Deficiencies

in the statement, according to the SEC,
are a failure to disclose bankruptcy pro-

ceedings—the company is now in bank-
ruptcy—and failure to reveal an agreement

to exchange stock for various assets of the

Vic Tanney gymnasium system.
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Little Pictures as Well as the Big Ones
Improve Grosses Under Marcus Plan
MILWAUKEE— Features given satura-

tion bookings, backed by television cam-
paigns, under the so-called Marcus Plan
are turning in grosses substantially above
comparative pictures which do not receive
the multidate treatment, Edward Johnson,
president of Wisconsin Allied, reported
this week.
Under the Marcus Plan, as developed in

Wisconsin, exhibitors in five areas join to
promote a saturation campaign in which
television plays a major role, but in which
other merchandising efforts also are co-
ordinated. This plan has been so successful
that exhibitors will stage the unified cam-
paigns for seven attractions through April

15.

Pictures which have been provided by
distributors include “The Village of the
Damned,” “The Trapp Family,” “The
Hoodlum Priest,” “The Eichmann Story,”

"The Great Impostor,” “Dondi” and “The
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come.”
Johnson presented an analysis of

grosses in a town of 14,000, comparing pic-

tures which have played under the satura-

tion plan and those which did not. “Op-
eration Petticoat,” under the plan, did 33

per cent more business than “Pillow Talk”
and 250 per cent more than “The Apart-
ment.” A family-type picture like “For the

Love of Mike” pulled a gross 75 per cent
greater than “Toby Tyler,” while the gross

for “Dog of Flanders” was double that of

“Huckleberry Finn.”
“Since all of the features listed as non-

Marcus Plan engagements were produc-
tions of the highest caliber, it is obvious

that many of these engagements could

have been listed out of the mediocre class

if given the Marcus Plan treatment,” John-
son declared.

The Allied president urged distributors

to provide top-quality pictures for satura-

tion treatment. “It is the opinion of many
exhibitors,” he said, “that the distributors

are concentrating too much on their Mar-
cus Plan efforts on low-budget produc-
tions and, in some cases, substandard prod-
uct, instead of using this highly effective

medium to also sell many of their more
costly pictures of top quality that other-

wise, for unexplained reasons, do not gross

as they should.

“If the distributors would expend their

efforts in this direction, many of their

high-budget problem pictures might cease

to be a problem for distributor and ex-
hibitor alike,” he said. “Care should be
used in choosing the picture to be sold in

this manner. Poorly made productions or

dubbed imports of questionable entertain-

ment value cannot convince our movie
patrons that movies are better than ever,

and to hoodwink our movie patrons via the
Marcus Plan is a grave mistake.”

These ^u&VLdMachines Mean More

Concession Profits!

POPCORN MACHINES
• Automatic (4 models). Standard (6 models)

• Giant gas or electric popping units (5 models)

POPCORN WARMERS
• Low cost counter model

AUTOMATIC CARAMELCORN MACHINES
with or without display cabinet

CARAMELCORN MIX
• Pure Caramelcorn Mix containing 93 score butter.

Over 1 year shelf life—no rancidity—no refrigeration.

PERFECTION CANDY FLOSS MACHINES
• The Cotton Candy Machine with several exclusive features.

COCONUT OIL HEATER & DISPENSER
• Fits any 50-pound pail of coconut oil

SEE YOUR CZutoJlA DEALER
The Cretors name is your GUARANTEE of the finest in concession equipment!

// M
and Co. — since 1885

30 POPCORN BUILDING FACTORY:
NASHVILLE, TENN. CHICAGO, ILL.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

OFFICIAL WEIGHT VOLUME
TESTER FOR THE

POPCORN INDUSTRY.

NOW ... A FULL SIZE

4 INCH SPEAKER

AT A LOW, LOW
PRICE . .

.

YOU’VE WANTED ... a full-sized quality

speaker with a 4 inch cone that sounded

good, lasted a long time ... at a low price.

HERE IT IS . . . the new EPRAD “PAR”

speaker meets all your requirements in-

cluding the price.

Weatherproof 4 in. driver unit with kapoc

cone, Alnico V magnet, anchored pole

piece cap, aluminum voice coil.

Rugged housing that will take a beating.

Attractive grey finish.

Universal arm and hanger plate fits all

known junction boxes.

Cadmium plated quick-disconnects (no

solder joints).

Theft proof screws.

Enclosed Volume Control.

Perforated aluminum cone guard.

SOUNDS EVEN BETTER THAN THE PRICE.

Call your local dealer today!

SOLD NATIONALLY
THRU THEATRE SUPPLY DEALERS

1214 Cherry St., Toledo, Ohio

SPEAKERS
CAR COUNTERS •

. HEATE'RS
JUNCTION BOXES

[

MERCHANT ADS
* HD

ANNOUNCEMENTS

|
CEDTrailerchrome corporation

155 EAST OHIO ST. CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
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By IVAN SPEAR

Total of 33 Films on March Lineup;

Highest in More Than 18 Months
Those proverbially strong winds of March

are blowing up a beautiful production gale

in major motion picture circles that should

find the month coming in like a lion. Con-
sidering the fact that the year has been
holding its own for as far as production
announcements are concerned, it looks

much like it won’t go out like the lamb of

the old proverb, either, which can only

augur well for the future playing power
of product hungry theatremen.
On the March lineup there is a grand

total of 33 feature motion pictures, by far

the largest number for the year and, in fact,

the top number to be recorded in more
than 18 months. The figure is even more
impressive when broken down, since it

shows that 24 of the pictures are com-
pletely new entries, while five are films

now under way that have been previously

listed and only four are repeats from ear-

lier lists. Thus, it indicates strongly that

filmmakers are keeping up with their an-
nouncements and steadily pushing for the
future.

Columbia shoots to the head of the list

with a handsome ten pictures on tap, only

one of which is a repeat from earlier

slates and another a feature that has al-

ready started. Warner Bros, follows suit

with four, while 20th-Fox and United
Artists both show three each, Allied Art-
ists, Disney, MGM, Paramount and Uni-
versal-International list two each, and
American International Pictures has one
going. The remaining two are independent
entries. Following are the pictures going in

March

:

ALLIED ARTISTS

“Confession of an Opium Eater.” After

undergoing some delay, producer Albert
Zugsmith, who is also directing this film-

ization of the famed De Quincy classic, ex-

pects to have it underway this month. He
has signed Linda Ho and Tani Janice for

the cast and has set Eugene Lourie as as-

sociate producer. The story is set in early

Chinese history and involves opium dens,
slave markets, etc.

“Reckless, Pride of the Marines.” Lester
Sanson and Francis D. Lyon, producer and
director, respectively, again offer this story
of the famed Marine horse. No cast has yet
been named, however.

AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL
“Atlantic Attack.” Producers Richard

Bernstein and Gustaf Unger have this film
going in Europe, with Charles Haas di-

recting. Broderick Crawford heads the cast
in the story that concerns a famed attack
during the war. Filming is in color.

COLUMBIA
“Barabbas.” One of two Dino De Laur-

entiis productions being filmed in Italy

for Columbia release, this picture will be
shot in Technirama 70 and Technicolor in

Italy. Ralph Serpi is associate producer

Henry Hathaway to Direct

MGM Cinerama Feature
Henry Hathaway has been an-

nounced as director of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer’s first Cinerama feature, “How
the West Was Won,” which has been
scheduled for a May starting date as

one of the biggest and most important
films ever projected.

The first of four coproductions be-

tween MGM and Cinerama, both
parties will participate equally in the
film. It will have an all-star cast, with
a minimum of nine major stars head-
ing it, and preproduction plans are esti-

mating from eight months to a year for

completion of the picture.

The picture will be made as a partial

benefit for St. John’s Hospital in Santa
Monica, Calif. An auxiliary committee
of the hospital, headed by Miss Irene

Dunne, is aiding in securing the biggest

cast of names ever assembled for star-

ring in the picture. Returns go into a

fund for a new hospital wing.

and Richard Fleischer directs. The story

concerns one of the two thieves who were
crucified with Christ.

“Everything’s Ducky.” It seems like Navy
time for Columbia, which again offers a
naval comedy, one of two on their March
slate. This tells the adventure of a crew
of a naval submarine and, considering the

fact that Mickey Rooney heads the cast,

it looks considerably like they are going to

be unusual adventures. A Barbroo produc-
tion, Red Doff is producing.
“The Hellions.” An Irving Allen, Ltd.,

Production that started filming last month
in South Africa, this picture is being shot

in Technirama and Technicolor, with Har-
old Huth producing and Kenneth Annakin
directing. No storyline is available. Rich-
ard Todd, Lionel Jeffries, Anne Aubrey
and James Booth head the cast.

“Lawrence of Arabia.” Sam Spiegel, pro-

ducer, and David Lean, director, have cast

Peter O’Toole in the title role of this bio-

graphical story of the famed T. E. Law-
rence, fabled leader of the Arabs. To be
filmed in Technicolor, it goes under the
Horizon-American Productions banner on
locations in Jordan.
“Mr. Sardonicus.” Playboy magazine

fans may recognize this opus, since it is

taken from an original story written by
that magazine’s editor, Ray Russell, who
also scripted. A horror story, it concerns
the strange threats of a man who lures a
doctor to his castle to cure him from a
strange condition. The situation becomes
even more unusual throughout, eventually
climaxing in a surprise twist ending. Wil-
liam Castle produces and directs for his

own company.
“Notorious Landlady.” Taken from ear-

lier slates, this comedy, to star Jack Lem-
mon and Kim Novak, is the story of a
boarding house in London and the unusual
activities involved there. Fred Kohlmar
produces and Richard Quine directs for

their Kohlmar-Quine Production company.
“Sail a Crooked Ship.” The second of

the Navy comedies, this is actually a com-
edy-melodrama about a young man and
his fiancee who are kidnapped by a group
of gangsters who have stolen an aban-
doned Liberty ship in New York Harbor.
Philip Barry jr. produces for his own com-
pany, with Irving Brecher directing a cast

headed by Robert Wagner and Ernie Ko-
vacs.

“Two Enemies.” Again, there is no story-

line available on this film since it is an-
other of the De Laurentiis productions to

be made abroad. Guy Hamilton directs,

with David Niven and Alberto Sordi star-

ring. Shooting will be in Israel.

“The Underwater City.” An up-to-date

fantasy, Alex Gordon is producing this

picture under the Neptune Productions
banner. He films in Fantascope and color,

with Frank McDonald directing. The story

concerns building the first underwater
city in existence, an area much like a
space station except that it is under water
instead of in outer space.

“Walk on the Wild Side.” Capucine and
Jane Fonda costar with Laurence Harvey
in this top-budgeted Famous Artists Pro-

ductions film, which Charles K. Feldman
produces and Edward Dmytryk directs.

Taken from the Nelson Algren bestseller, it

locales in Texas and Louisiana and tells of

the efforts of the son of a preacher to find

a girl with whom he once had a romance.
When he does find her in a brothel, he
goes through a great deal of trouble and
some traumatic experiences before he re-

leases her from bondage.

WALT DISNEY

“Babes in Toyland.” Making his first ap-

pearance on the feature production slates

this year, Disney comes up with the film-

ization of one of the alltime great musicals,

an updated version of the Victor Herbert

operetta about two young people in Toy-
land dancing through animated toys. His

first live action musical, it will be pro-

duced personally by Disney, with Jack

Donohue directing a cast headed by Ray
Bolger, Tommy Sands, Ed Wynn and An-
nette Funicello.

“Moon Pilot.” Taken from a Saturday

Evening Post story regarding America’s

first astronaut to go into space, this story

also includes the selection of the first Air

Corps man who makes the human trip

around the moon. No cast or production

names have been set.

INDEPENDENT
“Captain Nemo and the Floating City.”

Roger Corman produces and directs this

Jules Verne tale for his own Filmgroup

company. A science-fiction entry, it has

not yet been cast.

“Little Immigrant.” Appropriately named
after the film title, this is a Little Im-
migrant production. El Berger produces

and N. Peter Dee directs the family-aimed

story of a small immigrant boy and how he

wins the hearts of his new country. No
cast has been named.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
“Honeymoon Machine.” Originally a
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Broadway comedy under the title “The
Golden Fleecing,” this frothy comedy con-
cerns the attempts of two sailors and a
scientist, with the help of their feminine
counterparts, to break the bank at Monte
Carlo with the aid of a device they call

“Max.” A romantic comedy, it stars Steve
McQueen and Brigid Bazlen and reunites

Paula Prentiss and Jim Hutton, whp scored
in “Where the Boys Are.” Laurence Wein-
garten produces and Richard Thorpe di-

rects.

“Lady L.” The story of a modern day
“Don Juan,” this adaptation of Romain
Gary’s novel stars Tony Curtis and Gina
Lollobrigida for producer Julian Blaustein
and director George Cukor.

PARAMOUNT
“Blue Hawaii.” Producer Hal Wallis re-

teams Elvis Presley and Juliet Prowse in

this upcoming film, which deals with a re-

turning G. I. in the colorful island and
his romantic and business adventures. Hal
Kanter scripts from an original story by
Alan Weiss, with Norman Taurog direct-

ing. Filming will be in PanaVision and
color.

“Too Late Blues.” Producer-director
John Cassavetes gets his first crack at

production in this film, an original story

by himself and Richard Carr. It tells of

young people devoted to their art in a
musical world of jazz and concerns par-
ticularly their struggle against comprise
between commercialism and the artform.

Bobby Darin and Stella Stevens costar.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
“The Hustler.” Robert Rossen, producer-

director of this film, did a one-week run-
through with all his actors in New York
and says he can save $100,000 in making
the picture as a result. The story of a pool

shark who hustles bets in New York, it

stars Paul Newman, Jackie Gleason, Piper
Laurie, George C. Scott and Myron Mc-
Cormick.

“The Teddy Bears.” A fantasy-comedy,
this delightful story concerns two little

boys who don teddy bear costumes at Hal-
loween and like them so much they decide

they want to turn into real ones. They do
and have a hard time proving it is possible

until they show everyone they can do it.

Eddie Albert stars for producer G. W.
George and director Randall Hood and
filming is under the Associated Producers,

Inc. banner.

“20,000 Eyes.” Another API entry, this is

the story of an investment counselor in

Los Angeles who must raise $100,000 and
who does it through an insurance swindle

involving the false stealing of some dia-

monds. The crime-melodrama will be pro-

duced and directed by Jack Leewood. No
cast has been named.

UNITED ARTISTS

“Geronimo.” The tale of the historically

famous and longtime Hollywood legendary
Indian, this film will be made by J. Levy
and A. Laven, producer and director, re-

spectively, as a Bedford-UA entry. No cast

has been set.

“Jessica.” Originally titled “Apple Pie

Bed” for the screen and based on the book,
“The Midwife of Pont Clery,” this Pina
Corp. film will shoot in Sicily. Jean Negul-
esco produces and directs, with Maurice
Chevalier, Angie Dickinson, Agnes Moore-

head and Danielle DeMetz heading the

cast.

“Secret of the Deep Harbor.” A low
budget Harvard Films production, this is

a melodrama that will be produced by
Robert Kent and directed by Edward Cahn.
No cast has been signed.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
“Cape Fear.” Sy Bartlett, producer and

J. Lee Thompson, director, film this drama
under the Melville banner. Gregory Peck
and Polly Bergen costar in the story of a
small town lawyer who fears the safety of

his wife and daughter because of an ex-

con whom he helped send to prison and who
has sworn vengeance.
“Flower Drum Song.” Miyoshi Umeki

and Juanita Hall recreate their Broadway
roles in this Ross Hunter production, the
filmization of the recent Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical. Henry Koster di-

rects and Nancy Kwan and James Shigeta
also star. The story is laid in San Fran-
cisco’s Chinatown and concerns the ro-

mance between two young Chinese and in-

volves the conflict between old world and
new world cultures.

WARNER BROS.

“The Couch.” An original thriller by
Blake Edwards and Owen Crump, this

story concerns a psychopathic killer who
terrorizes a city. Crump produces and di-

rects, with Grant Williams, Shirley Knight,
Hope Summers and Peter Breck heading
the cast.

“Formosa.” Set on the strategic island of

its title, this is a first-hand film showing
the explosive political world situation on
the island. Already under way, it is being
produced by Robert Fellows and directed

by Richard Thorpe. Robert Taylor stars.

“Lad, a Dog.” The studio is currently

auditioning collie dogs for the title role

in this picture, which will be a film ver-

sion of the popular Albert Payson Terhune
stories, which have sold more than a mil-
lion copies since 1919. A family story, M.
J. Rosenberg produces and Aram Avakian
directs.

“The Marauders.” There is a true basis

for this film, which is now being shot in

the Philippines by Milton Sperling under
his United States banner. The story of

Merrill’s Marauders and their noted
leader, Brig. Gen. Frank D. Merrill, it in-

volves action in the Burma jungles dur-
ing the war. Jeff Chandler plays Merrill,

with Ty Hardin, Will Hutchins, Peter
Brown and Andrew Duggan completing the
cast toppers. Samuel Fuller directs.

‘The Swordsman of Siena'

Scheduled by MGM
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will film “The

Swordsman of Siena,” a high-budgeted
promotion in large screen and color, this

September, with Jacques Bar producing in

Italy and Stewart Granger starring.

Dealing with the origin of the famous
Poal races in Siena, the film marks the
second of a recently negotiated three

-

picture deal between the studio and Gran-
ger. He first makes “To Thank a Fool,”

costarring with Susan Hayward. A per-
sonal production of Sol Siegel, it rolls in
London in June. No title has been set for
the third, which will also be produced by
Bar and will be a modern story to roll

in January.

New York Office Opened
By Shochiku Co., Ltd.
NEW YORK—Shochiku Co., Ltd., Japa-

nese motion picture company, has ap-
pointed Samuel Ishikawa as New York
representative of Shochiku Films of Amer-
ica, Inc., with headquarters at 551 Fifth
Avenue, New York. Ishikawa, who has
served as a consultant to Shochiku for the
last few years, formerly was an editor of a
Japanese motion picture magazine.
Shochiku is one of Japan’s leasing motion

picture companies. Now in its 40th year,

the company produces more than 100 films

a year and sponsors a number of im-
portant theatrical attractions in that coun-
try. In 1960, its picture “No Greater Love”
was the official Japanese entry at the
Venice Festival, winning both the Italian

Critics Award and the St. George Award.
“When a Woman Loves” won the prizes for

best color photography and best sound at

the seventh annual Asia film festival.

In addition to its New York offices,

Shochiku’s maintains U.S. headquarters in

Los Angeles. Mitsugu Mizune is president
of the company.

Fox Issuing Writ Against
Insurers of 'Cleopatra'
LONDON—-Twentieth Century-Fox has

charged Lloyd’s and other British insur-

ance companies with seeking to evade lia-

bility in their insurance of the production
of “Cleopatra” and has announced,
through Spyros Skouras, president, that it

has found it necessary to issue writs

against the insurers.

In a statement by Skouras, the company
contended that it had cooperated with the
insurance companies at all times and had
accepted the assessors’ recommendations
that production be suspended during the
illness of Elizabeth Taylor, the star.

Skouras charged that the insurers were
seeking to evade liability on a technicality

concerning the health of Miss Taylor, de-

spite the fact that the insurance compan-
ies gave assurances to the Lord Chancellors
Commission in 1957 that liability would not

be avoided on merely technical grounds.

President Kennedy Made
An Honorary 'Barker'
WASHINGTON—President John F. Ken-

nedy became the fourth White House occu-

pant to “join” Variety Clubs International

when he was presented a gold card as an
honorary “barker” in White House cere-

monies on February 28. Participating

in the ceremonies were Edward Eman-
uel of Philadelphia, international chief

barker of Variety Clubs; Perry Como, rep-

resenting television, and Miiko Taka, rep-

resenting Hollywood.
Presidents Eisenhower, Truman and

Roosevelt have been honorary barkers of

this organization, while Prince Philip and
Lord Louis Mountbatten have been active-

ly identified with the Variety charity work
in England.

Col. in 'Marco Polo' Deal
NEW YORK—Columbia Pictures Inter-

national has acquired the French and
Japanese distribution rights to Raoul
Levy’s “Marco Polo” which will go into

production in September. The company will

participate in the financing.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark, (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)
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Ballad of a Soldier (Kingsley) 75 225 100 130 200 146

Blueprint for Robbery (Para) 170 100 100 70 90 106

Desert Attack (20th-Fox) 120 100 85 100 100 100 101

Exodus (UA) 200 300 250 400 500 400 600 250 250 350

Go Naked in the World (MGM) 100 150 90 120 60 120 175 175 100 155 125

Gold of the Seven Saints (WB) no 100 85 90 100 90 100 96

Goliath and the Dragon (AIP) 130 100 200 120 80 185 150 150 120 137

Grass Is Greener, The (U-I) 150 225 no 185 180 100 150 150 300 300 200 125 150 180 250 215 200 150 184

Hell Is a City (Col) 100 100 80 100 200 116

Hiroshima, Mon Amour (Zenith) 300 185 100 175 120 125 300 140 135 195 85 169

Inherit the Wind (UA) 130 200 95 215 90 265 125 120 no 145 150 135 200 no 190 no 125 100 145

Journey to the Lost City (AIP) 150 80 80 100 120 115 80 175 125 75 125 111

Key Witness (MGM) 100 80 75 90 95 100 100 90 90 80 100 105 92

Last Days of Pompeii, The (UA) 85 110 85 115 130 no 120 100 90 105

Legions of the Nile (20th-Fox) 95 100 75 85 50 100 80 120 90 88

Let No Man Write My Epitaph (Col) 110 250 85 225 125 110 90 120 115 100 100 260 125 115 145 100 125 125 135

Magdalena (SR) •115 200 180 100 115 100 135

Magnificent Seven, The (UA) 100 160 100 190 90 115 175 115 125 220 125 250 130 no 150 175 146

Man in a Cocked Hat (Showcorp) 140 160 125 125 175 200 190 100 149

Marriage-Go-Round, The (20th-Fox) 90 150 110 160 85 90 160 100 115 130 105 300 150 100 120 200 100 135 no no 131

Misfits, The (UA) 150 225 225 180 150 250 135 300 450 225 300 250 140 185 300 300 200 233

Murder, Inc. (20th-Fox) 90 200 85 100 75 115 100 80 90 200 80 no
Music Box Kid, The (UA) 155 100 100 100 105 100 110

My Dog, Buddy, (Col) 100 100 65 115 100 96

Never on Sunday (Lopert) 150 185 310 225 300 200 250 225 no 217

North to Alaska (20th-Fox) 130 200 190 200 110 120 400 150 250 315 140 300 100 180 140 115 140 200 188

Please Turn Over (Col) 140 200 175 85 160 100 125 400 150 100 200 167

Plunderers, The (AA) 150 95 55 100 90 100 90 125 90 80 115 98

Private Property (Citation) 100 90 165 100 65 150 115 125 90 111

Savage Eye, The (Harrison) 115 100 150 175 250 158

Savage Innocents, The (Para) 110 165 90 100 95 105 90 95 95 100 105

School for Scoundrels (Cont'l) 150 150 170 115 150 125 200 300 175 200 174

Secret of the Purple Reef (20th-Fox) 100 75 95 100 100 50 100 89

Swan Lake (Col) 150 185 100 90 100 no 100 150 90 190 125 126

Swiss Family Robinson (BV) 160 350 200 250 250 550 140 300 425 no 300 300 400 115 250 185 175 175 400 265

3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (Col) 130 150 185 100 55 110 110 225 125 90 100 125 115 150 no 150 130 127

Tunes of Glory (Lopert) 150 200 85 300 200 250 300 212

Wackiest Ship in the Army, The (Col) 125 325 200 190 160 120 400 145 175 300 80 185 140 200 200 175 195

Where the Boys Are (MGM) 160 150 200 185 180 150 200 175 225 140 120 140 175 145 180 168

World of Suzie Wong, The (Para) 200 250 250 230 175 400 290 145 200 400 300 500 200 190 230 300 225 264

mmmm •2 SS&viSv ®SW®S4
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TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runs, not an average.

Pictures with less than five runs
do not appear in the chart above.

1. World of Suzie Wong, The (Para)

Memphis 500

Omaha 230

2. Exodus (UA)

Detroit 400

3. Great Impostor, The (U-l)

. Boston 375

4. One Hundred and One Dalmatians (BV)

Boston 350

5. Pepe (Col)

Chicago 250 8
Boston 200

Black Sunday (AIP)

Cleveland 200 IS

Goliath and the Dragon (AIP)

Kansas City 200

Millionairess, The (20th-Fox)

Minneapolis 200 1
1

Tunes of Glory (Lopert)

Minneapolis 200

;SS$SS



'Swiss' Sets Record Long Career in Distribution Ends

As J. Ephraim 'Eph' Rosen RetiresIn Mill City Run
MINNEAPOLIS—Truly amazing is the

200 per cent rating recorded by “Swiss
Family Robinson" in its tenth and final

week at the Gopher Theatre. The picture
had ratings of 200 per cent or above in all

but one (9th) week of its run to set a new
record for the house. “Tunes of Glory,” in
its second week at the St. Louis Park The-
atre, had a rating of 225 per cent to ex-
ceed its first week’s rating. “Exodus,” in
its fifth week at the Academy Theatre,
pulled another huge 700 per cent rating.

(Average Is 100)
Academy

—

Exodus (UA), 5th wk 700
Century

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), reissue,
1 Oth wk 80

Gopher

—

Swiss Family Robinson (BV), 10th wk. . . 200
Lyric

—

Look in Any Window (AA) 125
Orpheum

—

The Misfits (UA), 4th wk 90
St. Louis Park

—

Tunes of Glory (Lopert), 2nd wk. 225
State

—

The World of Suzie Wong (Para), 4th wk. 100
Suburban World

—

The Millionairess (20th-Fox),
2nd wk 125

World

—

Ballad of a Soldier (Kingsley), 2nd wk... 90

Milwaukee Films Bask
In Boxoffice Glow
MILWAUKEE—Judging from the box-

office grosses the past week, motion pic-

tures seemed to have turned the corner
and patrons were streaming back to the
theatres. Only two houses were average;
all others were high above.
Downer

—

Mon in a Cocked Hot (Showcorp),
2nd wk 125

Palace

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), 9th wk. 275
Riverside

—

The World of Suzie Wong (Para).. 250
Strand

—

Ben-Hur (MGM), 46th wk 250
Times

—

Never on Sunday (Lopert), 9th wk 100
Towne

—

Spartacus (U-l), 3rd wk 275
Tower

—

The Millionairess (20th-Fox) 150
Warner

—

Herod the Great (AA) 100
Wisconsin

—

The Misfits (UA), 3rd wk 200

'Suzie' Maintains Hold
On Downtown Omaha
OMAHA—Two holdover pictures came

through with better-than-average results

to pace Omaha downtowners last week.
“The World of Suzie Wong” did 50 per
cent more than average at the Orpheum
and “Where the Boys Are” held up well at
the State. “This Is Cinerama” completed
its first week at the Cooper on the plus
side, but not quite up to the openers of

“South Pacific” or “Ben-Hur.”
Admiral

—

The Misfifs (UA), 4th wk 95
Cooper

—

This Is Cinerama (Cinerama) 110
Omaha

—

Blueprint for Robbery (Para); Foxhole
in Cairo (Para) 85

Orpheum

—

The World of Suzie Wong (Para),
2nd wk 150

State

—

Where the Boys Are (MGM), 2nd wk. 120

Evelyn Flaherty Killed
FARMINGTON, MINN.—Mrs. Evelyn

Flaherty, 37, operator of the Lyric Theatre
here, was killed in an automobile accident
recently near Hampton, Minn. She is sur-
vived by her husband Michael, who is con-
tinuing the operation of the theatre.

“The Great Escape” will be filmed as a
Mirisch-Alpha presentation.

Orpheum in Minneapolis
To Present Legitimate
MINNEAPOLIS—The Orpheum Theatre,

which recently was acquired by Ted Mann,
may become the new home of touring le-

gitimate shows here. Mann plans to go to

New York and secure a new series of le-

gitimate theatre productions for this city.

“The community wants legitimate tour-

ing theatre, the Orpheum has the facili-

ties for it and New York producers are

eager to bring good theatre to Minneap-
olis,” Mann said. “The Theatre Guild

(New York) is most anxious to try to

work something out for Minneapolis.” He
hopes to bring four or five shows to the

city each year.

“We couldn’t have a steady diet of le-

gitimate touring theatre at the Orpheum
because there aren’t that many touring

shows worth putting on,” Mann declared.

If a schedule of legitimate shows is worked
out, time will be made available during

the theatre’s schedule of film offerings.

Mann also announced that the Pan
Theatre, which was acquired at the same
time as the Orpheum, will reopen March 16

with “Spartacus.” The theatre, which has
been undergoing a $350,000 improvement
program, has been renamed the Mann.
The facilities of the “showplace” of the

Mann Theatre Co. circuit will include a
free checkroom for all performances,
smoking loges, “floating” stairways with
steps cantilevered on beams, Italian mar-
ble, Yucatan stone sculptured panels and
Aztec designs and some 1,100 new re-

clining seats.

Gin Rummy Tournament
By Northwest Variety
MINNEAPOLIS—Variety Club of the

Northwest is sponsoring its first annual gin

rummy tournament for members only. The
entrance fee is $50. To the winner will go a

cup signifying championship of the tourna-
ment, plus cash prizes to be awarded as

follows: 40 per cent to the first place win-
ner, 20 per cent to the second place win-
ner; 10 per cent to the third and fourth
place winner and 5 per cent to the fifth

through eighth place winners.
A Calcutta auction was to be held at the

monthly meeting in the clubrooms Monday
( 6 ) . Proceeds will be paid out to the buyers
of the winning teams.

It is hoped the tournament will become
an annual affair. A buffet dinner will be
open at 6:30 p.m. Monday (13) and the
following Monday (20) and will be served
until 9:30 p.m. Sessions will start at 6

p.m. on both nights.

Dick Butterfield of KMSP-TV is chair-
man of the tournament.

MINNEAPOLIS — Another veteran of

Filmrow, J. Ephraim “Eph” Rosen, assist-

ant exchange manager of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, retired recently. One of the best-

liked persons in film business here, “Eph”
had been associated with the industry al-

most 50 years.

Rosen started his career at the old

Metropolitan Opera House in this city as

assistant treasurer in 1908. He was still

going to school while working at the then
legitimate theatre. In 1915 he helped book
“The Birth of a Nation” for Elliott &
Sherman and later went on the road with
“Civilization,” a roadshow which included

an orchestra.

“Eph” became a salesman for Pathe
after that and in 1918 joined Universal

Pictures here as exchange manager. He
was named exchange manager for RKO-
Radio here in 1924.

He left this city for Chicago where he
was exchange and district manager for

the Tiffany-Stahl circuit, which covered

the Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Omaha, Des
Moines and Chicago exchange centers.

Rosen later held various sales positions

with RKO-Radio until about 1938 when he
joined MGM here as city salesman. He
later was named assistant exchange man-
ager and has been a relief exchange man-
ager throughout this area at various times.

“Eph” has been active in the Zuhrah
Temple of the Shrine and one of his pet

projects has been the annual Shrine Cir-

cus here. He has been active on the circus

committee since 1919. He also has been a

member of the Variety Club of the North-
west.

Rosen plans to “take things easy” now
for awhile and will continue to reside at

4301 Minnetonka Blvd. in suburban St.

Louis Park.
Succeeding Rosen will be John Pilmaier,

who was transferred here from Des Moines
last September as salesman in Minnesota.
Previously he had been a salesman for

MGM in Des Moines for about a year and
prior to that was MGM office manager
for nine years. Pilmaier served with the

Marine Corps for three years in World
War II. His first job, prior to going into

service, was with Paramount in Des Moines.
He is married and has four children.

Pilmaier, his wife and family reside at

212 Thomas Ave. South here.

Indecency Law Voided
WASECA, MINN.—Minnesota’s indecent

literature law, passed in 1917 and amended
in 1959 to cover motion pictures and bill-

boards, was declared unconstitutional re-

cently by Judge John F. Cahill of Waseca
County district court here. The decision

was handed down in the case of Arvid
Onan, a news dealer here, on charges of

violating the state law.

BOONTON, N. J.

Large Core

Greater Crater Area
means

MAXIMUM LIGHT

Evenly Distributed

In Minnesota—NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY, Minneapolis—Main 8273
in Nebraska—THE BALLANTYNE Co., Omaha—Jackson 4444
in Wisconsin—NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY, 1027 N. 8th Street,

Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin.

CHAS. J. BREWSTER, 417 W. Highland Ave., Mil-

waukee. Wisconsin. Phone BR 1-0100.
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MINNEAPOLIS
Bob Favaro, formerly regional director of

advertising and publicity for 20th
Century-Fox, has been named promotion
and public relations director of KMSP-
TV, it was announced by Don Swartz,
general manager. The station also is

owned by 20th Century-Fox . . . Eddie
Ruben, president of Welworth Theatres,
was named to the board of directors of

the Tyrone Guthrie Theatre foundation.

Paul Swater, managing director of the
Century Theatre since June 1957, has been
admitted to the New York Memorial Hos-
pital in New York for observation. Swater
underwent chest surgery in Minneapolis
after a serious illness last November. He
recently flew to New Jersey with Mrs.
Swater to be with members of his family.

Funeral services for Fredrick M. Jones,
68, vice-president and director of engineer-
ing for Thermo King Corp., who died Feb-
ruary 21, were held February 24. A self-

taught engineer, Jones built the original
sound system for the Hallock Theatre at
Hallock. He joined Cinema Supplies in

Minneapolis in 1930. The company later
became Thermo King. He held many
patents in refrigeration and other fields
including the familiar boxoffice ticket
dispenser.

Kenny Gaines, shipper at Independent
Film Service, has been confined to St.
Mary’s Hospital . . . Outstate exhibitors
on the Row were Jake Musich, Duluth;
Roy Rasmussen, Perham; Chet Werner,
LeSeuer, and Nels Madsen of the 212
Drive-In, Buffalo Lake. Madsen was the
first of the outdoor theatre operators to
make an appearance on the Row this
season.

Justice Lee Loevinger of the Minnesota
Supreme Court was named assistant U. S.
attorney-general in charge of the Justice
Department’s antitrust division. Before
being named to the state court, Loevinger
was an attorney in private practice in

AMERICAN THEA. SPLY. CO.. Sioux Falls. S. D.
DES MOINES THEA. SPLY. CO., Des Moines, I*
MINNEAPOLIS THEA. SPLY. CO., Minneapolis, Minn-

HURLEY SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
96-17 Northern Blvd. Corono 68, N. Y.

JIMMIE RODGERS PHOTOS
8"xl0”

Black and White
Glossy Stock

$1050 Pen Thousand
IL (Minimum Order 1,000) •

f.o.b. Detroit

Cheek with THEATRICAL ADVERTISING CO.
Order! 2310 Cass Detroit 1, Mich.

Minneapolis and defended several exhibi-

tors in antitrust suits against the distribu-

tors.

A new concession stand has been in-

stalled in the Marshall Theatre at Mar-
shall, operated by Ray Hiller. Installation

was made by Red Wagon Products . . .

Bob Whelan, manager of the Orpheum
Theatre, reports an excellent advance-
seat sale for the closed-circuit telecast

of the Floyd Patterson-Ingemar Johansson
fight Monday (13).

Noon Movies for Kids

In Schools Debated
MILWAUKEE—Exhibitors in this area

took a keen interest in the controversy
over the city’s secondary schools providing
Hollywood movies during lunch hour for

the students. Director William E. Hintz
presented a resolution to ban the lunch
hour movies, but failed to get committee
support at a recent meeting. He argued
that the function of the school system was
to educate, not to entertain. The appoint-
ment and instruction committee unani-
mously decided to table the proposal.

He said he did not believe that the Hol-
lywood movies have any place in the edu-
cational process. “The principal who shows
‘The Three Stooges’ is taking the easy
way out,” he added, “and by allowing the
schools to show certain films, the school
board was not setting good values and
standards for the pupils. In effect, the
board was saying to pupils that it ap-
proved such films as ‘The Mole People,’

and the ‘Deadly Mantis’ which were shown
in one school. There are some stinkers
being shown, and I wouldn’t want my chil-

dren to see them!”
Lloyd Larson, a committee member and

sports editor for the Milwaukee Sentinel,
commenting on the list of films com-
piled by D. K. Mereen, director of the
audiovisual department, said: “When I was
in school, from these titles, if you paid
me, I wouldn’t go in and see some of these
movies!”
Hintz replied: “The question is not

whether they are good or bad, but do they
play a role in the educational program?
Of 42 films available to schools through a
commercial firm here, four were listed as
‘morally objectionable’ for teenagers by
the Legion of Decency!”
He went on to say that he was not

against the showing of movies at noon,
and actually praised a list of films avail-
able from the audiovisual department and
the public museum. He also said he did
not wish to criticize all commercial films.

Then he\ quoted a directive from Supt.
Harold S. Vincent to elementary principals
that the noon hour “is an opportunity
for an organized educational experience.”

Explaining that he would have to dis-
agree with Hintz, Vincent said that a
principal who allowed the showing of some
of Hollywood movies would “be suspect
in his educational values.” And just be-
fore the meeting closed, he said that if

some of the schools were showing the type
of films to which he (Hintz) was ob-
jecting, he could put a stop to it.

Milwaukee Counts

Full Variety Week
MILWAUKEE—Members of the Variety

Tent 14 breathed a sigh of satisfaction

following the celebration of Variety Club
Week.
The committee headed by Chief Barker

Bernie Strachota launched the program
with the cooperation of all four radio and
TV stations.

Mayor Maier visited the Variety Club
Epilepsy Clinic at the Mount Sinai Hos-
pital. Another highlight was the all-

industry testimonial dinner for veteran
exhibitor and past chief barker, Hugo
Vogel. The festivities were held at the
White Manor. Vogel is now executive sec-

retary for Variety Club.

Vogel, affectionately known as Mr. Va-
riety, has been active in Tent 14 since it

was reactivated in 1939. He served as chief

barker in 1952 and almost every year since

then has seen him working earnestly in

the interest of the club.

He was in the theatre equipment field

and later operated the Plaza Theatre on
the South Side. Since the theatre’s closing

and dismantling two years ago, Vogel has
been retired and has devoted most of his

time to Variety Club work.

Vogel, 67, has attended every Variety

Club international convention since 1951.

One of them was in London.

Ben Marcus, circuit owner, and Gerry
Franzen, general manager for Cinema,
Inc., were interviewed over WTMJ and
WMTJ-TV, and each took advantage of

the opportunity to spread the gospel of

the work carried on by Variety. Don
Perlewitz, Theatre Service, was interviewed

on WISN-TV, and he managed to get in

the whole story concerning the activities

of the club during the week.

There was a big turnout to honor Andy
Spheeris, owner of the Towne Theatre and
radio station WEMP. He was named Man
of the Year at a testimonial luncheon
at Fazio’s in recognition of his outstand-
ing charity efforts. When the boys got

through extolling the virtues of Andy, he
found it a most difficult task to approach
the mike to answer in kind.

It would be impossible to give credit

where credit is due for the effort each
member put forth during the week. How-
ever, among those who participated most
actively were Bernie Strachota, Ben Mar-
cus, Harry Zaidins, Harold Pearson, Don
Perlewitz, Gerry Franzen, Lee Rothman,
Milt Harman, Herb Copelan, Joe Strother,

Moe Dudelsonson, Ed Johnson, Glen Kalk-
hoff, Bud Rose, Ray and Oliver Trampe,
Sam Kaufman, Harry Mintz, Vogel and
Spheeris.

The goal this year is $40,000 to finance
the Epilepsy Clinic. Tent 14 has contrib-
uted nearly $250,000 to local charities since
1950.

Pirosh to Film in East
NEW YORK—Robert Pirosh, who will

produce “Hell Is for Heroes” for Para-
mount release, will film portions of the
picture in the eastern and southern U.S.,

with concentration in New York, Wash-
ington and Fort Knox, Kentucky. Bobby
Darin, Fess Parker and Bob Newhart, the
latter making his film debut, will be
starred.
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SUNDAYOnce every
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rose to

terrorize

the world!

...the most frightening motion

picture you have ever seen!

A GALATEA-JOLLY FILM PRODUCTION * Directed by MARIO BAYA- AN AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

NOW AVAILABLE FOR BOOKING

discover deep within them an unspeakable secret

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF MILWAUKEE
ED GAVIN

212 West Wisconsin Ave.

MILWAUKEE 3, WIS.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF NEBRASKA & IOWA
MEYER L. STERN

1508 Davenport Street

OMAHA. NEBRASKA

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF MINNEAPOLIS
BERNARD McCARTHY

74 Glenwood Avenue North
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Tom Ogburn Is Managing
Remodeled Iowa Theatre
MARION, IOWA—The Marion Theatre

is rounding out its first month of opera-
tion after a $50,000 remodeling was com-
pleted by Iowa United Theatres. The thea-
tre is open each night and Sunday shows
rim continuously from 2 o’clock. A chil-

dren’s matinee each Saturday rounds out
the new operating schedule.

Resident manager of the Marion Thea-
tre for the circuit is Tom Ogburn, a native

of the Osceola area who has been in mid-
west exhibition for 19 years. He came here
from Des Moines at the time the theatre

was reopened after it had been closed a

month to permit completion of the re-

modeling program.
Improvements made by the circuit in-

clude new carpeting throughout the
building, all new reclining-type seats on
the main floor and in the balcony for 470
patrons and a new projection booth. All

technical equipment has been improved.
The lobby, which also has been recarpeted
in green, features a hand-painted gold
canvas.

Retitle New UA Release
NEW YORK—“When the Clock Strikes”

has been set as the final title of Harvard
Film Corporation’s “You Can’t Run Far,”

produced by Robert E. Kent for United
Artists release. The picture stars James
Brown and Merry Anders and was filmed

at Key West Studios.

David Janssen plays a featured role in

Paramount Pictures’ “Deadlock.”

OMAHA
P. Carleton, owner of the Globe The-
atre at Griswold, Iowa, is planning on

doing some redecorating this spring . . .

Wilber Young, who has the Hardin Thea-
tre at Bedford, Iowa, reported his father

was hospitalized at Clarinda with a heart
ailment . . . Mrs. Mona Pace of the Em-
press Theatre at Malvern, Iowa, is on a

vacation trip in the Hawaiian Islands.

Ed Christiansen of Ord says it is hard
to figure sometimes: He played “The
Bellboy” at his Ord Theatre after it had
appeared in most of the surrounding
towns and it brought him one of his

fattest grosses.

Mr. and Mrs. Ebin Hayes of the Iowa
Theatre at Winterset, Iowa, have just

returned from a vacation in New Orleans
. . . Film salesmen welcomed the spring-

like weather after a blast of ice and snow
that had some of them yelling uncle. Mort
Ives of Columbia was forced off of the
road at Central City and Ed Cohen, also

of Columbia, barely got in from Western
Iowa. Mr. and Mrs. Dick Barkes of TOP
Advertising started for the Texas Drive-In
convention in Dallas and the trip took
them twice the usual time. But they were
compensated with balmy weather en route
home.

Mr. and Mrs. Max Shoemaker of the Isis

Theatre at Tabor, Iowa, closed and left on
an extended vacation . . . Herman Gould
of the Aii-port Drive-In and 84th and
Center Drive-In in Omaha has returned

from a junket in the southern part of the
country . . . Guy Griffin, exhibitor at the
Cass Theatre in Plattsmouth, is beginning
to check the race circuits.

Sam Rosenbloom, chief barker of Variety
Tent 16, reported a good turnout for the
membership stage party held at the Fire-
side Inn . . . John Cosentino was in Omaha
for auditing at the United Artists office

. . . Cal Bard of the United Artists office

said interest is strong in reservations for
the Patterson-Johansson March 13 fight
pictures . . . Among exhibitors on the Row
were Mr. and Mrs. Dick Marvel of St.

Paul; A1 Haals, Harlan; Sid Metcalf,
Nebraska City, and Heinie Saggau, Deni-
son.

Austrian John Banner plays Rudolf
Hoess, hanged as a war criminal, in Allied
Artists’ “Operation Eichmann.”

JOB WANTED
Hours: Unlimited * Week: Full 7 Days

Calls made on the Man Who Buys when he's in his mellowest mood. It makes
your selling very simple: He wants to buy. You want to sell. So you get to-

gether and make a deal. You make many deals as the days go by . . . NOW
is a good time to . .

BOXOFFICE • • •
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The handsome new carpeting in the inner lobby of the recently remodeled Stanley Warner Beverly Hills Theatre subtly sug-

gests that "worlds of entertainment" await within, and sets the gold, red, black and gray color scheme of the bright interior.



“170” Automatic Constant Intensity

PROJECTION ARC LAMP
COOLER-CLEANER

A complete change of air 12 times a minute. Prevents smoke and soot

from settling on the mirror. 30 degrees cooler than other high powered

lamps. The cold type reflector is cooled by twice as much air as used in

other lamps. Uses existing exhaust systems which work efficiently with

arcs operating at 90 amperes or above.

TROUBLE-FREE

Heavy duty pure silver carbon contacts. Fully enclosed single-piece water

conducting tube for each contact. No water connections, no flexible con-

duit, no welded or clamped joints to break or leak at the contact.

MORE EFFICIENT
The spot is shaped to the dimensions of the aperture, eliminating the

light waste of round spots. Accommodates full 20-inch 13.6 mm positive

to project a double 35 or 70 mm reel more than lamps which cannot burn

this length. The single adjustment feed control can be set to burn the

desired number of inches of carbon per hour, from 7 to 22, by means of

separate geared head motors.

MORE CONVENIENT
Integrated arc control system automatically maintains a uniform gap

length with the crater accurately held at the focal point of the reflector,

to maintain a screen light of constant intensity and color. Rear door

permits easy retrimming, and cleaning of the reflector. Easy installation

in low ceiling rooms.

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches Coast to Coast

A SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL. PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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BEST SPEAKER VALUE EVER...

MORE FEATURES! LESS COST!

• Durable compact construction!— Rugged die-

cast aluminum . . . long-lasting enamel finish over

zinc chromate!

• Tamper-proof!—Stainless steel, Phillips head

screws used throughout!

• Floating speaker unit! — reduces shock...

minimizes magnet shifting.. .simplifies replace-

ment!

• Weatherproof Alnico V 1.47 ounce Aluminum

voice coil 4" speaker!

• Exclusive taper tab silver contact connections

.. .eliminates troublesome soldered connections

.. .never corrode!

‘Unpainted straight cord

• Perforated aluminum speaker cone protector!

• Recessed volume control!

• Finished in Hammertone Gray and Metallic

Blue! Also available unpainted.

• Choice of straight or Koiled Kord!

• Competitively priced! — proven performance

...excellent sound response!

INACAR SPEAKER

call your National man . .

.

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
HOME OFFICE • 92 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK 38, N.

Branches Coast to Coast

SUBSIDIARY or GENERAL precision equipment corporation
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T HIS IS THE 75th anniversary

year of automatic vending in the United

States, and a year-long celebration of

the development of this type of mer-

chandising is being actively promoted

by the National Automatic Merchandis-

ing Ass'n, as related elsewhere in this

issue.

All the attendant publicity will focus

attention on how vending serves the

public — automatically — and should

prove beneficial to all theatres offering

this service. In recent years, practically

all indoor houses and an increasing

number of drive-in theatres have in-

stalled automatic venders to supple-

ment the standard service and relieve

pressure during peak periods at the

stand or in the cafeteria line.

Exhibitors and concessionaires are

cognizant, also, of the "extra" sales

garnered from automatic salesmen after

stands are closed. This has been par-

ticularly true in indoor houses.

The "grocery store" idea has been

tried at least once in a drive-in thea-

tre, with a special section devoted to

’take-home" items which may have
been forgotten and needed for tomor-

row's breakfast. The case we know of

did not continue the "store" for long,

however; probably, because the gro-

cery sales profit and the cost of the re-

quired attendant failed to prove out in

the desired percentage ratio.

However, a recent development

being tested in Kansas City, Mo., offers

possibilities to drive-in theatres for

making those "extra take-home" sales.

This is a 24-hour, fully automatic

restaurant opened in an outlying resi-

dential shopping district, with 15 coin-

operated venders, seven of which are

stocked with such items as bread,

coffee, sugar, flour and soap. To date,

after three months operation, sales of

these items have proved most satis-

factory.
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ON THE COVER
White walls add to the spacious feeling of the inner lobby

in the Stanley Warner Beverly Hills (Calif.) Theatre, and make

a perfect foil for the red and gold trim. The new refreshment

stand is highlighted by the translucent canopy above it. Custom-

loomed carpet by Bigelow features a pattern of world globes and

stars and continues up the stairs to the mezzanine.

I. L. THATCHER, Managing Editor
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Editorial or general business correspondence snould be addressed to Associated Publications,

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. Wesley Trout, Tecnnical Editor; Eastern Repre-
sentative: Carl Mos, 45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York ZO. N. Y.; Central Representative:
Ewing Hutchison Organization, 35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, III; Western Representative-
Wettstein, Nowell & Johnson, Inc., 672 Lafayette Park Place, Los Angeles 5. Colif.



WITH THE NEW SW€D€N SUJSHMAK€R

More Features
Soaring temperatures, refreshing

icy-cold fruit slush, and 4-flavor

dispensing—what a profit combi-
nation. And it can be yours with
the all-new Sweden SlushMaker.

Designed specifically for fruit

slush and for the operator who
really wants to cash in on the fast

rising demand for this profitable

drink sensation, the new Sweden
SlushMaker puts these outstand-

ing features to work for you:

HIGH CAPACITY—Here is all the pro-

duction capacity you will need to

meet heavy peak-period demands
with ease.

LARGE RESERVE—Large freezing cyl-

inder and reserve bowl hold eight

gallons of slush mix ready for im-

mediate dispensing in any one of

four different flavors.

FAST FREEZE- DOWN— Initial freeze-

down takes less than 30 minutes.

When SlushMaker is refilled at

proper bowl level, slush can be
dispensed continuously—opera-
tion is not interrupted.

QUALITY BUILT FOR YEARS

OF TROUBLE-FREE SERVICE

A product of 29 years of ex-

perience in manufacturing
food-handling equipment.

More Profit

HANDS-FREE OPERATION-Just press

appropriate foot pedal for instan-

taneous dispensing of perfectly-

mixed, icy-cold fruit slush. There’s

a foot pedal for each flavor.

EASY TO CLEAN—All cleaning done
quickly and easily from front.

SIMPLE CONTROLS—Simple RUN-
OFF-WASH switch controls op-

eration. Temperature and proper
product consistency are main-
tained automatically—require no
adjustments by operator.

REVOLVING DISPLAY—Colorful, two-
sided sign revolves above ma-
chine, while circulator rotates in-

side the frosty bowl. A real eye-

catcher! Attracts business!

EASY TO INSTALL-Just hook up
ready-made water and power con-

nections and you’re in business.

COMPACT—Narrow width (only
14^4") facilitates installation into

equipment line-up, saves space.

TWO MODELS—Available as either a

water-cooled or air-cooled model.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

“PROFIT FROM FRUIT SLUSH”

This year, make extra prof-

it from the rising demand
for fruit slush. Write now!

SWEDEN FREEZER MANUFACTURING CO.. SEATTLE 99. WASHINGTON. DEPT. T-3
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AN ART HOUSE FOR LAS VEGAS

A long-time dream came true for

Lloyd Katz, vice-president and general

manager of Nevada Theatre Corp., with
the recent dramatic remodeling of the

circuit’s former Palace Theatre, Las
Vegas, Nev., into a “daringly different new
approach” to motion picture exhibition in

the form of the Guild Theatre.

The new characterization of the thea-
tre represents far more than a different

name and a new coat of paint—it com-
prises a $75,000 rebuilding job which
completely changed everything from the
sidewalk to the screen, plus the conversion
of the 20-year-theatreman’s ambitions
and pet peeves into an ideal showcase
where some of the common faults of

theatres have been corrected and where
he can do what he wishes to do in pre-
senting selected films from world film
capitals in an atmosphere and environ-
ment which allows complete enjoyment of
the productions.

CULTURAL FILMS FOR LAS VEGAS

“The Guild is a serious effort to make
available cultural motion picture produc-
tions to Las Vegans,” Katz says. “I have
always felt that people elsewhere have the
idea that all we do here is to carouse and
gamble. I know differently—the great
success of the symphony orchestra presen-
tations here proved that.”

Although the films already shown at the
Guild since its opening in late October
and booked for the future, are of the art-

A gay. Continental note is struck in the imagina-

tive treatment of the exterior, setting the mood
of the interior, of the Guild Theatre, Las Vegas,

Nev., formerly the Palace. Sgraffito (a scratch

design), an old Italian art, was employed to

achieve the modernistic patterns which were first

scratched into a smooth cement surface before it

hardened; then painted in bright hues when the

cement had hardened. The former marquee (photo

right) was torn down and replaced by the simple,

two-line reader board surmounted by the name
sign at either side. Oddly enough for Las Vegas,

no neon is used. A Continental-type sidewalk

with color insert designs was installed in front of

the theatre, and the potted trees add a gracious,

welcoming touch. Door to boxoffice is at right.

house type, Katz says: “I would not want
the public to think the Guild will be ‘arty’

—the only restrictions we will make on
pictures shown here is that they must be
selected and of superior quality—whether
they are produced in Hollywood, London,
Paris, Stockholm, New Delhi, Berlin, Mos-
cow, Tokyo or anywhere else in the world.”

This is the type of screen fare which
rarely was shown in Las Vegas before, and
it is being presented in a Continental
atmosphere which has proved charming to

the enthusiastic patronage it has drawn.

“Response to our new theatre has been
most gratifying,” Katz says. “We have
been playing to people who, by their own
admission, have not been in a motion pic-

ture theatre for four or five years.

“The big attraction in getting them to

visit us is our extraordinary and complete

Espresso Bar where we not only serve

eight varieties of Cafe Espresso, but also

spumoni, tortoni and imported candies.

Customers like to have the opportunity

to linger and discuss the film they have

just seen or are about to see.”

Everything has been changed in the

creation of the new Guild—even an artis-

tic new sidewalk with potted trees greet-

ing the visitors. The old Italian art of

sgraffito has been simulated on the face

of the building—the exterior front was
covered with a smooth coat of cement and
a modern scratch design was added. After

it was dry, the color pattern was brushed

on in bright hues. Included are the masks
of tragedy and comedy.

This exterior treatment of the Guild, as

well as the luxurious interiors, was con-

Continued on page 9
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Not only new life, but beauty and charm are shown in this photographic study in con-

trasts of the new and old lobby of the theatre now named the Guild. It's the same

stairway, but what a difference has been achieved by the wrought iron and brass chain

balustrade! The intricately beautiful lighting fixture adds its own charm and helps to

point up the coming attraction poster at the top of the stairway. On the right wall of

the lobby is a featured selection of nine attractive paintings, the work of Mrs. Emalita

Terry, one of the outstanding Las Vegas artists. Adding a final note of distinction

to this inviting lobby, is the carpeting by Bigelow-Sanford in the illusion pattern.

One of the most intriguing features of the new
Guild Theatre is the Espresso Bar shown at right

which replaces the former candy stand (below).

Patrons love to visit it before or after the picture

to sit and chat and enjoy one of eight varieties of

coffee espresso, spumoni, tortoni and imported

candies. Soft, stereophonic music adds to the

pleasure of patrons in this handsomely designed

cafe with its Continental outdoor atmosphere en-

hanced by the round tables and wire chairs of an-

other period. The arched mirrors, conforming

to the arches in the false ceiling above the

patio reflect an art exhibit on the opposite wall.

The refreshment service in the old Palace Theatre

was offered from this comparatively small stand.
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FREE SALES AIDS TO BOOST PROFITS!
Boost profits at your refreshment stand with these pre-tested

sales aids... all yours FREE from The Coca-Cola Company

O FREE! Mobile Popcorn
Displays ! Continually in motion,

to catch your customers’ eyes

for your biggest profit makers

—

popcorn and Coca-Cola!

© FREE! Illuminated Ledge
Signs! Eye-catching, sales-build-

ing ledge signs, 3 ft. long, and
fully illuminated! Space on right

for your own sales message!

© FREE! Musical Tapes . .

.

to take advantage of the profit-

laden pre-show and intermission

periods. 1-hr. of recorded hit

tunes plus 2—15 min. segments,

with appetizing sell on your food

items. Issued monthly.

© FREE! Survey of Your

Beverage Dispensing Equip-

ment! When the survey is com-

pleted, you are furnished a per-

sonalized report on how to im-

prove your service and profit!

To order your sales aids, see your representative for Coca-Cola or write: Mgr. Theatre and Concessions, Department S. T.., The Coca-Cola Company, P. 0. Drawer 1734, Atlanta 1. Ga.

ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF THE YEAR-ROUND MERCHANDISING SUPPORT YOU RECEIVE FROM THE COCA-COLA COMPANY.

e/>rrmOMT O I960 TMC COCA-COLA COMPANY* "COCA-COLA" AND "COKE" AAl ACQIiTCAtO TRADEMARKS*



GUILD THEATRE • Las Vegas . . . Cont'd

The basic decorative color in the

Guild is orange with large ex-

panses of pale gold. In the audi-

torium, walls were treated in

rectangular panels made up of

geometric shapes, with exception

of the circle, in compatible colors.

Some panels are predominately

rust and gold, others, Indian red

and mauve; shades of blue and

green, hues of yellow and gold. A
rubber-based paint was used on

rough-textured walls. Note the

wide spacing of seats on 42-inch

centers for real patron comfort.

Above, is the former screen area at the Palace,

and at right, the present one at the Guild. The

stage curtain is pale gold to which new side legs

were added to match. Seating was reduced from

560 to 420 and the American Bodiform chairs were

not only relaquered in a brilliant orange, but were

recovered with a nylon fabric in the same color.

A polyurethene pad was used in each seat cushion

to provide greater comfort. The loge section is

carpeted, not only in the aisles, but beneath

the 85 seats for which no premium is asked.

Wall sconces provide sufficient but subdued light.

ceived by R. Ashley Eckels, San Francisco
designer, and executed by his associate,

Homer Steries, artist.

Gertrude Sperling is president of Nevada
Theatre Corp. which also operates the Fre-
mont and the Huntridge in Las Vegas.

The auditorium seating offers a pleas-

ing change, one Katz long has wished to

make.

“It always has been a pet peeve of mine
that in practically all theatres one’s knees
bang up against the back of the next row
of seats,” he said. “It can’t happen at the
Guild—we’ve got wide aisles and the rows
of seats are so far apart that there is room
to walk without seated customers having
to rise.”

Some other things which please adults is

the restriction that no soft drinks may be

taken into the theatre and no popcorn will

be sold—incidentally tickets for children

will cost full price. Their attendance is

discouraged unless they are accompanied
by adults.

The interior boxof-

fice at the Guild is

reached through a

separate entrance to

the right of the two

sets of doors which

serve for exit. Pa-

trons enter the spe-

cial entrance, pur-

chase their tickets

and then enter the

lobby through an

interior open door-

way. The special

lighting fixture
above the cashier's

desk, like those used

in the lobby and

auditorium, was spe-

cially designed by

Lightolier. The wall

space for art exhib-

its will be shared

by members of the

artist's colony.
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TAPED FOR PROFIT
Custom-Recorded Tapes for Intermission

Merchandising Are Sales Stimulators

By MARVIN FREMERMAN*

^A4hen your drive-in movie screen

lights up with “Intermission Time”—this

also means it’s “Profit Time”—because,

during this short interim period between
films, sales at your drive-in refreshment
center can soar with the help of a smooth,
mellifluous voice extolling the delights of

the hot dog, soft drink, popcorn and the

like, heard over the theatre P.A. system
and provided through the magic of mag-
netic recording tape.

Many theatre operators have found pre-

show and intermission tapes invaluable

and, serving many purposes. First and
foremost, surveys show that, when inter-

mission tapes are used, snack bar sales

show an immediate increase of approxi-
mately 17 per cent and, in many cases,

much more.
Secondly, since the tapes are recorded

with the country’s top tunes, taken from
national disk jockey polls appearing in

music trade publications, the need for the
purchase of phonograph records is elim-

inated.

Firms preparing the tapes receive ad-
vance disk jockey releases from the record-
ing companies. Since these records are
received prior to their commercial release,

it is often necessary to program potential
hit records prior to their acceptance by
the public—the selection being based on
the programmer’s knowledge and familiar-

*Alliance Drive-In Theatre Recording Service.

ity with the current musical trend. The
Kingston Trio’s “Tom Dooley” was re-

corded and circulated in drive-in theatres
throughout the country over a month be-
fore it was actually released by Capitol
Records—even though, at that time, the
Kingston Trio was hardly known, nor was
that particular folk style of music popular.

A third and important advantage is

that, when our tapes are used, there is an
immediate drop in speaker thefts, since

special announcements are recorded dur-
ing the intermission informing patrons
that there is no charge for speaker re-

installation, should they accidentally tear

their speaker from its holder.

Intermission tapes have proven valuable
in another respect also. Through their

timely use, an imaginative drive-in mana-
ger is able to promote coming attractions

with effective “sound-track” radio spots,

broadcast over his own P.A. system. In
this way, he capitalizes on an audience
most likely to return for a future attrac-

tion. As a tie-in with this particular fea-

ture, theme music from various motion
pictures is programmed as much as pos-

sible.

For example, the Heart Drive-In Theatre
in Kansas City used our tapes to promote
“South Pacific.” Musical selections from
the album were played before the show
and during intermissions, interspersed

with announcements mentioning that the

film was coming to the Heart, giving dates,

cast, etc.

A fifth and important advantage in
using the tapes is that theatre managers
are able to promote special events coming
up at their drive-ins. For example, one
drive-in operation in New Jersey held a
successful “Chicken Nite,” whereby on a
certain given evening, he threw five fat
hens into a crowd of waiting arms from
the roof of his snack bar building. The
event, which was promoted almost exclu-
sively through the use of the pre-show
and intermission tape service, was a gi-
gantic success.

HOW TO OBTAIN SERVICE

On the premise of these advantages, just

how does an exhibitor go about having
tapes made and what information does he
provide the producer to work from?

Well, if a drive-in theatreman wants to

try the service and so advises us, we send
him an information form which he com-
pletes and returns to us. This form pro-
vides blanks for data such as the name
and address of the theatre, what conces-
sions items should be stressed, which
drinks (hot, cold, jumbo), whether there

is a playground and whether it is open
during intermission, where restrooms are

located, what instructions to give patrons
on leaving the theatre, what additional

information should be featured, and the

type of service wanted.

We then prepare copy for his tapes

which will promote the items in a pro-

fessional manner. The exhibitor has noth-
ing to do but provide the information and
nothing to do with the actual recording
session. We write all necessary copy, select

the music, etc. Once we have made con-
tact with the exhibitor and he provides us
with the copy information, his first tape
is received within a four-day period.

He then plays the recording at his drive-

in for a two-week period at no charge. If

he decides to use the service, shipments
are begun on a specified schedule.

The cost of the service varies with the

type of service ordered. Two types are

available—a new tape every other W'eek,

or a new tape every month, the latter, of

course, the lowest in cost, but neither

could be considered expensive.

CONTENT OF THE TAPE

Now, as to the actual content and ma : -

up of the tape—each tape is recorded v h

one and one-half hours of music and an-
nouncements. Approximately one hour be-

fore showtime, the projectionist start his

tape with the white leader marked “Hour
Pre-Show.” After 45 minutes, he reverses

his reels and re-threads the tape begin-

ning with the white leader tape marked
“15-Minute Pre-Show.” The tape is then
played until the show begins.

Also recorded on the second side of the

tape are two separate intermissions ; the

first to be played during the first inter-

mission period, while the second consists

of a carbreak segment with exiting in-

structions, etc. At the end of the evening,

the tape will have been played on both
sides and will be ready for use the follow-

ing night.

By way of clarification, the tape makeup
is as follows:

Side No. 1: 45 Minutes of Pre-Show
Music and Announcements.

Side No. 2: 15 Minutes of Pre-Show
Music and Announcements. 15 Minutes

Checking and processing pre-show and intermission tapes to boost refreshment sales, promote special

events and sell coming attractions for drive-in theatres are (from left) Marvin Fremerman, Mary

V/onderly and Bernard Fremerman, at the studios of Alliance Drive-In Theatre Recording Service Co.
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of Intermission Music and Announcements.
15 Minutes of Carbreak Music and An-
nouncements.

We have also produced a number of

taped musical jingles based on the theme
“Get More Out of Life—Go Out to a
Movie,” as applied to drive-in theatres.

VOICES VARY WIDELY

The voices used on the tapes may vary
from that of a polished smooth disk jockey,

to that of Jerry Lewis, Pat Suzuki, Frankie
Lane, or Vaughn Monroe—since these ar-
tists, and many more, are happy to co-

operate with our tape service by recording
special announcements that promote the
drive-in theatre industry (“Get More Out
of Life” theme) as well as their current
popular recordings for a particular label.

Oddly enough, most theatre patrons are

unaware that these recordings are on tape,

and many hurry to the snack bar building
in hopes of getting a glimpse of a popular
recording star. In Santa Fe, New Mexico,
the operators of the Yucca Drive-In The-
atre reported that one patron who had
heard a duplicate copy of their intermis-
sion tape played at another theatre in the
area, remarked to the manager: “You
use the music man they have down the
road, don’t you?” This patron believed
the same disk jockey “jockeyed” back and
forth from one theatre to the other mak-
ing special announcements and playing
records.

Idiomatic variances over the nation often
create interesting situations. Once, some
tapes were sent to a Pierre, S. D., theatre,
and, soon after, it was learned that the
town is pronounced “pier”—and not “pee-
air”—as our Kansas City-based voice had
proclaimed.

In another instance, the theatre mana-
ger of an Alabama drive-in complained
that his patrons were having difficulty

understanding the “Yankee voice,” and so
a special announcer had to be employed to
provide a softly Southern-accented re-
cording for his drive-in.

FREE TAPES AVAILABLE

The use of intermission tapes has also

been adopted by the Coca-Cola Co., which,
after a two-year trial period, found that
the tapes were instrumental in increasing
the sale of Coca-Cola, and so have pur-
sued a program of offering a free tape
service to any theatre operator who makes
Coke available at his refreshment stand.
The arrangements for the tapes can be
made through local Coca-Cola representa-
tives. The tapes are produced from a
master reel, and are recorded on high-
speed Ampex duplicating units which are
capable of duplicating a three-hour record-
ing in approximately six minutes.

For emphasis, I would like to state again
that the Coca-Cola tapes for drive-in ex-
hibitors are made from a single master
and, therefore, these recordings are not
personalized. Every tape shipped is exact-
ly the same but, since no particular thea-
tre is mentioned by name, it is applicable
for any drive-in serving Coca-Cola.

The programming of music, on the tapes,
has become an art all its own. Patrons
hearing slow languid music tend to stay
in their cars to listen, while faster, more
clamorous music tends to have the more
desired effect of stimulating the patrons
to leave their cars for a brisk walk—and
when they walk, they usually head straight
for the refreshment stand!

Script for a Successful Taped Intermission Spiel

(Skyland Drive-In Theatre,

Greenville, S. C.)

Come and get it folks it's “Intermission

Time"—time to take a short break to visit

our Skyland “Knotty-Pine" snack bar,

where you'll find quick cafeteria-style serv-

ice. Heading the menu are those ever-

popular hot dogs. For a taste treat su-

preme—sample one of Greenville's finest

hot dogs—made with delicious home-made
chili. And don't forget about our Weekend
Special: Every Friday and Saturday, when
you buy two hot dogs, you get a third

one free. “A spare with every pair." For

something really good—have chicken-in-

a-box. You'll love the crispy goodness of

a quarter of a fried chicken, with golden

French fries, salad and a fresh hot roll

—

all for only 59 cents—just 59 cents, and it's

ready to go in five short minute's time.

And say, have you tried our SKYLAND-
BURGERS? Well, you've missed some-
thing if you haven't. They're a meal-in-

themselves. A quarter of a pound of beef-

on-a-bun, with lettuce, tomato, and crispy

French fries. Other favorites at our "Knotty-

Pine" snack bar include thick, meaty ham-
burgers, cheeseburgers, and tangy bar-

becue sandwiches. For a seafood treat,

try our golden brown shrimp-in-a-box

—

served with a fresh garden-salad, French
fries, and hot roll. Missing something?
Well, dill pickles and potato chips com-
plement any meal. For something to munch
on during the show, we have fresh hot

peanuts and popcorn. And folks, we're

featuring the big “Family-Size" box of

popcorn tonight. And those crunchy golden
kernels will just about melt in your mouth.

Order yours with butter because with but-

ter—it’s better. For your sweet tooth,

there's ice cream, snow cones, fresh

candies and gum.

Something cool and thirst-quenching

will be welcome on your snack tray this

evening—and at our beverage counter

you can pick-up ice cold Coca-Cola,

Orange, and Perky-Pink Lemonade . . .

served in regular and JUMBO sized con-

tainers. For the youngsters, of course,

there's dairy-fresh milk. If you prefer a

warmer beverage, we offer hot coffee. Yes,

everything's ready and waiting for you
at our "Knotty-Pine" snack bar, so come
on down and help yourself to some really

good eating. It's cafeteria-style for your
convenience.

Our snack bar now features a big

“Build a Set of Glasses" salel When you
order your cold drinks at our “Knotty-

Pine" snack bar, order them in glasses. It

costs just a few pennies more than the

regular paper cup, and you get a big 16-

ounce, beautifully decorated glass to keep.

A set of them makes a perfect gift for your
wife, girl friend, or mother. This offer won’t

last forever, so start your “Set of Glasses"
now.

We've clean modem restrooms at the

snack bar building ... as well as a free

bottlewarmer to heat baby's bottle when-
ever he cries for supper. Well folks, we
hope you're all enjoying your stay here at

our Skyland drive-in tonight. Make it a
family habit to end your day the modem
way—right here at our drive-in theatre

—

where family fun is a trademark!

(Above copy is immediately followed by
musical jingle promoting drive-in theatres.)

Kit for 'Sandwich 'n Free Drink Spectacular'

ENJOY A .- WMM
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A new spring promotion designed to enable theatre concessions to increase their sales of barbecue

sandwiches has been announced by Castleberry's Food Co. Called the "Sandwich 'N Free Drink

Spectacular," the promotion offers theatres one-gallon fountain syrup of their choice free with the

purchase of one case of Castleberry's barbecue. The offer also includes a free customer-promotion
kit which contains colorful pass-out slips, special-offer streamers, counter cards, lapel badges and
other point-of-purchase material. Full-color film trailers featuring Castleberry's barbecue sandwiches
are also available. The special promotion offer expires May 31.
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15-Cent Candy Goods Now Leading in Many Theatres
ABC Vending, which first promoted the

15-cent candy bar in theatres, reports

that 15-cent items now lead its candy sales

in theatres.

Automatic Canteen Co. recently made
tests on the West Coast and found that
when ten-cent items were replaced with

15-cent goods sales continued on the same
level.

Exhibitors and concessionaires are now
able to offer a variety of 15-cent candy
items, as 31 confectionery manufacturers
are now making one or more such units,

the National Confectioners Ass’n reports.

NEWdeluxe BUTTER
SERVER
1. Low- boy styling.

2. Sales stimulating, colorful lighted front.

3. Transparent dome displays butter

in view of the customers.

4. Variable Heat thermostat.

5. New inner vessel prevents butter from

entering the mechanism.

6. Non-chip gleaming . . . chrome finish.

7. Dispenses portion controlled butter serving

from the rear of the unit when the

manual dispenser arm is depressed.

Simple to operate, low in cost, the manually operated, measure controlled deluxe
butter server is specifically designed to meet the needs of smaller volume locations.

The deluxe BUTTER server melts butter, keeps it at proper serving temperature and
dispenses it accurately and quickly, providing you an opportunity to secure a profit
of $4.00 on pack pound of butter used.

Built to top quality standards of durability, performance, and sanitation, the new deluxe
butter server has a non-drip spout to eliminate waste . . . it can be disassembled and
cleaned in a matter of minutes.

The clean modern lines and efficient operations make the deluxe butter server o
valuable addition to your concession counter.

SPECIFICATIONS: Overall height — 10!4 ", Body Height — 7 3
/i",

Width — 10
9
/i6 ", Depth — 9%", Const. — Stainless steel, enamel trim,

Electrical — AC 120V, 50-60C: Standard Plug, Shipping weight: 15 lbs.

Server Sales north 88 west 16447 main street,

menomonee falls, Wisconsin

brings 'em back — again

and again

i

And a 10 lb. tin or 12*4

lb. poly bag of Butter-

flake Pop Corn yields

more

—

many more boxes

of Pop Corn than ordi-

nary corn. Its 38-40 to 1

popping ratio lowers
your cost. .. .increases your profit

....per box. Yes — Butterflake’s

extra popping volume produces 825-

835 more profit per 100 lbs. for

you than ordinary “bargain” corn.

And it’s so tender, delicious that it

always brings ’em back for more.

trtfAU Moisture

Stable

'.r.'jv. r.y v;

pop corn division NATIONAL OATS CO.
Wall Lake, Iowa • Hagerstown, Md. • Delaware, Ohio

Order from your distributor or write

Three Sizes of Printed Cups

Sell Drive-In Entertainment

And Provide Identification

The unique promotional opportunities of-

fered by paper cups is fully appreciated by
Central States Theatre Corp. For the past
six years the circuit has been using printed
cups at its drive-ins, with the copy on
each cup selling the various advantages
and facilities which are offered by the
outdoor theatres. The sales points are at-

tractively illustrated with line drawings.

“Although it is difficult to measure the
exact value of the copy,” says Gus Cam-
pagna, director of concessions, “we are
convinced that it is of value.”

NO TWO CUPS ALIKE

Three sizes of cold drink cups are used
to sell ten, 25 and 35-cent drinks. Each
cup is printed in two colors and no two
cups have the same combination of colors

or the same design. This has a distinct

advantage.

“Experience has proven to us,” says
Campagna, “that the combination of these

Shown here from left are the 35, 10 and 25-cent

paper cuts used by Central States Theatre Corp.

to merchandise soft drinks at its drive-in theatres.

Each cup is printed in two colors with a different

design and in a different combination of colors,

and all carry selling messages.

several sizes, colors and designs makes a

substantial contribution to our volume of

drink business. Furthermore, both our

cashiers and our patrons can quickly and
unmistakably identify each cup and know
that it is a ten, 25 or 35-cent size.”

PRINTED IN DIFFERENT COLORS

The 35-cent cup is printed in brown and
orange, the 25-cent one in blue and red

and the ten-cent cup in blue and yellow.

Selling copy used includes the following:

“No Baby Sitter Problems,” “No Parking
Problems,” “Bring the Whole Family,”

“Dress as You Please,” “Smoke as You
Please” and “Relax in Your Own Car.”

Other messages with a psychological im-
pact are used, such as, “Your Favorite

Stars,” “A Treat for the Whole Family,

Bring Them Often,” “Your Entertainment

Center,” “Leave Your Worries at Home”
and “Families That Play Together Stay

Together.”

The two large cups are made by Mary-
land Cup Co. and the small one is a prod-

uct of Dixie Cup Co.
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Here’s why Orange-CRUSH

means fast turnover

and big profits...

People have confidence in Orange-

CRUSH. They ask for it by name.

They drink more of it than any other

orange drink. This means that when
you feature Orange-CRUSH, you get

more immediate business. And be-

cause Orange-CRUSH tastes so

good and goes so well with good

food, no other orange drink can

deliver so much repeat business.

What's more, people are constantly

reminded of famous Orange-CRUSH
quality by dynamic national adver-

tising—and by colorful point-of-sale

material. So feature the orange drink

with the fastest turnover—feature

Orange-CRUSH!

want

a profit

machine?

Get an attractive, animated Orange-
CRUSH dispenser. It assures fast turn-

over because it's loaded with appetite

appeal: people can seethe orange good-

ness in attention-getting illumination.

You sell more Orange-CRUSH when you

display Orange-CRUSH.

Ask about our fast selling Old Colony

syrups . . . tropical punch, root beer, grape,

vanilla, wifd cherry, strawberry, lemon-

lime, buzz and ginger ale.

CRUSH INTERNATIONAL, INC.
2201 West Main Street, Evanston, III.
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Even great-grandmother had her vending machines,

unsophisticated though they were. This model, in-

troduced in New York City in 1896, vended note-

oaper and stamped envelopes. According to a

description in the Scientific American Magazine at

the time, "the machine is easily operated

and does not seem liable to get out of order."

The automatic vending industry

is 75 years young!

Of course, that doesn’t take into consid-

eration the holy water dispenser devised

in 219 B.C. by Hero Cstebus, a Grecian
high priest, to vend water at the drop of

a drachma. Nor does it refer to the ancient
“automatic” pencil sellers of China or a
coin-operated doll of Japan in the middle
ages; or even to the early beginnings of

automatic vending in Europe, especially

in England.

This Diamond Anniversary marks the
beginning of the vending industry in the
United States in 1886 when the first pat-
ents were granted. Machines for which
patients were issued that year included
automatic venders of post cards, tobacco
and cigarets.

A year-long celebration of this event
is being conducted by the National Auto-
matic Merchandising Ass’n to demonstrate
“how vending serves the public.”

In addition to promoting the observance

75 Years Of

Automatic Vending

A Year-Long Celebration of

This Diamond Anniversary

To Mark the Development

Of Our Coin-Machine Age

4From This ... To This . . >

of Automatic Merchandising Weeks at the

local level, NAMA’s plans call for publica-

tion of an authentic history of vending, a
traveling pictorial exhibit, the establish-

ment of a national vending museum, pub-
lic information advertisements in national

consumer magazines by member NAMA
companies, the establishment of a library

of automatic merchandising at St. Louis

University in Missouri, an international

vending conference in advance of the con-
vention and tradeshow in Chicago next

fall and the issuance of a commemorative
stamp. The latter would be a significant

expression of the fact that “the first

American venders were designed for postal

cards and that stamp venders were early

applications of automated selling and are,

still today, an important part of postal

operations.”

Historically, the first known vending
machines in the U. S. were gum venders on
New York’s elevated train platforms in

1888. These were followed by further ex-

pansion of automatic selling machines,
and the stamp venders appeared in the
early 1900s.

Latest development in the automatic

vending field is the self-service boxoffice.

The first Vendaticket went into service at

Loew's 175th Street Theatre, New York

City in late December. A little larger

than a telephone booth, the Vendaticket
accepts coins, and currency in $1 and

$5 denominations, gives the proper

change and releases the desired ticket.

When change includes bills they are

returned individually rolled into a

cigaret-like form in a paper wrapper.

The ’20s saw automatic merchandising
hit its stride with the appearance of the
first cigaret venders, and the decade
brought forth such machines as a battery
of all-purpose venders which (via record-
ings) said “thank you” when a purchase
was made.

Antique venders in the collection owned by the National Automatic Mer-

chandising Ass'n—double coin clock works gum machine, left, introduced

prior to 1900, and a 1914 vintage cigaret vender and match vender.

Perfume vending is profitable for many theatres today, and scents were being

vended at least 40 years ago. These three models of perfume venders were

in use around 1921.
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Before the 1929 siock market crash,

predictions had been made for the sale of

sandwiches, hot meals and other mer-
chandise by automatic venders, but the

mainstay of vending continued to be the

sale of cigarets, candy, gum and nuts,

followed by soft drink, milk and ice cream
venders.

The real advance of automatic vending

came after World War II. The development
of the first successful hot coffee vender

was achieved in 1946 and this led the way
to vending of other hot foods and complete

meals. The immediate last decade saw such
innovations as the freshly brewed cup of

coffee, the soft drink dispensed auto-

matically with ice and the bill-changing
machine.

NOW, A TICKET VENDER

The last development made possible the

automatic ticket vender and the first such
boxoffice machine went into service at

Loew’s 175th Street Theatre in New York
City last December.

Coincidentally, the founding of NAMA
in 1936 makes 1961 the 25th anniversary

year of organized industry activity. When
founded, one, part-time employe handled
the work. Today, there is a full-time

staff of 28, including 11 professional as-

sociation executives, and membership to-

tals 1,475, comprised of 1,300 operating

companies and more than 175 machine
manufacturers and suppliers of vendible

products.

Initially, NAMA was formed to combat
discriminatory taxes and unfair legislation

which threatened the young industry. Ed-
ucational work in the area of local, state

and federal legislation is still one of the

major functions of the association.

Over the years, activities and objectives

have widened in scope to serve the best in-

terests of the American public and the au-
tomatic merchandising industry.

More than 250 members of the industry
volunteer their services to the 25 commit-
tees which are engaged in the varied ac-

tivities of NAMA. These include the world’s

largest annual convention and equipment
trae.e show; government, military and
foreign liaison; public relations and com-
munity service; labor relations; manage-
mcn education; standard accounting; two
types of insurance plans for members and
personnel employment and training.

A PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRAM
In addition NAMA conducts a full-

scale public health program which in-

cludes a national vending machine evalua-
tion program at two leading university

school of public health laboratories, a
training program for vending employes
who service vending machines, and other
research projects. The association also

works closely with state and city public
health officials in drafting local vending
sanitation procedures.

Each activity is designed to serve the
public by promoting the highest standards
within the automatic merchandising in-

dustry, and each member is pledged to a
ten-point code of ethics.

For more information about equipment

or products mentioned editorially or in

advertising in this issue use the Readers'

Service Bureau coupon on page 31.
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a precision-made

popcorn machine

AT LESS THAN

HALF THE COST

of regular

floor-sized models
THE NEW BUDGET PRICED

MANLEY JEWEL „
and it averages 75% gross profit!*

The new Manley Jewel is

priced in the $400 range.

It is designed for

economy of operation,

but precision-made to

meet the quality stand-

ards which have made
Manley the biggest name
in popcorn . . . operates
on a normal 115-volt
circuit . . . can be in-

stalled without additional

wiring on a circuit with
14 amps spare capacity.

Check these other advantages of

the new MANLEY JEWEL:

• Occupies a minimum of space: 30" x 20" x 31 Vi".

• Boosts sales with these features: well-lighted glass-

enclosed case, heated cabinet floor to keep popcorn hot,

illuminated red dome (the Manley trademark!) readily

recognized by lovers of good popcorn.

• Turns out 8 to 10 10c bags of popcorn in 3 minutes—
lets you keep up with or ahead of sales, yet not

“over-pop”.

• Easy to operate—with a few minutes' instruction, even

new employees can prepare perfect popcorn with

the new Manley Jewel.

’Specific facts and figures on individual performance furnished on request.

[fflaoD (M® (Bd) DO [p® DO

“ffCDCP ffooOO “ffSKgd©

§][b®Qoi} EOd®

ffiflMILE'tf ^DEMEE
... OR CONTACT

NATIONAL THEATER
SUPPLY COMPANY

MANLEY, INC. - Dept. BO 361

1920 Wyandotte St.

Kansas City 8, Mo.

Please send me, without charge or obligation, information

on the new Manley Jewel Popcorn Machine.

Please have a representative call.

Name .

Firm

Street

City Zone State

• Atlanta

• Charlotte

• Denver

• Kansas City

• Los Angeles

• Salt Lake City

• San Francisco

• Seattle MANLEY, INC.
1920 WYANDOTTE ST. KANSAS CITY 8, MO.
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DOMINION MANAGERS ROLL UP THEIR SLEEVES

Ellsworth Whittle, manager, turned the lobby and refreshment stand of the Acadia Theatre, Wolfville,

Nova Scotia, into a "Winter Wonderland." Focal point of the popcorn promotion was the popcorn

tree (right) and popcorn purchasers were given instructions to make one of their own and a gift.

Their Creative Promotions

Tied to Pictures Really

Move the Merchandise

Those alert theatre managers
north of the border have been at it again

—we should say, keeping everlastingly at

it—and we do mean promoting their houses

and concessions in the grand style.

Rivalry created by the Manager’s Mer-
chandising Award of the Month ($25 and a

plaque) given by Theatre Confections, Ltd.,

provides incentive, to be sure, but those

Canadian managers just seem to get a

kick out of racking their brains and roll-

ing up their sleeves to put across a good
idea.

Reported here are the promotions which
won the awards for the last three months
of 1960 and for January, 1961.

A CORNBALL PROMOTION

A “North to Alaska” Confection Carnival

held at the Capitol in Vancouver, Canada,
“was set up as a cornball promotion, as

atmosphere for a cornball picture,” ac-

cording to Manager Charlie Doctor, “and
resulted in a lot of com being harvested

at the boxoffice and confection bars.”

The following is Doctor’s report of how
the promotion was set up:

Pepsi and Orange-Crush donated 150

cartons of bottled drinks as prizes, and
four cartons of “gold coins” (bags of gold)

were procured at a very small cost, the
latter to give color to this “North to

Alaska” promotion and also used as prizes.

Prizes were given out through markings
on the 19-cent-cup bottoms only. Crush
sold two to one over the 10-cent cups and
Pepsi four to one. First Friday and Satur-
day tally was over 1,000 19-cent cups. The
same thing was done with the 25-cent corn
boxes and, again, all-time record sales.

Pepsi provided us with a lot of extra dis-

play material, background drops, lazy

susan and extra fluorescent signs, one of

which was overprinted with the words
“Confection Carnival.” This big sign was
set to face the Granville door, and as our
bar is unfortunately parallel, this gave us,

for the first time, a stopper that hit the
customers right in the eye.

Extra spots brilliantly lit the back of the

bar displays, illuminating every detail of

art shop copy. Main display, 15-feet-long,

consisted of a colorful art panel set up
with a bag of gold center. Signs advertising

how to win prizes were framed, and the
over-all display was captioned: “You may
find a bag of Gold at the bottom of your
19-cent cup.” A six-foot arrow directed at

the center of this display read: “Stop (in

the form of a traffic sign backed with a
flashing red light) On Your Way ‘North
to Alaska’—Have a Pepsi or a Crush.”
Large, dummy cups with tops and straws

were tacked all over the bar. Carnival nov-
elty pieces and circus pennants completed
a corny, but effective deal.

The Confection Carnival was pre-sold

because we set up displays a week in ad-
vance of the “Alaska” opening. I should
also mention that the confection attend-
ants and all staff in the vicinity of the
confection bars wore the various football

colors and carnival hats in keeping with
the Grey Cup (national football champ-
ionship) activities.

This was a very simple deal but extreme-
ly successful. The bright bar seemed to

draw them like moths. “North to Alaska” is

going into its third week (at time of the
report) with a possible fourth, and the
second week’s confection receipts were $400
ahead of the first.

A Christmas popcorn promotion put on

Continued on page 18

This picture and the one to the right show how Charlie Doctor merchandised

the full length of his concessions stand during his recent Confection Carnival.

The six foot arrow invites patrons to "STOP on your way 'North to Alaska'"

and pointed toward the main display, with the selling message. The traffic

stop sign was backed with a flashing red light, a real attention-getter.

The main backbar display sign, 15 feet wide, finished the suggestion: "have

a Crush or Pepsi!" Below, in the center, was an illustration of a large bag

of gold, with the words: "You May Find a Pot of Gold at the Bottom of

Your Cup." Bags of gold "coins" and cartons of bottled drinks were

given to marked cups. Doctor's theatre is the Capitol in Vancouver.
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It will pay you to talk to the man who knows the soft drink business best

!

Talk to your Pepsi bottler! Whatever your soft drink needs, your Pepsi bottler’s the man
to fill them. He knows the soft drink business best, because that’s the only business
he’s in. He’s got the product— the equipment— and the know-how to give you a

smoother-working, more profitable operation. Deal with one source. Dial one number.
Call the man who can do more for you. It will pay you to talk to your Pepsi-Cola bottler!

“Pepsi-Cola” and “Pepsi" are registered
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DOMINION MANAGERS SELL

Continued from page 16

by Ellsworth Whittle, manager of the
Acadia Theatre, Wolfville, Nova Scotia,

resulted in an unusual increase in sales of
this high-profit item.

Forethinking theatre managers would do
well to file this story now, dig it out next
November and adapt the promotion to

their own use and profit.

Here’s how it was done:

“Ice Palace” was booked into the thea-
tre for the middle of December, so to create
interest, Whittle made his lobby into a
“Winter Wonderland”

—

mechanical elves
over the auditorium doors, busy in Santa’s
Workshop making toys, decorated fire-

proof Christmas trees, and caricatures of
snowmen in Masonite. The center of at-
traction was a six-foot Popcorn Tree, spot-
lighted in red.

Each patron buying a 10-cent box of
popcorn received either a Hockey Ring or

TO FILL
POPCORN BAGS

AND BOXES WITH
THE NEW PATENTED

SPEEOSCOOP
THOUSANDS OF
DELIGHTED USERS

ONLY $2*9AT YOUR
THEATRESUPPLY or
POPCORNSUPPLYDEALER

109 THORNTON AVE

E SAN FRANCISCO,24

TREMENDOUS PROFITS !!

Now Fresh Fruit Sundaes,

Pineapple and Strawberries

from stainless steel pans!

Both juices for snow cones and fresh fruit

for sundaes dispensed from one machine

HERE'S HOW TO MAKE

BIG MONEY WITH "SNOW
No Gears!

No Belts!

No Pulleys!

No Oiling!

All Equipment Patented, Guar-
anteed and Backed by 40 Years’

Experience

SAMUEL BERT MFG. CO
Fair Park Station

Box 7803. DALLAS, TEXAS

MAGIC"
THE NEW SNOW
CONE MACHINE
Capacity: 50 cones

every 30 seconds.

The Bert's ‘SNOW
MAGIC” machine
combines eye-appeal-

ing beauty with per-

fect mechanical per-

formance and large

capacity. “Snow
Magic” is easy to

operate and is Fully

Automatic. A Snow
Cone costs to

l'/2c and usually

sells for 10c . . .

that's profit!

F.O.B. Dallas

Eight Models
Available

Truth Ring and a printed recipe on how
to make a two-foot Popcorn Christmas
Tree.

The regular newspaper ad had a special

heading surrounded by holly wreaths:

ACADIA
THE CHRISTMAS THEATRE

Our theatre is now gaily decorated
AND WE INVITE YOU TO PAY US A VISIT WHILE
downtown. Free information on how you
MAY MAKE A POPCORN TREE LIKE

OUR GIANT SIX-FOOT TREE

This special head ran from December 8

to 24. Results: 468 boxes of popcorn to an
attendance of 580 on the 9th of December,
plus other confections.

The free instruction sheets read:

How to Make a Popcorn Tree

Ingredients:
2 ten cent boxes of popcorn
1 sheet of bristol board 22 by 28 inches
1 small can of glue
1 unused plant pot
1 round stick 30 inches long

With the use of a string and pencil,

draw an arc from one side of the bristol

board to the other. Cut along this line and
form into a cone shape. Fasten securely.

Glue approximately one quarter of the
cone at one time. Let stand until sticky,

then begin covering the area with popcorn.
Repeat until completely covered.

With a stick in the plant pot, place the
cone on top. Let stand overnight.

For added attraction, place tree orna-
ments about the base of the pot.

Merry Christmas and have fun con-
structing your Popcorn Tree.

THANKSGIVING KIDDIE SHOW
George Forhan jr., Paramount Theatre,

Halifax, N. S., is an enterprising manager
who dreams up promotions for his thea-
tre and concessions and then goes to work
to put them into effect.

Before Thanksgiving, he contacted the
owner of a chain of Halifax supermarkets
who agreed to go in with the theatre on a
Thanksgiving Morning Kiddies Fun Show.
The store owner bought a supply of tick-
ets from Forhan and the latter brought in
a rental of $150.

A few days later the supermarket owner
found that the demand at his stores for the
tickets (which he had advertised would be
given away with purchases of groceries in
a certain amount) had been so great
that he needed more.

Forhan figured he had a capacity ceiling

for the Paramount, so he asked Manager
Jim McDonough to open up his Capitol,

and they got $150 for that house, too.

On the day of the show, both theatres

were well prepared with plenty of boxed
popcorn and a secondary bar had been set

up at the Paramount. The Paramount sold

close to $177 in confections and the Cap-
ital nearly $100.

The first award of the new year went to

Fred Varlow, Capitol Theatre, Edmonton,
Alberta, for a “piggy back” promotion.

Fred picked up Charlie Doctor’s pro-
motion on “North to Alaska” and gave it

a new twist with highly satisfactory re-

sults.

Varlow reported: “Besides an increase

in sales of our high percentage items, we
also benefited by a tremendous amount of

radio advertising over Radio Station CJCA,
which plugged the picture playing, as

well as the giveaways. CJCA supplied the

radio time in conjunction with the various

sponsors in exchange for the advertising

of their name on display cards in the

lobby, and gave us their rubber stamp.
The CJCA stamp entitled a patron to a
prize.

HOW PRIZES WERE GIVEN

“1. Craven “A” cigarets were given to

adults who had a CJCA stamp on their

large popcorn boxes. The cigarets, as well

as the display, were supplied by the manu-
facturers and also an amount of radio

time. The giveaway started during the

last two weeks of our engagement of

“Swiss Family Robinson” and will be con-
tinued throughout the run of the picture

we are now playing, “North to Alaska.”

“2. Black Alaska diamond earring sets

were given to any patron with a CJCA
stamp and a star on our 20-cent size

orange drinks. The earrings, 12 sets, were
supplied by H. B. Kline, our next-door
jeweller. Radio time was supplied by Sta-
tion CJCA.

“3. Title song, “North to Alaska,” rec-

ords were given to anyone with just a

CJCA stamp on his 20-cent orange drink.

Columbia Records supplied us with 25

records and CJCA, the radio time.

These last two tie-ups increased our
large Orange-Crush sales by 400 per cent
and will continue for the full engagement
of “North to Alaska,” at least another
four weeks.”

For more information about equipment
or products mentioned editorially or in

advertising in this issue use the Readers'

Service Bureau coupon on page 31.

GLENRAY
MAKES HOT DOGS EAT BETTER

"Better Eating Means Better Selling—MORE PROFITS"

* NEW MODEL—All Glass and Stainless Steel

NEW INFRA-RED HEATING—Barbecues to Perfection

NEW $150.00 Delivered REBUILT $105.00

SEE YOUR EQUIPMENT MAN OR WRITE ART GREER

ENTERPRISES
Box 35

Quincy, Michigan
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Bowling Products Group

Names Vice-Presidents

For Two Divisions

Fred P. Madeo, formerly vice-president

in charge of sales of American Machine &
Foundry Co. Bowling Products Gi'oup, has
been named divisional vice-president of the

bowling division of AMF’s international

group, a new position, according to an an-

nouncement by Morehead Patterson, AMF

Fred P. Madeo Thomas A. Meade

board chairman. Thomas A. Meade succeeds

Mareo as Bowling Products Group vice-

president in charge of sales.

WITH EACH CASE OF

BARBECUE

7tto4t P%<^ctci6ie P'lattutfc&fif

ONE GALLON FOUNTAIN

SYRUP OF YOUR CHOICE

YOU BUY DURING CASTLEBERRY'S

IN PINSPOTTER DIVISION

Madeo joined AMF in 1946 as pinspotter

division New York state district manager
until 1953 when he was named sales man-
ager. He has been vice-president for bowl-

ing products sales since 1956. He is a

founder and past president of the New
York State Bowling Proprietors’ Ass’n, a

former president of the Brooklyn Bowling
Proprietors’ Ass’n, and served as president

of the National Bowling Council for a

year from July 1958.

Meade joined the company in 1946 as an
east coast sales representative for the pin-

spotter division. In January 1954 he was
named the division’s district manager in

Cleveland, later was transferred to Detroit

as regional manager. He became a vice-

president of AMF’s Bowling Product’s

Group in 1958.

Wins Crush Sales Award

Crush International's Man of the Year award went

to Mel Turner of Fort Worth, Tex. Turner (left),

who has been with the company for over six years,

received the plaque from Derrill W. Stevenson, the

Fountain Division's national sales manager, for

his outstanding sales accomplishment.

"Sandwich 'N Free Drink"

Spectacular
MARCH 15 thru MAY 31, 1961

YOU ALSO GET A

V

CUSTOMER-
PROMOTION KIT

Specially Designed To
Get Them Out Of Their

Cars And Into Your Con-
session To Buy And BUY!

Full-Color Film Trailers On Castleberry's Barbecue

Sandwiches Also Available To Theatre Concessions!

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR FULL DETAILSI
Castleberry's Food Co.
Box 1010, Augusta, Ga.
Gentlemen: Please rush full details of your "Sandwich 'N Free
Drink" Spectacular to:

NAME:

FIRM NAME:
ADDRESS:

CITY: — STATE:
MY DISTRIBUTOR'S NAME: _____
DISTRIBUTOR'S ADDRESS: -
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Popcorn Sales Up Last Half of

The last six months of 1960 brought a
21.8 per cent increase in popcorn sales
over the same period of 1959, according to
the Popcorn Institute.

At a recent meeting of the Institute in

Chicago, members hailed 1960 as the most
successful year of publicity and promotion

1960 Over Same Period 1959

in the industry’s history.

Institute Executive Director, William E.

Smith, told members that “the ever in-

creasing coverage which the nation’s press

has given to popcorn is undoubtedly due in

large part to the consistency of the in-

dustry’s program over recent years—a con-

sistency which snowballs the effectiveness

of your efforts with each passing year.”

Approved for 1961 was a substantial in-

creased product promotion program de-
signed to pre-sell popcorn to a larger mass
of consumers than ever before.

Cooperative Merchandising

Helps Sell More Barbecue

An outstanding cooperative merchandis-
ing program of The Smithfield Ham and
Products Co. is enabling theatre conces-

sionaires and other users of the company’s
products to noticeably increase their sales.

Among the display materials Smithfield

now makes available to its customers are

window and backbar pieces, posters and
banners. The company also offers selling

ideas and aids for conducting contests

and setting up special programs, plus, in

many instances, bonuses, prizes and cash
awards.

As part of the cooperative merchandis-
ing plan, Smithfield sales representatives

assist their customers in many ways. They
work closely with them in planning and
setting up the promotions and the accom-
panying publicity.

According to J. C. Sprigg jr., president

of Smithfield, “Smithfield’s famous Amber
brand and James River brand foods are

already well-known quality products.
That’s why, when backed with our solid

cooperative merchandising plan so many
companies are able to realize substantial

increases in sales and profits.”

The following concerns have recently

filed copies of interesting descriptive liter-

ature with the Modern Theatre Informa-
tion Bureau. Readers who wish copies may
obtain them promptly by using the Readers’
Service Bureau coupon in this issue of
The Modern Theatre.

Bulletin on Infrared Marquee Heaters
—An eight-page bulletin, issued by Fos-
toria Corp., describes a new line of electric,

infrared Comfort Heaters for creating

comfort conditions under and near theatre

marquees. Principles, advantages and typi-

cal applications of electric infrared com-
fort heating are discussed.

Brochure on Slide Projection—The
Strong Electric Corp. has available a new
brochure detailing the use of carbon arcs

for slide projection in theatres. The bro-

chure tells how brilliant pictures up to 30

feet wide can be projected. A table for es-

tablishing lens requirements is included.

Snow Cone Machine Catalog

—

The 1961

catalog of the line of snow cone machines
manufactured by Samuel Bert Manufac-
turing Co. is now available. Five new mod-
els have been added this year as a result

of the company’s efforts to cooperate with

changing times and develop new and bet-

ter products. In addition to supplies and

parts listed, a total of 11 machine models

are included in the new catalog.

SERV-O-
butter dispenser SERV-O-MAT with its revolving bowl, flashing sales

message, colorful front, and gleaming chrome finish is a
bright attraction for the sale of buttered popcorn.
Simple one-hand operation dispenses a drip-proof

amount of butter at the touch of the dispenser bar, allows
up to 75 servings per minute.
SERV-O-MAT easy to clean . . . manufactured by

craftsmen with over 10 years experience in the building
of butter dispensers.

Patented SERV-O-MAT is built to serve you eco-
nomically and efficiently and to increase your profits

by 250%.
Modernize your concession area and join the profit

parade by ordering SERV-O-MAT now.

SPECIFICATIONS Height — 14", Width — 11”, Depth — 17Vi", Electrical

120 Volt; 1150 W; standard grounded plug, Shipping Weight; 32 lbs.

. AC;

BUTTER KIST CUPS . . . GIVE

YOUR BUTTER CORN SALES

'UUY APPEAL''- ORDER NOW!

Server Sales north 88 west 16447 main street,

menomonee falls, Wisconsin

NEW 15<

THEATRE

PACKAGE

72

Count

H. B. REESE CANDY CO., HERSHEY, PA
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POWERFUL LIGHT OUTPUT
A MUST' FOR QUALITY

PICTURE PRESENTATION
Here is Pertinent Data on Light and Carbons

To Help Projectionists Secure Desired Results

By WESLEY TROUT

THE SUBJECT
of light is an all im-
portant one to the
theatre. One should
know about various
elements that con-
tribute to producing
an intense small,
white spot on the
aperture plate of the
projector. Powerful
output of light is so

... ,
_ necessary in order to

V/esley Trout
project an the beauty

of photography in colored prints; more-
over, additional light is a “must” in order

to obtain sufficient light for some of the
prints that are dark.

NUMEROUS FACTORS INVOLVED

The elements that contribute to power-
ful light output from the modern arc

lamp are high quality lenses, reflectors and
sufficient amperage at the arc in order to

obtain good screen illumination. Also, the
optical system must be carefully aligned if

you want to secure maximum light output
from any make of projection lamp.

One should also know various technical
terms used in measuring light, applicable

to theatre projection arcs, namely, “can-
dle-power,” “foot-lambert” and “candle.”
The most used terms and those that are
understood by the average person are
“candle-power” and “foot-lambert.” One
should know that candle-power is light

intensity of a source and, of course, is

measured in “foot-lamberts.”

In order to simplify the term candle-
power, let us simply state that a particular
projection arc lamp has approximately
80,000 candle-power which is measured
ahead of the crater. It should be under-
stood that the candle-power of a modern
projection arc will vary according to the
crater arc and the amperage, types of
various carbons, etc.

MEASURE LIGHT BRIGHTNESS

We always measure the brightness of the
amount of light projected on the screen
by the unit of “foot-lambert.” The re-
flectivity will depend upon the screen coat-
ing and area covered, etc.

We want to point out that the brightest
light will be in the center of the screen,
gradually falling off to the sides. How-
ever, with the proper setup of carbons,
optical alignment and screen surface, the
illumination, if correctly focused on the
projector aperture, will appear even. This
overall screen illumination will depend

upon using the right size carbons, suffi-

cient amperage, correct distance of the
reflector to the aperture and keeping the
arc lamp feed mechanism functioning
properly at all times.

Before we proceed further, the only cor-
rect way to measure screen illumination
is to divide it up into small areas; measure
first the center, next about half way to

the edge and then the edge. This will give

you the correct values of light on the
screen from center to edge. In order to

obtain screen light measurements, a light

meter is absolutely necessary and may be
obtained from your local theatre supply
dealer or, have one of the carbon manu-
facturers have its representative measure
it for you. He has the knowledge and
equipment to do this and help you with any
problem at no cost to you. We strongly
recommend that you avail yourself of

this service.

The most important factor to keep in

mind is the amount of light reflected back
to the theatre patron. This amount of

light necessary to project or reflect back
to the observer will depend upon a good
screen surface and the amount of light

reaching it from the projector. We find
that about 65 to 75 per cent of the light

projected on the screen will reach the ob-
server, again depending upon the screen
surface and the amount of light coming
from the projector.

AVERAGE LIGHT REQUIRED

The average light necessary for the av-
erage theatre should measure around 12

foot-candles. Most drive-ins will measure
only 4 to 6 foot-candles. It is therefore
necessary, when feasible, for film compa-
nies to furnish light prints for drive-ins or
else the theatre-owner has to use more
powerful arc lamps. In the latter case, more
drive-ins have installed larger lamps in

order to secure a better illuminated pic-
ture.

We would like to point out that some-
times we have found the wrong type of
reflector used which will cause some loss
of light, although it might appear all

right. Most all manufacturers place a
number on the back of the reflector which
tells you the proper working distance for
that particular reflector. Remember that
the working distance is measured from
the film plane to the center of the reflec-
tor.

Again we want to point out the impor-
tance of correctly aligning the arc, re-
flector and the projection lens in order to
obtain maximum light output. This may be
done with a special aligning rod or a string
and a cork placed in the lens barrel. We
find the best and most accurate method is

the aligning rod with its associated parts
for the lens holder and carbon holder. This
may be secured from any theatre supply
dealer free upon request. It is the only way
to align your entire optical system perfectly.

NARROWING SHUTTER BLADES

You can obtain additional light, in

some cases only, by narrowing the shutter
blades. This can only be done if the gear
train has very, very little back-lash as too
much play in the gear train will cause
“travel ghost,” a condition that should
never exist in any situation. We find it is

the best plan to make a pattern out of card-
board or light metal, of a shutter, and then
cut down the blades until just a trace of

“travel-ghost” shows; then make the
regular blades slightly wider to eliminate
the condition. Keep in mind that even
under ideal conditions, the modern projec-

tor shutter will cut from 40 to 50 per cent
of the light. Making shutter blades the
right size takes time and should not be done
in a hurry if you want a perfect job.

Keep stray beams of light off of screen

and clock that distracts from the screen.

In too many cases we find light, either

from indirect lighting system, from the

doors or clock hitting the screen. This
should be eliminated in all cases.

We often find the reason for poor screen
illumination lies in the incorrect selection

of lenses, carbon combinations and screen
surface. In some cases, it is the result of

incorrectly adjusted optical system, plus

incorrect distance of arc lamp or wrong
type of reflector. Quality in various com-
ponents also must be considered. A cheap
projection lens, pitted or dirty reflector

or obsolete type of screen will cut down
screen illumination from 25 to 50 per cent.

Before we proceed further, let us say

ALIGN L A MPHOUSE^SO
CORD PASSES THROUGH
CENTER OF SMALL HOLE \
IN NOSE TEMPLATE \

TUBE

POSITION LAMPHOUSE SO
CORD PASSES THROUGH
CENTER OF SMALL HOLE
IN TEST APERTURE

DUMMY LENS

WEIGHT

This illustration shows how to use a string (cord) in order to align the reflector, carbon holders and

the projection lens. A string is very good but a regular alignment kit, obtainable from theatre

supply dealers at no cost, is the best.
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it is not possible to give a blanket en-

dorsement to any particular equipment,

for what might be an excellent particular

setup of equipment for one theatre might
prove inadequate for another. Frankly, one

should always give very careful thought

before selecting any type of equipment

—

lamps, lenses, carbons, projectors or

screen surfaces.

The important part of good screen illum-

ination is the screen itself. It is not pos-

sible to standardize upon one particular

type of screen surface for every theatre.

However, leading screen manufacturers
have so greatly improved their screen sur-

faces that only a few different surfaces

are necessary for theatres. We still rec-

ommend a “rough” surface for a wide

auditorium and “smooth” surface for a

narrow one. As long as there is a variance

in the size of theatres, and a variance in

the amount of illumination, many manu-
facturers of screens have made, in the

past, three types of surfaces—silver, white

and beaded. Of course, the beaded surface

is no longer used. A new type of white

surface is now commonly used for both
wide and narrow houses, provided there is

enough light from the arc.

NEW LENSES SUPERIOR

We find, quite often, the exhibitor buys
some new equipment but, in some cases,

continues to go along with his old pro-
jection lenses. The projection lens of ten
or 12 years ago falls far short of equaling
the quality of those of present-day manu-
facture; consequently, old lenses are in-

capable of performing their valuable

function of putting maximum light on the

screen. The modern projection lens de-

livers from 25 to 40 per cent more light

on the screen than lenses made ten to 12

years ago. Tests have definitely proved

this statement!

Research has constantly made available

better lenses operating at faster speeds,

and present-day lens, particularly those of

the anti-reflection coated variety, add
much to increased screen illumination and
also better picture definition.

Another very important thing is having

a lens holder heavy enough to properly

support these new and larger lenses, so

that perfect optical alignment can be ob-

tained, so necessary for a perfect pro-

jected image.

PROPER USE OF CARBONS

Be sure to select the right carbon com-
bination for your particular setup. Don’t

overload carbons beyond their rated ca-

pacity. Also, another factor which affects

the light is the clamping of high intensity

carbons. These carbons are brittle and
clamping them too tight causes minute
fractures which cannot be seen or felt be-

cause of their coating (copper-coated

type) . These fractures present a greater

resistance to the current and the light will

discolor. The carbons should make firm

contact but excessive clamping is abso-

lutely unnecessary. The suprex arc is very

critical in operation and should have the

correct carbon combination plus correct

voltage and amperage for smooth opera-

tion.

Ventilation is of paramount importance
because any direct draft on the arc will

cause unstable operation. We suggest that

Continued on following page

OPTICAL ILLUSION?
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OF COURSE
NOT! The film on the left is regular 35mm film shown

actual size. On the right is 70mm film, also actual

size. Even though 70mm film is only twice as wide as 35mm film... the actual

image area is about 3/2 to 5 times larger! To project an image of the same size on
the screen . . . the larger film is blown up only a fraction as much as the smaller film.

And the aperture for 70mm film allows several times more fight to pass through!

When you look at the 2 film sizes side by side, it’s easy to understand why the

tremendous difference in sharpness and brightness between 35mm and 70mm is

not an optical illusion. And it’s also easy to understand why most of the great

boxoffice attractions of today are being released in the 70mm process. Is your

theatre equipped to show them?

Norelco projection equipment
is now available through your

favorite theatre supply dealer.

/Vore/coresco UNIVERSAL
70/35mm PROJECTORS

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC. MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT DIVISION
XOO EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK • TELEPHONE: OXFORD 7-3600

REDUCE LIGHT LOSS

NEW reflectors afford the

lowest cost way to pic-

ture brightness. How long

since you last replaced

yours ? You should do so

regularly.

t/te Ttecv -Service

First-Surface (front coated)

Tufcold Dichroic Mirrors

Write for data on correct sizes and type for your lamps.

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
II CITY PARK AVENUE

ty/ianri^acfat'cvS 0kj%ectovS 25
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POWERFUL LIGHT OUTPUT A 'MUST*

Continued from preceding page

you follow the recommended exhaust set-

up as set forth by manufacturers in their

maintenance books.

TO-GET-THE

BEST RESULTS

USE THE BEST

FILM
CEMENT

ETHYLOID
Mailable at All Theatre Supply Dealers

Fisher Manufacturing Co.
ManulfCuUusuttCf, Cltesnidid.

1185 Mt. Read Blvd.

Rochester, New York, U.S.A.

RINGSDORFF CARBON CORP. East McKeesport. Pa

Changeable Letters

STANDARD or BAUOON
Attraction Boards Avail-

able. Write for Literature

and Prices.

TheBALLANTYNE CO.
1 71 2 Jackson St. Omaha 2, Nebr

Suprex carbons are usually marked with
the maximum amperage which should be
used. If you are drawing a higher amper-
age than is recommended, you are not
getting the maximum use from your car-

bons. You will find, of course, that you
burn more positive carbons than negative
—that is, the ratio of positive carbon con-
sumed to negative consumed is higher with
excessive current. The lowering of current
is adjustable with either rectifier or

motor-generator sets. Use the correct

value for your carbon sizes.

The light that strikes a pitted spot on
the surface of an arc lamp reflector is

diffused and largely wasted. A badly
pitted reflector means a poorly lighted

screen—and fewer patrons—if not cor-

rected. In some cases one can have a

reflector refinished and it will be almost
good as new, but in most cases it is better

to purchase new for higher efficiency and
increased light.

A new pair of reflectors is not nearly as

costly as one might expect. Better check
yours today!

Summary

—

We have endeavored to set

forth some important data on things you
should know in order to obtain maximum
illumination so that you will secure bet-

ter projection.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED

Some of the main factors are an arc

lamp powerful enough to deliver a brilliant

light output, high quality projection
lenses and good reflectors. The next in

importance are the right sizes in carbons
and sufficient amperage for obtaining a
brilliant spot.

The most important thing is aligning

the optical system. We have found so many
situations which had good equipment but
the exhibitor or projectionist failed to

understand, until proved, that considerable
light was being lost due to improper op-
tical alignment.

Finally, keep the various components
clean and all the electrical connections
firm. Corroded connections will cause high
resistance and burn-outs. Always use large
enough wire so that the electrical lines

will not be overloaded. Change arc lamp
heads at least once every six months.

If our advice is followed, we know you
will secure better results and avoid
trouble.

Eastman to Make Tape
Later this year Eastman Kodak Co. will

begin manufacturing and selling magnetic
recording tape. Initially, Kodak magnetic
tape will be supplied for professional and
amateur sound recording uses, and it

will be on triacetate base and packaged
in rolls one-fourth-inch wide in standard
lengths.

Entry into the magnetic tape field is not
an unexpected move by Kodak, as its

French associate company, Kodak Pathe,
has been producing and selling quality
tape abroad for more than 12 years.

AOTV-two-car post speaker

Designed at the

request of drive-

in theatr e m e n

for a speaker

that will elimi-

nate malicious

damage ... for

use at back
ramps and on

areas where
damage is high

. . . Delivers quality sound on both sides

of speaker.

THE ORIGINAL

AND ONI Y
PERMANENT
MOLD"

UNIVERSAL
IN-A-CAR

SPEAKER
Here’s greater depth—more sound quality. A new,

more attractive speaker with a better finish at no

increase in price! Special color combinations on

request. Also: Three other model In-a-Car speakers

to choose from.

Write or Wire for Full Details, Prices on All Items

DRIVE-IN THEATRE MFG. CO.
505 W. 9th Street, HA 1-8006—1-8007, Kansas City, Mo.

USE UP th.s. CARBONS!

CALI CARBON COUPLERS
Let You Bum All the Carbon

"They're Expendable

"

FOR ROTATING CARBONS

10mm or 11mm EXTENDER KITS

Complete for 2 lamps $8.50

The most popular carbon saver. Used by more

theatres than ALL other makes COMBINED.

Per Hundred, postpaid: Not Packed in

Mixed Sizes.

6mm $2.25 8mm $2.75
7mm $2.50 9mm $3.25

No worrying about injury to high priced car-

bon savers. Burn ’em up, you still profit.

They save 25% or more of carbon costs.

Most economical carbon saver you ever used 1

CALI Products Company
3719 Marjorie Way Sacramento 20, Calif

The WORLD'S LARGEST Producer of Carbon Savers
At all progressive bouses.
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Two More Houses Install

Luxury Theatre Seating

In addition to the reseating of the huge
4,200-seat Fox Theatre in St. Louis (Mod-
ern Theatre Section, February 6) Ameri-
can Seating Co. has recently completed
installations in two other theatres.

One of the first reseating projects under-
taken in southern Illinois in some years

was the installation of 605 Bodiform chairs

in the Times Theatre, Jacksonville. The
chairs are upholstered with a turquoise

Hylon fabric, including armrests, the seat

pan and back are finished in a beige

enamel, and the end standard base color is

blue with a beige trim. Back-to-back
spacing is 35 inches and the seats were
furnished in widths of 20 to 22 inches. The
Times is a Frisina property.

In the Holiday Theatre, Des Moines, 400
Bodiform “Loungers,” including both high
and low-back models, were recently in-

stalled. According to Alan D. Stuart,

American public relations manager, this

is, to his knowledge, the first installation

of the company’s de luxe “Lounger” chairs
any place in the United States between the
two coasts.

The 20 to 22-inch chairs are spaced 38

inches, back-to-back, and are upholstered
in a blue Piedmont fabric, including the
armrests. Standards are enameled in a
gold bronze base color with a decorative
trim of Seaboard green. Seat pans are
finished in a gold bronze color and backs
are in a warm driftwood laquer.

Maker of Norelco Projector

Sponsors Trade Screening

North American Philips Co. will sponsor
the March 24 evening performance of 20th
Century-Fox’s “The King and I,” presented
in the new “Grandeur 70” process at the
Rivoli Theatre by the New York City Cen-
ter Light Opera Co., as part of City Cen-
ter’s spring program.

The pioneers in the field of 70mm pro-
jection equipment and developers, in con-
junction with the American Optical Co.,

of the “Norelco 70-35” projector, will be
host to hundreds of engineering, technical,

exhibition and distribution leaders at this

second night showing of the Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical comedy. The United
Nations High Commission for Refugees
will benefit from the premiere performance
on March 23.

The “Norelco 70-35” projector is in use
in 120 theatres across the country. The
Rivioli in New York is the first such-
equipped house to show the new “Grandeur
70” process.

. . . because BalCOLD Reflectors cut heat in half!

Old-fashioned reflectors keep the film gate so hot that projectors

and lenses expand. Then, end-of-reel contraction makes refocusing

necessary.

But not with BalCOLD Reflectors! The film gate just never gets

hot enough. Here’s what one theatre man says: “.
. . there’s not

enough temperature rise to cause expansion so we never experi-

ence projector or lens contraction during the cooling-off period at

the end of a reel.”

More light, less heat . . . that’s the BalCOLD story. It means an
end to focus drift, greater depth of field. Less wear on projector

and film prints, and far longer useful life than silvered projectors.

Next time you replace silvered reflectors, replace them with

BalCOLD—the only reflector whose proven contribution to the

advancement of motion picture projection has won for its designers

the highly regarded technical award from the Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences.

New Kodak Vice-President

Dr. Henry C. Yutzy has been elected a
vice-president of Eastman Kodak Co. He
has been assistant director of Kodak Re-
search Laboratories in Rochester, N. Y.

In his new capacity, Dr. Yutzy will be a
member of the company’s general manage-
ment and will be concerned with the gen-
eral planning and coordination of the de-
velopment of new and improved photo-
graphic products and related systems.

i «

BAUSCH & LOMB INCORPORATED
72015 Bausch St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

Send me BalCOLD Data Brochure E-35.

Name !

Theatre
j

Address !

City Zone State
j

i J

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Science
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the industry.
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Single-Screen Drive-In to Become a Twin

N estled in the foothills of San
Jose, Calif., the Tropicaire Twin-Vue
Drive-In Theatre is now under construc-
tion, with an opening date set for April 1.

Representing an investment of $450,000

the Tropicaire will be the largest drive-in
theatre in Northern California. Formerly
the Alum Rock Drive-In Theatre, the
property was purchased in June 1960 by
the El Rancho Drive-In Theatre Co., a
partnership with Paul R. Catalana, man-

Lower Prices
of

New Lines

Selby Screen Towers
—New Designs

—New Materials

—New Erection Procedures

make the famous Selby quality & integrity

possible at lower prices.

30 lb. wind rating for top quality

25 lb. wind rating for economy
20 lb. wind rating for lowest first cost

Fast Delivery from Stock

See your theatre equipment dealer or—

Write or phone for

further information

1350 GHENT HILLS ROAD-AKRON 13, OHIO

INDUSTRIESJNC.
PHONE-BATH, OHIO MOHAWK 6-7211

u
PHILLIPS

GOOFY
GOLF"
MADE of FIBERGLASS

19 HOLE, PORTABLE, MINIATURE GOLF COURSE

Typical Goofy-Golf course in operation.

Stronger, Tougher than Concrete. Can Be installed—Ready to Operate Within a Week!

• A Proved Money-maker in connection

with Drive-Ins.

• Goofy-Golf is the "hottest" sensation in

amusements—coast to coast.

• Truly a Family Affair . . . enjoyment
for young and old alike. Nothing like it

for family and group appeal.

• Goofy-Golf continues, year ofter year, to out-perform ALL others, regardless of their cost.

WRITE OR CALL FOR COMPLETE STORY AND PRICES.

• Goofy-Golf has the greatest eye appeal

and play appeal of any course like it

in the country.

• Goofy-Golf is a complete package-unit.

Everything you need is included . . .

even to the score cards and pencils.

• Portable—so it can be moved easily to

better locations, if necessary.

PHILLIPS AMUSEMENTS, INC.
208 S. Robinson St.,

Bloomington, III.

Phone
967-6850

ager and co-owner. An additional 16 acres
were acquired upon which the second
half of the project is being built. The area
of 500 feet in width by 1,600 feet long
adapted itself perfectly to this type of op-
eration.

The well-known San Francisco designer,
Gale Santocono has, with his know-how
and experience, included many new ideas
for the pleasure and comfort of the pa-
trons. A tropical theme is being carried
throughout interior and exterior, using
huge expanses of green lawn adjacent to
thet entrance area, set with specimen
plantings. A new type of driveway lighting
will be used at night with the source of
illumination 18 inches off the surface of
the pavement.

With a 1,450-car capacity, the theatre
will have a five-lane entrance, with a
waiting area accommodating 500 cars. The
kiddyland, snack bar and restroom fa-
cilities are located in the center of the
area.

CENTRAL PROJECTION BOOTH

The projection booth is located midway
between the two 56xl00-foot steel screen
towers facing each other. Identical equip-
ment will project 500 feet from projector
to screen. The main building which in-
cludes the double projection booth is built
for the normal capacity of an 800-car
drive-in theatre, but by the staggering of
intermissions, restroom facilities and the
concessions stand will be equally as ef-
ficent for the entire capacity of the thea-
tre. Only the projection booth will require
extra manning.

The 26 -acre site of the theatre is located
in town, two miles from the central dis-
trict.

The two screen towers will be given a
plaster facing. Equipment will include
Simplex projection, sound and speakers,
National Constellation lamps, Bausch &
Lomb lenses, Hertner generator, a 60-foot-
long Manley cafeteria and Miracle play-
ground devices.

Continued on page 30

»
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LIBERTY

FIREWORKS
For Record-Breaking Drive-In Crowds

I

I

You are assured Greater Value, Safety,

Brilliance, Color, Flash and Noise.

Spectacular LIBERTY FIREWORKS are the great-

est boxoffice attraction because they are the
world's finest! They pay for themselves in in-

creased attendance.

READ THIS UNSOLIC-
ITED TESTIMONIAL
“We have shopped around

for fireworks to use in our

drive-ins and after com-
parisons have found we
get the best deal from
LIBERTY. Your displays

are brighter.'’

GET FREE CATALOG
NOW!

48 page catalog, fully il-

lustrated shows the gor-

geous beauty and mag-
nificent splendor of LIB-
ERTY FIREWORKS.
Reasonably priced from $35
to $1,000 and up.

NOTICE: NEW HOME ADDRESS

LIBERTY DISPLAY FIREWORKS CO.
Hegeler Lone

Site formerly Hegeler Zinc Plant
P. O. Box 683, Danville, Illinois

Phone HI 2-2559. If no ensvor eaU HI 6-6743

it it it it it it it it
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Revival of Song Slides Proves a Hit

Considered by Owner Oscar A. Brotman, Oasis Theatre near Chicago, one of his most valuable pieces

of booth equipment, the Strong Universal slide projector at left is used to offer many patron services

as well as to merchandise the theatre. Revival of song slides provides a nostalgic treat for oldsters

and a brand new experience for kids and teenagers.

of the most popular enter-
tainment “extras” at the new Oasis Out-
door Theatre near Chicago is the presen-
tation of song slides, a real innovation for

young people. A tape was made, with ap-
propriate music spaced ten seconds be-

tween songs, for gag slides. Standard old-

time melodies are intermixed with the

latest pop tunes.

“Most of the younger generation, having
never seen song slides, get a big kick out
of them,” says Oscar A. Brotman, owner.
“Slides tell them to open their car windows
and sing loudly. They do just that.”

Brotman has found many other uses for

his slide projector which he considers an
integral part of his booth equipment.

During the projection of coming at-

traction trailers, he projects a date strip

at the bottom of the screen. It makes the
trailers much more effective, inasmuch as

the date is on the screen throughout the

trailer, not just at the beginning or end.

Sales at the snack bar are promoted
throughout the evening, and a reminder
slide that “the snack shop is closing in ten

minutes” gets a rush of business that
might otherwise be lost.

Merchant advertising is sold for screen
presentation. These ad slides are confined
to a ten-minute interval. The charges, in

the experience of other drive-ins which
have sold them, run well into five figures

every year, which is important extra rev-

enue to any theatre.

USES COLOR WHEELS

During the projection of titles and
credits and black and white film a colored
gelatin wheel is used to embellish screen
attractiveness.

A colored curtain, or screen surround is

projected during the running of shorts.

Pictures of patrons in the concessions
area are taken with Polaroid Transparency
film and shown on the screen the same
night.

On Saturdays Brotman projects slides

urging patrons to go to church Sunday.

“There is no question that a slide pro-

jector is a must in a drive-in theatre,” says
Brotman. The Oasis installed the Strong
Universal slide projector.

Reports from other drive-in operators
using slide projectors tell of many other
uses, such as calling doctors during the

Continued on page 30

ASHCRAFT

. . . the world’s finest

motion picture light

and power source

!

• The great Ashcraft Super-Cinex Arc

Lamp • Ashcraft high reactance 12

Phase Rectifier

i

Ashcraft Super-Cinex projection lamps and Ashcraft 12 phase high reactance rectifiers are the world’s finest and most widely

used light and power source for professional motion picture projection. This distinction has been earned because Ashcraft

equipment is designed and built to surpass the demanding standards of the theatre owners and projectionists the world over.

When you consider Ashcraft arc lamps and rectifiers for your theatre, you can

be assured there is no finer, more dependable source of light and power

available... anywhere.

c.
s.ASHCRAFT
MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
36-32 38th STREET LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N.Y.
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New In-Car Speaker Delivers

Quality Sound, Foil Vandals

A new in-car speaker, engineered for

high fidelity sound and designed to end
speaker vandalism and cut maintenance
costs, is being offered by the Montay Co.

A “Re-Entry Sound Principle,” an entirely

new approach to sound, is used, and results

in better coverage of the full sound range,

bringing in the highs as well as the lows.

The speaker design gives maximum protec-

tion from weather and from malicious mis-
chief, as the cone and other component
parts are so protected that the elements
or tamperers cannot reach them. The
speaker is ruggedly built of die-cast alum-
inum to stand abuse in the field.

Hands-Free Operation With

Four-Flavor SlushMaker

A new concept in the handling of “that

coldest of soft drinks,” Fruit Slush, has
been announced by Sweden Freezer Manu-
facturing Co. with the introduction of its

four-flavor, automatic SlushMaker. The
new SlushMaker gives the operator a choice

of four different flavors, hands-free opera-
tion, high production capacity and a large

reserve at all times. The unit has been
designed especially for those operators who
desire to serve several flavors of slush.

A neutral slush base is stored in the

clear plastic bowl atop the machine.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

Use Readers’

Bureau Coupon on Page 31

The drink is dispensed by depress-

ing one of four labeled foot pedals which
automatically meters a pre-set amount of

flavor concentrate into the cup, opens the

cylinder faucet to dispense neutral slush,

and mixes the two together thoroughly. All

action is controlled by one motion of the

foot. An additional feature of the new
design is a revolving “point-of-purchase
merchandiser topping the machine. The
sign is geared to a revolving circulator in

the clear reserve bowl to create customer
interest with both product and display.

The SlushMaker produces over 15 gallons

of fruit slush per hour, continuous-

ly. This feature, with the reserve supply,

enables the operator to serve over 360

eight-ounce drinks in less than 60 minutes.

A Two-Seater Racing Kart

For All Ages Is Available

A two-seater Track Rabbit is the new-
est addition to the line of Pressweld, Inc.

This model permits the whole family to

participate in safe karting, regardless of

age, and has been especially designed for

families with small children or for use on
drive-in karting tracks. The two seats en-

able a very small child to drive while an
adult has full access to the controls. The
new model has a streamlined Fiberglas

racing body and upholstered seat cushions.

It’s maximum speed is ten miles per hour
which can be throttled down to two miles

per hour. It is powered by a 2 l/2 h.p., four-

cycle Lauson engine. The engine, chain

and all working parts are completely pro-

claims made for products described editorially

on this and other pages are taken from the

manufacturers' statements.

tected by a steel cover. Other features in-

clude an emergency kill switch, live axle,

front and rear bumper protection. Mercury
automatic clutch, positive scrub brakes on
both rear wheels, foot throttle and rigid

tubular construction of the same quality

used in high-powered racing karts.

Drive-In Theatre Screens Painted

Quickly by Use of Aerial Tower

The 103-foot-high, structural steel aerial

tower used by Noble Aerial Service, drive-

in screen painting specialists, puts every

square inch of a drive-in theatre screen
within easy reach of the Noble workmen.
No cumbersome rigging, scaffolding or

swing stages which might mar the screen
surface are needed, and fingertip controls
permit the workmen to move up, down and
in any direction, thus reaching corners,

crevices and other areas which would
otherwise have to be overlooked. Noble

Service says their workmen are free from
worry, never needing to worry about ropes

becoming untied or broken or wind and
weather loosening scaffolds, allowing them
to concentrate on doing the best paint job

possible in shortest possible time. Noble
takes his equipment to the job and has
with him at all times a large, safe and
stable area that can be adjusted as needed.

Portion-Control Popcorn Pack

Is Seasoned, Ready for Popper

A portion-control pack of popcorn con-

taining all seasonings and ready for the

popper is now available from Associated

Popcorn Distributors, Inc. It is called Min-
O-Max (minimum popping costs—maxi-

mum popping results). Two concessions

units are available—one unit contains 12

oz. popcorn, 4 oz. coconut oil and % oz.

Savorol; the other unit contains 16 oz.

popcorn, 4 oz. coconut oil and 1 oz. Savorol.

Oil is packaged separately, Savorol packed

loose with the corn. Only extra-high ex-

pansion popcorn is used. The distributor

says the portion-control packs will save

theatre concessionaires time, worry and

space, and increase sales and profits

through balanced supply turnover, lower

inventories, uniformity, dependability and

no waste.
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New Improvements in Carbon

Savers Are Announced

THIS IS HOW THEY Will lOOtC WHEN PtJT TOGETHER

A new automatic screw machine process

in making the “Little Miser” carbon saver

finishes the saver to precision perfection,

according to Lou Walters Projector Repair

Service. Further, after the carbon savers

leave the machine shop they go to the

plating shop and are black oxidized which
prevents the saver from rust and offers a

better electrical contact. Several thousands
of the original “Little Miser” savers have
been sold to all parts of the United States

and Canada and have met with the ap-

proval of projectionists because they do not

have to use any tools in order to use the

saver and therefore do not get the carbon

dust on their clothes and hands. The “Lit-

tle Miser” saver is for use with rotating

type lamps only.

Lightweight Drink Dispenser

For Drive-In Vending

The Midget Mix, a new, three-gallon

capacity drink dispenser which weighs only

16 pounds empty has been developed to in-

crease sales by vendors to cars in drive-in

theatres. The stainless steel unit keeps bev-

erages hot or cold, and will dispense either

carbonated or plain drinks by means of

a self-contained air pressure system. With
virtually no moving parts, the dispenser is

made entirely of stainless steel, plastic,

nickel or brass to comply with health de-
partment regulations, and is designed for

easy cleaning and sterilization. The ten-

inch-deep outer case has a tray for cups
and ample area for changemakers and ad-
vertising. At left in the picture is the air

pump knob, and above (on cup rack) the

flexible dispensing tube and push-button
faucet. Manufacturer is Fen-Mart, Inc.

Prepared Taco Sauce and Shells

For High-Profit Drive-In Sales

That popular import from Mexico, the

taco, which is liked by both young and old,

offers drive-in theatres a new high-profit

item, and is an easily prepared, fast-service,

food-salad that, as a by product, also sells

a drink. Fiesta Food Products Co. is making

SPECIAL FOR DRIVE-IN THEATRES
$50.00 All Aerial Display

HUDSON FIREWORKS COMPANY, INC.

BOX 305 • Hudson, Ohio
PHONE OLympic 3-5228

No Order Too Large or Too Small
"Special Program" made up to fit your budget

available to drive-in concessionaires pre-

pared shells and a special taco sauce.

Preparation requires only the heating of

the shells and filling them with a small

portion of hamburger, cooked loosely as

for chili, a red bean paste, shredded lettuce

and a spoonful of taco sauce. The taco is

said to be a non-fattening food, and this

offers promotional opportunities. No re-

frigeration is required for the sauce which
comes in gallon jugs, packed four to the

case. Fiesta Food says the cost for the

taco, including shell and filling is about
seven cents and it can be sold for 25 cents.

Bunte-Chase to St. Joseph

Bunte Bros. Chase Candy Co. will produce
its candy bars at its St. Joseph, Mo. plant

in the future. The company is closing its

Chicago factory and has sold its machinery
and equipment there, and the rights to

manufacture several of its brands, to the

Walter Williams Candy Co., Oklahoma City.

Exhibitors are showing real imagination

in introducing vending machines where it

is not possible to provide flush mounting
or build special housing facilities. But, as

most machines already come with a

built-in glamor provided by the manufac-
turer, a great deal is being achieved by

providing the right lighting, the proper

placement, and adding a “decorator”

touch here and there.

Dub'l Cones

TIME TESTED! PROVEN!
"200 Dub'l Cone speakers in

use 8 years without any trou-

ble at all . says Marvin Sands
Operator of the Star-Lite Drive-In Theatre
RD #5, Tunlchannock, Pa.

"After 7 seasons with Dub'l

Cones we've had no mainten-

ance costs, only 4 speakers

needed reconing.
'

s
'<,ys h. a. Anderson

Operator of the Bel-Air Drive-In Theatre
St. Ansgar, Iowa

Famous Ballantyne Dub’l Cones are un-
equalled. Protected from shock, pres-
sure, weather and water. Permanently
positioned magnet. No shifting—no voice
coil drag. Die-cast aluminum case with
reinforced grill openings, removable hang-
er clip, and enclosed volume control.

Construction gives exceptional fidelity in
range and reception. Outer cone adds
a mellow richness resulting in tone
quality unsurpassed in any other speak-
er. Equipped with perforated aluminum
speaker guard.

Here’s economy overflowing with
quality at the lowest price ever
for so much. Die-cast aluminum
case. Reinforced speaker grill.

Calibrated air chamber gives fi-
delity of range. Plug-in connec-
tors for simplified servicing —
done in a matter of seconds.
Equipped with perforated alum-
inum speaker guard.

O SERIES—Has all the fea-
tures of the “F” Series plus
a powerful 1.47 oz. magnet.
Equipped with perforated alum-
inum speaker guard.

New Ballantyne “Z” Series Dub’l

Cones with drop-in outer cone

and perforated aluminum speak-
er guard are amazingly low
priced. Plenty of other features,
too — plug-in terminals permit
simplified post servicing, two
screws to loosen, repair or re-

place without special tools — no
soldering, no glue, and in a mat-
ter of seconds. Die-cast alum-
inum case with reinforced speak-
er grill.

W-E
SERIES

Full size die-cast aluminum case
equipped with perforated alum-
inum speaker guard and cali-

brated air chamber. .8 oz. per-
manently positioned magnet —
no shifting of magnet, no voice
coil drag. Continual top per-
formance. Shock rubber cushion
mounting. Tamper-proof rein-
forced grill. Plug-in wiring for
servicing right at post.

E SERIES — Tops in single
cone speakers. 1.47 oz. magnet.
Equipped with perforated alum-
inum speaker guard.

1712 JACKSON ST. OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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DRIVE-IN TO BECOME A TWIN

Get Acquainted Offer!

wee!
~ One 30-oz. can of

Beef or Pork
in Barbecue Sauce

SILVER
SKILLET

We want you to try our New, Improved Beef or Pork in Barbecue Sauce . .

.

prove to yourself how good it is. Write on your letterhead or diner’s check
for your choice of a free 30-oz. can of either Beef or Pork in Barbecue Sauce
(include name of food distributor from whom you buy canned foods).

Silver Skillet Beef or Pork in Barbecue Sauce are never thin. A 30-oz. can
makes 15 generous 2-oz. sandwiches. It is the only barbecue that can be served
without a napkin! Send for your free sample 30-oz. can of either product
today. Offer limited to one sample.

.. .. * ' - • *

Extra Bonus Offer!
j

—

- NAXON
AUTOMATIC EUECTR.C

All-Purpose
CooKer

Value $20.95

6/#10 Silver Skillet

Sin
0
oriLe Sauce oed/er

pork in Barbecue
Sauce!

temperatur^
selection. I

MOVIE TRAILERS FEATURING BARBECUE DISHES AVAILABLE

Write to: SILVER SKILLET FOOD PRODUCTS CO., BOX 168, SKOKIE, ILL.

Continued from page 26

The opening policy will be first-run
films and, with the use of the Twin-Vue
screens, mid-week second features will be
on the North screen and the main feature
on the South screen. Week-ends the main
feature will be staggered 20 minutes apart
to get the 1,450 car maximum from both
sides. When available product is weak, two
entirely different programs will be shown
on each screen.

An additional attraction is an adjoining
18-hole golf course, complete with putting
and practice range. A five -car train will be
installed to transport patrons who will

have ample time to golf and see the movie
at dusk, with daylight saving time.

NTS Consolidates Offices

National Theatre Supply has announced
consolidation of the facilities of its In-
ternational Division and the New York
branch sales office, both to be located at
the branch address, 256 West 44th St.

It is expected that the consolidation will

be beneficial to customers as well as the
company itself.

Arthur F. Baldwin, an NTS vice-presi-

dent and manager of the International
Division since 1944, has assumed additional

managerial duties of the sales office.

Allen G. Smith, branch manager for the

13 years, will devote full time to sales

promotion and represent NTS with the
I.A.T.S.E. locals.

New Drive-In for Houston
A new drive-in to be called the Spring

Branch Drive-In Theatre will be built in

the Spring Branch area of Houston, ac-

cording to announcement just made by
Carrol A. Lewis jr., president, and J. S.

Groves, vice-president, of the Post Oak
Drive-In Theatre Corp.

The new theatre will be the second of

a possible chain of theatres owned by the

corporation. The first, the Post Oak Drive-

In, has enjoyed excellent patronage since

its opening some six months ago at a new
and larger location (see Modern Theatre
Section, February 6). The Post Oak has
1,000-car capacity and can be expanded to

1,500; the proposed theatre will park 750

cars.

SONG SLIDES A HIT

Continued from page 27

show, showing pictures of lost children,

the taking of Polaroid pictures in the
downtown shopping area, passing out cards

urging attendance and awarding prizes to

those whose pictures are projected on the

screen. Awarding prizes of tickets and re-

freshments in the snack bar, to those

whose pictures were taken, increases sales

for those using this service. Some exhibi-

tors project the pictures the night they
are taken, while others project them on
the next change of feature, figuring it to

draw return business.
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about PEOPLE / and PRODUCT
A new corporate

symbol, based on a
new creed which is

the first formal dec-
laration of company
policy and principles

since the founding in

1916, has been adopt-
ed by Crush Inter-

national, Inc.

In appearance, the

symbol is built around a large gold letter

“C” with a black arrow pointing upward
through the letter to a star on top. The
“C” symbolizes the Crush line of fruit

drinks, while the arrow and star indicate
the direction of compaixy objectives.

The Ci’eed reads: “CRUSH Internation-
al, Inc. takes pride in the excellence of its

products. To create and produce bevei’ages
of unsurpassed freshness, purity and qual-
ity is our highest aspiration . . . our con-
stant aim. Thus it is with confidence that
we publish this symbol as an honest and
unconditional guarantee.

“We pledge our untiring diligence in

maintaining our exacting standards of

pi’oduction in supplying bevei’ages of de-

licious fresh flavor and wholesome health-

ful goodness.”

BOXOFFICE-MODERN THEATRE:

Send me more information about the products and articles checked on

the reverse side of this coupon.

Nome. Position

Theatre or Circuit.

Seating or Car Capacity.

Street Number

City. Zone State.

Fold along this line with BOXOFFICE address out. Staple or tope closed.

HAVE YOU MADE ANY IMPROVEMENTS LATELY

?

We’d like to know about them and so would your fellow exhibitors.

If you’ve installed new equipment or made other improvements in your

theatre, send us the details—with photos, if possible. Or if you have

any tips on how to handle some phase of theatre operations, concessions

sales, etc.—faster, easier or better—let other showmen in on them. Send

this material to:

The Editor

MODERN THEATRE

Fold olong this line with BOXOFFICE address out. Staple or tape closed.

BUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE
First Class Permit No. 874 - Section 34.9 PL&R - Kansas City, Mo.

BOXOFFICE-MODERN THEATRE

825 Van Brunt Blvd.

KANSAS CITY 24, MO

Highest sales and earnings in the 23-
year-old Vendo Co.’s history were expei-
ienced in 1960, as the year exceeded rec-
ord-breaking 1959 with a 36 per cent in-
crease in sales and a 27 per cent increase
in earnings.

Brand Names Foundation, Inc., recently
honored Dr Pepper Co. with the award of

a Diamond Anniversary Certificate of
Public Service, an award given to firms
whose brand name products have gained
approval, confidence and respect of the
American public for 75 years or longer.

Syrup sales by Dr Pepper Co. in Jan-
uary showed a gain of nearly 5 per cent
over January 1960, and there was a Jan-
uary gain of 33 per cent in the company’s
fountain syrup sales division.

Earnings of Royal Crown Cola Co. and
Consolidated Subsidiaries for the year
ended December 31, 1960, amounted to

$850,160, after providing $972,506 for fed-
eral and state income taxes; as compared
with earnings of $1,603,230 including re-
fund of prior years’ state taxes and related
adjustments totaling $130,642, as reported
for the year 1959, after providing $1,641,000
for federal and state income taxes.

Canada Dry Corp. has reported sales fo.

the fiscal year ended September 30, 1960
reached an all-time high of $103,507,707
This marks the 25th year, with the ex-

ception of 1953, that company sales have
shown steady, year-to-year increases.
Earnings of $3,732,882 after taxes were
the second highest total dollar earnings
recorded in the beverage company’s his-
tory, and are equivalent to $1.50 per
share on each of the 2,355,669 common
shares outstanding at the year-end.

Construction has been started of a $2
million addition adjoining the present fa-
cilities of the plant of Mars, Inc., in

Chicago. J. R. Fleming, Mars president,
said the building would meet “what we be-
lieve will be unprecedented growth in the
immediate future.” It also provides a pro-
gressive capability to handle with a much
higher degree of efficiency the company’s
present volume and customers. The plant’s

electronic gear will compile, code and
service all sales and distribution data in

the Mars system.

Officiating at the recent groundbreaking
ceremonies were B. A. Bouchard, executive
vice-president; Norman Vance jr., vice-

president of marketing; and Richard
Chandler, production vice-president.

Total sales and earnings of Eastman
Kodak Co. for 1960 were the highest to

date, up moderately over 1959, the com-
pany’s best previous year.

Consolidated sales of the company’s
U. S. establishments last year totaled

$944,761,249, about 3 per cent above the

$914,100,436 Of 1959.

Net earnings were $127,062,103, about 2

per cent above the 1959 total of $124,680,-

064. The earnings were equal to $3.30 per
common share against $3.23 in 1959, based
on the 38,382,246 shares now outstanding.
Net earnings were 13.4 per cent of sales in

1960, compared with 13.6 per cent in 1959.

Pre-Tax earnings were about 1 per cent

more than the 1959 total of $257,180,064.
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School Aid for Robinson' Is Finest!

Library and Radio Maker Also Help

Junior Manager Idea

Helps Spur Kid Club
Helping boost the Saturday kiddy show

take at the Amity Theatre at the Inter-

county shopping center on Carman road at

Amityville, Long Island, is the selection of

a “Junior Manager” each month, and four

“Monitors” to assist. Each one is given an
armband specifying his rank.

Terrence McPhillips, manager, came up
with the junior manager idea in connec-

tion with the organization of the Amity
Theatre Children’s Club, membership in

which, signified by signed cards, entitles

the kids to a five-cent reduction in the

regular 35-cent kiddy show admission.

Each Saturday a ten to 15-minute stage

show is featured, with announcements
about future shows; an usher is stationed

outside to amuse the youngsters in line

before opening, while on the screen are

five cartoons, a Batman chapter and a
feature picture with appeal for kids. The
Junior Manager and Monitors help in run-
ning the theatre on Saturdays.
A trailer tells the parents about the

kiddy club, etc.

'Sundowners' Challenge
To Lovers of Good Films
At Portland, Me., the Zeitz Civic Thea-

tre posed a rather intriguing question in

newspaper holdover ad copy for “The Sun-
downers.” Next to the theatre’s signature

appeared these words: “Held Over 5 More
Days . . . for those who really want Good
Entertainment!” Below a mat of the film’s

title and principals was this:

“To those who have been criticizing mov-
ies and asking . . . ‘Why don’t they make
good movies?’ We’ve had this really

GREAT movie, ‘The Sundowners’ for 7

days and business is only average . . .

Where Have You Been?”

Country Store at Drive-In

Does 10-Week Business
Pork and beans, sardines and crackers,

cracker barrel cheese, potted ham, tobacco

and snuff, old-fashioned candies and long

underwear were among the items on sale

at the Starlite Drive-In snackbar for ten

weeks. Garland Morrison, manager of the

Statesville Theatres operation at North
Wilkesboro, N. C., gathered together old

equipment used in stores years ago and
transformed his snackbar into an Old

Country Store. And he did a thriving busi-

ness.

Morrison’s wife got into the act and made
a number of old-fashioned bonnets which
she sold at the store.

Ed Linder, who manages the downtown
Gopher Theatre in Minneapolis for the

Berger Amusement Co. (Bennie Berger,

former National Allied leader) , reports

some of the school cooperation he re-

ceived in behalf of “Swiss Family Robin-
son” was the finest assistance he has re-

ceived in all the years he has been a the-

atre manager

!

Catholic schools in the city extended
all the assistance possible. Afterward,
Sister Georgetta, principal of the Basilica

School, wrote Linder as follows:

VINDICATES FAMILY FILMS
“I wish to express my gratitude for your

twofold purpose. First, you are trying to

raise the standards of pictures shown in

your movie house. Your boxoffice returns

from ‘Swiss Family Robinson’ show that

the people will come to see a movie that is

not only well played but that has also a
high standard of morality. You are creat-

ing in the child of today a new interest

in the theatre. Many of the children in our
school have been in a theatre very few
times. If you ask the older children why,
they will answer, ‘Oh, it costs so much,
and I didn’t like it ... I wouldn’t mind
the price but it just isn’t worth it.’

“I wish also to express my gratitude to

you for the guest tickets that you have
given us on two occasions. I have used

Virginia Neder and Mike Graham of the staff of

the Fox Venice Theatre in Venice, Calif., shocked

some of the townsfolk as they walked through the

streets costumed in barrels. They distributed hand-

bills heralding "The Facts of Life." Copy on the

barrels read "Just Married . . . We're Off to

See 'The Facts of Life' . . . Starts Wednesday,

etc. . .
."

them as awards for work faithfully per-

formed. This was in the line of patrol

duty, library work, etc.

“May God grant you every success in

your work as manager of the Gopher
Theatre.”
This is the kind of letters theatremen

like!

A gratis illustration and review (2 cols.

8 inches, approximately) in the Roosevelt

High School Standard concluded with
these words: “A film for young and old

alike, this is a movie all should take time
to enjoy. It is now showing at the Gopher
Theatre in downtown Minneapolis.”
Linder also received excellent coopera-

tion from Sarah Wallace, chief of public

relations for the Minneapolis public li-

brary system. She placed one-sheet posters

and stills in a massive display at the main
entrance of the big downtown library, and
sent posters and stills and 11x14s to 14

branches for display in connection with
the book.
As suggested in the pressbook, Linder

contacted the Minneapolis district mana-
ger for Channel Master Corp., which
manufactures the shortwave transistor

radio which the members of “The Swiss
Family Robinson” cast found gave recep-
tion for them while on location on the is-

land of Tabago, British West Indies.

Keith Murray, the district chief, saw to it

that 24 dealer windows in the Twin Cities

featured the film and Channel Master
radios.

CHANNEL MASTER HELPS
Dealers held drawings, giving away

“Swiss Family Robinson” tickets and
Channel Master sets. The company tied in

with TV station carrying “Swiss Family
Robinson” promotion. TV stations WCCO
and WTCN conducted contests for chil-

dren to win the radio sets and tickets to

the film.

Naturally, Linder worked with the dis-

tributor of Disney records. Keyline, who
lined up 31 special windows in downtown
and suburban stores. The large Music-
land store ran a radio contest involving
purchasers of records and awarding of

passes.

In all some 43 windows appeared
through the city on “Swiss Family Rob-
inson.”

Linder reports the film broke all rec-

ords at the Gopher.
For a fourth week holdover ad, Linder

used a reproduction of a photo of the
Gopher’s new $10,000 name sign, to give

the layout special punch.
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Lucky Glenn Miller Orchestra Booking

Keys Gala Can-Can' Night on the Town

This display in the lobby of the Jermyn Hotel at Scranton, Pa., was constructed as a part of the

"Night on the Town" promotion for "Can-Can" at the Strand Theatre, a Penn Paramount situation.

The hotel had a one-night booking of the Glenn Miller orchestra. Left to right are John G. Corbett,

Strand manager; Carl Kierson, dance promotion; Louis Delvecchio, assistant manager of the Jermyn,

and Mrs. Douglas Murray, wife of the hotel manager.

Manager John G. Corbett’s booking of

“Can-Can” at the Strand Theatre in

Scranton, Pa., received an important
break. The film opening came on the same
date that the Glenn Miller orchestra, di-

rected by Ray McKinley, had a one-night
date at the Jermyn Hotel. The film fea-

tures music played by the Miller orchestra.

Corbett contacted the management of

the hotel and arranged a “Gala ‘Can-Can’
Night on the Town” promotion for both the

film opening and the orchestra date at

the hotel. Six couples were offered spe-

cial “Can-Can” buffet dinners at the ho-
tel, tickets to see the picture, and tickets

to the dance. Other prizes consisted of

“Can-Can” albums to 25 runnersup and
theatre tickets.

Coupon blanks were given out at

schools, drugstores and at the theatre and
hotel, and the hotel also ran the contest
blank in the Scrantonian in the form of

A two-column, ten-inch “Thanks” ad
was published by Ray Hughes, who has
the Poteau and Liberty theatres and the
Tower Drive-In at Heavener, Okla. The
ad was headed, “The Movies Say . . .

THANKS, HEAVENER!” Copy in part:

“Never before have so many people at-

tended the theatre in Heavener at any
particular period as they have during the
past Christmas-New Year’s holidays.

“It has been a pleasure to provide holi-

day entertainment for so many people and
we are sincerely grateful for your patron-
age.

“An outstanding array of fine motion
picture entertainment was carefully se-

lected for your holiday fare, and due to

the large crowds, we were unable to ac-
commodate many of you. We wish we had
been able to provide a seat for each of

an ad. Boxes for deposit of the filled-in

coupons were set up at the hotel and at

the theatre.

Corbett booked a Ray McKinley musical
to complement the Night on the Town
promotion, and he advertised this extra
featurette in ads and in the theatre lobby.

The stunt provided the theme for dis-

plays at the hotel and the theatre, brought
a news photo in the Scranton Times, was
mentioned numerous times in radio spots

used by the hotel to plug the dance, and
was taken up by two leading disc jockeys.

The hotel featured a special “Can-Can”
buffet luncheon on Friday and Saturday.
The television station covered the draw-

ings by Ray McKinley to select the Night
on the Town winners, and McKinley made
personal announcements from the hotel

dance room stage telling his audience that
“Can-Can” was a great film and see his

musical at the Strand.

you but even the football stadium would
have been insufficient.

“Now with the holidays over and every-
one returning to a more normal pace, we
have had time to respace and recover our
seats so that you may be more comfortable
while you see the movies without waiting.”
The next paragraph listed the new pic-

tures coming up. The ad was signed by
owner Hughes, Manager Bud Morrow and
four staffers.

As noted, Hughes recovered all the Lib-
erty seats after the holidays.

Rental for Concert

The Amsterdam fN. Y.) Community
Concert Ass’n rented the Rialto for

February 2 and March 6. Credit F. K.
O’Kelly, manager.

Trailer for Comedy

In Stop-Sign Series
To direct interest to “When Comedy Was

King” at the Parkway in West Jefferson,

N.C., Dale Baldwin used a “stop sign

trailer.” Several signs shaped and mounted
like stop signs were made for use in theatre jf

lobby and front. These signs featured copy ’s

such as:

All Your Favorites in WHEN
COMEDY WAS KING.
QUIET PLEASE! The Masters of

Fun and Comedy at Work WHEN
COMEDY WAS KING.
LADIES, PLEASE REMOVE YOUR

HATS FOR THE KINGS OF
COMEDY.

Tell MOM AND POP They Will Re-
member WHEN COMEDY WAS KING.
This was run as “coming” several days

before regular trailer run was to start.

Several 8x10 stills were used to make a

special display board that was centered

with some of the above copy.

Lucky CinderFeller
Wins Trip to Chicago

All the young males in town were in-

vited to drop their names in a Lucky Cin-

derFella box in the lobby of the Mode
Theatre in Onarga, 111. This went on two
weeks before the opening of “CinderFella.”

Then a drawing on the last night of the

picture (Sunday), Lucky CinderFella was
selected, Gary Criever. Manager L. J.

Bennett took his Lucky CinderFeller to

Chicago at the invitation of the Paramount
manager there, and both were guests at a

dinner, a show at the Woods Theatre in

the Loop, and an after-show dinner at a
night club.

For “Let’s Make Love,” Bennett had a
booth in the lobby “manned” by two pretty

girls who sold kisses for the film—and the
March of Dimes!

Alone at Midnight
Well in advance of “The Bat,” Don

Coffey, manager of the Dixie at Scotland
Neck, N.C., ran ads promising a pass good
for a year would be given any young woman
who would sit through a midnight screen-

ing of the picture, alone and in a completely

dark theatre. Ten days in advance the girl

picture of the girl in the dark house was
used in the newspaper and special tapes

were made of the girl’s comments for radio

use. A sample tape comment: “Not many
will stay in their seats when they see this

extra good horror thriller.”

Capacity for 'Ballet'

Four girls from a local dancing school

put on their ballerina costumes and served

as usherettes at the Belasco Theatre in

Quincy, 111., for a one-day run of “The
Royal Ballet,” two afternoon shows and two
evening runs. Jewell Stamper, manager,

had all the help wearing rosebud corsages

and boutonnieres. He reports capacity for

the day.

A John Wayne Week
The Regal Theatre in Chicago promoted

a John Wayne Week, offering “The High
and the Mighty” and “Hondo” as a dou-

ble bill.

Thanks' Ad Notes High Holiday Business
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Size Is Impressive in Theatre Lobby

Commanding attention

in the lobby of the

RKO Keith in

Syracuse, N. Y., are

large displays such

as illustrated above.

Note the size in

comparison to the

usher standing at

the right. Sol Sorkin,

the manager, is

creating the

impressive displays on

all the new releases.

In the adjacent

photo, is a picture

of the 40x60

prepared for "Sunrise

at Campobello."

Young Manager's Column Delights Boss

Saturday Kiddy Shows
Delight Leaders of PTA
The newly redecorated Detroit suburban

Wyandotte Theatre is being introduced to

the community’s youngsters by a special

Saturday policy described by Dorothy Dun-
can, community leader, as “something
wonderful for the PTA.” Manager Howard
Denial has announced that the house will

reti be opened to the children of each of the

14 schools in the Wyandotte community
—nine public and five parochial—in suc-

cession—for free admission on a Saturday.

In this way each child of the community
will have the chance to enjoy the fine new
atmosphere of the theatre without charge.

Names of the 14 schools were placed in a

hat for drawing to determine the order

—

and the kids hoped their school came out

first.

Denial made the announcement at the

meeting of the PTA, which he attends

regularly—and has an established policy

of running PTA-approved pictures for

children on Saturdays from 11:30 to 4

—

two complete shows.
“We want decent pictures for our chil-

dren,” said Mrs. Duncan, voicing apprecia-

tion of the PTA group of which she is a

former leader. She is also publicity chair-

man of the Greater Detroit Motion Pic-

ture Council and co-chairman of the
Wyandotte Motion Picture Council.

The Wyandotte is run by the Down
River Theatres circuit, headed by Dick
Sloan.

Ingenuity Wins 4 of 500
Passes in Radio Deal
Patty Jackson, counselor for an employ-

ment sendee at Chicago, collected her four

passes to “Where The Boys Are” from Dan
entc

!

Sorkin, personality of radio station WCFL
and head of his own 6:15 to 9:30 daily

Morning Show. As part of a week-long
promotion on Sorkin’s show, more than 10,-

000 persons sent in their names for the

lucky drawings, competing for a total of

500 tickets to the Oriental Theatre, given in

blocks of four to each person.

Miss Jackson won her four tickets on
her ingenuity. She claimed she had no
postcard, so sent her name to WCFL on a

shipping tag with this message: “If I don’t

win, pin this on your lapel, and come and
see me.” That apparently turned the trick,

for Sorkin did come and see her, bearing

the four passes.

Early Schine Rentals

Flash, the Schine exploitation depart-

ment publication for managers, reports the

following rentals this year: Tony Ander-
son, Pontiac Theatre at Saranac Lake,

N. Y., Rotary Club on a Friday; Paul
Pearson, Capitol, Newark, N. Y., two-day
benefit showing of “Miracle of the White
Suit,” St. Michael’s Church; Carl Dicker-
son, Olympic, Watertown, N. Y., local

Lions Club for stage presentation; Fred
McBee, Ritz at Tiffin, Ohio, cooking
school rental.

Fine 'Unchained' Pressbook
— Virginia Setzer, Spartan at Sparta,
DRR N. C., reports the pressbook on “Hercules

Unchained” is far superior to any paper
available. She clipped and mounted the

entire pressbook to dress up a one-sheet
lobby display, around which a chain was
looped.

Kenyon Killinger, 19 -year-old manager
of the Orr Theatre in Orrville, Ohio, has
drawn special praise from Leonard Mish-
kind of Cleveland, owner of General The-
atres. The Orr is one of 13 theatres in the

General circuit. Kenyon began as an usher
in this theatre when he was in school. He
has been, among other duties in the thea-

tre, a doorman and even a projectionist.

Now Mishkind is displaying Kenyon’s new
column, Movie Talk, in the Orrville (Ohio)
Courier-Crescent, a “home town” news-
paper which is cooperating generously
with its theatre.

The Kenyon column is not a mere pub-
licity column for his theatre but it is

filled with movie information on coming
pictures, discussing “Inherit the Wind,”
and then, during a particularly severe win-
ter’s storm, he offered two-for-one tickets

to all who dared to face the blizzard.

It is a pleasant column to read, for its

chatty and intimate quality covers the
publicity plugs with the kind of informa-
tion the movie fans like to read about com-
ing pictures and their stars.

Kenyon wrote teaser-synopses of “Carry

On, Nurse,” “One Hundred and One Dal-
matians” and a couple of other films. It

is good writing for the newspaper and
better for the theatre ... a fine publicity

stroke for a young manager and a delight

to his boss.

Grass Seed Giveaway
Fred Koontz of the Plaza in Windsor,

Conn., promoted 50 pounds of grass seed
and distributed small packs, plus cards
containing teaser copy on “The Grass Is

Greener” throughout Windsor and subur-
ban communities. The copy read: “‘The
Grass Is Greener’—a delightful adult

comedy at the Plaza Theatre, Windsor
. . . Your grass will be greener when you
use Breck’s Grass Seed, available at

Windsor Hardware Co.!”

Rental to Knights

Nick Kaufmann of the Rialto at Little

Falls, N. Y., has rented the theatre to the

Knights of Columbus for an April 11 pre-

sentation of a concert band.
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Threepenny' Is Sold

Like an Old Painting
“The Threepenny Opera,” a 30-year-old

film version of a famous stage play, was
sold as a classic and collector’s item, just

like an old famous painting, by E. D. Har-
ris, publicist, and Sydney Linden, general
manager of the Herbert Rosener art the-
atre in Los Angeles.

“If sold on its merits like any other
film, it probably wouldn’t have attracted

much patronage,” Harris says. “Compared
to modern filmmaking, this picture ap-
pears outmoded in every department. To
get around this, we merchandised the pic-

ture from an artistic point of view, stress-

ing the unusual long time and effort re-

quired to resurrect it, and utilizing the

names of stars still active in the show
business today.”

Screenings were held for disc jockeys,

radio and record stores and music dis-

tributors. These capitalized on the recent

popularity of “Mack the Knife,” featured

in the film.

The difficult task of piecing the film

together from old prints scattered all over

Europe was played up by columnists and
reviewers.

Lotte Lenya, who was one of the stars

of “The Threepenny Opera,” was appearing
in a Los Angeles stage presentation of the

story in her old role of Jenny, and this

was stressed in all publicity and ads.

Vladimir Sokolov, who also had a part

in the film, now is a television actor in

Hollywood, and this was given a play. He
attended a press screening and related his

story of seeing the picture the first time

at the screening. He explained he left

Germany the same night the film was
completed.

College editors also were invited to the

screening.

A tiein with the current stage version

was limited to arousing interest by as-

sociation, since the screen play couldn’t
hope to compete with the live presentation.
This resulted in surprising amount of

patronage.

Effective Lobby Stunt
And It Costs Nothing!
Very effective as a lobby display four

weeks in advance of “The Bells Are Ring-
ing” was a battery of telephones—six of

them—hooked up to an automatic recorder,

and the cost was nothing at all!

The phones, the new Princess model,
came from the phone company at Sault
Ste. Marie, Ont., which was only too happy
fas all over the country) to publicize the
new look in telephones. The sets were
placed on different size boxes on a card
table, covered with a piece of borrowed vel-

vet material, in the lobby of the Algoma
Theatre. Added was some paper on the
film with a card reading, “Pick me up.”
The phones were hooked up to an auto-
matic recording device.

Practically all the women heeded the
suggestion on the card, and nearly 50 per
cent of the men. Through the receiver

came the voice of Murray Summerville,
manager of the Algoma, plugging the
Dean Martin-Judy Holliday musical com-
edy.

The recorder and the hookup in the
lobby all were supplied by the phone com-
pany at no cost to the theatre.

As It Looks To Me
By KROGER BABB \gp)

A S howma n's Views on Merchandising Motion Pictures

THEATRE MEN MUST play the all-

important role of the oil well in this in-
dustry. It is from them that must flow the
fuel to keep showmanship, ever-alive!
Theatremen are from the public’s ranks.
They are constantly in contact with their

local people who could buy tickets. They’re
ideally situated to talk the local man’s
language, to know local likes and dislikes.

Probably no single thing today could con-
tribute more to the industry than could
the 16,000 men (and women) who run the
nation’s theatres. They need to go to work
at the local level planning, creating, test-

ing, evaluating new methods, ideas and
approaches for more successful selling of

these new motion pictures. The old car-

pets are worn thin.

—o

—

THEATRES TODAY ARE overlooking a

tremendous bet if they haven’t installed

the new telephone gadget box which pro-

vides automatic recording and answering
service. This instrument is about 8 inches

wide, 12 inches deep and 8 inches high. A
telephone sits on top of it. If you wish,

you may answer the phone when it rings.

Otherwise you can flip a switch into “re-

cording” position, pick up the phone and
cut yourself an answering tape. One style

allots you one minute of tape time, the

other three minutes. One minute should

be enough. After recording your message
you flip the switch to “automatic answer-

ing” position and the telephone answers

itself, with your voice delivering the re-

corded message. Charges for installation

on these vary. We’ve had quotes from $15

to $35 in different areas. The monthly
rental is roughly the same. On the one-

minute model it runs $14 to $15 a month.

On the 3-minute model figure $15.50 to $17

a month.

IF YOU CAN FORGET the initial instal-

lation charge, it’s easy to figure this unique

telephone device costs your theatre about

50 cents a day, or two cents per hour. First,

it affords you a separate telephone line

to handle incoming calls automatically

from people who inquire “what’s show-
ing?,” “how much does the show cost?,”

“what time does the feature start?,” etc.

This relieves your present telephone line

for business conversations. Naturally, you
advertise the new “automatic” number
and list it in the phone book, for informa-

tion on your programs. There are so many
good and profitable uses for which you
can put this special telephone equipment
to use, space prohibits listing them. Your
imagination should provide a quick-dozen.

FOR EXAMPLE, BASICALLY you will

use it instead of yourself, your janitor or

your cashier, to answer incoming calls

about your attractions. You do this by
simply recording (at no cost) a new 55-

second spiel about your new program,

each time it changes. Write out and edit

what you plan to say (record). Rehearse it.

Then put it on the instrument’s tape. It

jf

automatically erases the previous spiel,
’s

when you record a new one. In 55 seconds,
if your voice is clear, your speech normal
speed, you can record about 110 words.
You’ll find that in 75 or 100 words you
can tell ’em everything—titles of your pic-

tures, the stars, a brief discription of the

story, if they’re in color, the starting times,

your admission scale and hours you open
your boxoffice. You can improve your
public relations by starting off: “This is

Joe Bloaks, manager of your de luxe Pal-

ace Theatre, using our new automatic-
electronic telephone answering service. I

appreciate your call. Today we’re showing
. . . etc.”

—o

—

IT CERTAINLY SHOULD prove worth
two cents an hour, or 50 cents a day,

to most any theatre to have this informa-
tion given callers, enthusiastically, cor-

rectly and in complete detail. Half of to-

day’s cashiers can’t be understood. Most
of their voices are very bad. You don’t

need to become your answering-telephone’s

hero, either. When you have a fine family
picture, bring in the president of your
local P.T.A. and let her make your pitch.

When you have a he-man attraction star-

ring John Wayne, get some local bass

singer to record your copy. If it’s a teen-

ager special, let the high school cheer

leader tell ’em about it. If it’s a Disney
special for the kids, put the voices of a
small boy and girl on your tape. No one
should need to tell you how everybody in

town will soon be dialing your number

—

all hours of the night and day—just to

hear Betsy or Bobby spiel.

—o

—

THERE ARE ENDLESS tricks and gim-
micks that you can do. A theatreman with

a picture featuring pretty girls, who re-

cently installed this equipment, ran a one-
line classified ad. It read: “Do you like

women? Phone HO 1-9484.” The spiel was
about his current show and done by a deep,

sexy-voiced gal. The calls clogged the cen-

tral telephone system. To handle the in-

coming call traffic he had to install a bat-

tery of six instruments, with the automatic
switch-over feature. Each was handling
60 calls an hour, or the battery of instru-

ments handled 360 calls an hour—about
8,200 calls a day, phone records showed.
The only “off hour” was between 4 and
5 a.m. All other hours the system was con-
stantly loaded. You can use such an instru-

ment as a goodwill builder, too, by making
it available to charities, civic committees,

etc.

Ghost Viewers Promoted
A lobby display of the ghost viewers used

for patrons of “13 Ghosts” was set up in

advance by Dale Baldwin, manager of the

Parkway in West Jefferson, N. C. He 2d

handed out about 50 of the viewers to kids ”

about town. The ghost viewers were
plugged in one-sheets and three-sheets and
in radio spots

—“you must have the ghost

viewers to see the film.”
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An interpretive analysis of lay and tradepress reviews. Running time is in parentheses. The
plus and minus signs indicate degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews# updated regularly.
This department also serves as an ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feature releases. © is for
CinemaScope; ® VistaVision; (f) Superscope; (g) Naturama; (§) Regalscope; (|) Technirama.
Symbol ^ denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; 0 color photography. For listings by
company in the order of release# see FEATURE CHART.

Review digest
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX

*iK

->gn
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sent?

++ Very Good; + Good; — Fair; — Poor; — Very Poor. In the summary 4+ is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses.

2506 Absent-Minded Professor, The

(97) Comedy Drama BV 2-27-61 44 44 44 44 44 10+
2473 ©Alamo, The (162) Todd-AO

Historical Drama UA 10-31-60 44 + + 44 44 44 44 12+
2442 ©All the Fine Young Cannibals

(122) © Drama . . .MGM 7-18-60 44
— 44 + + 8+3—

2477 All the Young Men (86) Dr

2443 ©Amazing Mr. Teas, The (70)

Col 8- 8-60 + + + + + + + 7+

Novelty Pad Prod-SR 7-18-60 -- 2-
2457 Angel Wore Red, The (99 Dr. . . . MGM 9- 5-60 ± — + ± -+- ± 6+6-
2489 Angry Silence, The (95) Dr... 12-26-60 -H- -H- 44 44 44 44 44 14+
2496 Another Sky (83) Melodr. . . .

2428 Apartment, The (125)

. Harrison 1-23-61 + + ± 3+1—

Panavision Com- Dr UA 6- 6-60 44 -H- 44 44 44 + 44 13+
2452 As the Sea Rages (74) Dr. . . . Col 8-22-60 + + — + 5+3-

—B

—

2441 Bellboy, The (72) Farce . . . .

2382 ©Ben-Hur (212) Camera 65

. . . . Para 7-18-60 + + + 44 ± 8+3-

Biblical Drama . MGM 11-30-59 # 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
2453 ©Between Time and Eternity

(98) Dr ... .U-l 8-22-60 ± + 5+4-
2458 Beyond the Time Barrier (75) SF AIP 9- 5-60 + -+- -+ ± 6+6-
2504 Black Sunday (84) Horror Dr. AIP 2-20-61 + + 44 + 5+
2429 Bluebeard’s Ten Honeymoons (82) Cr. AA 6-13-60 + — — + ± 5+5-
2496 Blueprint for Robbery (88) Cr.

2461 Boy Who Stole a Million, The

1-23-61 + -H- + + + + ± 8+1-

(64) Comedy-Drama . . . . Para 9-19-60 -H- + + 44 + + + 0+
2474 ©Breath of Scandal, A

(98) Comedy 10-31-60 + -+- + + + 7+3-
2473 ©Butterfield 8 (109) © Drama.. MGM 10-31-60 44 4+ + 44 + + ± 10+1-

2407 ©Can-Can (131)

Todd-AO Musical 20th- Fox 3-21-60 44 + + 44 44 + 44 H+
2448 ©Captain's Table, The (90)

Comedy 20th-Fox 8- 8-60 H- 44 44 44 + + ± 11+1-
2494 Carry On, Constable (86) Com.

.

. . Govn’r 1-16-61 + + 2+
2408 Carry On, Nurse (89) Farce...

2495 ©Carthage in Flames (111)

Governor 3-21-60 -H- 44 44 44 + + 44 12+

® Spectacle Drama .... Col 1-23-61 ± + ± 6+5-
2485 Caltiki, The Immortal Monster

(76) Sc.-F’n AA 12- 5-60 ± + — - 2+3-
2433 ©Chartroose Caboose, The (75)

Panavision Comedy ... .U-l 6-20-60 + + + 3+
2482 ^©CinderFella (88) Comedy . . . Para 11-28-60 44 + 44 + + 9+2-
2488 ©Cimarron (140) © Dr . . .MGM 12-19-60 44 44 44 44 10+
2497 Circle of Deception (100) Dr.

2491 Code of Silence (75)

20th-Fox 1-30-61 + 44 44 6+1-

Melodrama Sterling World-SR 1- 9-61 + 1+
2474 College Confidential (90) Melo

2437 Come Back, Africa (90)

. . . .U-l 10-31-60 ± — — - 2+4-

Social Documentary Dr . Rogosin 7- 4-60 ff + 44 5+
2456 Come Dance With Me! (91)

Comedy-Mystery Kingsley-Union 8-29-60 + + + + 6+2-
2487 Crazy for Love (80) Com . . .Ellis 12-19-60 ± 1+1-
2455 ©Crowded Sky, The (105) Dr WB 8-29-60 + + + + + + ± 7+1-
2494 ©Cry for Happy (110) © Com .... Col 1-16-61 + + + 44 44 8+1-

2464 ©Dark at the Top of the Stairs,

The (124) Drama WB 9-26-60 44 44 44 44 44 + 44 13+
2486 Date Bait (71) Melo Filmgroup 12-12-60 Hh 1+1-
2446 Day They Robbed the Bank

of England, The (84) Cr. Dr . . .MGM 8- 1-60 + -4- + 44 44 + 9+1-
2491 Desert Attack (76) Melo 20th- Fox 1- 9-61 + + + 3+
2462 Desire in the Dust (105) © Dr. 20th-Fox 9-19-60 44 + + + 8+3-
2503 Devil’s Commandment (71) © Ho...RCIP 2-20-61 1+1-
2484 Dog, a Mouse and a Sputnik. A

(90) Comedy . .F-A-W 12- 5-60 + — + 3+2-
2499 Dondi (100) Comedy AA 2- 6-61 + 3+2-

2442 ©Elmer Gantry (145) Drama . UA 7-18-60 44 44 44 44 44 44 44- 14+
2449 Enemy General, The (75) Dr. Col 8-15-60 44 — + + + + 7+2-
2469 Entertainer, The (98) Dr. . . . 10-17-60 + 44 + 44 44 + Hh 10+1-
2482 ©Esther and the King (109)

© Adventure Drama 20th-Fox 11-28-60 + -4- + 44 8+4-
2490 ©Exodus (212) Super-Panavision 70

Drama . . . UA 12-26-60 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

2479 Facts of Life, The (103) Com -Dr. UA 11-21-60 + 44 44 44 44 + 44 12+
2456 ©Fast & Sexy (99) ® Comedy Col 8-29-60 + + ±_ + + + ± 7+2-
2496 Fever in the Blood, A (117) Or.,. . . .WB 1-23-61 44 + + 44 + + 8+
2458 ©Five Bold Women (82) W’n . . Citation 9- 5-60 ± 1+1-

2489 ©Flaming Star (101) ©
Outdoor Drama ,20th- Fox 12-26-60 + 44 + 44 44 + + KM-

2478 ©Flute and the Arrow, The (78)

Documentary Drama 11-14-60 + 44 44 44 7+
2448 ©For the Love of Mike (87)

© Outdoor Dr .20th-Fox 8- 8-60 44 44 + 44 44 44 11+
2483 Four Desperate Men (105) Melo. .. Cont’l 12- 5-60 44 2+
247148 Hours to Live (86)

Melodrama Cinema Assoc-SR 10-24-60 ± 1+1
2498 Foxhole in Cairo (78) Dr.... 1-30-61 + 44 — + 2^ 6+2-
2464 ©Freckles (84) © Outdoor . . . .20th-Fox 9-26-60 + + + + 5+1-
2495 French Mistress, A (91) Com. ..F-A-W 1-23-61 ± + + + + 5+1-
2441 ©From the Terrace (144) ©

Drama 20th -Fox 7-18-60 44 44 — 44 44
Hh + 11+2-

2472 ©G. 1. Blues (104) Com/Mus. .... Para 10-24-60 + + 44 + + 8+2-
2459 Girl in Lovers Lane, The

(78) Melodrama Filmgroup 9-12-60 — + 1+1-
2468 Girl of the Night (S3) Dr. . WB 10-10-60 + 44 + + ±2 8+3-
2491 ©Goddess of Love, The (68)

© Spectacle . 20th -Fox 1- 9-61 + — 2+2—
2500 Gold of the Seven Saints (88)

Outdoor Drama WB 2- 6-61 ± 44 + + 44 7+1-
2490 ©Goliath and the Dragon (90) ©

Costume Spectacle AIP 12-26-60 + + — + Hh — 5+4-
2457 Good Girls Beware (SO) Melodr. UMPO 9- 5-60 + 1+
2495 ©Go Naked in the World

(103) © Drama MGM 1-23-61 + 44 + 4+
3498 ©Gorgo (78) © Adv. Dr MGM 1-30-61 44 + + + + 44 8+1-
2486 ©Grass Is Greener, The

(105) ® Comedy U-l 12-12-60 + 44 + 44 — + 44 9+1-
2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 44 44 + 44 44 44 11+
2446 ©Green Carnation, The (128) ® Dr.

(Reviewed as "The Trials of Oscar

Wilde”) 8- 1-60 44 44 44 44 + 44 44 13+

—H—
2488 Hand in Hand (75) Dr Col 12-19-60 + 44 44 44 44 44 44 13+
2475 ©Heaven on Earth (84)

Documentary Drama . . .JB-SR 11-14-60 + -+- + + + 5+1-
2473 Hell Is a City (96) Action . Col 10-31-60 + 44 + + 44 + + 9+
2447 Hell to Eternity (132) Dr.... AA 8- 8-60 44 44 44 44 44 + + 12+
2487 ©Herod the Great (93) ©

Costume Spectacle AA 12-19-60 + + + 6+3-
2478 Heroes Die Young (76) Melodrama AA 11-14-60 + Hh 3+2-
2457 ©Hideout in the Sun (72)

Nudist drama . . . . Astor 9- 5-60 ± 1+1-
2454 High-Powered Rifle, The

(60) Action . 20th-Fox 8-22-60 — ;+; ± — 4+6-
2486 High School Caesar (72) Melo. Filmgroup 12-12-60 + 1+
2464 ^©High Time (103) © Com/Mus 20-Fox 9-26-60 + + + 44 44 + + 9+
2499 Home Is the Hero (83) Dr . Showcorp 2- 6-61 44 + + 4+
2506 Hoodlum Priest, The (101) Dr UA 2-27-61 44 44 + 44 44 9+
2435 ©House of Usher, The (80) © Ho... AIP 6-27-60 + + + 44 44 44 44 11+

2459 I Aim at the Stars (107)

Biographical Drama Col 9-12-60 + 44 + + + + 44 9+
2436 ©Ice Palace (143) Drama . . .WB 6-27-60 + 44 44 44 + + 10+1-
2444 ©Idiot, The (122) Dostoievsky classic

(English-dubbed) 20th-Fox 7-18-60 - + + + — + 44 6+2-
2427 I'm All Right, Jack (105) Comedy.. Col 6- 6-60 44 + 44 + + 44 44 H+
2442 Inherit the Wind (126) Drama. .

2467 It Happened in Broad Daylight

UA 7-18-60 4f 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

(97) Dr. (Eng.-dubbed) .. . . Cont’l 10-10-60 + 44 44 + 7+
2503 It Takes a Thief (..) Melo Valiant 2-20-61 + i+

—J—
2481 Jazz Boat (96) © Dr/Music

2479 ©Journey to the Lost City

. ... Col 11-28-60 + + 4+2-

(90) © Adv. Drama . . AIP 11-21-60 + — + ± ± 6+5-
2452 ©Jungle Cat (70) Documentary.. . . BV 8-22-60 + + + 44 44 44 44 11+

—K

—

2471 Kill Me Tomorrow (80) Melodr.. . , 10-24-60 + 1+
2466 Key Witness (81) © Drama. . . .MGM 10- 3-60 + 44 + + -4- + + 8+1-

2466 ©Last Woman on Earth, The (71)

Melodrama

2505 League of Gentlemen, The (113)

- l+l-

Comedy-Drama . . .

2482 Left, Right and Center (90)

. Kingsley 2-27-61 44 44 + 44 + 8+

Comedy

2476 ©Legions of the Nile (91) ©
. . Bentley 11-28-60 44 44 + 44 7+

Action Spectacle . 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ± - - ± = ± 3+8-
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2465 Let No Man Write My Epitaph

(106) Drama Col 10- 3-60 -H- + 44 4- 4- 44 104-1-

2458 ©Let's Make Love (118) ©
Comedy/Music . 20th-Fox 9- 5-60 -H- 44 44 44 4- 44 44 134-

2493 ©Little Angel (90) Com-Dr... M urray 1-16-61 rh 4- ±2 44-3-

2465 Little Shop of Horrors, The (70)

Horror Comedy Filmgroup 10- 3-60 + 14-

2502 Long Rope. The (61) © W'n. . 20th-Fox 2-13-61 -f 44 2*2 + 64-1-

2439 y©Lost World, The (98) ©
Science-Fiction .20th-Fox 7-11-60 + 44 + 44 4- 2*2 ± 94-2-

2453 Louisiana Hussy (80) Melodr.

.

8-22-60 ± 14-1-

—M

—

2489 Magdalena (76) Melodrama . . SR 12-26-60 ± 14-1-
2468 ©Magnificent Seven, The (128)

Outdoor Dr. (Panavision) UA 10-10-60 44 44 44 44 4- 4- 44 124-

2492 Make Mine Mink (101) Com.. . . . Cont'l 1- 9-61 44 44 + 4- 4- 44 9+
2452 Man Who Wouldn’t Talk. The (97)

Mystery Drama Showcorp. 8-22-60 + 14-

2501 Mania (..) Ho. Dr . . Valiant 2-13-61 + + 24-

2503 Mark of the Devil (73) Melo.

.

RCIP 2-20-61 ± 1+1-
2484 ©Marriage-Go-Round, The

(99) © Comedy 20th- Fox 12- 5-60 -f + 2*2 44 44 4- 44 10+1-
2469 ©Midnight Lace (108) Dr. . U-l 10-17-60 j+ + + 44 44 44 44 12+
2504 ©Mighty Crusaders, The (87) ©

Spectacle Falcon-SR 2-20-61 ± 1+1-
2500 Misfits. The (124) Drama . . . UA 2- 6-61 + 44 44 44 44 44 11+
2502 ©Millionairess. The (90) ©

G. B. Shaw Comedy . 20th-Fox 2-13-61 + -B- + 44 4- -4- + 9+1-
2499 More Deadly Than the Male (60)

Crime Melodrama Schoenfeld 2- 6-61 -H- 2+
2421 My Dog, Buddy (76) Dr Col 5-16-60 + 2*2 4- — 2*2 5+4-

—N

—

2470 Natchez Trace (80) Adv. . . Panorama-SR 10-17-60 + 1+
2470 Never on Sunday (97) Com-Dr. Lopert-UA 10-17-60 +f 44 + 44 4- 4- + 10+
2462 Night Fighters, The (85) Dr.. UA 9-19-60 + + + 4- 4- 4- 6+
2447 Night of Love (93) Melodr.. 8- 8-60 ± 1+1-
2450 ©Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (108)

Totalscope His. Dr Col 8-15-60 ± + + 4- 4- 2*2 + 74-2-

2478 ©North to Alaska (122) ©
Action Comedy . 20th-Fox 11-14-60 + -4- + 44 44 + 44 10+1-

—O—
2451 OQOcean's 11 (128) © Com-Dr... WB 8-22-60 -H- -H- + 44 44 2*2 44 12+1-
2450 ©One Foot in Hell (89)

©Outdoor Dr 20th- Fox 8-15-60 + + 4 4- + + + 7+
2497 ©One Hundred and One Dalmatians

(80) Animated Feature . . BV 1-30-61 + 44 4- 44 44 44 44 12+
2445 Oscar Wilde (96) Dr Four City Ent 8- 1-60 + -H- 4- 44 4- 44 44 11+

2417 Pay or Die (110) Dr AA 5- 2-60 -H- 44 +4 44 4- 4- 44 12+
2492 ©Pepe (195) ©Comedy/Music Col 1- 9-61 44 + +4 44 44

Hh
44 12+1-

2422 Platinum High School (93) Dr. . . . . MGM 5-16-60 ± — 4- + 4- + 6+3-
2469 Please Turn Over (86) Farce . Col 10-17-60 + -H- 44 4- 44 4- 9+
2477 Plunderers, The (94) Adv. Dr. AA 11-14-60 + 4- 4- 4- ± 5+1-
2501 Police Dog Story (61) UA 2-13-61 + 1+
2416 ^©Pollyanna (134) Com. Dr BV 4-18-60 -H- 44 44 44 44 44 44 1++
2436 ©Portrait in Black (111) Dr.. U-l 6-27-60 44

— 4- —
44 ± 7+4-

2477 Price of Silence. The (72)

Melodrama Exdusive-SR 11-14-60 + 1+
2414 Private Property (79) Dr . . Citation 4-11-60 + + 4- 4- 4- ± 6+1-
2440 Psycho (109) Suspense Drama .... Para 7-11-60 -H- 44 44 44 44 4- 44 13+

2419 Raymie (73) Drama AA 5- 9-60 + 4- 4- 4- + 5+
2454 Rebel Girls (70) Action . . . . Luzon-SR 8-22-60 ± 1+1-
2490 ©Ritual of Love, The (72)

Documentary Pacemaker-SR 12-26-60 + 1+
2432 Rosemary (105) Drama . . . . ..F-A-W 6-13-60 + 44 4 4- 44 7+
2485 ©Royal Ballet (131) Ballet. . . Lopert 12-12-60 +f 44 4+
2460 Runaway (76) Melodrama . . . .Group 9 9-12-60 + 1+

—S

—

2506 Sanctuary (90) © Drama... .20th-Fox 2-27-61 + + 4- 44 4- 6+
2468 ©Santa Claus (94) Fantasy/Music

(English-dubbed) Murray-SR 10-10-60 ± 2± + + 5+3-
2451 Savage Eye, The (67) Semi documentary

Drama Trans-Lux Kingsley 8-22-60 44 44 44 -f-
44 9+1-

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (110)

® Adv. Dr Para 9-26-60 44 44 + 44 44 + 10+
2432 School for Love (76) Dr.. . . NTA 6-13-60 ± 1+1-
2456 School for Scoundrels (94)

Comedy . . . Cont’l 8-29-60 + 44 44 44 + + + 10+
2476 ©Secret of the Purple Reef (80) ©

Action Drama . . . 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ± 2*2 + + 5+3-
2467 ©September Storm (99) Action

(Stereovision) 20th-Fox 10-10-60 ± ± + + ± -f- 6+3—
2460 ©Seven Ways From Sundown

(87) Western U-l 9-12-60 + 44 + + + + 7+

2474 Sex Kittens Go to College

(93) Comedy AA 10-31-60 + — -*2 — 2+3-
2475 Shakedown. The (91) Action U-l 11- 7-60 + + + — 3+1-
2472 She Walks by Night (85) Melo. Woolner 10-24-60 + 1+
2479 Sinners of Paris (81) Melodr Ellis 11-21-60 + 1+
2505 ©Sins of Rachel Cade, The

(123) Drama WB 2-27-61 -+ + 44 5+
2504 Sins of Youth (82) Dr Janus 2-20-61 ± — 1+2-
2502 Sniper’s Ridge (61) © Dr. . . 20th-Fox 2-13-61 — + + Hh 2*2 4+3-
2480 Squad Car (60) Melodrama. ... 20th-Fox 11-21-60 ± = — 1+4-
2380 ©Snow Queen, The (70) U-l 11-23-59 # + 44 44

*2
44 + 11+1-

2440 ©Song Without End (142) ©
Drama/Music Col 7-11-60 -H-

2*2 44 44 44 44 44 13+1-

2438 S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac U-l 7- 4-60 -H- 44 + + + 2*2 6+1-
2470 ©Spartacus (189) Super Technirama-70

Adventure Spectacle U-l 10-17-60 4+ 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

2485 Spring Affair (69) Comedy SR 12-12-60 ± + -4- + 4+2-
2434 ©Story of Ruth, The (113) ©

Biblical Drama 20th-Fox 6-20-60 -H- 44 + 44 44 44 + 12+

2437 ©Subterraneans, The (89) © Dr.. . MGM 7- 4-60 + -*- + -*-
2*2 + 7+4-

2423 Stranglers of Bombay

(81) © Adv Col 5-23-60 + + 2*2 + -4- + -+- 7+3-
2445 Studs Lonigan (103) Dr UA 8- 1-60 44 + 44 44 + 9+1-
2476 ^©Sundowners, The (133) Dr WB 11- 7-60 # 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

2466 ^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) Drama WB 10- 3-60 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

2467 Surprise Package (100) Comedy. ... Col 10-10-60 -H- + 2*2 44
-4- + ± 9+3-

2477 ©Swiss Family Robinson (128)

Adv. Classic, Panavision BV 11-14-60 4+ + 2*2 44 44 44 44 12+1-

2488 ©Sword and the Dragon (S3)

Folklore Spectacle Valiant 12-19-60 + + 2+
2494 ©Sword of Sherwood Forest (80) ©

Adventure Drama Col 1-16-61 + + + 44 2*2 8+3-

—T

—

2465 ©Ten Who Dared (92) Adv BV 10- 3-60 + + + + 44 7+1-

2493 ©Tess of the Storm Country (84)

© Melodrama 20th-Fox 1-16-61 + + + + + + 6+
243513 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy Col 6-27-60 44 + -+- + 44 + + 9+1-
2450 ©39 Steps, The (95) © Adv.. .20th-Fox 8-16-60 44 + + + + + 8+1-

2485 ©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100)

Superdynamation, Fantasy Col 12-12-60 + + 44 44 44 + 44 H+
2439 ©Thunder in Carolina (92)

Racing Drama Howco 7-11-60 + -+- 2*2 + 4+2-

2389 Tiger Bay (105) Suspense Cont’l 1-11-60 44 44 44 44 44 10+

2446 ©Time Machine, The (103) Sc-F. ..MGM 8- 1-60 44 44 44 44 + + 44 12+

2498 ©Tomboy and the Champ (92)

Comedy-Drama U-l 1-30-61 + 2*2 + + 4+1-
2481 Tormented (75) Horror Drama AA 11-28-60 + 1+
2480 Touch of Flesh. The (76)

Drama Amity Films-SR 11-21-60 ± 1+1-
2441 Trapped in Tangier (77)

Cr. Drama Supercinescope. . 20th-Fox 7-18-60 = 44 44 44 — 1+10-

2446 ©Trials of Oscar Wilde, The (See “The

Green Carnation”)

2493 ©Tunes of Glory (106) Dr Lopert 1-16-61 44 44 44 44 44 + 44 13+

2501 Two-Way Stretch (87) Com Showcorp 2-13-61 + 44 44 + 6+

—U—
2460 Under Ten Flags (92) Dr Para 9-12-60 + + + + + + 44 8+1-

2505 Underworld, U. S. A. (98) Cr Col 2-27-61 + 2*2 + 4+1-
2492 Unfaithfuls, The (89) Melodrama. . . AA 1- 9-61 + — -*- 2+2-

—V—
2418 Valley of the Redwoods

(62) © Crime Drama . . . . . . 20th-Fox 5- 2-60 + + + + + 6+1-
2472 Village of the Damned (78)

Horror Drama MGM 10-24-60 + 44 + + 44 44 + io+

—W—
2483 ©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The

(99) © Comedy Col 12- 5-60 + 44 44 + 44 44 ll+l-

2471 ©Walk Tall (60) © Western. .20th-Fox 10-24-60 ± ± 2*2 + + 2*2 6+4-

2449 Walking Target (74) Action UA 8-16-60 + 2*2 + 2*2 5+3-
2484 ©Where the Boys Are (99) © Com. MGM 12- 5-60 44 -H- +4 44 44 + 44 13+

2463 Where the Hot Wind Blows (120)

Dr. (English-dubbed) .. MGM 9-26-60 + + + + — + 2±2 6+2-

2500 ©White Warrior (86) ©
Adv. Dr. (Eng-dubbed) WB 2- 6-61 + -H-

— + 2*2 2*2 6+3-
2445 Why Must 1 Die? (90) Melodr AIP 8- 1-60 -H-

— — 2*2 3+3-
2475 Wild Rapture (68)

Documentary Exdusive-SR U- 7-60 + 1+
2459 Wild Ride, The (63) Ac 9-12-60 - 1-

2487 ©Wizard of Baghdad (92) ©
Costume Comedy . . . 20th-Fox 12-19-60 + 2*2 2*2 + + + + 7+2-

2480 ©World of Suzie Wong. The (129)

Drama 11-28-60 -H- 4+ 44 44 + + 44 12+

—XYZ—
2451 Young Jesse James (73) ©

Action Drama . . . 20th-Fox 8-22-60 ± + — + + 2*2 6+4-
2497 Young One. The (96) Dr. .

.

1-30-61 + + 2*2 44 2*2 44 9+3-
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. © is tor CinemaScope;
0(1 Vistavision; © Superscope; ® Noturama; ® Rcgalscope; ® Technirama. Symbol (J> denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicote story type—(Complete
key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart
ALLIED ARTISTS 1 ti AMERICAN INT L I ti COLUMBIA I ti M-G-M I ti

Pay or Die (110) Cr..6004
Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert

Raymie (73) Ad.. 6006
David Ladd, Julie Adams. John

Agar

©The House of Usher

(85) © Ho.. 502
Vincent Price, Mark Damon,
Myma Fahey
Beyond the Time Barrier

(80) SF..505
Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins

Amazing Transparent Man
(60) SF..506

Marguerite Chapman, Douglas
Kennedy

©Strangers When We Meet

(117) © D .501
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak,

Barbara Rush, Kent Smith
13 Ghosts (88) Ho C . 502
Jo Morrow, Rosemary DeCamp,
Donald Woods (partly In color)

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) S..503
Three Stooges, Paul Winchell

The Day They Robbed the

Bank of England (85) . . . . 0 . . 19
Aldo Ray, Hugh Griffith.

Elizabeth Sellars

©Bells Are Ringing

(127) © M..17
Judy Holliday, Dean Martin.

Fred Clark

Sex Kittens Go to

College (94) C..6003
Mamie Van Doren, Tuesday Weld,

Mijanou Bardot, Mickey Shaugh-

nessy, Louis Nye

My Dog, Buddy (77) D..450
London (dog star), Travis Lemmond

©The Nights of Lucretia Borgia

(108) Totalscope Hi.. 504
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©The Time Machine (103).. SF . . 9
Rod Taylor, Yvette Mimieux

©All the Fine Young
Cannibals (122) © D..20

Natalie Wood, Robert Wagner,
Susan Kohner, George Hamilton

Hell to Eternity (132) D6007
Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen,

Vic Damone, Patricia Owens

Caltiki, The Immortal
Monster (76) SF. .6009

John Merlvale, Didi Sullivan

Tormented (75) D..6010
Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon

The Enemy General (74).. D. 505
Van Johnson, Jean-Pierre Aumont

All the Young Men (87) . D . .506
Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier,

Ingemar Johansson, Mort Sahl,

©Fast and Sexy (98) © CD . 507
Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson,

Vittorio DeSica
As the Sea Rages (74) D..508
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson,

Cameron Mitchell

The Angel Wore Red (99).. D. 101
Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,

Joseph Cotten

©The Subterraneans (88) © D . . 102
Leslie Caron, George Peppard,
Janice Rule, Roddy MacDowal!

Heroes Die Young (76) . . . D . .6014
Erika Peters, Scott Borland

©Serengeti Shall Not Die

(84) Doc. 6013

©Journey to the Lost City

(90) Ad.. 508
Debra Paget, Paul Christian

1 Aim at the Stars (107) BiD..512
Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw

I’m All Right, Jack (104) C..515
Ian Carmichael, Peter Sellers,

Terry-Thomas, Dennis Price

©Song Without End (130)

© Bi/M .511
Dirk Bogarde, Capucine,

Genevieve Page

Key Witness (81) © .. D..103
Jeffrey Hunter, Pat Crowley

The Plunderers (94) . . . . Ad . .6008
Jeff Chandler, John Saxon,
Dolores Hart, Ray Stricklyn

The Unfaithfuls (89) D. .6015
Gina Lollobriglda, May Britt,

Pierre Cressoy

©Goliath and the Dragon

(90) © Ad.. 509
Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford

Let No Man Write My
Epitaph (106) D..513

Burl Ives, Shelley Winters, James
Darren, Jean Seberg

Surprise Package (100) . . . . C . . 514
Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor,

Noel Coward

Hell Is a City (96) ©..Cr..516
Stanley Baker, John Crawford

Where the Hot Wind Blows

(120) D..104
Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Montand

©Butterfield 8 (109) ©..D..106
Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey,

Eddie Fisher, Dina Merrill

©Herod the Great (95) . .Ad. .6016
Edmund Purdom, Sylvia Lopez

©The 3 Worlds of Gulliver

(100) SuperDynamation . Ad. .517
Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow

Please Turn Over (86) . . . . C . . 518
Ted Ray, Jean Kent

Jazz Boat (95) © CD/M.. 519
Anthony Newley, Anne Aubrey

©Where the Boys Are

(99) © C . .110
Dolores Hart, George Hamilton,

Yvette Mimieux. Connie Francis

Look in Any Window (87) D..6101
Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol, Paul
Anka

©The Wackiest Ship in the

Army (99) © C..521
Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson

©Sword of Sherwood Forest

(80) Ad.. 522
Richard Greene, Peter Cushing

©Go Naked in the World

(103) © D .111
Gina Lollobrigida, Ernest Borgnine,

Anthony Franciosa, Luana Patten

Portrait of a Sinner

(100) D..507
Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton,

William Bendix

Black Sunday (84) ...Ho.. 602
Barbara Steele, John Richardson

Hand in Hand (75) D..523
John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike

Passport to China (75) . . . . Ac. .527
Richard Basehart, Lisa Gastoni

©Carthage in Flames (111)

© Ad.. 528
Anne Heywood, Jose Suarez

Village of the Damned (77) Ho . 109
George Sanders, Barbara Shelley

©Gorgo (76) Ad. 105
Bill Travers, Vincent Winter

Dondi (100) C..6102
David Kory, Patti Page, David
Janssen

The Hand (61) Ho. 601
Derek Bond, Ronald Lee Hunt

©Konga (90 © Ho. .603
Michael Gough, Jess Conrad,
Margo Johns

©Cry for Happy (110) © CD..
G. Ford, Miiko Taka, D. O’Connor

Underworld, U.S.A. (99) Cr. ..525
Cliff Robertson, Dolores Dorn

©Terror of the Tongs (80) Ac..
Geoffrey Toone, Christopher Lee

©Pepe (170) © C/M.. 520
Cantinflas, D. Dailey, Shirley Jones

©Cimarron (147) © . ...D..10S
Glenn Ford, Maria Schell

Secret Partner (91) D .115
Stewart Granger, Haya Harareet

Raisin in the Sun (..).... D . .

Sidney Poitier, Claudia McNeil

Five Golden Hours (..).... D . .

Ernie Kovacs, Cyd Charisse

The Treatment (..) © .

.

. . 0 .

.

Claude Dauphine, Diane Cilento,

Ronald Lewis

The Green Helmet (88) ..Ac.. 116
Bill Travers, Ed Begley,

Nancy Walters

PARAMOUNT 3 ^
©The Rat Race (105) D..5923
Totiy Curtis, Debbie Reynolds

The Bellboy (72) C..5924
Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry

©Tarzan the Magnificent

(88) Ad.. 5925
Gordon Scott, Betta St. John,

Jock Mahoney

Psycho (109) MyD. .5926

Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,

Vera Miles, John Gavin

©It Started in Naples

(100) ® C..5927

Clark Gable, Sophia Loren

Under Ten Flags (92) . . . Ad. .6002

Van Heflin, Charles Laughton,

Mylene Demongeot

The Boy Who Stole a

Million (64) Ac.. 6001

Virgilio Texera, Marianne Benet

©G.l. Blues (104) . .CD/M . .6005

Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse

©A Breath of Scandal

(98) ® C..6006
John Gavin, Sophia Loren,

Maurice Chevalier

y©CinderFella (91) . ...C..6007
Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn,
Anna Maria Alberghetti

Blueprint for Robbery (87) Ac. .6009

Jay Barney, J. Pat O’Malley

Foxhole in Cairo (78) . . D . .6013

James Robertson Justice, Niall

MacGuinnis. Adrian Hoven

©World of Suzie Wong
(126) D . 6008

William Holden, Nancy Kwan,

Sylvia Syms

©The Savage Innocents

(110) © D.

Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tani,

Anna May Wong

.6004

Blood and Roses (84) My. .6003

.lei Ferrer, Annette Vadim,

)lsa Martinelli

©All in a Night's Work
(94) C .6010

Shirley MacLaine, Dean Martin,

Cliff Robertson
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FEATURE CHART
The key to letters and combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama- (Ac) ActionDrama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Dra^ fDM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-ComedyMHo H^r D^ma^
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Sience-Fiction° (W) W«ter^

20TH-FOX >, <u O

©The Story of Ruth

(132) © D. .021

El.ina Eden. Stuart. Whitman
Trapped in Tangiers

(74) © Ad . . 027
Edmtmd l’urdom. Genevieve Page
©From the Terrace (144) © D. .028

Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward
U©Lost World (96) © Ad.. 026
Fernando Lamas, Claude Rains

Murder. Inc. (99) © Cr. . 031

May Britt. Stuart Whitman

Sons and Lovers (103) © D..035
Ilean Stockwell, Wendy Hiller

©One Foot in Hell (90) © D..029
A. Ladd, D. Murray, D. Michaels

©For the Love of Mike (84) ©. .030

Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin

Young Jesse James (73) © D. .033

Ray Stricklyn, Willard Parker

©The 39 Steps (95) . . . . Ad . .032

Kenneth More, Taina Elg

©Let’s Make Love (118) . .C. .034

Marilyn Monroe, Yves Montand,

Tony Randall

00 ©Walk Tall (60) © Ac.. 042

Willard Parker, Kent Taylor

©Freckles (84) © D..043
Martin West, Carol Christensen

Squad Car (60)

Paul Bryar, Vicl Raaf
. Ac . . 044

y©High Time (103) © C/M . .036

Bing Crosby, Fabian, Tuesday Weld
Desire in the Dust (105) © D. .046

Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer

©The Captain's Table (90) ©..040
John Gregson, Peggy Cummins
©The Secret of the Purple Reef

(80) © Ac.. 047

Jeff Richards, Margin Dean

©Sept. Storm (99) S’v’s’n Ac . 025

Mark Stevens, Joanne Dru

©Goddess of Love (68) © D..039
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©North to Alaska (122)

© Ad.. 051

John Wayne, Capucine, Fabian

Desert Attack (76) Ac.. 053
John Mills, Sylvia Syms

©Tess of the Storm
Country (84) D . 050

Diane Baker, Lee Philips

©Wizard of Baghdad (92)

© Ad. .054

Dick Shawn, Diane Baker, Barry

©Flaming Star (92) ©. . W. .056
Elvis Presley, Barbara Eden

©Esther and the King (109)

© D. .057
Joan Collins, Richard Egan

©Legions of the Nile

(94) © Ad.. 037
Linda Cristal, Ettore Manni

©Marriage-Go-Round (99) © C. .101
Susan Hayward, James Mason,
Julie Nevvmar

©Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come (108) © D .102

Jimmie Rodgers, Luana Patten

©Can-Can (131) © M..103
Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine,

Louis Jourdan, Juliet Prowse
The Long Rope (61) ....W..113
Hugh Marlowe, Alan Hale

©The Millionairess (90) © C..104
Sophia Loren. Peter Sellers

Circle of Deception (100) © D. Ill
Bradford Dillman, Suzy Parker

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C..
Michael Craig, Mylene Demongeot

©The Canadians (..) © 0D..105
Robert Ryan. John Dehner

Sanctuary (90) © D..115
L. Remlck, Y. Montand, B. Dillman

Days of Thrills & Laughter

(..) Compiliation C..114

©The Trapp Family (..)..D..117
Ruth Leuerik, Hans Holt

©All Hands on Deck

(..) © M .112
Pat Boone, Barbara Eden,
Buddy Hackett

©Ferry to Hong Kong
(103) © Ad.. 110

Orson Welles, Curt Jurgens.

Sylvia Syms

UNITED ARTISTS I U UNIVERSANNT'L | IJ WARNER BROS. f U
The Apartment (125)

Panavision CD. 6017
Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
Fred MacMurray, Edie Adams

©The Last Days of Pompeii

(103) Ad. .6020
Steve Reeves, Barbara Carroll

Cage of Evil (70) Ac. .6018
Ron Foster, Pat Blair

©Portrait in Black (113) My. 6015
Lana Turner, Anthony Quinn.

Sandra Dee, Richard Basehart

©Dinosaurus (S3) ©. . . .SF. .6016
Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson

S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac.. 6017
Pier Angeli, John Gregson,

Eddie Constantine

©Ice Palace (143) D..919
Richard Burton. Robert Ryan,
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer, Jim
Backus

©Hercules Unchained (103)
Dyaliscope Ad. 920

Steve Reeves, Sylva Kosclna,
Primo Camera

©Elmer Gantry (145) .... D . .6023
Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Arthur Kennedy, Shirley Jones

College Confidential (91) CD.. 6018
Mamie Van Doren, Steve Allen,

Jayne Meadows

©Chartroose Caboose (76)
Panavision CD. 6019

Molly Bee, Ben Cooper,

Edgar Buchanan

yi©0cean’s 11 (128) CD.. 921
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Peter
Lawford, Sammy Davis jr„ Angie
Dickinson, Joey Bishop

The Night Fighters (88) . . D . .6025
Robert Mitchum, Dan O’Herlihy

Studs Lonigan (95) D. .6019
Christopher Knight, Venetia
Stevenson

©Seven Ways From Sundown
(86) 0 D . . 6020

Audie Murphy, Barry Sullivan

©Between Time and Eternity

(85) D..6021
Lilli Palmer, Carlos Thompson

©The Crowded Sky (104) . . D . .001
Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming,
Efrem Zimbalist jr.

©The Magnificent Seven

(128) Panavision Ad.. 6027
Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen,
Horst Buchholz, Eli Wallach

Walking Target (74) Ac.. 6024
Ron Foster, Joan Evans,

Merry Anders

©Spartacus (196) Super-

Technirama-70 D. .6070
Kirk Douglas, Lourence Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis

(Special release)

Girl of the Night (93) . . . . D .004
Anne Francis, John Kerr

©The Dark at the Top of the

Stairs (124) D..005
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire,
Angela Lansbury, Eve Arden

Inherit the Wind (126) ... D . .6026
Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Gene Kelly, Florence Eldridge

©Midnight Lace (108) .... D . .6101
Doris Day, Rex Harrison,

John Gavin, Myma Loy

^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) D. 002
Ralph Bellamy, Greer Garson,
Hume Cronyn, Jean Hagen

Police Dog Story (61) . . Doc . .6029
James Brown, Merry Anders

The Facts of Life (104) . .C. .6104
Bob Hope, Lucille Ball

The Private Lives of Adam and
Eve (87) partly in

color CD.. 6102
Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren

$£©The Sundowners (133) D..007
Robert Mitchum, Deborah Kerr,

Peter Ustinov, Glynis Johns

Five Guns to Tombstone
(71) W 6102

James Brown. Della Sharman

©The Grass Is Greener

(105) © C. .6103
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons

A Fever in the Blood

(117) D..008
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Angie Dickinson

The Misfits (124) D..6105
Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe,
Montgomery Clift

Operation Bottleneck (78).... 6106
Ron Foster, Miiko Taka

The Great Impostor (112) CD. . 6104
Tony Curtis, Joan Blackman

The Shakedown (91) . ...Cr..6105
Hazel Court, Terence Morgan

Gold of the Seven Saints

(88) OD 009
Clint Walker, Leticia Roman
(Filmed in sepia)

©The Alamo (162)
Todd-AO Hi.. 6028

John Wayne, Laurence Harvey,

Richard Widmark, Richard Boone

The Hoodlum Priest (101) D..6107
Don Murray, Cindi Wood,
Larry Gates

Frontier Uprising (68) . .W. .6103
Jim Davis, Nancy Hadley

©Romanoff and Juliet (..) C..6106
Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee,

John Gavin

©White Warrior (86) Ad.. 010
Steve Reeves, Georgia Moll

©The Minotaur (..) ©..Ad..
Bob Mathias, Rosanna Schiaffino

©Tomboy and the Champ
(92) OD. 6110

Candy Moore, Ben Johnson,

Rex Allen

©The Sins of Rachel Cade

(123) D 003
Angle Dickinson, Peter Finch,

Roger Moore

COMING
ALLIED ARTISTS
Time Bomb D..
Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot

The Big Bankroll Cr..
David Janssen, Mickey Rooney

The Big Wave Ad . .

Sessue Hayakawa
Armored Command D..
Howard Keel, Tina Louise

AMERICAN-INT'L
©The Pit and the Pendulum

(Panavision) Ho..
Vincent Price, John Kerr
©The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll

© Ho..
Paul Massie, Dawn Addams

COLUMBIA
©Gidget Goes Hawaiian © C..
James Darren, Deborah Walley
©The Guns of Navarone ©. ...D,.
Gregory Peck, Gia Scala
©The Devil at 4 O'clock ©..D..
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra
©Two Rode Together 0D..
James Stewart, Richard Widmark,
Shirley Jones

Taste of Fear D..
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

MGM
©Atlantis the Lost Continent. SF. .

Anthony Hall, Joyce Taylor

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse © D..
Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb
©Spinster © D . .

Shirley MacLaine, Laurence Harvey
©Ada © D . .

Susan Hayward, Dean Martin
©Ring of Fire Ac..
David Janssen, Joyce Taylor

Bridge to the Sun D..
Carroll Baker, James Shigeta

©Morgan the Pirate Ad..
Steve Reeves, Valerie Lagrange

PARAMOUNT
©One-Eyed Jacks ® W. .

Marlon Brando, Pina Pellicer

©Breakfast at Tiffany’s . . . CD . .

Audrey Hepburn. George Peppard
©Summer and Smoke D..
Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Love in a Goldfish Bowl ..C/M..
Tommy Sands, Fabian

©Hatari! Ad..
John Wayne, Red Buttons

©The Ladies’ Man C..

Jerry Lewis, Helen Traubel

20th-FOX
©The Big Gamble © Ad..
Juliette Greco, Stephen Boyd,

David Wayne
©Cleopatra, Todd-AO D..
Elizabeth Taylor, Stephen Boyd

©The Fiercest Heart © D..

Stuart Whitman, Juliet Prowse

©Francis of Assisi © D..

Bradford Dillman, Stuart Whitman,

Dolores Hart
©The Big Show © Ad..

Esther Williams, David Nelson

©Misty © 00 . .

David Ladd, Arthur O’Connell

Madison Avenue © D..

Dana Andrews, Eleanor Parker

UNITED ARTISTS
Exodus (212) (Panavision

70) D . .6101

(Special release) Paul Newman,
Eva Marie Saint, Peter Lawford

Season of Passion D .

.

Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter

Something Wild D..

Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

Birdman of Alcatraz D..

Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

Age of Consent D .

.

Patty McCormack, Lee Kinsolving

The Young Savages D

.

.

Burt Lancaster, Shelley Winters,

Dina Merrill

©Paris Blues D..

Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

UNIVERSAL- 1 NT'L
©Back Street D . .

Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©The Day of the Gun D.

.

Rock Hudson, Dorothy Malone

©Come September Panavision CD..
Rock Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida,

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin

WARNER BROS.
©Parrish D..
Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert,

Karl Malden, Connie Stevens

©Fanny D/M..
Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,

Charles Boyer, Horst Buchholz
©Splendor in the Grass D..
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty

©Susan Slade D

Troy Donsihue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan
Fabulous World of Jules

Verne Ad. .

Ernest. Revere. Louis Locke
©Bimbo the Great Ad..
Charles Holm, Mary Ann Shields
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS
BUENA VISTA
^©Pollyanna (134) ...CD.. Jul 60
Jane Wyman, Richard Egan,
Hayley Mills

©Jungle Cat (70) Doc. . Oct 60
True-Life Adventure

©Ten Who Dared (92) Ad.. Nov 60
John Beal, Brian Keith

©Swiss Family Robinson

(128) Panavision ..Ad. Dec 60
Dorothy McGuire, John Mills,

James MacArthur, Tommy Kirk
©One Hundred and One

Dalmatians (80) ...An.. Mar 61

CONTINENTAL
Tiger Bay (105) D. Jul 60
John Mills, Hayley Mills,

Horst Buchholz
School for Scoundrels (94) C. .Jul 60
Ian Charmichael, Terry-Thomas

Four Desperate Men
(105) D . Aug 60

Aldo Ray, Heather Sears
It Happened in Broad

Daylight (97) D . Sep 60
Heinz Ruhman, Michel Simon

The Entertainer (97) . . . . D . . Oct 60
Laurence Olivier, Joan Plowright

The Mirror Has Two Faces

(98) D.. Nov 60
(Eng-dubbed) Michele Morgan

Make Mine Mink (101) C. . Dec 60
Terry-Thomas, Athene Seyler

EDWARD HARRISON
Another Sky (S3) D.. Jan 61
Victoria Grayson, Tayeb

FILMS-AROUND-THE-WORLD
A French Mistress (91) . . C. . Dec 60
Cecil Parker, Jas. H. Justice

FILMGROUP
The Girl in Lover’s Lane

(78) D . . Jun 60
Joyce Meadows, Brett Halsey

The Wild Ride (63) . . . . 0 . . Jun 60
Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter

©Last Woman on Earth
(71) D . Sep 60
A. Carbone, Betsy Jones-Moreland

Little Shoo of Horrors

(70) HoC . Sep 60
Jonathan Haze, Jackie Joseph

High School Caesar (72) D . Nov 60
John Ashley, Gary Vinson
Date Bait (71) D. .Nov 60
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan

GOVERNOR
Carry On, Nurse (89) C-.
Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton

Carry On, Constable (86) C. . Feb 61
Ken Connor, Leslie Phillips

KINGSLEY-UNION
©Mating Time (95) . . . . C. . Mar 60
Bill Travers, George Cole

Come Dance With Me!

I (94) My C.. Aug 60
Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal

The League of Gentlemen

(113) CD Feb 61
Jack Hawkins, Nigel Patrick

K. GORDON MURRAY
©Santa Claus (94) . ...F.. Nov 60
Narrated by Ken Smith

©Little Angel (90) ..CD.. Jan 61
Maria Gracia, J. M. de Hoyos

LOPERT PICTURES
Never on Sunday (91) . . C. . Nov 60
Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin

©Tunes of Glory (106) . . D . .Jan 61
Alec Guinness, John Mills

RCIP
The Devil’s Commandment

(71) © Ho. .Jan 61
Gianna Maria Canale, Carlo

D’Angelo, Charles Fawcett
Mark of the Devil (73) D . Jan 61
Maria Felix, Crox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
Man in a Cocked Hat

(88) C . . M ay 60
Terry-Thomas. Peter Sellers

Next to No Time (90) . . C . . May 60
Kenneth More, Betsy Drake

The Man Who Wouldn’t Talk

(91) D.. Oct 60
Anna Neagle, Anthony Quayle

Home Is the Hero (83) D. Feb 61
Arthur Kennedy. Walter Macken

Two-Way Stretch (87) C . Apr 61
Peter Sellers, Wilfrid Hyde White

STERLING WORLD DIST'RS
The Half Pint (73) C. .Oct 60
Pat Goldin, Tommy Blackman

©The Last Rebel (83) . Ac . . Dec 60
Carlos Thompson, Ariadna Welter

Code of Silence (75) ..Cr..Feb61
Terry Becker, Elisa Loti

VALIANT
©Sword and the Dragon

(S3) Ad.. Nov 60
Russian cast (Eng-dubbed)

The Angry Silence (95) . . D . . Jan 61
R. Attenborough, Pier Angeli

The Young One (103) . . D . Feb 61
Zachery Scott, Bemie Hamilton

Mania ( . . ) Ho. .Feb 61
Peter Cushing, June Lavertck

It Takes a Thief (..).. D .. Feb 61
Jayne Mansfield, Anthony Quayle

WOOLNER BROS.
She Walks by Night (85). ... D..
Belinda Lee, Walter Rilla

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ARGENTINA
End of Innocence (74) 9-19-60
(Kingsley) . .Elsa Daniel

FRANCE
©Belles and Ballets (92).. 8-15-60
(Excelsior) . .French ballet stars

©Black Orpheus (95) 2-29-60
(Lopert) . .Breno Mello, Marpessa
Dawn (French-made; Portuguese
dialog)

Children of Paradise

(162) 6-20-60
(Ajay) . . Jean-Louls Barrault

Chasers, The (75) 6- 6-60
(Hakim) . .Jacques Charrier, Dany
Robin

©Eye for an Eye, An
(93) ® 10- 5-60

(Manhattan) . .Curt Jurgens
400 Blows, The (98) 1-11-60
(Zenith) . .Jean-Pierre Leaud

Love Game, The (85) 2-13-61
(F-A-W) . .Jean-Pierre Cassel,

Genevieve Cluny, Jean-Louis Maury
Lovers, The (90) 12- 7-59
(Zenith) . .Jeanne Moreau, Jean-
Marc Bory, Alain Cuny
No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Ostrich Has Two Eggs, The
(89) 11-21-60

(Janus) . .Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant

Port of Desire (85) 12- 5-60
(Kingsley-Union) . .H. Neff

Rue de Paris (90) 12-12-60
(Lopert) . .Jean Cabin

GERMANY
©Dancing Heart, The (91). 8-15-60
(Casino) . . G. Kueckelmann

Glass Tower, The (104) . .10- 3-60
( Ellis) . . Lilli Palmer

Rest Is Silence. The (106). 10- 3-60
(F-A-W) . .Hardy Kruger, P. Van
Eyck

Three-Penny Opera, The
(113) 11-21-60
(Brandon) . .Lotte Lenya, Rudolph
Forster

Confess, Dr. Corda! (102) 12- 5-60
(President) . . Hardy Kruger, E.

Mueller

GREECE
Aunt From Chicago (90) 9-19-60
(Greek Pictures) . .G. Vassilliadou

Counterfeit Coin (120).. 10- 3-60
(Atlantis) . .K. Logotbedtides

ITALY
Big Deal on Madonna St.,

The (91) 1-30-61
(UMPO) . .V. Gassman, Toto

Holiday Island (105) 11-14-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio de Sica

See Naples and Die (80) 9-19-60
(Crown) .. Gianna Maria Canale

Three Forbidden Stories

(104) 9-26-60
(Ellis) . .Eleonora Rossi Drago,

Gino Cervi

JAPAN
Ikiru (To Live) (140) 3-28-60
(Brandon) . .Takashi Shimura

Men Who Tread on the Tiger’s

Tail (60) 8- 8-60
(Brandon) H. Iwai, S. Fujita

SWEDEN
Dreams (86) 8- 8-60

(Janus) . E. Dahlbeck, H. Ander-
sson

Lesson in Love, A (95) . . 4-25-60
(Janus).. Eva Dahlbeck

Magician, The (102) .... 1-11-60
(Janus) . .Max von Sydow, Ingrid
Thulin, Bibi Andersson

Wild Strawberries (90) . . 9-21-59
(Janus) . .Victor Sjostrom, Ingrid
Thulin, Bibi Andersson

Virgin Spring, The (88) .. 12-12-60
(Janus) . . Max von Sydow,
Birgitta Petterson

U.S.S.R.
And Quiet Flows the

Don (109) 6- 6-60
(UA)..E. Bystrlskaya, P. Glebow

Ballad of a Soldier (89).. 1-31-61
(Kingsley) . .Vladimir Ivashov,
Shanna Prokhorenko (also Eng.-
dubbed)

Short sublects, listed by company, in or-
der of release. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified.

COHORTS CHART
a. z

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

5421 One Shivery Night

(16!/2 ) Sep 60
5431 Waiting in the Lurch

(15!/2 ) Oct 60
5422 House About It (1614) Nov 60
5432 Radio Riot (16) Nov 60
5423 Hold that Monkey

(16) Dec 60
5433 Bride and Gloom (16) .. Dec 60
5424 French Fried Frolic

(1614) Feb 61
5434 Hectic Honeymoon

(17) Jan 61
5435 Aim. Fire, Scoot (16) . . Mar 61

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

4555 No. 3, Series 1 (11).. Aug 60
(1960-61)

5551 No. 1, Series 2 (9).. Sep 60
5552 No. 2, Series 2(11) Nov 60
5553 No. 3, Series 2 (10'/2 ) Jan 61
5554 No. 4, Series 2 (10'/2 ) Feb 61

COLOR CARTOONS—SPECIAL
5501 Polygamus Polonius (9) Nov 60

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

4615 Ballet Oop (7*/2 )

(1960-61)
5601 How Now, McBoing

Boing (7*4)
5601 Wacky Wigwams (8) .

5603 Spare That Child

(614 )

5604 Way of All Pests

( 714 )

5605 Four Wheels, No
Brakes (614)

5606 Skeleton Frolic (714).
5667 Babie Boogie (6) . . .

5608 Pickled Puss (614) •

5609 Christopher Crumpet's
Playmate (614)

5610 Swiss Tease (6)

5611 The Rise of Duton
Lang (614 )

.Jul 60

Sep 60
Sep 60

Oct 60

Nov 60

Nov 60
Dec 60
Jan 61
Jan 61

Feb 61
Mar 61

Mar 61

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5851 Canine Crimebusters

(10) Oct 60
5852 Push Back the Edge

(10) Dec 60
5835 Community Sings

No. 1, Ser. 13 (10) . . . . Mar-61

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4707 Do Good Wolf (614) . .Jul 60
(1960-61)

5701 No Biz Like Shoe
Biz (614) Sep 60

5702 Here Kiddie Kiddie

(614) Dec 61
5703 Countdown Clown

(614) Jan 61
5704 Happy Go Loopy (614) Mar 61

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

4758 Sloppy Jalopy (7) ....Jul 60
(1960-61)

5751 Dog Snatcher (7) ...Sep 60
5752 When Magoo Flew

Cinemascope (7) Sep 60
5753 Pink and Blue Blues

(7) Nov 60
5754 Magoo Makes News (6)

(Both © and standard) .. Dec 60
5755 Hotsy Footsey (7) Feb 61

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
4441 Wonderful Gibraltar

(IS) Nov 59
4442 Wonders of Ontario

(15) Apr 60
5441 Wonderful Hong Kong

(1914) Jan 61

SERIALS
(15 Chapter- Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo . Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo .... Nov 60
5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar-61

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5401 Income Tax Sappy
(1614) Sep 60

5402 Pardon My Backfire

(16) Oct 60
5403 Musty Musketeers

(16) Nov 60
5404 Pals and Gals (16).. Jan 61
5405 Knutsy Knights

(1714) Feb 61

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4954 Ray McKinley &
Orch. (914) May 60

(1960-61)
5951 Ray Anthony & His

Orchestra (10'/2 ) Oct 60
5952 Shorty Sherlock & His

Orchestra (ff/2 ) Dec 60

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color)

7003 Golfing With Sam Snead
(9) Aug 60

7006 Assignment Philippines

(9) Jun 60
7007 Exercise Little Bear (9) Aug 60
7008 Sampans to Safety (9) Sep 60
7009 Assignment Thailand

(10) Oct. 60
7010 Underwater Demolition

Team (9) Nov 60
7011 Assignment Turkey (9) Dec 60
7012 Down the Road (10) . . Dec 60

(1961)
7101 Australian Water Sports

(. .) Jan 61
7102 Assignment Mexico (..) Feb 61
7103 Adventure in Rhythm

( . .) Mar 61

SPECIALS
7054 Tiger in the Tea (10)

C’Scope. De Luxe color. .. .Jul 60
7-55 Call of the Holy Land

(19) 2D (B&W) Nov 60

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

(Technicolor)

5023

Mint Men (7) May 60

Prod,

No.
Rel. Date

5953 Skitch Henderson & His

Orchestra (10) Feb 61

WORLD OF SPORTS
4805 Battling Big Bass

(10) Jun 60
4806 Holiday for Champions

< 9/2 ) Aug 60
(1960-61)

5801 Rassl in’ Champs (10) Dec 60
5802 Hip Shooters (9'/2 ) . Feb 61

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W261 Pet Peeve (7) Sep 60
W262 Mice Follies (7) ... Sep 60
W263 Touche Pussy Cat (7) Sep 60
W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7) . Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ (8) ... Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8)

.

Sep 60
W275 Cat Concerto (7) . . . Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
Tex Averys

W264 Farm of Tomorrow (7) Sep 60
W268 The Flea Circus (7) Sep 60
W270 Dixieland Droopie (8) Sep 60
W271 Field and Scream (7) Sep 60

PARAMOUNT
CARTOON CHAMPIONS
(Technicolor Reissues)

Herman and Katnip
S20-1 Rail Rodents (7) . . . Sep 60
S20-2 Robin Rodenthood (7) Sep 60
S20-3 A Bicep Built for

Two (7) Sep 60
S20-4 Mouse Trapeze (7) . . . Sep 60

Noveltoons

S20-5 Fido Beta Kappa (7) Sep 60
S20-6 No Ifs, Ands or

Butts (6) Sep 60
S20-7 Candy Cabaret (7) . Sep-60
S20-8 The Oily Bird (7) . Sep 60

COLOR SPECIALS
(Anamorphic—2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec
(16) Sep 60

B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (18) Sep 60

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

M20-1 Galaxia (7) Oct 60
M20-2 Bouncing Benny (..) Nov 60
M20-3 Terry the Terror (..) Dec 60
M20-4 Phantom Moustacher

(> Jan 61

N0VELT00N
(Technicolor)

P17-7 Fine Feathered Fiend

(6) Sep 60
P19-8 Planet Mouseola (6) Oct 60

(1960-61)
P20-1 Northern Mites (..). Nov 60
P20-2 Miceniks ( . . ) Dec 60

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
(Anamorphic—Color—1 Reel)

D20-1 Kings of the Keys
(9) Sep 60

D20-2 Big "A” (9) Sep 60
D20-3 A Sport Is Bom

(10) Nov 60

THE CAT
(Color Cartoons)

C20-1 Top Cat (8) Sep 60
C20-2 Cool Cat Blues (..). Jan 61

So
Q- Z

5033 Nonsense Newsreel

(7), reissue Jun 60
5024 Trapeze Pleeze (7) ... Jul 60
5025 Deep Sea Doodle (7) . Oct 60
5026 Stunt Men (6) Nov 60

(1961)
5121 The Mysterious Package

(6) Jan 61
5122 Cat Alarm (6) Feb 61
5123 Drum Roll (..) Mar 61

TERRYTOONS
(Technicolor-CinemaScope)

5005 Tusk Tusk (7) May 60
5006 Hearts & Glowers (7) . .Jun 60
5007 The Wayward Hat (7) Jul 60
5008 The Littlest Bully (7) Aug 60
5009 Two Ton Baby Sitter

(7) Sep 60
5010 Tin Pan Alley Cat (6) Oct 60
5011 House of Hashimoto (7) Nov 60
5012 Daniel Boone jr. (7) . . Dec 60

(1961)
5101 Night Life in Tokyo

( . . ) Feb 61

5102 So-Sorry, Pussycat (..) Mar 61

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR PARADE

4171 Valley of the Mekong

(9) Nov 60
4172 The Lion City (9) . Dec 60
4173 Treasure of Istanbul (9) Jan 61
4174 Down Jamaica Way (9) Feb 61

4175 Sidetracked (9) © Mar 61

4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) Apr 61

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4013 Billion-Dollar Boner

(7) Jan 60
4014 Witty Kitty (7) Feb 60
4015 Pistol Packin’ Wood-

pecker (7) Mar 60
4016 Heap Big Hepcat (7).. Mar 60
4017 Ballyhooney (7) Apr 60
4018 How to Stuff a

Woodpecker (7) May 60
4019 Bats in the Belfry (7) Jul 60
4020 Woody’s Ozark Lark (7) Jul 60

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes)

4131 Helter Shelter (6) Nov 60
4132 Witch Crafty (6) Dec 60
4133 Private Eye Pooch (6) Jan 61
4134 Bedtime Bedlam (6).. Feb 61
4135 Squareshootin’ Square

(6) Mar 61
4136 Bronco Busters (6) . . Apr 61

SPECIAL
4104 Football Highlights of

1960 (10) Dec 60
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4101 Pacific Paradise (14) Nov 60

WARNER BROS.

BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE
(Technicolor Reissues)

8301 Room & Bird (7) Sep 60
8302 Cracked Quack (7) . . . . Oct 60
8303 His Hare Raising

Tale (7) Oct 60
8304 Gift Wrapped (7) Nov 60
8305 Little Beau Pepe (7) Dec 60
8306 Tweet Tweet Tweety

(7) Dec 60
8307 Bunny Hugged (7).... Jan 61

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

8721 From Hare to Heir (7) Sep 60
8722 Lighter Than Hare (7) Dec 60

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TUNES

(Technicolor)

8701 The Dixie Fryer (7).. Sep 60
8702 Hopalong Casualty (7) Oct 60
8703 Trip for Tat (7) Oct 60
8704 Doggone People (7).. Nov 60
8705 High Note (7) Dec 60
8706 Cannery Woe (7) ....Jan 61
8707 Zip ’n Snort (7) Jan 61

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two Reels)

8001 Enchanted Islands

( . . ) Oct 60
(One Reel)

8507 Riviera Days (..).... Nov 60

MISCELLANEOUS
©Donald in Mathmagic

Land (28) (BV)..Dec59
©Eyes in Outer Space

(26) (BV) . . Dec 59
©Gala Day at Disneyland

(25) (BV) . . Mar 60
©How to Have an Accident at

Work (7) (BV) . . Mar 60
©Islands of the Sea (23) (BV)
©Japan (28) (BV)
©Mysteries of the Deep

(24) (BV) . . Feb 60
©Noah’s Ark (20) . . (BV) . . Nov 59
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XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY»™about pictures

ALLIED ARTISTS
Bluebeard's Ten Honeymoons (AA)—George San-

ders, Corinne Calvet, Jean Kent. Played this on a
one day only bargain night (half price). Results were
gratifying. Play it, if your town likes horror. You
might make a few bucks, even if the type isn't a
favorite one with your people.—Joe Machetta, Emer-
son Theatre, Brush, Colo. Pop. 2,300.

Hell to Eternity (AA)—Jeffrey Hunter, David Jans-
sen, Miiko Taka, Patricia Owens. Excellent—but it's

hard for a small town like mine to pay 50 per cent
for Sun., Mon. pictures. Don't fail to use it, if you
can make a fair deal.—S. T. Jackson, Jackson The-
atre, Flomoton, Ala. Pop. 1,450.

BUENA VISTA
Jungle Cat (BV)—Wildlife feature. Walt Disney

product is good for indoor houses. So book it, by all

means. "Hound Who Thought He Was a Raccoon"
rounds out program. Played Fri., Sat., Sun.—Paul
Gamache, Welden Theatre, St. Albans, Vt. Pop.
8,600.

COLUMBIA
Fost end Sexy (Col)—Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Rob-

ertson, Vittorio de Sica. Not quite as good as was
expected. Dale Robertson miscast. Still, it drew 'way
above average on Wednesday night. Very beautiful
color and sharp photography on this. Played Tues.,
Wed. Weather: Very cold.

—

James Hardy, Shoals
Theatre, Shoals, I rid. Pop. 1,555.

Please Turn Over (Col)—Jean Kent, Ted Ray, Julia
Lockwood. Another typically British comedy full of
hilarious situations. Witty script, relaxing entertain-
ment, and if your patrons go for these comedies, you
have another winner here. Played Wed. through Sat.
Weather: Hot.—Dave S. Klein, Astra Theatre, Kitwe/
Nkana, Northern Rhodesia, Africa. Pop. 13,000.

Who Was That Lady (Col)—Dean Martin, Tony
Curtis, Janet Leigh. A fairly entertaining picture
that tcok a real nose dive at the boxoffice. Too
much frothy glib sex. Columbia product sure fails
here. With the overdoses of sex, crime and violence,
it's no wonder the industry is bombarded about it.

Let's get on a higher level and soon. Played Sun.,
Mon. Weather: Poor.—‘Leonard J. Leise, Roxy The-
atre, Randolph, Neb. Pop. 1,029.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
All the Fine Young Cannibals (MGM)—Natalie

Wood, Robert Wagner, Susan Kohner, George Hamil-
ton. This was a good story and some fine acting by
these young stars. It was enjoyed by everyone who
saw it. I received some very good comments on it.

TV Ads Pulled Them
Down From the Hills

In "Village of the Damned" from MGM you
hove proof of what people will get out for,
regardless of how bad the weather is. Any time
the weather comes up bad we managers have a
stock alibi for the poor business we're doing,
but the basketball game at the high school on
the same night will be sold out. The weather
came up just about as bad as could be—icy
roads ond snow, cars were off the road every-
where, and we were certain that business would
be shot for that first night, anyway. Saturday
night was the best in recent years. They must
have come out of the hills with skid chains on;
hodn't seen them for so long that they all

locked like strangers. Sunday the roads were
still icy, but the patrons were there in gorgeous
numbers. So there you have it—just a fair
picture with good TV coverage equals big at-
tendance.

SOPHIE SETTELE
Pulaski Theatre,
Pulaski, Wis.

Ploy it. Your customers will be very satisfied with
it ond you will be satisfied with the boxoffice. Played
Sun

,
Mon Weather: Cold.—Harold L. Rackley, Pal-

ace Theatre, Beebe, Ark. Pop. 1,200.

Beat Generation, The (MGM)

—

Steve Cochran,
Mamie Van Doren, Fay Spain. You'd think this one
would have drown in the teenagers, but it didn't,
so not too much business. A little rough in spots,
but what picture isn't today? Playable, if you are
stuck for a date. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold.—.

Mel Kruse, Pierce Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

PARAMOUNT
CinderFella (Para)—Jerry Lewis, Bob Clayton, Alex

Gerry. Paramount is sure hot this year. This was a
swell grosser. Right on the heels of "G. I, Blues"
and this was a crowd-pleaser also. A tip of the hat
to Paramount for the swell product they have been
sending us, ond there isn't a better company in the
business to do business with. Played Fri. through
Tues.—Jim Fraser, Auditorium Theatre, Red Wing,
Minn. Pop. 12,500.

G.l. Blues (Para)—Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse,
Leticia Roman. A low gross on this one, but a good
show. Color helps this one, just as it always makes
a movie better. Incidentally, Paramount is not giving
us what they promised. What have they had so far?
Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Good.—-Mel Kruse, Pierce
Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

Heller in Pink Tights (Para)—Sophia Loren, An-
thony Quinn, Margaret O'Brien. If you need pictures,
this is okay. Only fair entertainment and not strong
enough for Sun., Mon. My mistake!—Weather: Cool.—Terry Axley, New Theatre, England, Ark. Pop.
2,136.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Desire in the Dust (20th-Fox)—‘Raymond Burr,

Martha Hyer, Joan Bennett. I was ashamed to put
this title up on my canopy. But the few who came
liked it. They came to see Perry Mason. Played
Thurs., Fri., Sat.—Jim Fraser, Auditorium Theatre,
Red Wing, Minn. Pop. 12,500.

Esther ond the King (20th-Fox)—Richard Egan,
Joan Collins, Denis O'Dea. Another foreign-made.
Held our own for two days; the third day, it was
murder. Patronage reaction: Fair. Love stories are
for the birds in out town. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Weather: Cloudy.—Albert Aguiar, Lincoln Theatre,
Lincoln, Calif. Pop. 3,200.

From the Terrace (20th-Fox)—Paul Newman, Jo-
anne Woodward, Ina Balin. Story about wealthy and
wicked people. Terrific acting by all of the cast.
Worth your best playing time; did extra business.
Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Good.—Mel Dan-
ner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

UNITED ARTISTS
Gallant Hours, The (UA)—James Cagney, Dennis

Weaver, Word Costello. Very fine picture, told in a
very unusual way. Many fine comments, but no
adult trade on this, so just got by. Good enough for
Sunday play time. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold.—Ken Christianson, Roxy Theatre, Washburn, N. D.

Pop. 968.

Magnificent Seven, The (UA)—Yul Brynner, Steve
McQueen, Horst Buch'holz, Eli Wallach. Believe me,
this has it! A real western you can brag about to

the hilt. Yul Brynner at his best. They left out the
baby stuff in this pic. These guys were rough. Patrons
love it and it did above average business. Word of
mouth will definitely help this one. Played Thurs.,
Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold.—'Joe Machetta, Emerson
Theatre, Brush, Colo. Pop. 2,300.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Brides of Dracula (U-l)—Peter Cushing, Yvonne

Monlaur, David Peel. Good horror show. Color sure
helps. Played Thurs., iFri .—S. T. Jackson, Jackson
Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Pop. 1,480.

Chartroose Caboose (U-l)—Molly Bee, Edgar Buch-
anan, Ben Cooper. Pretty cute show. Played to satis-

fied audience. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Good.—Mel
Danner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

WARNER BROS.
Boy and the Laughing Dog, The (WB), reissue

—

Brandon de Wilde, Sidney Poitier, Walter Brennan.
Released formerly under another title ("Goodbye, My
Lady") but did okay business. Your kids will like

it. Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Rainy and
cool.—Terry Axley, New Theatre, England, Ark.
Pop. 2,136.

FBI Story, The (WB)—James Stewart, Vera Miles,
Murray Hamilton. Excellent pioture. Every school
child in the U. S. should see it. Adults, too! Played
Wed., Thurs.—S. T. Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flo-

maton, Ala. Pop. 1,456.

Hercules Unchained (WB)—Steve Reeves, Sylvia
Koscina, Primo Carnero. The kids liked it, but
made fun of the dubbing. It's too bad we can't
have more American-made movies of this type.
They would be 50 per cent better productions, even
our color is better, so let's go, Hollywood! Played
Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold, snow.—‘Mel Kruse, Pierce
Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

Ice Palace (WB)—Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,
Martha Hyer, Carolyn Jones. Good picture all the
way. Beautiful scenery. Was rather long and running
time could have been cut at least 20 minutes. Busi-
ness just fair. Different title might have helped the
gross. Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Good.

—

Mel Danner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop.
2,018.

Rio Bravo (WB)—John Wayne, Dean Martin, Ricky
Nelson, Angie Dickinson. Excellent western. Fine
acting, story and color. Superb in every way (at the
boxoffice, too). Played five days.—-B. L. Brown jr.,

asst, mgr., Arcade Theatre, Sandersville, Ga. Pop.
5,424.

MISCELLANEOUS
Holiday Island (Brandon)—Vittorio de Sica, Isabelle

Cory, Nadia Gray. This is a very entertaining show
from Italy. There are five or six different stories
molded together along with incredibly beautiful
scenery in color. You're missing something real hot if

you don't play this. Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather:
Fine.—Paul Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard,
N. B. Pop. 2,150.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

Breathless A Drama

Films-Around-the-World Rel. March '61

89 Minutes

A startling, sordid and extremely sexy
Frendh-language drama in the "New Wave"
genre, this Georges de Beauregarde produc-
tion, which has already been acclaimed in

Paris, should be another sensation in the

U. S. art houses, just as was "And God
Created Woman" in 1958 and "The Lovers”
in 1959-60. Because of its lengthy bedroom
sequence and generally low moral tone, it's

strictly adult fare. Brilliantly directed by
Jean-Luc Godard, from his own screenplay
and an original story by Francois "The 400

Blows" Truffaut, the picture creates two new
stars, the attractive, surly newcomer, Jean-
Paul Belmondo, and the pertly attractive Jean
Seberg, who has done nothing of distinc-

tion since her "Saint Joan" fiasco of 1957,

both of whom contribute vivid portrayals and
practically carry the picture. Godard, who had
previously directed only short subjects, won
two directorial awards for this first feature,

another selling angle for class patrons and
the avant-garde set, who will flock to this

picture. The cinematography of Raoul Cout-
ard, who used a hand camera strapped to

his wrist to create unusual angles, is especial-

ly noteworthy. The story deals with an ar-

rogant young Frenchman, who steals a car,

shoots a policeman, preys on women and has
an affair with an American girl who works
for the Paris Herald Tribune. When the police

finally shoot him down, he dies calling the

girl a vile name—but as a term of endear-
ment. It's not a pretty theme, but a powerful
one.

Jean Seberg, Jean-Paul Belmondo, Henri-

Jacques Huet, Lilliane David.

Modigliani of Ratio: Melodra" :i

Montparnasse A 1.85-1

Continental Distributing Rel. Feb. '61

110 Minutes

A strictly adult, brooding tragedy of artist

Modigliani's life in post-World War I Paris,

this is one of the few remaining as-yet un-
released imports starring Gerard Philipe, one
of France's most distinguished actors, who
died about a year ago. He provides an
anticipatedly strong portrayal of the doomed-
to-die-in-unhappy circumstances Modigliani,

who moves from mistress to mistress, while
apparently groping for stature-and-stimula-
tion in his given field. Mistress Lilli Palmer is

thrown over for younger Anouk Aimee, and
when the latter's irate dad is outraged at

the artist's conduct, Philipe has to cast about
for other companionship. Eventually, the

lovers are reunited on the Riviera, enjoy a
comparatively brief idyll, and then it's back to

Paris, where Philipe continues unrecognized.
At the fadeout, just when Philipe seems on the

threshold of acclaim and fame, he collapses.

An unscrupulous art dealer buys destined-
to-become masterpieces from Anouk Aimee
without letting her know that Philipe is dead.
The Franco London Film S.A. -Paris and Astra-
Pallavicini-Rome coproduction was compactly
directed by Jacques Becker. French dialog is

accompanied by English titles. Don't bother
recommending this to the younger set.

Gerard Philipe, Lilli Palmer, Gerard Sety,

Lea Padovani, Anouk Aimee.
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Opinions on Current Productions
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see reverse side.

Don Quixote p Ratio:
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in (

Classic Drama
t-.vu-j. ©MGM ( ) no Minutes Re l.

Without question the finest and most readily salable toAmerican audiences of the seven Soviet pictures released in

USSR
S

.,

un
T

der
..,

thls
„
country's exchange agreement with a

' a
feUS.S.R this Lenfilm Stuaios production is strong art house q pafare which can later play many regular situations, especially
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Sta
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ho scored a triumph in the memorable "Ivanthe Terrible, recently shown in the U. S„ as the gaunt

Sarfcho
e
p
mnt

' c2d
,

Yuri Tolubeyev, as his comic squire

mos^ of L
Pr°duc

.

er-director Grigory Kozintsev retainsmost of the comedy-adventure highlights of Cervantes sa-

hTadaT
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?,
lud
^g

Don Quixote's battle with the winekegsL i k ce
K
llar

' hls terrifying encounter with the windmillsand his touching scene before a mock coffin, which turns outLi p
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,

trld by the Spanish c°urtiers, as well as
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h
R
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voioiL
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ub
^
mg 13 excellent with Arnold Diamond's gentle

Crowf
P^

fectly suited to Don Quixote and Howard MarionCrawfords rowdy tones for Sancho Panza. Camera workcostumes and supporting players are all top-drawer.
Nikolai Cherkassov, Yuri Tolubeyev, S. Birman V
Freindlich, L. Vertinskaya, L. Kasyanova T. Agamirova.

p Ratio:
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Outdoor Drama
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Wings of Chance
Umv.-Int'I ( ) 76 Minutes Rel. March '61

Entirely produced in Canada, with fine Eastman Color
e

.

nhancl
.

ng the beauty of the largely outdoorsshots of mountains, forests and lakes, this Larry Matanskv

fv°
d
Th
C
e°7fi

W1
' ^

ake Q pleasing supporting dualer general
ly. The 76-minute running time is just right for second

an UA's
S

^pS J

D
am%Brorn ' now making ! film comeback

t n UAs Police Dog Story and Five Guns to Tombstone")after playing the male lead in the popular TV series "Adventures of Rin Tin Tin," will be a good selling ncLe for'the youngsters and action fans while Frances Rafferty who
aride, will also be familiar to the TV addicts The other *-
p ayers, including Patrick Whyte, who also wrote' the screen-

1'^
play, are probably Canadians who do well enough in the°~°
mifnl FS dir®cted by Edward Dew, the film dealsmainly with the rivalry of two Canadian bush pilots for theove o an attractive hostess at a mountain lodge When one
F b

.

P
r°!f if

rash
u
ands and the Canadian Air Force is unable to find him there is a fair amount of suspense His res

James Brown, Frances Rafferty, Richard Tretter, Patrick
Whyte.

Prisoners of the Congo JT
1 Ratio: Adventure Drama

Atlantis Films, Inc. 90 Minutes
1851

Rel. Feb. '61
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!
in
J
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J
e mcrking location in Africa, this bearsthe stamp of a dedicated man, producer-director Willv-ho roamed .he Dart Co.d.Jl.SStSS
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Georges Marchal Francoise Rasquin, Andre ClaveauNadine Alan, Zola, J. P. Kerien, Ituru.

r Sal.
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Ever since King Kong" set a motion picture business mile-stone by pushing over Gotham skyscrapers, films about
super-sized simians if they were at all meritorious, havebeen sure-fire boxoffice winners. This entry in the gargan-tuan gorilla sweepstakes is more than meritorious—for apicture of its type it is downright superior—and there is no” ^

hy 1{ s
,

hou
,

ld not leave in bs actionful wake amemorable record of house-and-cash-drawer cramming rec-ords. The following was made in England—more than a
year was devoted to its manufacture—by Herman Cohen

LarS
!

h® 01:561 ° f hls Herman Cohen Productions. Hisproduchonal accoutrements eschew the mechanical in favor
of trick photography and special effects. Such modus oper-and was more time-consuming and costly, but the additionalexpenditures reflect themselves in the finished product—hs spectacle, tempo and its abundant capacity to delive-
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e
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9
universally praise-worthy. Cohen collaborated with Aben Kandel on the script.

Michael Gough, Margo Johns, Jess Conrad, Claire
Gordon, Austin Trevor, Jack Watson, George Pastell.

Frontier Uprising Ratio: Outdoor Drama

United Artists (6103) 68 Minutes Rel. Mar. '61

of tbe ^w companies left that consistently turns out

in LydaY'LW budget J™-8
-
Zenith Pictures has nothing newm this outdoor entry, but it should score sufficiently in themarket for which it is aimed. The picture has plenty of ac-hon, a pleasant note of romance and satisfactory perform-ances throughout The storyline, scripted by Owen Harrisrom a story by George Bruce, is solid enough and mamtains interest. Its mam appeal will undoubtedly be to young-sters and to avid western or outdoor fans, though it stillhas enough strength to attract general film fans. Since it is
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1S Str°ng in his role 0,1(1 Nancy Hadlev
is pretty as the feminine interest. Robert E. Kent producedand Edward L. Cohn directed.

proaucea

James Davis, Nancy Hadley, Ken Mayer, Nestor Paiva,
Don O'Kelly, Stuart Randall, David Renard.
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Five Guns to Tombstone F
United Artists (6102) 71 Minutes

As routine tales of the old west go, this one may get by° supporting dualer in neighborhood spots, especially
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nightly on TV screens—and forfree. Produced by Robert E. Kent for Zenith Productions, anddirected by Edward L. Cahn, from a screenplay by RichardSchayer and Jack De Witt, "Five Guns" is a modest budaetproduction from start to finish, with even the extras in the bigtage robbery chmax held to a minimum. Showmen will have^vantage of every exploitation angle that can be
nL

°r pro
T

ductlve merchandising. Topliner James Brownperforms capably as the reformed gunman, ably supported
F^°r
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hn Wilder as his naive, clean-cL nephew

theL^ QK
7 aS the bad man bent on destroying both o'

AAr
1

!

6 0 Sharman supplies what romantic interest there
,

llvens UP fee fare with her blonde good looks Thereis shooting aplenty in the final scenes, but little else tomerit more than average boxoffice draw.

James Brown, John Wilder, Walter Coy, Robert Karnes
Joe Haworth, Quent Sandergaard, Della Sharman.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploitips; Adlines for Newspaper and Programs

THE STORY: "Konga" (AIP)

Michael Gough, a botany professor, is plane wrecked in a
remote African jungle. He spends a year there studying
cgrniverous plants and learning secrets of witch doctors. He
returns to London with a pet chimpanzee and a theory that .

a serum brewed from the plant leaves can speed the growth hts (

of animals. His experiments prove successful and he builds f °' F

the chimp into a gorilla, who, at his bidding, commits three
murders. Then his confidant and paramour becomes jealous
when he shows interest in a young woman. Vengeance
bent, she gives the gorilla one shot too many, turning him
into a colossal monster which is ultimately brought down
by the police, but not until he has killed the mad scientist

and his accomplice.

EXPLOITIPS:
Set up a lobby display of super-sized monsters of the past—King Kong, Giant Leedhes, etc.—using stills from movies

obtained from various studios. Lobby may be dressed with
palms and jungle paraphernalia; if possible borrow chimp
or monkey from local zoos for display at certain perform-
ances. Ask scientist organizations to a special preview.

CATCHLINES:
The Mightest Gargantuan Killer of Them All! ... A Chim-

panzee Turned Into a Murdering Gorilla Before Your Very
Eyes! . . . First King Kong—Now Konga!

THE STORY: "Don Quixote" (MGM)

In the 17th Century, when the age of knights and chivalry

has long since passed, Don Quixote leaves his little Spanish
village, accompanied by his squire, Sancho Panza, hoping
to champion the oppressed and take part in heroic exploits,

ophia His fame reaches the Duke, where the bored courtiers hope
•ou r to get some amusement from the tired old knight and play a

cruel joke on him. At the same time, they fool Sancho Panza
into thinking he has been made governor of another town.
When Don Quixote and Sancho are reunited, they tame a
lion, get mixed up with windmills and fight a black knight

but, in the end, Don Quixote is worn out and near death.

EXPLOITIPS:
The title is known to all students, who should be en-

couraged to attend by the theatre owner's offer of discount

tickets for morning or afternoon performances under the

guidance of teachers or instructors. Bookshops will cooper-

ate with window displays of the Cervantes classic. A suit of

armor in the lobby will attract attention.

CATCHLINES:
The Classic Tale of the Noble Knight Who Longed for

Extraordinary Adventures and Heroic Exploits . . . Nikolai

Cherkassov, Star of "Ivan the Terrible," in Another Classic

Adventure Film . . . Don Quixote, Whose Heart Is Bursting

With the Desire to Champion the Weak and the Oppressed.

THE STORY: "Frontier Uprising" (UA)

Having lost all their skins in an Indian attack, Jim Davis
and his two pals agree to become frontier scouts for a
wagon train of California-bound settlers. They are safe as
long as a detail of soldiers accompanies them. However,
when they leave for Oregon at the California border, the In-

dians, who have become allies of the Spanish in a war
against the white men, begin to attack. Davis goes after the
army and they return, eventually going on to Fort Monterey,
where they learn that the Indians are stronger and are
planning to take the Fort, which would mean control of

California. Davis quickly decides to blow up the fort, wreck-
ing the attack and opening the Indians to greater and more
successful attack from the army.

(-IN
EXPLOITIPS: V,.

Have local Scoutmasters demonstrate scouting tactics and
skills to Boy Scout groups. Have an "Observation Test," in

which kids study local store windows and compete to re-

member what they saw.

CATCHLINES:

Follow the Trail to the ''Frontier Uprising" . . . Attack . . .

Let Each Warrior Take One Hundred Scalps! . . . The Bloody
Path on the Trail to California.

THE STORY: "Wings of Chance" (U-I)

James Brown and Richard Tretter, Canadian bush pilots,

have equal interests in a small flying business and in

Frances Rafferty, whom each hopes to marry. When Brown
goes to the mountain lodge where Frances works, Tretter

flies there in a jealous rage and lands on a lake in violation

of air regulations. While Tretter is held by the Canadian
Mounted Police, Brown is forced to fly his plane without the

usual daily mechanical checkup and is forced off his route

and crash lands in the bush. The Canadian Air Force is

unable to find him and Brown barely manages to keep alive.

He befriends a family of geese, bands them before they fly /

south for the winter and hopes for the best. One of the (

geese is shot down, Brown's location is discovered and he
tiq is rescued in a state of collapse—but is nursed back to

1

_ health by Frances.

EXPLOITIPS:

Make a tieup with a travel bureau or airlines office for

window displays of posters of the Canadian lakes country

—

with copy for the picture. James Brown was the male star of

the popular TV series, "Adventures of Rin Tin Tin."

CATCHLINES:
Partners on the Job But Rivals for the Love of a Beautiful

Girl . . . James Brown, Star of TV's “Adventures of Rin Tin

Tin," in an Exciting Tale of Canada's Bush Pilots.

THE STORY: "Five Guns to Tombstone" (UA)
Badman Robert Karnes escapes from prison to persuade

brother James Brown, reformed gunslinger, to participate in
a stage coach holdup. When Brown refuses, Karnes frames
him into riding off with the gang. Attempting to escape,
Brown accidentally kills his brother, but Karnes' son believes
it's murder. Brown explains the situation to the town sheriff
and they plot to have him return to the gang, pretend to help
stage the holdup and get evidence to hang the badmen.
Meanwhile the boy joins the outlaws, seeking revenge on
Brown. Eventually, a double-double cross develops in which
Brown is able to thwart the stagecoach robbery with the
lad's help, and at the end both turn the crooks over to the
posse and Brown returns to peaceful cattle-raising and
marriage to his pretty fiance, Della Sharman.
EXPLOITIPS:

Plant five cardboard guns under seats in theatre, giving
prizes to lucky ‘finders." Display five different guns of the
old west period in lobby or foyer . . . use models or borrow
from sporting goods store. Dress usher in cowboy costume
wearing sign reading "I Am One of Five Gunslingers; See
Us All in 'Five Guns to Tombstone' Now at the Bijou Thea-
tre."

CATCHLINES: xLl
Gun Down the Killers! . . . The Bloody Day Tombstone (don)

Got Its Name! . . . Killer Outlaws Hungry for Gold ... ' :

Hell Comes to Arizona!

THE STORY: "Prisoners of the Congo" (Atlantis Films)

An airliner flying in the Congo crashes in deep jungle;

the five survivors include hunting guide Georges Marchal,

a regional governor's spoiled daughter, Francoise Rasquin;

egotistical singing star Andre Claveau; business tycoon Zola;

and social worker Nadine Alari, the latter seriously injured.

They trek wearily through the jungle in search of a native

village. The association is far from harmonious—Marchal
and Claveau heartily detest each other; Miss Rasquin has
difficulty in accepting Marchal's enforced discipline; Miss
Alari, in great pain, is carried on a stretcher. She attempts
to kill herself. After many harrowing experiences, they are

rescued by a band of pygmies, who bring them to the camp
of half-crazed diamond prospector J. P. Kerien. Love blossoms
for Marchal and Miss Rasquin.

EXPLOITIPS:
This was filmed in Eastman Color and somberly captures

the terrors of enforced isolation from civilian surroundings.
Tie up with museums, libraries and the like for lobby and
foyer displays of suitable objects d'art. .

CATCHLINES:
The Boldest Adventure of Them All! . . . They Dared

o de Challenge the Terrifying Dark Hell of the Congo! . . . Savage
Violence Behind the Congo Curtain! . . . Love . . . Measured
in Moments!
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RATES: 15c per word, minimum $1.50, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions for price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
° answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. • CLEMHII6 HOUSE

HELP WANTED
Exceptional employment opportunities

for Drive-In and Walk-In Theatre Man-
agers in Southern California. Large cir-

cuit offers ideal working conditions and
liberal medical, hospitalization and life

insurance coverage, plus an excellent
retirement plan. If you should vacation
in California, contact Jim Barka for a
personal interview, Pacific Drive-In The-
atres Corp., 141 South Robertson Blvd.,

Los Angeles 48, California. All inquiries
will be held strictly confidential.

Employee Wanted: Young, age 20-26,

ambitious, enthusiastic male who is inter-

ested in a future in theatre business. Pay
based on ability cfnd results. Boxoffice
9232.

Wanted: Confident middle aged experi-
enced theatre manager. Must have good
references. Either seasonal or year around
applications considered. Boxoffice 9233.

Experienced projectionist and assistant
manager, $300 month. Silver Sky-Vue, Sil-

ver City, New Mexico.

City manager for key midwestern town,
with progressive independent circuit. Top
salary plus bonus and all benefits. All
replies confidential. Boxoffice, 9249.

Wanted: Theatre man to act as drive-
in manager and handle promotion and ex-
ploitation for small Eastern circuit. Please
give age, experience and all other pertin-
ent facts in letter. Boxoffice, 9243.

POSITIONS WANTED
Experienced projectionist thoroughly ex-

perienced all make of equipment. Now
available. Go anywhere. Boxoffice 9228.

Manager: Mature, executive ability,
neat, aggressive. Advertising, exploita-
tion, publicity minded. Boxoffice 9235.

Projectionist, 14 years experience, sober,
reliable, good references. Boxoffice 9239.

Manager: Experienced, conventional
first-run drive-in, family man, age 43.

Boxoffice 9237.

Experienced: Now sales manager in For-
eign and Art films. Formerly sales repre-
sentative for major distributor. Positive
attitude and enthusiasm. Age 30. Desire
San Francisco area. Boxoffice, 9242.

Presently employed as general manager
and film buyer for small circuit of con-
ventional and drive-in theatres. Excellent
references. What have you to offer? Box-
office, 9244.

College student desires summer position
Os projectionist (non-union) or assistant
manager or combination. Prefers drive-in.
Will go anywhere. Doug McLuen, Anita,
Iowa.

Manager: De luxe first run. 23 years ex-
perience. Outstanding in advertising, ex-
ploitation. Best references. Desires per-
manent position with future. Boxoffice,
9246.

S.O.S, Theatre and apartment lost in

fire, no insurance. Please help us. Ten
years experience in all phases. Middle
aged couple. Wife an accountant. Box-
office, 9247.

INTERMISSION TAPES
Pre-Show and Intermission Programs for

Drive-Ins. No more tape troubles . . .

use disc customized programs . . . same
price as our superb tapes on HiFi LP
records. Guaranteed to sell. Write for
free sample disc. Commercial Sound Ser-
vice, P. O. Box 5, Sulphur Springs,
Texas.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Used butter dispenser. Send details re-

garding age, use, etc. Box 271, Brown-
field, Texas.

Wanted: Used slide machine. Regent,
Wellington, Kansas.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Drive-In Equipment: Simplex, RCA,

'Scope. Box 44, Ada, Ohio.

200 Bernzomatic In-Car Gas Heaters.
Slightly used. Save one-half. Boxoffice,
9248.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
Will have available between March 1st

and April 15, complete booth equipment,
including 3-D, CinemaScope and 35mm;
4 channel stereophonic sound. Generator
95-190 amp, 20 H. P.; etc. Also 942 Kroeh-
ler pushback chairs. Mid-States Theatres,
602 Walnut Street, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

Sacrifice: Complete equipment Cowboy
Drive-In, Fabens, Texas, or will transfer
ground lease and sell as a going busi-
ness. Fred Tockle, 4228 Darwood, El Paso,
Texas. Phone KEystone 2-1004.

SENSATIONAL SAVINGS! Imperial 65/
130 generator, complete, reconditioned
$350; RCA PG-134 sound-system, complete,
rebuilt, only $575; Griswold splicers, new,
$19.95; Simplex portable projectors, arc
lamphouses, complete to operate, heavy
pedestals, rebuilt $1295. Star Cinema Sup-
ply, 621 West 55th Street, New York 19.

WORTH MORE IN PARTS: 1KW Arc-
lamps, Brenkert, Simplex, Strong, $69.50;
Morelite, Forest, Ballantyne 65 amp.,
$49.50. Some have reflectors. Complete
booth outfits, projection and sound, from
$895. Good serviceable condition. S.O.S.,
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.

Drive-In Theatre projection equipment,
concession, marquee, screen, speakers,
CinemaScope lens, etc. First $5,000 takes
all. Box 215, Lynchburg, Virginia.

For Sale: Complete theatre equipment,
to be dismantled and moved. 500 seats,
2 super-Simplex projectors, Strong hi-
intensity lamps, and rectifiers, furnishings.
Ritz Theatre, Cheboygan, Michigan.

Simplex booth equipment and Walker
wide screen for sale. Edith Major, Main-
street Theatre, Paris, Mo.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
LENS: Complete stock of brand new lens

in sizes 2yt
"

thru 9". Large discounts on
Kollmorgen, Projection Optics, Bausch &
Lomb, General Scientific. Also good selec-
tion of used lens. Southeastern Theatre
Equipment Co., 203 Luckie St. N.W., At-
lanta, Ga.

WAGNER, ADLER. BEVELITE BLACK or
RED, replacement Marquee Letters, 4 "

—

40c; 8"—60c; 10"—75c; 12"—$1.00; 14"—
$1.50; 16"—$1.75; 17"—$2.00; 24—$3.00
(10 per cent discount 100 letters or over
$60.00 list). S.O.S.

, 602 W. 52nd Street,
New York 19.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action! $4.50M cards. Other

games available, on, off screen. Novelty
Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 346 West 44th St., New York
36. N. Y.

Midget Bibles. $50/thousand. 1x1%”,
224 pages. Samples, prices 10c. Johnson-
Smith. D-951, Detroit 7.

Comic Books . . . Toys . . . Novelties
. . . Free catalog. Hecht Mfg., 184 W.
Merrick Road, Merrick, N. Y.

STILL DOUBLING ATTENDANCE: with
STOOGE rings . . . other types also avail-
able. Write Box 248, Pulaski, Wisconsin.

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING
IF YOU OWN A COPY of Trout's Sound
and Projection Servicing Manual. In-
structions on servicing leading makes of
equipment . . . trouble-shooting charts,
basic schematics; tables on rest-
ances, voltages; data on lenses, lamps,
projectors, screens, sound, etc. Simpli-
fied . . . authentic. Additional Service
Sheets for 1961 to subscribers free. Data
on 35-70mm equipment. Price: $6 copy;
Cash or P.O. Order ... no CODs.
(Loose-leaf binder free) . . . Wesley
Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid, Oklahoma.

THEATRES FOR SALE
West Coast theatres for sale. Write for

list. Theatre Excnange Company, 260
Kearny Street. San Francisco 8. California.

For Sale or Lease: Johnston Theatre,
Johnston, South Carolina, 400 seater, only
theatre in county, excellent family op-
portunity, reason sale, illness. Air-condi-
tioned, CinemaScope and widescreen.
H. B. Ram, Aiken, S. C.

For Sale: 400-car drive-in between Glas-
gow, Montana, and airbase with 6500
troops six miles each way. Complete con-
crete screen, new Ballantyne equipment.
Partners disagree. Fastest growing town
in northwest U.S. Ed McKenzie, Box 1127,
Whitefish, Montana .

Consistent profit making theatre, stable
rural town, Eastern Oklahoma. No com-
petition, will pay off total price in four
years. Five thousand cash required. 350
seats, good equipment, fireproof building
and apartment. My age requires retiring.
Box 174, Chelsea, Oklahoma.

Completely remodeled — 500-seat, air-
conditioned theatre. New XL booth, XL
sound, new wide screen, new drapes, car-
pets, etc. Lease building plus 436-car
drive-in with new wide screen. 1st run.
Jacksonville, Arkansas. 15,000 population
home of the Little Rock Air Force Base,
new 80-million-dollar missile center and
industrial area. $15,000, with terms. Bart
Gray Realty Company, Jacksonville, Ar-
konsas. Phone YU 2-2219.

For Sale: Theatre, Tuskegee, Ala 750
seats, fully equipped, modern building.
Selling price less than $20,000. Fred T.
McLendon, Union Springs, Ala.

Theatre For Sale: South Western Ne-
braska, county seat, large brick building.
Air-conditioned, seating 500, excellent
family opportunity. Additional rentals from
office and apartments. Box 352, Grant,
Nebraska.

For Sale to Settle Estate: Klamath The-
atre, 325 seats. Nearest competition 20
miles. Excellent family opportunity. Write
Klamath Theatre, Klamath, California.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
Leaze: 450-seat theatre, trade area over

3,000, fully equipped, operating part-time,
South Texas. Boxoffice 9234.

For Sale or Lease (option to buy) profit-
able small town theatre in central Wiscon-
sin. Worth investigating. Boxoffice 9240.

460-seat, University town, excellent Art
type theatre. Write Warren Theatres, Inc.
POB 1101, Missoula, Montana.
For Lease: Reasonable, 200-car drive-in

theatre in Northern Colorado. A pleasant
way to spend the summer months. Box-
office, 9245.

For Sale or Lease: Andrews Theatre,
Andrews, S. C. 550 seats, fully equipped,
brick building, thriving manufacturing
and farming area. Excellent family opera-
tion. Full particulars, contact Morris L.
Abrcfms, Palace Theatre, Georgetown,

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted: To buy or lease drive-in the-

atres, 500-car capacity or larger. Boxoffice
9238.

FILMS WANTED
16mm & 35mm! United States, foreign

distribution. Cavalcade Enterprises, Box
1265, Coral Gables, Florida.

MISCELLANEOUS
Paris: Rent your mailing, receiving for-

warding address, telephone answering for
business-personal unlimited service. Em-
saservice, 91 Faubourg, St. Denis, Paris,
France.

THEATRE TICKETS
Prompt Service. Special printed roll tick-

ets. 100,000, $37.95; 10,000, $12.75; 2,000,
$5.95. Each change in admission price,
including change in color, $4.25 extra.
Double numbering extra. F.O.B. Kansas
City, Mo. Cash with order. Kansas City
Ticket Co., Dept. 11, 109 W. 8th Street,
Kansas City 8, Mo.

THEATRE SEATING
Good used late model chairs available,

rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices Parts for all makes of chairs.

Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c

ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

Chairs rebuilt in your theatre, re-spac-

ing, sewed covers. Arthur Judge, 2100 E.

Newton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

Artificial Leather. Latest Vinyl Uphol-
stery: All colors, $1.25 per yd.. 211 yds.
covers 60 seats. Write for samples. Com-
mercialeather, 116 Merrimac St., Boston.

300 Bodiform. 800 Pushback, Idealint,

Plywood chairs. Box 1734, Dallas.

For Sale Cheap: 500 upholstered Inter-

national chairs in excellent condition,
aud. lift. B. W. Clark, Box 365, Grayson,
Kentucky. Phone GR 4-4451.

POPCORN MACHINES
Popcorn machines, all makes. Complete

new popping units, $185.00 ex. Replace-
ment kettles, all machines. 120 So. Hoi-
sted, Chicago, 111.

For Sale: Manley Vista-Pop popcorn ma-
chine, 1959 model 104, used very little.

Tastee-Freeze, 31st and Monroe, Kansas
City, Mo. Phone WA 1-2525.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIGGER POPCORN PROFITS with all

new Tender-Vender, now re-designed to

even finer operations and results. Nothing
to corrode, rust or peel. Warms, tender-

izes ana dispenses crisp, hot, delicious
popcorn. Shipped assembled; easy to

move; capacities right for any location
Write for facts. TENDER-VENDER POP-
CORN SERVICE CO., Popcorn Building,
Nashville, Tennessee.

Handy Subscription

Order Form
BOXOFFICE:
825 Van Brunt Blvd.,

Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to

BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year

(13 of which contain The MODERN
THEATRE Section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR

$5.00 FOR 2 YEARS

$7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed

Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET

TOWN STATE . .

NAME

POSITION
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AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

sa
from

ational Screen ERVICE

Under the terms of a “Consent Decree’’ which was filed with

the U.S. District Court on March 29, 1957, ALL POSTER
RENTERS were free to negotiate with the various motion pic-

ture distributors for non-exclusive licenses to manufacture and

distribute accessories for their motion pictures in the same man-

ner as we do. At the same time, National Screen Service pledged

itself to continue to serve Poster Renters with our accessories

for ONE YEAR from the date of the decree.

While the business climate permitted, we voluntarily continued

to serve them... long after the expiration of our one year pledge.

However, with a continued decline in income due to theatre clos-

ings and other industry conditions, we can no longer afford the

luxury of this practice.

Consequently, on February 15, 1961, we directed a letter to Poster

Renters, advising them that, effective May 16, 1961, we shall dis-

continue making our accessories available to them... thus giving

them ninety days in which to make other plans. From that date

forward, National Screen Service will make the accessories they

manufacture available DIRECTLY TO EXHIBITORS ONLY

!

It should be obvious that our continuing to make our accessories

available to competing Poster Renters for approximately three

years after the expiration of our one year pledge, constituted

a costly sacrifice to us.

S’

President
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"BEN-HUR’ (Camera 65— Technicolor)

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents William Wyler’s production of “BEN-HUR” starring CHARLTON HESTON • JACK HAWKINS • Haya Harareet • Stephen
Boyd • Hugh Griffith • Martha Scott • with Cathy O’Donnell • Sam Jaffe • Screen Play by Karl Tunberg • Music by Miklos Rozsa • Produced by Sam Zimbalist.

M-G-M . . . EVEN GREATER IN

"GO NAKED IN THE WORLD”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA • ANTHONY
FRANCIOSA • ERNEST BORGNINE in An Areola Production “GO
NAKED IN THE WORLD” with Luana Patten • Will Kuluva • Philip Ober
John Kellogg • Nancy R. Pollock • Tracey Roberts • Screen Play by Ranald
MacDougall • Based on the Book by Tom T. Chamales • Directed by

Ranald MacDougall • Produced by Aaron Rosenberg.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents David O. Selznick's Production of

Margaret Mitchell’s Story of the Old South "GONE WITH THE
WIND” starring CLARK GABLE • VIVIEN LEIGH • LESLIE
HOWARD • OLIVIA deHAVILLAND • A Selznick International

Picture • Screen Play by Sidney Howard • Music by Max Steiner

Directed by Victor Fleming

"THE SECRET PARTNER”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents STEWART GRANGER
HAYA HARAREET in “THE SECRET PARTNER” with
Bernard Lee • Screen Play by David Pursall and Jack Seddon
Directed by Basil Dearden • Produced by Michael Relph.

Continuing its success story with current

and coming attractions like these!

...and this is

only the
beginning!

THE
SPINSTER”

(CinemaScope— Metrocolor)

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pre-

sents SHIRLEY MacLAINE
LAURENCE HARVEY
JACK HAWKINS in A
Julian Blaustein Production

“SPINSTER” with Nobu
McCarthy • Screen Play by
Ben Maddow • Based on the

Novel by Sylvia Ashton-
Warner • Directed by

Charles Walters.

"GORGO ( Technicolor ')

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents “GORGO" star-

ring Bill Travers • William Sylvester • Vincent

Winter • Bruce Seton • Joseph O'Conor • Martin

Benson • Barry Keegan • Dervis Ward • Christopher

Rhodes • Screen Play by John Loring and Daniel

Hyatt • Directed by Eugene Lourie • Executive

Producers Frank King and Maurice King.
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"MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY”
(Camera 65— Melrocolor

)

' letro-Goldwy n-Mayer presents MARLON BRANDO
[I REVOR HOWARD in an Areola production “MUTINY ON
jl HE BOUNTY” with Hugh Griffith • Tim Sealy • Keith McCon-
P >11 • Based on trilogy of novels (Men Against The Sea; Mutiny
i 1 the Bounty; Pitcairn Island) by Charles Nordhoff and James

I' orman Hall • Screen Play by Eric Ambler • Produced by Aaron
Rosenberg • Directed by Sir Carol Reed.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents Edna Ferber’s “CIMARRON” starring GLENN FORD • MARIA
SCHELL • ANNE BAXTER • ARTHUR O’CONNELL • Russ Tamblyn • Mercedes McCambridge
co-starring Vic Morrow • Robert Keith • Charles McGraw • with Henry (Harry) Morgan • David
Opatoshu • Aline MacMahon • Lili Darvas • Edgar Buchanan • Screen Play by Arnold Schulman
Based on the Novel by Edna Ferber • Directed by Anthony Mann • Produced by Edmund Grainger

"FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE”
(
CinemaScope—Metrocolor )

• Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents a Julian Blaustein pro-

duction “THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE” starring GLENN
FORD • INGRID THULIN • CHARLES BOYER • PAUL HENREID
PAUL LUKAS • YVETTE MIMIEUX • LEE J. COBB • Based on the Novel by
Blasco Vincente Ibanez * Screen Play by Robert Ardrey • Produced by Julian

Blaustein • Directed by Vincente Minnelli.

"KINO OF KINGS”( Technicolor )

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents Samuel Bronston’s production “KING OF KINGS” co-starring Jeffrey
Hunter • Siobhan McKenna • Purd Hatfield • Ron Randell • Viveca Lindfors • Rita Gam * Carmen
Sevilla • Brigid Bazlen • Rip Tom •'lHarry Guardino • Frank Thring • Robert Ryan as John The Baptist

Screen Play by Philip Yordan • Directed by Nicholas Ray.
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FOR 1961 BOXOFFICE

• THE BIG SHOW (Color)

ESTHER WILLIAMS CLIFF ROBERTSON NEHEMIAH PERSOFF

ROBERT VAUGHN MARGIA DEAN DAVID NELSON

• THE CANADIANS (Color)

ROBERT RYAN JOHN DEHNER TERESA STRATAS

(20th CENTURY-FOX PRODUCTIONS, LTD.)

• THE LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME (Color)

JIMMIE RODGERS LUANA PATTEN CHILL WILLS

LINDA HUTCHINGS ROBERT DIX

• IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS (Color)

JAYNE MANSFIELD TRAX COLTON NICO MINARDOS

• BATTLE AT BLOODY BEACH
AUDIE MURPHY GARY CROSBY DOLORES MICHAELS

• DESIRE IN THE DUST

• TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY (Color)

• FRECKLES (Color)

• HIGH-POWERED RIFLE

• THE LONG ROPE

• SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF (Color)

• WALK TALL (Color)

• SQUAD CAR

In Preparation

• THE TEDDY BEARS • CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI

• 20,000 EYES • THE SILENT CALL

ROBERT L. LIPPERT
Executive Producer

ALL PRODUCTIONS RELEASED BY 20TH CENTURY-FOX

BAROMETER Section



By AL STEEN

OU’VE heard about Monday morn-
ing quarterbacks—the football

enthusiasts who gather around on
Mondays to discuss the previous Satur-
day’s grid games and toss out their

opinions as to how the plays should
have been called. But you don’t hear
much about Friday morning quarter-

backs for obvious reasons.

DIFFICULT YEAR TO FORECAST
As a Monday morning quarterback

for the film industry, it would be easy

to rake 1960 over the coals and point

out what was done and what should
have been done. But anybody who
thinks he can be a Friday morning
quarterback for the current year in

this business is more than a genius be-
cause 1961 shapes up as more of an
enigma than almost any year in recent
industry history.

Why? Well, let’s take a look at the
drawing board.

We can start off with pay television.

With Telemeter fairly well entrenched
in a Toronto suburb and the formation
of the British syndicate to launch the
medium in England, the company has
laid the groundwork for the U. S. debut
in Little Rock, Ark., and, at this writing,
negotiations have started with the
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. for
the use of its lines. And the Federal
Communications Commission has given
Zenith Radio Co. and RKO-General
the go-ahead signal for a test of their
Phonevision over-the-air system in

Hartford, Conn.

Meanwhile, exhibition, through the
Joint Committee Against Pay TV, has
started to bombard Congressmen with
pleas for support and for bills calling
for the outlawing of pay television of
any kind, whether by cable or by air.

BITTER LOBBYING MANEUVERS
What does this all add up to? A two-

prong drive by each faction for Con-
gressional and public favor and probably
one of the bitterest lobbying maneuvers
that Washington has seen in a long
time. Exhibition, through the Joint
Committee, has done a commendable
job, but, remember, the other side has
barely started yet. It has millions to
spend for lobbying and advertising its

story to the public. Neither side has the
advantage yet, despite 22,000,000 op-
ponents’ signatures. There can be no
Friday morning quarterbacking on this
all-important issue. And, if exhibitors
want to fight it and lick it, they are
going to have to carry the ball alone.
Distribution and production have too
much at stake to take sides.

How about censorship in 1961? Well,
that is an issue on which all segments
of the industry agree. It’s going to be a
tough fight, especially in view of the

U. S. Supreme Court’s decision in the

Chicago Times Film case. Prior to the

decision, only a handful of states of-

fered threats of possible censorship
legislation, but now, Chicago-type or-

dinances could mushroom. Exhibition

and the most ardent opponents of cen-
sorship among laymen appear to be of

the opinion that the only way to avoid
censorship is to remove the cause of its

necessity. And that is to lower the boom
on violence and sex in picture themes
plus a stricter adherence to the purposes
of the Production Code. It is a pretty

safe prediction that something along
those lines will be accomplished this

year. The trend will be to convince the

public and the legislators, state, city and
national, that the industry has become
conscious of the needs for firmer self-

regulation and that from now on,

censorship by law will be unnecessary.
That plan is in the formative stage. It

has a good chance of maturing in 1961

because, if it doesn’t, past censorship
laws will look tame in comparison.

BATTLE OF ALLIED FACTIONS
What’s with exhibitor organizations?

It would take more than an amateur
crystal ball-gazer or even a Saturday
morning quarterback to foresee the sit-

uation as it might be at the yearend.
We can eliminate Theatre Owners of

America in this commentary because
there appears to be no problem in that
camp. But the year started off with the
once all-powerful Allied States Ass’n
still hanging on the ropes, split by
rebels and loyalists. At press time, the

rebels were seeking to set up a new
organization, while the loyalists were
fighting to keep the association intact.

Will there be a third national exhibitor

association if the rebels carry out their

threat? Or would it be a regional organ-
ization as a starter? Both sides are
vulnerable to overtures from TOA but it

is doubtful if that organization would
make the first move, even though there
have been some underground rumblings
that something was cooking between
TOA and Allied and/or some of the

latter’s units. On the other hand, the

new Allied regime under Marshall Fine
and Milton London appears determined
to write a new chapter in Allied history

with constructive new policies.

The present status and future of the

American Congress of Exhibitors are

riddles at the moment. ACE has been a
target for criticism among some ex-
hibitors because of its apparent lack of

accomplishments. Many of its projects

were put aside in order to concentrate
on the establishment of a structure for

the financing, and possible production,
of motion pictures. S. H. Fabian, its

first chairman, retired from the post

after considerable work getting the plan
under way. The prospectus will go to

the SEC soon.

The question is whether ACE will

have the time and manpower to go
ahead with its other aims, such as trade

practices and amending the consent
decrees, after the production project has
been launched. With Sol Schwartz’s
resignation as president of RKO Thea-
tres to become an executive of Columbia
Pictures, he automatically abdicated his

role as ACE chairman, a post to which
he had been elected shortly before his

resignation. A successor had not been
selected at press time. It is true that if

ACE is successful in helping to relieve

the product shortage, it will have made
a big contribution. But it will have to

do more to justify its existence as a
service to exhibitors on other matters
and fulfill the purposes for which it

was founded. The industry is looking to

ACE for action this year.

WORK IS CUT OUT FOR COMPO
The Council of Motion Picture Organ-

izations has a busy year and its work
already is cut out for it. It will concern
itself with censorship, the wages and
hours legislation, press relations and
the so-called Ben Marcus business-

building plan among other projects.

This year will see the start of produc-
tion by Pathe-America, a TOA-spon-
sored project designed to place more
pictures on the market. The first pic-

ture, “The Deadly Companions,” already
is in work and more are to follow. Some
skeptics thought the plan never would
get off the ground, but in less than six

months after it first was discussed, the
cameras were rolling.

While Pathe-America’s contribution
might be considered only a drop in the
bucket, it could be a mighty big drop.
The Hollywood production forecast for

the year—from major companies, that
is—does not go beyond 175 pictures,

far less than theatre requirements.
There have been promises of more but
exhibitors have their doubts.

On the technical side, the only inno-
vation on the horizon is 20th Century-
Fox’s Grandeur 70 in which the com-
pany is releasing “The King and I.”

This improvement on the original

Grandeur process of 1929-30, plus the
development of wide-film, widescreen
in more recent years, could have an im-
pact and increase the number of thea-
tres now equipped for wide-film pres-
entations.

ALL OLD POTENTIALS PRESENT
This new year has all the potentials

of past years. It will only be a matter
of taking advantage of the potentials
and striving to stay on an even keel.

Most exhibitors are resigned to the fact

that they can’t keep the post- 1948 li-

braries away from television, a night-
marish thought a year ago.

Without being optimistic or pessi-

mistic, it stands to reason that this

new year will be exactly what exhibitors

make of it. They will stand or fall by
the opportunities offered. But, like

every year in this business, it will be
exciting.
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By IVAN SPEAR

W HEN, back in 1933, the late,

great Franklin D. Roosevelt as-

cended to the presidency of a

depressed United States, he assured a

frightened and harassed citizenry that

it had nothing to fear but fear itself.

A somewhat comparable admonition
might be directed at a slightly confused

motion picture industry as concerns its

1961 prospects, if—and it is a signifi-

cantly big IF—those who produce, dis-

tribute and exhibit film fare remember
and dedicate themselves anew to the

proposition that the theatrical screen

is still the backbone of the trade. Ob-
viously the immediate problem bearing

on this remembrance and dedication is

for the manufacturers of features to in-

tensify their efforts to supply the na-
tion’s movie theatres with material that

cannot be pirated or imitated by tele-

vision.

MANY FACTORS TO CONSIDER
There are so many factors that enter

into the makeup of the aforementioned

“if” that it renders more difficult than
usual the annual chore of trying to

prognosticate, with a reasonable degree

of accuracy, what is to be available by
way of product to run-o’-mill theatre

operators. One indication probably can
be embraced from scratch, namely, the

assumption that Hollywood will produce
few, if any, more pictures for conven-
tional distribution during 1961 than it

did in 1960. An entire article of this

type could be devoted to the wind-
straws—all of which have been pre-

viously reported—that justify such an
assumption.

A BREAK FOR EXHIBITORS
Despite which probable status quo of

film fabrication, theatre operators are

in line for at least one break. Many of

the most costly productions of the past

two—in some cases three—years should
be available for regular bookings and
runs during the year just getting un-
derway. These are the mastodons of

budgets and casts that spent varied
portions of 1960 and early 1961 as

roadshow attractions and, resultantly,

have been available to theatres in com-
paratively few cities. Many, if not all,

of them will hit the conventional ex-

hibition trail some time during 1961

and their universal availability could

well prove a substantial element in

alleviating the product shortage that

bedeviled many showmen during 1960.

Moreover, they are articles of proven

money-gamering potentialities, inten-

sively publicized and automatically on

the long-standing, must-see lists of mil-

lions of theatre patrons who, for geo-

graphical or economic limitations, were

unable to patronize them while they

were on two-a-day, metropolitan dis-

play. They include such titans of enter-

tainment as John Wayne’s “The Ala-

mo,” Otto Preminger’s “Exodus,” both

being distributed by United Artists;

George Sidney’s “Pepe,” which bears the

Columbia x-eleasing label; Dore Schax-y’s

“Sunrise at Campobello,” a Warner
Bros.’s picture; Kirk Douglas’ “Spar-

tacus,” being distxibuted by Universal-

International; and “Can-Can,” being

released by 20th Century-Fox. There is

even a possibility—pei-haps a remote

one— that Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer’s

mighty “Ben-Hur” may be available in

a few selected regular-run situations

ex-e ’61 comes to an end.

And to magnify the average exhibi-

tor’s good break is the certainty that

thei'e ai-e to be fewer roadshow attrac-

tions rolling off of Hollywood’s assembly

lines during 1961. Several blueprinted

pictures give every promise of being as

good and as big as some that wei’e given

the hard-ticket treatment, but the rash

of roadshows is undisputedly on the de-

cline. That’s probably because some

producers and distributors were finan-

cially damaged by their eagerness to

get aboard the reserved-seat, increased-

taxiffs bandwagon which was permitted

to roll at a precedential and overall-

revenue-threatening speed during 1960.

HARD-TICKET PICTURES
True, there will be some hard-ticket

entries in the 1961 pi’oduct lineup, but

they will be relatively limited. Candi-

dates for the exalted approach include

remakes by MGM of a pair of memor-
able and highly-profitable hit of yester-

year. They are “Mutiny on the Bounty”

and “Four Horsemen of the Apoca-

lypse.” The former will star Marlon

Brando, Trevor Howard and Hugh

Griffith, and is being produced by

Aaron Rosenberg in color and Ultra-

Panavision, directed by Sir Cai’ol Reed

and written by Eric Ambler and Charles

Lederer for the screen from the novel

by James Norman Hall and Charles

Nordhoff. “Horsemen,” in Cinemascope

and color, stars Glenn Ford, Ingrid

Thulin, Charles Boyer, Paul Lukas,

Yvette Mimieux and Paul Henreid.

Julian Blaustein will produce and Vin-

cente Minnelli direct from a scx-een-

play by Robert Ardrey and John Gay,

based on the famous classic by Vincent

Blasco Ibanez.

At Allied Artists there is much talk

about the possibility of having “El Cid”

debut on a roadshow basis. If this be-

comes an actuality, it will be the first

time that an AA picture will be so

gloxified; and it might be reported,

parenthetically, that AA will distribute

“El Cid” only in the Western Hemis-
phei-e. It was produced in Spain by

Samuel Bi'onston for his own produc-

tion company, starring Charlton Hes-

ton, Sophia Loren and helmed by

Anthony Mann. Photographed in Tech-

nicolor and Super Technirama 70, the

screenplay was penned by Philip Yor-

dan.

OTHER HARD-TICKET ENTRIES

Other forthcoming features that

might conceivably be slated for hard-

ticket treatment for 20th Century-Fox’s

“Cleopatra,” which Walter Wanger is

set to produce abroad in DeLuxe Color

and Todd-AO, with Joseph Mankiewicz

handling megaphone chores, and Eliza-

beth Taylor, Stephen Boyd and Peter

Finch toplined; Columbia’s “The Guns
of Navarone,” in Eastman Color lensed

in Greece by producer Carl Foreman,

who also wrote the screenplay based on

the novel by Alistair MacLean. J. Lee

Thompson directed actors Gregox-y Peck,

David Niven and Anthony Quinn.

While it cei’tainly will not be com-

pleted— much less released— during

1961, no roundup of forthcoming road-

shows would be complete without men-

tion of producer - director George

Stevens’ “The Greatest Story Ever

Told,” which celluloid version of the

life of Christ is still in its fonnative

stages but about which 20th Century-

Fox, which will distribute the pi’omised

colossus, is already beating the tocsin.

Stevens will produce and direct the

mastodon in color, possibly in the

Todd-AO process, from a screenplay by

Ivan Moffat.

MORE RELIGIOUS FILMS

There will be a sprinkling of other

religious pictures. Among them Mighty

Metro’s “King of Kings,” another Sam-

uel Bi'onston Productions, three years in

preparation and filming. The spectacle

stars Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKen-

na, Hurd Hatfield, Viveca Lindfors, Rita

Gam and Robert Ryan in a screenplay

written by Philip Yoi'dan, dii'ected by

Nicholas Ray and produced by Bronston

in Technirama 70 process and color.

Pax-amount has “Dear and Glorious

Physician” (the inspiring story of St.

Luke), which Henry Blanke will pro-

duce. Eugene Vale has wxitten the

(Continued on page 12)
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screenplay based on the Taylor Cald-

well book.

THE CENSORSHIP THREAT
Upon how black become the threat-

ening clouds of renewed and heightened

censorship—at many legislative and re-

ligious levels—will depend on Holly-

wood's ability to supply the theatrical

screen with material which cannot be

channeled into video. Such material

might be classified as the four “S’s”

—

sin, sex, sensationalism and spectacle.

The first three are barred from televi-

sion because they might offend the

tender eyes and ears of the young fry

who are wont to turn on the living room
idiot-boxes the moment they have fin-

ished their dinners. Spectacle is ruled

out because the postage-stamp size of

TV screens cannot possibly do it full

justice.

Grouping together the sin, sex and
sensationalism, there is promise that
the production capital will go as far as

it can in view of the above-mentioned
mentoring threats. The patronage and
popularity accorded adult pictures of

1960—such as MGM’s ‘‘Butterfield 8,”

and “Go Naked in the World”; Para-
mount’s “The World of Suzie Wong,”
20th Century-Fox’s “From the Terrace”
and Warner Bros.’ “Girl of the Night”—

.

in itself is sufficient reason for the

film-fabricators to give all possible

consideration to features that treat with
prostitution, adultery, implied incest,

narcotics and other subjects that but a
few short years ago were rigidly ver-

boten by the Production Code.

ON ADULTS-ONLY THEMES
In any event, there are several pic-

tures on the 1961 agenda that are prob-
able to attract for-adult-only ratings.

At 20th Century-Fox, producer Jerry
Wald finally got around to making “Re-
turn to Peyton Place,” in Cinemascope
and Color, which stars Carol Lynley,
Eleanor Parker, Robert Sterling and
Tuesday Weld. Jose Ferrer directed
from a script by Harry Brown and Ron
Alexander, based on Grace Metalious’
tome. Under Universal-International’s
releasing banner is “The Grass Is

Greener,” toplining Cary Grant, De-
borah Kerr, Jean Simmons and Robert
Mitchum in Hugh and Margaret Wil-
liams’ screen treatment of their sensa-
tional London stageplay. Stanley Donen
produced and directed for Grandon
Productions.

To be filmed by The Mirisch Co. for

United Artists’ release is John O’Hara’s
best seller anent a sex-oriented wom-
an, “A Rage to Live.” Wendell Mayes
has written the script for producer Wal-
ter Mirisch. Out Culver City way, pro-

ducer Julian Blaustein will put “Lady
L.” before the cameras for MGM, star-

ring Gina Lollobrigida and Tony Curtis.

The Romain Gary yarn, scripted by
Robert Anderson, will be megged by
George Cukor and treats with a great

English lady whose past is definitely

shady.

That doesn’t mean that all-is-sweet-

ness-and-light themes are being entire-

ly discarded. At Walt Disney’s studio,

where nothing but wholesomeness
grows, they have completed for Buena
Vista release “The Absent Minded Pro-

fessor,” toplining Fred MacMurray.
Nancy Olson and Tommy Kirk. Disney

produced in association with Bill Walsh,
who also penned the screenplay from
Samuel W. Taylor’s story. Robert Stev-

enson directed. And Associated Pro-
ducers, Inc. (that’s the outfit headed
by Robert L. Lippert and whose size-

able output is distributed by 20th

Century-Fox) will remake such irre-

proachable yarns as “The Little Shep-
herd of Kingdom Come” and “Tess of

the Storm Country”—both in color. The
former, produced by Maury Dexter in

Cinemascope, was directed by Andrew
V. McLaglen from Barre Lyndon’s
screenplay. Jimmie Rodgers is starred.

THE ‘SIMON-PURE’ VARIETY
Others that have no chance of at-

tracting censorial lightning from any
quarter include “Tammy, Tell Me True,”
Sandra Dee-John Gavin starrer which
Ross Hunter is producing for Universal-

International, in color. Harry Keller di-

rects. Then there’s Metro’s “The Won-
ders of Aladdin,” an Embassy Pictures-

International-Lux Films’ production in

Eastman Color being produced in Italy

by (Joseph E. Levine and directed by
Henry Levin. Donald O’Connor, Noelle

Adam and Michelle Mercier star.

Looming largely on the spectacle

front is producer-director Roger Cor-
man’s “Atlas,” being touted as the first

million-dollar picture of The Filmgroup,
Corman’s own company. It was filmed

in Greece, stars Michael Forest, Frank
Wolff and Barboura Morris, produced-
directed by Corman from an original

screenplay by Charles B. Griffith, and,

of course, is in color and Vistascope.

It should be remembered that many
of the other photoplays herein listed

also will be in widescreen and color and
that many of them will have their

respective spectacular sequences, al-

though pageantry is not to be con-

sidered their No. 1 appeal.

Other proposed ventures which will

have accented spectacle as their forte

include United Artists’ “Hawaii,” based

on James A. Michener’s novel depicting

the colorful evolution of the Islands

over several generations. To be lensed

by the Mirisch Co., Fred Zinnemann will

produce and direct from a screenplay

by Daniel Taradash. “How the West Was
Won” is on the agenda at MGM, to be

produced in Cinerama. James Webb is

writing the screen treatment of this

massive, action-filled drama accenting
America’s expansion westward.

COMPARATIVELY FEW WESTERNS
Once the entree of any product meal

planned and served by Hollywood, sage-
brush has been reduced to the status of

a canape—albeit what little remains of

it is expensively and impressively pre-

pared. In other words, there are to be

comparatively few westerns. But those

that are on the drawing boards are

biggies with a capital B. This is re-

flective of a situation that has obtained

for the past several years during which
periods the magi of theatrical film

manufacture have wisely decided to be-

queath the low-budget and/or series

hoss opera to the fumbling, repetitious

hands of television producers. And how
those hands have gripped such modest
boots-and-saddles stories. Witness “Wa-
gon Train,” “Have Gun, Will Travel,”

“Cheyenne,” “Wanted, Dead or Alive,”

“The Outlaws,” etc., ad infinitum and
ad nauseaum.

In order to qualify for today’s theat-

rical screen, a western must definitely

be king-size. For example, there’s

MGM’s remake of “Cimarron,” star-

ring Glenn Ford and Maria Schell,

produced by Edmund Grainger in

Cinemascope and Metrocolor, and
helmed by Anthony Mann. Sure, that

giant of the great open space already is

in limited exhibition, but for all prac-

tical purposes it can be considered part

of 1961’s product lineup. Incidentally,

“Cimarron” was seriously considered as

still another roadshow attraction, but it

was finally decided to accord it ortho-

dox release treatment. Just a morsel of

additional evidence that distribution

brass realizes that in 1960 it went a

bit overboard on two-a-day policy.

OTHERS IN WESTERN MODE
Then there is “One-Eyed Jacks,”

which Paramount will bring to market.

It was produced by Frank P. Rosen-

berg for Pennebaker Productions, di-

rected by Marlon Brando, who also

starred along with Karl Malden, Katy
Jurado and Pina Pellicer. It was lensed

in VistaVision and Technicolor. Colum-
bia is readying “Two Rode Together,”

James Stewart-Richard Widmark star-

rer, which Stan Shpetner produced and
John Ford directed. Frank Nugent

wrote the screenplay based on Will

Cook’s Saturday Evening Post yarn,

“Commanche Captive.” As one of the

two commitments on Hecht-Hill-Lancas-

ter’s United Artists slate, the independ-

ent outfit is preparing “The Way
West,” based on a novel by A. B. Guth-
rie jr., as a big budget western opus;

and Stanley Kramer may ready his

“Invitation to a Gunfighter” for 1961.

Another item that once was piled high

(Continued on page 14)
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in the film capital's smorgasbord and
which apparently will be in short sup-

ply in the upcoming months is the time-

honored musical. Outstanding among
those promised is “The West Side

Story,” which the Mirisch Co. has made
for United Artists. Starring Natalie

Wood, Richard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn
and Rita Moreno, Robert Wise pro-

duced and codirected with Jerome Rob-
bins. Ernest Lehman wrote the screen-

play for the musical-drama which was
lensed in Panavision 70 and is slated

for roadshow presentation later this year.

BIG MUSICALS ON WAY
Twentieth Century-Fox is preparing

the screen version of “Sound of Music,”

Broadway hit of last year, and Warner
Bros, should complete “Music Man,”
which Morton Da Costa will produce-

direct starring Robert Preston, Shirley

Jones and Hermione Gingold. Marion
Hargrove penned the screenplay from
Meredith Willson’s stage hit. “Flower

Drum Song,” another recent Broadway
smash, will be brought to movie patrons

by Universal-International, with Nancy
Kwan and James Shigeta starred. Ross

Hunter will produce and Henry Koster

direct the Joseph Fields script based on

the novel by C. Y. Lee. Shirley MacLaine
and Jack London will topline another

musical biggie, “Irma La Douce,” which
The Mirisch Co. will make for United

Artists release. Billy Wilder will pro-

duce, direct and cowrite the screenplay

with I. A. L. Diamond.

FOR GOOSE PIMPLE TRADE
There is to be a fair-to-middlin’

supply of goose pimples. For American
International Pictures, Roger Corman
has produced and directed “The Pit and
the Pendulum,” in Panavision and col-

or, starring Vincent Price, John Kerr,

Barbara Steele and Luana Anders, from
a story by Edgar Allen Poe. Other forth-

coming ventures of the spine-freezing

variety include “The Devil’s Partner,”

a horror yarn which Charles Rondeau
produced-directed for The Filmgroup,
Inc., starring Edwin Nelson, Jean Alli-

son and Edgar Buchanan. In prepara-

tion at Paramount is the eerie Victoria

Holt tome, “Mistress of Mellyn,” which
Henry Blanke will produce and for

which Eleanore Griffin has written the

screenplay. Then for Columbia release,

William Castle has produced and
helmed “Homicidal,” a chilling Robb
White original screenplay in which Jean
Arless and Glen Corbett are toplined.

Along the same line of horror fare, Bert
I. Gordon Productions has completed
“St. George and the Seven Curses,”

starring Basil Rathbone and Estelle

Winwood, for United Artists distribu-

tion. Gordon produced and directed

from his own original story for which
Bernard Schoenfeld gets script credit.

That old staple, the science-fiction

drama will be in evidence again, al-

though probably not as plentiful as in

former years. The paucity is, perhaps
attributable to the fact that what was
Buck Roger-ish just a short time ago is

now in or on the edge of established

science. Resultantly, the concocters of

sci-fi screen fare have to be more
fantastically imaginative than ever be-

fore. Nonetheless, American Interna-

tional Pictures has come up with “Kon-
ga,” an original screenplay by Herman
Cohen and Aben Kandel, produced by
Cohen and directed by John Lemont.
It stars Michael Gough, Margo Johns,

Jess Conrad and Claire Gordon in

SpectaMation and color. AIP also will

bring forth “Reptilicus,” an original

yarn by Sidney Pink, who also pro-
duced and directed from a screenplay

he copenned with lb Melchoir. The
opus anent prehistoric monsters stars

Carl Ottosen, Ann Smyrner and Bodil

Miller.

MORE IN SCIENCE-FICTION
The Filmgroup organization will re-

lease “Creature From the Haunted Sea,”
with a cast headed by Betsey Jones-
Moreland, Antony Carbone and Ed-
ward Wain. Roger Corman produced
and directed from an original screen

story by Charles B. Griffith. In this sec-

tion is not to be omitted “Voyage to

the Bottom of the Sea,” which Irwin
Allen produced-directed for 20th-Fox
release, starring Walter Pidgeon, Joan
Fontaine, Barbara Eden and Peter

Lorre. It’s in Cinemascope and De Luxe
Color, based on an original yarn by
Allen. Another offering that will under-
take to look into an illusory future is

“Atlantis, The Lost Continent,” which
George Pal produced and helmed for

MGM release. It stars Joyce Taylor and
Anthony Hall in an original screen-

play by Dan Mainwaring, and it re-

ceived Technicolor and Cinemascope
treatment. Presented in a process called

Mystimation will be Joseph E. Levine’s

“The Fabulous World of Jules Verne,”

which Warner Bros, will distribute. Le-
vine produced for his Embassy Pictures

Corp., and the film will utilize live

action, animation and lithography.

No annual lineup would be complete
without a smattering of biographical

features. In fact, it appears that in 1961

such subjects will constitute a slightly

higher percentage than usual. There is

Allied Artists’ “Operation Eichmann,”
treating with the life of Nazi butcher
Adolf Eichmann, who will be portrayed
by Werner Klemperer. Others in the

cast are Ruta Lee and Donald Buka.
Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond
coproduced and R. G. Springsteen di-

rected from Philip Yordan’s screenplay.

“The Hoodlum Priest,” starring Don
Murray in the story of Father Dismas
Clark, Catholic priest, will be released

by United Artists. Irvin Tiershner di-

rected the Murray-Wood independent
production. Also from UA will come
“Birdman of Alcatraz,” dealing with

the saga of life-prisoner Robert Stroud.

Harold Hecht produced and John
Frankenheimer directed with Burt Lan-
caster starred as Stroud. In preparation

at Columbia is “Lawrence of Arabia,”

slated to star Marlon Brando as T. E.

Lawrence, the man who helped form
the history of English-speaking peoples

of the world. And, of course, there is

the earlier mentioned “Cleopatra” from
20th-Fox, with Elizabeth Taylor as the

famous Queen of Egypt.

ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING
The foregoing paragraphs, because of

space limitations, list only a portion of

the pictures slated for 1961 production.

A more complete catalog is to be

found in the Looking Ahead section ap-
pearing elsewhere in this issue.

But from this highlights resume may
be gleaned the information that Holly-

wood will continue to make pictures

for the theatrical screen, albeit in

smaller numbers than during past years

when theatres were not confronted with

as much competition from other enter-

tainment media—television, sports or

where are your erstwhile customers

spending their time and shekels these

days?

The symposium illustrates also that

the literary sources for films will be

about the same and as varied as usual

—original screenplays, novels old and

new, stage hits, etc. The product short-

age being what it is, no one is going to

be too choosey about filmplays’ geneses.

Additional Production Data—
Stars, Story Themes, Producers, Directors

Are Detailed in the

LOOKING AHEAD SECTION

—Starting On Page 1 55
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BritiJi and ddoreign ddilmd Jdn Big lyjear

By FRANK LEYENDECKER
FTER a steady rise for British and
foreign pictures in the art thea-

tres, as well as in many regular

situations in the U. S. during 1959, this

type of product really had a banner year

in 1960.

The number of theatres showing
British, French, Italian, Swedish and
German pictures has increased greatly,

to the extent that “there are at least

800 of them all over the U. S. today

playing foreign films at least a major
portion of their operating time,” ac-

cording to Albert Floersheimer jr., in

charge of public relations for the Thea-
tre Owners of America in a recent ar-

ticle in Showbill, New York art theatre

program. The past year also saw a score

of Italian costume spectacles, several

starring Steve "Hercules” Reeves of the

bulging muscles, dubbed into English by

major distributors and booked into cir-

cuit houses across the country. These
pictures usually bypassed first runs but

were great successes with the youngsters

and male fans in saturation bookings.

NAMED AMONG TEN BEST
Also for the first time, the newspaper

critics on the New York dailies included

several foreign-language pictures in

their “Best Ten” lists. Kate Cameron
of the News and Rose Pelswick each
named foreign pictures in their lists,

while Paul V. Beckley of the Herald

-

Tribune and Archer Winsten of the

Post included only two Hollywood pic-

tures, "The Apartment” and the in-

dependently-made “The Savage Eye,”

and Jerry Wald’s “Sons and Lovers,”

made in England, and Fred Zinneman’s
“The Sundowners,” filmed in Australia.

This was the poorest showing ever for

Hollywood productions. The others on
Beckley’s and Winsten’s lists were either

French, British, Swedish, Russian, Ital-

ian, Japanese or Indian—quite a con-
glomeration of tongues.

British pictures on U. S. sci’eens

showed another increase, mainly be-
cause of Peter Sellers, the comedian
who was represented by “The Mouse
That Roared,” “I'm All Right, Jack,”
both distributed nationally by Columbia
Pictures, “The Battle of the Sexes,” dis-

tributed by Continental, and “Man in

a Cocked Hat,” distributed by Show
Corporation. Other British comedies
which played many regular dates were
“Carry On, Nurse,” which has chalked
up the longest runs for any British
comedy in the U. S. during 1980 in all

the principal cities and is expected to

gross $1,000,000 <considered fabulous
for a modest-budget British picture
which had already paid off its produc-
tion cost in England

) , according to

Governor Films, the U. S. distributor;

"Carry On, Constable,” the sequel,

which is just getting started in its key

city runs but looks like another British

comedy hit, and “Please Turn Over,”

also a Columbia release. Unlike the

Sellers-Terry-Thomas pictures, these

last-named British comedies lack star

names.

Sevei-al British-made dramas also

scored in U. S. art theatres, particularly

Sir Laurence Olivier’s “The Entertain-

er,” “Expresso Bongo,” starring Lau-
rence Harvey, and “Tiger Bay,” starring

Horst Buchholtz, all Continental re-

leases, Lopert’s “Tunes of Glory,” with

Guinness and John Mills, two top Brit-

ish names, in addition to the surprise

thriller, “Village of the Damned,” an
MGM release, which played saturation

bookings.

FRENCH FILMS GAIN
Not far behind the British films, as

regards playing time in the U. S., were

the French pictures, which always play

the art theatres and are rarely dubbed
into English. “Hiroshima, Mon Amour,”
distributed by Daniel Frankel’s Zenith

International, not only won the Joseph
Burstyn Award and was named “Best

Foreign Picture” by the New York Film
Critics but was on every New York
newspaper’s “Best Ten” list, except for

the two which did not list foreign pic-

tures, the Mirror and the World Tele-

gram. Other French pictures which at-

tracted attention during 1960 were:

“The Cousins,” “Rue de Paris,” “The
Love Game,” “The Chasers” and two
new Brigitte Bardot films, Columbia’s
“Babette Goes to War” and “Come
Dance With Me,” distributed by Kings-
ley, both of which were available in

French and English-dubbed versions.

Shortly to open is the much-discussed

“Breathless,” starring the American
Jean Seberg, which has been acclaimed
in France.

MANY ARE DUBBED
Except for the many English-dubbed

adventure spectacles, the only impor-
tant Italian pictures shown in the U. S.

were Rossellini’s “General della Rovere”
and “The Big Deal,” but these both re-

ceived favorable reviews. Sweden’s con-
tribution to the U. S. screens were all

from the acclaimed Ingmar Bergman,
his latest, “The Virgin Spring,” which
was also on the majority of “Best Ten”
lists, and his earlier pictures, “A Lesson
in Love” and “Dreams” (circa 1954-55).

German films held steady during

1960, mainly because of “Rosemary,”
which chalked up long runs in the art

houses and was later dubbed and played

many regular situations. Other German-
language pictures included “The Rest Is

Silence,” a modern version of the

“Hamlet” story; “Confess, Dr. Corda”
and several older features starring Lilli

Palmer and Maria Schell, both now

making Hollywood films. The 30-year-

old German version of “The Three-
penny Opera” was also brought back by
Brandon Films to play many art houses
on the strength of the current off-

Broadway hit. Soviet pictures gained

headway because of the U. S. and
U.S.S.R. reciprocal agreement which
saw “The Ci’anes Are Flying,” “Othello,”

“The Idiot” and the current MGM re-

lease, “Don Quixote,” playing many art

houses. “Ballad of a Soldier,” an out-

side Soviet picture distributed by Kings-
ley International, has been widely ac-

claimed and is expected to play many
art house dates in 1981.

The first Argentine-made feature to

be shown in America, “End of Inno-

cence,” the Indian “The World of Apu,”

the Japanese “Ikiru,” all of which re-

ceived critical acclaim from New York
newspaper critics, and the Greek-made
(but largely in English) “Never on

Sunday” were the other foreign films

which attracted attention during 1960.

In addition to the aforementioned

“Breathless,” other important French

films scheduled to open early in 1961

include: Brigitte Bardot’s “Le Verite”

(The Truth) and “Modigliani of

Montparnasse,” starring Gerard Philipe

and Lilli Palmer, while the two Ger-

man pictures, “The Spessart Inn,” one

of Germany’s most successful films of

recent years, starring Lilo Pulver and

Carlos Thompson, and “The Bridge,”

shown at many European festivals, will

also open shortly. And they will just as

likely play in Des Moines, Phoenix,

Buffalo and Kansas City art houses as in

the New York or Los Angeles class spots.

ONE HIGHLY CONTROVERSIAL

Some time in the spring, U. S. film-

goers will get their first look at one of

the most widely discussed and contro-

versial films produced in Italy in recent

years. It is “La Dolce Vita,” which

Federico Fellini directed from his own
screenplay, a sociological drama de-

scribing life in Rome’s decadent society

as seen through the eyes of a degenerate

reporter. As the story involves some re-

cent high-level scandals in Rome, and

the episodes are generally handled in

bold detail, the picture has created a

storm of official and church protest

—

but to no avail. Although a number of

independent U. S. distributors, over

past months, announced they had ob-

tained distribution rights to the film,

the final and reportedly official pact

has been signed with Astor Pictures

Corp.

Again, quoting Floersheimer’s article

in Showbill: “Yes, Sweden’s Bergman
is coming to Main Street, along with

Italy’s de Sica, England’s Guinness and
France’s Bardot. A revolution? True,

but one that is bound to be interesting.”
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AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL presents ROBERT SIODMAK’S

starring

NADJA TILLER (that "ROSEMARY" girl)

from the novel by ROBIN MAUGHAM

/

f TONY BRITTON • WILLIAM BENDIX • NATASHA PARRY

Directed by ROBERT SIODMAK A M INTER SIOOMAK Production-An AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL Piclure



Nationwide Poll Names Screen's Who's Who

*

Exhibitors, Press and Public Film

Groups Make Selections
POPULRRITV

JL All. Amencan
THE WINNERS

Male

1. CARY GRANT
2. JACK LEMMON
3. ROCK HUDSON
4. TONY CURTIS
5. YUL BRYNNER
6. FRANK SINATRA
7. WILLIAM HOLDEN
8. JOHN WAYNE
9. KIRK DOUGLAS

10. GLENN FORD
11. ROBERT MITCHUM
12. JERRY LEWIS

Female

1. DORIS DAY
2. ELIZABETH TAYLOR
3. SHIRLEY MacLAINE
4. DEBBIE REYNOLDS
5. JOANNE WOODWARD
6. DEBORAH KERR
7. AUDREY HEPBURN
8. MARILYN MONROE
9. SUSAN HAYWARD

10. INGRID BERGMAN
11. KIM NOVAK
12. SANDRA DEE

By VELMA WEST SYKES

FOR THE third successive year,

Cary Grant has won first place
among the top male stars in

BOXOFFICE'S annual poll for the

All-American Screen Favorites.

Leading the feminine contingent is

Doris Day, who has been advancing
steadily from her first naming to this

select circle in 1951. The others

chosen by a cross-section of public

groups and theatremen are listed in

the adjoining column. There have
been some changes in positions in

the past year and some new names
have been added, particularly to the

list of male stars, but the long-stand-

ing favorites still hold the majority.

Securing the honor for the first

time are Sandra Dee, Jack Lemmon,
Tony Curtis and Robert Mitchum, all

of whom have been in the runner-up
ranks during the past several years.

As so much of the popularity of

stars is contingent upon the boxof-
fice success of their films, it is not
surprising that there have been sev-

eral notable "drop-outs" among the
top favorites, some over a long
period, in recent years. Either they
appeared in no new pictures during
the current season or the vehicles
and the roles they portrayed did not
meet with wide favor.

In the case of Cary Grant, topping
the poll for the third straight year,
the great popularity of his last two
pictures, "North by Northwest" and
“Operation Petticoat," both running
to large grosses during 1960, assured
his maintenance of the highest pub-
lic approval, which has been
strongly evidenced at the nation's

boxoffices.

Doris Day, who had reached sec-

ond place among the feminine stars

in the poll the last two years, re-

ceived tremendous impetus from the
success of "Pillow Talk," which was
followed by two additional winners
at the boxoffice, "Please Don't Eat
the Daisies" and "Midnight Lace."

The steady advance of Doris from a
singing and dancing star, to a dra-

matic actress of stature has been
notable. She has been teamed with
successful male actors, surrounded
by lavish productions and dressed
in fabulous gowns, all of which ac-

coutrements have contributed to the

accolade she has now received.

The sure craftsmanship of Jack
Lemmon's comedy brought about his

almost phenomenal rise to second
place in the male ranks this year,

from that of no mention among the

top winners of last year. "Some Like

It Hot," which he and Tony Curtis

made with Marilyn Monroe, cata-

pulted all three of these stars to high
positions of popularity, while "The
Wackiest Ship in the Army" and
"The Apartment" brought about the

final surge in Lemmon's instance.

In fourth place last year, Elizabeth

Taylor, who had topped the poll in

1958, now climbs to second place
after her two pictures which were
winners at the boxoffice, namely,
"Suddenly, Last Summer" and "But-

terfield 8."

With no major release since "Pil-

low Talk," Rock Hudson who was
top man on the poll in 1957, and sec-

ond last year, is still a strong con-
tender in the third place bracket this

year. Even in cases where a star has

not been too active in the current

year, this carry-over of popular ap-
peal is often noted. Hudson's new-
found skill with the comedy situa-

tions of "Pillow Talk" gave him a
whole new category of fans and a
resultant continued high regard as
evidenced by his strong position this

year.

Introduced in the Hitchcock thrill-

er-comedy, "The Trouble With
Harry," Shirley MacLaine has been
busy almost continuously ever since

and her career received tremendous
impetus by the interpretation of her
role in “Some Came Running." With
two successful films to her credit in

1960, "Can-Can" and the hilarious

“The Apartment" made with Jack
Lemmon, she has now risen from
seventh place last year to third place
among feminine stars this season.

In fourth place, Debbie Reynolds
falls from first place last year, but
Tony Curtis, who was not among the

winners last year, demonstrates
great strides in the race for popu-
larity. Debbie, even though a few
notches lower this year, has a strong

hold on the affections of moviegoers
as shown by her successful films, “It

Started With a Kiss," "The Gazebo"
and "The Rat Race." As for Curtis,

after the record-breaking “Some Like

(Continued on page 23)
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All-American Screen
Favorites for 1960

(Continued from page 19)

It Hot," he went on to comedy por-

trayals in "Operation Petticoat" with

Cary Grant, “Who Was That Lady?"
and "The Rat Race," and the heavier
role in "Spartacus," which schedule
of steady activity brought him into

the ranks of the winners.

Joanne Woodward, in fifth place
among the women stars this year,

continues a steady advance through
sound dramatic performances in

"The Fugitive Kind" and "From the

Terrace" which have brought her
from eighth place in 1958 and sixth

in 1959. Her Academy Award win-
ning role in "The Three Faces of

Eve" first brought her into the ranks
of stars to be reckoned with and her
progress since has been only what
might have been expected from so

auspicious a beginning.

Yul Brynner's popularity graph as
recorded in the poll would seem to

be one of seesaw dimensions. From
third place in 1958, to tenth place
in 1959, he rises again, to fifth this

year. Four films of varying boxoffice

success are the result of an ex-

tremely heavy schedule, "Solomon
and Sheba," "Once More, With Feel-

ing," "The Magnificent Seven" and
an excursion into comedy,” "Sur-
prise Package.”

Sixth place on the distaff side finds

Deborah Kerr one place lower than
last year, although it may well be
that her current film with Robert
Mitchum, "The Sundowners," will be
the stimulus for a better rating in the

season to come.

THE RUNNERS-UP:
(Listed in Order of Highest Number of

Votes Received)

MALE
Marlon Brando Laurence Olivier

Charlton Heston Dean Martin

Gary Cooper David Niven

James Stewart Henry Fonda

Clark Gable (deceased) Anthony Perkins

Alec Guinness Tony Randall

Paul Newman Ralph Bellamy

Burt Lancaster Laurence Harvey

Pat Boone Danny Kaye

Fred Astaire Elvis Presley

Bing Crosby Stephen Boyd

Spencer Tracy Harry Belafonte

Montgomery Clift Lee J. Cobb

Maurice Chevalier Charles Laughton

Gregory Peck Fredric March

Bob Hope Yves Montand

The hardy perennial, Frank Sin-

atra, riding high on two boxoffice

bonanzas, achieves a sixth place

rating this year as opposed to ninth

in last year's poll in a return toward
fourth place which he held in 1957.

With "Can-Can" early in '60 and
"Ocean's 11," later, he continues

with his boxoffice success and again
proves his personal popularity.

A star whose popularity as shown
in the poll seems to reflect not only

the boxoffice grosses of her films,

but also the sympathetic appeal of

the particular roles she plays, is

Audrey Hepburn. She was in tenth

place in 1958 and fifth the year be-
fore, eighth in 1959 and in 1960 she
is in sixth place. Her role in "The
Nun's Story" had great sympathetic
appeal.

William Holden has, for several

years now, kept a place among the

top-ranking male stars, this year
placing seventh with the success of

"The World of Suzie Wong" adding
to the carry-over power he has con-

sistently shown. Last year found him
in fourth place and the two preced-
ing years he came in second.

Marilyn Monroe, eleventh ranking
woman star last year, has moved up
to eighth place in 1960, perhaps
more due to the smash hit, "Some
Like It Hot" of the preceding season,
than to the current film, "Let's Make
Love." This brings her even with the

great western star, John Wayne,
whose long record of successful films

culminated this year in his own pro-

duction of "The Alamo." His role in

"North to Alaska," a hilarious “north-

western," added its weight to the

overall summary of his popular
strength.

Susan Hayward drops from third

place on last year's poll to ninth this

year. Her last two films have been
"Woman Obsessed" and “The Mar-
riage-Go-Round," the latter coming
too late in the season to have been
able to add to her popular following.

Kirk Douglas, who did not appear
among the top winners in the 1959
poll, again enters the lists, on this

occasion in ninth place, due no
doubt to the success of his two most
recent films, "Strangers When We
Meet" and the spectacle, "Sparta-
cus."

A drop from his last year's rank-
ing is registered by Glenn Ford,
third then and now tenth. However,
in the opinion of most critics, his fine

performance in the current "Cimar-
ron" will give great support to an
upward climb during the coming
season.

In spite of the fact her last picture

released here was "The Inn of the

Sixth Happiness," Ingrid Bergman
still wins a position, tenth, on this

year's poll. The recurring upsurges
in her popular appeal coincide with

releases of her new films.

Kim Novak, who headed the ag-
gregation of women stars in 1957,

but dropped to ninth place last year,

now maintains her position in the

upper twelve by ranking eleventh
with one film to her credit, "Strang-

ers When We Meet."

With three films of major stature,

"Home From the Hill," "The Night
Fighters" and “The Sundowners,"
Robert Mitchum gains a place

among the winners at the eleventh

level.

Sandra Dee, a newcomer to the

winning circle, achieves a "first" in

the popularity poll by making twelfth

place in the listing, while "old-

timer" Jerry Lewis continues among
the toppers, albeit a notch below his

eleventh position last year.

The All-American Screen Favorites

Poll is conducted by sending ballots

listing the eligible stars to the fol-

lowing individuals and groups:

1 . Motion picture editors of newspapers and
magazines.

2. Theatres—circuits and independents in both
large cities and small towns.

3. The working press comprising domestic, for-

eign and radio correspondents.

4. Radio and TV commentators.

5. National Screen Council members, who each
month select the film most suitable for family
entertainment to be given the BOXOFFICE Blue
Ribbon Award. The Council is composed of
motion picture editors, radio film commentators
and representatives of better films councils,

women's clubs, civic and educational organi-
zations.

THE RUNNERS-UP:
(Listed in Order iof Highest Number of

Votes Received)

FEMALE

Judy Holliday Leslie Caron

Janet Leigh Bette Davis

Jean Simmons Joan Crawford

Natalie Wood Eva Marie Saint

Jane Wyman Shelley Winters

Sophia Loren Carolyn Jones

Lana Turner Angie Dickinson

June Allyson Dorothy McGuire

Lee Remick Tuesday Weld

Rosalind Russell Jane Fonda

Mitzi Gaynor Shirley Jones

Katharine Hepburn Maria Schell

Brigitte Bardot Betsy Palmer

Greer Garson Olivia de Havilland

Gina Lollobrigida Maureen O'Hara

Ava Gardner Jennifer Jones
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WILLIAM GOETZ

Production Inc.

1960-61

"Song Without End'

"Cry For Happy'
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eJarn^piegel
whose creative genius

has given the

world film entertainments

that have amassed

seventeen Academy Awards,

announces the

motion picture destined to be

one of the greats of

all time

based on the T. E. Lawrence classic,

“The Seven Pillars of Wisdom”.

Directed by Academy Award winner DAVID LEAN.

To be released by

Columbia Pictures.

Going before the cameras early in 1961.



Picture Records at the Nation’s Boxoffices

GROSSES

117 Features in ‘Hit’ Class

Scoring 120% or More

T HE grossing record of features released in

the 1959-60 season closely parallels that

of the previous year, thus holding the gains
then recorded. Overall, the films scoring in

the hit class (120 per cent of average business
or more) registered a total of 117, just two
under the previous season. But it is two more
than were recorded in the year before that-

Breaking this into various brackets, a gain was
made in the number of films that hit 250 per
cent and over. There were six in this top cate-

gory, including which the 200 per cent and over
bracket showed a total of 14, which is just one
under the high mark made in '58-'59. And this

leveling of gains previously made carries

through the total number of releases that

grossed average or better, 214 against 218.

The past season was distinguished for

another reason: There were more roadshow
productions current than in any year in history.

As our calculations take into account only pro-

duct that is in general release, the super-films

are not listed. However, they merit special

mention due to their high quality and the

prestige they have given to the industry. These
roadshow attractions comprise "The Alamo,"
Ben-Hur," "Can-Can," "Exodus," "Porgy and

Bess" and "Spartacus-" They all have attracted

high-volume patronage.

The top mark for a regular release in the
past season was scored by "Operation Petti-

coat," with "Psycho” a close second, followed
by "Swiss Family Robinson" and "Solomon and
Sheba." It is noteworthy that these and other

top hits differ widely as to types of pictures.

The entire gamut of variety in entertainment
is ranged by these attractions, with a sub-
stantial number in the "family" classification,

ten having won BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon
Awards for their family entertainment value.

There were a number of surprises—pictures

faring better than had been anticipated; and
disappointments—those that did reasonably
well above average, but did not quite come up
to expectations. And, as in every season, there

was a sprinkling of "sleepers" and "gimmick"
pictures that scored pleasingly.

As for the top company credits, Columbia
led with 19 hits; 20th-Fox was next with 18;

Warner Bros, had 15; United Artists 12; Para-
mount ten; MGM nine, Universal six; American-
International five; and Buena Vista five. Among
miscellaneous companies there were 14 hits,

several of which were foreign-made-
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(These Grossed 150% or More)

Operation Petticoat (U-I) 293

Psycho (Para) 290
ftSwiss Family Robinson, The (BV) 275

Solomon and Sheba (UA) 265

South Pacific (20th-Fox) 265

l>On the Beach (UA) 259

Suddenly, Last Summer (Col) 249

+} Butterfield 8 (MGM) 238

^Please Don't Eat the Daisies (MGM) 230

^Ocean's 11 (WB) 226

Apartment, The (UA) 222

ftG.I. Blues (Para) 214

t>F.B.I. Story, The (WB) 203

Never So Few (MGM) 201

Elmer Gantry (UA) 195

^Journey to the Center of the Earth (20th-Fox) 195

Mouse That Roared, The (Col) 195

OToby Tyler (BV) 195

Anatomy of a Murder (Col) 193

Portrait in Black (U-I) 189

Summer Place, A (WB) 186

Bellboy, The (Para) 185

House of Usher (AIP) 185

From the Terrace (20th-Fox) 184

Hell to Eternity (AA) 184

Sons and Lovers (20th-Fox) 184

Goliath and the Barbarians (AIP) 182

Sink the Bismarck! (20th-Fox) 182

ttMidnight Lace (U-I) 180
;Tm All Right, lack (Col) 175

OPollyanna (BV) 176

Carry On, Nurse (Governor) 175

t+Song Without End (Col) 175

It Started With a Kiss (MGM) 174

-l+Strangers When We Meet (Col) 167

Home From the Hill (MGM) 167

Rat Race, The (Para) 165

OLost World, The (20th-Fox) 165

Visit to a Small Planet (Para) 161

Our Man in Havana (Col) 160

School for Scoundrels (Cont'l) 160

Tingler, The (Col) 160

Bramble Bush, The (WB) 159

‘‘All the Young Men (Col) 157

Best of Everything, The (20th-Fox) 154

Who Was That Lady? (Col) 154

Yellowstone Kelly (WB) 154

Hercules Unchained (WB) 152

Gazebo, The (MGM) 151

Jazz on a Summer's Day (Kingsley-Union) 150

(These Grossed 140% or More)

Time Machine, The (MGM) 149

Unforgiven, The (UA) 148

It Started in Naples (Para) 148

BMagnificent Seven, The (UA) 146

They Came to Cordura (Col) 145

13 Ghosts (Col) 145

Middle of the Night (Col) 144

-H- Pre-Release

© in combination package

0 Blue Ribbon Award
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What They Did in First Runs • Outstanding Hits

Key Cities From Which Averages Were Computed:

Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo

Chicago

Cincinnati
Cleveland
Denver
Detroit

Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Memphis

Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Haven
New York

Omaha
Portland
San Francisco
Seattle

And intermediate cities and typical small town situations.

Miracle, The (WB) 144

Come Dance With Me (Kingsley-Union) 144

Sign of the Gladiator (AIP) 143

Cremes Are Flying, The (WB) 143

Time of Desire, The (Janus) 141

Bells Are Ringing (MGM) 140

(These Grossed 130% or More)

Jungle Cat (BV) 139

Carry On, Sergeant (Governor) 138

Let's Make Love (20th-Fox) 138

Story of Ruth, The (20th-Fox) 138

Li'l Abner (Para) 138

Cash McCall (WB) 137

Angry Red Planet, The (AIP) 137

Man in a Cocked Hat (Show Corp.) 137

f+Let No Man Write My Epitaph (Col) 135

t+Inherit the Wind (UA) 135

t+Girl of the Night (WB) 135

Happy Anniversary (UA) 135

Ut+High Time (20th-Fox) 134

Tall Story (WB) 134

Third Man on the Mountain (BV) 132

I Passed for White (AA) 131

Sapphire (U-I) 131

Career (Para) 130

t+Dark at the Top of the Stairs (WB) 130

(These Grossed 120% or More)

Swan Lake (Col) 129

But Not For Me (Para) 129

Purple Gang, The (AA) 128

t+Subterraneans, The (MGM) 128

39 Steps, The (20th-Fox) 127

When Comedy Was King (20th-Fox) 127

Snow Queen (U-I) 126

Battle of the Sexes, The (Cont'l) 125

Fugitive Kind, The (UA) 125

Masters of the Congo Jungle (20th-Fox) 125

Once More, With Feeling (Col) 125

Mating Urge, The (Citation) 124

ySunrise at Campobello (WB) 124

Touch of Larceny, A (Para) 123

Macumba Love (UA) 123

Crack in the Mirror (20th-Fox) 123

Gene Krupa Story, The (Col) 122

Crowded Sky, The (WB) 122

HCaptain's Table, The (20th-Fox) 122
Expresso Bongo (Cont'l) 122

For Members Only (Kingsley-Union) 122

Beloved Infidel (20th-Fox) 121

Woman Like Satan, A (UA) 121

Seven Thieves (20th-Fox) 121

B Surprise Package (Col) 121

Mating Time, The (Kingsley-Union) 121

Circus of Horrors (AIP) 121

Dinosaurusl (U-I) 121

Gallant Hours, The (UA) 120

Hannibal (WB) 120

Have Rocket, Will Travel (Col) 120

QLast Angry Man, The (Col) 120
Oscar Wilde (Four City Ent.) 120

Wild River (20th-Fox) 120

Bewildered Youth (D & F Corp.) 120

204 Features Out of 316

Do Average or Better
—A—

Adventures of

Huckleberry Finn, The (MGM) Ill

All the Fine Young Cannibals (MGM) 110

++A11 the Young Men (Col) 157

Amazing Mr. Teas, The (Rad Prods) *

Amazing Transparent Man, The (AIP) 91

Anatomy of a Murder (Col) 193

Angry Red Planet, The (AIP) 137

Apartment, The (UA) 222

Attack of the Jungle Women (Barjul Int'l)— *

Atomic Submarine (AA) 107

—B—
Babette Goes to War (Col) Ill

Battle in Outer Space (Col) 118

Battle of the Coral Sea (Col) 108

Battle of the Sexes, The (Cont'l) 125

Beast From Haunted Cave (Filmgroup) 109

Because They're Young (Col) 116

Behind the Great Wall (Cont'l) *

Bellboy, The (Para) 175

Bells Are Ringing (MGM) 140

Beloved Infidel (20th-Fox) 121

Best of Everything, The (20th-Fox) 154

Between Time and Eternity (U-I)
*

Bewildered Youth (D&F) 120

Beyond the Time Barrier (AIP) 101

Big Night, The (Para) 100

Blitzkrieg (Cont'l) 106

Blood and Steel (20th-Fox) 106

Bloody Brood (AA)
*

Bluebeard's Ten Honeymoons (AA) 94

EDITOR'S NOTE: 100% is average or normal business.

Denotes insufficient roports for computation.
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Picture (grosses

Bobbikins (20th-Fox) 106

Boy and the Pirates, The (UA) 94

Bramble Bush, The (WB) 159

t+Breath of Scandal, A (Para) 101

Brides of Dracula (U-I) 118

Broth of a Boy (Kingsley Union) 107

©Bucklet of Blood, A (AIP) 113

But Not for Me (Para) 129

++Butterfield 8 (MGM) 238

—C—
Cage of Evil (UA) 97

Caltiki, The Immortal Monster (AA) *

++Captain's Table, The (20th-Fox) 122

Career (Para) 130

Career Girl (Astor) *

Carry On, Nurse (Governor) 175

Carry On, Sergeant (Governor) 138

Cash McCall (WB) 137

Chance Meeting (Para) 108

Chartroose Caboose, The (U-I) *

Circus of Horrors (AIP) 121

Circus Stars (Para) 92

College Confidential (U-I) 101

Comanche Station (Col) 98

Come Back, Africa (Carillon) *

Come Dance With Me (Kingsley-Union) 144

^Conspiracy of Hearts (Para) Ill

Cossacks (U-I) 101

Counterplot (UA) 93

Cover Girl Killer! (Fanfare) *

Crack in the Mirror (20th-Fox) 123

Cranes Are Flying, The (WB) 152

Crime and Punishment U.S.A. (AA) 105

Crimson Kimono, The (Colo) 95

Crowded Sky, The (WB) 122

Cuban Regel Girls (Joseph Brenner) *

—D—
++Dark at the Top of the Stairs (WB) 130

Day They Robbed the Bank of England,

The (MGM) 104

Dinosaurus! (U-I) 121

Dog of Flanders, A (20th-Fox) 109

Dog's Best Friend, A (UA) 99

—E—
Edge of Eternity (Col) 101

Electronic Monster, The (Col) 96

Elmer Gantry (UA) 195

Expresso Bongo (Cont'l) 122

—F—
^FBI Story, The (WB) 203

Female Fiends (Cinema Associates) *

Five Bold Women (Citation) 97

Five Branded Women (Para) 106

Five Gates to Hell (20th-Fox) 113

Flame Over India (20th-Fox) 100

Flying Fontaines, The (Col) 97

For Members Only (Kingsley-Union) 122

For the First Time (MGM) 109

For the Love of Mike (20th-Fox) 100

4-D Man (U-I) 98

Four Desperate Men (Cont'l) *

Four Fast Guns (U-I) 98

Freckles (20th-Fox) 98

From the Terrace (20th-Fox) 184

Fugitive Kind, The 125

—G

—

Gallant Hours, The (UA) 120

Gangster Story (RCIP) *

Gazebo, The (MGM) 151

Gene Krupa Story, The (Col) 122

++G. I- Blues (Para) 214

©Giant Gila Monster, The (AIP) 118

©Giant Leeches, The (AIP) *

Girl in Lover's Lane, The (Filmgroup) *

++Girl of the Night (WB) 135

Girl's Town (MGM) 101

Goal! (Casino) *

Goddess of Love (20th-Fox) *

Goliath and the Barbarians (AIP) 182
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Performance ...!

and a Promise !

TO THE EXHIBITORS OF AMERICA:





f-^icture Cji^roSded

Green Carnation (Warwick) *

Grisbi (Valiant)
*

Gunfighters of Abilene (UA) 100

Guns of the Timberland (WB) 98

—H—
Hannibal (WB) ! 120

Happy Anniversary (UA) 135

Have Rocket, Will Travel (Col) 120

Head of a Tyrant (U-I) 92

Hell Bent for Leather (U-I) 96

Hell to Eternity (AA) 184

Heller in Pink Tights (Para) 102

Hercules Unchained (WB) 152

Hideout in the Sun (Astor)
*

High Powered Rifle, The (20th-Fox) 98

High School Big Shot (Filmgroup) 96

^t+High Time (20th-Fox) 134

^Home From the Hill (MGM) 167

Hound Dog Man (20th-Fox) 108

House of the Seven Hawks (MGM) 96

House of Intrigue, The (AA) 97

House of Usher (AIP) 185

Hypnotic Eye, The (AA) 101

—I—
I Passed for White (AA) 131

Ice Palace (WB) 119

Hpm All Right, Jack (Col) 175

Incredible Petrified World (Governor) *

t+Inherit the Wind (UA) 135

In the Wake of a Stranger (Para) 98

It Happened in Broad Daylight (Cont'l)
*

It Happened in Rome (Lopert)
*

It Started in Naples (Para) 148

It Started With a Kiss (MGM) 174

It's a Wonderful World (Joseph Brenner)....
*

Jack the Ripper (Para) 114

Jailbreakers, The (AIP)
*

Jayhawkers, The (Para) 98

Jazz on a Summer's Day (Kingsley-Union)....150

Jet Over the Atlantic (Inter-Continent) 97

^Journey to the Center of the Earth

(20th-Fox) 195

Juke Box Racket (Joseph Brenner) *

Jungle Cat (BV) 139

—K—
Kidnapped (BV) 112

©Killer Shrews, The (AIP) 118

Killers of Kilimanjaro (Col) 90

Kiss for a Killer, A (Valiant) *

—L—
^Last Angry Man, The (Col) 120

Last Days of Pompeii, The (UA 105

Last Voyage, The (MGM) Ill

Leech Woman, The (U-I) 101

Legend of Tom Dooley (Col) 101

++Let No Man Write My Epitaph (Col) 135

Let's Make Love (20th-Fox) 138

Libel (MGM) 95

Li'l Abner (Para) 138

Look Back in Anger (WB) 106

^Lost World, The (20th-Fox) 165

Lov® Specialist, The (Medallion) 101

—M—
Ma Barker's Killer Brood (Filmservice) 104

Macumba Love (UA) 123

++Magnificent Seven, The (UA) 146

Man in a Cocked Hat (ShowCrop.) 137

Man on a String (Col) 113

Man Who Understood Women, The

(20th-Fox) 103

Man Who Wagged His Tail, The (Cont'l)....
*

Man Who Wouldn't Talk, The (ShowCrop.).. *

Masters of the Congo Jungle (20th-Fox) 125

Mating Time, The (Kingsley-Union) 121

Mating Urge, The (Citation) 134

Michael Strogoff (Cont'l) Ill

Middle of the Night (Col) 144
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The Mission that Became a Fortress

-

The Fortress that Became a Shrine



picture (jrodded

^Midnight Lace (U-I) l&O

Miracle, The (WB) 144

Miracle in Soho (Lopert)

Missiles From Hell (NYA)

Model for Murder (Cinema Associates)

Morals Squad, The (Col) 113

Mountain Road, The (Col) 113

Mouse That Roared, The (Col) 195

Murder, Inc. (20th-Fox) 110

Music Box Kid, The (UA) 110

—N—
Naked and the Wicked, The

(William Mishkin)

Natchez Trace (Panorama)....

Never So Few (MGM) 201

Next to No Time (Show Corp.) *

Night Fighters, The (UA) 94

Night of Love (Howco) *

Noose for a Gunman (UA) 99

Nude in a White Car (Trans-Lux) 118

—O—
«Ocean's 11 (WB) 226

Odds Against Tomorrow (UA) 115

Oklahoma Territory (UA) 104

^On the Beach (UA) 259

Once More, With Feeling (Col) 125

One Foot in Hell (20th-Fox) 113

1,001 Arabian Nights (Col) 112

Operation Amsterdam (20th-Fox) 101

Operation Petticoat (U-I) 293

Oscar Wilde (Four City) : 120

Othello (U-I)
*

Our Man in Havana (Col) 160

—P—
Pay or Die (AA) 116

Platinum High School (MGM) 95

^Please Don't Eat the Daisies (MGM) 230

Poacher's Daughter, The (Show Corp.)
*

^Pollyanna (BV) 176

Portrait in Black (U-I) 189

Power Among Men (Louis de Rochemont).... *

Pretty Boy Floyd (Cont'l) 108

Prime Time, The (Essanjay) *

Prisoner of the Volga (Para) 101

Private Property (Citation) 106

Psycho (Para) 290

Pusher, The (UA) 87

Purple Gang, The (AA) 128

—R—
Rat Race, The (Para) 165

Raymie (AA) *

Rebel Girls (Luzon) 98

Rise and Fall of Legs Diamond, The (WB) 1 1

1

Rookie, The (20th-Fox) 87

Rosemary (F-A-W) 127

Sapphire (U-I) 131

Savage Eye, The (Trans-Lux

and Kingsley Int'l) *

Scavengers, The (Valiant) 98

Scent of Mystery (Michael Todd jr.)

School for Love (NTA) *

School for Scoundrels (Cont'l) 160

Sergeant Rutledge (WB) 100

Seven Thieves (20th-Fox) 121

Seven Ways From Sundown (U-I) 99

Sex Kittens Go to College (AA) 93

Sign of the Gladiator (AIP) 143

Sign of Zorro, The (BV) 87

Sin and Desire (Atlantis) *

Sink the Bismarck! (20th-Fox) 182

Ski Troop Attack (Filmgroup) 95

Snow Queen, The (U-I) 126

Solomon and Sheba (UA) 265

++Song Without End (Col) 175

Sons and Lovers (20th-Fox) 184

S. O. S. Pacific (U-I) 100

South Pacific (20th-Fox) 265
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rodSed

Squad Car (20th-Fox) 96

Story of Ruth, The (20th-Fox) 138

Story on Page One, The (20th-Fox) 118

^Strangers When We Meet (Col) 167

Stranglers of Bombay (Col) 96

Studs Lonigan (UA) 110

^Subterraneans, The (MGM) 128

Subway in the Sky (UA) 97

Suddenly, Last Summer (Col) 249

Summer Place, A (WB) 186

^Sunrise at Campobello (WB) 124

t+Surprise Package (Col) 121

Swan Lake (Col) 129

“Swiss Family Robinson (BV) 275

Sword and the Cross, The (Valiant) 97

—T—
Take a Giant Step (UA) 92

Tall Story (WB) 134

Tarzan, the Ape Man (MGM) 100

Tarzan the Magnificent (Para) 101

T-Bird Gang (Filmgroup) 96

©Teenage Zombies (Governor) *

Terror Is a Man (Valiant) 97

That Kind of Woman (Para) 109

They Came to Cordura (Col) 145

Third Man on the Mountain (BV) 132

Third Voice, The (20th-Fox) 95

13 Fighting Men (20th-Fox) 106

13 Ghosts (Col) 145

—30— (WB) 96

30 Foot Bride of Candy Rock, The (Col) 87

39 Steps, The (20th-Fox) 127

This Rebel Breed (WB) 101

Threat, The (WB) 95

Three Came to Kill (UA) 97

Three Murderesses (20th-Fox) 91

Thunder in Carolina (Howco) 116

Tiger Bay (Cont'l)
*

Timbuktu (UA) 98

Time Bomb (AA) *

Time Machine, The (MGM) 149

Time of Desire, The (Janus) 141

Tingler, The (Col) 160

^Toby Tyler (BV) 195

Too Soon to Love (U-I) 93

Tormented, The (AA) *

Touch of Larceny, A (Para) 123

Trapped in Tangiers (20th-Fox) 98

Tread Softly Stranger (Bentley) 102

Twelve Hours to Kill (20th-Fox) 98

12 to the Moon (Col) 107

—U—
Unforgiven, The (UA) 148

—V—
Valley of the Redwoods (20th-Fox) *

Vice Raid (UA) 100

Virgin Island F-A-W) 99

Visit to a Small Planet (Para) 161

—W—
Wake Me When It's Over (20th-Fox) 116

Walk Like a Dragon (Para) 99

Walk Tall (20th-Fox)
*

Walking Target (UA) 100

Warrior and the Slave Girl, The (Col) 115

Wasp Woman, The (Filmgroup) 110

When Comedy Was King (20th-Fox) 127

Who Was That Lady? (Col) 154

Why Must I Die? (AIP) 101

Wicked Go to Hell* The (Fanfare)
*

Wild Ride, The Filmgroup) *

Wild River (20th-Fox) 120

Wind Cannot Read (20th-Fox) 101

Woman Like Satan, A (UA) 121

Wreck of the Mary Deare, The (MGM) 118

—Y—
Yellowstone Kelly (WB) 154

Yesterday's Enemy (Col) 100

Young Jesse James (20th-Fox) 91
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IN PREPARATION

"JEKYLL and HYDE”
"The LEATHERNECK"
"The UGLY DUCKLING”

IN PREPARATION FOR TV

PERMANENT WAVES
.

A Jerry Lewis Television Production



Your name came up
during this chalk talk

Many ideas to serve our customers better are born on blackboards. We constantly review

our basics, constantly strive to improve our techniques. Only in this way can we continue

to offer you superior quality and service in color motion picture production. Forty-five years

of experience mean the kind of dependability that saves you time and money.

TECHNICOLOR® CORPORATION
Sales Department

,
Motion Picture Division

6311 ROMAINE STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA. TEL HOLLYWOOD 7-1101

Technicolor is a registered trademark



C^oonercitive CdatripciicjnS Spurred in 60
By HUGH FRAZE
“The public is more entertainment -

conscious than ever before. But it must
be sold and sold hard—super promotion
on every picture is the only answer to

empty seats.”

T HIS quotation appeared in one ot

the very first issues of Boxoffice
Showmandiser in 1960. They are

the words of Art Sills, manager of the

Capitol Theatre in Jackson, Mich., of

the Butterfield circuit.

Later in the year, a report by Nyman
Kessler, longtime manager for Stanley

Warner Theatres at Bayonne, N. J., be-

gins with these words:
“Showmanship improves in quality

and volume in response to added com-
petition and new demands coming from
within the industry.”

And in the very last issue of the year

is this:

“That little extra promotion often

means a little extra in the boxoffice

till.”

WIDE RANGE EFFORT
In between these quotations, in the

more than 200 pages of photos and de-

scriptions of promotions by theatremen
and producer-distributor publicists and
promotion managers, is a montage
of industry merchandising skills and
policies, stimulating in its indication of

the tireless determination theatre and
film men everywhere are dedicating to

doing a better job of selling motion
pictures.

The montage of showmen in action

through 1960, the 52 issues of Boxoffice
Showmandiser, also offers a flash of

excitement here and there as they re-

veal a fresh adaptation of an old pro-

motion or the execution of a new idea.

Standing out in the 1960 picture are

significant gains in cooperative effort.

Several exhibitor associations, both Al-

lied and Theatre Owners of America
affiliates, got behind business-building

programs: groups of theatremen joined

distributors in joint sectional newspaper
and radio-television campaigns on spe-

cific pictures, and there were a number
of broad area promotions involving

several states in which exhibitor-dis-

tributor groups carried out saturation

preselling programs.

COOPERATIVE TREND
In the following paragraphs are ex-

amples of this new evidence of a trend
toward unity in merchandising the

theatre and its product, a trend which
is exciting in its possibilities. The de-
velopment suggests that all segments of

the industry are facing up to the fact

that individual, uncorrelated advertis-

ing and promotion is no longer doing
the job that must be done to keep the
theatre seats filled.

In Detroit, an informal organization
of circuit and independent theatremen,
known as the Metropolitan Exhibitors
of Detroit, figured up recently that it

had spent $150,000 during 1960 in co-

operative business-building. Heading
this group are Woodrow Praught, presi-

dent of the United Detroit Theatres;
Milton H. London, head of Allied Thea-
tres of Michigan; Adolph Goldberg of

Community Theatres; William Wets-
man of Wisper & Wetsman, and Alden
Smith, executive vice-president of

Cooperative Theatres of Michigan. They
reported an average expenditure of

$4,000 on 37 pictures during 1960, di-

vided as follows: 52 per cent on radio,

26 per cent on newspaper ads and 22

on television spots.

Theatre owners and managers in the

Baltimore and Annapolis areas conduct-

ed a month-long “October Is Gala
Movie Month” campaign, arranged un-
der the sponsorship of the Allied Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Mary-
land. Forty-five theatres shared the

cost (radio, television, trailers, pennants
and ads) and shared the benefit of such

stunts as “Penny Day”—one admission

for a cent with purchase of a regular

admission ticket. Gov. J. Millard Tawes
and Mayor Harold Grady helped draw
attention to the event by issuing procla-

mations.
Fifty exhibitors in the lower Michigan

and northern Ohio region joined to-

gether at Toledo and got the ball roll-

ing on a plan for cooperative promotion,

under the initiative of A1 Boudouris of

Theatre Operating Co., at that time

operating six drive-in theatres in the

area.

AIDED BY ORGANIZATIONS
Allied Independent Theatre Owners

of Wisconsin extended its prestige and
assistance to members in the Milwau-
kee area in a joint promotion of “Visit

to a Small Planet.” Tieups were made
with the Civil Air Patrol, radio station

WOKY and shopping centers. Similar

cooperation was effected on “A Dog of

Flanders” in the southern Illinois area.

Uniting on selected bookings for more
than a year is the Great Plains Busi-

ness Builder’s Ass’n, organized early in

1959 at the suggestion of Harry Greene,

general manager of Welworth Theatres
of Minneapolis. This group brings to-

gether theatremen in seven states; first,

to increase their merchandising know-
how through showmanship clinics, and
second, to provide cooperative satura-

tion campaigns on selected “two-legged”
pictures.

In Montana, Chris Gorder of the Fort
Theatre at Poplar, and a group of

small-town exhibitors in the northeast
part of the state, achieved record

grosses as a result of area booking and
television promotion of selected pic-

tures, including “For the Love of Mike,”
which broke a 14-year-old record; “Ten
Who Dared”; “Freckles” and “Walk
Tall”; “Tess of the Storm Country”;
“The 3 Worlds of Gulliver”; “The Little

Shepherd of Kingdom Come,” and
“Can-Can.”
Others in this joint effort were Bob

Suckstorff, Sidney, Mont., Bill Larcombe

of Glasgow, Forrest Pruett and Grace
Severson of Wolf Point, Wayne Fugere
of Scobey, Myron Bean of Plentywood,
and occasionally the Snyders of Willis-

ton.

Circuits, which always have main-
tained advertising-exploitation offices

to pep up and assist their theatre

staffers, strengthened their cooperation
with managers on the grassroots level

during the year. The upper-echelon
executives increasingly are getting into

the act!

CIRCUITS PROVIDE IDEAS
Ed Hyman, vice-president of Ameri-

can Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,

put out a 52-page brochure, “Proven
Profit-Making Ideas,” collected from
managers of his northern division the-

atres. This contained detailed pro-

grams on how to increase revenue

through Theatre Rentals, Special Mid-
night Shows, Holiday Goodwill Package
Sales, Concessions and Miscellaneous

Profit-Making Ideas. Most of these

money ideas were published in Box-
office Showmandiser.
Then AB-PT also provided its show-

men with the Markley Plan, which
gives a detailed formula for realizing

maximum results on every picture

campaign.
RKO Theatres supplied its New York

district theatre forces another booklet

of proven profit-makers, “217 Ideas on
How to Sell.”

Trans-Texas Theatres, headquartered
at Dallas, came up with something new
in the way of manager-showmanship
incentives. Its managers now receive

25 per cent of profits above house nut,

even on kiddy and special shows.
National Theatres & Television came

up with a list of “Top Summer Promo-
tions,” a reference booklet of ideas

tested and proven for their worth. This
circuit also arranged for circuit-wide

promotion of Fall Fashion Shows in the

Summer, starting them in July. Mats
and a complete brochure of suggestions

on how to put over “It’s Holiday-Time
in Theatreland” was pushed by the

NT&T head office for the yearend in

cooperation with newspaper amusement
sections.

PRODUCERS ALSO ASSIST
Producer-distributor cooperation is

reflected in the pages of Showmandiser
by the increased number of reports on
gala premieres attended by stars and
Hollywood personalities, and by national

merchandise tieups. For example. Unit-

ed Artists could boast eight national
merchandising tieups on “The Boy and
the Pirates,” ranging from Cocoa
Marsh to Fleer’s Bubble Gum.
Among other national assists that

come to mind are the Movie Certificates

promotion for “Ocean’s 11” and the
Quaker Oats package coupons for

“Please Don’t Eat the Daisies” by MGM.
Bursting on the theatre scene during

1960 for many theatre managers was
(Continued on page 48)
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TEN TOP

NEWCOMERS
(Listed Alphabetically)

FRANKIE AVALON * GEORGE PEPPARD

DIANA DARRIN

TROY DONAHUE

FABIAN

RICK NELSON

JULIET PROWSE

JIMMIE RODGERS

JEREMY SLATE

TUESDAY WELD

TROY DONAHUE
One of Warner Bros.’ discoveries in

the studio’s 1959 nation-wide search for

new personalities, Troy first proved

himself worthy of notice in a leading

role in “A Summer Place,” the picture

that shot him onto the lists of top teen-

agers’ favorites. He snagged a costar-

ring spot in “The Crowded Sky” and
then was cast in a big dramatic role in

“Parrish” and in his latest, “Susan

Slade.” Television fans know him for

many top roles and the studio current-

ly has him dividing his time between

features and the starring chores on its

popular new “Surfside 6” series.

FRANKIE AVALON

After making an auspicious film de-

but in Warner Bros.’ “Guns of the

Timberlands,” 21 - year - old Avalon

copped one of the plum roles of the year

by snaring a starring spot in “The

Alamo.” Currently, he is starring in

“Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea” for

20th-Fox, splicing his feature film work

with night club and personal appear-

ance dates throughout the country.

Born in Philadelphia, Pa., he scored in

the million sales brackets with his ex-

clusive Chancellor recordings, among
them “Venus” and the album, “Swing-

ing On a Rainbow.”
DIANA DARRIN

Equally at home in motion pictures,

television or recordings, Diana Darrin is

a triple talent who so delighted pro-

ducer Robert L. Lippert in “The Little

Shepherd of Kingdom Come” that he

signed her to a new three-picture pact.

This Easter she will be seen as guest

star of Allied Artists’ “Dondi,” while her

record, “All Accordin’,” for the Magnet

label is jetting to hit prominence. A
recruit from off-Broadway plays, she

first appeared in 15 comedy shorts for

Jules White at Columbia and in

“Marty,” “Bachelor Party,” “The Bold

and the Brave,” among other features.

FABIAN

Recently signed to a seven-year, one-

picture-a-year contract by 20th-Fox,

this youngster proved his claim to film

stardom with “Hound Dog Man,” “High

Time” and “North to Alaska.” His next

release will be “Love in a Goldfish

Bowl” for Paramount. Born in Philadel-

phia, Pa., the 18-year-old first hit the

top with several million-seller record-

ings under an exclusive Chancellor pact.

His current hit is “You Know You Be-

long to Somebody Else.” Both films

and records are boosted by a 50,000

member fan club.
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RICK NELSON

With 12 years of x’adio and television

work on his family’s popular shows be-

hind him, Rick proved to be a veteran

performer in his first major motion

picture, Warner Bros.’ “Rio Bravo.” It

won him critical acclaim and major ex-

hibitor interest, both of which are being

repeated in his current Columbia re-

lease, “The Wackiest Ship in the Army.”

A top teenage singing idol, the 20-year-

old has seven gold records to his credit

and draws capacity crowds in every per-

sonal appearance. His latest Imperial

record hit is “You Are the Only One.”

JULIET PROWSE
A dancer who scored a sensation in

her first motion picture, a starring role

in 20th-Fox’s “Can-Can,” Juliet came

to Hollywood by way of India, South

Africa and England, where she was

born, raised and educated, respectively.

In London, she was featured in various

ballet companies and stage musicals,

but she reached fame recently with the

starring roles in “G.I. Blues,” “The

Fiercest Heart” and “The Right Ap-

proach” on the screen. A striking red-

head, she photographs perfectly for

color films and has been spotlighted

on several TV spectaculars.

JEREMY SLATE

Already firmly ensconced in television

as costar of the popular CBS series,

“The Aquanauts,” Jeremy recently got

his first major break in feature motion

pictures with a top role in the Para-

mount release, “G.I. Blues.” Critical

praise and numerous offers from film

producers greeted his performance, giv-

ing him a strong foothold in the me-

dium. Versatile as an actor as well as

in his personal life, he has been a sail-

or, radio announcer and publicist and

came to Hollywood after a top Broad-

way role in “Look Homeward, Angel.”

He’s a veteran of top TV roles, as well.

JIMMIE RODGERS
It took the title role in the 20th-Fox

release, “The Little Shepherd of King-

dom Come,” to bring this popular Rou-

lette recording star to feature films, but

the three studio term pact offers that

followed indicate a long and happy ca-

reer in the field. Jimmie first hit prom-

inence with a smash recording of

“Honeycomb,” the first of a dozen major

hit singles and nine big-selling albums.

Television claimed him as guest on all

the top shows, as well as star of his own.

In features, he hopes to do westerns or

films with American history back-

grounds.
GEORGE PEPPARD

A “veteran” of important roles in

pictures like “End As a Man” and “Pork

Chop Hill,” Peppard really exploded on

the filmland scene with a starring role

in MGM’s “Home Fi'om the Hill.” He
followed it with “The Subterraneans,”

then moved to Paramount to costar with

Audrey Hepburn in the upcoming re-

lease, “Breakfast At Tiffany’s.” Born in

Detroit, he is the son of a former opera

singer and spent several years playing

a variety of stage and television roles

before coming to Hollywood, among
them Broadway stints in “The Pleasure

of His Company” and “Girls of Sum-
mer.”

TUESDAY WELD
At 17, Tuesday has already become

something of a Hollywood legend. Hit-

ting films and television with a pub-

licity bang, she was a Deb Star at 15

and drew top attention from the

young fans even before she had half a

dozen film exposures. Her big feature

break came in “The Five Pennies,”

followed by top roles in “Because

They’re Young” and “Rally Round the

Flag.” Now, she is starring in “High

Time,” “Wild in the Country” and “Re-

turn to Peyton Place.” Her major tele-

vision credits include a regular role on

the popular “Dobie Gillis” series.
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Diana Darrin

Current Productions:

"Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come" (AIP-20th-Fox)

"Dondi" (Allied Artists)

Recording contract with Magnet label

(Jay Colonna, President)

In release: "All Accordin'
"

More than 30 TV credits

Publicity Representatives: The Brandy Company

JEREMY SLATE

"G. I. Blues"-—Paramount

Starring in

"The Aquanauts"

for the CBS Television network

Representation by MCA
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Cooperative Campaigns
Spurred in '60

(Continued from page 43)

the hard-ticket attraction promotion.

This type of booking and promotion,

used on a limited scale in former years,

spread to all the major cities and down
to the smaller centers during 1960.

Boxoffice Showmandiser supplied its

readers with full details on how to han-
dle this innovation through “The Hard-
Ticket Operation

—

How It Works,” writ-

ten by Harold Meyers, in charge of

group sales for the Famous Players Ca-
nadian Corp., and Michael King, man-
ager of the FPC flagship in Toronto,
the Imperial.
An idea which was especially helpful

to individual theatre operators during
the year was the radio station-sponsored
screening or opening. Ed Linder set it

up this way in his campaign for “Col-
lege Confidential,” a film with teenage
appeal which he figured would interest

a radio station. Linder manages the
Gopher Theatre at Minneapolis. WDGY
advertised that it was hosting the
screening and asked listeners to write

in for their tickets. (If a larger response
is wanted, listeners are asked to phone
in their names and addresses and tick-

ets are mailed) . WDGY broadcast ten
spots a day for five days in advance.
Linder reported the early-bird preview
was a “tremendous” success.

TIEUPS WITH OTHER MEDIA
Manager King planned his preview of

“Pollyanna” on a large scale, and the
radio station tieup was only one of the
means to get a large response. The disc

jockeys of all stations were pleased to

broadcast invitations to a preview of an
“outstanding movie” to their listeners,

who were asked to write in for their

tickets.

In addition, King sent out invitations,
most of them RSVP, to press folk, radio,
VIP, group sales contacts, and by trailer

and lobby display. When replies were re-

ceived, names were checked off the list

and replies sent. The preview was
scheduled at 7:30 p.m., after regular
show patrons had been cleared. About
1,000 attended.
Leo Young, manager of the Orpheum

Theatre in Sioux City, Iowa, promoted
seven valuable doorprizes to pull 600
women (and six men) to a morning
screening of “The Dark at the Top of
the Stairs.”

Sol Sorkin, RKO Keith Theatre,
Syracuse, N. Y., got Dick Lawrence, the
emcee of a morning show on WNDR to
“host” a screening for the same picture,
to broadcast 65 spots in two days. Some
511 showed up, 490 of them women.

In an effort to achieve broader and
deeper coverage at lower cost, Wayne
Smith of Pontiac, Mich., dropped direct
mail and turned to giant-size multiple-
color ads in the newspaper, large
enough to serve as heralds.
A classified ad-theatre pass tieup was

one of the cheapest space producers
noted during the year. As worked out
by Manager LeRoy Ramsey of the
Hollywood Theatre, Fort Worth, Tex.,

and the Fort Worth Press, the theatre

puts up 20 passes daily for six days,

each good for a double admission. The
Press scatters 20 names each day in its

want ad section, and uses a banner such
as, “There Are No Strangers in the

Press Classified Ads . . . But Find Your
Name in the Listings and Win 2 Free
Tickets to See ‘Strangers When We
Meet’ at the Hollywood Theatre, etc.

In addition, the theatre gets a 2-col.,

4-inch space daily for a mat on the film.

The deal is used when the film is right

for it.

The horror drama was responsible for

a new promotion gimmick, which at

first was regarded with misgivings by
many showmen. Producers have at times
recommended that no one be admitted
during the last ten minutes of a film,

but it remained for Alfred Hitchcock
to extend this limitation to the whole
run on his “Psycho.” Pinkerton opera-
tives in uniforms stood beside entrance
signs in first-run openings which read,

“Positively No One Admitted After the

Showing of ‘Psycho’ Starts.” The film

became one of the best grossers of the

year.

NOVEL HORROR SELL

Another distinction went to a horror
film in 1960. “Brides of Dracula” was
accorded full world-premiere treatment.
Richard Lightman, Malco Theatres ex-
ecutive at Memphis, Tenn., Watson
Davis, advertising manager, and Elton
Holland, manager of the Malco Theatre
there, gave this picture the works with
promotion resurrected from “the golden
age of ballyhoo.”
“Horror is boxoffice,” Lightman com-

mented. “Scare, but don’t offend;
frighten, not paralyze.”

The three used an oldtime hearse,

werewolf cubs, pet bats, spiders, arma-
dillos, Fang-Up elixir and a full-fledged

stage show. “Hokum,” they conceded,
“but it’s the kind of hokum that en-
abled us to break all existing records
with the picture.”

Theatremen who enjoy corn were in

their heyday when they booked “Li’l

Abner.” The storerooms of sheriffs’

offices in many small towns were raided
by happy showmen as they rounded up
moonshine stills, whisky jugs and old-

fashioned rifles to build “Li’l Abner”
front-of-theatre displays, with a few
Dogpatch characters thrown in.

SUMMER KIDDY SHOWS
Ray Niles and Cliff Knoll, Minne-

sota Amusement Co. managers in

Sioux Falls, S. D., wanted to line up a
really big kiddy movies summer series,

and had tried unsuccessfully several

years to obtain a sponsor able to bring
in the youngsters in droves. Turn-downs
were received from the Ass’n of Uni-
versity Women, and the Boy and Girl

Scouts until they contacted the Trades
and Labor Council. The latter approved
a tieup which called for the council
auxiliary to sell series tickets at $1 for

a 25 per cent commission.
Manager Knoll also came up with an

“exclusive,” an all-night all-girl slum-
ber party, which he arranged in advance
of “Wake Me When It’s Over.” Yes,
the theatre doors were kept locked from
12 midnight, when the party started,

till 6 a.m., when the girls were taken
home after a breakfast of rolls and
coffee. Counselors of Future Business
Leaders of America, a high school club

of girl students in the commercial
classes, served as chaperons and sup-
plied the list of those who were to at-

tend, approximately 210.

Another unique promotion during
1960 was a “How Long Is Up” contest,

staged by Loew’s publicists in Miami
Beach in advance of “The Bellboy” at

Loew’s new 170th Street Theatre. A
celebration by a nearby shopping cen-
ter was the handle for the unusual
stunt. All disc jockeys from WCKR par-
ticipated in a foot race. On the next
night the winner was hoisted in a sta-

tion wagon 50 feet in the air for a stay

of at least 11 days during the run of

“The Bellboy.” The deejay broadcasted
at least six hours daily from his perch
above the theatre’s street sign and, at

least once an hour, the station checked
what the deejay was doing.

Both television and radio people in

the Miami area were invited to esti-

mate how many days and hours the

WCKR jockey would stay up. The win-

ner won an expense-paid trip to Nas-
sau and $450 worth of gifts promoted
from the shopping center stores. Nat-
urally, the stores featured big sales

during the stunt.

Unusual tieups and promotions:
Florida Citrus cartoon matinees in five

Waters’ circuit theatres in Birmingham,
Ala., were sponsored by the Florida

Citrus commission. An empty citrus

fruit bag was the price of admission.

For a Washington’s Birthday Silver

Dollar Party at the Temple Theatre in

Temple City, Calif., Manager Stoddard
Gumaer lined up 36 stores as sponsors

for the gigantic matinee, which featured

oodles of prizes, among them 340

silver dollars.

“BICYCLES” AUDIENCE

At one time bicycling of prints was
common, but “bicycling” of an audience

is a rare, and as far as we know, a 1960

innovation. Bill Butler did it between
the Turnage and Reita Theatres in

Washington, N. C. He had promoted a

horror-science stage-screen show with

considerable hokum at the Turnage, but

when a larger-than-anticipated crowd
turned up, Butler took over the Reita

across the street, also a Stewart &
Everett operation, and bicycled his

audiences

!

Louis M. Sosna, longtime exhibitor of

Moberly, Mo., came up with a brainchild

he dubbed “Cent-O-Vision,” for the

double purpose of testing out “nickel-

odeon” prices and getting some mid-
week business at his State Theatre. He
believes television is not to blame for

all the ills of the small-town exhibitor;

instead admission prices have gone up
out of reach of the masses. So to get his

prices, at least on two days (Wednesday
and Thursday) down so everyone could

afford to attend the State, Sosna lined

up 20 merchants for $5 a week each to

sponsor Cent-O-Vision. Each merchant
received 50 guest tickets (his theatre

seats just 1,000), which entitles the

showgoer to 25 cents admission on those

days. The merchants were signed up for

52 weeks.
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and introducing
DAVID KORY as “DONDI"

An ALBERT ZUGSMITH Production

STARRING

DAVID JANSSEN • PATTI PAGE

WALTER WINCHELL-MICKEY SHAUGHNESSY

ROBERT STRAOSS • ARNOLD STANG

PATTI PAGE SINGS

"DONDI” AND
"MEADOW IN THE SKY"

ALLIED ARTISTS

Picture

ADAPTED FROM THE COMIC STRIP
BY GUS EDSON & IRWIN HASEN

Written and Produced by

ALBERT ZUGSMITH & GUS EDSON
Directed by ALBERT ZUGSMITH

Produced by SAMUEL BISCHOFF
and DAVID DIAMOND
Directed by JOSEPH M. NEWMAN
Screenplay by JO SWERLING

An ALLIED ARTISTS Picture

THE LIFE AND TIMES
OF ARNOLD ROTHSTEIN,
KING OF THE GAMBLERS!

Based upon Leo Katcher's sensational novel

STARRING

DAVID JANSSEN -DIANNE FOSTER
CO-STARRING

JACK CARSON •

niii rviirm mu

as

JOHNNY BURKE

Guest star

and

THE MAN HUNT OF
THE CENTURY!

starring

WERNER KLEMPERER
RUTA LEE • DONALD BUKA
STEVE GRAVERS • BARBARA TURNER

Directed by

R. G. SPRINGSTEEN

Screenplay by

LEWIS COPPLEY

Produced by

SAMUEL BISCHOFF and DAVID DIAMOND

A Bischoff- Diamond Production

An ALLIED ARTISTS Picture

THE

TRUTH

BEHIHD

THE

HEADUSES...

THE STORY

THE TRIAL

WILL SEVER

TELL!

co-starring ALEX NICOL • GIGI PERREAU • CAROLE MATHEWS
GEORGE DOLENZ • JACK CASSIDY

Produced by WILLIAM ALLAND and LAURENCE E. MASCOTT
Directed by WILLIAM ALLAND • Written by LAURENCE E. MASCOTT

A New Films Company Picture • An ALLIED ARTISTS Release

THE STORT OF ADULT
DELINQUENTS.'

PAUL win

ANKA - ROMAN

THESE 4 and many more.. . from ALLIED ARTISTS!
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with appreciation,

DORIS DAY

%
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By NATHAN COHEN
P until a comparatively few years

ago, a program without a short

subject wasn’t a program. Some
companies curtailed or eliminated their

production of the short films for eco-

nomic reasons and so an upcoming gen-
eration was deprived of the enjoyment
which its elders took for granted when
they went to a motion picture theatre.

Now, perhaps, that old bugaboo of films

—television—has whetted the appetite

for more short subjects and producers
are waking up to the fact that they are

short-changing the customers when a
program doesn’t have a one- or two-
reeler.

INCREASES UNDER WAY
A revitalization of short subjects is

seen for 1961. Paramount, for one, has
taken a new look at the situation, fol-

lowing an exhaustive study of the

market and its potentials. In association

with Sports Illustrated, a program of

six subjects was mapped out, covering

various phases of sport interest, one of

which, “A Sport Is Born,” was described

by the Balaban & Katz booking execu-
tives as “one of the greatest shorts ever

seen.” A new concept of the travelog

was created in the production of “Car-
nival in Quebec” and more are in work.
The cartoon studio has been modernized
in order to bring fresh new animated
characters to the theatre.

Universal, too, will increase its shorts

program in 1961, boosting the output of

the Walter Lantz cartoons by one-third.

The company this year will give greater

attention to its travel pictures, coming
out with two new two-reel specials and
eight one-reelers, all in color, which al-

ready have received acclaim from ex-

hibitors and the public alike.

With the exception of one company,
the distributors—major and independ-
ent—are moving toward an expansion
in the shorts field, using 1961 as the

springboard into more intensified pro-
duction in the following years.

MORE TRAVEL SUBJECTS

Although comedy has been the back-
bone of most shorts programs in the

past, the travel picture is moving in

fast. The appeal of this type of material
has increased in recent years since the

subject matter generally treats of far-

away, exotic places which most people
have a keen desire to visit and enjoy
seeing in color on the screen. With more
and more Americans traveling overseas
every year, they thrill to the opportun-
ity of revisiting many lands in the thea-
tre.

Indications are that the film com-
panies will increase their travel film

output in order to meet the demands of

the public. Schools, too, are good cus-
tomers for the travel pictures.

Paramount, Columbia, Warner Bros.,

Disney, 20th Century-Fox and Universal
are among the companies announcing
new travel subjects for the season, in

addition to the independent distributor,

Lester A. Schoenfeld, who specializes in

travel shorts. Almost any one of the

subjects is suitable for tieups with travel

agencies, affording exhibitors excellent

opportunities to gain additional pro-
motion outlets for their programs. Sub-
jects deal with both winter and summer
vacation spots, which will enable thea-
tremen to book and promote the travel

film on a year-around basis.

At 20th Century-Fox, the “Assign-
ment” series is to be continued. Such
titles as “Assignment Japan,” “Assign-

ment Philippines” and “Assignment
Argentina” have been popular subjects

in the last several years, and new areas

to be explored in this series are Turkey
and Australia. Universal is adding two
new two-reel travel subjects to its

schedule in 1961, while Disney will have
several in the “People and Places”

series as three-reelers. Paramount has
announced four “Travelramas,” to be

produced in widesci'een and color. As in

“Carnival in Quebec,” a 1959-60 re-

lease, the company’s travel pictures will

be based on a family trip, with the view-

er invited to come along as if he were
part of the family.

The Warner travels will be in the

“World-wide Adventure Specials,” with
three two-reelers scheduled, and in the

company’s one-reel specials. Places to

be visited include Hawaii, Taxco in

Mexico, the Riviera and the Alpines,

among others. Columbia has scheduled
three travel features in color, the first

of which was filmed in Hong Kong.

The off-beat short subjects which
started to get a foothold in convention-
al theatres last year, and which have
been a mainstay of the art houses for

some time, show signs of finding greater

popularity. The exhibitor with an eye

for the unusual will discover a good va-

riety of subjects available in the release

lineups of the smaller independent dis-

tributors. Union Film Distributors,

which releases Kingsley International

product, is offering four “different”

subjects in “The Case of the Mukkinese
Battle Horn” and “The Running, Jump-
ing and Standing Still Film,” which
feature Peter Sellers, and “The Violin-

ist” and “Day of the Painter,” both of

which have won honors at film festi-

vals. Schoenfeld, in addition to travel

subjects, also is releasing “Giuseppina,”

an import dealing with a day in the

life of a little girl, and “Chairmaker and
the Boys,” also an import. “Pull My
Daisy,” a subject on the Beatnik philos-

ophy, released by the independent G-
String Productions, is another subject

which has played the art-house circuit

during the year.

Altogether, exhibitors will have more
than 250 shorts from which to select

their 1961 “spice of the program,”

slightly more than was available last

year. Significant, however, is the fact

that the number of reprints and reissues

will be substantially less. Paramount,
for example, which frequently has had

as many as 20 reissue cartoons in its

lineup will have only eight in 1961. In

Universal’s lineup of 36 shorts, only six

Walter Lantz Woody Woodpeckers re-

issues have been cataloged, more than

offset by an output of 19 new color

Cartunes from the Lantz drawing

boards. And while Columbia is con-

tinuing its policy of reissuing a sub-

stantial number of its most popular

shorts subjects in the live -action series,

the company will place at least 30 new
subjects in its lineup for the year.

All of which promises to make 1961

a year in which the alert exhibitor,

searching for added punch and variety

to his programs, will find them in

abundance in the shorts charts of the

established and independent film dis-

tributors.
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Fox West Coast Theatres Corporation

Fox Intermountain Theatres, Inc.

Fox Midwest Theatres, Inc.

Evergreen State Amusement Corporation

International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes

and Moving Picture Machine Operators of the

United States and Canada

Affiliated with the A.F.L.-C.l.O.

Representing Craftsmen Employed in Production,

Distribution and Exhibition in the

Entertainment Field

RICHARD F. WALSH
International President

Suite 1900 HARLAND HOLMDEN
1270 Avenue of the Americas General Secretary-Treasurer

New York 20, N. Y.
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UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE CIRCUIT INC
l

METROPOLITAN PLAYHOUSES INC.

SKOURAS THEATRES CORPORATION

MAGNA THEATRE CORPORATION
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THIS INSIGNE OF OUTSTANDING MERIT
is awarded eack montk ky tke National Screen

Council to tke picture wkick, in tke opinion of

its memkers, comkines kotk outstanding merit as

a motion picture and wkolesome entertainment

for tke entire family. Tke National Screen Coun-

cil, now in its twenty-nintk year, is comprised of

motion picture editors, radio and TV commentators

and representatives of ketter film and motion pic-

ture councils and of civic, educational and exkik-

itor organizations.



September.

October.

November.

December.

January.

February.

March

April.

May.

June

July

The Devil's Disciple v United Artists

The FBI Story .Warner Bros.

The Big Fisherman Buena Vista

The Last Angry Man Columbia

Journey to the Center of the Earth 20th Century Fox

On the Beach

Toby Tyler

Please Don't Eat the Daisies

Conspiracy of Hearts

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

Pollyanna

United Artists

Buena Vista

,MGM

Paramount

MGM

Buena Vista

August.... The Lost World 20th Century-Fox



The Cast

Anthony Anderson Burt Lancaster

Richard Dudgeon Kirk Douglas

General Burgoyne Laurence Olivier

Judith Anderson Janette Scott

Mrs. Dudgeon Eva LeGallienne

Major Swindon Harry Andrews

Lawyer Hawkins Basil Sydney

British Sergeant George Rose

Christopher Dudgeon Neil McCallum

Rev. Maindeck Parshotter..Mervyn Johns

William David Horne

Production Staff

Produced by Harold Hecht

Directed by Guy Hamilton

Screenplay by John Dighton,

Roland Kibbee

Based on the Play by GeorgeBernardShaw

(By Arrangement with The Estate of
Gabriel Pascal)

Director of
Photography Jack Hildyard, B.S.C.

Music by Richard Rodney Bennett

Music Director John Hollingsworth

Camera Operator Gerald Fischer

Supervising Editor Alan Osbiston

Sound Recording Leslie Hammond

The

Devil's

Disciple
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Story

The Cast

Chip Hardesty James Stewart

Lucy Hardesty Vera Miles

Sam Crandall Murray Hamilton

George Crandall Larry Pennell

Jack Graham Nick Adams

Jennie (adult) Diane Jergens

Anna Sage Jean Willes

Ann (adult) Joyce Taylor

Mario Victor Millan
Harry Dakins Parley Baer

McCutcheon Fay Roope

U. S. Marshal Ed Prentiss

Medicine Salesman Robert Gist

Mike (adult) Buzz Martin

Casket Salesman Kenneth Mayer

Production Staff

Produced and Directed by..Mervyn LeRoy
Screenplay by Robert L. Breen,

John Twist
From the Book by Don Whitehead
Director of
Photography Joseph Biroc, A.S.C.

Art Director John Beckman
Film Editor Philip W. Anderson
Music by Max Steiner

Orchestrations by Murray Cutter
Sound by M. A. Merrick
Costumes Designed by Adele Palmer
Set Decorator Ralph Hurst
Makeup Supervisor....Gordon Bau, S.M.A.

Assistant Directors David Silver,
Gil Kissel
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The Cast

Simon Peter Howard Keel

Fara Susan Kohner
Voldi John Saxon

Herodias Martha Hyer
Herod-Antipas Herbert Lom
Deran Ray Strxcklyn

Arnon Marian Seldes

David Ben-Zadok Alexander Scourby

Hannah Beulah Bondi

John the Baptist Jay Barney

Rennah Charlotte Fletcher

Zendi Mark Dana

Andrew Rhodes Reason

Menicus Henry Brandon

John Brian Hutton
James Thomas Troupe

Production Staff

Produced by Rowland V. Lee

Directed by Frank Borzage

Screenplay by Howard Estabrook,

Rowland V. Lee

Photographed by Lee Garmes, A.S.C.

Production Design John Decuir

Music Composed by.Albert Hay Malotte

Music Supervision Joseph Gershenson

Orchestrations by David Tamkin
Associate Producer Eric G. Stacey

Editorial

Supervision..Paul Weatherwax, A.C.E.

Associate Editors William Andrews,

Arnold Schwarzwald

The

Big

Fisherman

A Buena Vista

Production

if-
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The

Last

Angry

Man

A Columbia
Production

The Cast

Dr. Sam Abelman Paul Muni
Woodrow Wilson Thrasher..David Wayne
Anne Thrasher Betsy Palmer
Dr. Max Vogel Luther Adler
Myron Malkin Joby Baker
Alice Taggart Joanna Moore
Sarah Abelman Nancy R. Pollock
Josh Quincy Billy Dee Williams
Mrs. Quincy Claudia McNeil
Lyman Gattling Robert F. Simon
Ben Loomer Dan Tobin
Nobody Home Godfrey Cambridge
Lee Roy David Winters
Miss Bannahan Helen Chapman
Jack Vickery Paul Langton
Wood Thrasher, jr Charles Herbert

Production Staff

Producer Fred Kohlmar
Director Daniel Mann
Screenplay (based on his novel)

by Gerald Green
Adaptation Richard Murphy
Assistant Director Irving Moore
Music Composed by George Dunning
Conducted by Morris Stoloff
Director of
Photography James Wong Howe, A.S.C.

Art Director Carl Anderson
Film Editor Charles Nelson, A.C.E.

Set Decorator William Kiernan
Gowns by Jean Louis
Make-up

Supervision Clay Campbell, S.MA.
Hair Styles by Helen Hunt
Recording Supervisor John Livadary
Sound by Harry Mills
Orchestration by Arthur Morton
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Journey

to the

Center

of the

Earth

A 20th Century-Fox

Production

Alec McEwen Pat Boone
Prof. Oliver Lindenbrook ....James Mason
Carla Arlene Dahl
Jenny Diane Baker
Count Saknussemm Thayer David

Hans Peter Ronson
Groom Robert Adler
Dean Alan Napier

Prof. Boyle Alex Finlayson
Paisley Ben Wright
Kirsty Mary Brady
Chancellor Frederick Halliday
Rector Alan Calellou

Production Staff
Produced by Charles Brackett
Directed by Henry Levin
Screenplay by Walter Reisch,

Charles Brackett
Based on the novel by Jules Verne
Songs Conducted by Lionel Newman
Associate Ken Darby
Music Bernard Herrmann
Director of Photography Leo Tover, A.S.C.

Art Directors Lyle R. Wheeler,
Franz Bachelein, Herman A. Blumenthal
Set Decorations Walter M. Scott,

Joseph Kish
Special Photographic Effects

L. B. Abbott, A.S.C.

James B. Gordon, A.S.C. Emil Kosa, jr.

Film Editors Stuart Gilmore, A.C.E.,

Jack W. Holmes
Costumes Designed by David Folkes
Makeup by Ben Nye
Hair styles by Helen Turpin, C.H.S.
Assistant Director Hal Herman
Technical Advisers Lincoln Barnett,

Peter Ronson
Sound Bernard Freericks,

Warren B. Delaplain
Color Consultant Leonard Doss

The Cast
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On

the

Beach

A United Artists

Production

The Cast

Dwight Towers Gregory Peck
Moira Davidson Ava Gardner
Julian Osborn Fred Astaire
Peter Holmes Anthony Perkins
Mary Holmes Donna Anderson
Admiral Bridie John Tate
Lieutenant Hosgood Loda Brooks
Farrel Guy Doleman
Swain John Meillon
Sundstrom Harp McGuire
Benson Ken Wayne
Davis Richard Meikle
Ackerman Joe McCormick
Davidson Lou Vernon
Froude Basil Buller-Murphy
Port Man Paddy Moran
Dr. Forster Kevin Brennan
Salvation Army Captain John Casson
Morgan Grant Taylor

Production Staff

Producer-Director Stanley Kramer
Screenplay by John Paxton
From the novel by Nevil Shute
Production Design Rudolph Sternad
Photographed by Giuseppe Rotunno
Music by Ernest Gold
Art Director Fernando Carrere
Production Manager Clem Beauchamp
Assistant Director Ivan Volkman
Technical Advisor Vice-Admiral

Charles A. Lockwood, U.S.N. (Ret.)
Film Editor.. ..Frederic Knudtson. A.C.E.

Sound Engineer Hans Wetzel
Camera Operator Ross Wood
Sound Effects Walter Elliott
Special Effects Lee Zavitz
Auto Race Photography....Daniel Fapp,

A.S.C.
Wardrobe Joe King
Makeup John O’Gorman, Frank Prehoda
Hair Stylist Jane Shugrue
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.

Toby

Tyler

A Walt Disney

Production

Toby Tyler Kevin Corcoran

Ben Cotter Henry Calvin

Sam Treat Gene Sheldon

Harry Tupper Bob Sweeney

Col. Sam Castle Richard Eastham

Jim Weaver James Drury

Mademoiselle Jeanette .... Barbara Beaird

Monsieur Ajax Dennis Joel

Aunt Olive Edith Evanson

Uncle Daniel Tom Fadden

Bandleader Ollie Wallace

and Mr. Stubbs as Himself

Production Staff

Producer Walt Disney

Director Charles Barton

Screenplay by Bill Walsh,
Lillie Hayward

Based on book, “Toby Tyler” by
James Otis Kaler

Associate Producer Bill Walsh
Director of Photography

William Snyder, A.S.C.

Music Buddy Baker

Orchestration Walter Sheets

Song: “Biddle-Dee-Dee” Diane Lampert,
Richard Loring

Art Directors Carroll Clark,
Stan Jolley

Assistant Director .... Arthur J. Vitarelli

Film Editor Stanley Johnson, A.C.E.

Special Effects Ub Iwerks, A.S.C.

The Cast
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Please

Don't

Eat

the Daisies

The Cast

Kate Mackay Doris Day

Lawrence (Larry) Mackay .. David Niven

Deborah Vaughn Janis Paige

Mrs. Suzie Robinson .. Spring Byington

Alfred North Richard Haydn

Maggie Patsy Kelly

Joe Positano Jack Weston

Rev. Dr. McQuarry John Harding

Mona James Margaret Lindsay

Mary Smith Carmen Phillips

Mrs. Hunter Mary Patton

David Mackay Charles Herbert

Gabriel Mackay Stanley Livingston

George Mackay Flip Mark

Adam Mackay Baby Gellert

Production Staff

|

I

Producer Joe Pasternak

Director Charles Walters

Associate Producer Martin Melcher

Screenplay by Isobel Lennart

Based on the book by Jean Kerr

Color by Metrocolor
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MAY
WINNER

The Cast

Mother Katharine Lilli Palmer

Sister Mitya Sylvia Syms

Sister Gerta Yvonne Mitchell

Major Spoletti Ronald Lewis

Colonel Horsten Albert Lieven

Lieut. Schmidt Peter Arne

Sister Tia Nora Swinburne

Father Desmaines .... Michael Goodliffe

Sister Constance Megs Jenkins

The Rabbi David Kossoff

Sister Honoria Jenny Laird

Petrelli George Coulouris

Sister Elisaveta Phyllis Neilson-Terry

Anna Rebecca Dignam

Joseph Joseph Cuby

Production Staff

Producer Betty E. Box

Director Ralph Thomas

Screenplay by Robert Presnell jr.

Editor Alfred Roome

Cameraman Ernest Steward

Music by Lavagnino

Conspiracy

of

Hearts
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Huckleberry

Finn

The King Tony Randall

Huckleberry Finn Eddie Hodges

Jim Archie Moore

Joanna Patty McCormack

Pap Neville Brand

The Duke Mickey Shaughnessy

Sheriff’s wife Judy Canova

Mr. Carmody Andy Devine

Mary Jane Sherry Jackson

Lion Tamer Buster Keaton

Capt. Sellers Finlay Currie

Widow Douglas .. Josephine Hutchinson

Grangerford Man Parley Baer

Slave Catcher John Carradine

Sheriff Royal Dano

River Boat Singer Dolores Hawkins

Barber Sterling Holloway

Slave catcher Dean Stanton

Production Staff

Producer Samuel Goldwyn jr.

Director Michael Curtiz

Screenplay by James Lee

Based on the original novel by

Mark Twain

Color by Metrocolor

The Cast

1
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Pollyanna

The Cast
Aunt Polly Jane Wyman
Dr. Edmond Chilton Richard Egan
Reverend Paul Ford Karl Malden
Nancy Furman Nancy Olson
Mr. Pendergast Adolphe Menjou
Mayor Karl Warren Donald Crisp

Mrs. Snow Agnes Moorehead
Jimmy Bean Kevin Corcoran
Pollyanna Hayley Mills
George Dodds James Drury
Tillie Lagerlof Reta Shaw
Mrs. Paul Ford Leora Dana
Mrs. Amelia Tarbell Annie Seymour
Ben Tarbell Edward Platt
Angelica Mary Grace Canfield
Mildred Snow Jenny Egan

Production Staff

Producer Walt Disney
Directed and Screenplay by David Swift
Based on the Novel by Eleanor H. Porter
Associate Producer George Golitzin
Director of Photography

Russell Harlan, A.S.C.

Music Paul Smith
Orchestration Franklyn Marks
Art Direction Carroll Clark,

Robert Clatworthy
Matte Artist Peter Ellenshaw
Sequence Consultant Don DaGradi
Assistant Director Joseph Behm
Dialogue Coach Leon Charles
Set Decoration Emile Kuri,

Fred MacLean
Film Editor Frank Gross, A.C.E.
Special Effects Ub Iwerks, A.S.C.

Music Editor Evelyn Kennedy
Costumes Designed by Walter Plunkett
Costumers Chuck Keehen,

Gertrude Casey
Make-Up Pat McNalley
Hair Stylist Ruth Sandifer
Sound Supervisor Robert O. Cook
Sound Dean Thomas
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The

Lost

World

The Cast

Lord Roxton Michael Rennie
Jennifer Holmes Jill St. John
Ed Malone David Hedison
Professor Challenger Claude Rains
Gomez Fernando Lamas
Professor Summerlee .... Richard Haydn
David Ray Stricklyn
Costa Jay Novello
Native Girl Vitina Marcus
Burton White Ian Wolfe
Stuart Holmes John Graham
Prof. Waldron Colin Campbell

Production Staff

Produced and Directed by Irwin Allen
Screenplay by Irwin Allen,

Charles Bennett
From a Story by

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Music by .... Bert Shefter, Paul Sawtell
Director of Photography

Winton Hoch, A.S.C.

Art Direction Duncan Cramer,
Walter M. Simonds

Set Decorations Walter M. Scott,
Joseph Kish, John Sturtevant

Special Photographic Effects

L. B. Abbott, A.S.C., James B.

Gordon, A.S.C.
,
Emil Kosa jr.

Film Editor .... Hugh S. Fowler, A.C.E.

Assistant Director Ad Schaumer
Technical Adviser Henry E. Lester
Costumes Designed by Paul Zastupnevich
Makeup by Ben Nye
Hair styles by Helen Turpin, C.H.S.

Effects Technician Willis O’Brien
Production Illustrator Maurice Zuberano
Sound E. Clayton Ward,

Harry M. Leonard
Orchestration Howard Jackson,

Sid Cuttner
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(In seasonal order, September through August)

1934 - 35
One Night of Love Columbia
Judge Priest Fox
White Parade Fox
Flirtation Walk First National
David Copperfield MGM
Little Colonel Fox
Roberta RKO Radio
Naughty Marietta MGM
G-Men Warner Bros.
The Informer RKO Radio
Love Me Forever Columbia
Alice Adams RKO Radio

1935 - 36
Top Hot RKO Radio
O'Shaughnessy's Boy MGM
Mutiny on the Bounty MGM
Ah, Wilderness! MGM
A Tale of Two Cities MGM
Story of Louis Pasteur Warner Bros.
The Country Doctor 20th-Fox
Mr. Deeds Goes to Town Columbia
Show Boat Universal
San Francisco MGM
The White Angel Warner Bros.
The Green Pastures Warner Bros.

1936 - 37
The Last of the Mohicans United Artists
A Midsummer Night's Dream Warner Bros.
Charge of the Light Brigade Warner Bros.
Winterset RKO Radio
The Plainsman Paramount
Maid of Salem Paramount
Maytime MGM
Romeo and Juliet MGM
The Prince and the Pauper Warner Bros.
Captains Courageous MGM
Wee Willie Winkle 20th-Fox
The Good Earth MGM

1937

-

38
Lost Horizon Columbio
The Life of Emile Zola Warner Bros.
The Firefly MGM
Tovarich Warner Bros.
Wells Fargo Paramount
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. ... RKO Radio
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 20th-Fox
In Old Chicago 20th-Fox
Adventures of Robin Hood Warner Bros.
Holiday Columbia
Love Finds Andy Hardy MGM
Alexander's Ragtime Band 20th-Fox

1938 - 39
Boys Town MGM
You Can't Taka It With You Columbia
The Citadel MGM
A Christmas Carol MGM
Sweethearts MGM
Gunga Din RKO Radio
Pygmalion MGM
Wuthering Heights United Artists
Union Pacific Paramount
Young Mr. Lincoln 20th-Fox
On Borrowed Time MGM
Stanley and Livingstone 20th-Fox

1939 - 40
The Wizard of Oz MGM
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington Columbia
Drums Along the Mohawk 20th-Fox
Gulliver's Travels Paramount
The Great Victor Herbert Paramount
Pinocchio RKO Radio
Young Tom Edison MGM
Rebecca United Artists
Edison, the Man MGM
The Mortal Storm MGM
All This, and Heaven Too Warner Bros.
Pride and Prejudice MGM

1940

-

41
The Howards of Virginia Columbia
The Great Dictator United Artists
Northwest Mounted Police Paramount
Tin Pan Alley 20th-Fox
Philadelphia Story MGM
Virginia Paramount
The Lady Eve Paramount
Men of Boys Town MGM
That Hamilton Woman! United Artists

I Wanted Wings Paramount
Caught in the Draft Paramount
Blossoms in the Dust MGM

1941

-

42
Citizen Kone RKO Radio
Sergeant York Warner Bros.

One Foot in Heaven Warner Bros.

H. M. Pulham, Esq MGM
How Green Was My Valley 20th-Fox
Woman of the Year MGM
To Be or Not to Be United Artists
Fantasia RKO Radio
Tortilla Flat MGM
They All Kissed the Bride Columbia
This Above All 20th-Fox
The Pied Piper 20th-Fox

1942

-

43
Mrs. Miniver MGM
The Major and the Minor Paramount

Tales of Manhattan 20th-Fox
George Washington Slept Here ... .Warner Bros.

Yankee Doodle Dandy Warner Bros.

Star Spangled Rhythm Paramount
Pride of the Yankees RKO Radio
Random Harvest MGM
The More the Merrier Columbia
Stage Door Canteen United Artists

The Human Comedy MGM
This Is the Army Warner Bros.

1943 - 44
So Proudly We Hail Paramount
Thank Your Lucky Stars Warner Bros.

Guadalcanal Diary 20th-Fox
Lassie Come Home MGM
Destination Tokyo Warner Bros.
Madame Curie .MGM
A Guy Named Joe MGM
See Here, Private Hargrove MGM
For Whom the Bell Tolls Paramount
The White Cliffs of Dover MGM
The Story of Dr. Wassell Paramount
Going My Way Paramount

1944 - 45
The Seventh Cross MGM
Arsenic and Old Lace Warner Bros.
Since You Went Away United Artists
Mrs. Parkington MGM
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo MGM
The Keys of the Kingdom 20th-Fox
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn 20th-Fox
National Velvet MGM
The Enchanted Cottage RKO Radio
The Clock MGM
Valley of Decision MGM
Wilson 20th-Fox

1945 - 46
Story of G.l. Joe United Artists

Our Vines Have Tender Grapes MGM
The House on 92nd Street 20th-Fox
Spellbound United Artists

The Bells of St. Mary's RKO Radio
The Lost Weekend Paramount
Tomorrow Is Forever RKO Radio
Saratoga Trunk Warner Bros.

Dragonwyck 20th-Fox
Two Sisters From Boston MGM
The Green Years MGM
Anna and the King of Siam 20th-Fox

1946 - 47
Caesar and Cleopatra United Artists

Three Wise Fools MGM
Sister Kenny RKO Radio
Blue Skies Paramount
The Jolson Story Columbia
Song of the South RKO Radio
The Beginning or the End MGM
It Happened in Brooklyn MGM
The Farmer's Daughter RKO Radio
The Yearling MGM
Miracle on 34th Street 20th-Fox
Welcome Stranger Paramount

1947 - 48
The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer. . . .RKO Radio
The Unfinished Dance MGM
Secret Life of Walter Mitty RKO Radio
Where There's Life Paramount
My Wild Irish Rose Warner Bros.

Cass Timberlane MGM
The Bishop's Wife RKO Radio
I Remember Mama RKO Radio
State of the Union MGM
Green Grass of Wyoming 20th-Fox
Easter Parade MGM
The Best Years of Our Lives RKO Radio

1948 - 49
The Bobe Ruth Story Monogram
Apartment for Peggy 20th-Fox
Johnny Belinda Warner Bros.
The Three Musketeers MGM
The Snake Pit 20th-Fox
The Boy With Green Hair RKO Radio
So Dear to My Heart RKO Radio
Take Me Out to the Ball Game MGM
Little Women MGM
The Barkleys of Broadway MGM
The Stratton Story MGM
Look for the Silver Lining Warner Bros.

1949 - 50
Come to the Stable 20th-Fox
I Was a Male War Bride 20th-Fox
Ichabod and Mr. Toad RKO Radio
Adam's Rib MGM
On the Town MGM
All the King's Men Columbia
Twelve O'clock High 20th-Fox
Cinderella RKO Radio
Cheaper by the Dozen 20th-Fox
The Jackie Robinson Story United Artists
Father of the Bride MGM
Treasure Island RKO Radio

1950 - 51
Louisa Universal-lnt'l
Fancy Pants Paramount
Mister 880 20th-Fox
King Solomon's Mines MGM
Harvey Universal-lnt'l
Kim MGM
Royal Wedding MGM
Father's Little Dividend MGM
The Great Caruso MGM

On the Riviero 20th-Fox
The Frogmen 20th-Fox
Alice in Wonderland RKO Radio

1951 - 52
Captain Horatio Hornblower Warner Bros.
Angels in the Outfield MGM
An American in Paris MGM
A Christmas Carol United Artists
I'll See You in My Dreams Warner Bros.
Room for One More Warner Bros.
The African Queen United Artists
With a Song in My Heart 20th-Fox
The Pride of St. Louis 20th-Fox
Belles on Their Toes 20th-Fox
The Greatest Show on Earth Paramount
The Story of Will Rogers Warner Bros.

1952 - 53
The Merry Widow MGM
The Miracle of Fatima Warner Bros.
Because You're Mine MGM
Plymouth Adventure MGM
Stars and Stripes Forever 20th-Fox
Peter Pan RKO-Disney
The Stars Are Singing Paramount
Hans Christian Andersen RKO-Goldwyn
Titanic 20th-Fox
A Queen Is Crowned Universal-Int'l-Rank
Lili MGM
Shane Paromount

1953 - 54
Roman Holiday Paramount
The Robe 20th-Fox
So Big Warner Bros.
How to Marry a Millionaire 20th-Fox
Knights of the Round Table MGM
The Glenn Miller Story Universal-lnt'l
The Long, Long Trailer MGM
Rose Marie MGM
Executive Suite MGM
Three Coins in the Fountain 20th-Fox
The High and the Mighty Warner Bros.
Magnificent Obsession Universal-lnt'l

1954-55
Seven Brides for Seven Brothers MGM
Brigadoon MGM
White Christmas Paramount
The Little Kidnappers Rank-UA
There's No Business Like Show Business. ,20th-Fox
The Bridges at Toko-Ri Paramount
The Long Gray Line Columbia
A Man Called Peter 20th-Fox
Daddy Long Legs 20th-Fox
Strategic Air Command Paramount
The Seven Little Foys Paramount
Mister Roberts Warner Bros.

1955 -56
The McConnell Story Warner Bros.
The African Lion Buena Vista
My Sister Eileen Columbio
Good Morning, Miss Dove 20th-Fox
Guys and Dolls MGM
The Benny Goodman Story Universal-lnt'l
Carousel 20th-Fox
The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit 20th-Fox
The Swan MGM
The Man Who Knew Too Much Paramount
The King and I 20th-Fox
The Eddy Duchin Story Columbio

1956-57
War and Peace Paramount
The Solid Gold Cadillac Columbia
Friendly Persuasion Allied Artists
Oklahoma! 20th-Fox
The Ten Commandments Paramount
The Rainmaker Paramount
Battle Hymn Universal-lnt'l
The Spirit of St. Louis Warner Bros.
Boy on a Dolphin 20th-Fox
Gunfight at the O.K. Corral Paramount
Tammy and the Bachelor Universal-lnt'l
An Affair to Remember 20th-Fox

1957 - 58
The Pajama Game Warner Bros.
Man of a Thousand Faces ........ Universal-lnt'l
Les Girls MGM
April Love 20th-Fox
Sayonara Warner Bros.
Old Yeller Buena Vista
Witness for the Prosecution United Artists
The Bridge on the River Kwai Columbia
The Young Lions 20th-Fox
This Happy Feeling Universal-lnt'l
No Time for Sergeants Warner Bros.
The Matchmaker Paramount

1958 - 59
The Reluctant Debutante MGM
Damn Yankees Warner Bros.
The Last Hurrah Columbia
Gigi MGM
The Inn of the Sixth Happiness 20th-Fox
The Old Man and the Sea Warner Bros.
The Mating Game MGM
The Shaggy Dog Buena Vista
South Pacific 20th-Fox
If Happened to Jone Columbia
The Big Circus Allied Artists
The Diary of Anne Frank 20thJFox
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Recipients of Two or More Awards From March 1932, Through August I960 Are Herein Cited

Producers

14 Awards
Pandro S. Berman

Walt Disney

10 Awards
Henry Blanke

9 Awards
Arthur Freed
Hoi B. Wallis

7 Awards
Samuel G. Engel
Samuel Goldwyn
David O. Selznick
Hunt Stromberg

6 Awards
Sidney Franklin
Joe Pasternak
Sol. C. Siegel

5 Awards
Arthur Homblow jr

Mervyn LeRoy
Kenneth Macgowan
George Stevens
Dorryl F. Zanuck

4 Awards
Robert Arthur
Charles Brackett

John W. Considine jr.

Ross Hunter
Joseph L. Mankiewicz

Dore Schary

3 Awards
Frank Capra

Jock Cummings
Louis F. Edelman

Bryan Foy
Leland Hayward

Bernard H. Hyman
Fred Kohlmar

Louis D. Lighton
William Perlberg
Aaron Rosenberg
Sam Spiegel
Jerry Wald
2 Awards

George Abbott
Irwin Allen
Irving Asher

Robert Bossier
Cl orenee Brown
Merian C. Cooper
Stanley Donen
Orville O. Dull
Lucien Hubbard
Nunnally Johnson

Paul Jones
Edwin K. Knopf
Albert Lewin
David Lewis
Samuel Marx
Leo McCarey

Harriet Parsons
William H. Pine
Everett Riskin
A. L. Rockett
Frank Ross

Directors

1 1 Awards
Mervyn LeRoy

9 Awards
Henry Koster

8 Awards
Clorence Brown

John Ford
Henry King

7 Awards
George Cukor
Michael Curtiz

Vincente Minnelli
George Stevens
Norman Taurog

6 Awards
David Butler
Frank Capra
Walter Lang

Jean Negulesco

5 Awards
William Dieterle

Stanley Donen
William Keighley
William Wyler

4 Awards
Frank Borzage
Clyde Geronimi
Alexander Hall

Anatole Litvak
King Vidor

Charles Walters
Billy Wilder

3 Awards
John Cromwell
Alfred Hitchcock
Wilfred Jackson
Robert Z. Leonard

Henry Levin
Hamilton Luske
George Marshal I

Richard Quine
George Sidney

2 Awards
George Abbott
Buddy Adler
James Algar

Charles Barton
Tay Garnett

Alfred E. Green
Howard Hawks
Joshua Logan

Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Anthony Mann
Leo McCarey

John Robertson
Mark Robson
Alfred Sontell
Victor Saville

George Seaton
Lewis Seiler

Douglas Sirk

John Sturges
Richard Thorpe
Charles Vidor
Raoul Walsh

William A. Wellman
Robert Wise

Fred Zinnemonn

Actors

19 Awards
Spencer Tracy

12 Awards
Donald Crisp

J omes Stewart

10 Awards
Charles Coburn
Cary Grant

9 Awards
Gory Cooper
Gregory Peck

8 Awards
Fred Astaire

Mickey Rooney

7 Awards
James Cagney
Bing Crosby
Van Johnson
Basil Rathbone
George Tobias
Keenan Wynn

6 Awards
Henry Fonda

Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Gene Kelly

Thomas Mitchell
Laurence Olivier

Henry O'Neill
Walter Pidgeon
Vincent Price

Willard Robertson

5 Awards
Charles Bickford

Bob Hope
Edward Everett Horton

Peter Lawford
Fredric March
Joel McCrea

Roddy McDowall
Lloyd Nolan
Claude Rains
Akim Tomiroff
Clifton Webb
Henry Wilcoxon

4 Awards
Mischa Auer

Walter Brennan
Ray Collins

Kevin Corcoran
Brian Donlevy
Bobby Driscoll

Richard Haydn
William Holden
Danny Kaye
Alan Ladd

Fred MacMurray
Ray Millond
Paul Muni
David Niven
Pat O'Brien

Reginold Owen
Dick Powell
Frank Sinatra
David Wayne

James Whitmore

Robert Young

3 Awards
Eddie Anderson
Robert Arthur
Lew Ayres

William Bendix
Sidney Blackmer

Ray Bolger
Ward Bond

Charles Boyer
Felix Bressart
Eddie Cantor
Jack Carson
Fred Clark

Lee J. Cobb
Jackie Cooper
Joseph Cotten
Hume Cronyn
Tom Drake

Jimmy Durante
Nelson Eddy
Mel Ferrer

Barry Fitzgerald
Preston Foster
Billy Gilbert

Thomas Gomez
Jack Haley

Murray Hamilton
Rex Harrison
Van Heflin
Ian Hunter

Jeffrey Hunter
Jackie Jenkins
Allan Jones
Louis Jourdan
Curt Jurgens
Howard Keel

Cecil Kellaway
Patric Knowles
Alexander Knox
Fernando Lomas
Burt Lancaster
Jack Lemmon
Frank McHugh
Adolph Menjou
Dickie Moore
Jack Oakie

Anthony Perkins
Edward G. Robinson

John Saxon
Randolph Scott
Robert Stack
Dean Stockwell
Franahot Tone
Henry Travers
Robert Wagner
Monty Woolley

2 Awards
Eddie Albert
Steve Allen
Dana Andrews
Scotty Beckett
Bruce Bennett
Pat Boone

Eddie Brocken
Marlon Brando
Lloyd Bridges
James Brown
Yul Brynner

Edgar Buchanan
Red Buttons
Rory Calhoun
Phil Carey

Richard Carlson
Hoagy Carmichael

Leo Carrillo

Leo G. Carroll

James Craig
Dan Dailey
Don Defore

William Demarest
John Derek
Kirk Douglas

Melvyn Douglas
Robert Douglas
Charles Drake
Steve Forrest

William Frawley
Reginald Gardiner

Leo Genn
Stewart Granger
Alec Guinness
Sterling Hayden
Ghorlton Heston
Oscar Homolka
John Howard
Rock Hudson
John Ireland
Burl Ives

Sam Jaffe
Dean J agger
Victor Jory
Kurt Kasznar
Bert Lahr

Richard Lone
Glenn Longan

Charles Laughton
Oscor Levant
Herbert Lorn
Peter Lorre

Frank Lovejoy
Paul Lucos

Barton MacLane
Gordon MacRae
Hugh Marlowe
Alan Marshal
Victor Mature

Myron McCormick
Lauritz Melchior
Burgess Meredith

Gary Merrill

Cameron Mitchell

Robert Mitohum
Dennis Morgan
Alan Mowbray
Jules Munshin
John Payne

William Powell
Robert Preston
Ronald Reagan
Michael Rennie
Gilbert Roland

Joseph Scbildkraut
Basil Sydney
Don Taylor

Danny Thomas
Marshall Thompson

Rudy Vallee
Ray Walston

Johnny Weissmuller
Orson Welles

Ed Wynn

Actresses

9 Awards
Katharine Hepburn

8 Awards
Spring Byington
Agnes Moorehead

7 Awards
June Allyson

Claudette Colbert
Greer Garson
Jane Wyman
6 Awards

Jean Arthur
Beulah Bondi
Gladys Cooper
Irene Dunne

Jeanette MacDonald
Dorothy McGuire
Ginger Rogers
Shirley Temple

5 Awards
Ingrid Bergman

Billie Burke
Doris Day

Olivia de Hovilland
Maureen O'Sullivan

4 Awards
Mary Astor
Fay Bainter

Leslie Caron
Judy Garland

Paulette Goddard
Signe Hasso
Ruth Hussey

Elsa Lanohester
Angela Lansbury
Joan Leslie

Anita Louise
Myrno Loy

Margaret O'Brien
Martha Scott

Barbara Stanwyck
Elizabeth Taylor

Fay Wray
Loretta Young

3 Awards
Joan Bennett
Jeanne Crain
Frances Dee
Alice Faye

Joan Fontaine
Betty Garrett
Mitzi Gaynor
Fay Holden
Marsha Hunt
Jennifer Jones
Veronica Lake
Dorothy Lomour
Janet Leigh

Marjorie Main
Virginia Mayo
Una Merkel
Ann Miller
Mary Nash

Mildred Natwick
Maureen O'Hara

Debra Paget
Betsy Palmer
Donna Reed

Debbie Reynolds
Thelma Ritter

Flora Robson
Ann Rutherford

Ann Sheridan
Gale Sondergaard
Gloria Stewart
Gene Tierney
Lana Turner

Lucille Watson
Virginia Weidler
Teresa Wright

2 Awards
Elizabeth Allan
Judith Anderson
Heather Angel

Lucille Ball

Binnie Barnes
Barbara Bates
Anne Baxter

Kathryn Beaumont
Louise Beavers
Joan Blondell
Ann Blyth

Madeleine Carroll

Joan Caulfield
Cyd Charisse

Rosemary Clooney
Arlene Dahl
Jane Darwell
Bette Davis
Laraine Doy
Joanne Dru

Geraldine Fitzgerald

Nina Fooh
Ava Gardner

Betty Grable
Gloria Grahame
Kathryn Grayson
Sara Haden

Audrey Hepburn
Judy Holliday
Celeste Holm
Betty Hutton
Martha Hyer
Rita Johnson
Shirley Jones
Grace Kelly

Deborah Kerr
Hedy Lamarr
Vivien Leigh

Aline MacMahon
Mary Mortin
Ethel Merman
Marilyn Monroe
Nancy Olson

Barbara O'Neil
Luana Patten
Jeon Peters
Jane Powell

Marjorie Rambeau
Anne Revere
Barbara Rush

Rosalind Russell

Jean Simmons
Alexis Smith
Randy Stuart
Jessica Tandy
Claire Trevor
Beverly Tyler
Vera-Ellen

Ruth Warrick
Esther Williams
Shelley Winters
Estelle Winwood
Natalie Wood

Writers

(Original Stories)

3 Awards
Robert Considine
George S. Kaufman
James A. Miohener

2 Awards
Charles Bennett

Ernestine Gilbreth Carey
Edna Ferber

C. S. Forester

Paul Gallico

Frank B. Gilbreth jr.

Otto Horbach
Ben Hecht

James Hilton
Margaret London
Alan Jay Lerner
Leo McCarey
Dore Schary
Phil Strong

Ralph Wheelin'ght

(Screenplays)
7 Awards

Albert Hackett
Frances Goodrich

6 Awards
Helen Deutsch
Henry Ephron
Phoebe Ephron
Talbot Jennings

5 Awards
Valentine Davies

George Froeschel

Casey Robinson

4 Awards
Charles Brackett
Sidney Buohman

Philip Dunne
Howard Estabrook

Ben Hecht
Nunnally Johnson
Noel Langley
Alan Jay Lerner
William Ludwtg
John Lee Mahin
Paul Osborn

Melville Shavelson
Billy Wilder

3 Awards
Charles Bennett
Oscar Brodney
Hugo Butler

Myles Connolly
Delmer Daves
John Dighton

Lulien Josephson
Jesse L. Lasky jr.

Beirne Lay jr.

Isobel Lennart
Joseph L. Mankiewicz

Jane Murfin
Walter Reisch
Jack Rose
Alon Scott

Arthur Sheekmon
Donald Ogden Stewart

Dolton Trurnbo
Harry Tugend

2 Awards
George Abbott

Irwin Allen
RoDert Ardrey

John Tucker Bottle

Sally Benson
Dewitt Bodeen

Richard L. Breen
Betty Comden
Marc Connelly

Williom Conselman
Ian Dalrymple
Frank Davis

Blake Edwards
Bradbury Foote

Fredric M. Frank
Melvin Fronk
Everett Freeman
Sheridan Gibney

Ivon Goff
Adolph Green

Eleanore Griffin

John Michael Hayes
Lillie Hayword
Victor Heerman
Elizabeth Hill

John Huston
Dorothy Kingsley
Horry Kurnitz
Ernest Lehman
Alan Le May
Anita Loos
Jon Lustig
Borre Lyndon

Aeneas Mackenzie
Ben Markson

Sara Y. Mason
John Meehan
Seton I. Miller

Frank Nugent
James O'Hanlon
Paul Osborn

Norman Panama
Ernest Pascal
John Patrick

Norman Reilly Raine
Ben Roberts

Stanley Roberts
George Seaton
Sidney Sheldon
R. C. Sheriff

Tess Slesinger

Leonard Spigelgass

Jo Swerling
Dwight Taylor
Karl Tunberg
John Twist

Anthony Veiller

Bill Walsh
George Wells

Companies

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 93
20th Century-Fox .... 64
Warner Bros 43
Paramount 39
RKO Radio 35
Columbia 21
United Artists 20
Universal 14
Buena Vista 6
Allied Artists (Mono). 4
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1 The Power Behind the Scenes

PRODUCERS
*

Unsung Heroes Who Make or Break the Pictures

19 WaL 43 oj Reason’s (J3ia .3ilmd'Lf
J^LTHOUGH the publishers’ lists have

been flooded recently with “how-
to” books, no author yet seems to have
been sure enough of himself to write

one entitled: “How to Make a Hit Mo-
tion Picture.” Yet, if anyone is quali-

fied to write such a book it should be

Jerry Wald with four top hits to his

credit this season, or Walt Disney,

Henry Blanke and Hal Wallis, each
credited with three. Since Disney was
executive producer of two more (the

pressbooks credit William H. Anderson
as producer of both “The Third Man on
the Mountain” and of “Swiss Family
Robinson,” an early 1960-61 release), he
was actively at the helm for five.

Should any one of these producers be
asked how to make a hit film, it is

probable that he would be at a loss to

give an exact formula, because even his

own pictures vary widely in theme, star

power and production methods. Perhaps
Jerry Wald’s four come the closest to

following a promotional pattern, since

they deal primarily with emotional
problems. Love—romantic, filial, mater-
nal, illicit—it runs the gamut in his

four films, only one of which is a com-
edy in which he has the potent talents

of Marilyn Monroe, Tony Randall and
the new French star, Yves Montand. All

of his hits are released by 20th-Fox.

Hal Wallis’ three this year were for

Paramount, as usual, and from the high
drama of “Career” to the wacky antics

of Jerry Lewis in “Visit to a Small
Planet” is quite a jump. This writer was
on the set when Wallis was making a

later one

—

“G.I. Blues.” Momentarily,
he was supervising a Life photographer
taking publicity shots of Juliet Prowse,
who stars with popular, gyrating Elvis

Presley.

Walt Disney’s three for Buena Vista
include two made from fairly old books
(“Pollyanna” and “Toby Tyler”) and a
True Life Adventure (“Jungle Cat”) of

feature length. As usual, Disney has
aimed his efforts toward attracting the
family trade. This is a field which Dis-
ney has consistently made pay off and
he remains free from censorship prob-
lems by avoiding situations and dialog
about which there might be question.
The reputation which he has established
along this line is one which has also

reflected credit on the industry as a
whole.

Henry Blanke’s three hits are all for

Warner Bros. It is significant, in these

times of free-lance production, that
producers with the greatest number of

top hits produced for only one company
each. Blanke’s “Cash McCall” and “Ice

Palace,” both from best-selling, realistic

novels, are far removed from his “Mir-
acle” and its mystic theme difficult to

translate on the screen.

Producers with two hits each to their

credit this past season numbered 15,

which is one less than was the case in

the previous year. Including the three

who had three hits each and the one
with four, this makes a total of 19

producers who made 43 of the season’s

big films. Long familiar names of suc-

cessful producers are on the list, of

course, but many new ones have been

added. Also, several are credited with

direction as well as production.

Stanley Kramer was both producer

and director for his two, “Inherit the

Wind” and “On the Beach,” both for

United Artists. To handle such serious

themes in an entertaining fashion was

a directorial feat helped by having

solid star power to work with in both

pictures-—Spencer Tracy, Fredric March
and Gene Kelly in the monkey trial

film and no less than four majors in

the Nevil Shute grim warning to war-
mongers—Fred Astaire, Gregory Peck
Ava Gardner and Anthony Perkins.

William Castle not only produced but

also directed two hits, “13 Ghosts” and
“The Tingler” for Columbia, which fol-

lowed a similar pattern—the thriller

type with gimmicks built in.

Roger Corman also produced and di-

rected two hits, “Bucket of Blood” and
“The House of Usher” for American
International. Aimed for that part of

the public that likes hair-raising thrill-

ers, horror was the principal ingredient.

The latter, based on the Edgar Allan

Poe tale was translated for the screen

with considerable skill in bringing out

its more somber aspects, with Vincent
Price as the chilling star.

Other producers of two hits whose
product invites special mention include

Arthur Freed for his gay “Bells Are
Ringing”; Michael Garrison for his

grim but pertinent and often comic
family drama, "The Dark at the Top of

the Stairs”; William Goetz for his im-
pressive rendition of “Song Without
End”; Edmund Grainger for his elo-

quent “Home From the Hill”; Ross
Hunter’s pair, “Midnight Lace” and

“Portrait in Black” for Universal-
International dealt with melodramatic
stories.

Of the one-winner group, one must
single out Robert Arthur for his de-

lightful spoof of the military, “Opera-
tion Petticoat”; Hall Bartlett for his

courageous "All the Young Men”; Sam-
uel G. Engel for his careful handling
of a religious theme in “The Story of

Ruth”; Boris D. Kaylin for putting an
inspirational note into the otherwise
sordid drama, “Let No Man Write My
Epitaph”; Robert Montgomery for the

excellence of “The Gallant Hours” as a
tribute; Peter Rogers for the comic
subtlety of “Carry On, Nurse”; Dore
Schary for the depth and moving
poignancy of "Sunrise at Campobello,”
which he also wrote; and for the enter-

prise that paid off when Robert Young-
son put together “When Comedy Was
King.”

One can’t mention them all, of

course, but many others are worthy of

citation for some special quality. There
are no two alike nor are they equally

good on all counts. But these are the

pictures which the public gave more
than average approval at the boxoffice.

And the men who made them are in-

dustry giants in their field because of

their skill.—V.W.S.

Producers credited with 1959-60 hit

films are listed below.

Four Winners

JERRY WALD: Beloved Infidel

(20th-Fox); The Best of Every-
thing (20fh-Fox); Let's Make
Love (20th-Fox); Sons and Lovers
(20th-Fox).

Three Winners

HENRY BLANKE: Cash McCall
(WB); Ice Palace (WB); The Mir-
acle (WB).

WALT DISNEY: Jungle Cat (BV);
Pollyanna (BV); Toby Tyler (BV).

HAL WALLIS: Career (Para); -H
G. I. Blues (Para); Visit to a
Small Planet (Para)..

Two Winners

WILLIAM H. ANDERSON: -B-Swiss

Family Robinson (BV); Third
Man on the Mountain (BV).

ROBERT BAKER: Jock the Ripper
(Para); -H- The Poacher's Daugh-
ter. (Show Corp.)
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ROY BOULTING: ff I'm All right.
Jack (Col); Man in a Cocked
Hat (Show Corp.)

BETTY E. BOX: Conspiracy of
Hearts (Para); The 39 Steps
(20th-Fox).

CHARLES BRACKETT: Journey to
the Center of the Earth (20th-
Fox); -H- High Time (20th-Fox).

WILLIAM CASTLE: ff 13 Ghosts
(Col); The Tingler (Col).

ROGER CORMAN: Bucket of Blood
(AIP); House of Usher (AIP).

ARTHUR FREED: Bells Are Ringing
(MGM); ff The Subterraneans
(MGM).

MICHAEL GARRISON: The Crowded
Sky (WB); The Dark at the Top
of the Stairs (WB).

WILLIAM GOMEZ: ff Song Without
End (Col); They Came to Car-
dura (Col).

EDMUND GRAINGER: Home From
the Hill (MGM); Never So Few
(MGM).

ROSS HUNTER: ff Midnight Lace
(U-l); Portrait in Black (U-l).

STANLEY KRAMER: ff Inherit the
Wind (UA); On the Beach (UA).

WILLIAM PERLBERG: But Not for
Me (Para); The Rat Race (Para).

GEORGE SEATON: But Not For Me
(Para); The Rat Race (Para).

One Winner
IRWIN ALLEN: The Lost World

(20th-Fox).

ROBERT ARTHUR: Operation Pet-
ticoat (U-l).

BURT BALABAN: Murder, Inc.
(20th-Fox).

HALL BARTLETT: ft All the Young
Men (Col).

INGMAR BERGMAN: The Time of
Desire (Janus).

PANDRO S. BERMAN: ft Butterfield
8 (MGM).

SIDNEY BOEHM: One Foot in Hell
(20th-Fox).

JOHN BOULTING: Man in a Cocked
Hat (Show Corp.).

GUILDO BRIGNONE: Sign of the
Gladiator (AIP).

HAL E. CHESTER: School for Scoun-
drels (Cont'l).

GENE CORMAN: The Giant Leeches
(AIP).

FRANCIS COSNA: Come Dance
With Me (Kingsley-Union).

MONJA DANISCHEWSKY: The Bat-
tle of the Sexes (Cont'l).

DELMER DAVES: A Summer Place
(WB).

STANLEY DONEN: +f Surprise
Package (Col).

SAMUEL G. ENGEL: The Story of
Ruth (20th-Fox).

ROBERT FABER: The Snow Queen
(U-l).

RALPH FIELDS: Happy Annivers-
ary (UA).

DOUGLAS FOWLEY: Macumba Love
(UA).

IVAN FOXWELL: A Touch of Lar-
ceny (Para).

MARCELLO GIROSI: ff A Breath
of Scandal (Para).

CHRISTINE GOUZE-HENAL: A
Woman Like Satan (UA).

VAL GUEST: Expresso Bongo
(Cont'l).

GASTON HAKIM: Michael Strogoff
(Cont'l).

JACK HARRIS: Dinosaurus (U-l).

JOHN HAWKESWORTH: Tiger Bay
(Cont'l).

JAMES HILL: The Unforgiven (UA).

ALFRED HITCHCOCK: Psycho
(Para).

JOSEPH JANNI: ff The Captain's
Table (20th-Fox).

MARTIN JUROW: The Fugitive Kina
(UA).

GEORGE JUSTIN: Middle of the
Night (Col).

BORIS D. KAPLAN: ff Let No Man
Write My Epitaph (Col).

ELIA KAZAN: Wild River (20th-
Fox).

WILLIAM KIRBY: Oscar Wilde
(Four City Enterprises).

FRED KOHLMAR: The Last Angry
Man (Col)

NORMAN KRASNA: Who Was That
Lady? (Col).

MERVYN LeROY: The FBI STORY
(WB).

IRVING LEVIN: Hell to Eternity
(AA).

JERRY LEWIS: The Bellboy (Para).

JOSHUA LOGAN: Tall Story (WB).

NORMAN MAURER: The Angry Red
Planet (AIP).

tW .

MARTIN MELCHER: ff Midnight
Lace (U-l).

LEWIS MILESTONE: Ocean's 11

(WB).

ROBERT MONTGOMERY: The Gal-
lant Hours (UA).

GEORGE PAL: The Time Machine
(MGM).

NORMAN PANAMA: Li'l Abner
(Para).

LESLIE PARKYN: Circus of Hor-
rors (AIP).

LINDSLEY PARSONS: The Purple
Gang (AA).

JOE PASTERNAK: Please Don't Eet
The Daisies (MGM).

SID PINK: The Angry Red Planet
(AIP).

OTTAVIO POGGI: Hannibal (WB).

CARLO PONTI: ff A Breath of
Scandal (Para).

OTTO PREMINGER: Anatomy of

a Murder (Col).

RICHARD QUINE: Strangers When
We Meet (Col).

CAROL REED: Our Man in Ha-
vana (Col).

MICHAEL RELPH: Sapphire (U-l).

TED RICHMOND: Solomon and
Sheba (UA).

MARK ROBSON: From the Terrace
(20th-Fox).

PETER ROGERS: Carry On, Nurse
(Governor).

HARRY ROMM: Have Rocket, Will

Travel (Col).

LOUIS de ROCHEMONT: Man on a
String (Col).

JACK ROSE: It Started in Naples
(Para).

AARON ROSENBERG: It Started
With a Kiss (MGM).

MAX J. ROSENBERG: ff Girl of the
night (WB).

EMIMMO SALVI: Goliath and the
Barbarians (AIP).

DORE SCHARY:ff Sunrise at Cam-
pobello (WB).

WALTER SHENSON: The Mouse
That Roared (Col).

RICHARD A. SHEPHERD: The
Fugitive Kind (UA).

BERNARD SMITH: Elmer Gantry
(UA).

MILTON SPERLING: The Bramble
Bush (WB).

SAM SPIEGEL: Suddenly, Last
Summer (Col).

JOHN STURGES: ff The Magnifi-
cent Seven (UA).

TOMOYUKI TANAKA: Battle in

Outer Space (Col).

BRUNO VAILATI: Hercules Un-
chained (WB).

PHILIP A. WAXMAN: The Gene
Krupa Story (Col).

LAWRENCE WEINGARTEN: The
Gazebo (MGM).

FRED M. WILCOX: I Passed for

White (AA).

BILLY WILDER: The Apartment
(UA).

RICHARD WILSON: Pay or Die
(AA).

JULIAN WINTLE: Circus of Hor-
rors (AIP).

ROBERT WISE: Odds Against To-
morrow (UA).

ROBERT YOUNGSON: When Com-
edy Was King (20th-Fox).

DARRYL F. ZANUCK: Crack in the
Mirror (20th-Fox).
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Production Completed

"THE GUNS OF NAVARONE”
A Carl Foreman Production

In Preparation

"THEY’RE A WEIRD MOB’’

In Preparation

"THE EXECUTIONERS’’
A Melville Production

(Sy Bartlett, Producer)

A Melville Production

(Gregory Peck, Director)



The Guiding Hands of the Bigger Hits

DIRECTORS *

They Co-ordinate the Showmanship Ingredients

14 o^irect 28 ^Jop 3 *)- VS0
ALTHOUGH producers often have as

many as three or four top hit pic-

tures during a season, it is unusual for

directors to have more than two. This
1959-60 season 14 directors have two
hits to their credit, compared to 16 for
the previous year. And of those 14,

Delbert Mann, George Marshall, Vin-
cente Minnelli, John Sturges and Nor-
man Taurog each had two hits last sea-
son. All are veteran directors who seem
to have learned how to guage the public

taste in films so as to keep that girl in

the boxoffice booth busy passing out
colored pasteboard bits.

Ken Annakin’s two for Walt Disney,
“Third Man on the Mountain” and
“Swiss Family Robinson” are both ad-
venture films with appeal for whole
family audiences. That they are also
boxoffice builders is proof that family
pictures not only build good will but
can be good business as well.

Light-hearted entertainment got two
splendid additions with Blake Edwards’
“High Time” (20th-Fox) and “Opera-
tion Petticoat” (U-I) . Of course, it was
helpful to have Bing Crosby starring
in the first and Cary Grant in the lat-

ter picture—two stars with assured box-
office appeal.

Daniel Mann handled an inspirational
theme well in his “The Last Angry
Man” for Columbia, with such strong
stars as Paul Muni to interpret the
rugged individualist who chose to con-
tinue practicing in an area of encroach-
ing slums and David Wayne. In “But-
terfield 8” for MGM, Mann gave
O’Hara’s sordid story of a call girl

poignancy, with skillful direction of
Elizabeth Taylor’s and Laurence Har-
vey’s talents.

Delbert Mann mixed heavy drama,
romance and some humor in his two,
“The Dark at the Top of the Stairs”
for Warner Bros, and “Middle of the
Night” for Columbia. The first added
stature to Robert Preston’s star power,
with Dorothy McGuire, Angela Lans-
bury and Eve Arden while Kim Novak
and Fredric March shared honors in

the Columbia release.

George Marshall did not have to

change stars in his two hits for MGM
but it was a change of pace from “The
Gazebo” to “It Started With a Kiss,”

both excellent vehicles to display the

talents of Glenn Ford and Debbie Rey-
nolds.

David Miller’s two hits, “Happy An-
niversary” for United Artists and “Mid-
night Lace” for Universal, are both
sophisticated but one is a romantic
comedy whereas the other has more
dramatic intensity. In both he has
polished stars to work with, the first

with suave David Niven and lively Mitzi
Gaynor, the second with the assured
aplomb of Rex Harrison and the at-

tractive Doris Day, plus John Gavin and
Myrna Loy.

Any star should be happy to work
under Vincente Minnelli’s capable di-

rection and his two hits for MGM for

the season show his versatile range.

“Bells Are Ringing” made the most of

comedy team Judy Holliday and Dean
Martin in romantic fashion while
“Home From the Hill” is one of those
rare films that runs the gamut of hu-
man emotions but has a happy ending
which seems logical and fitting for all

those involved. The well-known talents

of Robert Mitchum and Eleanor Parker
are ably supported in it by two com-
parative newcomers, George Peppard
and George Hamilton.

Joseph Pevney’s two hits for Warner
Bros, are widely different and call for

widely different piloting. James Garner
and Natalie Wood in “Cash McCall” in-

terpret the Cameron Hawley theme
effectively; Dana Andrews, Rhonda
Fleming and Efrem Zimbalist jr. supply

suspenseful moments in “The Crowded
Sky.”

It was the chore of John Sturges to

direct Yul Brynner in a spectacular

new type of action role in “The Mag-
nificent Seven” for United Artists. His

other hit, “Never So Few,” was also an
action picture for which he had stars

Frank Sinatra, Gina Lollobrigida and
Paul Henreid.

After his success in directing the

amusing antics of Jerry Lewis in “Visit

to a Small Planet,” Norman Taurog
took on service -released Elvis Presley to

make “G.I. Blues,” with the added star

power of that lovely new import, Juliet

Prowse. Both his hits are Paramount
pictures.

While Ralph Thomas’ “Conspiracy of

Hearts,” released by Paramount, had
more star appeal in Lilli Palmer,

Yvonne Mitchell and Ronald Lewis, it

was not as much of a boxoffice success

as his adventurous “The 39 Steps,” with

Kenneth More and Taina Elg.

Those directors responsible for only
one hit this season nevertheless con-

tributed some memorable films. To
mention only a few, there was Jack
Arnold’s “The Mouse That Roared,”
Hall Bartlett’s “All the Young Men,”
Charles Barton’s “Toby Tyler,” Henry
Brandt’s and Henry Sielmann’s “Mas-
ters of the Congo Jungle,” Richard
Brooks’ “Elmer Gantry,” Vincent J.

Donehue’s “Sunrise at Campobello,”
Stanley Donen’s “Surprise Package,”
John Huston’s “The Unforgiven,” Henry
Koster’s “The Story of Ruth,” Joseph
Mankiewicz’s “Suddenly, Last Summer,”
Lewis Milestone’s “Ocean’s 11,” George
Pal’s “The Time Machine,” Carol Reed’s

“Our Man in Havana,” Melville Shavel-

son’s “It Started in Naples,” David
Swift’s “Pollyanna,” and Gerald Thom-
as’ “Carry On, Nurse.”

An impressive list, isn’t it? One might
even paraphrase the abandoned slogan

so that it now reads, “Movies Are More
Varied Than Ever.” Certainly directors

are exploring new angles to incite the

public interest. When a picture attains

the status of a top hit, it is for some
special quality that has been woven into

it by inspired direction.—V.W.S.

Directors credited with 1959-60 hit films

are listed below

:

Two Winners

KEN ANNAKIN: Third Man on the
Mountain (BV); Swiss Family
Robinson (BV).

WILLIAM CASTLE: 13 Ghosts (Col);

The Tingler (Col).

ROGER CORMAN: Bucket of Blood
(AIR); The House of Usher (AIP).

BLAKE EDWARDS: ++ High Time
(20th-Fox); Operation Petticoat
(U-I).

STANLEY KRAMER: ++ Inherit the
Wind (UA); On the Beach (UA).

DANIEL MANN: ++ Butterfield 8

(MGM); The Last Angry Man
Col).

DELBERT MANN: ++ The Dark at

the Top of Stairs (WB); Middle
of the Night (Col).

GEORGE MARSHALL: The Gazebo
(MGM); It Started With a Kiss

(MGM).

DAVID MILLER: Happy Anniversary
(UA); -H- Midnight Lace (U-I).

VINCENTE MINNELLI: Bells Are
Ringing (MGM); Home From the
Hill (MGM).
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JOSEPH PEVNEY: Cash McCall
(WB); +| The Crowded Sky (WB).

JOHN STURGIS: 44 The Magnificent
Seven (UA); Never So Few
(MGM).

NO'RMAN TAUROG: 4+ G. I. Blues
(Para); Visit to a Small Planet
(Para).

RALPH THOMAS: Conspiracy of
Hearts (Para); The 39 Steps
(20th-Fox).

One Winner
IRWIN ALLEN: The Lost World

(20th-Fox).

JOSEPH ANTHONY: Career (Para).

JACK ARNOLO: The Mouse That
Roared (Col).

ROBERT BAKER: Jack the Ripper
(Para).

BURT BALABAN: Murder, Inc.

(20th-Fox).

HALL BARTLETT: 44 All the Young
Men (Col).

CHARLES BARTON: Toby Tyler
(BV).

MONTY BERMAN: Jack the Ripper
(Para).

MICHEL BOISRON'D: Come Dance
With Me (Kingsley-Union).

JOHN BOULTING: 4+ I'm All Right,
Jack (Col).

ROY BOULTING: Man in a Cocked
Hat (Show Corp.).

HENRY BRANDT: Masters of the
Congo Jungle (20th-Fox).

RICHARD BROOKS: Elmer Gantry
(UA).

CARLO CAMPOGALLIANI: Goliath
and the Barbarians (AIP).

JACK CARDIFF: Sons and Lovers
(20th-Fox).

JOSEPH CATES: 44 Girl of the
Night (WB).

JAMES B. CLARK: One Foot in
Hell (20th-Fox).

CHARLES CRITCHTON: The Battle
of the Sexes (Cont'l).

ROGER CORMAN: The House of
USHER (AIP).

MICHAEL CURTIZ: 44 A Breath of
Scandal (Para).

DELMER DAVES: A Summer Place
(WB).

BASIL DEARDEN: Sapphire (U-l).

JEFFREY DELL: Man in a Cocked
Hat (Show Corp.),

VINCENT J. DONEHUE: 44 Sunrise
at Cempobello (WB).

STANLEY DONEN: 4+ Surprise
Package (Col).

GORDON DOUGLAS: Yellowstone
Kelly (WB).

JULIEN DUVIVIER: A Woman Like
Satan (UA).

RICHARD FLEISCHER: Crack in the
Mirror (20th-Fox).

DOUGLAS FOWLEY: Macumba Love
(UA).

PIETRO FRANCISCI: Hercules Un-
chained (WB).

MELVIN FRANK: Li'l Abner (Para).

CARMINE GALLONE: Michael Stro-
goff (Cont'l).

VITTORIO MUSY GLO'RI: Sign of
the Gladiator (AIP).

MICHAEL GORDON: Portrait in
Black (U-l).

VAL GUEST: Expresso Bongo
(Conti).

ROBERT HAMER: School for Scoun-
drels (Cont'l).

GUY HAMILTON: A Touch of Lar-
ceny (Para).

SIDNEY HAYERS: Circus of Hor-
ors (AIP).

ALFRED HITCHCOCK: Psycho
(Para).

EGIL HOLMSEN: The Time of De-
sire (Janus).

INOSHIRO HONDA: Battle in Outer
Space (Col).

JOHN HUSTON: The Unfo-rgiven
(UA).

PHIL KARLSON: Hell to Eternity
(AA).

ELIA KAZAN: Wild River (20th-
Fox).

HENRY KING: Beloved Infidel
(20th-Fox).

HENRY KOSTER: The Story of
Ruth (20th-Fox).

BERNARD L. KOWALSKI: The
Giant Leeches (AIP).

WALTER LANG: But No for Me
(Para).

PHILIP LEACOCK: 44 Let No Man
Write My Epitaph (Col).

JACK LEE: 44 The Captain's Table
(20th-Fox).

J. Lee-Thompson: Tiger Bay
(Cont'l).

MERVYN LeROY: The FBI Story
(WB).

HENRY LEVIN: Journey to the
Center of the Earth (20th-Fox).

JERRY LEWIS: The Bellboy (Para).

JOSHUA LOGAN: Tall Story (WB).

SIDNEY LUMET: The Fugitive Kind
(UA).

RANALD MacDOUGALL: 4f The
Subterraneans (MGM).

JOSEPH MANKIEWICZ: Suddenly,
Last Summer (Col).

FRANK McDONALD: The Purple
Gang (AA).

IB MELCHIOR: The Angry Red
Planet (AIP).

LEWIS MILESTONE: Ocean's 11

(WB).

ROBERT MONTGOMERY: The Gal-
lant Hours (UA).

ROBERT MULLIGAN: The Rat Race
(Para).

JEAN NEGULESCO: The Best of
Everything (20th-Fox).

GEORGE PAL: The Time Machine
(MGM).

DANIEL PETRIE: The Bramble
Bush (WB).

GEORGE POLLOCK: The Poacher's
Daughter (Show Corp.).

OTTO PREMINGER: Anatomy of a
Murder (Col).

RICHARD QUINE: Strangers When
We Meet (Col).

IRVING RAPPER: The Miracle (WB).

GREGORY RATOFF: Oscar Wilde
(Four City Enterprises).

CAROL REED: Our Man in Havana
(Col). |

DAVID LOWELL RICH: Have Rocket
Will Travel (Col.

MARK ROBSON: From the Terrace
(20th-Fox).

STUART ROSENBERG: Murder, Inc.

(20th-Fox).
||

ROBERT ROSSEN: They Came to

Corduro (Col). I;;;;

MELVILLE SHAVELSON: It Started
in Naples (Para). &:

VINCENT SHERMAN: Ice Palace
(WB). |

GEORGE SIDNEY: Who Was That !§
Lady? (Col). ||

HENRY SI ELMANN: Masters of the
Congo Jungle (20th-Fox). |;j

DAVID SWIFT: Pollyanna (BV).

GERALD THOMAS: Carry, On,
Nurse (Governor). ||

:l|:

ANDRE de TOTH: Man on a Strong :|:S

(Col). |
EDGAR G. ULMER: Hannibal (WB).

CHARLES VIDOR: 44 Song With- H;
out End (Col). ifM

KING VIDOR: Solomon and Sheba
(UA).

n
CHARLES WALTERS: Please Don't :§

Eat the Daisies (MGM).

DON WEIS: The Gene Krupa Story ||

FRED M. WILCOX: I Passed for fj
White (AA).

||

BILLY WILDER: The Apartment
(UA).

||

RICHARD WILSON: Pay or Die
(AA). |

ROBERT WISE: Odds Against To-
morrow (UA). if

IRWIN S. YEAWORTH JR.: Dino-
saurus (U-l).

til

VINCENTE MINNELLI JOSEPH PEVNEY JOHN STURGES RALPH THOMASDAVID MILLER
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FRANKIE AVALON
CHANCELLOR RECORDING STAR

CURRENTLY APPEARING IN

JOHN WAYNE'S

"THE ALAMO"

BOXOFFICE 85



ROSTER OF THE WHICH SELECTS THE

national ten Council

Members of the National Screen Council select the picture

each month to receive the BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award.
This is done by mail. A list of the current releases is sent on
a post card ballot for marking and returning by a specified
date. The picture receiving the most votes receives the
Award, and Honorable Mention is given those that so impressed
the members as to receive a sizable number of votes. A space
on the ballot for comment has resulted in an interesting

exchange of opinion on a page devoted to the Council's
appraisal of pictures.

Bine Ribbon Winners

Membership in the National Screen Council comes under
four classifications: Editors of newspapers and magazines, radio
and TV commentators, members of film councils, social, civic,

and educational groups and of exhibitor organizations. The
Council and the Award it selects have a threefold purpose.
BOXOFFICE sponsors them to encourage the production of mo-
tion pictures with appeal to the mass of regular patrons of all

ages, to foster a greater public appreciation of the more whole-
some type of motion picture entertainment, and to stabilize

motion picture attendance on a higher average level.

VELMA WEST SYKES, Chairman

MARJORY L. ADAMS, Boston Globe

WAYNE ALLEN, Springfield (III.) Journol Register

H. VIGGO ANDERSEN, Hortford Courarvt

STAN ANDERSON, Cleveland Press

NEVART APIKIAN, Syracuse (N.Y.) Post Standard

GRACE L. BARNETT, Freeport (111.) Journal Standard

BILL BARR, Tampa (Fla.) Tribune

EVE BARTLETT, Public Relations Counselor, San An-
tonio

KAY BATES, BOXOFFICE correspondent, Phoenix

ROBERT BATTLE, Nashville Banner

JOHN BEAUFORT, Christion Science Monitor

FRED BEERS, Perry (Okla.) Journal

AMALIA MENDEZ DE BITTERLIN, Hollywood Cor-
respondent, Panamanian Newspapers

LOUIS V. BLAY, Steubenville (Ohio) Herald Star

GEORGE BOURKE, Miami (Fla.) Herald

HELEN C. BOWER, Detroit Free Press

ALAN GREY BRANIGAN, Newark Evening News

ELSTON BROOKS, Fort Worth Star-Telegram

HOWARD C. BROWN, Hollywood correspondent,
"Movie Life" (Australia)

PAUL M. BRUNN, columnist, Florida Sun, Miami
Beach

JOHN BUSTIN, Austin (Tex.) American-Statesman

HAROLD L. CAIL, Portland (Me.) Press Herald-
Express

GOWAN H. CALDWELL, Winston-Salem (N.C.) Journal

LILY MAY CALDWELL, Birmingham News-Age-Herald

KATE CAMERON, New York News

VIVIAN CANNON, Mobile Press Register

VANCE CHANDLER, Authenticated News Service,

Hollywood

INGRID and LEONARD CLAIRMONT, Hollywood cor-
respondents, Swedish press

PAUL DE SAINTE COLOMBE, Hollywood correspondent
Paris and Montreal publications

THERESA LOEB CONE, Oakland Tribune

BOBBIE CONRAD, Winchester (Vo.) Evening Stor

ALTON COOK, New York World-Telegram

CARL E. COOPER, Kansas City Star

HENRY DECKER, Frederick (Md.) News-Post

AMADO E. DINO, Hollywood correspondent Manila
Post-Herald

DON DORNBROOK, Milwaukee Journal

JIM DOWNING, Tulsa Tribune

ALBAN A. DUBE, Fall River (Mass.) Herald News
LOUIS A. ECKL, Florence (Ala.) Times

RUTH ELGUTTER, Toledo Times

HARRY H. EVANS, Fomily Circle Mogazine

GENE FRETZ, Arkansas Gazette, Little Rock

JOE FITZ GERALD, Nebraska State Journal & Star,
Lincoln

LESTER CLARK GIFFORD, Hickory (N. C.) Daily Record

JOHN M. GORDON, Springfield (Mass.) Union
Republican

RALPH GREEN, Sioux Falls (S.D.) Argus-Leader

FRANK GROSJEAN, Shreveport Journal

BILL HAGAN, Chattanooga News-Free Press

JACK HAMILTON, Look Magazine, New York City

MOTION PICTURE EDITORS
MARIE HAMILTON, Film & TV Music, New York

P. WALTER HANAN, Binghamton (N.Y.) Press

ARNOLD HEDERMAN, Jackson (Miss.) Daily Clarion

Ledger

MRS. AUDREY HEIDINGSFELDER, Port Arthur (Tex.)

News

RUTH HENDERSON, Daily Kennebec Journal, Augusta
(Me.)

GLENN HIMEBAUGH, Canton (Ohio) Repository

PAUL HOCHULI, Houston Press

ELINOR HUGHES, Boston Herald

FRANK JACOBSON, Key West Citizen

ARCH W. JARRELL, Grand Island (Neb.) Daily Inde-

pendent.

WILL JONES, Minneapolis Tribune

A. S. KANY, Dayton Journal-Herald

EARL C. KELLEY, Concord (N.C.) Tribune

HERB KELLY, Miami Daily News

PAINE KNICKERBOCKER, San Francisco Chronicle

HERBERT B. KRONE, Lancaster (Pa.) New Era

KARL KRUG, Pittsburgh Sun Telegraph

VIRGIL D. LANGDON, Tacoma News Tribune

HERBERT L. LARSON, Portlond Oregonion

JAMES LEE, Worcester (Mass.) Gazette

LEO LERMAN, Mademoiselle Mogazine

R. E. LEWIS, Topeka Journal

JOHN LONGINOTTI, Hot Springs (Ark.) Sentinel-

Record

RAYMOND LOWERY, Raleigh (N. C.) News and Ob-
server

W. H. LYTTLETON, Peoria (III.) Journal-Star

RUTH MARSHALL, Rockford (HI.) Morning Stor

MILDRED MARTIN, Philadephia Inquirer

JUNE MARTINEAU, Solt Loke Tribune

NAZIH MASSAAD, Hollywood Pictorial Magazine

JUDGE J. MAY, Florida Times-Union, Jacksonville

JEANNETTE MAZURKI, Glendale (Calif.) News Press

DON LEE McCULTY, Clarksburg (W. Va.) Exponent

TED F. McDANIEL, Emporia (Kas.) Gazette

DAVE MclNTYRE, San Diego Evening Tribune

LEONARD MENDLOWITZ, Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph

LOUISE MERRILL, Asheville (N.C.) Citizen-Times

EDWIN MILLER, Seventeen Magazine
LYNN S. MILLER, Royal Oak (Mich.) Daily Tribune

MALCOLM MILLER, Knoxville (Tenn.) Journal

G. E. MITCHELL, Dayton Daily News
KASPAR MONAHAN, Pittsburgh Press

CLYDE D. MOORE, Ohio State Journal, Columbus
MOVIE EDITOR, St. Petersburg (Flo.) Times

IRIS L. MYERS, Wollo Wolla Union-Bulletin

SIM MYERS, New Orleans Times-Picayune

MARK NICHOLS, Coronet Magazine, New York

VIC NIELSEN, Phoenix Gazette

PAUL L. NOREM, Forgo (N. D.) Forum

BILL NORTON, Long Beach Independent Press-

Telegram
JACK ONG, Mesa (Ariz.) Tribune

RAY OVIATT, Toledo Blade

HOWARD PEARSON, Salt Lake City Deseret News
TOM PECK, Charleston (S.C.) News & Courier

DONALD H. PECKENPAUGH, Gary (Ind.) Post-Tri-
bune

DOMINIC PEPP, Watertown (N.Y.) Daily Times

WARREN C. RAITT, Lewistown (Mont.) News
C. W. RATLIFF, Lubbock (Tex.) Avalanche-Journal

BERT REISFELD, Hollywood correspondent German and
Scandinavian press

JULIA RISHEL, Tarentum (Pa.) Valley Daily News

JIMMY ROBINSON, Albany (Ga.) Herald

AGNES E. ROCKWOOD, Bennington (Vt.) Banner

SUE ROGERS, Grand Ropids Herald

FRANK ROSSITER, Savannah (Ga.) Morning News

FRED H. RUSSELL, Bridgeport (Conn.) Post & Telegram

CHARLES G. SAMPAS, Lowell (Mass.) Sun

RUSS SCHOCH, Des Moines Register & Tribune

ROBERT SCHWARZ, Hollywood correspondent foreign
press

LUCILLE M. SCOTT, Atlonta Daily World

WILLIAM E. SEIFERT JR., Spartanburg (S.C.) Journal

B. J. SKELTON, Clarksdale (Miss.) Press Register

IVAN SPEAR, BOXOFFICE Hollywood editor

JIMMY STARR, Los Angeles Herald & Express

ADOLPH J. STERN, Camden (N. J.) Courier-Post

MILDRED STOCKARD, Houston Chronicle

R. J. SULLIVAN, Sioux City Journol

MARY X. SULLIVAN, Boston Sunday Advertiser

BRADFORD F. SWAN, Providence Journal

BYRON G. TAFT, Yankton (S.D.) Press and Dakotan

LARRY TAJIRI, Denver Post

R. K. TINDALL, Shenandoah (Iowa) Evening Sentinel

WARNER TWYFORD, Norfolk Virginian-Pilot

BARBARA UDELL, Beloit (Wis.) Daily News
WILLARD L. UNDERWOOD, Wichita Falls (Tex.) Times

& Record News
LESLIE A. WAHL, Saginaw (Mich.) News
HARRY WARNER JR., Hagerstown (Md.) Morning

Herald

MACK WEBB, Durham (N.C.) Sun

T. H. WENNING, Newsweek
JIM WEST, Savannah Evening Press

ALLEN M. WIDEM, Hartford (Conn.) Times

PHIL WILLCOX, Parents' Magazine

ALTON WILLIAMS, Richmond (Va.) News-Leader

DICK WILLIAMS, Los Angeles Mirror

EMERY WISTER, Charlotte (N.C.) News
JEAN YOTHERS, Orlando Sentinel-Star

MICHAEL ZANDAN, Springfield (Mass.) Free Press

RADIO and TV COMMENTATORS
WILLIAM J. ADAMS, WHEC-TV, Rochester, N. Y.

BENJAMIN BARTZOFF, WVOM, Boston

ELAYNE BYBEE, KID, Idaho Falls

GLENN CONDON, KMRG, Tulsa

JOHN R. COOPER, WWW, Grafton, W. Va.

JANE DALTON, WSPA, Spartanburg, S.C.

LEO HIGHAM, KID, Idaho Falls

FRANK JACOBSON, WKIZ, Key West
ROBERT LAURENCE, WIP, Philadelphia

JAY MONSEN, KSUB, Cedar City, Utah

ART PRESTON, Portland, Me.

DOROTHY R. SHANK, WJJL, Niagara Falls

GEORGE STUMP, KCMO, Kansas City, Mo.

I. M. TAYLOR, WEBQ, Harrisburg, III.
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REPRESENTATIVES OF SOCIAL, CIVIC, RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
MRS. A. E. ANDERSON, G.F.W.C., Wadena, Minn.

MRS. W. H. ANDREWS, Brooklyn Cnl. N. E. Women
MRS. HENRY AUGUSTINE, Sheboygan BFC

MRS. RICHARD G. AUSPITZER, I.F.C.A, Long Island,

N. Y.

MRS. LESLIE T. BARCO, Greater St. Louis BFC

W. HOWARD BATESON, Coordinator of Public
Schools, Dubuque, Iowa

VIRGINIA M. BEARD, curator of films, Cleveland
public library

DENNIS BECKER, Motion Picture Appreciation Ass'n,
Kansas City

DR. CAMPTON BELL, chairman Division Fine Arts,
University of Denver

MRS. CHARLES R. BELTZ, Grosse Pointe MP & TV
Council

MRS. J. K. BERETTA, G.F.W.C., San Antonio

ROSEMARY BEYMER, Art Director, Kansas City (Mo.)
public schools

MRS. M. B. BRAY, San Francisco MP & TV Council

MRS. W. W. BREWER, G.F.W.C., Omar, W. Va.

MRS. C. R. BUCKERIDGE, president Sheboygan BFC

MRS. WILLIAM A. BURK, pres. So. Calif. MPC, Los
Angeles

MRS. E. L. BURNETT, Indianapolis NSC group

MRS. A. F. BURT, G.F.W.C., Greater St. Louis BFC

MRS. F. ALLEN BURT, Past Nat'l MP Chairman of
DAR, Brookline, Moss.

MRS. ROBERT CARLETON, I.F.C.A., Palisade, N. J.

MRS. EDWARD F. CARRAN, G.F.W.C., Lakewood, Ohio

MRS. B. C. CHRISTOPHER, Campfire Girls Council,
Kansas City, Mo.

ELSIE CLANAHAN, G.F.W.C., Mount Dora, Fla.

KENNETH CLARK, VP of MPAA, Washington, D.C.

LILLIAN COHEN, Nat'l Conference Christians and
Jews, New York City

MRS. VIRGINIA ROLLWAGE COLLIER, MP & TV
Council, District of Columbia

MRS. JULIAN S. COLYER, Larchmont-Mamaroneck
MPC

MRS. C. W. CONRAD, Cleveland Cinema Club

MRS. J. J. COWAN, Knoxville, Tenn., BFC

MRS. EMORY W. COWLEY, Indianapolis NSC Group

CAROL COX, Cinema Study Club, Denver

MRS. PAUL H. CRANE, Harrison (N.Y.) MPC
KATHLEEN CROWLEY, advisor, community recreation,

Waterbury, Conn.

MRS. SAMUEL B. CUTHBERT, Masonic Home, Eliz-
abethtown, Pa.

MRS. JOHN H. DAILINGER, Larchmont-Mamaroneck
(N.Y.) MPC

MAGDALEN DALLOZ, Jacksonville (Fla.) MPC
MRS. WILLIAM DALTON, I.F.C.A., Avon, N. J.

J. COLEMAN DANIEL JR., Spartanburg, S. C., Com-
munity Theatre group

MRS. ARTHUR B. DAVIS, Springfield (Mass.) MPC
CLEO DAWSON, Hallmark Pictures, Lexington, Ky.

MRS. LAWRENCE DELAY, Springfield (Mass.) MPC
MRS. J. R. DeMAIN, Greater Youngstown (Ohio) MPC
BERNADETTE DOLAN, I.F.C.A., Brooklyn

MRS. W. B. DURST, Better Films Board, Sacramento

MRS. DEAN GRAY EDWARDS, Federation of MPC,
East Orange, N. J.

MRS. HENRY ERTELT, G.F.W.C., New Haven

PROFESSOR SAWYER FALK, Drama Department,
Syracuse (N.Y.) University

CHUCK FISHER, Motion Picture Appreciation Ass'n,
Kansas City

MRS. W. ROBERT FLEMING, Indiana Indorsers of
Photoplays, Fort Wayne

EMMA S. FORSTER, Women's Chamber of Commerce,
Censor Board, Little Rock

MRS. BERNARD A. FOSTER, Spartanburg (S.C.) MPC
MRS. TEMPLE FRAKER, G.F.W.C., Knoxville, Tenn.

MRS. CLAUDE FRANKLIN, NSC group, Indianapolis

MRS. ELI FREYDBERG, National Board of Review,
Harrison, N. Y.

BARBARA B. FRISCH, Staten Island BFC

MRS. PAUL GEBHART, Cleveland Cinema Club

MRS. HAROLD L. GEE, Woman's City Club, Berkeley,
Calif.

CHRISTINE SMITH GILLIAM, Atlanta (Ga.) censor

MRS. ELMORE GODFREY JR., P.T.A., G.F.W.C., Knox-
ville, Tenn.

MRS. SHIRLEY GUNNELS, G.F.W.C., Fowler, Ind.

JOHN W. HARDEN, director public relations, Burling-
ton Mills, Greensboro, N. C.

MRS. WILLIAM L. HATCH, San Francisco MP & TV
Council

MRS. NAN M. HAWLEY, Kansas City (Mo.) Athen-
aeum

MRS. FRED HIRE, Fort Wayne (Ind.) Indorsers of
Photoplays

MRS. J. B. HOFFMAN, Indiana Indorsers of Photo-
plays, Indianapolis

MRS. HARRY T. JARVIS, pres. Greoter Detroit MPC
RUTH JEFFRIES, author, Kansas City, Mo.

MRS. ARTHUR D. KERWIN, Greater Detroit MPC
MRS. HAROLD E. KERWIN, Greater New Bedford

(Mass.) BFC

MRS. KARL KING, Dean of Women, Tampa (Fla.)
University

MRS. KARL KURTH, Greater St. Louis BFC

MRS. HERBERT F. LAWRENCE, Cleveland PTA

MARJORIE G. LAWRENCE, Masonic Home, Spring-
field, Mo.

MRS. THOMAS LEONARD, New York BFC

MRS. LEROY LEWIS, Larchmont-Momoroneck (N.Y.)
MPC

MRS. BERNARD LIEBERMAN, Oak Ridge (Tenn.)
A.A.U.W.

MRS. HARRY MacDONALD, Staten Island BFC

MRS. E. ROBERT MANNING, I.F.C.A., Jackson Heights,
N. Y.

JOSEPH F. MAR-RON, Retired Librarian, Jackson-
ville, Fla.

ELLIS L. McALLISTER, Ogden (Utah) BFC

MRS. JOHN J. McCarthy, Fond du Lac BFC

MRS. M. C. McGAHERAN, G.F.W.C., Owatonna, Minn.

DELLA McMYLER, Chairman Cleveland MPC
INEZ MERZ, Indianapolis NSC group

MRS. CARL A. MEYER, Milwaukee BFC

MRS. CHARLES G. MILLER, Greater Seattle MPC
MRS. MILDRED W. MILLER, East Bay MP & TV

Council

MRS. W. HAYDEN MILLER, Pres. Motion Picture
Advisory & Reviewing Board, San Antonio

TAYLOR M. MILLS, MPAA, New York

MRS. E. H. MONTGOMERY, Indianapolis NSC Group

MRS. LEROY MONTGOMERY, D.A.R., Norwalk, Conn.

MRS. A. L. MURRAY, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Long
Beach, Calif.

MISS ELISABETH MURRAY, Teachers Ass'n, Long
Beach, Calif.

MRS. W. LASHLEY NELSON JR., President, Fed. of
MPC, Upper Darby, Pa.

MRS. HELEN M. NETHERTON, Concord (Calif.) MP &
TV Council

MRS. JOSEPH E. NICHOLS, Pres. San Francisco
MP & TV Council, Portola Valley_ Calif.

MRS. WILLIAM W. NOLAN, I.F.C.A., New York City

MRS. GERTRUDE E. NOWAK, Sacramento BF Board

MRS. RALPH E. OESPER, Cincinnati MPC
MRS. CECIL F. ORMOND, Marin County (Colif.) MPC
CORDA PECK, Adult Education, Cleveland

MRS. JOHN B. PEW, Local Clubs, Kansas City, Mo.

MRS. MARJORIE POLLOCK, Sacramento Film Board

LAURA E. RAY, Indianapolis NSC Group

ANNA JOYCE REARDON, Women's College, Greens-
boro, N. C.

MRS. EDWARD J. REILLY, Not'l Ch„ D.A.R., Gorden
City, N. Y.

MRS. L. O. REUNING, Presbyterian Women's Aux-
iliary, New Orleans

MRS. EDWARD J. RILEY, San Francisco MPC and
Federation of MPC

MRS. NATHANIEL ROUSE, Staten Island BFC

MRS. JOHN B. SAMMEL, I.F.C.A., Parkersburg, W. Va.

MRS. R. H. SASS, Sheboygan (Wis.) BFC

MRS. CARL M. SAUER, Woman's Dep't Club, Indian-

apolis

MRS. KURT W. SCHMIDT, Indianapolis NSC group

MRS. BERT J. SEXSON, Indionapolis NSC Group

MRS. WAYNE F. SHAW, U.S. Daughters of 1812,
Lawrence, Kas.

MRS. HARRY E. SIBLEY, Louisville BFC

MRS. WILLIAM B. SMITH, Memphis BFC

MRS. CRAWFORD SPEARMAN, G.F.W.C., Edmond,
Okla.

MRS. S. F. SPRENGEL, Sheboygan BFC

MRS. FREDERIC H. STEELE, G.F.W.C., Huntington, Pa.

MRS. C. M. STEWART, Lincoln (Neb.) BFC

MRS. EDWARD G. STOMEL, M.P. Preview Group, Phil-

adelphia

MRS. WILLIAM STUTE, Indiana Indorsers of Photo-
plays, Fort Wayne

ELLA M. SULLIVAN, I.F.C.A., Brooklyn, N. Y.

MRS. W. G. SULLIVAN, Greater Cleveland MPC

MRS. RUSSELL M. SURVANT, G.F.W.C., Indionapolis

MRS. G. H. SUTCLIFFE, Brooklyn (N.Y.) MPC

MRS. T. W. SWARTZ, A.A.U.W., Cloremont, Calif.

MRS. E. P. SWISHER, Cleveland Cinema Club

MRS. W. J. TAIT, Morin County (Calif.) MPC

MRS. VOLNEY W. TAYLOR, G.F.W.C., San Antonio

MRS. ALMA G. THOMAS, Detroit Ministers' Wives'
Allionce

MRS. ALBERT TODT, Berkeley (Calif.) MPC

MARGARET G. TWYMAN, MPAA Community Rela-

tions, New York

MRS. E. C. WAKELAM, Indiana Historical Council,

Indianapolis

MAY WILLIAMS WARD, Author, Wellington, Kas.

MRS. FAGAN WHITE, G.F.W.C., Russell, Kas.

MRS. MAX M. WILLIAMS, Federation of MPC, Royal
Oak, Mich.

MRS. P. E. WILLIS, chairman western division pre-

view committee, G.F.W.C., Glendale, Calif.

MRS. K. C. WILSON, San Francisco MP & TV Council

MRS. JACK WINDHEIM, Lorchmont-Mamaroneck
(N. Y.) MPC

EXHIBITOR ASS'N REPRESENTATIVES
HARRY C. ARTHUR JR., Southern Calif. TOA, Los

Angeles

CARL BUERMELE, Detroit General Theatres

ALBERT J. CLARKE, Majestic Theatre, Providence,
R. I.

A. B. COVEY, Alabama Theatres Ass'n, Montgomery

HORACE DENNING, Dixie Drive-In Theatres, Jackson-
ville, Fla.

EDDIE ERICKSON, Frontier Theatres, Dallas

MARSHALL FINE, Cleveland Associated Theatres

LOU GASPARINI, Albuquerque Theatres

MARVIN GOLDMAN, Metropolitan Washington (D.C.)

Theatre Owners

FRANK HENSON, Missouri-lllinois TOA
GEORGE HITCH, Springfield (III.) Theatre Ass'n

ROBERT E. HOSSE, Crescent Amusement Co.,

Nashville

THOMAS LAM, Lorn Amusement Co., Rome, Ga.

BEVERLY MILLER, UTO of Heart of America, Kansas
City

MAURICE MILLER, TOA of New Jersey

C. F. MOTLEY, UTO of Oklahoma, Oklahoma City

ALBERT M. PICKUS, President TOA, New York City

JOHN P. RECHER, Allied MPTO of Md., Baltimore

PAUL A. ROTH, Virginia MPTO, Silver Spring, Md.

FRED SOUTTAR, MPA of Kansas City

BEATRICE STRATFORD, Pennsylvania TOA, Newport
News, Va.

J. H. THOMPSON, TOA of Georgia, Hawkinsville

BEN WALDMAN, Texas Drive-In TOA, Dallas

GEORGE H. WILKINSON, MPTO, Wallingford, Conn.

MILDRED WREN, Independent TOA of Arkansas,
Little Rock
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FABIAN
Currently Appearing in

"HIGH TIME"

20th Century-Fox Production

CHANCELLOR RECORDING STAR

Currently Appearing in 20th Century-Fox's

"NORTH TO ALASKA

'

Soon to Be Seen in

"LOVE IN A GOLDFISH BOWL"

Jurow-Shepherd Prod. (Paramount)
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By ANTHONY GRUNER

THE BRITISH production industry
witnessed many paradoxical situa-

tions during 1960. On the one hand,
British films did better and made more
money at the boxoffice; on the other,

admissions to the cinemas dropped to a

new low of slightly more than 500 mil-

lion compared with 1,000 million in 1950.

The three outstanding boxoffice pictures

were all British, yet with production
costs mounting higher each month al-

most all distributors required supple-

mentary foreign product to equal their

earning during the previous year. Cine-
mas closed at the rate of ten a week.
Yet a picture that caught the imagina-
tion of the masses could earn as much as

£450,000 in its entire United Kingdom
release plus the monies accruing from
the Eady Fund. Even the wettest Sum-
mer and Autumn on record could not
bring the patrons in if the picture were
averagely good, and corresponding tele-

vision had no chance against the pic-

ture with all-around family entertain-

ment ingredients.

Summing up the situation, one could

state that the basic problem facing the
British industry in 1961 is the contradic-

tion between the popularity of British

films as a whole and the continued de-

cline in boxoffice attendances through-
out the country.

Most British producers were, on the
whole, fortunate with their pictures dur-
ing the past year. Apart from a few
spectacular Hollywood films like “Psy-
cho,” “Operation Petticoat,” “Pillow

Talk,” “It Started in Naples,” “The Five
Pennies” and “The Unforgiven,” the

most consistent boxoffice pictures came
from British companies or British pro-

duction subsidiaries.

Of the ten most popular British pic-

tures of the year, Number 1 was the

Rank-Betty Box-Ralph Thomas comedy,
“Doctor in Love,” followed by the John
Brabourne production for 20th Century-
Fox, “Sink the Bismarck!” with the

Peter Rogers production for Anglo Amal-
gamated, “Carry On, Constable” enjoy-

ing third position. Then came the Rank
film, “Conspiracy of Hearts,” produced
by Betty Box and directed by Thomas;
the Allied Film Makers picture, “League
of Gentlemen,” produced by Basil Dear-
den and directed by Michael Relph for

Betty Box Ralph Thomas

Rank release; the British Lion comedy
with Peter Sellers, “Two-Way Stretch,”

produced by Aston Smedley and directed

by Robert Day; the Bertram Ostrer com-
edy for Renown release, “Dentist in the

Chair”; the Hugh Stewart comedy for

Rank release, “Follow a Star”; the As-
sociated British picture, “School for

Scoundrels,” produced by Hal Chester
and, finally, but not necessarily in the
tenth position came the Dimitri de
Grunwald production for 20th-Fox re-

lease, “The Millionairess,” which be-

cause it was released late in the year
could not be accounted a complete 1960

production. Judging by prerelease fig-

ures, however, “The Millionairess” may
even beat the “Doctor in Love” gross

before it has completed its nationwide
run. Analyzing the success of British

pictures, one notes the trend towards
comedy and straightforward adventure.

The public and the exhibitors noted
the changing trend in cinemagoing taste

and preferences and this was further

exemplified by the production line-up

of the companies for 1961. Here the em-
phasis is on comedy, adventure and
thrillers. However, 1960 will be noted as

the year in which practically all British

production companies were able to en-

joy successes in America.

Anglo Amalgamated scored with its

comedy, “Carry On, Nurse” and its

thriller, “Circus of Horrors”; Lion In-

ternational did fine business with “I’m

All Right, Jack,” “The Man in a

Cocked Hat” and “The Angry Silence.”

The Rank Organization reached a deal

whereby a number of top features were
distributed by 20th-Fox and many of

them enjoyed higher grosses than any
Rank picture has known for many years.

Hammer, of course, continued to provide

solid contributions to the U.S. boxoffice

in the shape of such pictures as “The
Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll,” “The Brides

of Dracula,” “Hell Is a City,” and its

lineup for 1961 indicates that this year’s

grosses would probably be a record for

even this successful company. Associated

British learned that their comedy, the

Hal Chester production of “School for

Scoundrels,” did equally good business

in art theatres as well as a number of

downtown situations. More and more
British producers were negotiating with

American distribution companies for re-

leases of their pictures during the year.

This process will be accelerated in 1961.

On the other hand, many producers

still appeared to be unaware of the

enormous potentials of the American
market. Failures in previous years had
given them a boxoffice inferiority com-
plex and this, in turn, inhibited their

showmanship when it came to present-

ing and promoting their pictures to the

U.S. industry. It is possible that many
of these faint-hearts will be encouraged

by the successes of such companies as

Anglo Amalgamated, Hammer, Rank
and Lion International and to go for-

ward with greater daring and drive in

1961.

Certainly, the production lineups of

the various companies indicated the
great worldwide boxoffice potential of

the vast majority of the proposed sub-
jects.

How are the companies fixed for prod-
uct in 1961? Without exception all Brit-

ish distributors will be releasing as many
pictures in America and throughout the
world during this year as they did last

year. Some will do better than that.

Anglo Amalgamated, for example, will

have almost double their number of

English first-feature pictures available

for release during this year compared
with last. Associated British-Pathe

already have four subjects lined up to

be fully financed by the Group and at

least a further four now being con-

sidered. British Lion, through their as-

sociation with Bryanston and Britannia

Sir Michael Balcon Maxwell Setton

Films, while not increasing the number
of features for world release plans to dis-

tribute the same number as they did last

year which was then a record for that

company. Bryanston, formed less than

18 months ago, sponsored six features

and will provide at least the same num-
ber plus a number of supporting films.

Regal Films, with four features to their

credit, announce their intention of mak-
ing at least six and possibly eight dur-

ing the year.

Hammer have stepped up their al-

location of eight pictures a year and
may now make as many as 12. This, in

itself, is a unique production record for

first features from an independent pro-

duction company in the British indus-

try.

The Rank Organization, in spite of

rumors to the contrary, have stepped up

their production with seven features to

be made between now and June by the

Betty Box-Ralph Thomas team, Allied

Film Makers and other independent pro-

ducers. Regal, who sank considerable

capital into production last year will see

the benefits with four major subjects for

release and a further six lined up for

production during the ensuing year. Re-

nown have three major features for 1961,

the same production quota as in 1960.
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Twentieth-Fox will make at least ten
subjects and MGM eight in Britain.

Thus, company by company, here is

the product lineup for 1961, including
both films which have been completed
and those committed for production:

ANGLO AMALGAMATED
“No Kidding,” comedy, with Leslie

Phillips and Geraldine McEwan, pro-

duced by Peter Rogers, directed by Ger-
ald Thomas: a

thriller, “The Con-
crete Jungle,” with
Stanley Baker,
produced by Jack
Greenwood and
directed by Joe
Losey; “Konga,”
spectacular thrill-

er, produced by
Herman Cohen,
directed by John
Lemont; “Carry
On, Regardless,”

comedy, produced

by Peter Rogers and directed by Gerald

Thomas: “The Frightened City,” crime

thriller, with John Gregson, produced

and directed by John Lemont and
Leigh Vance; “Payroll,” thriller with

Michael Craig, produced by Julian Win-
tie, directed by Sydney Haynes: “On
the Fiddle,” comedy, produced by Ben
Fisz and directed by Don Chaffey;

"Wives Galore,” comedy, produced by

Bob and Jack Asher, directed by Bob
Asher: “The Happy Bard,” comedy, pro-

duced by Peter Rogers, directed by Ger-
ald Thomas; “Dentist on the Job,”

comedy, with Kenneth Connor, pro-

duced by Bertie Ostrer; “The Iron

Maiden,” comedy, in Technicolor, pro-

duced by Peter Rogers and directed by
Gerald Thomas; “Carry On, Yank,”
comedy, produced by Peter Rogers and
directed by Gerald Thomas; “Holiday
Camp,” adventure drama, produced by
Julian Wintle and Leslie Parkyn and
directed by Sydney Meyers; “The
Patriots,” modern drama, produced by
John Brabourne and directed by Lewis
Gilbert; “Heart of a Circus,” circus

story in Technicolor, produced by Julian
Wintle and Leslie Parkyn.

Further feature properties purchased
include, “Carry On, London”; “Carry
On, Farmer,” “The Black Belt,” “The
Great Spinoza,” “Something About a
Sailor,” “A Fool in Fleet Street,” “Rais-
ing the Wind,” “Critic on Ice” and
“Dawn of D-Day.”

ASSOCIATED BRITISH
“Lord of the Desert,” comedy, with

Charlie Drake, produced by Gordon
Scott and directed by John Paddy Car-
stairs; “Hand in Hand,” child drama,
produced by Helen Winston, directed by
Philip Leacock; “The Long and the
Short and the Tall,” wartime story, with
Laurence Harvey and Richard Todd,
produced by Sir Michael Balcon and di-

rected by Leslie Norman; “The Rebel,” a
comedy with Tony Hancock and George
Sanders, produced by W. A. Whittaker
and directed by Robert Day; “Don’t
Bother to Knock,” comedy, with Richard
Todd, produced by Frank Godwin and

directed by Cyril

Frank el; “The
Sundowners,” out-
door drama, with
Deborah Kerr and
Robert Mitchum
produced by Gerry
Blattner, directed
by Fred Zinne-
mann; “School for

Scoundrels,”
comedy, with
Terr y-Thomas,
produced by Hal
Chester and directed by Robert Hamer.

Four other subjects are in prepara-
tion: “Tamahine” from the novel by
Thelma Niklous with Elke Sommer; a
new comedy, with Tony Hancock; “Op-
eration Cheesecake,” an original comedy
and the second Charlie Drake subject
under his Associated British contract.

LION INTERNATIONAL
“I’m All Right, Jack,” comedy with

Ian Carmichael, Peter Sellers and Terry-
Thomas, produced by Roy Boulting, di-

rected by John
Boulting; “Man in

a Cocked Hat,”
comedy, with
Terry - Thomas
and Peter Sellers,

produced by John
Boulting, directed

by Jeffrey Dell

and Roy Boulting;

“Left, Right and
Centre,” comedy,
with Ian Carmich-
ael and Alastair

Sim, produced by
Frank Launder and Sidney Gilliat, di-

rected by Sidney Gilliat; “The Angry
Silence,” drama, with Richard Atten-

borough and Pier Angeli, produced by
Richard Attenborough and Bryan
Forbes, directed by Guy Green; “A
French Mistress,” comedy, produced by

John Boulting, directed by Roy Boult-

ing; “Two-Way Stretch,” comedy, with

Peter Sellers, produced by M. Smedley
Aston and directed by Robert Day;
“Blitz on Britain,” feature-length

documentary, produced by Harry Booth
and directed by Roy Simpson, with

commentary by Alastair Cooke

;

“Honeymoon,” a spectacular dance-ad-
venture story, with Anthony Steele, pro-

duced and directed by Michael Powell;

“Black Tights,” ballet spectacular, with
Cyd Charisse and Zizi Jeanmaire, pro-

duced by Joe Kaufman, directed by
Terence Young; “The Night We Sprang
a Leak,” farce, produced by Brian Rix
and Darcy Conyers, directed by Darcy
Conyers; “Suspect,” espionage thriller,

with Tony Britton, produced and di-

rected by John and Roy Boulting;

“Gorgo,” science-fiction thriller, with
Bill Travers produced by t he King
Brothers, directed by Gene Laurie; “The
World in My Pocket,” gangster drama,
with Rod Steiger, produced by Dr.

Greuter and directed by Alvin Rakoff;
“The Pure Hell of St. Trinians,” com-
edy, produced by Sidney Gilliat, and
directed by Frank Launder.

Other subjects in preparation: “Two

Living, One Dead,” drama, with Bill

Travers and Virginia McKenna; ‘The

Gypsum Flower,” drama; “The Rent
Siege,” a Boulting Brothers drama;
“The Stoppable Man,” drama; “Pull

Up the Ladder,” comedy; “That Un-
certain Feeling,” comedy; “Heavens
Above,” comedy, with Peter Sellers and
Ian Carmichael.

BRITISH LION
In Association With Britannia

“The Hands of Orlac,” thriller with
Mel Ferrer, produced by Steven Pallos,

directed by Edmond Greville; “Nearly

a Nasty Accident,” air force comedy,
produced by Bertram Ostrer and di-

rected by Don Chaffey.

Subjects in preparation: “The Daffo-
dil Mystery,” drama, and “The Day the
Earth Caught on Fire,” science-fiction

drama.

BRITISH LION
In Association With Bryanston Films

“Saturday Night, Sunday Morning,”
industrial drama with Albert Finney,

produced by Harry Salzman and di-

rected by Karel
Reisz; “Spare the

Rod,” comedy-
drama, with Max
Bygraves, pro-

duced by Victor

Lynden, directed

by Leslie Norman;
“The Boy Who
Stole a Million,”

comedy - drama,
produced by
George Brown and
directed by
Charles Crichton;

“Double Bunk,” comedy, with Ian

Carmichael, produced by George H.

Brown, directed by C. M. Pennington
Richards; “The Entertainer,” modern
drama, with Sir Laurence Olivier, pro-

duced by Harry Saltzman, directed by

Tony Richardson; “The Battle of the

Sexes,” comedy, with Peter Sellers, di-

rected by Monja Danischewsky; “Light

Up the Sky”; army comedy, with Ian

Carmichael, produced and directed by

Lewis Gilbert; “Cone of Silence,” avia-

tion drama, with Peter Cushing, pro-

duced by Aubrey Baring, directed by

Charles Frend.
Of the six subjects Bryanston will

make in 1961, the first is “A Taste of

Honey,” based on the Shelagh Delaney
play which Tony Richardson will direct

for Woodfall Productions.

BUTCHERS
“Trouble With Eve,” comedy, pro-

duced by Tom Blakeley and directed by
Francis Searle; “The Breaking Point,”

drama, produced by Peter Lambert, di-

rected by Lance Comfort; “The Gentle
Trap,” drama, produced by Jack Par-
sons and directed by Charles Saunders;
“The Hand,” drama, produced by Bill

Luckwell and directed by Henry Cass;
“The Man Who Couldn’t Walk,” drama,
produced by Jock McGregor and Unesh
Mallik and directed by Henry Cass;
“Rag Doll,” produced by Tom Blakeley
and directed by Lance Comfort.

(Continued on page 104)

Peter Rogers

Victor Hoare David Kingsley
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Carole Lesley, as the pretty new receptionist, invites Michael Craig to call

her Kitten, in this scene from the Betty Box comedy for Rank Film Distributors.

DOCTOR IN LOVE
A Betty E. Box-Ralph Thomas Production for Rank Release

The Cast

Dr. Richard Hare Michael Craig

Dr. Nicola Barrington Virginia Maskell

Dr. Tony Burke Leslie Phillips

Sir Lancelot Spratt
James Robertson Justice

Kitten Strudick Carole Lesley

Wildewinde Reginald Beckwith

Dr. Clive Cardew Nicholas Phipps

Leonora Liz Fraser

Dawn Joan Sims

Lady Spratt Ambrosine Phillpotts

Professor MacRitchie Irene Handl

Dr. Hinxman Nicholas Parsons

Sally Nightingale Moira Redmond

Harold Green Ronnie Stevens

Mrs. Tadwich Fenella Fielding

Production Staff

Producer Betty E. Box
Director Ralph Thomas
Screenplay Nicholas Phipps

From the Novel by Richard Gordon

Assistant Director Stanley Hosgood

Camera Operator James Bawden
Sound Editor Don Sharpe

Sound Recordists .... Dudley Messenger
and Gordon K. McCallum

Makeup George Blackler
Set Dresser Arthur Taksen

Hairdressing Pearl Orton

Costume Designer Yvonne Caffin

Continuity Gladys Goldsmith

Editor Alfred Roome
Art Director Maurice Carter

Production Manager Charles Orme
Director of Photography

Ernest Steward, B.S.C.

Music Composed and Directed by
Bruce Montgomery

Title Song by Ken Hare

Sung by Richard Allan

i
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Dana Wynter offers a comforting word to Kenneth More, to ease the strain

of responsibility in his hunt for the Bismarck, in the 20th Century-Fox release.

SINK THE BISMARCK!
A John Brabourne Production for 20th Century-Fox

The Cast
Captain Shepard Kenneth More

Anne Davis Dana Wynter

Captain Lindemann Carl Mohner

First Sea Lord Laurence Naismith

A .C .N.S Geoffrey Keen

Admiral Lutjens Karel Stepanek

Commander in Chief (King George V )

Michael Hordern

Commander Richards Maurice Denham

Captain Banister Michael Goodliffe

Captain (Prince of Wales )

Esmond Knight

Signals Officer Jack Watling

Captain (King George V ) Jack Gwillam

Captain (Ark Royal ) Mark Dignam

Captain (Suffolk ) Ernest Clark

Captain (Sheffield ) John Horsley

Captain (1 st Destroyer ) .... Peter Burton

First Workman Sydney Tafler

Captain (Hood ) John Stuart

Admiral (Hood ) Walter Hudd

Able Seaman Brown Sean Barrett

Production Staff

Producer John Brabourne
Director Lewis Gilbert
Screen Story & Screenplay

(based on a story by C. S.

Forester) Edmund H. North
Music Composed by Clifton Parker
Conducted by Muir Mathieson
Director of Photography

Christopher Challis, B.S.C.

Art Director Arthur Lawson
Editor Peter Hunt
Production Manager Edward Joseph
Assistant Director Jack Causey
Camera Operator Austin Dempster
Sound Mixers Dudley Messenger

Red Law
Dubbing Editor Win Ryder
Continuity Shirley Barnes
Set Dresser Arthur Taksen
Casting Director Nora Roberts
Makeup W. T. Partleton
Hairdressing Ivy Emmerton
Special Effects Unit Supervisors

Howard Lydecker
Bill Warrington

Cameraman Sheets Kelly
Unit Manager Richard Goodwin
Camera Operator Jack Welch
Technical Adviser

Lt. Cmdr. Peter Peake, R.N. (Rtd.)
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The constables stand inspection in another of the “Carry On" series which
Peter Rogers produced for release by Anglo Amalgamated Film Distributors.
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CARRY ON, CONSTABLE
An Anglo Amalgamated Production

The Cast Production Staff

Sergeant Wilkins Sidney James

Inspector Mills Eric Barker

Constable Constable .... Kenneth Connor
Constable Gorse Charley Hawtrey
Sergeant Laura Moon .... Hattie Jacques

Constable Potter Leslie Phillips

Policewoman Passworthy Joan Sims

Constable Benson .... Kenneth Williams

Sally Barry Shirley Eaton

Constable Thurston Cyril Chamberlain

Mrs. May Jean Hickson

Distraught Woman Irene Handl

Herbert Hall Terence Longdon

Policewoman Harrison Jill Adams
1st Crook Freddie Mills

Store Manager Brian Oulton
Criminal Type Victor Maddern
Matt Michael Balfour

Honoria Diana Aubrey
1st Shop Assistant Mary Law
Young Woman Dorinda Stevens

Producer Peter Rogers

Director Gerald Thomas

Screenplay by Norman Hudis

From Idea by Brock Williams

Photographed by Ted Scaife

Editor John Shirley

Music by Bruce Montgomery
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The Pied Piper, modern version—a long file of refuge children follows an Italian

guard to a transit camp in the Betty Box production released by Rank.

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS
A Betty E. Box-Ralph Thomas Production for Rank Release

The Cast

Mother Katharine Lilli Palmer

Sister Mitya Sylvia Syms

Sister Gerta Yvonne Mitchell

Major Spoletti Ronald Lewis

Colonel Horsten Albert Lieven

Lt. Schmidt Peter Arne

Sister Tia Norah Swineburne

Father Desmaines .... Michael Goodliffe

Sister Constance Megs Jenkins

The Rabbi David Kossoff

Sister Honoria Jenny Laird

Petrelli George Coulouris

Sister Elisaveta Phyllis Neilson-Terry

Anna Rebecca Dignam

Joseph Joseph Cuby

Production Staff

Producer Betty Box
Director Ralph Thomas

Screenplay Robert Presnell jr.

Assistant Director Stanley Hosgood

Camera Operator James Bawden
Sound Editor Don Sharpe

Sound Recordists .... John W. Mitchell
and Gordon K. McCallum

Makeup Edward Knight

Continuity Gladys Goldsmith

Editor Alfred Roome
Art Director Alex Vetchinsky

Production Manager R. Denis Holt

Italian Adviser Giorgio Zambon

Set Dresser Arthur Taksen

Costume Designer Yvonne Caffin

Director of Photography
Ernest Steward, B.S.C.

Music Composed by .. Angelo Lavagnino

Conducted by Muir Mathieson
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A million-pound robbery is being engineered here by Roger Livesay, Nigel

Patrick and Jack Hawkins on unsuspecting Gerald Mohr, left, in the Rank release.

THE LEAGUE OF GENTLEMEN
An Allied Film Makers Production for Rank Release

*

The Cast

Hyde

Race

Mycroft

Lexy Richard Attenborough

Porthill Bryan Forbes

Stevens Kieron Moore

Bunny Warren .... Robert Coote

Rupert Terence Alexander

Peggy Melissa Stribling

Weaver

Elizabeth Nannette Newman

C. S. M
Wylie

Hilda

Molly Weaver

Captain Saunders Gerald Harper

Grogan

98

Production Staff
i

Producer Michael Relph

Director Basil Dearden

Screenplay Bryan Forbes

Assistant Director George Pollard

Camera Operator H. A. R. Thomson

Sound Editor Harry Miller

Sound Recordists E. G. Daniels
Bill Daniels

Makeup Harry Frampton

Hairdressing Barbara Ritchie

Set Dresser Arthur Taksen

Continuity Penny Daniels

Editor John Guthridge

Art Director Peter Proud

Production Manager Charles Orme

Director of Photography
Arthur Ibbotson

Ss

Music Composed and Directed by
Philip Green
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Bernard Cribbins, David Lodge and Peter Sellers break out of prison for

one night to pull “the perfect crime” in the British Lion International comedy.

1
M

TWO-WAY STRETCH
A British Lion Production

The Cast

Dodger Lane Peter Sellers

The ‘rev’ Basil Fowler (Soapy)
Wilfrid Hyde White

Jelly Knight David Lodge

Lennie Price Bernard Cribbins

Commander Horatio Bennet, R.N. (ret’d)

(The Governor) .... Maurice Denham
Mrs. Price (Lennie’s Mum) Irene Handl
Ethel Liz Fraser

Warder Jenkins George Woodbridge

Warder George Cyril Chamberlain
Warder Charlie Edwin Brown
The Lawyer John Glyn-Jones
Miss Pringle Beryl Reid

Miss Meakin Noel Hood
Miss Prescott Myrette Morven
Colonel Arkwright Thorley Walters
Rev. Butterworth Walter Hudd
Woman in Pub Olga Dickie

Dustman Joe Gibbons
The Captain John Wood
Police Superintendent Robert James
Solicitor Eynon Evans
Tailor Warren Mitchell

Production Staff

Produced by M. Smedley Aston

Directed by Robert Day

Original Story & Screenplay by
John Warren and Len Heath

Additional Dialog by Alan Hackney

Director of Photography
Geoffrey Faithfull

Production Supervisor Harold Buck

Art Director John Box

Film Editor Bert Rule

Music Composed & Conducted by
Ken Jones

Sound Recordists .... Paddy Cunningham
and Maurice Askew

Unit Manager Jacques De Lane Lea

Assistant Director Kip Gowans

Camera Operator Frank Drake

Dubbing Editor Ted Mason

Continuity Lee Turner
Roy Rosotti

Makeup Jimmy Evans

Hairdresser Joyce James
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Bob Monkhouse, Kenneth Connor and Eric Barker comprise the team of

comedians who frolic in the Renown Pictures International comedy release.

DENTIST IN THE CHAIR
A Bertram Ostrer Production for Renown Release

The Cast

David Cookson Bob Monkhouse

Peggy Travers Peggy Cummins

Sam Field Kenneth Connor

The Dean Eric Barker

Brian Dexter Ronnie Stevens

Michaels Vincent Ball

Ethel Eleanor Summerfield

Mr. Watling Reginald Beckwith

Inspector Richardson .. Stuart Saunders

Dentist Ian Wallace

Miss Brent Peggy Simpson

Lucy Jean St. Clair

Maggie Rosie Lee

Woman in Surgery .. Charlotte Mitchel

Production Staff

Produced by Bertram Ostrer

Directed by Don Chaffey

Screenplay by Val Guest

Adapted from the book “Dentist in

the Chair” by Matthew Finch

Additional scenes by .... Bob Monkhouse
and George Wadmore

Director of Photography Reginald Wyer

Art Director Bill Andrews

Production Manager Albert Becket

Editor Bill Lenny

Music Composed and Directed by
Ken Jones

i
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Norman Wisdom, left, plays the role of a singer whose voice is “stolen” by

a trick and lifted to fame without his knowing it in this Rank release.

FOLLOW A STAR
Xv

A J. Arthur Rank Film Production for Rank Release

BRITISH
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The Cast

Norman Truscott .... Norman Wisdom

Judy June Laverick

Vernon Carew Jerry Desmonde

Dymphna Dobson ... Hattie Jacques

Dr . Chatterway Richard Wattis

Harold Franklin .... Eddie Leslie

Birkett .. John Le Mesurier

Pendlebury Sydney Tafler

Lady Finchington . Fenella Fielding

The General Charles Heslop

Stage Manager Joe Melia

Violinist Ron Moody

Production Staff

Produced by Hugh Stewart

Directed by Robert Asher

Original Screenplay by Jack Davies,

Henry Blyth and Norman Wisdom

Photography Jack Asher

Art Director Maurice Carter

Editor Roger Cherrill

Production Manager Charles Orme
Assistant Director Bert Batt

Camera Operator David Harcourt

Continuity Splinters Deason

Costume Designer Anthony Mendleson

Set Dresser Vernon Dixon

Makeup George Blackler

Sound Editor Harry Miller

Sound Recordists C. C. Stevens
and Gordon K. McCallum

Music by Philip Green
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Ian Carmichael isn’t at all happy about the attention his girl Janette Scott

is getting from Terry-Thomas in the Hal E. Chester film for Associated British.

ig:

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS
A Guardsman Films Production for Associated British Pictures

The Cast

Henry Palfrey Ian Carmichael

Raymond Delauney Terry-Thomas

Mrs. S. Potter Alastair Sim

April Smith Janette Scott

Dunstan Dennis Price

Dudley Peter Jones

Gloatbridge Edward Chapman

Head Waiter John Le Mesurier

Mrs. Stringer Irene Handl

Production Staff

Executive Producer Hal E. Chester
Associate Producer Douglas Rankin
Director Robert Hamer
Based on the Novels Gamemanship,

Oneupmanship, Lifemanship
by Stephen Potter

Screenplay by Patricia Moyes
Hal E. Chester

Director of Photography
Erwin Hillier, B.S.C.

Production Manager L. C. Rudkin
Art Director Terence Verity
Film Editor Richard Best
Casting Director Robert Lennard
Scenario Editor Frederick Gotfurt
Assistant Director Basil Rabin
Camera Operator Herbert Smith
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The doctor, Peter Sellers, tells Sophia Loren her bedside manner doesn’t phase
him in this scene from the De Grunwald production released by 20th Century-Fox.

THE MILLIONAIRESS
A Dimitri de Grunwald Production for 20th Century-Fox Release

The Cast
Epifania Sophia Loren

Doctor Kabir & Parerga Peter Sellers

Sagamore Alastair Sim

Joe Vittorio de Sica

Adrian Dennis Price

Alastair Gary Raymond

Fish Curer Alfie Bass

Mrs . Joe Miriam Karlin

Professor Noel Purcell

Polly Virginia Vernon

1st Secretary Basil Hoskins

Nurse Diana Coupland

President Willoughby Goddard

Muriel Pauline Jameson

Butler Graham Stark

Whelk Seller Wally Patch

Gloria Tempe Adam

2nd Secretary Gordon Sterne

Corelli Charles Hill

Mrs . Willoughby .... Eleanor Summerfield

Tommy True Davy Kaye

Production Staff

Produced by Richard Rouve
Directed by Anthony Asquith
Screenplay by Wolf Mankowitz
Based on the play “The Millionairess”

by Bernard Shaw,
Adapted by Riccardo Aragno

Music Composed and Conducted by
Georges van Parys

Director of Photography
Jack Hildyard, B.S.C.

Art Director Harry White
Editor Anthony Harvey
Recording Supervisor A. W. Watkins
Sound Recordist Gerry Fisher
Dresses by Pierre Balmain
Production Designer Paul Sheriff
Production Administrator Leonard Urry
In Charge of Production Roy Parkinson
Assistant Director Frank Hollands
Camera Operator Gerry Fisher
Continuity June Faithfull
Makeup Dave Aylott
Hairdresser Sarah Beber
Wardrobe Supervisor Felix Evans
Sound Editor Alastair McIntyre
Dubbing Mixer J. B. Smith
Portraits by Olga Lehmann
Set Dresser Pamela Cornell
Lenses by Bausch & Lomb
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was formed less than two years

ago . . . and already eight

top features and five supporting

features have been completed

under its banner.

jp na
: ON

films already released in

the USA:—
i i

1

1

The Battle of the Sexes
_i - , , . j y

(Continental Distributing)

i ne tmeriamer (Continental Distributing)

“The Boy who stole a Million’’
(Paramount)

YANSTON
films heading your way:—
Saturday Night and

Sunday Morning (Continental Distributing)

A Taste of Honey” (Continental Distributing)

“Double Bunk”
“Spare the Rod”
“Light Up the Sky”

i t

1

1

(Lion International)

(Lion International)

(Lion International)

is a co-operative of

eleven leading independent

British producers

with Sir Michael Balcon

as Chairman and

Maxwell Setton as

Managing Director.

Changing Trend in British Cinemagoing
(Continued from page 93)

Butchers has four subjects set for immediate production.
Provisional titles; “Bomb in the High Street,” “Staple Girls,”

“Kick Back,” and “Crosstrap.”

EROS
At Eros Films, 17 productions are on the year’s schedule, in-

cluding 11 British-produced pictures, four American, one Italian
and one Yugoslavian. Most impressive production scheduled is a
Biblical spectacle, “Cain and Abel,” to be filmed in Technirama
70 and Technicolor, with an international cast. Three other pic-

tures are scheduled to be made on the same large scale, in
Technirama 70 and Technicolor—“The Long Ships,” an ad-
venture drama; “Oliver Cromwell,” a historical spectacle, and
“The Hellions,” starring Anne Aubrey and James Booth.

Other films on the Eros schedule include: “Johnny Nobody,”
thriller, filmed in Warwickscope, starring Nigel Patrick, Aldo Ray,
Yvonne Mitchell, William Bendix and Cyril Cusack; “His and
Hers,” comedy, starring Terry-Thomas, Janette Scott, Wilfrid
Hyde White, Nicole Maurey, Kenneth Connor, Joan Sims, Colin
Gorden and Kenneth Williams; “Cat and Mouse,” a crime drama,
starring Lee Patterson and Anne Sears; “Lies My Father Told
Me,” drama, starring Betsy Blair, Harry Brogan and Terry
Raven; “Middle of Nowhere,” drama, with John Cassavetes, Eliz-

abeth Sellars and David Farrar; “Rip Van Winkle,” comedy,
starring Jamie Uys; and “Ticket to Paradise,” romantic comedy,
starring Patricia Dainton and Emrys Jones.

HAMMER
“Brides of Dracula,” thriller, with Peter Cushing, produced

by Anthony Hinds and directed by Terence Fisher; “Terror of

the Tongs,” adventure drama, with Richard
Basehart, produced by Kenneth Hyman and
directed by Anthony Bushell; “Visa to Can-
ton,” with Ronald Lewis and Ann Todd,

produced and directed by Michael Carreras

;

“The Full Treatment,” modem drama, pro-

duced and directed by Val Guest; “Sword
of Sherwood Forest,” outdoor adventure,

with Richard Greene, produced by Sidney
Cole and Richard Greene, and directed by
Terence Fisher; “Curse of the Werewolf,”
costume thriller, produced by Anthony
Hinds and directed by Terence Fisher;

“Taste of Fear,” modem thriller, produced
by Jimmy Sangster and directed by Seth

Holt; “Weekend With Lulu,” comedy, produced by Ted Lloyd

and directed by John Paddy Carstairs.

Nine other productions in preparation: “Watch It, Sailor!,”

comedy, produced by Maurice Cowan and directed by Wolf Rilla;

“The Maniac,” thriller, produced by Anthony Hinds and directed

by Robert Day; “One More River,” action drama, produced by

Michael Cameras and directed by Val Guest; “Quatermass and

the Pit,” thriller, produced by Anthony Hinds; “The Brutal

Land,” outdoor thriller, produced by Michael Carreras; “The
Children of Light” (provisional title), produced by Anthony
Hinds,- “Blood River,” pirate drama; “The Big Wheel,” thriller,

produced by Jimmy Sangster; “The Phantom of the Opera,”

thriller, produced by Anthony Hinds; “The Amorous Prawn,”

comedy, “The Whites Grew Pale” (provisional title), drama,

produced by Michael Carreras; “Build Us a Dam,” drama, pro-

duced by Michael Cameras.

RANK
“The League of Gentlemen,” comedy-

thriller, with Jack Hawkins, produced

by Michael Relph and directed by Basil

Dearden; “Make Mine Mink,” comedy, with

Terry-Thomas, produced by Hugh Stewart

and directed by Robert Asher; “Doctor in

Love,” comedy, in Eastman Color, with

Michael Craig, produced by Betty Box and

directed by Ralph Thomas: “Never Let Go,”

(Independent Artists), a drama, with

Richard Todd, produced by Peter de

Sarigny and directed by John Guillermin;

“Man in the Moon,” a space comedy, with

Kenneth More, produced by Michael Relph

(Continued on page 122-D)

John Davis

James Cameras
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A PROFILE

Nat Cohen (right) and

Stuart Levy, the men

behind the success of

Anglo Amalgamated

Distributors Limited.

THE ANGLO AMALGAMATED STORY
By ANTHONY GRUNER

T HERE may not have been a lot to laugh about in 1960, but

millions of cinemagoers took the opportunity to do so when-

ever the opportunity presented itself. And, in nearly 40 countries

from London to Tokyo, West Berlin to Los Angeles, the British

comedy they preferred was “Carry On, Nurse.”

The film, a modest affair in black and white, lasts 87 min-

utes, cost less than £100,000 to make and was without a single

international star in its roster.

"Carry On, Nurse”* was the highest grosser of any film in

Great Britain during 1959, and gained the unique distinction

for a British comedy of having broken records in every country

and almost every situation it played throughout 1959 and 1960.

Breaks Records Around the Globe

In Canada, Ed Lynn, manager of Sydney Strand, Toronto,

declared : “The finest comedy to play in my theatre for 15 years.”

In Singapore the important Shaw Circuit cabled: “Net collection

breaks house record to become highest daily take”; in Copen-

hagen, Anglo’s Danish agent wrote: “This was brilliant boxoffice

cure for Copenhagen summer heat and enjoyed record attend-

ances everywhere.”

From India, the following report was sent to Anglo’s Lon-

don office: “An utterly hilarious comedy from the first shot to

the last crammed to overflowing with rambunctious fun in

between.”

In Panama, “Carry On, Nurse” ended a six-day run at the

Lux Cinema with the highest gross shown since the theatre began

showing British films, while in Australia the picture produced

such a volume of business that its run was extended from one

to 16 weeks in Perth alone.

In Tokyo, it smashed records in strong competition from

spectacular Hollywood features including the MGM-Joe Levine

presentation, “The Giant of Marathon.”

Long Runs Throughout the U. S.

When “Carry On, Nurse” reached the States most wiseacres

imagined that this would be the end of the success story. The

U.S. boxoffice and exhibitors, however, told a different story:

The film stayed 29 weeks at the 600-seater Empire, Denver, then

a further run at the downtown De Luxe 1,270-seater ; ten months

at the Crest, Los Angeles, then on to nine additional theatres

spread over the greater Los Angeles area, 14 weeks at Dallas, the

longest run for any British comedy.

In Milwaukee, it played at the Downer Theatre for a record

run of nine weeks, providing the exhibitor with a record gross

for the house and then moved over to the Times Theatre, playing

an additional five weeks.

In New Orleans, it completed 13 weeks at the Peacock

Theatre, a record for the house.

“Nurse” has now already enjoyed the longest run ever

accorded regular price attractions for a British Comedv.

(Continued on page 110)
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PLEASE TURN OVER
A scene from the Peter Rogers saucy production starring Ted

Ray, Jeah Kent, Leslie Phillips and Joan Sims, also starring

Julia Lockwood, Tim Seely and guest star Charles Hawtrey. Pro-

duced by Peter Rogers. Directed by Gerald Thomas. Original

screenplay by Norman Hudis.

CARRY ON REGARDLESS
The fun is fast and furious in this Peter Rogers production which

stars Sidney James, Kenneth Connor, Charles Howtrev, Joan Sims,

Kenneth Williams, Bill Owen ond Lit Fraser Produced by Peter

Rogers. Directed by Gerald Thomas. Screenplay by Norman Hudis.

CARRY ON CONSTABLE
Peter Rogers' uproarious comedy stars Sidney James, Eric Barker,

Kenneth Connor, Kenneth Williams, Leslie Phillips, Joan Sims,

Hattie Jacques and Shirley Eaton. Produced by Peter Rogers. Di

reefed by Gerald Thomas. Screenplay by Norman Hudis.

WATCH YOUR STERN
NO KIDDING

Peter Rogers' comedy about the British Navy stars Kenneth Con-

nor, Eric Barker, Leslie Phillips, Joan Sims, Noel Purcell, Hattie

Jacques with Spike Milligan and Eric Sykes, and guest star Sid-

ney James. Produced by Peter Rogers. Directed by Gerald Thomas.

Screenplay b Alon Hackney and Vivian A. Cox

This Peter Rogers lighthearted production stars Leslie Phillips,

Geraldine McEwan, Julia Lockwood ond Noel Purcell. Produced by

Peter Rogers. Directed by Gerald Thomas. Screenplay by Nor-

man Hudis and Robin Estridge,



A PETER ROGERS Production

CARRY ON NURSE
Shirley Eaton, Charles Hawtrey, Terence Longdon, Leslie Phillips,

Susan Stephen, Kenneth Connor, Hattie Jacques, Bill Owen, Joan Sims

Kenneth Williams. Guest star Wilfrid Hyde White.

Produced by Peter Rogers Directed by Gerald Thomas Screenplay by Norman Hudis

Distributed by GOVERNOR FILMS, INC., New York 22.

A PETER ROGERS Production

CARRY ON CONSTABLE
Sidney James, Joan Sims, Charles Hawtrey, Hattie Jacques,

Kenneth Connor, Eric Barker, Leslie Phillips, Kenneth Williams.

Produced by Peter Rogers Directed by Gerald Thomas Screenplay by Norman Hudis

Distributed by GOVERNOR FILMS, INC., New York 22.

I

A PETER ROGERS Production

CARRY ON TEACHER
Kenneth Connor, Leslie Phillips, Kenneth Williams, Rosalind Knight,

Charles Hawtrey, Joan Sims, Hattie Jacques, Cyril Chamberlain, Ted Ray.

Produced by Peter Rogers Directed by Gerald Thomas Screenplay by Norman Hudis

Distributed by GOVERNOR FILMS, INC., New York 22.

A PETER ROGERS Production

CARRY ON SERGEANT
William Hartnell, Shirley Eaton, Dora Bryan, Kenneth Connor,

Bob Monkhouse, Eric Barker, Bill Owen.

Produced by Peter Rogers Directed by Gerald Thomas Screenplay by Norman Hudis

Distributed by GOVERNOR FILMS, INC., New York 22.

A PETER ROGERS Production

PLEASE TURN OVER
Ted Ray, Leslie Phillips, Jean Kent, Joan Sims,

also starring Julia Lockwood, Tim Seeley and guest star Charles Hawtrey.

Produced by Peter Rogers Direr 'ed by Gerald Thomas Screenplay by Norman Hudis

Distributed by COLUMBIA PICTURES.

ANGLO AMALGAMATED FILM DISTRIBUTORS



A PETER ROGERS Production

WATCH YOUR STERN
Kenneth Connor, Eric Barker, Leslie Phillips, Joan Sims,

Noel Purcell, Hattie Jacques with Spike Milligan, Eric Sykes.

Guest star Sydney James.

Produced by Peter Rogers Directed by Gerald Thomas Screenplay by Norman Hudis

Contact GORDON FILMS, INC., 120 West 57th Street, New York 19.

A PETER ROGERS Production

NO KIDDING
Leslie Phillips, Geraldine McEwan, Julia Lockwood, Noel Purcell,

with Irene Handl, Joan Hickson, June Jago.

Produced by Peter Rogers Directed by Gerald Thomas Screenplay by Norman Hudis and Robin Estridge

Contact GORDON FILMS, INC., 120 West 57th Street, New York 19.

A JULIAN WINTLE-LESLIE PARKYN Production

CIRCUS OF HORRORS
IN EASTMAN COLOUR

Anton Diffring, Erica Remberg, Yvonne Monlaur.

Associate Producer Norman Priggen Directed by Sidney Hayers Original Screenplay by George Baxt

Distributed by AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES, Hollywood 28.

PEEPING TOM
Carl Boehm, Moira Shearer, Anna Massey, Maxine Audley.

An original story and screenplay by Leo Marks Photography in Eastman Colour

Produced and Directed by MICHAEL POWELL

Contact GORDON FILMS, INC., 120 West 57th Street, New York 19.

A MERTON PARK STUDIOS Production

CONCRETE JUNGLE
Stanley Baker, also starring Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker, Gregoire Aslan.

Produced by Jack Greenwood Directed by Joseph Losey Screenplay by Alun Owen

Music composed and conducted by Johnny Dankworth with his orchestra.

Contact GORDON FILMS, INC., 120 West 57th Street, New York 19.

England •
U.S. Representative: RICHARD GORDON, Gordon Films, Inc.

120 West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

Telephone PLAZA 7-9390-1-2. Cables GORDONFILM, NEW YORK.



THE ANGLO AMALGAMATED STORY
(Continued from page 106)

So great was the interest in the picture that Anglo flew

actress Shirley Eaton, who starred in ‘"Carry On, Nurse,' to the

States for a week of intense promotional publicity which included

large-scale radio and television exposure, meetings with exhib-

itors and the press. It was the culmination of the most successful

year of business in the ten-year history of the company.

Variety of Production Sources

The international industry significance of Anglo Amalga-

mated was not just limited to its successful relations with Peter

Rogers and his productions which have made him one of the

most sought-after producers in the business. The company did

equally well with their coproductions like “Horrors of the Black

Museum,” produced by Herman Cohen in association with the

American International Pictures organization; “Circus of Hor-

rors,” produced by Independent Artists-Julian Wintle and Leslie

Parkvn, a Technicolor picture which secured big boxoffice

grosses in Britain and throughout Europe; “Peeping Tom,” the

Michael Powell film which enjoyed even bigger business in

Europe than it did in Britain, and “The Concrete Jungle,” one

of the most authoritative gangster pictures, with Stanley Baker,

produced by Jack Greenwood of Merton Park Studios and

directed by Joseph Losey.

Yet Anglo’s success in Britain arrived during a year when

attendances had reached a new low of 400 million and when

boxoffice receipts for many outstanding Hollywood features

were very poor and when ten cinemas in Britain were closing

each week. All this in the face of the abolition of the Entertain-

ments Tax and the wettest Summer and Winter that the country

had known for 50 years.

Wardour Street oldtimers agree that 1960 had been a black

year for the trade and that the situation would probably get

worse in 1961. But in no company were the employes more con-

fident about the future than the 150 men and women belonging

to Anglo.

Whether oldtimers or newcomers, they were all influenced

by the Wardour Street legends about Anglo—spectacular indus-

try progress.

Began With Hal Roach Reissues

In 1950, the story was far different. Nat Cohen and Stuart

Levy, a couple of exhibitors, secured some Hal Roach reissues

and a few documentaries and decided to go into the distributing

business. This was a year of the beginning of the big slump

in attendances when the Chancellor was being faced with terri-

fied exhibitors throughout the country calling for relief and

producers who had suddenly found that the means of making

pictures at a profit had somehow vanished from the British

industry. A year later, Anglo had embarked on its own produc-

tion—a second feature called “Assassin for Hire,” made at

Merton Park Studios. It was the beginning of a new relationship

with Merton Park which has continued up to date, with Anglo

now owning a considerable share in that studio.

Two years later, the company made its first feature, “Sleep-

ing Tiger,” with Dirk Bogarde. This was followed by a new

production deal with Julian Wintle and Leslie Parkyn who are

now committed to a five-picture-a-year deal with Anglo.

In Wardour Street, however, the big turning point in

Anglo’s fortune came in 1957 with the Peter Rogers production

of “The Tommy Steele Story,” made on a low budget, directed

by Gerald Thomas and scripted by Norman Hudis. The feature

was so successful that a sequel was made, “The Duke Wore
Jeans,” starring Steele again. The “Steele Story” led to the

formation of an export department headed by Phil Jacobs which

has become one of the most flourishing sides of Anglo’s opera-

tions. Since 1957 alone, business has increased by 500 per cent

of Anglo turnover and last year at least a third of Anglo’s busi-

ness came from the world sales of the company’s product.

Today, Anglo is the largest British independent distributor

and the third largest in the business. Only Columbia with 18

British, 27 American and 17 foreign features and Fox with

13 British and 30 American features would release more pictures

than Anglo this year, a total of 22 British and 15 American fea-

tures, including eight one-hour featurettes. Moreover, no renter

has shown such a remarkable increase in available British first-

feature films over the last ten years.

Volume and Profits Multiply

Figures in 1950-51 reveal Anglo had two U.S. films on their

books and not a single British first or second feature. By 1952,

they had one British film, four U.S. films; 1953—six British,

three American; 1954—nine British, four American; 1955—11

British, seven American. 1956—seven British, 11 American;

1957—ten British, 11 American; 1958—ten British, 15 Ameri-

can; 1959—15 British, 12 American; 1960—18 British, nine

American. 1961—22 British, 15 American.

Simultaneously, there has been the same sharp rise in Anglo

profits as the accompanying graph indicates. Formed in 1950,

hy 1952, Anglo’s profits were 197 per cent over the previous

year; by 1954, it had risen 343 per cent. Two years later in

1956, it was 597 per cent; by 1958, the figure was 998 per cent

and by the end of 1960, it reached the astonishing percentage of

2,666 per cent.

The trading figures for last year showed an estimated busi-

ness world wide turnover of £2,000,000. In 1961, Nat Cohen and

(Continued on page 112)

1950 1952 1954 1956 1958 1960
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ANGLO’S BIGGEST AND
MOST AMBITIOUS EVER
PRODUCTION

From the

Best Selling Novel

by

JAMES BARLOW

Produced by JOHN BRABOURNE Directed by LEWIS GILBERT

The team who made 'SINK THE BISMARCK!

As topical as tomorrow's Headlines

THE
FRIGHTENED

CITY
Produced by

LEIGH VANCE &
JOHN LEMONT
Directed by JOHN LEMONT

N
S.

A PETER ROGERS Production

THE IRON
MAIDEN
Produced by PETER ROGERS
Directed by GERALD THOMAS

PETER ROGERS
Production

THE HAPPY
Produced by

PETER ROGERS
Directed by

GERALD THOMAS

A Julian Wintle-Leslie Parkyn Production

PAYROLL
Produced by

NORMAN PRIGGEN
Directed by

SIDNEY HAYERS

A PETER ROGERS Production

CARRY ON
REGARDLESS
Produced by PETER ROGERS
Directed by GERALD THOMAS

Never since "King Kong"

such mighty excitement!

KONGA
Eastman Colour & SpectaMaticn
Produced by

HERMAN COHEN
Directed by

JOHN LEMONT
Distributed by

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

miomom
ANGLO AMALGAMATED FILM DISTRIBUTORS, LTD.

Hammer House 113-117 Wardour Street London, W.l. England



THE ANGLO AMALGAMATED STORY
(.Continued from page 110)

Stuart Levy anticipate that they will easily surpass the £2,500,-

000 mark. From nine small rooms in Hammer House (rented

from Anglo s good friend, production wizard Jimmy Carreras)

Anglo now possesses nine suites of offices including three floors

at Hammer House and the remainder distributed in other parts

of V ardour Street. The company now bulges at the seams. From
a staff of six, Anglo now employs over 350 top personnel in-

cluding, under Alan Kean, general manager, some of the best

salesmen and exploiteers in the business.

Lessons Learned in Growth

What are the lessons that Anglo Amalgamated has learned

in the last five years? Says Nat Cohen: “To take it steady. We
have climbed slowly but surely; to listen to the pulse of public

taste, not to rush in for anything but to rush in when the subject

is important enough. In other words, we realize we have to keep

feeding exhibitors, but not with just any film. This won’t fill

theatres. We feel that the way we approach a subject is im-

portant.

“We don’t make a film for a specific country. We make it

for our exhibitor customers wherever they may be. Our average

of successes is probably the highest in Great Britain. We feel

we are more progressive than the average company. We like to

give new people a chance. We attempt to put more on the screen.

We try to be elastic with budgets. It is not the cost of a picture

that counts; it’s the story; its entertainment value and the way it

is promoted. But, if the subject requires a big star or a big

budget, we stick to it. We have created a successful trend in

British comedy pictures. We have now established our comedy

films throughout the world and through all parts of the U.S.A.

Our success in America, apart from the basic quality of our

productions, comes through encouraging people who distribute

for Anglo over there. We don’t just rely on the major com-

panies, but we select small companies who will get behind a

picture and promote it for all it is worth. We have found that

it’s not the size of the company, but the people in it and, if you

find the right people, it’s a good policy to go with them all the

way.

Believe In Smaller Companies

“Our experience is that the smaller companies will con-

centrate more on pushing your product and so that is why we

tend to offer our films to smaller firms. There are still many

distributors among the majors who don’t go out sufficiently to

exploit their pictures in a big way and allow some of their

major pictures to be released almost cold. There are also some

exhibitors who are not prepared to get behind their product

and practice showmanship. Anglo is a showmanship company

and we believe that this quality is one of the most important

factors of our success. We want to see Anglo films played in

more and more American theatres, large or small.

“If all U.S. exhibitors will give us a fair chance, we believe

they can make money for themselves as well as Anglo. But first

they have to exploit our pictures and help sell them to the

public. Today, the American exhibitor has an opportunity in a

lifetime. Apart from the big spectacular productions and the

exploitation films, there is a dire shortage of Hollywood product.

It has been proved that the good British product is more success-

ful than any other film being released in America. Whereas a

U.S. exhibitor could previously rely on Hollywood, he now has a

second source of supply. We have to fight hard to get exhibitors

to take a film like “Carry On, Nurse,” although it will make at

least $3 million in world grosses and not less than $1.25 million

in America. Our new line-up of comedies and thrillers should

make it easier to get the sales in the States. In other words, I

believe that 1961 will be our biggest year in U.S. business.”

Developed Unknowns Into Stars

What, then, is the quality of the Anglo success story? All

Anglo’s pictures, financed by themselves 100 per cent, make

money because all their subjects are tailored to the needs of ex-

hibitors in Britain and throughout the world. All their product

is promoted extensively. Anglo spends more money per film on

newspaper advertising, TV commercials, posters and promotion

than most companies in the business.

While Anglo stars were relatively unknown actors and

actresses ten years ago, today they are household names in

Britain and their reputation is growing throughout the world.

People like Leslie Phillips, Charles Hawtrey, Kenneth Connor,

Kenneth Williams, Joan Sims, Shirley Eaton—all of whom have

worked in “Carry On, Sergeant,” the first British comedy to

enjoy success in almost every country on the globe, except behind

the Iron Curtain.

Highly Regarded by Customers

Anglo has one further “secret” weapon. In an industry

where successes are becoming harder to find and where jealousy

is always around the corner, it seems to be one of the few com-

panies without a single enemy. No renter is more popular with

theatre owners in the United Kingdom than the one controlled

by the Messrs. Cohen and Levy. A few months ago, in a full-page

color advertisement paid for by Associated British Pictures

Corp., the following tribute was paid to Anglo:

“The achievements of Nat Cohen and Stuart Levy have

thrilled the industry. They have displayed the magic touch of

boxoffice—have delivered hit after hit to appreciative exhibitors

throughout the world. They carry their success with a modesty

that has endeared them to all who have enjoyed the warmth of

their friendship. It is with pleasure and admiration that Asso-

ciated British pay tribute to them both and say—Nat and Stuart

. . . Carry On!”

Without doubt this is just what they intend to do in 1961

—

with enthusiasm, gusto and showmanship.

‘"Carry On, Niurse" was the second in the series of comedies, the first

"Carry On, Sergeant" released by Anglo film Distributors (two later features,

"Carry On, Teacher," "Carry On, Constable" and the soon to be seen "Carry

On, Regardless." It contained the same cast of British actor comedians—Leslie

Phillips, Kenneth Connor, Charles Hawtrey and Kenneth Williams and the same

production team—scriptwriter Norman Hudis, director Gerald Thomas and

producer Peter Rogers, who is currently the most successful independent pro-

ducer in Great Britain and who has since joined the board of Anglo.
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CARRY ON TEACHERCARRY ON SERGEANT
This Peter Rogers' laughter-raiser stars Kenneth Connor, Charles

Hawtrey, Leslie Phillips, Joan Sims, Kenneth Williams, Hattie

Jacques, Rosalind Knight and Ted Ray. Produced by Peter Rogers.

Directed by Gerald Thomas. Original screenplay by Norman Hudis.

Peter Rogers' laugh-packed production of Army life stars Wil-

liam Hartnell, Bob Monkhouse, Shirley Eaton, Eric Barker, Dora

Bryan, Bill Owen, Kenneth Connor. Produced by Peter Rogers.

Directed by Gerald Thomas. Screenplay by Norman Hudis.

PAYROLL
As topical as tomorrow's headlines, this powerfully authentic

drama stors Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost, Billie Whitelaw

and William Lucas. A Julian Wintle-Leslie Parkyn production.

Directed by Sidney Hayers. Produced by Norman Priggen. Screen-

play by George Baxt,

CARRY ON NURSE
Peter Rogers' world record breaking comedy stors Shirle Eaton,

Kenneth Connor, Charles Hawtrey. Hattie Jacques, Terence Long-

don, Bill Owen, Leslie Phillips, Joan Sims, Susan Stephen, Ken-

neth Williams and guest star Wilfrid Hyde White. Produced

by Peter Rogers. Directed by Gerald Thomas. Screenplay by Nor-

man Hudis.



PEEPING TOM CIRCUS OF HORRORS
Produced and directed by Michael Powell, this fascinating picture

bares the mind of a psychopathic killer. Filmed in Eastman Col-

our, it stars Carl Boehm, Moira Shearer, Anna Massey and Maxine

Audley. Original story and screenplay by Leo Marks.

Sudden death lurks behind the gaiety and excitement of the Cir-

cus in this Julian Wintle-Leslie Parkyn Eastman Colour produc

tion starring Anton Diffring, Erika Remberg and Yvonne Mon

lour. Directed by Sidney Hayers. Screenplay by George Baxt.

CONCRETE JUNGLE KONGA
This, the toughest picture ever mode in Britain, exposes the crim-

inal underground which operates inside and outside British prisons.

Starring Stanley Baker, Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker and
Gregoire Aslan. Produced by Jack Greenwood. Directed by Joseph

Losey Screenplay by Alun Owen. Music composed and con-

ducted by Johnny Dankworth with his orchestra.

A mighty gorilla, over a hundred feet tall, ter-

rorizes London in Herman Cohen's impressive

production filmed in Eastman Colour and Specta-

Mation, starring Michael Gough, Margo Johns,

Jess Conrad and Claire Gordon. Based on an or-

iginal story and screenplay by Herman Cohen and

Aben Kandel. Directed by John Lemont.



ASSOCIATED BRITISH-PATHE LTD
A MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED BRITISH PICTURE CORPORATION
2 DEAN STREET, LONDON, W.1, ENGLAND Telephone: GERrard 0444 • Cables: Pathirema London

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS
Starring IAN CARMICHAEL-TERRY-THOMAS
JANETTE SCOTT and ALASTAIR SIM

DON’T BOTHER TO KNOCK
Starring RICHARD TODD NICOLE MAUREY
JUNE THORBURN ELKE SOMMER
EASTMAN COLOUR

THE REBEL
withTONY HANCOCK, GEORGE
SANDERS, PAUL MASSIE,
MARGIT SAAD, IRENE HANDL.
EASTMAN COLOUR

THE LONG AND THE SHORT
AND THE TALL

ABC TELEVISION

NETWORK PRODUCTIONS

TIME TO REMEMBER (39 S hour episodes)

TORCHY (52 i hour episodes)

HABATALES (65 eight minute films)

THE FLYING DOCTOR (39 i-hour episodes)

AFRICAN PATROL (39 i-hour episodes)

DIAL 999 (39 i-hour episodes)

MANTOVANI (39 i-hour episodes)

TALES FROM DICKENS (14 Thour episodes)

GLENCANNON (39 i-hour episodes)

INTERNATIONAL DETECTIVE (39 i-hour episod<

JUNGLE BOY (13 i-hour episodes)

TOMAHAWK (26 i-hour episodes)

MARTIN KANE (39 i-hour episodes)

POLICE SURGEON (13 episodes)

JOURNEY OF A LIFETIME (13 i-hour episodes)

Feature Films

Educational Films

Short features

Documentaries

Pathe News Library

London Playhouse

Armchair Theatre

ASSOCIATED BRITISH
THEATRICAL PRODUCTIONS

TOMMY THE TOREADOR
Starring TOMMY STEELE and

JANET MUNRO with SIDNEY JAMES technicolor

SANDS OF THE DESERT
Starring CHARLIE DRAKE co-starring

PETER ARNE with SARAH BRANCH
BETH ROGAN-RAYMOND HUNTLEY technicolor

with LAURENCE HARVEY. RICHARD TODD,
RICHARD HARRIS.

THE WORLD BY

DISTRIBUTED THROUGHOUT



THE RANK ORGANIZATION
THANK

RALPH THOMAS
Director

voted by

BOX OFFICE

MOTION PICTURE HERALD
& Britain’s KINE WEEKLY

as 1960’s biggest attraction at

the British boxoffice and proved

by gross receipts as the biggest

moneymaker of the year.

DISTRIBUTED in the USA by GOVERNOR FILMS INC.

509 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y

P.S. to Betty and Ralph

You know it — we know it — but the rumour has now spread
that PETER FINCH in your latest

“No Love For Johnnie”
will be the No. 1 hit for 1961

and were not just talking about the British market!



Governor Films Inc.

congratulate

two great film making families

for scoring

2 out of 3
of the top moneymakers

in Britain for 1960

BETTY E. BOX (Mrs. Peter Rogers)
for producing

Dvctlf in U?VE
BOX OFFICE CHAMPION OF BRITAIN 1960

PETER ROGERS
for producing

CamonCtotsfabfe

RALPH THOMAS
for directing

MkrtiBtiE
and his brother

GERALD THOMAS
for directing

CartaartCwtstable

XV,



Current Releases
I'M ALL RIGHT JACK (Columbia Pictures Corporation)

MAN IN A COCKED HAT (Show Corporation of America)

LEFT RIGHT AND CENTRE (b.c.g. Films)

THE ANGRY SILENCE (Vitalite Films Corporation)

A FRENCH MISTRESS (Berkshire Pictures Corporation)

In association with <m> Bryanston Films

ruling Along
TWO-WAY STRETCH
BLACK TIGHTS
BLITZ ON BRITAIN
HONEYMOON
THE RISK
THE PURE HELL OF ST. TRINIANS

In association with Bryanston Films

THE ENTERTAINER (Continental Distributing)

SATURDAY NIGHT AND SUNDAY MORNING (Continental Distributing)

CONE OF SILENCE (Universal Pictures Company)

LIGHT UP THE SKY
SPARE THE ROD
DOUBLE BUNK

LION INTERNATIONAL FILMS OF LONDON
LONDON ADDRESS:

Broadwick House, Broadwick Street, London, W.l. Telephone No: GER 0224 Cable Address: Lionint, London

AMERICAN REPRESENTATIVE:

Michael B Bromhead. Esq . Suite 1900, 1501 Broadway, New York 36 Telephone No: Lackawanna 4-3351 Cable Address: Lionfilm, New York



ANATOLE DE GRUNWALD LTD.

BRITAIN'S RECORD-BREAKING BOXOFFICE HIT

THE MIEEI0MAIIR.E.
starring

SOPHIA
IdORIBM and

PETER
.FoIoToFoIR <

"BOXOFFICE MAGIC"
—United Press International

Now In Production

Mr. TOPAZE
LONDON PREMIERE TO BE HELD IN THE PRESENCE OF

H. R. H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH

20th MARCH 1961

45 CLARGES STREET, LONDON, ENGLAND



News from Britain!
Complete coverage of events in British

Film Industry is presented in bright and

informative style in "The Daily Cinema."

For up-to-the-minute news and down-to-

earth facts of the British scene, get your-

self on the mailing list Now and be well

informed1
.

Keep in touch with Britain through

THE DAILY CINEMA
Annual Subscription $20

Your Questions Answered
in

THE BRITISH FILM
& TELEVISION

YEAR BOOK
1961 EDITION

Price $7.50

This volume of over 500 pages is a

must for all engaged in the Film

and TV industries. Out Soon.

The Encyclopedia of British Show Business

Published by

THE BRITISH & AMERICAN FILM PRESS LTD.

FILM HOUSE, 142, WARDOUR ST., W.l.

Telephone Gerrord 5741
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Associated British

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS. Ian Car-

michael is disapproving as Terry-Thomas

fawns over Ian's new girl friend, Janette

Scott, in a comedy based on the tech-

nique of winning games without actually

cheating. Produced by Hal E. Chester,

with the direction by Robert Hamer

THE TALL AND THE LONG AND THE
SHORT. Based on a hit play dealing with

a dramatic incident in the Malayan

jungle in World War II, and the impact

of constant strain on fighting men.

Starred are Richard Todd, Laurence

Harvey and Richard Harris. Sir Michael

Balcon produced, Leslie Norman directed.

DON'T BOTHER TO KNOCK. Richard Todd plays a travel

agent who becomes romantically involved with too many
girls in a comedy which he made for his newly formed

company. Starred with him are Nicole Maurey, Elke Som-

mer, June Thornburn, Judith Anderson. Frank Godwin

produced for Richard Todd-Haileywood Films and Cyril

Frankel directed. The film is in CinemaScope and color.

THE REBEL. A clerk who rebels against monotonous rou-

tine turns to the Bohemian life of the Paris art colony in

this comedy which introduces Tony Hancock, British radio

and TV personality. Starred also are George Sanders,

Paul Massie, Margit Saad, Gregoire Aslan, Dennis Price,

Nanette Newman. The producer is W. A. Whittaker, the

director Robert Day. A breezy comedy filmed in color.

BOXOFFICE



British Lion

BLACK TIGHTS. In Super-Techniramo 70

and Technicolor, and created for road-

show presentation, is "Black Tights,"

starring three top ballerinas—Moira

Shearer from Britain, Cyd Charisse from

Hollywood and Jeanmaire from France,

along with Roland Petit and his dance

team, and introduced by Maurice Cheva-

lier. This is a Joseph Kaufman production,

with the direction by Terence Young.

SATURDAY NIGHT AND SUNDAY
MORNING. A powerful story of a young

man who lives for just two days of every

week, and who prefers not to make his

Saturday night girl his Sunday morning

wife. Starred are Albert Finney, Shirley

Anne Field and Rachel Roberts. The film

is a Woodfall production, produced by

Harry Saltzman, directed by Karel Reisz.

DOUBLE BUNK. A comedy based on the problems

of a young couple whose marriage is almost cap-

sized by the difficulties of beginning their life

oboard a boat. Ian Carmichael and Janette Scott

play the newlyweds. The producer is George H.

Brown, the director C. M. Pennington-Richards.

THE PURE HELL OF ST. TRINIANS. The girls of

St. Trinians are back, devastating as always. This

one begins with the school being burned down.

The stars are Cecil Parker, George Cole, Eric

Barker, Joyce Grenfell, Irene Handl, Liz Fraser,

Thorley Walters. The comedy was produced by

Sidney Gilliat and was directed by Frank Launder.
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Hammer Films

THE CURSE OF THE WEREWOLF. A macabre yarn, in the best of Hammer's

tradition, set in the late 18th Century, about a male child bom under the

hideous curse of being half man, half wolf. The stars are Clifford Evans,

Yvonne Romoin, Oliver Reed. Produced by Anthony Hinds, and directed by

Terence Fisher, with Michael Carreras executive producer. Filmed in color.

WEEKEND WITH LULU.
Bob Monkhouse (left) is

joined by Leslie Phillips as

they get the treatment from

some of the girls in this

hijinks comedy. Ted Lloyd

produced, with John Pad-

dy Carstairs the director.

VISA TO CANTON. Rich-

ard Basehart shoots it out

with a Red agent in a Far

East thriller about an Al-

lied plane brought down in

Chinese territory. Produced

and directed by Michael

Carreras, Anthony Nelson

Keys associate producer.

THE FULL TREATMENT. A
"new study in suspense,"

with an adult approach,

starring Claude Dauphin,

Ronald Lewis, Diane Cilen-

to. Written, directed and

produced by Val Guest,

and filmed in Megascope.

SWORD OF SHERWOOD FOREST. Rich-

ard Greene plays the role of Notting-

ham's battling outlaw in a swashbuck-

ling tale. Peter Cushing is the scheming

sheriff. Filmed in Ireland, produced by

Sidney Cole, directed by Terence Fisher.

Photographed in Megascope and color.

THE TERROR OF THE TONGS. Based on

a drive 50 years ago to destroy a Tong

organization. Stars Christopher Lee,

Yvonne Manlaur, Geoffrey Toone. Pro-

duced by Kenneth Hyman; Anthony Nel-

son Keys, associate producer, with An-

thony Bushnell at directorial helm.

TASTE OF FEAR. Ann Todd, Susan Stras-

berg, Ronald Lewis star in a "new kind

of a thriller." Written and produced by

Jimmy Songster, directed by Seth Holt.
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Rank Film Distr’s

MAN IN THE MOON. Starring Kenneth

More and Shirley Anne Field, this is a

comedy about William Blood (the role

played by More) and how, unbeknown to

himself, he is being groomed to become

the first man on the moon. The picture

was produced by Michael Relph and

directed by Basil Dearden, and is an Al-

lied Film Makers production, its second

for release by Rank Film Distributors.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE.
A comedy about the loves,

frustrations and ambitions

of an MP, a role played by

Peter Finch, who is shown

here with Mary Peach.

Starred also: Sterling Hol-

loway, Donald Pleasence,

Billie Whitelaw. The picture

was produced by Betty Box,

directed by Ralph Thomas,

and filmed in CinemaScope.

THE SINGER NOT THE
SONG. Drama in a remote

Mexican town, involving a

Catholic priest, a bandit

and his girl. Dirk Bogarde

plays the bandit, John

Mills the priest, Mylene

Demongeot the girl. The

film was produced and di-

rected by Roy Baker, with

Jack Hanbury as the asso-

ciate producer. Filmed in

CinemaScope and in color.

VERY IMPORTANT PER-

SON. Set in wartimes. A
brilliant radar scientist

played by James Robertson

Justice, at the rear right, is

inadvertently sucked out of

a bomber over Germany

and into the hands of the

enemy. A Julian Wintle-

Leslie Parkyn production,

directed by Ken Annakin.

THE BULLDOG BREED. A laugh-packed story

about the misadventures of an engaging little man

who joins the Navy and finds himself being trained

to become the first man in outer space. Norman

Wisdom (in shorts) ploys the role. Here, in his

zeal to rescue a "man overboard," he pushes the

admiral and captain over the ship's side. Hugh

Stewart produced and Robert Asher directed.
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THE TREASURE OF MONTE CARLO. A swashbuckler starring Rory

Calhoun, John Gregson, Patricia Bredin, Peter Arne and Gianna

Canale, in which two camps fight for stolen treasures. Above, Patricia

Bredin resists the invaders; below, Calhoun and Arne duel to the death.

Produced and directed by Robert S. Baker and Monty Berman, a

Mid-Century Film Production. Produced in Dyaliscope and color.

THE HELLFIRE CLUB. The

eerie mystery of "human
sacrifice," and swordman-

ship are dominant in this

Regency drama starring

Keith Michell, Peter Arne,

Kai Fischer and Adrienne

Corri. Produced, directed

and photographed by Robert

S. Baker and Monty Ber-

man. Dyaliscope and color.

Regal F i 1 m s

FURY AT SMUGGLER'S BAY. The story of

smugglers and highwaymen in the West
Country at the turn of the 18th Century

provides a dramatic theme for a drama
starring Peter Cushing, John Fraser, Michele

Mercier, Bernard Lee and June Thornburn.

Produced and directed by John Gil.ing. In

the photo above, Michele Mercier and

John Fraser are shown in one of the ten-

der love scenes. Below, the King's men in

a smashing attack on the smugglers. The

picture was filmed in Dyaliscope and color.
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Changing Trend in

British Cinemagoing

• Continued from page 104)

and directed by Basil Dearden; “The
Singer Not the Song," drama, with Dirk
Bogarde and John Mills, produced and
directed by Roy Baker; "The Bulldog
Breed,” a Norman Wisdom comedy,
produced by Hugh Stewart, directed by
Robert Asher; “No Love for Johnnie,”
a drama starring Peter Finch, produced
by Betty Box, director Ralph Thomas;
“Der Rosenkavalier,” an opera with
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, produced and
directed by Dr. Paul Czinner; “Flame
in the Streets,” a drama with John
Mills, produced and directed by Roy
Baker; “Very Important Person” (In-

dependent Artists), comedy - thriller,

produced by Julian Wintle and Leslie

Parkyn and directed by Ken Annakin.

During the first half of 1961, the

company are planning to make: “Boy
Barrett” (provisional title), a drama,
produced by Michael Relph and directed

by Basil Dearden; “Whistle Down the

Wind,” drama, to be produced by Rich-
ard Attenborough and Bryan Forbes;

“No, My Darling Daughter” (provisional

title), romantic comedy, producer Betty
Box and director Ralph Thomas; “All

Night Long,” a drama, to be directed by
Basil Dearden; “The Innocent Gun-
man,” a comedy thriller with Peter Sell-

ers, producer Peter de Sarigny and di-

rector John Guillerman; “Operation
Snatch,” adventure-comedy; and a com-
edy to be produced by Hugh Stewart.

REGAL
“Jack the Ripper,” drama, produced

and directed by Robert S. Baker and
Monty Berman; “Mania,” drama, with

Joseph Vegoda Michael Greene

Peter Cushing, produced and directed

by Robert S. Baker and Monty Berman;
“The Siege of Sidney Street,” with Don-
ald Sinden, produced and directed by
Robert S. Baker and Monty Berman;
“This Other Eden,” Irish drama, pro-
duced by Alec C. Snowden and directed

by Muriel Box.

Regal will also release during 1961:

“The Hellfire Club,” with Keith
Mitchell, drama, produced and directed

by Robert S. Baker and Monty Ber-
man; “Fury At Smugglers Bay,” drama,
produced and directed by John Gilling—
executive producers Joe Vegoda and

Michael Green; "The Secret of Monte
Cristo,” with Rory Calhoun, adventure
drama, produced and directed by Robert
S. Baker and Monty Berman.
For 1961, the company has in prepa-

ration “One Exciting Night,” “Journey
Into Fear,” “Jungle Street,” “Man in
the Iron Mask” and “Bengal Lancers.”

RENOWN
“The Rough and the Smooth,” sex

drama, produced by George Minter and
directed by Robert Siodmak; “Dentist
in the Chair,”
comedy, produced
by Bertram Os-
trer, directed by
Don C h a f f e y

;

“Beat Girl,” teen-
age drama, pro-
duced by George
Willoughby and
directed by Ed-
mond Greville.

During 1961, the

company will pro-

duce “Cheap At
the Price,” a com-
edy; “C-O Doctor,” another medical-
profession comedy, telling of the mis-
adventures of a Harley Street specialist

;

“The Fifth Season of Love,” a fantastic

saga of the 16th and 17th centuries.

Finally, another Minter subject, “The
Liberty Man,” will be produced in about

18 months time since it is to be pre-

sented on the West End stage in the

near future.

George Minter

regal rums TniERnoTionm
ANNOUNCE PRODUCTIONS FOR RELEASE IN 1961.

“THE HELLFIRE CLUB”
Starring KEITH MICHELL, ADRIENNE CORRI, PETER ARNE, KAI ASCHER

PHOTOGRAPHED IN DYALISCOPE AND EASTMAN COLOUR

PETER CUSHING, JOHN FRASER, BERNARD LEE, MICHELE MERGER, JUNE THORBURN in

“FURY AT SMUGGLERS BAY”
IN EASTMAN COLOUR AND PANASCOPE

“THE SECRET OF MONTE CRISTO”
Starring RORY CALHOUN

EASTMAN COLOUR AND DYALISCOPE

PRODUCTIONS IN PREPARATION FOR 1961

"JUNGLE STREET" • "ONE EXCITING NIGHT"
"THE MYSTERY OF THE IRON MASK"

"JOURNEY INTO FEAR" • "BENGAL LANCERS"

NASCRENO HOUSE 27/28 SOHO SQUARE, LONDON, Wl.
TELEPHONE GERRARD 9372 (10 LINES) TELEGRAMS, REFILMS, WESCO, LONDON, CABLES, REFILMS, LONDON
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The president of Bryna Productions, at work in his office



Alphabetical Index of Features and

An Interpretive Analysis of Lay and Tradepress Reviews. The
Plus and Minus Signs Indicate the Degree of Merit Only;
Audience Classification Is Not Rated. For Essential Data See
FEATURE INDEX and LOOKING AHEAD Departments.
Symbol (J denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award Winner.

Photography: © Color; © CinemaScope; (V) VistaVision; )S Super-
scope; ® Noturamo; (§) Regalscope; © Technirama. REUIEUI DIGEST
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^©Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,

The (107) © Folk Comedy MGM

©Alamo. The (162) Todd-AO Hist’l Drama . . . . UA

©All the Fine Young Cannibals (122) © Drama. MGM

All the Young Men ( 86 ) Drama Col

©And Quiet Flows the Don (109) USSR; Eng. titles UA

Angel Wore Red, The (99) Drama MGM

©Angry Island (90) © Japan;

Eng. titles, Dr Bentley

©Angry Red Planet, The (94) Science-Fiction. AIP

Angry Silence, The (95) Drama Valiant

Apartment. The (125) Comedy- Drama Panavision. UA

Aren't We Wonderful? (108) Germany; Eng. titles,

Comedy-Drama Film Alliance Corp

As the Sea Rages (74) Drama Col

Atomic Submarine, The (73) Science-Fiction AA
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©Babette Goes to War (100) © France; Eng.-

dubbed (also available with Eng. titles)

Comedy Col +
©Battle in Outer Space (90) Tohoscope, Japan; Eng-

dubbed, Science-Fiction Col +
Battle of Blood Island (67) Drama Filmgroup —
Battle of the Sexes, The ( 88 ) Comedy. .Continental -+

Beast From Haunted Cave (65) Horror Dr. . . Filmgroup —
Because They're Young (102) Comedy-Drama. . Col +
Bellboy, The (72) Farce Comedy Para +
©Belles and Ballets (92) France; ballet .... Excelsior +
©Bells Are Ringing (127) © Musical Comedy . MGM 44

©Between Time and Eternity (85) Germany; Eng.-

dubbed, Romantic Drama U-l ±
Beyond the Time Barrier (75) Science-Fiction. .. .AIP ±
Big Chief. The (98) France; Eng. titles

Farce Comedy Continental +
Eig Night, The (74) Action Drama Para +
©Black Orpheus (95) Brazil; Eng titles

Drama with Music Lopert 44
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Bobbikins (90) © Comedy . . . 20th-Fox + ± ± + + + 6+2—
©Boy and the Pirates, The (83) Perceptovision

Adventure Comedy UA + + + 44 + + 7+
Boy Who Stole a Million. The (64)

Comedy Drama Para 44 + + 44 + + 8+
©Bramble Bush, The (93) Drama WB 44 ± + 44 44 + 44 11+1-
©Breath of Scandal, A (98) Costume Comedy. . Para +
©Brides of Dracula, The (85) Horror Drama ..U-l 44

Brink of Life (82) Sweden; Eng. titles, Drama ..SR +
Broth of a Boy (77) Comedy Kingsley-Union +
©Butterfield 8 (109) © Drama MGM 44
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©Can-Can (131) Todd-AO Musical 20th-Fox 44

©Captain's Table, The (90) Comedy 20th-Fox 44

Carry On, Nurse (89) Farce Comedy Governor -+

Chance Meeting (96) Mvstery Drama

©Chartroose Caboose (75) Pana.ision, Comedy

Chasers, The (75) France; Eng. titles, Dr

©Cimarron (140) © Frontier Drama

^©CinderFella (88 ) Comedy

©Circus of Horrors (89) © Horror Drama. . . .

©Circus Stars (67) Anamorphic; Documentary

College Confidential (90) Melodrama

©Comanche Station (74) © Western

©Come Dance With Me! (90) Comedv-Mystery

France; Eng. -dubbed Kingsley-Union + ± + +
^Conspiracy of Hearts (113) Drama Para + -ff ±
©Cossacks, The (85) Spectacle Drama U-l ± — ± -+ + pfc

Cousins, The (112) France; Eng. titles; Drama . F-A-W + + —
©Crowded Sky, The (105) Air Drama WB+ + + + + +
Crack in the Mirror (97) © Murder Drama. 20th-Fox + 44 ± 4f 4+ +

44 11+

± 11+1—

44 12+

. Para 44 + + 44 44 + 9+
. .U-l + + + 3+
Hakim + 44 + - - 4+2-
. MGM 44 44 44 44 44 + 11+
. Para 44 ±2 + 44 + 44 9+1-

. AIP 44 44 + 44 + 8+
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D
©Dark at the Top of the Stairs, The (124) Dr. WB -+ 44 44 44 44

Day They Robbed the Bank of England,

The (84) Dr MGM + ± ± + -+

Desire in the Dust (105) © Drama 20th-Fox -+

©Dinosaurus (85) © Science- Fiction U-l +
Dog, a Mouse and a Sputnik, A (90)

Comedy, France; Eng. -dubbed F-A-W + —
©Dog of Flanders, A (97) Children’s Classic 20th-Fox 44 44 44

Dog's Best Friend, A (70) Drama UA + ± —
Dreams ( 86 ) Drama, Sweden; Eng. titles Janus 44

-

E

Electronic Monster, The (72) Col = ± ± ± =
©Elmer Gantry (145) Drama UA-f+ -+ 44 44 44

End of Innocence (74) Drama, Argentina;

Eng. titles Kingsley-lnt’l +
Enemy General, The (75) Drama Col 4-f- — + +
Entertainer. The (97) Drama Continental + 4+ + 44

©Esther and the King (109) © Bib. Dr 20th-Fox + ± ± +
©Exodus (212) Super-Panavision 70, Drama. . . UA +f +4 4+ ++

Expresso Bongo (108) Comedy with Music. . Continental + + + 44

+

44

+ +

44 44

+

+
44

+
+
+

44

Facts of Life, The (103) Comedy UA +
©Fast and Sexy (99) © Romantic Comedy . . . Col +
Five Branded Women (106) Drama Para 44-

©Flame Over India (130) © Adventure Drama 20th-Fox 44-

©Flaming Star (101) © Outdoor Drama 20th-Fox +
©Flute and the Arrow. The (78) Documentary Drama,

India; English narration Janus +
©For the Love of Mike (87) © Outdoor Dr.. ,20th-Fox 44 + 44 44

+
+
+
44

+

44

44

44 13+

+ 9+1-
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A Schary Production

"SUNRISE at CAMPOBELLO”

Written and Produced

by

Dore Sellary

Distributed by Warner Bros.
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tt Very Good; — Good; — Fair; — Poor; — Very Poor. In the summary tt is rated 2 pluses, = as 2 minuses.
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400 Blows, The (98) Drama, France:

Eng. titles . . . Zenith ++ tt tt tt 8+

©Freckles (84) © Outdoor Drama . .20th-Fox + + 2+2 + + + 6+1-

©From the Terrace (144) © Drama . . 20th-Fox ++ tt 2+2 tt tt + 11+2—

Fugitive Kind. The (119) Drama Para -+ tt 2+2 tt tt 2+2 + 11+2—

K

Key Witness (81) © Melodrama MGM +
©Kidnapped (97) Adventure Drama BV +
©Killers of Killimanjaro (91) © Adv. Drama . Col +f

tt + + ± + + 8+1-

+ ± tt + tt + 9+1-
± ± + 7+2-

G
Gallant Hours, The (116) Biographical Dr.. UA + tt + tt 2+2 tt tt li+l-

©G.l. Blues (104) Comedy with Songs . . . . Para + + 2+ tt 2+ + + 8+2—

©Giant of Marathon. The (92) Dyaliscope

Spectacle Drama . . . MGM + tt + tt 2+ + 2+2 9+2-

Girl of the Night (S3) Drama WB + tt + + ± ± 8+3—

©Goliath and the Dragon (90) Colorscope

Spectacle Drama AIP + + + 3+

©Grass Is Greener. The (105) © Comedy . U-l + tt + tt
- + tt 9+1-

©Green Carnation. The (128) © Dr. (was

“The Trials of Oscar Wilde”) . . . Warwick •+ + tt tt + tt tt 12+

Gunfighters of Abilene (67) Western UA ± + ± 2+ 6+5-

©Guns of the Timberland (91) Outdoor Drama WB + + 2+ + 6+3-

L

©Last Days of Pompeii, The (103) Super Totalscope.

Historical Drama (Eng. -dubbed) UA + 2+ + tt 2+2 - + 7+3-
©Last Voyage, The (91) Sea Drama . MGM H tt tt tt tt tt + 13+

©Last Woman on Earth, The (71) Melodrama Filmgroup +
Leech Woman, The (77) Horror Drama U-l + tt

—
+ 2+

1+1-

6+4—
©Legions of the Nile (91) © Action

Spectacle 20th- Fox -i- _ _ _ 2+7-
Let No Man Write My Epitaph (106) Drama. . . Col -+ 2+2 + tt + + tt 10+1-

©Let's Make Love (118) © Comedy 20th-Fox 4+ tt tt tt + tt tt 13+

^Jt©Lost World. The (98) © Adv. Dr 20th-Fox + tt + tt + -tt 2+ 9+2-

H M

Hand in Hand (75) Drama . . . Col + tt tt tt tt tt iitt

©Hannibal (103) Supercinescope.

Historical Drama . WB 4- + + + + 6+1-

©Head of a Tvrant (70) Totalscope, Drama. . U-l + + ^tt + ± 5+2-

©Heaven on Earth (84) Documentary Drama.. JB-SR + ± + + + 5+1-

©Hell Bent for Leather (SO) © Outdoor Drama. U-l ± + tt + tt + 9+2—

Hell Is a City (96) Action Drama . Col + tt + + tt + + 9+
Hell to Eternity (132) Drama . . . AA tt -H- tt tt tt + + 12+

©Heller in Pink Tights (100) Comedy Western . Para + tt + + 2±_ tt R 10+1-

©Hercules Unchained (101) © Adv. Drama . . .WB + + + tt ± + 8+2-

©Herod the Great (93) © Spectacle Drama . . AA + 2+2 2+22 + 4+2-

Heroes Die Young (76) Melodrama . . .AA + 2+2 2+1-

High-Powered Rifle. The (60) Action Drama 20th-Fox — 2+ 2+2 ±2 22*2 - 4+6-

t;©High Time (103) © Comedy with Music 20th-Fox + + + tt tt + + 9+
Hiroshima. Mon Amour (88) Drama. French-

Japanese; Eng. titles Zenith •+ -H- tt tt tt tt •h 14+

©Home From the Hill (150) © Drama MGM ++ ++ tt tt tt tt ++ 14+

©House of Usher, The (85) © Horror Drama. . . AIP + + + tt tt tt tt 11+

Hypnotic Eye, The (77) Horror Drama . . AA -H- 2+2 + + + 7+2-

I

1 Aim at the Stars (107) Biographical Drama Col + tt + + + + tt 9+
1 Passed for White (91) Drama . . AA + 2+ + 2+22 + 2+2 7+4-

©Ice Palace (143) Drama . .WB + 2+2 tt tt tt + + 10+1-

©Idiot, The (122) Dostoievsky classic;

Eng. -dubbed 20th-Fox + + + + tt 6+2-
Ikiru (To Live) (140) Drama, Japan:

Eng. titles Brandon + + + tt tt 7+
I'm All Right, Jack (105) Comedy ...Col +- + tt + + tt tt 11+

Inherit the Wind (126) Drama . . .UA tt tt tt tt tt tt tt 14+

©It Started in Naples (100) ® Comedy . . Para ++ ± + tt tt + + 10+1-

It Happened in Broad Daylight (97) Drama Cont’l + tt tt + + 7+4-

In the Wake of a Stranger (69) Mystery . . Para + 2+2 + 2+2 4+4—

J

Jack the Ripper (85) Horror Drama . . Para + 2+2 + tt + + + 8+1-

Jazz Boat (96) © Drama with Music . . Col + -tt + 4+2-

©Jazz on a Summer’s Day (85) Mus. Doc.. . Union -tt tt + tt 6+1-

Jet Over the Atlantic (95) Action Drama . . SR ± + 2+1-

©Journey to the Lost City (95) Adv. Dr . AIP + — + 2+2 2+2 2+2 6+5—

©Jungle Cat (70) True-Life Adventure. BV + + + tt tt tt tt 11+

©Macumba Love (86) Horror UA + — 2+2 2+2 ± — 2+2 5+6—

©Magnificent Seven, The (128) Panavision,

Outdoor Drama UA tt tt tt tt + + tt 12+

Man in a Cocked Hat (87) Comedy. . Showcorporation + tt + ± tt 7+1-

Man on a String (92) Spy Drama Col + 2+2 2+2 tt - + + 7+3-

Marie-Octobre (88) Drama, France; Eng. titles Lopert + + 2+2 tt 5+2-

©Marriage-Go-Round, The (99) © Comedy. . 20th-Fox + + 2+2 tt tt + 8+1-
©Masters of the Congo Jungle (88) ©

Documentary with narration 20th-Fox + tt + + tt 7+
Mating Time (95) Comedy Kingsley-Union + 2t + 3+1-
©Michael Strogoff (115) © Adv. (Eng.-dubbed) Cnt’l + + ± + 2+2 tt 7+2-

©Midnight Lace (108) Suspense Drama . . . U-l tt + + tt tt tt tt 12+

Mountain Road, The (102) Drama Col tt 2+2 2+2 tt - + tt 9+3-

Murder, Inc. (103) Melodrama ,20th- Fox + + 2+2 + = + tt 9+3-

Music Box Kid. The (74) Crime Drama . . UA + 2+2 + + + - — 5+3-

My Dog, Buddy (76) Drama Col + 2+2 2+2 + — 2+2 5+4-

N

Never on Sunday (97) Comedy Lopert -+ tt + tt + + + 10+

©Next to No Time (93) Comedy . . . . Showcorporation ± + + 2+2 4+2-

Night Fighters. The (85) Drama . . . . UA + + + + + + 6+

©Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (108)

Totalscope, Historical Drama Col 2+2 + + + + 2+2 + 7+2-

Noose for a Gunman (69) Western . . UA 2+2 + ± + 2+2 + 6+3-

©North to Alaska (122) © Comedy 20th-Fox + ± + tt tt + tt 10+1-

Nude in a White Car (87) Mystery,

France; Enn. -dubbed Trans- Lux -i- + + -t 4+2-

O

©Ocean’s 11 (128) © Comedy-Drama . . WB tt tt + tt tt 2±_ + ii+i-

Oklahoma Territory (67) Western UA 2+2 + - 2+2 ± - 4+5-

©Once More, With Feeling (92) Comedy . . . Col + + tt tt tt + tt 11+

©One Foot in Hell (89) © Outdoor Drama . 20th-Fox + + + + + + + 7+

Operation Amsterdam (94) Drama 20th-Fox -+-
tt 2+2 tt tt 9+3-

Oscar Wilde (96) Period Drama Four City Ent + tt + tt + tt tt 11+

Ostrich Has Two Eggs (89) Comedy.

France; Eng. titles . . Janus + + + 2+ + 5+1-

©Othello (108) Shakespearean Drama;

USSR; Eng.-dubbed U-l tt + + tt + -H- 10+1-

Our Man in Havana (107) © Comedy-Drama . Col tt + + tt + ± tt 10+1-
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Pay or Die (110) Crime Drama . . . AA -r -H- 44 44 + + 44 124-

©Picnic on the Grass (91) Comedy,

France; Eng. titles Kingsley Int'l + + -H- + 44 2*2 + 9-41-

Platinum High School (93) Drama... MGM ± -±2 — + + + -4 64-3-

4j>©Please Don't Eat the Daisies (11) © Comedy MGM 44 44 4+ 44 44 44 44 14-4

Please Turn Over (86) Farce Comedy Col + 44 44 + 44 + 9-4

Plunderers, The (94) Adv. Drama . . . . AA + + + + + 5+
Poacher's Daughter, The (74) Comedy. . Showcorporation + + + 44 + 4- 74-

^©Pollyanna (134) Comedy-Drama BV 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14-4

©Portrait in Black (11) Drama . . . . U-l -H-
— + — 44

-4- 74-4-

Pretty Boy Floyd (96) Crime Drama .... Continental + 2*2 + + 5-42-

Prime Time, The (76) Drama . . . . Essenjay-SR ± ± = 24-4-

©Prisoner of the Volga (102) Totalscope

Cost. Spectacle; Eng. -dubbed . Para + + — + ± + -4- 64-3-

Private Property (79) Drama Citation + + + + + 6-41-

Psycho (109) Suspense melodrama Para ft- 44 44 44 44 + 44 13-4

Purple Gang, The (83) Crime Drama AA + -H- 4+ 44 + ±2 ± 104-2-

Pusher. The (82) Crime Drama . . . . UA ±2 ± + 44 + ± 84-4-

R
©Rat Race, The (105) Comedy . . . Para ff 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

Raymie (73) Drama AA -4 4- 4- -4 4- 5+
Rest Is Silence. The (106) Modem adaptation of

"Hamlet" Germany; Eng. titles F-A-W 2*2 3+3-
Rise and Fall of Legs Diamond, The (101) Cr. WB + -4- + 44 -4 -4 4- 8+1-
©Royal Ballet (131) Ballet . . Rank-Lopert 44 44 44 44 4- 9+
Rosemary (105) Drama, Germany; Eng. -dubbed .. F-A-W 4- 44 + -4 44 7+
Rue de Paris (90) Melodr. France; Eng. titles Lopert 4- 44 4- 4- 6+1-

In the summary 44 is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses.

Title

i

Run

Time

Type

Distributor

Boxoffice Harrison’s

Reports

Variety

Film

Daily

Hollywood
Reporter

Parents’

Magazine

New

York

Daily

News

Summary

J.

Tall Story (91) Comedy WB 44 44 2*2 + + + + 9+1-

©Tarzan the Magnificent (88) Adv. Dr. . Para + + ± 44 + + + 8+1—

©Ten Who Dared (92) Adventure Drama . BV 4- + ± + + 44 7+1-

Third Voice. The (80) © Drama . 20lh-Fox + 44 44 ±2 + + 8+1-

13 Fighting Men (69) © Action Dr . 20th -Fox - ± + 2*2 ± 5+5—

13 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy Col 44 + 2*2 + 44 + + 9+1-

©39 Steps. The (95) © Suspense Dr . 20th-Fox 44 + + + 2*2 + + 8+1-

This Rebal Breed (93) Drama WB + ± ± + + 2*2 + 7+3-

Threat. The (66) Melodrama WB + - 2*2
-4-

2*2 5+5-

Three Came to Kill (70) Drama UA ~T + 2*2 + -±2 2*2 2*2 7+4-

Three-Penny Opera, The (113) Drama with

Germany; Eng. titles

Music,

. Brandon + + + 4+1-

©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100) Fantasy Col + + 44 44 44 + 9+

©Thunder in Carolina (92) Action Dr. . Howco Int'l + 2*2 2*2 + 4+2-

Tiger Bay (105) Suspense Drama Continental 44 44 44 44 44 10+

©Time Machine, The (103) Science-F’n Classic MGM 44 44 44 44 + + 44 12+

^©Toby Tyler (96) Adventure Comedy bv 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

Too Soon to Love (85) Drama U-l - Hh + + ± 6+5-

Tormented (75) Horror-Suspense Drama AA + + 2+

Touch of Larceny, A (93) Comedy-Drama. Para + -4- + 44 + + 44 9+1-

Trapped in Tangier (77) Supercinescope,

Crime Drama . 20th-Fox — — = ± = 1+10-

Twelve Hours to Kill (83) © Crime Drama . 2Cth-Fox ± ± - 2*2 + ± 6+6-

12 to the Moon (74) Science-Fiction Col 2*2
-4- 2*2 + — H- ± 6+6-

U

s

©Santa Claus (94) Fantasy with Music; Mexican-

made; Eng. -dubbed. . . . K. Gordon Murray-SR ± ± 2*2 + + 5+3-
Savage Eye, The (67) Semi-

documentary Trans-Lux-Kingsley 44 44 44
H-

44 9+1-
©Savage Innocents, The (110) © Drama . . . Para +- 44 + 44 44 + 10+
©Scent of Mystery (125) Todd Process. Mys.. .Todd + 44 44 + 44 8+
School for Scoundrels (94) Comedy Continental + 44 44 44 + + + 10+

©Secret of the Purple Reef, The (80) © Dr

©September Storm (99) Stereovision

. 20th -Fox — 2*2 + + — 5+3-

Action Drama 20th -Fox 2*2 it + + ± + 7+4-
©Sergeant Rutledge (11) Drama WB 44 44 + 44 + 44 44 12+
©Seven Thieves (102) © Crime Drama . 20th-Fox + 44 44 44 + 44 44 13+
©Seven Ways From Sundown (87) Western U-l + 44 + + + + 7+
Sex Kittens Go to College (93) Comedy. . AA + — ± — 2+3-
Shakedown, The (91) Action Drama .... U-l + + + — 3+1-
Sign of Zorro, The (91) Adv. Drama BV + + 2+
Sink the Bismarck! (97) © War Drama . . . 20th-Fox 4+ + 44 44 + 44 + 11+
Ski Troop Attack (65) Action Dr . Filmgroup -4- + 2*2 3+2-
©Solomon and Sheba (139) Super Technirama-70;

Biblical Spectacle UA + + + 44 + .44 + 9+
©Song Without End (142) © Biog. Dr Col 44 2+2 44 44 44 44 44 13+1-
Sons and Lovers (103) © Drama . .20th- Fox H- 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
S.O.S. Pacific (92) Action Drama

©Spartacus (189) Super Technirama-70

U-l 44 44 + + + — 8+1-

Adventure Spectacle U-l 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
Spring Affair (69) Comedy Bagnall & Assoc. -SR ± -4- 2+2-
Squad Car (60) Melodrama . 20th-Fox -J- = — 1+4-
Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) Slapstick Comedy. .. Col + + + + + + 6+
©Story of Ruth, The (131) © Biblical Dr. . 20th-Fcx 44 44 + 44 44 44 + 12+
Story on Page One. The (122) © Drama... . 20th -Fox + + + 44 44 44 10+1-
©Strangers When We Meet (117) © Drama Col + 44 + 44 44 44 ll+l-
Stranglers of Bombay (81) © Adv. Drama Col + + + + 2*2 6+2-
Studs Lonigan (103) Drama UA 44 + 44 44 + 9+2-
©Subterraneans, The (89) © Drama MGM -4- + 2*2 ± 6+4-
©Sundowners, The (133) Drama WB 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
^©Sunrise at Cam.oobello (143) Drama WB 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
Surprise Package (100) Comedy Col 44 + ± 44 -f- + ± 9+3-
©Swan Lake (81) Ballet Film Col 44 44 + 44 ± 44 44 12+1-
©Swiss Family Robinson (126) Panavision

Adventure Classic BV 44 + 2*2 44 44 44 44 12+1-
©Sword and the Dragon, The (S3) Folklore. Valiant + + 2+

Under Ten Flags (92) Sea Drama Para + + + + ± + 44 8+1

©Unforgiven, The

Western

(125) Panavision,

Drama UA+4 44 44 44 + 44 44 13+

V
Valley of the Redwoods (92) © Drama.. . 20th-Fox + + + + + 6+1-

Village of the Damned (78) Horror Drama . . MGM + 44 + + 44 44 + 10+

©Virgin Island (84) © Comedy-Drama . . . . . F-A-W -+- + -4- 4+3-

Virgin Spring, The (88) Drama;

Sweden; Eng. titles . . .Janus 44 44 + 44 44 44 11+

Visit to a Small Planet (85) Comedy . . . . Para + + + + 44 + + 8+

w
©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The (99) © Comedy Col + 44 44 6+1-

©Wake Me When It's Over (126) © Comedy. 20th-Fox + + 44 44 44 + + 10+

Walk Like a Dragon (95) Drama .... Para || + + + + + + 8+

©Walk Tall (66) © Western .20th -Fox ± + + ± 6+4-

Walking Target (74) Drama UA + + ± 4+2-

Wasp Woman, The (66) Science-Fiction. . . . Filmgroup + + 3+1-

When Comedy Was King (81) Documentary. . 20th -Fox + + + 44 + + + 8+

©Where the Boys Are (99) © Comedy-Drama. . MGM 44 44 44 44 44 + 11+

Where the Hot Wind Blows (120) Drama;

Franco-ltalian made; Eng. -dubbed . . MGM + + + + + 6+2-

Who Was That Lady? (116) Comedy Col 44 + + 44 + + + 9+

Why Must 1 Die? (86) Melodrama AIP 44 - — ±2 3+3-

©Wild River (115) © Drama 20th-Fox 44 44 44 44 + + 44 12+

©Wind Cannot Read, The (107) Dr ,20th- Fox + 44 44 44 44 44 12+1-

©Wizard of Baghdad, The (92) © Comedy. ,20th- Fox + + + 5+2-

©Woman Like Satan, A (86) © Drama... . . . Lopert ± ± 2+2-

World of Apu. The (103) Drama . Harrison 44 44 44 44 44 44 + 13+

©World of Suzie Wong, The (129) Drama

©Would-Be Gentlemen. The (95) Farce;

.... Para 44 44 44 44 + + 44 12+

France; Eng. titles Kingsley-Union — + — 44 5+2-

XYZ
Young Jesse James (73) © Drama . 20th-Fox + — + ;+- + 2*2 6+4-
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Essential Data on 1959-60 Releases FEATURE inOEX

Allied Artists
(November T, 1959 through September 25, 1960)

ATOMIC SUBMARINE, THE. 5918. .(73) Nov. 29, '59

Science-Fiction Drama. When several American
submarines ore mysteriously sunk in the Arctic

sea lanes. Navy scientists trace the disasters to

an underwater flying saucer from another planet,
and ultimately succeed in destroying the seem-
ingly indestructible craft. Arthur Franz, Dick
Foran, Brett Halsey, Joi Lansing, Tom Conway,
Paul Dubov. Director: Spencer G. Bennet. Gorham
Production.

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HON EYMOONS . 6002 . . (92) Apr.
Melodrama. Filmed in Europe. Based on the no-
torious career of Henri Landru, the infamous
Frenchman who died on the guillotine for the
murders of 10 wealthy women to gain favor with
a worthless mistress. George Sanders, Corinne Cal-
vet, Jean Kent, Patricia Roc, George Coulouris.
Director: W. Lee Wilder.

CALTIKI, THE IMMORTAL MONSTER 600<J

(76) Sept. 25
Science-Fiction Melodrama. (Mexican-made with
English-dubbed dialog.) The horrifying experiences
of an archeologist who leads an expedition into

the Mayan jungle, and discovers that Caltiki, a
primitive, flesh-eating organism which invaded the
earth in 607 A.D. has again become active with
the increasing of earth's radiation. Army flame
throwers ultimately save the balance of the group.
John Merivale, Didi Sullivan, Gerald Haerter,
Daniela Rocca. Director: Robert Hamton. Samuel
Schneider Presentation.

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, USA. .5915
(78) Nov. 1, '59

Drama. A modernized version of Feodor Dostoev-
ski's classic, with psychological overtones, in which
a twisted law student kills a pawnbroker and is

ultimately trapped into surrendering by a clever
police lieutenant. Mary Murphy, Frank Silvera,

Marian Seldes, John Harding, George Hamilton.
Director: Denis Sanders. Sanders Associates Pro-
duction.

HELL TO ETERNITY. .6007. .(132) Sept. 18
War Drama. Filmed largely on Okinawa. The true
story of U.S. Marine hero, Guy Gabaldon, who
captured single-handed some 2,000 Japanese pris-

oners during the fighting on Saipan and Tinian in

World War II, for which he received the Silver Star
citation. Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen, Vic Da-
mone, Patricia Owens, Richard Eyer, John Larch,
Sessue Hayakawa. Director: Phil Karlson. Atlantic
Piets. Production.

©HOUSE OF INTRIGUE, THE. 5912
(94) Nov. 15, '59

Drama. (Italian-made, with English-dubbed dialog.)

From H. J. Giskes' novel, "London Calling North
Pole." In World War II, the Gestapo in Holland
breaks up a British spy ring, and through a fluke
manages to continue using the successful system
so that all British supplies fall into German hands.
Curt Jurgens, Dawn Addams, Folco Lulli, Dario
Michaelis, Rene Deltgen, Albert Lieven. Director:
Duilio Coletti. (CinemaScope.)

HYPNOTIC EYE, THE 6001 .. (77) Jan. 24
Suspense Drama. Police ore baffled by a series of
self-mutilation cases involving beautiful girls. A
detective, aided by his sweetheart, traces the in-

cidents to a hypnotist whose embittered femme
assistant, horribly disfigured herself, uses her
hypnotic powers to destroy beautiful women. The
film introduces HypnoMagic, a screen technique
involving audience participation. Jacques Bergerac,
Allison Hayes, Marcia Henderson, Merry Anders,
Ferdinand W. Demara. Director: George Blair.

I PASSED FOR WHITE. 6005. (91) Mar. 20
Drama. A beautiful Negress, who passes for white,
marries into a wealthy and socially prominent fam-
ily in the East. After the birth of her still-born

baby, her duplicity is revealed and she returns to

her own people in Los Angeles. Sonya Wilde, James
Franciscus, Pat Michon, Isabelle Cooley, Lon Bal-

lantyne. Director: Fred M. Wilcox. Fred M. Wilcox
Enterprises Production.

PAY OR DIE .6004. (Ill) July 24
Melodrama. The true story of Lieut. Joseph Pet-

rosino. New York police detective who launched
the fight against the Mafia in this country, which
took him to Sicily, the "Black Hand" organization's
headquarters, where he was assassinated in 1909.
Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert, Alan Austin.

Director: Richard Wilson.

Explanatory

Statistical and summary data
on feature releases arranged al-

phabetically by companies.

PRODUCTION NUMBER follows

title.

RUNNING TIME in parentheses.

RELEASE DATE at end of title

line is 1960 unless otherwise stated.

TYPE of picture in boldface.

PROJECTION SYSTEMS, such
as CinemaScope, VistaVision, Pan-
avision, Todd-AO, Technirama,
Regalscope, and others, are in-

dicated in parentheses at end of

listings. Otherwise aspect ratios

are standard.

STAR and DIRECTOR credits

conclude each summary.

REISSUES are listed separately

under each company heading.

Symbol ^ indicates BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award Winner.

©ANGRY RED PLANET, THE. 501 (83). . Feb. 24
Science-Fiction Melodrama. The horrifying experi-

ences of four persons who take off in a rocket

on the first visit to Mars by Earth humans. They
are greeted with hostility arid attacked by strange
creatures. Gerald Mohr, Nora Hayden, Les Tre-
mayne. Jack Kruschen. Director: lb Melchior. Sino

Production. (Cinemagic.)—(Sino Prods, released this

nationally on a roadshow basis Nov. 1959, before
AIP took it over.)

BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER . 505 (80) ... July 13
Science-Fiction Melodroma. An Air Force pilot

crashes through the Time Barrier and finds him-
self in a strange world of the future, 2024 A.D.,

inhabited by survivors of a nuclear plague since

1971. He finally escapes back to 1960, reports his

experiences and the danger of the atom to

civilization. Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins,
Arianne Arden, Vladimir Sokoloff, Stephen Bekassy.
Director: Edgar G. Ulmer.

BUCKET OF BLOOD, A .407. (65) Oct. 31, '59

Horror Comedy. A mad, would-be sculptor wants
to be recognized by his beatnik artist friends. He
murders his models, covering them with clay, and
is acclaimed a genius until the horrible truth is

discovered; then he kills himself. Dick Miller, Bar-
boura Morris, Antony Carbone, Julian Burton.

Director: Roger Corman. (Dual package release

with "The Giant Leeches.")

©CIRCUS OF HORRORS 503 . (89) May 11

Horror Melodrama. British-made. A former plastic

surgeon and fugitive from the law, builds a dere-

lict circus into a European success by recruiting

disfigured beauties and, after rebuilding their

faces, makes them star circus attractions. Several

"accidental" deaths arouse police, and after being
exposed, the crazed surgeon comes to a horrible

end. Anton Diffring, Erika Remberg, Yvonne Mon-
laur, Kenneth Griffith, Jane Hylton. Director: Sid-

ney Hayers. Julian Wintle-Leslie Parkyn Produc-
tion. (Specta-Color.)

Symbol © indicates color pho-

tography.

PURPLE GANG, THE . . 591 9 . . (83) Jan.
Melodrama. Based on the liquor-smuggling activ-

ities of the infamous gang that terrorized the city

of Detroit during Prohibition days. The mob kills

a cop and murders the pregnant wife of a police

lieutenant before finally being brought to bay.
Barry Sullivan, Robert Blake, Elaine Edwards, Marc
Cavell, Jody Lawrance. Director: Frank McDonald,
Lindsley Parsons Production.

RAYMIE. 6006 (72) July 3

Adventure Drama. Story of a young boy who
dreams of landing a giant barracuda and makes
his dream a reality, thereby proving to all con-
cerned that with faith and courage all things are
possible. David Ladd, Julie Adams, John Agar,
Charles Winninger, Richard Arlen. Director: Frank
McDonald. A. C. Lyles Production.

SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE .6003 (94) Aug. 21
Comedy. A glamor girl and former tassel-dancer is

hired, sight unseen, by THINKO, a giant electronic
brain, to head a college science department. She
throws the campus into an uproar but eventually
proves that beauty can also have brains. Mamie
Van Doren, Tuesday Weld, Mijanou Bardot, Mickey
Shaughnessy, Louis Nye, Pamela Mason. Director:

Albert Zugsmith. Albert Zugsmith Production, for

his Photoplay Associates.

TORMENTED 6010 .(75) Sept. 25
Drama. Deals with a man responsible for a girl's

death and the torment he goes through when she
returns as a ghost to haunt him as he prepares
to wed another. He is driven to murder and a
tragic death. Richard Carlson, Juli Reding, Susan
Gordon, Lugene Sanders, Joe Turkel. Director:

Bert I. Gordon.

American International
(September 23, 1959 through August 24, 1960)

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN, THE. 506
(60) July 13
Science-Fiction Melodrama. A safecracker's escape
from prison is mysteriously arranged by a master
spy who uses the criminal in a fantastic experi-
mental plan to create a transparent army in war-
fare. The plot backfires when the convict uses
his invisibility to rob a bank. Marguerite Chapman,
Douglas Kennedy, James Griffith, Ivan Triesault.

Director: Edgar G. Ulmer.

GIANT GILA MONSTER, THE. .411 . (75) Nov. 28, '59

Horror Melodrama. An enormous gila monster sud-

denly appears, after several residents of a small

midwestern town have vanished, and cuts a path

of death and destruction across the countryside.

A teenage dragster trails the monster, and finally

destroys it with explosives. Don Sullivan, Lisa

Simone, Fred Graham, Shug Fisher, Jerry Cart-

wright. Director: Ray Kellogg. McLendon Radio
Piets. Production. (Dual package release with "The
Killer Shrews.")

GIANT LEECHES, THE. 409 .(62) Oct. 31, '59

Horror Melodrama. A series of mysterious murders

in the Florida Everglade swamps is eventually

traced to monstrous giant leeches that reside in

caverns at the bottom of the swamps. Dynamiting
destroys the weird water creatures forever. Ken
Clark, Yvette Vickers, Jan Shepard, Michael Em-
met. Director: Bernard L. Kowalski. (Dual package
release with "Bucket of Blood.")

©GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS . . 406
(90) Dec. 30, '59

Spectacle Drama. (Italian-made, with English-

dubbed dialog.) Filmed in Italy and Yugoslavia.

When the barbarian hordes invaded northern Italy

in the 6th century, a young giant, who became
known as Goliath because of his tremendous feats,

rises to successfully avenge his people. Steve

Reeves, Chelo Alonso, Bruce Cabot. Director: Carlo

Campogalliani. Standard Product'--' of Italy.

(Totalscope.)

©HOUSE OF USHER. .502. (85) July 20

Horror Melodrama. From Edgar Allan Poe's 19th

century classic tale, "The Fall of the House of

Usher," which depicts the terrifying experiences

of a young man who visits his fiancee at the

mansion she shares with her evil brother. Vincent

Price, Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey, Harry Ellerbe.

Director: Roger Corman. Roger Corman Produc-

tion. (CinemaScope.)

JAILBREAKERS, THE . . 408 . (64) June 1

Melodrama. Three escaped convicts search for hid-

den loot in a ghost town and ultimately find it,

only to meet their downfall when they quarrel

among themselves. Robert Hutton, Mary Castle,

Michael O'Connell, Gabe Delutri. Director: Alexan-

der Grasshoff.

KILLER SHREWS, THE. .410 (69) Nov. 28, '59

Horror Melodrama. The breeding scheme of scien-

tists experimenting with the normally tiny Blarina

shrews on a remote West Indies island, backfires

when the ravenous shrews grow and, escaping from
their cages, become man-eating mutants. A sea
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captain, bringing supplies to the island, rescues

the remaining members. James Best, Ingrid Goude,
Ken Curtis, Gordon McLendon, Baruch Lumet, Al-

fredo DeSoto. Director: Ray Kellogg. McLendon
Radio Piets. Production. (Dual package release

with "The Giant Gila Monster.")

©SIGN OF THE GLADIATOR 403. (84) Sept. 23, '59

Spectacle Droma. (Italian-made, with English-

dubbed dialog.) Queen Zenobia of Palmyra suc-
cessfully resists the rule of Rome, but ultimately
is defeated by Roman legions in a spectacular and
bloody battle, led by a Roman warrior. Because of

his love, she is spared, and the two are reunited.

Anita Ekberg, Chelo Alonso, Georges Marchal, Jac-

ques Sernas, Folco Lulli. Director: Vittorio Musy
Glori. Glomer Film Production. (CinemaScope.)

WHY MUST I DIE?. .504 (86) June 22
Melodrama. Portrays the lives of two girls, one a
singer, the other a safe cracker, and details their

tragic paths to the electric chair, though one girl

is innocent. Debra Paget, Terry Moore, Bert Freed,
Juli Reding, Lionel Ames. Director: Roy Del Ruth.
Viscount-Terry Moore Production.

(REISSUES)
©APACHE WOMAN 107 (83) Aug. 24

Outdoor Drama. Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor, Lance
Fuller. Director: Roger Corman.

©THUNDER OVER HAWAII (Formerly
"Naked Paradise") . 1 21 .. (68) May 11

Melodrama. Richard Denning, Beverly Garland,
Lisa Montell, Leslie Bradley, Jonathan Haze. Direc-
tor: Roger Cormon.

Buena Vista
(November, 1959 through October, 1960)

©JUNGLE CAT. 0092 (70) Oct.
True-Life Adventure. Filmed in the Amazon jun-
gles of Brazil. Depicts wild animal and bird life

there, focusing attention on the jaguar, lord
beast of the area, with sequences showing jaguars
fighting crocodiles, a deadly boa constrictor and
capture of a wild peccary. Narrator: Winston Hib-
ler. Director: James Algar. Walt Disney Production.

©KIDNAPPED .108 . (97) Apr.
Adventure Drama. Filmed in Scotland and England.
From Robert Louis Stevenson's classic tale of on
1 8th century Scots youth who is kidnapped by a
scheming uncle and sent into potential slavery
aboord a brigantine to keep him from claiming a
rightful inheritance. Peter Finch, James MacArthur,
Bernard Lee, Niall MacGinnis, Finlay Currie. Direc-
tor: Robert Stevenson. Walt Disney Presentation.

C-©POLLYANNA. .111 . .(134) July
Comedy Drama. From Eleanor H. Porter's classic
book series for young girls, set in the early 1900s,
revolving around a 13-year-old orphan girl whose
"glad" ideas accomplish wonders for herself and
those around her. Jane Wyman, Richard Egan,
Korl Malden, Nancy Olson, Hayley Mills, Adolphe
Menjou, Kevin Corcoron. Director: David Swift.
Walt Disney Production.

SIGN OF ZORRO, THE 0090 . . (90) June
Adventure Drama. Story of the masked avenger,
Zorro, legendary character of Johnston McCulley's
stories of early California days, who rode and
fought only to protect his helpless neighbors
against the savage tryanny of a military com-
mandant. Guy Williams, Henry Calvin, Gene Shel-
don, Romney Brent, Britt Lomond, John Dehner.
Directors: Norman Foster, Lewis R. Foster. Walt
Disney Production.

©THIRD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN . 0091
(105) Nov. '59

Adventure Droma. Filmed in Switzerland. From
James Ramsey Ullman's novel, "Banner in the
Sky," which tells of the initial conquest of the
famous Matterhorn by a young man with a burn-
ing desire to fulfill the dream of his father before
him. Michael Rennie, James MacArthur, Janet
Munro, James Donald, Herbert Lorn, Laurence
Naismith. Director: Ken Annakin. Walt Disney
Produciton.

C; ©TOBY TYLER. .104. .(96) Feb.
Circus Comedy. Story of a runaway orphan boy
who joins a traveling circus caravan, and his
adventures among the canvas-topped world of
performers, animals and roustabouts. Kevin Cor-
coran, Henry Calvin, Gene Sheldon, Bob Sweeney,
Richard Eastham, "Mr. Stubbs" (the chimpanzee).
Director: Charles Barton. Walt Disney Production.

Columbia
(July, 1959 through June, 1960)

ANATOMY OF A MURDER 401 (161). . . July '59

Drama. Small town attorney brilliantly defends an
army lieutenant accused of killing a man who
allegedly had attacked his wife. He wins an ac-
quittal for his client, a thorough-going heel, who
then runs out on his fee. James Stewart, Lee
Remick, Ben Gazzara, Arthur O'Connell, Eve Arden,
Kathryn Grant, Joseph N. Welch. Director: Otto
Preminger.

©BABETTE GOES TO WAR 423. .(103) Apr.
Comedy. (French-made, with English-dubbed dialog.)

A French farm girl gets mixed up with the Allied

evacuation at Dunkirk, and somehow finds herself

involved in espionage with the French underground
in England. She is trained and returned to France
to help kidnap a German general wanted by the

British. Brigitte Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Hannes
Messemer, Yves Vincent, Ronald Howard, Francis
Blanche. Director: Christian-Jaque. Raoul J. Levy
Production. (CinemaScope)—'(Also available in

French-language version with English titles.)

©BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE. 430 . (90) June
Science-Fiction Drama. (Japanese-made, with Eng-
lish-dubbed dialog.) World scientists gather in

Tokyo to unite against an interplanetary attack
by outer-space creatures who use the moon as
their advance base. Earthmen counter-attack with
fighter-rockets and finally succeed in repulsing
the enemy spacemen. Ryo Ikebe, Kyoko Anzai,
Leonard Stanford, Harold Conway, George Whyman,
Elise Richter. Director: Inoshiro Honda. Toho Pro-
duction. (Tohoscope.)

BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA . . 41 1 (87) . . Nov. '59

War Drama. The story is more directly concerned
with the mission that paved the way for the
eventual success of the World War II historic U.S.
naval battle against the Japanese, than with the
actual battle itself. Cliff Robertson, Gia Scala,
Teru Shimada, Patricia Cutts, Rian Garrick. Direc-
tor: Paul Wendkos. Morningside Production.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG. 424 .(102) Apr.
Comedy Drama. From John Farris' novel, "Harrison
High," about a new high school teacher whose
penchant for going overboard to help students
with their personal problems, causes him to fall

into temporary disfavor with the principal. Dick
Clark, Michael Callan, Tuesday Weld, Victoria
Shaw. Warren Berlinger, Roberta Shore. Director:
Paul Wendkos. Drexel Production.

©COMANCHE STATION. .422. (74). ... Mar.
Outdoor Drama. While searching for his long-lost
wife, a prisoner of the Comanches, a man rescues
another white woman and has some narrow es-

capes with a reward-hungry gunslinger as he es-
corts her back to her blind, disabled husband.
Randolph Scott, Nancy Gates, Skip Homeier, Claude
Akins, Richard Rust. Director: Budd Boetticher.
Renown Production. (CinemaScope.)

CRIMSON KIMONO, THE. .407 (82) Oct. '59

Drama. Two Korean wartime buddies, one a Nisei,

are a detective team on the Los Angeles police
department. They are assigned to a murder case,
which leads them into L.A.'s Little Tokyo, a
triangular romantic situation and an inter-racial

issue. Victoria Shaw, Glenn Corbett, James Shigeta,
Anna Lee, Paul Dubov. Director: Samuel Fuller,

Globe Enterprises Production.

©EDGE OF ETERNITY. 414. (80) Dec. '59

Outdoor Drama. Several mysterious murders near
the Grand Canyon stir a western town and its

deputy sheriff to action. Discovery of a gold mine
theft plan leads to a solution of vhe murders.
Cornel Wilde, Victoria Shaw, Mickey Shaughnessy,
Edgar Buchanan, Rian Garrick. Director: Donald
Siegel. Thunderbird Production. (CinemaScope.)

ELECTRONIC MONSTER, THE 428 (72) May
Horror Melodrama. Based on novel, "The Man Who
Couldn't Sleep," by Charles Eric Maine. An Ameri-
can insurance investigator, checking into the death
of a handsome film star, finds clues leading to a
psychiatric clinic run by two quack doctors who
use an electrical brain wave-controlling device
to transmit "prefabricated" dreams. Rod Cameron,
Mary Murphy, Meredith Edwards, Peter tiling.

Director: Montgomery Tully.

©FLYING FONTAINES, THE . . 41 6 . (84) . . Dec. '59

Drama. A star aerialist, in love with his beautiful

assistant, mokes himself unpopular with the girl

and his co-workers because of his attitude. A near
tragedy on the high wire brings him to his senses,

and wins him his girl. Michael Callan, Evy Norlund,
Joan Evans, Rian Garrick, Joe de Santis, Jeanne
Manet. Director: George Sherman. Clover Produc-
tion.

GENE KRUPA STORY, THE . 41 9 . ( 1 01

)

Jan.

Drama With Music. Biopic of the famous jazz

drummer of the 1930s who, at the height of his

career, was arrested for possession of marijuana
and blacklisted by the top bands, but ultimately

made a successful comeback. Sal Mineo, Susan
Kohner, James Darren, Susan Oliver, Red Nichols,

Bobby Troup. Director: Don Weis. Philip A. Wax-
man Production.

HAVE ROCKET, WILL TRAVEL 404 (76). Aug. '59

Comedy. The zony adventures of three handymen
at a missile plant who find themselves unwilling

passengers in an unwitting flight to the planet

Venus in a rocket, and are hailed as heroes on
their return. Moe Howard, Larry Fine, Joe De Rita,

Jerome Cowan, Anna-Lisa, Bob Colbert. Director:

David Lowell Rich.

©KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO. 425 (91) May
Adventure Drama. British-made; filmed in Africa.

Depicts the struggles of an engineer to complete
the first railroad in Eastern Africa, in the face

of opposition by a powerful Arab slave trader who
wants to build a competing road for transporting

the slaves. Robert Taylor, Anne Aubrey, Anthony
Newley, Gregoire Aslan, Allan Cuthbertson. Direc-

tor: Richard Thorpe. Warwick Production. (Cinema-

Scope.)

CLAST ANGRY MAN, THE . . 410 . (100) Nov. '59

Drama. From Gerald Green's novel of a dedicated

doctor who for 45 years had served both poor

families and hoodlums in the Brooklyn tenement
section, then suddenly finds himself in the lime-

light when his work becomes the subject of a
national TV series. Paul Muni, David Wayne, Betsy
Palmer, Luther Adler, Claudia McNeil, Joby Baker.
Director: Daniel Mann. Fred Kohlmar Production.

LEGEND OF TOM DOOLEY, THE. 403. .(79). July '59

Outdoor Drama. Confederate officer Tom Dooley
stages an ambush, unaware the war has ended,
which makes him a murderer. His sweetheart flees
with him, after he has escaped, but in a fight
with another suitor who intercepts them, the girl

is killed and Dooley recaptured. Michael London,
Jo Morrow, Jack Honan, Ken Lynch. Director: Ted
Post. Shpetner Production.

MAN ON A STRING. .426 (92) May
Drama. Based on the espionage experiences of
Boris Morros, American film producer, as told in

his book, "My Ten Years as a Counterspy." The
film depicts how Morros risked his life to ferret

out Soviet secrets for the U.S. while posing as a
Russian spy. Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews,
Colleen Dewhurst, Alexander Scourby, Glenn Cor-
bett. Director: Andre de Toth. Louis de Rochemont
Production, for RD-DR Prods.

MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT . . 402 . . (1 1 8) July '59

Drama. A middle-aged widower and successful

business man falls in love with a young divorcee.

Their respective families object to a marriage, but
after several estrangements, they decide to marry
and face the future together. Kim Novak, Fredric

March, Albert Dekker, Glenda Farrell, Martin Bal-

sam, Lee Grant, Lee Phillips. Director: Delbert

Mann. Sudan Production.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE. 429 (102) June
Drama. Set in China during World War II, and
concerns the hardships encountered by eight

American demolition experts and their leader, who
are charged with thwarting the advance of the

Japanese by blowing up bridges, roads and vil-

lages. James Stewart, Lisa Lu, Glenn Corbett,

Henry Morgan, Frank Silvera, James Best. Director:

Daniel Mann. William Goetz Production.

©MOUSE THAT ROARED, THE . 409 (85) . Nov. '59

Comedy. British-made. A tiny, mythical principal-

ity, the Grand Duchy of Fenwick, declares war on

the U.S., hoping to lose as a means of solving

its economic plight—and unexpectedly wins. Peter

Sellers, Jean Seberg, Leo McKern, David Kossoff,

MacDonald Parke. Director: Jack Arnold. Highroad
Production.

©ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING . . 421 .. (92) .... Feb.

Comedy Drama. The beautiful, long-suffering wife

of a tempermental concert conductor becomes fed

up with placating her husband's orchestra sponsors

and walks out on him. A series of madcap merri-

ment follows as he attempts to win her back. Yul

Brynner, Kay Kendall, Gregory Ratoff, Geoffrey

Toone, Maxwell Shaw, Mervyn Johns. Director:

Stanley Donen. Stanley Donen Production.

©1001 ARABIAN NIGHTS . . 41 5 . . (76) Dec. '59

Animated Cartoon Fantasy. Mr. Magoo, the near-

sighted cartoon star of many Columbia shorts, is

transported, via a daydream, to the colorful realms

of Arabian Nights fantasy, and meets up with

Aladdin and his magic lamp and the Wicked
Wazir. Voices of: Jim Backus, Kathryn Grant,

iDwayne Hickman, Hans Conried. Director: Jack

Kinney. UPA Production.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA. .420 (112) Mar.

Comedy Drama. 6-ritish-made. The undercover ac-

tivities of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Cuba,

who serves as a British agent. He concocts false

reports to impress his superiors, and has the secret

service, the Cuban police and agents of other

powers, completely confused. Alec Guinness, Burl

Ives, Maureen O'Hara, Ernie Kovacs, Noel Coward,

Ralph Richardson, Jo Morrow. Director: Carol Reed.

(CinemaScope.)

©PORGY AND BESS. .6666 (138) Feb.

Musical Drama. (For special roadshow engage-
ments only; pre-released Dec. '59.) With music by

George Gershwin, this depicts the loves and lives

of Negro inhabitants of Catfish Row in a poor

section of the South in the early 1900s, centering

around a cripple's love affair with an easily

swayed woman. Sidney Poitier, Dorothy Dandridge,

Sammy Davis jr., Pearl Bailey. Director: Otto

Preminger. Samuel Goldwyn Production. (Todd-AO)

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY, THE . 427 (81 ) . . May
Melodrama. British-made. A wave of mass murders

sweeps British East India in the early 19th century,

the work of a secret religious cult called Thuggees,

who murdered by strangulation more than a mil-

lion people in the name of Kali, goddess of de-

struction. Guy Rolfe, Allan Cuthbertson, Andrew
Cruickshank, George Pastell, Jan Holden. Director:

Terence Fisher. Hammer Film Production. (Cinema-

Scope.)

SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER . 417 .. (1 14) Jan.

Drama. From Tennessee Williams' play about a

mother's efforts to preserve her dead son's good
name at the expense of her niece who was sent

to a mental institution to keep the true facts of

the son's death hidden. A kindly surgeon helps

the girl and proves her "hallucinations" are fact.

Elizabeth Taylor, Katharine Hepburn, Montgomery
Clift, Mercedes McCambridge, Albert Dekker. Di-

rector: Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Sam Spiegel Pro-

duction.

©SWAN LAKE . 470 . (81 ) Feb.

Ballet Film. (Russian-made, with English narration.)
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Filmed during an actual stage performance in

Moscow of the immortal Tschaikowsky ballet, this

tells the story of the enchanted princess and the

romantic prince, who are eventually reunited when
the prince frees his beloved from the spell of

Black Bird, the evil magician. (Released under the

U.S.-U.S.S.R. Cultural Film Exchange Agreement.)
Maya Plisetskaya, Nicolai Fadeyechev, Vladimir

Levashev, the Bolshoi Ballet Company. Director:

Z. Tulubyeva.

©THEY CAME TO CORDURA . 408 . (1 23) . . Oct. '59

Drama. Based on the Mexican expedition of 1916
when a major is assigned the task of finding

examples of outstanding heroism for possible Con-
gressional Medal of Honor awards. During the

trek with his charges, the hardships encountered
are character revealing for all. Gary Cooper, Rita

Hayworth, Van Heflin, Tab Hunter, Richard Conte,
Michael Callan, Dick York. Director: Robert Rossen.
Goetz-Baroda Production. (CinemaScope.)

30 FOOT BRIDE OF CANDY ROCK, THE. .405
(73) ..Aug. '59

Comedy. The wacky adventures of a small town
rubbish collector and amateur inventor, who runs
into hilarious complications when his girl gets

caught in one of his machines and is turned
into a giant. Lou Costello, Dorothy Provine, Gale
Gordon, Jimmy Conlin. Director: Sidney Miller.

D.R.B. Production. (Amazoscope.)

TINGLER, THE. .406 .(80) Oct. '59

Horror Melodrama. A doctor, attempting to prove
the effects of intense fear when not relieved by
screaming, performs a post-mortem operation,
which releases a monster called the Tingler.

Through a special screen process, the Tingler

escapes into the audience. Vincent Price, Judith
Evelyn, Darryl Hickman, Patricia Cutts. Director:

William Castle. William Castle Production. (Per-

cepto.)

12 TO THE MOON 431 (74) June
Science-Fiction Melodrama. A story of 12 dedi-
cated men and women from around the globe,
who make a successful rocketship landing on the
Moon. Tells of their experiences with unseen,
hostile Moon beings before being spared to return
to Earth. Ken Clark, Anthony Dexter, Tom Conway,
Michi Kobi, Anna-Lisa. Director: David Bradley.

©WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL, THE. 413
(89) „ Nov. '59

Spectacle Drama. (Italian-made, with English-
dubbed dialog.) The adventures of a Roman
Tribune who is sent to Armenia to put down a
gladiator revolt, and later helps the leader of
the revolt to crush the wicked Armenian princess
and her foreign mercenaries and save the throne.
Gianna Maria Canale, Georges Marchal, Ettore
Manni, Rafael Calvo. Director: Vittorio Cottafavi
(Supercinescope.)

WHO WAS THAT LADY’. .418 .. (1 15) Feb.
Comedy. From the Broadway hit, "Who Was That
Lady I Saw You With?" A chemistry professor,
whose wife catches him kissing a coed, concocts
a story about being an undercover agent chasing
spies. The wife takes him so seriously that they
become involved with real FBI men and spies.

Tony Curtis, Dean Martin, Janet Leigh, James
Whitmore, John Mclntire, Barbara Nichols. Direc-
tor: George Sidney. Ansark-George Sidney Produc-
tion.

YESTERDAY'S EN EM Y . 41 2 . . (95) Nov. '59

War Drama. British-made. This tells of a captain
and his British troops in World War II who take
over an enemy-held village in Burma. His tactics
in obtaining information are turned against him
when the Japanese recapture the village. Stanley
Baker, Guy Rolfe, Leo McKern, Gordon Jackson,
David Oxley. Director: Val Guest. Hammer Film
Production. (Megascope.)

Filmgroup
(October 16, 1959 through August 5, 1960)

BATTLE OF BLOOD ISLAND .. 106 .. (67) .... Apr. 8
War Drama. Filmed in the Caribbean. How two
sole American survivors, left on a desolate South
Pacific island following an Allied invasion at
World War M's end, keep alive under almost im-
possible conditions before they are finally dis-
covered and rescued. Richard Devon, Ron Ken-
nedy. Director: Joel Rapp. (Dual package release
with "Ski Troop Attack.")

BEAST FROM HAUNTED CAVE. 104
(65) Oct. 30, '59
Melodrama. Gangsters invade a skiing resort with
plans to rob a gold mine. The gangster's girl

friend escapes with the guide during a blizzard,
and the crooks follow them as they hide in a
cave inhabited by a "lengedary" beast, which
attacks and kills the gangsters. Michael Forest,
Sheila Carol, Frank Wolff, Richard Sinatra, Wally
Campo. Director: Monte Heilman. Roger Corman
Production. (Dual package release with "The Wasp
Woman.")

GIRL IN LOVERS' LANE, THE. .107. (78) June 17
Melodrama. Story of a much-misunderstood young
man who gropes his way to understanding and
maturity only after a pretty young girl is attacked
and murdered by a town simpleton. Brett Halsey,
Joyce Meadows, Lowell Brown, Jack Elam, Emile
Meyer. Director: Charles R. Rondeau. Robert Roark
Production. (Dual package release with "The Wild
Ride.")

HIGH SCHOOL BIG SHOT . 1 01 . (70) . Oct. 16, '59

Melodrama. A brilliant but naive high school senior
with a genius rating turns to crime to satisfy the
avaricious desires of the campus vamp. He plans
and executes a million dollar robbery which awes
even the underworld, but ends in tragedy. Tom
Pittman, Virginia Aldridge, Howard Viet, Malcolm
Atterbury, Stanley Adams. Director: Joel Rapp.
Sparta Production. (Dual package release with
"T-Bird Gang.")

©LAST WOMAN ON EARTH, THE . 109
(71) Aug. 5
Melodrama. The battle for survival of the last
three people on earth—a New York gambler, his
flighty wife and their attorney. The trio had suc-
cessfully eluded American police and arrived in

Puerto Rico, only to find that the atom has
destroyed the rest of the world. Antony Carbone,
Betsy Jones-Moreland, Edward Wain. Director:
Roger Corman. Roger Corman Production. (Dual
package release with "The Little Shop of Horrors.")

LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS, THE. 110
(70) Aug. 5
Horror Comedy. How a nondescript flower shop
clerk acquires both fame and revenge when he
discovers a hybrid plant that will grow to 10 feet
high, by feeding on human blood. Jonathan Haze,
Jackie Joseph, Mel Welles, Dick Miller, Myrtle
Vail. Director: Roger Corman. Roger Corman Pro-
duction. (Dual package release with "The Last
Woman on Earth.")

SKI TROOP ATTACK. . 105 .(65) Apr. 8
War Drama. Story of the events of the Battle of
the Bulge, in which an American ski patrol is

trapped behind enemy lines and forced to battle
its way to a strategic bridge. Michael Forest,
Frank Wolff, Wally Campo, Richard Sinatra, Sheila
Carol. Director: Roger Corman. Roger Corman
Production. (Dual package release with "Battle of
Blood Island.")

T-BIRD GANG 102
. (72) Oct. 16, '59

Melodrama. Story of the sadistic mastermind be-
hind a criminal youth syndicate and a young man
who, seeking to avenge his father's death, joins
the gang while secretly cooperating with the police.
Ed Nelson, John Brinkley, Pat George, Beach
Dickerson, Tony Miller. Director: Richard Harberger.
(Dual package release with "High School Big
Shot.")

WASP WOMAN, THE 103. (66) Oct. 30, '59
Horror Melodrama. A woman, seeking to restore
her fading beauty, allows a pseudo-scientist to use
his wasp serum on her. As her beauty returns, her
personality changes, and she turns into a "wasp
woman" and a nocturnal murderess. Susan Cabot,
Fred Eisley, Barboura Morris, Michael Marks, Wil-
liam Roerick. Director: Roger Corman. (Dual pack-
age release with "Beast From Haunted Cave.")

WILD RIDE, THE. .108 .(63) June 17
Melodrama. Story of a wild hot-rodder whose reck-
lessness has caused the death of several persons.
In a drag race victory celebration with his best
friend's girl, the friend is killed in an accident
while giving chase, and police finally close in on
the hor-rodder. Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter,
Robert Bean. Director: Harvey Berman. (Dual
package release with "The Girl in Lovers' Lane.")

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(September 4, 1959 through August 18, 1960)

^©ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN,
THE. .16 (107) June 17
Comedy Drama. A remake of the Mark Twain
classic, which recounts the adventures of Huckle-
berry Finn and a runaway slave as they sail down
the Mississippi on a raft, meeting up with various
river characters and a traveling circus. Tony Ran-
dall, Patty McCormack, Neville Brand, Eddie
Hodges, Archie Moore, Mickey Shaughnessy. Direc-
tor: Michael Curtiz. Samuel Goldwyn jr. Produc-
tion. (CinemaScope.)

©ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS. 20
(122) Aug. 18
Drama. Based on novel, "The Bixby Girls," by
Rosamond Marshall. Depicts the struggle of four
young people whose paths cross in their search for
happiness, but whose selfishness brings them to
the brink of tragedy. Natalie Wood, Robert Wag-
ner, Susan Kohner, George Hamilton, Pearl Bailey.
Director: Michael Anderson. Pandro S. Berman
Production, for Avon Pictures. (CinemaScope.)

©BELLS ARE RINGING 1 7 .. (1 27) July 4
Musical. From the Broadway stage hit about a
switchboard operator for a telephone answering
service, who takes a personal interest in her
customers' affairs, and finds herself involved in a
series of amusing complications, one a romantic
one. Judy Holliday, Dean Martin, Fred Clark, Eddie
Foy jr., Jean Stapleton, Frank Gorshin. Director:
Vincente Minnelli. Arthur Freed Production. (Cine-
maScope.)

©BEN-HUR .60. .(212) Special—Nov. 18, '59

Biblical Drama. (For special engagements only.)

Filmed in Italy. A remake of the 1926 silent film,

from General Lew Wallace's classic novel of pagan
Rome in the early days of Christianity, with the
famed chariot race sequence, in which Ben-Hur
emerges the victor over the treacherous Messala.
Charlton Heston, Jack Hawkins, Haya Harareet,
Stephen Boyd, Hugh Griffith, Martha Scott. Direc-
tor: William Wyler. (MGM Camera 65.)

DAY THEY ROBBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND,
THE. 19 (85) July 21
Melodrama. British-made. An American adventurer,
hired to help a group of Irish patriots raise funds
for their Home Rule fight against the British,
evolves a fantastic plot to burglarize the Bank of
England and steal Her Majesty's supply of gold
bullion. Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars, Peter O'Toole,
Hugh Griffith, Kieron Moore, Albert Sharpe. Di-
rector: John Guillermin. Summit Film Production.

©FOR THE FIRST TIME . . 2 . . (97) Sept. 18, '59

Drama With Songs. Italo-German co-production.
The romantic story of a temperamental, self-

centered American tenor whose deep love for a
deaf Italian girl changes his life and hers, when
it awakens a dormant feeling in him of admira-
tion for someone else. Mario Lanza, Zsa Zsa Gabor,
Kurt Kasznar, Johanna von Koczian, Hans Sohn-
ker. Director: Rudolph Mote. Corona Production.
(Technirama.)

GAZEBO, THE. 10 (102) ..
. Jan. 29

Mystery Comedy. Based on the Broadway stage
hit, in which a top TV mystery writer buries a dead
man under his gazebo. Comedy and mystery ore
blended into the hilarious situations that follow.

Glenn Ford, Debbie Reynolds, Carl Reiner, John
McGiver, Herman the Pigeon. Director: George
Marshall. Avon Production (CinemaScope.)

©GIANT OF MARATHON, THE . . 1 5 . . (88) . . June 3

Dramatic Spectacle. (Italian-made, with English-

dubbed dialog.) Set in ancient Greece, and tells

the story of the famed Greek Olympic champion
who, aided by 100 other Olympic giants, succeeds
in saving his country from the Persian invaders.

Steve Reeves, Mylene Demongeot, Daniela Rocca,
Ivo Garrani, Philippe Hersent. Director: Jacques
Tourneur. Titanus-Galatea-Lux Production. (Dyali-

scope.)

GIRLS TOWN 4 . (90) Oct. 9, '59

Melodrama. Deals with today's wild and wayward
juveniles, and life in Girls Town for young of-
fenders, which is presided over by nuns. Tells the
the story of one girl inmate who is ultimately
exonerated when her innocence is proved. Mamie
Van Doren, Mel Torme, Ray Anthony, Maggie
Hayes, Paul Anka, Cathy Crosby, Gigi Perreau,
Elinor Donahue, Gloria Talbott, and guest stars.

Director: Charles Haas. Albert Zugsmith Produc-
tion.

©HOME FROM THE HILL . . 1 2 . (1 50) Mar. 18
Drama. The dramatic story of a powerful but
divided Texas family, a youthful love affair, and
the emotional conflicts and small town attitudes
resulting from the father's relationship toward an
illegitimate son, all of which eventually destroy
the fcmily and its power. Robert Mitchum, Eleanor
Parker, George Peppard, George Hamilton, Luana
Patten, Everett Sloane. Director: Vincente Min-
nelli. Sol C. Siegel Production. (CinemaScope.)

HOUSE OF THE SEVEN HAWKS, THE. 6

(92) Nov. 6, '59

Mystery Drama. British-made. Based on Victor
Canning's novel, "The House of the Seven Flies,"

and deals with hidden diamonds stolen by the
Nazis in World War II and now sought by both
the Dutch and the Germans. An American becomes
involved when his boat is hired to sail to a Dutch
port. Robert Taylor, Nicole Maurey, Linda Chris-

tian, Donald Wolfit, David Kossoff. Director:
Richard Thorpe. David E. Rose Production.

©IT STARTED WITH A KISS. .1 . (104). Sept. 4, '59

Comedy. Filmed in Spain. An Air Force sergeant
wins a fabulous cor-of-tcmorrow in a raffle and
marries the girl who sold him the ticket. He is

shipped off to Spain, and bride and car follow,

causing a near international situation on the base.
Glenn Ford, Debbie Reynolds, Eva Gabor, Gustavo
Rojo, Fred Clark. Director: George Marshall. Areola
Production. (CinemaScope.)

©LAST VOYAGE, THE . . 1 1 . . (91 ) Feb. 19
Drama. Filmed partly in Japan. Story of an old
luxury liner that disintegrates in mid-ocean, and
the dramatic rescue by the ship's captain and
crew of its 1 ,500 passengers. The yarn focuses on
the plight of a young husband whose wife is

trapped in her cabin. Robert Stack, Dorothy Ma-
lone, George Sanders, Edmond O'Brien, Tammy
Marihugh. Director: Andrew L. Stone. Andrew and
Virginia Stone Production.

LIBEL. .5. (100) Oct. 23, '59

Drama. British-made. Presents a sensational court-
room trial, in which a British Lord is accused of
being an impostor by a Canadian he had known
in a German prison camp during World War II.

Evidence piles up against the Lord until he
remembers one point, which clears him. Olivia de
Havilland, Dirk Bogarde, Robert Morley, Wilfrid

Hyde-White, Paul Massie. Director: Anthony As-
quith. Anatole de Grunwald Production.

©NEVER SO FEW, .8. .(124) Jan. 1

War Drama. Filmed in Burma. The torrid romance
of an American captain and a beautiful refugee
he meets in Calcutta while commanding 600
Kachin guerrillas in the North Burmese jungles
during World War II. Depicts his heroism in

avenging a Gl massacre. Frank Sinatra, Gina
Lollobrigida, Peter Lawford, Steve McQueen, Rich-
ard Johnson, Paul Henreid, Brian Donlevy, Dean
Jones. Director: John Sturges. Canterbury Pro-
duction. (CinemaScope.)
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PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL 1 4 .. (93) Moy 13
Drama. A father investigates on his own the
mysterious accidental death of his son at an
exclusive boys' military school attended by near-
incorrigible boys from broken, wealthy homes. He
nearly gets killed himself before exposing the
school's crooked faculty heads. Mickey Rooney,
Terry Moore, Dan Duryea, Yvette Mimieux, Con-
way Twitty. Director: Charles Haas. Albert Zug-
smith Production.

^©PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES . 13
(111) Apr. 15
Comedy. Based on Jean Kerr's hilarious book on
family life, dealing with a Broadway drama critic,

his wife and their four mischievous sons, and the
complications that arise when they leave Man-
hattan for life in the suburbs. Doris Day, David
Niven, Janis Paige, Spring Byington, Richard
Haydn. Director: Charles Walters. Euterpe Produc-
tion. (CinemaScope.)

©TARZAN, THE APE MAN . . 3 . . (82) . . Oct. 16, '59

Adventure Melodrama. The jungle adventures of a
girl who accompanies her father on a safari to
find the Elephants Graveyard and the ivory wealth
it holds. Saved by Tarzan from wild beasts and
cannibals, she stays to become his mate. Denny
Miller, Joanna Barnes, Cesare Danova, Robert
Douglas. Director: Joseph Newman.

©TIME MACHINE, THE . . 9 . . (1 03) Aug. 4
Science-Fiction Drama. Filmed in England. From
H. G. Wells' book about a young British inventor
of 1900 who perfects a time machine which takes
him through the fourth dimension to 802,701
A.D., with brief stops to witness three world wars,
1914, 1940 and 1966, before going on to the
strange civilization of the future. Rod Taylor, Alan
Young, Yvette Mimieux, Sebastian Cabot, Tom
Helmore. Director: George Pal. George Pal Pro-
duction.

©WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE, THE .

7

(104) Dec. 4, '59

Mystery Drama. Filmed in England. A Court of
Inquiry investigates the mystery surrounding a
wrecked freighter and its one survivor. The latter,

to establish his innocence, explores the hold of
the sunken ship, and gets evidence of murder by
an employe of the ship's owners. Gary Cooper,
Charlton Heston, Michael Redgrave, Emlyn Wil-
liams, Cecil Parker, Alexander Knox, Virginia Mc-
Kenna. Director: Michael Anderson. Blaustein-
Baroda Production. (CinemaScope.)

(REISSUES)
JAILHOUSE ROCK 806 (96) Mar. 11

Drama. Elvis Presley, Judy Tyler, Mickey Shaugh-
nessy. Dean Jones, Jennifer Holden. Director: Rich-
ard Thorpe. Avon Production. (CinemaScope.)

Paramount
(September, 1959 through August, 1960)

BELLBOY, THE . .5924. .(72) July
Comedy. Set in Miami Beach at a luxurious resort

hotel, the central character is bellboy Jerry Lewis,
who plays his role in pantomime—that of a
blundering bellhop who makes every mistake in

the book, and more. Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry, Bob
Clayton, Sonny Sands, and guest stars. Director:

Jerry Lewis. Jerry Lewis Production.

BIG NIGHT, THE . .5912. .(74) Feb.
Melodrama. A teenage boy and girl find a locked
briefcase thrown from a car being pursued by
police. They become dangerously involved as both
the robber and police search for the case, which
contains a $200,000 bank haul. Randy Sparks,
Venetia Stevenson, Dick Foran, Jesse White, Dick
Contino. Director: Sidney Salkow. Maycliff Pro-
duction.

BUT NOT FOR ME . 5903 . . (1 05) Oct. '59

Comedy. Story of a May-December romance be-
tween a middle-aged, dynamic theatrical producer
and his secretary whom he stars in his new play.
Patiently waiting on the sidelines is the producer's
ex-wife, who understands his foibles and still loves
him. Clark Gable, Carroll Baker, Lilli Palmer, Lee
J. Cobb, Barry Coe, Thomas Gomez. Director:
Walter Lang. Perlberg-Seaton Production.

CAREER . .5907 . (105) Nov. '59

Drama. Based on James Lee's off-Broadway play,
this tells the story of a dedicated stage actor,
his struggles and heartaches, including two un-
successful marriages, before finding fame on
Broadway. Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa, Caro-
lyn Jones, Shirley MacLaine, Joan Blackman, Robert
Middleton. Director: Joseph Anthony. Hal Wallis
Production.

CHANCE MEETING. .5914. .(94) Mar.
Mystery Melodrama. British-made. Based on Leigh
Howard's novel, "Blind Date," the film starts with
a murder, for which a Dutch artist is accused,
and then tells in flashback of the events leading
up to a surprise climax. Hardy Kruger, Stanley
Baker, Micheline Presle, Robert Flemying. Director:
Joseph Losey. Julian Wintle-Leslie Parkyn Pro-
duction for Sydney Box Associates.

©CIRCUS STARS 5913. (61) Feb.
Documentary. (Russian-made, with English-dubbed
narration.) U.S.-U.S.S.R. Cultural Film Exchange
Agreement. Stars the world famous Russian
clown, Popov; with a variety of trained animals,
trick horsemanship, aerial acrobatics, juggling
and other circus acts. Oleg Popov, Karandash,
Bubnov Brothers, Baghestan "Chovkra" tight-rope
walkers, Vladimir Durov, Alexander Serzh, Vladi-
mir Deveiko. Director: L. Kristy. (CinemaScope.)

^CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS. . 5919 .. (1 13) Apr.
Drama. British-made; filmed in Italy. Deals with
the rescue operations by a group of Italian nuns
during World War II who help Jewish refugee
children escape from a Nazi concentration camp
in northern Italy. Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms, Yvonne
Mitchell, Ronald Lewis, Albert Lieven, Peter Arne.
Director: Ralph Thomas. J. Arthur Rank Produc-
tion.

FIVE BRANDED WOMEN .. 5916 . .(101) May
Drama. Italian-made. Five Jugoslavian girls who
fraternized with Nazi soldiers in the German Army
of Occupation during World War II, are shorn
of their hair and evicted from the town. Saved
by a group of male partisans, they fight along-
side the men against the enemy invaders. Van
Heflin, Silvana Mangano, Vera Miles, Barbara
Bel Geddes, Jeanne Moreau, Richard Basehart,
Harry Guardino, Steve Forrest, Alex Nicol. Director:
Martin Ritt. Dino De Laurentiis Production.

©HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS .. 591 5 .. (1 00) Mar.
Comedy Western. A traveling theatrical troupe's
adventures in the old West. The beautiful star of
the show falls for a handsome gunman, bur
eventually is reunited with the show's owner, who
has loved her all along. Sophia Loren, Anthony
Quinn, Steve Forrest, Margaret O'Brien, Eileen
Heckart. Director: George Cukor. Ponti-Girosi Pro-
duction.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER .. 5920 .. (69) . . Apr.
Mystery Melodrama. British-made. A seaman on
shore leave becomes innocently involved in a
murder and the disappearance of the corpse. But
he and a young school teacher, who was also at
the murder scene, eventually track down the real
killers. Tony Wright, Shirley Eaton, Danny Green,
Harry H. Corbett, Willoughby Goddard. Director:
David Eady. Crescent Film Production.

©IT STARTED IN N APLES . . 5927 . . (1 00) Aug.
Comedy With Music. Filmed in Italy. An American
lawyer goes to Capri, where he tries to bring back
to America his orphaned nephew, a tough 9-year-
old whose young aunt opposes the move. When
she finally accedes, he finds he loves her and all

three are united. Clark Gable, Sophia Loren, Vit-
torio de Sica, Marietto, Paolo Carlini. Director:
Melville Shavelson. Shavelson-Rose Production.
(VistaVision.)

JACK THE RIPPER. 5910 . (85) Feb.

Murder Mystery. (One sequence in color.) Brmsh-
made. A new version of the "Ripper" murders. Set
in East London at the turn of the century, siory
concerns a series of baffling knife murders of
prostitutes, with clues leading to suspects con-
nected with a nearby hospital. Lee Patterson, Eddie
Byrne, Betty McDowall, Ewen Solon. Directors:

Robert S. Baker, Monty Berman. Joseph E. Levine
Presentation and a Mid-Century Film Production.

©JAYHAWKERS, THE. .5904. .(100) Oct. '59

Outdoor Drama. Set in Kansas in turbulent pre-

Civil War days, the story concerns a prison escapee
who breaks up the notorious Jayhawker gang
responsible for his wife's death, winning a state
pardon for himself and a pretty French widow.
Jeff Chandler, Fess Parker, Nicole Maurey, Henry
Silva. Director: Melvin Frank. Panama-Frank Pro-

duction. (VistaVision.)

©LI'L ABNER. .5908. .(114) Dec. '59

Musical. Based on Al Capp's famed comic strip

and the Broadway stage hit. Dogpatch, declared
"unnecessary" by the U. S. Government, is threat-
ened with extinction when Washington decides to

make it a bomb testing area, but Mammy Yokum
saves the day with her "Yokumberry health tonic,"

made from a tree found only in her yard. Peter
Palmer, Leslie Parrish, Stubby Kaye, Howard St.

John, Julie Newmar, Stella Stevens. Director: Mel-
vin Frank. Panama-Frank Production. (Vista-

Vision.)

©PRISONER OF THE VOLGA . . 5921 .. (82) May
Historical Drama. (Italian-made, with English-

dubbed dialog.) The adventures of a young cavalry
officer in feudal Russia who flees from a murder
frame-up by a rascally general and is befriended
by three Volga boatmen and a peasant girl. He
ultimately is exonerated and returns to his regi-

ment. John Derek, Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams,
Charles Vanel, Gert Froebe. Director: W. Touc-
jansky. Transmonde-Fides Production. (Totalscope.)

PSYCHO . .5926 . .(109) Aug.
Melodrama. A murder mystery revolving around a
girl who absconds with $40,000 and her subse-
quent encounter with the youthful proprietor of

an isolated motel who is under the influence ot

an insane mother. Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,

John Gavin, Janet Leigh, Martin Balsam, John
Mclntire. Director: Alfred Hitchcock. Alfred Hitch-
cock Production.

©RAT RACE, THE. 5923.. (105) July

Comedy Drama. From Garson Kanin's play about
two naive people, an ambitious boy and girl who
arrive in Manhattan in quest of that one big
break, but only find disillusionment and heart-
break. They meet, eventually fall in love, and
decide to take their chances together. Tony Curtis,

Debbie Reynolds, Jack Oakie, Kay Medford, Don
Rickies. Director: Robert Mulligan. Perlberg-Seaton
Production.

©TARZAN THE MAGN IFICENT . . 5925 .. (88) ... July
Jungle Melodrama. Filmed in Africa. Tarzan is

taking a murderer to a police post, and is trailed

through the jungle by the prisoner's father and
two brothers. Tells of Tarzan's adventures and
narrow escapes en route before finally delivering

the man to police. Gordon Scott, Jock Mahoney,
Betta St. John, John Carradine, Alexandra Stewart.
Director: Robert Day. Sy Weintraub-Harvey Hayu-
tin Production.

THAT KIND OF WOMAN . .5901 . . (92) Sept. '59

Drama. Story of a "good-time girl," with a wealthy
boy friend, who meets and falls in love with a
young paratrooper bound for overseas. She finds

she has to make a choice between love and se-

curity. Sophia Loren, Tab Hunter, Jack Warden,
Barbara Nichols, Keenan Wynn, George Sanders.

Director: Sidney Lumet. Ponti-Girosi Production.

TOUCH OF LARCENY, A .5911.. (93) Jan.

Comedy Drama. British-made. A landbourtd British

Admiralty commander, whose weakness is pretty

women, actually falls for a girl who turns out to

be his friend's fiancee. He concocts a fantastic

scheme to disappear with some secret files and
later, when proved innocent of treason, sues the
newspapers for slander. James Mason, Vera Miles,

George Sanders, Robert Flemyng, Horry Andrews,
Duncan Lamont. Director: Guy Hamilton. Ivon
Foxwell Production.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLAN ET . . 591 7 . . (85) ..Apr.

Comedy. The antics of an impish outer spaceman
who visits earth, but mistakenly believes he has
arrived during the Civil War. Dressed for that
period, he appears ot a masquerade party, is taken
for one of the guests, and becomes involved in a
series of hilarious complications. Jerry Lewis, Earl

Holliman, Joan Blackman, Fred Clark, Lee Patrick.

Director: Norman Taurog. Hal Wallis Production.

WALK LIKE A DRAGON . 5922 .. (95) June
Outdoor Drama. Set in San Francisco in the 1870s,

story deals with the conflict between an American
and a Chinese man, both in love with an Oriental

slave girl. To end the violent fued that develops,

the girl marries her countryman. Jack Lord, Nobu
McCarthy, James Shigeta, Mel Torme, Josephine
Hutchinson. Director: James Clavell.

(REISSUES)
©BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE . . R5906 . . (103). . Jan.

War Dramo. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric

March, Mickey Rooney. Director: Mark Robson.
Perlberg-Seaton Production.

COUNTRY GIRL, THE . . R5905 . . (104) . . . Jan.

Drama. Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly, William Holden,

Anthony Ross. Director: George Seaton. Perlberg-

Seaton Production.

©GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, THE. .R5918
(152) May
Drama With Music. Betty Hutton, Cornel Wilde,

Charlton Heston, Dorothy Lamour, Gloria Grahame,
James Stewart. Director: Cecil B. DeMille. Cecil B.

DeMille Production.

©SAMSON AND DELILAH .. R5902 .. (120) . .Sept. '59

Biblical Spectacle. Hedy Lamarr, Victor Mature,

George Sanders, Angela Lansbury, Henry Wilcoxon.

Director: Cecil B. DeMille. Cecil B. DeMille Produc-

tion.

©ULYSSES. . R5909. (80) Nov. '59

Costume Drama. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano,
Anthony Quinn, Rossana Podesta. Director: Mario
Camerini. Ponti-De Laurentiis Production; a Lux
Film.

20th Century-Fox
(October, 1959 through September, 1960)

©BELOVED INFIDEL. . 936-5 .. (1 23) . Nov. '59

Biographical Drama. From columnist Sheilah Gra-

ham's autobiography, which highlights her ill-

fated romance with novelist F. Scott Fitzgerald,

whose dissipations lead to his early death. Gregory

Peck, Deborah Kerr, Eddie Albert, Philip Ober.

Director: Henry King. Jerry Wald Production.

(CinemaScope.)

©BEST OF EVERYTHING, THE. .931-6

(121) Oct. 59

Drama. From a novel by Rona Jaffe, the film is

a series of vignettes involving several New York

career girls who work for a publishing firm, and

depicts their lives, loves and disillusionments. Hope
Lange, Stephen Boyd, Suzy Parker, Martha Hyer,

Robert Evans, Louis Jourdan, Joan Crawford. Di-

rector: Jean Negulesco. Jerry Wald Production.

(CinemaScope.)

BLOOD AND STEEL. .937-3. (63) Dee. '59

War Drama. Story of a condemned Seabees mis-

sion on Gizo island in the South Pacific in 1943.

Tells of the first advancing and island-hopping of

the wartime construction force, shown in actual

combat. John Lupton, Ziva Rodann, Brett Halsey,

James Edwards, John Brinkley. Director: Bernard

L. Kowalski. Associated Producers Production.

(Regalscope.)

BOBBIKINS. .004-2. (89) June

Comedy. British-made. A "talking," 18-month-old

baby gives his dad stock market tips that make
him rich. The wealth only brings about a rifl

between the baby's folks, but he succeeds in

reuniting them, then goes back to being a normal

little boy again. Shirley Jones, Max Bygraves,

Steven Stocker, Barbara Shelley. Director: Robert

Day. (CinemaScope.)

©CAN-CAN. 041 -4.. (131) Special

Musical. (For roadshow engagements only.) From
the Cole Porter-Abe Burrows Broadway hit musi-

cal. Story concerns the attempts of 19th century
Parisian reformers to ban the can-can dance in

a Montmartre cafe, and a romantic triangle that
develops between the pretty cafe owner, her lawyer
boy friend and the ban-wielding judge. Frank
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Sinatra Shirley MacLaine, Maurice Chevalier, Louis
Jeurdan, Juliet Prowse, Marcel Dalio. Director:

Wolter Lang. Suffolk-Cummings Production. (Todd-
AO.)

CRACK IN THE MIRROR 01 8-2 .. (97) May
Melodrama. Filmed in France. Based on a French
novel, "Drama in the Mirror," by Marcel Haed-
rich. Set in Paris, and presents a double triangle,
each on a different social level, in both of which
an older man is betrayed and one of them killed

by a wife who has taken a young lover. Orsor
Welles, Juliette Greco, Bradford Dillman, Alexan-
der Knox, Catherine Lacy. Director: Richard
Fleischer. Darryl F. Zanuck Production. (Cinema-
Scope.)

©DOG OF FLANDERS, A 011-7 . (96) Mar.
Drama. Filmed in Holland and Belgium. The story
of a young boy and his grandfather who live out-
side Antwerp in Belgium. During deliveries on the
grandfather's milk route, they find a sick, stray
dog and nurse it back to health. David Ladd,
Donald Crisp, Theodore Bikel, "Petrasche," the
Wonder Dog. Director: James B. Clark. (Cinema-
Scope.)

FIVE GATES TO HELL. 932-4.. (98) Oct. '59

Drama. Sovage Red guerrillas capture a Red Cross
field hospital in Indo-China. Tells of the heroism
of the small hospital staff in the face of kid-
naping, torture, rape and murder. Only two of the
group survive. Dolores Michaels, Patricia Owens,
Neville Brand, Ken Scott, Nobu McCarthy. Direc-
tor: James Clavell. (Cinemascope.)

©FLAME OVER IN DIA . . 01 7-4 . . (1 30) May
Adventure Drama. British-made; filmed in Indio.
British title is "North West Frontier." A British
Captain rescues a five-year-old Hindu prince and
his American governess, and together they flee
before a Moslem rebellion. The boy's father is

killed, and it becomes the duty of the Captain
to protect the child on whose life depends the
fate of India. Kenneth More, Lauren Bacall,
Herbert Lorn, Wilfrid Hyde White, I. S. Johar.
Director: J. Lee Thompson. J. Arthur Rank Pro-
duction. (CinemaScope.)

©FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE. .030-7. .(84) Aug.
Drama. Story of a little Indian orphan lad who
dreams of becoming a doctor, two priests who
dream of a new church, and a quarter horse the
boy nurses back to health, which becomes a
record-breaking racehorse and makes both dreams
come true. Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin, Arthur
Shields, Rex Allen, Danny Bravo. Director: George
Sherman. Shergari Corp. Production. (CinemaScope.)

©FRECKLES. .043-0. (84) Sept.
Drama. From Gene Stratton Porter's novel of a
courageous, 20-year-old orphan boy with a missing
left hand who "single-handedly" protects a forest
besieged by timber outlaws, and of his love for
the beautiful Chris. Martin West, Carol Christen-
sen, Jack Lambert, Steven Peck, Roy Barcroft.
Director: Andrew V. McLaglen. Associated Pro-
ducers Production. (CinemaScope.)

©FROM THE TERRACE. .028-1 . .(144). July—Special
Drama. From John O'Hara's novel of family con-
flict, tempestuous romance, greed and infidelity
among members of a third-generation mainline
fomily. Traces the story of a young man who
leaves his parents' home of dissension only to
marry a selfish society girl who finds herself a
lover while he is busy building a successful busi-
ness career. Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward,
Myrna Loy, Ina Balin, Leon Ames, Patrick O'Neal,
Felix Aylmer. Director: Mark Robson. (Cinema-
Scope.)

HIGH POWERED RIFLE, THE .. 038-0 .. (60) July
Action Drama. A story that deals with bookmak-
ing, narcotics and the repeated attempts at mur-
der of a private eye who is on the trail of a big
dope ring. Willard Parker, Allison Hayes, Dan Sim-
mons, Shirley O'Hara, John Holland. Director:
Moury Dexter. Capri Production.

©HOUND-DOG MAN . .933-2. .(87) Nov. '59
Comedy Drama. A backwoods story of two young
brothers who hate doing chores around home, but
idolize their shiftless, happy-go-lucky neighbor who
takes them on a fishing and hunting jaunt. An
incident awakens all of them to a more responsible
outlook on life Fabian, Carol Lynley, Stuart Whit-
man, Arthur O'Connell, Dodie Stevens. Director:
Don Siegel. Jerry Wald Production. (CinemaScope.)

©IDIOT, THE. .020-8. .(122) Aug.
Drama. (Russian-made, with English-dubbed dialog.)
Adapted from Dostoevski's classic novel of the
Czarist era. A Russian nobleman offers a dowry
to marry off his former mistress to someone else.
The girl throws over all her suitors, including a
Russian prince who has fallen in love with her, to
denounce her life of luxury and sin to face an
uncertain future with another man. J. Borisova,
Y. Yakolev, N. Podgorny, L. Parkhomenko, R.
Maximova. Director: Ivan Pyriev. Mosfilm Produc-
tion. (U.S.-U.S.S.R. Cultural Film Exchange Agree-
ment.)

^©JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH
934-0 (129) Dee. '59
Science-Fiction Drama. A college professor leods
an expedition to seek a buried city in the depths
of the earth, which they find after many adven-
tures. On their return, the travelers are beset by
mammoth subterranean prehistoric animals. Pat
Boone, James Mason, Arlene Dahl, Diane Baker.
Director: Henry Levin. (CinemaScope.)

©LET'S MAKE LOVE . 034-9 (118) . Sept.—Special
Comedy With Music. A billionaire learns he is

being satirized in an off-Broadway revue. He goes
to see what it's all about and mistakenly gets cast
to play himself, but goes along with the idea
when he spots the femme star, in whom he be-
comes interested. Marilyn Monroe, Yves Montand,
Tony Randall, Frankie Vaughan, Wilfrid Hyde
White. Director: George Cukor. Jerry Wald Produc-
tion. (CinemaScope.)

y©LOST WORLD THE 026-5 . (96) July
Adventure Drama. The hair-raising adventures of
a London zoology professor who leads an expedi-
tion to South America to view a lost continent
still in its Dinosaur Age which he had accidentally
discovered on a previous exploration trip. Michael
Rennie, Jill St. John, David Hedison, Claude Rains,
Fernando Lamas. Director: Irwin Allen. Irwin Allen
Production. (CinemaScope.)

©MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD WOMEN, THE
919-1 . .(105) Oct. '59

Drama. An award-winning film producer who mar-
ries a promising starlet he adores, spends so much
time furthering her career that their marriage is

never consummated. When she falls in love with
a handsome Frenchman while on film location,
the producer becomes violently jealous. Leslie
Caron, Henry Fonda, Cesare Danova, Myron Mc-
Cormick, Marcel Dalio, Conrad Nagel. Director:
Nunnally Johnson. (CinemaScope.)

©MASTERS OF THE CONGO JUNGLE. 012-5
(88) __ Apr.
Jungle Documentary. Filmed in the Belgian Congo,
and is a photographic history of the Belgian
Congo's equatorial jungle life. Shows the human
and animal jungle dwellers as they are today
before civilization makes its inevitable changes.
Narrators: Orson Welles, William Warfield. Direc-
tors: Heinz Sielmann, Henry Brandt. Belgian Inter-
national Scientific Foundation Presentation. (Cine-
maScope.)

MURDER INC.. .031-5. (99) ..-July
Melodrama. Deals with a vicious murder-for-hire
syndicate that terrorized the East in the '30s. An
innocent man is trapped into doing the bidding of

the syndicate, but finally is able to give testimony
for the state which sends the top gangsters to the
chair. Stuart Whitman, May Britt, Henry Morgan,
Peter Falk. Directors: Burt Balaban, Stuart Rosen-
berg. (CinemaScope.)

©ONE FOOT IN HELL. .029-9 (90) Aug.
Outdoor Drama. The story of a man who carefully
formulates and embarks upon a diabolical plan of
vengeance against a town which he believes is

responsible for his wife's death. Alan Ladd, Don
Murray, Dan O'Herlihy, Dolores Michaels, Barry
Coe. Director: James B. Clark. (CinemaScope.)

OPERATION AMSTERDAM. .015-8. .(105) June
Melodrama. British-made. Teils how a Brtiish In-

telligence agent and a pair of diamond merchants
carry out a mission of getting a fortune in indus-
trial diamonds out of Amsterdam just after the
Nazis have invaded Holland. Peter Finch, Eva
Bartok, Tony Britton, Alexander Knox, Malcolm
Keen. Director: Michael McCarthy. J. Arthur Rank
Production.

ROOKIE, THE. 003-4. .(86) Jan.
Comedy. The misadventures of a young man who
insists on being inducted into the Army. Through
a mistake he is accepted on V-J Day, and an
entire army camp is kept open for his training
alone. Tommy Noonan, Pete Marshall, Julie New-
mar, Jerry Lester. Director: George O'Hanlon.
Associated Producers Production. (CinemaScope.)

SEVEN THIEVES. 002-6 (102) Jon.
Melodrama. Set in modern Cannes, the story de-
tails an elaborate plan successfully carried out
by seven persons to rob the vault of the Monte
Carlo casino. Two members then have a change
of heart and force the others to return the
money. Edward G. Robinson, Rod Steiger, Joan
Collins, Eli Wollach, Alexander Scourby. Director:
Henry Hathaway. Sydney Boehm Production.
(CinemaScope.)

SINK THE BISMARCK!. .005-9 .(97) Feb.
War Drama. British-made. Depicts the events lead-
ing up to and including the British fleet's destruc-
tion of the German battleship, Bismarck, in the
early days of World War II. Kenneth More, Dana
Wynter, Carl Mohner, Laurence Naismith, Geoffrey
Keen. Director: Lewis Gilbert. John Brabourne
Production. (CinemaScope.)

SONS AND LOVERS. .035-6. (103) Aug.
Drama. Filmed in England. From D. H. Lawrence's
novel about a young talented amateur artist tied
to his mother's apron strings, who tries to under-
stand life through two love affairs, both disap-
pointing. After his mother's death, he goes on
to study art, as she had wished. Trevor Howard,
Dean Stockwell, Wendy Hiller, Mary Ure, Heather
Sears. Director: Jack Cardiff. Jerry Wald Produc-
tion. (CinemaScope.)

©SOUTH PACIFIC. .023-2. (151) Mar.
Musical Drama. (Regular release; CinemaScope
version.) Filmed in Hawaii. From James A. Mich-
ener's book and based on the Rodgers and Ham-
merstein musical, story tells of the romance be-
tween a young Navy nurse and a Frenchman in

Hawaii during the war with Japan. Rossano Brazzi,
Mitzi Gaynor, John Kerr, France Nuyen, Ray
Walston, Juanita Hall. Director: Joshua Logan.
Magna Production.

SQUAD CAR. 044-8 (60) Sept.

Melodramo. Story of the activities of a squad car
detective who solves a baffling murder and rounds
up a counterfeiting ring operating out of Arizona

and Mexico. Vici Raaf Paul Bryar, Don Marlowe,
Lyn Moore. Director: Ea Leftwich. Futuramic Pro-
duction.

©STORY OF RUTH, THE. 021-6 (132) June
Biblical Drama. From the biblical story of Ruth,
which portrays her pagan upbringing, her first

love for a Judean whom she marries on his death-
bed, devotion to her mother-in-law, her courageous
fight for acceptance among her husband's people,
and the romantic conflict in her love for Boaz.
Stuart Whitman, Tom Tryon, Peggy Wood, Viveca
Lindfors, Jeff Morrow, Elana Eden. Director: Henry
Koster. Samuel G. Engel Production. (Cinema-
Scope.)

STORY ON PAGE ONE, THE . 001 -8 . . (1 23) Jan.
Drama. An illicit love affair by a woman married
to a brutal police officer leads to a courtroom
drama in which the two lovers are on trial for
the slaying of the husband. Rita Hayworth, An-
thony Franciosa, Gig Young, Mildred Dunnock,
Hugh Griffith. Director: Clifford Odets. Jerry Wald
Production. (CinemaScope.)

THIRD VOICE, THE. 006-7. .(79) Feb.
Drama. The step-by-step plotting of the "perfect
crime" by the jilted mistress of a financial tycoon
and a man whose resemblance to the tycoon paves
the way for a cleverly-contrived impersonation
and a giant swindle. The killers are caught and
exposed in a surprise climax. Edmond O'Brien,
Julie London, Laraine Day, Olga San Juan. Direc-
tor: Hubert Cornfield. (CinemaScope.)

13 FIGHTING MEN . . 01 3-3 . . (69) Apr.
Action Drama. Set at close of Civil War, in which
a 13-man Union cavalry patrol, returning with
$49,000 in Government gold which they are pro-
tecting, has to battle it out with an evil Con-
federate officer and his band who want the gold.
Grant Williams, Brad Dexter, Carole Mathews,
Robert Dix, Richard Garland. Director: Harry
Gerstad. Associated Producers Production. (Cinema-
Scope.)

©39 STEPS, THE 032-3.. (95) Aug.
Mystery Melodrama. British-made. Remake of a
1935 British film, dealing with the adventures of
a Londoner who becomes involved with spies and
murder when he innocently befriends a woman
agent. Kenneth More, Taina Elg, Brenda de Banzie,
Barry Jones, James Hayter. Director: Ralph Thomas.
J. Arthur Rank Production.

©THREE MURDERESSES. .007-5. (96) Feb.
Comedy Drama. (French-made, with English-dubbed
dialog.) Three girls, all in love with the same
handsome, two-timing playboy, plot to poison him.
At the end, the hero marries one of the three in
the prison chapel as the other girls watch from
behind bars. Alain Delon, Mylene Demongeot,
Pascale Petit, Jacqueline Sassard, Noel Roquevert,
Andre Luguet. Director: Michael Baisrand. Paul
Graetz Production. (French-language version titled,
"Women Are Weak," was released by NTA Pic-
tures for the 19o8-59 season.)

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS .027-3. (74) July
Mystery Melodrama. (Italian-made, with English-
dubbed dialog.) An American secret service agent
goes to Tangiers to crack an international nar-
cotics ring. He falls in love with a girl and dis-
covers that, unknown to her, her toster father
actually is leader of the ring. Edmund Purdom,
Genevieve Page, Gino Cervi, Jose Guardiola. Direc-
tor: Riccardo Freda. (CinemaScope.)

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL .. 022-4. . (83) June
Melodrama. A young Greek visitor to New York
who accidentally witnesses a gangland killing, is

pursued by the killers to a small town hideout.
When finally captured, the killers expose a crooked
police captain on the big city force who is in
cahoots with the criminals. Nico Minardos, Barbara
Eden, Grant Richards Russ Conway, Art Baker.
Director: Edward L. Cahn. Associated Producers
Production. (CinemaScope.)

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS . . 01 6-6 . . (63) May
Melodrama. Set in a California lumber camp, story
centers around an ingenious plan engineered by
two men and a woman to steal the lumber mill
payroll. But the "perfect crime" hits a snag and
fails. John Hudson, Lynn Bernay, Ed Nelson,
Michael Forest, Robert Shayne. Director: William
N. Witney. Associated Producers Production. (Cine-
maScope.)

©WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER . 01 0-9 .. (126) .. Apr.
Comedy. An ex-GI is accidentally recalled to Air
Force duty and shipped off to a drab island base
in the South Pacific. With the help of the com-
manding officer and the men, he builds a resort
hotel and turns the island into a vacation para-
dise. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Jack Warden,
Nobu McCarthy, Dick Shawn, Robert Strauss. Direc-
tor: Mervyn Le Roy. Mervyn Le Roy Production.
(CinemaScope.)

©WALK TALL . . 042-2 . . (60) Sept.
Outdoor Drama. In which a U.S. Cavalry captain
is sent on a lone mission to capture and bring
back for trial a renegade Army officer who has
been killing and scalping Indians for bounty money.
Willard Parker, Joyce Meadows, Kent Taylor. Di-
rector: Maury Dexter. Associated Producers Pro-
duction. (CinemaScope.)

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING 008-3 (81) Mar.
Compilation. A compilation of shorts and comedy
clips from film favorites of yesteryear toplining
many of the screen's all-time comedy greats.

Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton, Laurel and Hardy,
Wallace Beery, Gloria Swanson, Keystone Kops, and
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others. Norroted by Dwight Weist. Produced and
written by Robert Youngson.

©WILD RIVER. .009-1 . .(110) June
Drama. Set in the initial days of the Tennessee
Valley Authority, story centers around the heart-
breaking job of a young government official in

evicting an 80-year-old Southern matriarch from
her beloved Tennessee home to make way for the
TVA dam project. Montgomery Clift, Lee Remick,
Jo Van Fleet, Albert Salmi, Jay C. Flippen. Direc-
tor: Elia Kazan. (CinemaScope.)

©WIND CANNOT READ, THE 01 4-1 . . (1 07) . . Mar.
Drama. British-made. The tragic love story of a
British pilot and a Japanese girl who meet and
marry in India. Ordered back to the front, the
pilot is captured and tortured by the Japanese,
but escapes and returns to find his wife dying
from a brain operation. The title is from a Japa-
nese poem. Dirk Bogarde, Yoko Tani, John Fraser,

Ronald Lewis. Director: Ralph Thomas. J. Arthur
Rank Production.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES. 033-1 .(73) Aug.
Western Drama. Set at close of Civil War, the
film starts off with Jesse James as a teenager
witnessing the hanging of his stepfather by Union
soldiers. He joins Quantrill's raiders and begins his
life of crime and violence as a trigger-happy out-
law. Ray Stricklyn, Willard Parker, Merry Anders,
Robert Dix, Emile Meyer. Director: William Clax-
ton. Associated Producers Production. (Cinema-
Scope.)

(REISSUES)
©DAVID AND BATHSHEBA. 024-0 .(116) May

Biblical Drama. Gregory Peck, Susan Hayward,
Raymond Massey, Kieron Moore. Director: Henry
F. King. Darryl F. Zanuck Production.

United Artists
(October, 1959 through September, 1960)

©AND QUIET FLOWS THE DON Russion
(107) June
Drama. (Russian-language, with English titles.)

Based on novel by Mikhail Sholokhov, and tells

the story of illicit romance and cuckoldry, cen-
tered around a young Cossack caught up in the
stirring events of Russia just prior to and immedi-
ately following World War I. Ellina Bystritskaya,
Pyotr Glebov, Zinaida Kirienko, Danilo Ilchenko.
Director: Sergei Gerasimov. (Soxexport Film under
the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Cultural Film Exchange Agree-
ment.)

APARTMENT, THE 601 7 . . (125) July
Comedy Drama. The hilarious events that unfold
when an ambitious young insurance clerk, secretly

in love with the elevator girl, lets his philandering
superiors use his bachelor apartment as a trysting

place to meet their respective girl friends, then
learns the elevator girl is one of the back-street
sweethearts. Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine, Fred
MacMurray, Ray Walston, Edie Adams. Director:

Billy Wilder. Mirisch Co. Presentation. (Panavision.)

©BOY AND THE PIRATES, THE. .6011 .(82). . Apr.
Adventure Comedy. Re-enacts the dream of an
11 -year-old youngster about his adventures as a
cabin boy on Blackboard's pirate ship, his friend-
ship with a little girl he rescues from a Dutch
ship, and tells how the two ohildren outwit the
pirates with a fake treasure map. Charles Herbert,
Susan Gordon, Murvyn Vye, Joseph Turkel, Paul
Guilfoyle. Director: Bert I. Gordon. Bert I. Gordon
Production. (Perceptovision.)

CAGE OF EVIL 6018 (70) July

Melodrama. An embittered cop, assigned to a
jewel-robbery case, falls for the thief's girl friend,

and goes along with her in a plot to murder the
crook and flee the country with the gems. Ron
Foster, Pat Blair, Harp McGuire. Director: Edward
L. Cahn. Zenith Piets. Presentation.

COUNTERPLOT 5934 .(76) Oct. '59

Melodrama. An American fugitive from justice

conducts a feverish search for a murderer in

Puerto Rico to clear himself of the false charge,
and finds his efforts temporarily blocked by a
crooked lawyer and the murderer himself. Forrest

Tucker, Allison Hayes, Gerald Milton, Jackie
Wayne, Richard Vernie. Director: Kurt Neumann.
J. Harold Odell Production.

DOG'S BEST FRIEND, A .5937 . (70) Jan.
Drama. A lonely, unhappy boy cares for an in-

jured dog he finds with a pistol by its side,

unaware that the gun is evidence in a murder
case. The sheriff thinks the dog is the killer but
the real killer is caught when he tries to get the
gun, and all ends happily. Bill Williams, Marcia
Henderson, Roger Mobley, Charles Cooper, Dean
Stanton. Director: Edward L. Cahn. Premium Piets.

Presentation.

©ELMER GANTRY. .6023. .(145) Aug.
Drama. Based on Sinclair Lewis's controversial
novel of the late '20s, which exposes the private
life and morals of a religious charlatan. Burt Lan-
caster, Jean Simmons, Dean Jagger, Arthur Ken-
nedy, Shirley Jones, Patti Page. Director: Richard
Brooks.

FUGITIVE KIND, THE 6012. (119) May
Drama. Based on Tennessee Williams' play, "Or-
pheus Descending." The wife of an ailing Missis-
sippi storekeeper falls in love with an itinerant
musician, a man much younger than herself, then
finds she has to compete with a young girl for

his love. Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani, Joanne

Woodward, Maureen Stapleton, Victory Jory. Direc-

tor: Sidney Lumet. Jurow-Shepherd-Pennebaker
Production.

GALLANT HOURS, THE . 601 4 . (1 1 5) May
Biographical Drama. Story of the famed U. S.

Naval hero of World War II, Admiral William F.

Halsey, and his historic role in the bitter fighting
on Guadacanal in 1942. James Cagney, Dennis
Weaver, Ward Costello, Richard Jaeckel, Les Tre-
mayne, Robert Burton. Director: Robert Montgom-
ery. Cagney-Montgomery Production.

GUNFIGHTERS OF ABILENE . 6004 . . (67) Jan.
Western Drama. A man sets out to find his miss-
ing brother, accused of absconding with $68,000
and learns the brother was murdered. He tracks
down the killer, proves he also had stolen the
money, and clears his brother's name. Buster
Crabbe, Barton MacLane, Judith Ames, Eugenia
Paul. Director: Edward L. Cahn. Vogue Piets.

Presentation.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY 6001 (81) Dec. '59

Comedy. The domestic complications that develop
when a slightly tipsy husband, celebrating his 13th
wedding anniversary, reveals that he and his wife
had had pre-marital relations. The situation wor-
sens when their daughter innocently blabs the
family scandal on a children's panel show. David
Niven, Mitzi Gaynor, Carl Reiner, Loring Smith,
Monique Van Vooren. Director. David Miller. Fields

Production.

©LAST DAYS OF POMPEII, THE . 6020 . . (1 03) . . July
Spectacle Drama. (Italian-made, with English-
dubbed dialog.) Set against the destruction of the
wicked city of Pompeii by the eruption of Mt.
Vesuvius, the story centers around a Roman Cen-
turion, in love with o Christian girl, who fights
gladiators and lions to win her. Steve Reeves,
Anne Marie Baumann, Cristina Kauffman, Barbara
Carroll, Fernando Rey. Director: Mario Bonnard.
Cineproduzioni - Procusa - Transocean Production.
(Supertotalscope.)

©MACUMBA LOVE. 6016 (86) June
Horror Melodrama. Made in Brazil. An author
writing a book exposing voodoo practices in the
Brazilian jungle, becomes dangerously involved
with the high priestess of a murderous voodoo
cult, and is rescued in nick of time by native
police. Walter Reed, Ziva Rodann, William Well-
man jr., June Wilkinson. Director: Douglas Fowley.

MUSIC BOX KID, THE 6015 (74) June
Melodrama. Depicts the criminal career of a 21-
year-old hoodlum of the '20s, from his rise as a
small-time crook to a power-mad underworld execu-
tioner. Hated and feared even by the gangsters
themselves, his life ends in a volley of police

bullets. Ronald Foster, Luana Patten, Grant Rich-
ards, Johnny Seevn. Director: Edward L. Cahn.
Premium Piets. Presentation.

NIGHT FIGHTERS, THE 6025 (88) Sept.
Drama. Filmed in Ireland. Set in Ireland in 1940,
when Nazi Germany began invadinq Europe and
Irish patriots were trying to expell the British from
northern Ireland. Depicts the upheaval and terror-

ism that followed. Robert Mitchum, Anne Heywood,
Dan O'Herlihy, Cyril Cusack. Richard Harris. Direc-
tor: Toy Garnett. D.R.M.-Raymond Stross Produc-
tion.

NOOSE FOR A GUNMAN .. 601 3 . . (69) May
Western. How a reformed gunslinger wins over a
hostile town when he saves the townspeople from
an infamous bandit gang and exposes the unsus-
pected land baron who is in league with the crooks.
Jim Davis, Barton MacLane. Lyn Thomas, Ted de
Corsia. Leo Gordon Harrv Carev jr. Director: Ed-
ward L. Cahn. Premium Piets. Presentation.

ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW 5938 (95) Nov. '59

Drama. An ex-policeman masterminds a bank rob-
bery with two accomplices, a white man and a
Negro, which misfires because of racial antagon-
ism by one of the trio, culminating in a tragic
explosion and an ironical climax. Harry Belafonte,
Robert Ryon, Shelley Winters. Ed Begley, Gloria
Grahame. Director: Robert Wise. Horbel Produc-
tion.

OKLAHOMA TERRITORY. 6007. .(67) Mar.
Outdoor Drama. In which a prosecuting attorney
who had convicted an Indian chief for murder,
reopens the case after public pressure and learns
the chief was framed by a conniving railroad
agent. Turning defense attorney, he unmasks the
real culprits and clears the innocent chief. Bill

Williams. Gloria Talbott, Ted de Corsia, Walter
Sande, Grant Richards. Director: Edward L. Cahn.
Premium Piets. Presentation.

OON THE BEACH. 6003 (133) Feb.
Drama. Largely filmed in Australia, From Nevil
Shute's novel, set in Australia, which tells of the
reactions of a small group of nuclear war sur-
vivors, who know they are doomed to die by an
approaching radioactive cloud which has already
depopulated the rest of the world's inhabitants.
Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner, Fred Astaire, Anthony
Perkins, Donna Anderson. Director: Stanley Kramer.
Stanley Kramer Production.

PUSHER, THE . .6006. (81)... Jon.
Melodrama. An underworld narcotics pusher operat-
ing in the Harlem district of Manhattan ultimately
is exposed following a pair of murders, with the
trail leading to the killer when a cop on the case
learns his daughter is a dope addict and traces
her source of supplies. Kathy Carlyle, Douglas F.

Rodgers, Felice Orlandi, Robert Lansing, Sara
Aman, Sloan Simpson. Director: Gene Milford. Gene
Milford-Sidney Katz Production.

©SOLOMON AND SHEBA 6005 (139) Jan.
Biblical Spectacle. Filmed in Spain. Sheba visits

Israel to destroy King Solomon but, instead, they
fall in love and though at first rejected by the
Israelites following the Egyptian raid on Israel

and destruction of the Temple, Sheba is later
accepted as Solomon's Queen. Yul Brynner, Gina
Lollobrigida, George Sanders, Marisa Pavan, David
Farrar. Director: King Vidor. Edward Small Pre-
sentation, and a King Vidor Production. (Super
Technirama 70.)

STUDS LONIGAN. 6019 (95) Sept.
Drama. Based on James T. Farrell's novel about
the emotional problems of an Irish-American boy
growing up in Chicago during the roaring '20s,
who straightens out his problems when he finally
faces up to his responsibilities in life. Christopher
Knight, Dick Foran, Venetia Stevenson, Jay C.
Flippen, Frank Gorshin. Director: Irving Lerner.
Longridge Enterprises Production.

SUBWAY IN THE SKY .5929 (85) Nov. '59
Melodrama. British-made. Set in post-war Germany
during the American occupation, plot deals with
an American, accused of murder and narcotics
peddling, who hides from police in an attempt to
gain evidence to clear himself. He is captured but
eventually the real murderer is unmasked. Van
Johnson, Hildegarde Neff, Albert Lieven, Cec
Linder. Director: Muriel Box.

TAKE A GIANT STEP 6008 .. (100) Feb.
Drama. From the Broadway stage play by Louis
Peterson, which tells the story of a Negro youth's
first struggles with adolescence and his place in a
white man's world. Johnny Nash, Estelle Hemsley,
Frederick O'Neal, Ruby Dee. Director: Philip Lea-
cock. Sheila Production for Hecht-Hill-Lancaster.

THREE CAME TO KILL. 6009. (70) Apr.
Melodrama. The story of an attempted political

assassination of a visiting premier in Los Angeles,
and how the plot is thwarted by Secret Service
agents and by a man whose family is being held
hostage by the killers. Cameron Mitchell, John
Lupton, Steve Brodie, Lyn Thomas. Director: Ed-
ward L. Cahn. Premium Piets. Presentation.

TIMBUKTU 5912. (91) Oct. '59

Drama. A World War II story of intrigue and
violence, set in the French Sudan. An American
gun-runner acts as a go-between to the French
commandant, the independence-seeking Emir, and
the peace-loving Arab leader. Victor Mature,
Yvonne De Carlo, George Dolenz, John Dehner,
Marcia Henderson, Robert Clarke. Director: Jacques
Tourneur. Imperial Piets. Presentation.

©UNFORGIVEN, THE 6010 (120) Apr.
Western Drama. Filmed in Mexico. Set in post-
Civil War days, and is the story of two closely

united families who become involved in a feud
and with savage Kiowa Indians who seek to re-

claim as their own the adopted daughter of one
of the families. Burt Lancaster, Audrey Hepburn,
Audie Murphy, John Saxon, Charles Bickford, Lil-

lian Gish, Albert Salmi. Director: John Huston.
James Production, for Hecht-Hill-Lancaster. (Pana-
vision.)

VICE RAID 6002 .(71) Jan.

Melodrama. Tells how a determined police ser-

geant on the vice squad who, with the help of an
embittered call girl, ultimately smashes a vicious

syndicate of party girl racketeers. Mamie Van
Doren, Richard Coogan, Brad Dexter, Barry At-
water, Carol Nugent. Director: Edward L. Cahn.
Imperial Piets. Presentation.

©WONDERFUL COUNTRY, THE. .5936. (96) Oct. '59

Outdoor Drama. Filmed in Mexico. Based on Tom
Lea's novel of an American soldier-of-fortune who
becomes involved in a Mexico-Texas border dis-

pute at the turn of the century, finds romance
with a beautiful widow, and eventually returns to

the U.S. to clear his name. Robert Mitchum, Julie

London, Gary Merrill, Pedro Armendariz, Jack
Oakie, Albert Dekker, Charles McGraw. Director:

Robert Parrish. D.R.M. Production.

Universal-International
(November, 1959 through October, 1960)

©BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY. .6021 .(85). Sept.

Drama. (German-made, with English-dubbed dia-

log.) Story concerns the wife of a doctor who
learns she has an incurable disease and decides

to take a final fling at happiness, and a handsome
fisherman who plans to swindle the wealthy woman
but falls in love with her. Lilli Palmer, Carlos

Thompson, Willy Birgel, Ellen Schwiers. Director:

Arthur Maria Rabenalt. New Terra Production.

©BRIDES OF DRACULA, THE. . 6013 .. (85). .. .June
~ Horror Melodrama. British-made. A woman un-

knowingly frees a young vampire from his chains,

and he terrorizes the district with his "brides,"

girls he has bitten and turned into vampires. A
scientist finally corners the vampire in an old mill

and destroys him. Peter Cushing, Freda Jackson,
Martita Hunt, Yvonne Monlaur, David Peel. Direc-

tor: Terence Fisher. Hammer Film Production.

©CHARTROOSE CABOOSE. .6019 (76) Aug.
Comedy. The tale of a retired railroad conductor
living in a painted caboose and several people
who suddenly come into his life whom he helps
and who later help him. They include an eloping
young couple, a runaway boy, and a hobo who
is really an eccentric millionaire. Molly Bee, Ben
Cooper, Edgar Buchanan, Slim Pickens, Mike Mc-
Greevey. Director: William "Red" Reynolds. Red-
Bill Production. (Panavision.)
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COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL 6018 (91) Aug.
Melodrama. A young college professor embarks on
a survey of the moral aspects of the students,

which sets off a local uproar by press and public

when someone spikes the punch and runs in an
off-color reel on some movies the prof is showing.
Steve Allen, Jayne Meadows, Walter Winchell,
Momie Van Doren, Mickey Shaughnessy. Director:

Albert Zugsmith. Albert Zugsmith Production.

©COSSACKS, THE. 6012. (85) ..
May

Historical Drama. (Italian-made, with English-

dubbed dialog.) Set in the mid-19th century, a
lengendary Circassian chief who relentlessly wages
war against Czar Alexander II, ultimately brings
tragedy to his son and his country because of his

unwillingness to admit defeat. Edmund Purdom,
John Drew Barrymore, Giorgia Moll, Pierre Brice,

Massimo Girotti. Director: Giorgio Rivalta. Van-
guard Film Production. (Totalscope.)

©DINOSAURUS! 6016 (83) July

Science-Fiction Melodrama. A construction engi-
neer, while doing some blasting for a new harbor
on an isolated tropical island, accidentally re-

leases two 60-ton prehistoric monsters from the
depths of the ocean. Springing back to life, the
monsters terrorize the islanders until the engineer
finally succeeds in destroying them. Ward Ramsey
Kristina Hanson, Paul Lukather, Gregg Martell.

Director: Irvin S. Yeaworth jr. Fairview Production
(CinemaScope.)

©4D MAN . .6001 . .(85) Nov. '59

Science-Fiction Melodrama. A research scientist

goes berserk over a blighted romance and, out
of revenge, uses his fourth dimensional power that
allows him to pass through solid walls, and all

living things are at his mercy. Robert Lansing,
Lee Merriweather, James Congdon, Robert Strauss,
Edward Stehli. Director: Irvin S. Yeaworth jr. Fair-

view Production.

FOUR FAST GUNS. 6007 . (73) Feb.
Western. The boss of a small western town hires

four notorious gunmen, one by one, to kill the
local sheriff (town tamer), but is finally killed by
one of his own hired guns. James Craig, Martha
Vickers, Edgar Buchanan, Brett Halsey, Paul Rich-
ards. Director: William J. Hole jr. Phoenix Film
Production. (Unirama.)

©HEAD OF A TYRANT 6008 . (70) Apr.
Historical Spectacle. (Italo-French co-produotion,
with English-dubbed dialog.) When the pagan As-
syrian general, Holophernes, and his bloodthirsty
troops invade the peace-loving city of Bethulie,
a beautiful native girl falls in love with him, but
in the end beheads him to save her people.
Massimo Girotti, Isabelle Corey, Renato Baldini,

Yvette Masson. Director: Fernando Cerchio. (Total-
scope.)

©HELL BENT FOR LEATHER 6006 .. (82) Feb.
Western. In which a dishonest marshal tries to pin
a killing on an innocent man in order to get the
credit for solving an important crime. Audie Mur-
phy, Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally, Robert Middle-
ton, Rod Fulton, Jan Merlin. Director: George
Sherman. (CinemaScope.)

LEECH WOMAN, THE . 6014 . . (77) June
Horror Melodrama. A doctor goes to Africa to learn
the secret of rejuvenation from a savage tribe,

intending to use his wife, whom he hates, as a
guinea pin. Instead, he dies, she returns to America
and commits several murders to secure the male
hormones necessary for perpetual youth. Coleen
Gray, Grant Williams, Gloria Talbott, Phillip Terry.
Director: Edward Dein.

©OPERATION PETTICOAT. 6003 (120) Jan.
Comedy. A U. S. submarine rescues five stranded
Army nurses from a Pacific island during World
War II. With five women in the cramped quarters
of the sub, things begin to happen. Caiw Grant,
Tony Curtis, Joan O'Brien, Dina Merrill, Gene
Evans, Arthur O'Connell. Director: Blake Edwards.
Granart Production.

©OTHELLO 6005 ..(100) Feb.
Drama. (Russian-made, with English-dubbed dia-
log.) Made in 1955, this presents Shakespeare's
immorfol classic of a happy marriage that comes
to a tragic end through the treachery of a schem-
ing orderly who despises the respected Othello.
Sergei Bondarchuk, Irina Skobtseva, Andrei Popov,
Vlodimir Soshalsky. Director: Sergei Yutkevich.
Mosfilm Production. (CinemaScope.)—'(Distributed
under the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Cultural Film Exchange
Agreement.)

©PORTRAIT IN BLACK. 6015 ..(113) July
Mystery Drama. Story concerns a woman and her
doctor lover who kill her ailing husband, then
become obsessed with the fear of being suspected
by several persons, which leads to a second mur-
der. In a surprise climax the loose ends are knitted
together and justice prevails. Lana Turner, An-
thony Quinn, Sandra Dee, John Saxon, Richard
Basehart, Lloyd Nolan, Ray Walston, Virginia Grey.
Director: Michael Gordon. Ross Hunter Production.

©SAPPHIRE. .6002. .(92) Nov. '59

Mystery Melodrama. British-made. Story with a
surprise climax as Scotlond Yard investigates the
murder of a beautiful London music student named
Sopphire, who is revealed as part-colored, and
pregnant by an aspiring young white architect

who becomes a prime suspect. Nigel Patrick

Yvonne Mitchell, Michael Craig, Paul Massie,

Bernard Miles. Director: Basil Dearden. J. Arthur
Ronk Production.

©SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN 6020 (86). Sept.

Western. A young Texas Ranger tracks down and

captures a notorious outlaw, and the two become
friends on the return trip to prison. But in the

end, the Ranger is forced to kill the outlaw when
he makes a prison break. Audie Murphy, Barry

Sullivan, Venetia Stevenson, John Mclntire, Teddy
Rooney. Director: Harry Keller.

©SNOW QUEEN, THE 6011. (70) Apr.

Animated Cartoon Fantasy. (Russian-made, with

English-dubbed dialog.) From a Hans Christian

Andersen fairy tale, which recounts the adven-
tures of a very young girl as she sets out to rescue
her little playmate from the evil spell of the

Snow Queen, who has turned his heart to ice.

Voices of: Sandra Dee, Tommy Kirk, Patty Mc-
Cormack. Art Linkletter (in prologue). Producer:

Robert Faber.

S.O.S. PACIFIC . 6017 . (92) July

Action Drama. British-made. Depicts the character-

revealing actions of eight frightened human beings
threatened by hydrogen bomb destruction when
their plane is forced down during a thunderstorm
and they land on a deserted island which is being
used for an atom bomb test. Eddie Constantine,
Pier Angeli, Richard Attenborough, Jchn Gregson,
Eva Bortok. Director: Guy Green, Sidney Box
Associates Production.

©SPARTACUS . 6070 (196) Oct.—Special
Spectacle Drama. (For roadshow engagements only.)

Story of a slave warrior who leads a gladiator

rebellion against the imperial dictatorship of the

Roman empire in the last century before the birth

of Christ. Kirk Douglas, Laurence Olivier, Jean
Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles Laughton. Peter

Ustinov, John Gavin. Director: Stanlev Kubrick.

Bryna Production. (Super Techn :rama 70.)

TOO SOON TO LOVE 6009 (85) Mar.
Drama. A story of two teenagers in love and the
problems they face when the girl becomes pregnant
and the youth in desperation turns tn robbery to

raise the money needed for an abortion. Jennifer

West, Richard Evans, Warren Parker, Jack Nichol-

son, Jacqueline Schwab. Director: Richard Rush
Dynasty Film Corp. Presentation.

(REISSUES)
©GLENN MILLER STORY, THE 6010 (116). Mar.

Biographical Musical. James Stewart, June Allyson,

Charles Drake, George Tobias, Henry Morgan, Gene
Krupa, Louis Armstrong. Director: Anthony Mann.

Valiant
(October, 1959 through April, 1960)

DEFEND MY LOVE Italian (88) Oct. '59

Drama. (Italian-language, with English titles.) A
resurrected newspaper scandal almost wrecks the
life of a happily married woman, her husband
and children, when a failing newspaper attempts
to increase its circulation by reviving Iona-forgot-
ten scandals. Martine Carol, Vittorio Gassman
Gabriele Ferzetti, Charles Vanel. Director: Vincent
Sherman. Titanus Production.

GRISBI . . (83) Feb.

Melodrama. (French-made; English-dubbed version.

Released in France in 1953 as "Touchez Pas au
Grisbi .") The title, "Grisbi," means "the loot,"

and story deals with the hidden loot from a large

bank robbery which two rival gangs try to hijack

from each other. Jean Gabin, Rene Dary, Jeanne
Moreau, Paul Fronkeur, Dora Doll. Lino Ventura.
Director: Jacques Becker. (UMPO released the
French-language version for the 1958-59 season.)

KISS FOR A KILLER, A (105) Feb.

Melodrama. (French-made; English-dubbed version.)

Based on a James Hadley Chase novel, plot deals
with a handsome young bank clerk who marries
a wealthy widow, but falls under the spell of her
pretty, young secretary and, together, they plan
the older woman's murder. Henri Vidal, Mylene
Demonaeot, Isa Miranda, Alfred Adam, Simone
Bach. Director: Henri Verneuil. Speva Film Pro-

duction. (UMPO released the French-languaae ver-

sion for the 1958-59 season, under the title of
"What Price Murder?")

SCAVENGERS, THE (79) Dec. '59

Melodrama. U.S.-Filipino co-production. An ex-
smuggler trails his missing, estranged wife to

Macao to find she is a drug addict involved in

some strange way with stolen bonds belonging to

the Chinese Nationalist Government. He ultimately
solves the mystery, but his wife kills the man
responsible for her degradation and then commits
suicide. Vince Edwards, Carol Ohmart, Vic Diaz,

Tamar Benamy, Efren Reyes, John Wallace. Direc-

tor: John Cromwell. Lynn-Romero Production.

©SWORD AND THE CROSS, THE. (87) Apr.
Spectacle Drama. ( Italian-made, with English-

dubbed dialog.) The persecution of early Christians

in the Roman era, when corrupt politicians used
Christians to cover their crimes. Highlight scenes
include the slave market auction, Roman court
orgy, battle in the Roman senate, the wild chariot

flight, and the mass crucifixion. Gianna Maria
Canale, Jorge Mistral, Marisa Allasia, A. Luisa
Peluffo, Ruben Rojo, Luigi Pavese. Director: Guido
Brignone. Cines Yago Production. (CinemaScope.)

TERROR IS A MAN (89) Dee. '59

Horror Melodrama. Filmed in the Philippines. A
story of the horrible experiences of a shipwrecked

man who drifts onto an island, where he finds a

doctor and his assistant conducting torturous ex-

periments in an effort to turn a panther into a

human being. The man and the doctor's beautiful

wife are attracted to each other. Francis Lederer,
Greta Thyssen, Richard Derr. Director: Gerry de
Leon. Lynn-Romero Production.

Warner Bros.
(September 3, 1959 through August 13, 1960)

©BRAMBLE BUSH, THE 909 (103) Feb. 13
Drama. Based on the best-selling novel by Charles
Mergendahl, this is a frank narrative of the under-
the-surface activities of several people in a small
town, including the touchy subject of euthanasia.
Richard Burton, Barbara Rush, Jack Carson, Angie
Dickinson, James Dunn, Henry Jones. Director:

Daniel Petrie. United States Production.

©CASH MECALL .908 (102) Jan. 23
Drama. From Cameron Hawley's novel of a young
and powerful business tycoon whose ideas of high
finance change when he falls in love and ulti-

mately settles down to being a one-company man,
and liking it. James Garner, Natalie Wood, Nina
Foch, Dean Jagger, E. G. Marshall, Henry Jones.

Director: Joseph Pevney.

CRANES ARE FLYING, THE Russian 940
(95) Nov. 14, '59

Drama. (Russian-language, with English titles.)

Shown under the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Cultural Exchange
Agreement. Two lovers are torn apart by the
events of World War II, and the girl's subsequent
marriage to another proves a failure. Still hoping
for her lover's return, she finally plans a new
future for herself. Tatyana Samoilova, Alexei
Batalov, Vasily Merkuryev, Alexander Shvorin.
Director: Mikhail Kalatozov. Mosfilm Production.

0©FBI STORY, THE. 903 (149) Oct. 10, '59

Documentary Drama. From Don Whitehead's book
about the FBI, using March of Time style to
re-create headline news stories of the '30s. Story
opens in 1924 and follows the growth of the
organization through the activities in the life of
an FBI agent and his family. James Stewart, Vera
Miles, Murray Hamilton, Dia~e Jergens. Larry Pen-
nell, Nick Adams. Director: Mervyn LeRoy. Mervyn
LeRoy Production.

©GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND 911 (91). Mar. 5

Outdoor Drama. A saga of the logging camps,
with many of the tried-and-true ingredients of a
standard western used to tell the story of the
fight of ranchers to prevent disastrous logging
operations near their land. Alan Ladd, Jeanne
Crain, Gilbert Roland, Frankie Avalon. Director:

Robert D. Webb. Jaguar Production.

©HANNIBAL. .918 .(103) June 18
Historical Drama. (Italian-made, with English-

dubbed dialog.) A spectacle based on the invasion
via the Alps of Hannibal, the Carthaginian gen-
eral. Romance enters when the general falls in

love with the daughter of a Roman senator, a
fact, however, which does not deter him from
fighting and defeating the Roman Legion. Victor

Mature, Rita Gam, Gabriele Ferzetti, Milly Vitale.

Director: Edgar C. Ulmer. (Supercinescope.)

©HERCULES UNCHAINED 920 (97) July 23
Spectacle Drama. (Italian-made, with English-

dubbed dialog.) The fabulous adventures of the

mightiest man who ever lived, as he and his bride

accompanied by Ulysses, are returning to Thebes.

They finally arrive in Thebes to find it besieged

by Polinice and the mercenary armed forces and
succeed in defeating them. Steve Reeves, Sylva

Koscina, Sylvia Lopez, Primo Camera. Director

Pietro Francisci. Lux-Galatea, Lux de France Pro-

duction, and a Joseph E. Levine Presentation.

(Dyaliscope.)

©ICE PALACE. 919 .(143) July 2

Drama. Based on Edna Ferber's best-selling novel

which pays tribute to the pioneer builders of the

49th state. The story covers a 40-year span dur-

ing which the main characters love, quarrel, grow
old and finally reconcile as Alaska wins statehood.

Richard Burton, Robert Ryan, Carolyn Jones,

Martha Hyer, Jim Backus, Ray Danton. Director:

Vincent Sherman.

LOOK BACK IN ANGER 902 (99) Sept. 26, '59

Drama. British-made. From John Osborne's Broad-

way and London stage hit. Portrays a sullen, rest-

less, sadistic husband who is selfish and cruel

toward his pregnant wife. He abandons her for

another woman, but ultimately realizes his love

for his wife and the two are reunited. Richard

Burton, Claire Bloom, Mary Ure, Dame Edith Evans,

Gary Raymond. Director: Tony Richardson. Wood-
fall Production.

©MIRACLE, THE. .907. .(121) Dec. 26, '59

Drama. Screen version of the stage spectacle of

the '20s, in which a Madonna statue steps from

its pedestal to take on the convent duties of a

wayward nun who has fled with her lover. When
the nun returns, the town prospers again as the

statue goes back in its place. Carroll Baker, Roger

Moore, Walter Slezak, Katina Paxinou, Vittorio

Gassman. Director: Irving Rapper. (Techmrama.)

^©OCEAN'S 11 . .921 . .(128) Aug 13

Comedy Melodrama. A tongue-in-cheek robbery

yarn filmed against fabulous Las Vegas back-

grounds, in which a gambler and war veteran

gathers ten of his scattered army buddies to assist

in the wholesale holdup of five gambling casinos.

Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy Davis jr.,

Peter Lawford, Angie Dickinson, Richard Conte,

Cesar Romero. Director: Lewis Milestone. Dorchester

Production. (Panavision.)
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RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND, THE. 910
(101) Feb. 27
Crime Melodrama. A retelling of the career of the
notorious gangster-killer. Legs Diamond, tied to a
romance with a night club entertainer, though
essentially the story of his murderous but ill-fated

attempt to take over the crime empire of Arnold
Rothstein. Ray Danton, Karen Steele, Elaine Ste-
wart, Jesse White. Director: Budd Boetticher United
States Production.

©SERGEANT RUTLEDGE . .917 .. (1 1 1 ) May 28
Drama. A Negro sergeant, in a crack all-Negro
cavalry outfit which served in the west following
the Civil War, is accused of rape and murder. He
is later defended by his white commander who
proves him innocent. Jeffrey Hunter, Constance
Towers, Billie Burke, Woody Strode, Juano Hernan-
dez. Director: John Ford. John Ford Production.

©SUMMER PLACE, A 905 . (130) Nov. 28, '59

Drama. In which the illicit affair of porents en-
tangles the lives of two young people in love,

whose romance nearly goes on the rocks because
of the emotions aroused within the two sets of
parents. Richard Egan, Dorothy McGuire, Sandra
Dee, Arthur Kennedy, Troy Donahue. Director:
Delmer Daves.

TALL STORY. .914. (91) Apr. 16
Comedy. Based on the hit Broadway play of the
same title, this is about the trials of a college
basketball star who almost falls victim to a bribe
to throw a game, flunks an exam in order to
disqualify himself, but manages to disentangle
himself from his difficulties in time to win the
all-important game. Anthony Perkins, Jane Fonda,
Ray Walston, Marc Connelly. Director: Joshua
Logan. Mansfield Production.

—30— . .904. (96) Nov. 7, '59
Drama. A city-wide search for a lost child opens
old wounds in a hard-boiled editor's private life,

and both he and others around him are helped by
being part of the tense period. Jack Webb, William
Conrad, David Nelson, Whitney Blake, Louise Lori-

mer, James Bell. Director: Jack Webb. Mark VII
Production.

THIS REBEL BREED . . 912 .. (93) Mar. 19
Drama. A violent and hard-hitting expose of teen-
age gangland warfare and race prejudice, in which
two young police officers are assigned to crack
the gangs by posing as students. A search for a
gangland killer and a dope pusher motivates the
plot. Rita Moreno, Mark Damon, Gerald Mohr, Jay
Novelio. Director: Richard L. Bare.

THREAT, THE. .913. .(66) Mar. 26
Melodrama. A hard-as-nails police detective, in

self-defense, kills a notorious mobster, and be-
comes the target of revenge-seeking gangsters, as
well as the object of a search by fellow officers

who believe him to be the killer of still another
man. Robert Knapp, Linda Lawson, Lisabeth Hush,
Mary Castle, James Seay. Director: Charles R.

Rondeau.
©YELLOWSTONE KELLY .. 901 .. (91) ... .Sept. 5, '59

Outdoor Drama. Set in 1876, story tells of the
legendary exploits of Yellowstone Kelly, famed
Indian scout and trapper, and a beautiful Indian
girl with whom he falls in love. Clint Walker,
Edward "Kookie" Byrnes, John Russell, Ray Danton,
Andra Martin. Director: Gordon Douglas.

(REISSUES)
©BATTLE CRY 916 (148) May 7

Drama. Van Heflin, Nancy Olson, Aldo Ray, James
Whitmore, Mona Freeman, Tab Hunter, Dorothy
Malone. Director: Raoul Walsh. (CinemaScope.)

BOY AND THE LAUGHING DOG, THE
(Foremrly "Goodbye, My Lady"). .906
(91) Dec. 19, '59

Drama. Walter Brennan, Phil Harris, Brandon de
Wilde, Sidney Poitier. Director: William A. Well-
man. Batjac Production.

©NUN'S STORY, THE 821 . .(151) Apr. 9
Drama. (A repeat.) Audrey Hepburn, Peter Finch,
Dame Edith Bvans, Dame Peggy Ashcroft, Dean
Jagger, Mildred Dunnock. Director: Fred Zinne-
mann.

©SAYONARA. .915. (147) May 7
Drama. Marlon Brando, Patricia Owens, Red But-
tons, Miiko Taka, Ricardo Montalban, Martha
Scott, Miyoshi Urneki, James Garner. Director:
Joshua Logan. (Technirama.)

Miscellaneous
(English-Language Films)

©AMAZING MR. TEAS, THE . (70) Pad Prods.
Novelty. A dental lab messenger mentally un-
dresses every woman he meets. He finally checks
with a psychiatrist—and ends up mentally un-
dressing her, too. (Cast and director credits not
available.) Pete DeCanza-Russ Meyer Production.
(Released through states rights distributors.)

©ATTACK OF THE JUNGLE WOMEN
(72) __ Barjul Int'l

Documentary Drama. Deals with the building of
a road through the Panamanian jungle, connecting
South America and North America, and the efforts
of a group of explorers sent by the officials to
placate hostile, savage notives. Director: Joseph
R. Juliano. Produced by A. R. Milton.

BABETTE GOES TO WAR (French-made; English-
dubbed dialog)-—see Columbia

BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE (Japanese-made; English-
dubbed dialog)—see Columbia

BATTLE OF THE SEXES, THE
(88) Cont'l Dist'b'g June
Comedy. British-made. Based on "The Catbird
Seat" by James Thurber. The son and heir to a
Scottish kilts firm arrives with on efficient Ameri-
can female who proceeds to get rid of antiquated
office methods to the dismay of the elderly office
workers, who in turn set about to sabotage the
new-fangled ideas. Peter Sellers, Robert Morley,
Constance Cummings. Director: Charles Crichton.
Bryanston Production.

©BEHIND THE GREAT WALL. (98). Cont'l Dist'b'g
Travel Documentary. This is the AromaRama pro-
duction which wafts out scents to the theatre
audience. The film itself is a prize-winning travelog
of contemporary life in China. Narrated by Chet
Huntley. Director: Carlo Lizzani. Astro Cinema-
tografica Production. (Totalscope; AromaRama.)
Note: This is now available without AromaRama.

BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY (German-made;
English-dubbed dialog)—see Universal-International

BEWILDERED YOUTH . (80) D&F Corp.
Drama. (German-made, with English-dubbed dia-
log.) Deals with the subject of homosexuality.
Tells in flashback the story of a mother's pitiful

eftorli lo rescue rer son from his coterie of
effeminate companions. Paula Wessely, Chris-
tian Wolff, Ingrid Stenn, Paul Dahlke, Hans Niel-
son. Director: Frank Winterstein. (Released 1958-
59 season in German-language version with Eng-
lish titles, under the title of "The Third Sex.")

BLITZKRIEG . . (93) Cont'l Drst'b'g . . Jan.
Documentary. (German-made, with English narra-
tion.) An authentic documentary on World War II

battles, showing Hitler and his generals planning
war, sieges of Leningrad, Stalingrad and Moscow,
and the destructive German Wehnmacht at its

worst. Edited bv G. Jonas and B. Stegemann.

BOBBIKINS (British-made)—see 20th Century-Fox

BREAKOUT . . (99) Cont'l Dist'b'g . Jan.
War Drama. British-made. Based on an actual
World War II incident, this deals with the planning
and carrying out of a mass breakout from a
prisoner-of-war camp in Italy. Richard Todd, Mich-
ael Wilding, Bernard Lee, Richard Attenborough.
Director: Don Chaffey.

BRIDES OF DRACULA, THE (British-made)—see Uni
versal-lnternational

BROTH OF A BOY (77) Kingsley-Union . . Jan.
Comedy. Irish-made. A television producer arrives

in a little Irish village to do a program about a
crusty old poacher who claims to be 110 years
old. only to find the townsfolk aqainst the telecast,

and the old poacher and his 80-year-old son off
on a poaching expedition. All is well at the finish

when the poachers, arrested and on trial, are
acquitted with the aid of the TV man, and the
show goes on. Barry Fitzgerald, June Thorburn,
Tony Wright, Harry Brogan. Director: George
Pollock.

CALTIKI, THE IMMORTAL MONSTER (Mexican-
made; English-dubbed dialog)—see Allied Artists

©CAREER GIRL (61) Astor Piets.

Drama. British-made. An English beautv journeys
to Hollywood, and eventually reaches stardom, as
well as joining a nudist colony. June Wilkinson.

CARRY ON, NURSE (89) Governor Films
Comedy. British-made. A reporter, boxer, physicist,

army colonel and half-dozen others from various
walks of life are thrown toaether in a hospital
ward and find themselves subjected to the annoy-
ances and pleasures provided by life among bed-
pans, thermometers and pretty nurses. Kenneth
Connor, Hattie Jacques, Shirley Eaton, Wilfrid
Hyde White. Director: Gerald Thomas. Anglo
Amalgamated Production.

CARRY ON, SERGEANT (88) Governor Films
Comedy. British-made. Based nn a novel, "The Bull

Boys," by R. F. Delderfield. Tale of a half-dozen
ill-assorted civilians, drafted into England's peace-
time Army service, who fumble and bumble their

way through camp maneuvers, but eventually
make a good showing so their platoon sergeant
can retire with honors. William Hartnell. Bob Monk-
house, Shirley Eaton, Eric Barker, Dora Bryan.
Director: Gerald Thomas. Anglo Amalgamated
Production.

CHANCE MEETING (British-made)—see Paramount

CIRCUS OF HORRORS (British-made)—see American
International

CIRCUS STARS (Russian-made; English-dubbed nar-
ration)—see Paramount

COME BACK, AFRICA (90) Carillon Piets.

Social Drama. Filmed in South Africa. Captures a
mood of social challenge on the part of the
modern-day South African Negro, as seen through
the eyes of a Zululander forced to leave his

farm by famine to work in the gold mines and
thence to Johannesburg's slum ghetto, where he
and his family meet with more hardships and
tragedy. Director: Lionel Rogosin. Produced by
Lionel Rogosin.

©COME DANCE WITH ME! ("Voulez-Vous Danser
Avec Moi"). .(90) Kingsley-Union
Mystery Comedy. (French-made, with English-
dubbed dialog.) The pretty, young wife of a
dentist becomes suspicious of her husband's en-
rollment in a dancing class with an attractive older
woman. The latter is murdered, and the wife, to
save her accused husband, turns detective, taking
a job as dancing instructor to solve the mystery.
Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal, Dawn Addams, Noel

Roquevert, Paul Frankeur. Director: Michel Bois-

rond. (Also available in French-language version,

with English titles.)

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS (British-made)—see Para-
mount

COSSACKS, THE (Italian-made; English-dubbed dia-

log)—see Universal-International

COVER GIRL KILLER!. (61) Fanfare Films

Melodrama. British-made. A vicious killer spe-
cializes in girls who have appeared on covers of

girlie magazines. Scotland Yard tracks down the
killer who turns out to be a perverted reformer.
Harry H. Corbett, Felicity Young, Spencer Teakle.
Director: Terry Bishop.

CUBAN REBEL GIRLS. .

(66) Joseph Brenner Associates . . Jan.

Semidocumentary Drama. Cuban-made. The late

Errol Flynn's last film, made in Cuba during the

star's real-life adventures with Castro's rebels in

the 1959 revolution. The filmed action shows how
a shipment of contraband arms is smuggled to

the Cuban warriors in the hills. Errol Flynn, Beverly
Aadland, John McKay, Jackie Jackler, Marie Ed-

mund. Director: Barry Mahon. Produced by Barry
Mahon.

DAY THEY ROBBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND, THE
( British-made)—see Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

EXPRESSO BONGO (108) Continental Dist'b'g Apr.

Musical Comedy. British-made. A press agent builds

up his teenage singing discovery only to lose him
to a scheming actress. In his despair, he turns to

building up his devoted girl friend as a movie
star. Laurence Harvey, Sylvia Syms, Yolande Don-
lan, Cliff Richard. Director: Val Guest. (Dyali-

scope.)

FEMALE FIENDS (71) Cinema Associates Apr.

Melodrama. British-made. From the novel "Puzzle

for Fiends." A young American in France is found
unconscious by the roadside. The accident and his

subsequent loss of memory are seized upon by

three unscrupulous women and a man who try to

use him to gain an inheritance. Lex Barker, Carole

Mathews, Lisa Gastoni, Nora Swinburne, Peter

Dyneley. Director: Montgomery Tully.

©FIVE BOLD WOMEN. (82) Citation Films

Western. A Texas marshal is transferring five

women convicts to a new prison. During the jour-

ney, he falls in love with one of the prisoners

whose "bad man" husband attempts a rescue, but

girl and husband are killed in an ensuing Indian

attack, and another girl dies en route. Jeff Mor-

row, Merry Anders, Jim Ross, Guinn Williams, Irish

McCalla, Kathy Marlowe, Lucita Blain. Director:

Jorge Lopez-Portillo. Jim Ross Production.

FLAME OVER INDIA (British-made)—see 20th Cen-

tury-Fox

©FOR MEMBERS ONLY . (85) Kingsley-Union

Novelty. British-made. A wealthy young woman in-

herits her grandfather's nudist camp, and sets out

to sell the property, falls in love with the director,

and eventually becomes a nudist herself. Brian

Cobby, Shelley Martin, Ellen Newberg. Director:

Ramsey Harrington.

GANGSTER STORY (68) RCIP
Melodrama. A gangster kills two detectives taking

him to prison, and a crime syndicate seeks to

hire him. He accepts the offer, leavinq a
_

girl

who offers him work in an orchard. There's a

double-cross by the syndicate and the FBI moves
in for the kill. Walter Matthau, Carol Grace,

Bruce McFarlan. Director: Walter Matthau.

GIANT OF MARATHON, THE (Italian-made; English-

dubbed dialog)—see Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

GOAL!.. (61) Casino Film Exch.

Documentary. (German-made, with English narra-

tion.) A sports film dealing with the World's

Soccer Championship Games conducted in 1958 at

Stockholm's Rasunda Stadium, where 16 teams
took to the field, with the Brazilian team garner-

ing first-place accolades.

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS (Italian-made;

English-dubbed dialog)—see American International

©GREEN CARNATION, THE (Formerly "The Trials

of Oscar Wilde") .. (1 28) Warwick Films

Drama. British-made. Based on John Furnell's play,

"The Stringed Lute." Presents a study of the
character of Wilde and delves more deeply into

his private life with his wife and family. Also

presents the famous libel suit trial which resulted

in Wilde's being tried on a morals charge and
sent to prison. Peter Finch, Yvonne Mitchell, James
Mason, Nigel Patrick, Lionel Jeffries, John Fraser.

Director: Ken Hughes. (Super Technirama 70.)

GRISBI (French-made; English-dubbed dialog)—see

Valiant

HANNIBAL (Italian-made; English-dubbed dialog)

—

see Warner Bros.

HEAD OF A TYRANT (Italo-French made; English-

dubbed dialog)—see Universal-International

HERCULES UNCHAINED ( Italian-made; English-

dubbed dialog)—see Warner Bros.

©HIDEOUT IN THE SUN (72) Astor July

Nudist Melodrama. Two brothers hold up a small-
town bank, and while making their getaway take
cover in what they believe is a Florida country
club, but which, instead, turns out to be a nudist
colony. Greg Conrad, Dolores Carlos, Earl Bauer,
Carol Little. Director: Lazarus L. Wolk. Wica
Piets. Production.

HOUSE OF INTRIGUE, THE (Italian-made; English-
dubbed dialog)—see Allied Artists
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HOUSE OF THE SEVEN HAWKS, THE (British-made)—
see Metro-GoIdwyn-Mayer

IDIOT, THE (Russian-made; English-dubbed dialog)—
see 20th Century-Fox

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER (British-made)

—

see Paramount
INCREDIBLE PETRIFIED WORLD, THE

(70) Governor Films.. Apr.
Underseas Melodrama. A research professor, while
testing his new diving bell, becomes trapped with
his crew when a cable snaps, and the group finds
itself in a strange new world in which it can
survive. Tells of their adventures in underwater
living before being rescued. John Carradine, Phyllis
Coates, Robert Clarke. Director: Jerry Warren.
(Dual package release with "Teenage Zombies.")
Released nationally through states rights dis-
tributors.

IT HAPPENED IN BROAD DAYLIGHT
(97) Cont'l Dist'b'g . Sept.
Drama. (German-made, with English-dubbed dia-
log.) The body of a little girl is found in the
woods, and a local police inspector vows to find the
murderer. He uses the little daughter of his house-
keeper as bait to attract the man suspected of
being the killer. Heinz Ruhman, Roger Livesey,
Michel Simon, Gert Frobe, Maria Rosa Salgado.
Director: Ladislao Vajda. Praesens-Film Produc-
tion.

©IT'S A WONDERFUL WORLD
(89). ...Joseph Brenner Associates
Musical Comedy Drama. British-made. The trials
and tribulations of two young song-writers in their
precarious climb to show business heights. They
become a sensation when they get a French singer
to record their song, then play it backwards. My-
lene Demongeot, Terence Morgan, George Cole,
Ted Heath, James Hayter.

JACK THE RIPPER (British-made)—see Paramount
©JAZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY

(85) . .... Union Film Distrs.
Musical Documentary. Photographed and recorded
at the 1959 Newport Jazz Festival to provide
a succession of songs and musical numbers by
top artists in the field. Louis Armstrong, Mahalia
Jackson, Gerry Mulligan, Dinah Washington, Anita
O'Day. Director: Bert Stern.

JET OVER THE ATLANTIC
(95) Inter Continent Rel. Org. .Jan.
Action Drama. Filmed in Mexico. Several dramas
in the lives of assorted passengers unfold on a
jet airliner flying from Madrid to New York
carrying a gas bomb which has been set to ex-
plode. A convicted murderer, whose innocence
is later established, safely lands the plane. Guy
Madison, Virginia Mayo, George Raft, Ilona Massey,
Venetia Stevenson, George Macready. Director:
Byron Haskin.

JUKE BOX RACKET. .(62). Joseph Brenner Associates
Melodrama. A story of organized mob inroads
into the American juke box industry, in which
five teenagers come to the rescue of their long-
time storekeeper friend who is being intimidated
by goons bent on installing their own juke box.
Steve Karmen, Arlene Corwin, Lou Anne Lee, Bev-
erly Nazarow, Seymour Cassel, William DePrato.
Produced by Jim Geallis and George Barris.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO (British-made)—see Co-
lumbia

KISS FOR A KILLER, A (French-made; English-dubbed
dialog)

—

see Valiant

LAST DAYS OF POMPEII, THE (Italian-made; Eng-
lish-dubbed dialog)—see United Artists

LOOK BACK IN ANGER (British-made)—see Warner
Bros.

©LOVE SPECIALIST, THE . . (104) . . Medallion Piets.
Comedy Drama. (Italian-made; English-dubbed. Re-
leased in Italy in 1958 as "The Girl and the
Polio.") A girl from Texas wins a quiz show trip
to Italy, where she finds romance with a penniless
prince who wants to marry an heiress. They fall in

love, without realizing that neither has a cent.
Diana Dors, Vittorio Gassman, Bruce Cabot, Franca
Valeri. Director: Luigi Zampa. (Technirama.)

MA BARKER'S KILLER BROOD
(89) Filmservice Dist'b'g June
Melodrama. The story of Ma Barker and her
equally vicious progeny, who sprang up out of
Oklahoma in the '30s to start a nationwide trail

of crime and murder that ended in death at a
luxurious Florida hideout. Lurene Tuttle, Tris
Coffin, Paul Dubov, Nelson Leigh, Myrna Dell.
Director: Bill Karn Screen Classics Production.

MAN IN A COCKED HAT. .(87) Show Corp. of Amer.
Comedy. British-made. A spoof of the natives-are-
restless theme, in which a bumbling ambassador
is sent to a far-off island to prevent a civil war,
and manages to project himself into an endless
chain of difficulties. Terry-Thomas, Peter Sellers,
Luciana Paoluzzi. Directors: Roy Boulting, Jeffrey
Dell. Boulting Bros. Production.

MAN WHO WOULDN'T TALK, THE
(97) Show Corp. of Amer.
Drama. British-made. A courtroom drama, centered
on the triol of a man accused of murdering his
wife, but uncble to tell the truth because he is

under a solemn promise to withhold vital secret
information. Anna Neagle, Anthony Quayle, Zso
Zsa Zsa Gabor, Patrick Allen. Director: Herbert
Wilcox.

©MATING TIME (Formerly "The Bridal Path")
(95) Kingsley-Union . Mar.
Comedy. British-made. An eligible bachelor living

on a Scottish island where women are scarce, is

sent to the mainland to seek a bride, and runs
into a series of hilarious adventures. Bill Travers,
Fiona Clyne, George Cole, Dilys Laye, Alex Mac-
kenzie, Gordon Jackson. Director: Frank Launder.
Frank Launder-Sidney Gilliat Production.

©MATING URGE, THE . (76) Citation Films
Documentary. Presents love customs as portrayed
by various races and tribes in strange lands, in-

cluding Africa, India, Malaya, Ceylon, Bali, New
Hebrides and New Guinea. Narrator: Art Gilmore.
Produced by Howard C. Brown and Richard F.

Morean.

©MICHAEL STROGOFF
(115) Continental Dist'b'g . . June
Spectacle Drama. (Franco-ltalian-Yugoslavian co-
production, with English-dubbed dialog.) Set in

19th century Russia, during the Tartar uprisings,
this Jules Verne classic tells of the harrowing
journey of a Russian officer through enemy-con-
trolled territory to deliver a message from the
Czar. Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page, Henri Nassiet,
Sylvie, Sylvia Koscina, Marshal Tito's Yugoslavian
Cavalry. Director: Carmine Gallone. Gaston Hakim
Presentation, produced by Modern Films. (Cinema-
Scope.)

©MIRACLE IN SOHO .(98) Lopert Films
Comedy Drama. An Italian girl falls deeply in

love with a "road repair Casanova," who gives her
the usual brush-off treatment he accords all

women. She prays for a miracle and when a water
main breaks, he returns to repair it, and the two
are reunited. John Gregson, Belinda Lee, Cyril
Cusack, Peter 1 1 ling, Rosalie Crutchley. Director:
Julian Amyes. J. Arthur Rank Production.

MISSILES FROM HELL.. (82) NTA Piets.
Drama. British-made. A Polish native on the Allied
side returns to his couni ry out of fear of Nazi
reprisal against his family and friends. Sent to
a labor camp, he learns enough about Nazi war
developments to pass the valuable information on
to the British by trusted couriers. Michael Rennie,
Patricia Medina, M illy Vitale, David Knight. Pro-
duced by John Bash.

MODEL FOR MURDER .(75) Cinema Associates
Melodrama. British^made. A young girl employe of
an expensive dress salon and her Navy officer boy
friend help to solve the murder of a model and
the theft of expensive jewelry, on loan to the
shop, which is worn bv the models. Keith Andes,
Hazel Court, Michael Gough, Julia Arnall, Patricia
Jessel. Director: Terry Bishop. (Released through
states rights distributors.)

MORALS SQUAD (57). . . Joseph Brenner Associates
Melodrama. Tells how big-city, vice squad detec-
tives move in on a huge "call girl" racket and
eventually succeed in smashing the ring, with the
help of a policewoman who turns "call girl" to
gain the evidence needed. Bob O'Connell, Beverly
Bennett, Vince Marcellino, Jeri Archer.

MOUSE THAT ROARED, THE (British-made)—see
Columbia

NAKED AND THE WICKED, THE
(90) William Mishkin
Melodrama. (Italian-made, with English-dubbed
dialog.) Intrigue in the concert world. A young
singer is accused of jewel theft and becomes the
pawn in a battle for her affections between a
blackmailer and her lawyer. Carla Del Poggio,
Frank Latimore, Gabriele Ferzetti. Director: Guido
Brignone.

NATCHEZ TRACE. (80) Panorama Piets.

Melodrama. Based on early 1 9fh century records
of the infamous "gentleman bandit of the Natchez
Trace," whose murders, rapes and slave-stealings
terrorized the South. He is finally overcome when
his gang of 400 runs into an irate posse of towns-
folk. Zachary Scott, William Campbell, Marcia
Henderson, Kenne Duncan, Ann Kelly. Director:

Alan Crosland jr. (Released through states rights
distributors.)

©NEXT TO NO TIME. (93). . . Show Corp. of Amer.
Comedy. British-made. Based on the fanciful pre-

mise that a shy engineer can become a bold,

suave man after downing a strong drink during
the hour when the ship's clock is stopped each
midnight of an Atlantic crossing. He wins an
American actress, engineers a major business deal
with a financial wizard. Kenneth More, Betsy
Drake, Roland Culver. Director: Henry Cornelius.

NIGHT OF LOVE (93) Howco Int'l

Melodrama. (Frenoh-made, with English-dubbed
dialog.) Set in the last days of World War II in

Nazi-occupied territory, the main story line con-
cerns a crippled brother's treachery toward his

gifted pianist brother, and at the end is un-
masked as a Nazi counter-espionage agent work-
ing to bring death to the ostensibly touring pianist.

Brigitte Bardot, Pierre Cressay, Lucia Bose, George
Albertazi. Director: Mario Bonnard. Gaston Hakim
Presentation of a Hollywood International Produc-
tion.

NUDE IN A WHITE CAR . (87) Trans-Lux
Mystery Drama. (French-made, with English-dubbed
dialog.) An unemployed TV actor, walking on a
lonely road, is picked up by a blonde who em-
braces him passionately, then orders him out of

the car. Tracing the license, he winds up at a
villa occupied by two sisters and the intrigue is

supplied through his efforts to learn which of

the two is "the nude in a white car." Marina
Vlady, Robert Hossein, Odile Versois, Henri Cre-
mieux. Director: Robert Hossein.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM (British-made)—see 20th
Century-Fox

OSCAR WILDE. .(96) Films-Around-the-World
Drama. British-made. Film biography of the fam-
ous author-playwright. Story opens with Wilde at
the height of his fame, then depicts the strong
attachment between himself and Lord Alfred Doug-
las, his libel suit against Marquis of Queensberry,
which he loses, and his final imprisonment from
which he emerges a broken man. Robert Morley,
Phyllis Calvert, Sir Ralph Richardson, John Neville,
Dennis Price, Alexander Knox. Director: Gregory
Ratoff. Vantage Production. (CinemaScope.)

OTHELLO (Russian-made; English-dubbed dialog)

—

see Universal-International

OUR MAN IN HAVANA (British-made)—see
Columbia

POACHER'S DAUGHTER, THE
(74) Show Corp. of Amer.
Comedy. Irish-made. Based on an Irish classic, "The
New Gossoon," and set in rural Ireland, the story
concerns an irresponsible lad who is loved by an
old poacher's pretty young daughter, and her
crafty feminine campaigning to win him from a
kitchen maid. Julie Harris, Tim Seely, Harry
Brogan, Maire Kean, Eddie Golden. Director:
George Pollock.

©POWER AMONG MEN
(90) Louis de Rochemont Associates
Documentary. (Partly in color.) Shows the work of
the United Nations in various countries of the
world—as it helps to rebuild a small village in

Italy, as it aids the people of Haiti with their
crops, constructs a hydroelectric station and an
aluminum plant in British Columbia, Canada, and
solves a bee problem in Norway. Commentator:
Laurence Harvey. Directors: Thorold Dickinson,
J. C. Sheers. Produced by Thorold Dickinson for
the United Nations.

PRETTY BOY FLOYD (96) Cont'l Dist'b'g .. Jan.
Melodrama. Story of the career of the notorious
gangster of the '30s, and the FBI's "most wanted"
man for some time. The elusive killer is finally

cornered and shot down at the age of 34. John
Ericson, Joan Harvey, Roy Fant, Barry Newman,
Carl York, Effie Afton. Director: Herbert J. Leder.
Le Sac Production.

PRIME TIME, THE . (76) Essanjay Films. . May
Melodrama. Locally produced in Chicago, the film

concerns a 17-year-old girl who runs away from
a qood home atmosphere in pursuit of "kicks" and
while police and family search for her, she is

learning about Chicago's seamy side and the
beatnik set. Jo Ann LeCompte, Frank Roche, James
Brooks, Ray Gronwald. Director: Gordon Weisen-
born. Mid-Continent Films Production. (Released
through states rights distributors.)

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA (Italian-made; English-

dubbed dialog)—see Paramount
PRIVATE PROPERTY. (79) Citation Films

Drama. A frank narrative concerning two beatnik-
type characters who plot the seduction of a sex-
starved housewife, with the more forceful of the
two promising the other his first sex partner.

Quarrels lead to the eventual slaying of the pair.

Corey Allen, Warren Oates, Kate Manx, Robert
Wark, Jerome Cowan. Director: Leslie Stevens.

REBEL GIRLS . (70) Luzon Rel. Co.
Drama. Philippine-made. Story of the eventually
successful Philippine Army campaign to rid the
countryside of the festering breed of Communist-
inspired "Huk" troops and their leaders. Eddie del

Mar and native Philippine cast. (Released through
states rights distributors.)

ROSEMARY. .(105) . . Films-Around-the-World May
Drama. (German-made, with English-dubbed dia-

log.) Based on the true story of Rosemary Nitri-

bitt, whose mysterious murder in 1957 created
an international scandal. The film traces her
career from prostitute to a position of power as

mistress to industrialists, and keeper of a hidden
tape recorder in her boudoir. Nadja Tiller, Peter

Van Eyck, Jo Herbst, Mario Adorf, Horst Frank.

Director: Rolf Thiele. (Also available in German-
language version, with English titles.)

SAPPHIRE (British-made)—see Universal-International

SAVAGE EYE, THE
(67) Trans-Lux and Kingsley Int'l.. July

Documentary Drama. The desperate groping of a

new divorcee, against the panoramic background
of a modern American city, as she attempts to

adjust to her changed life. A near-fatal car acci-

dent forcefully convinces her that she must look

at life more objectively. Barbara Baxley, Herschel
Bernardi, Jean Hidey, Elizabeth Zemach. Narrator:

Gary Merrill. Directors: Sidney Meyers, Ben Mad-
dow, Joseph Strick.

©SCENT OF MYSTERY (125) Michael Todd jr.

Comedy Mystery. Filmed in Spain. The adventures
of an Englishman visiting in Spain, who tries to

track down an American tourist girl he believes

is in danger, the only clue to her identity being
a "Scent of Mystery" perfume. While chasing the

girl, the plotters are chasing him with a shotgun.
Denholm Elliott, Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Lorre,

Paul Lukas, Beverly Bentley, Mary Laura Wood.
Director: Jack Cardiff. Michael Todd jr. Produc-
tion. (Smell-O-Vision; Todd Process.)

SCHOOL FOR LOVE . (76) NTA Piets.

Drama. (French-made, with English-dubbed dialog.)

Two sisters studying at a conservatory fall in love

with the same professor, a married man—a situa-

tion which resolves itself when one falls in love
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with a younger chop, the other becomes a suc-

cessful concert artist and the married man goes

back to his wife. Brigitte Bardot, Jean Marais,

Mischa Auer.

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS
(94) Cont'l Dist'b'g ..July

Comedy. British-made. A chap with an inferiority

complex goes to a school to learn how to win
without actual cheating, then turns his bag of

tricks on a variety of previous tormentors. Ian

Carmichael, Terry-Thomas, Alcstair Sim, Janette

Scott, Dennis Price. Director: Robert Hamer.

SIGN OF THE GLADIATOR (Italian-made; English-

dubbed dialog)—see Amencan International

SIN AND DESIRE.. (77) Atlantis Films

Melodrama. (French-made, with English-dubbed dia-

log.) A girl singer-dancer wiih a burning ambition
for fame and fortune by any means, becomes the
mistress of a deep-sea diver who is injured when
he takes on a dangerous assignment to meet her
money demands. She leaves him for a wealthy
man, and rest of plot is motivated by his long

wait for revenge. Francoise Arnoul, Andre LeGall,

Aime Clariond, Raymond Cordy. Director: Willy
Rozier. (Also available in French-language version
with English titles.)

SINK THE BISMARCK! (British-made)—see 20th Cen-
tury-Fox

SNOW QUEEN, THE (Russian-made; English-dubbed
dialog)—see Universal-International

S.O.S. PACIFIC (British-made)—see Universal Interna-

tional

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY, THE (British-made)—see
Columbia

SUBWAY IN THE SKY (British-made)—see United
Artists

SWAN LAKE (Russian-made; English narration)—see
Columbia

SWORD AND THE CROSS, THE ( Italian-made; English-
dubbed dialog)—see Valiant

TEENAGE ZOMBIES .. (73) Governor Films . Apr
Horror Melodrama. Several teenagers, while ex-
ploring an island, fall into the hands of a mad
woman medico, who tries to turn them into zom-
bies in a sadistic experiment to enslave the world's
population. The youngsters are saved and the evil

woman exposed. Don Sullivan, Katherine Victor,
Steve Conte. Director: Jerry Warren. (Dual package
release with "The Incredible Petrified World.'') Re-
leased nationally through states rights distributors.

39 STEPS, THE (British-made)—see 20th Century-Fox

THREE MURDERESSES (French-made; English-dubbed
dialog)—see 20th Century-Fox

©THUNDER IN CAROLINA . . (92) . . Howco lnt'I..July
Drama. Story deals with two friends whose stock
car racing activities create marital problems, and
finally ends in their competing against each other
almost to the death in the big race. Rory Cal-
houn, Alan Hale, Connie Hines, John Gentry. Di-
rector: Paul Helmick. Darlington Films Production.

TIGER BAY.. (105) Continental Dist'b'g .. July
Drama. British-made. A 12-year-old girl witnesses
a murder, is pursued by the murderer who gains
her confidence but who eventually is so won over
by her charm that he is tricked into capture by
the police. John Mills, Horst Buohholz, Hayley
Mills, Yvonne Mitchell. Director: J. Lee Thompson.
Julian Wintle-Lesiie Parkyn Production, for J.

Arthur Rank.

TIME OF DESIRE, THE. (86) Janus Films
Drama. (Swedish-made, with English-dubbed dia-
log.) Two motherless teenage daughters of a vil-

lage horse-dealer, because of their isolated exist-
ence, are labeled Lesbians by the town. A fellow,
on a dare, seduces one of the sisters and she be-
comes pregnant. The father of the sisters then
realizes he has been neglectful as a parent and
changes his ways. Barbro Larsson, Margaretha
Lowler, George Fant, Birger Moisten. Director: Egil
Holmsen. Europa Film Production. (Swedish-lan-
guage version, with English titles, released 1957-58
season.)

TOUCH of LARCENY, A (British-made) see Paramount

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS (Italian-made; English-
dubbed dialog)—see 20th Century-Fox

©TREAD SOFTLY, STRANGER
(85) Bentley Films.. Oct. '59

Drama. British-made. Set in a Yorkshire steel town,
plot deals with two brothers whose association with
a beautiful, gold-digging girl they both love, leads
to robbery and murder, and closes with a surprise
ending. Diana Dors, George Baker, Terence Morgan,
Patrick Allen, Jane Griffiths. Director: Gordon
Parry. George Minter Presentation. (Released
through states rights distributors.)

TRIALS OF OSCAR WILDE, THE (see "The Green
Carnation" this classification.)

©VIRGIN ISLAND
(84) Films-Around-the-World . .Mar.
Comedy Drama. British-made. Set in the Caribbean,
story centers around an American writer-beach-
comber and a British girl on a cruise, who meet,
fall in love, get married and set up housekeeping
on a deserted island. Their mutual love and cour-
age see them through various hardships and prob-
lems. John Cassavetes, Sidney Poitier, Virginia
Maskell, Colin Gordon, Isabel Dean, Ruby Dee.
Director: Pat Jackson.

WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL, THE (Italian-
made; English-dubbed dialog)—see Columbia

WICKED GO TO HELL, THE .. (74) .... Fanfare Films
Melodrama. (French-made, with English-dubbed dia-
log.) Two escaping convicts hide out in a lonely
seaside cabin, where they kill the boy friend-artist
of a fetching wench in whom they have become
interested. As they vie for her attentions, she
successfully schemes to bring them to their death.
Marina Vlady, Henri Vidal, Serge Reggiani, Robert
Hossein. Director: Robert Hossein. Realities Inter-
national Films Presentation.

WIND CANNOT READ, THE (British-made)-—see 20th
Century-Fox

©WOMAN LIKE SATAN, A. .(86). . Lopert Films. Jan.
Drama. (Franco-ltalian made, with English-dubbed
dialog.) Set in Spain, a wealthy young man be-
comes so enamored of a seductive young French
girl that he gives up a devoted wife, his social
position and respectability, and suffers all sorts of
indignities she forces him to undergo before she
accepts him. Brigitte Bardot, Antonio Vilar, Dario
Moreno. Director: Julien Duvivier. Gray-D.E.A.R.
Films Co-production.

YESTERDAY'S ENEMY (British-made)—see Columbia

Foreign Language
(All have English subtitles unless otherwise stated.

Foreign dialog indicated after film title.)

©AN EYE FOR AN EYE ("Oeil Pour Oeil")

French.. (93) Manhattan Films

Drama. A doctor who refuses to see a patient at

his home is accused by her husband of causing her

eventual death, and becomes the victim of a
vicious reprisal by the crazed husband. Curt Jur-

gens, Folco Lulli, Lea Padovani, Pascale Audret,
Dario Moreno. Director: Andre Cayatte. (Vista-

Vision.)

ANATOMY OF LOVE .. Italian

(97)

Kassler Films.. Oct. '59

Episodic Film. Italian title is "Tempi Nostri" (Our

Times). A sequel to the episodic film, "Times Gone
By," this also presents a series of five vignettes

comprised of the following: THE BABY: A poverty
stricken couple who cannot abandon their child.

Lea Padovani, Marcello Mastroianni. THE HAND
OF PROVIDENCE: A woman bent on suicide is

jolted to her senses by an incident. Michel Simon,
Sylvie. ON LOCATION: An aging actor and actress

meet on a movie set after many years and find

happiness and romance. Vittorio de Sica, Elias

Cegam. THE AMOROUS BUS DRIVER: A bus driver

ignores schedules and routes as he pursues a
romance. Vittorio de Sica, Maria Fiore, Eduardo
de Filippo. THE CAMERA: A young man tries to

impress a pretty girl with a borrowed camera.
Toto, Sophia Loren. Director: Alessandro Blasetti.

Lux Films Production.

AND QUIET FLOWS THE DON (Russian)—see United
Artists

©ANGRY ISLAND. Japanese
(90) Bentley Films

Drama. A story based on the enslavement of
Japanese boys by island fishermen, told through
the lives of seven boys who are sold by their

parents. Kazuo Suzuki, Yasuo Tsuchiya, Terumi
Futagi. Director: Seiji Hisamatsu. Masafumi Soga
Production. (CinemaScope.)

AREN'T WE WONDERFUL,. German
(108) Film Representations .. Feb.

Comedy Drama. (With English titles and English
narration.) A former top Nazi rises to a high
position among blackmarketeers and is exposed
by a one-time schoolmate who, having spent the
war years in Denmark, returns as a crusading
editor. Johanna von Koczian, Robert Graf, Hans-
jorg Felmy. Director: Kurt Hoffman.

AUNT FROM CHICAGO, THE. Greek
(90) Greek Motion Piets.

Comedy. A woman returns from Chicago to Athens
for the express purpose of finding husbands for

her four nieces. Through her aggressive, some-
times unorthodox, methods, on behalf of her
nieces, she's paired off herself. Georgia Vassiliadou,
Orestis Makris, Nitsa Zafrirou. Director: Alekos
Sakerlarios. Finos Films of Athens Production.

©BEGGAR STUDENT, THE ("Der Bettlestudent")
German.. (97) Casino Film Exch.
Operetta. Based on Carl Mi Mocker's operetta of

long-ago Poland, concerning two Polish traveling
students who turn highwaymen for a moment and
do an impersonation job to "get even" with the
occupying troops in Krakow. Gerhard Riedmann,
Waltraut Haas, Elma Karlowa, Gunther Philipp,

Gustav Knuth. (Superscope 235.)

©BELLES AND BALLETS . . French
(92) Excelsior Piets.

Ballet Film. Features six sequences performed by
ballet students at a rehearsal studio, which are:

"Recreation," a youthful dance; "The Belle and
Her Feather Scarf," a comedia del arte on tiptoes;

"Symphony for a Lonely Man," a desperate quest
for solitude in a machine era; "Hats," a mimi-
cry; "The Stranger," the rousing adventure of an
imprisoned young woman and her rescuer, and
"The Lovers of the River Seine," a bittersweet tale

of two lovers in Paris. Maurice Bejart, Michele
Seigneuret, and stars of the Ballet de L'Etoile-

Paris. Director: Louis Cuny. Hermes Film Pre-
sentation.

BIG CHIEF, THE ("Le Grand Chef"). French
(98) Cont'l Dist'b'g .. June
Comedy Farce. Based on an O. Henry short story,

"The Ransom of Red Chief," about a pair of

rogues who kidnap a brottish youngster whose
mischievous antics prove too much for them, and
they end up offering to pay the parents to take

him back. Fernandel, Gino Cervi, Papouf, Noelle

Norman. Director: Henri Verneuil.

©BLACK ORPHEUS ("Orfeu Negro"). Portuguese

(95) Lopert Films. . Jan.

Drama With Music. (French-made, with Portuguese
dialog.) Filmed in Brazil. Based on the play by
Brazilian poet, Vinitius de Moraes, story is set

in a modern Rio de Janeiro carnival, where a
Negro ccuple meet and fall in love, and relive in

24 hours the tragic story of Orpheus and Eurydice.

Marpessa Dawn, Breno Mello, and a non-profes-
sional cast of Brazilian Negroes. Director: Marcel
Camus.

BRINK OF LIFE. Swedish. .(82) Ajay Films

Drama. Swedish title is "Nara Livet." Set in a
maternity word, the film acquaints the viewer in

deeply-probing fashion with the tragedies which
befall two of three of the expectant mothers. Eva
Dahlbeck, Ingrid Thulin, Bibi Andersson, Barbro
Hiort of Ornas, Max von Sydow. Director: Ingmar
Bergman. Nordisk Tonefilm Production.

CAMINO DEL MAR ("The Rood to Evil") . . Spanish

(87) Clasa-Mohme
Drama. (Mexican-made; no English titles.) A ne-

glected wife seeks companionship with a handsome
young man who turns out to be a thief, and he
uses her as bait in a variety of unsavory inci-

dents. Ana Luisa Peluffo, Armando Silvestre, Jose

Baviera. Director: Miguel Delgado.

CARMEN COMES HOME .. Japanese
(85) Brandon Films

Comedy Drama. A pretty Tokyo striptease dancer
returns to her native village, where she manages
to shock her parents and the villagers with her

city ways, then puts on a benefit strip act for

local charities before returning to the big city.

Hideko Takamine, Toshiko Kobayashi, Takeshi
Sakamoto, Shuji Sano. Director: Keisuke Kinoshita.

Shochiku Production.

CHASERS, THE. French .(73). Gaston Hakim Prods.

Drama. One night of love in Paris. Two handsome
young men journey through the city searching for

an acceptable "pickup" and find pleasant adven-
tures with a variety of gals. Jacques Charrier,

Belinda Lee, Dany Robin, Nicole Berger, Dany
Carrel, Anouk. Aimee. Director: Pierre Mocky. Lis-

bon Films Production.

CHILDREN OF PARADISE ("Les Enfants du Paradis")

French. (162) Ajay Films. . May
Drama. From Balzac's classic story of a sordid,

unhappy romance, set against a background of

peepshows, taverns and street theatres of Paris in

the 1840s. Jean-Louis Barrault, Arletty, Pierre

Brasseur, Marcel Herrand, Maria Casares, Pierre

Renoir. Director: Marcel Came. (Originally re-

leased in the U.S. in 1947 by Tricolore Films.)

CRANES ARE FLYING, THE (Russian)—see Warner
Bros.

©DANCING HEART, THE ("Das Tanzende Herz")
German. (91) Casino Film Exch.

Ballet Film. The beautiful daughter of a court

mechanic comes to the 11th hour rescue of her

father's long-anticipated scheme to create a danc-
ing puppet by substituting for the experiment in

an audience for a duke and a romantically in-

clined banker, whom she throws over to wed her

favorite soldier. Gertrud Kueckelmann, Gunnar
Moeller, Paul Hoerbiger, Herta Staal, and top

ballet stars. Direotor: Wolfgang Liebeneier.

DAY WILL COME, THE ('Es Kommt Ein Tag")
German. .(92) Casino Film Exch.

Drama. The romance of a French girl and a Ger-

man soldier during the Franco-Prussian war that

was doomed to end in tragedy. Plot deals with

the soldier's attempts to hide from the girl's ill

mother the news that he had killed her son in

battle. Dieter Borsche, Maria Schell, Lil Dagover,
Herbert Huebner, Gustav Knuth. Director: Rudolph
Jugert. (Originally released in 1952 by Lux Films.)

DEFEND MY LOVE (Italian)—see Valiant

DREAMS. .Swedish. .(86) Janus Films

Drama. A model agency owner tries to renew her

affair with a married ex-lover, while her prettiest

model breaks off with her fiance, then meets an
aging consul who gratifies her every desire for a

day. Both affairs end in disillusionment and the
two women resume their workaday careers. Eva
Dahlbeck, Gunnar Bjornstrand, Harriet Andersson,
Ulf Palme. Director: Ingmar Bergman.

DRUNKEN ANGEL. . Japanese .. (102) . . Brandon Films

Drama. Set in 1945 after the war, and concerns
a derelict doctor who runs a small clinic and,
despite his weakness for the bottle, tries to help
people both as a doctor and a counselor. Depicts
his clash with a TB patient who will not heed
his advice. Toshiro Mifune, Takashi Shimura,
Michiyo Kogure, Reizaburo Yamamoto. Director:

Akira Kurosawa. Toho Production.

©EL CASO DE UNA ADOLESCENTE ("The Case of an
Adolescent"). . Spanish .. (100) Clasa-Mohme
Drama. (No English titles.) Shows how adolescents,
whose parents are too busy for them, but allow
them excessive liberties to make up for the lack
of warmth in their home life, can become real

social problems. Martha Mijares, Raul Farrell,

Carlos Lopez Moctezuma, Lucy Gallardo. Director:

E. G. Muriel. Corsa Production.

END OF INNOCENCE Spanish . (74). Kingsley Int'l

Drama. (Argentine-made.) The story of a frus-
trated young girl, brought up very strict, whose
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first taste of romance has a marked effect on
her life Elsa Daniel, Lautaro Murua, Guillermi
Battaglia, Berta Ortegosa. Director: Leopoldo Torre
Nilsson.

ESPOSAS IN FI ELES ("Unfaithful Wives")
Spanish .. (76) Classa-Mohme
Drama. (Mexican-made; no English titles.) A trio
of escapades by wives who seek diversion through
illicit romances, and whose adventures, started on
a light-hearted note, turn to grim realism. Co-
lumba Dominguez, Chula Prieto, Lilia del Valle.
Director: Jose Diaz Morales. Calderon Production.

FLYING CLASSROOM, THE German
'92) Casino Film Exeh.
Drama. Based on a novel by Erich Kaestner. An
understanding headmaster of a German boarding
school for boys tells a junior class about his long,
lost friend who had disappeared. The boys find
the friend, living as a hermit, and reunite the
two men. Paul Dahlke, Heliane Beie, Paul Klinger,
Enrich Ponto, Bruno Huebner. Director: Kurt Hoff-
man. Carlton Film Production.

400 BLOWS, THE ("Les Quotre Cents Coups")
French . (91) Zenith Int'l. Nov. '59
Drama. Based on a true-life story, and shot in the
streets of Paris, fhe film depicts the emotional
problems of an insecure youngster who keeps
getting into trouble because his indifferent parents
do not understand the adolescent mind. Jean-
Pierre Leaud, Patrick Auffay, Claire Maurier, Al-
bert Remy, Guy Decomble. Director: Francois Truf-
faut. (Cinemascope.)—(Also available in English-
dubbed version.)

GLASS TOWER, THE .. German .. (104) .... Ellis Films
Drama. A retired actress and wife of a wealthy,
middle-aged industrialist, who keeps her in a
luxurious glass penthouse, falls in love with a
handsome playwright who persuades her to return
to the stage. Out of revenge, the husband com-
mits suicide, making his wife appear guilty of
murder. Lilli Palmer, Peter Van Eyck, O. E. Hasse,
Brigitte Homey, Hans Messemer. Director: Harold
Braun.

©HATIKVAH ('The Hope") .. Hebrew
i?®) Leo Fuld
Drama. Israeli-made. Set in 1928, story tells of
the struggles of a group of Yemen Jews, fleeing
from persecution and oppression, to reach Israel.
Shoshana Damari, Shai K. Ophir, Elan Obedia,
Amos Arikha, Sadia Damari. Director: Nuri Habib!
Habib Film Production.

HIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR French
Zenith Inti

Drama. Set in the Hiroshima of today, the story
revolves around a French movie actress and her
Jopanese lover. The past begins to crowd the
present as the woman recalls an earlier unhappy
love affair she had at 1 8 with a German soldier,
and he recalls the Hiroshima bombing. Emmanu-
el le Riva, Eiji Okada, Bernard Fresson, Stella
Dassas. Director: Alain Resnais.

j HOLIDAY ISLAND. Italian .. (105) .. Brandon Films
Comedy. Franco-ltalian co-production. The camera
follows several vacationers as they take the boat
from Naples to the small resort island of Ischia.
In the group are four young men who had lost
their jobs and pooled their money for the trip.

They meet up with their boss and humorous com-
plications arise when they decide to get even with
him. Vittorio de Sica, Peppino De Filippo, Isabelle
Corey, Myriam Bru, Nadia Gray. Director: Mario
Camerini.

HOUSE ON THE WATERFRONT, THE French
(90) Union Films
Melodrama. (Released in France in 1955 as "Port
of Desire.") The captain of a salvage boat becomes
the protector of a young girl who has come to
Marseilles to search for a missing sister, and in
his mission to raise a ship belonging to a white
slaver finds the body of the missing sister. Jean
Gabin, Henri Vidal, Andree Debar. Director: Ed-
mond T. Greville. Elysee Film Production.

HUMAN CONDITION, THE . . Japanese
(138) Brandon Films
Drama. The story of Japan during the first days
of its invasion of Manchuria in 1943, and its war-
time role. Tatsuya Nakadai, Michiyo Aratama,
Chikage Awashima. Director: Masaki Kobayashi.
Shochiku Production.

IKIRU ("To Live") . . Japanese . (140) . . Brandon Films
Drama. Set in modern-day Japan and tells the
story of a man doomed with an incurable cancer
who spends the last months of his life recapturing
his lost youth and building a new park project for
his community. Takashi Shimura, Miki Odagiri,
Nobu Kaneko, Kamatari Fujiwara, Minosuke Ya-
mada, Shinichi Himori. Director: Akira Kurosawa
Toho Production.

IVAN THE TERRIBLE (PART II).. Russian
(87) Janus Films
Historical Drama. (Partly in color.) The second
part of Sergei Eisenstein's classic portrayal of
Ivan IV, set in Czarist Russia in the 1600s, and
released in the U. S. for the first time. Nikolai
Cherkasov, Serafima Birman, Piotr Kadochnikov,
Mikhail Zharov. Director: Sergei Eisenstein.

LESSON IN LOVE, A .. Swedish . . (95) .... Janus Films
Comedy Drama. Released in Sweden in 1954, the
story deals with a gynecologist and his pretty wife,
whose marriage is beginning to break after 15
years. Flashbacks tell of the couple's early happi-
ness and events leading up to their present predica-
ment. Eva Dahlbeck, Gunnar Bjornstrand, Harriet
Andersson, Ake Gronberg. Director: Ingmar Berg-
man. Svensk Filmindustri Production.

LOVERS, THE ("Les Amants") .. French
(90) Zenith Int'I. Nov. '59

Melodrama. Modern film version of a 19th century
novel, "Point de Lendemain." The neglected wife
of a newspaper publisher moves cbout in an arti-

ficial, sophisticated world. She meets and falls in

love with a young archeologist and the two go off
together. Jeanne Moreau, Jean-Marc Bory, Alain
Cuny, Judith Magre. Director: Louis Malle. (Dyali-
scope.)

MEN WHO TREAD ON THE TIGER'S TAIL, THE
Japanese . . (60) Brandon Films
Comedy Drama. An adaptation of a famous Japa-
nese Kabuki play, with a 12th century Japanese
setting and a new character part added. During a
civil war, a lord must flee the country; enroute
to another land, his party picks up a common
porter who proves instrumental in effecting their

escape. Benjiro Okochi, Kenichi Enomoto, Hart-
shiro Iwai, Susumu Fujita, Takashi Shimura, Masa-
yuki Mori. Director: Akira Kurosawa. Toho Pro-
duction.

NO MORALS. . French . .(77) William Mishkin
Melodrama. The story of a girl who turns to
prostitution for her livelihood while still seeking
the true love of her life. When her gangster
"protector" goes to jail, she takes up with another
hoodlum, but the first one breaks out of prison

and shoots down the new boy friend, which leaves
the girl still yearning for love. Jeanne Moreau,
Philippe Lemaire, Roger Pierre, Robert Dalban.
Director: Andre Pergament. (Colososcopic process.

POSSESSORS, THE.. French
(90) Lopert Films.. Sept. '59

Drama. Based on French novel, "Les Grandes Fa-
milies," and released in France under that title. A
clash between two generations of a wealthy,
socially prominent family—a domineering father
and a son who decides to be on his own. Facing
financial ruin, the son panics and commits suicide;

the father again takes command and recoups the
family fortune. Jean Gabin, Jean Desailly, Pierre

Brasseur, Bernard Blier, Annie Ducaux. Director:

Denys de la Patelliere. Filmsonor Intermondia
Production.

©RIKISHA MAN, THE. Japanese
(105) Cory Film Corp.
Drama With Comedy. The wistful tale of a poor,
illiterate rickshaw driver, who devotes 20 loyal

and unselfish years to one family, which does not
fully appreciate him or realize his sacrifices until

it is too late. Toshiro Mifune, Hideko Takamine,
Hiroshi Akutagawa. Director: Hiroshi Inagaki. Toho
Production. (Tohoscope.)

©SANS FAMILLE. .French
(100) United Mot. Piet. Org.
Drama. Franco-ltalian co-production. The story of
a child who was kidnapped as a baby and sup-
posedly killed so his uncle could gain an in-

heritance. Tells of the boy's adventures at seven
with a traveling entertainer, the ultimate arrest
of his uncle, and the boy's reunion with his real

mother. Joel Flateau, Pierre Brasseur, Gino Cervi,
Bernard Blier, Raymond Bussieres, Maurice Teynac.
Director: Andre Michel.

SEE NAPLES AND DIE . . Italian . . (80) . .Crown Piets.

Drama. A young wife and mother is suddenly con-
fronted by an old beau, who proceeds to blackmail
her into drug peddling. When he kidnaps her
little boy, she kills him. Gianna Maria Canale,
Renato Baldini, Claudio Villa, Vittorio Sanipoli.

Director: Riccardo Freda. Independent Producers
Ass'n Presentation.

SEXPOT. French. (93) William Mishkin
Melodrama. The story of an on-the-loose girl and
her attraction to three men, one a corrupt fellow
who uses people, the second, a wealthy weakling
who foots the bills for the first two, and the
third, a factory foreman who falls under her spell

but turns out to be the man she loves. Magali
Noel, Philippe Lemaire, Christian Marquand, Ge-
rard Blain, Robert Dalban. Director: Mick Roussel.

SHE WAS LIKE A WILD CHRYSANTHEMUM
Japanese. .(100) Brandon Films
Drama. A 73-year-old man returns to his birth-
place and, in flashbacks, relives bittersweet mem-
ories of his youth. Shinji Tanaka, Chishu Ryu,
Horuko Sugimura. Director: Keisuke Kinoshita.

©SOCIOS PARA LA AVENTURA . . Spanish
(91) Clasa-Mohme
Drama. (No English titles.) Filmed in Buenos Aires.

A young woman, stranded in the city, seeks em-
ployment to earn fare for a trip home, and takes
a job in a mansion rented by gangsters. She es-

capes to acquaintances in a harbor boat where
a scheme is cooked up for her to marry a dying
painter, then collect his insurance. Ana Luisa
Peluffo, Ramon Gay, Alberto de Mendoza. Direc-
tor: Miguel Morayta.

TAILOR'S MAID, THE . Italian

(92)

Trans-Lux Dist'b'g . . Oct. '59

Comedy. (Released in Italy as "Fathers and Sons.")
Tells of incidents in the lives of various families.

One episode deals with a fashionable tailor with
a roving eye who straightens out his teenage
daughter's romance; another tells of a childless
couple who adopt a child after taking core of a
young nephew they grow to love. Vittorio de Sica,

Marcello Mastroianni, Marisa Merlini, Ruggero
Marchi, Lorella De Luca. Director: Mario Monicelli.
(Cinemascope.)

©WOULD-BE GENTLEMAN, THE ("Le Bourgeois
Gentilhomme") . French. .(95) Kingsley-Union
Comedy Satire. First of a series of the Comedie
Francaise. Set in 1 7th century France, a wealthy,
retired tradesman, one of the nouveau riche,

whose lovely wife and daughter do not favor his
ideas of grandeur, tries to break into high society
and only succeeds in making a fool of himself.
Louis Seigner, Michelene Boudet, Jean Meyer,
Andree de Chauveron, Georges Chamarat. Director:
Jean Meyer.

YOUNG HAVE NO TIME, THE . Danish
(95) Kingsley-Union
Drama. Based on novel, "Young Love," by Jo-
hannes Allen. Presents a psychological study of
wayward children of wealthy, middle-class par-
ents, who over-indulge their youngsters to make
up for the love and security that is lacking in

the home. Ghita Norby, Frits Helmuth, Anne
Werner Thomsen, Jorn Jeppesen. Director: Johannes
Allen. Dansk Film Production.

DON'T BE PENNY WISE
AND SOUND FOOLISH!

A sound system is either right or wrong.

To be right, it requires regular inspection by the most

skillful personnel.

ALTEC SERVICE sound engineers have this skill. Thou-

sands of exhibitors use them to keep their sound

systems right.

WHY DON'T YOU!

ALTEC SERVICE COMPANY
161 Sixth Avenue New York 13, N.Y.
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New Season Current and Coming Features

Essential Data on Films: In Release from Beginning of

Each Company's Season Through December I960; Com-

pleted or in Production for Release After January 1, 1961.

Title, Cast and Other Changes Will Be Published in the

Feature Chart and the News Section of BOXOFFICE.

(For 1959-60 Releases, See Feature Index, Page 133.)

LOOKinG AHEAD

Allied Artists
(November through December 1960)

HEROD THE GREAT (Droma). Stars: Edmund Purdom,
Sylvia Lopez, Sandra Milo, Alberto Lupo. Producer:
Gian Paolo Bigazzi. Director: Arnaldo Genoino.
Screenplay: Arnaldo Genoino.

• Herod, King of Judea at the time of Christ's

birth, is returned to his throne in an arrangement
whereby he is to rule under Roman supervision.
He wrongly suspects his wife of being unfaithful,
and she is stoned to death as an adulteress. In

Totalscope and Color. Dec. 1960.

PLUNDERERS, THE (Adventure Drama). Stars: Jeff
Chandler, John Saxon, Dolores Hart, Marsha Hunt,
Jay C. Flippen. Producers: Scott R. Dunlap, Joseph
Pevney (August Productions). Director: Joseph
Pevney. Original Screenplay: Robert Barbash.

• Four young saddle tramps move into a de-
cadent western town and take over. A one-armed
rancher, the only man who could handle the situa-
tion, refuses to intervene until one of the tramps
makes a pass at his girlfriend. Nov. 1960.

UNFAITHFULS, THE (Melodrama). Stars: Gina Lollo-
brigida. May Britt, Carlo Romano, Pierre Cressoy,
Marina Vlady. Producers: Dino De Laurentiis, Carlo
Ponti. Directors: Mario Monicello, Steno.

• Italian-made. An industrialist hires an agency
to obtain compromising evidence on his wife, so
he can divorce her and marry a young manne-
quin, an act which involves a former sweetheart,
theft and blackmail in high society and eventual
murder. Nov. 1960.

Coming
ARMORED COMMAND (War Drama). Stars: Howard

Keel, Tina Louise, Earl Holliman. Producer: Ron
W. Alcorn. Director: Byron Haskin. Original Screen-
play: Ron W. Alcorn.

• Story of a modern Mata Hori, an espionage
agent who infiltrated a U.S. battle zone and almost
brought disaster to an ormored force in the Vos-
ages Mountains of France.

BIG BANKROLL, THE (Drama). Stars: David Janssen,
Dionne Foster, Jack Carson, Dan O'Herilhy, Joseph
Schildkraut, Mickey Shaughnessy, Keenan Wynn,
Diana Dors, William Demarest, Mickey Rooney.
Producers: Samuel Bischoff, David Diamond. Di-
rector: Joseph M Newman. Original (book): Leo
Katcher. Screenplay: Jo Swerling.

• The life and times of the famous king of
gamblers, Arnold Rothstein, the man who is be-
lieved to have fixed the 1919 World Series.

BIG WAVE, THE (Drama). Stars: Sessue Hayakcrwa,
Ichizo-ltami. Producer: Pearl S. Buck, Tad Daniel-
ewski (Stratton Prods). Director: Tad Danielewski.
Original (book): Pearl S. Buck. Screenplay: Pearl
S. Buck, Tad Danielewski.

• Filmed in Japan as a coproduction with Toho
Co., this adaptation of a Pearl S. Buck novel is

the story of village fishermen and their families
caught in the destructive path of a tidal wave.

BILLY BUDD (Sea Drama). Stars: Peter Ustinov,
Robert Ryan. Producer: Ronald Lubin. Director:
Peter Ustinov. Original (novel): Herman Melville.
Screenplay: Peter Ustinov.

• The famous sea classic, set aboard a British
ship in Lord Nelson's day, dealing with the feuds
among men and officers, treachery, murder, mu-
tiny and the hanging of legendary Billy Budd.

BRIDGE, THE (War Drama). Producer: Jochen Severin
(Fono-Film). Director: Bernard Wicki. Original
(book): Manfred Gregor. Screenplay: Bernard Wicki,
Michael Mansfield, Korl-Wilhelm Vivier.

• German-made coproduction. A group of adoles-
cents in the closing days of World War II defend
a German village. The story deals with this de-
fense, their relations with the females of the
village and their induction into bloody warfare.

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER (Drama). Stors:
Linda Ho. Producer: Albert Zugsmith. Director: Al-
bert Zugsmith. Ordinal (novel): Thomas De Quincey.
Screenplay: Robert Hill.

• The Thomas De Quincey classic updated to
the 1920s, set in San Francisco's Chinatown, with

the adventurers and beauties of two worlds brought
together in an atmosphere of tong wars, intrigue
and mystery.

CRASH BOAT (War Drama). Stars: Not set. Producer:
Lindsley Parsons. Director: Not set. Original Screen-
play: Jack DeWitt, Herbert Caesar, Warren
Douglas.

« Based on the heroics of the Navy's rescue craft
which searched for downed fliers in the South
Pacific in World War II.

DONDI (Family Comedy). Stars: David Kory, David
Janssen, Patti Page, Walter Winchell, Mickey
Shaughnessy, Robert Strauss, Arnold Stang. Pro-
ducers: Albert Zugsmith, Gus Edson. Director: Al-
bert Zugsmith. Original (comic strip): Gus Edson,
Irwin Hasen. Screenplay: Albert Zugsmith, Gus
Edson.

• Based on a widely syndicated comic strip, this

is the story of an orphan boy who is adopted by
American soldiers behind the Iron Curtain.

EL CID (Spectacle Drama). Stars: Charlton Heston,
Sophia Loren. Producer: Samuel Bronston (Samuel
Bronston Prods.), in association with Philip Yor-
dan. Director: Anthony Mann.
• Filmed in Spain. The story of Spain's great
11th Century Christian hero who freed Christendom
and ’his country from the Moorish invaders. In

Super Technirama 70 and Color.

GEORGE RAFT STORY, THE (Biographical Drama).
Stars: Not set. Producer: Ben Schwalb. Screenplay:
Crane Wilbur.

• Taken from the Saturday Evening Post's serial-

ization of the movie star's life, the story moves
from the Roaring Twenties to the current scene.

LOOK IN ANY WINDOW (Drama). Stars: Paul Anka,
Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol, Gigi Perreau, Carole
Mathews. Producers: William Alland, Laurence E.

Mascott. Director: William Alland. Screenplay:
Laurence E. Mascott.

• The effect on teenagers brought about by the
marital difficulties and infidelities of their parents,
including the problem of the "peeping Tom."

OPERATION EICHMANN (Suspense Drama). Stars:

Werner Klemperer, Ruta Lee, Donald Buka. Pro-

ducers: Samuel Bischoff, David Diamond. Director:

R. G. Springsteen. Screenplay: Lewis Copley.

• A story based on a current front-page story,

the career of Hitler's chief executioner, Adolf
Eichmann, and the relentless hunt to find the man
in the postwar era and his final capture.

RECKLESS, PRIDE OF THE MARINES (War Drama).
Stars: Not set. Producer: Lester A. Sansom. Direc-

tor: Francis D. Lyon. Original (book): Lt. Col.

Andrew Geer. Screenplay: Elwood Ullman.

• Story of a racehorse whose heroic deeds in

battle won a Marine citation and the rank of
sergeant in the Corps.

REPRIEVE (Biographical Drama). Stars: Not set. Pro-

ducer: Ronald Lubin. Director: Millard Kaufman.
Original (book): John Resko. Screenplay: Millard
Kaufman.
• The true story of John Resko, a man con-
demned to death and given a reprieve 20 minutes
before the hour of execution, and his life in

prison and eventual rehabilitation.

79 PARK AVENUE (Drama). Stars: Not set. Producer:
Harold Robbins. Director: Not set. Original (novel):

Harold Robbins. Screenplay: Not set.

• About the girls who make Manhattan's "gold
coast" their hunting ground, where "79 Park
Avenue" is the address of a so-called model
agency, whose private phone connects clients with
the most desirable numbers in town. In Color.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE (Drama). Stars: Not set.

Producer: Not set. Director: Not set. Original
(books): John Storm, Stephen and Ethel Longstreet.

• The life of Suzanne Valodon, fabulous French
model, friend of Toulouse-Lautrec and Degas, and
mother of painter Maurice Utrillo, based on the
books, "The Valadon Drama" and "Man of Mont-
martre."

TWENTY PLUS TWO (Suspense Drama). Stors: David
Janssen, Jeanne Crain, Dina Merrill, Agnes Moore-

head, Brad Dexter. Executive Producer: Scott R.

Dunlap. Producer: Frank Gruber. Director: Joe New-
man. Original (novel): Frank Gruber. Screenplay
Frank Gruber.

• A girl is missing for 22 years, and the drama
of those years is revealed through the role played
by a noted investigator who specializes in finding
missing heirs.

UNARMED IN PARADISE (Romantic Drama). Stars:

Maria Schell, George Peppard. Producer: Stuart
Millar. Director: Not set. Original (novel): Ellen

Marsh.

• A story of love on the Paris Left Bank, in-

volving an American girl and a man she meets
in the free world of modern amour. In Color.

American International
(September through December 1960)

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON (Costume Spectacle).
Stars: Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford, Eleonora
Ruffo. Producer: Achille Piazzi. Director: Vittorio

Cottafavi. Screenplay: Marco Piccolo, Archibald
Zounds jr.

• Italian-made. Set in the lond of Thebes, where
the struggle for the control of the kingdom of
Goliath involves battles with a dragon, elephant
and centaur, the love of a slave girl for Goliath's

brother, and the Herculean strength of the giant
Goliath which overpowers all. In CinemaScope and
Color. Nov. 1960.

JOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY (Adventure Drama).
Stars: Debra Paget, Paul Christian, Walter Reyer,
Luciana Paluzzi. Producer: Fritz Lang. Director:

Fritz long. Original Story: Thea Von Harbou.

• German-made. An American en route to a for-

gotten city in India rescues a dancer from an
attacking tiger and accompanies her to the country
where she has been ordered to dance for the
maharajah. When it is learned the American has
seen her dance within the sacred confines, efforts

to punish him project a series of adventures. In

Totalscope and Color. Oct. 1960.

Coming
BLACK SUNDAY (Horror). Stars: Barbara Steele, John

Richardson. Producer: Massimo de Rita. Director:

Mario Bava. Original: Nokolaj Gogol. Screenplay:

Ennio de Concini, Mario Serandrel.

• Italian-made. An evil which has lain dormant
for a hundred years is unleashed on the descend-
ants of an ill-fated princess.

HAND, THE (Drama). Stars: Derek Bond, Ronald
Leigh Hunt, Reed de Rouen, Ray Cooney. Pro-

ducer: Bill Luckwell. Director: Henry Cass. Original

Screenplay: Ray Cooney, Tony Hilton.

• A British officer who gave in to the Japanese
is constantly reminded of it by one of his men
and finally resorts to murder to silence him.

KONGA (Science-Fiction). Stars: Michael Gough,
Margo Johns, Jess Conrad, Claire Gordon. Producer:

Herman Cohen. Director: John Lemont. Original

Screenplay: Aben Kandel, Herman Cohen.

• A botany professor returns from Africa bringing

with him a rapid growth serum which he uses on
a chimpanzee who assumes tremendous propor-

tions and terrorizes London. In SpectaMation and
Color.

MASTER OF THE WORLD (Adventure Drama). Stars:

Vincent Price, Charles Bronson, Henry Hull, Mary
Webster, David Frankham. Producer: James H.
Nicholson. Director: William Witney. Original

(story): Jules Verne. Screenplay: Richard Matheson.

• The story of one man's misguided efforts to

bring about world peace through the use of
superior weapons. In CinemaScope, Dynamagic.

PIT AND THE PENDULUM, THE (Drama). Stars:

Vincent Price, John Kerr, Barbara Steele, Luana
Anders. Producer-Director: Roger Corman. Original
(story): Edgar Allan Poe. Screenplay: Richard
Matheson.

• A young man journeys to Spain to investigate
the death of his sister and discovers mystery and
terror left over from the Inquisition. In Panavision
and Color.
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PORTRAIT OF A SINNER (Droma). Stars: Nadja
Tiller, Tony Britton, William Bendix, Natasha
P.arry. Producer: George Minter. Director: Robert
Siodmak. Original (novel): Robin Maugham. Screen-
ploy: Audrey Erskine Lindop, Dudley Leslie.

• A mysterious young woman destroys one man,
loses the love of another—all for a love which
will eventually destroy her.

OPERATION CAMEL (Comedy): Stars: Nora Hayden,
Carl Ottosen, Louis Renard. Producer: Henrik
Dandberg. Director: Sven Methlin. Screenplay: Bob
Methling.

• Treats with the misadventures of a group of
Danish recruits during their basic training and
eventual duties as part of the United Nations
Patrol on the Gaza Strip.

REPTILICUS (Science-Fiction). Stars: Carl Ottosen,
Anne Smyrner, Bodi Miller. Producer-Direcor:
Sidney Pink. Original: Sidney Pink. Screenplay:
lb Melchoir, Sidney Pink.

• A prehistoric monster is discovered and re-
turns to life to terrorize Denmark.

TWO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL (Drama). Stars: Paul
Massie, Dawn Addoms, Christopher Lee. Producer:
Michael Carreras. Director: Terence Fisher. Original
(story): Robert Louis Stevenson. Screenplay: Wolf
Mankowitz.
• British-made. Dr. Jekyll works on separating the
two natures of man and succeeds in his experi-
ments, creating Mr. Hyde, who eventually destroys
them both. In Megascope and Color.

Buena Vista
(November through December 1960)

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON (Adventure Drama). Stars:
John Mills, Dorothy McGuire, Janet Munro, Tommy
Kirk, Kevin Corcoran, Cecil Parker. Producer: Wil-
liam Anderson. Director: Ken Annakin. Original
(novel): Johann Wyss. Screenplay: Lowell S.
Hawley.

• Filmed in the British West Indies, this is the
classic story of a Swiss family which devises a
plan for survival after being marooned in the
South Seas. In Color. Dec. 1960.

TEN WHO DARED (Adventure Drama). Stars: Brian
Keith, John Beal, James Drury, R. G. Armstrong.
Producer: Walt Disney. Associate Producer: James
Algar. Director: William Beaudine. Original (per-
sonal journal): Major John Wesley Powell.

• The saga of the conquest of the Colorado, based
on the journals of Major John Wesley Powell, the
one-armed scientist who guided an expedition
down the uncharted Colorado River in 1869 In
Color. Nov. 1960.

Coming
ABSENT MINDED PROFESSOR. THE (Comedy). Stars:

Fred MacMurray, Nancy Olson, Keenan Wynn,
Tommy Kirk. Producer: Walt Disney. Associate
Producer: Bill Walsh. Director: Robert Stevenson.
Original (story): Samuel W. Taylor. Screenplay:
Bill Walsh.
• The wacky experiments of a college science
teacher lead to his discovery of an antigravitational
substance. He replaces the engine in his ancient
Model-T with the gravity-defying material and
flies off to Washington, D. C., causing a national
crisis.

BABES IN TOYLAND (Musical). Stars: Ray Bolger,
Tommy Sonds, Ed Wynn, Henry Colvin, Gene Shel-
don. Producer: Walt Disney. Director: Jack Dono-
hue. Original (operetta): Victor Herbert. Screenplay:
Not set.

• First live-action musical by Disney, this is an
updated version of the Victor Hrebert operetta,
using the original score plus addition of new
orchestrations, lyrics and libretto, and featuring
hundreds of mechanical and animated toys appear-
ing with the humans. In Color.

BON VOYAGE (Comedy Droma). Stars: Fred Mac-
Murray. Producer: Wolt Disney. Director: James
Neilson. Original (novel): Joseph Hayes. Screen-
play: Bill Walsh.

• The sophisticated story of a typical family
which saves for years to make a European trip,
where mother meets a Paris dandy, and is swept
off her feet; daughter and son find teenage lovers,
and the son is involved in mischief. They finally
turn homeward, much wiser and content with
normalcy.

CASTAWAYS, THE (Adventure Drama). Stars: Hayley
Mills. Producer: Walt Disney. Associate Producer:
Hugh Attwooll. Director: Robert Stevenson. Original
(book, Jules Verne. Screenplay: Lowell S. Hawley.
• Based on the novel "Captain John's Children."
Earthquakes, floods, mountain-climbing and storms
mark the path across the continents of a young
girl and her brother in their search for their cast-
away father, after finding a bottle containing
virtually illegible information about his where-
abouts. In Color.

MOON PILOT (Space Drama). Stars: Tom Tryon,
Brian Keith. Producers: Walt Disney, Bill Anderson.
Associate Producer: Ron Miller. Director: James
Neilson. Original (story): Robert Buckner. Screen-
play: Maurice Tombragel.

• The story of what happened to an Air Force
captain chosen to be our pioneer in outer space,
and his experiments and adventures which blaze
the way to re-entry and .pave the way for space
travel. A girl sent by the moon people reveals to
him the secrets of the solar system. In Color.

NIKKI, WILD DOG OF THE NORTH (Wilderness
Drama). Stars: Jean Coutu, Emile Genest, Uriel
Luff, Robert Rivard, wonder dog Nikki and bear
cub Neewa. Producer: Winston Hibler (for Walt
Disney Prods.). Directors: Don Haldane, Jack Couf-
fer. Original (novel): Oliver Curwood. Screenplay:
Not set.

• Filmed in the Canadian Rockies country, this
is the story of a lost Malemute in a wilderness
ruled by rugged trappers by day and wolf packs
by night, the dog's bitter battle for survival and
final reuniting with its master. In Color.

ONE HUNDRED AND ONE DALMATIANS (Cartoon
Feature). Producer: Walt Disney. Production Super-
visor: Ken Peterson. Directors: Wolfgang Reifher-
man, Hamilton S. Luske, Clyde Geronimi. Original
(novel): Dodie Smith. Screenplay: Bill Peet.

• A tale about two dogs that track down and
vanquish a woman who kidnaps Dalmatians for the
fur coats they make. The climax comes in a
countryside chase as all free dogs rally to the
rescue of 101 captured Dalmatians. In Color.

PARENT TRAP (Comedy). Stars: Hayley Mills, Mau-
reen O'Hara, Brian Keith, Joanna Barnes, Charles
Ruggles, Una Merkel. Producer: Walt Disney. Asso-
ciate Producer: George Golitzin. Director: David
Swift. Original (novel): Erich Kastner. Screenplay:
David Swift.

• Based on the novel "Das Doppelte Lottchen."
Identical teenage twin girls meet for the first time
at a camp and hatch a plot to bring their father
and mother together again. Each has been brought
up by one of the parents. They trade places and
eventually bring about a permanent reunion. In

Color.

Columbia
(July through December 1960)

ALL THE YOUNG MEN (Droma). Stars: Alan Ladd,
Sidney Poitier, James Darren, Mart Sahl. Producer-
Director-Original Screenploy: Hall Bartlett.

• A platoon of Marines is ambushed during the
Korean War, and the dying commanding officer
puts a Negro sergeant in charge, over a white
officer—creating problems of prejudice as well as
military. Sept. 1960.

AS THE SEA RAGES (Drama). Maria Schell, Cliff

Robertson, Cameron Mitchell. Producer: Carl Szo-
koll (With Michael Arthur Film Prods.). Director:
Horst Haechler. Original (novel): Werner Helwig.
Screenplay: Jeffrey Dell, Jo Eisinger.

• Filmed in Greece. Based on the bitter rivalry

between the net fishermen of Kalymnos and the
dynamiters of nearby Kuluri, ruled by a one-eyed
tyrant, and the love of a fisherman and a young
girl in the opposite comps. Sept. 1960.

ENEMY GENERAL, THE (Drama). Stars: Van Johnson,
Jean Pierre Aumont, Dany Carrel. Producer: Sam
Katzman (Clover Prods.). Director: George Sher-
man. Original and Screenplay: Lou Morheim,
Oliver Crawford.

• An OSS officer in occupied France, working
with the resistance movement, is faced with the
decision of whether to kill a German general to
avenge the death of his girl or smuggle him out
of the country and take him to England for

interrogation. Sept. 1960.

FAST AND SEXY (Romantic Comedy). Stars: Gina
Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson, Vittorio de Sica. Pro-

ducer: Milko Skofic. Director: Reginald Denham.
Original (story): E. M. Margadonna, Dino Risi.

Screenplay: E. M. Margadonna, Lueiana Corda,
Joseph Stefano.

• Filmed in Italy. A wealthy widow returns to

her native Italian village, and immediately be-
comes the object of attention of every eligible

bachelor, except the local Don Juan, a blacksmith.
In Technicolor and Technirama. Sept. 1960.

HELL IS A CITY (Action Drama). Stars: Stanley
Baker, John Crawford, Billie Whitelaw. Producer:
Michael Carreras (Hammer Films). Director: Val
Guest. Original (novel): Maurice Procter. Screen-
play: Val Guest.

• British-made. A detective inspector moves after
a notorious jewel thief, wanted for both robbery
and murder, and nabs him but only after a
battle-to-death atop a gabled roof in the heart of
Manchester. Nov. 1960.

I AIM AT THE STARS (Drama). Stars: Curt Jurgens,
Gia Scala, Victoria Shaw, James Daley, Herbert
Lorn. Producer: Charles H. Schneer (Morningside

Prods.). Director: J. Lee Thompson. Original Screen-
play: Jay Dratler.

• Based on the career of the rocket scientist von
Braun, his role within the Nazi war machine ond
his decision, along with other scientists, to go with
the Americans in preference to the Russians.
Oct. 1960.

I'M ALL RIGHT, JACK (Comedy). Stars: Ian Car-
michael, Peter Sellers, Terry-Thomas, Margaret
Rutherford, Richard Attenborough. Producer: Roy
Boulting. Director: John Boulting. Screenplay: John
Boulting.

• British-made. A son of wealth, a flop in man-
agement, is installed as an incognito "worker" in

an uncle's factory. His eagerness for hard work
ires the shop steward, and the plant strikes—thus
upsetting a scheme between two industrialists to
share in an illegal contract. Oct. 1960.

JAZZ BOAT (Drama With Music). Stars: Anthony
Newley, Anne Aubrey, Bernie Winters. Producer:
Irving Allen, Albert R. Broccoli (Warwick). Direc-
tor: Ken Hughes. Screenplay: Ken Hughes, John
Antrobus.

• British-made. In an effort to be a big shot, a
young man lets himself be known as "The Cat,"
gets mixed up with a gang of petty criminals and,
in escaping from a robbery, hides out on jazz boat
filled with teenagers. Dee. 1960.

LET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH (Drama). Stars:

Burl Ives, Shelley Winters, James Darren, Jean
Seberg, Ella Fitzgerald, Ricardo Montalban. Pro-
ducer: Boris D. Kaplan. Director: Philip Leacock.
Original (novel): Willard Motley. Screenplay: Robert
Presnell jr.

• A youth, product of Chicago's seamy district,

is helped to escape his sordid surroundings by a
mother who becomes a prostitute to care for him,
a whisky-soaked ex-judge and other neighborhood
derelicts. The boy is on the way to concert star-

dom when he sets out to avenge a dope pusher
who hooked his mother. Nov. 1960.

MY DOG, BUDDY (Drama). Stars: Travis Lemmond,
Ken Curtis, London. Producer: Ken Curtis.
A.R.B.-McLendon Prods. Director: Ray Kellogg.
Screenplay: Ray Kellogg.

• A 1 0-year-old boy and his dog are in an ac-
cident, and separated. The 'boy is taken to a
hospital and the dog searches through the country-
side looking for him, is mistaken for a show dog
and entered in competition, and finally is re-

united with the young master. Aug. 1960.

NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA, THE (Drama). Stars.
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas, Michele Mercier,
Franco Fabrizi. Director: Sergia Grieco. Screenplay:
Mario Caiano, Aldo Segri.

• Italian-made. A young swordsman rescues the
daughter of a warrior leading a revolt against
the Borgias, and Lucretia Borgia makes every
jealous effort to wreck the romance. As one of
her lovers and the swordsman meet in a duel to
the death, she turns to another romance. In Total-
scope and Color. Aug. 1960.

PLEASE TURN OVER (Comedy). Stars: Ted Ray, Jean
Kent, Leslie Phillips. Producer: Peter Rogers. Direc-
tor: Gerald Thomas. Original (play): Basil Thomas.
Screenplay: Norman Hudis.

• British-made. Based on a hit London play,
"Book-of-the-Month," this deals with a teenage
girl who writes a best-seller in which she presents
her father as having an affair with his secretary,

her mother in love with a bachelor and her maiden
aunt as a drunkard, and they begin to believe
what they read. Dec. 1960.

SONG WITHOUT END (Drama With Music). Dirk
Bogarde, Capucine, Genevieve Page, Patricia Mori-
son. Producer: William Goetz. Directors: Charles
Vidor, George Cukor. Screenplay: Oscar Millard.

• Based on the life of Franz Liszt, the famous
composer-pianist, and his love for a Russian prin-

cess married to a nobleman who refuses to give
her a divorce unless she turns over her wealth.
The Vatican eventually refuses to sanction the
divorce, and Liszt enters a monastery. In Cinema-
Scope and Color. Oct. 1960.

STOP! LOOK! AND LAUGH! (Comedy). The Three
Stooges, Paul Winohell. Producer: Harry Romm.
• Paul Winohell, ventriloquist, and two of his

dummy characters engage in some horseplay to

introduce bits and pieces of a dozen or so of top
two-reelers made by The Three Stooges. July 1960.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET (Drama). Stars: Kim
Novak, Kirk Douglas, Ernie Kovacs, Barbara Rush,
Walter Matthau. Producer: Richard Quine. Direc-

tor: Richard Quine. Original (novel) and Screenplay:

Evan Hunter.

• A lonely housewife and a staid and conven-
tional neighbor fall in love and hold many clandes-

tine meetings. When another neighbor attempts to

force his attentions on the man's wife, there is a
sorry realization of the unpleasantness which
arises out of infidelity. In Color. July 1960.

SURPRISE PACKAGE (Comedy). Stars: Yul Brynner,

Noel Coward, Mitzi Gaynor. Producer: Stanley
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Donen. Director: Stanley Donen. Original (novel):

Art Buchwald. Screenplay: Harry Kurnitz.

• A deported tax-evading gangster is exiled to a
Greek island where a gang of thugs scheme to

rob him of a million dollars he doesn't have, and
an exiled monarch seeks to sell him a million-

dollar crown, which the ex-thug prefers to steal.

Nov. 1960.

13 GHOSTS (Horror Comedy). Stars: Charles Hebert,
Jo Morrow, Martin Milner, Rosemary DeCamp.
Producer: William Castle. Director: William Castle.
Screenplay: Robb White.

• When the young son of an impoverished an-
thropologist makes a wish for a house filled with
fine furniture, an ancient castle comes as an
answer. Here, for two nights the family lives

amidst on unearthly collection of ghosts. July
1960.

THREE WORLDS OF GULLIVER, THE (Fantasy). Stars:

Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow, June Thorburn. Pro-
ducer: Charles H. Schneer (Morningside Prods.).

Director: Jack Sher. Original (novel): Jonathan
Swift. Screenplay; Arthur Ross.

• An adaptation of the famous novel about
Gulliver's adventures with the tiny people of
Lilliput and the giants of Brobdingnag, set against
a romance between Gulliver and a young girl who
also finds herself in the strange land. In Super-
Dynamation and Color. Dec. 1960.

Coming
CARTHAGE IN FLAMES (Drama Spectacle): Stars.

Anne Heywood, Jose Saurez. Producer: Guido Luz-
zato (Lux Films). Director: Carmine Gallone. Origi-
nal (book): Emilio Salgari. Screenplay: Carmine
Gallone, Ennio di Concini, Duccio Tessari.

• Italian-made. A young Carthaginian helps unite
his people in defense of their doomed city against
Roman attack. A Roman maiden sacrifices her life

because of her love for him. In Technirama and
Technicolor.

CRY FOR HAPPY (Comedy). Stars: Glenn Ford, Don-
ald O'Connor, Miiko Taka, Miyoshi Umeki. Pro-
ducer: William Goetz (William Goetz Prods.). Direc-
tor: George Marshall. Original (novel): George
Campbell. Screenplay: Irving Brecher.

• Four U.S. Navy men in Japan take over a
Geisha house and fall in love with the inhabitants.
In CinemaScope end Color.

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK (Drama). Stars: Spencer Tracy,
Frank Sinatra. Producer: Fred Kohlmar (Mervyn
LeRoy-Fred Kohlmar Prods.). Director: Mervyn Le-
Roy. Original (novel): Max Catto. Screenplay: Liam
O'Brien.

• Filmed in Hawaii. An Irish priest and three
convicts on a small island in the Pacific risk their

lives to save a colony of leper children from a
volcanic eruption.

FIVE FINGER EXERCISE (.Drama). Stars: Rosalind
Russell, Laurence Harvey. Producer: Frederick Bris-

son (Sonnis Corp. Prods.). Director: Daniel Mann.
Original (play): Peter Schaffer. Screenplay: Albert
Hackett, Frances Goodrich Hockett.

• Screen adaptation of a play picked by the
critics as the best import of 1 960, about a young
German tutor who lives with a family and how he
affects the household.

FIVE GOLDEN HOURS (Satire-Comedy). Stars: Ernie
Kovacs, Cyd Charisse, George Sanders. Producer:
Mario Zomipi (Mario Zampi Prods.). Director: Mario
Zampi. Screenplay: Hans Wilhelm.
• Filmed in Italy and the Alps, this is the satiri-

cal story of a confidence man who preys on
wealthy widows.

GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN (Comedy). Stars: James
Darren, Michael Callan, Reggy Cass, Deborah
Walley. Producer: Jerry Bresler (Bresler Prods.).

'Director: Paul Kendkos. Screenplay: Ruth Brooks
Flippen (based on characters created by Fred
Kohlmar).

• Filmed in Hawaii, this is a sequel to the popu-
lar "Gidget" which had a California setting, and
has to do with teenage antics on the Hawaiian
beaches. In CinemaScope and Color.

GREENGAGE SUMMER, THE (Drama). Stars: Kenneth
More, Danielle Darrieux, Susannah York. Producer:
Victor Saville. Director: Lewis Gilbert. Original
(novel): Rumer Godden. Soreenplay: Howard Koch.

• A story of four children spending their summer
holiday in France, who become deeply involved in

the passions and intrigues of adult life when their
mother becomes ill.

GUNS OF NAVARONE (Adventure Drama). Stars:

Gregory Peok, David Niven, Anthony Quinn, Anth-
ony Quayle, James Darren, Gia Scala. Producer:
Carl Foreman (Highroad Prods.). Director: J. Lee
Thompson. Original (novel): Alistair MacLean.
Screenplay: Carl Foreman.
• Filmed in Rhodes and Greece, the drama is

based on the heroism of five men who are charged
with the seemingly impossible task of destroying
a battery of guns so that 2,000 Allied soldiers may
be saved. In Color.

HAND IN HAND (Drama). Stars: Loretta Parry,
Philip Needs, John Gregson, Dame Sybil Thorndike,
Finlay Currie. Producer: Helen Winston. Director:
Philip Leacock. Original (story): Leopold Atlas,
Sidney Harmon. Screenplay: Diana Morgan.
• Two eight-year-olds solve the problems that
arise between them with wisdom and understand-
ing, particularly as they learn about each other's
religions—Catholic and Judaism.

HOMICIDAL (Drama). Stars: Glenn Corbett, Patricia
Breslin, Jean Arles, Alan Bunce. Producer: William
Castle. Director: William Castle. Screenplay: Robb
White.

• A mystery chiller about a pharmacist who is

instrumental in solving a homicidal situation.
With an audience-participaf ion gimmick.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA (Historical Drama). Stars:
Peter O'Toole. Producer: Sam Spiegel. Director:
David Lean. Original (book): T. E. Lawrence.

• Based on T. E. Lawrence's "Pillars of Wisdom,"
which tells of the notable adventures of Colonel
Lawrence in the Near East in World War I and
the immediate years following. In Color.

MAD-DOG COLL (Drama). Stars: John Chandler,
Kay Doubleday, Brooke Hayward. Producer: Ed-
ward Schreiber (Thalia Prods.). Director: Burt
Balaban. Original: Leo Liberman. Screenplay: Ed-
ward Schreiber.

• Based on the life of the notorious gangster of
the roaring Twenties, Vincent Coll, and the efforts
of New York police to wipe out mob rule.

MOST DANGEROUS MAN ALIVE (Science-Fiction).
Stars: Ron Randell, Debra Paget, Elaine Stewart.
Producer: Benedict Bogeaus, (Bogeaus Prods.). Di-

rector: Allan Dwan. Original (story): Philip Rock,
Michael Pate. Screenplay: Philip Rock, James Lei-

cester.

• A science-fiction thriller based on a story
about an escaped convict who is engulfed in an
atomic blast and survives, but is transformed into
a man of steel.

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND (Drama). Stars: Michael Craig,
Joan Greenwood, Michael Callan. Producer:
Charles H. Schneer (Morningside Prods.). Director:

Cyril Endfield. Original (novel): Jules Verne. Screen-
play: Raphael Hayes.

• Filmed in SuperDynamation, this is a screen
adaptation of a Jules Verne fantasy translated
into modern realism.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE (Comedy). Stars: Jack
Lemmon. Producer: Fred Kohlmar. Director: Richard
Quine. Original (story): Margery Sharpe. Screen-
play: Roger MacDougall.

• A young American diplomatic employe rents

an apartment from a demure English girl, then
discovers she is suspected of having murdered her
husband, all of which results in a series of comedy
situations.

OPERATION TERROR (Drama). Stars: Lee Remick.
Producer: Blake Edwards. Director: Blake Edwards.
Screenplay: Mildred and Gordon Gordon.

• A vicious criminal stages a campaign of terror

in order to force a pretty young bank teller into

an act of embezzlement.

PASSPORT TO CHINA (Melodrama). Stars: Richord
Basehart, Athene Seyler, Lisa Gastone. Producer:

Michael Carreras (Hammer Films). Director: Michael
Carreras. Screenplay: Gordon Wellesley.

• British-made. A Hong Kong travel agent be-

comes involved in undercover activities in Red
China, after a Western plane is "decoyed" off

course inside Chinese territory. In Color.

PEPE (Comedy With Music). Stars: Cantinflas and
guest stars. Producer: George Sidney (Posa Int'l

Prods.). Director: George Sidney. Original (play):

L. Bus-Pekete. Screenstory: Leonard Spigelgas,

Sonya Levien. Screenplay: Dorothy Kingsley, Claude
Binyon.

• Taken from the stage play "Broadway Magic,"
this finds a Mexican ranch hand following his

beloved white horse—sold to an on-the-skids
Hollywood director—through entertainment land,

never aware of the fact that the various personal-

ities he meets are world-famous individuals. In

CinemaScope and Color.

RAISIN IN THE SUN, A (Drama). Stars: Sidney
Poitier, Claudia McNeil, Ruby Dee, Diana Sands.
Producers: David Susskind, Philip Rose (for Paman-
Doris Prods.). Director: Daniel Petrie. Original
(play): Lorraine Hansberry. Screenplay: Lorraine
Hansberry.

• An adaptation of the first play written by a
Negro playwright to be produced on Broadway—
about a grandmother's dream of a better life for
her family, and her son's development into a man.

SWORD OF SHERWOOD FOREST (Adventure Drama).
Stars: Richard Greene, Peter Cushing. Producers:
Sidney Cole, Richard Greene (Hammer Films). Di-
rector: Terence Fisher. Screenplay: Alan Hackney.

• British-made. A new run of adventures for Robin

Hood and his men, with swordplay all through
Sherwood Forest and its environs. In Megascope
and Color.

TASTE OF FEAR (Drama). Stars: Susan Strasberg,

Ronald Lewis, Ann Todd, Christopher Lee. Producer:
Jimmy Songster (Hammer Films). Director: Seth
Holt. Screenplay: Jimmy Songster.

• Britislvmade. An offbeat suspense thriller about
a beautiful young girl who becomes involved in a
macabre plot that backfires on the conspirators.

TERROR OF THEi TONGS (Drama). Stars: Christopher
Lee, Yvonne Monlaur, Geoffrey Toone. Producer:
Kenneth Hyman (Hammer Films). Director: Anthony
Bushell.

• British-made. A grim tale of terror-inspiring

tong wars in Hong Kong.

TREATMENT, THE (Drama). Stars: Claude Dauphin,
Diane Cilento, Ronald Lewis, Francoise Rosay. Pro-
ducer: Val Guest. Director: Val Guest. Original

(novel): Ronald Scott Thorn. Screenplay: Val Guest,
Ronald Scott Thorn.

• British-made. Based on the novel, "The Full

Treatment," this is an offbeat suspense story about
the gruelling experience of a young couple honey-
mooning on the Riviera.

TRY, TRY AGAIN (Comedy). Stars: Jack Lemmon,
Debbie Reynolds. Producer: Robert Cohn. Director:

Michael Gordon. Original Soreenplay: Winston Mil-

ler.

• A sophisticated comedy about the trials and
tribulations and gay adventures of a young mar-
ried couple.

UNDERWORLD, U.S.A. (Drama. Stars: Cliff Robertson,
Dolores Dorn, Beatrice Kay. Producer-Direotor-
Original Screenplay: Samuel Fuller (Globe Prods.).

• A melodrama based on crime in the U.S. A. to-

day, presenting the case history of a criminal
record from childhood to the violent end of a
career.

WACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY, THE (Comedy).
Stars: Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson, John Lund.
Producer: Fred Kohlmar. Director: Richard Murphy.
Screenplay: Richard Murphy.

• An oddball Naval officer with a wacky crew
are involved in a series of hilarious and urv
Navy-like goings on while on duty in the Pacific.

In CinemaScope and Color.

WARRIOR EMPRESS, THE (Adventure Drama). Stars:

Kerwin Mathews, Tina Louise. 'Producer: Gianni
Hecht Lucari (Documento Film). Director: Pietro

Francisci. Screenplay: Ennio de Concini, Pietro

Francisci, Luciano Martino (English translation by
Paddy Manning O'Brien).

• Italian-made. An adventure epic set against
the background of revolution, retelling the ancient
story of Sappho, Venus of Lesbos, and Phaon, for

whom she had the great passion. In CinemaScope
and Color.

WEEKEND WITH LULU, A (Comedy). Stars: Bob
Monkhouse, Leslie Philips, Shirley Eaton. Producer:
Hammer Films. Director: John Paddy Carstairs.

• British^made. A young man, his girlfriend and
her mother run into hilarious adventures with
French officials and gendarmes.

Continental
ENTERTAINER, THE (Drama). Stars: Laurence Olivier,

Joan Plowright, Brenda De Banzie. Producer: Horry
Saltzman. Director: Tony Richardson.

• British-made. A picturizotion of John Osborne's
bitter, sordid drama of cheap vaudevillians and
their drab and illicit love affairs.

FOUR DESPERATE MEN (Drama). Stars: Aldo Ray,
Heather Sears, Neil McCallum. Producer: Michael
Balcon. Director: Harry Watt.

• Filmed in Australia. Three convicts making a
daring escape, take refuge on a harbor island in

Sydney, from which point they defy police to get
them.

GENERAL DELLA ROVERE (War Drama). Vittorio de
Sica, Hans Messemer, Sandra Milo, Anne Verdon.
Producer: Morris Ergos. Director: Roberto Rossellini.

Screenplay: Sergio Amidei, Diego Fabri, Irvdro

Montanelli.

• Italo-French production. A well-dressed middle-
aged gambler extorts money from impoverished
Italians on the promise he will get their im-
prisoned relatives released. Later he is forced to

do undercover work by a German colonel, while
posing as a prisoner himself.

GREAT WALL, THE (Documentary). Producer: Leon-
ardo Bonzi. Director: Carlo Lizzoni. Screenplay:
Ennio De Concini.

• Filmed in China. Originally this was released
as "Behind the Great Wall," in AromaRama,
which wafted various fragrances into the audi-
torium. It is now released as a straight docu-
mentary report on China today, with Chet Huntley
doing the narration. In Totalscope and Color.
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HANDS OF ORLAC, THE (Horror Drama). Stars: Mel
Ferrer, Dony Carrel, Christopher Lee, Felix Aylmer,
Basil Sydney, Sir Donald Wolfit. Producers: Steven
Polios, Donald Taylor. Director: Edmond T. Gre-

ville.

• British-made. When a fomous pianist has his

hands brutally maimed in a plone crash, an
opertoion is performed in which the skin of a
notorious strangler is grafted on his. Obsessed by
the idea that his hands are now those of a
murderer, the pianist is further shaken when a
night club magician persuades him to commit
crimes.

HIPPODROME (Circus Drama). Stars: Gerhard Ried-

man, Willy Birgel, Margit Nunke, Ljuba Welitsch.

Producer: Arthur Maria Robenalt (Sascha Film-

Lux Film). Director: Arthur Maria Rabenolt. Origi-

nal (novel): Heinrich Seiler.

• German-made. Based on the novel, "Men Should
Be This Way." A young trapeze artist who joins

a famous circus troupe is attracted to a tiger

trainer, but the love is not reciprocated. After
many dangers and disasters, the trainer realizes

he loves the girl. In Color.

MAKE MINE MINK (Comedy). Stars: Terry-Thomas,
Athene Seyler, Hattie Jacques, Elspeth Duxbury.
Producer: Hugh Stewart (Rank). Director: Robert
Asher. Screenplay: Michael Pertwee.

• British-made. Based on a London stage hit,

"Breath of Spring," this deals with a group of
amateur thieves who steal furs in order to con-
tribute the proceeds to charity—in Robin Hood
style.

MAN WHO WAGGED HIS TAIL, THE (Comedy). Stars:
Peter Ustinov, Pablito Calvo. Director: Ladislo
Vajda.

• Spanish-made, with dubbed English dialog. The
story deals with an itinerant beggar who befriends
a small boy and his "shaggy dog."

MARK, THE (Drama). Stars: Maria Schell, Stuart
Whitman, Rod Steiger. Producers: Raymond Stross,
Sidney Buchman. Director: Guy Green.
• Filmed in Ireland. A young man who has been
brought up under domination of his mother and
sisters is unable to face the world and, after
abducting but not harming a little girl, is sent to
prison. The prison psychiatrist arranges to get a
job for him, he meets a fine young widow, but
his past catches up with him. In CinemaScope.

MODIGLIANI OF MONTPARNASSE (Drama). Stars:
Gerard Philipe, 'Lilli Palmer, Anouk Aimee, Lea
Padovani. Producer: Franco London Film-Astra-
Pallavicini. Director: Jacques Becker.
• French-made. The tragic life of the dissolute
artist, Modigliani, including his many love affairs,
with a young student, a prostitute and his well-
to-do mistress, who encourages his vices.

SATURDAY NIGHT AND SUNDAY MORNING
(Drama). Stars: Albert Finney, Shirley Ann Field.
Producer: Tony Richardson. Director: Korl Reiz.
Original (novel): Allen Sillitoe. Screenplay: Allan
Sillitoe.

• British-made. A handsome but worthless young
man has an affair with his Saturday night girl

friend, but later refuses to make her his Sunday
morning wife.

THE LONG, THE SHORT AND THE TALL (War
Drama). Stars Laurence Harvey, Richard Todd,
Richard Harris, Ronald Fraser. Producer: Michael
Balcon. Director: Leslie Norman. Original (play):
Willis Hall. Screenplay: Wolf Mankowitz.
• British-made. In World War II, a seven-man
British potrol is sweating out a storm in an aban-
doned mine in Japanese-held territory. They take
a Japanese prisoner, but in fighting among them-
selves, the enemy learns of their position and all

but two are wiped out.

Embassy
MORGAN THE PIRATE ... See Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer

THIEF OF BAGHDAD ... See Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer

TWO WOMEN (Drama). Stars: Vittorio de Sica,
Sophia Loren, Raf Vallone, Jean-Paul Belmondo.
Producers: Carlo Ponti, Morcello Girosi. Director:
George Cukor. Original (novel): Alberto Moravia.
Screenplay: Vittorio de Sica, Cesare Zavattini.

• Based on Moravia best-seller about the con-
flict between a mother and her daughter during
World War II. (To be released in U.S. in Italian
language with English subtitles.)

SODOM AND GOMORRAH (Drama). Stars: Stewart
Granger, Piere Arvgeli, Stanley Baker. Producer:
Joseph E. Levine, George Jessel (Titanus-Embassy-
Pothe Consortium Production). Director: Robert
Aldrich.

• Filmed in Italy and Middle East. A spectacle
based on the Biblical story. In Color.

WHERE THE HOT WIND BLOWS ... See Metro-
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

WONDERS OF ALADDIN ... See Metro-Goldwyn-
Moyer

Filmgroup
(November through December 1960)

DATE BAIT (Melodrama). Stars: Gary Clark, Mario
Ryan, Richard Gering. Producer: O'Dale Ireland.

Director: O'Dale Ireland. Screenplay: Robert Slaven,
Ethelmae Page.

• A teenage couple, determined to wed without
parental approval, runs into a jealous ex-lover and
his dope-crazed brother who ore determined to

halt the marriage.

HIGH SCHOOL CAESAR (Melodrama). Stars: John
Ashley, Gary Vinson, Lowell Brown. Producer:
O'Dale Ireland. Director: O'Dale Ireland. Screen-
play: Ethelmae Page, Robert Slaven.

• A wealthy teenager, unable to buy popularity,
organizes the school to "sell protection."

Coming
ATLAS (Action Drama). Stars: Michael Forest, Frank

Wolff, Borboura Morris. Producer: Roger Corman.
Director: Roger Corman. Original Screenplay:
Charles B. Griffith.

• A story based on the mythological adventures
of the original strong man of the world, Atlas.
In Vitascope and Color.

CREATURE FROM THE HAUNTED SEA (Science-Fic-
tion). Stars: Betsy Jones-Moreland, Anthony Car-
bone, Edward Wain. Producer: Roger Corman. Di-
rector: Roger Corman. Original Screenplay: Charles
B. Griffith.

• A group of youngsters escape from Cuba, after
having robbed the national treasury, and are
overtaken by a deep sea monster.

DEVIL'S PARTNER, THE (Horror Melodrama). Stars:

Edwin Nelson, Jean Allison, Edgar Buchanan. Pro-
ducer: Charles Rondeau. Director: Charles Rondeau.

• An old man is given supernatural powers by
the devil and is thus able to assume any shape
or size in order to carry out his Satanic desires.

PIRATE OF THE BLACKHAWK (Action Drama). Stars:

Gerald Landry, Mijanou Bardot. Director: Sergio
Grieco.

• Filmed in Europe. The noble leader of a town
captures a pirate ship and uses it to overthrow
the tyrant of his city. In Vitascope and Color.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(September through December 1960)

ANGEL WORE RED, THE (Drama). Stars: Ava Gard-
ner, Dirk Bogarde, Joseph Cotten, Vittorio de Sica.
Producer: Geoffredo Lombardo, for Titanus-Spec-
tator Productions. Director: Nunnally Johnson.
Original (novel): Bruce Marshall. Screenplay: Nun-
nally Johnson.

• Produced in Italy. Based on Bruce Marshall's
novel, "The Fair Bride." Set during the Spanish
Civil War in 1936, when the Loyalists turned
against the Catholic Church, a priest forsakes his
faith for the outside world and a cabaret enter-
tainer, but eventually returns to his faith. Sept.
1960.

BUTTERFIELD 8 (Drama). Stars: Elizabeth Taylor,
Laurence Harvey, Eddie Fisher, Dina Merrill. Pro-
ducer: Pandro S. Berman, for his Pandro S. Ber-
man Productions. Director: Daniel Mann. Original
(novel): John O'Hara. Screenplay: Charles Schnee,
John Michael Hayes.

• The story of a beautiful but loose woman who
is intimate with innumerable men. Strangely
enough, an affair she has with a married man,
develops into a true and turbulent love which
threatens to ruin numerous lives, and is ultimately
resolved when she dies in an automobile accident.
In CinemaScope and Metrocolor. Nov. 1960.

KEY WITNESS (Melodrama). Stars Jeffrey Hunter,
Pat Crowley, Dennis Hopper. Producer: Kathryn
Hereford. A Pandro S. Berman Production for Avon
Pictures. Director: Phil Karlson. Original (novel):
Frank Kane. Screenplay: Alfred Brenner, Sidney
Michaels.

• A man witnesses a teenage gang killing, and
he and his family are subjected to all sorts of
hoodlum terrorism and retaliation to keep him from
testifying in court against them. Police finally

rescue the family and capture the gang. In Cine-
maScope. Oct. 1960.

SUBTERRANEANS, THE (Musical Drama). Stars: Leslie

Caron, George Peppard, Janice Rule. Producer:
Arthur Freed, for his Arthur Freed Productions.
Director: Ranald MacDougall. Original (novel):

Jack Kerouac. Screenplay: Ranald MacDougall.

• Based on Jack Kerouac's novel about San Fran-
cisco's beat generation of jazz-happy Bohemians.
A free-loving French girl falls in love with the
poet-soirrt of the beatniks, and becomes pregnant
before she decides to settle down. In CinemaScope
and Metrocolor. Sept. 1960.

WHERE THE BOYS ARE (Comedy). Stars: Dolores
Hart, George Hamilton, Yvette Mimieux, Connie

Francis, Jim Hutton, Barbara Nichols. Producer:
Joe Pasternak (Euterpe Productions). Director:
Henry Levin. Original (novel): Glendon Sworthout.
Screenplay: George Wells.

• The story of college students who each year
invade Florida during spring vacation time and,
free from parental and classroom restraint, engage
in a constant round of hi-jinks, mostly harmless,
but some vicious. Plot revolves around the ac-
tivities of four girls who make the trip to be
"where the boys ore," and what they encounter
at the end of the trail. In CinemaScope and Metro-
color. Dec. 1960 (Pre-release).

WHERE THE HOT WIND BLOWS (Melodrama). Stors:

Gina Lollobrigida, Pierre Brasseur, Marcello Mas-
troianni, Melina Mercouri, Yves Montand. Pro-
ducer: Jacques Bar (Joseph E. Levine Presentation).
Director: Jules Dassin. Original (novel): Roger
Vailland. Screenplay: Jules Dassin.

• Franco-ltalion made; English-dubbed. Based on
Roger Vailland's novel, "The Law." The story
mixes violence, passion and intrigue in presenting
a tale centered on the effects of a cruel Sicilian

game, la loi (the low), on several inhabitants of
a small fishing village dominated by a ruthless
gang leader. Nov. 1960.

Coming
ADA (Drama). Stars: Susan Hayward, Dean Martin,

Ralph Meeker. Producer: Lawrence Weingarten,
for Avon Productions. Director: Daniel Mann.
Original (novel): Wirt Williams. Screenplay: Wil-
liam Driskill.

• Based on Wirt Williams' novel, "Ada Dallas."

Story of a beautiful woman's drive for success
and power and the men involved in her life, set

against today's political scene.

ALL FALL DOWN (Drama). Stars: Not set. Producer:
John Houseman. Director: Not set. Original (novel):

James Leo Herlihy. Screenplay: William Inge.

• The first screenplay assignment for the play-
wright, William Inge, and the film will have an
all-star cast.

ATLANTIS, THE LOST CONTINENT (Science-Fiction
Drama). Stars: Anthony Hall, Joyce Taylor, John
Dali, Bill Smith. Producer-Director: George Pal,
for his George Pal Productions. Original Screenplay:
Daniel Mainwaring.

• The story of a mysterious civilization which is

said to have vanished into the sea. Tells about the
peoples who once lived on this lost continent, their
amazingly advanced civilization and its lasting
effects on the modern world. In Metrocolor.

BACHELOR IN PARADISE (Comedy). Stars: Bob Hope.
Producer: Ted Richmond. Director: George Marshall.
Original (novel): Vera Caspory. Screenplay: Hal
Kanter.

• Story revolves around the hilarious plight of a
lone bachelor-author living in a suburban housing
development surrounded by eager, conniving and
predatory females.

BRIDGE TO THE SUN (Biographical Drama). Stars:

Carroll Baker, James Shigeta, James Yagi. Pro-
ducer: Jacques Bar. Director: Etienne Perier. Origi-

nal (novel): Gwendolyn Terasaki. Screenplay:
Charles Kaufman.
• Filmed largely in Japan. Based on the auto-
biographical novel by Gwen Terasaki, a girl from
Tennessee, and tells of her marriage to a Japa-
nese diplomat during World War II hostilities

—

a marriage that survived the tests of hardship, war
and conflicting national loyalties.

CIMARRON (Drama). Stars: Glenn Ford, Maria Schell,

Anne Baxter, Arthur O'Connell, Russ Tamblyn.
Producer: Edmund Grainger. Director: Anthony
Mann. Original (novel): Edna Ferber. Screenplay:
Arnold Schulman.

• Based on Edna Ferber's classic novel about the
great land rush of 1 889 when the Government
opened the Oklahoma Territory to settlers. Tells

the story of Yancey Cravat who brings his young
bride to this wild, new country, and traces their

life together through four turbulent decades, dur-

ing which time the viewer sees a wilderness grow
into a thriving city. In CinemaScope and Metro-
color.

COLOSSUS OF RHODES, THE (Spectacle Drama). Stars:

Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari. Director: Sergio Leone.

• A story of the historic battle between the

people of ancient Rhodes and the invading Phoe-
nicians. In CinemaScope and Color.

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE, THE
(Drama). Stars: Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin, Charles

Boyer, Lee J. Cobb, Paul Henreid, Yvette Mimieux.
Producer: Julian Blaustein. Director: Vincente Min-
nelli. Original (classic): Vicente Blasco Ibanez.

Screenplay: Robert Ardrey, John Gay.

• Remake of the 1921 silent film starring Ru-
dolph Valentino, with the general story basically

the same as the original Ibanez classic, but up-

dated from World War I to World War II.
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JIMMIE RODGERS
starring in his first motion picture

“THE LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME”
(API-20th Century-Fox)

Exclusive Roulette Recording Artist

Current Release: title song,

"The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come"

Representation Personal Management

General Artists Corp. Gabbe, Lutz, Heller & Loeb

Connie De Nave Public Relations

HENRY LEVIN
DIRECTOR

In Release:

"WHERE THE BOYS ARE"

In Preparation:

"WONDERS OF ALADDIN"
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David Miller

DIRECTOR

In Release:

"Happy Anniversary" (UA)

"Midnight Lace" (U-I)

Completed

:

"Back Street" (U-I)

In Preparation:

"The Brave Cowboy"

(Kirk Douglas-Bryna-U-I)

ROBERT ARTHUR
Producer

In Release:

'The Great Impostor"

Completed:

"Come September"

In Preparation:

"The Spiral Road"

"A Gathering of Eagles"

"One Arabian Night"

"Asherden"
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GO NAKED IN THE WORLD (Drama). Stars: Gina
uollobrigida, Anthony Franciosa, Ernest Borgnine,
Luana Patten. Producer: Aaron Rosenberg (Areola
r eductions). Director: Ranald MacDougall. Origi-
nal (novel): Tom Chamales. Screenplay: Ranald
MacDougall.
• Film version of the novel by Tom Chamales
about o war veteran returning to his San Francisco
family and becoming involved in a dramatic love
affair. In CinemaScope and Metrocolor.

GORGO (Adventure Drama). Stars: Bill Travers, Wil-
liam Sylvester, Vincent Winter. Producers: Franklin
and Maurice King. Director: Eugene Lourie. Original
Story: Daniel Hyatt, Eugene Lourie. Screenplay
John Loring, Daniel Hyatt.

• Filmed in England, and is an adventure story
of a prehistoric monster that attacks and virtually
destroys modern-day London to rescue its offspring
from captivity. In CinemaScope and Color.

GREEN HELMET, THE (Action Drama). Stars: Bill
Travers, Nancy Walter. Producer: Charles Vetter.
Director: Michael Farlong. Screenplay: Jon Cleary.
• Filmed in England. A dramatic thriller about
auto racing.

HONEYMOON MACHINE (Comedy). Stars: Steve Mc-
Queen. Producer: Lawrence Weingorten, for Avon
Productions. Director: Richard Thorpe. Original
(play): Lorenzo Semple jr. Screenplay: George Wells.
• Based on the hilarious Broadway comedy hit.
The Golden Fleecing," and story concerns an

electronic brain designed to track missiles from
a Navy cruiser. The life of a young lieutenant
becomes complicated when the machine is used
by him for purposes not intended by its creators.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON (Adventure Drama).
Stars: Not set. Producer: Not set. Director- Not
set. Screenplay: James Webb.
• A gigantic panorama of America's exciting
push Westward. Covers major episodes dealing with
the settling of the West, with songs and ballads
of the period. In Cinerama.

INVASION QUARTET (Comedy Romance). Stars: Bill
Trovers, Spike Milligan. Producer: Ronald Kinnoch.
Director: Ray Lewis. Screenplay: Jack Trevor Story
John Briley.

• British-made. A comedy romance about the
British Armed Forces.

JUMBO (Musical). Stars: Not set. Producer: Joe
Pasternak, for Euterpe Productions. Director:
Charles Walters. Screenplay: Irving Rovetch, Har-
riet Frank jr.

• Based on Billy Rose's 1936 Broadway musical
hit, and will feature circus acts from around the
world.

KING OF KINGS (Spectacle Drama). Stars: Jeffrey
Hunter, Robert Ryan, Siobhan McKenna, Hurd
Hatfield, Ron Randell, Viveca Lindfors, Rita Gam.
Producer: Samuel Bronston. Director: Nicholas Ray.
Original Screenplay: Philip Yordan.
• Filmed in Spain, Italy and the Holy Land. A
story based on the life and times of Christ. In
Super Technirama-70 and Technicolor.

LADY L. (Droma). Stars: Gina Lollobrigida, Tony
Curtis. Producer: Julian Blaustein. Director: George
Cukor. Original (novel): Romain Gary. Screenplay:
Robert Anderson.

• Based on the Romain Gary novel, and tells the
story of a great lady who on her 80th birthday
recalls her past life encompassing romance, ad-
venture and intrigue.

LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA, A (Drama). Stars: Rossano
Brazzi, Olivia de Havilland. Producer: Arthur Freed.
Director: Guy Green. Original (novel): Elizabeth
Spencer. Screenplay: Julius Epstein.

• Set in Italy, this tells the story of a mother's
unusual dramatic problem when her beautiful
daughter meets an Italian boy and the two fall in
love despite the language barrier.

MAGIC BOY (Feature-length Animated Cartoon).
Toei Production.
• Based on an old and noble Japanese fable and
depicts the adventures of a little boy who uses
magic to defeat the forces of evil. In CinemaScope
and Color.

MORGAN THE PIRATE (Adventure Drama). Stars:
Steve Reeves, Valerie Lagrange. Producer: Lux
Films Production; Joseph E. Levine Presentation.
Director: Andre de Toth.

• Italian-made. Swashbuckling adventures of
Henry Morgan, greatest pirate of them all. In
Dyaliscope and Color.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY (Adventure Droma).
Stors: Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Grif-
fith. Producer: Aoron Rosenberg (Areola Produc-
tions). Director: Sir Carol Reed. Original (three
novels): Charles Nordhoff, Jomes Norman Hall.
Screenplay: Eric Ambler, Charles Lederer.

• A sea adventure spectacular based on a trilogy

of novels, "Men Against the Sea," "Mutiny on the
Bounty" and "Pitcairn Island," by Charles Nord-
hoff and James Norman Hall. Being filmed in

Tahiti and in the South Seas, with many scenes
aboard a replica of the three-masted sailing ship,

H.M.S. Bounty. In Ultra Panavision-70 and Color.

RING OF FIRE (Suspense Drama). Stars: David Jans-
sen, Joyce Taylor, Frank Gorshin. Producer-Director-
Screenplay: Andrew Stone.

• Story of a manhunt, filmed on location in

Oregon and Washington, climaxed by a spectacular
forest fire. In CinemaScope and Color.

SECRET PARTNER, THE (Mystery Melodrama). Stars:
Stewart Granger, Haya Harareet. Producer: Mich-
ael Relph. Director: Basil Dearden. Screenplay:
David Pursall, Jack Seddon.

• British-made. A melodramatic story mixing sex
and suspense, by the makers of "Sapphire."

SPINSTER (Drama). Stars: Shirley MacLaine, Laurence
Harvey, Jack Hawkins, Nobu McCarthy, Hugh
Griffith. Producer: Julian Blaustein. Director:
Charles Walters. Original (novel): Sylvia Ashton-
Warner. Soreenplay: Ben Maddow.
• Story of a rural New Zealand school teacher
loved by three men. Based on Sylvia Ashton-
Warner's novel written from her own experiences
in teaching Maori children.

SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH (Drama). Stars: Not set.

Producer: Pandro S. Berman, for Avon Productions.
Director: Richard Brooks. Original (play): Tennessee
Williams. Screenplay: Richard Brooks.

• Based on Tennessee Williams' successful Broad-
way play, about an aging actress who falls in love
with a young man and the complications that
arise when he falls in love with a younger woman.
The plot is supposed to be symbolic of the
ephemeral quality of youth.

TARTARS, THE (Spectacle Drama). Stors: Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Producer: Mimmo Salvi, for
Lux Films. Director: Richard Thorpe.

• Italian^made. The epic story of the 13th cen-
tury barbaric Tartars, who swept out of Asia intent
on the destruction of Western civilization, and
were turned back at the gates of Europe. In Total-
scope and Color.

THIEF OF BAGHDAD, THE (Adventure Drama). Stars:

Steve Reeves, Giorgia Moll. Producers: Joseph E.

Levine, G. Lombardo. Director: Arthur Lubin.

• Italian-made. An exotic tale of the Arabian
Nights, recreating the famous thief and his fabu-
lous adventures. In Color.

THUNDER OF DRUMS, THE (Adventure Drama). Stars:

Not set. Producer: Robert J. Enders. Director:
Richard Thorpe. Original Story and Screenplay:
James Warner Bellah.

• An action adventure story of the U.S. Cavalry
in the 1870s. Deals with a remote place in Arizona
and a young officer's fight to preserve himself
against a life-and-death struggle with Apache
Indian raiders.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN (Drama). Stars:

Not set. Producer: John Houseman. Director: Vin-
cente Minnelli. Original (novel): Irwin Shaw. Screen-
play: Charles Schnee.

• Based on the best-selling novel by Irwin Shaw.

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED (Science-Fiction Drama).
Stars: George Sanders, Barbara Shelley, Michael
Gwynn. Producer: Ronald Kinnoch. Director: Wolf
Rilla. Original (novel): John Wyndham. Screenplay:
Stirling Silliphant, Wolf Rilla, George Barclay.

• British-made. Based on John Wyndham's novel,

"The Midwich Cuckoos," and is the fantastic story

of beautiful, golden-haired children, born to the
female inhabitants of a small village following a
mysterious blackout, who grow up with superna-
tural powers of mental telepathy but evil intent.

The little monsters plot to annihilate the entire

village and almost succeed.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM,
THE (Biographical Drama). Stars: Not set. Pro-
ducer-Director: George Pal. Screenplay: Charles
Beaumont.

• Deals with the lives of the devoted brothers
who authored the immortal Grimm Fairy Tales, and
incorporates several of their top yarns.

WONDERS OF ALADDIN, THE (Fantasy). Stars: Don-
ald O'Connor, Vittorio de Sica, Noelle Adam.
Producers: Joseph E. Levine, P. G. Gurgo-Salici

(Lux Films and Joseph E. Levine Co-production).
Director: Henry Levin.

• Produced in Italy. The magic lamp lights up
the colorful retelling of the story of the beggar
boy who becomes a king. In Color.

Paramount
(September through December 1960)

BOY WHO STOLE A MILLION, A (Comedy Drama).
Stars: Virgilio Texera, Marianne Benet, Maurice

Reyna, George Coulouris. Producer: George H.
Brown. Director: Charles Crichton. Original Screen-
play: Niels West-Larsen.

• Filmed in Spain. A 12-year-old bank messenger,
"borrows" a million pesetas to help his father pay
for taxi repairs. Remorseful, he tries to return the
money, only to find the way blocked by a gang of
thieves who also want the loot. Sept. 1960.

BREATH OF SCANDAL, A (Comedy). Stors: Sophia
Loren, John Gavin, Maurice Chevalier, Angela
Lonsbury. Producer: Carlo Ponti, Marcello Girosi.

Director: Michael Curtiz. Original (play): Ferenc
Molnar. Screenplay: Sidney Howard.

• Based on Molnar's play "Olympia." Filmed in

Europe, this has a setting in -pre-World War I,

and concerns a gay Austrian princess who upsets
court routine with her daring escapades, including
persuading a handsome young American to spend
a weekend with her. Nov. 1960.

CINDERFELLA (Comedy). Stars: Jerry Lewis, Anna
Maria Alberghetti, Judith Anderson, Ed Wynn,
Count Basie. Producer: Jerry Lewis. Director: Frank
Tashlin. Original Screenplay: Frank Tashlin.

• A twist on the classic Cinderella story, in which
a rioh man's son is ill-treated by a stepmother
and her two sons, and it is the princess who
searches for the young man who lost his slippers.

In Color. Dec. 1960.

UNDER TEN FLAGS (War Drama). Stars: Van Heflin,

Charles Laughton, Mylene Demongeot, John Eric-

son, Alex Nicol. Producer: Dino De Laurentiis.

Director: Duilio Coletti. Original (book): Admiral
Bernhard Rogge.

• Based on the true adventures of the crew of

a German surface raider in World War II which
sank 22 Allied vessels in a 655-day voyage. Sept.

1960.

G.l. BLUES (Musical). Stars: Elvis Presley, Juliet

Prowse, Robert Ivers. Producer: Hal Wallis. Direc-

tor: Norman Taurog. Original Screenplay: Edmund
Beloin, Henry Garson.

• A tank gunner makes a bet with his musical
buddies that he can persuade a pretty night club
singer to spend a night with him. He falls in love

with her and she with him—until he finds out
she has been the tool in a wager. Nov. 1960.

Coming
ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK (Romantic Comedy). Stars:

Shirley MacLaine, Dean Martin. Producer: Hal
Wallis. Director: Joseph Anthony. Screenplay: Sid-

ney Sheldon, Edmund Beloin, Maurice Richlin.

• A pretty research assistant for a giant publish-

ing empire is suspected of a blackmail plot in-

volving her recently deceased boss. In Color.

APPOINTMENT IN ZAHRAIN (Drama). Stars: Not
set. Producer: Edward Dmytryk. Director: Edward
Dmytryk. Original (novel): Michael Barrett. Screen-

play: Richard Matheson.

• Set in an oil-rich Arab state, this is the story

of the flight of a group of condemned prisoners

toward freedom, involving a gang of cutthroat
Arabs, an English spy, an ambulance nurse and
a young U.S. oilman.

BLOOD AND ROSES (Drama). Stars: Mel Ferrer, Elsa

Martinelli, Annette Vadim. Producer: Raymond
Eger. Director: Roger Vadim. Original (novel):

Sheridan LeFanu. Screenplay: Roger Vadim, Claude
Brule, Cloude Martin.

• Italian-made. A beautiful young girl is vic-

timized by a centuries-old vampire legend asso-

ciated with her family. In Technirama and Color.

BLUE HAWAII (Musical Comedy). Stars: Elvis Pres-

ley, Juliet Prowse. Producer: Hal Wallis. Director:

Norman Taurog. Screenplay: Not set.

• The stars, producer and director of "G.l. Blues"
are re-united in a musical comedy filmed on loca-

tion in Hawaii. In Color.

BLUEPRINT FOR ROBBERY (Action Drama). Stars:

J. Pat O'Malley, Robert Wilkie, Romo Vincent,

Robert Gist. Producer: Bryan Foy. Director: Jerry

Hopper. Screenplay: Irwin Winehouse, A. Sanford
Wolf.

• The famous million-dollar Brink's robbery of

some years ago forms the basis for this tale of

the a I most-perfect crime.

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S (Romantic Comedy).
Stars: Audrey Hepburn, George Peppard, Patricia

Neal, Mickey Rooney. Producers: Martin Jurow,
Richard Shepherd. Director: Blake Edwards. Origi-

nal (novel): Truman Capote. Screenplay: George
Axelrod.

• The story of New York playgirl Holly Golightly

and the many men in her life, adapted from Tru-
man Capote's New Yorker Story. In Color.

DEAR AND GLORIOUS PHYSICIAN (Droma). Stars:

Not set. Producer: Henry Blanke. Director: Not set.

Original (novel): Taylor Caldwell. Screenplay: Not
set.

• Based on the best-selling novel, this is the
story of the life of Saint Luke, his early life as
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PHIL KARLSON
DIRECTOR

Now Shooting:

"THE YOUNG DOCTORS"
United Artists

In Release:

"HELL TO ETERNITY"
Allied Artists

"KEY WITNESS"
M-G-M

HERMAN COHEN

ANNOUNCES THE COMPLETION

OF HIS PRODUCTION

"KONGA"
in SpectaMation and Eastman Color

(FOR AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE)
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CHARLES BRACKETT

Current Release:

"HIGH TIME"

In Preparation:

"STATE FAIR"

"BLUE DENIM BABY"

FRED GEBHARDT

FOUR CROWN PRODUCTIONS

In Preparation:

'The Phantom Planet"
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Now in Release: The Shocker of the Year!

'WHY MUST I DIE?"
Starring TERRY MOORE and DEBRA PAGET

Executive Producer . . . Richard B. Duckett

Produced by Richard Bernstein

Screenplay by Bernstein and George W. Waters

Directed by ROY DEL RUTH

An American-International Release

Shooting In Spain:

ATLANTIC ATTACK"
Color & Scope

starring BRODERICK CRAWFORD

Legal Counsel: Bernard Lippman Associate: Gabriel de Caesar

In Preparation:

Robert Louis Stevenson’s “THE SUICIDE CLUB” (Color and Scope I

“BEACHHEAD IN HELL” (Color and Scope)

VISCOUNT FILMS, INC.

8272 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Jl JLm “J4JL
”

/,rom

WOODY
WOODPECKER

Color by Technicolor

Produced by

%altesi jHcwitty
© W. L. P.

Released ly UNIVERSAL PICTURES, INC.
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one of the ancient world's greatest physicians
and his love for the beautiful daughter of his
wealthy patron. In Color.

DECISION AT DELPHI (Drama). Stors: Not set. Pro-
ducer: Hal Wallis. Director: Not set. Original
novel): Helen Maclnnes. Screenplay Helen Mac-
Innes.

• Based on the best-selling novel, this is a modern
suspense adventure story set in Athens and Rome.
In Color.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR, THE (Drama). Stars: Wil-
liam Holden, Lilli Palmer, Hugh Griffith. Producers:
William Perlberg, George Seaton. Director: George
Seaton. Original (novel): Alexander Klein. Screen-
play: George Seaton.

• The true story of Eric Erickson, an American-
bcrn Swedish businessman who was one of the
Allies' top espionage agents during World War II,

whose exploits are related in Alexander Klein's
best-seller. In Color.

FOXHOLE IN CAIRO (Espionage Drama). Stars: James
Robertson Justice, Peter Van Eyck, Albert Lieven.
Producers: Steven Pallas, Donald Taylor. Direc-
tor: John Moxey. Original (novel): Leonard Mosley.
Screenplay: Leonard Mosley, Donald Taylor.

• British-made The true story of a Nazi spy
plot which, if successful, would have enabled Field
Marshal Rommel to win the Battle of El Alamein.

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A (Drama). Stars: Laurence
Harvey. Producer: Hal Wallis. Director: Not set.
Original (novel): Ronald Kirkbride. Screenplay:
Edword Anhalt.

• To be filmed in Japan, this is the story of a
young Russo-Chinese whose plans to become a
U.S. citizen by marrying an American are foiled
when he falls in love with a Japanese girl. In
Color.

GIRLS OF SUMMER (Dra>ma). Stars: Anthony Fran-
ciosa, Lizobeth Scott, Dolores Hart, Rod Lauren.
Producer: Hal Wallis. Director: Not set. Originai
(play): N. Richard Nash. Screenplay: N. Richard
Nash.

• Adaptation of the Broadway play, which was
written by the author of "The Rainmaker," and
deals with the love of two sisters for the same
man. In Color.

HATARI! (Adventure Drama). Stars: John Wayne
Hardy Kruger, Red Buttons, Elsa Martinelli, Gerard
Blain. Producer: Howard Hawks. Director: Howard
Hawks. Screenplay: Leigh Brackett.

• The story of a group of adventure-seekers who
capture wild animals in Africa for sale to the
world's zoos, and their adventures in the African
Veldt. In Color.

HELL IS FOR HEROES (Drama). Stars: Bobby Darin,
Bob Newhart, Fess Parker, Horry Guardino. Pro-
ducer: Robert Pirosh. Director: Robert Pirosh.
Screenplay: Robert Pirosh.

• The story of a World War II combat division
ordered to maintain an indefensible position, by
the author of "Battleground."

IRON MEN, THE (Drama). Stars: Sidney Poitier.
Producer: Martin Poll. Director: Peter Glenville.
Original (story): Bruce Elliot. Screenplay: Bruce
Elliott.

• To be filmed in Italy, "The Iron Men" is based
on experiences of the famous U.S. 99th Pursuit
Squadron, whose members, with the exception of
a complement of ground officers, were all Negroes.

LADIES' MAN, THE (Comedy). Stars: Jerry Lewis,
Helen Traubel, Pat Stanley, George Raft, Diana
Dors. Producer: Jerry Lewis. Director: Jerry Lewis.
Screenplay: Jerry Lewis.

• The slory of the only male employee in a
Hollywood boarding house for women. As a mama's
boy, he is constantly fleeing beautiful women. In
Color.

LOVE IN A GOLDFISH BOWL (Comedy Drama). Stars:
Tommy Sands, Fabian, Jan Sterling, Toby Michaels.
Producers: Martin Jurow, Richard Shepherd. Direc-
tor: Jack Sher. Original (story): Irene Kamp. Screen-
play: Jack Sher.

• The adventures of two impressionable teenagers
who spend an Easter vacation together unbeknown
to their parents. In Color.

MISTRESS OF MELLYN (Drama). Stars: Audrey Hep-
burn. Producer: Henry Blanke. Director: Not set.
Original (novel): Victoria Holt. Screenplay: Eleanore
Griffin.

• A romantic suspense story originally serialized
in The Ladies' Home Journal and a current best-
seller published by Doubleday. In Color.

MY GEISHA (Comedy). Stars: Shirley MacLaine, Yves
Montand, Robert Cummings, Edward G. Robinson.
Producer: Steve Porker. Director: Jack Cardiff.
Screenplay: Norman Krasna.

• A Hollywood stor disguises herself as a geisha
girl to win the leading role in a film her director-
husband is making in Japan. In Color.

MY SIX LOVES (Comedy). Stors: Debbie Reynolds.
Producer: Not set. Director: Not set. Original
(novel): Peter V. K. Funk. Screenplay: John Fante.

• A musical comedy star adopts six youngsters
orphaned through an automobile accident. In
Color.

NIGHT WITHOUT END (Drama). Stars: Debbie Rey-
nolds, Lilli Palmer. Producers: William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director: Not set. Original (novel):
Alistair MacLean. Screenplay: Eric Ambler.
• Filmed in Greenland. The story of the mysterious
crash of a British airliner near a geological station
on the Greenland Ice Cap, during the 1958 Geo-
physical year. In Color.

ON THE DOUBLE (Comedy). Stors: Danny Kaye, Dana
Wynter, Margaret Rutherford, Diana Dors. Pro-
ducers: Melville Shavelson, Jack Rose. Director:
Melville Shavelson. Screenplay: Melville Shavelson,
Jack Rose.

• An American Gl impersonates a top British
general in the mysterious World War II maneuver
known as "Operation Dead Pigeon," involving a
meeting with Hitler. In Color.

ONE-EYED JACKS (Adventure Drama). Stars: Marlon
Brando, Karl Malden, Pina Pellicer, Katy Jurado.
Producer: Frank P. Rosenberg. Director: Marlon
Brando. Original (novel): Charles Neider. Screen-
play: Guy Trosper, Carlo Fiore, Colder Willingham.

• Two outlaws rob a bank and one is imprisoned
because the other abandons him in a moment of
cowardice. They meet five years later when the
escaped prisoner finds his former partner has
started a new life as a small town sheriff. In
Vistavision and Color.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE (Comedy). Stars:
Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Lilli Palmer, Tab
Hunter. Producers: William Perlberg, George Sea-
ton. Director: George Seaton: Original (play):
Samuel Taylor, Cornelia Otis Skinner. Screenplay:
Samuel Taylor.

• Based on the Broadway stage hit, this is the
story of an international playboy who returns to
his ex-wife's home and tries to spirit his daughter
away from her stodgy San Francisco background,
as her wedding day approaches. In Color.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS, THE (Adventure Drama). Stars:
Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tani. Producer: Maleno Male-
notti (Magic Films). Director: Nicholas Ray. Origi-
nal (novel): Hans Ruesch. Screenplay: Nicholas
Ray.

• Filmed in the Arctic wastes of Canada, this is

the story of the conflict arising out of an Eskimo
couple's contact with the white man's civilization,
revealing many of the Eskimos' strange customs
and morals. In Technirama 70 and Color.

SUMMER AND SMOKE (Drama). Stars: Laurence Har-
vey, Geraldine Page, Rita Moreno. Producer: Hal
Wallis. Director: Peter Glenville. Original (play):
Tennessee Williams. Screenplay: James Poe.

• The story of the tragic love affair of a minis-
ter's spinsterish daughter and a rakish young
doctor, who also carries on a carnal love affair
with the daughter of a gambling casino owner. In

Color.

TOO LATE BLUES (Drama). Stars Bobby Darin, Stella
Stevens. Producer: John Cassavetes. Director: John
Cassavetes. Screenplay: Richard Carr.

• A story of young people in the musical world.

WINSTON CHURCHILL STORY, THE (Drama). Stars.
Not set. Producer: Hugh French. Director: Not set.
Original (autobiography): Winston Churchill. Screen-
play: C. S. Forester.

• An epic production based on the early life

of Sir Winston Churchill. In Color.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG, THE (Drama). Stars: Wil-
liam Holden, Nancy Kwan, Sylvia Syms, Michael
Wilding. Producer: Ray Stark. Director: Richard
Quine. Original (novel): Richard Mason. Screen-
play: John Patrick.

• Filmed in Hong Kong. The best-selling novel,
adapted as a Broadway play by John Osborne, deals
with a strange love affair of an angelic Chinese
prostitute and an American painter and depicts the
problems which face them and adjustments that
must be made. In Color.

20th Century-Fox
(October through December 1960)

CAPTAIN'S TABLE, THE (Comedy). Stars: John Greg-
son, Peggy Cummins, Nadia Gray. Producer: Jack
Janni (Rank Organization). Director: Jack Lee.
Original (novel): Richard Gordon. Screenplay: John
Whiting, Bryan Forbes, Nicholas Phipps.

• A skipper of cargo vessels is made captain of
a luxury liner, finds himself hating the assign-
ment, and running a gamut of difficulties with
guests and crew. In Color. Oct. 1960.

DESERT ATTACK (War Drama). Stars: John Mills,

Sylvia Syms, Anthony Quayle, Harry Andrews. Pro-
ducer: W. A. Whittaker (Associated British Piet.

Corp.). Director: J. Lee-Thompson. Original (novel):
Christopher London. Screenplay: Christopher Lon-
don, T. J. Morrison.

• British-made Based on the novel, "Ice Cold
in Alex." The plot deals with an ambulance crew
trapped on the Sahara in World War II, and the
trek from Tobruk to Alexandria—the commander,
two nurses and a fellow who turns out to be a
German spy. Nov. 1960.

DESIRE IN THE DUST (Drama). Stars: Raymond Burr,
Martha Hyer, Joan Bennett, Ken Scott. Producer:
William F. Claxton (Associated Producers). Direc-
tor: William F. Claxton. Original (novel): Horry
Whittington. Screenplay: Charles Lang.

• The daughter of a plantation owner, in a night
of drunkeness, runs over her brother, and a share-
cropper who is in love with her takes the blame.
After six years in jail, he returns, finds her mar-
ried, continues the affair, leading to intense legal
involvement. In CinemaScope. Oct. 1960.

ESTHER AND THE KING (Biblical Drama). Stars:
Richard Egan, Joan Collins, Sergio Fantoni, Denis
O'Dea. Producer: Raoul Walsh. Director: Raoul
Walsh. Original Screenplay: Raoul Walsh, Michael
Elkins.

• Based on the Book of Esther. The King of
Persia calls in all the maidens of the land to pick
a queen, who turns out to be Esther, a Jewess, a
turn of events which creates endless palace intrigue
and revolt. In CinemaScope and Color. Dec. 1960.

FLAMING STAR (Drama). Stars: Elvis Presley, Bar-
bara Eden, Steve Forrest, Dolores Del Rio, John
Mclntire. Producer: David Weisbort. Director: Don
Siegel. Original (novel): Clair Huffaker. Screenplay:
Nunnally Johnson.

• A half-breed son returns with his white half-
brother to the family ranch, to find some of the
ranchers slaughtered by Indians, bringing down the
wrath of the white settlers, and confronting the
youth with some critical problems to solve—to

stay with the White or the Redmen. In Cinema-
Scope and Color. Dee. 1960.

GODDESS OF LOVE, THE (Spectacle Drama). Stors:

Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas, Massimo Girotti. Pro-
ducer: Gian Pauolo Bigazzi. Director: Victor von
Tourjansky.

• Italian-made. A love affair between a soldier

and a young shepherdess, set against the war
between the Macedonians and Greeks. The girl,

posing for a sculptor as Aphrodite, is the key
figure in enabling the Macedonians to gain a
victory. In CinemaScope and Color. Nov. 1960.

HIGH TIME (Comedy). Stars: Bing Crosby, Nicole
Maurey, Tuesday Weld, Fabian. Producer: Charles
Brackett. Director: Blake Edwards. Original Story:

Garson Kanin. Screenplay: Tom Waldman, Frank
Waldman.
• A 50-year-old businessman goes back to college

to relive a youth he missed, and his involvements
with the youngsters and a more mature figure, a
lady instructor. In CinemaScope and Color. Oct.

1960.

LEGIONS OF THE NILE (Action Drama). Stars: Linda
Cristal, Ettore Manni, Georges Marchal, Conrado
Sanmartin. Producers: Virgilio De Blasi, Italo Zin-

garelli (Alexandra Prods.). Director: Vittorio Cot-
tafavi. Screenplay: Vittorio Cottafavi, Giorgio Crist-

a 1 1 ini, Arnaldo Marrosu, Ennio De Concini.

• Italian-made. An adaptation of the Cleopatra
and Mark Anthony affair, including the battle of

the Roman Legions against the Egyptians and
the intriguing loves of the principal characters
and associates. In CinemaScope arkl Color. Dec.

1960.

NORTH TO ALASKA (Comedy Drama). Stars: John
Wayne, Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian,

Capucine. Producer: Henry Hathaway. Director:

Henry Hathaway. Original (play): Laszlo Fodor.

Screenplay: Martin Rackin, John Lee Mahin,
Claude Binyon.

• A spoof of Alaskan adventure stories. One of

three partners in a Klondike goldstrike decides

that someone else should go to the States to

bring back his bride, resulting in some merry
mixups. In Color. Nov. 1960.

SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF, THE (Drama). Stars:

Jeff Richards, Morgia Dean, Peter Falk. Producer:

Gene Corman. Director: William N. Witney. Screen-

play: Gene Corman, Harold Yablonsky.

• Filmed in the Caribbean, the story deals with
the destruction of a mail and fishing boat, and
efforts to reach the survivors on a reef, in face
of armed opposition by the gang which had
wrecked the vessel. In CinemaScope and Color.

Oct. 1960.

SEPTEMBER STORM (Action Drama). Stars: Joanne
Dru, Mark Stevens, Robert Strauss, Asher Dann.
Producer: Edward L. Alperson. Director: Byron
Haskin. Original Story: Steve Fisher. Screenplay:

W. R. Burnett.

• Filmed in Majorca, this deals with a hunt for

sunken gold coins, in which a yacht is illegally
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used for the operation, and dissension between

the operators lands ail in the hands of the coast

guard. In Stereovision (3-D), Cinemascope and
Color Oct. 1960.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY (Melodrama). Stars:

Diane Baker, Jack Ging, Lee Philips, Wallace Ford.

Producer: Everett Chambers. Director: Paul Guil-

foyle. Original (novel): Grace Miller White. Screen-

play: Charles Lang.

• A romance between the son and daughter of

opposing family forces, in which the bitterness is

generated when one family innocently sells farm-

land to a chemical company which pollutes a

stream on which the farmers depend for water.

In CinemaScope ond Color. Nov. 1960.

WIZARD OF BAGHDAD, THE (Comedy Fantasy). Stars:

Dick Shawn, Diane Baker, Barry Coe. Producer:

Sam Katzman. Director: George Sherman. Original:

Samuel Newman. Screenplay: Jesse Lasky jr., Pat

Silver.

• A down-and-out geni gets his big chance to

shine as Wizard of the city, and promptly reduces
everything to comic chaos. In CinemaScope and
Color Dec. 1960.

Coming
ALL HANDS ON DECK (Comedy With Music). Stars:

Pat Boone, Buddy Hackett, Dennis O'Keefe, Bar-

bara Eden. Producer: Oscar Brodney. Director:

Norman Taurog. Original (book): Jay Sommers.
Screenplay: Jay Sommers.

• A young Naval officer runs into every con-
ceivable type of red tape in his desperate efforts

to get a leave of absence to marry his girl. In

CinemaScope and Color.

BATTLE OF BLOODY BEACH (War Drama). Stars:

Audie Murphy, Dolores Michaels, Gary Crosby.
Producer: Richard Maibaum (Associated Pro-

ducers Prod.). Director: Herbert Coleman. Screen-
play: Richard Maibaum.
• The Philippines during the Japanese occupa-
tion, during which a businessman who is trapped
on the island joins an underground group to fight

the invaders. In CinemaScope.

BIG GAMBLE, THE (Adventure Drama). Stars: Juliette

Greco, David Wayne, Dame Sybil Thorndike, Greg-
ory Ratoff. Producer: Darryl Zanuck. Director:

Richard Fleischer. Original Screenplay: Irwin Shaw.

• Filmed in Europe and Africa, this is the story

of an ex-Irish seaman, his Corsican bride and his

meek bankclerk cousin who move into the African
Ivory coast to establish a trucking venture. In

CinemaScope and Color.

BIG SHOW, THE (Circus Drama). Stars: Esther Wil-
liams, Cliff Robertson, Robert Vaughan, David
Nelson. Producer: Robert Radnitz, for Associated
Producers. Director: James B. Clark. Original
Screenplay: Ted Sherdeman.

• Filmed in Copenhagen and Munich, this deals
with a dominating father who heads a family which
owns a circus in Munich. In CinemaScope and
Color.

CANADIANS, THE (Drama). Stars: Robert Ryan,
Teresa Stratas, Torin Thatcher, John Dehner. Pro-
ducer: Herman Webber. Director: Burt Kennedy.
Original Screenplay: Burt Kennedy.

• Filmed in Canada. Adventure in the Far North
with the Royal Northwest Mounted Police. In

CinemaScope and Color.

CIRCLE OF DECEPTION (Drama). Stars: Suzy Parker,
Bradford Dillman. Producer: Thomas A. Morahan
(J. Arthur Rank Prod.). Director: Jack Lee. Original
Screenplay: Nigel Balchin, Robert Musel.

• British-made. A tale of spy activity involving
the British secret service in World War II, keyed to
the amount of endurance a human can bear
under the stress of interrogation by the enemy. In

CinemaScope and Color.

CLEOPATRA (Spectacle Drama). Stars: Elizabeth Tay-
lor, Peter Finch, Stephen Boyd, Horry Andrews.
Producer: Walter Wanger. Director: Joseph L. Man-
kiewicz. Original (novel): Carlo Maria Franzero.
Screenplay: Lawrence Durrell, Nigel Balchin.

• Filmed in England, Israel, Egypt. The ageless
story of Cleopatra, Caesar, and Marc Anthony and
their rivalries and loves. In Todd-AO and Color.

DAYS OF THRILLS AND LAUGHTER (Compilation).
Producer: Robert Yourvgson.

• The producer of "The Golden Age of Comedy"
and "When Comedy Was King" turns to the early
serials, from the last-second escapes from the
oncoming locomotive to the cliff hanging in "The
Perils of Pauline."

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES (Drama). Stars: Jack
Lemmon, Lee Remick. Producer: Martin Manulis.
Director: Blake Edwards. Original (TV play): J. P.

Miller. Screenplay: J. P. Miller.

• A film adaptation of a hit television drama
which concerns itself with alcoholism in the lives
of a young married couple.

DOUBLE TROUBLE (Comedy). Stars: Tommy Noonan
Pete Marshall, Barbara Eden. Producer- Jack Lee-
wood. Director: Charles Barton. Original Screenplay
Jameson Brewer.

• About a guy who always starts things he never
finishes, except a song which be finally completes
J?

P[?ve f°. himself that he really is capable of
finishing a job. In CinemaScope and Color.

FERRY TO HONG KONG (Adventure Drama). Stars-
Curt Jurgens, Sylvia Syms, O-rson Welles. Pro-
ducer: George Maynard, for Rank (Lewis Gilbert
Prods.). Director: Lewis Gilbert. Original (novel):
Simon Kent. Screenplay: Lewis Gilbert, Vernon
Harris.

• Filmed in Hong Kong. The story of a man with-
out a country, a piece of human wreckage, shunted
back and forth on a boat between Hong Kong
and Macao, who finds a chance to prove himself
aboard the old disreputable hulk. In CinemaScope
and Color.

FIERCEST HEART, THE (Drama). Stars: Juliet Prowse,
Stuart Whitman, Ken Scott, Stanley Baker, Ray-
mond Massey, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Rafer ’ John-
son. Producer: George Sherman. Director: George
Sherman. Original (novel): Stuart Cloete. Screen-
play: Edmund North.

• Filmed in South Africa. The story of aid given
the Dutch Boers by the British military in their
trek through Africa to find a homeland in 1837.
In CinemaScope and Color.

FRANCIS OF ASSISI (Religious Drama). Stars: Brad-
ford Dillman, Dolores Hart, Stuart Whitman, Steve
Forrest, Finlay Currie, Cecil Kellaway. Producers:
Plato Skouras, Spyros S. Skouras jr. (Triton Corp.).
Director: Michael Curtiz. Original (novel): Louis
DeWohl. Screenplay: Eugene Vale.

• Based on the novel "The Joyous Beggar," and
filmed in Italy. The life story of St. Francis of
Assisi, the patron saint of love and gentleness
and founder of the Franciscan Order. In Cinema-
Scope and Color.

HIGH HEELS (Drama). Stars: Carol Lynley, Ken Scott.
Producer: Jerry Wald. Director: Robert Parrish.
Original (play): Garson Kanin. Screenplay: Daniel
Fuchs.

• The loves and trials of a young taxi dancer,
which was a hit Broadway play some years ago.
In CinemaScope and Color.

HUSTLER, THE (Drama). Stars: Paul Newman, Piper
Laurie, George C. Scott, Jackie Gleason. Producer:
Robert Rossen. Director: Robert Rossen. Original
(novel): Walter Tevis. Screenplay: Robert Rossen.

• Deals with the adventures of a fellow who is a
shark with the cue and pool table.

LION OF SPARTA (Drama). Stars: Richard Egan,
Diane Baker, Julie Newmar, Barry Coe, David Far-
rar, Anna Synodinow. Producer: George St. George.
Director: Rudolph Mate.

• Filmed in Freece, this is based on the famed
battle of Thermopylae, when a small band of
Greek defenders guarded the Pass against the Per-
sians. In CinemaScope and Color.

LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME, THE
(Drama). Stars: Jimmie Rodgers, Chill Wills, Luana
Patten, Linda Hutchings. Producer: Maurice Dex-
ter. Director: Andrew McLaglen. Original (novel):

John Fox jr.

• The classic tale about the mountain lad who
goes through college, finds himself torn between
two cultures, distinguishes himself as a soldier

in the Civil War and finally chooses the North as
his home. In CinemaScope and Color.

LONG ROPE, THE (Drama). Stars: Alan Hale jr., Hugh
Marlowe, Lisa Montell, Robert Wilke. Producer:
Margia Dean, for Associated Producers. Director:

William Witney. Original Screenplay: Robert
Hamner.
• The early days of justice in the West when a
federal judge traveled from town to town to con-
duct trials. In CinemaScope.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO (Drama). Stars: Edmund Pur-
dom, Jacques Sernas, Jeanne Valerie. Producer:
Fides-Stella Films. Director: Sergio Grieco. Original
(novel): Gustav Flaubert.

• Italian-made. Based on Flaubert's classic novel,
"Salammbo," a barbaric story of love and war in

ancient Carthage.

MADISON AVENUE (Drama). Stars: Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Crain, Eleanor Parker, Eddie Albert. Pro-
ducer: Milton Pickman. Director: Bruce Humber-
stone. Original (novel): Jeremy Kirk. Screenplay:
Frank Fenton.

• Based on the novel "The Build-Up Boys," which
provides a first-hand look at New York's advertis-
ing business and the men who run it. In Cinema-
Scope and Color.

MARINES, LET'S GO (Drama). Stars: Tom Tryon,
David Hedison, Barbara Stuart. Producer: Raoul
Walsh. Director: Raoul Walsh. Screenplay: John
Twist.

• Adventures of a Marine platoon with its tough
sergeant, on and off the battlefield.

MARRIAGE-GO-ROUND, THE (Comedy). Stars: Susan
Hayward, James Mason, Julie Newmar. Producer:
Leslie Stevens. Director: Walter Lang. Original
(play): Leslie Stevens. Screenplay: Leslie Stevens.

• An adaptation of the hit play which deals with
the marital problems which arise between a college
professor ond his wife when a Swedish sexpot
visits the home and proposes that the professor sire

her child. In CinemaScope ond Color.

MILLIONAIRESS, THE (Comedy). Stars: Sophia Loren,
Peter Sellers, Alastair Sim, Dennis Price, Vittorio
de Sica. Producer: Pierre Rouve (Dimitri de Grun-
wald Prods.). Director: Anthony Asquith. Original
(play): George Bernard Shaw. Screenplay: Wolf
Mankowitz.
• British-made. A "millionairess" sets her cap for
a poor but dedicated Indian doctor who runs a
child clinic in the slums of London. In CinemaScope
and Color.

MISTY (Drama). Stars: David Ladd, Arthur O'Connell,
Anne Seymour, Pam Smith. Producer: Robert Rad-
nitz. Director: James B. Clark. Screenplay: Ted
Sherdeman.

• Two children and their efforts to obtain a wild
pony. In CinemaScope and Color.

PIRATES OF TORTUGA (Comedy Drama). Stars: Le-
ticia Roman, John Richardson, Robert Stevens,
Rafer Johnson. Producer: Sam Katzman. Director:
Robert Webb. Original (story): Mel Levy. Screen-
play: Jesse Lasky jr., Pat Silver.

• A privateer expedition attempts to conquer the
notorious pirate Henry Morgan.

QUEEN'S GUARD, THE (Drama). Stars: Raymond
Massey, Daniel Massey, Robert Stephens, Ursula
Jeans. Producer: Michael Powell (Imperial Films
Prod.). Director: Michael Powell. Original Screen-
play: Roger Milnar (based on an idea by Simon
Harcourt Smith).

• A behind the scenes story of the Buckingham
Palace Guard. In CinemaScope and Color.

RETURN TO PEYTON PLACE (Drama). Stars: Coroi
Lynley, Jeff Chandler, Eleanor Porker, Mary Astor,
Tuesday Weld, Lucianna Paluzzi, Brett Halsey,
Robert Sterling. Producer: Jerry Wald. Director:

Jose Ferrer. Original (novel): Grace Metalious.
Screenplay: Harry Brown.

• The small town revisited, with the conflicts of
its inhabitants again dramatized through the eyes
of a young writer. In CinemaScope and Color.

RIGHT APPROACH, THE (Musical Drama). Stars:

Frankie Vaughan, Juliet Prowse, Gary Crosby,
Martha Hyer, Jane Withers, Ken Scott. Producer:
Oscar Brodney. Director: David Butler. Original
(play): Garson Kanin. Screenplay: Michael and
Fay Kanin.

• A variation on the "What Makes Sammy Run"
theme. This follows the ruthless rise of a young
singer to the top of his profession. In CinemaScope
and Color.

SANCTUARY (Drama). Stars: Lee Remick, Yves Mon-
tand, Bradford Dillman. Producer: Richard Zanuck.
Director: Tony Richardson. Original (novel): William
Faulkner. Screenplay: James Poe.

• High living, excitement and erotic thrills in

the South, dealing with a girl who feels no re-

sponsibility for herself or others and becomes in-

volved in an illicit affair and murder. In Cinema-
Scope.

SILENT CALL, THE (Melodrama). Stars: Gail Russell,

David McLean, Roger Mobley. Producer: Leonard
A. Schwartz, for Associated Producers. Director:

John Bushelman. Screenplay: Tom Maruzzi.

• The true story of a boy and his dog who are
reunited after the dog is left behind when the
family moves from Reno to Los Angeles. In

CinemaScope.

SNIPER'S RIDGE (War Drama). Stars: Jack Ging,

Stanley Clements, John Goddard, Doug Hender-
son, Gabe Castle. Producer: John Bushelman, for

Associated Producers. Director: John Bushelman.
Original Screenplay: Tom Maruzzi.

• Action in the days before the cease-fire in the
Korean War, in which a captain who can't forget
that he once showed cowardice under fire, is

saved from death by the heroism of a young
private. In CinemaScope.

SNOW WHITE AND THE THREE STOOGES (Comedy).
Stars: Carol Heiss, Patricia Medina, The Three
Stooges. Producer: Charles Wick. Director: Walter
Lang.

• A comedy of Three Stooges antics in which
Carol Heiss, Olympic skating champion, becomes
involved. In CinemaScope and Color.

STATE FAIR (Musical). Stars: Pat Boone, Arthur God-
frey. Producer: Charles Brackett. Director: Walter
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Lang. Original (novel): Phil Stong. Screenplay:
Richard Rogers, Ernest Lehman.
• Second remake of a hit of the 1930s, to which
music was added in the 1940s and is being re-
tained with added melodies in the 1960s—dealing
with a trip to the Iowa State Fair, the competition
for the blue ribbon in the prize hog competition,
and young love. In Todd-AO and Color.

T0PA2E (Comedy) Stars: Peter Sellers. Producer:
Pierre Rouve. Director: Peter Sellers. Original
(play): Morcel Pagnol. Screenplay: Pierre Rouve.

• This is Seller's first effort at directing as well
as acting in a film. The picture deals with a timid
French schoolmaster who believes that honesty is

the best policy, until he turns into an unscrupu-
lous businessman.

TRAPP FAMILY, THE (Drama). Stars: Ruth Leuwerik,
Hans Holt, Joseph Meinrad, Maria Holst. Producer:
Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director: Wolfgang Lieben-
einer. Screenplay: George Hurdalek.

• Filmed in Bavaria, this is the story of the fa-
ous Trapp Family Singers whose exploits form
the story line for the current Broadway musical
"Sound of Music." In Color.

TURN OF THE SCREW (Drama). Stars: Deborah Kerr.
Producer: Jack Clayton. Director: Jack Clayton.
Original (novel): Henry James.

• Based on the novel by the noted American
novelist, and a recent stage adaptation which be-
came a Broadway hit, which tells the story of a
young governess and her two charges, both demon-
possessed children. In CinemaScope.

VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA (Science-
Fiction). Stars: Walter Pidgeon, Joan Fontaine,
Barbara Eden, Peter Lorre, Robert Sterling, Frankie
Avalon. Producer: Irwin Allen. Director: Irwin Allen.
Original Screenplay: Irwin Allen, Charles Bennett.

• The producer of "The Lost World" extends his
fantasies to the underseas world. In CinemaScope
and Color.

WILD IN THE COUNTRY (Drama With Songs). Stars:
Elvis Presley, Hope Lange, Tuesday Weld, Millie
Perkins, John Ireland. Producer: Jerry Wdld. Di-
rector: Philip Dunne. Screenplay: Clifford Odets.
• A brilliant high school boy falls in love with
a woman psychologist ten years his senior. In
CinemaScope and Color.

United Artists
(October through December 1960)

FACTS OF LIFE, THE (Comedy Drama). Stars: Bob
Hope, Lucille Ball, Ruth Russey, Don DeFore, Louis
Nye. Producer: Norman Panama (Panama ond
Frank Production, for H-L-P Prods.). Director:
Melvin Frank. Original Screenplay: Norman Pana-
ma, Melvin Frank.

• Story of two married (but not to each other)
members of a country club set who fall in love,
and keep getting involved deeper as they try to
keep their illicit romance a secret. Dec. 1960.

INHERIT THE WIND (Drama). Stars: Spencer Tracy,
Fredric March, Gene Kelly, Dick York, Donna An-
derson, Florence Eldridge. Producer-Director:
Stanley Kramer. Original (play): Jerome Lawrence,
Robert E. Lee. Screenplay: Nathan E. Douglas,
Harold Jacob Smith.

• Based on the sensational Scopes evolution trial

in 1925 of a young science teacher in Tennessee
who violated a state law by teaching Darwin's
theory of evolution. The famed Clarence Darrow
and Williom Jennings Bryan were rivol attorneys
in the world-famous case. Nov. 1960.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN, THE (Outdoor Drama). Stars:
Yul Brynner, Eli Walloch, Steve McQueen, Horst
Buchholz, Charles Bronson, Robert Vaughan. Pro-
ducer-Director: John Sturges, for Mirisch-Alpha
Productions. Screenplay: William Roberts.

• Filmed in Mexico. Adapted from the prize-win-
ning Japanese film, "The Seven Samurai," and
transposed to a modern setting. Story centers
around the peace-loving inhabitants of a small
Mexican villoge who rebel against the periodic
raids of the bandit, Calvera, and hire seven deadly
gunfighters to protect them. In Panavision and
De Luxe Color. Oct. 1960.

POLICE DOG STORY, THE (Action Drama). Stars.
James Brown, Merry Anders, Barry Kelley, Mil-
ton Frome. Producer: Robert E. Kent, for Zenith
Pictures. Director: Edward L. Cahn. Original Screen-
play: Orville Hompton.
• Story of a rookie cop and a half-wild German
Shepherd dog who are sent to a police dog train-
ing school, then assigned to a case involving an
arson gang, which the man-dog team succeeds in

copturing. Dec. 1960.

WALKING TARGET (Melodrama). Stars: Joan
Evans, Ron Foster, Merry Anders. Producer: Robert
E. Kent, for Zenith Pictures. Director: Edward L.

Cahn. Original Screenplay: Stephen Kandel.

• Story of a convict who, on his release from

prison, becomes a walking target, with both the
law and his hoodlum pals seeking the hidden loot

they know he has stashed away. Oct. 1960.

Coming
ALAMO, THE (Historical Drama). Stars: John Wayne.

Richard Widmark, Laurence Harvey, Richard
Boone (guest star). Producer-Director: John Wayne,
for his Batjac Productions. Original Screenplay:
James Edward Grant.

• Story of the immortal defense of the historical
mission fortress, in which a group of American
frontiersmen fought to the death to free Texas
from Mexican control. In Todd-AO and Techni-
color.

BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ (Biographical Drama;.
Stars: Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden, Thelma Rit-
ter, Betty Field. Producer: Harold Hecht (Hecht-
Hill-Larvcaster Productions). Director: John Frank-
enheimer. Original (book): Thomas E. Gaddis.
Screenplay: Guy Trosper.

• Based on the true story of Robert Stroud, o
life-termer who has been in prison since 1909,
where he became a world-renowned authority on
birds.

BY LOVE POSSESSED (Drama). Stars: Lana Turner,
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Jason Robards jr., George Ham-
ilton, Susan Kohner. Producer: Walter Mirisch
(Mirisch Co.-Seven Arts Co-production). Director:
John Sturges. Original (novel): James Gould Coz-
zens. Screenplay: Charles Schnee.

• A story that deals with the many aspects of
love, as seen through the eyes of a successful
New England attorney to whom friends and clients
come with their problems. He becomes deeply
involved with the troubles of others, and dis-

tressing situations of his own when he has an af-
fair with the wife of his law partner. In Pana-
vision and Eastman Color.

DECOY (Melodrama). Stars: Jack Hogan, June Ken-
ney, John Baer, Gregg Palmer. Producer: Gene Cor-
man, for Edward Small's Harvard Films. Director:
William Witney. Original Story: Gene Corman.
Screenplay: Leo Gordon.

• A story based on industrial espionage and the
theft of commercial secrets.

EXODUS (Drama). Stars: Paul Newman, Eva Marie
Saint, Ralph Richardson, Peter Lawford, Lee J.

Cobb, Sal Mineo, John Derek, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer-Director: Otto Preminger. Original (novel):

Leon M. Uris. Screenplay: Dalton Trumbo.

• Filmed in Israel and on Cyprus. Set just prior

to and immediately following Israel's establish-
ment as a nation, and tells the story of the heroic
Israeli underground leader who spirits a group of
Jewish refugees out of British internment camps
on Cyprus and illegally takes them to Israel aboard
a tramp steamer named Exodus. An American
nurse who becomes involved with the movement
falls in love with the freedom fighter. In Super
Panavision 70, with Todd-AO six-channel stereo-
phonic sound; and Technicolor.

FIVE GUNS TO TOMBSTONE (Western). Stars:
James Brown, Della Sharman. Producer: Robert
E. Kent, for Zenith Pictures. Director: Edward L.

Cahn. Original Story: Arthur Orloff. Screenplay:
Richard Sohayer, Jack DeWitt.

• A reformed gunfighter, framed into joining his

outlaw brother's gang, goes along with them in

their plans to hijack another gang planning the
stick-up of a Wells Fargo gold shipment, plotting
meanwhile with the law to ambush the desper-
adoes.

FRONTIER UPRISING (Outdoor Droma). Stars: Jim
Davis, Nancy Hadley, Ken Mayer. Producer: Rob-
ert E. Kent, for Zenith Pictures. Director: Edward
L. Cahn. Original Story: George Bruce. Screenplay:
Owen Harris.

• A frontier scout, leading a wagon train into
California, does not know that Mexico has de-
clared war on the United States, and soon finds
that once friendly Mexicans have joined up with
the Modoc Indians. He winds up fighting both
Indians and the Mexican army.

GAMBLER WORE A GUN, THE (Outdoor Drama),
Stars: Jim Davis, Merry Anders. Producer: Robert
E. Kent, for Zenith Pictures. Director: Edward L.

Kahn. Screenplay: Owen Harris.

• A professional gambler buys a ranch, then dis-

covers the seller was murdered before the deed
was recorded. The gambler outwits the outlaws who
hold the property.

GERONIMO (Drama). Stars: Chuck Connors. Producers:
Jules Levey, Arthur Gardner (Gromercy Piets. Pro-
ductions). Director: Arnold Laven. Original Story
and Screenplay: Pat Fielder.

• Setting of story is the Mexican-American bor-
der between Arizona and Sonora, around 1883.
Based on fact and legend of the famed Indian
leoder who fought for freedom and individuality

against overwhelming odds. In Color.

GOODBYE AGAIN (Drama). Stars: Ingrid Bergman,
Yves Montand, Anthony Perkins. Producer-Di-

rector: Anatole Litvak. Original (novel): Francoise
Sagan. Screenplay: Samuel Taylor.

• Filming in Europe. Based on the French novel,
"Aimez Vous Brahms?" A modern story set in

Paris, in which the central character, a mature
woman, must choose between two lovers, one older
and one younger than herself.

HOODLUM PRIEST, THE (Biographical Drama). Stars:

Don Murray, Cindi Woods. Producers: Walter Wood,
Don Murray (Murray-Wood Productions). Director:

Irvin Kershner. Original Screenplay: Joseph Lon-
don, Don Deer.

• Based on the true story of a St. Louis Jesuit
priest. Father Charles Dismas Clark, who has de-
voted his life to the rehabilitation of convicts.

JACK THE GIANT KILLER (Fantasy Drama). Stars:

Kerwin Mathews, Judi Meredith, Torin Thatcher.
Producer: Edward Small, for his Edward Small Pro-
ductions. Director: Nathan Juron.

• Based on the children's fable favorite about the
boy who killed the giant, gained his wealth and
lived happily ever after. In Technicolor.

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG (Drama). Stars: Spencer
Tracy, Burt Lancaster, Richard Widmark, Marlene
Dietrich, Judy Garland, Maxmilian Schell, Mont-
gomery Clift. Producer-Director: Stanley Kramer,
for his Stanley Kramer Productions. Original Screen-
play: Abby Mann.
• The inner conflicts and problems of an Ameri-
can judge selected by the War Department to pre-
side at the Nuremberg trial of Nazi judges, who
are being tried as war criminals, in post-World
War II. Various witnesses and victims of Nazi
terrorism appear in court to testify.

LAST TIME I SAW ARCHIE, THE (Comedy). Stars:

Robert Mitchum, Jack Webb, Martha Hyer, France
Nuyen. Producer-Director: Jack Webb (Mark VII,

Ltd.-Manzanita-Talbot Productions). Original
Screenplay: William Bowers.

• Based on the hilarious experiences of two Air
Force privates who ore buddies.

MINOTAUR, THE (Spectacle Drama). Stars: Bob Ma-
thias, Rosanna Schiaffino. Producer: Rudy Solmsen
(Agliani-Mordini-llliria Productions). Director: Mario
Bonnard.

• Filmed in Italy. Based on the legend of the
Minotaur of Crete, half-man and half-bull, to
which human sacrifices of virgins and youths are
made. The mythical Theseus finally slays the
monster. In Totalscope and Eastman Color.

MISFITS, THE (Drama). Stars: Clark Goble, Marilyn
Monroe, Montgomery Clift, Thelma Ritter, Eli Wol-
lach. Producer: Frank E. Taylor, for Seven Arts
Productions. Director: John Huston. Original Screen-
play: Arthur Miller.

• Story of a young divorcee and her romances
with three cowboys, who all fall for her, but one
is her favorite. Sensitive to violence, she is horri-

fied at the apparent cruelty involved in the
roundup of a herd of wild horses. When her Num-
ber One cowboy frees the captured beasts, all is

forgiven and they plan marriage.

NAKED EDGE, THE (Suspense Drama). Stars: Gary
Cooper, Deborah Kerr, Hermione Gingold, Eric

Portman. Producers: George Glass, Walter Seltzer,

for Pennebaker-Boroda Productions. Director:

Michael Anderson. Original (novel): Max Ehrlich.

Screenplay: Joseph Stefano.

• Filmed in England. Based on Max Ehrlich's

novel, "First Train to Babylon." A long lost letter

delayed in transit makes the recipient a suspect
in an unsolved murder case.

OPERATION BOTTLENECK (War Drama). Stars: Miiko
Taka, Ron Foster, Norman Alden. Producer: Robert
E. Kent, for Zenith Pictures. Director: Edward L.

Cahn. Screenplay: Orville H. Hampton.

• Concerns an episode during World War II in

the jungles of Burma.

PARIS BLUES (Drama With Music). Stars: Paul New-
man, Joanne Woodward, Sidney Poitier, Louis
Armstrong. Producer: Sam Shaw, for Pennebaker
Productions. Director: Martin Ritt. Original (novel):

Harold Flender. Screenplay: Jack Sher, Irene Kamp.
• Filming in Paris and London. Based on Harold
Flender's novel about two American jazz musicians
in Paris, who form a jazz band which becomes
a favorite of jazz devotees and visitors to the Left

Bank. In Technicolor.

POCKETFULL OF MIRACLES (Comedy Melodrama).
Stars: Glenn Ford, Bette Davis, Hope Lange. Pro-

ducer-Director: Frank Capra (Fronton Productions).
Original Story: Damon Runyon. Screenplay: Hal
Kanter.

• Based on a Damon Runyon short story, "Ma-
dame La Gimp," and is a remake of "Lady for a
Day," based on the same Runyon short story which
Capra directed for Columbia in 1932. In Color.

REVOLT OF THE SLAVES (Historical Drama). Stars:

Rhonda Fleming, Lang Jeffries. Producer: Paolo
Moffa (Ambrosiana Film Productions). Director:
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Benito Malasommo. Originol (novel): Cardinal
Wiseman. Screenplay: Daniel Mainworing.

• Filming in Italy. Based on the classic novel,
Fcbiola," and is a spectacle drama set in ancient

Rome.

SEASON OF PASSION (Formerly "Summer of the
17th Doll"). (Drama)). Stars: Ernest Borgnine, Anne
Boxter, John Mills, Angela Lansbury, Vincent Ball.

Producer-Director: Leslie Norman. Original (play):
Ray Lawler. Screenplay: John Dighton.

• Filmed in Australia. From Ray Lawler's Broad-
way and London play, and story of two migratory
cane workers who for 1 6 years have gone to
Sydney, Australia, during their layoff months to
v sit illicitly with two women. During the fateful
17th summer, the foursome begins to disintegrate
when one of the girls, meanwhile, has married,
and the pressures of age, finances and personal
guilt begin to mar the once-happy quartet.

SOMETHING WILD (Drama). Stars: Carroll Baker,
Ralph Meeker, Mildred Dunnock. Producer: George
Justin, for Prometheus Enterprises. Director: Jack
Garfein. Original (novel): Alex Karmel. Screenplay:
Jack Garfein, Alex Karmel.

• The story of a girl overcome by violence and
loneliness in the city, who ultimately finds love.

TOWN WITHOUT PITY (Drama). Stars: Kirk Douglas,
Christina Kaufmann. Producer-Director: Gottfried
Reinhardt (Mirisch Co.-Gloria Films Co-production).
Original (novel): Manfred Gregor. Screenplay:
Monfred Gregor.

• Filming in Germany and France. Story of an
army lawyer assigned to defend four GIs accused
of raping a young German girl.

WEST SIDE STORY (Musical Drama). Stars: Natalie
Wood, Richard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Mo-
reno, George Chakiris. Producer: Robert Wise, for
Mirisch Co.-Seven Arts. Directors: Robert Wise,
Jerome Robbins. Original (play): Arthur Laurents.
Screenplay: Ernest Lehman.
• Based on the Broadway musical hit. A modern
Romeo and Juliet tale, with the opposing two
families seen as white and Puerto Rican races on
New York's West Side. In Panavision and East-
man Color.

YOUNG DOCTORS, THE (Drama). Stars: Fredric
March, Dick Clark, Ben Gazzara, Eddie Albert,
Ina Balin. Producers: Stuart Millar, Lawrence Tur-
man (Drexel-Miller-Turman Productions). Director:
Phil Karlson. Original (novel): Arthur Hailey.
Screenplay: Joseph Hayes.

• Based on novel, "Final Diagnosis," by Arthur
Hailey. Romance and drama unfold in a big
city hospital where two generations of doctors,
with two different schools of thought, clash with
each other over conflicting opinions.

YOUNG SAVAGES, THE (Drama). Stars: Burt Lan-
caster, Shelley Winters, Dina Merrill. Producer:
Pat Duggan, for Hecht-Hill-Lancaster Productions.
Director: Jchn Frankenheimer. Original (novel):
Evan Hunter.

• A slum-born dstrict attorney battles street
gang, in a quest for justice, following a murder
involving juvenile gangs on New York's East
Side.

Universal-International
(November through December 1960)

MIDNIGHT LACE (Suspense Drama). Stars: Doris Day,
Rex Harrison, John Gavin, Myrna Loy, Roddy Mc-
Dowall. Producers: Ross Hunter, Martin Melcher.
Director: David Miller. Original (play): Janet Green.
Screenplay: Ben Roberts, Ivan Goff.

• A beautiful, carefree American heiress, happily
married to an Englishman, is driven to near in-

sanity by a series of mysterious filth-laden tele-
phone calls threatening her life. Subsequent events
show that the threats are more than the ma-
chinations of a moronic crank. In Color. Nov. 1960.

PRIVATE LIVES Or ADAM AND EVE, THE (Farce-
Fantasy). Stars: Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren,
Fay Spain, Mel Torme, Tuesday Weld, Cecil Kel-
laway, Paul Anka, Marty Milner. Producer: Red
Doff. (Red Doff Prods.). Directors: Albert Zug-
smith., Mickey Rooney. Screenplay: Robert Hill.

• A group of young disturbed romantics, on the
way to Reno, is stranded in a church by a flash
flood, where the young people proceed to dream
about the Garden of Eden and the drama of the
first couple, the serpent and the apple. In Black
and White and Color. Dec. 1960.

Coming
BACK STREET (Drama). Stars: Susan Hayward, John

Gavin, Vera Miles, Charles Drake, Virgina Grey,
Reginald Gardiner, Tammy Morihugh. Producer:
Ross Hunter (Ross Hunter-Carrollton Prod.). Di-

rector: David Miller. Original (novel): Fanny Hurst.

Screenplay: Eleanore Griffin, William Ludwig.

• The second remake of a classic American novel
which first came to the screen in 1932, about a

woman in love with a married man, forced to live

in the "back street" of his life. In Color.

CAPE FEAR (Suspense Drama). Stars: Gregory Peck,
Polly Bergen. Producer: Sy Bartlett. (Melville
Prods.). Director: J. Lee Thompson. Original (novel):
Jchn B. MacDonald. Screenplay: James Webb.
• The story of a man's revenge on another who
had helped convict him on a rape charge. In

Color.

COME SEPTEMBER (Romantic Comedy). Stars: Rock
Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida, Sandra Dee, Bobby
Darin. Producer: Robert Arthur (Seven Piets. Corp.
Prod.). Director: Robert Mulligan. Original Screen-
play: Stanley Shapiro, Maurice Richlin.

• Filmed in Italy. An American playboy discovers
one of his palatial Continental homes has been
used as a tourist hotel during his absence—and he
finds an attractive and sultry beauty on the
premises to keep him interested. In Color.

CURSE OF THE WEREWOLF (Horror Drama). Stars:
Clifford Evans, Yvonne Romaine, Oliver Reed.
Producer: Anthony Hinds (Hammer Film Prod.).
Director: Terence Fisher. Screenplay: John Elder.

• British-made. A male child is born under a
curse and grows up into a creature half man and
half wolf.

DAY OF THE GUN (Outdoor Drama). Stars: Rock
Hudson, Kirk Douglas, Dorothy Malone, Joseph
Cotten, Carol Lynley, Neville Brand. Producers:
Eugene Frenke, Edward Lewis (Bryna Prod. S. A
Prod.). Director: Robert Aldrich. Original (novel):
Vechel Howard.
• Filmed in Mexico. Based on the fierce rivalry
of three men for the love of a woman—her much-
older husband, a lawman with whom she once
had been in love and a man wanted for murder—
during a difficult journey through Mexico to Texas.
In Color.

FLOWER DRUM SONG (Musical). Stars: Nancy Kwan,
James Shigeta. Producer: Ross Hunter. Director:
Henry Koster. Original (book): C. Y. Lee, (musical):
Rodgers and Ham-merstein, Joseph Fields. Screen-
play: Joseph Fields.

• A cinema version of a story which was a suc-
cess both as a novel and musical comedy, set in
San Francisco's Chinatown and dealing with the
conflicts between old traditions and the new, es-
pecially as they concern young love.

GRASS IS GREENER, THE (Comedy). Stars: Cary Grant,
Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons.
Producer: Stanley Donen. Director: Stanley Donen
(Grandon Prods.). Original (play): Hugh and Mar-
garet Williams. Screenplay: Hugh and Margaret
Williams.

• An earl and his lady turn their ancestral home
into a tourist attraction, and when an American
oilman visits the place he falls in love with the
countess and she with him. Into this scene comes
an old flame of the earl and she seeks to console
him. In Technirama and Technicolor.

GREAT IMPOSTOR, The (Drama). Stars: Tony Curtis,
Edmond O'Brien, Arthur O'Connell, Gary Merrill,
Raymond Massey, Karl Malden, Joan Blackman.
Producer: Robert Arthur. Director: Robert Mulligan.
Original (book): Robert Crichton. Screenplay: Liam
O'Brien.

• Based on the incredible real-life impersonations
of Ferdinand Demara jr., who, among other mis-
adventures, successfully posed as a surgeon, Latin
instructor, prison warden and a Trappist monk.

LOVER, COME BACK (Romantic Comedy). Stars: Rock
Hudson, Doris Day, Tony Randall, Edie Adams,
Jack Oakie. Producers: Robert Arthur, Martin Mel-
cher, Stanley Shapiro (Seven Pictures-Nob H i 1 1

-

Arwin Prod.). Director: Delbert Mann. Screenplay:
Stanley Shapiro, Paul Henning.

• The tale of two people in the advertising busi-
ness who engage in a feud which eventually turns
into a romance. In Color.

PHARAOH'S WOMAN (Historical Spectacle). Stars:
Linda Cristal, John Drew Barrymore. Producer: W.
Tourjanski (Vanguard Films of Rome Prod.). Di-
rector: Giorgio Rivalta.

• Italian-made. Love, adventure and historical
spectacle in ancient Egypt. In Color.

POSSE FROM HELL (Outdoor Drama). Stars: Audie
Murphy, John Saxon, Zohra Lampert, Ward Ram-
sey. Producer: Gordon Kay. Director: Herbert Cole-
man. Original (book): Clair Huffaker. Screenplay:
Clair Huffaker.

• Story of a fighting U. S. marshal who tracks
down four escaped murderers who have kidnapped
a woman and hold her as a hostage. In Color.

ROMANOFF AND JULIET (Romantic Drama). Stars:

Sandra Dee, John Govin, Peter Ustinov, Akim
Tamiroff. Producer: Peter Ustinov. Director: Peter
Ustinov. Original (play): Peter Ustinov. Screenplay:
Peter Ustinov.

• Filmed in Italy. A love story dealing with the

son of the Russian ambassador and the daughter
of an American in a tiny kingdom tucked away
somewhere on the European continent. In Color.

SECRET WAYS, THE (Spy Thriller). Stors: Richard Wid-
mark, Sonja Ziemann. Producer: Richard Widmark.
Director: Phil Karlson. Original (book): Alistair
MacLean. Screenplay: Jean Hazelwood.

• Filmed in Europe. An American adventurer
stays on in Europe after World War II and becomes
a spy for hire behind the Iron Curtain. In Cine-
mascope.

SHADOW OF THE CAT (Horror Drama). Stars: An-
drew Morell, Barbara Shelley, Conrad Phillips.

Producer: John Pennington. Director: John Gilling.

• A British-made horror tale.

SHAKEDOWN, THE (Drama). Stars: Terence Morgan,
Hazel Court, Donald Pleasance, Bill Owen, Robert
Beatty. Producer: Norman Williams (Ethiro Prod.).

Director: John Lemont. Screenplay: Leigh Vance.

• British-made. A vice king, just out of jail,

turns to a new racket of blackmailing amateur
photographers seeking models. A police woman in

disguise wins the blackmailer's confidence, then
exposes him.

SIXTH MAN, THE (War Drama). Stars: Tony Curtis,
James Franciscus, Bruce Bennett, Edmund Hashim,
Gregory Walcott. Producer: Sy Bartlett. Director:

Delbert Mann. Original (book): William Bradford
Huie. Screenplay: Stewart Stern.

• The story of Ira Hayes, the Indian who was
one of the six men who hoisted the American flag

on Iwo Jima, and his eventual failure to cope with
his position as a hero.

SPARTACUS (Historical Spectacle). Stars: Kirk Doug-
las, Laurence Olivier, Peter Ustinov, Tony Curtis,

Jean Simmons, Charles Laughton, John Gavin.
Producer: Edward Lewis (Bryna Prod.). Director

Stanley Kubrick. Original (novel): Howard Fast.

Screenplay: Dalton Trumbo.

• A story based on the great gladiator Spartacus
who led a revolt of the slaves against the Roman
Legions in the century before the birth of Christ,

and of his love for one of the slave girls. In

Technirama 70 and Color. Special.

TAMMY TELL ME TRUE (Romantic Comedy). Stars:

Sandra Dee, John Gavin. Producer: Ross Hunter
(Ross Hunter Prod.). Director: Harry Keller. Or-
iginal (book): Cid Ricketts. Screenplay: Oscar
Brodney.

• A sequel to "Tammy and the Bachelor," in

which Tammy goes to college and falls in love

with a young college instructor. In Color.

TOMBOY AND THE CHAMP (Drama). Stars: Candy
Moore, Jess Kilpatrick, Jesse White, Champy, the
Angus. Producers: Tommy Reynolds, William Light-

foot. Director: Francis D. Lyon. Original (story):

Tommy Reynolds, William Lightfoot. Screenplay:
Virginia Huffaker.

• A little ranch girl, after winning a calf at the
county fair, enters it in the state fair. She doesn't

win, later contacts polio but recovers and learns

to walk by walking her calf to prepare for the
next show. In Color.

TROUBLE IN THE SKY (Drama). Stars: Michael Craig,

Peter Cushing, Bernard Lee, Elizabeth Seal, George
Sanders, Andre Morell. Producer: Aubrey Baring,

for Bryanston Prods. Director: Charles Frend. Origi-

nal (novel): David Beaty. Screenplay: Robert
Westerby.

• British-made. Released in England as "Cone of
Silence." Story of an investigation that is made
following the airline crash of a jet transport plane,

in which the pilot was killed and posthumously
charged with negligence. The dead flyer's daughter
never gives up until she gets the evidence needed
to clear her father's name.

Valiant
ANGRY SILENCE, THE (Drama). Stors: Pier Angeli,

Richard Attenborough, Michael Craig. Producers:

Richard Attenborough, Bryan Forbes (Beaver
Films). Director: Guy Green. Original (story): Rich-

ard Gregson. Screenplay: Bryan Forbes.

• British-made. A union agitator arrives at on
industrial plant and stirs up trouble. The lone

holdout is given the silent treatment, and it is

only after hoodlums do bodily harm to his son

that wrongs are righted.

IT TAKES A THIEF (Crime Drama). Stars: Jayne
Mansfield, Anthony Quayle, Carl Mohner, Barbara
Mullen. Producer: John Temple-Smith. Director:

John Gilling.

• British-made. A glamorous female leader of a

crime gang in London is the brains behind a
series of daring robberies.

MANIA (Horror Film). Stars: Peter Cushing, June
Laverick, Donald Pleasance, George Rose, Billie

Whitelaw. Producers: Robert S. Baker, Monty Ber-

man. Director: John Gilling. Original Screenplay:

John Gilling.

• British-made. Based on the real-life story of
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Dr. Robert Knox in 19th Century England, a man
who headed a gang of grave robbers selling bodies
to medical schools, and who finally was forced to
murder to insure his supply.

SWORD AND THE DRAGON, THE (Fantasy). Stars:
Boris Andreyev, Andrei Abrikosov, Nina Medve-
deva. Producer: Alexander Ptushko. Director: Alex-
ander Ptushko.

• Russian-made. Based on Russian legends, this
deals with the repeated attacks on a village by
the vicious Tugar hordes commanded by the evil
Kalin, and the eventual destruction of the invaders
by Ilya Murometz, after he receives the Magic
Sword of Invinsor. In Color.

YOUNG ONE, THE (Drama). Stars: Zachary Scott,
Bernie Hamilton, Key Meersman. Producer: George
F. Werker. Director: Luis Bunuel. Screenplay: Luis
Bunuel, H. B. Addis.

• Mexican-made. A young Negro, fleeing from a
false charge of raping a white woman, lands on
a lonely island inhabited only by a game warden
and a 14-year-old girl, and becomes involved in
a growing friendship with the girl, the rape of
the girl by the warden and intervention of a
friendly preacher.

Warner Bros.
(September through December 1960)

CROWDED SKY, THE (Drama). Stars: Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming, Efrem Zimbalist jr., John Kerr,
Anne Francis, Keenan Wynn. Producer: Michael
Garrison. Director: Joseph Pevney. Original (novel):
Hank Searls. Screenplay: Charles Schnee.
• A Navy pilot and an airliner pilot crash in
midair. One is killed immediately. The airliner is

miraculously brought to the ground, but in the
flight the backgrounds of many of the passengers,
as well as the pilots, are revealed in flashback
technique. Sept. 1960.

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS, THE (Drama).
Stars: Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire, Eve Ar-
den, Angela Lansbury, Shirley Knight. Producer:
Michael Garrison. Director: Delbert Mann. Origi-
nal (play): William Inge. Screenplay: Irving
Rovetch, Harriet Frank jr.

• Family life in Oklahoma in the early 1920s, in-
volving a husband who is unhappy about his wife's
frigidity and her over-attachment to her chil-
dren, and the conflicts which arise through his in-
terest in a neighboring widow. In Color. Oct. 1960.

GIRL OF THE NIGHT (Drama). Stars: Anne Francis,
Lloyd Nolan, John Kerr, Kay Medford. Producer:
Max J. Rosenberg. Director: Joseph Cates. Origi-
nal (book): Dr. Harold Greerrwald. Screenplay:
Ted Berkman, Raphael Blau.

• Based on a social and psychoanalytical study,
this drama examines the life and problems of o
lady of the evening. Oct. 1960.

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO (Biographical Drama).
Stars: Ralph Bellamy, Greer Garson, Hume Cronyn,
Jean Hagen, Ann Shoemaker. Producer: Dore
Schary. Director: Dore Schary. Original (play):
Dore Schary. Screenplay: Dore Schary.

• The life of Franklin D. Roosevelt from the at-
tack of polio which felled him in 1921 until the
day he discarded his crutches and walked the
few steps to the platform to nominate Alfred E.
Smith for the presidency in 1924. In Color. Nov.
1960.

SUNDOWNERS, THE (Drama). Stars: Robert Mitchum,
Deborah Kerr, Peter Ustinov, Glynis Johns. Dina
Merrill. Producer: T. L. Blattner (Highland Prods.).
Director: Fred Zinnemann. Original (novel): Jon
Cleary. Screenplay: Isabel Lennart.

• Filmed in Australia. The story of a family in
the “out-back" country in Australia in the early
1920s, built around the sheep raisers and their
trials, the fighting and feuding and the strength
of one woman in building her family. In Color
Dec. 1960.

Coming
ACT ONE (Biographical Drama). Stars: Not set. Pro-

ducer: Joshua Logan. Director: Joshua Logan. Or-
iginal (book): Moss Hart. Screenplay: George Axel-
rod.

• Based on the early career of the noted play-
wright Moss Hart, his struggles to become a writer
and his orrivol as a top dramatist.

CLAUDELLE INGUSH (Drama). Stars: Diane McBaine,
Arthur Kennedy, Constance Ford, Will Hutchins.
Producer: Leonard Freeman. Director: Gordon
Douglas. Original (novel): Erskine Caldwell. Screen-
play: Mel Dinelli.

• The odvenfures of a promiscuous Georgia farm
girl.

COUCH, THE (Drama). Stars: Grant Williams, Shirley
Knight. Producer: Owen Crump. Director: Owen
Crump. Original (story): Owen Crump, Blake Ed-
wards. Screenplay: Robert Bloch.

• A thrill drama dealing with a psychopathic killer
who terrorizes a city.

DEVIL IN BUCKS COUNTY, THE (Drama). Stars: Si-

mone Signoret. Producer: James Woolf. Director:
Peter Glenville. Original (novel): Edmund Schiddel.
Screenplay: James Poe.

• A story set in suburbia

—

dealing with tangled
passions in wealthy Bucks county.

DISTANT TRUMPET, A (Drama). Stars: Laurence
Horvey. Producer: James Woolf. Director: Jack
Clayton. Original (novel): Paul Horgan. Screenplay:
Alan LeMay.
• A panoramic story of the Arizona country,
shortly after the Civil War.

FANNY (Drama). Stars: Leslie Caron, Maurice Cheva-
lier, Charles Boyer, Horst Buchholz, Baccaloni. Pro-
ducer: Joshua Logan (Mansfield Prod.). Director:
Joshua Logan. Original (stories): Marcel Pagnol,
(play): S. N. Behrman, Joshua Logan. Screenplay:
Julius J. Epstein.

• 'Filmed in France. A trio of short stories, which
formed the basis of a hit New York musical drama,
provide the substance for the plot. A Marseilles
waterfront cafe proprietor objects to his daughter's
affection for a young man of the city, and picks
an older man to play the role of the lover, after
the younger fellow goes to sea and the girl finds
herself in difficulty. In Color.

FEVER IN THE BLOOD, A (Drama). Stars: Efrem
Zimbalist jr., Angie Dickinson, Don Ameche, Her-
bert Marshall, Jack Kelly, Ray Danton. Producer:
Roy Huggins. Director: Vincent Sherman. Original
(novel): William Pearson. Screenplay: Harry Kleiner,

Roy Huggins.

• Political corruption and judicial conniving in-

volving an ambitious district attorney, a senator
with an eye on the presidency, and an incor-

ruptable judge, all of whom try to make capital
out of a murder.

GOLD OF THE SEVEN SAINTS (Outdoor Drama).
Stars: Clint Walker, Roger Moore, Leticia Roman,
Chill Wills, Robert Middleton. Producer: Leonard
Freeman. Director: Gordon Douglas. Original (novel):
Steve Frazee. Screenplay: Leigh Brackett, Leonard
Freeman.

• An adventure drama of hard-fighting men who
find gold. Two young fur trappers strike gold,
struggle to keep it on a trip through the desert
while being pursued by thieves. In Warnerscope
and Color.

GYPSY (Musical). Stars: Rosalind Russell. Producer:
Mervyn LeRoy. Director: Mervyn LeRoy. Original
(musical): Arthur Laurents, based on a book by
Gypsy Rose Lee. Screenplay: Leonard Spigelgass.

• A showbusiness story of a backstage mother
and her on-stage daughters, Gypsy Rose Lee and
June Havoc. In 70mm and Color.

LAS VEGAS FILE (Crime Drama). Stars: Not set. Pro-
ducer: Jules Schermer. Director: Not set. Original
Screenplay: Robert Shaw.

• Based on files of the sheriff's and police offi-

ces in Las Vegas, this is an expansion of the
ABC network series "Las Vegas File" which War-
ner Bros, has been producing for television.

MAJORITY OF ONE, A (Comedy Drama). Stars: Rosa-
lind Russell, Alec Guinness. Producer: Mervyn Le-
Roy. Director: Mervyn LeRoy. Original (play):

Leonard Spigelgass. Screenplay: Leonard Spigelgass.

• From the stage success based on the unlikely
romance of an elderly Jewish lady and a Japanese
industrialist and the even more unlikely premise
that what they do involves the relationship of the
United States and Japan.

MAY THIS HOUSE BE SAFE FROM TIGERS (Comedy
Drama.) Stars: Not set. Producer: Not set. Director:

Frank Tashlin. Original (book): Alexander King.
Screenplay: Frank Tashlin.

• The reminiscences of the noted artist-racon-
teur, Alex King, who is best known for his appear-
ances on the Jack Paar show.

MUSIC MAN, THE (Musical). Stars: Robert Preston,
Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett, Paul Ford, Hermione
Gingold. Producer: Morton Da Costa. Director:
Morton Da Costa. Original (musical): Meredith Will-
son. Screenplay: Marion Hargrove, Meredith Will-
son.

!

• From Meredith Willson's big Broadway hit,

about a traveling music man who brings music
and romance to a small Iowa town, circa 1912. In

70mm and 35mm and Color.

PARRISH (Drama). Stars: Claudette Colbert, Karl
Malden, Dean Jagger, Connie Stevens, Diane Mc-
Bain, Troy Donahue. Producer: Delmer Daves. Di-
rector: Delmer Daves. Original (novel): Mildred
Savage. Screenplay: Delmer Daves.

• Based on a best-selling novel about Connecticut
tobacco farmers and the tobacco industry in that
state. In Technicolor.

PORTRAIT OF A MOBSTER (Action Drama). Stars:
Vic Morrow, Leslie Parrish, Ray Danton, Joe Galli-

son, Peter Breck. Producer: Don Weiss. Director:

Joseph Pevney. Original Screenplay: Howard
Browne.

• A biography of Dutch Schultz, notorious gang-
ster of the prohibition era, and his fight for gang
control involving Legs Diamond and Mad Dog Coll.

ROMAN SPRING OF MRS. STONE, THE (Droma).
Stars: Vivien Leigh, Warren Beatty, Lotte Lenya,
Jill St. John. Producer: Louis de Rochemont (Seven
Arts Prod.). Director: Jose Quintero. Original
(novel): Tennessee Williams. Screenplay: Gavin
Lambert.

• Filmed in England. A not-too-successful actress
gives up her career for romance with a succession
of young gigolos in Rome. Based on Tennessee
Williams' only novel. In Color.

SAMAR (Adventure Drama). Stars: George Mont-
gomery, Gilbert Roland, Ziva Rodann. Producer:
George Montgomery. Director: George Montgomery.
• Filmed in the Philippines. An action drama.

SINS OF RACHEL CADE (Drama). Stars: Peter Finch,
Angie Dickinson, Roger Moore, Juano Hernandez,
Errol John, Woody Strode. Producer: Henry Blanke.
Director: Gordon Douglas. Original (novel): Charles
Mercer. Screenplay: Edward Anhalt.

• The adventures of a pretty young nurse in the
Belgian Congo, set in pre-World War I Africa. In

Color.

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS (Drama). Stars: Natalie
Wood, Warren Beatty, Pat Hingle, Audrey Christie.
Producer: Elia Kazan. Director: Elia Kazan. Original
Screenplay: William Inge.

• A drama of young love in the midwest, carry-
ing the romance of a young couple from the early
1920s into the depression years. In Color.

STEEL CLAW, THE (Adventure Drama). Stars: George
Montgomery, Charito Luna, Carmen Austen, Ben
Perez. Producer: George Montgomery (Ponderay
Prod.). Director: George Montgomery. Screenplay:
George Montgomery, Ferde Grofe jr., Malvin Wald.

• Filmed in the Philippines. A Marine captain
carries out a dangerous mission with the aid of
Philippine gaerrillas. In Color.

SUSAN SLADE (Drama). Stars: Troy Donahue, Connie
Stevens, Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan, Brian
Aherne Producer: Delmer Daves. Director: Delmer
Daves. Original (novel): Doris Hume. Screenplay:
Delmer Daves.

• Deals with a crisis in the life of a young college
girl who is romantically involved with three men,
and her unfortunate first real love affair. In Color.

WHITE WARRIOR, THE (Adventure Drama). Stars:
Steve Reeves, Georgia Moll. Director: Richard
Freda. Original (novel): Leo Tolstoy. Screenplay:
Gino DeSanctis, Akos Tolney.

• Italian-made. A great warrior leads the wild
Caucasian tribes against subjugation by the Rus-
sian Czar. In Color.

Miscellaneous
A DOG, A MOUSE AND A SPUTNIK (Comedy). Stars:

Noel Noel, Denise Grey, Darry Cowl, Mischa Auer.
Producer: Louise De Masure. Director: Jean Dre-
ville. Distributor: Films-Around-the-World.

« French-made, with English-dubbed dialog. A
Frenchman refuses to give up a dog and a white
mouse which fall from a Russian sputnik into his

garden, and involves his and the Soviet govern-
ment in a series of unlikely diplomatic sequences.

AMAZING MR. CALLAGHAN, THE (Mystery Comedy).
Stars: Tony Wright, Lysiane Rey, Colette Ripert,
Yorick Rayon. Producer: Willy Rozier. Director:
Willy Rozier. Distributor: Atlantis Films-States
Rights.

• Filmed in France. A private investigator for a
London insurance company clears up a boat sabo-
tage and murder mystery on the French Riviera.

ANNA'S SIN (Drama). Stars: Ben E. Johnson, Anna
Vita, Paul Muller. Producer: Giaguaro Film. Di-
rector: Camillo Mastrocinque. Distributor: Atlantis
Films-States Rights.

• Italian^made. A distinguished Negro American
actor and an Italian girl fall in love in Rome. The
girl's unscrupulous guardian tries to break up the
affair by blackmailing the actor and resorting to
murder.

ANOTHER SKY (Melodrama). Stars: Victoria Grayson,
Catherine Lacey, Lee Montague. Producer: Aymer
Maxwell, for Minotaur Productions. Director: Ga-
vin Lambert. Screenplay: Gavin Lambert. Dis-
tributor: Edward Harrison.

• British-made. A young girl working as a com-
panion to an older woman in North Africa falls

in love with a worthless musician, is deserted by
him, runs out of money, finally allows herself to

be taken as a wife by a village man.

BALLAD OF A SOLDIER (Drama). Russian, with Eng-
lish-dubbed dialog—See Foreign Language
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BEHIND THE MASK (Drama) Stars: Michael Red-

grave, Tony Britton, Carl Mohner, Vanessa Red-

grave. Producer: Sergei Nolbandov. Director: Brian

Desmond Hurst. Distributor: Show Corporation.

• British-made. A young surgeon, in love with

the daughter of a noted traditionalist head sur-

geon, takes over when the older man has a mo-
mentary blackout during a critical heart opera-
tion.

CAPE CANAVERAL MONSTER (Horror Drama). Stars:

Not set. Producer: Phil Tucker. Distributor: Ster-

ling World Distributors-States Rights.

• Two creatures from outer space land at the

Cape Canaveral base, where they attempt to de-
stroy the operation, and kidnap beings for sci-

entific study on their own planet.

CARRY ON, CONSTABLE (Comedy). Stars: Kenneth
Connor, Charles Hawtrey, Hattie Jacques. Pro-
ducer: Peter Rogers, for Anglo Amalgamated Pro-
ductions. Director: Gerald Thomas. Screeplay: Nor-
man Hudis. Distributor: Governor Films.

• British-made. An unlikely collection of cops is

recruited to help out in an emergency, with the
result that the entire precinct is disrupted, the
mayor's wife is arrested for shoplifting and a
gang of thieves is unwittingly assisted in a rob-
bery.

CARRY ON, TEACHER (Comedy). Stars: Ted Ray,
Kenneth Connor, Joan Sims, Kenneth Williams.
Producer: Peter Rogers, for Anglo Amalgamated
Productions. Director: Gerald Thomas. Original
Screenplay: Norman Hudis. Distributor: Governor
Films.

• British-made. Antics in the classroom, in the
style of the previous "Carry On" pictures.

CODE OF SILENCE (Melodrama). Stars: Terry Becker,
Elisa Loti, Bruno VeSota. Producer: Berj Hagopian
Director: Mel Welles. Distributor: Sterling World
Distributors-States Rights.

• A former criminal-turned-writer in a sleepy
Mexican town finds himself wanted as a witness
in o congressional crime investigation and as a
prospectve murder victim by the gangster who is

to be investigated.

COLD WIND IN AUGUST, A (Drama). Stors: Lola
Albright, Scott Marlowe, Jose DeSantis. Producer:
Phillip Hazelton, for Troy Films. Director: Alex-
ander Singer. Distributor: Aidart Pictures.

• A 17-year-old boy learns about life and love
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from a striptease dancer, until he discovers what
her profession is.

CONSTANTINE THE GREAT (Spectacle Drama). Stars:
Cornel Wilde, Belinda Lee. Producer: Felice Fe-
liciom, for Ionia Films. Director: Lionello de Fe-
lice. Distributor: Beaver-Champion Attractions.

• Italian-made. Filmed in Italy and Jugoslavia,
the story is based on the life of Constantine who,
m the Fourth Century, was converted to Christian-
ity and became ruler of the East and the West
and set up a new capital in Constantinople. In

Totalscope and Color.

CRAZY FOR LOVE (Comedy). Stars: Bourvil, Brigitte
6ardot, Noel Roquevert. Producer: Walter Rupp.
Director: Jean Boyer. Distributor: Ellis Films.

• French-made with English-dubbed dialog. Bar-
dot's first film—dealing with a country bumpkin
who can inherit the town if he gets a high school
diploma, and his luckless efforts to win Bardot.

DAVID AND GOLIATH (Adventure Spectacle). Stars:

Orson Welles, Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Massimo Ser-

rato, Pierre Cressoy. Producer: Emmino Salvi. Di-
rector: Richard Pottier, Ferdinando Baldi. Distribu-
tor: Beaver-Champion.

• Italian-made. A freely adapted version of the
Biblical story about young David, the shepherd's
son who slays the giant Goliath, and later be-
comes king of Israel. In Totalscope and Color.

DEADLY COMPANIONS (Drama). Stars: Maureen
O'Hara, Steve Cochran, Brian Keith, Chill Wills.

Producer: Charles B. FitzSimmons. Director: Sam
Peckinpah. Distributor: Pathe-America.

• Based on a novel by A. S. Fleischman, "Yellow-
leg," this is set in the post-Civil War years and
is the story of three desperate men and a de-
fiant fallen woman who are thrown together in

the backwash of the war and who become re-

luctant companions on a trek to bury the woman's
child.

DENTIST IN THE CHAIR (Comedy). Stars: Bob
Monkhouse, Kenneth Connor, Eric Barker, Peggy
Cummins. Producer: George Minter. Director: Don
Chaffey. Distributor: Ajay Films.

• British-made. The wild-and-wacky adventures of

a group of students and the patients who suffer
from their amateur efforts in a London dental
school.

DIANA (Drama). Stars: Ana Luisa Peluffo. Producer:
William Calderon. Director: Tito Davison. Screen-
play: Julio Aleandro. Distributor: Gordon Murray
Prods.

• The story of a woman torn between her de-
sire to be a perfect wife to her invalid husband
and a woman to the artist she loves. In Color.

DOCTOR IN LOVE (Comedy). Stars: Michael Craig,
Leslie Phillips, James Robertson Justice, Virginia
Maskell. Producer: Betty Box, for Rank Organiza-
tion. Director: Ralph Thomas. Distributor: Gov-
ernor Films.

• British-made. The misadventures of two young
doctors with the opposite sex, in which it is

pointed up that there is no cure for love.

ENCHANTING SHADOW (Drama With Music). Stars:

Loh Tih, Chao Lei, Margaret Tong Jo-Ching. Pro-
ducer: Run Run Shaw. Director: Li Han-Hsiang.
Screervploy: Wang Tueh-Ting. Distributor: Man-
hattan Films Int'l.

• Filmed in the Orient. A young scholar spends
a night in a haunted temple, and falls in love
with a beautiful girl who turns out to be a ghost—an enchanting shadow. In Color.

EUROPEAN NIGHTS (Musical). Stars: Domenico Mo-
dugno, Carmen Sevilla, Channing Pollock. Pro-

ducer: Fabio Jegher. Director: Alessandro Blasetti.

Distributor: Joseph Burstyn Releasing Corp.-States
Rights.

• A kaleidoscope of European capitals at night,

with Henry Morgan os the guide on a tour of
Paris, Rome, London and other cities to see some
of the Continent's top entertainers. In Color.

FILM PARADE, THE (Semi-documentary). Producer:

J. Stuart Blackton. Distributor: Sterling World
Distributors-Stotes Rights.

• A cavalcade of motion pictures from the first

movies shown in 1896 at Bial's Music Hall, through
the days of John Bunny and Flora Finch, W. S.

Hart, Valentino, the serials to the Talkie era.

FLAME OF AFRICA (Documentary Drama). Stars:

Tatelibi Zulu, Zizwezonke Mithewa, Tolake Zuma.
Producer: Albert O'Conner. Director: T. V. Bulpin.

Original: T. V. Bulpin. Screenplay: A. W. Rcrw-

linson. Distributor: Cavalcade Picts.-States Rights.

• Story of Shoka, the Zulu king and his rise to

power.

FLUTE AND THE ARROW, THE (Documentary Drama).
Stors: Ginju Riga, Chendru, Tengru Shikari. Pro-

ducer: Arne Sucksdorf. Director: Arne Sucksdorf.
Distributor: Janus Films.

• Arne Sucksdorf, the Swedish filmmaker, tackles

a semidocumentary feature about a little known
tribe living in the jungle regions of India. In

Color.

48 HOURS TO LIVE (Melodrama). Stars: Anthony
Steel, Ingemar Johansson, Marlies Behrens. Pro-
ducer: Eddie Rubin. Director: Peter Bourne. Dis-

tributor: Cinema Associates-States Rights.

• European-made. A foreign correspondent comes
to the rescue of a famous missile expert held
by an international band of nuclear thieves.

FRENCH MISTRESS, A (Farce-Comedy). Stars: Cecil

Parker, James Robertson Justice, Agnes Laurent.
Producer: Boulting Bros. Producer: John Boulting.
Director: Roy Boulting. Screenplay: Roy Boulting.
Distributor: Films-Around-the-World.

• British-made. A pretty young French teacher
arrives at a boys school, and becomes such a
disruptive element that the situation is investi-

gated by the board of governors.

GET OUTTA TOWN (Action Drama). Stars: Doug Wil-
son, Jeanne Baird, Tony Louis. Producer: Douglas
Wilson, Charles Davis. Director: Charles Davis.

Original Screenplay: Bob Wehling. Distributor:

Sterling World Distributors-States Rights.

• When a man arrives in town to avenge the
death of a kid brother, he not only faces mur-
derous gangsters and a hostile mother, but learns

that the brother had been involved in designing
a time bomb used in a gangster assassination.
In CinemaScope.

GOOD GIRLS BEWARE (Melodrama). Stars: Robert
Hossein, Antonella Lualdi, Michele Cordoue. Pro-

ducer: Robert Dorfmann. Director: Yves Allegret.

Distributor: UMPO.
• French-made, with English-dubbed dialog. A
young hoodlum released from prison plots to take
over control of a crime syndicate, and is forced
to kidnap a young woman who is witness to a
murder he has committed.

GIRL IN ROOM 13 (Drama). Stars: Brian Donlevy,
Andrea Bayard, Elizabeth Howard. Producer: Marc
Frederic. Director: Richard Cunha. Screenplay: H.

E. Barrie, Richard Cunha. Distributor: Astor Piets.

• A private eye uncovers a counterfeiting ring

which leads to the exposure of murder and the
business of love in an international setting. In

Color.

HALF-PINT, THE (Melodrama). Stars: Tommy Black-
man, Pat Goldin, Ray Cotell. Producer: Erven
Jourdan. Director: Erven Jourdan. Screenplay: Er-

ven Jourdan. Distributor: Sterling World Distribu-

tors-States Rights.

• The story of a runaway boy, a chimp and a
friendly hobo.

HEAD THAT WOULDN'T DIE, THE (Science-Fiction).

Stars: Virginia Leith. Producer: Rex Carlton. Di-

rector: Joe Green. Screenplay: Joe Green. Dis-

tributor: Sterling World Distributors-States Rights.

• A scientist attempts to transfer the head of
his sweetheart who died in an automobile ac-
cident to the body of another woman who re-

sembles her.

HEAT OF THE SUMMER, THE (Drama). Stars: Pa-
tricia Karim, Yane Barry, Michael Bardinet. Di-

rector: Louis Felix. Distributor: Manhattan Films

International.

• French-made. A Parisian writer inherits a vine-

yard in the south of France, and becomes the
target of two village girls, one who wants to go
to Paris and be his mistress and the other who
wants to settle down as a village wife.

HEAVEN ON EARTH (Documentary Drama). Stars:

Barbara Florian, Gabriele Tinti. Producers: Dominick
Franco, Fulvio Lucisano. Director: Robert Spaf-

ford. Distributor: Film Enterprises.

• Italian-made, with English-dubbed dialog. A
tour through Rome and the Vatican, with a subplot
providing romantic interests between an American
girl and a handsome young Italian. In Color.

HOME IS THE HERO (Drama). Stars: Arthur Kennedy,
Walter Maoken, Eileen Crowe and Abbey Theatre
Players. Producers: Robert S. Baker, Monty
Berman. Director: Fielder Cook. Distributor: Show
Corporation.

• Irish-made. A belligerant Irishman, jailed for

five years because of accidental manslaughter,
returns to his family, to find that his wife, son

and daughter resent him and have made a life

of their own.

KILL ME TOMORROW (Melodrama). Stars: Pat O'-

Brien, Lois Maxwell, Tommy Steele, George Cou-
louris. Producer: Francis Searle. Distributor: Tudor-

States Rights.

• British-made. A reporter turns to drink and is

accused of murdering the publisher of his paper.

The publisher's daughter turns sleuth and un-

covers the real killer.

KIPLING'S WOMEN (Comedy Drama). Stars: Felix

DeCola, Margie Frisco, Robin Bliss, Lisa Gordon.

Producers: Harry Smith, Larry Smith. Director:

Fred Hudson. Distributor: Kroger Babb, KBA At-
tractions.

• Based on Rudyard Kipling's poem "The Ladies."

Tommy Atkins, a British playboy, joins the foreign

legion, falls in love with a girl at every stop—of

all races and color. In Color.

LA DOLCE VITA (Drama). Stars: Marcello Mastroi-
anni, Anita Ekberg, Yvonne Furneaux. Producers:

Guiseppe Amato. Director: Federico Fellini. Screen-

play: Federico Fellini.

• Italian-made. A sociological drama describing

life in Rome's decadent society as seen through
the eyes of a degenerate reporter, showing the
modern sins of society, including those of the

idle rich, literary freaks and sex deviates. In

Totalscope and Color.

LAST REBEL, THE (Action Drama). Stars: Carlos

Thompson, Ariadne Welter, Rudy Acosta. Pro-

ducer: Miguel Contreras Torres. Director: Miguel
Contreras Torres. Screenplay: Miguel Contreras
Torres. Distributor: Sterling World Distributors-

States Rights.

• California's legendary outlaw, Joaquin Murrieta,

vows to seek the death of those who murdered
his wife and brother in a story which traces the
life of this character in early history. In Cinema-
Scope and Color.

LEFT, RIGHT AND CENTER (Comedy). Stars: Ian

Carmichael, Alastair Sim, Patricia Bredin. Pro-

ducers: Frank Launder, Sidney Gilliat. Director:

Sidney Gilliat. Distributor: BCG Films-States Rights.

• British-made. A spoof of British electioneering

and fun-poking at the practice of converting an-
cestral homes into tourist amusement centers.

LITTLE ANGEL (Drama). Stars: Maria Gracia, Hugh
Downs. Producer: Roberto Rodrigues. Director:

Roberto Rodrigues. Distributor: K. Gordon Murray
Prods.

• The happy adventures of a child of the country-

side, her communion with nature and world
around her, and the unfolding of a child's bud-
ding faith in God and her fellowman. In Color.

LONG HOUSE, THE (Semi-Documentary). Producer:

Run Run Shaw. Distributor: Manhattan Films In-

ternational.

• Filmed in North Borneo and Sarawak. Depicts

the life of Dayak head hunters and their strange
rites and customs, set against a romance between
a native girl and a British official.

MACISTE, THE GIANT (Drama). Stars: Chelo Alonso,

Vira Silenti, Federico Ranchi, Angelo Zanalli. Pro-

ducer: Ermanno Donati, Luigi Carpentieri. Di-

rector: Carlo Campogalliani. Distributor: Major
Prods.

• Italian-made. Based on the feats of a legendary
giant of a man, Maciste, who used his strength

for battle against evil. In Totalscope and Color.

MAGDALENA (Drama). Stars: Sabina, Willy Birgel,

Renate Ewert, Helmut Schmid. Producer: Name
not available. Director: Lee Kresel. Distributor:

Bu-hawk Corp.

• German-made. A young girl falls in love with

a disreputable artist, poses in the nude for him,

is jilted and moves on to a life of ruin.

MISSILE TO THE MOON (Science-Fiction). Stars: Mi-

chael Whelan, Richard Travis, K. T. Stevens, Cathy
Downs, Peter Coe, Betty Lynn. Producers: Marc
Frederic, George Foley. Screenplay: H. E. Barrie,

Vincent Forte. Distributor: Astor Piets.

• A scientist illegally takes off in a space ship

after pressing two escaped prisoners into service.

He finds his girl friend and an associate in the

ship. He is killed in flight but the others continue

on to the moon.

MORE DEADLY THAN THE MALE (Suspense Drama)
Stars: Jeremy White, John Mahoney, Ann Davy,

Edna Dore. Producer: Una Prods. Director: Robert

B. Bucknell. Distributor. Lester A. Schoenfeld.

• An American, visiting in England, falls in love

with a ruthless young housewife who leads him
into a series of murders.

NEVER ON SUNDAY (Comedy Drama). Stars: Melina
Mercouri, Jules Dassin, George Foundas. Producer:

Melina Film Prods. Director: Jules Dassin. Screen-

play: Jules Dassin. Distributor: Lopert Films.

• Filmed in Greece. An American, visiting Greece,

meets a prostitute and decides she symbolizes the

fall of ancient Greece. He asks her to abandon
her way of life for a fortnight, and to concentrate

on the philosophy and history of her country, con-

vinced this will change her way of life. It doesn't.

PRICE OF SILENCE (Melodrama). Stars: Gordon Jock-

son, June Thorburn, Maya Koumani. Producer:

Maurice J. Wilson. Director: Montgomery Tully.

Distributor: Exclusive Int'l-States Rights.

• British-made. An ex-convict tries to go straight,

is threatened with blackmail by an old crony, finds
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himself faced with a murder charge and the ire

of a woman scorned, and is finally cleared by an

alert police.

PRIMITIVE PARADISE (Exploitation Film). Stars: Na-
tives of Dutch and New Guinea. Producer-Director:

Lewis Cotlow. Distributor: Excelsior Piets. Corp.

• A trip to Dutch Guinea and Papua and Austral-

ian New Guinea to visit with the Stone Age na-

tives. In Color.

PRISONERS OF THE CONGO (Action Drama). Stars:

Georges Marchal, Francoise Rosquin, Andrew Cla-

veau, Nadine Alari. Producer: Willy Rozier. Di-

rector: Willy Rozier. Distributor: Atlantis Films-

States Rights.

• Filmed in the Congo. Five survivors of a plane

crash face the ordeal of fighting their way back
to civilization. In Color.

RITUAL OF LOVE, THE (Documentary). Producer: Les

Films Du Centaure, Noria Films. Director: Luciano

Emrner. Distributor: Pacemaker-States Rights.

• French-made with English narration. Footage

from seven expeditions to the Amazon, India,

Cameroons, South Vietnam and other far-off

places, looking into love rituals and customs. In

Color.

ROYAL BALLET (Ballet). Stars: Dame Margot Fon-

teyn, Michael Somes, Royal Opera Corps de Bal-

let. Producer: Dr. Paul Czinner. Director: Dr. Paul

Czinner. Distributor: Lopert Films.

• English-made. The famous English ballet in

excerpts from Tsohaikovsky's "Swan Lake,"

Stravinsky's "The Firebird” and Henze's "Ondine.
'

In Color.

RUNAWAY (Melodrama). Stars: Ludwig Salem, Marge
Andrews, Stuart Stoddard. Producer: Elliott H.

Kone. Director: Elliott H. Kone. Screenplay: Joseph

Caldwell. Distributor: Group 9.

• A teenager, failing to get parental affection,

turns to petty thievery. A much-chastened father

and mother finally discover their failures.

A/n institution known throughout the

world for its presentation of outstand-

ing motion pictures and stage shows

notable for their good taste, beauty

SAND CASTLE (Drama). Stars: Barry Cardwell, Ma-
belle Nash, Charles Rydell, Alec Wilder. Producer:

Jerome Hill. Director: Jerome Hill. Distributor:

Louis de Rochemont.

• New young players in a story filmed at La-

guna Beach, Cailf., with a special musical score

by Alec Wilder.

SANTA CLAUS (Drama). Stars: Jose Elias Moreno.

Producer: William Calderon. Director: Rene Cor-

dona. Screenplay: Rene Cordona. Distributor: K.

Gordon Prods.

• The triumph of good over evil, in the Christ’

mas story about Santa Claus. In Color.

SHADOWS (Drama). Stars: Hugh Hurd, Lelia Goldoni,

Ben Carruthers, Anthony Ray. Producer: John Cas-

savetes. Director: John Cassavetes. Distributor: Lion

International. (U. S. distributor not set).

• Produced without a written script, with actors

improvising as the film progressed, this tells the

story of three members of a Manhattan Negro

family, two brothers and their light-skinned sister

—and the problems which beset them in their re-

lationships with both white and Negro companions.

SHE WALKS BY NIGHT (Melodrama). Stars: Belinda

Lee, Walter Rilla, Paul Dahlke. Producer: Rudolf

Jugert. Director: J. Joachim Bartsch. Distributor:

Woolner-States Rights.

• British-made. Based on the fantastic career of

a German fraulein who becomes an internationally

known courtesan who grants her favors only to

important public figures and industrialists, plays

one against the other, and finally meets death

by murder.

SIN ALLEY (Drama). Stars: Brigitte Bruan, lb Mos-
sin, Ghita Norby. Producers: Palle Kjaerulff-

Schmidt, Robert Saaskin. Distributor: Manhattan
Films International.

• Danish-made. A teenage small-town boy arrives

in Copenhagen looking for a job, where tie falls

into the hands of a gang of extortionists Who use

"him to blackmail wealthy sex deviates.

SIN OF MONA KENT, THE (Melodrama). Stars: Sandra
Donat, Vic Ramos, Gil Bpandson, Allan Frank, Joy

Violette, Sam Alfredo. Producer: Charles J. Hundt.
Director: Charles J. Hundt. Original Scrsenplay:

Dick Brighton. Distributor: Astor Piets.

• The story of one of the many girls who come
to New York in search of a theatrical cor eer, told

through the eyes of TV personality Johnny Olsen

and through men who most influence her life.

SPRING AFFAIR (Comedy). Stars: Lindsay Workman,
Merry Anders, Yvonne White. Producer: Bernard
Ray. Director: Bernard Ray. Distributor: Bagnall

& Associates.

• A mild-mannered bookkeeper married to a
nagging wife, longs for an affair with one of the
pretty models who pose for artwork in the agency
in which he is employed. He gets pretty involved,

but it turns out to be a dream sequence.

and perfection of execution.
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SUNDAY'S REBEL (Drama). Stars: Not set. Original
Screenplay: Joseph R. Juliano. Distributor: Sterling
World Distributors-States Rights.

• An 18-year-old boy rebels against God on the
Scbbath Day, and accepts the seemingly more
attractive life of the evil elements in a small
town. In CinemaScope.

3 BRIDES FOR 3 BEAUX (Comedy). Stars: Jorn Jep-
pesen, Judy Gringer, Axel Bang. Producer: Erik
Balling. Director: Gobriel Axel. Distributor: At-
lantis Films-States Rights.

• Three boys from an island love three girls
from another island, whose fathers are feuding,
but the young lovers manage to find ways of
overcoming parental differences.

TOUCH OF THE FLESH, THE (Melodrama). Stars:
Jeanne Rainer, Ted Marshall, Charles Martin. Pro-
ducer: R John Hugh. Distributor: Amity Films-
States Rights.

• The richest girl in town has an affair with an
orphan-raised young man, which involves a preg-
nancy, trumped-up arrest charges, and a tragic
ending.

TUNES OF GLORY (Drama). Stars: Alec Guinness, John
Mills, Dennis Price, Susannah York. Producer: Colin
Lesslie. Director: Ronald Neame. Distributor: Lo-
pert Films.

• British-made. A story of Scottish barracks life

in peacetime, set against the conflicting per-
sonalities and ambitions of a deposed up-from-
the-ranks commander and the new "spit-and-
polish" aristocrat who takes over. In Color.

TWO-WAY STRETCH (Comedy). Stars: Peter Sellers,
Wilfrid Hyde White, Irene Handl, Bernard Crib-
bins, David Lodge, Liz Fraser, Maurice Denham.
Producer: M. Smedley. Director: Robert Day. Dis-
tributor: Show Corp.

• British-made. A trio of jailbirds break out of
jail for one night and then sneak back in to pull
the perfect crime—-and furnish the perfect alibi.

WASTED LIVES AND BIRTH OF TWINS (Drama).
Stars: Etchika Chouteau. Producer: Ayres d'Aguiar.
Director: Leonide Moguy. Distributor: K. Gordon
Murray Prods.

• Drama of unwed mothers, with a Cesarean
birth sequence. In Color.

WEDDINGS AND BABIES (Drama) Stars: Viveca
Lindfors, John Myhers, Chiarina Barile. Producer:
Morris Engel. Director: Morris Engel. Distributor:
Morris Engel.

• A one-man job by Morris Engel, filmed on the
streets of New York principally, about the drawn-
out love affair of a photographer and his model-
assistant.

WILD RAPTURE (Documentary). Producer: Jack Rie-
ger. Director: Jacques Dupont. Distributor: Exclusive
Piets.

• A group of young French scientists photograph
a record of equatorial tribes in Africa, as well
as animal life. Narrated by Robert St. John and
Ray Morgan.

Foreign Language
ASHES AND DIAMONDS (Drama). Polish, with Eng-

lish titles. Stars: Zbigniev Cybulski, Ewa Krzy-
zanowska. Director: Andrzej Wajda. Distributor:

Janus Films.

• Set in Poland in 1945. An anti-Communist is

assigned to murder a Communist leader, but kills

two innocent persons instead. Fighting his con-
science, he later succeeds in his mission, but is

himself slain by the police.

BALLAD OF A SOLDIER (Drama). Russian, with Eng-
lish titles. Stars: Vladimir Ivashov, Shanna Prok-
horenko,Antonina Maximova, Nikolai Kruchkov.
Director: Gigori Chukhrai. Distributor: Kingsley-
International Union.

• An idyllic story of a young soldier and his

efforts to get home to see his mother during the
war, in which the vagaries and inanities are mir-
rored in his experiences.

BERNADETTE OF LOURDES (Religious Drama). French,
with English titles. Stars: Daniele Ajoret. Producer:
George De La Grandiere. Director: Robert Darewe-
Distributor: Janus Films.

• Based on the life of St. Bernadette.

BIG DEAL ON MADONNA STREET, THE (Comedy).
Itolian, with English titles. Stars: Vittorio Gass-

man, Marcello Mastroianni, Toto, Claudia Cardin-

ale. Producers: Franco Cristaldi, Lux Films. Di-

rector: Mario Monicelli. Distributor: UMPO.
• A slapstick look at an assortment of burglars.

BREATHLESS (Droma) French, with Engluh titles.

Stars Jean Seberg, Jean-Paul Belmondo. Director:

Jean-Luc Goddard. Distributor: Films-Around-the-

World.

• A juvenile-type, crime-planning gangster car-

/

ries on a love affair with an American girl who
works for the Paris edition of the Herald-Tri-
bune, in a film directed by one of the New Wave
directors.

CONFESS, DR. CORDA (Drama). German, with English
titles. Stars: Hardy Kruger, Elizabeth Mueller, Hans
Neilsen. Producer: Arthur Browner. Director: Josef
Von Baky. Distributor: President Films.

• Based on an actual Berlin murder case, the
suspense in the story is predicated on the fact
that the audience is aware of the innocence of
a young physician on whom police are trying to
pin a sex killing.

COUNTERFEIT COIN (Comedy Drama). Greek, with
English titles. Stars: Vasalis Logofhedtides, Ilya
Livkou. Producer: Anzervous Films-A.E.K.E. Piets.
Director: George Tzavellos. Distributor: Atlantis
Films.

• To please a scheming blonde, a middle-aged
silversmith contrives a fake coin, which manages
to unite a prostitute and a "blind" beggar, bring
some joy and adventures into the lives of several
other Athenians.

EASIEST PROFESSION, THE (Comedy). French, with
English titles. Stars: Fernandel, Ginette Leclerc.
Producer: Fides Ernest Rupp. Director: Jean Boyer.
Distributor: Hermes Films.

• The town's professisnal loafer augments his
unemployment compensation by performing a host
of errands—unknown to the authorities—and it

is his misfortune to bring his savings to the bank
just when the poor boxes in the town's churches
have been robbed.

ELEVATOR TO THE GALLOWS (Drama). French, with
English titles. Stars: Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ro:iet.
Director: Louis Malle. Distributor: Times Films.

• A man commits the perfect crime, but is sub-
sequently condemned for another one of which he
is innocent.

GAMBLING SAMURAI, THE (Drama). Japanese-lan-
quage. Stars: Toshiro Mifune, Michiyo Aratama,
Daisuke Kato, Kumi Mitzuno. Director: Senkichi
Taniguchi. Distributor: Toho International.

• The story of an invincible sumarai who is a
homeless wanderer. In Tohoscope and Color.

GIRL OF THE MOON, THE (Drama). German, with
English titles. Stars: Clous Holm, Eva-lngeborg
Schotz, Werner Hinz, and introducing Mario Emo.
Director: Gustav Ueicky. Distributor: Casino Films.

• Based on a famous novel by the Swedish novel-
ist, Selma Lagerloff about the noor country of
Sweden. In Color.

KHOVANSCHINA (Grand Opera). Russian, with Eng-
lish titles. Stars: Mark Reizen, Alexei Krivchenya,
Vladimir Petrov, with the Moscow Bolshoi Opera
Chorus and Ballet. Distributor: Artkino.

• The Moussourgsky opera concerning the 17th
Century Russian populace revolt against the Boy-
ars. In Color.

LADY DOCTOR, THE (Comedy). Italian, with English
titles. Stars: Abbe Lane, Vittorio de Sica, Toto. Di-
rector: C. Mastrodnque.

• A pretty German woman doctor marries an
Italian lawyer and discovers that in Italy she is

courting danger as well as disfavor in visiting male
patients in their homes.

L'AVVENTURA (Drama). Italian, v/ith English titles.

Stars: Monica Vitti. Producer: Cir.o del Duca. Di-
rector: Michel Angelo Antonioni. Distributor: Janus
Films.

• A girl falls in love and forgives the infidel-

ities of a man weaker than herself.

LE VENT SE LEVE (Drama). French, with English

titles. Stars: Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demonqeot.
Director: Yves Ciampi. Distributor: Medallion Piets.

• Based -,n the real-life maritime hijacking in

which * captain masterminds the hijacking but
does Qr> about-face at the last minute and saves
hK vessel.

LILEYA (Ballet). Russian, with English titles. Stars:
Yevgenia Yershova, Robert Vizirenko-Klyavin. Pro-
ducers. Vakhtang Vronsky, Vasili Lapoknysh. Dis-
tributor: Artkino.

• The Shevchenko Opera and Ballet of Kiev in a
ballet based on writings of Ukranian poet Taras
Shevchenko, having to do with a lustful prince who
attempts to separate a pair of young lovers. In

Color.

LIVES AND LOVES OF MOZART, THE (Melodrama
With Music). German with English titles. Stars:

Oscar Werner, Johanna Matz, Gertrud Kuckelmann.
Producer: Cosmopol Prods. Director: Karl Hartl.

distributor: Sam Baker Associates.

« The Mozart story from his early years to his

dVath, set against a background of his operatic
aid symphonic music performed by the Vienna
State Opera and Vienna Philharmonic. In Color.

LOVE AND THE FRENCHWOMAN (Seven-Episode
Drama). French, with English titles. Stars: Martine
Carol, Jean-Paul Belmonde, Dany Robin, Paul
Meurisse, Annie Giradet. Directors: Henri Decoin,
Jean Delannoy, Rene Claire, Christian-Jaque. Dis-

tributor: Kingsley-Union.

e Based on a survey on the sex life of French
women, a la the Kinsey Report in the U.S., with
each of seven episodes directed by a top director.

They are divided into No. 1, Childhood; 2, Adoles-
cence; 3, Virginity; 4, Marriage; 5, Adultery;

6, Divorce; 7, The Woman Alone.

LOVE GAME, THE (Drama). French, with English
titles. Stars: Jean-Pierre Cassel, Genevieve Cluny,
Jean-Louis Maury. Producer: Claude Chabrol. Di-

rector: Philippe de Broca. Distributor: Films-

Around-the-World.

• An unmarried couple share a flat and an an-
tique business. When the man balks at the idea

of marriage, the woman is tempted to accept the
marriage offer of a neighbor. She doesn't.

MARIE-OCTOBRE (Drama). French, with English titles.

Stars: Danielle Darrieux, Serge Reggiani, Bernard
Blier. Producer: Lucien Viard. Director: Julien

Duvivier. Distributor: Lopert Films.

• Members of a wartime resistance movement are
reunited after 1 5 years to uncover the identity of

a traitor who had betrayed them.

MONTPARNASSE 19 (Biographical Drama). French,

with English titles. Stars: Lilli Palmer, Gerard
Phil ipe, Anouk Aimee, Lea Padovani. Director:

Jacques Becker. Distributor: Continental Dist'b'g.

• The life story of the famous painter Modigliani,
20th Century artist, his life and loves.

OSTRICH HAS TWO EGGS, THE (Comedy). French,

with English titles. Stars: Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant, Georges Poujouly. Producer: Robert Ver-
laise. Director: Denys de la Patelliere. Distributor:

Janus Films.

• A broadly satirical comedy of French family life

with stress laid on homosexuality and illicit love.

PICNIC ON THE GRASS (Comedy). French, with Eng-
lish titles. Stars: Paul Meurisse, Catherine Rouvel,

Fernand Sardou, Ingrid Nordine. Producer: Jean
Renoir. Director: Jean Renoir. Distributor: Kingsley-
Union.

• A world-famous biologist and a scout mistress

attend a picnic to celebrate their betrothal, when
a high wind disrupts the affair and the biologist

and a farmer's daughter are kidnapped by a group
of camera enthusiasts—all in Mack Sennett style.

PORT OF DESIRE (Melodrama). French, with English
titles. Stars: Kildegarde Neff, Daniel Gelin, Jean
Lefebvre. Producer: Films-Universe-Pathe Cinema.
Director: Yves Allegret. Distributor: Kingsley-
Union.

• Filmed in Germany. This concerns a sailor and
his fleeting romance with a prostitute, who he
regards highly because of aid she gave him
during his prisoner-cf-war days.

REST IS SILENCE, THE (Melodrama) German, with
English titles. Stars: Hardy Kruger, Peter Van
Eyck, Ingrid Andree. Producer: Helmut Kautner.
Director: Helmut Kautner. Distributor: Films-
Aro und-the-Wor Id

.

• A modern-day adaptation of Shakespeare's
"Hamlet," in which an American returns to Ger-
many for information about his murdered father
and uses a "Hamlet"-like reenactment of the kill-

ing to smoke out the murderer.

RUE DE PARIS (Drama). French, with English titles.

Stars: Jean Gabin, Claude Brasseur, Roger Dumas,
Ma-ie-Jose Nat. Director: Denys de la Patelliere.

Distributor: Lopert Films.

• A returned World War II veteran brings up his

wife's illegitimate son in order to avoid any hint

of a scandal, with initial antagonism toward the
boy eventually turning to admiration and affec-
tion.

SECRETS OF WOMEN (Three-Part Drama). Swedish,
with English titles. Stars: Anita Bjork, Eva Dahl-
betk, Maj-Britt Nilsson, Gunnar Bjornstrand. Di-

rector: Ingmar Bergman. Distributor: Janus Films.

• rhe first U.S. release of a 1952 Bergman film,

his first comedy.

SENTENCE, THE (Drama). French, with English titles.

Stars: Marina Vlady, Robert Hossein, Roger Hanin.
Director: Jean Valere. Distributor: Lopert Films.

• Four members of a resistance group, who kill

a brutal German colonel, are sentenced to die, but
they have hopes that their jailers will flee before
the Allied forces.

SPESSART INN (Comedy Operetta). German, with Eng-
lish titles. Stars: Lilo Pulver, Carlos Thompson.
Director: Kurt Hoffman. Distributor: Casino Films.

• A young countess is captured by a robber band,
but she disguises herself as a tramp and reaches
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her father's Spessart castle. The robber captain,
however, is not fooled and reveals he is really an
Italian count. In Color.

THREE TREASURES, THE (Drama). Japanese, with
English titles. Stars: Toshiro Mifune, Yoko Tsu-
kasa, Kyoko Kagawa, Misa Uehara, Akiro Kubo.
Producers: Sanezumi Fujimoto, Ryuze Kikushima,
for Toho. Director: Hiroshi Inagaki. Distributor:
toho Co.

• A tale set in the Japanese mythology and
based on three Japanese treasure symbols—a mir-
ror (representing mercy and justice), beads (wisdom
of mankind), and a sword (signifying valor). In
Tohoscope and Color.

TRUTH, THE (Drama). French, with English titles.

Stars: Brigitte Bardot, Marie-Jose Nat, Paul Meu-
risse, Charles Vanel, Louis Seigner. Director: Henri-
Georges Clouzot. Distributor: Kingsley-Union.

• A courtroom drama, based on an actual news
story, in which a young woman is on trial for
killing her lover. In a series of flashbacks, the
many facets of the truth are presented through
the eyes of the accused, the judge, and as it

is presented by her attorney.

VIOLENT SUMMER (Drama). Italian, with English
titles. Stars: Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Jean Louise
Trintignant, Jacqueline Sassord. Director: Valerio
Zurlini. Distributor: Films-Around-the-World.

• The son of a Fascist dignitary in Italy in 1943
falls in love with an older woman, widow of a
naval hero and mother of a four-year-old son.
After a passionate love affair, during which they
flee from approaching Allied forces, he sends her
back to Italy.

VIRGIN SPRING, THE (Drama). Swedish, with English
titles. Stars: Max von Sydow, Birgitta Petterson,
Avel Duberg. Producer: Svenskindustri Prods. Di-
rector: Ingmar Bergman. Distributor: Janus Films.

• Based on a 1 4th Century Swedish legend, this
deals with the rape and murder of a young girl

by two goatherds who later unwittingly ask shelter
at her father's farm, where the mother recognizes
the robe they offer to sell as that of her daughter.

VOYAGE IN A BALLOON (Comedy Drama). French,
with English titles. Stars: Pascal Lamorisse, Andre
Gille. Director: Albert Lamorisse. Distributor: Lo-
pert Films.

• A suspenseful adventure story of an eccentric
inventor and his whimsical grandson as they float
off in a homemade balloon over the French coun-
tryside.
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WORLD OF APU, THE (Drama). Stars: Soumitra Chat-
terjee, Sarmila Tagore. Producer: Satyajit Ray.
Director: Satjajit Ray. Distributor: Edward Harri-
son.

• India-made. This final installment in the trilogy

which began with "Pather Panchali" and "Apara-
jito" deals with the adult Apu, his struggle to
survive and his eventual bittersweet marriage to a
young niece faced with disgrace when the bride-
groom is found at the last moment to be mentally
ill.
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“Little Fellers” That Do a Big Job

Detailed Information on All Releases

for the 1959-60 Season
SHORTS inDEX

Buena Vista
CARTOON SPECIALS

(Technicolor)

Donald in Mathmagic Land (28)
How mathematics is applied to the arts and
sciences of every day life, with Donald Duck acting
as Mr. Average Man. Walt Disney Production.

Goliath II (15)
The adventures of a tiny elephant, whose puny
size makes him the target for rebuffs and insults.
One day a mouse stampedes the elephant herd,
and Goliath II winds up a hero when he battles
and defeats the rodent. Walt Disney Production.

How to Have an Accident at Work (7)
(Donald Duck). Walt Disney Production.

Noah's Ark (20)
Tells through songs and narration the story of
Noah and the building of his ark. Walt Disney
Production.

LIVE-ACTION SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

Eyes in Outer Space (26)
Deals with the use of rockets in weather control,
with a graphic description of the battle against
destructive hurricanes.

Gala Day at Disneyland (25)
A trip through Disneyland when it was first opened
in 1954. Seen are the unusual rides and enter-
tainments offered, and there is a parade with folk
dances and music. Walt Disney Production.

Hound That Thought He Was a Raccoon, The. .(45)
A raccoon hound who was befriended by a mother
raccoon, is restored to his hunter-owner, but re-
fuses to join the other hound dogs in their raccoon
hunts and barks to warn his little friends when
the hunters are near. Narrator: Rex Allen. Walt
Disney Production.

Islands of the Sea (28)
Life on various tiny, remote islands of the sea
where no human habitation exists, only rare forms
of wildlife.

Mysteries of the Deep (24|
Explores the beauty and mysteries of the under-
seas kingdom, its animal and plant life, the won-
ders of reproduction and means for survival.

Nature's Strangest Creatures (17)

PEOPLE AND PLACES
(Technicolor)

Ama Girls (29)
A camera tour of the Japanese fishing village of
Ama, showing the daily life of the natives, and
the life and manner of the beautiful, graceful
Ama maidens. Walt Disney Production. (Cinema-
Scope)

Cruise of the Eagle, The (18)
Shows a group of Coast Guardsmen on their final,

rigorous 1 0-week training course aboard the ship,
"The Eagle," in the Northern Seas. Walt Disney
Production. (CinemaScope)

Danube, The (27)
Portrait of a great river. (CinemaScope)

Grand Canyon (30)
Completely musical with no dialog or narration.
Ferde Grofe's "Grand Canyon Suite," conducted
by Frederick Stark, is played as scene shots of the
Canyon are shown, along with its wildlife. (Cinema-
Scope)

Japan (28)
Shows the home life of Japanese families; and
the growth and progress of the country to its

present position among the nations of the world.
(CinemaScope)

Seven Cities of Antarctica (28)
The mission of Task Force 43, "Operation Deep-
freeze," to build seven cities for science against
the formidable barriers of the South Pole. (Cinema-
Scope)

WALT DISNEY CARTOONS Reissues)
(Technicolor)

05101 Pluto's Housewarming (7)
05102 . The Fox Hunt (7)

(Donald Duck and Goofy)
05103. Bone Bandit (7)

(Pluto)
05104 .. Mickey Down Under (7)

(Mickey Mouse and Pluto)

Explanatory

Statistical and summary data on
the season's short subjects listed

alphabetically under company
groupings. Dates are 1960 unless
otherwise stated.

PRODUCTION NUMBER immedi-
ately follows title, except on those
listed in numerical order by pro-

duction number first.

RUNNING TIME (in parentheses)
follows production number, or title.

PROJECTION and SOUND
SYSTEM are standard, unless

otherwise Stated-

Symbol © denotes color pho-
tography.

05105 . Beach Picnic (7)

(Donald Duck and Pluto)
05106 Three for Breakfast (7)

(Chip 'n' Dale and Donald Duck)
05107 . Water Babies (7)

(Musical Fantasy)
05108 Lend a Paw (7)

(Mickey Mouse and Pluto)
05109. The Legend of Coyote Rock (7)

(Pluto)
05110. African Diary (7)

(Goofy)
05111 Old Sequoia (7)

(Donald Duck)
05112 Sea Salts (7)

(Donald Duck)

Columbia
ASSORTED FAVORITES

(Reissues)

4421 Super Wolf.. (16) Sept. 17, '59

(Hugh Herbert)
4422 A Fool and His Honey .. (16). ... Nov. 5, '59

(Wally Vernon and Eddie Quillan)
4423. Hooked and Rooked. . ( 1 6 1/2 ) . . . Dec. 10, '59

(Andy Clyde)
4424 Trouble In-Laws .. (1 6) Feb. 11

(Hugh Herbert)
4425. Blonde Atom Bomb. .(17) Apr. 28

(Andy Clyde)
4426 Heebie Gee-Gees .. (1 6'/j) May 26

(Wally Vernon and Eddie Quillan)

CANDID MICROPHONE (Reissues)
(With Allen Funt)

4551 . Candid Microphone, Series 6, No. 4
(10) Sept. 10, '59

Allen (Funt takes over behind the counter in a
sporting goods store.

4552. Candid Microphone, Series 6, No. 5

(10) Jan. 14
Funt handles three bewildered customers in a
cigarette lighter repair shop.

4553. Candid Microphone, Series 1, No. 1

(11) Feb. 11

"Barber" Funt waits on customers; he also clerks
in an airline ticket office.

4554 Candid Microphone, Series 1, No. 2
! 1 0 1/2 ) Mar. 17
Funt's day first as watchmaker, then as owner of
a car needing repairs.

4555.. Candid Microphone, Series 1, No. 3

(11) Aug. 5
Funt poses as a cosmetics clerk, on indignant lock-
smith customer, and as a man with an unusual
upholstery job.

COLOR FAVORITES (Reissues)
(Technicolor Cartoons)

4601

Gerald McBcing-Boing's Symphony
(71/j) Sept. 17, '59

4602 . Animal Cracker Circus
. (7) .... Sept. 10, '59

4603 Bringing Up Mother. (7) Oct. 8, '59

4604 . Glee Worms (7) Nov. 12, '59

4605 . The Tell Tale Heart . (8) Nov. 26, '59

4606 Little Match Girl . . (8'/2 ) Dec. 17, '59

4607. The Man on the Flying Trapeze. (7). Jan. 7
4608 Rocky Road to Ruin . (8) Jan. 28
4609 Pete Hothead (7) Feb. 25
4610 Lo, the Poor Buffalo .. (6</2 ) Mar. 3
461 1 .. Unicorn in the Garden

. (7) Mar. 24
4612.. The Mountain Ears (7) Apr. 20
461 3 . . Fudget's Budget .(7) May 5
4614 . . Blackboard Review.. (7) June 9
4615 Ballet Oop (7l/2 ) July 7

COMEDY FAVORITES
(Reissues)

4431 . . Fraidy Cat .(16) Oct. 22, '59

(Joe Besser)
4432. The Chomp Steps Out. ,(16'/2 ). .Nov. 19, '59

(Max Baer and Slapsie Max Rosenbloom)
4433 . Dizzy Yardstick (161/2 ) Dec. 24, '59

(Joe Besser)
4434 . Innocently Guilty.. (16) Jon. 28

(Bert Wheeler)
4435 . . Rootin' Tootin' Tenderfeet.

. (16) . . . . Mar. 10
(Max Baer and Max Rosenbloom)

4436 Wedding Yells. .(16) June 23
(Eddie Foy)

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

4851 Sitka Sue..(10</2 ) Sept. 17, '59

(Vera Vague)

4352 . This Is Versailles ..( 1 0'/2 ) Jon. 21
(A camera tour of the 700-room castle.)

4353 . Beyond the Frontier .. (1 0) Mar. 10
(The fabulous Northwest Territory of Canada.)

4854 Community Sings, Series 13, No. 6
(9>/2 ) July 7
(Dick Liebert and The Song Spinners: "My Blue
Heaven," "Moonlight Bay," "In a Little Spanish
Town," "San Fernando Valley," "Why Don't We
Do This More Often?"

LOOPY DE LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4701 ..Wolf Hounded. (7) Nov. 5, '59

4702.. Little Bo Bopped .. (6) Dec. 3, '59

4703. Tale of a Wolf..(6!/2 ) Mar. 3
4704 . Life With Loopy (6i/2 ) Apr. 7
4705 . Creepy Time Pal (6'/2 ) May 19
4706 Snoopy Loopy. (6'/2 ) June 16
4707. The Do Good Wolf. (6l/2 ) July 14

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

4751 . . Ragtime Bear.. (7) Sept. 3, '59

4752. Spellbound Hound. .(7) Oct. 1, '59

4753 . Trouble Indemnity .. (6 1/2 ) Nov. 5, '59

4754 . Bongled Bungalo (6'/2 ) Dee. 3, '59

4755 . The Barefaced Flatfoot .(7) Feb. 4

4756..

Fuddy Duddy Buddy.. (7) Apr. 14
4757 , The Grizzly Golfer.. (7) May 12
4758 ..Sloppy Jalopy.. (7) July 14

SPECIAL
©Golden Fish, The.. (20) Nov. '59

Eastman Color Featurette. (French-made.) Com-
pletely without dialog, this depicts the story of a
boy, his goldfish and canary, and a black alley cat
that brings a near-tragedy to his pets. A winner
of the International Critics Prize at the 1959
Cannes Film Festival. Guitar musical background.
Director: Edmond Sechan. Jacques-Yves Cousteau
Production.

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
©Wonderful Gibraltar. .4441 .. (1 8) . ... Nov. 12, '59

Eastman Color. The camera visits the Rock of
Gibraltar, where glimpses are seen of its famed
Barbary ape colony, an annual service at Trafalgar
Cemetery and traditional Ceremony of the Key
presented with British pomp and ceremony, and
the Latin flavor of its fiery Spanish dancers. Nar-
rator: Larry Cross.

©Wonders of Ontario . . 4442 . . (1 7'/2 ) Mar. 31
Eastman Color. A camera tour of the historic and
picturesque province of Canada, with visits to
Niagara Falls, the city of Toronto, the fabulous
Canadian National Exhibition, historic Marty's
Shrine, and other points of interest. Features voice
of Bill Hayes, with Judy Johnson, Clay Warnick ,

Singers. Narrator: George Jessel. t
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STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

4401. .Up in Daisy's Penthouse. (161/2 ). Oct. 15, '59
4402. Booty end the Beast .. (1 6Vi) .... Oct. 15, '59
4403 .. Loose Loot.. (16) Nov. 19, '59
4404. . Tricky Dicks . (16) Nov. 19, '59
4405. . Rip, Sew and Stitch . (17) Feb. 4
4406. . Bubble Trouble .. (1 61/2 ) Apr. 14
4407 . Goof on the Roof .. (1 61/2 ) May 19
4408 . Spooks . .(16) July 21

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4951 Jerry Wald and Orchestra
( IOI/2) Sept. 24, '59

(With Stan Fisher and The Mack Triplets)

4952 . . Machito and Orchestra .. (1 OVz) . Dec. 17, '59

(The Rhumba King)

4953. Les Elgart and Orchestra .. (1 0) Feb. 18
iWith Joe Jean Rogers, Terry Parker and Hal
Winters)

4954 . Ray McKinley and Orchestra .. (9 Vi) • May 12
(With Teddy Norman and Chris Adams)

WORLD OF SPORTS
Battling Big Bass .. 4805 .. (10) June 9
Sammy Snead is shown at Florida's famous Lake
Okeechobee, where he proves that he is as smart
a fisherman as he is a golfer.

Greatest Show on Wafer . . 4803 .. (10) Feb. 4
Filmed in Canada and features champion water
skiers, speed boat pilots, water acrobats, and the
one and only Ski-Fly-Boy world champion.

Holiday for Champions. 4806. .(91/2 ) Aug. 4
Champions of various sports, including trapshoot-
ing, tournament tennis, diving and golf, are shown
at White Sulphur Springs in West Virginia. Champ
players are Sebe Seybold, Kathy Rawls, Paul Hahn,
Peter Thompson, Slammin' Sammy Snead.

Swinging Down the Lanes . . 4804 .. (9) Mar. 24
Bowling with topnotcher Billy Welo, plus Dick
Weber, Pat McBride and Frank Clause, all of
whom demonstrate their incredible skill.

Tee Marvels. 4802. .(9) Nov. 12, '59
An exhibition on the fairway by Paul Hahn, trick
shot artist who uses trick clubs, and Mrs. Frank
Stranahan, wife of a former amateur golf cham-
pion, who uses regular clubs.

Wheeling Wizards. .4801. .(91/z) Sept. 3, '59
Lou Testa, world champion roller skater, and
others, give an exhibition of their talents on the
rooftop skating rink of Hess' department store in
Allentown, Pa.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
GOLD MEDAL REPRINT CARTOONS

(Technicolor)
For any size screen up to 1.75-1 ratio.

W-161..Just Ducky (7)
(Tom and Jerry)

W-162..Two Little Indians (7)
(Tom and Jerry)

W-163. .Life With Tom (8)
(Tom and Jerry)

W-l 64 .. Puppy Tale (7)
(Tom and Jerry)

W-l 65.. Posse Cat (7)
(Tom and Jerry)

W-1 66 . . Hic-Cup Pup (6)
(Tom and Jerry)

W-167 .. Little School Mouse (7)
(Tom and Jerry)

W-168..Baby Butch (8)
(Tom and Jerry)

W-169.. Three Little Pups (7)
(Tex Avery)

W-l 70. Drag-Along Droopy (8)
(Tex Avery)

W-l 71 . Billy Boy (6)
(Tex Avery)

W-l 72 .. Homesteader Droopy (8)
(Tex Avery)

W-173..Half Pint Palomino (7)
(Barney Bear)

W-l 74 .. Impossible Possum (7)
(Barney Bear)

W-l 75 . . Sleepy Time Squirrel (7)
(Barney Bear)

W-176. .Bird-Brained Dog (7)
(Barney Bear)

Paramount
CARTOON CHAMPIONS (Reissues)

(Technicolor)

SI 9-1 .. Better Bait Than Never.. (7) Sept. '59

S19-2 . .Surf Bored .. (7) Sept. '59
SI 9-3 .. Huey's Ducky Daddy.. (7) Sept. '59
SI 9-4 . The Seapreme Court.. (7) Sept. '59
SI 9-5. Crazy Town. .(6 ) Sept. '59
S19-6 Hair Today, Gone Tomorrow .. (7) . . Sept. '59
SI 9-7. . Cage Fright . (7) Sept. '59
SI 9-8. .Pig-A-Boo. (7) Sept. '59
SI 9-9 . . Frightday the 13th.. (7) Sept. '59

S19-10 .True Boo . (7) Sept. '59
SI 9-1 1 . Northwest Mousie..(7) Sept. '59
S19-12 Surf ond Sound.. (7) Sept. '59
SI 9-1 3. Of Mice and Menace . (7) Sept. '59

S-l 9-14 . Ship-A-Hooney .(7) Sept. '59

JEEPERS AND CREEPERS
(Color Cartoons)

J1 9-1. . The Boss Is Always Right . (7) Jan.
J19-2. Trouble Date.. (6) Mar.
J19-3..Busy Buddies.. (6) June
J19-4 .. Scouting for Trouble.. (6) Sept.

MODERN MADCAPS
(Color Cartoons)

M19-l..Mike the Masquerader .. (6) Jan.
M19-2. . Fiddle Faddle..(7) Feb.
M19-3..From Dime to Dime . (7) Mar.
Ml 9-4 .. Trigger Treat.. (6) Apr.
M19-5. The Shoe Must Go On (6) June
Ml 9-6 . . Electronica . . (6 Aug.
Ml 9-7 . . Shootin' Stars . (6) Aug.
M19-8. . Disguise the Limit.. (6) Sept.

NOVELTOONS
(Color)

P19-l..Be Mice to Cats.. (7) Feb.
(Skat and Skit)

PI 9-2 . . Monkey Doodles . . (6) Apr.
P 1 9-3 . . Silly Science.. (6) May
P19-4..Peck Your Own Home.. (6) May
PI 9-5 .. Counter Attack . (6) Aug.
P19-6. .Turning the Fables.. (6) Aug.
PI 9-7.. Fine Feathered Fiend. (6) Sept.
PI 9-8 . . Planet Mouseola . . (6) Oct.

POPEYE CHAMPIONS (Reissues)
(Technicolor)

El 9-1.. Let's Stalk Spinach.. (7) Sept. '59

E19-2.. Punch and Judo.. (6) Sept. '59

E19-3 . . Popeye's Poppy
. (7) Sept. '59

El 9-4.. Lunch With a Punch . (7) Sept. '59

El 9-5 .. Swimmer Take All.. (7) Sept. '59

El 9-6. . Friend or Phony.. (7) Sept. '59

20th Century-Fox
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(De Luxe Color)

Assignment Japan. .7004-5. .(9) Mar.
A glimpse of modern Tokyo, its night life, build-
ings, et cetera, with contrasting shots of old Japan
as seen in an ancient children's festival.

Assignment Philippines. .7006-0. .(9) June
Shots of modern Manila and the extensive re-
building there since the war. Also covers various
sports activities and industries.

Assignment Thailand. .7009-4. (10) Oct.
A travelog on Thailand, with emphasis on the
architectural beauty of its temples and buildings.

Assignment Turkey. .7011-0. .(9) Dec.
A travelog showing the picturesque cities and
towns of Turkey, including the modern port city
of Istanbul and a visit to the sultan's palace, as
well as customs of today and influences of the
past.

Down the Road .. 701 2-8 .. (10) Dec.
A pictorial background of America the Beautiful,
as Lowell Thomas takes us on a trip through the
desert and wilderness, through mountains and
plains, et cetera—-''down the road" to the very
soul of America.

Exercise Little Bear .. 7007-8 .. (9) Aug.
How the U.S. Army troins its soldiers in Alaska,
both in the matter of self-preservation and fight-
ing in thot country's ice and snow climate.

Golfing With Sam Snead .. 7003-7 .. (9) Aug.
The camera follows the famous golfer on the
Boca Raton golf course in Florida as he gives a
few demonstrations and pointers of the game.

Jibs ond Spinnakers .. 7005-2 .. (8) May
Shots of the boating races held annually at New
York's Larchmont Yacht Club, highlighting a sud-
den squall thot comes up unexpectedly.

Navy Angels. . 7002-9. . (8) Feb.
The U.S. Navy gives a flight demonstration from
Pensacola, Fla., as they go through plane maneu-
vers.

Sampans to Safety .. 7008-6 .. (9) Sept.
Documentary on a condition, peculiar even to this

age, that exists on the border between Red China
and Hong Kong.

State 50. .7001-1 . .(10) Jon.
A visit to Hawaii, with the camera focusing on
the usual tourist spots, as well as its sugar and
pineapple plantations.

U.D.T.—Underwater Demolition Team . 7010-2
(9) Nov.
Features the training of the U.S. Navy's demoli-
tion team of underwater fighters at St. Thomas in

the Virgin Islands.

SPECIALS
Coll of the Holy Land . 7055-7 .. (19) Nov.

Story of the late Henrietta Szold, founder of
Hadassah organization, who was famous for her
pioneer work in Palestine with refugee children
from Europe during both World Wars. (2-D)

©Tiger in the Sea .. 7054-0 .. (10) July
De Luxe Color. An actual filming of the experience
of Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark with a
man-eating tiger, which took place in a small
Indian village. (CinemaScope)

Your Royal Highness .. 7051 -6 .. (10) Apr.
A compilation of newsreel clips of England's Royal
Family, with special emphasis on Princess Mar-
garet, who is shown as a child at her father's
coronation, and at her sister Elizabeth's wedding
and subsequent coronation. (2-D)

TERRYTOON CINEMASCOPES
(Color)

5001-

3. .Hide and Go Sidney. (7) Jan.
(Technicolor)

5002-

1 . .The Misunderstood Giant . (7) Feb.
(Technicolor)

5003-

9 . . Footle's Picnic . . (7) Mar.
(Technicolor)

5004-

7.. The Famous Ride. (7) Apr.
(Technicolor)

5005-

4.. Tusk Tusk.. (7) May
(Technicolor)

5006-

2 .. Hearts and Glowers.. (7) June
(Technicolor)

5007-

0.. The Wayward Hat . (7) July
(Technicolor)

5008-

8 . The Littlest Bully . (7) Aug.
(Technicolor)

5009-

6 . Two Ton Boby Sitter. .(7) Sept.
(Technicolor)

5010-

4.. Tin Pan Alley Cat
. (6) ..Oct.

(De Luxe Color)

5011-

2. House of Hashmoto. .(7) Nov.
(De Luxe Color)

501

2-

0 .. Daniel Boone Jr. ..(7) Dec.
(De Luxe Color)

TERRYTOON TOPPERS (Reissues)
(Technicolor)

5031-

1.. How to Relax.. (7) Feb.

5032-

8 . The Helpless Hippo . (7) Apr.

5033-

6. .Nonsense Newsreel. .(7) June

TERRYTOON 2-D'S
All Ratios

(Color)

5021 -1 .. Thousand Smile Checkup
. (7) Jan.

Technicolor. (Heckle and Jeckle)

5022-

9 . .Aesop's Fable—The Tiger King . . (7) . . Mar.
Technicolor.

5023-

7 . . Mint Men . . (7) May
De Luxe Color. (Heckle and Jeckle)

5024 5 .. Trapeze Pleeze..(7) July
De Luxe Color.

5025-

2.. Deep Seo Doodle. (7) Oct.
De Luxe Color.

5026-

0 .. Stunt Men . (6) Nov.
De Luxe Color.

Universal-International
COLOR PARADE

Ageless Artistry. 4075 ..(9) Apr. 20
Shows the influence of Bervevenuto Cellini on
modern handicrafting of fine metals ond ceramics
in Italy, as well as art objects. Also shown are
glimpses of famous tourist spots, including the
Leaning Tower of Pisa.

Fragrant Harbor .. 4073 .. (9) Jan. 26
Features the British colony of Hong Kong and
its many picturesque aspects, including the water-
folk who live on tiny sampans, native markets, et
cetera, plus a side trip to Macao, city of intrigue,
smuggling and gambling.

Golden Peninsula . . 4076 .. (9) June 1

Examples of Oriental art, including golden pago-
das, are shown in this subject about Burma and
its intensely nationalistic people of Buddhist faith.

Hi Colorado . . 4074 . . (9) Mar. 9
Scenic wonders of Colorado, with shots of the
Grand Canyon, "Garden of the Gods," Pike's Peak,
Colorado Springs' health resort, and shots of
the U.S. Air Force Academy. (CinemaScope)

Honorable Myrtle .. 4072 .. (9) Dec. 15, '59

A camera tour of Tokyo, with shots of lovely girl

guides, the city's traffic, the sport of baseball
and Tokyo's Fifth Avenue. Narrated by film and
radio comedian Arnold Stang.

Irish in Me, The. .4071 .. (9) Nov. 3, '59

A girl traveler visits the Emerald Isle and views
its scenic wonders and historic spots. She tours
Dublin, County Limerick, County Tipperary, sees
the Blarney Stone, the Rock of Cashel and other
famous landmarks.

This Is Finland 4077 . (9) July 13

Virgin Island, U.S.A. . . 4078 . . (9) May 18
A camera tour of the beautiful island. Jack H.
Harris filmed this while on location at St. Croix
shooting the feature film, "Dinosaurus." (Cinema-
Scope)

ONE-REEL SPECIAL
Football Highlights of '59. 4004 .(10) Dec. '59

The big games and players of the 1959 football
season.

SPECIAL FEATURETTE
©Boy Who Owned a Melephant, The. 4001

(19) Nov. '59

Color. The whimsical tale of a boy who wanted a
live elephant as a pet, so his mother "gives" him
the elephant in the zoo. His pride of ownership
is resented by his playmates, but he soon learns

to share and accepts them as equal owners. Nar-
rated by Tallulah Bankhead. Gayle-Swimmer-An-
thony Production.

TWO-REEL SPECIALS
(Color)

Majestic Island . .4002 .. (18) Nov. 1, '59

An island empire on Taiwan (Formosa), where part
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of the population are Free Chinese and the re-

mainder lives under Communism on the main-
land. Story told through the eyes of a Chinese
rice farmer, his wife and their three children.

(CinemaScope)

Twenty-Five Yeorgs Ago Today. . 4005
(1 7 Vi) Apr. 1

Americans gather at Madison Square Garden to

denounce the first anniversary of Hitler's rise

to power. Also shows the legalization of New
York's racetrack betting, King Alexander's as-

sassination, the Lindbergh kidnaping, a California

gold rush, and end of Di-llinger's crime career.

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4011.. Kiddie League.. (7) Nov. 3, '59

(Woody Woodpecker)
4012. . Mouse Trapped (7) Dec. 8, '59

(Hickory, Dickory and Doc)
401 3 . . Billion-Dollar Boner.. (7) Jan. 5

(Woody Woodpecker)
4014. Witty Kitty.. (7) Feb. 2

(Hickory, Dickory and Doc)
/tni e n i . : _ ' \*/ i o

(Woody Woodpecker)

4016..

Heap Big Hepcat .(7) Mar. 30
(Woody Woodpecker)

4017 . . Ballyhooey . . (7) Apr. 20
(Woody Woodpecker)

4018. How to Stuff a Woodpecker. (7) May 18
(Woody Woodpecker)

4019 . Bats in the Belfry . (7) June 15
(Woody Woodpecker)

4020 .. Woody's Ozark Lark.. (7) July 13
(Woody Woodpecker)

4021..

Fished Hooked . (7) Aug. 10
4022 . . Freeloading Feline . (7) Sept. 7

4023.. Hunger Strife.. (7) Oct. 5

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (Reissues)
(Technicolor)

4031..

50.co in Morocco.. (7) Nov. 10, '59

(Woody Woodpecker)
4032. Alley to Bali. .(7) Dec. 29, '59

(Woody Woodpecker)

4033..

Under the Counterspy .. (7) Jan. 26
(Woody Woodpecker)

4034. Hot Rod Huckster. (7) Feb. 23
(Woody Woodpecker)

4035.. Real Gone Woody.. (7) Mar. 23
(Woody Woodpecker)

4036 .. Convict Concerto .. (7) Apr. 27
(Woody Woodpecker)

Warner Bros.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE

(Technicolor Reissues)

7301..

Drip Along Daffy.. (7) Sept. 12, '59

7302 . Often an Orphan.. (7) Oct. 3, '59

7303. . Putty Tat Trouble . (7) Oct. 24, '59

7304 . Hot Cross Bunny.. (7) Nov. 21, '59

7305..

A Bear for Punishment .. (7) .... Dec. 12, '59

7306..

A Bone for a Bone.. (7) Jan. 2

7307..

The Prize Pest. .(7) Jan. 30
7308. .Tweety's S.O.S. ..(7) Feb. 20
7309 .. Lovelorn Leghorn.. (7) Mar. 12

7310..

51.epy Time Possum.. (7) Apr. 9
7311.. Cheese Chasers.. (7) Apr. 30
7312. Who's Kitten Who.. (7) May 21
7313 . The Ducksters . . (7) June 18

7314..

Chow Hound . (7) July 9

7315..

French Rorebit..(7) Aug. 6

7316..

A Ham in a Role.. (7) Aug. 27

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

7721 .. Bonanza Bunny.. (7) Sept. 5, '59

7722. .A Witch's Tangled Hare. (7). . . Oct. 31, '59

7723.. People Are Bunny.. (7) Dec. 19, '59

7724..

Horse Hare.. (7) Feb. 13
7725.. Person to Bunny.. (7) Apr. 2
7726 .. Rabbit's Feat.. (7) June 4

MERRIE MELODIES—LOONEY TUNES
(Technicolor Cartoons)

7701.

A

Broken Leghorn.. (7) Sept. 26, '59

(Foghorn Leghorn)

7702..

Wild About Hurry.. (7) Oct. 10, '59

(Roadrunner and Coyote)
7703 .. Unnatural History.. (7) Nov. 14, '59
7704 . .Tweet Dreams . (7) Dec. 5, '59

(Sylvester Cat and Tweety Bird)
7705 . . Fostest With the Mostest . .(7) Jan. 9

(Roadrunner and Coyote)
7706. .West of the Pesos. .(7) Jan. 23

(Speedy Gonzales)
7707 . Wild, Wild, World. (7) Feb. 27
7708. .Goldimouse and the Three Cats. .(7). .Mar. 19
7709 . Who Scent You . (7) Apr. 23

(Pepe Le Pew, the Skunk)
7710. Hyde and Go Tweet.. (7) Moy 14

(Sylvester Cat and Tweety Bird)
771 1 . . Crockett-Doodle-Do . .(7) June 25

(Foghorn Leghorn)
7712 . Mouse and Garden.. (7) July 16

(Sylvester Cat)
7713. .Ready, Woolen and Able. .(7) July 30

(Sheep-dog and Wolf)

7714..

Mice Follies.. (7) Aug. 20

SPECIAL
©Israel. .7910. .(35) Feb. 20

Technicolor Documentary Featurette. A story of

the birth of the state of Israel, with highlight
scenes showing Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion
in his home on the Negev desert. Narrator: Ed-
ward G. Robinson. Produced and written by Leon
Uris, author of "Exodus." (CinemaScope.)

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE SPECIALS
(Color Reissues)

(TWO REELS)
7001.. Jungle Terror.. (20) Sept. 19, 59

Secret rituals of savage head-hunters of French
Guiana.

7002 . Danger Is My Business .. (1 8) Mar. 5
A wild animal-trapping expedition in the Florida
Everglades with Ross Allen.

7003.. Snow Carnival .. (20) July 2
The skiing winter wonderland at Aspen, Colo.
Narrator: Gary Cooper.

(ONE REEL)

7501..

Royal Duck Shoot.. (10) Oct. 17, '59
Duck hunting with the Maharajah of Bharatpur.

7502 . . Daredevils on Wheels . (10) Nov. 28, '59
Motorcycle racing in the Briitsh Isles.

7503.. Happy Holidays .. (9) Feb. 6
A vacation in fabulous Acapulco.

7504. .Jungle Man Killers.. (9) Apr. 16
A man-eating Bengal tiger invades a native village,
is tracked down and destroyed.

7505. .Hunting the Fox. .(10) May 28
A fox hunt through Virginia's picturesque coun-
tryside.

7506. . That's Bully. .(9) June 11
Bulls run wild through the streets in Pamplona,
Spain, chasing would-be matadors into the bull-
ring.

Serials
COLUMBIA

King of the Congo ('The Mighty Thundo"). .4140
(15 chapters) June 30—Reissue
Buster Crabbe, Gloria Dea, Leonard Penn, Jack
Ingram. Directors: Spencer Bennet, Wallace A.
Grissell.

Lost Planet, The ("Conqueror of Outer Space")
4160.. (15 chapters) Feb. 11—Reissue
Judd Holdren, Vivian Mason, Ted Thorpe, Forrest
Taylor. Director: Spencer Bennet.

Pirates of the High Seas ("Phantom Raiders
of the Deep") 4120
(15 chapters) Sept. 24, '59—Reissue
Buster Crabbe, Lois Hall, Tommy Farrell. Directors:
Spencer Bennet, Thomas Carr.

Miscellaneous
An Echo From Appomattox. . (27>/j) West Wind Prods.

Featurette. Created out of a collection of photo-
graphs from the Civil War -period, plus a look at
1861-65 battlefields today.

©Awakening, The.. (30) Lester A. Schoenfeld
Color Travelog. A camera journey through Israel,

with views of -rural life and of caves in which
famous scrolls are being discovered, as well as
the tremendous accomplishments backed by the
energy of a virile people.

Berlin. .(16) Casino Film Exch.
Shows Berlin of yesteryear, then as it looked after
the World War II bombings. Also shows the post-
war dividing of the city into Eastern and Western
sectors, and the efforts of the Western side to
rebuild with U.S. aid.

©Black Cat, The. .(22) Cont'l Dist'b'g
Eastman Color Animated Featurette. Edgar Allan
Poe's classic horror tale of a man brought to the
gallows by his nemesis, a black cat, is told
through the weird and macabre paintings created
by John Fenton. Narrator: Basil Rathbone.

©Ceylon Holiday .. (15) Lester A. Schoenfeld
Color Travelog. British-made. A camera tour of
Ceylon, taking in its cities and countryside, its tea
making industry and harvesting.

Children Who Draw.. (30) Brandon Films
Featurette. (Japanese-made; English narration.)
Filmed with hidden cameras, this is a study of
human relations in a classroom for tiny tots, ond
catches their expressions as they experiment with
crayons and paints. Director: Susumi Hani. Iwanami
Piets. Production.

©Dolly's Holiday .. (16) Cont'l Dist'b'g
Color. (Italian-made; English-dubbed narration.)
Narrated by Anne Sargent, as the voice of a dog
who wanders off into the country while his master
is away for the day, then invades a barnyard and
gets back home to find his master has gone to
bed. Director: Giorgio Ferroni.

©Glass.. (8) George K. Arthur, Go Piets.

Technicolor. Filmed in the Netherlands, and shows
the art of gloss making, in both ancient and
modern methods. The rhythm of the hands at
work is synchronized with jazz music.

How Difficult to Be on Adult. (14). Casino Film Exch.
Humorously presents the upheaval in the life of
adults in a family after a new baby has orrived,
and compares the rushing life of an adult with
the slow, relaxing tempo of a child's life.

Justice and Caryl Chessman
(45) .... Bentley Films ond Sterling World Distrs.

Documentary Featurette. Filmed inside San Quentin
prison before California's most famous criminal
made his final trip to the gas chamber after 1 1 V2
yeors of repeated postponements. Story covers
those 1 1 V2 years through interviews with the police
officer who nabbed him, the prosecutor who con-
victed him, and others connected with the case.
Narrated by Quentin Reynolds. Terrence W. Cooney
Production. (Bentley Films is releasing this in the
New York area, while Sterling World Distributors
is handling the Los Angeles area.)

©Latin Quarter, The . . (30) . Films-Around-the-World
Technicolor Featurette. A visit to the artists colony
of Paris known as the Montmartre section, with
glim-pses of artists and their work, a masquerade
ball, sculptors at work, pottery and tapestry
making, et cetera.

©Look to the Sun..( 8'/2) West Wind Prods.
Eastman Color Featurette. A look into the future
space age via the new Kitt Peak Observatory.

Mischief Makers, The. .(27). Kingsley Int'l

Featurette. (French-made; English narration.) A
gang of mischievous boys spy on and persecute a
pair of young lovers. The boys learn about love-
making and sensuality before the tragic ending, in
which the teenage lover dies and the girl is left
desolate. Based on a novelette, "Virginales," by
Maurice Pons. Stars: Gerard Blain, Bernadette
Lafont. Director: Francois Truffaut.

©Moonbird . . (9) Edward Harrison
Color Cartoon. Two small tots attempt to capture
a bird in their garden by digging a hole and
baiting the bird with food. Tiring of watching
them, the bird finally walks right into the house
with them. Produced by John Hubley for Story-
board, Inc.

Overture .. (9) Kingsley-Union
Features a background musical score by the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, and is a film record of
the transformation of areas of the world. A United
Notions film produced -by Thorold Dickinson and
G. L. Polidoro.

Patterson-Johansson Fight .. (21 ) United Artists . .July
Shows the full five rounds, with slow-motion in-
serts, of the Floyd Patterson-lngemar Johansson
heavyweight championship re-match held at the
Polo Grounds in New York on June 20, 1960, in

which Patterson knocked out Johansson. Narrator:
Chris Schenkel.

©Petra—The Red Rose City. .(11). .Casino Film Exch.
Color. (With narration.) Seen are the ruins, archi-
tectural wonders, et cetera, of the ancient city of
Petra, located on the eastern side of the Dead
Sea.

Pull My Daisy.. (29) G-String Prods.
Novelty Featurette. Deals with the complex world
of the American Beatnik, as envisioned through
the narration of the self-styled King of the Beat-
niks, Jack Kerouac.

©Rhapsody of Steel.. (23) Jam Handy
Technicolor Animated Featurette. (Gratis to ex-
hibitors.) Tells the story of steel, for which the
background music was recorded -by the Pittsburgh
Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Dimitri
Tiomkin. Commentator: Gary Merrill. U.S. Steel
Production.

Running, Jumping and Standing Still Film, The
(10) Kingsley-Union
Comedy. British-made. A sort of silent days com-
edy, best described as "one person watching an-
other in a field." Consists of prancing, bops on
the head, pratfalls, etc., by grotesquely garbed
men. The only sound heard is a series of bird
calls. Stars Peter Sellers.

Scribbling Kitten. .(14) Brandon Films
Animated Cartoon. Japanese-made. Awarded first

prize in 1957 at the Japanese International Film
Festival.

Skyscraper. .(20) Joseph Burstyn
Traces the construction of a New York skyscraper
from its initial planning stoge to its completion.

©Song of the Canaries .. (17) .. Lester A. Schoenfeld
Color Travelog. A visit to the Canary Islands, with
views of Las Palmas, its market places, et cetera,
and a notive dance -performed by a youth and
maiden.

©Staccato for Toy Trains
(8) George K. Arthur, Go Piets.

Color. Features a musical composition by Elmer
Bernstein, built around the movement and sound
of toy trains.

©Tickets Please . (20) Lester A. Schoenfeld
Color Travelog. A train ride from Capetown in

South Africa to the interior, with views of the
countryside and unusual architecture, and stops at
the famous Kimberley diamond mines, Johannes-
burg and Pretoria. The conductor doubles as a
musician, to the delight of his passengers.

©When My Ship Came In. .(17). Lester A. Schoenfeld
Color Travelog. A visit to the island of Majorca,
famous for its artificial pearl and glass blowing
industries, as well as a perennial sun, luxurious
foliage, and picturesque windmills that provide
water for the farms.

©Young Leaves .. (8 ) .... George K. Arthur, Go Piets.

Color. A presentation of Japanese flower arrange-
ments and paintings of flowers and leaves.
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a HAL WALLIS
production

sHiHNer aid snoke
starring

LAURENCE HARVEY
and

GERALDINE PAGE
m TECHNICOLOR® PANAVISION®

THE LADIES' MAIM

a JERRY LEWIS
production

starring

JERRY LEWIS
and

HELEN TRAUBEL
TECHNICOLOR®

mmmm

a RAY STARK
production

The'Would of

SUZiE'WQfiG
starring

WILLIAM HOLDEN
and

NANCY KWAN
TECHNICOLOR®

a HAL WALLIS
production

All InA
Night sWork

Starring

blyA DEAN MARTIN

1 SHIRLEY MacLAINEW m TECHNICOLOR®

a JUROW-SHEPHERD
production

Breakfast
at Tiffany’s

starring* * AUDREY HEPBURN
and

' GEORGE PEPPARD
m TECHNICOLOR®

a PENNEBAKER
production
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MARLON BRANDO
KARL MALDEN
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VISTAVISION®
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production
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starring FRED ASTAIRE
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LILLI PALMER ..-TAB HUNTER
.. TECHNICOLOR®
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production

ON THE
DOUBLE

starring

DANNY KAYE
in TECHNICOLOR®
PANAVISION®

a HOWARD HAWKS
production

HATARI l
starring

JOHN WAYNE
TECHNICOLOR®

...and being readied:

APPOINTMENT IN ZAHRAIN • TAMIKO • MELODY OF SEX • BLUE HAWAII • MY GEISHA • THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR • LOVE IN A

GOLDFISH BOWL • MISTRESS OF MELLYN • DEAR AND GLORIOUS PHYSICIAN • KOWLOON and a great, great lineup of top productions!
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"Swiss Family Robinson," the Walt Disney production of an old children's favorite,

has been voted the February BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award by the National Screen

Council, an Award made on the basis of a film's general merits and its entertainment

values for the whole family. The scene above shows the shipwrecked family guiding a

makeshift rescue craft to the island which was to become their home , . . page 16.



20th is on the move
-Read!

SPYROS SKOURAS TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORP

444 WEST 56 ST DELIVER NYK

DEAR SPYROS* .SPENT YESTERDAY WITH BOB GOLDSTEIN AT TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

STUDIO, AND WE ARE THRILLED AND EXCITED BY WHAT WE SAW.KNOWING YOUR GREAT

INTEREST, FELT WE SHOULD LOSE NO TIME IN CONVEYING TO YOU OUR

ENTHUSIASM.WE SAW CONSIDERABLE PORTIONS OF FRANCIS OF ASSISI, ALL HANDS CN

DECK, SNOW WHITE AND THE THREE STOOGES, WILD IN THE COUNTRY, RETURN TO

PEYTON PLACE, AND CONCLUDED LAST NIGHT WITH SANCTUARY.

WE ALSO SPENT CONSIDERABLE TIME WITH GEORGE STEVENS AND HIS STAFF.

WE CONSIDER THE RESEARCH AND PREPARATION JOB HE HAS DONE JUST FANTASTIC,

AND HIS IDEAS ON HOW THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD SHOULD BE TOLD AND

PRESENTED JUST PERFECT. THIS PICTURE SHOULD PROVE TO BE THE GREATEST

AND MOST PROFITABLE EVER RELEASED. AS FOR THE

OTHERS, ELVIS PRESLEY HAS TURNED OUT TO BE A VERY FINE ACTOR. .PAT BOONE

IS GREATER THAN EVER.. CAROL HEISS IS SURE TO TOP SONJA HENIE.AND

RETURN TO PEYTON PLACE IS A WORTHY SUCCESSOR TO PEYTON PLACE.

INCIDENTALLY, BOB GOLDSTEIN'S LATEST DISCOVERY, ANN-MARGARET,

LOOKS LIKE A POTENTIAL, GREAT NEWCOMER.

WE COULD GO ON INDEFINITELY, BUT WE CAN SUM IT ALL UP BY

ASSURING YOU THAT 1961 IS GOING TO BE A GREAT YEAR FOR SPYROS SKOURAS

AND TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX. AS EVER, YOU CAN BE CERTAIN OF OUR EVERY

COOPERATION. KINDEST PERSONAL REGARDS

EDWARD L HYMAN.

VICE-PRESIDENT,
AB-PARAMOUNT THEATRES, INC.
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NEW 'BUND-SELLING'

T HE TERMS “blind-selling” and “blind-buy-

ing” used to be sore spots for exhibitors

back in the pre-consent decree days when block-

booking was the prescribed and accepted system

of the picture business. Block-booking, as it

once was practiced, has been eliminated, but

blind-selling is still with us, though in a differ-

ent form.

It’s not blind-selling of the old days. Too fre-

quently a film salesman is required to sell a

picture about which the potential buyer knows

nothing. The exhibitor suddenly is offered a

picture cold. He hasn’t been conditioned, as it

were, or informed that the particular picture

even had been made. In other words, he is asked

to buy a pig-in-a-poke.

Our point is that some distributors are not

taking advantage of tradepaper advertising on

many of the features. They expect a salesman to

sell an unknown commodity and they expect

an exhibitor to buy it—blind.

A film buyer is more likely to make a deal

for a picture that has been well advertised than

for a picture of which he has never heard. There

are many good, solid pieces of film merchandise

on the market that apparently are being kept

secret. And this carries over into the exhibitor’s

own selling efforts, leaving him cold and unin-

spired as to the saleable values in these pictures.

Is it any wonder that so many of them fail at

the boxoffice?

The situation does not exist only for pictures.

There is blind-selling in the equipment and con-

cessions items fields, too. An exhibitor who is in

the market for equipment and concessions ma-

terial is more favorable to a product that is con-

sistently advertised in the tradepress than to one

that is strange to him.

In that respect, an equipment man, a strong

believer in advertising, once told us that he did

advertise consistently, not because he believed an

exhibitor, upon seeing his ad, would rush to the

telephone or his writing desk and place an order.

He said he did it because when one of his sales-

men called on a customer and announced the

company he represented, the customer invariably

would say, “Oh yes, I see your ad (in this case

Boxoffice) every week.” In other words, the

customer had been presold.

A producer could pick up hundreds, even

thousands, of additional bookings and an equip-

ment dealer or manufacturer could make many
more sales if their salesmen did not have to

contend with blind-selling—that is, selling an un-

advertised picture or an un-advertised piece of

merchandise.

An Important Ruling

Exhibitors, who may have felt uneasy about

working in concert on campaigns aimed at

legislation or public opinion because of possible

antitrust laws violation, may have nothing to

fear. That is, if a recent Supreme Court ruling

in a railroad-trucking case can be interpreted

correctly.

Forty-one Pennsylvania trucking companies

and their trade associations sued 24 eastern rail-

roads, a railroad association and a publicity

firm for a total of $250,000,000 in damages,

charging that the railroads had violated the

Sherman Antitrust Act by conspiring to turn

opinion against trucks through a deceptive pub-

lic relations campaign.

Two lower courts had given the truckers a

judgment of $852,074 against the railroads, hold-

ing the railroads were in violation of antitrust

regulations. Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black,

however, who wrote the high court decision, de-

clared in substance that a campaign aimed at

public and political opinion, no matter how

“nasty” and how successful it might be, was not

in violation of the antitrust laws.

Commenting on the decision, TOA, in its cur-

rent bulletin, stated:

“It would appear, from the newspaper re-

ports on the decision, that any industry and its

trade associations are free to work together on

campaigns aimed at legislation or public opinion,

without fear of antitrust violation. If this is

true, such of our campaigns as involved pay TV,

wages and hours, etc., would be in the clear—al-

though the antitrust aspects of our activities have

never been questioned.”

Weather Service

Theatre Owners of America has injected a

helpful gimmick in its semi-monthly bulletins.

It is presenting weather forecasts and weather

maps, supplied by the U. S. Weather Bureau,

The service is of particular interest to drive-ins,

especially those which open about mid-March.

According to the forecasts, the precipitation

will be heavy in most of the country, especially

the northern states. Moderate to light precipita-

tion is predicted for the eastern states. As for

temperatures, western and midwestern states will

be below normal. The eastern part of the country

will have readings above normal. Or so says

Uncle Sam.
—AL STEEN
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TOA'S PICKUS AGAIN IN PITCH
FOR CLASSIFICATION OF FILMS

2 Wall Streeters Elected

To 20th Century Board

Says Something Positive,

Dramatic is Needed to

Offset Censorship
TAMPA. Fla.—Albert Pickus made an-

other veiled pitch for classification and
voluntary refusal on the part of exhibitors

to show any pictures without Production
Code seals when he addressed the annual
convention of the Motion Picture Exhibi-

tors of Florida here Tuesday (7>. The
Theatre Owners of America president made
a similar proposal at the convention of

the Texas Drive-In Theatre Owners Ass’n
in Dallas a few weeks ago.

PROBLEMS OF ENFORCEMENT
Discussing the censorship situation,

Pickus warned that unless the industry did

something positive and dramatic, “we are

—

just as sure as you are sitting in this

room—going to have government censor-

ship in some form jammed down our

throats.” Pickus said he believed the prob-
lem did not come from a “relaxation” of

the Code, as had been charged, but be-

cause in some respects the Code had be-

come unenforceable. Under the present

system of independent production, he said,

some producers know that even if they
don’t receive a seal, they can get their

pictures played. And some of the films, in

or near that category, have turned out to

be top grossers.

“This leads to the paradoxical situation

of the public supporting these pictures it

condemns and results in the film com-
panies, in business to make money, earn-
ing some of their best returns on these
self-same criticized pictures,” Pickus said.

As public sophistication increases, vari-

ous forms of communication become more
outright in their presentation of life as it

is lived today, Pickus continued, adding
that “this is as it should be.” So long as
these modern subjects are handled in good
taste, there is no reason to say they should
not be made and presented. But, he stated,
there should be some means of advising
the public in advance of the content of

such films so parents can exercise their
responsibility of deciding whether their
children should see such films.

POSES TWO QUESTIONS
Pickus then asked his audience to mull

over two questions. He asked what would
happen (1) if film companies knew that
no reputable theatre would play a picture
which could not obtain a Code seal and
< 2 ) if along with the seal, the picture
were classified so that parents would know
whether its contents were suitable for their
children?
“Think about it, please,” he said.

Many TOA officers feel that positive
action must be taken by the organization
if governmental regulation, state or mu-
nicipal, of films is to be avoided, Pickus
stated. He said the TOA executives felt

this was particularly necessary because the
recent Supreme Court decision gave the

NEW YORK—Two new members repre-

senting Wall Street interests, were added
to the 20th Century-Fox board of directors

at a meeting of the board on Wednesday
1 8 ) . The new members are John L. Loeb,
investment banker and senior partner of

Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades & Co., and Milton
S. Gould, New York lawyer, who repre-
sents Treves & Co., a securities brokerage
firm which has a substantial interest in

20th Century-Fox. Peter G. Treves, who
heads the Treves firm, is reported to hold
100.000 shares of 20th-Fox stock.

Loeb was associated with the American
Metal Co. in Pittsburgh and New York
until he became a partner in Carl M. Loeb,
Rhoades & Co. in 1931, continuing until

he became senior partner in 1955. From
1951 to 1954, Loeb held the post of gover-
nor of the New York Stock Exchange. He
also is a member of the board of Contin-
ental Device Corp., Distillers Corp.-Sea-

green light to any community to set up
its own licensing bureau.

Pickus traced the progress made by
Pathe-America in setting up a production
company to help relieve the product short-

age. He said he was more optimistic about
the product situation in general, however,
than he was a year ago. He also felt that
the companies would supply more pictures

this year.

In 1959, when the major companies pro-
vided 224 pictures, 102 were on the release

schedules through May of that year. Last
year, by May, exhibitors were supplied

with 93 of the 226 pictures scheduled for

all of 1960. This year, already there are

90 pictures, not counting reissues or the

70mm roadshows, and, by the end of May,
the total could exceed the 102 of 1959,

Pickus said. He added that of special en-
couragement was the fact that currently
there were more pictures before Hollywood
cameras than at almost any time during
the past few years, and, also that a some-
what smaller proportion of imported films

was on the release schedules. Pickus con-
cluded there could be 250 pictures this

year, or a 10 per cent increase over last

year.

New Animation Process
HOLLYWOOD—Dynatoon, a new anima-

tion process, has been invented by Norman
Maurer, who will use it in his upcoming
Columbia production, “Three Stooges Meet
Hercules.” The process, according to

Maurer, photographs live action and auto-
matically converts it to a cartoon without
using artists.

grams. Ltd., Dome Petroleum, Ltd., Empire
Trust, Natus Corp., Texas Butadiene &
Chemical Corp. and Union Texas Natural
Gas Corp.
Gould formerly was associated with Fed-

eral Judge Samuel Kaufman and has been
engaged in general law practice with
special emphasis in utilities, securities and
corporate litigation. He has served as a
director of a number of publicly owned
companies, among them Pittsburgh Rail-

way, Lanston Industries and Western New
York Water Co. At present, he is a director

of Citizens Utilities and Pex-Star Oil and
Gas Co.
Other members of the board, which now

consists of 12 directors are Colby M. Ches-
ter, Robert L. Clarkson, Daniel O. Hast-
ings, Robert Lehman, Kevin C. McCann,
W. C. Michel, Thomas A. Pappas, B. Earl

Puckett, Spyros P. Skouras and James A.

Van Fleet.

Importers Object to Code
Requirement for Films
NEW YORK—Theatre Owners of Amer-

ica and Independent Film Importers &
Distributors of America, Inc., apparently
do not see eye-to-eye on the issue of com-
pulsory Code seals.

Albert Pickus, TOA president, has pro-

posed that theatres refuse to show pictures

that do not have a seal. The IFIDA, on
the other hand, has issued a warning that
those who contemplate an effort to en-
force a seal requirement on all films will

be resisted, charging that such l'estraint

would be morally and legally wrong and
would represent “an improper conspiracy.”

“If individual motion picture producers
and distributors desire to regulate the con-
tent of their films by code, that is their

prerogative,” a statement by the importers
said in part. “As distributors of foreign and
independently produced films, however,
we deny the existence of any authority not
created by law to bar our product from
the nation’s screens.”

Latin American Film Fair
In Lima, Peru Oct. 12-29
WASHINGTON—Discussions of a com-

mon Latin American market for the mo-
tion picture industry will be held with
Latin American producers during the First

International Movie Industry Fair at Lima,
Peru, October 12-29, Nathan Golden, of

the U. S. Department of Commerce said.

The movie fair is to be held in conjunc-
tion with the Second Pacific International

Trade Fair.
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Theatres Are Exempt in Final

Draft of Wage-Hour Bill

Washington—The House Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare has com-
pleted its deliberations on wage-hour
legislation and is prepared to report to

the House a bill which will exempt
motion picture theatres from its pro-

visions.

A member of the committee staff

said the only exemption that remains
in the bill is the one on theatres.

The Senate Labor committee has
completed its public hearings on the

measure and is considering specific

proposals in executive sessions.

The exemption for movie theatres is

also contained in the Senate bill.

There was no criticism or objection

voiced to the exemption in the hear-

ings, none has been evidenced thus far

in the bill reported to the Senate.

Hall Barilelt Feature

Goes to Pathe-America
KANSAS CITY—Hall Bartlett, producer

of “All the Young Men,” “Drango” and
“Zero Hour,” will produce a top-budget
feature for Pathe-America, aiming for a
summer release date, Budd Rogers, presi-

dent, announced at Show-a-Rama IV
here Tuesday (7). This, he pointed out, is

additional evidence that Pathe-America is

ready to assume its role as an important
factor in the motion picture market.

Bartlett will produce an original story,

for which the screenplay is now being

written, with a top-name cast and bud-
geted at $1,400,000.

Rogers attended the convention with
Maureen O’Hara, star, and Charles B.

FitzSimons, producer of “The Deadly
Companions,” first release of the company
now being edited and scored for May
dates. Both Miss O’Hara and FitzSimons
addi-essed the exhibitors, urging the use of

showmanship and working together in the

industry.

Pathe-America, which has the backing
of Theatre Owners of America and in

which Motion Picture Investors, Inc. has a

financial interest, is currently completing
its sales and promotion organization.

Rogers said Pete Dana, one-time Univei'sal

sales executive, will become eastei-n divi-

sion sales manager and Francis Bateman
will become western division manager.
Universal, he said, will do the physical

handling of prints. There will be no short-

age of prints. Pathe Laboratories, a con-
trolling factor in the company, will see to

that, Rogers said. He also promised ex-
hibitors that pictures will not be held back
for holiday playing time. Once “The Dead-
ly Companions” goes into release, the
company hopes to be able to supply one
new feature every six or seven weeks.
FitzSimons gave a dramatic presentation

of the story line of the picture and Miss
O’Hara, who is an investor in the picture

as well as its star, said she is ready to co-
operate with exhibitoi-s in promoting the
film and will make personal appearances
to assist in the campaigning.

Pathe-America’s second feature will be
Harry Joe Brown’s “O’Brien’s Navy.”

A Flow of Strong Product

From Here on In: Pickman

Jerome Pickman

KANSAS CITY—Releasing schedules of
the film companies indicate that starting
with the second quarter and right through
to the end of 1961
and thereafter, the
theatres of America
will have a stronger
and more even flow
of attractions from
all companies than
they have ever en-
joyed in the past,

Jerome Pickman, do-
mestic general sales

manager of Para-
mount Film Distrib-
uting Corp., told

exhibitors attending
Show-a-Rama IV, the film merchandising
convention and tradeshow here this week.

Pickman, who took over the Paramount
sales post in November, said that in the
last several months he has spoken to a
complete cross-section of exhibitors—heads
of large circuits, buyers who represent
both small and large buying and booking
combines and many independent theatre-
men—and two things have struck him.

“First, I have not had discussions with
any exhibitors who do not have great faith
and optimism about the opportunity of
successfully and profitably operating their
theatres in the future,” he said.

“In all my discussions with exhibitors
who represent large and small interests,

each and every one of them has been very
upbeat and bullish about the future of the
industry. Many exhibitors to whom I have
spoken are presently engaged in very dra-
matic plans for expansion of their circuits

by the acquisition and construction of new
theatres as well as modernization of exist-

ing facilities.”

DEPENDS ON HOW SOLD
“Secondly,” he said, “the past year 1960

and the first two months of 1961, have
conclusively proven that there is no box-
office barrier with regard to the heights
that grosses can soar when the attraction
is l'ight and it is properly sold and pre-
sented to the public.”

However, he warned that business as
usual is out.

“I believe that the old bromide that
existed in the past which goes something
like this: ‘If you have a good pictui'e, you
will do business and if you have a bad
pictui’e, you will die’ is one of the most
negative approaches possible and can only
result in complacency, indifference and
lack of imagination on the part of all

segments of our industry,” he declaimed.

Set patterns of operation are out, and
flexibility must be the rule in the future—

•

“an attitude of flexibility whereby exhib-
itoi’s and ourselves consider and evaluate
the product and jointly detei’mine the best

method of pi-esenting that particular pic-

ture in that particular market. In other
words, pictui-e-by-picture, market-by-mar-
ket merchandising.

“I am thoroughly cognizant of the fact

that there is no perfect solution to any

problem whei’eby all interested parties can
have evei-ything and give up nothing,” he
said. “However, the present and future suc-
cessful state of our business, in my opinion,

will be based primarily upon our flexibility

and the flexibility of our customers, so

that all of us will be able to obtain maxi-
mum results on specific pictures released

under specific circumstances in specific

market areas.

He indicated that exhibitors can expect
some changes in Paramount’s releasing

patterns.

RELEASING SUGGESTION
“I am suggesting that not every picture

made by my company be released in every

market area in the United States in the

futui’e just as it has always been l’eleased

in the past. I do not believe it is sufficient

for any of us to assume an attitude that

a picture will do only what it is destined

to do by the appeal of the picture itself to

the public. Collectively, we must consider

methods whereby the same picture, with
the same appeal to the public, can attain

greater grosses for the theatre and, in turn,

greater grosses for the distributor which,

in tui-n, insures a product continuity of

even moi’e important and expensive attrac-

tions in the future.

“The task that lies before us, therefore,

is to take the sign down which states

—

‘Business as usual’ and replace it with a

sign that might say ‘Better business under
more imaginative circumstances.’

“I would ventui’e to say that everyone

of you hei’e in the audience at some time

or other has sincerely felt that if left to

your own devices, you could show a dis-

tributor how to get moi’e money out of

his picture in your theatre or theatres.

This knowledge that you have that would
enable you to gross moi’e and thus enable

us to obtain greater film rental is the

specific interchange of information that

we seek, and that we recommend, but it

does necessarily follow that no company
or individual can be all things to all people

at the same time.

EVALUATE EACH FILM
“On a specific motion picture, it is en-

tirely possible that following a suggestion

that you might make, my company could

enable you to attain higher grosses and
thus greater films rentals for us; but by
the same token, on some other type of

merchandise, some other exhibitors, who
might to a degree be slightly competitive

to your theatre, might have another idea

whereby that picture in his theatre could

attain greater grosses for him and for the

distributor. If we could evaluate with our
customers, each picture and each market
and amongst us apply an attitude of fair

play with due regard to each other’s prob-
lems, as well as our own, I am firmly con-

vinced that we can improve the boxoffice

grosses for our customers on the same
product that would normally be released

and merchandised in the same routine con-
ventional manner which has been in effect

for so many years. Suffice to say: ‘Status

Quo must go!’” he declared.
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Harry Thomas Returns

To Distribution Field

EXHIBITOR-DISTRIBUTOR COOPERATION A HELP

Group Selling Pays Off

For Seven Small Towns
KANSAS CITY—Seven small-town ex-

hibitors in northeast Montana in recent

months have successfully demonstrated the

boxoffice values in saturation bookings

linked with cooperative merchandising of

motion pictures, and have convinced some
doubting distributor homeoffice executives

that the small-town theatre can be a po-

tent national gross factor.

The group of exhibitors has staged 16

saturation promotions since last fall, and
all but one have been highly profitable.

The theatremen are so enthused about the

grossing potentials in their joint selling

efforts that they have scheduled campaigns

on an every two-weeks basis and hope,

eventually, to operate on a picture-a-week

schedule. They do not think promotions on

this frequency will weaken the effective-

ness of group selling.

ALL COMPANIES JOIN IN

When the exhibitors started their joint

promotions, they worked exclusively with

20th Century-Fox, first with “Bobbikins”

and then with “For the Love of Mike.”

Today, all companies are providing pic-

tures, and it actually has reached the point

where the distributors are offering attrac-

tions. An example of how impressed the

film companies have become with this kind

of selling, and the strong grosses returned,

the exhibitors, who have organized them-

selves as the Northeastern Montana and
Williston, N. D. Promotion Group, this

week obtained “Ben-Hur” for an April

date. This they consider a feather in their

promotional hats, and a picture which will

add prestige to their cooperative merchan-

dising efforts in their respective towns.

This success story was reported to the-

atremen attending Show-a-Rama IV here

this week by Chris Gorder, operator of a

drive-in and indoor house in Poplar, Mont.,

president of the group and the prime

mover in the saturation booking plan for

small towns in his area. “A year ago,” he

said, “the homeoffice people didn’t even

know we existed. Now, they’re asking us

to call in our grosses.”

Gorder presented grosses on nine of the

area promotion pictures from three of the

communities and on nine top-budget pic-

tures which played the towns on regular

release merchandising, to show the extra-

grossing possibilities in saturation selling.

The nine area promotion pictures were:

“North to Alaska,” “For the Love of Mike,”

“Dog of Flanders,” “Little Shepherd of

Kingdom Come,” “Freckles” and “Walk
Tall” in a combination, “Tess of the Storm
Country,” “Three Worlds of Gulliver,”

“Ten Who Dared,” and “Bobbikins.” Their

combined gross was $22,315.10 in three

town;—Poplar, 1,500 population; Glasgow,

7,000 population; and Sidney, 3,900 popu-

lation.

In contrast, the total gross for nine big

pictures which did not get the area promo-
tion treatment was $17,919.75. Included in

this group were “Pillow Talk,” “North by

Northwest,” “From the Terrace,” Opera-

tion Petticoat,” “The Nun’s Story,” “High
Time,” “Pollyanna,” “Midnight Lace” and
“Ice Palace.”

Towns besides the three mentioned
which participate in the promotions are

Wolf Point, 3,000 population; Scoby, 1,700;

Plentywood, 1,900; and Williston, N. D., a
bordertown in which the one TV station

used in the campaign is located. The cam-
paigns consist of 30 spots, at a total cost

of $217.50, of which the exhibitors pay
$110 and the distributor $107.50. Three of

the exhibitors pay 10 per cent each of the
theatre share, two pay 15 per cent and
the two largest towns pay 20 per cent each.

“We have found that a minimum of 30

spots is essential to a successful cam-
paign,” Gorder said. “The first ten create

practically no I-want-to-see-it reaction.

With the next ten, interest starts perking,

and the final wave of ten brings them to

the theatre.”

The success of the northeast Montana
group has led to the establishment of

three other area promotion plans in the

state, and Gordon believes that as many
as 75 theatres are now involved in joint

merchandising efforts.

LEARN TO TRUST EACH OTHER
By working together, learning the values

of joint effort, the participating exhibitors

have learned “to trust each other,” Gorder
said, and, whereas, exhibitors generally are

secretive about their grosses, the seven

participants now call each other and ex-

change information on boxoffice receipts.

“They’re proud of how the program works,

and excited about the extra business their

efforts is bringing in.”

What all this proving to doubting film

companies is that the small-town theatre

cannot be written off as a factor in the

domestic rental picture, Gorder declared.

They are learning that by working with

the little fellow, giving him good product,

providing the number of prints necessary,

and sharing a small part of the advertis-

ing cost, their rentals can be materially

boosted.

As an example of how the distributors

are responding to the Montana success

story, Gorder listed these pictures as set

or being negotiated for within the next
several months: “Wackiest Ship in the

Army,” played first week in March; “Trapp
Family,” March 16; “The Canadians,”
March 30; ‘Hand in Hand,” April 14; “Ben-
Hur,” April 26; ‘Misty,” June 2, and the

following for which dates have not as yet

been set
—“All Hands on Deck,” “Snow

White and the Three Stooges,” “Dondi,”
“Cimarron,” “The Big Show,” “Tomboy
and the Champ,” and “Swiss Family Rob-
inson.”

Associated with Gorder in the northeast
Montana group are Myron Bean, Plenty-
wood; Bill Larcomb, Glasgow; Bob Sucks-
dorf, Sidney; Wayne Fugere, Scobie; For-
rest Pruitt, Wolf Point, and Jack Snyder,
Williston.

KANSAS CITY—Reactivation of First
Division Distributors, Inc.—a company he
headed several decades ago—to provide
national saturation bookings for combina-
tions of five-year-old feature films from
major studios was announced here this
week by Harry Thomas, veteran distribu-
tion executive.

Speaking at Show-a-Rama IV, Thomas
estimated the feature combinations would
bring new earnings of from $800,000 to
$1,500,000 each. He said new sales com-
paigns, with new ads, trailers, posters and
other merchandising materials will be
provided for each combination.
The first bill will couple “Friendly

Persuasion” and “Wichita” or “The Okla-
homan,” with the first saturation set in
350 theatres in Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas,
Missouri, Oklahoma and Minnesota. Allied
Artists will handle the physical machinery
of bookings, film shipments and billings.

Prints of these features will be available
for May bookings, together with new ac-
cessory campaigns.

First Division will handle sales of all

first runs, including circuits and key cities,

after which Allied Artists will sell all sub-
sequent runs unless they are part of
circuit deals.

Active in sponsoring the program, which
Thomas declared would net the majors
unexpected millions before turning then'
top product over to television, is Motion
Picture Investors, Inc. MPI acquired
“Friendly Persuasion,” “Wichita” and
“The Oklahoman” from Allied Artists in

its program to provide exhibitors with a
more abundant supply of good product.
Thomas said that negotiations are being

carried on for additional product and that
three major film companies have offered
desirable combinations of releases. Many
of the pictures, being considered, he said,

are potentially bigger grossers today than
they were originally, pointing out that
Anthony Perkins, who appears in “Friend-
ly Persuasion,” is a far bigger attraction
than he was when the picture was first re-
leased. The new advertising takes advan-
tage of this development. He said that the
new campaigns created by M. B. Smith,
vice-president and advertising manager of
Commonwealth Theatres, and his col-

leagues in the Great Plains Business-
Building Organization, are among the
finest he has ever seen.

Thomas anounced that he will be as-
sisted in promotion of the first combina-
tion by Beverly Miller, Kansas City ex-
hibitor and a vice-president and board
member of MPI. Miller will be in charge
of operations in the midwest and south.

Astor Books "Dolce Vita"
For Two-a-Day in N.Y.
NEW YORK—“Le Dolce Vita,” the Ital-

ian-made picture being distributed in the
U. S. by Astor Pictures, will open a limited-

run, reserved-seat engagement at Henry
Miller’s Theatre April 19, the first time
this legitimate house has ever played a

motion picture.

This engagement will be another first

in that a foreign-language, English-titled

picture will be playing a reserved-seat run.

The film won a Cannes Award.
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A sensational hit!

A smash everywhere!

THE GREAT IMPOSTOR

sweeps the country!

Audiences everywhere

are having a wonderfu

time with this warm

human comedy, and

the unprecedented

word-of-mouth

is setting up

HE GREAT IMPOSTOR

or record hold-over

business in all of its

record openings,

with the second weekends

quailing or bigger than

the openings!

Opens Big! Holds Big!

THE GREAT IMPOSTOR

is the real thing!

TONY CURTIS as "THE GREAT IMPOSTOR”

co-starring EDMOND O’BRIEN • ARTHUR O’CONNELL

GARY MERRILL • RAYMOND MASSEY • JOAN BLACKMAN

ROBERT MIDDLETON and co-starring KARL MALDEN as "Father Devlin.”

With the exciting music of HENRY MANCINI

composer of America’s best-selling records!

Screenplay by LIAM O’BRIEN • Produced by ROBERT ARTHUR

Directed by ROBERT MULLIGAN • A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE



A Production Veteran Presents His Views

Bigness Is No Substitute

For Story Material: Wald
NEW YORK—When it comes to express-

ing opinions, Jerry Wald pulls no punches.
The prolific producer met with tradepress

representatives over a luncheon table at

Sardis last week and, in a sense, let his hair

down, figuratively speaking inasmuch as

his hairline is getting a trifle thin. In the
course of the bread-breaking interlude,

Wald let it be known that:

• Bigness of a production is no substi-

tute for the story material.

• The theory that the talent agents run
this business is only a myth.

• The Production Code is a vital neces-
sity to the industry.

• New creative talent must be developed.

STORY IS THE REAL STAR
Wald discussed other matters but those

were the highlights.

The real star of any picture is the story,

Wald declared. He cited instances in which
he had top stars in pictures which were
weak in story line. The stars did not make
those pictures a success, he said. The films

were not profitable because of their stories.

There are no “washed up" stars, Wald in-

sisted: there are only “washed up” stories.

As for talent agents running the busi-

ness, that is a myth created by the agents,

he said. He regarded agents as order-takers
who contributed very little from the stand-
point of creativeness. They don’t dictate

who will be in a picture because, if a pro-
ducer has a good script, a top star is

anxious to play in it, Wald said, citing

several examples.
Turning to the Production Code, the pro-

ducer said that the industry must back it

and give it its support. He termed it a
safeguard against political censorship and
warned that, unless the Code’s provisions
were adhered to, the whole thing would go
down the drain. He admitted that the Code
was flexible and “could bend,” but that a
few producers who were looking for the
“fast buck” had skirted the Code with the
result that all other producers got blamed
for the criticized pictures.

CRITICAL OF DECISION
Wald was critical of the U.S. Supreme

Court’s upholding of prior censorship in

the Chicago “Don Juan” case and pro-
posed that there be an amendment to the
Constitution which would give freedom to
motion pictures, radio, television and
media “known and unknown,” to allow for
methods of communication not yet de-
veloped. He pointed out that the industry
would have to realize that there must be
a choice between adherence to the Produc-
tion Code or governmental censorship.
The need for development of new talent

was not restricted to production talent by
Wald. He said that when Theodore Roose-
velt was President, he ordered the lumber
interests to plant two trees for every tree
cut down, so that reforestation could be
realized. The lumber people didn’t like it,

JERRY WALD

but they did it with the result that there is

no shortage of trees. In the picture busi-

ness, however, there is very little “re-

forestation.” He said there were no second
teams which can move in to take the
places of those who now are on top of

the heap and who, eventually, will retire

or pass on.

Wald said the industry was suffering,

not from a shortage of talent, but a “short-

age of talent to recognize talent.” In his

own case, he said he had several young
men in the various branches of produc-
tion whom he was keeping on his own
personal payroll in order to develop them,
and let them develop, into useful creative

artists.

ASKS FOR ENTHUSIASM
The producer also rapped some industry

people who were not showing the right

enthusiasm for the business and were
working at it only part time. There must
be enthusiasm by all, if this industry is to

survive, he said.

The election of four Hollywood pro-
ducers to the board of directors of the
Motion Picture Ass’n was described as a

“breakthrough” which substantially would
strengthen the association. A few days
earlier he had attended his first MPAA
meeting.
Wald described himself as an “independ-

ent dependent” in his current deal with
20th Century-Fox. He said that, under his

present three-year contract, he would de-
liver a minimum of five pictures a year,

but that he conceivably could provide ten.

He said that “Sons and Lovers,” a big
money-maker, had cost only $575,000 to

produce, indicating that lavish outlay was
not conducive to a successful picture. “Pey-
ton Place” was brought in for $2,200,000,
while “The Return to Peyton Place” cost
$1,600,000. Wald said the sequel was better
than the first “Peyton Place.”

Brenner's Hitler Film

NEW YORK—Joseph Brenner Associates
will release a documentary feature, “After
Mein Kampf,” a picturized life story of
Adolph Hitler, from his early revolutionary
days to the burning of the Reichstag and
the mass murders by Adolph Eichmann.

ACE Committee Seeks

Top-Level Meetings
NEW YORK—The exhibitor-distributor

relations committee of the American Con-
gress of Exhibitors will ask for individual
meetings with the major company presi-

dents and/or sales managers for the pur-
pose of discussing trade practices.

Emanuel Frisch, ACE chairman, said

the meetings were in line with one of ACE’s
original concepts and would seek to find

solutions to such issues as clearance, runs,

availability and print shortages. Each
company will be visited separately, rather
than holding a combined meeting.
At a meeting with the company toppers

shortly after the formation of ACE, it was
decided to reactivate a conciliation plan.

However, there appeared to be little inter-

est in conciliation and the formula was dis-

carded after a few isolated cases were
heard. The trade practice meetings will be
another step on the ACE agenda.

Federation of M.P. Councils
To Meet in N.Y. This Week
NEW YORK—The seventh annual con-

ference of the Federation of Motion Pic-

ture Councils will be held at the Barbizon-
Plaza Hotel here next Thursday and Friday

(16, 17), With Eric Johnston, president of

the Motion Picture Ass’n of America
speaking at the opening session. The group
will be welcomed by Morgan Sheahan.
deputy commissioner of the New York
Dept, of Commerce and Public Events.

A panel discussion by three representa-

tives of exhibition will be a feature of the

Thursday afternoon program. Participat-

ing will be Ernest Emerling, vice-president

and national advertising director of Loew’s
Theatres; Eugene Pleshette, managing di-

rector of the Brooklyn Paramount Theatre,
and Emanual Frisch, treasurer of Rand-
force Amusement Co. and chairman of the
American Congress of Exhibitors. Mrs.
William G. Sullivan, first vice-president of

the Federation and representing the
Cleveland Council, will preside.

Working in cooperation with the Fed-
eration in setting the arrangements are
Margaret Twyman, MPAA director of com-
munity relations, and Mrs. Marie Hamilton,
director of the MPAA Film Estimates de-
partment.

Philip N. Krasne Planning
To Re-Enter Production
HOLLYWOOD—Philip N. Krasne last

week sold his lease on California Studios
and announced plans to re-enter motion
picture production with a slate that in-

cludes one major-budgeted feature, at least

one lower price-tagged eight-reeler, and a
television pilot format each year.

First to go on Krasne’s slate is a feature

film, “Rickshaw Boy,” adapted from a

novel which the producer recently ac-

quired. An Oriental story, it is being aimed
as a top-cast feature to be shot in Hong
Kong. It will be filmed concurrently with
Krasne’s first TV format, “The Orient.”

First low-budget entry on the slate is an
exploitation piece titled “Mady," based on
an original story by Krasne and former
publicist, Bob Holt, with Holt writing the
screenplay.
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Industry Set to Ballyhoo

Oscar Awards Telecast

More Imported Films Due
For Television Viewing
WASHINGTON—A brisk market in

English-dubbed foreign motion pictures

for television viewing, with many new im-
ports due for spring and summer program-
ming, was reported this week by Broad-
casting, radio-TV tradepaper. Both Inter-

continental Television, which is affiliated

with the Walter Reade theatre interests,

and Columbia International, a subsidiary

of Columbia Pictures, are reported stepping

into this field on a larger scale.

In the past, it was pointed out, foreign

features for television have been handled
principally by small companies. Now, for

the first time, major factors in the film

industry, are importing pictures for the

television field. Intercontinental will have
an initial release package of 13 features

and will add two more packges of 13

films each every six months. Columbia’s
subsidiary plans a first offering of 17 fea-

tures, and later may add pictures which it

will coproduce with foreign filmmakers.
A final decision on coproducing, however,
will not be made until reactions to the
first package are analyzed.

Foreign films are being accepted in many
markets, and such star names as Brigitte

Bardot, Yves Montand, Simone Signoret,

Rossano Brazzi, May Britt, Curt Jurgens
and others add to their sales appeal, it was
said. About 900 foreign features are now
reported available to U. S. stations.

MGM to Distribute New
Tom and Jerry' Series
NEW YORK—A new series of “Tom and

Jerry” animated cartoons will be released
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer under a deal

completed with Rembrandt Films of New
York. William L. Snyder, president of

Rembrandt, will be the producer and Gene
Deitch will be creative director.

MGM formerly made the “Tom and
Jerry” subjects at the studio and, for the
last three years, has been reissuing the
subjects.

Snyder has completed the first of the
“Tom and Jerry” series and is in full pro-
duction on the balance. Snyder began his

film career as a reporter for The Film
Daily, later moving into production. One of

his recent productions, “Munro,” has been
nominated for an Academy Award. Deitch
started in the business with UPA, later be-

coming creative director for Terrytoons.

The new series was announced by Robert
Mochrie, general sales manager, at a meet-
ing of domestic division and branch man-
agers at the Hotel Astor. The two-day
sessions covered “King of Kings,” “Ben-
Hur,” “Cimarron,” “Gone With the Wind,”
“Gorgo,” “Ring of Fire,” “Two Loves,” “The
Green Velvet,” “Atlantis,” “The Secret

Partner,” “Morgan the Pirate” and “The
Thief of Baghdad.”

Rainbow Studios Filming
CORAL GABLES, FLA.—“Pity Me Not,”

the new Gayle-Swimmer-Anthony produc-
tion, started shooting early in March at

the Rainbow Pictures Studios. Tony
Anthony, who has the leading role under
Saul Swimmer’s direction, recently com-
pleted “Force of Impulse,” to be distributed

by United Artists.
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NEW YORK—Plans are going forward

on schedule for the industry’s promotion
of the Academy Awards telecast on April

17 and orders for the campaign kits are

coming in at a fast clip, according to

Theatre Owners of America and the Motion
Picture Ass’n of America, sponsors of the

campaign. Within a week after the first

order blanks were put into the mails to the

larger circuits, more than 1,000 theatres

had ordered the campaign materials. At
this rate, spokesmen for the two organiza-

tions said, the use of kits will exceed the

more than 4,000 sold last year.

At a meeting with the tradepress

Wednesday (8), Roger H. Lewis, chairman
of a subcommittee of the Academy Awards
promotion committee, said that despite the

fact that the show this year will be spon-
sored by two advertisers—Proctor & Gam-
ble and Sarah Lee Foods—the industry was
cooperating to a greater degree than it did

last year when the industry, itself, spon-

sored the telecast. He said that experiences

gained in the past made it possible to

avoid mistakes previously made and to

profit by the experiences gained.

The kits, which are being sold at a less-

than-cost price of $3, were prepared by
the two organizations, with Harry McWil-
liams as consultant. Each kit contains a

50-foot trailer, lobby displays, ad and
scene mats and an eight-page pressbook.

The trailer has a soundtrack, part of

which was recorded by Bob Hope, and
presents “Oscars” as a speaking personal-

ity for the first time. The trailer shows
highlights of previous Academy Awards
presentations. The pressbook has publicity

material for newspapers, scripts of radio

KANSAS CITY—People must learn how
to be selective in their motion picture fare,

just as they have learned how to select

books, music and art. No decent-minded
grownup is required to see dirty movies
and no parent is required to let his chil-

dren see! pictures which are beyond his

level of maturity. And there is no reason
to reduce the level of the medium to the
12-year-old mind because some persons
cannot or will not assume their respon-
sibilities in the selection of movie enter-

tainment.
So Margaret Twyman, director of com-

munity relations for the Motion Picture

Ass’n of America, declared at a meeting
of the Advertising and Sales Executives
Club of Kansas City here Monday (6).

During a four-day stay in the city, Mrs.
Twyman also addressed exhibitors attend-
ing Show-a-Rama IV and made four tele-

vision and four radio appearances on be-

half of the motion picture industry.
In almost all of her public appearances,

Mrs. Twyman stressed the responsibility

the public has in selecting the right kind of

pictures. She publicized the reviewing and

and TV shows to call attention to the

forthcoming awards, a list of the nomina-
tions and details of 42 promotional ideas

that have been used successfully by ex-

hibitors in past years.

Columbia Pictures is handling the phys-
ical distribution of the kits which were
shipped to the exchange centers on Fri-

day (10). Orders obtained by film sales-

men of all companies and through TOA
and other sources will be forwarded to

Columbia exchanges by the area chairmen.
When the kits have been received by all of

the Columbia exchanges, the area chair-

men will meet with each of the branch
managers and make available enough kits

so that every salesman can have a supply

in his car and actually deliver a kit when
he sells it to an exhibitor. All material has
been cleared by the Academy and its east-

ern coordinator, Maurice Bergman.
Meanwhile, the MPAA advertising and

publicity directors’ exploitation committee
has appointed an Academy Awards ex-

ploitation field committee for the 1961

telecast, through Jerry Evans and Dick
Kahn, chairmen of the promotion field

committee and exploitation coordinating

group, respectively. Thirty-four chairmen
and co-chairmen have been appointed to

work out of all of the exchange areas in

the United States and Canada. Major
company field staffs have been instructed

to work with the chairmen and co-chair-

men.
At the meeting Wednesday, Lewis

lauded the tradepress for its support of

the Oscar campaigns in past years and
asked for its support during the next five

weeks.

rating services of the industry’s Green
Sheet, of important magazines and the

National Legion of Decency and urged
that moviegoers acquaint themselves with
the opinions and views expressed in them.
“Films must be selected to one’s stand-

ards, tastes and entertainment desires, and
those of our children,” she declared. “And
I hope it is abundantly clear that there are

indeed many sources of this information,

if people will only leam to use them This
is the public’s responsibility.”

Mrs. Twyman reviewed the work of the

Production Code Administration and the

self-regulatory machinery of the industry.

In the last 25 years, she said, more than
12,000 feature films have been processed
by the Code Administration and of these

only four were given a condemned rating

for domestic distribution by the National
League of Decency, she said.

Mrs. Twyman also discussed the recent

decision by the Supreme Court on prior

censorship of motion pictures, underlining
the dangers to freedom of speech and
press to all media which may result from
the Court’s views in the case.
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Mull an Appeal or Review

Of Pay TV Test Approval
NEW YORK — The Joint Committee

Against Pay TV has until March 30 to

decide whether it will appeal the Federal
Communications Commission’s approval of

a three-year Phonevision test in Hartford,
Conn. If an appeal should be made to a
federal court, it would be in the form of a
request that the FCC ruling be stayed

until there could be a judicial opinion

on the ruling’s validity.

Theodore Pierson, attorney for Phone

-

vision, recently stated that an appeal by
the opponents of pay television was a
possibility and that the Hartford project’s

progress might be governed by such an
appeal. Philip Harling, chairman of the
Joint Committee, told a tradepress meet-
ing this week that he wondered whether
Pierson was recommending an appeal so

that he would have more time to get the
system on the road.

CONSIDER REVIEW PETITION
The Joint Committee also is considering

a petition for a review of the Phonevision
application by the FCC. On the other hand,
Harling said, the committee might do both
—file for an appeal and a review at the

same time. Meanwhile, the committee will

continue to seek congressional support of

bills that would outlaw pay television in

any form. The group also will try to get

the chairmen of both the House and Senate
Interstate and Commerce Committees to

file their own anti-pay TV bills.

Harling said that it was necessary to

raise funds for the fight against pay
television and that a goal of $500,000
would be set, with solicitations going to

exhibitors, women’s clubs, labor organiza-
tions, etc. He said the committee had
spent approximately $125,000 on the cam-
paign to date.

During this past week, both Harling and
John H. Stembler, president of Georgia
Theatre Co. of Atlanta, spoke at exhibitor

conventions on the toll TV situation,

warning the exhibitor delegates of the
threat to their business. Harling spoke at

the Show-a-Rama convention in Kansas
City and Stembler at the annual conven-
tion of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of

Florida in Tampa.
The addresses of both men were similar

in theme. They reviewed the Telemeter
operation in Canada and the steps leading
up to the granting of a three-year test by
Phonevision in Hartford. They stressed the
statement made by Thomas F. O’Neil,

Phonevision president, which he made at

the FCC hearings on October when he
said he would need 156 first run pictures

a year in order to operate.

WHO GETS FIRST RUN?
The audiences were reminded that Hol-

lywood’s total output last year was only
226 films. Both speakers said that exhi-
bition could meet and fight competition,
but that if theatres lost their product to

such a competitor as Phonevision, exhibi-
tors would be dead, literally. The question
appears to be: Who will get first run
product—the theatres or the slot ma-
chines?
The conventioneers in both cities were

told that they soon would receive new

requests for financial contributions, which
will be used to oppose the contemplated
Telemeter test in Arkansas and for a
possible appeal of the Hartford three-
year test. The fees will be from $10 for
the smallest theatres to $50 for the largest.

A QUESTION IS POSED
Both speakers asked their listeners this

question:

“What would happen to your theatre if

pay TV were able to outbid you for first

run pictures? I would answer for you and
say that it would be plain and simple dis-

aster. All your efforts to secure more
product would be of no avail if someone
could outbid you for your own supply.
Only those of you who play the big
spectacles on long runs, with tremendous
pictures that do not lend themselves to a
small TV screen would have a chance to
survive.”

Book Publishers Seeking
'Don Juan' Intervention
WASHINGTON—The Book Publishers

Council has filed a motion with the U. S.

Supreme Court, asking permission to sub-
mit a brief as amicus curiae in Time Film
Co.’s appeal for a rehearing of the “Don
Juan” case.

The council became the seventh organ-
ization concerned with communications to
ask permission to intervene before the
court in an effort to obtain a reversal or
the court’s recent censorship decision.

The council’s motion cited decisions and
arguments to support its contention that
prior restraint is in contravention to the
First and Fourteenth amendments.

R. S. Ballantyne Honored

Upon His Retirement

Kansas City—A surprise event of the
final Show-a-Rama IV luncheon here
this week was a presentation to Robert
S. “Bob” Ballantyne of a plaque from
the United Theatre Owners of the
Heart of America for “50 Years of

Faithful and Devoted Service to the
Industry” on the occasion of his an-
nounced retirement from active par-
ticipation in The Ballantyne Co., which
he founded and of which he was presi-

dent for many years.

The presentation was made by Ben
Shlyen, publisher of BOXOFFICE, who
recalled first becoming acquainted with
the honoree in 1923 when Ballantyne
was branch manager here for Pathe
Films. A taped “This Is Your Life, Bob
Ballantyne” presentation followed—
the events and milestones of Ballan-
tyne’s career being narrated in humor-
ous fashion by Marvin Fremerman,
complete with appropriate musical
cues. Mrs. Ballantyne was present for

the ceremony.

Int'l Telemeter Makes Two
Executive Appointments
NEW YORK — International Telemeter

Co., a division of Paramount Pictures, has
named Hy Hollinger, a member of the edi-

torial staff of Variety for the past ten
years, public relations manager, and Will
Baltin, who joined Telemeter as staff ex-

ecutive in 1953, administrative assistant

to Louis A. Novins, president.

“The creation of these new executive

positions reflects the increasing volume of

activity and the constantly growing in-

terest in Telemeter’s ‘Theatre in the

Home’ system,” Novins said.

Hollinger, who had been a newspaper re-

porter and associated with Warner Bros,

before joining Variety, will work in close

association with Paramount’s advertising

and publicity staff. Baltin was one of the

first TV newspaper columnists and, in

1940, was named managing director of

DuMont’s N. Y. TV station, WABD. From
1945 to 1950, Baltin served as executive

secretary-treasurer of the Television

Broadcasters Ass’n. He joined Columbia
Pictures in 1950 as TV consultant and
helped organize the Screen Gems division.

Vogel, MGM Executives
Plan 'Kings' Campaign
NEW YORK—Joseph R. Vogel, president

of MGM, and the key members of his staff

have completed a series of meetings at the

home office on plans for the release of

Samuel Bronston’s “King of Kings,” which
will be shown worldwide in the early fall

following the reserved-seat pattern estab-

lished for “Ben-Hur.”
Clark Ramsey, studio advertising man-

ager, and Ralph Wheelwright, assigned to

coordinate worldwide promotion, flew in

from Hollywood and reviewed the advertis-

ing campaign which will launch “King of

Kings.” During his stay. Wheelwright,
working with Dan Terrell, eastern publicity

director, and his staff, made further prog-

ress on the exploitation and publicity cam-
paign, which will include special materials

and stories for all media, as well as radio-

TV promotions, record tieups, merchandis-
ing tieups, group sales, study guides for

schools and churches, publicity kits and
trailers.

Participating in the sessions were: Rob-
ert Mochrie, MGM general sales head,

and his staff and other home office ex-

ecutives, as well as MGM International

executives.

Wheelwright later left for Chicago for

further sessions on the “King of Kings”
book editions, which will be timed to the

release of the MGM Biblical picture.

Will Baltin Hy Hollinger
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Daylight Saving Time in 17 States;

Survey Shows Effect on Theatres

Levine and MGM to Hold
Showmanship Caravan
NEW YORK—A “Joe Levine Showman-

ship Caravan” will be launched on March
27 by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Embassy
Pictures to ballyhoo the summer release of

“Morgan the Pirate” and “Thief of Bagh-
dad” and the late fall distribution of “The
Wonders of Aladdin.” The “caravan” will

move across the country in the form of

exhibitor meetings.

The leadoff meeting will be in the Star-

light Roof of the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria

in New York on March 27 when 400 ex-

hibitors from New York, the New England
and Middle Atlantic states will be the

guests. At that meeting and all subsequent
meetings, Levine and his associates will

display the advertising material which has
been prepared for “Morgan the Pirate”

and “Thief of Baghdad,” including ads,

posters, accessories, pressbooks, trailers, TV
and radio spots, all of which will be avail-

able to exhibitors more than three months
in advance of release.

Subsequent sessions will be conducted at

the Ambassador West in Chicago on April

3; the Dinkler-Plaza, Atlanta, April 4; the

Statler-Hilton, Dallas, April 5; the Beverly

Hills, Los Angeles, April 6, and the Fair-

mont, San Francisco, April 7.

George Jessel will serve as toastmaster

at each of the meetings. Participating in

the forums, in addition to Levine, will be

Robert Mochrie, vice-president and general

sales manager of MGM ; Burtus Bishop

and Herman Ripps, assistant general sales

managers; Eddie Solomon, Embassy execu-

tive vice-president; Edward Feldman, Em-
bassy publicity director; Robert Weston,

advertising manager, and Judson Parker,

exploitation manager.

Buy-Now-Pay-Later Plan
Extended by Ballantyne
OMAHA—Extension of its “buy-now-

pay-later” plan for purchase of drive-in

theatre equipment has been extended to

indoor theatres, it was announced this

week by the Ballantyne Co. Robert Hoff,

president, said the no-down-payment plan

applies to operators of theatres who need

a minimum of $500 of Ballantyne ampli-

fiers, projectors, soundheads and other

theatre equipment.
Under the plan, equipment will be

shipped on receipt of the order and paid

for in six equal installments, with no in-

terest or carrying charges, and no pay-

ment required until 60 days following

shipment.
“We recognize that when established

theatres need equipment, they may have

a ready-cash problem,” Hoff said. “These

theatres have survived, and we have every

reason to believe that with new equipment

they will be more successful. Better

equipment improves boxoffice receipts by

making good movies even better.”

The offer applies to any size order total-

ing $500 or more—an entire theatre may
be re-equipped under the plan, Hoff said.

'Formosa' to Star Lloyd Nolan

HOLLYWOOD—Lloyd Nolan has been

signed to star in Robert Fellows’ produc-

tion of “Formosa,” for Warner Bros.,

playing with Robert Taylor. Marion Har-

grove and Allen Scott scripted the film.

NEW YORK—Daylight Saving Time is

in effect in 17 of the 48 continental states

plus the District of Columbia and its impact
on theatre patronage, especially drive-ins,

definitely is adverse, according to a nation-
wide survey completed by Theatre Owners
of America.
The nationwide survey revealed that

when DST is first adopted, business on the
average drops off 20 per cent in drive-
ins and ten per cent in conventional
houses, but that after the first few years,
the effect abates.

States in which Daylight Saving Time
has been adopted are Washington, Cali-
fornia, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, In-
diana, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania,
Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Jersey,

Maryland and Washington, D. C. In seven
of the non-DST states, a few of the larger

cities operate on daylight saving on a local

option basis. These are Virginia, Ohio,
Montana, Missouri, Iowa, West Virginia
and Alabama.
TOA noted that “early” time had not

reached the less industrialized, and often

lighter populated, southern and mountain
states, but that even there, DST was on the
march. Many of the 31 states have had
DST bills introduced but they died in

committee. TOA believes it is probably
only a matter of time before daylight sav-

ing becomes an issue in several states and
that particularly vulnerable are those

states adjacent to states which have
adopted DST.

States most likely to be faced with legis-

lation on the subject in 1961 are Oregon,
Colorado, Florida, Texas and Virginia.

Bills are pending or are anticipated in

those states. The latest states to be af-

fected are Minnesota and Washington, the

latter by a close referendum last November.

At that time, it was defeated by narrow
margins in Oregon and Colorado.

In the last Congress—the 86th—Rep.

Harley O. Staggers of West Virginia intro-

Fred Stein Plans to Build

L200-Seater in El Monte
LOS ANGELES—Fred Stein Enterprises

and its subsidiary, Statewide Theatres, will

make an extensive survey in El Monte for

the construction of a 1,200-seat de luxe

hardtop theatre. The project, to cost ap-

proximately $350,000, will be the first

hardtop erected in the city of El Monte in

25 years, and will be the second in the

area east of L.A. slated for construction

in the near future.

The site of the new Statewide Theatre

in West Covina has been approved and
will get under way shortly. Last year, Stein

remodeled the Crest in San Bernardino at

a cost of $100,000 and also refurbished the

Studio Theatre there for $60,000. Cur-
rently, the company is completely redoing

the Roxy in Glendale at a cost of $75,000.

Surveys are also being made on all 11

ElectroVision houses the Stein chain ac-

quired last fall, with an eye to updating

them with the latest type of equipment
and decor.

duced a bill calling for the banning of day-
light saving in the United States, but the

measure died in committee. To date, no
similar bill has been presented to the 87th

Congress.
According to the TOA survey, drive-in

and four-wall theatre operators, without
exception, in the 17 affected states agreed
that DST hurt their business, drive-ins

claiming a low of 15 per cent and a high
of 25 per cent, with 20 per cent the aver-

age. For conventional theatres, the esti-

mates ranged from five to 15 per cent, with
ten per cent the most common figure. The
New England states, where DST has been
in effect for many years, reported that

relatively strong losses continued.

“There appears no doubt that during
the first few years of Daylight Saving Time
in any state, the impact on theatres is

most severe,” the TOA report stated. “Peo-
ple apparently seek their own outdoor
entertainment while the later twilight is

a novelty, and that amusement does not
include theatres. Also, the later starting

time for shows, particularly drive-ins,

makes patrons wary of late shows on work-
ing days. This late start is particularly

vexing for drive-ins, which find themselves
confined to one and a half shows nightly,

instead of the normal two shows.”
TOA quoted one theatre operator who

replied to the questionnaire as follows:

“It is my opinion that Daylight Saving
Time, when first put in, will decrease the
grosses of the conventional theatre as well

as the drive-ins about 15 per cent. After
Daylight Saving Time has been in effect

for many years, drive-ins will overcome
more of the effect of the decrease in

grosses than hardtops. In other words, the
conventional theatre will remain off about
ten per cent and the drive-ins will remain
off about seven per cent. I believe the
drive-in can overcome the economic ef-

fect . . . more rapidly because each year
they seem to attract more of that type of

show-goers.”

Larry Davee Is Accepted
As MP Pioneer Member
NEW YORK—Larry Davee, president of

Century Projector Corp. and also president
of the Theatre Equipment and Supply
Manufacturers Ass’n, has been accepted
for membership in the Motion Picture
Pioneers.

Davee was a member of the original

development group at the Beil Telephone
Laboratories that developed the Western
Electric disc and photographic methods of
recording and reproducing sound. As a
member of the staff of Electrical Research
Products, Inc., he was manager of the re-

cording work of World Broadcasting Co.,

during which time the first high-speed
master copper plating was initiated and the
first use of homogeneous recording ma-
terials, such as Vinelite, was used for

phonograph records now in universal use.

His most recent innovation announced
by Century is the all-transistorized profes-

sional motion picture theatre sound sys-

tems now being installed in theatres.
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.D IN THE COUNTRY: SCREENPLAY, CLIFFORD ODETS
from the sensitive novef, “The Lost Country!’ by J, R. Salamanca.

(TURN TO PEYTON PLACE: SCREENPLAY, HARRY BROWN
id RONALD ALEXANDER Founded on the Grace Metalious Best Selling

Sequel (5,000,000 copies) to “Peyton Place!

From the original story by Lloyd Shearer
and Daniel Fuchs.IGH HEELS: SCREENPLAY, DANIEL FUCHS

Adapted from the

WILLIAM INGE play,
“A Loss of Roses!’

CELEBRATION: SCREENPLAY, ALFRED HAYES

From the exciting

novel by Paul BowlesLET IT COME DOWN: screenplay, JAMES LEE BARRETT

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION: SCREENPLAY, NUNNALLY JOHNSON
Founded on Edward Streeter’s laughter novel.

( tm\ From the

LOST GIRL: screenplay, JOHN CHEEVER 6 Hd. h. Lawrence

ULYSSES

ERNEST »
;

HEMINGWAY’S^
"ADVENTURES OF A
YOUNG MAN’’

Founded on his famed Nick Adams
stories.

SCREENPLAY

A.E. HOTCHNER

JERRY WALD
PRODUCTIONS ;§

released thru

20th CENTURY-FOX

in that make these pictures possible



(Letters must be signed. Names withheld on request)LETTERS
Interest in Family Films, Kiddy Shows
To Boxoffice :

I have read with interest the February
27 issue of Boxoffice. Your editorial en-
titled "Going the Right Way” is excellent.

I am sure all your readers hope the pen-
dulum is swinging back. We agree, one
picture does not make a season, but we
know it can start a trend in the right

direction.

The Federation of Motion Picture Coun-
cils, Inc., is holding its Seventh Annual
Conference at the Barbizon Plaza Hotel,

in New York, on March 16-17. We, as a
Federation, are pledged to support the
family film and those of high moral and
ethical standards. We are also interested

in the promotion of children’s shows. The
article appearing on page 33 in the Show-
mandiser section entitled, “Triple Goal
in Saturday Kiddy Shows" is of great in-

terest to our Councils.

May I purchase 150 copies of this article

to include in our delegates’ and visitors’

Conference Packets? If Dinny the Drum-
mer Programs can succeed in Schine The-
atres in five states, other theatres can do
it also. Who is to say what may come of

such an experiment? I, for one, would like

to spread this good news around the coun-
try.

We have asked for an exhibit of the vari-

ous trade magazines this year, and we
hope to acquaint our members with Box-
office in particular, and hope there will be
some subscriptions. So many people do
not realize how much information and in-

spiration one may obtain through the

pages of “The Pulse of the Motion Picture

Industry.”

Thanking you for your kindness, I am

MRS. W. LASHLEY NELSON, JR
President,

Federation of Motion Picture Councils, Inc.

Beverly Hills, Upperdarby, Pa.

Sees Industry Reaching New Heights
To Boxoffice:

As a veteran subscriber and reader, I

wish to compliment you on the fine, com-
prehensive up-to-date theatre news con-
tained in Boxoffice Magazine.
One of my favorites is the letters sec-

tion expressing the views of the readers.

I think the theatre business is definitely

on the way up. In the future, it will reach
a peak never before attained. Some peo-
ple will say that I am dreaming. Perhaps
it is a dream, but this dream can and will

become a reality.

The reasons are obviously simple. First,

we have an ever-increasing population, a
population that seeks some form of enter-
tainment outside of their home. This in-

creasing population has a higher standard
of living and more people are reaching
the retirement age. Naturally, they will

have more time and money to indulge in

recreation.

Each time I visit the theatres, parks,
camping grounds, beaches, lakes, etc., I

find an ever-increasing number of people.
In conclusion, I realize that the pro-

ducer, the distributor, and the exhibitor
can and must work in close harmony

utilizing all the resources at their com-
mand. The mountains of obstacles we have
today will become molehills tomorrow.

CECIL W. SHERWOOD
Memphis, Tenn.

Small Towns Need a Break
To Boxoffice:

Thanks for the editorial in Boxoffice,
issue Feb. 20 (Backbone of the Industry).

You are absolutely correct and I sin-

cerely hope the powers that be will give it

some thought.
As of now, the small towns are not get-

ting a break—and I know all small towns
thank you for your interest in them.
The first of April will make my 39th

year in Aurora. I always wanted to make
it 50 years, but the chances look slim.

I have read your publication since the
days of The Reel Journal (beginning in

1920), and may I wish you many more
successful years.

J. GLENN CALDWELL
Princess Theatre,
Aurora, Mo.

Youngsters Like This

Should Be Encouraged
To Boxoffice :

As a teenager in high school, I am very
interested in the future of the theatre busi-

ness. It has been as close to me as any-
thing, as my father has been and still is

manager of a theatre.

But as a teenager I am held back in

most things I try to do when it comes to

movies. I recently tried to open a theatre
here, not because I thought I would show
a great profit, but because of my desire to

stay close to the theatre. As you know this

failed before it even got started.

I think that all teenagers and young
people who are interested in the movies as

a career should form some kind of a club

and work together for themselves and the
theatre business. With such a club or or-

ganization like this they could help their

exhibitor friends in getting movies back
where they were a few years ago.

I would like to get this started, as I

truly think such an organization would
be a great help all around. Qualifications

should be that the person is between the
ages of 12 and 21, and greatly interested

in movies.
If this could be started, we could offer

a paper to keep up on late happenings, a
research lab for any questions members or

theatremen would have, and maybe our
own film library.

Any one interested in such a project

should write me and let me know what
they think of such an organization. My ad-
dress is Box 171, Perry, 111. Please write me
about this, no matter what age you happen
to be.

STEVE DURBIN
Box 171,

Perry, 111.

DISPLAY OFFERED BY NSS—
This “Children’s Movie Carnival”
multi-color 40x70 display is being of-

fered by National Screen Service for

kiddies’ matinees. The modern carni-

val design permits “sniping” in bal-

loons, window of tent, etc. The dis-

plays are available at NSS exchanges
singly or in combination with a “Call-

ing All Kids” display.

8mm Sound Pictures to Be
SMPTE Convention Item
TORONTO—The successful introduction

of sound on 8mm film will be given consid-

erable attention at the 89th convention of

the Society of Motion Picture and Tele-

vision engineers at the King Edward
Sheraton Hotel May 7-12.

SMPTE officials have expressed the
opinion that 8mm sound pictures fore-

shadow a vast new era of home entertain-
ment, industrial training and improved
education. One authority predicted that
while there were many technical and
economic problems still to be solved, it

may ultimately be possible for individuals

to buy sound-and-color films for use in

home, school or office for little more than
the cost of long-playing photograph rec-

ords.

At least six papers on the subject will

be read at the convention.

David Golding to Handle
'Last Sunset' Publicity
HOLLYWOOD—David Golding, who re-

cently completed “The Facts of Life” pub-
licity campaign for Norman Panama and
Melvin Frank, has been set by David A.

Lipton, Universal-International vice-presi-

dent, to serve as coordinator on “The Last

Sunset” (previously titled “Day of the

Gun”), the recently completed Brynaprod
starring Rock Hudson, Kirk Douglas, Dor-

othy Malone, Joseph Cotten and Carol

Lynley.

Golding also has been retained by Pana-
ma and Frank to handle their forthcom-

ing productions.
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By IVAN SPEAR

Second MGM-Cinerama Film

Now in Planning Stages

With preproduction plans pretty much
under way on their first Cinerama feature,

“The Way the West
Was Won,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer this

week reveals a second
such project in the

works. “The Wonder-
ful World of the
Brothers Grimm” was
announced by studio

head Sol C. Siegel. To
be produced by
George Pal, the film

will tell the lives of

the famed storywrit-

ing brothers and will

include many of their fairy tales, aiming
for “The youth and families of the world.”

Ultra-Panavision, projection system de-

veloped by Panavision’s Robert Gottschalk,

will be integrated with Cinerama in four

MGM-Cinerama productions. The new
Panavision process, which in forward pro-

jection has a 160-degree periphery of vision,

probably will debut with "How the West
Was Won.”

Pandro S. Berman Delays

Turning of the Wheels'
HOLLYWOOD—Pandro S. Berman has

indefinitely postponed filming Stuart
Cloete’s novel, “Turning of the Wheels,”
the second picture scheduled on his new
Roxbury Productions slate for Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer release. Current political up-
heavals in Africa were given as the reason.

In the meantime, Berman will go ahead
with plans to film the Tennessee Williams
Broadway play, “Sweet Bird of Youth,”
which is set to roll in June under the direc-

tion of Richard Brooks.

Gebhardt Ready to Start

The Phantom Planet'

Fred Gebhardt formally announced his

new production company. Four Crown Pro-
ductions, last week and revealed he has
Colleen Gray, Tony Dexter and Francis X.
Bushman set for leading roles in his first

picture, “The Phantom Planet.”

William Marshall will direct the film,

which will be shot with interplanetary

sound at the Producer’s Studio, formerly
California Studios.

'The Invincible Gladiator'

To Star Mark Forest

Mark Forest has been signed by Co-
lumbus Films to star in the title role of

“The Invincible Gladiator” which will be

filmed in Italy and Spain sometime in

April. The actor’s current feature, “Maciste

the Giant,” one of the boxoffice hits in

Rome, will be shown in this country within

the next few months . . . Two famed young-

sters were set for top film roles last week
when Walt Disney cast Hayley Mills as

star of “The Castaways,” to roll this sum-
mer, and James Boyd was set to costar with
Brenda Lee and Eddie Albert in 20th-Fox’s
“Two Little Bears.”

Sidney Pink Plans to Make
Three Films in the U.S.

Sidney Pink, who has been functioning
abroad for the past couple of years, has
announced three new films to be made
here. “Phantom of the Ferris Wheel,”
starring Vincent Price, heads the trio, with
“Story of a Seduction” and “Hot Snow”
following. Rossano Brazzi stars in “Seduc-
tion.” No cast has been listed on the third

project.

Pink is currently finishing up “Journey
to the Seventh Planet,” the last of a trio

of pictures he has been shooting in Copen-
hagen.

Samuel Goldwyn Jr. Plans

Credit Card System Film

Changing scenes of American economy
that have developed with the increasing

use of the credit card system have finally

wandered onto motion picture production
slates. Samuel Goldwyn jr. last week an-
nounced that he will film “Live Now, Pay
Later,” based on the experiences of Joseph
Miraglia and his credit card spree, a story

that appeared in Life magazine some six

months ago. To be shot early this summer,
Goldwyn will have two key stars in the

picture, which tells the story of a youthful
credit card holder who began his spree

in New York and traveled all over the

world until he was finally apprehended,
spending thousands of credit dollars on the

way.
Earlier, Columbia had announced a tie-

up with A1 Bloomingdale, president of the
Diner’s Club, for a picture to be made
surrounding the Diner’s card and other
credit operations.

Authors Production Co. Sets

Two Films for June Start

“Color Blind,” based on a Pulitzer prize-

winning newspaper story dealing with dis-

crimination and miscegenation problems
in a small northern college town, will initi-

ate the new Authors Production Co., inde-

pendent filming unit set up by authors
Guthrie and Paul I. Wellman and veteran
producer-director William Rowland.

Also on the new company’s slate is

“Medal in the Dust,” a biographical film

of Maj. Claude Eatherly, U.S. Air Force
pilot who was the leader of the Hiroshima
atomic raid in World War II. Wellman
authored this yarn.

Both pictures are to begin shooting in

June, with Rowland producing and direct-

ing. Wellman functions as executive pro-

ducer and Irma Berk is associate producer.

George Pal

Lewis Milestone Takes Over
Direction for 'Mutiny'

“Mutiny on the Bounty,” which floun-

dered for a few days without a director

when Sir Carol Reed resigned, has been
turned over to helmer Lewis Milestone. He
will direct scene closeups at the studio

and then take over location shooting for

48 days when the company returns to

Tahiti on April 24 . . . Other directors set

during the past week include John Frank-
enheimer, who will meg “All Fall Down,”
James Leo Herlihy novel which John
Houseman produces for MGM ... Joe
Newman is directing MGM’s Robert J.

Enders production, “A Thunder of Drums,”
rolling next month . . . Gordon Douglas
will take over direction of the Elvis Presley

starrer, “Pioneer, Go Home,” which David
Weisbart produces for the Mirisch Co. and
United Artists release.

Lippert Signs Brenda Lee

For 'Two Little Bears'

Brenda Lee, the 15-year-old rock ’n’ roll

singer who skyrocketed to fame with her

first platter, has been signed to make her

motion picture debut as the star of Robert

L. Lippert’s production, “Two Little Bears.”

Coincidentally, the youngster was signed

to a term pact by 20th Century-Fox.

Other casting notes include Vincent

Price, who tops Albert Zugsmith’s “The
Confessions of an Opium Eater” at Allied

Artists . . . Oscar Homolka has been signed

to costar in William Castle’s “Mr. Sardoni-

cus” for Columbia . . . Jean Seberg will

costar with Robert Wagner in Philip

Barry’s “Sail a Crooked Ship,” also to be

a Columbia release.

George Sidney to Produce

'Pepe' Sequel Next Year
“Pepe” goes continental in a new sequel

to the George Sidney-Posa International

Productions film which Columbia now has
in release. Sidney will make “Pepe in

Paris,” with Cantinflas again starring in

an original story and screenplay by Dor-
othy Kingsley.

Sidney and Cantinflas are meeting with

Brigitte Bardot in Paris next month to

discuss her filling the feminine starring

spot in the comedy, which is expected to

go before the cameras next year. Maurice
Chevalier has also been paged for an im-
portant role.

“Pepe,” in the new film, is an itinerant

artist who comes in contact with the greats

of the European art world. The film will

include sequences at the ballet, circus and
other entertainment centers in France.

Gottfried Reinhardt Plans

'Mad King' as His Next
Gottfried Reinhardt announces “Mad

King” as his next picture. To be filmed in

Germany, he has signed Christina Kauf-
man to star in the story about Ludwig n,
mad king of Bavaria.
Reinhardt recently completed production

and direction of “Town Without Pity,” in

which Miss Kaufman appeared with star

Kirk Douglas, for United Artists release.

A release date has as yet not been set.
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'Swiss Family Robinson
’ (Disney)

Wins February Blue Ribbon Award
WALT DISNEY’S screen adaptation of that old favorite children’s classic, “Swiss

Family Robinson,” gained the overwhelming support of National Screen Council
members in selecting the winner of the February Boxoffice Blue Ribbon Award.
It was virtually a hands-down victory, as representatives of women’s clubs and civic
organizations, film critics and radio-TV commentators and exhibitor leaders agreed
with a sweep of unanimity that the picture was one of the best family attractions
in years.

SHIPWRECKED, THE FAMILY SALVAGES SUPPLIES

AND MOVES ON TO ESTABLISH AN ISLAND HOME

PIRATES, AFTER CHASING THE FAMILY INTO A

SEA STORM, RETURN TO HARASS THEM ON LAND

IN A MASSIVE TREE, THE FAMILY BUILDS A
TRIPLE-DECK TREEHOUSE, INCLUDING ORGAN

The Disney picture, based on the
Johann Wyss novel about a shipwrecked
family and its adventures in establishing
an island home, is currently playing the
key first runs in strong holdover style.

Theatres in these situations report the

picture doing a combined average of 265
per cent, a figure which sets it up as

probably the strongest boxoffice draw of

the quarter among pictures playing on a
continuous, regular-admission schedule.

The picture, reported by the Disney or-
ganization to be the most expensive it has
ever produced—budgeted at more than
$5,000,000—was shot almost entirely on
Tobago, a tropical island just off Trini-
dad, where the clear blue ocean waters,
the crescent beaches, the lush greenery
and bird and animal life made it an
ideal location on which to spot the story.

Screen Council members agreed that the
setting, photographed in Panavision-
Technicolor, provides the picture with
extraordinary visual beauties.

The picture got “rave notices” from
members of the National Screen Council,
in comments sent along with their bal-
lots. Those representing important wom-
en’s organizations, particularly, were
high in their praise. Among the com-
ments: A beautiful, exciting picture for

the family, and families are going to see

it in great numbers.—Mrs. Arretus N.
Burt, Metropolitan Church Federation,
St. Louis . . . This is truly a family pic-

ture. This is the kind parents should send
their children to see. It is full of fun.

—

Mrs. Fred Hire, Fort Wayne Indorsers of

Photoplays . . . This classic seems to grow
in popularity the longer it runs. Most of
my friends feel it is a “must.”—Mrs.
Volney Taylor, General Federation of
Women’s Clubs, San Antonio ... A beau-
tiful family picture, relaxing for adults
and imaginative for small fry.—Mrs.
Arthur B. Davis, Springfield, Mass., Mo-
tion Picture Council . . . Shows an ideal

family life.—Mrs. J. K. Beretta, General
Federation of Women’s Clubs, San An-
tonio . . . Fine cast in a superbly photo-
graphed scenic setting of a beloved child-
hood classic.—Mrs. C. M. Stewart, Lincoln
(Neb.) Films Forum.
Movie critics and radio-TV commenta-

tors also had warm words for the picture

. . . In its 10th week here—for the entire

family.—Elston Brooks, Fort Worth Star-

Telegram . . . What’s good for the Swiss
family is good for the American family.

—

Kaspar Monahan, Pittsburgh Press . . .

Here’s a real family picture!—Alan
Branigan, Newark Evening News . . .

Wonderful movie version of a great ad-

venture story.—Bradford F. Swan, Provi-

dence Journal . . . Terrific movie.—Jay
Monsen, KSUB, Cedar City, Utah ... By
all odds, the best family picture in some
time.—Raymond Lowery, Raleigh News
and Observer . . . Let’s have more of this

type of thing.—Jeanette Mazurki, Glen-

dale. (Calif.) News Press . . . My family is

agreed that “Swiss Family Robinson”

provided outstanding entertainment, so

this is a legitimate group vote.—Dave
McIntyre, San Diego Evening Tribune.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi

This Award is given each month by the

National Screen Council on the basis of out-

standing merit and suitability for family

entertainment Council membership comprises

motion picture editors, radio and TV film

commentators, representatives of better films

councils, civic, educational and exhibitor or-

ganiatlons.

The
Father John Mills
Mother Dorothy McGuire
Fritz James MacArthur
Roberta Janet Munro
Pirate Chief Sessue Hayakawa
Ernst Tommy Kirk

Cast
Kevin Corcoran

Cecil Parker

Andy Ho
Milton Reid

... Larry Taylor

Francis

Captain Moreland-

Pirate

Pirate

Pirate

Production Statt

PRODUCTION STAFF
Producer Bill Anderson
Director Ken Annakin
Screenplay Lowell S. Hawley
Based on novel by Johann Wyss
Music by William Alwyn
Conducted by Muir Mathieson
Director of Photography

Harry Waxman, B.S.C.
Associate Producer Basil Keys
Production Designer John Howell
Assistant Director Rene Dupont
Assistant Art Directors John Hoesi

Peter Murton
Special Effects Dan Lee

Walter Stones

Production Manager Bill Hill

Second Unit Director .... Yakima Canutt
Additional Photography

Paul Beeson, B.S.C.

Set Director Jack Stephens

Costume Design Julie Harris

Makeup Bill Lodge
Charles Nash

Hair Stylist Eileen Bates

Sound Editor Leslie Wiggins

Sound Recordists John S. Dennis
Gordon K. McCallum

Film Editor Peter Boita

Matte Artist Peter Ellenshaw
Sketch Artist John L. Jensen



MR. THEATRE OWNER-

PUT THE SPOTLIGHT

ON “OSCAR” NIGHT!
MONDAY EVE, APRIL 17, 1961

Our Industry's Biggest Show Over ABC Television and Radio

(Also CBC in Canada)

ORDER A THEATRE KIT

50-Foot Trailer

Ad Mats
Proclamations

Containing

Press Book
Scene Mats
Newspaper Contest

Lobby Set Pieces

Press Releases
Exploitation Ideas

© AMPAS

et $300
OMI

V

Kits Prepared and Sponsored by

Motion Picture Association

of America

Theatre Owners

of America

Send

This

Order

and Your

Check

to

THEATRE

OWNERS

of

AMERICA

INC.

1501

Broadway

New York

COUNT ME IN!

I want to do all I can to promote the largest possible audience for the Academy

Awards Oscarcast on April 17th. I feel thot the more people who enjoy this TV

and radio show the better it will be for my boxoffice.

PLEASE RUSH Academy Award Publicity and Promotional kits described

(Quantity)

above.

I enclose my check for $3.00 for each kit. I understand that TOA and MPAA

will pay the balance of the cost.

To

36,

N. Y.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer thon five engagements ore not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

II

00 00 CD O o O Q a - _j 2 2 2 z z o CL CO CO <

Alamo. The (UA) 200 120 250 140 200 320 250 211

Apartment, The (UA) 175 220 200 200 190 265 225 135 200 350 350 300 300 250 110 195 150 250 150 222

Blueprint for Robbery (Para) 170 100 100 70 85 90 103

Butterfield 8 (MGM) 175 300 190 250 185 210 200 200 225 550 360 200 250 400 140 200 175 150 200 200 238

Chartroose Caboose (U-l) 90 100 100 100 100 98

Circle of Deception (20th-Fox) 115 100 75 115 145 75 150 90 108

Dark at the Top of the Stairs, The (WB) 140 100 135 215 110 110 150 125 125 150 140 150 160 125 175 125 175 90 139

Elmer Gantry (UA) 200 175 160 215 115 190 175 135 200 250 340 200 175 250 110 200 225 195

Entertainer, The (Cont'l) 130 200 150 160 150 150 145 160 156

Exodus (UA) 200 300 250 400 500 400 600 250 250 350

Facts of Life, The (UA) 125 250 115 215 120 200 125 200 200 200 150 200 300 105 220 165 175 180

Fever in the Blood, A (WB) 115 85 80 110 100 95 90 125 65 90 90 135 95 75 98

Five Bold Women (Citation) 100 75 100 130 75 100 97

Flaming Star (20th-Fox) 150 120 100 140 110 125 170 75 300 180 150 145 130 150 120 144

For the Love of Mike (20th-Fox) 90 110 80 105 75 85 91

G.I. Blues (Para) 175 250 200 110 200 200 125 175 300 190 500 300 300 115 175 200 150 200 200 214

Girl of the Night (WB) 110 125 140 175 110 135 150 150 110 175 125 100 165 140 120 150 105 125 125 90 131

Go Naked in the World (MGM) 100 150 90 120 60 120 175 175 100 155 125

Gold of the Seven Saints (WB) 110 100 100 85 90 100 90 100 96

Goliath and the Dragon (AIP) 200 130 100 200 120 80 185 150 150 120 144

Grass Is Greener, The (U-I) 150 225 110 185 180 100 150 150 300 300 200 125 150 180 250 215 200 150 100 180

Hell to Eternity (AA) 150 200 135 225 150 135 230 185 300 200 160 110 150 250 184

Herod the Great (AA) 75 115 105 100 90 97

Inherit the Wind (UA) 130 200 95 215 90 265 125 120 110 145 150 135 200 no 190 110 125 100 145

Legions of the Nile (20th-Fox) 95 100 75 85 50 100 80 100 120 90 90

Misfits, The (UA) 150 225 225 180 150 250 135 300 450 225 300 250 140 185 300 175 300 200 230

Murder, Inc. (20th-Fox) 90 200 85 100 75 115 100 80 90 200 80 110

Never on Sunday (Lopert) 150 185 310 225 300 200 250 225 no 217

One Hundred & One Dalmatians (BV) 350 225 465 125 190 271

Psycho (Para) 200 250 250 215 185 415 300 175 250 475 275 400 250 200 160 200 210 150 300 500 268

School for Scoundrels (Cont'l) 150 150 170 115 150 125 200 300 175 200 174

Sons and Lovers (20th-Fox) 140 85 185 100 400 150 180 80 165 250 100 350 130 200 125 300 90 178

Spartacus (U-I) 175 200 255 185 150 300 175 300 350 300 195 400 249

Sundowners, The (WB) 150 180 120 185 165 125 150 250 100 180 150 130 120 160 130 175 175 100 153

Sunrise at Campobello (WB) 125 150 105 250 80 70 175 110 100 100 225 80 125 90 115 150 90 110 100 124

Swiss Family Robinson (BV) 160 350 200 250 250 550 140 300 425 110 300 300 400 115 250 185 175 175 400 265

Ten Who Dared (BV) 85 185 160 100 100 120 120 100 100 100 no 130 118

Thunder in Carolina (Howco) 90 75 125 200 50 145 120 120 116

Trapped in Tangiers (20th-Fox) 145 90 75 100 80 98

Tunes of Glory (Lopert) 150 200 85 300 200 250 300 212

12 to the Moon (Col) 100 100 100 165 100 90 100 100 107

Village of the Damned (MGM) 225 100 135 180 140 135 100 150 200 175 154

XviviwX mmMiiSi Si
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TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runs, not an average.

Pictures with less than five runs
do not appear in the chart above.

1. One Hundred and One Dalmatians (BV)

Kansas City 465

2. Spartacus (U-l)

Kansas City 300

3. Alamo, The (UA)

Seattle 250

4. World of Suzie Wong, The (Para)

Milwaukee 250

5. Goliath and the Dragon (AIP)

Boston 200

6. Underworld, U.S.A. (Col)

Boston 200

1

l



MINNEAPOLIS'Boys' Is 300 Despite

Mill City Big Snow
MINNEAPOLIS—Surprise of the week

was the 300 per cent rating garnered by
"Where the Boys Are” which opened at

the Gopher Theatre. The big rating was
particularly good since the city had some
of the heaviest snow in several years.

"Exodus” at the Academy was still up on
top with a rating of 600 per cent in its

sixth week, and “Tunes of Glory” pulled a
good 150 per cent in its third week at the
St. Louis Park Theatre. Most other offer-

ings were near the average mark.
(Average Is 100)

Academy

—

Exodus (UA), 6th wk 600
Century

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama),
reissue, 11th wk 80

Gopher—Where the Boys Are (MGM) 300
Lyric

—

The Hoodlum Priest (UA) 130
Orpheum

—

The Great Impostor (U-l) 110
St. Louis Park

—

Tunes of Glory (Lopert), 3rd wk. 150
State

—

The World of Suiie Wong (Para), 4th wk. 80
Suburban World^The Millionairess (20th-Fox),

3rd wk 90
World

—

Sanctuary (20th-Fox) 100

Boxofhce Levels Stay
High in Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE—Holdovers reigned su-

preme in this area, even the neighborhood
houses racking up unusual grosses in this

category. The Downer enjoyed a success-
ful first week with "Hiroshima, Mon
Amour,” and “Black Sunday” was well

above average in a date at the Warner.
Downer

—

Hiroshima, Mon Amour (Zenith) 200
Palace

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), 10th wk. 275
Riverside

—

The World of Suzie Wong (Para),
2nd wk 250

Strand

—

Ben-Hur (MGM), 47th wk 250
Times

—

Never on Sunday (Lopert), 10th wk. ...100
Towne

—

Spartocus (U-l), 2nd wk 300
Tower

—

The Millionairess (20th-Fox), 2nd wk. ... 1 50
Warner

—

Black Sunday (AIP) 125
Wisconsin

—

Tartars of the North (SR) 90

'Wong' Rates Moveover
4th Week in Omaha
OMAHA— The Orpheum Theatre re-

ported a strong third week for “The World
of Suzie Wong,” again well above average,
and Tri-States City Manager Don Shane
moved the picture to the Omaha Theatre
for its fourth week. Other downtown of-

ferings were well received to continue a
generally strong boxoffice tempo here.

Cooper

—

Cinerama (Cinerama), 2nd wk 150
Omaha

—

Can-Can (20th-Fox) 105
Orpheum

—

The World of Suzie Wong (Para),
3rd wk 130

State

—

Village of the Damned (MGM) 120

James Maus New Manager
At Charles City, Iowa
CHARLES CITY, IOWA—James Maus,

Omaha, took over management of the
Charles Theatre March 1. Maus formerly
was the assistant manager of the Central
States Drive-In in Omaha. He is married
and the father of five children.

Maus succeeded Wally Stolfus, who re-
signed to become a representative of the
Prudential Insurance Co. Stolfus has been
with the Central States Theatre Corp. 25
years.

Closes Creighton Lyric
CREIGHTON, NEB.—The Lyric Theatre

has been closed after 50 years in business.
The late Fred Largen sr. bought the the-
atre in 1910 and it remained a Largen fam-
ily operation down to its closing Febru-
ary 20.

bill prohibiting any North Dakota com-
munity from adopting daylight saving

time was signed into law by Gov. Bill Guy.
Last summer Wahpeton was the only
North Dakota community to adopt day-
light saving time. In the past, other bor-
der communities have adopted fast time.

Will Jones, Minneapolis Tribune enter-
tainment columnist, reports that an out-
state theatre recently ran an antiquated
travelog about fun in the sun in Cuba,
"the friendly island and midwinter haven
for good neighbors to the north” . . . Carl
Olson, United Artists manager, was in Chi-
cago for a sales meeting.

Some drive-ins in the southern part of

the state are aiming for an Easter Sun-
day opening. Others in Iowa hope to be
back in business the end of this month . . .

Harold Lundquist, 20th Century-Fox sales-

man, and his wife Delores, operator of the
Parkway Theatre, are vacationing in

Tucson, Ariz. . . . Gabe Deluhery, operator
of the Waconia Theatre at Waconia, va-
cationed in Mexico.

Outstate exhibitors on the Row were Mel
Wykoff, Minot, N. D.; Arvid Olson, Pine
Island; Ken Pepper, St. Croix Falls, Wis.,

and Donald J. Stern, Prairie Farm, Wis.
... A party for “Eph” Rosen, who retired

recently as MGM assistant exchange man-
ager, was held Saturday (11) at McCar-
thy’s Cafe. Bill Madden, MGM district

manager, was expected in for the event.

Bob Murphy, formerly film critic for the
Minneapolis Star and Sunday Tribune, is

the new columnist for the Star, replacing
Cedric Adams, who died recently. Murphy’s
column is being called "Reporting at

Large” . . . Sue Ann Langdon was in on a
promotion tour for "The Great Impostor.”
Morrie Steinman, free-lance exploiteer,

has been working on the area saturation of

the picture for Universal. Steinman han-
dled a similar assignment in the Boston
area recently.

Don Murray and producer Walter Wood
were in on behalf of “The Hoodlum Priest,”

which opened at the Lyric . . . Sachs Nut,
which was burned out of its former head-
quarters at 248 First Ave., North, Thanks-
giving, is building a new plant in suburban
Hopkins. Construction of the $250,000 plant
has started and is expected to be com-
pleted in three to four months, according
to Sol Sachs, president. The company pro-

cesses edible nuts. The firm also has ac-

quired the Johnson Nut Co. and its affili-

ates in Portland, Ore., and Winnipeg, Can-
ada. The Sachs firm has another plant of

its own in Dublin, N. C., in addition to

Northwest Confections, a subsidiary in

Hopkins.

Les Rees, Boxoffice correspondent in

Minneapolis for about 15 years, is confined

to St. Mary’s Hospital. His son Bob has

taken over Les’ other “job” as Variety

correspondent here . . . New members of

Variety Club of the Northwest include

Freeman L. Parsons, operator of the Main
Street Theatre, Sauk Center; Dr. Howard
M. Foster, drive-in theatre owner, and Bob
Rees.

Minnesota Entertainment Enterprises,
which operates five outdoor theatres in

the greater Twin Cities area, is installing

new lamps in the Rose and Minnehaha
drive-ins in St. Paul and the Bloomington
Drive-In, Minneapolis. All five drive-ins

have self-service concessions operations.

No opening date has been set for the out-

door theatres, according to Henry Greene,
manager.

The Marty Chalfen Children’s Memorial
fund established in memory of Marty (Mrs.
Morris) Chalfen and her three children,

who were killed in an air crash last year,

will be a permanent fund, according to

Betty (Mrs. Augie) Ratner, president of

the auxiliary of Variety Club of the North-
west. Mrs. Chalfen was president of the
auxiliary at the time of her death. The
auxiliary has collected $8,200 for the fund,

which will be used to finance heart opera-
tions for children coming here from outside

the United States. The auxiliary will make
replenishing the fund one of its prime pro-

jects.

Joe Bejsovec, Boothman
35 Years, Is Retiring
MILWAUKEE—After 35 years as a pro-

jectionist, Joseph M. Bejsovec has retired.

A luncheon in his honor, was held at the
Towne Room, where he was presented a

watch by Andy Spheeris, president of the
Towne Theatre, where Joe has spent the
past 15 years of his career.

Among those present, were Oscar Olson,

business manager of the projectionists’

Local 164, from whom he received his first

pension check; Russ Mortenson, vice-presi-

dent in charge of operations for Standard
Theatres, and Joseph Reynolds, Towne
manager.
Although Bejsovec has seen hundreds of

films in his 35 years with the machines,
he says he still hasn’t lost his yen for them.
He related some of his experiences over
the years from the time he used to crank
the old projectors, and how mechanization
has eased the work of present day projec-

tionists.

In the old days, at the start of the

“talkies,” records were used for sound, he
said. The 70mm film used in the present

showing of “Spartacus,” at the Towne
Theatre “has six-track magnetic sound-
on-film, and the nine rolls used in a show-
ing cost $12,000.”

Sheboygan Films Council
Passes 25-Year Mark
SHEBOYGAN, WIS.—The Better Films

Council of Sheboygan County observed its

25th anniversary recently at the First Con-
gregational Church, with the charter mem-
bers honored at a luncheon. A historical

review was read in rhyme with injections

of reminiscences by the charter members
and past presidents.

The council enjoyed a special preview of

“Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come” Feb-
ruary 16.

Based on the stage musical-drama,
“West Side Story” was made by Mirisch
Pictures.
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MILWAUKEE
^[embers of the Golden Age Club of the

Towne or Riverside theatres are seek-

ing lower rates on city buses. The group
refers to the successful arrangement at

the theatres, contending that it would
benefit both the company and elderly

folk as well . . . Farmers are again pro-
testing daylight saving time. According to

a statement made at a recent meeting, “it

should be called daylight wasting time.”

Farmers are not interested in what time
business establishments open and close,

but are opposed to having such time arbi-

trarily imposed on them. Exhibitors are

still trying to bring about the elimination

of daylight saving time in Wisconsin.

veteran exhibitor who was featured in an
article appearing recently in Boxoffice,
was quick to extend his advertising when
the Strand Theatre at nearby Whitewater
closed after a half century of operation.
Shortly after, Dan ran a quarter-page ad in
the Whitewater Register, weekly newspaper,
in the form of an invitation, citing the
many advantages of his nearby theatre. The
upshot of which prompted the editors of
both the Register and the Elkhorn Indepen-
dent to run editorials on the gesture, more
or less along the lines of calling it a matter
of good taste. An upsurge at the Sprague
boxoffice has been attributed to his reach-
ing into the nearby community.

“Cimarron,” the first major film to have
a first run at a neighborhood theatre here,

will open at the Uptown March 28. Planned
as a roadshow, “Cimarron” now has been

released by MGM on a regular admission

basis. More theatres of late have been

added to the neighborhood first run list,

although none has been in the block-

buster category. The Uptown went first run

recently with a premiere and plush treat-

ment of “The Flaming Star,” winding up
as a holdover for several weeks.

The Legion of Decency has given the

Lutheran “Question Seven” an A-l rating

and cited it for a special recommendation.
This action means there will be none of

the controversy which surrounded “Martin

Luther,” the first Lutheran venture into

commercial film production in 1953. Catho-

lics in many areas were asked not to see

the Luther film.

Dan Kelliher, Sprague Theatre, Elkhorn,

a screen game,
HOLLYWOOD takes top

honors. As a box-office at-

traction, it is without equal. It has

been a favorite with theatre goers for

over 15 years. Write today for complete de-

tails. Be sure to give seating or car capacity.

HOLLYWOOD AMUSEMENT CO.
3750 Oakfon St. * Skokie, Illinois

Gilbert Golden, 20th-Fox, New York,
here to plug “The Trapp Family,” has
been appearing on radio and television

and doing a mighty good job as public
relations ambassador for the motion pic-

ture industry as a whole. Usually he seems
able to work the interview around to the
subject of motion pictures in general, and
then he gets in his arguments on the mat-
ter of people who cry for better family
pictures then don’t patronize the theatres
that run them. He says producers are fall-

ing back on best sellers and Broadway
plays more and more for film material. At
any rate, Golden, Lou Orlove, A1 Camillo
and the Better Films Council packed ’em
in at the premiere at the neighborhood
Tower Theatre. It was a red carpet with
all the trimmings occasion. The Better
Films Council sponsored the first night.

International 'Flavor'

At SMPTE Convention
NEW YORK—Representatives from at

least seven foreign countries will attend
the 89th convention of the Society of Mo-
tion Pictures and Television Engineers at

the King Edward Sheraton Hotel in To-
ronto May 7-12.

The SMPTE reported that acceptances
had been received from Italy, Sweden,
England, France, Union of South Africa,

Russia and Czechoslovakia.

UATC Eyes Bowling Alleys
For Eight Texas Theatres
NEW YORK—United Artists Theatre

Circuit is studying the possibility of con-
verting eight theatres in Texas into bowl-
ing alleys. The theatres are in towns in

which the circuit has no competition.
The Penn Theatre in Pittsburgh, in

which the circuit has a 95 per cent in-

terest, also is being eyed for conversion.
An office building or a garage on the site

is under consideration.

Headquarters for Rebuilt Simplex
E-7 Mechanism's Guaranteed

Trade Those Old Standards & Supers—Bargains—Cost Less Than Repairs

WRITE OR PHONE TODAY FOR SPECIAL DEAL

LOU WALTERS PROJECTOR REPAIR SERVICE
8140 Hunnicut Rd. Phone DAvis 1-0341 Dallas 28, Texas

David Wallerstein New
Slate St. Council Head
CHICAGO—In recognition of his many

years of service in behalf of improving the
city’s Loop area,
David B. Wallerstein,
president of Balaban
& Katz, has been
named chairman of

the State Street
Council, the mer-
chants association

dedicated to promot-
ing the famous State

Street business sec-

tion. Wallerstein is

the first nonretailer

David Wallerstein to head the group in

25 years. B&K’s
showcase, the Chicago Theatre, has been a
State Street anchor for almost 40 years.

Air Cooling Water Fee
Invalid in Michigan
DETROIT — The Michigan supreme

court granted exhibitors a major victory

in the air conditioning licensing case

brought by David Newman on behalf of

the Palmer Park and defunct Tuxedo the-

atres against the city of Highland Park.

The ordinance imposed an annual fee of

$20 a capacity ton, based on equipment
size.

The theatres won the case in Wayne
County circuit court, largely on the

grounds that the cost would be excessive.

Highland Park appealed it. The high
court ruled: (1) that the ordinance of-

fended the principle of equal protection of

the law assured by both federal and state

constitutions; (2) that the ordinance did

not apply equally to all users of water
for air conditioning, and (3) that there is

ample water available, and the city has a

duty to supply water, not to conserve it,

except in an emergency.

A similar lawsuit is also pending in the

Supreme Court, against the city of Detroit.

The essential difference is that the Detroit

case is based on a water department
charge, rather than a licensing fee, al-

though the purpose appears to be the

same—to conserve water.

Broader Tax Basis Urged
By Vermont Commission
MONTPELIER, VT.—The substitution of

“one or more broader taxes” for the stock

in trade tax is recommended to the 1961

Vermont legislature by the citizens tax

committee.

Committee president Norman E. Reed
said that under the proposal to be sub-

mitted towns would be allowed to replace

the inventory tax, which he termed “in-

equitable, inconsistent and inadequate,”

with such taxes as a levy on utilities con-

sumption or a gross receipts tax which
could be collected by the state and then
rebated to the towns.

Reed conceded that many Vermont
towns need more revenue for schools,

roads, police and fire protection, but he
declared that “our retail merchants need

a break from the custom of being taxed

for every local need.”
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^Jrs. Linda Jones, who has the Lyric The-

atre at Coon Rapids, Iowa, was
among the many folks in the film industry
suffering from the attack of flu and virus

in this territory. She is recovering from a

touch of pneumonia . . . Mrs. James De-
Baggio of the Crystal Theatre at Manning
was confined to bed with a severe case of

the flu . . . Ken Moore, Logan exhibitor,

was still hospitalized at Missouri Valley,

Iowa, last week.

A1 Muetting, who has the dxive-in at

Pocahontas, Iowa, attended the Pontiac
sales meeting in Omaha . . . Claire John-
son, formerly employed at Boys Town, has
joined the 20th-Fox staff as biller . . .

Bill Doebel, 20th-Fox booker, was buoyed
by a 257 bowling game. His Fox staff co-

hort, cashier Mary Frangenberg, has
boosted her pin average to 158 . . . Tony
Goodman, Fox salesman, has been dou-
bling in brass, taking charge of shipping
chores while Frank Janicek is on jury

duty.

Herman Gould of the Airport and 84th
and Center Street Drive-In swears its

true. On his recent trip to the south he
tried to cross into Mexico and found him-
self without any official government iden-

tification or authority. He said he pulled

out a card naming him “Admiral in the
Nebraska Navy,” a mythical body and title

used by Nebraska governors to honor their

guests and friends. Gould said he was
ushered across the border with honors.

The World-Herald’s Magazine of the
Midlands, Sunday supplement feature, has
been giving extensive color photo and ar-

ticle space to movie luminaries, rising stars

and pictures. This may have some connec-
tion with the upswing in theati'e interest

and attendance, coupled with good product
that has brought better gate receipts in

recent months. However, there is an in-

creasing undercurrent of resentment in

many circles about pictures stressing sex

and violence.

Bright weather brought a big turnout of

exhibitors to the Row last week. Among
them were Nebraskans Rauley Connell,

Bassett; Clarence Frasier, Havelock; A1
and Otto Leise, Bloomfield and Harting-
ton; Art Sunde, Papillion; Virgil Kula,
Fullerton; Iowans Ed Osipowicz, Correc-
tionville; Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Johnson,
Onawa; Cy Schulte, Anthon; Herman
Fields, Clarinda; James Harriman, Alton;
John Renftle, Audubon; Heinie Saggau,
Denison; S. J. Backer, Harlan, and South
Dakotan Mrs. Bill Wuest, Lake Andes.

New Shreveport Civic Theatre

SHREVEPORT—The city council has
chosen Neild-Somdal-Smitherman Associ-

ates to be the architects for the proposed
$600,000 civic theatre to be built in the
Batture area.

JIMMIE RODGERS photos
8”xl0”

• Black and White
SITS!) Per Thousand

(Minimum Order 1,000) •
Glossy Stock f.o.b. Detroit

Check with
1 THEATRICAL ADVERTISING CO.

Order!
1
2310 Cass Detroit 1, Mich.

Rodney Toups Has Retired;
At Loew's State 35 Years
NEW ORLEANS—Rodney Toups, who

has been manager of the Loew’s State
Theatre here since

1926, retired Wednes-
day ( 1 ) . He started

his career with
Loew’s in 1919 and
was promoted to

manager of the now
extinct Loew’s Cres-
cent in 1922. In 1926
when Loew’s State
was opened he was
assigned to the man-
agerial post.

Toups said he plans
to have a holiday for Rodney Toups

a short time, then will resume his business
life by entering the advertising-promotion
field.

His successor is Frank Henson, former
Loew’s city manager in St. Louis, who ar-

rived in New Orleans a few days prior to

Toups’ retirement to prepare himself for

the takeover of the State.

PfS MO/Nf
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£Jentral States Theatres drive-in man-
agers met at the Roosevelt Hotel in

Cedar Rapids to discuss plans for the com-
ing season . . . Central States President
Myron Blank and wife returned from a
Florida trip.

The Boone Drive-In screen is being en-
larged to measure 65 feet wide and 30 feet

high, and a new projection machine and
new lamps are being installed. Manager
S. N. Fangman hopes the improvements
will be ready for a March 30 opening . . .

A proclamation designating February 12-

18 as Albia’s “Go to the Movie Week” was
issued by Mayor James Morrison on behalf

of the King Theatre’s 40th anniversary
observance. Bob Nicholson arranged a spe-

cial program for the week. Nicholson an-
nounced May 4 as opening date for Albia’s

Drive-In.

Clarence L. Nicholson, 68, died at Vet-
erans Hospital here. He was employed for

many years as projectionist in Fort Dodge
theatres.

TV Star a Loser at CNE;
No More Such Bookings
TORONTO—At the annual meeting of

the Canadian National Exhibition direc-

tors, President Harry Price announced that
top-price entertainers from the United
States or elsewhere would no longer be
booked for the CNE grandstand shows,
saying that television had wiped out the
advantage of having expensive headliners
for the performances.

Price told the meeting that, although
the 1960 exposition had resulted in an
overall profit of $291,920 for the two-week
operation, the grandstand show had
shown receipts of $399,499 and expenses
of $504,564 for a loss of $105,065. Last
year’s star was the comedian Phil Silvers.

The president gave the assurance that
Producer Jack Arthur would provide an
attractive show this year which would
have a much larger Canadian content. The
CNE stand has a capacity of 32,000 seats

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY
with

QUICK, EFFICIENT, MODERN
DRIVE-IN

SCREEN PAINTING
No ladders, scatfolding, swings or other

outmoded equipment to mar the
surface of your screen

HEIGHT IS NO PROBLEM!
The picture above shows Noble painting the huge
"41 Twin Outdoor" screen. This 103 foot high
tower puts every square inch of your screen
within easy reach—nothing is missed or over-
looked.

YOU WILL SAVE TIME!
The portable 103 foot aerial tower comes in

ready for action. There are no ladders, rigs—no
ropes to worry about. No danger of falls, etc.

We know how the job should be done, and we
do it that way!

YOUR MONEY GOES INTO YOUR SCREEN -

Not for paying workmen climbing all over your
screen, not for setting up and tearing down old-

fashioned rigging. There is no waste motion.
Our aerial tower allows us to reach corners,

crevices usually overlooked when working from
shaky swing stages or scaffolds.

ASK OUR CUSTOMERS:
We have painted some of the largest and finest

drive-in screens in the country, such as:

Beaver Outdoor Starlite Drive-In

Beaver Dam, Wis. LaCrosse, Wis.

Richland Outdoor Star Dusk Drive-In

Richard Center, Wis. Sheboygan, Wis.

Marcus Theatre Management Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Standard Theatres Company
Milwaukee, Wis.

DON'T DELAY-NOW IS THE TIME
To Get Your Screen Ready for the New Season

Write or Wire

DEAN NOBLE

NOBLE AERIAL SERVICE
ROCHESTER, WISCONSIN

or phone 242J, Waterford, Wis.
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Our people jumped
at tlie chance when
we offered the

Payroll Savings Plan’

“We invited every employee in the company

to come along with us on the Payroll Savings

Plan and invest in U.S. Savings Bonds regu-

larly. The response was excellent. People appre-

ciate having the tough job of saving done for

them - and a lot of them took time to thank us

for it. And besides feeling good about building

a nest-egg, they’re proud to be part of an effort

that helps keep our country strong. This Plan

makes them feel they ‘belong,’ and that’s the

best kind of personnel relations.”

If your company hasn't gotten around to

putting in the Payroll Savings Plan, contact

your State Savings Bonds Director and let him

show you how simple the Plan really is. Get his

experienced help in presenting the Plan to your

organization. Or write Savings Bonds Division,

U. S. Treasury Department. Washington, D. C.

B O X O F F I C E

THE U. S. GOVERNMENT DOES NOT PAY FOR THIS ADVERTISEMENT. THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT THANKS, FOR THEr I ATRIOTISM, THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL AND THE DONOR ABOVE.
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• ADLINES * EXPLOITIPS

• ALPHABETICAL INDEX
• EXHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY

• FEATURE RELEASE CHART

• FEATURE REVIEW DIGEST

• SHORTS RELEASE CHART

• SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS

• REVIEWS OF FEATURES

• SHOWMANDISING IDEAS

THE GUIDE TO

Vampires, Talking Corpse, Wild Front Make Hot Sunday'

“Black Sunday,” which was world-

premiered at the Allen Theatre in Cleve-

land, and has been showing frequently to

SRO business, almost had to get off on a

bat’s wing and a magic sign in lieu of the

usual promotion and the wildly colorful

front, put up just before the opening.

Due to fast booking arrangements. Milt

Moritz, American International advertis-

ing-publicity executive, arrived in town

with ten days to arrange for the world

-

premiere ballyhoo. With only copies and

plans for the front, an advertising program

and a set of photos, etc., Moritz and

Howard Higley, manager of the Allen, put

over an impressive, near-maximum cover-

age campaign.

RADIO, TV, STORES USED

Alerting of potential theatregoers was

accomplished via radio, television, the

newspapers and drugstores. The No. 1 pro-

ili & motion was the Ten Best Ghouls compe-
',a

tition, a zany affair planted with the

Cleveland Plain Dealer. The prizes for the

best vampire makeups offered by AIP
were designed more for cockeyed reading

than actual invitations to don shrouds and
facial makeup. So the theatre added $25,

$15 and $10 prizes, and the contest was

just crazy enough to click big.

Telephone calls poured in at the Allen

from would-be contestants after the initial

story in the Plain Dealer, with the callers

telling Higley that they were afraid of

being arrested on the way to the theatre

in their hideous makeups. So Higley an-

nounced the next day in the paper (nearly

nine inches) that contestants would be

furnished di’essing rooms at the theatre,

and this got crowds downtown and the

theatre got ’em in.

BUSINESS IS HOT
Business was more than double average

with this horror film.

A second contest was conducted by local

station WJW-TV, with viewers asked to

write in then- pet superstitions.

On radio, a tiein was made with the

Word for Today gimmick over WHK. Peo-

ple had to call the station at a specific

time giving the “word for the day” which,

in this case, was based on the film, such

aa “Barbara Steele” (star of the film)

for one day, etc. The plugs were repeated

q) every 15 minutes from sign-on in the

morning to sign-off at night.

Wide coverage also was obtained by
means of a smart table tent featuring a

“Black Sundae” promoted through the

Cleveland Standard drugstore chain.

it will paralyze

you with

fright?

Here's a view of the wildly colorful front installed on the Allen Theatre for the world premiere of

"Black Sunday." The display was turned out from scratch, completed and set up, in a week's time

by Milt Moritz, American International ad-publicity chief, and Howard Higley, manager of the Allen.

Point-of-sale promotion was achieved
through a striking front, and distribution

of “Black Sunday” envelopes, containing
cards bearing incantation copy, to mem-
bers of the Allen audience before and
during the run. Outside copy:

“For Your Protection Keep This With
You When You See ‘Black Sunday’ . . .

etc., etc. . . . Urgent: It is of the utmost
importance that you see ‘Black Sunday’
from the beginning.”

These envelopes also were passed out in

Playhouse Square and also in high schools

—teaser comeons!

The front was a rush job. Continental
Litho Corp. and Gallo Displays, Inc., were
given the rush orders. Nat Barach of Na-
tional Screen and Continental turned all

facilities to reproducing photos and get-

ting the 40x60s and necessary heralds.

Gallo went to work from the colorings and
drawings and had the blazon front in-

stalled the day before the premiere.

To multiply the impact of the front, a
coffin was placed in the outer lobby with a
ghoulish-looking dummy inside. Concealed
under the lid was a microphone and loud-
speaker, wired to another speaker and
mike in the lobby. Operating the latter

was a girl who could see the coffin, but

could not be seen. When someone—and
plenty did—talk into the coffin, the girl

would describe the appearance of the in-

terviewer and make other talk, such as

“It’s very cold in this coffin. Lean over
more; give me just a drop of your blood
and I’ll be warm again!”

Sometimes a voice from the coffin

would say, “Hello, there. Come over and
talk to me.”

Hundreds talked with the “corpse.” The
long-distance conversation was held by one
man who talked for 20 minutes and still

couldn’t figure out how this ghoulish head
in the coffin could describe him, answer
all his questions and carry on a continuous
conversation without being able to see him
at all.

Last, but not least, Barbara Steele came
in for a press luncheon, radio and tele-

vision appearances. She was taped with
Dick Wright, Stanley Warner zone man-
ager, for the half-hour Lights, Camera
. . . Questions! a WJW-TV Sunday show.
She was on with Dick Pik at the same
station, with the One O’clock show at

WEWS-TV, did tape interviews for WERE
and KYW radio stations, and judged the

horror contest prior to the premiere at 2

p.m. Wednesday afternoon.
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PEAK $$$ IN 'CIMARRON’
Ten-Point Campaign to Capitalize

On High-Octane Plus Values of

MGM's Historical Western

By Francis Barr

Advertising-publicity director for Interstate Theatres-Texas
Consolidated Theatres

“Cimarron,” from Metro-Goldwyn-May-
er, Culver City, U.S.A., is no gimmick in-

spiring picture, but a

Grade A film. Treat
its advertising-pub-
licity campaign as

such and, we believe,

the remuneration will

be rewarding.
“Cimarron” is a

good example of the

screen at its peak of

appeal — when there

is a “purpose” be-

y o n d, successfully

combined with enter-

tainment. “Cima r-

ron” has that purpose. Its American his-

tory background should provide an extra

motivation for people to see “Cimarron.”
Down here in Texas—where we operate

from the Panhandle of the north to the

Gulf coast of the south, and from the Rio

Giant Stampede Blowup

The art below pictures the epic sweep

and stirring action of the Oklahoma land

rush. Interstate is blowing this up, as

large as the lobby will permit, to dom-

inate the theatre front. Copy used with

the blowup is, “The Great 'Cimarron'

Land-Rush Stampede . . . You'll Re-

member It as You Did the Chariot Race

in 'Ben-Hur'!"

Grande bordering Mexico to the Red River

separating Oklahoma—we of the Inter-

state circuit propose to gather as many
dollars as possible by augmenting the many
fine merchandising sales plans originated

by MGM’s exploitation department.
We’ll start by analyzing the picture,

then putting the plans to work, as follows:

SALES ANALYSIS

What do we have here? A western? An
outdoors thriller? A spectacle, or, in more
modern terminology, a spectacular?

Well, “Cimarron” is much more than
just a western, and it certainly outclasses

such timeworn phrases as “gigantic in

scope ... a classic of the great outdoors

... or brought to you at the cost of $10

million with a cast of thousands.”

“Cimarron” deserves more thoughtful

consideration and sales planning.

This is no ordinary attraction, the kind

that you see day-in, day-out on television.

It is an extraordinary entertainment, with
ingredients highly palatable to many
tastes :

(a) It was made with a deft touch and
contains rich portions of theme that will

whet the mature appetite.

(b) Yet it is spiced with immediately
apparent condiments of action and ro-

mance to excite the younger potential

patron.

So, what do we have in “Cimarron”?
We’ve got one of those rare combina-

Francis Barr

METRO -60LOWYN-MAVEW
EDNA PERBER’S

/ TH i GREAT 'WMAiWS'UHtl-ftUSH 3TAHPE0E You’ll. AEMEMOEA IT«
YOU 010 THE CHARIOT RACE IN “8EH-HUA"!
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The story of
a man, a land
and a love!

ENTERTAINMENT

Using Additional Sales

Angles in Ads . . .

Note the use of a cattle brand symbol in the top

part of pressbook ad, which Interstate Theatres is

inserting in all its "Cimarron" advertising. With

the stampede scene is new copy, "The Great

'Cimarron' Land Rush Stampede . . . You'll Re-

member It as You Did the Chariot Race in 'Ben-

Hur'!"
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Top Star Names . . .

"Cimarron," the action-filled historical drama, also has top star names, and

MGM provides many provocative stills for use in displays and planting with

amusement poge editors. Here are pictured Glenn Ford and Maria Schell,

in a love scene; Anne Baxter, in an appealing pose astride a horse; also

thumbnail shots of Arthur O'Connell and Mercedes McCambridge.

tions that come along perhaps once in a

decade ... an epic story about people, a
rousing, sensuous saga with a western his-

torical background ... a great yarn that
appeals to all ages, to all walks of life. It

takes a place of honor with its ilk

—

“Giant” . . . “Duel in the Sun” . . . “Cov-
ered Wagon.” One among a few.

BOXOFFICE DYNAMITE

In our hands is boxoffice dynamite.
We’d love to hear that boxoffice ex-

plosion, an earth-shaking sound heard all

il~A the way to the bank. We propose to stick
va .

1 a torch to the fuse early, far ahead of

playdate, and to keep it burning constantly
until the inevitable explosion, caused by
the pouring on of the following fuel;

(1) High Octane PRESTIGE—implant-
ing the fact that “Cimarron” is among the
greatest of its kind.

(2) High Octane THEME—stressing the
fact that this is an epic story depicting
America’s growth through the development
of the west from the best-selling pen of

Pulitzer prize-winner Edna Ferber.

(3) High Octane CAST—plugging the
fact that it is topnotch, headed by
Glenn Ford, Maria Schell and Ann Baxter.

(4) High Octane ACTION—highlight-
ing the fact that this picture has one of

the most exciting, thrilling scenes ever
filmed, the LAND RUSH, the great Cimar-
ron stampede, which is to this picture what
the Chariot Race was to “Ben-Hur.”

(5) High Octane ROMANCE—playing
up Sabra’s love for Yancey, giving the pic-
ture the much-needed woman appeal.

This fuel will be drilled from newspapers,
sources of promotion and exploitation. No
field will be left unexplored.

TEN-POINT CAMPAIGN

FIRST, we will devise a symbol that will

become recognizable in association with
“Cimarron.” This will be a cattle brand, a

brand that will be used to mark every-
thing in connection with the picture

—

newspaper ads, lobby displays, television

telops, all printed material, etc. This will

be a mark of distinction . . . “Entertain-
ment Plus.” This symbol first will be pub-
licized through a feature newspaper story.

Here’s a sample of the brand:

ENTERTAINMENT

SECOND, the “prestige” aspect of the

campaign will be part of a long-range
plan. Two weeks before the picture’s

opening, we will use newspaper ads de-

signed to look like regular news releases,

such as the following (1 col. 4 or 5-inch) ;

"Cimarron" Candidate

For 1961 "Oscars"
HOLLYWOOD—With the 1960 Acad-

emy Awards winners hardly having

time to enjoy their laurels, a candidate

for this year's honors, “Cimarron," is

already causing an unusual amount of

complimentary conversation in the film

capital.

This new picturization of Edna Fer-

ber's “Cimarron" is one of the classic

stories of America, an epic saga of the

men and women who conquered a
wilderness and gave birth to an empire
known as the Oklahoma territory.

(Editor's note: Dallas will see “Cim-
arron," beginning April 1 at the Ma-
jestic Theatre.)

“Cimarron" is filmed in CinemaScope
and color, the cast headed by Glenn
Ford, Maria Schell, Anne Baxter,

Arthur O'Connell, and featuring many
more.

This, and other such ads touching on
other aspects of the film, will be published
ROP—in all sections of the newspapers

—

in local, national, international, fashion,

society, sports, financial, amusements.

THIRD, the usual display ads for the

amusements pages, following the news-
style, run-of-the-paper ads, will begin on
Sunday ahead of the normal Thursday
opening. These display ads will be pri-

marily the MGM ads. We will select those

that stress the picture’s BIGNESS, ITS
IMPORTANCE, ITS HIGH QUALITY AND
ITS VARIOUS ENTERTAINMENT VAL-
UES.
We propose to augment the MGM ads by

inserting copy that points out that
“Cimarron” most certainly joins a Roll of

Honor along with such immortals as
“Giant” . . . “Duel in the Sun” . . . and
“Covered Wagon!” And the gigantic land-
rush stampede will be favorably compared
with the chariot race of “Ben-Hur.”
Of course, these revisions of the news-

paper ads will be followed through in

lobby displays and fronts, as well as other
media. In relation to the illustration of
the land-rush episode, copy will be used as
follows: “The Great ‘Cimarron’ Land-
Rush Stampede . . . You’ll Remember It as
You Did the Chariot Race in ‘Ben-Hur’!”

FOURTH, we’ll build special lobby front

(Continued on page 4)

The book of the Oklahoma land rush is world

famous, and the author of the accompanying

article, Francis Barr of thp Interstate circuit, is

using this as one of the promotions to help build

up the prestige of the motion picture. Depicted

here is the paperback cover.
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MGM exploitation department Has a number of attractive stills for merchandise tieups. In addition to

for women (Anne Baxter) and one of Maria Schell featuring a hair style.

• Continued from page 3)

displays, stressing the magnitude of the
land-rush episode. This magnificent ac-
tion illustration will be the dominating
factor in the lobby—the blowup being as
big as possible. In addition to current dis-

play outside the theatre, the lobby front
will be used inside the theatre ahead of

the film’s opening (See three-column
photo of land-rush art.)

FIFTH, at least a week prior to the
picture’s opening, the title song will be
played via the public address system in

the theatre auditorium and foyer during
intermissions.

SIXTH, a cross-plug trailer, advance
and currently, will be used in all our other

Saysswu
'*WBSCHUU(w’

AVNE BAXTER • ARTHUR 0DONNELL

• tmxi MfTB r*UU5 ktfy*

s iiurndVtt

•JV -VMMN -tfDMUNO 68AWCER

Giant MGM standee carries out the biggest theme

of the "Cimarron" promotion outlined by Inter-

stater Francis Barr.

theatres in each city. Also, instead of the

usual one week ahead of opening date,

the regular de luxe feature trailer will be

used two weeks in advance in the playing

theatre. All trailers will have a special

service tag, the copy devised to stress the
picture’s importance and extra sales angles.

SEVENTH, for our radio phase of the

campaign, we will enlist the services of

Gordon McLendon, well-known national-

ly for production of spot announcements
that secured sensational boxoffice results.

He will create a highly excitable word
imagery of “Cimarron,” using soundtrack
dialog, music and sound effects, and adding
colorful copy.

Also, in connection with radio, we will

avail ourselves of the potent sales imple-
ments provided by MGM, the transcribed

interviews of the stars, and the special

Anne Baxter telephone interview tran-

scribed from Australia.

Additionally, we will promote the station

breaks recorded by Miss Baxter (on the

stations where we buy spots) . And on
these stations we will promote a contest

based on songs from the screen’s old west.

EIGHTH, television should be a good
sales media in which to give the potential

patron a tantalizing peek at the sweeping
bigness of the picture. We definitely pro-
pose to include this media in our overall

campaign. We will aim principally for the

major adult TV audiences—prime A and
AA spots. TV will be concentrated close to

playdate, since the newspaper campaign
will start well in advance of opening with
the ROP ads.

We’ll reach the small-fry of television

land through a contest on kid programs,
giving away “Cimarron” pistol and hol-

ster sets.

NINTH, newspaper publicity (free space)
will be pursued with even more than the
usual persistence and ingenuity by the
Interstate-Texas Consolidated men in the
field. They’ll beat a steady path to their

editors’ doors with all the story and photo
material MGM supplies. And they’ll dream
up some original ideas, too. Color scene
mats will be used in almost all our cities,

if supplied early enough.

TENTH, tieups and promotions, set up
by MGM, will be followed up with gusto

—

those depicted here, others show evening clothes

with western clothes stores; with distribu-

tors of the paperback edition of the best-
selling book; through a chuckwagon bar-
becue party in front of the theatre; by
contacting the Quaker Oats people to give

free tickets to kids; window and ad tieups
with record and music stores; promotion
of a model covered wagon contest, and
selling newspapers on the idea of using
institutional ads paralleling the growth of

their own establishment and the growth of

the country with the newspaper in “Cim-
arron.” This institutional ad tieup will be
explored with various companies.
No matter how great a picture is, how

thoroughly it has been sold nationally,

there isn’t a one that won’t garner many
an additional dollar if sold properly and
earnestly on the local level. This calls for

arm-in-arm cooperation of the distributor

and the exhibitor.

“Cimarron” is a picture that can be
branded as entertainment extraordinary

—

in Texas or in Timbuktu. Give it a brand
of “excellence,” and go after those extra
dollars.

Starlet still which can be obtained on order from

MGM for preopening use as illustrated here . . .

4 Days to Opening.
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An interpretive analysis of lay and tradepress reviews. Running time is in parentheses. The
plus and minus signs indicate degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews/ updated regularly.
This department olso serves as an ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feature releases. © is for
CinemaScope; ® VistaVision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; <§) Regalscope; ® Technirama.
Symbol & denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. For listings by
company in the order of release, see FEATURE CHART.
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2506 Absent-Minded Professor, The

(97) Comedy Drama BV 2-27-61 ff ft ff ff ff 10+
2473 ©Alamo, The (162) Todd-AO

Historical Drama UA 10-31-60 -H- + + ff ff ff ff 12+
2442 ©All the Fine Young Cannibals

(122) © Drama . . .MGM 7-18-60 ff
— ff + 2±2 + 8+3-

2477 All the Young Men (86) Dr.... Col 8- 8-60 + + f- + + + + 7+
2443 ©Amazing Mr. Teas, The (70)

Novelty Pad Prod-SR 7-18-60 = 2-
2457 Angel Wore Red, The (99 Dr.. . MGM 9- 5-60 ± — + Hh -t- -h 6+6-
2489 Angry Silence, The (95) Dr... 12-26-60 -H- -H- ff ff ff ff ff 14+
2496 Another Sky (83) Melodr.... . Harrison 1-23-61 + + 3+1-
2428 Apartment, The (125)

Panavision Com- Dr UA 6- 6-60 -H- ft ff ff ff + ff 13+
2452 As the Sea Rages (74) Dr. ... Col 8-22-60 + -±_ Hh + — + 5+3-

— B

—

2441 Bellboy, The (72) Farce .... .

.

.

.

Para 7-18-60 + + + ff 8+3-
2382 ©Ben-Hur (212) Camera 65

Biblical Drama . . .MGM 11-30-59 ff ft ff ff ff ff ff 14+
2453 ©Between Time and Eternity

(98) Dr U-l 8-22-60 ± ± -f- + 5+4-
2458 Beyond the Time Barrier (75) SF AIP 9- 5-60 -+ -h -+- ±. 6+6-
2504 Black Sunday (84) Horror Dr. AIP 2-20-61 + + ff + + 6+
2496 Blueprint for Robbery (88) Cr. Para 1-23-61 + ft + + + + 8+1-
2461 8oy Who Stole a Million. The

(64) Comedy-Drama 9-19-60
-H- + + ff + + + 9+

2474 ©Breath of Scandal, A

(98) Comedy . . . . Para 10-31-60 + + + + 7+3-
2473 ©Butterfield 8 (109) © Drama.. MGM 10-31-60 ff -H- + ff + + 10+1-

—C—
2407 ©Can-Can (131)

Todd-AO Musical 20th- Fox 3-21-60 ft + + ff ff + ff H+
2448 ©Captain’s Table, The (90)

Comedy 20th -Fox 8- 8-60 H- ft ft ff + + 11+1-
2494 Carry On, Constable (86) Com. . . . . Govn’r 1-16-61 -f + 2+
2408 Carry On, Nurse (89) Farce.... Governor 3-21-60 ft ft ff ff + + ff 12+
2495 ©Carthage in Flames (111)

® Spectacle Drama Col 1-23-61 ± + + HH -f- 2+2 7+6-
2485 Caltiki, The Immortal Monster

(76) Sc.-F’n AA 12- 5-60 ± + — — 2+3-
2433 ©Chartroose Caboose, The (75)

Panavision Comedy ...U-l 6-20-60 + + + 3+
2488 ©Cimarron (140) © Dr . . . MGM 12-19-60 ff •ff ff ff ff + ff 13+
2482 ^©CinderFella (88) Comedy ... Para 11-28-60 -H-

-h + ff + -h + 9+2-
2497 Circle of Deception (100) Dr. 20th-Fox) 1-30-61 -f ++ ff + + 7+1-
2491 Code of Silence (75)

Melodrama Sterling World-SR 1- 9-61 + 1+
2474 College Confidential (90) Melo. . . . .U-l 10-31-60 ± — _ 2+4-
2437 Come Back, Africa (90)

Social Documentary Dr . Rogosin 7- 4-60 -H- + ff 5+
2456 Come Dance With Me! (91)

Comedy-Mystery Kingsley-Union 8-29-60 + + + HH + 6+2-
2487 Crazy for Love (80) Com . . . .Ellis 12-19-60 ± 1+1-
2455 ©Crowded Sky, The (105) Dr. WB 8-29-60 + + + + + + ^h 7+1-
2494 ©Cry for Happy (110) © Com Col 1-16-61 + + + ff ff 8+1-

—D

—

2464 ©Dark at the Top of the Stairs,

The (124) Drama WB 9-26-60 ff ff ff ff ff + ff 13+
2486 Date Bait (71) Melo Filmgroup 12-12-60 ± 1+1-
2446 Day They Robbed the Bank

of England, The (84) Cr. Dr. . .MGM 8- 1-60 + Hh + ff ff + 9+1-
2491 Desert Attack (76) Melo 20th-Fox 1- 9-61 + + + 3+
2462 Desire in the Dust (105) © Dr. 20th-Fox 9-19-60 -H- + + ±2 ^h + 8+3-
2503 Devil's Commandment (71) © Ho . . .RCIP 2-20-61 ± 1+1-
2484 Dog, a Mouse and a Sputnik. A

(90) Comedy 12- 5-60 + — + 3+2-
2508©Don Quixote (110) Classic Dr... MGM 3- 6-61 -H- ff ff —

ff ff 10+1-
2499 Dondi (100) Comedy . . . .AA 2- 6-61 ± 2±2 + 3+2-

2442 ©Elmer Gantry (145) Drama .. ....UA 7-18-60 -H- ff ff ff ff ff ff 14+
2449 Enemy General, The (75) Dr. . Col 8-15-60 -H-

— + f- + + ;h 7+2-
2469 Entertainer, The (98) Dr . . Cont’l 10-17-60 + ff + ff ff + 2+2 10+1-
2482 ©Esther and the King (109)

© Adventure Drama 20th-Fox 11-28-60 -f +
f-

Hh
ff 8+4-

2490 ©Exodus (212) Super-Panavision 70

Drama UA 12-26-60 ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 14+

2479 Facts of Life, The (103) Com-Dr. UA 11-21-60 -f ff ff ff ff + ff 12+
2456 ©Fast & Sexy (99) ® Comedyr Col 8-29-60 -f- + ;h + f- + 7+2-
2496 Fever in the Blood, A (117) Dr. WB 1-23-61 4+ + + ff + + 8+
2458 ©Five Bold Women (82) W'n . Citation 9- 5-60 ± 1+1-

2507 Five Guns to Tombstone (71) W’n . . UA 3- 6-61 ± + ± 3+2-
2489 ©Flaming Star (101) ©

Outdoor Drama .20th -Fox 12-26-60 + ff + ff ff + + 10+

2478 ©Flute and the Arrow, The (78)

Documentary Drama . . .Janus 11-14-60 + ff ff ff 7+
2448 ©For the Love of Mike (87)

© Outdoor Dr .20th-Fox 8- 8-60 ff ff + ff ff ff 11+
2483 Four Desperate Men (105) Melo. . .Cont'l 12- 5-60 ff 2+
247148 Hours to Live (86)

Melodrama Cinema Assoc-SR 10-24-60 ± 1+1
2498 Foxhole in Cairo (78) Dr 1-30-61 + ff

— + 2+2 ± 7+4—
2464 ©Freckles (84) © Outdoor ... . 20th-Fox 9-26-60 + + ± + + 5+1-
2495 French Mistress, A (91) Com

2441 ©From the Terrace (144) ©
.. .F-A-W 1-23-61 ± + + + + 5+1-

Drama . 20th-Fox 7-18-60 ff ff 2+2 ff ff ± + 11+2-
2507 Frontier Uprisng (68) W'n . . . UA 3- 6-61 + 2+1-

—G

—

2472 ©G. 1. Blues (104) Com/Mus.

2459 Girl in Lovers Lane, The

Para 10-24-60 + + 2+2 ff 2+2 + + 8+2-

(78) Melodrama Filmgroup 9-12-60 - + 1+1-
2468 Girl of the Night (S3) Dr. .

2491 ©Goddess of Love, The (68)

WB 10-10-60 + ff ~ + + 2+2 8+3-

© Spectacle . 20th-Fox 1- 9-61 + — Hh 2+2-
2500 Gold of the Seven Saints (88)

Outdoor Drama WB 2- 6-61 ± ff + + ff + 8+1-
2490 ©Goliath and the Dragon (90) ©

Costume Spectacle AIP 12-26-60 + + — + — Hh 5+4-
2457 Good Girls Beware (SO) Melodr. UMPO 9- 5-60 + 1+
2495 ©Go Naked in the World

(103) © Drama . . MGM 1-23-61 + ff + ff ± + 8+1-
3498 ©Gorgo (78) © Adv. Dr

2486 ©Grass Is Greener, The

. . .MGM 1-30-61 ff
H^ + + + ff 8+1-

(105) ® Comedy U-l 12-12-60 + ff + ff — + ff 9+1-
2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 +f ff + ff ff ff 11+

2488 Hand in Hand (75) Dr Col 12-19-60 + ff ff ff ft ff ff 13+
2475 ©Heaven on Earth (84)

Documentary Drama . . JB-SR 11-14-60 + ± + + ± + 6+2-
2473 Hell Is a City (96) Action . Col 10-31-60 + ff + + ff + + 9+
2447 Hell to Eternity (132) Dr.... AA 8- 8-60 ff ff ff ff ff + + 12+
24S7 ©Herod the Great (93) ®

Costume Spectacle AA 12-19-60 + 2+2 + 2+2 + ±2 6+3-
2478 Heroes Die Young (76) Melodrama AA 11-14-60 + 2+2 -h 3+2-
2457 ©Hideout in the Sun (72)

Nudist drama 9- 5-60 ± 1+1-
2454 High-Powered Rifle, The

(60) Action . . 20th-Fox 8-22-60 - Hh H^ Hh ± — 4+6-
2486 High School Caesar (72) Melo. Filmgroup 12-12-60 + 1+
2464 ^©High Time (103) © Com/Mus 20-Fox 9-26-60 + + + ff ff + + 9+
2499 Home Is the Hero (83) Dr. . . . .Showcorp 2- 6-61 ff + + + 5+
2506 Hoodlum Priest, The (101) Dr UA 2-27-61 |f ff + ff ff + 10+
2435 ©House of Usher, The (80) © Ho.. . AIP 6-27-60 + + + ff ff ff ff n+

2459 I Aim at the Stars (107)

Biographical Drama Col 9-12-60 + ff + + + + ff 9+
2436 ©Ice Palace (143) Drama ... WB 6-27-60 + 2+2 ff ff ff + + io+i-
2444 ©Idiot, The (122) Dostoievsky classic

(English-dubbed) . 20th-Fox 7-18-60 - + + + — + ft 6+2-
2442 Inherit the Wind (126) Drama. UA 7-18-60 ff ff ff ff ff ff ft 14+
2467 It Happened in Broad Daylight

(97) Dr. (Eng.-dubbed) . . .Cont’l 10-10-60 + ff ff + + 7+
2503 It Takes a Thief (..) Melo.. . Valiant 2-20-61 + 1+

2481 Jazz Boat (96) © Or/Music .

2479 ©Journey to the Lost City

Col 11-28-60 + -h ^h + 4+2-

(90) © Adv. Drama AIP 11-21-60 + — + ±2 6+5-
2452 ©Jungle Cat (70) Documentary. ... BV 8-22-60 + + + ff ff ff ff H+

—K

—

2471 Kill Me Tomorrow (80) Melodr.. 10-24-60 + 1+
2466 Key Witness (81) © Drama . . . .MGM 10- 3-60 + ff + + + + 8+1-
2507©Konga (90) Horror Drama .. AIP 3- 6-61 ff ff 4+

—L—
2466 ©Last Woman on Earth, The (71)

Melodrama Filmgroup 10- 3-60 + — 1+1-
2505 League of Gentlemen, The (113)

Comedy-Drama . Kingsley 2-27-61 ff ff + ff + 8+
2482 Left, Right and Center (90)

Comedy . . Bentley 11-28-60 ff ff + + ff 8+
2476 ©Legions of the Nile (91) ©

Action Spectacle . 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ± — — Hh — — it 3+8-
2465 Let No Man Write My Epitaph

(106) Drama Col 10- 3-60 ff + ft + + ff 10+1-
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2458 ©Let’s Make Love (118) ©
Comedy/Music . 20th-Fox

2493 ©Little Angel (90) Com-Dr.. . . . Murray

2465 Little Shop of Horrors, The (70)

Horror Comedy Filmgroup

2502 Long Rope. The (61) © W’n. . 20th-Fox

2439 U©Lost World, The (98) ©
Science-Fiction 20th-Fox

2453 Louisiana Hussy (80) Melodr..

—M

—

2489 Magdalena (76) Melodrama . . SR

2468 ©Magnificent Seven, The (128)

Outdoor Dr. (Panavision) UA
2492 Make Mine Mink (101) Com..

2452 Man Who Wouldn’t Talk, The (97)

Mystery Drama . Showcorp.

2501 Mania (..) Ho. Dr . . Valiant

2503 Mark of the Devil (73) Melo.. . . . . RCIP

2484 ©Marriage-Go-Round, The

(99) © Comedy .20th- Fox

2469 ©Midnight Lace (108) Dr. . U-l

2504 ©Mighty Crusaders, The (87) ©
Spectacle Falcon-SR

2500 Misfits, The (124) Drama . . UA
2502 ©Millionairess, The (90) ©

G. B. Shaw Comedy . 20th -Fox

2499 More Deadly Than the Male (60)

Crime Melodrama Schoenfeld

2421 My Dog, Buddy (76) Dr Col

—N—
2470 Natchez Trace (80) Adv. . . Panorama-SR

2470 Never on Sunday (97) Com-Dr. Lopert-UA

2462 Night Fighters, The (85) Dr UA
2447 Night of Love (93) Melodr.. . . . Howco

2450 ©Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (108)

Totalscope His. Dr Col

2478 ©North to Alaska (122) ©
Action Comedy 20th-Fox

2451 OQOcean’s 11 (128) © Com-Dr... WB
2450 ©One Foot in Hell (89)

©Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox

2497 ©One Hundred and One Dalmatians

(80) Animated Feature BV
2445 Oscar Wilde (96) Dr Four City Ent

—P—
2417 Pay or Die (110) Dr AA
2492 ©Pepe (195) ©Comedy/Music ....Col

2469 Please Turn Over (86) Farce Col

2477 Plunderers, The (94) Adv. Dr. AA
2501 Police Dog Story (61) UA
2416 Q©Pollyanna ( 134 ) Com. Dr BV

2436 ©Portrait in Black (111) Dr U-l

2477 Price of Silence, The (72)

Melodrama Exclusive-SR

2508 ©Prisoners of the Congo (90)

Adventure Drama Atlantis

2414 Private Property (79) Dr Citation

2440 Psycho (109) Suspense Drama ...Para

—R—
2419 Raymie (73) Drama AA
2454 Rebel Girls (70) Action . . . . Luzon-SR

2490 ©Ritual of Love, The (72)

Documentary Pacemaker-SR

2432 Rosemary (105) Drama F-A-W

2485©Royal Ballet (131) Ballet. ... Lopert

2460 Runaway (76) Melodrama ....Group 9

9- 5-60 4 4 44 44 4 44 44 134
1-16-61 -f- 4 4+3-

10- 3-60 4 14
2-13-61 4 4 + 4 4 7+1-

7-11-60 + 4 4 44 4 ± 9+2-
8-22-60 + 1+1-

12-26-60 1+1-

10-10-60 +f 4+ 44 44 + 4 44 124
1- 9-61 4 4+ 4 4 4 44 94

8-22-60 4 14
2-13-61 4 4 24
2-20-61 141-

12- 5-60 4 4 44 44 4 44 10+1-
10-17-60 4 4 + 44 44 44 44 124

2-20-61 1+ 1-
2 - 6-61 4 4 44 44 44 4 44 134

2-13-61 4 It 4 44 4 4 9+1-

2 - 6-61 4 24
5-16-60 4 + 4 — 5+4-

10-17-60 4 14
10-17-60 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 104
9-19-60 4 4 4 4 4 4 6+
8 - 8-60 -V- 1+1-

8-15-60 + 4 4 4 4 7+2-

11-14-60 4 4 44 44 4- 44 1041—

8-22-60 4 44 4 44 44
-+-

44 1241—

8-15-60 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 74

1-30-61 4 44 4 44 44 44 44 124
8- 1-60 + 44 4 44 4 44 44 114

5- 2-60 4 44 44 44 4 4 44 124
1- 9-61 4 + 44 44 44 44 1241-

10-17-60 4 44 44 4 44 4 94
11-14-60 + 4 4 4 541-
2-13-61 4 241-
4-18-60 4 44 44 44 44 44 44 144
6-27-60 4 — 4 — 44

-4- 744-

11-14-60 + 14

3- 6-61 ± 141-
4-11-60 4 + 4 4 4 -f- 641-
7-11-60 4 44 44 44 44 4 44 134

5- 9-60 4 4 4 4- 4 54
8-22-60 141-

12-26-60 4 14
6-13-60 4 44 4 4 44 74

12-12-60 -H 44 44
9-12-60 + 14

2506 Sanctuary (90) © Drama 20th-Fox

2468 ©Santa Claus (94) Fantasy/Music

(English-dubbed) Murray-SR

2451 Savage Eye, The (67) Semidocumentary

Drama Trans-Lux Kingsley

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (110)

® Adv. Dr Para

2432 School for Love (76) Dr NTA
2456 School for Scoundrels (94)

Comedy Cont’l

2476 ©Secret of the Purple Reef (80) ©
Action Drama 20th-Fox

2467 ©September Storm (99) Action

(Stereovision) 20th-Fox

2460 ©Seven Ways From Sundown

(87) Western U-l

2-27-61 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 84

10-10-60 ± ± 4 4 543-

8-22-60 -H- 4 4 -4- 4 941-

9-26-60 ff

6-13-60 ±
4 4 4 4 + 104

141-

8-29-60 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 104

11- 7-60 ± 4 4 ±_ 543-

10-10-60 ± -±_ 4 4 4 643-

9-12-60 4 4 + + 4 4 74

2474 Sex Kittens Go to College

(93) Comedy AA
2475 Shakedown, The (91) Action U-l

2472 She Walks by Night (85) Melo. Woolner

2479 Sinners of Paris (81) Melodr Ellis

2505 ©Sins of Rachel Cade, The

(123) Drama WB
2504 Sins of Youth (82) Dr Janus

2502 Sniper’s Ridge (61) © Dr 20th-Fox

2480 Squad Car (60) Melodrama. .. .20th-Fox

2380 ©Snow Queen, The (70) U-l

2440 ©Song Without End (142) ©
Drama/Music Col

2438 S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac U-l

2470 ©Spartacus (189) Super Technirama-70

Adventure Spectacle U-l

2485 Spring Affair (69) Comedy SR

2434 ©Story of Ruth, The (113) ©
Biblical Drama 20th-Fox

2437 ©Subterraneans, The (89) © Dr. ..MGM

2445 Studs Lonigan (103) Dr UA

2476 (J©Sundowners, The (133) Dr WB
2466 ^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) Drama WB
2467 Surprise Package (100) Comedy. ... Col

2477 ys©Swiss Family Robinson (128)

Adv. Classic, Panavision BV

2488 ©Sword and the Dragon (83)

Folklore Spectacle Valiant

2494 ©Sword of Sherwood Forest (80) ©
Adventure Drama Col

—T—
2465 ©Ten Who Dared (92) Adv BV

2493 ©Tess of the Storm Country (84)

© Melodrama 20th-Fox

2435 13 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy Col

2450 ©39 Steps, The (95) © Adv.. .20th-Fox

2485 ©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100)

Superdynamation, Fantasy Col

2439 ©Thunder in Carolina (92)

Racing Drama Howco

2389 Tiger Bay (105) Suspense Cont’l

2446 ©Time Machine, The (103) Sc-F...MGM

2498 ©Tomboy and the Champ (92)

Comedy-Drama U-l

2481 Tormented (75) Horror Drama AA

2480 Touch of Flesh, The (76)

Drama Amity Films-SR

2441 Trapped in Tangier (77)

Cr. Drama Supercinescope. . . 20th-Fox

2446 ©Trials of Oscar Wilde, The (See “The

Green Carnation’’)

2493 ©Tunes of Glory (106) Dr Lopert

2501 Two-Way Stretch (87) Com Showcorp

—U—
2460 Under Ten Flags (92) Dr Para

2505 Underworld, U. S. A. (98) Cr Col

2492 Unfaithfuls, The (89) Melodrama. .. AA

—V

—

2418 Valley of the Redwoods

(62) © Crime Drama . .

2472 Village of the Damned (78)

Horror Drama

—W—
2483 ©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The

(99) © Comedy Col

2471 ©Walk Tall (60) © Western. ,20th-Fox

2449 Walking Target (74) Action UA

2484 ©Where the Boys Are (99) © Com. MGM
2463 Where the Hot Wind Blows (120)

Dr. (English-dubbed) MGM
2500 ©White Warrior (86) ©

Adv. Dr. (Eng. dubbed) WB
2445 Why Must I Die? (90) Melodr AIP

2475 Wild Rapture (68)

Documentary Exclusive-SR

2459 Wild Ride, The (63) Ac Filmgroup

2508 ©Wings of Chance (76) ©
Outdoor Drama U-l

2487 ©Wizard of Baghdad (92) ©
Costume Comedy 20th-Fox

2480 ©World of Suzie Wong, The (129)

Drama Para

—XYZ

—

2451 Young Jesse James (73) ©
Action Drama 20th-Fox

2497 Young One, The (96) Dr Valiant

10-31-60 + — ± — 243-
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10-24-60 4 14
ll-H-60 4 14

2-27-61 4 4 4 641-
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2-13-61 — 4 4 -r- ± 544—

11-21-60 = — 144-
11-23-59 4 4 4 4 4 4 1141-

7-11-60 4 4 4 4 4 4 1341-
7- 4-60 4 4 4 4 4 641-
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12-12-60 4 4^ 4 4+2-
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8- 1-60 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 12+
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemaScope;
® Vistavision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Regalscope; © Technirama. Symbol Q denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart
ALLIED ARTISTS i ii AMERICAN INT'L I II COLUMBIA | II M-G-M I II

Pay or Die (110) Cr..6004
Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert

Raymie (73) Ad . 6006
David Ladd, Julie Adams, John

Agar

©The House of Usher

(85) © Ho.. 502
Vincent Price, Mark Damon,
Myma Fahey

Beyond the Time Barrier

(80) SF..505
Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins

Amazing Transparent Man
(60) SF. .506

Marguerite Chapman, Douglas
Kennedy

©Strangers When We Meet
(117) © D . .501

Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak,

Barbara Rush, Kent Smith
13 Ghosts (88) Ho C . 502
Jo Morrow, Rosemary DeCamp,
Donald Woods (partly In color)

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) S..503
Three Stooges, Paul Wincheli

The Day They Robbed the

Bank of England (85) . . . . D . . 19
Aldo Ray, Hugh Griffith,

Elizabeth Sellars

©Bells Are Ringing

(127) © M 17
Judy Holliday, Dean Martin,

Fred Clark

Sex Kittens Go to

College (94) C..6003
Mamie Van Doren, Tuesday Weld,

Mijanou Bardot, Mickey Shaugh-

nessy, Louis Nye

My Dog, Buddy (77) D..450
London (dog star), Travis Lemmond

©The Nights of Lucretia Borgia

(108) Totalscope Hi.. 504
Belinda Lee. Jacques Sernas

©The Time Machine (103).. SF.. 9
Rod Taylor, Yvette Mimieux

©All the Fine Young
Cannibals (122) © D..20

Natalie Wood, Robert Wagner,
Susan Kohner, George Hamilton

Hell to Eternity (132) D6007
Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen,

Vic Damone, Patricia Owens

Caltiki, The Immortal
Monster (76) SF. .6009

John Merlvale, Didi Sullivan

Tormented (75) D..6010
Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon

The Enemy General (74).. D.. 505
Van Johnson, Jean-Pierre Aumont

All the Young Men (87) . D . 506
Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier,

Ingemar Johansson, Mort Sahl,

©Fast and Sexy (98) © CD.. 507
Gina LoUobrigida, Dale Robertson,

Vittorio DeSica
As the Sea Rages (74) D . .508
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson,

Cameron Mitchell

The Angel Wore Red (99).. D.. 101
Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,
Joseph Cotten

©The Subterraneans (88) © D. .102
Leslie Caron, George Peppard,
Janice Rule. Roddy MacDowall

Heroes Die Young (76) . . . . D . .6014
Erika Peters, Scott Borland

©Serengeti Shall Not Die

(84) Doc.. 6013

©Journey to the Lost City

(90) Ad. 508
Debra Paget, Paul Christian

1 Aim at the Stars (107) BiD. .512
Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw

I'm All Right, Jack (104) C..515
Ian Carmichael, Peter Sellers,

Terry-Thomas, Dennis Price

©Song Without End (130)

© Bi/M.. 511
Dirk Bogarde, Capucine,
Genevieve Page

Key Witness (81) © . . . .D . .103
Jeffrey Hunter, Pat Crowley

The Plunderers (94) . . . .Ad. .6008
Jeff Chandler, John Saxon,
Dolores Hart, Ray Stricklyn

The Unfaithfuls (89) D..6015
Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt,

Pierre Cressoy

©Goliath and the Dragon

(90) © Ad . . 509
Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford

Let No Man Write My
Epitaph (106) D..513

Burl Ives, Shelley Winters, James
Darren, Jean Seberg

Surprise Package (100) . . . .C. .514
Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor,
Noel Coward

Hell Is a City (96) ©..Cr..516
Stanley Baker. John Crawford

Where the Hot Wind Blows

(120) D..104
Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Montand

©Butterfield 8 (109) ©..D..106
Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey,

Eddie Fisher, Dina Merrill

©Herod the Great (95) . Ad. .6016
Edmund Purdom, Sylvia Lopez

©The 3 Worlds of Gulliver

(100) SuperDynamation . .Ad. .517
Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow

Please Turn Over (86) . . . . C . . 518
Ted Ray, Jean Kent

Jazz Boat (95) © CD/M.. 519
Anthony Newley, Anne Aubrey

©Where the Boys Are

(99) © C. .110
Dolores Hart, George Hamilton,
Yvette Mimieux. Connie Francis

Look in Any Window (87) D..6101
Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol, Paul
Anka

©The Wackiest Ship in the
Army (99) © C..521

Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson

©Sword of Sherwood Forest

(80) Ad.. 522
Richard Greene, Peter Cushing

©Go Naked in the World
(103) © D .111

Gina Lollobrigida, Ernest Borgnine,
Anthony Franciosa, Luana Patten

Portrait of a Sinner

(100) D 507
Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton,

William Bendix

Black Sunday (84) .... Ho. .602
Barbara Steele, John Richardson

Hand in Hand (75) D..523
John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike

Passport to China (75). . . Ac. .527
Richard Basehart, Lisa Gastonl

©Carthage in Flames (111)
© Ad. 528

Anne Heywood, Jose Suarez

Village of the Damned (77) Ho. .109
George Sanders, Barbara Shelley

©Gorgo (76) Ad.. 105
Bill Travers, Vincent Winter

Dondi (100) C..6102
David Kory, Patti Page, David
Janssen

The Hand (61) Ho. .601
Derek Bond. Ronald Lee Hunt

©Konga (90 © Ho. .603
Michael Gough, Jess Conrad,
Margo Johns

©Cry for Happy (110) © CD 529
G. Ford, Miiko Taka, D. O’Connor

Underworld, U.S.A. (99) Cr...525
Cliff Robertson, Dolores Dorn

©Terror of the Tongs (80) Ac. .530
Geoffrey Toone, Christopher Lee

©Pepe (170) © C/M.. 520
Cantinflas, D. Dailey, Shirley Jones

©Cimarron (147) © . ...D..108
Glenn Ford, Maria Schell

Secret Partner (91) D..115
Stewart Granger, Haya Harareet

Operation Eichmann (92) D. .6103
Werner Klemperer, Ruta Lee,

Donald Buka, John Bonner

©Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll

(80) Ho..
Paul Massie, Dawn Addams

Raisin in the Sun (..).... D..
Sidney Poitier, Claudia McNeil

Five Golden Hours (..)....D..
Ernie Kovacs, Cyd Charisse

Stop Me Before 1 Kill

(• ) © D..
Claude Dauphine, Diane Cilento,

Ronald Lewis

The Green Helmet (88) ..Ac.. 116
Bill Travers, Ed Begley,

Nancy Walters

eral
>urani
; reiv

jna§
'ill

•va. /

PARAMOUNT

©The Rat Race (105) .... D .5923

Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds

The Bellboy (72) C..5924
Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry

©Tarzan the Magnificent

(88) Ad . 5925
Gordon Scott, Betta St. John,

Jock Mahoney

Psycho (109) MyD. .5926

Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,

Vera Miles. John Gavin

©It Started in Naples

(100) ® C. .5927

Clark Gable, Sophia Loren

Under Ten Flags (92) . . . Ad. .6002

Van Heflin, Charles Laughton,

Mylene Demongeot

The Boy Who Stole a

Million (64) Ac . 6001

Virgilio Texera, Marianne Benet

©G.l. Blues (104).. CD/M.. 6005
Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse

©A Breath of Scandal

(98) ® C. .6006

John Gavin, Sophia Loren,

Maurice Chevalier

^©CinderFella (91) . ...C..6007
Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn,
Anna Maria Alberghetti

Blueprint for Robbery (87) Ac. .6009

Jay Barney, J. Pat O’Malley

Foxhole in Cairo (78) D..6013
James Robertson Justice, Niall

MacGuinnls. Adrian Hoven

©World of Suzie Wong
(126) D..6008

William Holden, Nancy Kwan,

Sylvia Syms

©The Savage Innocents

(110) ® D..6004
Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tani,

Anna May Wong

Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim,

Elsa Martinelli

(94)
Shirley MacLaine,
Cliff Robertson

C. .6010
Dean Martin,
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APRIL

FEATURE CHART

20TH-FOX 1 U

JULY

1
©The Story of Ruth

(132) © D..021
Elana Eden, Stuart Whitman

Trapped in Tangiers

(74) © Ad.. 027
Edmund Purdom, Genevieve Page

©From the Terrace (144) © D. 028
Paul Newman. Joanne Woodward
0©Lost World (96) © Ad.. 026
Fernando Lamas, Claude Rains

Murder, Inc. (99) © Cr...031
May Britt. Stuart Whitman

AUGUST

1
Sons and Lovers (103) © D..035
Dean Stockwell, Wendy Hiller

©One Foot in Hell (90) © D. .029

A. Ladd, D. Murray-. D. Michaels

©For the Love of Mike (84) ©. .030

Richard Basehart. Stu Erwin

Young Jesse James (73) © D. .033

Ray Strieklyn, Willard Parker

©The 39 Steps (95) . . Ad . .032

Kenneth More. Taina Elg

SEPTEMBER

1
©Let’s Make Love (118) . .C. .034

Marilyn Monroe, Yves Montand,

Tony Randall

©Walk Tall (60) © Ac. .042

Willard Parker, Kent Taylor

©Freckles (84) © D..043
Martin West, Carol Christensen

Squad Car (60) Ac . 044

Paul Bryar. Vici Raaf

OCTOBER

1
5i>© High Time (103) © C/M . .036

Bing Crosby, Fabian, Tuesday Weld

Desire in the Dust (105) © D..046
Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer

©The Captain’s Table (90) ©..040
John Gregson, Peggy Cummins
©The Secret of the Purple Reef

(80) © Ac.. 047

Jeff Richards, Margia Dean

©Sept. Storm (99) S’v’s’n Ac.. 025
Mark Stevens, Joanne Dru

NOVEMBER

1
©Goddess of Love (68) © D. .039

Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©North to Alaska (122)

© Ad . . 051
John Wayne, Capucine, Fabian

Desert Attack (76) Ac.. 053
John Mills. Sylvia Syms

©Tess of the Storm
Country (84) D. .050

Diane Baker, Lee Philips

DECEMBER

|
^Wizard of Baghdad (92)

© Ad . . 054
Dick Shawn, Diane Baker, Barry

©Flaming Star (92) ©...W..056
Elvis Presley, Barbara Eden

©Esther and the King (109)

© D . .057
Joan Collins. Richard Egan

©Legions of the Nile

(94) © Ad.. 037
Linda Cristal, El tore Manni

JANUARY

©Marriage-Go-Round (99) ©C..101
Susan Hayward, James Mason,
Julie New mar

©Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come (108) © D . . 102

Jimmie Rodgers, Luana Patten
©Can-Can (131) © M . . 103
Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine,

Louis Jourdan, Juliet Prowse
The Long Rope (61) W..113
Hugh Marlowe, Alan Hale

FEBRUARY

|
©The Millionairess (90) © C . 104
Sophia Loren. Peter Sellers

Circle of Deception (100) © D. Ill
Bradford Dillman, Suzy Parker

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C .

Michael Craig, Mylene Demongeot

©The Canadians (..) © 0D..105
Robert Ryan. John Dehner

MARCH

Sanctuary (90) © D. .115
L. Remick, Y. Montand, B. Dillman

Days of Thrills & Laughter

(..) Compiliation C. 114

©The Trapp Family (106). D.. 117
Ruth Leuwerik, Hans Holt

Sniper’s Ridge (61) Ac..
Jack Ging, Stanley Clements

©All Hands on Deck

(••) © M .112
Pat Boone, Barbara Eden,
Buddy Hackett

©Ferry to Hong Kong
(103) © Ad.. 110

Orson Welles, Curt Jurgens.

Sylvia Syms
©the Fiercest Heart

( .) © 0D..
Stuart Whitman, Juliet Prowse

The key to letters and combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama- (Ac) ActionDrama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama-
,

(DM) Drama
with Music; (Doe) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fontasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama- (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

UNITED ARTISTS * UNIVERSAMNT'L WARNER BROS. COMING
The Apartment (125)

Panavision CD. 6017
Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
Fred MacMurray, Edie Adams

©The Last Days of Pompeii

(103) Ad. 6020
Steve Reeves, Barbara Carroll

Cage of Evil (70) Ac. .6018
Ron Foster, Pat Blair

©Elmer Gantry (145) D..6023
Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Arthur Kennedy, Shirley Jones

The Night Fighters (88) . . D . . 6025
Robert Mitchum, Dan O’Herlihy

Studs Lonigan (95) D..6019
Christopher Knight, Venetia

Stevenson

©The Magnificent Seven

(128) Panavision Ad.. 6027
Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen,
Horst Buchholz, Eli Waiiach

Walking Target (74) Ac. .6024
Ron Foster, Joan Evans,

Merry Anders

Inherit the Wind (126) ... D. .6026
Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Gene Kelly, Florence Eldridge

Police Dog Story (61) .. Doc. .6029
James Brown, Merry Anders

The Facts of Life (104) . .C. .6104
Bob Hope, Lucille BaU

Five Guns to Tombstone
(71) W. .6102

James Brown. Della Sharman

The Misfits (124) D..6105
Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe,
Montgomery Clift

Operation Bottleneck (78).... 6106
Ron Foster, Miiko Taka

©The Alamo (162)
Todd-AO Hi.. 6028

John Wayne, Laurence Harvey,

Richard Widmark, Richard Boone

The Hoodlum Priest (101) D..6107
Don Murray, Cindi Wood,
Larry Gates

Frontier Uprising (68) . .W. .6103
Jim Davis, Nancy Hadley

©Portrait in Black (113) My. .6015
Lana Turner, Anthony Q.ulnn,

Sandra Dee, Richard Basehart

©Dinosaurus (S3) ©. . . .SF. .6016
Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson

S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac.. 6017
Pier Angeli, John Gregson,

Eddie Constantine

College Confidential (91) CD.. 6018
Mamie Van Doren, Steve Allen,

Jayne Meadows

©Chartroose Caboose (76)
Panavision CD. 6019

Molly Bee, Ben Cooper,

Edgar Buchanan

©Seven Ways From Sundown
(86) 0 D . . 6020

Audie Murphy, Barry Sullivan

©Between Time and Eternity

(85) D..6021
Lilli Palmer, Carlos Thompson

©Spartacus (196) Super-

Technirama-70 D..6070
Kirk Douglas, Lourence Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis

(Special release)

©Midnight Lace (108) D..6101
Doris Day, Rex Harrison,

John Gavin, Myma Loy

The Private Lives of Adam and
Eve (87) partly in

color CD.. 6102
Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren

©The Grass Is Greener

(105) © C..6103
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons

The Great Impostor (112) CD.. 6104
Tony Curtis, Joan Blackman

The Shakedown (91) . ...Cr..6105
Hazel Court, Terence Morgan

©Romanoff and Juliet (..) C..6106
Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee,

John Gavin

©Wings of Chance (76). 0D..
James Brown, Frances Rafferty

©Ice Palace (143) D..919
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer, Jim
Backus

©Hercules Unchained (103)
Dyaliscope Ad.. 920

Steve Reeves, Sylva Kosclna,
l’rimo Camera

^©Ocean’s 11 (128) CD.. 921
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Peter
Lawford, Sammy Davis jr., Angie
Dickinson, Joey Bishop

©The Crowded Sky (104) . . D . .001
Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming,
Efrem Zimbalist jr.

Girl of the Night (93) D..004
Anne Francis, John Kerr

©The Dark at the Top of the

Stairs (124) D..005
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire,
Angela Lansbury, Eve Arden

^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) D . .002
Ralph Bellamy, Greer Garson,
Hume Cronyn, Jean Hagen

y©The Sundowners (133) D..007
Robert Mitchum, Deborah Kerr,

Peter Ustinov, Glynis Johns

A Fever in the Blood

(117) D 008
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Angie Dickinson

Gold of the Seven Saints

(88) OD . .009
Clint Walker, Leticia Roman
(Filmed In sepia)

©The Sins of Rachel Cade

(123) D..003
Angie Dickinson, Peter Finch,

Roger Moore

ALLIED ARTISTS
Time Bomb D . .

Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot
The Big Bankroll Cr..
David Janssen, Mickey Rooney

The Big Wave Ad..
Sessue Hayakawa

Armored Command D . .

Howard Keel, Tina Louise

AMERICAN-INT'L
©The Pit and the Pendulum

(Panavision) Ho..
Vincent Price, John Kerr

©Reptilicus SF..
Bodil Miller

COLUMBIA
©Gidget Goes Hawaiian © C..
James Darren, Deborah Walley
©The Guns of Navarone ©....D..
Gregory Peck, Gia Scala
©The Devil at 4 O’clock ©. .D..
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©Two Rode Together OD..
James Stewart, Richard Widmark,
Shirley Jones

Taste of Fear D..
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

MGM
©Atlantis the Lost Continent. SF . .

Anthony Hall, Joyce Taylor

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse © D..
Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb
©Spinster © D . .

Shirley MacLaine, Laurence Harvey
©Ada © D . .

Susan Hayward, Dean Martin
©Ring of Fire Ac..

David Janssen, Joyce Taylor

Bridge to the Sun D..
Carroll Baker, James Shigeta

©Morgan the Pirate Ad..
Steve Reeves, Valerie Lagrange

PARAMOUNT
©One-Eyed Jacks ® W..
Marlon Brando, Pina Pellicer

©Breakfast at Tiffany’s ...CD..
Audrey Hepburn. George Peppard

©Summer and Smoke D..
Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Love in a Goldfish Bowl ..C/M..
Tommy Sands, Fabian

©Hatari! Ad..
John Wayne, Red Buttons

©The Ladies' Man C..

Jerry Lewis, Helen Traubel

20th-FOX
©The Big Gamble © Ad..
Juliette Greco, Stephen Boyd,

David Wayne
©Cleopatra, Todd-AO D..

Elizabeth Taylor, Stephen Boyd
©Francis of Assisi © D..
Bradford Dillman, Stuart Whitman,

Dolores Hart
©The Big Show © Ad..

Esther Williams, David Nelson

©Misty © OD..
David Ladd, Arthur O’Connell

Madison Avenue © D..

Dana Andrews, Eleanor Parker

UNITED ARTISTS
Exodus (212) (Panavision

70) D..6101
(Special release) . .Paul Newman,

Eva Marie Saint, Peter Lawford

Season of Passion D .

.

Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter

Something Wild D..

Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

Birdman of Alcatraz D..

Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

Age of Consent D . .

Patty McCormack, Lee Kinsolving

The Young Savages D . .

Burt Lancaster, Shelley Winters,

Dina Merrill

©Paris Blues D..

Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

WARNER BROS.
©Parrish D..

Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert,

Karl Malden, Connie Stevens

©Fanny D/M..
Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,

Charles Boyer, Horst Buchholz

©Splendor in the Grass D..

Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty

©Susan Slade D . .

Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

Fabulous World of Jules

Verne Ad..
Ernest Revere, Louis Locke
©Bimbo the Great Ad..
Charles Holm, Mary Ann Shields

©Tomboy and the Champ
©The Minotaur (..)©. .Ad. . (92) 0D. .6110
Bob Mathias, Rosanna Schiafflno Candy Moore, Ben Johnson,

Rex Allen

The Secret Ways ( . . ) D . . 6109
Richard Widmark, Sonja Ziemann

©White Warrior (86) Ad.. 010
Steve Reeves, Georgia Moll

UN IVERSAL-INT'L
©Back Street D

Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©The Day of the Gun D

Rock Hudson, Dorothy Malone

©Come September Panavision CD
Rock Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida,

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin
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MISCELLANEOUS

BUENA VISTA
^©Pollyanna (134) ...CD.. Jul 60
Jane Wyman, Richard Egan,

Hayley Mills

©Jungle Cat (70) . . . . Doc. .Oct 60
True-Life Adventure

©Ten Who Dared (92) Ad.. Nov 60
John Beal, Brian Keith

<yi©Swiss Family Robinson

(128) Panavision . .Ad. Dec 60
Dorothy McGuire, John Mills,

James MacArthur, Tommy Kirk
©One Hundred and One

Dalmatians (80) ...An.. Mar 61
©The Parent Trap CD..
Hayley Mills, Maureen O’Hara,

Brian Keith. Chas. Ruggles

CONTINENTAL
Tiger Bay (105) D..Jul60
Jolin Mills, Hayley Mills,

Horst Buchholz
School for Scoundrels (94) C. Jul 60
Ian Charmichnel. Terry-Thomas

Four Desperate Men
(105) D . Aug 60

Aldo Ray, Heather Sears

It Happened in Broad
Daylight (97) D.. Sep 60

Heinz Ruhman, Michel Simon
The Entertainer (97) . . D . . Oct 60
Laurence Olivier, Joan Plowright

The Mirror Has Two Faces

(98) D .. Nov 60
(Big-dubbed) Michele Morgan

Make Mine Mink (101) C . Dec 60
Terry-Thomas. Athene Seyler

EDWARD HARRISON
Another Sky (S3) D . .Jan 61
Victoria Grayson, Tayeb

FILMS-AROUND-THE-WORLD
A French Mistress (91) . . C . . Dec 60
Cecil Parker, Jas. H. Justice

FILMGROUP
The Girl in Lover’s Lane

(78) D . Jun 60
Joyce Meadows, Brett Halsey

The Wild Ride (63) . . . . D . . Jun 60
Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter

©Last Woman on Earth

(71) 0. Sep 60
A. Carbone, Betsy Jones-Moreland

Little Shop of Horrors

(70) HoC . Sep 60
Jonathan Haze, Jackie Joseph

High School Caesar (72) D . Nov 60
John Ashley, Gary Vinson

Date Bait (71) D. .Nov 60
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan

GOVERNOR
Carry On, Nurse (89) C..
Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton

Carry On, Constable (86) C. . Feb 61
Ken Connor, Leslie Phillips

KINGSLEY-UNION
©Mating Time (95) . . . . C . . Mar 60
Bill Travers, George Cole

Come Dance With Me!

(94) My C Aug 60
Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal

The League of Gentlemen

(113) CD Feb 61
Jack Hawkins, Nigel Patrick

K. GORDON MURRAY
©Santa Claus (94) .... F . . Nov 60
Narrated by Ken Smith

©Little Angel (90) ..CD.. Jan 61
Maria Gracia, J. M. de Hoyos

LOPERT PICTURES
Never on Sunday (91) . .C. . Nov 60
Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin

©Tunes of Glory (106) . . D . . Jan 61
Alec Guinness, John Mills

RCIP
The Devil's Commandment

(71) © Ho.. Jan 61
Gianna Maria Canale, Carlo

D’Angelo, Charles Fawcett

Mark of the Devil (73) D.. Jan 61
Maria Felix, Crox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
Man in a Cocked Hat

(88) C.. May 60
Terry-Thomas. Peter Sellers

Next to No Time (90) . . C. . May 60
Kenneth More, Betsy Drake

The Man Who Wouldn't Talk

(91) D . Oct 60
Anna Neagle, Anthony Quayle

Home Is the Hero (83) D. Feb 61
Arthur Kennedy. Walter Slacken

Two-Way Stretch (87) C.. Apr 61
Peter Sellers, Wilfrid Hyde White

STERLING WORLD DIST'RS
The Half Pint (73) C. .Oct 60
Pat Goldin, Tommy Blackman

©The Last Rebel (83) .. Ac . Dec 60
Carlos Thompson, Ariadna Welter

Code of Silence (75) . Cr..Feb61
Terry Becker, Elisa Loti

VALIANT
©Sword and the Dragon

(83) Ad. . Nov 60
Russian cast (Eng-dubbed)

The Angry Silence (95) . . D . .Jan 61
R. Attenborough, Pier Angeli

The Young One (103) . . D .. Feb 61
Zachery Scott, Bemie Hamilton

Mania ( . . ) Ho. . Feb 61

Peter Cushing, June Laverick

It Takes a Thief (..).. D .. Feb 61
Jayne Mansfield, Anthony Quayle

WOOLNER BROS.
She Walks by Night (85) D..

Belinda Lee, Walter Rilla

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

ARGENTINA
End of Innocence (74) 9-19-60
(Kingsley) . .Elsa Daniel

FRANCE
©Belles and Ballets (92).. 8-15-60
(Excelsior) . .French ballet stars

©Black Orpheus (95) .... 2-29-60
(Lopert) . .Breno ' Mello, Marpessa
Dawn (French-made; Portuguese
dialog)

Children of Paradise

(162) 6-20-60
(Ajay) . .Jean-Louis Barrault

Chasers, The (75) 6- 6-60
(Hakim) . .Jacques Charrier, Dany
Robin
©Eye for an Eye, An

(93) ® 10- 5-60
(Manhattan) . .Curt Jurgens

400 Blows, The (98) .... 1-11-60
(Zenith) . .Jean-Pierre Leaud

Love Game, The (85) 2-13-61
(F-A-W) . Jean-Pierre Cassel,

Genevieve Cluny, Jean-Louis Maury
Lovers, The (90) 12- 7-59
(Zenith) . .Jeanne Moreau, Jean-

Marc Bory, Alain Cuny
No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Ostrich Has Two Eggs, The
(89) 11-21-60

(Janus) . Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant

Port of Desire (85) 12- 5-60
(Kingsley-Union) . .H. Neff

Rue de Paris (90) 12-12-60
(Lopert) . Jean Gabin

GERMANY
©Dancing Heart, The (91). 8-15-60
(Casino).. G. Kueckelmann

Glass Tower, The (104) . .10- 3-60
(EUis) . . Lilli Palmer

Rest Is Silence, The (106). 10- 3-60
(F-A-W) . . Hardy Kruger, P. Van
Eyck

Three-Penny Opera, The
(113) 11-21-60

(Brandon) . .Lotte Lenya, Rudolph
Forster

Confess, Dr. Corda! (102) 12- 5-60

(President) . .Hardy Kruger, E.

Mueller

GREECE
Aunt From Chicago (90) 9-19-60
(Greek Pictures) .. G. Vassilliadou

Counterfeit Coin (120).. 10- 3-60

(Atlantis) . .K. Logothedtides

ITALY
Big Deal on Madonna St.,

The (91) 1-30-61
(UMP0)..V. Gassman, Toto

Holiday Island (105) .... 11-14-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio de Sica

See Naples and Die (80) 9-19-60
(Crown) .. Gianna Maria Canale

Three Forbidden Stories

(104) 9-26-60
(Ellis) . .Eleonora Rossi Drago,

Gino Cervl

JAPAN
Ikiru (To Live) (140) 3-28-60
(Brandon) .. Takashi Shimura

Men Who Tread on the Tiger’s

Tail (60) 8- 8-60
(Brandon) H. Iwai, S. Fujita

SWEDEN
Dreams (86) 8- 8-60

(Janus).. E. Dahlbeck, H. Ander-
sson

Lesson in Love, A (95) . . 4-25-60
(Janus) . .Eva Dahlbeck

Magician, The (102) 1-11-60
(Janus) . .Max von Sydow, Ingrid
Thulin, Bibi Andersson

Wild Strawberries (90) . . 9-21-59
(Janus) . Victor Sjostrom, Ingrid

Thulin, Bibi Andersson
Virgin Spring, The (88) . .12-12-60
(Janus) . .Max von Sydow,
Birgitta Petterson

U.S.S.R.
And Quiet Flows the

Don (109) 6- 6-60
(UA)..E. Bystriskaya, P. Glebow

Ballad of a Soldier (89) . . 1-31-61
(Kingsley) . .Vladimir Ivashov,

Shanna Prokhorenko (also Eng.-
dubbed)

Short subjects, listed by company, in or-

der of release. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified. Shorts chart
6 -3 m
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COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

5421 One Shivery Night

(16!/2 ) Sep 60
5431 Waiting in the Lurch

(15J/2 ) Oct 60
5422 House About It (16'/2 ) Nov 60
5432 Radio Riot (16) Nov 60
5423 Hold that Monkey

(16) Dec 60
5433 Bride and Gloom (16) .. Dec 60
5424 French Fried Frolic

(16'/2 ) Feb 61
5434 Hectic Honeymoon

(17) Jan 61
5435 Aim. Fire, Scoot (16) . Mar 61

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

4555 No. 3, Series 1 (11).. Aug 60
(1960-61)

5551 No. 1, Series 2 (9) . Sep 60
5552 No. 2, Series 2(11) Nov 60
5553 No. 3, Series 2 (10'/2 ) Jan 61
5554 No. 4, Series 2 (IOX2) Feb 61

COLOR CARTOONS—SPECIAL
5501 Polygamus Polonius (9) Nov 60

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

4615 Ballet Oop (7'/2 ) Jul 60
(1960-61)

5601 How Now, McBoing
Boing (7>/2 ) Sep 60

5601 Wacky Wigwams (8) ..Sep 60
5603 Spare That Child

(6'/2 ) Oct 60
5604 Way of All Pests

(7'/2 ) Nov 60
5605 Four Wheels, No

Brakes (6'/2 ) Nov 60
5606 Skeleton Frolic (7y2 ) . . Dec 60
5667 Babie Boogie (6) . . . .Jan 61
5608 Pickled Puss (Q/z ) . . . Jan 61
5609 Christopher Crumpet's

Playmate (6/2) Feb 61
5610 Swiss Tease (6) Mar 61
5611 The Rise of Duton

Lang (6/2) Mar 61

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5851 Canine Crimebusters

(10) Oct 60
5852 Push Back the Edge

(10) Dec 60
5835 Community Sings

No. 1, Ser. 13 (10) Mar-61

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4707 Do Good Wolf (&/2 ) . Jul 60
(1960-61)

5701 No Biz Like Shoe
Biz (6/2) Sep 60

5702 Here Kiddie Kiddie

(6/2 ) Dec 61
5703 Countdown Clown

(S/2) Jan 61
5704 Happy Go Loopy (6'/2 ) Mar 61

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

4758 Sloppy Jalopy (7) Jul 60
(1960-61)

5751 Dog Snatcher (7) ....Sep 60
5752 When Magoo Flew

CinemaScope (7) Sep 60
5753 Pink and Blue Blues

(7) Nov 60
5754 Magoo Makes News (6)

(Both © and standard) .. Dec 60
5755 Hotsy Footsey (7).... Feb 61

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
4441 Wonderful Gibraltar

(18) Nov 59
4442 Wonders of Ontario

(18) Apr 60
5441 Wonderful Hong Kong

(19J/2 ) Jan 61

SERIALS
(15 Chapter- Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo . .Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo .... Nov 60
5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar-61

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5401 Income Tax Sappy
(16/2) Sep 60

5402 Pardon My Backfire

(16) Oct 60
5403 Musty Musketeers

(16) Nov 60
5404 Pals and Gals (16).. Jan 61
5405 Knutsy Knights

(17'/2 ) Feb 61

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4954 Ray McKinley &
Orch. (9!/2 ) May 60

(1960-61)
5951 Ray Anthony & His

Orchestra (10[/2 ) Oct 60
5952 Shorty Sherlock & His

Orchestra (8/2 ) Dec 60

I 6
Q- Z

Rel. Date

5953 Skitch Henderson & His

Orchestra (10) Feb 61

WORLD OF SPORTS
4805 Battling Big Bass

(10) Jun 60
4806 Holiday for Champions

<9/z) Aug 60
(1960-61)

5801 Rasslin’ Champs (10) Dec 60
5802 Hip Shooters (9'/2 ) .

.

Feb 61

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W261 Pet Peeve (7) Sep 60
W262 Mice Follies (7) ... Sep 60
W263 Touche Pussy Cat (7) Sep 60
W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7) . Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ (8) ... Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8) . Sep 60
W275 Cat Concerto (7) . . . Sep 60

W276 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
Tex Averys

W264 Farm of Tomorrow (7) Sep 60

W268 The Flea Circus (7) Sep 60
W270 Dixieland Droopie (8) Sep 60
W271 Field and Scream (7) Sep 60

PARAMOUNT
CARTOON CHAMPIONS
(Technicolor Reissues)

Herman and Katnip

S20-1 Rail Rodents (7) . . . Sep 60
S20-2 Robin Rodenthood (7) Sep 60
S20-3 A Bicep Built for

Two (7) Sep 60

S20-4 Mouse Trapeze (7) . . . Sep 60

Noveltoons

S20-5 Fido Beta Kappa (7) Sep 60
S20-6 No Ifs, Ands or

Butts (6) Sep 60
S20-7 Candy Cabaret (7) Sep-60
S20-8 The Oily Bird (7) . Sep 60

COLOR SPECIALS
(Anamorphic—2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec

(16) Sep 60
B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (IS) Sep 60

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

M20-1 Galaxia (7) . Oct 60
M20-2 Bouncing Benny (..) Nov 60
M 20-3 Terry the Terror (..) Dec 60
M20-4 Phantom Moustacher

(•) Jan 61

N0VELT00N
(Technicolor)

P17-7 Fine Feathered Fiend

(6) Sep 60
P19-8 Planet Mouseola (6) Oct 60

(1960-61)
P20-1 Northern Mites (..). Nov 60
P20-2 Miceniks (..) Dec 60

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
(Anamorphic—Color—1 Reel)

D20-1 Kings of the Keys

(9) Sep 60
D20-2 Big “A” (9) .Sep 60
D20-3 A Sport Is Born

(10) Nov 60

THE CAT
(Color Cartoons)

C20-1 Top Cat (8) Sep 60
C20-2 Cool Cat Blues (..). .Jan 61

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color)

7003 Golfing With Sam Snead
(9) Aug 60

7006 Assignment Philippines

(9) Jun 60
7007 Exercise Little Bear (9) Aug 60
7008 Sampans to Safety (9) Sep 60
7009 Assignment Thailand

(10) Oct. 60
7010 Underwater Demolition

Team (9) Nov 60
7011 Assignment Turkey (9) Dec 60
7012 Down the Road (10) . Dec 60

(1961)
7101 Australian Water Sports

() .Jan 61
7102 Assignment Mexico (..) Feb 61
7103 Adventure in Rhythm

(•) Mar 61

SPECIALS
7054 Tiger in the Tea (10)

C’Scope. De Luxe color... Jul 60
7-55 Call of the Holy Land

(19) 2D (B&W) Nov 60

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

(Technicolor)

5023 Mint Men (7) May 60

iz 0=0

5033 Nonsense Newsreel

(7), reissue Jun 60
5024 Trapeze Pleeze (7) ... Jul 60
5025 Deep Sea Doodle (7) . . Oct 60
5026 Stunt Men (6) Nov 60

(1961)
5121 The Mysterious Package

(6) Jan 61
5122 Cat Alarm (6) Feb 61

5123 Drum Roll (..) Mar 61

TERRYTOONS
(Technicolor-CinemaScope)

5005 Tusk Tusk (7) May 60
5006 Hearts & Glowers (7) . .Jun 60
5007 The Wayward Hat (7) Jul 60
5008 The Littlest Bully (7) Aug 60
5009 Two Ton Baby Sitter

(7) Sep 60
5010 Tin Pan Alley Cat (6) Oct 60

5011 House of Hashimoto (7) Nov 60
5012 Daniel Boone jr. (7) . . Dec 60

(1961)
5101 Night Life in Tokyo

( . . ) Feb 61

5102 So-Sorry, Pussycat (..) Mar 61

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR PARADE

4171 Valley of the Mekong
(9) Nov 60

4172 The Lion City (9) . . Dec 60
4173 Treasure of Istanbul (9) Jan 61
4174 Down Jamaica Way (9) Feb 61
4175 Sidetracked (9) © ..Mar 61
4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) Apr 61

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4013 Billion-Dollar Boner

(7) Jan 60
4014 Witty Kitty (7) Feb 60
4015 Pistol Packin’ Wood-

pecker (7) Mar 60
4016 Heap Big Hepcat (7).. Mar 60
4017 Ballyhooney (7) Apr 60
4018 How to Stuff a

Woodpecker (7) May 60
4019 Bats in the Belfry (7) Jul 60
4020 Woody’s Ozark Lark (7) Jul 60

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes)

4131 Helter Shelter (6) Nov 60
4132 Witch Crafty (6) . . . . Dec 60
4133 Private Eye Pooch (6) Jan 61
4134 Bedtime Bedlam (6) .. Feb 61
4135 Squareshootin’ Square

(6) Mar 61
4136 Bronco Busters (6) . . Apr 61

SPECIAL
4104 Football Highlights of

1960 (10) Dec 60
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4101 Pacific Paradise (14) Nov 60

WARNER BROS.

BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE
(Technicolor Reissues)

8301 Room & Bird (7).... Sep 60
8302 Cracked Quack (7) Oct 60
8303 His Hare Raising

Tale (7) Oct 60
8304 Gift Wrapped (7) . . . . Nov 60
8305 Little Beau Pepe (7) Dec 60
8306 Tweet Tweet Tweety

(7) Dec 60
8307 Bunny Hugged (7).... Jan 61

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

8721 From Hare to Heir (7) Sep 60
8722 Lighter Than Hare (7) Dec 60

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TUNES

(Technicolor)

8701 The Dixie Fryer (7) . Sep 60
8702 Hopalong Casualty (7) Oct 60
8703 Trip for Tat (7) ... Oct 60
8704 Doggone People (7) . . Nov 60
8705 High Note (7) Dec 60
8706 Cannery Woe (7) ...Jan 61
8707 Zip ’n Snort (7) Jan 61

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two Reels)

8001 Enchanted Islands

( . . ) Oct 60
(One Reel)

8507 Riviera Days (..).... Nov 60

MISCELLANEOUS
©Donald in Mathmagic

Land (28) (BV)..Dec59
©Eyes in Outer Space

(26) (BV) . . Dec 59
©Gala Day at Disneyland

(25) (BV). Mar 60
©How to Have an Accident at

Work (7) (BV) . . Mar 60
©Islands of the Sea (23) (BV) . . . .

©Japan (28) (BV)....
©Mysteries of the Deep

(24) (BV) . . Feb 60
©Noah’s Ark (20) . . (BV) . . Nov 59
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XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY

BOUT PICTURE SHHI

AMERICAN-INTERNATiONAL
Circus of Horrors (AIP)

—

Anton Diffring, Erika
Remberg, Yvonne Monlaur. This was a very good
picture and wcs packed with suspense. Color was
beautiful, but wish it had been in 'Scope too. Busi-
ness was satisfactory. Played Fri., Sat. Weather:
Around zero.—Harold J. Smith, Wilson Theatre, Wil-
son, N. Y. Pop. 1,100.

Giant Gila Monster (AIP)—Don Sullivan, Lisa Si-

mone. Played with "The Lost World" from Fox. This
was better than expected. Not bad for its type.
Monster looked real enough (probably because minia-
tures were used). Played Sot.—Chuck Garard, Warsaw
Theatre, Warsaw, ill. Pop. 2,000.

COLUMBIA
Battle in Outer Space (Col)

—

All-Japanese cast.
Hats off to our friends in the Far East. This science-
fiction picture will please the market it's intended
for. Color is good and the outer space stuff looks
real enough, if there is any way for an earth-creature
like me to judge such things. Played Fri., Sat.

—

Victor R. Weber, Center Theatre, Kensett, Ark. Pop.
1 ,000 .

It Happened to Jone (Col)—Doris Day, Jack Lem-
mon, Ernie Kovacs. Quite sweet, unassuming enter-
tainment that won't break down any doors, but will
give your patrons an enjoyable evening's entertain-
ment. Played Wed. through Sot. Weather: Hot.-

—

Dave S. Klein, Astra Theatre, Kitwe/Nkana, Northern
Rhodesia, Africa. Pop. 13,000.

Let No Man Write My Epitaph (Col)—James Dar-
ren, Burl Ives. Shelley Winters. Now here's a case
of outstanding performances gone unnoticed due to
a lousy title. The few who came liked it. Half the
people wanted to know what Epitaph meant. Anyone
for a dictionary? Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather:
Cold.—Joe Machetta, Emerson Theatre. Brush, Colo
Pop. 2,300.

Mountain Road, The (Col)—James Stewart, Lisa
Lu, Glenn Corbett. Real good story with a real
cast. Why, oh why, don't they add 'Scope and color?
They may not think it's necessary, but let me say
this. When I show black and white, I get so many
complaints! Sure a picture can be built up in black
and white, but people are disappointed when they
see the picture. We've got to avoid what the public
won't go for. Played Sun.—Harold J. Smith, Wilson
Theatre, Wilson, N. Y. Pop. 1,100.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
All the Fine Young Cannibals (MGM)—Natalie

Wood, Robert Wagner, Susan Kohner, George Hamil-
ton. Title hurts this one. Better than expected. I like
George Hamilton and Robert Wagner.—Chuck Garard
Warsaw Theatre, Warsaw, III. Pop. 2,000.

Bells Are Ringing (MGM)—Judy Holliday, Dean
Martin, Fred Clark. Not a small town picture. We
would have been better off if we had passed this
one up. Although we got an adjustment on it, we
still didn't make any money. Metro has got' too
many good pictures to play this one. Switch it off for
an older one. Played Thurs., Fri.—Harold J Smith
Wilson Theatre, Wilson, N. Y. Pop. 1,100.

Home From the Hill (MGM)—Robert Mitchum,
Eleanor Parker, George Peppard, George Hamilton.
This one was tailored for us. Drew a little extra
business in spite of very bad weather. Pleased 100
per cent. Played Sat., Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold
and rain.—Carl P. Anderka, Rainbow Theatre, Castro-
v.lle, Tex. Pop. 1,500.

PARAMOUNT
Breath of Scandal, A (Para)—Sophia Loren, John

Gavin, Maurice Chevalier. Very lovely color, and
Sophia's a dream. Starts out strong, but lags in the
middle. However, it's worth a playdate. Played Sun.,
Mon., Tues.—Paul Gamache, Welden Theatre St’
Albans, Vt. Pop. 8,600.

It Storted in Naples (Para)—Clark Gable, Sophia
Loren, Vittorio de Sico. As far as entertainment is
concerned, this picture is one of the year's best. The
little boy, Morietto, is charming. Scenery unbelievably
beautiful. Sophia wonderful and the late Mr. Gable
too. Everyone liked it. Played Sun., Mon., Tues!
Weather Fine.—Paul Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St
Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

Says This Short Will
'Make' Your Program

Paramount has a short subject—"Boats
a-Poppin"—that is worth your attention. Tell
your patrons about it and this short will please
and sell tickets. People enjoyed this who
panned "The Bellboy" on the same program.
The color and action in this is magnificent
and really worth selling. Thonks, Paramount!

KEN CHRISTIANSON
Roxy Theatre,
Washburn, N. D.

20th CENTURY-FOX
For the Love of Mike (20th-Fox)—Richard Basehart,

Stu Erwin, Danny Bravo. If you can get them in, they
will like it. We had bad competition and cold weather.
Played Fri., Sat.—Mel Danner, Circle Theatre, Way-
.ooka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

From the Terrace (20th-Fox)—Paul Newman, Jo-
anne Woodward, Ina Balin. Another honey from Fox
that did excellent business. Top cast, top story, with
another "Peyton Place" atmosphere. The critics pan-
ned H out of this, why I will never know. If they
can pan a film like this one, I am sure words fail

them when it comes to "Frankenstein Meets Snow

Biggest in 5 Months
Twentieth Century-Fox has done it again with

"North to Alaska." This was our biggest grosser
in five months. Fox seems to be coming out
with the right formulas for good family enter-
tainment. Play this one and give it your best
playing time. You can't go wrong with it. It's

also in Scope and color. We did twice the busi-
ness on this one we did on "G.l. Blues"—and
"Blues" wasn't bad. Played Fri., Sat., Sun.

HAROLD J. SMITH
Wilson Theatre,
Wilson, N. Y.

White," "The Blob" and others in that category.
Played Sun. through Sat. Weather: Hot.—Dave S.

Klein, Astra Theatre, Kitwe/Nkana, Northern Rho-
desia, Africa. Pop. 13,000.

From the Terrace (20th-Fox)—Paul Newman, Jo-
anne Woodward, Ina Balin. One of the few that did
average. A little long, but everyone liked it. Well di-
rected, good acting, color—what more can you ask
for? Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Good.—Mel Kruse,
Pierce Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

High Time (20th-Fox)—Bing Crosby, Fabian, Tues-
day Weld. Good show. Played it second-run, so it

just got by. Played Sat. through Tues.—'Jim Fraser,
Auditorium Theatre, Red Wing, Minn. Pop. 12,500.

Sink the Bismarck! (20th-Fox)—Kenneth More,
Dana Wynter, Carl Mohner. Made in England. English
cast, all about England, but very, very good. Boxof-
fice was near average for time of \ear. It was sold
hard by Fox, so was milked when we played it.

Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold.—'Ken Christian-
son, Roxy Theatre, Washburn, N. D. Pop. 968.

Story of Ruth, The (20th-Fox)'—Elana Eden, Stuart
Whitman, Peggy Wood. Highly disappointing (I

thought it rather slow moving). These costume dramas
are being run into the ground. Business good. Played
Sun.—Chuck Garard, Warsaw Theatre, Warsaw, Ml.

Pop. 2,000.

Walk Tall (20th-Fox)—Willard Parker, Kent Taylor,
Joyce Meadows. Competent, fast-moving little pro-
grammer in nice color. Excellent for double bills.

Played with "Let's Make Love," which made a fine
program.—Paul Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St. Leon-
ard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

UNITED ARTISTS
Apartment, The (UA)—Jack Lemmon, Shirley Mac-

Laine, Fred MacMurray. It definitely deserves the
year's Oscar! It has all the heart, laughter, tears
and drama that go to make up a superior motion
picture. Only two morons did 1 not like the show.
Evidently the cap fitted perfectly in their cases!
Jack Lemmon and Shirley MacLaine emerge as the
screen's top comedians and I trust Billy Wilder with
his magic will soon team the two of them together
again in another Wilder success.—Dave S. Klein,
Astra Theatre, Kitwe/Nkana, Northern Rhodesia,
Africa. Pop. 13,000.

Inherit the Wind (UA)—Spencer Tracy, Fredric
March, Gene Kelly. Tracy and March were very
good, as was Gene Kelly, in this picture. The pro-
duction was good and secured many compliments.
Only trouble—no business. Opposition was playing
"Elmer Gantry" (also from UA). Played five days.— B. L. Brown jr., asst, mgr.. Arcade Theatre, San-
dersville, Ga. Pop. 5,424.

Magnificent Seven, The (UA)—Yul Brynner, Steve
McQueen, Horst Buchholz, Eli Wallach. It followed the
pattern of all great westerns—a boxoffice hit here.
Very good. In "The Wonderful Country" vein, only
this is entertainment. We believe Steve McQueen ac-
counted for a lot of our trade. Played Sun., Mon.
Weather: Below zero.—'Ken Ghristianson, Roxy The-
atre, Washburn, N. D. Pop. 968.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Kettles in the Ozarks, The (U-l), reissues—Mar-

jorie Main, Percy Kilbride. Double-billed with "Tarzan
the Magnificent" (Para) to good business. This is the
third time I've played "Ozarks" in three years. Yet
people keep asking for them: Where's the new ones?
Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold.—Joe Mach-
etta, Emerson Theatre, Brush, Colo. Pop. 2,300.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

Unmarried Mothers A Melodrama

President Films 79 Minutes Rel. Mar. '61

Sweden is the setting and Eva Stiberg and
Bengt Logardt (he also served as producer
and codirector with Hans Dahlin) the prin-

cipals of this adults-only import, delving dra-
matically, forcefully into the delicate atmos-
phere of passion in the summer night.

Strikingly attractive Miss Stiberg meets
Logardt during midsummer nights festivities;

the encounter finds the duo soon oblivious to

their surroundings. Unfortunately, the chap is

already engaged to another girl, and his lover
learning this decides it is best for her to go
her own way. After a time, she finds she's

with child and makes arrangements for the

birth. The medico on her ward turns out to be
her lover. He realizes, eventually, that he has
more than a passing fancy for Miss Stiberg,

and breaks off his engagement to a stuffy

fiancee and marries the new mother of twins
Let it be noted that there's no pussy-footing as
regards specifics of plight of unnumbered
girls in Miss Stiberg's like circumstances. The
very title should beckon strongly indeed the

action crowds. English titles are used in this

President Films release.

Eva Etiberg, Bengt Logart, Ollegard

Wellton, Per Sjostrand, Gunlog Hagberg.

Portrait in Black (U-l)—Lana Turner, Anthony
Quinn, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Very good; but
again, these 50 per cent pictures are getting to be
too frequent. I like the quality, but price not so
enjoyable! Played Sun., Mon., Tues.—S. T. Jackson,
Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Pop. 1,450.

Sapphire (U-l)—Nigel Patrick, Yvonne Mitchell,

Michael Craig. Sordid English-made movie, not for

small towns, mind you. It's well made and it has
won a British "Oscar," but on the whole our peo-
ple didn't go for it. I suggest you leave it alone.
Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Nice:—Paul Four-
nier, Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

WARNER BROS.
Dark at the Top of the Stairs, The (WB)—Robert

Preston, Dorothy Malone, Angela Lansbury, Eve
Arden. A good entertaining picture, plenty spicy.

Very good acting and beautiful color.—Leonard J.

Leise, Roxy Theatre, Randolph, Neb. Pop. 1,029.

Ice Palace (WB)—Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,
Martha Hyer, Caroline Jones. Tremendous story, good
color and acting. Much better than the book. Richard
Eurton is a good actor and one of my favorites.

More pictures like this will pull people away from

Tag This 'Adults Only'
"Girl of the Night" (WB) is strictly adults-

only fare. Found this quite interesting. Do
play it, but advertise with that adults-only
tag.

PAUL GAMACHE
Welden Theatre,
St. Albans, Vt.

their illuminated garbage cans.—Chuck Garard, War-
saw Theatre, Warsaw, III. Pop. 2,000.

Ocean's 11 (WB)—Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin,
Peter Lawford, Angie Dickinson. This is a good pic-

ture with a top cast and good color and Panavision.
Should do good business anywhere. Played five days.— B. L. Brown jr., asst, mgr.. Arcade Theatre, San-
dersville, Ga. Pop. 5,524.

MISCELLANEOUS
Magdalena (States Rights)—Sabina, Willy Bir-

gel, Renate Ewert. Not bad. Definitely not for chil-

dren, but it's worth booking. Do try more than normal
advertising. Played Wed. through Sat.—Paul Ga-
mache, Welden Theatre, St. Albans, Vt. Pop. 2,300.

Nude in a White Car (Trans-Lux)—Marina Vlady,
Robert Hossein, Odile Versois. This is good, for a
mystery. If they're coming in expecting a sex pic-

ture, they might be disappointed. But it's an okay
little picture. Played Thurs., Fri.—S. T. Jackson,
Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Pop. 1,450.
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® Vistavteion; © Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Re^olscope; ® Techntrama. For story synopsis on eoch picture, see reverse side.

Parrish F T
erai Warner Bros. ( ) 137 Minutes Rel. June '61

suran Delmer Daves, whose 1959 production of "A Summer Place"
had a tremendous appeal to women and teenagers and be-
came a boxoffice smash, aided by the continued pull of the Arc-

best-selling theme music album, has written, produced and 9.50;

directed another film dealing with youthful and adult ro-

mantic problems which has the same blockbuster potential.

Rarely since the silent days has a youth been given such a
strong and challenging role as has Troy Donahue, the
juvenile lead of "A Summer Place" whose "heart throb"
popularity has been increasing through his "Surfside 6"

TV series. Under Daves' astute direction, Donahue gives a
believable portrayal backed up by the strong support of

three experienced players, Claudette Colbert, who once
again demonstrates her charm and acting know-how; Karl
Malden in a powerful delineation of a ruthless tobacco
tycoon, and in the ever-reliable Dean logger. Two of the
greatest assets are the completely new (to pictures) back-
ground of the Connecticut tobacco-growing region, well
photographed in Technicolor, and another melodic Max
Steiner musical score, which bids fair to approach the
fantastically successful "Summer Place" theme album. The
story is based on Mildred Savage's novel.

Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert, Karl Malden, Dean
logger, Connie Stevens, Diane McBain. Sharon Hugueny.

Operation Eichmann F iJJ*[

Allied Artists (6103) 92 Minutes Rel. April '61

Its extraordinary topicalness—and the exceptional exploi-

tation possibilities generated thereby—probably will be the
-jood biggest factor in making this Samuel Bischoff and David
,ar ” f Diamond production one of the more widely discussed and

generously patronized releases of the spring season. Any
theatre that books it and cashes in on the screaming head-
lines that will report the forthcoming Israel trial of Adolf
Eichmann by augmenting them with a touch of shrewd
merchandising at local levels is virtually guaranteed capac-
ity audiences. Even if the rare time element were lacking,

the photoplay could be adjudged a thoroughly praiseworthy
example of superior picture-making. Bishoff and Diamond,
both past-masters of fabricating exciting film-fare and at

stretching a budgetary buck, mounted the vehicle with im-
pressiveness far transcending its cost. The expertly docu-
mented story adheres with reasonable closeness to historical

fact, but makes, for the sake of stark drama, occasional
sallies into the realm of fiction. Early sequences which
portray wholesale death in Nazi concentration camps are
not for those with squeamish stomachs. But the last half,

devoted to the cloak-and-dagger tracking and capturing of

Eichmann, is fascinating. Directed by R. G. Springsteen.

Werner Klemperer, Ruta Lee, Donald Buka, Barbara
Turner, John Banner, Hanna Landy, Lester Fletcher.

The Trapp Family F Comed

;
Drama

20th-Fox (117) 106 Minutes Rel. Mar. '61

The real-life story of Baroness Trapp and her family of
singers who made world concert tours is the subject of this
heart-warming film just as it is also the story for Rodgers
and Hammerstein’s current Broadway musical, "The Sound
of Music." While this German-made picture lacks the Mary
Martin name and the popular music, it can be exploited to
attract music groups, concert-goers and collectors of the
many Trapp Family Decca albums. It's ideal family fare,

jna
especially suited to young children, and merits extra selling,

till gi Produced by Wolfgang Reinhardt, partly on actual German
•va. locations and partly in America, where the Trapp Family

performed during and after World War II, the picture has -— .

some overly saccharine moments as the seven children didI

j
y

romp, play and sing, but director Wolfgang Liebeneiner has
the inspiring aid of Ruth Leuwerik, one of Germany’s top
film stars, who is charming, natural and always believable
as the high-spirited nun w'ho leaves the convent to care for
seven children and eventually marries their widowed father.
The latter is played in dignified style by the handsome,
middle-aged Hans Holt. English dubbing is excellent. The
De Luxe Color photography of Manhattan's tall buildings
and the New England countryside is eye-filling.

Ruth Leuwerik, Hans Holt, Joseph Meinrad, Hilde Von
Stolz, Friedrich Domin, Maria Holst.

Passport to China F
Columbia (527) 75 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

The Carreras Bros, continue to turn out exciting action
pictures, many of them with exotic foreign backgrounds, the

latest being this espionage drama laid in Hong Kong,
which was produced and directed by Michael Carreras.
Richard Basehart is the sole marquee name but class patrons
will recognize Athene Seyler, the elderly comedienne of

"Make Mine Mink" and dozens of British imports, who gives
a delightful portrayal of a Chinese grandmother. With Lisa
Gastoni to contribute feminine allure as a secret agent, the
picture will make a good supporting dualer generally but
is too short (75 minutes) to play alone in the aciion houses.

it dr!) Against authentic Hong Kong streets and wharves, the
^mlt screenplay by Gordon Wellesley unfolds a somewhat routine

tale (similar to those shown on TV almost nightly) dealing
with an American travel agent who is unwillingly em-
broiled in U. S. government undercover work against the
Chinese Reds. There is considerable shooting action and a
suspenseful escape through festive holiday street crowds, but
the picture's outstanding moments are the heartwarming
scenes with a friendly and hospitable Chinese family. Color
might have enhanced the authentic background shots.

Richard Basehart, Athene Seyler, Lisa Gastoni, Eric

Pohlman, Alan Giflord, Bernard Cribbins, Jimmy Kwouk.

Operation Bottleneck F
©

United Artists (6106) 78 Minutes Rel Feb. '61

If there's a moral in this fast-moving wartime adventure,
it's to reemphasize man's ability to go forth in battle against
seemingly Herculean odds and come up a winner. And the
heroes of this latest Robert E. Kent production—headed by
Ron Foster, w'ho has played top roles in past Kent efforts-

comport themselves with consistent believability and logic,
an important ingredient in any given situation with combat
settings. The jungles of far-off Burma serve as the adven-
turous background for a desperate mission by paratroop
leader Lt. Ron Foster. He takes a group of seven men into
enemy-held territory, their objective to destroy a Japanese
bottleneck, supply lines stretching through the jungles. After
the smoke of land mines and small-arms fire has subsided, a
sole survivor, Norman Alden, goes back to Allied lines.
Miiko Taka, who has been exposed in a number of major
Hollywood attractions, and Ben Wright is a British patriot
who helps by sending out radio messages. The opus con-
siders itself a realistic yarn and the two lovers fall to their
heroic deaths while valiantly battling the common enemy.

G-' Edward L. Cahn's direction is commendable in its grasp of
heroism and objectivity. • • h

ime 1

Ron Foster, Miiko Taka, Norman Alden, John Clarke,
Ben Wright, Dale Ishomoto, Jane Chang.

The Amazing Mr. Callaghan F "ss-i

Melodrama

Atlantis Films 82 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

The dangerous adventures of an intrepid London insurance
investigator to unmask a deadly killer and defrauder on the
French Riviera are acted out with spirit and gusto by a pre-
dominantly European cast in this Atlantis Films import which
has been dubbed for American audiences. Tony Wright, ap-
parently marking his U. S. screen debut in the Willy Rozier
production, is a redoubtable performer—questing, probing,
prying, always on the search for the missing clues that will

bring him to a man who wants beaueoup dollars from
Wright's employer, Lloyds of London. That our hero will

inevitably win, understandably, is a foregone conclusion;
how he is able to break down a seemingly impregnable wall
of silence is something that Paul Cheyney's screenplay
spins out intriguingly enough. Romance isn't lacking; Lysiane
Rey, a fetching female, is employed as a singer in a gam-
bling house. She takes a fancy to the handsome young
Englishman, even helps him in his mission, fervently hoping
to see an early and successful end to the Wright search.
Marriage bells are in the air. This is listed as a Sport-Films
Production, with Rozier as both producer and director.

Jprinf
Cheyney's script is based on the writer's book.

Tony Wright, Lysiane Rey, Colette Ripert, Yorick Royan,
Martine Alexis, Paul Cambo, Robert Berri.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways; (1) in any standard three-ring
bmd

.
er; (2) 'naividually, by company, in any standard 3x3 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE

GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, inctucflng a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploitips; Adlines for Newspaper and Programs

THE STORY: "Operation Eichmann" (AA)
In Nazi Germany, Werner Klemperer is assigned the un-

holy task of exterminating all of the Jews in his and invaded
nations. How he filled this gruesome assignment—to the tune
of 6,000,000 murders—is a matter of history. Miraculously, a a
lad, Jim Baird, escapes one of his massacres because an-
other prisoner makes the supreme sacrifice to save his life.

Attaining manhood, the lad—now Donald Buka—is an
Israeli citizen, joined with other patriots dedicated to

tracking down and bringing to justice the arch criminal.
Klemperer believes to the last that Hitler's Germany will

rise again. Through his girl-friend he is finally traced to the
Argentine where, after a hair-raising chase, he is captured
and taken to Israel to await trial.

EXPLOITIPS:
Any and all headlines, newspaper and magazine stories

about Eichmann, the man, his background, trial, etc., will

serve to decorate the lobby and forecourt of theatres. Pictures

of Eichmann along with actor Werner Klemperer, who por-

trays him, can be posted in showcases or blown up to life-

size cutouts for display. Invite any families connected with
the Nazi regime in Germany to a special preview.

CATCHLINES:
He Was Assigned the Unholy Task of Exterminating All

of the Jews . . . With 6,000,000 Murders on His Conscience
Could He Hope for Mercy? . . . The Story of Adolf Eichmann,
Nazi Butcher!

THE STORY: "Passport to China" (Col)

Richard Basehart, ex-pilot who now owns a travel agency
in Hong Kong, is approached by an American government
agent to help in finding a Formosan aircraft missing with a
secret agent aboard. It is only when Athene Seyler, an aged
Chinese woman, who has brought him into her family, asks
him to rescue her grandson, pilot of the missing airliner,

that Basehart goes to China and finds the boy. Going to

Canton, Basehart learns that Lisa Gastoni, an American
agent with a vital secret formula wanted by the Reds, was
aboard the downed plane. Lisa is forced to kill a Russian
agent and Basehart tries to get her through the holiday
crowds and out of the city. But Lisa is fatally wounded with
her secret intact. Basehart returns to the hospitality of Miss
Seyler without agreeing to do more undercover work for

the American government. Weat
EXPLOITIPS:
Send out handbills in the form of a passport, with copy

for the picture. Local Chinese restaurants or stores selling

kimonos, parasols, etc., might cooperate with stills for "Pass-

port" in window displays. Richard Basehart was featured in

Portrait in Black" while Athene Seyler was in "Make Mine
Mink," "The Inn of the Sixth Happiness" and other imports.

CATCHLINES:
The Lone American Adventurer Who Risked More Than

His Life Behind the Bamboo Curtain ... A Passport to Hell
in His Pocket and a Woman of Mystery in His Arms.

THE STORY: 'The Amazing Mr. Callaghan" (Atlantis)

Insurance investigator Tony Wright is engaged by Lloyds
of London to investigate the sinking of a vessel near Antibes
in the south of France. Assistant Robert Burnier briefs him
on the details, which are highlighted by a $150,000 cargo
claim by Paul Combo, who owns, among varied and sundry
interests, a number of illegal gambling houses. Wright
strikes up acquaintance with Lysiane Rey, a singer in
Combo’s gambling house in Antibes, and gets her to take
him there, posing as a wealthy American. One of Combo's
goons, Robert Berri, recognizes him, and he's promptly beaten
roughly. Wright and Burnier locate a sailor, Roger Blin, who
confesses that Combo blew up the ship by placing a grenade
in the hold. Blin is drowned. Wright subsequently learns that
a certain Mr. Gardel, an Englishman, has requested cancella-
tion of his life insurance policy, having first assigned $60,000
in favor of a certain Mr. Mendes. He arrives to find that
Gardel has apparently committed suicide. A car containing
Cambo and his mistress (Colette Ripert) plunges off a
cliff road into the water; a notebook in the car retrieved by
Wright, unmasks Mendes' identity—Robert Berri.

CATCHLINES:

The Surprise Thriller of the Year! . . . The Stakes Are
Human Lives—on the French Riviera, the Devil's Playground!
Spine-Tingling Action!

THE STORY: "PaTrish" (WB)
Parrish (Troy Donahue) accompanies his mother, Claudette

Colbert, to the tobacco-growing region of Connecticut, where
she is hired to chaperone Dean Jagger's motherless daugh-
ter, Diane McBain. Donahue goes to work in the tobacco
fields of Karl Malden, a ruthless tycoon who attempts to put

aL
i Jagger and other independents out of business. While Dona-

hue becomes romantically involved with a trampish girl,

Connie Stevens, and the spirited Diane, Claudette meets and
finally marries Malden. The latter then puts Donahue to work
in his own plant, but his domineering methods soon force

the boy to quit and join the Navy. Two years later, Donahue
returns to take over Jagger's idle fields. Although Malden
tries to crush Donahue, the boy manages to beat up Malden's
arrogant son—and win the hand of his young daughter,
Sharon Hugueny.
EXPLOITIPS:

Stress that this is a follow-up to "A Summer Place," which
made a star of Troy Donahue, who is also known through his

current “Surfside 6" TV series, and has another musical
theme by Max Steiner, whose “A Summer Place" theme
album was on the bestseller list for a full year.

CATCHLINES:
The Story of a Handsome Young Man and His Three

Youthful Loves . . . Troy Donahue, the Teenage "Heart Throb"
of "A Summer Place" and TV Fame, in Another Drama of

Today's Youthful Problems.

THE STORY: “The Trapp Family" (20th-Fox)

Ruth Leuwerik, a high-spirited nun in an Austrian convent,

is sent to the ancestral home of Baron von Trapp (Hans
Holt) to care for his seven motherless children. The children
are highly disciplined by their autocratic father, but Ruth
soon teaches them to play and have a good time. Trapp,
who has been away visiting an attractive woman of wealth,
returns with the intention of firing Ruth, but, when he hears
how she has taught them to sing in choral style, he relents.

Trapps grows to love Ruth and, after she asks the guidance
of her Mother Superior, she renounces the convent and be-
comes Baroness Trapp. A neighboring priest, hearing the
children's choral singing, persuades them to sing for charity
and, eventually, they become the Trapp Family Singers,

hen^ When Hitler's forces make war seem inevitable, Trapp and
’d.—<’ his family emigrate to America, where they are not accepted

at first, but, gradually, they attract audiences and decide to

settle in their new-found country.

EXPLOITIPS:
Make tieups with music shops for window displays of the

seven Decca Gold Label albums made by the Trapp family.

Also enlist the support of Catholic organizations and German
groups, who know and love the Trapp Family.

CATCHLINES:
A Happy Story and a True One—of a Beautiful Girl Who

Left the Sanctity of the Convent to Give Her Love to a Man
and Her Songs to the World.

THE STORY: "Operation Bottleneck" (UA)
During World War II, a seven-man volunteer party of para-

troopers, led by Lt. Voss (Ron Foster), jumps behind Japanese
positions in Burma to blow up supply lines. On landing, Voss
is injured and unable to keep up with the men. He is cap-
tured by a Japanese patrol, headed by Capt. Matsu (Dale
Ishomoto). At Jap headquarters, after undergoing a beating,

he is comforted by Ari (Miiko Taka), who plans with him to

escape. Meanwhile, Merc (Norman Aldem) and Marty (John
Clarke), two paratroopers, have contacted British patriot

Manders (Ben Wright) who promises to send out radio
messages. In a desperate rescue mission at Japanese head-
quarters, four paratroopers are killed, but Voss, Merc, Ari
and four other girls race to safety, eventually meeting
Manders, who transmits an SOS. The Japs kill Manders.
Voss and Merc train the girls in jungle warfare. Ambushing
a Jap truck, the group drives to the bottleneck where demo-
lition expert plants land mines. In a final brush with the

enemy, all except Merc are killed. Months later he staggers
out of the jungle. The Jap bottleneck has been broken.

EXPLOITIPS:
Arrange with Army and Marine reserve units for ap-

propriate displays and also set up newspaper interviews with

local experts on jungle survival.

’4T CATCHLINES:
Seven Volunteer Paratroopers—in the Heart of Japanese-

held Jungles! . . . He Vowed to Take Her Out to Civilization.

r
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RATES: 15c per word, minimum $1.50, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions tor price

oi three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
“ answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

HELP WANTED
Exceptional employment opportunities

for Drive-In and Walk-In Theatre Man-
agers in Southern California. Large cir-

cuit offers ideal working conditions and
liberal medical, hospitalization and life

insurance coverage, plus an excellent
retirement plan. If you should vacation
in California, contact Jim Barka for a
personal interview, Pacific Drive-In The-
atres Corp., 141 South Robertson Blvd.,
Los Angeles 48. California. All inquiries
will be held strictly confidential.

Experienced projectionist and assistant
manager, $300 month. Silver Sky-Vue, Sil-

ver City, New Mexico.

City manager for key midwestern town,
with progressive independent circuit. Top
salary plus bonus and all benefits. All

replies confidential. Boxoffice, 9249.

Wanted: Theatre man to act as drive-
in manager and handle promotion and ex-
ploitation for small Eastern circuit. Please
give age, experience and all other pertin-
ent facts in letter. Boxoffice, 9243.

POSITIONS WANTED
Manager: Mature, executive ability,

neat, aggressive. Advertising, exploita-
tion, publicity minded. Boxoffice 9235.

Projectionist. 14 years experience, sober,
reliable, good references. Boxoffice 9239.

Manager: Experienced, conventional
first-run drive-in, family man, age 43.

Boxoffice 9237.

Experienced: Now sales manager in For-
eign and Art films. Formerly sales repre-
sentative for major distributor. Positive
attitude and enthusiasm. Age 30. Desire
San Francisco area. Boxoffice, 9242.

Presently employed as general manager
and film buyer for small circuit of con-
ventional and drive-in theatres. Excellent
references. What have you to offer? Box-
office, 9244.

College student desires summer position
as projectionist (non-union) or assistant
manager or combination. Prefers drive-in.

Will go anywhere. Doug McLuen, Anita,
Iowa.

S.O.S. Theatre and apartment lost in

fire, no insurance. Please help us. Ten
years experience in all phases. Middle
aged couple. Wife an accountant. Box-
office, 9247.

Manager and projectionist: Eleven years
experience, all phases of operation indoor
or outdoor. Available now. Robert Par-
ham, Apt. 3, 1614 N. Alabama, IndicCn-

apolis, Indiana.

Young, aggressive, experienced. Desires
position in N. J. as manager or assistant.
Plans future with theatre industry. Box-
office, 9251.

FILMS WANTED
Wanted: 16 & 35mm Sound Films. Fea-

tures, shorts, serials. Will trade. Boxoffice,
9252.

16mm <S 35mm! United States, foreign
distribution. Cavalcade Enterprises, Box
1265, Coral Gables, Florida.

BUY!SELL!TRADE!

FIND HELP OR POSITION

Through

BOXOFFICE
Classified Advertising

Greatest Coverage in the

Field at Lowest Cost

Per Reader
4 insertions for the price of 3

CLEflRIDE HOUSE
GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED

Will have available between March 1st

and April 15, complete booth equipment,
including 3-D, CinemaScope and 35mm;
4 channel stereophonic sound. Generator
95-190 amp, 20 H. P.; etc. Also 942 Kroeh-
ler pushback chairs. Mid-Stcrtes Theatres,
602 Walnut Street, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

WORTH MORE IN PARTS: 1KW Arc-
lamps, Brenkert, Simplex, Strong, $69.50;
Morelite, Forest, Ballantyne 65 amp.,
$49.50. Some have reflectors. Complete
booth outfits, projection and sound, from
$895. Good serviceable condition. S.O.S.,
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
WAGNER, ADLER, BEVELITE BLACK or

RED, replacement Marquee Letters, 4”—
40c; 8"—60c; 10"—75c; 12"—$1.00; 14"—
$1.50; 16''—$1.75; 17''—$2.00; 24'—$3.00
(10 per cent discount 100 letters or over
$60.00 list). S.O.S. , 602 W. 52nd Street,

New York 19.

SACRIFICE! New Hilux 14'x22' silver

seamless soundscreen. Original factory
case. Make reasonable offer. Star Cinema
Supply, 621 West 55th Street, New York
19.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Used butter dispenser. Send details re-

garding age, use, etc. Box 271, Brown-
field, Texas.

Wanted: Used theatre booth equipment.
We dismantle. Leon Jarodsky, Lincoln The-
atre, Paris, Illinois.

Wanted: Two tubular rectifiers 60 to 70

amps. Fred Schad, 3621 Main St., East
Chicago, Indiana.

Wanted: 400 used seats and carpeting.
Boxoffice, 9250.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action! $4.50M cards. Other

games available, on, off screen. Novelty
Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of

Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 346 West 44th St., New York
36. N. Y.

Midget Bibles. $50/thousand. lxll/j",

224 pages. Samples, prices 10c. Johnson-
Smith, D-951, Detroit 7.

Comic Books . . . Toys . . . Novelties
. . Free catalog. Hecht Mfg., 184 W.

Merrick Road, Merrick, N. Y.

STILL DOUBLING ATTENDANCE: with
STOOGE rings . . . other types also avail-
able. Write Box 248, Pulaski, Wisconsin.

Film Slides. Colorpress, Box 11292, Ft.

Worth, Texas.

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING
IF YOU OWN A COPY of Trout's Sound
and Projection Servicing Manual. In-
structions on servicing leading makes ol

equipment . . . trouble-shooting charts,
basic schematics; tables on rest-
ances, voltages; data on lenses, lamps,
projectors, screens, sound, etc. Simpli-
fied . . . authentic. Additional Service
Sheets for 1961 to subscribers free. Data
on 35-70mm equipment. Price: $6 copy;
Cash or P.O. Order ... no CODs.
(Loose-leaf binder free) . . . Wesley
Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid, Oklahoma.

INTERMISSION TAPES
Pre-Show and Intermission Programs for

Drive-Ins. No more tape troubles . . .

use disc customized programs . . . same
price as our superb tapes on HiFl LP
records. Guaranteed to sell. Write for
free sample disc. Commercial Sound Ser-
vice, P. O. Box 5, Sulphur Spring?
Texas.

THEATRES FOR SALE

West Coast theatres for sale. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearny Street, San Francisco 8, California.

Consistent profit making theatre, stable
rural town, Eastern Oklahoma. No com-
petition, will pay off total price in four
years. Five thousand cash required. 350
seats, good equipment, fireproof building
and apartment. My age requires retiring.

Box 174, Chelsea, Oklahoma.

Completely remodeled — 500-seat, air-

conditioned theatre. New XL booth, XL
sound, new wide screen, new drapes, car-
pets, etc. Lease building plus 436-car
drive-in with new wide screen. 1st run.
Jacksonville, Arkansas. 15,000 population,
home of the Little Rock Air Force Base,
new 80-million-dollar missile center and
industrial area. $15,000, with terms. Bart
Gray Realty Company, Jacksonville, Ar-
kansas. Phone YU 2-2219.

For Sale: Theatre, Tuskegee, Ala. 750
seats, fully equipped, modern building.
Selling price less than $20,000. Fred T.

McLendon, Union Springs, Ala.

Theatre For Sale: South Western Ne-
braska, county seat, large brick building.
Air-conditioned, seating 500, excellent
family opportunity. Additional rentals from
office and apartments. Box 352, Grant,
Nebraska.

For Sale to Settle Estate: Klamath The-
atre, 325 seats. Nearest competition 20
miles. Excellent family opportunity. Write
Klamath Theatre, Klamath, California.

State Theatre, Meyersdale, Pa. , south-
western Pennsylvania. 500 seats. No com-
petition, population 3,300. Must sell due
to death of owner. Ideal family operation.
Price, $27,000 cash.

Silver Sky-Vue Drive-In, beautiful, with
finest equipment, highly profitable, won-
derful climate. H. D. McCloughcta, Silver

City, New Mexico.

Two Northwest Drive-In Theatres. Ore-
gon Drive-In Theatre. In county seat, 10

acres. Price, $100,000, 29% down. Wash-
ington Drive-In Theatre. Six acres, draw-
ing area 25,000 population. Price $60,000,

50% down. Theatre Exchange Company,
5724 S. E. Monroe Street, Portland 22,

Oregon.

200-car drive-in, county seat, population,
2,700. Built 1956. Mrs. R. J. Guelsow,
Long Prairie, Minnesota.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
Lease: 450-seat theatre, trade area over

3,000, fully equipped, oparating part-time.
South Texas. Boxoffice 9234.

For Sale or Lease (option to buy) profit-

able small town theatre in central Wiscon-
sin. Worth investigating. Boxoffice 9240.

460-seat, University town, excellent Art
type theatre. Write Warren Theatres, Inc.,

POB 1101, Missoula, Montana.

For Sale or Lease: 200-car drive-in the-

atre, central New Mexico, county seat.

Reason, other interests. Contact: Bill

Skelton, Box 344, Blanding, Utah. Phone
OR 8-3606.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted: To buy or lease drive-in the-

atres, 500-car capacity or larger. Boxoffice
9238.

FILMS FOR SALE
16mm Sound Films: Tremendous sav-

ings. Don't delay, write for our free illus-

trated catalog. Features from $10.00 and
shorts from $2.00. Our prices can't be
beat. S. K. Films, 4331 Sheridan Avenue,
Miami Beach, Florida.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Drive-In Equipment: Simplex, RCA,

'Scope. Box 44, Ada, Ohio.

200 Bemzomatic In-Car Gas Heaters.
Slightly used. Save one-half. Boxoffice,
9248.

Drive-In Theatre Tickets! 100,000 1x2"
special printed roll tickets, $37.95. Send
for samples of our special printed stub
rod tickets for drive-ins. Safe, distinctive,

private, easy to check. Kansas City Ticket
Co., Dept. 10, 109 W. 18th St. (Filmrow),
Kansas City 8, Mo.

THEATRE SEATING
Good used late model chairs available,

rebuilt chairs Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.

Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x2S", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c

ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

Chairs rebuilt in your theatre, re-spac-
mg, sewed covers. Arthur Judge, 2100 E.

Newton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

Artificial Leather, Latest Vinyl Uphol
stery: All colors, $1.25 per yd., 20 yds
covers 60 seats. Write for samples. Com
mercialeather, 116 Merrimac St., Boston

900 Bodiform, 800 Pushback, Idealint,

Plywood chairs. Box 1734, Dallas.

For Sale Cheap: 500 upholstered Inter-

national chairs in excellent condition,
cud. lift. B. W. Clark, Box 365, Grayson,
Kentucky. Phone GR 4-4451.

POPCORN MACHINES
Popcorn machines, all makes. Complete

new popping units, $185.00 ex Replace-
ment kettles, all machines. 120 So. Hoi-
sted, Chicago, 111.

For Sale: Manley Vista-Pop popcorn ma-
chine, 1959 model 104, used very little.

Tastee-Freeze, 31st and Monroe, Kansas
City, Mo. Phone WA 1-2525.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIGGER POPCORN PROFITS with all

new Tender-Vender, now re-designed to

even finer operations and results. Nothing
;o corrode, rust or peel. Warms, tender-

izes ana dispenses crisp, hot, delicious

popcorn. Shipped assembled; easy to

move; capacities right lor any location

Write for facts. TENDER-VENDER POP-
CORN SERVICE CO., Popcorn Building,
Nashville, Tennessee.

Handy Subscription

Order Form
BOXOFFICE:
825 Van Brunt Blvd.,

Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to

BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year

(13 of which contain The MODERN
THEATRE Section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR

$5.00 FOR 2 YEARS

$7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed

Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET

TOWN STATE. . .

NAME

POSITION
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starring

Produced by

D.

Darryl F.Zanuck Productions, Inc.

presents

WILLIAM FAULKNER’S

Directed by Screenplay by

TONY RICHARDSON -JAMES POE

Was she as
innocent as she said

...or did she taunt
and tease — until

it was too late?

THE HUSHED TRUTHABOUT
THE GOVERNORS DAUGHTER
...ANDWHATHAPPENEDTHAT
NIGHT SHE WENT LOOKING
FOR"KICKS”-- INA SHORT,

RED FRINGE DRESS...
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MPI ON THE MOVE

I
T WAS just three years ago this month that

a plan was proposed by Howard E. Jamey-

I

son, then president of Commonwealth Theatres

of Kansas City, whereby theatre owners might

have a voice in major film company policy-

making and, thereby, steer more pictures into

theatres and away from television. The plan

was enthusiastically backed with funds by ex-

hibitors around the country, but it did not

materialize in the form initially conceived. So

a new course was adopted and now it is getting

under way.

Motion Picture Investors, Inc., which was
formalized a few weeks after Mr. Jameyson
presented his plan, is proceeding with its basic

idea of making more pictures available to the-

I

atres. And it is doing so in two directions:

1) it has acquired for rerelease a combination

program comprised of “Friendly Persuasion”

with “Wichita” or “The Oklahoman”; and, 2),

it has assisted in the financing of the first

picture produced by the new Pathe-America

I

Company, “The Deadly Companions,” thereby

aiding this new production source in furthering

its plans to add materially to product output.

The rerelease program is to have a saturation

booking in 350 Midwest theatres starting May
1. In fact, several test runs in theatres of varied

I

size and location already have been made and,

as a result of their highly successful experience,

MPI executives are confident that a number of

other strong combinations, which they have

either been offered or are seeking, will soon be

made available. The sales direction for the

reissue program is in the hands of Harry
Thomas, long experienced in motion picture

production and distribution, who has reacti-

vated his First Division Distributors, Inc.,

whose knowhow augurs well for all concerned.

I

MPI’s aim is not to flood the market with

reissues, but to put together 12 programs of

quality pictures each year that, with proper

promotional support, will score high grossing

marks. Thus, exhibitors and producer-distri-

butors, as well, would be enabled to add substan-

!!

tially to their incomes. Additionally, MPI is

engaging in the acquisition of new productions.

Those exhibitors who have invested in MPI
are backing their demands for more good prod-

uct in a wayvjithat will help to provide it.

Show-A-Rama Shows Em
“Showmanship Unlimited” could well be a

slogan of the United Theatre Owners of the

Heart of America for their annual Show-A-

Rama conclave. The fourth of these inspiring

gatherings was held in Kansas City this past

week and it topped, not only all the previous

ones, but stood head and shoulders—if not just

a bit ahead—with some of the most successful

national conventions. The showmanship in evi-

dence at Show-A-Rama knew no bounds; it

was demonstrated with high imagination by each

and every participant on the “Business Build-

ers” panel and with practical, experienced sug-

gestions for the handling of specific upcom-

ing attractions, as well as for all other phases

of theatre operation.

With attendance reaching the high mark of

700, and representing approximately 1,000 the-

atres from 21 states, it topped all recent national

conventions, nearly doubling the high mark
reached by Show-A-Rama last year. This, in it-

self, proved that exhibitors are, indeed, inter-

ested in bettering their business by learning how
to apply better methods for so doing. And this

interest was underscored by the continuous at-

tendance and constant attention these showmen
gave at every session. They came into meetings

at 8:30 a.m. and stayed throughout, even though

the sessions lasted until late in the afternoon,

one until 6 p.m.

As in previous Show-A-Ramas, the name-call-

ing and recriminations that for many years was

considered essential to getting exhibitor at-

tendance at conventions had no part in the pro-

ceedings. Once again, accent was given to the

positive approach and to acknowledge that ex-

hibitors and distributors must work together

in building theatre attendance. And it’s good to

see that this is a growing trend.

Encouraging Report
The campaign initiated five years ago by Ed-

ward L. Hyman to bring about an orderly re-

lease of quality product is continuing to show

progress. In reporting on his recent visit to

Hollywood, Mr. Hyman stated that the upcom-

ing April-June quarter will have four times as

many quality pictures as were released in the

same period last year. He also indicated that the

total output for the calendar year of 1961 would

exceed that for 1960 and, based on information

given him by studio executives, he foresaw im-

provement in the releasing schedule for the sum-

mer and fall quarter periods.

Mr. Hyman reiterated his advocacy of the

fullest possible cooperation between produc-

tion, distribution and exhibition in promoting

the quality pictures. This, he averred, would as-

sure continuance of the orderly distribution

plan, for the good results thus achieved would

“convince producers and distributors that there

is no ‘orphan period’ which quality boxoffice

product cannot cure.”
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TOA MEMBERS MAY DENY DATES
TO PICTURES WITHOUT A SEAL

Hyman Sees 1961 as Best in Six Years

After Survey of Product at Studios

Board to Consider Step

This Week, as Well as

Film Classification

WASHINGTON— Two important issues

are expected to be resolved during the

two-day meeting of

Theatre Owners of

America’s board of

directors which will

get under way here

today (Monday) at

the Mayflower Hotel.

One will be the ap-
proval of a plan

whereby member the-

atres will not play

any picture that does

not have a Code seal

and the other the

adoption of a picture

evaluation system similar to classification.

EXPECT PAY TV ACTION
Out of the meetings, too, may come the

announcement by the Joint Committee
Against Pay TV that an appeal will be

taken to a federal court to halt the launch-

ing of the Hartford Phonevision test.

According to a report from Kansas City,

the United Theatre Owners of the Heart

of America, a major regional exhibitor as-

sociation, will announce its affiliation

with TOA at the board meeting.

Albert Pickus, TOA president, in his

report to the board of directors, will state

that it is his feeling that the basic solu-

tion to the censorship status rests in better

utilization of the Production Code. In his

report, advance copies of which were given

to the press, Pickus said the Code never

could be wholly effective until every dis-

tributor, major or independent, handling

either American or imported product,

knew he could not get a playoff for his

pictures unless he had a Code seal.

In addition, Pickus said, some method
must be achieved to alert the public in

advance to the content and type of each
film, even if it’s an evaluation, an advisory

guidance system, adoption of the Green
Sheet standards or something that TOA
devised itself.

Only with these two weapons, the board
will be told, can exhibitors stand up to

the critics and say that “we are, and will

continue to be, a self-regulated industry.”

He said that action along these lines must
come from TOA.

ALTERNATIVE TO CENSORSHIP
“If we fail,” Pickus said, “there is no

doubt in my mind that censorship with all

its evils will be forced on us.”

In his report on product, Pickus said

that Pathe-America had two more proj-

ects to go, following “The Deadly Com-
panions,” the first TOA-sponsored film

under the Pathe-America banner. The
second will be “O’Brien’s Navy,” to be pro-

duced by Harry Joe Brown, and “The
Hollywood Story” (tentative title), to be

made by Hall Bartlett.

NEW YORK—After a survey of upcom-
ing product, completed and in work, Ed-
ward L. Hyman, vice-

president of Ameri-
can Broadcasting-
Paramount Theatres,

was highly optimistic

over the prospects for

1961 when he met
with tradepress rep-
resentatives at a

luncheon meeting
Tuesday (14). Hy-
man, who spent two
weeks in Hollywood
visiting studios and
discussing forthcoming pictures with com-
pany executives, said he was certain that

this year would be the best in the last six

years for the industry.

In a similar report last December, Hy-
man said he hoped the April-May-June
period of 1961 would be the last of the so-

called “orphan” periods. In his latest re-

port, he said that his December analysis

had been more than confirmed. He said

that there would be approximately four

times as many quality pictures during the

14-week span than there were in the same
period of 1960 when the Hollywood strike

and the resultant postponement of pic-

tures adversely affected that quarter.

Night Clubs Playing Films
'Too New for Television'
WORCESTER, MASS.—Area night clubs

are paying increasing attention to the

rather intriguing idea of showing motion
pictures.

Showing film is not permitted in Wor-
cester night clubs but suburban Auburn,
Shrewsbury and South Barre (none of

which has a regular theatre) find them
profitable.

The Peacock Club, Auburn, and Edge-
mere Lodge, Shrewsbury, are screening
pictures Tuesdays, while similar programs
are featured on Fridays and Saturdays at

Caruso’s Rustic Lodge, South Barre.
The screen attractions are described as

“too old for the theatres and too new for

television.”

The Edgemere, for example, showed the

RKO drama, “Jet Pilot,” starring John
Wayne, the other Tuesday. #

Minnelli to Direct Oscar Show
HOLLYWOOD—Vincente Minnelli, him-

self an Academy Award winner as director

of “Gigi” in 1958, has been set to direct

the upcoming Oscar show for the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences on
April 17. He repeats the post he held last

year. Bob Hope again serves as emcee of

the show.

Hyman also stated that the second quar-
ter would be helped materially by exhibi-

tor’s drive during that period with all-out

efforts to promote the available product.
Getting down to actual results thus far in

1961, Hyman said that theatre business for

his circuit had been substantially better

than during the same period last year, de-

spite the recession and inclement weather
in many parts of the country. This, he said,

was in line with the general trend.

Looking ahead to the summer months,
the third quarter, Hyman said he antici-

pated the usual abundance of quality at-

tractions available during that time every

year. As for the September-through-De-
cember span, which, in the past had been
an “orphan,” Hyman repeated that it had
shown constant improvement over the last

few years as a result of a more orderly dis-

tribution. With the product which he fore-

saw as being available, he said he felt cer-

tain that this last period of the year would
provide the industry with a very strong

finish.

“Adding all of this up,” Hyman said, “I

feel that there are very good and logical

reasons for my prediction that 1961 will

be the best year for our industry in the last

six and I am certain that anyone who
makes the same analysis I have made will

come to the same conclusion.”

Eugene V. Klein Elected
President of NT&T
LOS ANGELES—Eugene V. Klein has

been elected president of National Theatres
and Television, Inc., it was announced by

board chairman, B. Gerald Cantor. Cantor
has previously held this post in addition

to being board chairman. He said he will

not devote his time exclusively to carry-

ing out the corporation’s diversification

and expansion program.
A director of NT&T since Feb. 17, 1959,

and vice-chairman of the corporation

since June 9, 1960, Klein assumes his new
duties immediately.
In addition to his NT&T post, Klein is

chairman and president of the Pyramid
Savings and Loan Ass’n, Sun Valley, Calif.,

and chairman of the San Fernando Valley

Bank, Pacoima, Calif., as well as being a

director of Dymo Industries, Inc., and
Stekall Petroleum Corp.

'Mein Kampf' to Columbia
NEW YORK—Columbia Pictures has

acquired “Mein Kampf,” a feature made
by Minerva International Film of Stock-

holm, for release in the U. S. in April.

The picture, which was produced by

Erwin Leiser, deals with the rise and fall

of Adolph Hitler’s Reich.

Albert Pickus
Edward L. Hyman
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Uncover Many Violations

Of 16mm Rental Policies

Para. Introducing New
Idea in Ticket Sales
NEW YORK—Paramount is providing

exhibitors with “a continuing need for new
presentation tech-

niques that lift the-

atre attendance to an
event above the or-

dinary,” as it did

with the “Psycho”
policy, according to

Martin Davis, direc-

tor of advertising,

publicity and ex-

ploitation.

Emphasizing that

the public today has
been conditioned to

expect something
“special” in its moviegoing, Paramount
will go all-out in advertising and promot-
ing its “audience convenience” policy for

Marlon Brando’s “One Eyed Jacks,” which
encourages the public to buy seats for con-
tinuous performances seven days in ad-
vance at all theatres scheduled to play the
picture, Davis said. As an added conven-
ience to the public under this policy, tick-

ets for “Jacks” can also be purchased in

advance in their own neighborhoods at co-

operating theatres and other outlets. This
new feature “combines the best features of

conventional and roadshow presentation,”

he stressed.

In New York, where “One Eyed Jacks”
will open at the Capitol Theatre March
30, all Loew’s theatres in the greater met-
ropolitan area will handle advance ticket

sales for the Capitol engagement. Sim-
ilarly, all Balaban & Katz houses in Chi-
cago will sell tickets in advance for the
Chicago Theatre opening in early April. In
cities where “Jacks” is opening at a first-

run theatre not affiliated with other the-

atres in the area, tickets will be sold in

advance at chain and department stores,

and supermarkets.
Tickets for each advertised showing of

“One Eyed Jacks” will only be sold for the
capacity of the theatre and a 15-minute
leeway, devoted to shorts or trailers, will

allow latecomers to be seated. The theatre
will be cleared after each showing, Davis
said.

Special merchandising materials are be-
ing prepared.

George Josephs Is Named
Sales Head for Astor
NEW YORK—George M. Josephs, for-

merly a home office sales executive for

Columbia Pictures,

has been named
vice-president of As-

tor Pictures b y
Franklin P. Bruder,

chairman of the

board. Josephs will

handle the launch-
ing of Astor’s “Le
Dolce Vita” and
“Rocco and H i s

Brothers” in the key
market areas of the

U. S. and will make George Josephs
his headquarters in

the Astor Pictures homeoffice in this city.

DALLAS—Exhibition of 16mm feature

motion pictures is becoming an increasing

competitive factor for commercial theatres,

and subleasing agents apparently are ig-

noring contract provisions which prohibit

competitive 16mm showings in commercial
theatre areas, Texas COMPO charged in

a report issued this week. The report was
based on a statewide survey conducted by
Kyle Rorex, executive director of the or-

ganization.

The survey revealed that there are at

least ten distributors of 16mm feature

length films in the Dallas area alone, and
the three major outlets make available

attractively designed catalogs offering

more than 2,500 feature movies, 450 or al-

most 20 per cent of which are post-1955.

Not only that, Rorex declared, but better

than 25 of the 16mm prints are of pictures

released to theatres in 1960 and many of

the post-1955s are still available for 35mm
theatrical exhibition. In addition, a few
pictures still to get theatrical release are

advertised in the catalog for future dates.

The bulk of the product is being offered

by Films Inc., releasing MGM, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox and Warners features; United
World Film, a Universal subsidiary releas-

ing only product of that company; and
Ideal Pictures, offering Buena Vista and
Allied Artists pictures.

BOTH FLAT AND SLIDING SCALES
Rorex said his study revealed that prices

for a one-time showing range from a flat

$10 up to terms based on the potential

size of the audience. Sliding scale rates

are made to schools according to the size

of the enrollment. As an example, for less

than 150 students the cost is $15 for a
black and white feature or $22.50 for color

print, with the selling price graduating to

$27.50 black and white and $42.50 color

for school enrollments of 750 to 1,000. If

the enrollment exceeds 1,000, the catalog

implies even better rates are available. For
Cinemascope pictures the user is furnished
a special lens for an added small fee.

One of the company contracts which the

applicant is required to agree to stipulates

among other things, “The producers of

feature films in 16mm require that each
location be submitted and approved. There
is to be no advertising and no admission
charged, except where a small charge is

made to defray the rental cost of film.”

Application blanks almost uniformly re-

quest information as to the name and
location of the nearest 35mm theatre and
the reasons why the audience cannot at-

tend that commercial theatre. In the case
of schools, the applicant must agree that
feature programs must be shown during
school hours to the students-faculty only.

After these conditions are met, said Rorex,
then the local branch manager or author-
ized personnel of the film company is sup-
posed to approve the 16mm film deal be-
fore the print is shipped.
The survey showed that the biggest vio-

lators of these agreements are PTA Coun-
cils, mostly in elementary and some sec-

ordary schools where, it was discovered,

occasionally fairly recent product was be-

ing shown after school, at night, and on

Saturdays to audiences of children and
their parents at admission prices ranging

from five to 25 cents per person. In most
instances written notices were sent to par-

ents that the films were being shown as

a fund-raising project. The number of

showings ranged from two a week to three

a year.

COLLEGES PLAY RECENT FILMS
Of most concern to Texas exhibitors is

the exhibition of feature film in universi-

ties and colleges around the state. Recent

notices in school papers and bulletins ad-

vertise such films as “Mister Roberts,”

“Caine Mutiny,” “Diary of Anne Frank,”

“Sun Also Rises,” “The Robe,” “Lust for

Life,” “Anastasia,” etc. As a rule films are

shown matinee and night in student union

buildings on Friday, Saturday and Sun-

day for 25 cents admission to students,

faculty and their guests.

“Discussions with branch officials re-

vealed that they were not aware of the

discrepancies and promised cooperation to

see that they were corrected, while pledg-

ing to be more vigilant in granting future

authorization to applicants for 16mm en-

entertainment film,” Rorex declared.

WB Is Testing New Policy

On Multiple-Run Dates
NEW YORK—Warner Bros, will test a

policy in Indianapolis whereby some of its

important pictures will be released first

run to five drive-ins and two indoor the-

atres in the city and its vicinity, rather

than in a downtown theatre. Charles

Boasberg, general sales manager, told

Boxoffice that the experiment would get

under way on April 5 in the seven theatres

and then we’ll see what happens.”
Boasberg said that advertising and ex-

ploitation costs must be spread on pictures

suitable for multiple runs so that a wide

area can benefit by the campaign, instead

of concentrating the efforts on a single

theatre. To a lesser degree, Warner Bros,

has instituted the plan on a few pictures

in St. Louis and Kansas City, he said, but

Indianapolis will be the focal point of

experimentation on a large group of films.

The first Warner picture to open under
the new presentation method will be

“White Warrior,” a Technicolor, Dyali-

scope film, starring Steve Reeves, which
will be launched on April 5 in the Pendle-

ton Pike, Twin, Meridian, Belair and West-
lake drive-ins and the Vogue and Arlington

indoor houses.
Following “White Warrior,” five other

Warner Bros, pictures will begin their

Indianapolis engagements in the same
situations. They are “The Sins of Ra-
chel Cade,” “A Fever in the Blood,”
“Gold of the Seven Saints,” “The Fabulous
World of Jules Verne” and “Bimbo the
Great.” The latter two will open as a unit

on June 21. “Rachel Cade” is set for April

12. “A Fever in the Blood” and “Gold of

the Seven Saints” also will be a combina-
tion program and will open on April 26.

Martin Davis
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Paramount Pictures

announces with pride that

HAL WALLIS
one of Hollywood s great

showman-producers

STARTS SHOOTING

IN HAWAII, U.S. A.

It will be ready for showing

THANKSGIVING
right through CHRISTMAS—
the same release pattern that

made G. I. BLUES the big holiday

show of ’60! 10 new songs and a

tremendous R.C.A. album promotion

will set the rhythm for the high-

powered, planned showmanship . .

.

all the way from "NOW SHOOTING"

to "NOW SHOWING"!



I



Total Merchandising Plan

Under Way for 20th-Fox

Charles Einfeld is shown discussing: his company’s total merchandising: plan

at the exhibitor and tradepress conference last week. Gilbert Golden (center)

special executive representative for “The Trapp Family” spoke on community rela-

tions aspects of the merchandising plan. At left is Ernest Emerling, Loew’s The-

atres executive.

NEW YORK—A “total merchandising
plan,” devised by Charles Einfeld. 20th

Century-Fox vice-president, has been suc-

cessfully field-tested and is to be intro-

duced with the company’s new release,

“The Trapp Family.” The tests, conducted
over a three-week period in the Wisconsin-
Michigan area, sent grosses to “blockbust-

ing” proportions and convinced Einfeld

and his associates that this type of special-

ized promotion not only is a highly ef-

fective business-builder but does “a wal-
loping community relations job for the
theatre at the same time.”

Einfeld outlined the plan at a press and
exhibitor conference here last week. At
the same time, Gil Golden, who directed
the preparation and testing of the plan,

revealed in detail the step-by-step aspects
of the merchandising plan.

In announcing that his company was
launching the plan with “The Trapp Fam-
ily,” Einfeld pointed out that every motion
picture today is an individual instance of
big business at work.
“When you go into business with a

million-dollar product, as each film we re-
lease is, you are automatically in big
business. For each motion picture we invest
as much or more than they do in the man-
ufacture of many a product like corn
flakes or whatever,” he said. “That is why
each product we distribute must be han-
dled as importantly and as totally as any
other manufacture.
“To test the total merchandising plan,

we deliberately did not take a tremendous
project like ‘The Greatest Story Ever
Told’ or ‘Justine.’ We took rather a fine
family entertainment which we have in
‘The Trapp Family’ and it’s working,” he
said.

The company’s sales officials are elated
over the results in 21 situations in the test
area, Einfeld reported, with grosses actual-
ly doubling those of “North to Alaska”
and “From the Terrace.”

The plan, basically, works on this prem-
ise: “Find a central theme for the cam-
paign. Find all the picture’s elements
that will dramatize this theme. Find a

plan at practical cost that is versatile

enough to be adapted to any situation re-

gardless of location, size of theatre or run.”

This, Golden commented, is not easy,

but that it can be done was clearly shown
in the technique used for “The Trapp
Family.”
Giving exhibitors and the tradepress a

rundown on the plan, Golden listed this

step-by-step promotion as introduced in

the Wisconsin and Michigan communities:
1. Newspaper, radio and TV interviews with

Golden discussing the history of public attitude to-
ward family pictures. (Golden's role can be dupli-
cated by every theatreman. Examples of interviews
were provided as pressbook supplements.)

2. After these interviews, which set up the im-
portance of public support of "The Trapp Family,"
to insure more good family pictures, letters were
sent to presidents of women's clubs, PTAs, religious
groups, schools, singing groups, German clubs, etc.,

offering discounts and buses for large groups.

3. Family contests, such as "most talented fam-
ily," "largest family," "Why my family wants to
see 'The Trapp Family,' " etc.

4. Sponsorship by the Better Films Council of
Milwaukee of the premiere showing.

5. Radio and TV interviews with officers of the
films council.

6. Preview for officers of women's clubs and re-

ligious groups.

7. Full-page co-op ad taken by merchants cater-
ing to family trade.

8. Library displays.

9. Radio spots schedule.

10. Published "letter to the editor" by 20th-Fox
branch manager.

11. Soundtrack album displays.

12. Panel inserted in all ads saying "Have a big
family get-together," offering families of four or
more people admitted at a special reduced rate.

13. Families of mayor, top brass, disc jockeys,
society leaders, etc., invited to opening as guests.

14. Lights on City Hall announcing premiere, TV,
radio and newsreel coverage.

Cooper-Rooney Reunion
HOLLYWOOD — Jackie Cooper and

Mickey Rooney will be reunited on the
screen for the first time in 25 years in the
upcoming Columbia release, “Everything’s
Ducky,” in which Cooper has been signed
to a guest star spot. The two last were
together in 1936 at MGM in “The Devil
Was a Sissy.” Rooney and Buddy Hackett
costar in the Barbroo Production, with
Red Doff producing and Don Taylor di-

recting.

Atlanta in Second Gala

'GWTW' Premiere Fete
ATLANTA—It was truly “Gone With the

Wind” week in this capital city of Georgia,

with a historic night repeated Friday (10)

when the festivities came to a close with
the “second premiere” of David O. Selz-

nick’s screen production of Atlantan Mar-
garet Mitchell’s “Gone With the Wind.”
The three-day observance, sponsored by

the Georgia Civil War Centennial, included

a parade of personalities Wednesday, a
grand ball Thursday and the anniversary
premiere Friday. t,

PRODUCER, STARS ATTEND
Olivia deHavilland, the wise and lovable

Melanie, arrived with other dignitaries,

including producer David O. Selznick, r

Douglas Fairbanks jr„ George Murphy (ex-

officio ambassador of Hollywood), and his

daughter Melissa on the “Gone With the

Wind” Delta Special Wednesday. From
MGM, there were Robert Mochrie, general
sales manager: Herman Ripps, assistant,

Louis Formato, southern division manager,
and Emory Austin, director of exploitation.

Vivien Leigh, the unforgettable Scarlett,

was delayed in London and did not arrive

until Thursday.
Thomas Mitchell, the father of Scarlett

in the picture, had accepted an invitation

to attend but had to cancel because of his

health.

There was glamor and excitement at the

costume ball hosted by Gov. Ernest Van-
diver at the Biltmore Hotel Thursday
night, but it reached a pitch Friday night

with wild cheering when the flash bulbs

started popping and the spotlights were
turned on full glare as the stars and per-

sonalities were introduced to an estimated

crowd of 10,000 from a special platform in

front of Loew’s Grand Theatre. George
Murphy, who was here in 1954 to emcee
ceremonies when the picture was shown on
widescreen at Loew’s Grand at a 15th an-
niversary premiere again was the host. Dur-
ing the orchestral rendition of “Dixie” at

the costume ball, Douglas Fairbanks jr.

recited “John Brown’s Body” by Stephen
Vincent Benet. Following the showing of

“Gone With the Wind,” the visiting cele-

brities were introduced from the stage by
master of ceremonies Murphy.

A TRIBUTE TO AUTHOR
Mayor Hartsfield, who was master of

#

ceremonies at the 1939 original premiere,

paid tribute to Margaret Mitchell, as did

Governor Vandiver. Selznick presented

Mayor Hartsfield a leather-bound copy of

the original script of “Gone With the

Wind.”
“An inspiring highlight was the unveil-

ing of portraits of Clark Gable, the Rhett
Butler of the film, and Miss Mitchell. Fol-

lowing the current run of “Gone With the

Wind” at Loew’s Grand, the portrait of

Miss Mitchell will hang in the Margaret
Mitchell room at the public library. The
portrait of Gable will occupy a prominent
spot in the lobby of the Grand.

20th-Fox Dividend

NEW YORK—A quarterly cash dividend

of 40 cents per share on the common
stock of 20th Century-Fox has been de-

clared payable March 31 to stockholders

of record on March 20.
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26 WINTER RELEASES ARE HITS;

86.3% DO AVERAGE OR BETTER

Top Hits for Winter Quarter
(December through February)

PERCENTAGES 120 130 140 150 20C 210

‘Ballad ol a Soldier (Kingsley)

Black Sunday (AIP)

4>CinderFella (Para)

Entertainer. The (ContT)

Esther and the King (20th-Fox)

Facts of Life (UA)

Flaming Star (20th-Fox)

Goliath and the Dragon (AIP)

Go Naked in the World (MGM)
Grass Is Greener, The (U-I)

Great Impostor, The (U-I)

‘Make Mine Mink (ContT)

Marriage-Go-Round, The (20th-Fox)

Millionairess, The (20th-Fox)

Misfits, The (UA)

‘Never on Sunday (Lopert)

Please Turn Over (Col)

OSundowners, The (WB)
OSwiss Family Robinson (BV)

Ten Who Dared (BV)

3 Worlds of Gulliver (Col)

‘Tunes of Glory (Lopert)

Village of the Damned (MGM)
Wackiest Ship in the Army, The (Col)

Where the Boys Are (MGM)
World of Suzie Wong, The (Para)

OBIue Ribbon Award Winner

'Swiss Family Robinson/

'Suzie Wong/ 'Misfits/

Are the Top Three
First-run business was at a high level

during the winter quarter— December
through February—with a substantial ma-
jority of pictures placed in release in that

period providing exhibitors with pay-dirt

product. The output from the distributors

was at a low point, but what was moved
into the market place proved to be highly

merchantable.
The quarter’s output numbered 44 re-

leases, on which there were sufficient first-

run playdates to indicate boxoffice pull,

and of that total 26 or 59.2 per cent were
reported as hits by exhibitors in 21 key

cities across the country, whose grosses

provide the national average for Boxof-
fice-Barometer. In addition, 38 of the 44

releases were reported as having done
average or better business, for an 86.3 per

cent mark. Not since 1946 and 1947 has
the average-business-or-better percentage

been as high.

The product performance at the first

run theatres just about paralleled the

showing in the same quarter a year ago.

In the 1959-60 winter quarter, 28 of 46

features, or 60 per cent, landed in the hit

class, and 82.6 per cent of the releases

did average or better business.

This year, the top three features were
“Swiss Family Robinson’’ (Disney-Buena
Vista) at 265 per cent, “The World of

Suzie Wong” (Paramount) at 264 per cent,

and “The Misfits” (United Artists) at 233

per cent. A year ago the toppers were
“Solomon and Sheba” (UA), 315 per cent;

“Operation Petticoat” (U-I), 293 per cent
and “On the Beach” (UA), 274 per cent.

While the comparative grosses indicate

that the top pictures of winter 1959-60

were considerably stronger than those of

1960-61, the figures belie the fact. This
is because reports to Boxoffice-Barometer

include only percentages on pictures in

general release. Attractions released as

specials on a roadshow policy are not.

Thus, the percentages do not reflect the
boxoffice strength generated by a quintet
of blockbusters which burst onto the first-

run scene in the winter quarter. These
five, led by “Exodus” (UA-Otto Premin-
ger) at 355 per cent, included “Spartacus”

(U-I-Bryna Prods.) at 249 per cent, “The

Alamo” (UA-Batjac) at 247 per cent,

“Pepe” (Columbia) at 244 per cent and

“Cimarron” (MGM) at 227 per cent. A
year ago, the lone hard-ticket attraction

was MGM’s “Ben-Hur.”
Following are feature pictures releases

in the first six months of the current

season, September through February, and

percentages based on reports from first-

run theatres in 21 key cities: (Asterisks

indicate releases in the September-No-

vember quarter)

++ Late Fall Release.
* September-November Releases.

(Average Is 100)

ALLIED ARTISTS:

-H-Caltiki, the Immortal Monster 98
*Hell to Eternity 184

Herod the Great 97
-H-Heroes Die Young 95
Look in Any Window 110
'Plunderers, The 100
*Sex Kittens Go to College 93

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL:

'Amazing Transparent Man, The 90
Black Sunday 165
'House of Usher 191

ffGoliath and the Dragon 137
'Journey to the Lost City Ill

COLUMBIA:

Comparative First Run Reports for 12-Year Period

Covering First Six Months of Season, September I—February 28

Year No. of No. of Percentage Films Doing % Doing Ave. % Top 3 Hits

Releases Hits of Hits Ave. or Better or Better Winter Quar.

1961 88 49 55.6 76 86.3 254.0

1960 95 45 47.3 77 81.0 297.1

1959 114 49 43.0 89 78.0 235.0

1958 129 45 34.9 92 71.0 253.1

1957 119 47 39.4 80 672 259.1

1956 112 38 33.0 78 69.6 21 62
1955 113 50 45.1 90 79.9 245.1

1954 145 43 29.6 98 67.5 242.0

1953 142 35 24.0 66 46.4 248.2

1952 159 30 18.8 73 45.9 235.0

1951 157 23 14.6 101 64.3 147.0

1950 148 25 16.8 71 47.9 171.1

'All the Young Men 163
'As the Sea Rages 96
'Enemy General, The 105

(Continued on page 10)
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Paramount RealignsSales
Division Into 3 Depts.
NEW YORK—In a move to meet chang-

ing market conditions, Paramount has re-
aligned its domestic
sales organization.

The executive sales

staff will be
structured into three
departments, each
supervised by an as-

sistant general sales

manager, under
Jerome Pickman,
vice-president and
general sales man-
ager, and under the
overall supervision of

George Weltner, vice-

president in charge of worldwide sales.

The new assistant general sales mana-
gers and their respective departments are
Hugh Owen, in charge of the national sales

department; Sidney G. Deneau, in charge
of the home office sales department, and
Howard Minsky, in charge of the sales ad-
ministrative department.
The national sales segment under Owen

will be responsible for the sales and ad-
ministrative functions of Paramount’s 28
branches, guiding branch selling at the
local level. Deneau’s department will be
responsible for the sales of Paramount
product to national theatre organizations
throughout the country. The sales admin-
istrative unit under Minsky will be allied

with the other two sales units as well as
with the regional and branch offices. Ac-
cording to Pickman, this department will,

in effect, be a sales support unit in co-
ordinating the efforts of the field sales
organization and designed to contribute

maximum service to Paramount’s custo-
mers, the exhibitors of the United States.

Sidney Deneau Howard Minsky

Assigned to the home office sales de-
partment, but continuing to operate in the
field, will be the five division sales mana-
gers who have been designated as regional

sales managers. Their offices and terri-

tories are John G. Moore, Boston, covering
New England and mideast; W. Gordon
Bradley, Atlanta, the southeast; Alfred R.
Taylor, Chicago, the midwest; Tom W.
Bridge, Dallas, the southwest, and H. Neal
East, Los Angeles, the west coast.

Pickman said that by freeing the re-

gional sales managers from administrative
responsibilities, the men could devote more
time to constructive planning. He said the
realignment of the key sales personnel was
a radical departure from the company’s
former sales setup and would enable its

sales staff to devote greater time and con-
centration to the most effective marketing
of product in large and small communities
and in theatres of all types, sizes and
capacities.

Hugh Owen

AIP British Tieup Gives Producer

Autonomy,' Says Herman Cohen
NEW YORK—Herman Cohen, who has

been producing for American International
for several years,

ever since his “I Was
a Teenage Were-
wolf,” produced on a
modest budget in

1957, grossed over
$1,000,000 worldwide,
has made his last

two pictures in Eng-
land “strictly for eco-
nomic reasons,” he
said on his visit to

New York early in

March.
Through Cohen’s

tieup with Anglo-Amalgamated, which
supplies approximately 50 per cent of the
financing, under Great Britain’s Eady
Plan, Cohen has a fine deal and, in addi-
tion, has complete autonomy as a producer,
he said. During the few years since “Were-
wolf,” Cohen has been offered several

high-priced production packages by Hol-
lywood agents but when the stars, agents,

directors and writers take over, he, as pro-

ducer, would almost be an intruder on the

Herman Cohen

set, he commented. This he does not want.
For this reason, Cohen enjoys his

American International tieup, and he gives

highest praise to James Nicholson and
Samuel Z. Arkoff for being “great show-
men” who are willing to take a chance on
a producer and go all-out in selling their

pictures.

Cohen’s latest British-made picture,

“Konga,” is his most expensive ($1,000,000)

to date. It took approximately a year to

complete in London, mainly because of the

unusual trick photography in what he
labels “SpectaMation,” which puts the
giant ape and the fleeing humans on the
same process-shot frames.
AIP also plans to spend almost $800,000

in promoting the film, using 500 color

prints, making seven TV trailers of varied
lengths, continuing comic books issued
every two months and various other mer-
chandising tieins. Cohen will also spend
the next two months personally promoting
“Konga,” traveling to each of the early
openings, starting with Boston, where the
picture will open at the Paramount Thea-
tre March 22, followed saturation dates in

Texas and Washington, D. C.

First-Run Reports
(Continued from page 9)

‘Fast and Sexy 101
-H-Hell Is a City 116
*1 Aim at the Stars 95
*l'm All Right, Jack 195
*Let No Man Write My Epitaph 135
Please Turn Over 167
‘Nights of Lucretia Borgia 93
‘Song Without End 149
‘Surprise Package 121
3 Worlds of Gulliver, The 127
Wackiest Ship in the Army, The 195

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER:

‘Angel Wore Red, The 88
‘Butterfield 8 244
Go Naked in the World 125
‘Key Witness 94
‘Subterraneans, The Ill
Village of the Damned 148
Where the Boys Are 168
‘Where the Hot Wind Blows 107

PARAMOUNT:

Blueprint for Robbery 103
‘Boy Who Stole a Million 100
‘Breath of Scandal 101
Cinderfella 137
*GI Blues 214
Savage Innocents, The 105
‘Under Ten Flags 109
World of Suzie Wong 264

20TH CENTURY-FOX:

‘Captain's Table, The 122
Circle of Deception 116
-H Desert Attack
‘Desire in the Dust 100
Esther and the King 126
Flaming Star 144
-H-Goddess of 'Love 100
‘High Time 139
‘Let's Make Love 148
Legions of the Nile 88
Marriage-Go-Round 131
‘North to Alaska 128
rfSecret of the Purple Reef, The 87
‘September Storm 128
‘Squad Car 96
Wizard of Baghdad 102

UNITED ARTISTS:

Facts of Life, The 180
Five Guns to Tombstone 100
‘Inherit the Wind 145
‘Magnificent Seven, The 146
Misfits, The 233
‘Night Fighters, The 95
‘Studs Lonigan 110
-H-Walking Target 100

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL:

Grass Is Greener, The 184
Great Impostor, The 164
‘Midnight Lace 176
‘Seven Ways From Sundown 96

WARNER BROS.:

‘Crowded Sky, The 122
‘Dark at the Top of the Stairs, The 139
‘Girl of the Night 131
Fever in the Blood, A 100
Gold of the Seven Saints 96
Sundowners, The 153
‘Sunrise at Campobello 124

MISCELLANEOUS:

Ballad of a Soldier (Kingsley) 146
•ff Entertainer, The (Cont'l) 156
‘Jungle Cat (BV) 139
Last Rebel, The (Sterling World Dist.) 103

H-Last Woman on Earth (Filmgroup) 100
Make Mine Mink (Cont'l). 169
Mirror Has Two Faces, The (Cont'l) 114
Never on Sunday (Lopert) 211
Swiss Family Robinson (BV) 265
‘Sword and the Dragon, The (Valiant) 153
Ten Who Dared (BV) 120
Tunes of Glory (Lopert) 212

Six UA Branches Winners
In a Booking Contest
NEW YORK — Six United Artists

branches were winners in a booking con-

test conducted during the Max E. Young-
stein sales drive.

The winning exchanges were New York,

Washington, Calgary, Milwaukee, San
Francisco and Charlotte.
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AN 'EYE-WITNESS' REPORT

EXHIBITORS JOIN WITH UA TO DRAFT BASIC

PROMOTION PLAN FOR HOODLUM PRIEST'

By BEN SHLYEN
An unusual event took place in Kan-

sas City recently when a team of United

Artists homeoffice executives and field-

men met with a group of Midwest theatre

-

men and together developed advertising

and promotional approaches for an extra-

ordinary picture, “The Hoodlum Priest.’’

This was unusual on several counts: (1)

The United Artists men did not come here

with material for which they merely

sought approval, but with a sincere desire

to seek counsel from the exhibitors as to

their views on how best to employ media
and material for selling this picture to

the public; (2) that they not only listened

to the suggestions that the exhibitors made
but incorporated them into the overall

campaign. As a result, it may be said the

campaign was hand-tailored, fitting well

to the varied requirements and giving as-

surance of strong appeal to the public in

the Midwest—and around the country.

United Artists sent a top-level team to

meet with the theatremen. The homeoffice

contingent, headed by Roger E. Lewis,

vice-president in charge of advertising,

publicity and exploitation, was comprised

of A1 Fitter, western division manager; A1

Fisher, head of exploitation; and David

Chasman, advertising manager. From the

field, there were H. J. (Mike) Lee, dis-

trict sales manager, St. Louis; Ralph

Amacher, Kansas City branch manager;

Ed Stevens, St. Louis branch manager;

and Wally Heim, Midwest publicity super-

visor, Chicago; Hank Howard, publicity

staff, New York; Bernie Evens, field pub-

licity, Kansas City and St. Louis.

PRODUCERS ALSO PRESENT

In addition to these UA men, the pro-

ducers of “The Hoodlum Priest”—Don
Murray and Walter Wood—were present

and, following the screening of the film,

they talked with the theatremen about it.

The reaction was highly pleasing to this

team of young, new producers, as they

were told their first production was a

“taut drama” . . . “intense in its interest-

holding value” . . . “plausible throughout”

“its factual basis deftly developed” . . .

“well motivated” . . . “two new faces in it

(Cindi Wood and Keir Dullea) show great

promise as future stars” . . . “Dullea’s per-

formance exceptionally good” . . . “story

should have wide appeal” . . . “its theme

is constructive” . . . “offers a religious as

well as sectarian approach” . . . “it all adds

up to strong word-of-mouth.”

This sparked enthusiastic expressions of

ideas that came in for a thorough going-

over in the later discussions of the adver-

tising and promotion approaches sought to

produce top boxoffice results. Important,

too, was the assurance given by Don
Murray, who also stars in the film, and

Walter Wood, that they would make per-

sonal appearances in conjunction with its

openings for which they were willing to

make themselves available just about

anywhere. That they fulfilled this promise

is implicit in what they did for the pre-

miere in St. Louis, and at Columbia,

Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Indian-

apolis and Lafayette and other points in

the Midwest area. In connection there-

with, they participated in radio, television

and telephone interviews and in other

promotions that garnered front-page

newspaper breaks.

At the cocktail party that followed the

screening, the exhibitors were told that at

10 o’clock the next morning there would

be a viewing of television advertising

clips, the trailer and a listening to radio

spot tapes. In the meantime, Lewis re-

CONFERENCE OF UNITED ARTISTS EXECUTIVES WITH MIDWEST EXHIBITORS is opened by Roger E. Lewis, UA vice-

president in charge of advertising, publicity and exploitation (seated at desk, right center). Among UA men who accompanied him

to Kansas City (lower left corner) : Ed Stevens, St. Louis branch manager; (standing, 1. to r.) : David Chasman, advertising man-
ager, New York; H. J. “Mike” Lee, district manager, St. Louis; Ralph Amacher, Kansas City branch manager; A1 Fitter, western

division manager. New York; A1 Fisher, exploitation manager, New York. Others are identified in photo caption on the next page.
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AMONG EXHIBITORS AT THE CONFERENCE (from left) : Harold Lyon, manager, Paramount Theatre, Kansas City; Everett

Seibel, advertising director, Minnesota Amusement Co., Minneapolis; Robert Peck, advertising manager, Fox Midwest Theatres,

Wichita; Leon Robertson, FMW district manager, Kansas City; John Meinardi (partly hidden), FMW district manager, St. Louis;

Martin Stone, Mercury Advertising Agency; M. B. Smith, vice-president and advertising director, Commonwealth Theatres, Kansas
City; Alex Shniderman, 63rd St. Drive-In, Kansas City.

quested that they give thought to the

film’s potential from the standpoint of its

content, its factual origin and other

qualities that each individual saw therein

that was worthy of being accented in the

advertising.

The next morning, the advertising and

homeoffice executives met in a shirtsleeve

session to decide on the various approaches

of the campaign. Lewis opened the adver-

tising discussions by making it clear that

he and his group were seeking candid

opinions on the ad roughs and the other

material earlier presented and that he

wanted each man to feel free to speak his

mind. David Chasman followed with a

showing of the advertising roughs and
A1 Fisher touched on some of the ex-

ploitation that had been planned.

Considerable discussion evolved about

the key illustrations in the ads, whether

or not the collar showing that the leading

character was a priest should or should

not be used and, of course, there was dis-

cussion of the actual copy, the sub-illus-

trations and the display captions. It was
gratifying to see how readily the UA men
accepted the suggestions of the exhibitors,

the results of which are graphically

illustrated in adjoining pages.

The same response to exhibitor sug-

gestions reflected in the ads was evidenced

in the preparation of the trailer, television

spots and radio spots. A work print of the

trailer was shown and generally approved.

However, it was felt that the young ro-

mance aspect of the story was neglected,

and this suggestion was incorporated by

the addition of scenes into the finished

trailer. The same feeling affected the

television spots.

In radio, the utility of minute-long dia-

log spots was heavily underscored in the

discussion and, as a result, three such

spots were made over and above UA’s

normal radio spot material.

SHOWMEN HIGHLY PLEASED

The theatremen were delighted at hav-

ing been given the opportunity to have a

hand in the planning and were impressed

with this new approach to preparing a

picture campaign. Speaking on behalf of

the exhibitors at the meeting, M. B.

Smith, vice-president and director of ad-

vertising, publicity and public relations

for Commonwealth Theatres of Kansas

City, said

:

“The United Artists organization, and

especially Roger Lewis are to be compli-

mented on coming to Kansas City and

permitting exhibitors to voice their opin-

ions in the preparation of advertising for

the National Campaign on ‘The Hoodlum
Priest.’ I’m sure that the exhibitors were

grateful for the opportunity to examine

the advertising approach which is being

designed by United Artists and their

efficient advertising department. Surely

this advertising clinic which occurred here

in Kansas City stands as a prime example

of the willingness of exhibitors and a

major film company to work together for

extra profits in the selling of a motion

picture.

“The film packs a strong boxoffice

punch, telling a fine story that is a credit

to the motion picture screen. Those w'ho

see this outstanding motion picture will

long remember it for the human values

which are so well portrayed in it. It

deserves the best of showmanship on the

part of all exhibitors, and the true story

it tells stands high in human values.

“Roger Lewis has listened attentively to

exhibitors and their suggestions for the

proper advertising approach on the pic-

ture. These suggestions have been incor-

porated in the radio material and in the

newspaper ads, and in doing such, the

picture will have a healthy advertising

approach behind it.”

Theatremen in attendance were: Fred

Souttar, supervisor of Fox Midwest Thea-

tres, Kansas City; John Meinardi, district

manager, Fox Theatres, St. Louis; M. B.

Smith, vice-president, Commonwealth

Theatres, Kansas City; Lloyd Morris,

film buyer, and Claude Moore, booker,

Commonwealth; Everett Seibel, advertising

director, Minnesota Amusement Co., Min-

neapolis; Harold Lyon, Paramount Thea-

tre, Kansas City; Leon Robertson, district

manager, Fox Theatres, Kansas City;

Robert Peck, advertising manager, Fox

Theatres, Wichita; Ralph Adams, film

buyer, and Harold Hume, film booker,

FMW; Richard Durwood, vice-president,

Durwood Theatres, Kansas City; and Alex

Shniderman, 63rd St. Drive-In Theatre,

Kansas City.
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At Get-Together

After Screening

of the

Hoodlum Priest'

E®
\vMi
fix*

Mil|m \

John Meinardi, FMW district manager, St. Louis; H. J. “Mike” Lee, UA district

manager, St. Louis; Robert Peck, FMW advertising manager, Wichita; A1 Fitter, UA
western division manager. New York; Ralph Adams, FMW film buyer, Kansas City;

Don Ireland, FMW, Kansas City.

Wally Heim, UA midwest pub-
licity supervisor, Chicago; Hank
Howard, UA publicity staff. New
York; A1 Fisher, UA exploitation

manager; Everett Seibel, advertis-

ing director, Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co., Minneapolis; Bemie
Evens, UA publicity, Kansas City

and St. Louis.

Harold Hume, FMW film buyer, Kansas
City, and Harold Lyon, manager, Para-
mount Theatre, Kansas City.

Roger E. Lewis, UA vice-president; Alex Shniderman, 63rd
St. Drive-In Theatre, Kansas City; Richard Durwood, Durwood
Theatres, Kansas City; and Don Murray, co-producer and star

of “The Hoodlum Priest.”
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Don Murray (center), flanked by Claude Moore (left) and
Lloyd Morris, film booker and film buyer, respectively, of
Commonwealth circuit, Kansas City.

Walter Wood, co-producer of

“The Hoodlum Priest’’; Ben
Shlyen, publisher of BOXOFFICE;
Don Murray; and A1 Fisher, UA
exploitation manager.

David Chasman, UA advertising manager, New York; Ralph
Adams, FMW film buyer, Kansas City; James Lewis, general

manager. Electric and Avenue Theatres, Kansas City, Kas.,

Ralph Amacher, UA branch manager, Kansas City.

Leon Robertson, district manager, FMW,
Kansas City, and M. B. Smith, advertis-

ing director. Commonwealth Theatres.
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The Development

Of Newspaper

Ads for the

Campaign

An important consideration was given to newspaper

reproduction, particularly in smaller Midwest cities, where

its standard is poor. To overcome this, subsidiary art, which

originally was intended to be photographic, was rendered

in clear, fluent line drawing with Benday added so as to

be as reproduction-proof as possible. The format was carried

out right down to the theatre directory ads.

Ad No. 1

The original conception of this ad was to

conceal the clerical collar on Don Murray
in order not to identify him directly as

the player of the title role. As a result of

divided opinion among the exhibitors at

the conference on this point, the ad was
prepared in two versions—with and without
the collar, so that exhibitors might gauge
their immediate situation personally.

A CITY HOWLED FOR HI5 SCALP!

MURRAY-WOOD II

PRODUCTIONS

He spent his time
with thieves
and killers . . . This man
who wore
a priest’s garb
and lived in
a white-hot
world of
violence!

HOODLUM

* DON DEER JOSEPH LANOONu „ IRVIN KERSHNERm n DON MURRAYw WALTER WOOD «« UNITEDffilARTISTS

A CITY HOWLED FOR HIS SCALP!
He spent his time with thieves and killers

...This man who wore a priest’s garb and
lived in a white-hot world of violence!

6 Cols, x 126 Lines — 756 Lines (54 Col. Inches) Mot 601

5 Cols. X 106 Lines - 530 Lines (38 Inches) MAT 501

In this revision, the copy in the original was followed, but the figure of the B-girl

in the lower left hand corner was held incompatible with the pictorial representation

of the priest and was eliminated. It was suggested that more be made of the romance
between the two young players, so they were introduced importantly into the subsidiary

art. The stencil stamp “True” was introduced in order to underline the documentary
aspect of the picture.
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Ad No. 2

This layout was revised drastically, as

will be noted in the final copy at the right.

The title was repositioned for greater

emphasis, the reference to “wild girls” in

the sub-copy was eliminated, the young
lovers substituted, in line with suggestions

made by the exhibitors.

The Hoods-
H The Hopped-Up Kids...

J What Drew Them to Him-
yTMs Man Who Became a
Target for a City’s Outrage!

A CITY HOWLED FOR HIS SCALP!

Hoodlum

Priest

THEATRE Written by DON DEER mb JOSEPH LANDON Directed by IRVIN KERSHNER

Produced by DON MURRAY end WALTER WOOD Peleeeed thru UNITED [JJ ARTISTS

3 Cols, x 70 Lines — 210 Lines (15 Col. Inches) Mot 304

Ad No. 3
This ad was

prepared with
and without the
clerical collar, in

accordance with
the reasoning
mentioned
in conn e c t i o n
with Ad No. 1.

Again, the young
lovers replaced
the B-girl.

>•'**! h*.t*C W
L iN CrffR M ;;m :am:/)N iP/U KERSHNER • DON MURRAY *4 WHITER W000 • UNITE OQQARTISTS

Written by Directed by Produced by Released thru

DON DEER and JOSEPH LANDON • IRVIN KERSHNER • DON MURRAY and WALTER WOOD • UNITEDDEJ ARTISTS

THEATRE
3 Coll. . too Line, - 300 Line, 122 Col Ineheil Mot 303 3 Cols, x 100 Lines — 300 Lines (22 Col. Inches) Mot 302
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In this ad the title was made
larger and given emphasis by being
put in reverse printing. The sub-
copy also was made bolder and
more important. The young lovers

replaced the B-girl.

Written by DON DEER and JOSEPH LANDON Directed by IRVIN KERSHNER Produced by DON MURRAY and WALTER WOOD Released thru UNITED E3 ARTISTStheatre
4 Cols, x 100 Lines — 400 Lines (29 Col. Inches) Mot 401

DOWN TO ITS LAST JOLT!

Hoodlum
Written by DON DEER JOSEPH LANDON

Produced by DON MURRAY WALTER WOOD

Directad by IKVIN KERSHNER

Released thru UNITED QQ ARTISTS

THE MOST FANTASTIC STOHYTHE SCREEN HAS

evertold I AND ITS TRUE I

right

THEATRE
3 Cols, x 133 Lines -399 Lines (29 Col. Inches)

BOXOFFICE :: March 20, 1961

Mot 301

Ad No. 5

MM0STFAHTAST1CSTDRYTHISCBEEHHAS

EVRTOio IAND ITSTRUE I

Ribht

DOWN TD ITS LASTJOU!

Hoodlum

The sub-copy (in exclamation outline at

bottom center) was made nearly twice as
large, in keeping with the feeling that “it

told something of what the picture was
about.” The young lovers illustration,

again, replaced the B-girl.

i
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SCENES FROM 'THE HOODLUM PRIEST'

Father Charles Dismas Clark (Don Murray), who earned the name
“hoodlum priest” through years of rehabilitation work with his own special

“flock”—the St. Louis underworld—discovers an ex-con, Billy (Keir Dullea,

second from right) in a crap game. During the game, the house man (Bill

Atwood, center) plants loaded dice in Billy’s pocket and then accuses him
of cheating. Father Clark takes Billy’s side in the frame-up and
persuades criminal attorney Louis Rosen (Larry Gates) to take the case

and Billy is acquitted.

Billy’s rehabilitation is encouraged by Father
Clark’s beautiful secretary, Ellen (Cindi Wood),
a society girl. Billy collects a slap in the face

for making a pass at her. Scores settled, Billy

and Ellen soon are dating regularly and Billy

gets a job in a super market.

Police try to prevent Father Clark from risking

death to go to the side of Billy who is resisting

arrest after being involved in a killing.

Doomed to die despite the efforts of Father Clark and attorney

Rosen to save him, Billy is comforted in his last moments by

Father Clark.
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By IVAN SPEAR

Studio Employment Is Up;

Record Set in February
Hollywood, for the past several years

looked upon as one of the more insecure

areas in the country as far as motion pic-

ture industry employment is concerned, is

currently turning the tables on the na-
tion’s recession period. The local area, Los

Angeles proper, is being listed among the

25 most critical unemployment sections.

However, a look at employment rosters in

the motion picture and television payroll

books indicates that February of this year

set another 12-year high.

California’s Department of Employment
released preliminary figures indicating

there were 43,100 jobs during February.
Final figures for January, as well, boosted
the usual employment lists to 42,700, up
by 100.

Studios continue at both a day and
night pace, with production heavy on tele-

vision, as well as theatrical, films. Gen-
erally, there are more pictures being made
this year than the previous year. For in-

stance, Allied Artists has started two this

year, while there was only one by this date
a year ago. Similarly, Universal-Interna-
tional has two to one, while Warner Bros,

doubled its figure from two to four.

In the works right now are the follow-

ing pictures:

American International, “Journey to the
Seventh Planet,” “Atlantic Attack”: Co-
lumbia, “The Hellions,” “Two Enemies,”
“Underwater City”; Metro - Goldwyn -

Mayer, “Four Horsemen of the Apoc-
alypse,” “Mutiny on the Bounty,” “Ada,”
“A Matter of Who”; Paramount, “Hatari,”

“My Geisha,” Deadlock”; 20th Century-
Fox, “Cleopatra,” “Voyage to the Bottom
of the Sea,” “Marines, Let’s Go,” “The
Two Little Bears,” “The Hustler”; Uni-
versal-International, “Lover, Come Back”;
Warner Bros., “The Roman Spring of Mrs.
Stone,” “Formosa,” “The Marauders,”
“The Couch.”

Biggest jump of the year has been noted
in independent production circles, indicat-

ing the huge gains this area of film-
making has been making of late. Twelve
features have started under independent
banners so far this year, while only two
had shown their heads by the same date
a year ago.

Now in the works are “Birdman of Al-
catraz,” “Once a Thief” and “Judgment at
Nuremberg,” all for United Artists re-

lease; “El Cid,” to be released in the
western hemisphere by Allied Artists; “The
Wonders of Aladdin” and “Last Days of

Sodom and Gomorrah,” both for Embassy
Pictures.

Lippert Planning Increase

In Output for 20th-Fox

Robert L. Lippert, who has remained
among the most prolific producers of low-
budget fare, looks to be embarking on an
increased slate of considerably more ex-

pensive product in the future, according

to a recent announcement coming from
20th Century-Fox.
Twentieth-Fox has been the sole dis-

tributor of Lippert’s films, made under his

Associated Producers, Inc., banner. Studio
head Spyros P. Skouras last week upped
the budgets on the remaining Lippert slate

to a range of $500,000 to $1,000,000, mak-
ing all of the company’s films upper
bracket releases and completely eliminat-

ing any low or intermediate budgeters.
Lippert, however, retains four western

projects that will continue in the small
money class. These are to be the sole

exception to the deal and will be, ostensi-

bly, the last such pictures to be made in

this manner.
Remaining on the Lippert slate is a

total of 15 feature films. It is expected the
four westerns will be included in this,

however, leaway was left in the deal to

exclude them depending upon the avail-

ability of other material.

API recently has completed two films

that fall into this upper category and
which are said to have instigated the new
setup. Skouras announced the new plans
after seeing the films, “Battle at Bloody
Beach” and “The Big Show.”
The first picture to benefit from the

new budget consideration will be the re-

make of “The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,”

which Lippert originally set at $450,000
and which now has been doubled to

$900,000.

'The Great Untrained' Set

As Pat Boone Starrer

“The Great Untrained” will be filmed
by 20th Century-Fox late this year, with
Pat Boone starring. To be produced by
George Sherman, it is expected to be
placed under Boone’s independent Cooga
Mooga Productions banner.
Jay Sommers has written a screen treat-

ment of the Doris Gilbert yarn and ap-
proval will await Boone’s return from
nitery engagements this week . . . Marshall
Breedlove is moving from his nontheatri-
cal film production work into theatricals,

with “Follow Me!,” story of World War II

experiences in the Second Marine Divi-

sion as his first project. Marine Corps
commanding general David M. Shoup will

figure in the film.

lames Dobson Organizes

Independent Company
Actor James Dobson has formed “Dob-

States,” an independent production com-
pany under which he will film theatrical

features, both in the U.S. and abroad.
“A Witch in Time” by British novelist

C. M. Nolte will initiate Dobson’s slate,

with German star Adrian Hoven and
France’s Yvonne Monlaur already set to

costar in what he plans to be a three-
country international cast. He is currently
dickering for Marilyn Maxwell to fill the
American spot.

Dobson will direct the film, which he

plans to shoot in Hollywood and in Mass-
achusetts. Financing has been divided be-

tween British and American sources, 50

per cent down-the-line.
Dobson will begin the film immediately

upon completion of his role in Allied Art-
ists’ “Armored Command” in Munich,
Germany.

Steve Trilling to Supervise

'The Music Man' at WB
Continuing along his realignment pro-

gram, Warner Bros, president Jack L.

Warner announces Steve Trilling will sup-
ervise production of Meredith Willson’s

“The Music Man,” being produced and
directed by Morton Dacosta, as well as

“Eighth Air Force,” James Stewart starrer.

Trilling will produce the latter as his

first assignment as producer for the
studio, with Beirne Lay jr. writing the
screenplay.

Additional assignments for the week in-

clude directors Frank Tashlin, Don Taylor
and Richard Thorpe, who will, respec-

tively, meg “Bachelor Flat” for 20th-Fox,
“Everything’s Ducky” for Columbia and
“The Honeymoon Machine” for MGM.
Thorpe was replaced by Roy Rowland on
the previously announced “Formosa,” with
Rowland coming out of retirement to helm
the latter at WB . . . Ray Stark signed
three scripters for his World Wide Pro-
ductions last week, with Marguerite
Roberts set for “Rampage,” novel by Alan
Caillou; Guy Endore to script his own
“King of Paris” and Liam O’Brien to

write “Assault on a Queen,” based on a

Saturday Evening Post serial by Jack Fin-
ney.

Eric Amblers Plan to Film

First Theatrical Feature

Writer Eric Ambler and his wife, tele-

vision producer Jean Harrison, who re-

cently formed Tarantula Productions, ex-

pect to begin filming their first theatrical

feature, Ambler’s “Passage of Arms,” this

summer. The only one of the writer’s 12

novels not so far filmed, it joins Leonard
Kaufman’s novel, “Color on Green,” on
the Tarantula slate.

Ambler is scripting both projects, which
will begin as soon as the two finish cur-
rent film and TV commitments.

Bud Yorkin and Norman Lear

Schedule Another Film

Bud Yorkin and Norman Lear, who
recently organized Tandem Productions,
have acquired the film rights to “The Girl

in the Turquoise Bikini,” which they plan
as their second feature.

The Muriel Resnik novel follows “Come
Blow Your Horn,” which the pair is pro-
ducing this summer for Paramount re-

lease.

StereoVision
Natural 3D Motion Pictures seen

without wearing glasses.

COMING SOON
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^ohcCok defiant
By ANTHONY GRUNER

ALTON STUDIOS has definitely been

sold to a property development com-
pany for £265,000. An early start is ex-

pected to be made in the demolition of the

buildings. This news was reported last

week by Spinaker, Ltd., the company
which is buying the property. It will be

recalled that Walton, the oldest film stu-

dio in Britain, was bought five years ago
by Mrs. Hannah Fisher and recently the

studio suffered a financial crisis leading to

a receiver being brought in. Attempts were
made by other sections of the industry to

save Walton from being lost to film pro-

duction. The prices they were offering,

however, could not compete with Spinaker,

Ltd., which intend to develop the site for

multi-storied flats and a new modern
shopping center in Walton town.

* * *

Bryanston’s “Saturday Night and Sun-
day Morning,” released by Lion Interna-

tional, the industrial saga of the North
starring Albert Finney, last week smashed
all previous boxoffice records on the ABC
circuit. The film took £100,000 alone in the

London district general release and it is

still playing to packed houses after five

months at the Bergeley cinema in London’s
west end.

Without a doubt, this picture with its X
certificate to prevent children from at-

tending any performance will be the num-
ber one boxoffice winner on the ABC cir-

cuit for 1961 and should be streets ahead
of the next runner-up. It is also practically

certain to be among the top three boxoffice

winners for Great Britain during the year.

The strange thing about the film is that

it has no leading stars known to the pub-
lic (although Finney recently has been
getting some considerable publicity) ; it is

in black and white, and the story is a
realistic one and in no sense can be re-

garded as good escapist fare. The public,

however, ignoring all expert advice has
taken “Saturday Night and Sunday Morn-
ing” to its heart, much to the pleasure of

the distributors and producers of the film.

* * *

Showmanship arrived with a vengeance
last week at the Leicester Square Theatre
and it was the Rank Organization which
set the pace for the gala premiere of “The
Grass Is Greener.” Twenty men worked for

two days on the creation of an English
garden inside the theatre and the results

were quite fantastic to the hundreds of

distinguished guests who had accepted in-

vitations to see the Stanley Donen picture

with Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum and Jean Simmons. For never
before has a real growing garden been
constructed inside a west end theatre.

The garden was planned by Paul Tem-
ple, landscape gardeners, and exhibition
florists of Hampton Middlesex took up
most of the theatre’s Walnut Lounge. The
garden will be surrounded by a trellis

covered with climbing plants in full bloom.
On the outside of the 44x26-foot garden

space was a border filled with flowering

shrubs, daffodils, tulips and other English

spring flowers. Then came a further bor-

der of emerald velvet lawn from the quick

growing close-knit grass which has become
popular in private gardens all over Brit-

ain—the grass that has become known as

the greener grass. In the middle of the

garden was a 10x6-foot ornamental pool

with an enclosed illuminated fountain in

the center. The pool was surrounded by a
stone wall with York coping. A terrace in

multi-colored stone in five colors led to a
circular lawn, again of emerald velvet, and
with a stone figure in the center.

To keep in spirit with the occasion, vis-

itors to the garden were urged in the man-
ner of the stately homes of England to

“keep moving” and “keep off the grass.”

It was a cracking way in which to launch
this sparkling comedy.

* * *

Betty Box and Ralph Thomas, the pro-

ducer-director team responsible for one of

Rank’s most lucrative pictures this year,

“No Love for Johnnie,” starring Peter

Finch and Mary Peach, have signed Miss
Peach for a seven-year film contract. The
contract calls for one picture a year and
the first, probably a comedy, will be made
later in the year.

Miss Peach recently ended a seven-year

contract with ABC Television in order to

secure the role in “No Love for Johnnie.”

Daughter of a wealthy South African busi-

nessman she had appeared in only two
films before “No Love for Johnnie.” She
was nominated as the most promising new-
comer to pictures for her performance in

“Room at the Top” and starred in “Follow

That Horse.”
* * *

Warner-Pathe, which releases product

for Associated British Picture Corp. and
Warner Bros., enjoyed a fabulous week of

boxoffice bouquets following the premiere

of “The Rebel,” a new Associated British

comedy in color with Tony Hancock; the

prerelease of Sir Michael Balcon’s “The
Long and the Short and the Tall” and
the general release of “The Sundowners.”
At the Plaza, “The Rebel” which had al-

ready received rapturous reviews from all

the critics without exception, who hailed

Hancock as a potential world star, has
been enjoying record business for a British

picture.

On ABC’s northwest London release,

“The Long and the Short and the Tall,”

set up Warner-Pathe’s best Sunday figures

since “Hercules Unchained,” which is the

highest grosser for the company last year;

while “The Sundowners” which completed
its first week of London release enjoyed
Hercules business in a large number of

situations. Warner-Pathe, with its close

ties with Associated British and, natur-
ally, with Warners, is one of the most
progressive-minded distributing companies
in the business today. With enthusiasm and
showmanship they are blazing the kind of

trail that exhibitors like to follow.

European Theatres Equip
With 70mm, Says Netter
NEW YORK—Samuel Goldwyn’s “Porgy

and Bess” has brought about permanent
installations of Todd-AO and 70mm pro-
jection in Sweden, Denmark and Holland
in the small as well as the larger cities,

according to Douglas L. Netter jr., global

sales chief for Goldwyn, on his return
from a two-week survey of the European
market.

Netter forecasts that “Porgy and Bess”
would “chalk up the biggest foreign gross
of any Samuel Goldwyn film in history,”

citing long runs averaging 21 weeks in

Munich, Berlin, Hamburg, Stockholm,
Copenhagen and Amsterdam. “Porgy and
Bess” is still to open in France, Italy and
England, Netter pointed out, with Goldwyn
scheduled to embark on a three-month
trip to Europe in the fall to attend open-
ings in those countries.

The engagements in Germany include 28

weeks in Berlin and 23 weeks in Munich;
in Sweden, the picture played 22 weeks in

Stockholm while ten smaller cities are
showing the picture with portable Todd-
AO 70mm equipment and six-track stereo-
phonic sound, and in Denmark, the picture
played 21 weeks in Copenhagen while three
other cities are equipping theatres with
70mm equipment. In Norway, Bergen and
two other cities are equipping in 70mm for

Easter week openings while, in Holland,
the picture played 18 weeks in Amsterdam
and seven other cities are equipping thea-
tres with 70mm. In Switzerland, the pic-
ture played 15 weeks in Zurich. In Aus-
tralia, “Porgy and Bess” played 28 weeks
in Sydney and 26 weeks in Melbourne.

'Judgment at Nuremberg'
To Debut in December
LOS ANGELES—December opening

dates here and in New York were firmed
for Stanley Kramer’s “Judgment at Nurem-
berg” by William J. Heineman, United
Artists distribution vice-president, and
Harry Mandel, new RKO Theatres topper.

Now in its second week of filming, the

picture will debut at the Hollywood Pan-
tages on December 22, three days following

its Broadway opening at the Palace. The
world premiere is scheduled in Nuremberg
on December 14.

Reportedly, the film will play the Pan-
tages on a 90-10 deal, with the distributor

to pay all advertising and operating costs.

Six December playdates in key cities on
a hard-ticket policy is the current plan for

“Judgment at Nuremberg.”

Madrid Filming for UA
MADRID—“Once a Thief,” being pro-

duced by James Hill for United Artists

release, and starring his wife, Rita Hay-
worth, with Rex Harrison, Alida Valli and
Joseph Wiseman in support, recently went
before the cameras. George Marshall is

directing from “The Oldest Confession,”

a novel by Richard Condon. Seven weeks
of shooting on Madrid locations are

scheduled. The interiors will be filmed at

the Seville Studios.

'Magic Boy* Rights to MGM
LOS ANGELES—Worldwide rights (out-

side Japan) to cartoon feature made by
Toei titled “The Magic Boy” have been
acquired by MGM. It is the studio’s first

direct acquisition of a Japanese film.
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MGM, Kalvar Set Up
New Processing Plan
NEW YORK — Formation of a new

equally owned company by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer and Kalvar Corp. for the de-
velopment of a new film processing sys-

tem was announced last week by Joseph R.
Vogel, MGM president, and Alfred Jay
Moran, president of Kalvar. The new com-
pany will have the exclusive right to de-
velop and market Kalvar photographic
products in the field of motion pictures,

television and, in certain areas, of the still

amateur photographic field.

Kalvar is engaged in the development
and production of film under a revolu-
tionary new process which does not require
chemical processing. According to the an-
nouncement, it takes photography out of

the dark room so that films are exposed by
light to form the latent photographic im-
age and heated to develop the image.
The system is reported to be unique in

that the opaque area of the film is com-
posed of light-scattering centers rather
than the light-absorbing ones of conven-
tional photographic film. This is the
opaque area appearing white to the eye,

but, because of a stop light in the white
opaque area, it projects black.
To date, the chief commercial use of the

Kalvar process has been in the copying of
microfilm images for industry and govern-
ment. Extension of the process into various
other forms of photography and copying
is being developed.

Vogel said that the successful develop-
ment and application of the Kalvar process
would have far-reaching effects in the field

of motion pictures and television produc-
tion, providing quality and speed with re-
duction in both time and cost involved.
Moran stated that the combined efforts
of MGM with Kalvar experts in the Kal-
var process would contribute substantially
in these fields.

Nominations Are Submitted
For Annual PATSY Awards
HOLLYWOOD—Six dogs, three horses

and a chimpanzee have been nominated
as outstanding motion picture and TV
performers for 1960 in the American Hu-
mane Association’s 11th annual PATSY
Awards (Hollywood’s Oscar for the animal
world) . In movies, PATSY stands for “Pic-
ture Animal Top Star of the Year.” In
video, it’s “Performing Animal Television
Star of the Year.”
Nominated for motion pictures were:

King Cotten, horse (“Don Juan”) in
“Pepe,” George Stevens-Posa Films Inter-
national Production, Columbia release;

Mr. Stubbs, chimp in “Toby Tyler,” Walt
Disney Production, Buena Vista release;

Skip, dog in “Visit to a Small Planet,” Hal
Wallis Production, Paramount release; and
Spike, dog in “A Dog of Flanders,” 20th-
Fox.
TV PATSY nominations are: Boogie,

dog in “Stagecoach West” (ABC) ; Brown,
dog in “The Westerner” (NBC) ; Fury,
horse in “Fury” (NBC)

; King, horse in
“National Velvet” (NBC) ; Lassie, dog in
“Lassie” (CBS) ; and Spud, dog in “My
Three Sons” (ABC).

Presentation ceremonies will be held
March 25 at RKO Pantages Theatre.

FEATURE REVIEW

'One Eyed Jacks'

Paramount

By FRANK LEYENDECKER
jyjARLON BRANDO has always selected

his screen roles and spaced his film

appearances so that each new Brando pic-

ture becomes an event and his long-
awaited “One Eyed Jacks,” (his first film

since “The Fugitive Kind” early in 1960)

has already been widely publicized and
discussed as Brando’s first producing-
directing and acting job. Many months
after its completion, the picture reaches
the public as a powerful, turbulent and
engrossing outdoors-action film, well-

directed, magnificently photographed and
splendidly acted. The' want-to-see po-
tential, expected of any Brando film, will

be tremendously enhanced by Paramount’s
well-advertised “audience convenience”
policy whereby patrons can buy advance
tickets to the continuous performances,

just as the company’s “see-it-from-the-

beginning” rule for “Psycho” helped make
that Hitchcock epic a 1960 blockbuster.

“One Eyed Jacks” is certain to be one
of the top boxoffice hits of 1961.

Brando, who bravely took on the triple

chore of directing his Pennebaker Pro-
duction (his own company) in addition to

starring, must be credited with a fine

job on all counts. However, the film’s two
outstanding assets are the rarely surpassed
outdoors photography of Charles Lang,
who has created unusually framed Tech-
nicolor vistas of the sparse, rocky lower
California seacoast and the Death Valley

desert which are actually breath-taking in

their magnificence, and the remarkable
debut performance of Pina Pellicer, a
young Mexican actress with a gravely in-

nocent, yet Old World, expression, who
gives a touching portrayal of the heroine.

Paramount Pictures presents

ONE EYED JACKS
Photographed in VistaVision

Color by Technicolor

Ratio: 2-1

Running time: 141 minutes

CREDITS
A Pennebaker Production. Directed by Marlon

Brando. Produced by Frank P. Rosenberg. Execu-
tive producers, George Glass and Walter Seltzer.

Assistant to the producer, Carlo Fiore. Music
by Hugo Friedhofer. Screenplay by Guy Trosper
and Colder Willingham. Based on the novel,
"The Authentic Death of Hendry Jones," by
Charles Neider. Director of photography,
Charles Lang, A.S.C. Art direction, Hal Pereira
and J. McMillan Johnson. Edited by Archie
Marshek. Costumes, Yvonne Wood. Technical
advisers, Rodd Redwing and Rosita Moreno.
Makeup supervision, Wally Westmore, S.M.A.
Marlon Brando's makeup created by Phil
Rhodes. Dances staged by Josephine Earl. Sound
recording by Hugo and Charles Grenzbach.
Process photography, Farciot Edouort, A.S.C.
Special photographic effects, John P. Fulton,
A.S.C.

THE CAST
Rio Marlon Brando
Dad Longworth Karl Malden
Louisa Pina Pellicer
Maria Katy Jurado
Bob Amory Ben Johnson
Lon Slim Pickens
Modesto Larry Duran
Harvey Sam Gilman
Howard Tetley Timothy Carey
Redhead Miriam Colon
Bank Teller Elisha Cook
Bartender Ray Teal
and Rudolph Acosta, John Dierkes, Margarita

Cordova, Hank Worden, Nina Martinez.

Katy Jurado, Marlon Brando, Karl

Malden and Pina Pellicer as they ap-

pear in “One Eyed Jacks.”

Miss Pellicer impresses as one of the most
promising screen newcomers since Audrey
Hepburn in 1953, one who should go far if

properly cast. Both she and Lang’s Tech-
nicolor photography should win Academy
Award consideration next year.

To the public, it is Brando’s portrayal

of the vengeful bad man, Rio, that will

seem most important and the star gives

another of his memorably penetrating and
perceptive performances with its forceful-

ness appealing to male patrons just as his

tender moments with the virginal young
heroine will touch the hearts of the fem-
inine fans. While the picture’s theme of

banditry, brutality and revenge is not

recommended for the kiddies, it has ele-

ments to attract all moviegoers above the

young teenage level.

In his first directorial job, Brando rates

high praise, especially for the way he
handles his characters and, after a some-
what confused opening, builds interest and
suspense until it reaches fever pitch in a
climax which can only be compared to the
terrific “High Noon” denouement.
Brando’s Pennebaker Productions^ with
George Glass and Walter Seltzer as

executive producers, has given the picture

the utmost in production values and
Brando reportedly had his hand in the
screenplay, credited to Guy Trosper and
Calder Willingham. The picture was also

reported to run close to four hours on com-
pletion and, while the editing by Archie
Marshek is excellent, the trimming to two
hours and 20 minutes probably accounts
for the somewhat muddled motivation in

the early sequences of the shortened film.

On every other count, “One Eyed Jacks”
is a noteworthy production.

Matching Brando’s outstanding por-
trayal is Karl Malden’s realistically cruel

delineation of the scheming Dad Long-
worth, another of this fine actor’s unfor-
gettable acting jobs. And Ben Johnson,
who has done capable work in several John
Ford films, is another standout as a
surly bandit. Katy Jurado is excellent as
the heroine’s proud Mexican mother, and
Larry Duran, as a loyal Mexican bandit,
makes his scenes count. The ensemble
scenes have tremendous color and excite-
ment. Hugo Friedhofer’s background score
will be another best-selling item for the
record fans. The title is an intriguing one,
although its meaning is not adequately
explained in the film.

The combination of Marlon Brando in
his most eagerly awaited film, plus Para-
mount’s widely advertised “audience con-
venience” policy for all showings, adds up
to a boxoffice smash.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

I

< m

Alamo, The (UA) 140 200 120 250 140 200 300 320 300 250 222

' As the Sea Rages (Col) 120 90 85 90 100 100 85 100 96

§ Cage of Evil (UA) 135 100 100 100 50 97

§| Carry On, Sergeant (Governor) 130 100 100 215 200 100 120 138

i Chartroose Caboose (U-I) 90 100 100 100 100 98

|| CinderFella (Para) 125 150 240 95 100 180 115 150 150 no 180 125 100 95 160 no 150 137

Ilf Circle of Deception (20th-Fox) 175 115 100 75 115 145 75 150 90 116

|| Conspiracy of Hearts (Para) 140 70 115 195 90 100 110 120 115 115 100 no 80 115 140 80 90 111

|| Crowded Sky, The (WB) 95 100 120 215 90 95 175 115 115 145 100 120 150 130 90 150 75 122

1 Exodus (UA) 200 300 250 400 500 400 600 250 250 200 335

If Expresso Bongo (Cont'l) 100 125 105 135 80 100 150 no 150 150 100 no 200 80 121

jil Fast and Sexy (Col) 100 85 95 120 100 100 85 100 85 150 100 100 no 90 101

Flaming Star (20th-Fox) 150 120 90 100 140 110 125 170 75 300 180 150 145 130 150 120 141

1 Go Naked in the World (MGM) 100 125 150 90 120 60 120 175 175 100 155 no 123

If Goliath and the Dragon (AIP) 200 130 100 100 200 120 80 185 150 150 120 140

|| Gorgo (MGM) 135 120 150 150 275 166

II Great Impostor, The (U-I) 150 375 120 150 115 200 150 150 no 115 164

| Hell Is a City (Col) 100 100 80 100 200 116

5 Herod the Great (AA) 75 115 105 100 90 97

II Heroes Die Young (AA) 95 100 100 90 100 100 95 100 75 95

If High Powered Rifle, The (20th-Fox) 100 100 90 100 100 100 100 99

|| Hiroshima, Mon Amour (Zenith) 300 185 100 175
.
120 125 300 200 140 135 195 85 172

|| Key Witness (MGM) 100 80 85 75 100 90 95 100 100 90 90 80 100 105 92

|f Last Days of Pompeii, The (UA) 85 110 85 115 130 no 120 100 90 105

If Last Rebel, The (Sterling World) 130 100 100 85 100 103

|| Lesson in Love, A (Janus) 130 95 135 80 95 100 175 135 175 99 122

H Midnight Lace (U-I) 150 250 125 200 125 180 150 125 150 400 115 200 175 300 125 185 120 150 120 176

If Millionairess, The (20th-Fox) 125 150 110 150 200 135 125 142

1 Misfits, The (UA) 150 225 225 180 150 250 135 300 450 225 300 250 140 185 300 175 300 200 230

f| My Dog, Buddy (Col) 100 100 65 115 100 96

;i Never on Sunday (Lopert) 150 185 310 225 300 175 200 250 225 no 213

f§ Pepe (Col) 200 250 400 175 370 210 200 258

f| Savage Innocents, The (Para) 110 165 90 100 95 105 90 95 95 90 100 103

ft Subterraneans, The (MGM) 140 150 115 80 85 75 75 90 125 100 75 145 85 125 225 80 111
!

|f Take a Giant Step (UA) 95 75 115 50 120 90 125 100 96

If 39 Steps, The (20th-Fox) 150 120 175 80 140 100 140 140 100 127

| 3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (Col) 130 150 185 100 55 110 110 225 125 90 100 125 115 150 110 150 130 127

H Twelve Hours to Kill (20th-Fox) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 80 98

ff Village of the Damned (MGM) 225 100 135 180 140 100 135 100 120 150 200 175 147 |

if Virgin Spring, The (Janus) 120 200 130 135 200 300 181 1

§f Where the Boys Are (MGM) 160 200 150 200 185 180 150 175 200 175 225 140 300 120 140 175 145 180 178 |

P World of Suzie Wong, The (Para) 200 250 250 230 175 400 290 145 200 400 300 500 250 200 190 230 300 225 263
|
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TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runs, not an average.

Pictures with less than five runs
do not appear in the chart above.

1. Pepe (Col)

Cincinnati 400

San Francisco 200

2. Alamo, The (UA)

Denver 300
Memphis 300

3. Where the Boys Are (MGM)
Minneapolis 300
Boston 200

4. Gorgo (MGM)
Detroit

5. Cry for Happy (Col)

6. Exodus (UA)

7. Great Impostor, The (U-l)

.275

i

.200

|

.200

1

,200
I



Starring

MICHAEL FOREST

A FILMGROUP PRESENTATION Produced and Directed by ROGER CORMAN

FEARED BY

EVERY MAN-

DESIRED BY

EVERY WOMAN!

NEW
Salman 52-50

COLOR^.

VistascopE

OMAHA
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF NEBRASKA AND IOWA
MEYER STERN— I. SOCOLOFF

1508 Davenport Street

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
JAckson 1161

MILWAUKEE MINNEAPOLIS

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

PICTURES OF MILWAUKEE
ED GAVIN

212 West Wisconsin Avenue
MILWAUKEE 3, WISCONSIN

BRoadway 3-6285

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

PICTURES OF MINNEAPOLIS
bernie McCarthy

74 Glenwood Avenue North
MINNEAPOLIS 3, MINNESOTA

FEderal 5-8743



MINNEAPOLIS
Qne Pioneer Theatres official and three

theatre managers attended the Show-
a-Rama IV convention at the Continental
Hotel in Kansas City. They are Gordon
McKinnon, district manager; Del Farrell,

manager of the Vista, Storm Lake; Charles
Henley, manager of the Atlantic, Atlantic,

and Jim Mertz, manager of the Perry at

Perry, all in Iowa.

Jill Hayworth, who is featured in “Ex-
odus,” now at the Academy, was in for

personal appearances last Tuesday (14)

... A group of Warner Bros, pictures made
since 1950 has been bought for showing
on WTCN-TV this spring. The films in-

clude “A Star Is Born,” “Rebel Without
a Cause,” “The High and the Mighty” and
“Hondo.”

Woody Praught, formerly with Minne-
sota Amusement Co. here and now presi-

dent of United Detroit Theatres, was in-

stalled as chief barker of Variety Club of

Detroit recently. Joe Podoloff, Variety In-

ternational representative in the midwest
area, attended the event . . . Dorothy and
Reno Wilk, operator of outdoor theatres

at St. Cloud and Minot, N. D., returned
from their annual winter trip to Florida
and California.

Funeral services were held in St. Paul
for Roy O. Prytz, 54, manager of the Mann
circuit’s World and Lyceum theatres there.

Prytz, who had been in the film business

for about 35 years, died of a heart ail-

ment. No replacement for him has been
named yet . . . Marilyn Haaven has been
promoted to assistant cashier at MGM
replacing Shirley Hinrick, who resigned

. . . Douglas Morse is the new ledger clerk

at Allied Artists.

Duane Kruger closed his State at Austin
March 4 . . . Ann Potvin, secretary at

Buena Vista, attended her grandmother’s
funeral in Garner, Iowa . . . Outstate ex-
hibitors who braved the heavy snow to

come here to book included Richard Sa-
ger, New Richmond, Wis., and Mike Gutt-
man, Aberdeen, S. D. . . . Mel Davis, op-
erator of the Hibbing drive-in at Hibbing,
was vacationing in Arizona.

Patricia Branton, daughter of Columbia
booker Bob Branton, was married in

Heidelberg, Germany, to Richard Gul-
branson, formerly of Minneapolis, who is

in the armed service in Germany. After

touring the continent on their honeymoon,
they will live in Heidelberg . . . Stan Mc-
Culloch, who resigned recently as booker

at Warners to concentrate on buying and
booking for the Ross circuit of Faribault

and other houses, was married to Margaret
Wenker of Mankato.

Paul Mans, partner in the Richfield The-
atre, vacationed in Florida . . . R. A. Be-
vier has resigned from Altec Service Co.

where he was a sound engineer for over

ten years, principally in the Des Moines
area. He has organized Midwest Sound
Service in Des Moines, which he will head
. . . H. H. Babb, engineer for Altec in Min-
neapolis, is recuperating at home after be-

ing confined to St. Barnabas Hospital.

The Minneapolis Star and Tribune has

streamlined its style of advertising for the

neighborhood and suburban theatres so

most have the same type faces and are of

the same general appearance, although

the ad sizes may vary . . . A1 Aved, operator

of the Lucky Twin Drive-In, vacationed

in California . . . Tom Burke of Theatre

Associates vacationed in Florida . . . Jack

Kelvie of Theatre Associates is moving in-

to a new home in suburban Richfield this

weekend (25).

MILWAUKEE
J^fter bitter words between two directors,

the school board’s appointment and
instruction committee declined to change

its stand opposing a ban on noon hour

Hollywood type movies at high schools. In

December, one director introduced a reso-

lution to eliminate showing commercial

and noneducational films, claiming some
of them were trash. As matters stand now,

it appears the situation will be settled at

the next committee meeting, a week hence.

Here to plug “The Hoodlum Priest,” ap-

pearing at the Wisconsin Theatre here,

were Don Murray and Walter Wood . . .

Protests are still being heard on a num-
ber of fronts in connection with the show-

ing of the controversial “Operation Aboli-

tion,” which according to certain groups,

“is being shoved down their throats.”

These critics claim that there is some
doubt as to the authenticity of parts of

the film. Robert Yerkes, coordinator for

community services for the Milwaukee
Civil Defense Administration, who ran the

projector, said the film belonged to the

Allen-Bradley Co. and he didn’t think any-

one could prove the film was rigged in

anyway.

Mickey Morton, Milwaukee’s 6-foot, 6V2 -

inch actor who has been featured in

numerous productions at the local Jewish
Center, is now in Hollywood. He has had a

few bit parts; will be seen in a Bat Master-
son TV segment, and is trying out for a

heavy part in a screen story soon to go on
location. Mickey said he turned down $700

to do a pilot film for a TV series so that

he could star (for free) in a Jewish Center
Players’ production starting April 15.

Ernie Kovacs stars in Philip Barry jr.’s

first independent film, “Sail a Crooked
Ship,” under Columbia contract.

Blizzard Does Little

In Fine Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE—Bokoffice grosses here

were amazing, despite a blizzard and a

foot of snow. Percentagewise, the lowest

figure for the first runs was 110. The lead-

ers posted a 300, 275, two 250s and two
200s. The Better Films Council sold out the
first night of “The Trapp Family” at the

Tower neighborhood theatre.
(Average Is 100)

Downer

—

Hiroshima, Mon Amour (Zenith), 2nd
wk 200

Palace

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), 11th wk. 250
Riverside

—

The World of Suzie Wong (Para),
3rd wk 125

Strand—Ben-Hur (MGM), 48th wk 250
Times

—

Never on Sunday ('Lopert), 11th wk. ..110
Tower

—

The Trapp Family (20th-Fox) .300
Towne

—

Spartacus (U-l) 150
Warner—Cry for Happy (Col) 200
Wisconsin—The Hoodlum Priest (UA) 150

"Boys Are' Exceeds Itself

In 2nd Mill City Week
MINNEAPOLIS—“Where the Boys Are”

recorded a big 400 per cent in its second
week at the Gopher exceeding its opening
week’s rating of 300 per cent. “Make Mine
Mink,” which opened at the Suburban
World, rated 175 per cent.

Academy—Exodus (UA), 7th wk 500
Century

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama),
reissue, 1 1 th wk 80

Gopher—Where the Boys Are (MGM), 2nd wk. 400
Lyric—The Hoodlum Priest (UA), 2nd wk 120
Orpheum—The Great Impostor (U-l), 2nd wk. ..100
St. Louis Park

—

Tunes of Glory (Lopert),

4th wk 140
State

—

Cry for Happy (Col) ......120
Suburban World—Make Mine Mink (Cont'l) . . . . 1 75
World

—

Sanctuary (20th-Fox), 2nd wk 90

Omaha First-Run Fare
Is Eagerly Received

OMAHA—“The World of Suzie Wong”
wound up a four-week stay with a 100 per

cent week at the Omaha, after three fat

weeks previously at the Orpheum. All the

downtown offerings zoomed above average,

topped by a strong third week for “Cine-

rama” at the Cooper.

Cooper—Cinerama (Cinerama), 3rd wk 150
Omaha

—

The World of Suzie Wong (Para),

4th wk 100
Orpheum—The Great Impostor (U-l) 130
State

—

Go Naked in the World (MGM) 125

Report Due Soon to Widen
Broadcasting Laws
OTTAWA—A report will be presented to

the government in the near future, it is

announced, on a proposal to bring toll TV,
community antenna systems and wired

circuits within the definition of broadcast-

ing as laid down in the broadcasting act.

If Parliament places pay TV or wired sys-

tems under the act, they will be required

to provide a minimum of 45 per cent Ca-
nadian programs starting April 1 or 55

per cent one year later. Telemeter or closed

circuits would also be licensed by the De-
partment of Transport as broadcasters,

and subject to video regulations generally.

Mrs. Helen Struve Dies
DESHLER, NEB.—Funeral services were

held Sunday (12) for Mrs. Helen Struve,

39, wife of a veteran in the theatre in-

dustry and prominent Deshler area busi-

ness man. Mrs. Struve died following a

long illness. Her husband, Harold, operates

several theatres and bowling alleys in

Thayer County. Other survivors include a

son and two daughters.

AMERICAN THEA. SPLY. CO., Sioux Fall*, S. D
DES MOINES THEA. SPLY. CO., De* Moines, la.

MINNEAPOLIS THEA. SPLY. CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

HURLEY SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
96-17 Northern Blvd. Corona 68, N. Y.
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discover deep within them an unspeakable secret

Once every

one hundred

years she

rose to

terrorize

the world!

foyw** spiff r-
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...BARBARA STEELE • JOHN RICHARDSON ry * 1

p. IVO GARRANI • ANDREA CHECCHI _ ^
A GALATEA-JOLLY FILM PRODUCTION • Directed by MARIO BAVA • AN AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

NOW AVAILABLE FOR BOOKING

I

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF MILWAUKEE
ED GAVIN

212 West Wisconsin Ave.

MILWAUKEE 3, WIS.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF NEBRASKA & IOWA
MEYER L. STERN

1508 Davenport Street

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

OF MINNEAPOLIS
BERNARD McCARTHY

, 74 Glenwood Avenue North

MINNEAPOLIS 3, MINN.



OMAHA
J^Jr. and Mrs. Dick Lysinger of the Grand

Theatre at Ravenna, who were shop-

ping on Filmrow, were observing their

38th wedding anniversary. Dick, well-

known on the Row, recalled that he made
his first trip hauling film from the Film
Depot at Grand Island to Omaha March
4, 1933, and averaged approximately 700

trips in a three-year period as driver. In

1933 the Film Depot was operated by his

brother-in-law Ross Labert, who later

sold it to Dick and his brother Nick, who
still is affiliated with the Rapid Film
Service at Grand Island. After dissolution

of the partnership, Dick bought the thea-

tre at Ansley, and later the Grand Theatre
at Ravenna. In addition to operating the

theatre he is a representative of a Kearney
lumber firm.

Howard Kennedy, exhibitor at Broken
Bow, said he had good results keeping his

drive-in open weekends all winter and
only had to close once . . . Opal Woodson
of the United Artists office has taken her
mother home from a hospital . . . Opal
Erma DeLand, UA booker, had a harrow-
ing trip home from Osceola in a snow and
ice storm. Two auto fatalities were re-

corded in that area during the storm.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Christianson are

contemplating closing their theatre at

West Bend . . . Shirley Pitts, UA cashier,

and Lin Pitts, Paramount salesman, won’t
see much of their daughter when she is on
vacation from Oklahoma State University
this summer. Sharon is going to Lake
Mackinac to work at the Grand Hotel . . .

B. C. Marcus, Columbia division mana-
ger from Kansas City, was in Omaha for

a meeting with salesmen Ed Cohen and
Mort Ives ... Joe Jacobs, Columbia
branch manager at Des Moines, took a
delayed vacation.

Walter Creal has completely reseated at

his Beacon Theatre in Omaha . . . A1

^2* WATCH PROJECTION IMPROVE
With

== Technikote |mmm ® PRODUCTS m
^ SCREENS-“XR-171,""HILUX” S

dr-in screen PAINTS
“Super-White,” “Hi-Density," "Vinylkote"

Available from your authorized
Theatre Equipment Supply Dealer:

Export—Westrex Corp. ^

NIKOTE CORP. 63 Seobring St.. B'klyn 31. N.Y. |

SHOwmerrs choice
FOR THIS and
EVERY YEAR

'

BEST SPECIAL

TRAILERS
42 Years of Experience

have taught us the

“know-how” of making

Special Trailers , .

.

1327 South Wabash Avenue Chicago 5, Illinois

You Can’t Beat

lilmack
Let us prove it to you.

Myrick’s theatre is still closed at Lake
Park . . . Frank Hollingsworth of the

Holly Theatre at Beatrice said last week’s

rain, snow and icestorm was “just what
the doctor ordered” for farmers in that

area.

Exhibitors on the Row included Howard
Burrus, Crete; Howard Kennedy, Broken
Bow; Charles Legg, Estherville; Phil Lan-
non. West Point; Sid Metcalf, Nebraska
City; S. J. Backer, Harlan; Frank Hol-

lingsworth, Beatrice, and Harry Hummel,
Scribner.

LINCOLN
modern-day automobile almost stole

the show from the chariots in “Ben-
Hur” at the Lincoln Theatre the other day.

The car made it as far as the boxoffice of

the Cooper Foundation Theatre before

stopping. W. A. Posey, 79-year-old driver

of the auto, had stopped in front of the

theatre, but put his foot on the accelerator

instead of the brake to speed the car over

the curb. Mrs. Posey turned off the igni-

tion just as the car hit the booth. Results:

No noticeable damage, save to the jangled

nerves of ticket seller Barbara Willets, 18.

She recalled a woman narrowly escaped
injury, walking away from the ticket booth
just seconds before the car made its un-
expected curb jump.

Joyo Theatre owner C. D. Frasier has
more than a manager’s interest in playing

“Sunrise at Campobello” at the Havelock
Theatre, which started March 16. It seems
the young teenage son of a former Have-
lock resident, Wayne Warga, plays one of

the sons of Ralph Bellamy and Greer
Garson in the Franklin D. Roosevelt biog-

raphy. Frasier remembers the long-ago
days when he and Wayne Warga attended
school in Havelock, a Lincoln suburb.
Warga’s acting teenager was born in Hol-
lywood where the former Havelock resi-

dent now heads Paramount’s studio police

personnel. He went west years ago.

Spring isn’t here yet but Irwin Dubinskv
of the Dubinsky Bros. Theatres reports

at least four of his outdoor drive-ins are

getting some special attention in preopen-
ing preparations. Their Starview in Lin-
coln, closed since January, will open the
season later this month with a new and
bigger attraction board. Nebraska Neon of

Lincoln is designing and installing the
modern board. Also in for some general
renovation is the West O, also in Lincoln;
the Highway 75 in Sioux City, Iowa, and
the River Lane at Rockford, 111.

The Nebraska Theatres Co. State in

Lincoln, with a 40-day run of “Swiss Fam-
ily Robinson” in its immediate past, has
lined up “One Hundred and One Dalma-
tians” for a March 24 opening. After
that, reports Manager Bert Cheevers, will

come “The Absent-Minded Professor”
and “Dondi.”

A better attendance record thus far in

1961, compared to the some period last

year, is reported in Lincoln. “That’s our
experience with our two theatres,” says
Nebraska Theatres city manager Walter
Jancke, “and I believe it’s true of the
others here, too.” Better pictures and a
milder winter than last year are major
factors in the upswing, Jancke believes.

Exhibitor Ben Brown

Of Viroqua, Wis., Dies
VIROQUA, WIS.—Ben C. Brown, retired

showman of Viroqua and Vernon County,

died at a hospital in Glendale, Calif. He
was 88. Every summer, Ben returned to

this community to visit with friends and

spend some time at the Temple Theatre,

the last of his former business interests

still in operation.

Some 70 years ago, in 1891, fresh out

of high school, he took over the manage-
ment of the Opera House in addition to

acting as a salesman in the music store

of C. C. Brown Co. Those were the legiti-

mate stage days, and Ben brought touring

companies to the community at a time

when 25 cents bought a pretty good meal

at the Fortney Hotel, as he told some of

his friends not long ago.

It was in 1908 that Ben brought to the

Viroqua area an electric projector and
began showing movies. He played the piano

for the various scenes, while Mrs. Brown
took tickets. One of his biggest promotions

was bringing in a band (22 pieces) along

with the now famous “Birth of a Nation”

picture for his Star Theatre.

Brown leased the Temple Theatre when
the Masonic building was constructed in

1922, and in 1932, he built the Vernon
Theatre. Prior to leaving for California

several years ago, he was active in lodge

and civic clubs and church.
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J*he RKO Orpheum Theatre in Davenport

is finishing installation of a sound
system which includes two ten-inch high

fidelity speakers with crossover networks,

a 120-watt amplifier system and eight

floor microphones of the pressure type.

Manager Milt Troehler hopes to have the

new system in working order for the next

live presentation at the theatre . . . Alden
Schroeder, assistant manager for Com-
monwealth Theatres in Creston, is being

transferred to Herington, Kas., as manager
for Commonwealth there.

Bob Waters reports installation of 184

reconditioned seats and a widescreen at

the Seymour Theatre in Seymour . . .

Congratulations are in order for Ray
Langfitt, manager of the Algona Theatre
and Starlight Drive-In at Algona, who has
been awarded the Showmanship trophy
and title of Master Showman of 1960 by

Central States Theatre Corp.

The Clarinda Theatre at Clarinda has
improved its seating arrangement by put-

ting nearly ten inches more space between
rows in the main floor seating. The center

section seats also have been set in

straight rows. Though this eliminates 105

seats, the Clarinda showhouse still has

365 seats on the main floor and 300 in the

balcony.

Chisholm Theatre Gutted
CHISHOLM, MINN. — Fire recently

gutted the auditorium of the Chisholm
Theatre. The house has been operated

since 1940 by G. L. Berquist, who was out

of town at the time of the fire. Berquist

has not decided whether he will rebuild

and reopen the theatre.
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UA Sustains Alamo Promption

For Continuous Run Showings
Few, if any, pictures have been accorded

the intensive, all-media campaign which
United Artists is continuing to give “The
Alamo.’’ Sustaining “The Alamo” promo-
tion drive without letup over an extended
period of time has created an almost un-
precedented "want-to-see” image in the

public eye.

Unfortunately, the exhibitor who be-

lieves that because a major film doesn’t

register spectacular grosses in all of its

roadshow engagements it will, therefore,

be an unsuccessful picture, can be making
a very serious error. Often the contrary is

true. “The Alamo” has enjoyed a number
of excellent roadshow engagements; in

others the results were below expectations.

After careful analysis of the film’s con-
tent, boxoffice potential and past per-

formance, UA decided that the greatest

advantage lay in converting the consider-

able roadshow successes into even greater

continuous-run successes by bringing the
film as quickly as possible to the most peo-
ple in the most places. Hence the con-
tinuous-run policy, currently in effect.

This represented a decision to capitalize

further on a confirmed want-to-see rather
than a lack of confidence in the film’s box-
office potential.

Once the decision to bring the film to

the public on a continuous-run basis was

reached, the UA promotion forces, under
the direction of Roger H. Lewis, vice-

president in charge of advertising, pub-
licity and exploitation, effected a quick
union of sales policy and promotion ac-

tivities in support of local dates for “The
Alamo.”

Consistent with overall policy, the UA
advertising department carefully scrutin-

ized and evaluated the performance of

ads for the roadshow engagements, making
warranted changes and modifications in

anticipation of national release. This re-

sulted in a substantial increase of budget,
with a large amount invested in television

for support of local engagements.

The spearhead of the television adver-
tising phase of “The Alamo” campaign is

a series of spots featuring action clips from
the picture. The result of months of re-

search and preparation, they represent
the film’s strongest selling points for con-
tinuous-run engagements. Currently avail-

able are two 60-second, three 20-second
and two ten-second spots.

The publicity department, in addition to

stepping up the preparation and servicing

of new materials designed specifically for

use on the local level, has updated and
retailored for local use scores of photo
layouts, features, black and white and
color art and mats. Additionally, new

Roger H. Lewis, left. United Artists vice-president in charge of advertising, publicity and exploitation,

and James R. Velde, vice-president in charge of domestic sales, pose with a display featuring

some of the many long-playing albums, single records and sheet music of songs from "The Alamo."

The music, by Dimitri Tiomkin, has been an important promotion tool in selling the epic motion picture.

NOWAVAH-A^^.

ALAMO,
L wa7he-w?waw-ha^
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HOW SHOWING-MIDTOWN THEATRE

A giant banner, 32x16 feet, hung on heavily traf-

ficked Broad street in Philadelphia as part of the

mass-penetration campaign for "The Alamo" at the

Midtown Theatre, which is managed by Norman
Gordon. The eye-catching banner plugging the

title, theatre and playdate also featured the sound-

track album from the film. It was set up with

Columbia Records. The banner, up in advance and

during the run, was arranged by Morris Uter and

Max Miller, United Artists.

photo layouts, byline stories and feature
materials were prepared in quantity to

support the continuous engagements.

A steady flow of daily l-eleases covering
grosses, holdovers, stories on special

awards, music and Academy Award possi-

bilities and feature films is being serviced

to all pertinent publications. Also a special

folder of art and copy keyed to the Aca-
emy Awards was prepared. All of these
materials were also serviced to overseas
outlets by the UA foreign department.

In the area of exploitation, home office

publicists and field men have kept up a
steady drumfire of material to key publi-
cations and editors from Toronto to Texas.
Continuous-run engagements have received
widespread attention via copy, photos and
other specially created material.

In connection with the new continuous-
run policy, heavy emphasis was placed by
UA on the music for “The Alamo” by
multi-Academy Award-winner Dimitri
Tiomkin.

Four songs from the film, “The Green
Leaves of Summer,” “Ballad of the Alamo,”
“Tennessee Babe” and "Here’s to the
Ladies,” ranked among the year’s most
popular tunes. Countless single records and
three long-playing albums of “The Alamo”
music provide an important selling element
in the overall promotion campaign.

That the campaign paid off, UA points
to many areas of proof in artistic acclaim
and boxoffice performance.

UA’s regional field supervisors have

(Continued on next page)
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The film, the

weather and

the ballyhoo

all were right

when "The

Savage

Innocents"

opened at the

Esquire Theatre

in Chicago,

Here an igloo,

designed

primarily for

fishing on the

ice, is pitched

on the snow-

covered sidewalk

to protect

pretty Deniece

O'Connor from

the storm.

UA Sustains . . .

(Continued from preceding page)

traveled throughout the country to con-

sult with and assist exhibitors in prepar-
ing for openings, assuring the maximum
in promotion for each engagement. Cities

have been visited by Roger Lewis, vice-

president, and Fred Goldberg, national

director of advertising, publicity and ex-

ploitation, as well as A1 Fisher, exploita-

tion manager.
The campaign has been equally effective

in the foreign field, as can be seen by the
veritable mountains of tear sheets re-

ceived at the home office from 27 foreign

countries. UA executives point to record
grosses in Japan, where the picture has
set an alltime mark for any foreign film,

and to record-breaking performances in

France, England and Sweden. UA also

cites the German Film Evaluation Board
rating of “Specially Valuable” (Besonders
Wertvoll) , a category only accorded to mo-
tion pictures of exceptional merit and
which carries with it benefits of theatre-
tax exemptions.

In the U. S., first results from its

continuous-run engagements indicate that
it is only beginning to show its boxoffice
strength. In Chicago, in a continuous run
in a first-run house following a 12-week
booking on a roadshow basis, “The Alamo”
scored the third highest gross in Roosevelt
Theatre history in a period marked by
blizzard conditions. Similarly high receipts
were amassed in Rochester, Syracuse and
Asbury Park and other new engagements.

'Butterfield' Punch Lines

At Jewett City, Conn., Leonard Kupstas,
manager at the State Theatre, likes to in-
corporate some punch lines, even in
smaller, one-column, two-inch ads. Play-
ing “Butterfield 8,” for example, he ran
this copy: “A Motion Picture best under-
stood by Adults . . . ‘Butterfield 8’

. . .

Elizabeth Taylor as Gloria. The story of
Gloria—from the first man to the last . .

New Kid Series Started
With Word to Parents
A new series of Saturday children’s

matinees has been started at the Norwalk
(Conn.) Theatre and the Fine Arts at

Westport. Both are Nutmeg circuit opera-
tions. Donn Iogha, manager, advertised:

“To all parents! Realizing the urgent
need for children’s activity outside the
home and school, we are pleased to an-
nounce the beginning of a new series of

Saturday Children’s Matinees.
“We will present a program of selected

cartoons, short subjects and a feature film

that will be suitable for children of all

ages . . . the children’s program is another
event in the activity of local community
life that we plan to bring to our theatres
from time to time.

“We welcome your suggestions about any
picture you know of that would fit into
our children’s programming.”

Kiddy Talent Show
There’s no talent like amateur talent,

which helped fill the Colony, a de luxe
Toledo, Ohio, neighborhood theatre, for

several Saturday afternoon shows. Lobby
posters and newspaper ads announced a
stage show and special film feature for

children at the regular admission. The
Saturday stage show ran an hour to one
hour and 15 minutes, starting at 2 p.m.
The talent for the show was arranged by
Murray Cohen, and required only the
services of Ethel Leigh, on the organ, to

provide music. Most of the performers are
children.

Blonde in Black Coffin
A black coffin in which was placed a

blonde manikin made a good front display
for “House of Usher” at the Stewart &
Everett theatre in Marion, S. C. Manager
A. A. Richards left the eyes of the manikin
open. He said the film did much better
than average on a midweek booking.

Seoul Court on Stage

Impressive Event
Spreading palm plants, lighted candles

and soft music highlighted an impressive
Boy Scout ceremony on the stage of the
State Theatre in Fostoria, Ohio. The Scout
Court of Honor was held at the State at

the invitation of C. V. Mitchell, Fostoria
manager for Armstrong Theatres. And
Mitchell cooperated fully to make the event
as impressive as possible. He relates:

“First the Boy Scouts came marching
down the aisle carrying the American and
Scout flags. Other Scouts carried lighted

candles and hummed the Scout song while
the bugler played from the stage. The
theatre was dark except for the exit and
aisle lights. Needless to say, this was a
very beautiful sight.

“The boys took their place on stage,

along with the Scout officials and the
Fostoria mayor. The latter presented the
many awards to the mothers, who in turn
pinned them on their sons. Tenderfoot
Scouts ushered the mothers and fathers
to the stage.

“The mayor gave an interesting talk on
Scouting, etc.”

Armstrong also had a man from radio
station WFOB to interview the Scout
leaders, the mothers and fathers and
Armstrong himself. Then the interviewer
came in the auditorium and commented
on what he saw. This made a fine program
which was broadcast the next day, and
brought much goodwill to the theatre.
The newspapers played up the event in

photos and a story.

Here is a picture of a little gimmick pulled in

Dallas with the No. 1 station in the area, KLIF.

Tom Murphy and Irving Harrigan have a morning

show each day from 6 to 9. They clown around,

play records and are very well listened to. They

gave away a standee of Ricky Nelson prior to "The

Wackiest Ship in the Army" over the show. The

response was great. One morning they had to

hire three girls to answer the more than 400 tele-

phone calls which poured in during one hour. It

was a question and answer thing. In addition, they

gave away a portable stereo record player to an-

other winner. The, contest ran for six days. In the

photo Majestic Theatre Manager Robert White
is discussing the film with Judy Pierce who won
the standee. The Majestic cross-plugged the sta-

tion and the two deejays for one week in advance

and during the contest. It was a simple little

thing but it reached the people.

l
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Scented Co-Op Ad, Local Cancan Trio

And Radio Salutes nuff for Can-Can'
Ronald Erickson jr.’s campaign for “Can-

Can” was a great ticket seller at Sioux Falls,

S.D. Erickson, who manages the Egyptian,

received the cooperation of Cliff Knoll, city

manager for the Minnesota Amusement Co.

at Sioux Falls who headquarters at the

State.

A scented page co-op ad in the Shop-
ping News; three lovely “Can-Can’ girls,

all eye-catchers in costume, manner and
looks, and a time-getting radio gimmick
sums up the campaign.

Teaser ads started six days in advance;

the opening day ad measured 3 cols. 7

inches, and larger than usual ads were used

during the run to keep the campaign alive.

Because of the popularity of the songs, all

ads emphasized them.

Paid radio announcements started the

day before and carried four days into the

showing. Each of the three local stations

cooperated generously, saluting the Cole

Porter film and his songs. An hour and

a half of gratis time was picked up thus.

In addition the station deejays, starting a

week in advance and running four days into

the showing, programmed Cole Porter

songs, mentioning the film each time.

After receiving a turndown from the local

daily on a scented co-op ad idea, Erickson

went to the Shopping News, which went for

the promotion wholeheartedly. Each ad on

the scented page was headed by one of the

song titles. The Shopper went to every
home in Sioux Falls and to 6,000 rural box-
holders with the attractive ad (see repro-
duction) .

There was no budget money for tele-

vision, but the girls made up for this.

Here’s how. Choosing a live program
originating from each of the two local

stations, the girls were dispatched to
present the program personalities perfumed
French garters and bottles of French per-
fume. Naturally during the presentations
they were interviewed about the picture,

and then they presented the “Can-Can”
dance on live television.

The girls went through the same pro-

cedure with the key radio disc jockeys and
the movie critic and city editor of the daily

newspaper.

Over the weekend in advance, the same
gii’ls appeared in both the Egyptian and the

State theatres. At peak times they danced
the “Can-Can” for people in the lobby, also

in front. They also sprayed French per-

fume on people passing the doormen at

both theatres and whispered a personal

message in each ear to be sure and see the

picture.

Of course, there were window and
counter displays in music stores featuring

the album. One store, at a location where
most of the high school and college traffic
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A page ad in Shopper News was perfume-scented.

It reached all homes and 6,000 rural boxholders in

the Sioux Falls, S. D., district. Note the ads are

headed with song titles.

passes, agreed to buy a ticket to the movie
to present to each person who purchased a
“Can-Can” album during the showing. The
store plugged this in window displays,

newspaper ads and radio spots.

Fashion Tiein With Macy's for 'Guns'

NEW YORK—Columbia Pictures’ “The

Guns of Navarone,” produced by Carl

Foreman in Greece and London, will bene-

fit from a promotional tieup made with

R. H. Macy’s in New York and Mademoi-

selle Magazine, according to Jonas Rosen-

field jr„ vice-president in charge of

advertising and promotion for Columbia.

The theme of “Guns” and its back-

ground colors, Navarone Blue and Nava-

rone Gold, will run through a 15-page ad-

vertising section in Mademoiselle to be

devoted to fashions and accessories from

the Macy stores and other participating

stores. The promotional campaign in these

stores will include window display layouts,

cover blowups, photos and blowups of the

stars of “The Guns of Navarone” and

other point-of-sale aids for the Columbia

picture, which will have its world premiere

in London April 28 for the benefit of the

Edwina Mountbatten Trust Fund. The pic-

ture will open in New York in June, Rosen-

field said.

Columbia Pictures has allocated $50,000

toward this fashion promotion and other

accessories, such as perfume, food, wines

and beauty aids geared to the vacation

period. The company also hopes to have
Gia Scala and Irene Papas, the Greek star,

who play the feminine leads in “Guns,”

participate in tours during this period.

P. Economou-Gouras, ambassador and
permanent representative of Gi’eece to the

United Nations, paid tribute to Columbia

and “The Guns of Navarone” as the fore-
runner of a new wave of foreign film pro-
ductions which will establish Greece as
filmmaking center. He hailed the tieup “in
which three important American institu-

tions” are included as a gesture of friend-
ship towards his country.

Wild-Eyed Ballyhoo
A young woman wearing “wild-eyed”

sunglasses, rimmed with a bright yellow,
carried a sign, “Beware the Stare! Dev-
astating! The Most Science-Fiction Your
Eyes Have Ever Beheld! . . . ‘Village of
the Damned’ . . . Now, etc.,” for the open-
ing at Loew’s State in Cleveland. On her
back was another sign containing star
name, title and playdate. Arnold Gates,
manager, said the unusual getup was
effective.

A Come-and-See Standee
A standee made from a three-sheet read-

ing, “Come and See . . . What Happened
. . . Between Paul Newman . . . And Guess
Who . .

.” was placed out front of the Center
Theatre in Weldon, N.C., by Manager Carl
Cannon for “From the Terrace.” He went
to several stores around town and invited
ten couples who were out of the showgoing
habit to see this picture at a special screen-
ing.

Sweethearts Go Free If

Kissed at Boxoffice
The Oasis Drive-In at Chicago, cele-

brated Valentine’s Day by admitting every

man’s wife or sweetheart free if he kissed

her in the cashier’s presence. Apple cider

martinis and cigarets were served free all

evening, and a jitterbug contest and com-
munity singing climaxed the evening. On
the screen were “The Facts of Life” and
“Stranger in My Anns.”

A "Swiss Family ' Sale
The opening of “Swiss Family Robinson”

at the Fox West Coast theatre in San
Jose, Calif., was tied into the downtown
merchants “Family Day” celebration. Stores
featured “Swiss Family” art and plugs in

windows and newspaper ads, and bought
popcorn to give to the kids. Jack Gunsky
engineered the tieup.

Effective Straight Copy
Nelson McNaughton, owner-manager of

the Peacock Theatre in New Orleans, used
the pressbook “How to Win” copy for pre-
opening ad for “School for Scoundrels.”
There were no illustrations; the layout
was in the style commonly used by colleges
and trade schools in their preterm adver-
tising. The film ran three weeks.

A Full Page for 'Suzie'
The New Haven, Conn., Sunday Herald,

statewide weekly tabloid, gave “The World
of Suzie Wong” a full-page layout.
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Geisha Girls From Japan Serve Tea in Texas for 'Cry for Happy'

Two genuine geisha girls from Japan served tea in Texas, and otherwise

promoted “Cry for Happy" on a state tour arranged by Columbia Pictures

and Interstate Theatres publicists. At left, Somezura introduces Paul

Hochuli, amusement editor of the Houston Press, to ceremonial tea serving

while Teruka strums the samizen. Center top, Houston mayor pro tern

Frank Goyens hands keys to city to Teruka (Somezura not shown), while at

bottom Somezura appears with a model at the Sakowitz store's silk exposi-

tion in Houston. Right, the geishas prepare sukiyaki for a press luncheon in

Dallas. Art Katzen supervised their appearance in Houston, while Hal

Cheatam made the arrangements in Dallas.

Showmanship in Action ... Or Faith Sparks

Promotion in Small-City Situation

John Scanlon

By ALLEN M. WIDEM
Independent exhibitor John J. Scanlon

jr. would be the first man in the small
northwestern Con-
necticut industrial

community of Win-
sted to admit that
business could be bet-

ter.

At the same time,

he’s painstakingly
approaching the
slump in boxoffice

receipts with an ad-
mirable pattern of

diversified audience
appeal. And while, in

a phrase, “the jury
is still out,” he finds some definite en-
couragement, attendancewise, particularly
from the vital youngster patron ingredient.

“It’s shaping up slowly, but surely,” the
operator of the Strand Theatre, Winsted’s
sole motion picture outlet, asserted on a
recent blustery winter afternoon. “I’m not
discouraged, and intend to stick to this

business, because I honestly feel there is

hope and a firm future to the guy who is

willing to go out and get some of the very
evident leisuretime money in Winsted, as
well as other small towns under the 10,000-
population level across the country.”
Among his promotions is an occasional

“Recession Special," when he admits two
adults for a dollar, usually on a weak mid-
week evening, provided the purchaser
brings along the Winsted Evening Citizen
ad announcing said “Special.”
Winsted, while industrialized, has a siz-

able suburban area containing tremendous
resort attractions, and during the summer,

Scanlon sends a soundtruck, complete with
side announcement banners around the

area.

Strand advertising appears regularly in

the Torrington Register, some ten miles

to the west. The ads in that afternoon
daily stress the fact that the Strand is

just a hop, skip and a jump “up the line.”

He sneak-previewed on the fabulously

successful British comedy import, “Carry
On, Nurse,” on a Thursday night when the

regular bill featured “A Breath of Scan-
dal” and “The Subterraneans.” For good
measure, he distributed a gimmick, paper
daffodils (this flower designation plays

an important part in a climactic sequence)

.

He sent a form letter to all area doctors,

nurses, and professional people.

Kiddies are being presented free cowboy
trading cards on Saturday matinees only.

“The kids are very important to us. They
are going to form our audiences of tomor-
row and unless we can remind these im-

pressionable youngsters that the Scanlon
Strand has entertainment of a high caliber

for them on a regular basis, we’re simply

going to lose them to the free TV kiddie

shows at home.”
One card to each child is given away

every Saturday. The youngsters are asked
to save the cards; ten can be redeemed for

a free show. The Saturday kiddy admission

is 25 cents.

Scanlon never voices depressing business

thoughts in public.

“Whenever I meet somebody who starts

out gloomily, ‘And I guess your business

stinks,’ I try to counter with something
that contains promise in performance.”
This Boxoffice correspondent accom-

panied the ebullient showman on a stroll

through 20-degree weather, along Win-
sted’s Main street. “Hi, Johnnie,” said

one passerby, “how’s business?”
Scanlon smiled back: “Can’t complain,

Charlie. We’ve got some good pictures

playing—Alan Ladd and Sidney Poitier

in ‘All the Young Men’ and a western,
‘The Legend of Tom Dooley.’ Why don’t

you and the wife take a drive into town
tonight and take a look for yourselves?”

“Well,” shot back friend Charlie,” at

the end of the day, I’m pretty pooped and
I just want to sit down with a can of beer,

and look at television for a while. I don’t

have to think. I can just relax.”

“That’s all well and good,” continued
Scanlon. “But just think what a short

drive downtown will do for a change

—

get the wife out of the house, where she’s

been all day. She’ll have a change of

scenery, take a walk by the shops, see some
of the fashions, and then catch a movie
WITHOUT any irritating commercial
breaks!”
Friend Charlie grinned. “Okay, Johnnie,

I’ll try it. See you gentlemen!”
Scanlon and the writer continued to

walk. “Some people in this town,” said

Scanlon, “have told me that retail stores

have had tough sledding this winter. I’ve

known these people all my life. I tell them
to put some faith into their operations

—

advertise for a change, and, above all,

appear confident and loyal to their own
industry.”

For the son of an industry pioneer—his

father is Danbury, Conn., manager for

Stanley Warner Theatres—John Scanlon
jr. is reflecting positive proof of showman-
ship in action!

’Deception' Preview lor POWs
Ray McNamara, Allyn Theatre at Hart-

ford, Conn., conducted a search—via the

Hartford Times—for residents who were
POWs in the Normandy campaign, as

part of his promotion for “Circle of De-
ception.” They were hosted at a screening.
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'TOUCHING AND BEAUTIFUL !’

'ONE OF THE MOST MOVING

FILMS I HAVE EVER SEEN I"

"A UNIQUE AND CHARMING
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Ad No. 101—16 lines

“FATHER!

FATHER

I KILLED HER!

I KILLED“ HER!”

From the first

excitement-charged

scene to the

heart-tugging climax

. here is a moving story

you will remember
:

always

!

"YOUNG AND OLD WILL PROFIT

BY IT. I HOPE IT WILL BE WIDELY

SHOWN !"wos1vfi?

"A MAGNIFICENT

MOVIE! WE

LOVE IT!"

"TOUCHING

AND BEAUTIFUL!"
—NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE

“ONE OF THE MOST

MOVING FILMS I HAVE

EVER SEEN!"-j»«

"A UNIQUE AND
CHARMING FILM. HIGHLY
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—XEOBOOK MAGAZINE

"A WARM AND
WONDERFUL STORY

EVERYONE SHOULD SEE!'

“A MAGNIFICENT MOVIE

WE LOVE IT!"

—JAYNE MEAOOWS and St

Here is drama that

will open your eyes

and awaken
your heart!

Ad No. 402—548 lines

Ad No. 303—417 lines
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Ad No. 201—32 lines
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JOE HYAMS of the Herald Tribune News Service says:

"’HAND IN HAND’ IS

THE MOST DELIGHTFUL

AND HEARTWARMING

PICTURE I’VE SEEN

IN MANY YEARS!V
THEY ALL AGREE Jl I

JACK LEMMON - ARLENE FRANCIS • ELEANOR ROOSEVELT C?~J
JERRV LEWIS • ROBERT RVAN • JAYNE MEAOOWS i

STEVE ALLEN BARBARA RUSH • CHUCK CONNORS X
MITCH MILLER SUSAN KOHNER - ANTHONY FRANCIOSA

THEY ALL SAY, YOU MUST SEE I

INHAND
ANOTHER TRIUMPH FROM THE DIRECTOR

WHO CAVE YOU "THE UTILE KIDNAPPERS
'

A HELEN WINSTON PRODUCTION • A COLUMBIA RELEASE

Ad No. 301—216 lines

I No 202—106 I

®
AII advertising material in this pressbook, as

well as all other newspaper and publicity ma-

terial, has been approved under the MPAA Ad

vertising Code as a self-regulatory procedure

of the Motion Picture Association of America.

All inquiries on this procedure, which is voluntarily sub-

scribed to by the major motion picture companies, may be

addressed to: Advertising Code Administrator, Motion Pic-

ture Association of America, 28 W. 44th St., New York 36, N.Y.

THE CREDITS THE CAST THE STORY
Screenplay by Diana Morgan
Based on an adaptation by Leopold Atlas of a

story by Sidney Harmon
Directed by Philip Leacock

Assistant Director Doug Hermes
Director ol Photography F. A. Young. B.S.C.

Camera Operator Tony White

Music Composed and
Conducted by Stanley Black

Played by
The Associated British Studio Orchestra

Recording Supervisor A. W. Lumkin

Sound Recordists H. Bird, Len Shilton

Scenario Editor F. Gotfurt

Casting Robert Lennard

Art Director Ivan King

Production Manager R. E. Dearing

Film Editor Peter Tanner

Continuity June Randall

Dubbing Editor Terry Poulton

Wardrobe Mistress Jackie Jackson

Make-Up L. V. Clark

Hairdresser Polly Young

Technical Advisors Rabbi Dr. A. Katz

Rev. Father Brendan-Fox

Producer's Associate Andrew Mitchell

Produced by Helen Winston

A Helen Winston Production
A Columbia Picture

Rachel Mathias Loretta Parry

Michael O'Malley Philip Needs

Father Timothy John Gregson

Lady Caroline

Mr. Pritchard

Rabbi Benjamin

Mrs. Mathias

Mr. Mathias

Mrs. O'Malley

Mr. O'Malley

The Cantor

Miss Roberts

Tom

Harry

Priscilla

Newsboy

Farmer

George

George's wife

Sybil Thorndike

Finlay Currie

Derek Sydney

Miriam Karlin

Arnold Diamond

Kathleen Byron

Barry Keegan

Martin Lawrence

Barbara Hicks

Dennis Gilmore

Peter Pike

Susan Reid

Eric Francis

Stratford Johns

Donald Tandy

Madge Ryan

(Not lor Publication) Michael and Rachel, both 8 yoars

old. havo bccomo firm friends, although Michaol is

Roman Catholic and Rachel is Jewish. Their friendship

is viewed with toleranco by both sots of parents as well

as by their respective religious loaders—Fathor Timo-

thy and Rabbi Rosen. When Iho two children bocomo
"blood-brothers." they celebrate by making a trip to

London to see tho Queen. When they attempt to hitch-

hike they moot Lady Caroline, who takes Ihem lo her

mansion, telling thorn that it is ono of the Queen's
houses and that she is a Princess. Later, by an unlucky
chance, they are made to fool that a deep rift exists

between them because of their different roligions. With

refreshing logic, they decide tho only thing to do is

test the strength of their bond by attending services at

each other's places of worship, although they know this

is forbidden. Michael attends a servico in Rachel's syna-

gogue, although he expects some punishment for what
he considers to bo a mortal sin. The following day.

Rachel visits Michael's church. In the strength of their

new “bond," the two children move freoiy together

without fear. Such is their confidence that they boldly

enter the secondhand shop of Old Pritchard, an occon-

tric old man who turns out to bo benignly interested in

their plans to mako a trip to Africa, using a small boat

owned by Michael's father. Once on the river, though,

Rachel falls into the water. Michaol pulls her half-

drowned and unconscious to the bank. Convinced

Rachel has been killed as "punishment," Michael runs

blindly to Father Timothy and sobs out his story. Gently,

the priest tolls Michael that neither ho nor Rachel have

cause to be punished. Though they belong to different

religions, there is one God who looks after all. Ho takes

Michael to Rachel's house where they meet the rabbi

who tells them Rachel will be all right. Michaol realizes

that both men say the same thing—only the way they

say it is dillerent.
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1
JOHN GREGSON » SYBIL THORNDIKE ' FINLAY CURRIE

Ad No. 401—344 lines

COLUMBIA PRESSBOOK

(Review)

A drama of great warmth
and feeling goes hand In hand
with some thought provoking
ideas In the Helen Winston
production for Columbia Pic-

tures, "Hand in Hand," which
opened yesterday at the

Theatre. Director Philip Lea-
cock has extracted some bril-

liant acting from Juvenile new-
comers Loretta Parry and
Philip Needs, while such estab-
lished stars as John Gregson,
Sybil Thorndike and Finlay
Currie appear In solid support
Diana Morgan's screenplay

Is concerned with the poisonous
blight of religious prejudice on
the devoted friendship that
springs up between a little

Jewish girl. Miss Parry, and a
sturdy little Catholic boy. Mas-
ter Needs. In a series of charm-
ing vignettes, Director Leacock
beautifully delineates the
friendship that develops be-
tween the two children, a
friendship that survives even
the crisis arising when a pet
dies and Is burled with proper
Catholic rites and the Jewish
prayer for the dead.
But the shadow of religious

prejudice weighs heavily on
their lives and threatens to

overwhelm them. They over-
come the problem with typical

childish logic and disregard for

adult narrow-mindedness and,
In so doing, provide the central
and provocative theme of
"Hand In Hand."
The performances of the

young actor possess an Irresisti-

ble charm. Gregson plays a
Catholic priest In whom the
boy confides; Miss Thorndike
Is a grand lady who befriends
the children and Currie an old

shopkeeper.

Gregson, Sybil Thornd

(Philip Needs)

Philip Needs, who plays
Michael, the little Catholic boy
In the Helen Winston produc-
tion for Columbia Pictures,

"Hand In Hand." at the
Theatre, had no acting experi-

ence, aside from amateur pro-
ductions, until he was picked
out for the "Hand In Hand"
part from an audition of near-

(Loretto Parry)

A remarkable faculty for

self-criticism Is Just one of the
amazJng things about the
round-faced, big-eyed little Lo-
retta Parry who plays a key
role In the Helen Winston pro-
duction for Columbia Pictures,

"Hand In Hand," now at the
Theatre John Greg-

son. Sybil Thorndike and Fin-
lay Currie are starred In the
touching drama that Introduces
Loretta and youthful Philip

(Generol Advance)
An unusual combination of

delightful entertainment and
thought - stimulating conflict.

Columbia Pictures' new release,
"Hand in Hand," Is said to de-
pict with warmth and Insight
how two companionable chil-
dren secure their friendship
against an ugly threat inherited
from the world of their ciders.
A Helen Winston production,
"Hand In Hand" Is due
a' the Theatre
Starring John Gregson, Sybil
Thorndike and Finlay Currie,
the new drama Introduces two
accomplished Juvenile actors,
Loretta Parry and Philip
Needs.
Dtann Morgan's screenplay

describes the lovely and devoted
friendship that spontaneously
springs up between a little

Catholic boy and a little Jew-
ish girl. They arc Inseparable
companions, their world Is the
serene and happy one of child-
hood until It is Invaded by re-
ligious prejudice.

How the youngsters come to
grips with the poison of preju-
dice and overcome It with their
childish resources Is said to
make for a gripping and all-
absorbing film Philip Leacock,
a director who gained fame for
his Insight into childish char-
acter with "The Little Kidnap-
pers,” has piloted "Hand In
Hand."
Miss Winston served as pro-

ducer of the Columbia drama.

(Helen Winston)

Helen Winston, probably the
youngest and most attractive

producer In the motion picture
Industry, is only 29 and as
pretty as any practicing bc-
tress. "Hand In Hand," her
first film, a Helen Winston
production for Columbia Plc-

Theatre. John Greg-
son, Sybil Thorndike and Fin-
lay Currie are starred In the

heart-warming drama that in-

troduces youngsters Loretta
Parry and Philip Needs.

(Opening Notice)

"Hand In Hand,” the Helen
Winston production for Colum-
bia Pictures, will be the next
attraction at the

Theatre. A story of how re-

ligious differences almost blight

the devoted friendship between
a little boy and girl, the new
drama stars John Gregson, Sy-
bil Thorndike and Finlay Cur-
rie and introduces Loretta

Parry and Philip Needs as the

children. Philip Leacock di-

rected from Diana Morgan's
screenplay and Miss Winston
produced.

Written for the screen by
Diana Morgan, "Hand In Hand"
was produced by Miss Winston

(John Gregson)

Few actors are equally adept
at playing comedy and drama
John Gregson. who made his
greatest Impact on motion pic-
ture audiences with his comedy
performance In "Genevieve," Is

currently playing a priest In
the Helen Winston production,
"Hand In Hand." The Colum-
bia Pictures' drama now at the

Theatre also stars
Sybil Thorndike and Finlay
Currie and Introduces child ac-
tors Ixrretta Parry and Philip
Needs.

Besides "Genevieve," Greg-
son has also appeared In such
comedy hits as "The Captain's
Table." "The Lavender Hill
Mob” and "The Tltfleld Thun-
derbolt." He has turned in
equally fine performances In
such dramas os "Above Us the
Waves," "Battle of the River
Plate” and "Sea of Sand."

Written for the screen by
Diana Morgan, "Hand In Hand"
wus directed by Philip Leacock
for producer Winston.

(Sybil Thorndike)
One of the great stars of our

time, Sybil Thorndike became
an actress by accident. Cur-
rently. she Is starred with John
Gregson and Finlay Currie in

the Helen Winston production
for Columbia Pictures, “Hand
In Hand," the new dramu
which also Introduces child uc-
tors Loretta Parry and Philip
Needs at the Theatre

Miss Thorndike s first choice
for a career had been the piano
but she was afflicted with a

muscular cramp that ended her
musical ambitions. Looking
around for another career, she
selected acting because she had
always been Interested In It

from an amateur point of view.

(Finlay Currie)

Finlay Currie, who numbers
to his credit such pictures as
"Solomon and Sheba," "The
Ten Commandments" and
"Ben-Hur," Is currently play-

"Hand In Hand " The Helen
Winston production for Colum-
bia Pictures at the
Theatre also stars John Greg-
son and Sybil Thorndike and
introduces Juvenile actu.-r Lo-
retta Pony and Philip Neec.

‘HAND IN HAND’—The Picture Everyone Agrees Is GREAT!



EVERYONE AGREES ON FILM’S AU
Many, many personalities have seen HAND IN HAND
and have kindly given us permission to use the following

guotes for advertising, publicity and exploitation pur-

poses. Following are just a few:

"Hand in Hand" it the picture they're oil talking about Stotcimcn, octors, tele

vision stars, |ournalittt have oil given their complete endorsement of the Helen

Winston production of "Hand in Hond" os "moving," "compelling," "charming,"

"profitable," to cite but a few odicctivcs

All this tremendous critical ond oudience aecloim for "Hond in Hand" should

serve as a guide to you in setting up your pre rclcosc screenings for opinion-

makers, the civic organizations, the Chamber of Commerce, the mayor's com-

mittees Screen it for religious organizations ond fomily organizations, parents

ond teachers organizations but ABOVE ALL, SHOW IT TO THE CHILDREN
THEMSELVES' Here is o film with which children con identify, a picture every

child will wish he could have been in.

Remember, too, "Hond in Hand" is o fomily picture ond an adventure picture,

for whot greater odvcnturcs hove there ever been thon two children embarking

for Africa in o small rubber raff or running away to visit a Queen?

THE PRESS
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS: Highest rat-

NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE: So
blilholy. so charmingly dovolopod
that it bocomon irrosisliblo."

NEW YORK JOURNAL AMERICAN:
"Heart and humor and undorntand-

NEW YORK POST: Finn and impro*-
nivo. Tho wholo family can on)oy it. It

in rorommondod without rosorvation

as a film anyono could bo proud to

havo mado. Ono of tho noteworthy
films ol tho yoar."

N.Y. WORLD TELEGRAM AND SUN;
"Tondor idyll."

NEW YORK MIRROR: ' A film that

makoH a wondor and dolight of tho

familiar."

EDYTH THORNTON MCLEOD- "I sat

complotoly onthrallod. Tho most un-

usual picturo I havo seen in a long

limo. A heart-warming experience."

JOE HYAMS (Herald Tribune Nows
Syndicate)

—
'The most delightful and

heart warming motion picture I've

soon in many yoars."

DICK WILLIAMS (Enlortainmcnt Editor

—Los Angelos Mirror)
—
"A film

triumph. Philip Leacock the director

of "Tho Lilllo Kidnappers." has come
up with a worthy successor in HAND
IN HAND. A gontly appealing film

that has already won the Parents
Magazine Gold Medal and the

National Audionco Board first award
ol merit.”

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER — "Trade
and preview reactions indicate Co-
lumbia haB acquired what may be
ono of the most talkod about . . .

picluros of tho year."

LEE MORTIMER (New York Daily

Mirror)
—
"The cinoma sleeper of '61."

Eleanor Roosevelt
—

"It is a film

I think young and old will

profit by seeing and I hope it

will be widely shown."

Arlene Francis
—
"A love story of

purity and power told with

compelling beauty."

Jack Lemmon—"One of the most
moving films it has ever

been my good fortune to

Barbara Rush
—"One of the most

charming and intelligent

pictures in a long time."

Barry Sullivan
—
"A classiclll in

the purest sense of the

word."

Mitch Miller
—
"A heart-warming

fun picture that is also a
great lesson in tolerance."

Anthony Franciosa
—
"A beauti-

ful and touching film."

Martin Block
—“One of the most

delightful and sensitive pic-

tures in many a moon."

Steve Allen
—

"Loved it."

Jayne Meadows — "A magnifi-

cent movie."

Robert Ryan — "Delightful and
superb."

Chuck Connor s
—

“ Hand in

Hand' is the most refreshing

experience of my adult life.

It's worth a thousand times

the admission price."

Jerry Lewis
—
“A warm and won-

derful story everyone should

Connie Stevens
—

"It's wonder-
full It's wonderful!!”

Edd "Kookie" Byrnes
—
“A ma-

ture, beautiful picture that

must be seen by adults,

teenagers and children."

Susan Kohner — "Out of the
mouths of babes comes a
tearful plea for religious tol-

erance in a thoroughly en-

chanting film."

Rose Tobias (talent director of

Talent Associates) — "The
performances given by
these two kids touched me
beyond words — they are

just great — they perform

with magnificent insight."

MAGAZINES
The following are excerpts from
national magazine reviews:

PARENTS' MAGAZINE—Family Modal BEN SHLYEN (Publisher of Boxofiice)

—

Award. "Highly onterlaining . . . the "An oxceplional film. A picture lhal

most ondoaring film." every person should soo. This film is

RECORD!
The musical (heme from "Hand in Hond" is being published as sheet music by

M Witmark & Sons, 488 Modison Ave., N. Y 22, N. Y In addition, Dovid Carroll
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The Picture That Goes

HAND IN HAND'
With Great Showmanship!

Use The Title!
A wide variety of stunts, merchandising promotions and other atten-

tion-getting angles aTe possible with the title, "Hand in Hand." Fol-

lowing are just a lew that may be worked; examine your situation

lor others:

• Amateur photography contest, couples walking hand in

hand.

• Window and merchandising: “Pocketbooks that go Hand in

Hand with your new Spring Wardrobe."

• Banks and Financial Organizations: “Security and Savings

Go Hand in Hand."

• Street Bally, attractively - garbed couple walking hand in

hand; sign on boy’s back carries playdate message.

Children’s Films
In "Hand in Hand,” youngsters Loretta Parry and Philip Needs

are the main protagonists. There have been many such films, either

told from a child's point of view, or where the youngsters have

sparked the action: "The Little Kidnappers," "The Fallen Idol,"

"David Copperfield," "Treasure Island," etc. Work a contest asking

entrants to name as many pictures as they can of this type, in which

children were the mainstays of the action, with guest tickets going

to the winners. Another facet of this "children's film" approach might

be the listing of famous child stcns such as Shirley Temple, Jackie

Cooper, Roddy McDowall, Freddie Bartholomew, etc.

Editorial Comment
“Hand in Hand" rates editorial comment, sermons from the pul-

pit and applause from radio-TV commentators and other personal-

ities concerned with the film's theme of religious tolerance.

Schools!
Work with educators and PTA officers on the distribution of

discount tickets in the schools so the kids can come out en masse

to see your picturel Ask for all-out parental and teacher support in

and out of school: bulletin board posters and stills, classroom

themes on the pictures, etc.

Work With Clergy
“Hand in Hand" is the type of affirmative motion picture any-

one would be proud to support. Because of the theme of religious

tolerance, the religious faiths in your town might want to co-spon-

sor a benefit premiere, proceeds of which go to their individual char-

ities. This could be a very posh affair with the leading civic, busi-

ness, social and religious dignitaries in attendance. School bands

and church choirs of all faiths could add to the excitement and the

showmanship. Besides enlisting the church leaders themselves,

work with the various social and auxiliary religious groups for

support in depth, not only on publicity but also on group ticket sales.

Civic Groups
The suggestions above can be adapted by some such group as

the National Conference of Christians and Jews, or similar local or-

ganization dedicated to eradicating prejudice. In addition, conduct

a city-wide essay contest for school children on "Why We Must
Walk Hand in Hand in 20th Century America." The entries should

be judged by prominent educators, religious leaders and workers

in the civil rights field. Winners should be awarded medals or other

prizes contributed by the cooperating organization, sponsoring

newspaper, radio or TV station, etc.

Beautiful Child Contest
Since the leading protagonists of “Hand in Hand" are two very

appealing children, this could be the springboard for a "Beautiful

Child Contest." Work with a photographic studio. TV station, or

newspaper, in this promotion. Ask parents of eight-year olds, both

boys and girls, to submit pictures of their offspring, with the most

sparkling and vivacious children awarded various promoted mer-

chandise.

DRIVE-INs

Set up road signs as follows: "Don't

Drive Hand in Hand! Keep Both

Hands On The Wheel! See 'Hand

in Hand'— State Drive-In."

In many states, hitch-hiking is

illegal. If this is so in your state,

blow up Still No. SC-18 showing

Loretta Parry and Philip Needs

trying to hitch a ride and use as

basis for safety poster to be dis-

tributed through Police Depart-

ment for use as road sign with

following copy

:

”Hitching A Ride

Is Illegal!" Follow both signs with

full film credits.

PET SHOW!
Inspired by the mouse shared as a

pet by the juvenile leads in "Hand in

Hand," stage a pet show in some

suitable location near your theatre,

with local youngsters showing off

their own pets in a full-fledged, blue-

ribbon show. Promote animal foods,

equipment, etc., to be given away as

prizes and plant pictures of winning

pets and their owners in local press,

pet stores, etc., with picture credits

and stills. Another idea would be

to have your local paper's photog-

rapher snap candid shots of residents

as they walk their pets around

town. Plan the promotion a week in

advance and present guest admis-

sions to those pictured.

USE THE TITLE!

A worth-while promotion, utilizing

the title, can be worked with various

local merchants. Try these variations:

• "Getting Ready To Walk Thru

Life Hand In Hand ? See Star

Jewelers For Your Wedding

Ring. See Hand In Hand': etc."

• "Walking Hand In Hand With

Your Best Girl Tonight? See

Smith Florists For Her Corsage.

See 'Hand In Hand'; etc.

DISPLAYS

9' x 12' single face, $45.00; double-

face, $75.00. Badge, 40c. Streamer,

IT long, $15.00 each. Valance,

$1.50 per running foot; minimum

length 10-foot. 12 pennant string,

30‘ long, $3.50 Bumper strip, $1.00

each, minimum order 15. Order from

National Flag Co., 43 West 21st.,

New York 10, N.Y., or in Canada:

Theatre Poster Service, 227 Victoria

Street, Toronto, Ont.

STILLS

Use the following stills in window

displays and tie-ups: girls' wear. Still

No. P-22A (Loretta Parry); men's

sweaters. Still No. P-31A (John

Gregson); limousine. Still No. 17,

florist. Still No. 38A; girl's hat and

coal ensemble. Still No. 44A (Loretta

Parry).

PARENTS’ MAGAZINE

Butents' Magazine
Famii.v Mkixvi,

Parents' Magazine has selected

"Hand in Hand" for its Special

Merit Award in the January issue,

and is publicizing the fact via a

one-sheet poster (above) for school

bulletin boards and windows. Alert

PTA's to the award. A limited quantity

of the poster is available. Write to;

Exploitation Dept., Columbia Pictures

Corp., 711 5th Ave., New York 22, N.Y.



An interprative analysis of lay and tradepress reviews. Running time is in parentheses. The
plus and minus signs indicate degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews, updated regularly.
This department also serves as an ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feature releases. © is for
CinemaScope; ® VistaVision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Regalscope; ® Technirama.
Symbol ij) denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. For listings by
company in the order of release, see FEATURE CHART.

Review digest
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX
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++ Very Good; 4- Good; — Fair; — Poor; = Very Poor.

2506 Absent-Minded Professor, The

(97) Comedy Drama BV
2473 ©Alamo, The (162) Todd-AO

Historical Drama UA
2442 ©All the Fine Young Cannibals

(122) © Drama MGM
2477 All the Young Men (86) Dr. Col

2509 Amazing Mr. Callaghan, The (82)

Adventure Melodrama Atlantis

2457 Angel Wore Red, The (99 Dr MGM
2489 Angry Silence, The (95) Dr Valiant

2496 Another Sky (83) Melodr Harrison

2428 Apartment, The (125)

Panavision Com-Dr UA
2452 As the Sea Rages (74) Dr Col

—B

—

2441 Bellboy, The (72) Farce Para

2382 ©Ben-Hur (212) Camera 65

Biblical Drama MGM
2453 ©Between Time and Eternity

(98) Dr U-l

2458 Beyond the Time Barrier (75) SF AIP

2504 Black Sundav (84) Horror Dr AIP

2496 Blueprint for Robbery (88) Cr Para

2461 Boy Who Stole a Million, The

(64) Comedy-Drama Para

2474 ©Breath of Scandal, A

(98) Comedy Para

2473 ©Butterfield 8 (109) © Drama. . MGM

—C—
2407 ©Can-Can (131)

Todd-AO Musical 20th-Fox

2448 ©Captain's Table, The (90)

Comedy 20th-Fox

2494 Carry On, Constable (86) Com Govn’r

2408 Carry On, Nurse (89) Farce. ... Governor

2495 ©Carthage in Flames (111)

® Spectacle Drama Col

2485 Caltiki, The Immortal Monster

(76) Sc.-F’n AA

2433 ©Chartroose Caboose, The (75)

Panavision Comedy U-l

2488 ©Cimarron (140) © Dr MGM
2482 ^©CinderFella (88) Comedy ....Para

2497 Circle of Deception (100) Dr. 20th-Fox

2491 Code of Silence (75)

Melodrama Sterling World-SR

2474 College Confidential (90) Melo U-l

2437 Come Back, Africa (90)

Social Documentary Dr Rogosin

2456 Come Dance With Me! (91)

Comedy-Mystery Kingsley-Union

2487 Crazy for Love (80) Com Ellis

2455 ©Crowded Sky, The (105) Dr WB
2494 ©Cry for Happy (110) © Com eol

—D

—

2464 ©Dark at the Top of the Stairs,

The (124) Drama WB
2486 Date Bait (71) Melo Filmgroup

2491 Desert Attack (76) Melo 20th-Fox

2462 Desire in the Dust (105) © Dr. 20th-Fox

2503 Devil’s Commandment (71) © Ho.. .RCIP

2484 Dog, a Mouse and a Sputnik. A

(90) Comedy F-A-W

2508©Don Quixote (110) Classic Dr... MGM
2499 Dondi (100) Comedy AA

—E

—

2442 ©Elmer Gantry (145) Drama UA

2449 Enemy General, The (75) Dr Col

2469 Entertainer, The (98) Dr Cont’l

2482 ©Esther and the King (109)

© Adventure Drama 20th-Fox

2490 ©Exodus (212) Super- Panavision 70

Drama UA

—F

—

2479 Facts of Life, The (103) Com-Dr UA

2456 ©Fast & Sexy (99) ® Comedy Col

2496 Fever in the Blood, A (117) Dr WB
2458 ©Five Bold Women (82) W’n ..Citation

2507 Five Guns to Tombstone (71) W’n . . UA

2489 ©Flaming Star (101) ©
Outdoor Drama 20th-Fox
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2-27-61 ++ ++ ++ ++ 44 10+

10-31-60 ++ + + 4+ 44 44 +4 12+

7-18-60 ++ 44 + + 8+3-
8- 8-60 + + + + + + + 7+

3-13-61 1+1-
9- 5-60 ±2 -4- + ± -h 2+2 6+6-

12-26-60 ++ 4+ ++ 44 44 44 44 14+
1-23-61 + + 2+; 3+1-

6- 6-60 ++ ++ ++ +4 44 + +4 13+
8-22-60 + + — + 5+3-

7-18-60 + + + 44 ± 8+3-

11-30-59 ++ ++ 44 44 +4 44 44 14+

8-22-60 ±2 -4- + -+- 5+4-
9- 5-60 -4- -4- -4- ± 6+6-
2-20-61 + + 44 + + &+
1-23-61 + 44 + + + + 2+2 8+1-

9-19-60 ++ + + +4 + + + 9+

10-31-60 + + ±2 + + 7+3-
10-31-60 ++ 44 + 44 + + ± 10+1-

3-21-60 44 + + 44 +4 + 44 11+

8- 8-60 44 44 44 +4 + + 2+2 11+1-
1-16-61 + + 2+
3-21-60 44 44 44 44 + + 44 12+

1-23-61 -f- 2+2 + -t- 2+2 7+6—

12- 5 60 + - - 2+3-

6-20-60 + + + 3+
12-19-60 44 44 4+ 44 44 + 44 13+
11-28-60 44 + +4 + + 9+2-
1-30-61 + 44 2+2 44 + + 7+1-

1- 9-61 + 1+
10-31-60 — — 2+4-

7- 4-60 44 + 44 5+

8-29-60 + + + + 6+2-
12-19-60 1+1-
8-29-60 + + + + + + 7+1-
1-16-61 + + + 44 44 3+3 8+1-

9-26-60 44 44 44 44 44 + 44 13+
12-12-60 1+1-
1- 9-61 + + + 3+
9-19-60 44 + + ± 3+3 + 8+3-
2-20-61 2+2 1+1-

12- 5-60 + — ± + 3+2—
3- 6-61 44 44 44 —

44 44 10+1—
2- 6-61 ;+3 3+3 + 3+2—

7-18-60 44 4+ 44 44 44 44 44 14+
8-15-60 44 — + + + + 2+2 7+2-
10-17-60 + 44 + 44 44 + 2+; 10+1-

11-28-60 + 3*3 2+2 + 3+3 ± 44 8+4-

12-26-60 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

11-21-60 + 44 44 44 +4 + 4+ 12+
8-29-60 + + 2+2 + + + 2+2 7+2-
1-23-61 44 + + 44 + + 8+
9- 5-60 3+3 1+1-
3- 6-61 ;+3 2+2 + 4+3-

12-26-60 + 44 + 44 44 + + 10+

In the summary 44 is rated 2 pluses, = as 2 minuses.
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2478 ©Flute and the Arrow, The (78)

Documentary Drama . . Janus 11-14-60 + 44 +t 4+ 7+
2448 ©For the Love of Mike (87)

© Outdoor Dr .20th-Fox 8- 8-60 44 +f + 44 4+ -H 11+
2483 Four Desperate Men (105) Melo. .. Cont’l 12- 5-60 -H 2+
2471 48 Hours to Live (86)

Melodrama Cinema Assoc-SR 10-24-60 ± 1+1
2498 Foxhole in Cairo (78) Dr .... Para 1-30-61 + ++ — + dr 7+4—
2464 ©Freckles (84) © Outdoor ... . 20th-Fox 9-26-60 + + H+ + + 5+1-
2495 French Mistress, A (91) Comi. . F-A-W 1-23-61 ± + + + + 5+1-
2441 ©From the Terrace (144) ©

Drama . 20th -Fox 7-18-60 44 ++ 44 ++ + 11+2-
2507 Frontier Uprising (68) W’n UA 3- 6-61 + ± ± + ± 5+3-

—G

—

2472 ©G. 1. Blues (104) Com/Mus. .... Para 10-24-60 + + tt + + 8+2-
2459 Girl in Lovers Lane, The

(78) Melodrama Filmgroup 9-12-60 - + 1+1-
2468 Girl of the Night (83) Dr. . WB 10-10-60 + ft + + 8+3-
2491 ©Goddess of Love, The (68)

© Spectacle 20th-Fox 1- 9-61 + — ±_ 2+2-
2500 Gold of the Seven Saints (88)

Outdoor Drama WB 2- 6-61 ± ++ .+ + 4+ + 8+1-
2490 ©Goliath and the Dragon (90) ©

Costume Spectacle AIP 12-26-60 + + — + — 5+4-
2457 Good Girls Beware (80) Melodr. UMPO 9- 5-60 + 1+
2495 ©Go Naked in the World

(103) © Drama MGM 1-23-61 + 44 + ++ + 8+1-
3498 ©Gorgo (78) © Adv. Dr MGM 1-30-61 44 + + + +4 8+1-
2486 ©Grass Is Greener, The

(105) ® Comedy U-l 12-12-60 + ++ + 44 — + 44 9+1-
2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 + ++ + ++ ++ +f 11+

2488 Hand in Hand (75) Dr Col 12-19-60 + 44 44 44 ++ ++ 4+ 13+
2475 ©Heaven on Earth (84)

Documentary Drama . . .JB-SR 11-14-60 + + + + 6+2-
2473 Hell Is a City (96) Action . Col 10-31-60 + -H- + + +t + + 9+
2447 Hell to Eternity (132) Dr.... AA 8- 8-60 44 ++ 44 44 +i + + 12+
2487 ©Herod the Great (93) ®

Costume Spectacle AA 12-19-60 + + + 6+3-
2478 Heroes Die Young (76) Melodrama AA 11-14-60 + 3+2-
2457 ©Hideout in the Sun (72)

Nudist drama Astor 9- 5-60 ± 1+1-
2454 High-Powered Rifle, The

(60) Action . 20th-Fox 8-22-60 - — 4+6-
2486 High School Caesar (72) Melo. Filmgroup 12-12-60 + 1+
2464 y©High Time (103) © Com/Mus 20-Fox 9-26-60 + + + 44 ++ + + 9+
2499 Home Is the Hero (S3) Dr. . . . . Showcorp 2- 6-61 -H- + + + 5+
2506 Hoodlum Priest, The (101) Dr UA 2-27-61 44 44 + 44 ++ + 10+
2435©House of Usher, The (80) © Ho.. . AIP 6-27-60 + + + ++ ++ ++ 44 11+

2459 I Aim at the Stars (107)

Biographical Drama Col 9-12-60 + ff-

2442 Inherit the Wind (126) Drama UA 7-18-60++ ++

2467 It Happened in Broad Daylight

(97) Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) Cont’l 10-10-60 -+- ++

2503 It Takes a Thief (..) Melo Valiant 2-20-61 +

2481 Jazz Boat (96) © Dr/Music Col 11-28-60 + ±
2479 ©Journey to the Lost City

(90) © Adv. Drama AIP 11-21-60 + ±
2452 ©Jungle Cat (70) Documentary BV 8-22-60 + +

—K—
2471 Kill Me Tomorrow (80) Melodr Tudor 10-24-60 +
2466 Key Witness (81) © Drama MGM 10- 3-60 + ++

2507 ©Konga (90) Horror Drama AIP 3- 6-61 ++

2466 ©Last Woman on Earth, The (71)

Melodrama Filmgroup 10- 3-60 +
2505 League of Gentlemen, The (113)

Comedy-Drama Kingsley 2-27-61 ++ ++

2482 Left, Right and Center (90)

Comedy Bentley 11-28-60 ++ ±
2476 ©Legions of the Nile (91) ©

Action Spectacle 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ± —
2465 Let No Man Write My Epitaph

(106) Drama Col 10- 3-60 ++ ±
2458 ©Let’s Make Love (118) ©

Comedy/Music 20th-Fox 9- 5-60 ++ ++

2493 ©Little Angel (90) Com-Dr Murray 1-16-61 ± ±
2465 Little Shop of Horrors, The (70)

Horror Comedy Filmgroup 10- 3-60 +
2502 Long Rope, The (61) © W’n. .20th-Fox 2-13-61 + ++

+ + + + 44 9+
44 44 44 44 44 14+

44 + + 7+
1+

+ 4+2-

— + -4- 6+5-
+ 44 44 44 44 11+

1+
+ + ± + + 8+1-
± 44 5+1-

- 1+1-

+ 44 + 8+

44 + + 44 9+1-

- = - 3+8-

+ 44 + + 44 10+1-

44 44 + 44 44 13+
+ 4+3-

1+
Hh + + 7+1-
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kEVIEW digest
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX In the summary +4 is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses. +4 Very Good; + Good; — Fair; — Poor; = Very Poor.
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2439 y@Lost World, The (98) ©
Science-Fiction 20th-Fox 7-11-60 +

2453 Louisiana Hussy (SO) Melodr Howco 8-22-60 rt

2489 Magdalena (76) Melodrama SR 12-26-60 ±
2468 ©Magnificent Seven, The (128)

Outdoor Dr. (Panavision) UA 10-10-60

2492 Make Mine Mink (101) Com Cont'l 1-9-61

2452 Man Who Wouldn’t Talk, The (97)

Mystery Drama Showcorp. 8-22-60

2501 Mania (...) Ho. Dr Valiant 2-13-61

2503 Mark of the Devil (73) Melo RCIP 2-20-61

2484 ©Marriage-Go-Round, The

(99) © Comedy 20th- Fox 12- 5-60

2469 ©Midnight Lace (108) Dr U-l 10-17-60

2504 ©Mighty Crusaders, The (87) ©
Spectacle Falcon-SR 2-20-61

2500 Misfits. The (124) Drama UA 2-6-61

2502 ©Millionairess. The (90) ©
G. B. Shaw Comedy 20th-Fox 2-13-61

2499 More Deadly Than the Male (60)

Crime Melodrama Schoenfeld 2- 6-61

2421 My Dog, Buddy (76) Dr Col 5-16-60

—N—
2470 Natchez Trace (80) Adv. . . Panorama-SR 10-17-60

2470 Never on Sunday (97) Com-Dr. Lopert-UA 10-17-60

2462 Night Fighters, The (85) Dr UA 9-19-60

2447 Night of Love (93) Melodr Howco 8- 8-60

2450 ©Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (108)

Totalscope His. Dr Col 8-15-60

2478 ©North to Alaska (122) ©

2451 ^©Ocean's 11 (128) © Com-Dr... WB 8-22-60

2450 ©One Foot in Hell (89)

©Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox 8-15-60

2497 ©One Hundred and One Dalmatians

(80) Animated Feature BV 1-30-61

2510 Operation Bottleneck (78) Ac UA 3-13-61

2509 Operation Eichmann (92) Drama... AA 3-13-61

2445 Oscar Wilde (96) Dr Four City Ent 8- 1-60

—P—
2510 ©Parrish (137) Drama WB 3-13-61

2509 Passport to China (75) Ac Col 3-13-61

2417 Pay or Die (110) Dr AA 5-2-60

2492 ©Pepe (195) ©Comedy/Music ....Col 1- 9-61

2469 Please Turn Over (86) Farce Col 10-17-60

2477 Plunderers, The (94) Adv. Dr AA 11-14-60

2501 Police Dog Story (61) UA 2-13-61

2416 ^©Pollyanna (134) Com. Dr BV 4-18-60

2436 ©Portrait in Black (111) Dr U-l 6-27-60

2477 Price of Silence. The (72)

Melodrama Exdusive-SR 11-14-60 +
2508 ©Prisoners of the Congo (90)

Adventure Drama Atlantis 3- 6-61 ±
2414 Private Property (79) Dr Citation 4-11-60+
2440 Psycho (109) Suspense Drama .... Para 7-11-60 +

—R—
2419 Raymie (73) Drama AA 5- 9-60 +
2454 Rebel Girls (70) Action Luzon-SR 8-22-60 ±
2490 ©Ritual of Love, The (72)

Documentary Pacemaker-SR 12-26-60 +
2432 Rosemary (105) Drama F-A-W 6-13-60 +
2485 ©Royal Ballet (131) Ballet Lopert 12-12-60 +f

2460 Runaway (76) Melodrama ...Group 9 9-12-60 +

-H- + 4+ + ± ± 9+2-
1+1-

1+1-

44 44 +4 44 + + 44 12+

44 44 + + + 44 9+

1 + 1+
+ + 2+

1+1-

+ + 44 44 + 44 10+1-

44 + + 44 44 44 44 12+

1+1-
+ 44 44 44 44 + 44 13+

+ -H- + 44 + H; + 9+1-

• 44 2+
1 + + — 5+4-

' + 1+
* 44 44 + 44 + + + 10+
' + + + + + + 6+
1 ± 1+1-

1 ± + + + + + 7+2-

> + + 44 44 + 44 10+1-

> 44 44 + 44 44 44 12+1-

• + + 4 + + + + 7+

+ 44 + 44 44 44 44 12+
• + + — 2+1-
44 2+
> + 44 + 44 + 44 44 11+

44 + + 4+
• + 2+1-
l 44 44 44 44 + + 44 12+
44 + 44 44 44 44 12+1-

' + 44 44 + 44 + 9+
l + + + + 5+1-
• + HH 5+4-
» 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
i 44 — + — 44 7+4-

44

+
44

l+

1+1-
± 6+1-
44 13+

44 +

2506 Sanctuary (90) © Drama 20th-Fox 2-27-61 + + +
2468 ©Santa Claus (94) Fantasy/Music

(English-dubbed) Murray-SR 10-10-60 ± ± ±
2451 Savage Eye, The (67) Semidocumentary

Drama Trans-Lux Kingsley 8-22-60 44 44 44

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (110)

® Adv. Dr. Para 9-26-60 + +f +
2456 School for Scoundrels (94)

Comedy Cont’l 8-29-60 + 44 44

2476 ©Secret of the Purple Reef (80) ©
Action Drama 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ± ±

2467 ©September Storm (99) Action

(Stereovision) 20th-Fox 10-10-60 ± ±
2460 ©Seven Ways From Sundown

(87) Western U-l 9-12-60 + 44 +
2474 Sex Kittens Go to College

(93) Comedy AA 10-31-60 + —

+ + + 5+
1+1-

1+
+ 44 7+
44 4+

1+

44 + + + 8+

+ + 5+3-

44 9+1-

44 44 + 10+

44 + + + 10+

+ + 5+3-

+ + + 6+3-

+ + + 7+

— 2+3-

2475 Shakedown, The (91) Action U-l

2472 She Walks by Night (85) Melo. Woolner

2479 Sinners of Paris (81) Melodr Ellis

2505 ©Sins of Rachel Cade, The

(123) Drama WB
2504 Sins of Youth (82) Dr Janus

2502 Sniper's Ridge (61) © Dr 20th-Fox

2480 Squad Car (60) Melodrama. .. ,20th-Fox

2380 ©Snow Queen, The (70) U-l

2440 ©Song Without End (142) ©
Drama/Music Col

2438 S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac U-l

2470 ©Spartacus (189) Super Technirama-70

Adventure Spectacle U-l

2485 Spring Affair (69) Comedy SR

2437 ©Subterraneans, The (89) © Dr. ..MGM
2445 Studs Lonigan (103) Dr UA

2476 ^©Sundowners, The (133) Dr WB
2466 ^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) Drama WB
2467 Surprise Package (100) Comedy. .. .Col

2477 $|©Swiss Family Robinson (128)

Adv. Classic, Panavision BV

2488 ©Sword and the Dragon (83)

Folklore Spectacle Valiant

2494 ©Sword of Sherwood Forest (80) ©
Adventure Drama Col

—T—
2510 ©Trapp Family, The (106)

Comedy-Drama 20th-Fox

2465 ©Ten Who Dared (92) Adv BV

2493 ©Tess of the Storm Country (84)

© Melodrama 20th-Fox

243513 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy Col

2450 ©39 Steps, The (95) © Adv.. .20th-Fox

2485 ©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100)

Superdynamation, Fantasy Col

2439 ©Thunder in Carolina (92)

Racing Drama Howco

2389 Tiger Bay (105) Suspense Cont’l

2446 ©Time Machine, The (103) Sc-F.-.MGM

2498 ©Tomboy and the Champ (92)

Comedy-Drama U-l

2481 Tormented (75) Horror Drama AA

2480 Touch of Flesh. The (76)

Drama Amity Films-SR

2441 Trapped in Tangier (77)

Cr. Drama Supercinescope. . ,20th-Fox

2446 ©Trials of Oscar Wilde, The (See “The

Green Carnation")

2493 ©Tunes of Glory (106) Dr Lopert

2501 Two-Way Stretch (87) Com Showcorp

—U—
2460 Under Ten Flags (92) Dr Para

2505 Underworld, U. S. A. (98) Cr Col

2492 Unfaithfuls, The (89) Melodrama. .. .AA

—V—
2418 Valley of the Redwoods

(62) © Crime Drama 20th-Fox

2472 Village of the Damned (78)

Horror Drama MGM

—W—
2483 ©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The

(99) © Comedy Col

2471 ©Walk Tall (60) © Western. .20th- Fox

2449 Walking Target (74) Action UA

2484 ©Where the Boys Are (99) © Com. MGM
2463 Where the Hot Wind Blows (120)

Dr. (English-dubbed) MGM

2500 ©White Warrior (86) ©
Adv. Dr. (Eng. dubbed) WB

2445 Why Must I Die? (90) Melodr AIP

2475 Wild Rapture (68)

Documentary Exdusive-SR

2459 Wild Ride, The (63) Ac Filmgroup

2508 ©Wings of Chance (76) ©
Outdoor Drama U-l

2487 ©Wizard of Baghdad (92) ©
Costume Comedy 20th-Fox

2480 ©World of Suzie Wong. The (129)

Drama Para

—XYZ

—

2451 Young Jesse James (73) ©
Action Drama 20th-Fox

2497 Young One, The (96) Dr Valiant
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10-
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44 + + + ± 6+1-

44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

+ + 4+2-
-±_ + + + 7+4-
+ 44 44 + 9+1-
44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

+ 44 + ± 9+3-

+ 44 44 44 44 12+1-

+ 2+

;h + + ±_ 44 ± 8+3—

+ + 5+2-
+ + + 44 7+1-

+ + + + + 6+
+ Hh + 44 + + 9+1-
+ + + + + 8+1-

+ 44 44 44 + 44 H+

H; + 4+2-

44 44 44 44 10+

44 44 44 + + 44 12+

+ + 4+1-
1+

1+1-

7-18-60 — 44 44
Hh

44 — 1+10-

1-16-61 44 44 44 44 44 + 44 13+
2-13-61 + 44 44 + + 7+

9-12-60 + + + + + 44 8+1-
2-27-61 + ± + + 5+2-
1- 9-61 + 2+2-

5- 2-60 + + + + + 6+1-

10-24-60 + 44 + + 44 44 + 10+

12- 5-60 + -4-
44 44 + 44 44 11+1—

10-24-60 + + 6+4-
8-16-60 + -4- + ± H- 5+3—

12- 5-60 44 44 H* 44 44 + -H- 13+

9-26-60 + + + + - + 6+2-

2- 6-61 + 44
_ + Hh Hh 7+4—

8- 1-60 44 — — H; 3+3—

11- 7-60 + 1+
9-12-60 — 1—

3- 6-61 - + 2+2-

12-19-60 + + + + + 7+2-

11-28-60 44 44 +f 44 + + ++ 12+

8-22-60 ± + + ±2 + 6+4-
1-30-61 + + Hh

44 9+3—
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemaScope;
® Vistavision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Regalscope; © Technirama. Symbol U denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart
ALLIED ARTISTS I U AMERICAN INT'L I U COLUMBIA | U M-G-M I ti

Pay or Die (110) Cr..6004
Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert

Raymie (73) Ad . 6006
David Ladd, Julie Adams, John

Agar

©The House of Usher

(85) © Ho. .502

Vincent Price, Mark Damon,
Myma Fahey

Beyond the Time Barrier

(80) SF .505

Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins
Amazing Transparent Man

(60) SF. .506

Marguerite Chapman, Douglas

Kennedy

©Strangers When We Meet
(117) © D..501

Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak,
Barbara Rush, Kent Smith

13 Ghosts (88) Ho C..502
Jo Morrow, Rosemary DeCamp,
Donald Woods (partly in color)

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) S..503
Three Stooges, Paul Winchell

The Day They Robbed the

Bank of England (85) . . . . D . .19

Aldo Ray, Hugh Griffith,

Elizabeth Sellars

©Bells Are Ringing

(127) © M..17
Judy Holliday, Dean Martin.

Fred Clark

Sex Kittens Go to

College (94) C. .6003

Mamie Van Doren, Tuesday Weld,

Mijanou Bardot, Mickey Shaugh-

nessy, Louis Nye

My Dog, Buddy (77) D..450
London (dog star), Travis Lemmond

©The Nights of Lucretia Borgia

(108) Totalscope Hi.. 504
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©The Time Machine (103) . SF.. 9
Rod Taylor, Yvette Mimieux

©All the Fine Young
Cannibals (122) © D..20

Natalie Wood, Robert Wagner,
Susan Kohner, George Hamilton

Hell to Eternity (132) D6007
Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen,

Vic Damone, Patricia Owens

Caltiki, The Immortal
Monster (76) SF..6009

John Merlvale, Didi Sullivan

Tormented (75) D..6O10
Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon

The Enemy General (74).. D.. 505
Van Johnson, Jean-Pierre Aumont

All the Young Men (87) . D. .506
Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier,

Ingemar Johansson, Mort Sahl,

©Fast and Sexy (98) © CD.. 507
Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson,

Vittorio DeSica
As the Sea Rages (74) D . . 508
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson,

Cameron Mitchell

The Angel Wore Red (99) . D . 101
Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,
Joseph Gotten

©The Subterraneans (88) © D. .102
Leslie Caron, George Peppard,
Janice Rule, Roddy MacDowall

Heroes Die Young (76) . . . . D . .6014
Erika Peters, Scott Borland

©Serengeti Shall Not Die

(84) Doc. 6013

©Journey to the Lost City

(90) Ad.. 508
Debra Paget, Paul Christian

1 Aim at the Stars (107) BiD. .512
Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw

I’m All Right, Jack (104) C..515
Ian Carmichael, Peter Sellers,

Terry-Thomas, Dennis Price

©Song Without End (130)

© Bi/M.. 511
Dirk Bogarde, Capucine,

Genevieve Page

Key Witness (81) © ... D .103
Jeffrey Hunter, Pat Crowley

The Plunderers (94) . . .

.

Ad . .6008
Jeff Chandler, John Saxon,
Dolores Hart, Ray Stricklyn

The Unfaithfuls (89) D..6015
Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt,

Pierre Cressoy

©Goliath and the Dragon

(90) © Ad.. 509
Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford

Let No Man Write My
Epitaph (106) D..513

Burl Ives, Shelley Winters, James
Darren, Jean Seberg

Surprise Package (100) . . . . C . . 514
Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor,
Noel Coward

Hell Is a City (96) ©..Cr..516
Stanley Baker, John Crawford

Where the Hot Wind Blows

(120) D..104
Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Montand

©Butterfield 8 (109) ©..D..106
Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey,

Eddie Fisher, Dina Merrill

©Herod the Great (95) . Ad. .6016
Edmund Purdom, Sylvia Lopez

©The 3 Worlds of Gulliver

(100) SuperDynamation . Ad. .517
Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow

Please Turn Over (86) C..518
Ted Ray, Jean Kept

Jazz Boat (95) © CD/M.. 519
Anthony Newley, Anne Aubrey

©Where the Boys Are

(99) © C 110
Dolores Hart, George Hamilton,

Yvette Mimieux. Connie Francis

Look in Any Window (87) D..6101
Ruth Roman, Alex Nlcol, Paul
Anka

©The Wackiest Ship in the

Army (99) © C..521
Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson

©Sword of Sherwood Forest

(80) Ad.. 522
Richard Greene, Peter Cushing

©Go Naked in the World
(103) © D 111

Gina Lollobrigida, Emest Borgnine,
Anthony Franciosa, Luana Patten

Portrait of a Sinner

(100) 0 . 507
Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton,

William Bendix

Black Sunday (84) ....Ho.. 602
Barbara Steele, John Richardson

Hand in Hand (75) D..523
John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike

Passport to China (75) . . . .Ac. .527
Richard Basehart, Lisa Gastoni

©Carthage in Flames (111)
© Ad.. 528
Anne Heywood, Jose Suarez

Village of the Damned (77) Ho. .109
George Sanders, Barbara Shelley

©Gorgo (76) Ad.. 105
Bill Travers, Vincent Winter

Dondi (100) C..6102
David Kory, Patti Page, David
Janssen

Operation Eichmann (92) D..6103
Werner Klemperer, Ruta Lee,

Donald Buka, John Bonner

The Hand (61) Ho. .601
Derek Bond. Ronald Lee Hunt

©Konga (90 © Ho. .603
Michael Gough, Jess Conrad,
Margo Johns

©Cry for Happy (110) © CD . 529
G. Ford, Miiko Taka, D. O’Connor

Underworld, U.S.A. (99) Cr...525
Cliff Robertson, Dolores Dorn

©Terror of the Tongs (80) Ac. .530
Geoffrey Toone, Christopher Lee

©Pepe (170) © C/M.. 520
Cantinflas, D. Dailey, Shirley Jones

©Cimarron (147) © . ...D..108
Glenn Ford, Maria Schell

The Secret Partner (91) . D .115
Stewart Granger, Haya Harareet

Time Bomb (92) D..6104
Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot

Beware of Children (SO).. C.. 606
Leslie Phillips, Geraldine McEvvan,
Julia Lockwood

Raisin in the Sun (..).... D . .

Sidney Poitier, Claudia McNeil

Five Golden Hours (..)....D..
Ernie Kovaes, Cyd Charisse

Stop Me Before 1 Kill

(• •) © D. .

Claude Dauphine, Diane Cilento,
Ronald Lewis

The Green Helmet (88) ..Ac.. 116
Bill Travers, lid Begley,

Nancy Walters

PARAMOUNT

©The Rat Race (105) .... D .5923

Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds

The Bellboy (72) C. .5924

Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry

©Tarzan the Magnificent

(88) Ad.. 5925

Gordon Scott, Betta St. John,

Jock Mahoney

Psycho (109) MyO . . 5926
Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,

Vera Miles, John Gavin

©It Started in Naples

(100) ® C.

Clark Gable, Sophia Loren

.5927

Under Ten Flaps (92) ... .Ad. .6002

Van Heflin, Charles Laughton,

Mylene Demongeot

The Boy Who Stole a

Million (64) Ac.. 6001

Virgilio Texera, Marianne Benet

©G.l. Blues (104) . .CD/M . .6005

Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse

©A Breath of Scandal

(98) ® C. .6006

John Gavin, Sophia Loren,

Maurice Chevalier

^©CinderFella (91) . ...C..6007

Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn,
Anna Maria Albergbetti

Blueprint for Robbery (87) Ac. .6009

Jay Barney, J. Pat O’Malley

Foxhole in Cairo (78) . . . . D . .6013

James Robertson Justice, Niall

MacGuinnis. Adrian Hoven

©World of Suzie Wong
(126) D..6008

William Holden, Nancy Kwan,

Sylvia Syms

©The Savage Innocents

(110) © 0..6004
Anthony Q,uinn, Yoko Tani,

Anna May Wong

©Blood and Roses (84) . . My. .6003

Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim,

Elsa Martinelli

>
TO
r~>X

©All in a Night’s Work
(94) C..6010

Shirley MacLaine, Dean Martin,

Cliff Robertson >
~o
70
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FEATURE CHART
The key to letters and combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drnm„- r*„v *,n„„
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-D^oma; (Cr) Cr1me Dra3 (DM) Dramawith Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Force-Comedy (Ho) Horror D^ma mh
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction? (W) ^ Western

UNIVERSAL INT'L WARNER BROS.20TH-FOX

JULY

1
©The Story of Ruth

(132) © 0 .021
Elana Eden. Stuart Whitman

Trapped in Tangiers

(74) © Ad . .027
Edmund Purdom. Genevieve Page
©From the Terrace (144) © D. .028
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward
vj©Lost World (96) © Ad . . 026
Fernando Lamas. Claude Rains

Murder, Inc. (99) © Cr...031
May Britt. Stuart Whitman

AUGUST

1
Sons and Lovers (103) © D. .035
Dean Stockwell, Wendy Hiller

©One Foot in Hell (90) © D..029
A. Ladd, D. Murray, D. Michaels

©For the Love of Mike (84) ©. .030

Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin

Young Jesse James (73) © D..033
Ray Stricklyn, Willard Parker

©The 39 Steps (95) Ad.. 032
Kenneth More, Taina Elg

SEPTEMBER

1
(©Let's Make Love (118) . .C. .034

Marilyn Monroe, Yves Montand,

Tony Randall

©Walk Tall (60) © Ac. .042

Willard Parker, Kent Taylor

©Freckles (84) © D..043
Martin West, Carol Christensen

Squad Car (60) Ac. .044

Paul Bryar, Vici Raaf

O'
LU
COo
h—

O

©©High Time (103) © C/M .. 036
Bing Crosby, Fabian, Tuesday Weld

Desire in the Dust (105) © D. .046

Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer

©The Captain's Table (90) ©..040
John Gregson, Peggy Cummins
©The Secret of the Purple Reef

(80) © Ac.. 047
Jeff Richards, Margia Dean

©Sept. Storm (99) S’v’s’n Ac.. 025
Mark Stevens, Joanne Dru

NOVEMBER

1
©Goddess of Love (68) © D..039
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©North to Alaska (122)

© Ad.. 051
John Wayne, Capucine, Fabian

Desert Attack (76) Ac . 053
John Mills, Sylvia Syms

©Tess of the Storm
Country (84) D .050

Diane Baker, Lee Philips

DECEMBER

|
©Wizard of Baghdad (92)

© Ad . . 054
Dick Shawn, Diane Baker, Barry

©Flaming Star (92) ©. W. .056
Elvis Presley, Barbara Eden

©Esther and the King (109)

© D. .057

Joan Collins, Richard Egan
©Legions of the Nile

(94) © Ad . . 037
Linda Cristal, Ettore Manni

JANUARY

©Marriage-Go-Round (99) ©C..101
Susan Hayward, James Mason,
Julie Newmar

©Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come (108) © D .102

Jimmie Rodgers, Luana Patten

©Can-Can (131) © M . . 103
Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine,

Louis Jourdan, Juliet Prowse
The Long Rope (61) ....W..113
Hugh Marlowe, Alan Hale

FEBRUARY

©The Millionairess (90) © C. .104
Sophia Loren. Peter Sellers

Circle of Deception (100) © D. .111
Bradford Dillman, Suzy Parker

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C
Michael Craig, Mylene Demongeot

©The Canadians (85) © 0D..105
Robert Ryan. John Dehner

MARCH

Sanctuary (90) © D..115
L. Remick, Y. Montand, B. Dillman

Days of Thrills & Laughter

(93) Compilation C. .114

©The Trapp Family (106) . . D . .117
Ruth Leuwerik, Hans Holt

Sniper’s Ridge (61) Ac..
Jack Oing. Stanley Clements

APRIL

©All Hands on Deck

( . . ) © M..112
Pat Boone, Barbara Eden,
Buddy Hackett

©Ferry to Hong Kong
(103) © Ad.. 110

Orson Welles, Curt Jurgens.

Sylvia Syms

The Apartment (125)
Panavision CD.. 6017

Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
Fred MacMurray, Edie Adams

©The Last Days of Pompeii

(103) Ad. 6020
Steve Reeves, Barbara Carroll

Cage of Evil (70) Ac . 6018
Ron Foster, Pat Blair

©Elmer Gantry (145) D . . 6023
Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Arthur Kennedy, Shirley Jones

The Night Fighters (88) . . D . .6025
Robert Mitchum, Dan O’Herlihy

Studs Lonigan (95) D..6019
Christopher Knight, Venetia
Stevenson

©The Magnificent Seven

(128) Panavision Ad.. 6027
Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen,
Horst Buchholz, Eli Wallach

Walking Target (74) Ac. .6024
Ron Foster, Joan Evans,

Merry Anders

Inherit the Wind (126) ... D. .6026
Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Gene Kelly. Florence Eldridge

Police Dog Story (61) Doc. .6029
James Brown, Merry Anders

The Facts of Life (104) . .C. .6104
Bob Hope, Lucille Ball

Five Guns to Tombstone
(71) W. .6102

James Brown. Della Sharman

The Misfits (124) D..6105
Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe,
Montgomery Clift

Operation Bottleneck (78).... 6106
Ron Foster, Miiko Taka

©The Alamo (162)
Todd-AO Hi.. 6028

John Wayne, Laurence Harvey,

Richard Widmark, Richard Boone

The Hoodlum Priest (101) D..6107
Don Murray, Cindi Wood,
Larry Gates

Frontier Uprising (68) . .W. .6103
Jim Davis, Nancy Hadley

©The Minotaur (..) ©..Ad..
Bob Mathias, Rosanna Schiaffino

©Portrait in Black (113) My. .6015
Lana Turner, Anthony Quinn,
Sandra Dee, Richard Basehart

©Dinosaurus (83) ©. . . .SF. .6016
Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson

S.0.S, Pacific (92) Ac.. 6017
Pier Angeli, John Gregson,

Eddie Constantine

College Confidential (91) CD . 6018
Mamie Van Doren, Steve Allen,

Jayne Meadows

©Chartroose Caboose (76)
Panavision CD.. 6019

Molly Bee, Ben Cooper,

Edgar Buchanan

©Seven Ways From Sundown
(86) 0D . .6020

Audie Murphy, Barry Sullivan

©Between Time and Eternity

(85) D..6021
Lilli Palmer, Carlos Thompson

©Spartacus (196) Super -

Technirama-70 D .6070
Kirk Douglas, Lourence Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis

(Special release)

©Midnight Lace (108) D..6101
Doris Day, Rex Harrison,

John Gavin, Myrna Loy

The Private Lives of Adam and
Eve (87) partly in

color CD. 6102
Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren

©The Grass Is Greener

(105) © C..6103
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons

The Great Impostor (112) CD . 6104
Tony Curtis, Joan Blackman

The Shakedown (91) . ...Cr..6105
Hazel Court, Terence Morgan

©Romanoff and Juliet (. .) C. .6106
Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee,

John Gavin

©Wings of Chance (76) . 0D ..

James Brown, Frances Rafferty

©Tomboy and the Champ
(92) 0D . .6110

Candy Moore, Ben Johnson,

Rex Allen

The Secret Ways (..) D..6109
Richard Widmark, Sonja Ziemann

©Ice Palace (143) D..919
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer, Jim
Backus

©Hercules Unchained (103)
Dyaliscope Ad.. 920

Steve Reeves, Sylva Koscina.
Primo Camera

^©Ocean's 11 (128) CD.. 921
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Peter
Lawford, Sammy Davis jr., Angie
Dickinson, Joey Bishop

©The Crowded Sky (104) . . D . .001
Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming,
Efrem Zimbalist jr.

Girl of the Night (93) . . . . D . . 004
Anne Francis, John Kerr

©The Dark at the Top of the

Stairs (124) D. .005
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire,
Angela Lansbury, Eve Arden

^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) D..002
Ralph Bellamy, Greer Garson,
Hume Cronyn, Jean Hagen

^£©The Sundowners (133) D..007
Robert Mitchum. Deborah Kerr,

Peter Ustinov, Glynis Johns

A Fever in the Blood

(117) D..008
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Angie Dickinson

Gold of the Seven Saints

(88) 0D. .009
Clint Walker, Leticia Roman
(Filmed in sepia)

©White Warrior (86) Ad.. 010
Steve Reeves, Georgia Moll

©The Sins of Rachel Cade

(123) D..003
Angie Dickinson, Peter Finch,

Roger Moore

COMING
ALLIED ARTISTS
The Big Bankroll Cr..
David Janssen, Mickey Rooney

The Big Wave Ad..
Sessue Hayakawa

Armored Command D..
Howard Keel, Tina Louise
Brainwashed D..
Curt Jurgens, Claire Bloom

AMERICAN-INT'L
©The Pit and the Pendulum

(Panavision) Ho..
Vincent Price, John Kerr

©Reptilicus SF..
Bodii Miller

COLUMBIA
©Gidget Goes Hawaiian © C..
James Darren, Deborah Walley
©The Guns of Navarone ©....D..
Gregory Peck, Gia Scala
©The Devil at 4 O'clock ©..D..
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra
©Two Rode Together 0D..
James Stewart, Richard Widmark,
Shirley Jones

Taste of Fear D..
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

MGM
©Atlantis the Lost Continent. SF. .

Anthony Hall, Joyce Taylor
©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse © D ..

Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb
©Spinster © D..
Shirley MacLaine, Laurence Harvey

©Ada © D. .

Susan Hayward, Dean Martin
©Ring of Fire Ac. .

David Janssen, Joyce Taylor
Bridge to the Sun D..
Carroll Baker, James Shigeta

©Morgan the Pirate Ad..
Steve Reeves, Valerie Lagrange

PARAMOUNT
©One-Eyed Jacks ® W. .

Marlon Brando, Pina Pellicer

©Breakfast at Tiffany’s ... CD..
Audrey Hepburn. George Peppard
©Summer and Smoke D..
Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Love in a Goldfish Bowl ..C/M..
Tommy Sands, Fabian

©Hatari! Ad..
John Wayne, Red Buttons
©The Ladies’ Man C..
Jerry Lewis, Helen Traubel

20th-FOX
©The Big Gamble © Ad..
Juliette Greco, Stephen Boyd,

David Wayne
©Cleopatra, Todd-AO D..
Elizabeth Taylor, Stephen Boyd

©Francis of Assisi © D .

.

Bradford Dillman, Stuart Whitman,
Dolores Hart

©The Big Show © Ad..
Esther Williams, David Nelson

©Misty © 0D .

.

David Ladd, Arthur O’Connell

©The Fiercest Heart (..)

© OD
Stuart Whitman, Juliet Prowse

UNITED ARTISTS
Exodus (212) (Panavision

70) D..6101
(Special release) .. Paul Newman,
Eva Marie Saint, Peter Lawford

Season of Passion D .

.

Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter

Something Wild D..
Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

Birdman of Alcatraz D..
Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

Age of Consent D .

.

Patty McCormack, Lee Kinsolving

The Young Savages D..
Burt Lancaster, Shelley Winters,

Dina Merrill

©Paris Blues D..

Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

UN IVERSAL-INT'L
©Back Street D .

Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©The Last Sunset D .

.

Rock Hudson, Dorothy Malone
©Come September Panavision CD..
Rock Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida,

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin

WARNER BROS.
©Parrish D . .

Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert,

Karl Malden, Connie Stevens

©Fanny D/M..
Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,

Charles Boyer, Horst Buchholz
©Splendor in the Grass D..
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty

©Susan Slade D..
Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan
Fabulous World of Jules

Verne Ad. .

Ernest Revere, Louis Locke
©Bimbo the Great Ad..
Charles Holm, Mary Ann Shields

(

c
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS

BUENA VISTA
^©Pollyanna (134) ...CD.. Jul 60
Jane Wyman, Richard Egan,
Hayley Mills

©Jungle Cat (70) . . . . Doc. .Oct 60
True-Life Adventure
©Ten Who Dared (92) Ad.. Nov 60
John Beal, Brian Keith
^©Swiss Family Robinson

(128) Panavision ..Ad. Dec 60
Dorothy McGuire, John Mills,

James MacArthur, Tommy Kirk
©One Hundred and One

Dalmatians (SO) ...An.. Mar 61
©The Parent Trap CD..
Hayley Mills, Maureen O’Hara,
Brian Keith. Chas. Ruggles

CONTINENTAL
Tiger Bay (105) D..Jul60
John Mills, Hayley Mills,

Horst Buchholz
School for Scoundrels (94) C. .Jul 60
Ian Charmichael, Terry-Thomas

Four Desperate Men
(105) D. . Aug 60

Aldo Ray, Heather Sears
It Happened in Broad

Daylight (97) D.. Sep 60
Heinz Ruhman, Michel Simon

The Entertainer (97) . . . . D . . Oct 60
Laurence Olivier, Joan Plowright

The Mirror Has Two Faces

(98) D.. Nov 60
(Eng-dubbed) Michele Morgan

Make Mine Mink (101) C. . Dec 60
Terry-Thomas, Athene Seyler

EDWARD HARRISON
Another Sky (S3) D.. Jan 61
Victoria Grayson, Tayeb

FILMS-AROUND-THE-WORLD
A French Mistress (91) . .C. . Dec 60
Cecil Parker, Jas. H. Justice

FILMGROUP
The Girl in Lover’s Lane

(78) D. Jun 60
Joyce Meadows, Brett Halsey

The Wild Ride (63) D.. Jun 60
Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter

©Last Woman on Earth

(71) D . . Sep 60
A. Carbone, Betsy Jones-Moreland

Little Shop of Horrors

(70) HoC. .Sep 60
Jonathan Haze, Jackie Joseph

High School Caesar (72) D. . Nov 60
John Ashley, Gary Vinson
Date Bait (71) D . . Nov 60
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan

GOVERNOR
Carry On, Nurse (89) C..
Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton

Carry On, Constable (86) C. . Feb 61
Ken Connor, Leslie Phillips

KINGSLEY-UNION
©Mating Time (95) . . . . C. . Mar 60
Bill Travers, George Cole

Come Dance With Me!
(94) My C.. Aug 60

Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal

The League of Gentlemen

(113) CD. . Feb 61
Jack Hawkins, Nigel Patrick

K. GORDON MURRAY
©Santa Claus (94) . ...F.. Nov 60
Narrated by Ken Smith

©Little Angel (90) ..CD.. Jan 61
Maria Gracia, J. M. de Hoyos

LOPERT PICTURES
Never on Sunday (91) . . C. . Nov 60
Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin

©Tunes of Glory (106) . . D . .Jan 61
Alec Guinness, John Mills

RCIP
The Devil’s Commandment

(71) © Ho.. Jan 61
Gianna Maria Canale, Carlo

D’Angelo, Charles Fawcett

Mark of the Devil (73) D.. Jan 61
Maria Felix, Crox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
Man in a Cocked Hat

(88) C.. May 60
Terry-Thomas. Peter Sellers

Next to No Time (90) . . C. . May 60
Kenneth More, Betsy Drake

The Man Who Wouldn’t Talk

(91) D . . Oct 60
Anna Neagle, Anthony Quayle

Home Is the Hero (S3) D.. Feb 61
Arthur Kennedy. Walter Macken

Two-Way Stretch (87) C. . Apr 61
Peter Sellers, Wilfrid Hyde White

STERLING WORLD DIST'RS
The Half Pint (73) C.. Oct 60
Pat Goldin, Tommy Blackman
©The Last Rebel (83) . Ac. . Dec 60
Carlos Thompson, Ariadna Welter

Code of Silence (75) . .Cr..Feb61
Terry Becker, Elisa Loti

VALIANT
©Sword and the Dragon

(83) Ad.. Nov 60
Russian cast (Eng-dubbed)

The Angry Silence (95) . . D . . Jan 61
R. Attenborough, Pier Angeli

The Young One (103) . . D . . Feb 61
Zachery Scott, Bemie Hamilton

Mania ( . . ) Ho. . Feb 61
Peter Cushing, June Laveriek

It Takes a Thief (..).. D .. Feb 61
Jayne Mansfield, Anthony Quayle

WOOLNER BROS.
She Walks by Night (85) D..
Belinda Lee, Walter Rilla

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

ARGENTINA
End of Innocence (74) 9-19-60
(Kingsley) . .Elsa Daniel

FRANCE
©Belles and Ballets (92).. 8-15-60
(Excelsior) . .French ballet stars

©Black Orpheus (95) 2-29-60
(Lopert) . .Breno Mello, Marpessa
Dawn (French-made; Portuguese
dialog)

Breathless (89) 3- 6-61
(F-A-W) . .Jean Seberg, Jean-

Paul Belmondo
Children of Paradise

(162) 6-20-60
(Ajay) . .Jean-Louis Barrault

Chasers, The (75) 6- 6-60
(Hakim) . .Jacques Charrier, Dany
Robin

©Eye for an Eye, An
(93) ® 10- 5-60

(Manhattan) . .Curt Jurgens
Love Game, The (85) 2-13-61
(F-A-W) . .Jean-Pierre Cassel,

Genevieve Cluny, Jean-Louis Maury
Modigliani of Montparnasse

(110) 3- 6-61

(Cont’l) . . Gerald Philipe, Lilli

Palmer, Anouk Aimee, L. Padovani

No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Ostrich Has Two Eggs, The
(89) 11-21-60

(Janus) . -Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant

Port of Desire (85) 12- 5-60
(Kingsley-Union) . .H. Neff

Rue de Paris (90) 12-12-60
(Lopert) . .Jean Gabin

GERMANY
©Dancing Heart, The (91). 8-15-60
(Casino) . . G. Kueckelmann

Glass Tower, The (104) . .10- 3-60
(Ellis) . .Lilli Palmer

Rest Is Silence, The (106). 10- 3-60
(F-A-W) . -Hardy Kruger, P. Van
Eyck

Three-Penny Opera. The
(113) 11-21-60

(Brandon) . .Lotte Lenya, Rudolph
Forster

Confess. Dr. Corda! (102) 12- 5-60
(President) . .Hardy Kruger, E.

Mueller

GREECE
Aunt From Chicago (90) 9-19-60
(Greek Pictures) .. G. Vassilliadou

Counterfeit Coin (120) . .10- 3-60
(Atlantis) . -K. Logothedtides

288 Stournara St. (90) . . 2-27-61
(Atlantic) . . Orestis Makris,

Sophia Vembo

ITALY
Big Deal on Madonna St.,

The (91) 1-30-61
(UMP0)..V. Gassman, Toto

Holiday Island (105) 11-14-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio de Sica

See Naples and Die (80) 9-19-60
(Crown) .. Gianna Maria Canale

Three Forbidden Stories

(104) 9-26-60
(Ellis) . .Eleonora Rossi Drago,
Gino Cervi

JAPAN
Ikiru (To Live) (140) 3-28-60
(Brandon) . .Takashi Sbimura

Men Who Tread on the Tiger’s

Tail (60) 8- 8-60
(Brandon) H. Iwai. S. Fuiita

Road to Eternity (181) . . 2-27-61
(Beverly) . .Tatsuya Nakadai

SWEDEN
Dreams (86) 8- 8-60

(Janus).. E. Dahlbeck, H. Ander-
sson

Lesson in Love, A (95) . . 4-25-60
(Janus) . .Eva Dahlbeck

Virgin Spring, The (88) . .12-12-60
(Janus).. Max von Sydow,
Birgitta Petterson

Unmarried Mothers (79) . . 3-13-61
(President) . .E. Etiberg, B. Logart

U.S.S.R.
Ballad of a Soldier (89).. 1-31-61
(Kingsley) . .Vladimir Ivashov,
Shanna Prokhorenko (also Eng.-
dubbed)

Short subjects, listed by company, in or-
der of release. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified. ^HORTS CHART

•a

2 6 3 "to

a. z cc o

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

5421 One Shivery Night

U6!/z )

5431 Waiting in the Lurch

. Sep 60

as/z) Oct 60
5422 House About It (16 2̂ ) Nov 60
5432 Radio Riot (16)
5423 Hold that Monkey

Nov 60

(16) Dec 60
5433 Bride and Gloom (16)

.

5424 French Fried Frolic

Dec 60

(16'/2 )

5434 Hectic Honeymoon
Feb 61

(17) . Jan 61
5435 Aim. Fire, Scoot (16)

.

Mar 61

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

4555 No. 3, Series 1 (11)

.

Aug 60
(1960-61)

5551 No. 1, Series 2 (9) . Sep 60
5552 No. 2, Series 2(11) Nov 60
5553 No. 3, Series 2 (10i/2 ) Jan 61
5554 No. 4, Series 2 (10}/2 ) Feb 61

COLOR CARTOONS—SPECIAL
5501 Polygamus Polonius (9) Nov 60

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

4615 Ballet Oop (V/z ) .Jul 60
(1960-61)

5601 How Now, McBoing
Boing (7'/2) . Sep 60

5601 Wacky Wigwams (8) .

5603 Spare That Child

. Sep 60

(6'/2 )

5604 Way of All Pests

. Oct 60

(7'/2 ) . Nov 60
5605 Four Wheels, No

Brakes (6/z ) . Nov 60
5606 Skeleton Frolic (7!/2 ). . Dec 60
5667 Babie Boogie (6) . . . Jan 61
5608 Pickled Puss (6>/2 ) . .

5609 Christopher Crumpet's

.Jan 61

Playmate (6/z ) Feb 61
5610 Swiss Tease (6)

5611 The Rise of Duton
Mar 61

Lang (6/z ) Mar 61

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5851 Canine Crimebusters

(10)
5852 Push Back the Edge

. Oct 60

(10)
5835 Community Sings

. Dec 60

No. 1, Ser. 13 (10) Mar-61

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4707 Do Good Wolf (6i/2 ) . .Jul 60
(1960-61)

5701 No Biz Like Shoe
Biz (6/z )

5702 Here Kiddie Kiddie

. Sep 60

(6/2 )

5703 Countdown Clown
Dec 61

(6/z ) .Jan 61
5704 Happy Go Loopy (6'/2 ) Mar 61

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

4758 Sloppy Jalopy (7) . . . .Jul 60
(1960-61)

5751 Dog Snatcher (7) ...

5752 When Magoo Flew
Sep 60

CinemaScope (7)

5753 Pink and Blue Blues

Sep 60

(7)

5754 Magoo Makes News (6)

Nov 60

(Both © and standard). Dec 60
5755 Hotsy Footsey (7)... Feb 61

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
4441 Wonderful Gibraltar

(18)
4442 Wonders of Ontario

Nov 59

(18)
5441 Wonderful Hong Kong

Apr 60

(19'/2 ) Jan 61

SERIALS
(15 Chapter- Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo . . . Nov 60
5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar-61

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5401 Income Tax Sappy
<16'/2 )

5402 Pardon My Backfire

Sep 60

(16)
5403 Musty Musketeers

Oct 60

(16) Nov 60
5404 Pals and Gals (16)

.

5405 Knutsy Knights
Jan 61

<17'/2 > Feb 61

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4954 Ray McKinley &
Orch. <9'/2 ) May 60

(1960-61)
5951 Ray Anthony & His

Orchestra (10Yz )

5952 Shorty Sherlock & His

Oct 60

Orchestra (8/z) Dec 60

a. z cc a

5953 Skitch Henderson & His

Orchestra (10) Feb 61

WORLD OF SPORTS
4805 Battling Big Bass

(10) Jun 60
4806 Holiday for Champions

(9/z ) Aug 60
(1960-61)

5801 Rasslin’ Champs (10) Dec 60
5802 Hip Shooters (9'/2 ) . . Feb 61

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W261 Pet Peeve (7) Sep 60
W262 Mice Follies (7) ....Sep 60
W263 Touche Pussy Cat (7) Sep 60
W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7).. Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ (8) Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8).. Sep 60
W275 Cat Concerto (7) Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
Tex Averys

W264 Farm of Tomorrow (7) Sep 60
W268 The Flea Circus (7) Sep 60
W270 Dixieland Droopie (8) Sep 60
W271 Field and Scream (7) Sep 60

PARAMOUNT
CARTOON CHAMPIONS
(Technicolor Reissues)

Herman and Katnip
S20-1 Rail Rodents (7) . . . .Sep 60
S20-2 Robin Rodenthood (7) Sep 60
S20-3 A Bicep Built for

Two (7) Sep 60
S20-4 Mouse Trapeze (7) ...

.

Sep 60

Noveltoons

S20-5 Fido Beta Kappa (7) Sep 60
S20-6 No Ifs, Ands or

Butts (6) Sep 60
S20-7 Candy Cabaret (7) ..Sep-60
S20-S The Oily Bird (7) ..Sep 60

COLOR SPECIALS
(Anamorphic—2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec

(16) Sep 60
B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (18) Sep 60

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

M20-1 Galaxia (7) Oct 60
M20-2 Bouncing Benny (..) Nov 60
M20-3 Terry the Terror (..) Dec 60
M20-4 Phantom Moustacher

(..) Jan 61

N0VELT00N
(Technicolor)

P17-7 Fine Feathered Fiend

(6) Sep 60
P19-8 Planet Mouseola (6) Oct 60

(1960-61)
P20-1 Northern Mites (..).. Nov 60
P20-2 Miceniks (..) Dec 60

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
(Anamorphic—Color—1 Reel)

D20-1 Kings of the Keys
(9) Sep 60

D20-2 Big “A” (9) Sep 60
D20-3 A Sport Is Bom

(10) Nov 60
THE CAT

(Color Cartoons)
C20-1 Top Cat (8) Sep 60
C20-2 Cool Cat Blues ( . . ) . .Jan 61

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color)

7003 Golfing With Sam Snead
(9) Aug 60

7006 Assignment Philippines

(9) Jun 60
7007 Exercise Little Bear (9) Aug 60
7008 Sampans to Safety (9) Sep 60
7009 Assignment Thailand

(10) Oct 60
7010 Underwater Demolition

Team (9) Nov 60
7011 Assignment Turkey (9) Dec 60
7012 Down the Road (10) . . Dec 60

(1961)
7101 Australian Water Sports

( • ) Jan 61
7102 Assignment Mexico (..) Feb 61
7103 Adventure in Rhythm

(..) War 61

SPECIALS
7054 Tiger in the Tea (10)

C’Scope. De Luxe color. .. .Jul 60
7-55 Call of the Holy Land

(19) 2D (B&W) Nov 60

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

(Technicolor)

5023 Mint Men (7) May 60

Q_ Z

5033 Nonsense Newsreel

(7), reissue Jun 60
5024 Trapeze Pleeze (7) ... .Jul 60
5025 Deep Sea Doodle (7).. Oct 60
5026 Stunt Men (6) Nov 60

(1961)
5121 The Mysterious Package

(6) Jan 61
5122 Cat Alarm (6) Feb 61
5123 Drum Roll (..) Mar 61

TERRYTOONS
(Technicolor-CinemaScope)

5005 Tusk Tusk (7) May 60
5006 Hearts & Glowers (7) . .Jun 60
5007 The Wayward Hat (7) Jul 60
5008 The Littlest Bully (7) Aug 60
5009 Two Ton Baby Sitter

(7) Sep 60
5010 Tin Pan Alley Cat (6) Oct 60
5011 House of Hashimoto (7) Nov 60
5012 Daniel Boone jr. (7) . . Dec 60

(1961)
5101 Night Life in Tokyo

( . . ) Feb 61
5102 So-Sorry, Pussycat (..) Mar 61

UNIVERSAL-INT’L
COLOR PARADE

4171 Valley of the Mekong
(9) Nov 60

4172 The Lion City (9) . . Dec 60
4173 Treasure of Istanbul (9) Jan 61
4174 Down Jamaica Way (9) Feb 61
4175 Sidetracked (9) © . . Mar 61
4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) Apr 61

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4013 Billion-Dollar Boner

(7) Jan 60
4014 Witty Kitty (7) Feb 60
4015 Pistol Packin’ Wood-

pecker (7) Mar 60
4016 Heap Big Hepcat (7).. Mar 60
4017 Ballyhooney (7) Apr 60
4018 How to Stuff a

Woodpecker (7) May 60
4019 Bats in the Belfry (7) Jul 60
4020 Woody’s Ozark Lark (7) Jul 60

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes)

4131 Helter Shelter (6) Nov 60
4132 Witch Crafty (6) Dec 60
4133 Private Eye Pooch (6) Jan 61
4134 Bedtime Bedlam (6).. Feb 61
4135 Squareshootin’ Square

(6) Mar 61
4136 Bronco Busters (6).. Apr 61

SPECIAL
4104 Football Highlights of

1960 (10) Dec 60
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4101 Pacific Paradise (14) Nov 60

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE

(Technicolor Reissues)

8301 Room & Bird (7) Sep 60
8302 Cracked Quack (7) . . . . Oct 60
8303 His Hare Raising

Tale (7) Oct 60
8304 Gift Wrapped (7) Nov 60
8305 Little Beau Pepe (7) Dec 60
8306 Tweet Tweet Tweety

(7) Dec 60
8307 Bunny Hugged (7).... Jan 61

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

8721 From Hare to Heir (7) Sep 60
8722 Lighter Than Hare (7) Dec 60

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TUNES

(Technicolor)
8701 The Dixie Fryer (7).. Sep 60
8702 Hopalong Casualty (7) Oct 60
8703 Trip for Tat (7) . ...Oct 60
8704 Doggone People (7) . . Nov 60
8705 High Note (7) Dec 60
8706 Cannery Woe (7) Jan 61
8707 Zip ’n Snort (7) Jan 61

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two Reels)

8001 Enchanted Islands

( • • ) Oct 60
(One Reel)

8507 Riviera Days (..).... Nov 60

MISCELLANEOUS
©Donald in Mathmagic

Land (28) (BV)..Dec59
©Eyes in Outer Space

(26) (BV) . . Dec 59
©Gala Day at Disneyland

(25) (BV) . . Mar 60
©How to Have an Accident at

Work (7) (BV) . . Mar 60
©Islands of the Sea (23) (BV)
©Japan (28) (BV)
©Mysteries of the Deep

(24) (BV) . . Feb 60
©Noah’s Ark (20) . . (BV) . . Nov 59
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s.
XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY
Mi^HABOUT PICTURESM

'Mike' Is a Reliei
"For the Love of Mike" (20th-Fox) is a very

fine family picture, good story and color. It is

o big relief from the heavy crime, sex and
violent pictures and several patrons said so.

LEONARD J. LEISE
Roxy Theatre,
Randolph, Neb.

ALLIED ARTISTS
I Passed for White (AA)—Sonya Wilde, James

Franciscus, Pat Michon. Book it—they will like it!

Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Good.

—

Mel Dan-
ner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

Raymie (AA)—David Ladd, Julie Adams, John
Agar. A real wonderful show. Should have been
longer. We are proud to recommend something like
this for the whole family. Played Fri., Sat. Weather:
Good.—Leonard J. Leise, Roxy Theatre, Randolph,
Neb. Pop. 1,029.

AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL
House of Usher (AIP)—Vincent Price, Myrna

Fahey, Mark Damon. Color and 'Scope on this one,
which was very well made. The story was all dragged
out and couldn't hold the people's attention. De-
serves a play date, but would suggest adding an-
other action picture with it. After all, this company
is giving us the pictures that go across today. So
they should be supported. Business was fair. Played
Fri., Sat. Weather: Snowy.—Harold J. Smith, Wilson
Theatre, Wilson, N. Y. Pop. 1,100.

COLUMBIA
From Here to Eternity (Col), reissue—Montgomery

Clift, Burt Lancaster, Frank Sinatra. A grand picture
with top stars that did above-average business. A top
moneymaker in its day. Play it and listen to the
good comments. Played Wed.

—

B. L. Brown jr., asst,
mgr.. Arcade Theatre, Sandersville, Ga. Pop. 5,424.

Hell Is a City (Col)

—

Stanley Baker, John Crawford,
Billie Whitelaw. Tough, extremely well-made and
acted British gangster story. May be difficult to
sell on your side due to lack of marquee names, but
title and Stanley Baker in the lead ought to help
along. Played Wed. through Sat. Weather: Wet.—
Dave S. Klein, Astra Theatre, Kitwe/Nkana, Northern
Rhodesia, Africa. Pop. 13,000.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Gun Glory (MGM)—Stewart Granger, Rhonda Flem-

ing. Chill Wills. Went back and brought out a 1957
feature. For action fans, here it is. The 'Scope and
color is beautiful. Our print was in real good condi-
tion, just as if it were new. We held our own on it.

Played Fri., Sat., Sun. Weather: Cool, rainy.—Harold
J. Smith, Wilson Theatre, Wilson, N. Y. Pop. 1,100.

Key Witness (MGM)—Jeffrey Hunter, Pat Crowley,
Dennis Hopper. I think that these juvenile delin-
quency pics are harmful to our young generation,
and this one is no exception. It's the roughest one
yet. It's well made, though, and contains superior
acting. Susan Harrison as Ruby is great. Played
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Snow.—Paul Fournier
Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

Where the Hot Wind Blows (MGM)—Gina Lollo-
brigido, Yves Montand. Leave if alone. Definitely
boring, long and most uninteresting. I myself am an
ardent movie fan and I had to walk out on this
Played Fri., Sat., Sun.—Paul Gamache, Welden The-
atre, St. Albans, Vt. Pop. 8,600.

PARAMOUNT
G.l. Blues (Para)—Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse,

Leticia Roman. Good color, good entertainment. Due
to the last basketball game of the season on Fri.
and a big dance on Sat., we only had an average
weekend. Two yeors in the Army didn't seem to
hinder Elvis' career. Played Fri., Sat., Sun. Weather:
Rainy.—Harold J. Smith, Wilson Theatre, Wilson
N. Y. Pop. 1,100.

Psycho (Para)—Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh, John
Gavin, Vera Miles. Boy, what a cow this one was.
She was milked until dry at a drive-in nine miles
away,

,

then I come along and play it at Para-
mount's outrageous terms to please a few patrons.
Results—a dead cow. I wouldn't recommend it if

your situation is similar to mine. Played Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. Weather: Fair.—Joe Machetta. Emerson The-
atre, Brush, Colo. Pop. 2,300.

Savage Innocents, The (Para)—Anthony Quinn,
Yoko Tani. Played with "Freckles," from 20th-Fox.
Here is a good combination for family entertain-
ment. It was well received by those who saw it.

However, business was bad because of local ac-
tivities. I'm not sorry I played these pictures, be-
cause they're well worth playing. We should support
this type of movie rather than all this sex and
swearing. Then you may regain some of your lost
support from former moviegoers.—Harold J. Smith,
Wilson Theatre, Wiison, N. Y Pop. 1,100.
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20TH CENTURY-FOX
Esther and the King (20th-Fox)—‘Richard Egan,

Joan Collins, Denis O'Dea. What a waste. Beautiful

color, costumes, scenery and acres of girls, but no
customers. Hope you do better.—Paul Gamache,
Welden Theatre, St. Albans, Vt. Pop. 8,600.

Flame Over India (20th-Fox)

—

Lauren Bacall, Ken-
neth More, Herbert Lorn. I can remember when a

picture like this did excellent business, but today
there is too much of everything except showbusi-
ness. Failed to make expenses on this one. Played
Sat.. Sun., Mon Weather: Fair.—Carl P. Anderka,
Rainbow Theatre, Castroville, Tex. Pop. 1,500.

Flaming Star (20th-Fox)—‘Elvis Presley, Dolores Del
Rio, Barbara Eden. Very good. With a heavy com-
petition from sports, dances and weather, it's still

much better than average. Do book it.—Paul Gam-
ache, Welden Theatre, St. Albans, Vt. Pop. 8,600.

Let's Make Love (20th-Fox)—Marilyn Monroe,
Yves Montand, Tony Randall. Best musical seen for

a long time. Marilyn delightful in this, but Yves
Montand right there with her, and Wilfrid Hyde
White close behind. Enjoyed by big audiences. You
have nothing to fear with MM heading the cast.

Men loved it. A lot of women don't like her, but
then they have good reason to feel frustrated with
her around! Frankie Vaughan, British idol, a com-
plete waste in this film. What happened, Fox? He de-
serves better with his talent.—Dave S. Klein, Astra
Theatre, Kitwe/Nkana, Northern Rhodesia, Africa.
Pop. 13,000.

Lost World, The (20th-Fox) — Fernando Lamas,
Michael Rennie, Claude Rains. Those who came
enjoyed it. Color and 'Scope added to the realism. In

my opinion it was better and perhaps more plausible
than "Journey to the Center of the Earth." Good
cast. Publicity would have helped.—Chuck Garard,
Warsaw Theatre, Warsaw, III. Pop. 2,000.

One Foot in Hell (20th-Fox)—Alan Ladd, Don Mur-
ray, Dolores Michaels. This is only a fair western,
with only soso drawing power. The title is not a good
one and so business was off. The acting in it was
good, but the photography in color was only fair.

Played Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Nice.—Paul Four-
nier, Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

UNITED ARTISTS
Horse Soldiers, The (UA)—John Wayne, William

Holden, Constance Towers. Two good stars wasted
in this one. The western fans were disappointed,
while the others thought this neither fish nor fowl.
Title did not help, either. Business well below aver-
age. Played Wed. through Sat. Weather: Hot.—
Dave S. Klein, Astra Theatre, Kitwe/Nkana, North-
ern Rhodesia, Africa. Pop. 13,000.

Magnificent Seven, The (UA)—Yul Brynner, Steve
McQueen, Horst Buchholz, Eli Wallach. Very good.
Satisfied all our "thundering hoofs" fans. And now
that's all that counts. Only peeve is we had to
book "Inherit the Wind" to get this. Played Wed.
through Sat.—Paul Gamache, Welden Theatre, St.

Albans, Vt. Pop. 8,600.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Jet Pilot (U-l>—John Wayne, Janet Leigh, Jay

C. Flippen. A silly and stupid aerial picture about a
lady pilot (Russian spy) and her attempts to land
an American airman. Acting, direction, production
all poor. It's old, leave it in the can. No business
at all here.—Paul Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St.

Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

Portrait in Black (U-l)—Lana Turner. Anthony
Quinn, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Good picture, good
cast; but it will not compare with "Imitation of Life,"
Film rental too high. Biz, only about average.
Didn't make any money because of the high film
rental. Played Sun., Mon.—Harold L. Rackley, Pal-
ace Theatre, Beebe, Ark. Pop. 1,200.

WARNER BROS.
Ocean's 11 (WB)—Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin,

Peter Lawford, Angie Dickinson. Major companies
should pay more attention to titles. This title might
have come from a book, I don't know. It's a fine

'Rebel Breed' Appeals
"This Rebel Breed" (Warner Bros.) had what

the teenagers wanted to see and they come to
see it. Sort of controversial with the mixed
races and all, but it all ended well and every-
one liked it. Away above average! Ploy it.

HAROLD L. RACKLEY
Palace Theatre,
Beebe, Ark.

show in every respect; the ending is really good.
Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Snow.

—

Mel Dan-
ner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

Summer Place, A (WB)—Richard Egan, Dorothy
Malone, Sandra Dee, Troy Donahue. Highly enter-
taining adults' and young people's picture in color.
Should do well in all situations. Did above average
business here. Played five days.—‘B. L. Brown jr.,

asst, mgr.. Arcade Theatre, Sandersville, Ga. Pop.
5,424.

Write—
YOUR REPORT OF THE PICTURE YOU

HAVE JUST PLAYED FOR THE

GUIDANCE OF FELLOW EXHIBITORS

_—High t_Now

TO:

The Exhibitor Has His Say
BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd.,

Kansas City 24, Mo.

Title Company

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Title Company

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Title Company

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Title Company

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Exhibitor

Theatre Population

City State
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature rl views
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® Vistavision; ® Superscope; ® Naturama; ® Rego I scope; ® Technlromo. For story synopsis on each picture, see reverse side.

Days of Thrills and Laughter F Comedy

20th-Fox (114) 93 Minutes Rel. Mar. '61

gers

’-err
0 Once again Robert Youngson has dug into the files of old

pictures and has come up with 93 minutes of hilarious fun. -

Segments of great comedies of the past, as well as clips 602
)

from hair-raising serials, have been combined into a solid _
program that will please patrons of all ages. The amazing
part of the compilation is the clarity of the prints, some of the
sequences going back as far as 1904. Of course, sound has
been added, effectively synchronized with the action by
Alfred Dahlem and Ralph Curtiss. And the music, based
upon themes and styles of piano and organ players when
motion pictures were very young, was written skilfully and
conducted by Jack Shaindlin. Youngson, who previously
turned out "The Golden Age of Comedy" and "When
Comedy Was King," has collected highlight spots from
pictures starring Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin, Stan
Laurel, Pearl White, Houdini, Ben Turpin and others. Despite
side-splitting antics of all the players, the film proves that
Chaplin was the king of them all. His appearances drew the
biggest laughs at a preview showing, but the effectiveness
of the others must not be minimized.

Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin, Stan Laurel, Oliver
Hardy, Houdini, Pearl White, many others.

The Secret Partner F Si
MGM (115) 91 Minutes Rel. Mar. '61

Stewart Granger, supported by a cast of first-rate British

character actors, adds plausibility to a crime melodrama
which would be routine except for its surprise twist at the

ditior) climax. Next to Granger, the chief selling angle is Haya
''ppo Harareet, the Israeli beauty in her first role since playing

Esther in "Ben-Hur." Although she is adequate in a modern,
smartly gowned role, Miss Harareet seems better suited to

Biblical parts. Produced in England by Michael Relph and
directed by Basil Dearden, who previously teamed on
"Sapphire," the screenplay by David Pursall and Jack Seddon
mingles intrigue, blackmail and big-time robbery to keep
audiences puzzled as to the identity of a masked stranger

—

even avid wiio-dun-it addicts may not guess it. Actual lo-

cations, many of them on the Thames embankment, add the

properly foggy atmosphere and Bernard Lee, as a work-
weary Scotland Yard superintendent working on his final

case before retirement; Lee Montague, as his live-wire

detective inspector, and Norman Bird, as a drink-fuddled
dentist, contribute standout performances. There is scant
footage devoted to romance although Granger and Miss
Harareet make a striking pair. Music was composed and
conducted by Philip Green.

Stewart Granger, Haya Harareet, Bernard Lee, Hugh
Burden, Lee Montague, Norman Bird, Melissa Stribling.

The Canadians F ££ S
D,™

0
20th-Fox (105) 85 Minutes Rel. Mar. '61

The scenic beauty of the Canadian open country is one
of the chief attributes of this picture which was shot in the
Cypress Hills, 200 miles west of Regina. For audiences not
too discriminating, it should offer some measure of enter-
tainment but it lacks sustained action to please the avid
action fan. The short running time makes it suitable twin
bill fare. The story is that of the Royal Canadian Northwest
Mounted Police and its job to keep peace between the

ittituc whites and the Indians about 75 years ago. There are some
Ian F raids, fights and a horse stampede to give it intermittent

action. Robert Ryan is the rugged Mounted Police officer
who, with two aides, goes after and captures John Dehner, •

relty\

an American rancher, and his henchmen who have massa- lc 'yn
'

cred an Indian village in retaliation for the loss of some
horses. Featured is Teresa Stratas, a Metropolitan Opera
singer, who has a small role as a white girl who had been
captured by the Indians. She sings well but adds little to the
story. Produced in CinemaScope and color by De Luxe, the
picture was produced by Herman E. Webber and directed by
Burt Kennedy, who also wrote the story.

Robert Ryan, John Dehner, Teresa Stratas, Torin Thatcher,
Burt Metcalfe, John Sutton, Jack Greley, Scott Peters.

Posse From Hell F R

£
o: ^

Univ.-IntT (6112) 89 Minutes Rel. May '61

There is a possibility that the names of topliners Audie
Murphy and John Saxon—plus photography in Eastman
Color of captivating background scenery—some verdant,
some rugged—may attract paying customers away from their

television sets to see this parcel of blood-soaked sagebrush.
If so, it may prove a profitable booking. If not, it will enter
the records as just another western, suitable for either end
of a dual bill in middle bracket situations. To bring about
the former contingency, theatremen probably will have to

resort to a bit of intensive exploitation, because, in the final

analysis, the offering is a larger-scale version of dozens of

six-gun sagas that are available on video. True, these idiot

qJ
r

j
box subjects are limited to a half hour or hour, so, to

lengthen this to respectable running time, producer Gordon
Kay and director Herbert Coleman—neither of whom cover
themselves with glory—had to interpolate long riding se-
quences, a cavalcade of cliches and occasional sallies into
quasi-philosophical dialog. There is only one femme in the
cast and, inasmuch as getting herself roundly raped is her
most important contribution to the dull histrionics, her part
is trifling.

Audie Murphy, John Saxon, Zohra Lampert, Vic Morrow,
Robert Keith, Ward Ramsey, Rudolph Acosta.

Mailbag Robbery F Me,odrama

Tudor Pictures 70 Minutes Rel. Mar. '61

A robbery that has been calculated with split-second
timing is the intriguing plot of this British import produced
and directed by Compton Bennett, with "Carry On, Nurse"
producer Peter Rogers as executive producer. It can probably
be sold as a mixture of the nail-biting suspense of the
memorable Gallic effort, "Rififi," and some of the Alfred
Hitchcock-conceived adventures of criminals coming up
against the unanticipated just when success is within firm
grasp. Lee Patterson, girl friend Kay Callard and Alan
Gifford board a London^bound train in Glasgow, intent on
stealing a half-million pounds in bank notes from a locked
compartment. But from the moment the train leaves its

point-of-origin, however, unforeseen situations constantly
arise to harass and hamstring these professional criminals.
The minutes tick by maddeningly, and the threesome finds
itself mere inches away from the anticipated riches. They
are continually interrupted by overly inquisitive passengers,
and frequent mishaps delay their timed schedule alarming-

,,
ly. and the train, The Flying Scot, races by their "dropping

We d point" for the loot before they've reached the money. Great
ure, suspense, this. Scripting, by Norman Hudis, is highly dra-

matic, never wasteful with light frills.

Lee Patterson, Kay Callard, Alan Gifford, Kerry Jordan, ’ s ior

Jeremy Bodkin, John Dearth, Patsy Smart.

Rocket Attack. U.S.A. F “"j

Exploit Films-Brenner 66 Minutes Rel. Mar. '61

Barry Mahon, the producer-director, is concerned here
with realistic conjecture—what happens if the United States

has to endure another Pearl Harbor episode, this time in the

form of a sudden missile attack from behind the Iron Curtain?

The 66 minutes running time is the only thing running
against its complete success, in that the just over an hour's

span doesn't permit a full dimensioned story treatment, al-

though, conceivably, the audience element for which the

vehicle is obviously destined, won't quibble. Moreover,
they'll have the rather voluptuous form of the leading lady,

Monica Davis, as an added attraction. She's cast as mistress

of the Russian Minister of Defense, who goes willingly to

her death while attempting to unsuccessfully stop a Soviet
missile launching against these shores. John McKay, the
erstwhile secret American agent who worms his way into

Moscow to ascertain just where the West stands in this

frightening turn of events, goes to his death, too. The two,
certainly, emerge as an engaging starring couple. The pro-
duction effects are far from the multimillion-dollar class, and
there's nary a known "name" present and accounted for.

It will have to open with considerable advance ballyhoo— and more timely the latter the better, understandably enough.
pt

ir
s Monica Davis, John McKay, Dan Kern, Edward Zemiuk,

Philip St. George.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways; (1) in any standard three-ring
loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, inctuding a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploitips; Adlines for Newspaper and Programs

THE STORY: "The Secret Partner" (MGM)
Stewart Granger, partner with Hugh Burden in a big

London shipping company, plans a party before paying off

an arrival from New York. Granger reveals to Burden that

his wife, Haya Harareet, has left him and, later that evening,
he is visited by a blackmailing dentist, Norman Bird, who is

aware of Granger's prison stretch for embezzlement. That
night, a hooded, muffled stranger steals a huge sum from
the shipping company. Scotland Yard suspects Granger, who
has left for France, and he is picked up for questioning.
Granger escapes but calls the police when he finds Bird
and makes the latter tell his blackmailing scheme. But
Scotland Yard is. not satisfied and eventually Miss Harareet
is revealed to be in league with Granger and their estrange-
ment was faked in order to throw off suspicion.
EXPLOITIPS:
Play up Stewart Granger by conducting a contest with

prizes for those who name his most famous MGM films,

"The Prisoner of Zenda," “King Solomon's Mines," "Beau
Brummel," "Scaramouche," etc, and his leading lady in each.
Mention that Haya Harareet is playing her first role since the
feminine lead in “Ben-Hur."

CATCHLINES:
So Perfect a Crime ... So Clever a Criminal ... So

Dangerous a Scheme! . . . Run! Run! You Must Find the
Secret Before It Finds You . . . Who Was the Shadowy
Master Criminal.

THE STORY: "Posse From Hell" (U-I)

Audie Murphy, embittered, cynical gunslinger, is sum-
moned to a frontier town to become deputy marshal. While
he is en route, his one friend, marshal Ward Ramsey, along
with three other men, is slain by four trigger-happy death
row escapees who terrorize the town, rob the bank and flee,

kidnapping Zohra Lampert. Murphy organizes a posse and
pursues the baddies who by this time have raped Zohra.
One by one the members of the posse drop out, some being
killed, some being sent home by Murphy because of in-

competence or his arbitrary attitude. Finally, the only re-
maining member is John Saxon, a tenderfoot bank clerk who
has proven bravest of them all. The murderers are all slain.
Murphy, Saxon and Zohra come home to a new life.

EXPLOITIPS:

Play up John Saxon to his teenager fans. Advertise as a
drama of hard-boiled life. Remind patrons that Zohra Lam-
pert debuted in the successful "Pay or Die."

CATCHLINES:

One-by-One the Posse Gave Up, Leaving the Real Work
to a Raw Tenderfoot and the Marshal . . . Law and Order
Pitted Against Vicious Criminals . . . One Woman Held by
Four Fear-Crazed Men.

THE STORY: "Rocket Attack, USA"
(Exploit Films-Joseph Brenner)

Soon after Sputnik I is in orbit, U. S. military leaders
wonder if the satellite has a function even more important
than propaganda. Can it be relaying scientific data back to

Soviet scientists? Special U. S. agent John McKay is sent
to Moscow, where he contacts a mysterious Russian girl who
has turned to the Western side because of an earlier mar-
riage to an American airman. The girl, Monica Davis, is

mistress of the Russian Minister of Defense, is able to tell

McKay that not only have the Russians got information from
Sputnik, but there is an upset in the government. The mili-
tary wants to send a missile to New York. When the Minister
of Defense learns of Miss Davis' true colors, she is killed,

along with the now unmasked McKay. The missile is fired.

But the U. S. shows its resoluteness; Americans will fight on.

EXPLOITIPS:
Stage a lobby or interior display of Boy Scout troop-

constructed rocket models. Get Civil Defense to cooperate
on display material, too. Mount a dummy rocket on a tour-

ing truck, with loud speaker bellowing, "What would YOU
do if you had one hour before an enemy rocket strikes your
city?"

CATCHLINES:
From Another Continent . . . Destruction! . . Panic

—

Before the Rocket Strikes! . . . You'll Live, Maybe! . . .

Through ROCKET ATTACK, USA!

/ Alb
^

(20*

THE STORY: "Days of Thrills and Laughter" (20th-Fox)

Of course, there can be no actual story, but the film opens
with a shot of kids going to a local theatre on a Saturday
afternoon, circa 1920. The first sequence is from a French
comedy made in 1904. Then comes the Mack Sennett era

with his Keystone cops, Mabel Normand, Ford Sterling, Fatty
5
°P- Arbuckle and the famous Bathing Beauties. This is followed

.aurr by highlights from two Chaplin comedies, "The Cure" and
"The Fugitive." Douglas Fairbanks in “Wild and Wooly,"
made in 1917, shows his prowess as an athlete. The works
of Sennett and Hal Roach are then displayed with such
clowns as Snub Pollard, Oliver Hardy, Stan Laurel (before

they were teamed), Harry Langdon, Cameo, the Wonder Dog
and others. Then come the serials, with Houdini, Pearl

White, Ruth Roland, Boris Karloff, followed by a fun-and-
thrill-packed runaway train segment featuring Monty Banks.
The windup with Charlie Chase is a perfect finale.

EXPLOITIPS:
Anything an exhibitor did with Youngson's previous pic-

tures should work with this one but it has the added at-

traction of Charlie Chaplin. Put a player-piano with old-time
music rolls in the lobby.

CATCHLINES:
Take a Trip Down Memory Lane . . . Across the Screen

Come the World's Greatest Comedians ... It Proves That

Action Is Funnier Than Words . . . Kids, See What Pop and
Grandpop Used to Laugh At—and You’ll Laugh Louder.

THE STORY: "The Canadians" (20th-Fox)

With the massacre of General Custer's troops at Little Big

Horn, the Iroquois Indians flee to Canada. Robert Ryan, a
Mounted Police officer, and two men are assigned to warn
the Indians they can stay in Canada as long as they remain
peaceful. The Indians agree. But they want revenge when
John Dehner, an American rancher, plunders an Indian
village and carries off Teresa Stratas, a white girl who had
been stolen five years before. Ryan and his men go after

Dehner and his henchmen, disarm them and start on the

long trek to the nearest police barracks, a week away.
After days of travel, the ranchers break away and take the

girl with them. The troopers go in pursuit and the girl is

killed when she tries to save Ryan's life. The ranchers even-

^ tually are killed when Indians cause a horse stampede and
-. W the men are pushed over a cliff. Ryan and his men head
itwe back to their headquarters, their mission accomplished.

EXPLOITIPS:
Arrange with sporting goods stores to display hunting

and camping equipment as a tieup. Tie up with travel

agencies which promote Canadian tours.

CATCHLINES:
Theirs the Courage That Stood Against the Killers Custer

Couldn't Stop . . . They Rode Where No Man Dared Before

. . . She Was One White Squaw Among Three Desperate
Men . . . Filmed in the Towering Timberlands Where the

Story Really Happened.

THE STORY: "Mailbag Robbery" (Tudor)

Petty criminal Lee Patterson learns that periodically the

Bank of Scotland sends half a million pounds in one pound
notes to London for destruction. The money is transported

on the crack passenger train. He rehearses his plan by mak-
ing the train trip several times. He brings girl friend Kay
Callard into the scheme—they are to reserve an adjacent
compartment, and, en route, break through, steal the money,
dropping it to accomplice Alan Gifford at a prearranged
point along the line. During the actual theft trip, however,
everything goes wrong—Gifford becomes seriously ill, and
they are constantly interrupted by inquisitive passengers

—

until they have long passed their dropping point on the

track and they've yet to get to the money. They are busily

stuffing the money into suitcases when the ticket collector

catches a glimpse of the notes. As the train reaches London,
a welcoming committee of policemen awaits the trio.

EXPLOITIPS:

Peter Rogers, best-known for his "Carry On” comedies
efforts, is the executive producer. Play up his turn to suspense
drama.

CATCHLINES:
pect;
Tuer
\A'

Jing
?r: Sr
M.-

Theirs Was a Well-Calculated Crime! But They Forgot to

Consider the Unexpected! . . . Innocent Foil in a Calculated
Crime . . . Time Alone Stands Between Them and a Fortune!

c
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RATES: 15c per word, minimum $1.50, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions for price
of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
° answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE. 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

CLEflfilllG HOUSE
HELP WANTED

Exceptional employment opportunities
lor Drive-In and Walk-In Theatre Man-
agers in Southern California. Large cir-
cuit offers ideal working conditions and
liberal medical, hospitalization and life
insurance coverage, plus an excellent
retirement plan. If you should vacation
in California, contact Jim Barka for a
personal interview, Pacific Drive-In The-
atres Corp., 141 South Robertson Blvd.,
Los Angeles 48, California. All inquiries
will be held strictly confidential.

City manager for key midwestern town,
with progressive independent circuit. Top
salary plus bonus and all benefits. All
replies confidential. Boxoffice, 9249,

Wanted: Theatre man to act as drive-
in manager and handle promotion and ex-
ploitation for small Eastern circuit. Please
give age, experience and all other pertin-
ent facts in letter. Boxoffice, 9243.

Wanted: Experienced manager for large
de luxe Detroit drive-in theatre. Year
around position. Circuit operation. Many
benefits plus top salary for right man.
Reply to: W. Alexander, 19440 Harper
Avenue, Detroit 36, Michigan.

Representative Wanted: To sell adver-
tising in conjunction with Theatre Out-
door Frame Service. Liberal commission
plan assures high earnings to qualified
man after short training period. Car re-
quired. Write or wire Romar-Vide Com-
pany, Chetek, Wisconsin.

POSITIONS WANTED
Projectionist, 14 years experience, all

makes, very reliable, good references.
Go anywhere. Boxoffice, 9239.

Manager: Experienced, conventional
first-run drive-in, family man, age 43.
Boxoffice 9237.

Experienced: Now sales manager in For-
eign and Art films. Formerly sales repre-
sentative for major distributor. Positive
attitude and enthusiasm Age 30. Desire
San Francisco area. Boxoffice, 9242.

Presently employed as general manager
and film buyer for small circuit of con-
ventional and drive-in theatres. Excellent
references. What have you to offer? Box-
office, 9244.

College student desires summer position
as projectionist (non-union) or assistant
manager or combination. Prefers drive-in.
Will go anywhere. Doug McLuen, Anita,
Iowa.

S.O.S. Theatre and apartment lost in
fire, no insurance. Please help us. Ten
years experience in all phases. Middle
aged couple. Wife an accountant. Box-
office, 9247.

Young, aggressive, experienced. Desires
position in N. J. as manager or assistant.
Plans future with theatre industry. Box-
office, 9251.

Theatre Manager: Experience promo-
tional and exploitation, executive ability,

excellent references, hard worker, travel
no problem, age 30. Available NOW
Boxoffice, 9254.

Manager: 30 years experience hardtops
and drive-ins. Exploitation and promotion
my specialty. Available at once. P.O.
Box 1125, Lansing 4, Michigan.

Assistant Manager, 23 years of age Ex-
perienced and very interested in the busi-
ness. Prefer Hollywood or L. A. area. Ex-
cellent references. Available May 22,
1961. Boxoffice, 9259.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Used butter dispenser. Send details re-

garding age, use, etc. Box 271, Brown-
field, Texas.

Wanted: Used theatre booth equipment.
We dismantle. Leon Jarodsky, Lincoln The-
atre, Paris, Illinois.

Wanted: Two tubular rectifiers 60 to 70
amps. Fred Schad, 3621 Main St-, East
Chicago, Indiana.

Wanted: Western Electric Mirrophonic
theatre sound equipment, 594A drivers,

horns, divider networks and amplifiers.

Lester Carr, Fort Evans Farm, Leesburg,
Virginia.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
STILL HAVE PLENTY—1KW Arclamps,

Brenkert, Simplex, Strong, $69.50; More-
lite, Forest, BallOntyne 65 amp., $49.50
Some with reflectors. Complete booth out-
fits, projection and sound, from $895.00.
Good serviceable condition. S.O.S.

,
602

W. 52nd Street, New York 19.

For Sale, Cheap. Complete theatre
equipment, booth, seats, large blower
and motor. American Theatre, Corning,
Iowa.

Will trade my 5%" and/or 6" lenses
for 31/2

' and/or . Box 5, Grand Is-
land, Nebraska.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
SACRIFICE! New Hilux 14'x22' silver

seamless soundscreen. Original factory
case. Make reasonable offer. Star Cinema
Supply, 621 West 55th Street, New York
19.

WAGNER, ADLER, BEVELITE BLACK or
RED: Replacement Marquee Letters, 4",
40c ; 8", 60c ; 10", 75c; 12", $1.00; 14",

$1.50; 16", $1.75; 17", $2.00; 24", $3.00
(lQ7o discount 100 letters or over $60.00
list). S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New
York 19.

NOW 70mm PROJECTION available!
Write S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New
York 19.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Drive-In Equipment: Simplex, RCA,

'Scope. Box 44, Ada, Ohio.

Complete drive-in equipment Any
reasonable offer accepted. Write for de-
tails. Boxoffice, 9257.

Miniature trains, all types, sizes, new
used. Photos, brochure, $1.00. TRAINS,
33 N. Winthrop, Rehoboth, Mass.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action! $4.50M cards. Other

games available, on, off screen. Novelty
Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 1G0-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 346 West 44th St., New York
36. N. Y.

Midget Bibles. $50/thousand. lxlt/2 ",

224 pages. Samples, prices 10c. Johnson-
Smith, D-951, Detroit 7.

Comic Books . . . Toys . . . Novelties
. . . Free catalog. Hecht Mfg., 184 W.
Merrick Road, Merrick, N. Y.

STILL DOUBLING ATTENDANCE: with
STOOGE rings . . . other types also avail-
able. Write Box 248, Pulaski, Wisconsin.

Film Slides. Colorpress, Box 11292, Ft.
Worth, Texas.

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING
IF YOU OWN A COPY of Trout's Sound
and Projection Servicing Manual. In-
structions on servicing leading makes of
equipment . . . trouble-shooting charts,
basic schematics; tables on rest-
ances, voltages; data on lenses, lamps,
projectors, screens, sound, etc. Simpli-
fied . . . authentic. Additional Service
Sheets for 1961 to subscribers free. Data
on 35-70mm equipment. Price: $6 copy;
Cash or P.O. Order ... no CODs.
(Loose-leaf binder free) . . . Wesley
Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid, Oklahoma.

INTERMISSION TAPES
Pre-Show and Intermission Programs for

Drive-Ins. No more tape troubles . . .

use disc customized programs . . . same
orice as our superb tapes on HiFi LP
records. Guaranteed to sell. Write for
free sample disc. Commercial Sound Ser-
vice. P. O. Box 5, Sulphur Springs,
Texas.

THEATRES FOR SALE
West Coast theatres ior sale. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearny Street, San Francisco 8, California.

Theatre For Sale: South Western Ne-
braska, county seat, large brick building.
Air-conditioned, seating 500, excellent
family opportunity. Additional rentals from
office and apartments. Box 352, Grant,
Nebraska.

For Sale to Settle Estate: Klamath The-
atre, 325 seats. Nearest competition 20
miles. Excellent family opportunity. Write
Klamath Theatre, Klamath, California.

State Theatre, Meyersdale, Pa., south-
western Pennsylvania. 500 seats. No com-
petition, population 3,300. Must sell due
to death of owner. Ideal family operation.
Price, $27,000 cash.

Silver Sky-Vue Drive-In, beautiful, with
finest equipment, highly profitable, won-
derful climate. H. D. McCloughan, Silver
City, New Mexico.

Two Northwest Drive-In Theatres. Ore-
gon Drive-In Theatre. In county seat, 10

acres. Price, $100,000, 29% down. Wash-
ington Drive-In Theatre. Six acres, draw-
ing area 25,000 population. Price $60,000,

50% down. Theatre Exchange Company,
5724 S. E. Monroe Street, Portland 22,

Oregon.

356-car drive-in. Priced to sell Town of

7,500. No other within 75 miles. Jet Drive-
In, Truth or Consequences, New Mexico.

For Sale: 425 drive-in and go-kart track

in popular vacation crea, Manchester,
Vermont. Built in 1955, latest in projection

and concession equipment. No reasonable
offer refused. Due to ill health am re-

tiring and selling my holdings. John B.

James, Sr., owner, Lake Shaftsbury, S.

Shaftsbury, Vermont.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
For Sale or Lease (option to buy) profit-

able small town theatre in central Wiscon-
sin. Worth investigating. Boxoffice 9240.

460-seat, University town, excellent Art
type theatre. Write Warren Theatres, Inc.,

POB 1101, Missoula, Montana.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted: To buy or lease drive-in the-

atres, 500-car capacity or larger. Boxoffice
9238

Have cash, will buy conventional or

drive-in. Send full particulars first letter.

Boxoffice, 9253.

Want to lease indoor theatre, give full

details. Boxoffice, 9258.

Wanted: To buy theatres in Florida

—

large coastal cities only. Drive-in or in-

door. Indoor must be de luxe operation or

capable of de luxe operation with re-

modeling. Might now be subrun suitable
for de luxe art operation. Prefer to buy
entire property. Not interested in family
operations losing money. Interested in

same type of theatres in large Ohio cit-

ies. Boxoffice, 9256.

FILMS WANTED
Wanted: 16 & 35mm Sound Films. Fea-

tures, shorts, serials. Will trade. Boxoffice,
9252.

16mm <S 35mm! United States, foreign
distribution. Cavalcade Enterprises, Box
1265, Coral Gables, Florida.

FILMS FOR SALE
16mm Sound Films: Tremendous sav-

ings. Don't delay, write for our free illus-

trated catalog. Features from $10.00 and
shorts from $2.00. Our prices can't be
beat. S. K. Films, 4331 Sheridan Avenue,
Miami Beach, Florida.

THEATRE TICKETS
Prompt Service. Special orinted roll

tickets. 100,000, $37.95; 10 000, $12.75;
2,000, $5.95. Each change in admission
price, including change in color, $4.25
extra. Double numbering extra. F. O. B.
Kansas City, Mo. Cash with order. Kan-
sas City Ticket Co., Dept. 11, 109 W. 18th
Street, Kansas City 8, Mo.

THEATRE SEATING
Good used late model chairs available,

rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs
Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519

Chairs rebuilt in your theatre, re-spac-
ing, sewed covers. Arthur Judge, 2100 E.

Newton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

Artificial Leather, Latest Vinyl Uphol-
stery: All colors, $1.25 per yd., 20 yds.
covers 60 seats. Write for samples. Com-
mercialeather, 116 Merrimac St., Boston.

900 Bodiform, 800 Pushback, Idealint,
Plywood chairs. Box 1734, Dallas.

For Sale Cheap: 500 upholstered Inter-

national chairs in excellent condition,
aud. lift. B. W. Clark, Box 365, Grayson,
Kentucky. Phone GR 4-4451.

POPCORN MACHINES
Popcorn machines, all makes. Complete

new popping units, $185.00 ex. Replace-
ment kettles, all machines. 120 So. Hoi-
sted, Chicago, 111.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIGGER POPCORN PROFITS with all

new Tender-Vender, now re-designed to

even finer operations and results. Nothing
to corrode, rust or peel. Warms, tender-
izes ana dispenses crisp, hot, delicious
popcorn. Shipped assembled; easy to

move; capacities right for any location

Write for facts. TENDER-VENDER POP-
CORN SERVICE CO., Popcorn Building,
Nashville, Tennessee.

MISCELLANEOUS
Night Club for sale in beautiful Vic-

toria, B C. Owners retiring after fourteen

years good business. Boxoffice, 9255.

Handy Subscription

Order Form
BOXOFFICE:
825 Van Brunt Blvd.,

Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to

BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year

(13 of which contain The MODERN
THEATRE Section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR

$5.00 FOR 2 YEARS

$7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed

Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET

TOWN STATE . . .

NAME

POSITION
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...every time you get a patron IN or NEAR your
THEATRE!

There ... on your own grounds ... on your own terms . . . you have

the opportunity to sell your next attraction . . . and many more to come!

In your LOBBY... your FOYER... and out in FRONT. .. patron

pulling NSS ACCESSORIES virtually shout their colorful story of your

current and coming attractions.

On your screen . .
.
your NSS TRAILER packs excitement and prom-

ise into every foot of its entertaining invitation to enjoy your forth-

coming HITS!

The number of patrons who visit you TODAY... are the number

of solid prospects you have, to sell your next attraction . . . and those

that follow.

THEY are the opportunity that’s knocking at your BOXOFFICE,

brother!

Can you think of anything that can sell them better

NSS TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES?

RATIOnflLRckeen
PRUfBOBr t

SERVICE
Ofmunousmy

than
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Harry Hendel, seated, executive secretary of Allied Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania, reviews

results of a 72-theatre saturation campaign in the Pittsburgh exchange area conducted under the

COMPO-MARCUS PLAN, with Phil Katz, who served as promotion coordinator, and Al Kolkmeyer,

branch manager for Universal, the company which provided the picture for the most recent and most

successful of five test campaigns. At left is Miss Meercy Braff, office secretary. A full report on the

industry-promoted saturation merchandising plan appears in the Showmandiser Section this issue.

Report to Industry

COMPO-Marcus

Plan a Success

In Test Area
Showmandiser Section

COMPO MARCUS Muo



METRO-GOLD A/YN-MAYER PRESENTS

A GEORGE PAL PRODUCTION s«s ANTHONY

BILL SMITH • EDWARD PLATT • FRANK DE KOVA • Screen Play I
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hLL • JOYCE TAYLOR • JOHN DALL
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Based on a Play by

SIR GERALD HARGREAVES Directed by GEORGE PAL
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SELENA...
who couldn't

hide her post

ond tried to

kill the only

mon she had

ever loved!

IT’S ALL HERE-the town... the people... the violence that had to happen the day

Allison returned—to face the accusing fingers and false morality of those she loved.

Watch It Top Those “Peyton Place’ Records This Spring!

ALLISON...
who wrote the

book that started

it all... who left

the Town a girl

and returned

a woman!

1 JEFF

LYNLEYUHANDLER
.p.

Di

LUCIANA BRETT
,,

GUNNAR ,11!

MlZZI - HA1SEV HELtStROMJEID
OIRECTEO BY SCREENPIAY BY

_ JOSE RONALD

Ferrer Ahem

RAFFAELA..
who saw her

marriage being

wrecked and

tried to destroy

herself and her

unborn child!

CONNIE...
who drove her
hnchanH anH

ROBERTA...
whose desperate

attempts on her

son's marriage

lead only to her own

destruction!
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LET THE BUYER 'BE AWARE'

T HERE’S an old Roman maxim. Caveat

Emptor, which means “Let the Buyer Be-

ware.” Changing it to “Let the Buyer Be Aware”
would seem to fit it to the action taken by the

board of directors of Theatre Owners of

America at its meeting in Washington during

the past week. For, here, the decision to make
information as to the subject matter and film

content available to members of TOA which

they, in turn, may pass on to their patrons, is

enabling them to “be aware” of what is to be

seen in pictures to be exhibited. Thus, they will

be forewarned, as it were, and less likely to be

“shocked” by what they have chosen for them-

selves—or their children—to see.

There long has been public complaint over

the lack of adequate information about film

content, as well as over misleading statements

and illustrations in advertising. The effort to be

made to provide accurate information should

help to correct that situation.

The TOA resolution makes clear that its ob-

jective is in the public interest and its carrying

forward at the local level, at the discretion of

each individual exhibitor, should go a long way

in allaying, if not eliminating, the threatening

encroachment of governmental censorship. Just

how effective this “positive” action by TOA
members and other exhibitors may be depends

on how well it is handled in each situation.

Meanwhile, we believe that the TOA action can

have a salutary effect in creating much public

goodwill. It shows a recognition of the exhibit-

ors’ feeling of responsibility to the public in the

matter of providing screen entertainment that

will be in good taste and the desire to meet the

public’s demands therefor.

What system TOA will adopt in the dissem-

ination of the information to its members has

not been indicated, but it is believed that “The

Green Sheet,” published by the Film Estimate

Board of National Organizations, will be of ser-

vice therein. Two midwest circuits already have

under way utilization of what might be called a

“modified classification” of audience suitability,

based on motion picture ratings provided by

“The Green Sheet.” Central States Theatres of

Des Moines and Commonwealth Theatres of

Kansas City are adopting symbols to be used

in their advertising designating a picture’s

suitability “For All” or “For Adults and Ma-
ture Youth” or only “For Adults.” Importantly,

the word “Recommended” is prominent in these

symbols, which are appropriately illustrated.

In San Francisco, the Blumenfeld Circuit has

been using a similar system in all of its advertis-

ing, including lobby displays for the past two

months. In Dallas and Memphis, exhibitors

have been instrumental in introducing audience

classification for films through sponsorship of

local “film estimate boards.” Whether the right

or wrong thing to do, these methods or systems

do indicate a trend in which the latter two have

been found to be effective. And yet, dangers

may be seen in both, which, as some in the in-

dustry fear, could open the door to censorship

rather than close it.

The TOA board wisely is continuing the liai-

son it established last year with the Production

Code Administration and the Screen Producers

Guild, both of which organizations figure highly

in what film fare will be made available for ex-

hibitors to offer the public. There is no denying

that the whole hub-bub over censorship is cen-

tered in what comes out of the studios. The pro-

ducers are first to make the choice of subject

matter, and how it is to be depicted, over which

the PCA exercises a certain—sometimes un-

certain—control. If the PCA and SPG will bend

an attentive ear to what the TOA reports on

public reactions to various films, the pressures

that recently have arisen would, certainly, be

eased.

Meanwhile, it is well to “Let the Buyer Be

Aware.”

The COMPO-Marcus Plan

Once more cooperative effort has proved its

worth, this time in a way that is helpful to

exhibitors in small town situations and, at the

same time, as a means of increasing revenue

for distributors. The COMPO-Marcus plan,

which has undergone a thorough test in the

Pittsburgh territory through several months of

severe weather conditions and other handicaps,

is a resounding success. It sets a pattern that

can be utilized in all parts of the country. In

fact, it already has proved itself to be highly

adaptable, from its very beginning by Ben

Marcus, who initiated the plan in his own
theatres in Wisconsin; in further use of this

method of picture merchandising by other ex-

hibitors in cooperation with distributors in that

state; in similar efforts in the Great Plains

area on an extensive scale; and in the little

state of Montana on a very small scale.

How and why the COMPO-Marcus plan

worked, what types of pictures were best suited

to this form of merchandising and other perti-

nent facts are set forth in the comprehensive

report thereon in the Showmandiser section in

this issue. We believe our readers will find this

report highly interesting and of practical worth.



TOA'S CLASSIFICATION ANSWER:
KEEP MOVIE PATRONS INFORMED

Central States Circuit Introducing

Film Rating Service in Advertising

Asks Greater Degree

Of Self-Discipline in

Enforcing Code
WASHINGTON — Theatre Owners of

America last week took steps to establish a

system which will offer information to its

members on subject matter and content on
all motion picture features, information
which exhibitors in turn can make avail-

able to their patrons. This was one of two
measures taken by the board of directors

Monday (20) in an effort to ward off

threats of censorship.

ALSO URGE ‘GOOD TASTE’
The board also urged that the Production

Code “be construed and enforced with a

greater degree of self-discipline, with good

taste, and consistent with the original

principles and objectives for which the

Code was established.”

In the same resolution, the directors

recommended that “The Production Code,

properly administered, should receive the

support and respect of the members of

Theatre Owners of America.”
These measures were somewhat less than

recent suggestions of Albert Pickus, presi-

dent, that a system of film classification

be established and that exhibitors deny
playing time to pictures which fail to

receive the Production Code seal. However,
the Pickus goals are expected to be
achieved in the plan to provide exhibitors

with information on films which can be
adapted in various forms for channelling
to patrons.

In addition, the board urged its liaison

committee, headed by George Kerasotes,
to accelerate its work of acquainting both
the Production Code Administration and
the Screen Producers Guild “with the ex-
press reaction of exhibitors throughout
the country as to the effectiveness of the
Code reflected by their patrons’ reaction to
Code-approved pictures.” Through such
continuing joint cooperation “those respon-
sible can be more responsive to their ob-
ligations as custodians of an important
medium of communication.”

REITERATE CENSORSHIP STAND
The board also reiterated its opposition

to censorship. The resolution on this sub-
ject read: “The Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica adheres unequivocally to the principle
that the motion picture medium is en-
titled to the full protection offered by the
federal constitution and believes that any
invasion of that constitutional protection
is offensive, not only to the interests of the
motion picture industry, but to the basic
philosophy underlying our American way
of life.”

Pickus was authorized by the board to
discuss the techniques of the plan to get
picture information to exhibitors with
Eric Johnston, MPAA president.

It also was formally announced at the
board meeting that United Theatre Own-
ers of the Heart of America, with head-
quarters in Kansas City, had become a
TOA affiliate.

DES MOINES—A movie rating service

has been introduced by Central States

Theatre Corp. in its advertising copy for

the more than 65 theatres the circuit op-
erates in Iowa and Nebraska, Myron
Blank, president, announced this week.
A set of three symbols will be used to

indicate the type of audiences that dif-

ferent films are most suited for—an oval

for pictures recommended for all ages, a
square for films recommended for adults

and mature youth, and a triangle for pic-

tures recommended for adults only.

Blank, a former president of Theatre
Owners of America, said the circuit will use
ratings of the Film Estimate Board of Na-
tional Organizations, which are published

HARRISBURG—The recent decision of

the United States Supreme Court uphold-
ing prior censorship of motion pictures has
given the state of Pennsylvannia new hope
that its 1959-enacted state censorship code
may, after all, be a constitutional measure.
Attorney General Anne X. Alpern went

before the state’s Supreme Court Tuesday
(21) and asked the court to uphold the
censorship law. She said that the law is

Film Stocks Booming
In a Bullish Market
New York—In the current bullish

market, motion picture stock shares are
rising in the price quotations.

Theatre Owners of America, in its

current bulletin, noted that two years
ago a buyer would have had to put out
a total of about $202 for one share of

stock in each of nine major film com-
panies.

In today’s market, the same single

share lot would cost $338.

TOA pointed out that in the last two
years, the film companies not only had
recovered from last fall’s market dip,

but had soared to a point that the
value of their shares now was 39 1/6 per
cent greater than in March 1959. The
only stock to show a loss was Walt
Disney, which almost had recovered
its 1959 peak.

Biggest gain was reported by Warner
Bros., now almost double of what it

was in 1959. Paramount is up 50 per
cent, Universal almost 60 per cent and
MGM more than 40 per cent.

twice a month in a form known to the

industry as the Green Sheet. News stories,

prepared by the circuit, announcing and
explaining the ratings plan, are being
placed in newspapers throughout the
circuit’s operating territory.

“We believe that by this method parents
in cities where we operate can more
readily determine what pictures they desire

their youngsters to see and enjoy,” Blank
said.

The rating service is also to be intro-

duced by Commonwealth Theatres, a
Kansas City-based circuit operating more
than 100 indoor and drive-in theatres in a

six-state area, according to Richard
Orear, president.

workable and, in her opinion, constitution-

al. She said her decision to seek the court’s

approval of the legislation was due to the

U. S. Supreme Court’s recent decision

which, she claimed, held that obscenity is

not within the area of free speech and
press guaranteed by the Constitution.

Last July, Judge Walter R. Sohn of the

Dauphin County Court delivered what was
believed to be a knockout blow to the code,

when he held that the 1959 law was vague
and indefinite and, as such, violated both
state and federal guarantees of freedom or

expression and due process of law. That
seemed to end the threat of censorship in

Pennsylvannia as the attorney general

made no move to appeal. The U. S. Su-
preme Court’s recent decision apparently
changed her mind.
At the hearing this week, Miss Alpern

again was opposed by the Pennsylvania
Ass’n of Amusement Industries, 20th
Century-Fox Corp., and William Goldman
Theatres, Inc., who petitioned the court to

declare the code unconstitutional.

The 1959 law created a three-member
control board that was given the power to

rule whether a film is obscene or un-
suitable for children, the latter category
including both obscene movies and those

which tend to incite to crime.

“Obscenity is the only grounds for the
disapproval of a film to be exhibited to

adults under the Motion Picture Control
Act,” the attorney general told the state

high court.

“The definition of obscenity contained
in the act is one which has been approved
recently by the U. S. Supreme Court and
by the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
The board is authorized to disapprove as

unsuitable for children a film which is

obscene or incites to crime,” she said.

Pennsylvania Moves to Obtain

Court Okay of Censorship Law
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APRIL RELEASES
VARIETY FOR

TO TOTAL 22 ;

EASTER SEASON
In Addition, Two Features

Go in Prerelease Dates;

12 of 22 From Abroad
By FRANK LEYENDECKER

NEW YORK—The month of April, which
includes the Easter period and the first

weeks of Spring, will offer exhibitors 22

new feature films from the majors and
leading independents, plus “One-Eyed
Jacks” and “The Absent-Minded Profes-

sor,” which will be playing prerelease en-

gagements in the key cities. This is a siz-

able increase over the 15 new features for

the Easter period in 1960, which came in

March.

SEVERAL FAMILY PICTURES
In addition to “One-Eyed Jacks,” which

is in VistaVision and Technicolor, and
“The Absent-Minded Professor,” the im-
portant pictures for April release will in-

clude several aimed at family audiences,

including “Dondi,” which is a late March
release but for Easter dates; “All Hands
on Deck,” a Cinemascope musical in De
Luxe Color; “Tomboy and the Champ,”
also in color, dealing with a girl and her
pet calf, and “The Green Helmet,” a rac-

ing action film. “Gone With the Wind”
will be reissued by MGM in conjunction
with the Civil War Centennial in 1961.

Others in color will include: “All in a

Night’s Work,” a comedy, “Madison Ave-
nue” and “Ferry to Hong Kong,” both in

Cinemascope; “The Minotaur” and “The
Sins of Rachel Cade.” Important black-

and-white films, in addition to “The Ab-
sent-Minded Professor” and “Dondi,” will

include: “A Raisin in the Sun,” from the
Broadway stage success; “Saturday Night
and Sunday Morning,” prize-winning Brit-

ish entry; “The Secret Ways,” entirely

filmed in Europe; “Two-Way Stretch,”

the British comedy; “Five Golden Hours,”
“Stop Me Before I Kill,” “Beware of Chil-

dren,” all of these filmed in England,
“Time Bomb,” made in Germany, and “Por-
trait of a Mobster.”
Of the 22 regular April releases, 12, or

more than half, were filmed either in Eng-
land or on the Continent.

LINEUP BY COMPANIES
Broken down by companies, the April

1961 releases will be:
ALLIED ARTISTS—"Time Bomb," filmed in Europe,

starring Curt Jurgens and Mylene Demongeot.
"Dondi," a late March release, is also scheduled
for Easter dates.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL—"Beware of Chil-
dren," produced in England, with Julia Lockwood,
Leslie Phillips and Noel Purcell.

COLUMBIA—"A Raisin in the Sun," from the
Broadway stage hit by Lorraine Hansberry, starring
Sidney Poitier and Claudia McNeill with Ruby Dee;
"Stop Me Before I Kill," made in England with
Claude Dauphin and Diane Cilento. and "Five Gol-
den Hours," starring Ernie Kovacs, Cyd Charisse and
George Sanders.

CONTINENTAL—"Saturday Night and Sunday
Morning," produced in England, starring Albert Fin-
ney, Shirley Ann Field and Rachel Roberts.

FILMGROUP—"Atlas," produced in Italy by Roger
Corman in Color and VistaScope, starring Michael
Forest.

LION INTERNATIONAL—"Shadows," produced in

To Ask Court of Appeals

To Halt Pay TV Testing
WASHINGTON—The Connecticut Com-

mittee Against Pay TV, through its attor-

ney, Marcus Cohn, has filed a notice of

appeal from the Federal Communications
Commission’s granting of a test of pay
television in Hartford. The appeal was
filed with the United States Circuit Court
of Appeals.

Philip Harling, chairman of the Joint

Committee Against Pay TV and of the

Anti-Pay TV Committee of Theatre Own-
ers of America, revealed the action in a

report to the midwinter meeting of TOA’s
board of directors here Tuesday (21). He
said the committee was prepared, if neces-

sary, to carry the case to the U. S. Su-
preme Court.

It was believed that the appeal would
have the effect of delaying the start of

the test by Zenith Radio Co. and RKO
General, partners in Phonevision, which,

under FCC approval, will carry the pro-

gram over Station WHCT in Hartford.

The Phonevision company was given six

months by the FCC to get the test started.

Harling said it was decided to pass up
the recourse of asking the FCC to review

the decision in order to expedite a test of

the basic issues in the case. The court ac-

tion would, in effect, provide such a test

of the basic issues, it was believed.

Instead, Harling said, the appeals court

will be asked not only to review the FCC
decision from the exhibitors’ claim that

proper consideration had not been given to

evidence which allegedly showed the

Phonevision test would not be in the pub-
lic interest, but also to the legality of the
jurisdiction of FCC action on pay TV it-

self.

“The FCC in its third order said it would

act on pay TV only after sufficient infor-

mation indicated it was in the public in-

terest,” Harling told the TOA board. “Yet
in granting the Phonevision authorization,

the FCC took the position that such a test

would be in the public interest. These two
statements are inconsistent. We do not be-

lieve the public airwaves can legally be

subjoined by private interests for private

profit and, therefore, the FCC had no
authority to make such a grant. We shall

ask for a court ruling on these points and,

if necessary, carry our appeal right on up
to the Supreme Court.”

Cohn’s notice of appeal was taken in

behalf of the Connecticut exhibitors who
were parties to the FCC hearings on the

Phonevision application last October, all

of whom were members of the Connecticut

committee.
Harling brought the directors up to date

on the current status of pay TV, includ-

ing the proposed test by Paramount’s Tele-

meter system in Little Rock, Ark., and the

grass roots campaign which will be launched
to seek Congressional action on bills to

outlaw the medium. He also discussed the

campaign to raise funds for the drive.

The Arkansas Public Service Commis-
sion will hold hearings shortly on the

Telemeter application for tests in Little

Rock. Harling said the Southwestern Bell

Telephone Co. was interested in knowing
when, if ever, it would get back part of

its investment. He said Arkansas exhibit-

ors, under the leadership of the state’s

TOA affiliate. Independent Theatre Own-
ers of Arkansas, would be represented at

the hearings and already were seeking to

arouse public opposition to the proposed
telecasting.

New York by John Cassavetes, with Lelia Goldoni
and Anthony Ray in the leading roles.

MGM—"The Green Helmet," produced in Eng-
land, with Bill Travers and Ed Begley with Nancy
Walters and Ursula Jeans, and the national re-
issue of David 0. Selznick's "Gone With the Wind,"
in Technicolor, starring Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh,
Olivia de Havilland and Leslie Howard.

PARAMOUNT—"All in a Night's Work," a Hal
Wallis production in color, starring Dean Martin,
Shirley MacLaine and Cliff Robertson.

SHOWCORPORATION — "Two-Way Stretch," a
British-made comedy, starring Peter Sellers with
Wilfrid Hyde White and Irene Handl.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX—"All Hands on
Deck," in Cinemascope and De Luxe Color, starring
Pat Boone, Buddy Hackett, Dennis O'Keefe and
Barbara Eden; "Ferry to Hong Kong," made in Eng-
land by J. Arthur Rank in CinemaScope Color, star-
ring Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles and Sylvia Syms, and
"Modison Avenue," in CinemaScope and De Luxe
Color, starring Dana Andrews, Eleanor Parker and
Jeanne Crain.

UNITED ARTISTS—"The Minotaur," made in

Italy in Totalscope and Technicolor, starring Bob
Mathias with Rosanna Schiaffino, and "A Matter
of Morals," made in Sweden with Maj-Britt Nilsson.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL — "The Secret
Ways," made in Europe, starring Richard Widmark

and Sonja Ziemann, and "Tomboy and the Champ,"
made in Texas in color, starring Candy Moore and
Ben Johnson.

WARNER BROS.—"Sins of Rachel Cade," in Tech-
nicolor, starring Angie Dickinson, Peter Finch and
Roger Moore, and "Portrait of a Mobster," starring
Vic Morrow and Ray Danton.

In addition, Paramount’s “One-Eyed
Jacks,” in VistaVision and Technicolor,
starring Marlon Brando, Karl Malden and
Katy Jurado, will be playing key city en-
gagements on the “audience convenience”
policy, and Walt Disney’s “The Absent-
Minded Professor,” distributed by Buena
Vista, starring Fred MacMurray, Nancy
Olson and Keenan Wynn, also will be play-
ing prerelease engagements.

Brener Acquires Film
NEW YORK—Joseph Brenner Associ-

ates has acquired worldwide distribution

of the CinemaScope-color feature, “Naked
Terror,” for spring release in the U. S.
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Federation StressesTo Utilize U.S. Talent

In Hammer Productions
NEW YORK—Hammer Films production

lineup for the next year will utilize Co-
lumbia contract players, as well as other
Hollywood talent, to give their pictures “a
world-market viewpoint,” according to

Michael Carreras, executive producer of

the British organization, who spent a week
in Hollywood early in March before re-

turning to England Tuesday (21).

ANOTHER COLUMBIA DEAL
Hammer Films, which has been produc-

ing 8-10 features yearly since it was or-

ganized in 1947, has closed another deal

with Columbia Pictures, which will handle
seven new Carreras pictures during the

next year. Carreras listed “Stop Me Be-
fore I Kill,” filmed on the Riviera with
Claude Dauphin starred, for April release;

“Weekend With Lulu,” with a French lo-

cale; “Scream of Fear,” the first to be
written and produced by Jimmy Sangster
(who has written 16 previous Hammer
scripts) , starring Susan Strasberg, filmed
in the south of France, “The Maniacs,”
to be made by Sangster in Marseilles; “In
the Heat of the Night,” based on the play,

“One More River,” slated to be shot along
the coast of Africa; “Blood River,” a pi-

rate story to be filmed along the coast of

Spain, and “The Brutal Land,” a western
with a Mexican locale, to be reproduced
in Spain. Hammer’s pictures for Columbia
“Terror of the Tongs,” released in March;
releases during the past year included:
“Passport to China,” released in February;
“Hell Is a City,” “Sword of Sherwood
Forest” and “Stranglers of Bombay.”

Actually, according to Carreras, Hammer
Films was the first to import American
players, such as Forrest Tucker, Dane
Clark and Lloyd Bridges for their early
British pictures but, for the last few years,
they have been concentrating in building
up a contract list, headed by Peter Cush-
ing and Christopher Lee, both of them now
widely known for their “Frankenstein-
Dracula” pictures for Hammer. Carreras
believes that the use of Columbia and
other Hollywood players in their films will

benefit their pictures in the world market
and enhance the players’ boxoffice appeal.

NEED MAJOR DISTRIBUTION
Carreras, who said that Hammer has

always had complete autonomy about the
subject matter for its pictures, believes
that the independent producers should
always align with the major distributors
to gain the world market. “The domestic
market is not enough, these days,” he re-
marked.
Although two of Hammer’s recent pic-

tures, “Never Take Candy From a Stran-
ger” and “Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll,” have
been denied an American Production Code
Seal, Carreras said that he straightened
out censorship problems on “In the Heat of
Night” and “The Brutal Land” during
conferences with Geoffrey Shurlock, Pro-
duction Code administrator, in Hollywood.
Three months of correspondence with
Shurlock was not able to accomplish as
much as this two-day meeting, Carreras
said.

While A. W. Schwalberg’s Omat Pictures

Review of Censorship

Decision Is Denied
Washington — The United States

Supreme Court Monday (20) refused to

reopen the “Don Juan” case in which it

upheld the constitutionality of prior

censorship of motion pictures. The
denial was issued without comment or

explanation.

As a result, the industry will now
have to bring the question of prior

censorship before the Court in an en-
tirely new case. Times Film Corp.,

which brought the matter before the

justices when it refused to submit “Don
Juan,” an import, to the Chicago police

censorship board, already is considering

a challenge.

The court’s turndown for a rehearing

is not unusual. Only seven times in its

long history has it agreed to rehear a

case.

had planned a U. S. release for “Never
Take Candy,” the deal is now in abeyance,

but American International has made a

deal with Hammer to distribute “Two
Faces” in the U. S. under the new title of

“Jekyll’s Inferno” in May, according to

Carreras. Hammer also makes pictures for

Universal -International, the most recent

being “Brides of Dracula,” to be released

in June 1960. Hammer will produce “The
Phantom of the Opera,” a remake of the
famous Universal silent film, for U-I re-

lease as “Hammer’s most expensive pic-

ture to date.”

Jonas Rosenfield jr., Columbia’s vice-

president in charge of advertising, pub-
licity and exploitation, mentioned that
Hammer Films’ “Showmanship approach”
to their pictures during production sup-
plies Columbia with a completed selling

campaign. As an example, a single still of

Susan Strasberg screaming will be used in

all Columbia’s advertising campaign on
“Scream of Fear” in the U. S., Rosenfield
pointed out.

Charles Cohen Leaves WB
Advertising-Publicity Dept.
NEW YORK—Charles Cohen has re-

signed from Warner Bros, home office ad-
vertising department where he has been
executive assistant to Richard Lederer, ad-
vertising and publicity director, since last

June. He had been with Warners since

1957, serving in various executive adver-
tising and publicity positions.

Ascap to Meet March 28
NEW YORK—The American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers will

hold its annual membership meeting in

the Hotel Waldorf Astoria here on March
28 .

'Positive Censorship'
NEW YORK—The annual conference of

the Federation of Motion Picture Councils
completed its two days of sessions at the
Barbizon Plaza Hotel on a high note of

confidence in the film industry and an
enthusiasm for the support of good pic-

tures. More than 200 women representing
17 cities participated in the meetings, the
largest attendance in several years.

The consensus of the women, following

the formal adjournment Friday night (17),

was that legislative censorship was not
the answer to the problem of unsavory
themes of some pictures and that the best

way to meet the situation was by all-out

support of superior productions.

JERRY BRESLER IS SPEAKER
That angle was stressed by Jerry Bres-

ler, producer of Columbia’s “Gidget Goes
Hawaiian,” who, at the windup banquet
Friday evening, said he approved of what
he termed “positive censorship,” the cen-
sorship of personal choice, backed by en-
thusiastic support at the boxoffice. When
a good picture is produced, one that
“makes us laugh, touches our hearts,

gives us hope of a better tomorrow, then
we have an obligation to make sure our
entire family sees it,” he said.

Bresler said the obligation of parents
of young impressionable citizens was to

expose them to every experience that
would mold their personalities into re-

sponsible, decent adults.

Bresler received a citation for his “Gid-
get” picture from the Federation at the
dinner. Charles Levy accepted an award
for “Pollyanna” on behalf of Walt Dis-

ney. Deborah Walley, star of “Gidget,”

also was honored with an award, as was
Helen Winston for her production of

“Hand in Hand.”
On the same day, Mrs. Margaret Twy-

man, community relations director of the

Motion Picture Ass’n of America, pre-

sented a 16mm short from Columbia’s
“Guns of Navarone,” a subject made dur-

ing the shooting of the picture. A color

short from the National Film Board titled

“Life in the Woodlot,” was presented by
Emily Jones, administrative director oi

the Educational Film Library Ass’n. Con-
cluding the day’s activities was a dis-

cussion of the wealth of material in non-
theatrical films by Carl Lenz, vice-presi-

dent of Modern Talking Films, Inc. He
said the material was available to organ-
izations at no charge.

PANEL DISCUSSION HELD

On the opening day of the sessions.

Thursday (16), a panel consisting of

Emanuel Frisch, Ernest Emerling and
Eugene Pleshette discussed various facets

of motion pictures.

Mrs. Twyman was the official hostess

and planner of the meetings. Participating

in the activities were Mrs. Max Williams

of Detroit, Mrs. S. V. Abramson of Mil-

waukee, Mrs. Paul Appel of Larchmont-
Mamaroneck, Mrs. John Kruse of Queens
and Mrs. W. Lashley Nelson jr., president.

During the course of the two-day con-

ference, the delegates saw “Gidget Goes
Hawaiian” and “Cimarron.”
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Don't Miss Out on Closed-Circuit TV;

It Can Be a Theatre Bonanza: Levin

LETTERS
(Letters must be signed. Names withheld on request)

Thanks for Show-a-Rama Role

To Ben Shlyen:

Well, the smoke has finally cleared away
from SHOW-A-RAMA IV, and it’s good
to be able to relax once again.

I think the attendance we had, plus the
attention the audience gave all our speak-
ers is proof of a successful convention.

I would like to express my heartfelt ap-
preciation to you and the members of
your fine organization for the splendid
cooperation you gave us before, during
and after the convention. I think we had
more and better publicity ana advertising
on this SHOW-A-RAMA than we have
ever had before, and you and your organ-
ization are largely responsible for drum-
ming up the tremendous amount of inter-
est that was evidenced.
For all of this, and for all of your

cooperation through-out my administra-
tion, I would just like to say “thank you

—

very much.”
W. L. BARRITT

President,

United Theatre Owners,

Of the Heart of America

Eugene V. Klein Assumes
Presidency of NT&T
LOS ANGELES—Eugene V. Klein, who

last week assumed the presidency of Na-
tional Theatres &
Television, Inc., and
serves as chief execu-
tive officer of the
company, promised
“a vigorous and ac-
tive administration”
in accepting his new
duties. He pledged
efforts toward ex-
pansion and assured
his faith in the fu-
ture of the motion
picture industry and,
in particular, in the

company’s own theatre operations.

Klein has been a director of NT&T since

Feb. 17, 1959, and vice-chairman of the
corporation since June 9, 1960. B. Gerald
Cantor, NT&T board chairman, previously
held the post as NT&T president.

Janus Films to Release
Italian 'L'Avventura

#

NEW YORK—Janus Films, distributor

of Ingmar Bergman’s Swedish films, will

distribute Michelangelo’s “L’Avventura,”
produced in Italy by Robert and Raymond
Hakim, in the U. S. this spring. The pic-

ture, which won the Grand Prize at the
1960 London Film Festival and a special

jury award at the Cannes Film Festival,

stars Gabriele Ferzeti and Lea Massari.
“L’Avventura” will open at the Beek-

man Theatre, New York, April 4.

To SMPTE Editorial Post

NEW YORK—Glenn E. Matthews of

Eastman Kodak Co. has been elected edi-

torial vice-president of the Society of

Motion Picture and Television Engineers.

NEW YORK—Theatre closed circuit

television on a large scale may be consid-
ered among “things

to come,” but the fu-

ture is closer than
many exhibitors be-

lieve, according to

Jack Levin, president

of Certified Reports.

Levin, whose com-
pany handled the

verification of at-

tendance at four
closed circuit presen-

tations of the recent

Patterson - Johansson
heavyweight bout,

told Boxoffice that exhibitors should not

let outsiders step in and take such at-

tractions away from the theatres.

Although some theatres did present the

latest heavyweight title bout, Levin’s as-

signment was with Madison Square Garden,

two arenas in White Plains, N. Y., and
Elizabeth, N. J., and an armory in Corn-

mack, L. I. The events were tied in with

charitable organizations, mainly health

groups, and everybody profited, he said.

The Garden alone, using 10,000 seats and
charging admission prices ranging from
$5.50 to $100 per seat, grossed $135,000.

Theatres can offer a community serv-

ice and a valuable public relations job by
arranging to present closed circuit per-

formances of special events, Levin said.

The enthusiasm and excitement displayed

by the patrons at the last fight exempli-
fied appreciation of the opportunity to see

the championship bout. If exhibitors don’t

take advantage of these special events and
utilize the mobile equipment available, then
others are going to; take it away from
them, he said.

Levin expressed the opinion that by
1965, a single event could gross between
$8,000,000 and $10,000,000 with closed cir-

cuit TV in theatres. He recalled the first

large screen TV presentation of a fight in

1948 when Joe Louis fought Jersey Joe
Wolcott at Madison Square Garden. The
Paramount Theatre on Broadway was
equipped to show the fight via what would

Find Insurance on Towers

Too Low for Replacement
Des Moines—It haas taken recent

windstorms to convince drive-in theatre
owners that some of them are carry-
ing about one-half of the amount of

insurance that they should have on
screen towers.

Several drive-in operators, who lost

screen towers in high winds, found
that the insurance placed on their tow-
ers when they were erected some years
back is about half of what it takes to

replace them at present-day costs.

As a result, owners of outdoor the-
atres are being advised to review their

insurance programs to bring their cov-
erage to a level which will meet to-

day’s replacement costs.

be termed today as video tape, but the

theatre was not allowed to advertise the

event until one hour before the bout, so

as not to take business away from the

Garden. An hour before the fight, a ban-

nered truck with a loud speaker roamed the

Times Square area and it became a “Pied

Piper.” By fight time, the Paramount ws

packed to capacity at $2 a seat.

In September 1952, the Walcott-Marci-

ano fight was telecast in the S-3 Drive-In

in New Jersey at $2.50 a head, grossing

$15,000, Levin said. At a drive-in meeting

of the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Ass’n in

Kansas City the next March, Levin de-

scribed the S-3 event to exhibitors and
was quoted in Boxoffice as follows:

“I saw 5,000 crashers who should have

paid $2.50 a throw. I saw 10,000 others

lined up in front of 3,000 automobiles

which couldn’t get within a mile of the

theatre. I saw 8,000 camp chairs sitting

on top of the first eight ramps. I saw
12,000 people forgetting the frost underfoot

in fevered excitement during the 13

rounds. All of this was made possible by a

little RCA truck from which live television

turned the whole fantastic trick—and in

a drive-in theatre.”

Levin believes the potentials are greater

today and that exhibitors should not “miss

the boat.”

Para. May Offer 2 Films
Without Trade Showings
NEW YORK—Because shooting sched-

ules were delayed, Paramount, in some in-

stances, may ask first-run exhibitors to

bid to negotitate for Danny Kaye’s “On
the Double” and Jerry Lewis’ “Ladies’

Man” before prints are available for

screening.

“On the Double” will be for release in

late May and early June, while “Ladies’

Man” will be a June release, but, due to

camera work being behind schedule, Para-

mount has stated that it will be “toch and
go” to have prints ready for first-run

dates.

The situation was explained to Theatre

Owners of America by Paramount which
said the company wanted to adhere to its

promised release dates of the pictures and
asked TOA to advise its members that this

was in no way a subterfuge, nor a desire

to encourage so-called “blind bidding.”

Universal's 13-Week Net
Reported at $1,000,653
NEW YORK—Consolidated net earnings

of Universal Pictures for the 13 weeks
ended January 28 amounted to $1,000,653,

after a provision of $967,000 for federal

income taxes. After preferres stock divi-

dends, the profit was equal to $1.09 per

share on 888,390 shares of common stock

outstanding, excluding shares in the treas-

ury.

In the corresponding period a year ago,

the net was reported at $1,857,039, after a

provision of $1,875,000 for federal taxes.

This was equal to $2.03 per share on ap-
proximately the same number of shares.

Eugene Y. Klein
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A Theatre Manager Is Snowed Under With Praise

For Getting Teenagers Out From Under the Snow
Marion, Ind.—When the heaviest snowfall in years isolated this community

on a recent Saturday, Frank Newell, manager of the Paramount Theatre, turned
the facilities of his theatre from 10 p.m. throughout the night as a storm haven
to hundreds of stranded teenagers in town for a regional basketball tournament

—

and nothing the theatreman has done in the past has so kindled a respect for the
theatre as a community asset as did this single gesture.

Newell became aware by late afternoon of the day of the blizzard that the
snowstorm would create a disaster area, and the youngsters from high schools

throughout the region would be unable to leave for home. So he offered the city’s

mayor the facilities of the theatre for the night. He was aware of the fact that

there were only 48 National Guard folding cots in town and the theatre was the

only place in Marion which could handle the youngsters.

All teenagers who had sought refuge in the city hall, YMCA, Labor Temple,
Memorial Coliseum, etc., were brought to the theatre and registered by name and
town they came from, so that the theatre became the hub of Civil Defense informa-
tion as far as getting word to frantic parents trying to locate their children. With
CD personnel and city officials as his aides, Newell was able to keep the hundreds of

youngsters pretty well under control until the roads were cleared early in the
morning and they could go on home. A milk company sent over all the milk that
was needed, and a doughnut shop hauled over more than enough pastries.

For entertainment, a jam session started at 7:30 p.m. Then, Newell ran his

two regular features “Rock Pretty Baby” and “Let’s Rock,” and finally “Rock
Around the Clock,” a print of which, fortunately, had been delivered to his theatre
by mistake. At 3 a.m., Newell rolled a piano out on the stage and called for volun-
teer entertainers and from then until the road crews cleared the way out of town,
the kids provided their own entertainment.

Did the kids appreciate it? On Monday, 300 students in town for the games,
attended the theatre en masse, this time paying admission by way of thanks for

the hospitality. That same night when Newell drove home, he found his drive-way
completely cleared of snow. An unsigned note read: “We know you have had
your hands full. We thought we would show you in this way how much we
appreciate what you did Saturday night.”

A Chicago Daily News columnist devoted a column to the story, and Great
States Theatres, a Balaban & Katz affiliate, which operates the Paramount, sent
out a circuitwide memorandum commending Newell for his public-spirited effort.

Wometco Net for 1960 Up
43% Over Previous Year
MIAMI—Wometco Enterprises, Inc., has

reported that net income in 1960 soared to

$1,013,429, up 43.2 per cent over 1959,

while gross income rose 21.4 per cent to

$12,673,650.

Earnings per share in 1960 were $1.01,

compared with 79 cents in 1959 on a net

income of $707,550 before non-recurring
gains of $228,786. Gross income in 1959 was
$10.3 million.

Wometco operates a group of radio and
television stations, the Miami Seaquarium,
a theatre chain, and a line of vending
machine operations.

Mitchell Wolfson, Wometco president,
said 1960 was a year of expansion for the
company. It acquired the Seaquarium in

Miami in April and a bottling franchise in

the Bahamas in May. It also expanded its

vending activities during the year to in-
clude Central Florida and the Bahamas.
Wometco also recently contracted to buy a
TV station in the state of Washington.

Phonevision to Europe
CHICAGO—Zenith Radio Corp. appar-

ently is eyeing the foreign market for its

Phonevision pay TV system. In its annual
report to stockholders, the company said
that it had remained in close contact with
developments in Europe and had been in

negotiations which were expected to lead
to the introduction of Phonevision abroad.

To Salute Eric Johnston's
Career at Testimonial
NEW YORK—A dramatic offering, de-

picting significant incidents in the career
of Eric Johnston, president of the Motion
Picture Ass’n of America, will be a feature
of the testimonial dinner to Johnston on
April 10 at the Hotel Waldorf Astoria.

Hollywood stars and New York stage
personalities will participate in the show
which will be produced by Morton Sun-
shine, chairman of the dinner’s entertain-
ment committee, who said that at least

20 performers will be in the cast.

The dinner, sponsored by the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations, will be

in observance of Johnston’s 15th anni-
versary with the association. Russell Down-
ing, president of Radio City Music Hall,

is chairman of the dinner committee.
Meanwhile, approximately 100 additional

names have been added to the honorary
committee for the affair.

Judge Morrill Dies
NEWARK—The antitrust case filed by

Columbia Amusement Co. against major
distributors over clearance and availability

in northern New Jersey will have to be
assigned to a new judge for hearing.
Judge Mendon Morrill of the U. S.

District Court, to whom the suit had
been assigned, died recently. No date had
been set for a hearing.

Better Communications

To Industry Allied Aim
DETROIT—Allied States Ass’n this

week took steps to establish better com-
munications with its members and with
other organizations in the motion picture

industry. Marshall Fine, president, an-

nounced formation of a committee on in-

dustry relations, headed by Wilbur Snaper
of the New Jersey affiliate, to develop and
carry out the program. Snaper is a former
president of Allied States Ass’n.

This will mark the first time in its

32-year history that Allied has had a spe-

cial committee to maintain lines of com-
munication—not only with its own mem-
bership but with other organizations in

the industry. Serving with Snaper will be

Jack Armstrong of the Ohio affiliate;

Irving Dollinger, New Jersey; Ben Mar-
cus and Edward E. Johnson, Wisconsin;
George Stern, Western Pennsylvannia

;

Alden Smith, Michigan; Fred Schauff,

Maryland; Sol Horowitz, Illinois, and Fine.

There were two significant appoint-

ments to the executive committee of the

Council of Motion Picture Organizations.

Fine named Neil Houtz, president of the

Iowa-Nebraska affiliate, and Harrison D.

Wolcott, secretary-treasurer of the unit, to

represent the national association on that

body. This would indicate that Iowa-
Nebraska is remaining in the national

fold, despite the defection of A1 Myrick, a

long-time leader in that area and a former
president of Allied States Ass’n. Myrick,

following the election of Fine as president

and others of the so-called moderates to

top Allied offices, urged regional affiliates

to withdraw their national ties and es-

tablish a new association of independents.

Ben Marcus again was named to repre-

sent Allied on COMPO’s governing trium-

virate, with Irving Dollinger as alternate.

Representatives on the executive board
also will include Milton H. London, Michi-
gan, the national association’s executive

director; Albert Aaron, Gulf States; George
Stern, Western Pennsylvannia, and James
A. Whittle, Maryland.
Harry Hendel, of the Western Pennsyl-

vania unit, was named chairman of the

finance committee and serving with him
will be Marcus, Fine, Aaron, Smith, Snaper,
Abe Berenson, Gulf States; Edward L.

Ornstein, Kentucky; and Meyer Leventhal,

Maryland.
Marcus was appointed chairman of the

convention committee, with Berenson, Fine,

Hendel and Whittle. The convention will

be held in Miami Beach at a date to be set

when the board of directors meets in New
York April 10. The convention originally

had been scheduled for Las Vegas, but the

new site was substituted when the Indiana
unit, convention host, withdrew from the

national organization.

Robert Wagner to Make
Six Films for Columbia
HOLLYWOOD—Robert Wagner’s three-

picture pact with Columbia has been dou-
bled, with the actor now slated to make
six films for the studio. “Sail a Crooked
Ship,” Phillip Barry jr. production, re-

mains the initial picture on Wagner’s con-
tract with the studio. Additionally, he is

committed to make “Solo” for 20th-Fox.
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Paramount Pictures proudly presents





Because of the special quality and importance

of this extraordinary attraction, Paramount has

created a new audience presentation policy

for ONE EYED JACKS.

This policy enables the moviegoer to purchase

a regular ticket up to seven days in advance

of the performance of his choice — at no

advance in admission prices. He is guaranteed

a seat for that performance.

All engagements will play continuous per-

formances, at announced performance times.

Thus, the moviegoer has two alternate ways

to purchase a ticket for ONE EYED JACKS:

one, by purchasing a ticket for a future per-

formance — or, two, by purchasing a ticket

in the regular way— that is, immediately before

entering the theatre during the continuous

performance engagement.

We at Paramount believe this policy— the latest

of a series-to be a significant "first” in creative

merchandising. We believe it will further

moviegoing convenience, and further the box-

office potential of ONE EYED JACKS.
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Drama and Glamor Mark Civil War Anniversary Premiere of 'Gone With the Wind'

Long Runs Clog Minneapolis Lines ;

Distributors Hunt tor Playing Time

In a dramatic gesture, producer David 0. Selznick,

and stars Vivien Leigh and Olivia de Havilland

returned to Atlanta March 10 for the Anniversary

Premiere of "Gone With the Wind," which MGM
is rereleasing. It was in 1939 that the now famous

premiere was held at Loew's Grand, also scene of

the Anniversary event (above). Misses Leigh and

de Havilland attended the reenactment of the

GWTW ball (above) and are shown with their

escorts and Selznick (at right). Below, the producer

receives a citation from Governor Vandiver. Lower

left, Robert Mochrie (R), MGM general sales

manager, chats with Louis Formata (L), southern

division sales chief, and Herman Ripps, assistant

general sales manager, at the ball. George Murphy

and Douglas Fairbanks jr. also participated in

the colorful festivities. Murphy served as emcee.

Sale Reported and Denied
Video Sold to RKO General
TULSA—A report was published here

last week that Video Independent Theatres,

one of the country’s major motion picture

circuits, had been sold to RKO General,

but at the circuit’s headquarters here the

deal was denied. RKO General is a subsid-

iary of General Tire and Rubber Co. of

Akron, Ohio, and is an outgrowth of RKO
Radio Pictures, which General Tire

acquired in 1955.

The Tulsa World said the sale had been
“reliably reported,” and that about 90 per

cent of the company’s stock had been
acquired by RKO General. The company,
for the most part is employe-owned, with

the estate of the late Henry S. Griffing

owning 25 per cent of the financial stock

and 51 per cent of the voting stock. Grif-

fing was president of the company until

his death in an ail-plane crash last fall.

Video, in addition to operating about

150 theatres, has investments in commun-
ity antenna systems, background music and
other services in related fields. RKO Gen-
eral operates station WHCT in Hartford,

Conn., which has been given the green

light to proceed with a test of the Phone-
vision subscription television system. Last

week, International Telemeter Corp. an-
nounced that Oklahoma City is being con-

sidered for a test of its pay TV cable sys-

tem, and it is known that Griffing before

his death was in discussions with Telemeter

for franchise rights in the Video territory.

Speculation was that RKO General may be

seeking Video because of its potential in

the pay TV field.

MINNEAPOLIS—A combination of fac-

tors is responsible for the current snafu
in getting first run product played off in

the downtown theatres and other first run
houses here.

The factors are the bidding situation

where long runs may be promised to get a
particular picture, extended playing time
on pictures doing exceptional business and
the elimination of at least two theatres

which formerly played first run pictures

—

the new Mann (formerly the Pan) and
the Century (home of Cinerama).
At least three distributors told Box-

office here that they were having trouble

getting new product dated. Bernie Mc-
Carthy, district manager for American
International, said that he has been un-
able to get a date here for “Black Sunday,”
although the picture is scheduled to open
in Sioux Falls, S. D.
Warner Bros, has not been able to get

two of its pictures scheduled for April re-

lease, according to Gertrude Guimont,
head booker. They are “The Sins of Rachel
Cade” and “White Warrior.”
“There just is no playing time avail-

able,” Miss Guimont said.

Columbia said that it was not having
trouble getting major product played, al-

though it was running into some difficul-

ties with “run of the mill” pictures which

formerly played at the old Pan. Now with
the Pan completely remodeled and with a
new name, the Mann, the theatre will

concentrate on playing only “super” pic-

tures. Its opening attraction last Thurs-
day (16) was “Spartacus,” which has been
put in for an indefinite run.
The Academy, which, like the Mann, is

operated by Ted Mann, is tied up indef-
initely with “Exodus.” The Century, al-

though it has no new Cinerama pictures to
show, is replaying “Cinerama Holiday.”

Distributors are further frustrated by the
long runs scheduled for new pictures open-
ing the end of this month. “Cimarron” is

due to go into the Gopher for an extended
run and Columbia’s “Pepe” into the State.
Paramount’s “All in a Night’s Work” will

be at the small-seater World for at least
four weeks, probably longer.

Paramount, unable to get any downtown
playing time for a duo of reissues, “Ele-
phant Walk” and “Naked Jungle,” is go-
ing to open the combination in the 28-
day houses.

“You just can’t get reissues played down-
town anymore,” Bonnie Lynch, Paramount
booking manager, said.

Answering critics of the “shortage of
product,” one film company executive said
that “there is plenty of product now, the
problem is getting it played off.”
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By IVAN SPEAR

28 Writers Are Assigned

To 26 Major Photoplays
There seems to be a very marked dis-

crepancy with those members of the mo-
tion picture industry who spend part of

their time at the wailing wall decrying the

possible drying up of Hollywood product

and the number of impressive assignments,

of which the major studios notify almost

every week.
For example, information from Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer during the past few days

is to the effect that 28 writers have been

assigned to a total of 26 major story prop-

erties in active preparation for the studio’s

1961-62 schedule. Broken down by the

story department, they indicate that 15 are

novels, four are Broadway plays and seven

are originals.

Current assignments are:

“Lady L,” S. N. Behrman and Charles

Kaufman: “Honeymoon Machine,” George
Wells; “A Thunder of Drums,” James
Warner Bellah: “How the West Was Won,”
James Webb; “A Bachelor in Paradise,”

Valentine Davies and Hal Kanter; “A Light

in the Piazza,” Julius Epstein; “Two Weeks
in Another Town,” Charles Schnee; “Sweet
Bird of Youth,” Richard Brooks; “Very
Important Persons,” Terence Rattigan;

“All Fall Down,” William Inge; “Bottletop

Affair,” George Wells; “Jumbo,” Irving

Ravetch and Harriet Frank jr. ; “I Thank
a Fool,” John Mortimer; “Period of Ad-
justment,” Isobel Lennart; “The Wonderful
World of the Brothers Grimm,” Charles
Beaumont; “Over the Rainbow,” William
Roberts; “South of the Angels,” John
Paxton; “Away From Home,” Vera Caspary
and Edith Sommer; “Souvenir,” Daniel
Fuchs; “The Voyage of the Beagle,” Sid-

ney Michaels; “In the Cool of the Day,”
Meade Roberts; “The Circus of Dr. Lao,”

Charles Beaumont; “The Winter of Our
Discontent,” Ben Maddow; “Chautauqua,”
Valentine Davies; “The Travels of Jaimie
McPheeters,” John Gay; “The Martian
Chronicles,” Rad Bradbury, and “Dream
Story,” Michael Kanin.

Additionally, the highly publicized up-
coming Warner Bros, feature, “PT Boat
109,” based on the wartime activities of

President John Kennedy, has drawn na-
tionally syndicated newsman and author,
Vincent X. Flaherty, as its scripter. It

marks the second such assignment for the
writer, who earlier wrote the screenplay of

“Jim Thorpe, All American,” for WB. He
starts preparations immediately, relying on
his background including authorship of a
memorable series of syndicated articles on
the Kennedy family.
A lone music assignment joined the

week’s list as well, when Nelson Riddle was
set to compose and conduct the score for
United Artists’ “Pocketful of Miracles,”
which Frank Capra produces and directs.

Eight Top-Budgeters to Roll

On Fox 8-Week Schedule
Twentieth Century-Fox adds consider-

able fuel to the production activities fire

by revealing eight top-budgeted produc-
tions to roll in a similar number of weeks.

Among the films is a newcomer, “A Star
iir the West,” Jack Cummings production
which will costar Stephen Boyd and Debbie
Reynolds, with Robert Parrish directing.

Based on a novel by Richard Emery Rob-
erts, it was scripted by Clair Huffaker and
is now undergoing a polishing by Sally

Benson.
First to go on the slate is “Tender Is

the Night,” filmization of the F. Scott
Fitzgerald novel, which will star Jennifer
Jones, Jason Robards jr., Joan Fontaine,
Jill St. John and Paul Lukas. Henry
Weinstein produces, with Henry King di-

recting from an Ivan Moffat screenplay.

“The Inspector” follows, rolling May 14,

with Mark Robson producing from a Nel-
son Gidding script. Next are “Mr. Hobbs
Takes a Vacation,” Jerry Wald producing,
starring James Stewart, with a script by
Nunnally Johnson; “The Chapman Re-
port,” Darryl F. Zanuck production to be
produced by Richard Zanuck and directed
by Jose Ferrer and starring Shelley Win-
ters and Janet Leigh; “A Star in the
West”; “The Comancheros,” Paul Well-
man novel which Charles Brackett pro-
duces and Douglas Heyes directs; “Bach-
elor Flat,” which Jack Cummings will

produce and Frank Tashlin direct and in
which Tuesday Weld and Fabian costar,
and “Watcher in the Shadows,” which
Henry Weinstein produces. The latter
starts June 5, ending the eight-week
schedule.

Columbia, 20th-Fox, WB
Add New Producers
Continuing to draw new production peo-

ple to their respective rosters, Columbia,
20th-Fox and Warner Bros, last week
added new producers.
Gordon Carroll was signed to a long-

term contract as a staff producer at Co-
lumbia and will draw a first assignment
shortly.

At WB, Frank P. Rosenberg was signed
to a long term pact, returning to the
studio where he has made other films in
the past. No assignment has yet been re-
vealed.

20th-Fox production head, Robert Gold-
stein, after seeing their independent low-
budgeter, “Blast of Silence,” for U-I re-
lease, signed Steve Broidy and director
Allen Barton to a term pact as a team
for future film projects.

Rybnick and Kay Pushing
Plans for Three Films
Producers Harry Rybnick and Richard

Kay, partnered in United Producers Re-
leasing Organization, have announced a
three-picture production-distribution deal
calling for two films to be made here and
a third in Mexico.

First of the trio to go is to be “Space
Women,” with principal photography to
start within a month, followed by “King-
dom of Dragons” and “Miracle of Tonichi
Forest.” The latter will be shot in Mexico.
All three include considerable use of spe-
cial effects, which have been in prepara-
tion for some time.

Final Ballots Are Mailed

For Academy Awards
Final ballots for the 33rd annual

Academy Awards were mailed last

week to more than 2,300 active mem-
bers of the Academy of Motion Pic-

ture Arts and Sciences. They must be
returned by midnight, April 3 to

Price Waterhouse & Co., international

accounting firm, where they will be
tabulated and the winners’ names
placed in sealed envelopes.

Meanwhile, Preston Ames, art di-

rector for the “Oscar” show on April

17, and his assistant, Emile Kuri, are

transforming the Santa Monica Civic

Auditorium for the event. Some 300

feet of red carpet, drapery covering

two-thirds of the auditorium, bleach-

ers and other decorations are being
arranged to give the building a more
“theatrical appearance.”

AIP and Filmgroup Announce
Two Upcoming Productions
Both American-International Pictures

and the Filmgroup have announced up-
coming productions to add to the burgeon-
ing future activity. James H. Nicholson
and Samuel Arkoff, AIP toppers, have
revealed the acquisition of a science-

fiction comedy, “The Maid and the Mar-
tian,” a screenplay by A1 Burton and
Gordon Hunt based on a play by Joseph
Barbera. Filming is to be in color, starting

in June.
Roger Corman, president of the Film-

group, announced he will produce a British

spy trial story, “House of Secrets,” in-

volving the transmission of vital security

data to the Soviet Union. A starting date
will follow assignment of a rush screenplay.

'The Tigers Roar' Is Added
To Richard Widmark Slate
Richard Widmark continues to expand

his Heath Productions slate, this week add-
ing “The Tigers Roar,” by Jack Davis, to

the long list of upcoming film projects.

Aimed for an April 1962 starting date in

England, the story deals with problems of

American Ah- Force nuclear bases in the

British Isles. Widmark will costar with an-
other important actor.

Meanwhile, the actor has scheduled a
fall starting date for his own production of

“The 7 File,” based on William I. McGiv-
em’s novel, and will follow it with “Snow
on the Pine,” novel by MacDonald Hall to

be shot in Japan. Additionally, he has the

prize-winning novel, “The Wounds of

Hunger,” by Luis Spota set for the 1962

slate and will debut as a director in this

project.

'Girl in the Sentry Box'

Filming Independently
A new production company was formed

by producer Philip A. Waxman and writer-

director Richard Murphy last week for the

purpose of filming “The Girl in the Sentry
Box,” Jacob Hay Saturday Evening Post

story. Since both are currently working at

Columbia on other projects, it is assumed
a release deal with this studio will be

worked out.
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jttotdw defiant
By ANTHONY GRUNER

pOR THE first time in many years in the

industry, there is a move to increase

British quota for first features. The pro-

posal has come from the Federation of

British Film Makers and was last week
backed by the Ass’n of Cine Television

and Allied Technicians through their presi-

dent, Anthony Asquith, during a speech he

made at the annual general meeting of

ACTT. The union would like the present

30 per cent figure raised for all cinemas.

Said Asquith at the annual conference,

“I urge that the president of the Board of

Trade, when the time arrives later this

year, to do just that. Apart from the

cinemas, some of which may still exist

which try to keep going in an over-popu-

lated cinema area, there is no difficulty for

the bulk of cinemas to obtain British films.

It is quite clear that there could be a

modest increase in quota without any
hardship to cinema owners at all and with

considerable benefit to British production
and the cinema-going public.”

The Federation of British Film Makers
who had already suggested that the quota
should be increased to 50 per cent for the

two major circuits, thus joined the unions
who have a representative on the Films
Council in seeking a review of British

quota. Last week, however, Jimmy Carreras
of Hammer Productions and Stuart Levy
of Anglo Amalgamated replied sharply to

this “extremely dangerous proposal for

British producers.”
Said Carreras, “At the time when British

films have broken successfully into the

whole foreign market, a higher quota would
be regarded as a body blow to foreign

customers, particularly the Americans, and
would invite immediate reprisals. It would
mean that all the good work done by
British companies overseas would go for

nothing.”
Said Levy, “Any good British film al-

ready gets 100 per cent distribution. The
circuits are already voluntarily playing up
to 50 per cent of British screentime be-

cause experience has proven that it is

British films which attract money into the

boxoffice. By forcing the issue, the Films

Council would reopen the way to the bad
days of “quota quickies” and undo all the

good work achieved by years of hard toil

under terrific pressure.”

As the two strongest critics of an in-

crease in quota come from the most active

independent British production groups, it

is more than likely that their objection will

outweigh the points of view of both the

Federation and ACTT. But in this busi-

ness no one can be too sure. The “quota

battle” in the industry has thus restarted

after an absence of more than ten years.

* # *

Last week, as a “positive proof of the

tremendous progress the company has

made to date and its unshakeable faith in

the future of the industry,” Anglo Amal-
gamated held a weekend convention at the

Dorchester Hotel. Delegates traveled from
all parts of the United Kingdom and
Eire to attend the 1961 convention which

comes at the busiest and most successful

period in the company’s history. The dele-

gates saw five films—“Konga,” produced

by Herman Cohen; “Carry On, Regard-

less,” the new Peter Rogers comedy; “Pay-
roll,” the Julian Wintle-Leslie Parkyn pic-

ture; “The Frightened City,” a Leigh

Vance-John Lemont gangster picture; and
“Dentist on the Job,” the Bertram Ostrer

comedy. During Saturday afternoon Nat
Cohen gave details of 21 major subjects

which Anglo is to produce and distribute

in the immediate future.

For the first time in the history of the

company the tradepress was invited to be

present during some of the speeches and to

take part in the luncheon, cocktail party

and dinner which followed. Also present

were the directors and producers respon-

sible for Anglo’s current production line-

up.
* *

Pathe News enjoyed a well-warranted
feather in its cap with the production of a
50-minute feature on the Royal Tour of

India, made in Technicolor and shot by the

Pathe News crew. The technical quality of

this featurette also has received consider-

able plaudits from the national and trade-

press. So gratified with the job of work
carried out by the team that last week was
Associated British Picture Corp., headed
by chairman Sir Philip Warter, and
managing director C. J. Latta, that a cock-
tail party was held for the returning unit.

In the words of one tradepress review,

“The Royal Tom- of India” demonstrated
that, in the presentation of news as well

as entertainment, the cinema has still got

something up its sleeve which its competi-
tors cannot beat.” Meanwhile, to celebrate

its Golden Jubilee year, Pathe News re-

leased an all-color edition of the newsreel
March 23. The film presents all of the
major events of the past several months.
From its inception in 1911, Pathe has

constantly led the way in new techniques
of presentation resulting in speedier and
better news coverage. Today, it has inau-
gurated the system of putting Technicolor
film reports on cinema screens throughout
the UK within a matter of hours after the
event has taken place.

* * *

Production started last week on Wood-
fall Film Productions’ screen version of

Shelagh Delaney’s London and Broadway
hit, “A Taste of Honey” and, for the first

time in Britain, a feature film will be made
without the aid of an established studio.

The picture will be produced and directed

by Tony Richardson who has written the
screenplay in association with Shelagh
Delaney.
Woodfall—the company which produced

the highly controversial “Look Back in

Anger,” “The Entertainer” and the recently

completed “Saturday Night and Sunday
Morning”—pioneered Britain’s realistic

school of filmmaking which is paralleled

by the new wave directors of France. Now
they propose to take their theories to their

logical conclusion and make “A Taste of

Honey” on the actual Manchester loca-

tions visualized by Miss Delaney and with-
out resorting to studio interiors.

Director Richardson has selected Lan-
cashire born Dora Bryan for the dramatic
role of Helen, the good-time girl whose
neglect drives her schoolgirl daughter to

the arms of a colored seaman and a near
disastrous pregnancy. Newcomer Rita
Tushingham was chosen from more than
2,000 applicants for the role of her daugh-
ter, Jo. Twentieth Century-Fox has re-

leased Robert Stephens to play Helen’s
vulgarly well-to-do boyfriend Peter; and
Murray Melvin, who created the role in the
original stage production, will portray Jo’s

sensitive homosexual protector, Geoffrey.
“A Taste of Honey” will be photographed

in black and white by Walter Lassally, and
John Addison will write the score for the
picture which will be released in the U. S.

by Continental Distributing. Next picture
on the Woodfall production schedule is

Alan Sillitoe’s “The Loneliness of the
Long Distance Runner.”

Five Forum Meetings Set
For Variety Convention
NEW YORK—Five former international

chief barkers will lead the five forum
meetings of the 34th annual convention of
Variety Clubs International at the Fon-
tainebleau Hotel in Miami Beach, starting
April 25. The forum sessions will be promi-
nently featured at the upcoming sessions,

according to Variety’s International Chief
Edward Emanuel and general convention
chairman Bill Scully.

In addition to the five chairmen, each
panel will consist of two other interna-
tional officers. Variety’s founder John H.
Harris will head the session on Public
Relations and will be joined by Gene
Murphy of Las Vegas and Ray Bell of
New York. The Fund Raising discussions
will be chaired by George Hoover, now
Variety’s executive director, with interna-
tional representatives Robert L. Bostick
of Memphis and J. J. Fitzgibbons jr., of
Toronto also on the panel.
Marc Wolf of Indianapolis has been

designated to lead discussions on Variety
tent social activities and membership,
along with international representatives
Joe Podoloff of Minneapolis and Morton
Gerber of Washington, D. C.

Pittsburgh’s George Eby, immediate past
international chief barker, with fellow
Pittsburgher Harry Kodinsky and C. J.
Latta of London will preside over meetings
on Finance and Operations. The final
panel on Charity Operations will be
sparked by Jack Beresin and Ralph Pries,
both of Philadelphia, and Tracy Hare of
Miami.

Citation Will Rerelease
Ten Pine-Thomas Films
LOS ANGELES—Citation Films has ac-

quired ten Pine-Thomas features for re-
issue. The deal was set with Colorama
Features, Inc., company which earlier ac-
quired the pictures from William Thomas
and the late William Pine.

The features, all of which were origin-

ally Paramount releases and which will be
retitled, are: “Lucy Gallant,” to be re-

named “Oil Town”; “Hell’s Island,”

(“South Sea Fury”), “Tripoli” (“First Ma-
rines”), “The Last Outpost” (“Cavalry
Charge”), “Hong Kong” (“Bombs Over
China”), “Crosswinds” (“Jungle Attack”),

“The Eagle and the Hawk” (“Spread”),

“Run for Cover” (“Colorado”), “Far Hori-

zons” (“Captains West”) and “Van-
quished” (“Gallant Rebel”).
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal/'

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

mm . ,m :

^ mmmmrnrn

i

Alamo. The (UA) 140 200 120 250 140 200 300 500 320 300 200 250 243

And Quiet Flows the Don (UA) 95 160 165 100 165 137

Black Sunday (AIP) 125 200 200 125 175 165

Blueprint for Robbery (Para) 170 90 100 100 70 85 90 101

Circle of Deception (20th-Fox) 175 115 100 75 65 115 90 145 75 150 90 109

Cry for Happy (Col) 150 200 90 100 125 200 120 175 175 148

Dreams (Janus) 125 115 175 100 175 no 133

Facts of Life, The (UA) 125 250 115 215 120 200 125 200 200 150 200 300 105 220 165 175 180

Female and the Flesh (UMPO) 175 125 100 160 50 100 105 100 125 116

Fever in the Blood, A (WB) 150 115 85 80 110 no 100 95 90 125 65 90 90 135 90 75 100

Flaming Star (20th-Fox) 150 120 90 100 140 no 125 170 75 300 180 150 145 130 150 120 141

For the Love of Mike (20th-Fox) 90 110 80 105 75 85 91

400 Blows, The (Zenith) 100 90 200 100 150 90 55 125 115 175 90 117

Freckles (20th-Fox) 90 90 100 100 100 100 97

Go Naked in the World (MGM) 100 125 150 90 120 60 75 120 175 175 100 no 125 155 no 70 116

Gold of the Seven Saints (WB) 110 100 100 85 90 90 100 90 90 100 96

Gorgo (MGM) 135 140 120 150 150 275 162

Great Impostor, The (U-I) 150 375 190 120 150 115 200 150 150 no 115 130 163

Hell to Eternity (AA) 150 200 135 225 150 135 230 185 300 200 160 no 150 250 184

Herod the Great (AA) 75 115 100 105 100 90 98

Heroes Die Young (AA) 95 100 100 90 100 100 95 100 75 95

Legions of the Nile (20th-Fox) 95 100 75 85 50 100 80 100 120 90 90

Let No Man Write My Epitaph (Col) 110 250 85 225 125 110 90 120 115 100 100 260 125 115 145 100 125 125 135

Love Lottery, The (Cont’l) 90 100 190 no 100 118

Millionairess, The (20th-Fox) 150 125 150 150 no 90 100 150 200 135 125 125 134

One Hundred <S One Dalmatians (BV) 350 225 465 125 190 250 268

Pepe (Col) 150 200 250 400 175 370 210 200 244

Savage Innocents, The (Para) 110 165 90 90 100 90 95 105 90 95 95 90 100 101

Spartacus (U-I) 175 200 255 185 150 300 175 175 300 350 300 195 150 400 236

Ten Who Dared (BV) 85 185 160 100 100 120 120 100 100 100 no 130 118

Thunder in Carolina (Howco) 90 75 125 200 50 145 120 120 116

Tunes of Glory (Lopert) 150 200 85 300 200 140 250 300 203

Village of the Damned (MGM) 225 100 135 OCO 140 100 135 100 120 150 200 175 147

Wackiest Ship in the Army, The (Col) 125 325 200 190 175 160 120 150 400 145 175 300 80 185 140 200 200 175 191

Walking Target (UA) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Where the Boys Are (MGM) 160 200 150 200 185 180 150 175 200 175 225 140 300 120 140 175 145 180 178

Where the Hot Wind Blows (MGM) 140 150 120 90 90 75 no no no 100 no 100 100 90 125 125 75 107

Why Must I Die? (AIP) 85 135 100 100 85 100 101

Wizard of Baghdad, The (20th-Fox) 100 160 60 80 100 no 100 no 100 102

World of Suzie Wong, The (Para) 200 250 250 230 175 400 290 145 200 400 300 500 250 200 150 190 230 175 300 225 253

Would-Be Gentleman, The (Kingiley) 110 155 90 150 85 118

Young Jesse James (20th-Fox) 100 100 80 80 100 85 91

.

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runs, not an average.

Pictures with less than five runs

do not appear in the chart above.

1. Alamo, The (UA)

Kansas City 500

2. League of Gentlemen, The (Kingsley)

San Francisco 350

3. Trapp Family, The (20th-Fox)

Milwaukee 300

mmmmmmmmm

4. Black Sunday (AIP)

Memphis 200

5. Cry for Happy (Col)

Milwaukee 200

6. Great Impostor, The (U-l)

Chicago 190

m mmmmm



Milwaukee Houses Do

Excellent Business
MILWAUKEE—Judging by the better

than average and perfect scores racked up
by the movies here, recession or no reces-

sion, the motion picture business setup

looks mighty good.

(Average Is 100)

Downer

—

Hiroshima, Mon Amour (Zenith), 3rd
wk 150

Palace—Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), 12th wk. 200
Riverside

—

The Great Impostor (U-l) 200
Strand—Ben-Hur (MGM), 49th wk 250
Times-—Never on Sunday (Lopert), 12th wk. . . 1 00
Towne

—

Spartacus (U-l), 3rd wk 275
Tower

—

The Trapp Family (20th-Fox), 2nd wk. 300
Warner—Cry for Happy (Col), 2nd wk 200
Wisconsin—The Hoodlum Priest (UA), 2nd wk. 125

'Spartacus' Is Fine 400

As New Mann Opener
MINNEAPOLIS — “Spartacus” in its

opening week at the new Mann Theatre,

rated 400 per cent to take the lead among
the new offerings. Not far behind was
“The Alamo” which had a big 300 per-

cent in its first week at the Orpheum.
Among the holdovers “Exodus” rated 400

per cent in its eighth week at the Academy,
and “Where the Boys Are” rated 300 per-

cent in its third week at the Gopher.
Academy

—

Exodus (UA), 8th wk 400
Century

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), re-

issue, 12th wk 85
Gopher

—

Where the Boys Are (MGM), 3rd wk. 300
Lyric

—

The Hoodlum Priest (UA), 3rd wk 110
Mann—Spartacus (U-l) 400
Orpheum

—

The Alamo (UA) 300
St. Louis Park

—

Tunes of Glory (Lopert), 5th wk. 140
State

—

Cry for Happy (Col), 2nd wk 80
Suburban World

—

Make Mine Mink (Cont'l),

2nd wk 175
Uptown

—

Circle of Deception (20+h-Fox) 140
World

—

The Royal Ballet (Lopert) 100

Lenten Dip Is Seen
In Sluggish Omaha
OMAHA—The Lenten dip showed at

downtown Omaha boxoffices last week al-

though “Cinerama” held to 150 per cent

of average at the Cooper in its fourth

week. The Orpheum reached average the

second week of “The Great Impostor.”

Cooper

—

Cinerama (Cinerama, Inc), 4th wk 150
Omaha—Cry for Happy (Col) 95
Orpheum

—

The Great Impostor (U-l), 2nd wk. ..100
State

—

Go Naked in the World (MGM), 2nd wk. 85

Cooper to Reopen Dundee
In West Omaha March 31
OMAHA—Jack Klingel said Cooper

Foundation Theatres plans to reopen the

Dundee Theatre in West Omaha March
31 with “Cimarron.” The Dundee was
closed several weeks ago when the down-
town Cooper changed over from 70mm
projection to Cinerama. The Cooper 70mm
equipment was moved to the Dundee,
where extensive remodeling, refurnish-

ing has been taking place. Klingel said the

Dundee would open full time, with con-

tinuous shows starting at 1 p.m.

Donald Iogha Promoted
NEW HAVEN—The Nutmeg circuit has

named Donald “Don” Iogha as manager of

the Norwalk Theatre, Norwalk, and Fine

Arts Theatre, Westport. In exhibition for

16 years, his most recent post had been
managership of the Plaza Theatre, Stam-
ford.

DES MOINES
pive hundred crippled and underprivi-

leged Des Moines children were invited

to be guests of WOMPI at a theatre party
Saturday (18) at the Holiday Theatre.
The motion picture industry companies
cooperated with the women’s organization

to provide free popcorn, candy and favors

for the children . . . Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Johnson, Iowa Theatre, Onawa, installed

a new screen measuring 13V2X32 feet and
new reflectors in the projection booth.

The Lyric in West Des Moines has been
reopened by Paul Henning. It had been
closed for about four months. Henning will

open nightly, with continuous shows on
Sundays and a children’s matinee on Sat-
urdays. Beginning April 5, there will be

Mexican films on Wednesdays . . . Central

States Theatres has purchased the Lyons
Theatre in Clinton from Leonard M.
Smith jr. Central States also operates the

drive-in, Capitol and Rialto theatres in

Clinton. There will be a complete reno-

vating and updating of the Lyons under
the supervision of H. W. Loeffler, main-
tenance supervisor for Central States.

Jack Slingluff, who has been managing
the Capitol at Burlington, took over the

management of the Charles Theatre in

Charles City, replacing James Maus, who
has been assigned to the Capitol at Bur-

lington ... A $300,000 drive-in theatre

will be built in Davenport by Edward G.
Moeller of the Moe-Rey Corp. on the east

side of Brady street in the 6300 block. A
feature will be absence of ramps, Moeller

said. Plans are to make use of the natural

slope of the land.

The Roxy in Armstrong, which closed

its doors January 15, will reopen soon un-
der the ownership of Armstrong Promo-
ters, according to Dr. R. M. Turner, presi-

dent. The theatre was purchased from Mr.
and Mrs. Henry H. Wegner, who had op-

erated it for 12 years . . . Herman Fields,

partner in the Pioneer Theatre Corp., and
resident of Clarinda, has moved to Cali-

fornia but will continue to head the Clar-

inda operation.

Bob Reynolds is repainting his Croft

Theatre at Bancroft, Iowa, which received

smoke damage from a restaurant fire next
door . . . Merchants at Armstrong, Iowa,

are working on a deal to buy and operate

the theatre formerly operated by Henry
Wegner . . . Walter Weverstadt, who has
the Orpheum at Rock Valley, Iowa, and
the Center at Centerville, is dismantling
the theatre at Centerville . . . Ray Mellen-
berndt of the Rapids at Rock Rapids, Iowa,
reported he was more than pleased with
his Merchants Night shows.

Obscene Charge Ahead
DAYTON—Oakwood municipal Judge

Frederick Howell overruled a motion to

dismiss the charges against Far Hills The-
atre Manager Edward M. Eads, accused of

exhibiting “Sins of Youth,” January 30,

which investigators said is “obscene.”

Judge Howell said Eads’ attorney, Harry
Wright of Columbus, would file notice of

appeal in Montgomery County common
pleas court on questions of law and fact.

Would Exempt Theatres
ALBANY—The employment of students

under special certificates, issued by the
industrial commissioner, in a motion pic-

ture theatre at wages lower than the
minimum wage would be permitted by a
bill introduced in the assembly, and spon-
sored by Senator E. Ogden Bush, Delaware
County Republican, and the assembly rules

committee.

Beg Pardon! Detroit Fox
2nd Largest in U. S.

Detroit—A protest against a recent
BOXOFFICE news story describing
the Fox Theatre in St. Louis as “the
second largest” in the world was made
by Roy Cook, public relations director
of the Detroit Fox. According to Cook,
the largest theatre in the world is in
Paris, and the second largest is the
6,000-seat Roxy in New York.
The Detroit Fox, Cook says, ranks

third in the world, even with its present
5,100 seats compared with its former
capacity of 5,400.

Exhibitor Bill Levy Hits

Back at Video Blast
MINNEAPOLIS—Bill Levy, operator of

the Heights Theatre here, took George
Rice, newscaster for WCCO-TV to task

for a recent “blast” at the industry dur-
ing which Rice attacked pictures shown at

neighborhood theatres. In a letter to Rice,

Levy said:

“I take exception to your statement
that ‘It’s a lucky parent these days who
can find a theatre showing anything he
dares take kids to.’

“I have operated a movie theatre for

over 25 years. Whenever I have a so-called

adult picture, especially on Saturday-Sun-
days or holidays, I arrange special ac-
cepted class A shows for children. I am
very much concerned with my kiddies to-

day, because they are my adults of to-

morrow.”
Pointing out that Hollywood releases

some sexy pictures, Levy said that the
public evidently wanted them as evi-

denced by their long runs and reruns. He
also enumerated the many desirable fam-
ily-type pictures that have been released
lately.

“I sincerely feel that you owe the
neighborhood theatres an apology for your
uncalled for editorial and ... to your
listening and watching audience who
heard your ‘blasts’ and who still enjoy
going to their neighborhood theatre. These
people are my patrons and I think they
are pretty nice,” Levy wrote.

Rice reportedly received 33 calls after
the televised editorial, many reportedly
disagreeing with his views on the subject.
Rice appears on the 10 p.m. news broad-
cast on WCCO-TV.

UA’s “Judgment at Nuremberg” was writ-
ten for the screen by Abby Mann.
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MILWAUKEE
^he school board ended a two-month

fight recently by setting up a proce-

dure to preview motion picture films for

lunch hour showing in the city’s second-
ary schools. Director W. E. Hintz had in-

troduced a resolution to ban Hollywood re-

leases because some were “pretty bad.” In
the future, it was decided, all films will be
previewed by the audio visual department,
and a catalog will be published listing the

films, with each school paper publishing

a list of films to be shown there. Hintz re-

ported that this virtually accomplishes
what he had asked for in his resolution.

Ed Beyersdorff, advertising and publicity

For Drive-In Theatre Screens

Proven and Tested!

FORMULA '99’
Plastic Screen Paint

• No Blister—No Peel

• Non-Yellowing

• One Coat Covers Most Surfaces
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• Repels Water

• Non-Chalking

• Dries in 20 Minutes

• Can Be Used on Any Type of Surface

• Eliminates at Least One Screen
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• Leaves Your Screen Super-White

• No Thinner Necessary

* • *

Introductory Price to Exhibitors—

per Gallon. We pay Freight on
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Write for "Formula 99" colors for back of screen

and trim. Remittance with Order or C.O.D.

MAC-O-LAC PAINT. INC.
18067 Indiana Avenue Detroit 21, Mich.

Phone UNiversity 3-9508

Supplying Paints to the Trade over 30 Years

man here, and local premiere committee
chairman for “Question 7,” which opened
at the Wisconsin Theatre March 16, rates

triple A for his promotional activities in

behalf of the picture. After making the
rounds of radio, TV and the newspapers
with stars Erik Schumann and Almut Eg-
gert, Ed escorted them over to the Mil-

waukee Press Club, where they auto-
graphed plaques which will be on display

along with pictures of 500 other personali-

ties prominent in their fields.

The March meeting of the Better Films
Council of Milwaukee County featured a
panel discussion on “How Do Our Films
Affect Their People,” with students from
England, Italy and Germany participating.

Mrs. Ralph Von Briesent of the American
Field Service acted as moderator. Mrs.
Irving J. Haus, preview chairman, released
the following film ratings: Family, excel-

lent, Cinerama Holiday and The Trapp
Family; adults and young people, very
good, The Man in the Cocked Hat, Tartars
of the North and The Savage Innocents;
adults, good, The Millionairess and Go
Naked in the World.

The Capitol at Madison has a series of

operas on film booked, the first of which
is to be “La Traviata,” to be followed by
“II Travatore,” “II Pagliacci” and “Faust.”
Orchestral shorts will precede each opera.
. . . The Legion of Decency has warned
Catholics against foreign or independently
produced movies which are not submitted
either to the Motion Picture Code Admin-
istration or the Legion.

OJVjAJjA
J)on Shane, Tri-States city manager, re-

ported a well-filled house saw the Pat-
terson-Johansson telecast fight at the Or-
pheum “and everyone felt he got his

money’s worth.” Reserved seats were sold

out days before fight night. Cal Bard of

United Artists said bookings were heavy
in the area for the films of the fight . . .

Harry Lefholtz, who was Republic man-
ager here for many years, was taken to

Methodist Hospital after suffering a

stroke.

Jack March, exhibitor at Wayne, Neb.,

will be married June 17. His father Phil

is a veteran of the film industry and his

uncle George March is the exhibitor at

Vermillion, S. D. . . . The wife of Paul
Fine, National Theatre Supply repre-

sentative in this area, returned from Flor-

ida just in time to run into Nebraska’s
first heavy snow of the winter.

Howell Roberts, exhibitor at Wahoo, was
hit hard by a highway tragedy that took

the lives of three community teenagers on
a snow and ice-covered road near town.

“They were all nice youths and well-be-

haved when they were at my theatre,” he
said. Roberts was impressed by the scores

of youths who lined up to use his tele-

phone and let their parents know they
were all right when word of the accident

got around.

The Variety Tent 16 auxiliary held a

successful rummage sale at the Logan-
Fontenelle Homes . . . Frank Good, Red
Oak exhibitor, reported the rain and snow
was a boon to farmers—“The soil was open
and every drop soaked in,” he said . . .

Ed Cohen, Columbia salesman, was fight-
ing a touch of the flu. The Cohen house-
hold was saddened by the report of a plane
crash which brought death to a friend of
his daughter Barbara, University of Ne-
braska student. The victim was an Air
Force pilot stationed in Texas.

Sam Deutch, Buena Vista booker, has
become a grandfather for the first time.
His son and daughter-in-law have a baby
daughter ... In spite of bad weather,
“Swiss Family Robinson” bookings in this

territory have done exceptionally well . . .

Mary Frangenberg is continuing her hot
bowling pace; she has a 577 game in the
Ladies Imperial League . . . Exhibitors on
the Row included Sid Metcalf, Nebraska
City; Phil Lannon, West Point; S. J.

Backer, Harlan, and Frank Good. Red Oak.

LINCOLN
^^any of the city’s secretaries had an

early morning out before they started

a day of work Thursday (16). Cooper
Foundation’s Stuart Theatre cooperated
with station KFOR in the event, which be-
gan with a breakfast at nearby Bishop’s

and a showing of “All in a Night’s Work”
at the Stuart. The show was out in time
for the secretaries to report to their jobs

at the usual hour.

“Ben-Hur,” in its fourth week at the

Lincoln Theatre, drew the crowds coming
to town for the annual Nebraska high
school basketball tournament, when there

wasn’t a game in progress. Hundreds of

Nebraskans of all ages were in Lincoln
for the 3 -day tournament from all parts

of the state . . . The “Ben-Hur” showing
also is attracting students coming in from
nearby communities by special buses. The
majority of this business comes during the

weekend since the four-hour show fouls

up school night schedules.

Cooper Foundation officials report “very

good” reception of “This Is Cinerama” at

the Omaha Cooper since its recent open-
ing . . . Avis Rutherford, longtime secre-

tary to Nebraska Theatre Owners Ass’n

President Robert Livingston, has lived in

one place for more than 25 years. But she

thinks there’s a house move in her future

—about next fall. She is the only occu-

pant in the now-closed-down Capitol The-
atre building, renting the apartment above
the downtown movie house. As Avis agrees

with the building owners, it isn’t sound
economics to heat the whole structure in

order to keep her apartment warm during

Nebraska’s cold winters.

“The World of Suzie Wong” is slated for

April 14 start at the Stuart, following

“Cimarron,” which begins March 29.

Moviegoing crowds also reflected the gen-
eral human interest of the Stuart’s offer-

ing, “The Great Impostor,” which has
given way to “Tomboy and the Champ,” a

film right at home in this community of

4-H boys and girls.
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A MIRACLE
OF MODERN
SCIENCE ...

all-transistor

sound
systems . .

.

with the new dimension !

Only 17" for a complete theatre sound system•!

with DC exciter lamp supply.

* Entirely eliminates vacuum tubes, transform-

ers, heavy condensers, preamps, photocells, etc.

* Fewer, simpler, long-lasting components. In-

credibly greater reliability. Minimal main-

tenance.

* Power losses reduced to a minimum.

* Lower installation costs.

* Improved audio quality — remarkable sound

definition.

* No more racks of equipment. Big savings in

weight and space requirements.

* Electronic Switching—no complex mechanical

switches, no relays.

See your Century dealer or write . . .

CENTURY PROJECTOR CORPORATION
New York 19, N. Y.

SOLD BY

Quality Theatre Supply Co. Des Moines Theatre Supply Co.
1515 Davenport St.

Omaha, Nebraska

1121 High St.

Des Moines 9, Iowa

Minneapolis Theatre Supply Co.
75 GJenwood Are.

Minneapolis 2, Minnesota

I
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MINNEAPOLIS
pilm exchange employes who are mem-

bers of Local F31 have been given a

$5 weekly increase in salary retroactive to

December 1. In addition, the film com-
panies will pay an extra 75 cents into the
employe pension fund for a total of $3 a

week for each union employe. The retro-

active pay is expected soon, said Dick
Kolling, United Artists booker, president

and business agent of the union.

Condolences to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Case, operators of the Shakopee Theatre at

Shakopee, whose 14-year-old son died of

a heart ailment . . . J. T. McBride, Para-
mount manager, attended a sales meeting
in Chicago . . . Harold Field, head of Pio-

neer Theatres, was vacationing in Florida.

Ralph Pielow’s Quad-States Theatre
Service has taken over the buying and
booking for the Strand at Sioux Falls, S.

awaits ifou when

WAHOO is the

ideal boxoffice attraction

increase business on your

'off-nights". Write today for com-

plete details. Be sure to give seat-

ing or car capacity.

HOLLYWOOD AMUSEMENT CO.
3750 Oakton Sr. • Skokie, Illinois

D., operated by Louis Bouglos . . . J. Ever-
ett Lovelett, who was associated with Bob
Wigner as a salesman for Red Wagon
Products for about eight years, has re-

tired. Previous to joining Red Wagon,
Lovelett was a salesman for Columbia for

several years and prior to that was a sales-

man for Paramount for 12 years.

Exhibitors on the Row included Ray
Blakeslee, Medfox'd, Wis.; Pete DeFea,
Milbank, S. D.; Mel Ehlers, Delano; Burr
Cline, Jamestown, N. D.; Ken Thompson,
Bellgi'ade; Charles Fiala, Cold Spi'ing, and
Arvid Olson, Pine Island . . . When five

neighboi-hood and suburban theatres

played “The Misfits” recently they adver-
tised, “For Adults Only. No Children Un-
der 16 Admitted Unless Accompanied by
an Adult.”

A capacity house of almost 2,900 paid

$11,000 to see the recent closed-circuit

telecast at the Orpheum of the Patterson-

Johansson fight. At the Minneapolis Arm-
oi'y, which also had the closed circuit tele-

cast, the gate was $20,477.55 . . . The new
Mann theatre was sold out for the

“Spartacus” benefit black tie, invitational

premiere. The proceeds went to the Boys
Club of Minneapolis.

Members of the Macalester College com-
munity council in St. Paul have been

“picketing” the downtown Paramount and
Riviera theatres there from time to time

because their “affiliated theatres in the

south discriminate and allow segregation.”

The two theatres are operated by Minne-
sota Amusement Co., which is a part of

the ABC-PT. The picketing hasn’t affected

business, according to Tommy Max-tin,

Maco city manager in St. Paul.

Bob Turner, fox'mei'ly of Seattle, has been

named new managing director of the

Century Cinerama Theatre, x-eplacing Paul

Swater, who has been ill. Turner was
associated with the Paramount in Seattle

for 14 yeai-s before it was taken over by
Cinerama, then going with that organ-

ization. Cinerama closed in Seattle two
years ago and Tui'ner continued as man-
ager of the Paramount . . . The Orpheum

P/e$se
.senef/ne

2 years for $5 1 year for $3 3 years for $7

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN ZONE STATE

NAME ' POSITION

THE NATIONAL FILM WEEKLY 52 issues a year

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Theatre was sold out completely for the
closed cii'cuit telecast of the Floyd
Pattei’son-Ingemar Johansson heavyweight
championship fight. Seats were scaled at
$5 and $4 including tax.

Sheldon Kliman, manager of the Astor
Theatre, and wife were hosts at a party
given in their St. Louis Park home to
Lennie Lauer, who has been relief man-
ager at the Century Cinerama during the
illness of Paul Slater. Lauer is returning
to Montreal where he is managing dix'ector

of the Imperial Cinerama Theatre. Bob
Turner will take over at the Century un-
til Slater is able to be on the job again.

Downtown Council

Cites Exhibitor Mann
MINNEAPOLIS—Exhibitor Ted Mann

was given a special plaque by the Down-
town Council of Minneapolis in recogni-
tion of his contributions to the downtown
area and its future. The plaque was pre-
sented at the x'eopening of the remodeled
Pan Theatre, renamed the Mann, Thurs-
day (16) by H. C. Richardson, president of

the Downtown Council. Richardson pointed
to Mann’s outstanding display of confi-

dence in the “theatrical future” of down-
town Minneapolis.
“With the opening of the Mann The-

atre, Ted Mann has invested approxi-
mately $900,000 in downtown Minneapolis
theatres,” Richardson said. This figure

includes expenditures on the World and
Academy theatx-es. “In so doing he dis-

plays great confidence in downtown’s con-
tinuing position as the theati'ical and en-
tei'tainment center of the upper midwest.
He also has made an outstanding contribu-
tion to the appearance of the Hennepin
avenue area. Mann’s efforts are serving

as an example to other businessmen in

this locality. It is this kind of confident
leadership that helped downtown Minne-
apolis to show tremendous strides in prog-
ress in a vex-y shoi't time.”

“Seven years ago,” Richardson contin-

ued, “theati'ical business in downtown
Minneapolis was believed to be on the
wane. Today over $3,000,000 has been, or

will be, spent for theatrical improvement
alone in the downtown area. This opti-

mistic outlook is typical of the current
ti’end in downtown Minneapolis where we
see tremendous changes taking place on
evei-y side.”

Richardson was assisted in the pi'esenta-

tion of the plaque by Miss Downtown Min-
neapolis, Mary Jo Trainer.

Joe Pasternak to Produce
'Only a Paper Moon'
HOLLYWOOD—“Only a Paper Moon,”

based on the Saturday Evening Post story,

“Image of a Stai'let,” will be filmed by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, with Joe Paster-

nak producing, it was announced by studio

head Sol C. Siegel.

Pasternak is planning to reunite George
Hamilton, Yvette Mimieux, Jim Hutton
and Paula Prentiss, the quartet of young-
stei’s who starred in his popular, “Where
the Boys Are,” in this film, the story of

youth out to make its mark in the world
in New Yoi'k.
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REPORT TO THE INDUSTRY

COMPO-MARCUS PLAN A SUCCESS IN TEST AREA

Here Is First Comprehensive Report on Industry-Sponsored Promotion in Pittsburgh Territory

By HAVILAND F. REVES
PITTSBURGH—How showmen working

together can consistently share the profit-

able returns from an upgrade boxoffice

trend has been strikingly shown in this ex-

change territory—recognized as one of the

most serious pockets of economic depres-

sion in the country.

The magic device that has startlingly

reversed the dollar trend is the pilot ap-

plication of the COMPO-Marcus Plan

—

essentially the pooled efforts of distribu-

tors and exhibitors, through a policy of

saturation promotion in all available

media in the area, to create (1) mush-
rooming grosses and (2) soaring film

revenues.

The industry has been hearing about the

Marcus Plan in a quiet way for about two
years. It was started on a modest scale in

April 1959 by Ben Marcus, now chairman
of the board of Allied States Association

of Motion Picture Exhibitors, in his own
Wisconsin theatres.

“After the wonderful results we got here,

I felt we should take it to the industry,”

Marcus says—and he went to COMPO
with his plan. It was decided to give the

idea an away-from-Wisconsin test—and
this territory, badly hit by unemployment,
the closing of many coal mines, and un-
settled conditions in the steel industry,

was chosen.
The test is now complete—and the Pitts-

burgh territory has proven that the
COMPO-Marcus plan means bright fresh

dollars at the boxoffice, and a bigger check,

whatever the percentage terms, to the dis-

tributor, and new hope to the harassed ex-

hibitor.

Perhaps most important of all, this ex-

periment is working primarily, not in met-
ropolitan Pittsburgh, but out in the terri-

tory, in the theatres in the little cities and
towns that are the grass roots of the film

industry. Out of the 70 theatres currently

participating in the pilot plan, 69 are lo-

cated some 30 miles or more from down-
town Pittsburgh, with only the Fulton The-
atre here as the central city showcase.

The big-city exhibitors have their own
special problems and their own way of

working out solutions. It is the relatively

isolated exhibitor in the average and
smaller-sized towns across the country

T ri-State Area Set For Unique Film Drive

An example of the fine cooperation given by the

press is this major break in the Pittsburgh Press.

who has the real problem in trying to

reach his potential audience and in find-

ing an effective way of applying the tre-

mendous latent potential exploitation and
advertising values of his product—good
motion pictures—to do him some good in

his home area.

These 70 theatres are doing it. The cur-

rent successful returns have been coming
in following the engagement of “The
Great Impostor.” Universal thought so well

of the returns from the Fulton that it gave
this theatre super-star billing over the

biggest house in the country in its trade

-

paper advertising campaign.
Up the river is a town with especially

serious economic conditions of its own,
where the exhibitor went along with the

plan. His grosses on the picture were just

about even with those from another city of

ten times the size, where the exhibitor did

not participate. This means that the gross

for the participating theatre was about ten

times that of the nonparticipant per 100,-

000 of population!
Best of all for the industry—this is no

flash in the pan. The pilot plan has been
underway here over several months on a

series of five pictures to date, and has
shown consistent buildup—even the bliz-

zards and mountain snowstorms of this

unpredictable winter hardly slowed it up.

Thus, if it works here under these condi-
tions, it can probably work for better box-

office profits anywhere.
Wisconsin turns in more proof of con-

sistent performance because it has been
working at it longer under Marcus’ per-

sonal dynamic inspiration. There is sig-

nificant evidence, by the way, that a real

sparkplug personality helps to get a co-

operative program like this off the ground,

inspiring the confidence of those tradi-

tional enemies, the film company and the

exhibitor alike. Wisconsin has Marcus,
while the Pittsburgh plan has a guiding

genius in Harry Hendel, chan-man of the

board of the Allied Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Western Pennsylvania. Both
also have the essential mechanism of a

solid and loyal trades association to give

depth and perspective to such a program.
From Wisconsin comes an array of fig-

ures to bolster claims of success. For in-

stance, an exhibitor in a town of 14,000

turned in the following schedule of grosses

per picture: (per tenth of the week):

Plan
Under COMPO-Marcus

Magnificent Seven $291
Dog of Flanders.. 248
Journey to the Cen-

ter of the Earth . .232
Operation Petticoat 260
Time Machine .... 225
Hell to Eternity .. 195
For the Love of Mike 165
Freckles and Tess
combo 192

AVERAGE GROSS $226

Not Under COMPO-
Marcus Plan

Home From the
Hill $105

Huckleberry Finn.. 124
Ocean's Eleven .. 112
Pillow Talk 170
The Apartment . . 107

Never So Few .... 80
Toby Tyler 96
Pollyanna 124

$1 14.50

The difference in average gross is nearly

100 per cent. The conclusion, reached from
these figures, by Edward Johnson, presi-

dent of Wisconsin Allied, is:

“Since all of the features listed as non-
Marcus Plan engagements were produc-
tions of the highest caliber, it is obvious

that many of these engagements could

have been lifted out of the mediocre class

if given the Marcus Plan treatment.”

The operation is rolling along steadily

up in Wisconsin, as evidenced by the Feb-

ruary 1-April 15 schedule of pictures to be

given this saturation promotion treat-

ment in five outstate areas
—“Village of

the Damned” (Metro), “The Trapp Fam-
ily” (Fox), “Hoodlum Priest” (UA), The
Eichmann Story” (AA), “The Great Im-
postor” (Universal), “Dondi” (AA), and
“Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come”
(Fox).
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HOW THE PLAN WORKS

72 Theatres Coordinate Promotions

PITTSBURGH—The actual debut of the

COMPO-Marcus Plan was undertaken
here, with offices of Allied MPTO of West-
ern Pennsylvania as the focal point, under
the dynamic leadership of Harry Hendel,

chairman of the board. The existence of a

strong trade association made it possible to

place the plan in action.

“Allied represents the independent the-

atre owner. Anything we can do to in-

crease boxoffice attendance is the job of

Allied. That is why we undertook it,” Hen-
del explains.

“Jungle Cat” was the first picture

booked under this plan, and results were
considered excellent in view of the poten-

tial of this documentary. Buena Vista was
very cooperative in pioneering the pro-

ject, with Irving Ludwig, president and
general sales manager, showing particular

interest in the plan.

PICK RIGHT ATTRACTIONS
There has been considerable lapse of

time between some of the pictures here,

because the planners were careful to se-

lect wThat they consider the right attrac-

tion for such merchandising. The second
feature was “I Aim at the Stars,” followed

by "Facts of Life,” which played to modest
success in extremely bad weather. The
next, “The Wackiest Ship in the Army,”
did very well.

“This plan needs a good family-type

picture, one that will lend itself to ex-

ploitation,” Hendel says. “Results would
be immeasurably increased with a picture

with good star value and a good story.

The theatre situation in the Pittsburgh

territory is fairly typical, with one major
and many independent circuits, a gener-

ous scattering of independent theatres,

and the cooperative booking services. The
plan was set up with a Central Exhibitors’

Committee made up of a representative of

each group, to screen pictures made avail-

able for this plan.

ALL ARE NOTIFIED
When the committee picks a picture for

group merchandising, the local sales man-
ager notifies all key and sub-run houses
in the territory of the fact and proposed
starting time. Terms and playing time are

worked out individually. The procedure
here, naturally, is more difficult than in

Wisconsin, where one man makes the de-

cision to buy for the whole Marcus circuit.

In Pittsburgh it is necessary for the

branch or sales manager to contact 62 in-

dividuals to coordinate the playing time.

All playing time, clearance, rental, and the

other details are handled in the usual

manner between exhibitor and distributor.

Where a split situation is involved, the

regular customer gets the preference.

Allied comes into the picture, as the co-

ordinating agency, after the booking is

HARRY HENDEL
Pittsburgh Area Coordinator

set, and serves to process the mechanism
of the Plan, to keep stimulating partici-

pating exhibitors to greater promotional
efforts.

Theatres have an option to participate

or not on any particular picture. “But
once they see how good the results, they

generally stay,” says Hendel.

Advertising costs are shared. A question-

aire is sent to all participating theatres for

details on their normal advertising budget.

The distributor under the plan agrees to

share on a 50-50 basis any advertising in

newspapers, radio and television above this

normal budget. When the exhibitor re-

ceives his advertising bill, he pays it, and
submits it to the exchange, which, in turn,

reimburses him for the distributor’s share.

The local exhibitor places his own adver-

tising, because he knows his media best

and gets a better break personally as well

as having the advantage of the local ad-
vertising rate.

The territory covered is up to 110 miles

from Pittsburgh; in Pennsylvania and
West Virginia. Because of the partially

pooled arrangement, the media coverage

is broader than if each theatre worked
alone. Thus, several houses in scattered

towns may buy time on a station located

between them. The largest part of the

budget has usually been allocated to tele-

vision. The selection of media is made by
agreement between the exchange and the

local exhibitor in each case.

A basic campaign is set up in the Allied

office, including ad mats and a manual, to

maintain a reasonable consistency in the

campaign. The Allied office sends a stream
of bulletins to participants to spur promo-
tion and keep interest at a high level.

The latest picture to play under this

plan has been the most successful. “The
Great Impostor” opened February 17 in

Be.\ Marcus opened his first theatre in a vacated department store in Ripon,

Wis., in 1935. He was born in Poland in 1911, came to this country in 1925,

first learned about the theatre business selling theatre advertising for a

Minneapolis newspaper. His circuit now numbers 36 theatres. He also owns three

Milwaukee restaurants, a 50-room motel, 24-lane bowling center, among other

ventures. He has been president of Wisconsin Allied and National Allied and

is on the governing triumvirate of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations.

— 50—

in Test Campaigns
50 theatres, with 22 additional dates set

within a few weeks. Of the 72 dates, 17
were one-week bookings—with five held
over. The rest were four day engagements.
The Fulton Theatre played it in down-

town Pittsburgh; all the other 71 the-
atres were 30 miles or more away. Oddly
enough, Hendel, who rims the New Gra-
nada Theatre in Pittsburgh does not even
have a theatre which benefits from the
plan. “This is an industry project as far as

I am concerned,” he says.

The advertising for the Fulton helped
the outstate bookings. For this one, three

television stations, reaching out about 75

miles, were used. In turn, the outstate ad-
vertising helped the Fulton.

VETERAN CAMPAIGNERS AID
COMPO sent in veteran campaigners

Alec Moss to handle merchandising at the
start of the program. He became ill, how-
ever, and was succeeded by Phil Katz, who
worked out of the Allied office to coordin-

ate the program.
“The Great Impostor” was selected as a

picture with universal appeal, and Hendel
said “Not only the local exchange but the

homeoffice from Phil Gerard, the eastern

manager, down opened the gates. This is

show business—they have to spend money
—and the exhibitor in turn has to spend
money. They went all out. They gave us

every bit of cooperation.”

Universal also voluntarily paid for con-

siderable extra advertising on its own, in-

cluding a 600-line ad plus some extra radio

time.

Special plaudits were paid by Hendel to

A1 Kolkmeyer, local Universal salesman-
ager, and two exploiteers, Dave Kane and
Bob Zanger. Columbia’s manager Frank
Silverman rated strong praise from Hen-
del, too, for earlier work on the plan.

The “Impostor” campaign included:

1. One week of personal appearances by
author Richard Crichton, including TV
and radio appearances, newspaper inter-

views, and visits to book stores and police

chiefs and confidence or “bunco” squads.

2. Personal appearances in the area by

costar Joan Blackman.

COMPOSER AT STORES
3. Personal appearances by composer

Henry Mancinni, with music store tieups.

4. An exploitation contest for exhibitors

sponsored by Universal. Three prizes were

given—$100, $75, and $50—for the best

campaign in the area.

5. A 600-line newspaper ad listing every

theatre playing the picture in the 670,000

circulation Sunday Pittsburgh Press.

6. Material furnished by Universal with-

out charge: 25,000 tabloids; 25,000 “Im-

postor” membership cards; numerous stills

for newspaper art; several hundred paper-

back books; radio spot announcements;

teaser trailers; and 4,000 Tony Curtis

photos.

The partners in the Plan worked to-

gether. After the drive was over, Kolk-

meyer wrote to Charles McCarthy of

COMPO, “This is comparable to an aux-

iliary advertising agency working in our

behalf.”
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MILWAUKEE—How the COMPO-Marcus Plan originated and how
it worked out first on a small scale—proving that it was really practical
and profitable, is shown at first hand in the Wisconsin territory where
it all started. Here it has been working out pragmatically and success-
fully on a growing scale for nearly two years. The Wisconsin phase
proved an ideal laboratory experiment for the basic research—to be
followed by the national pilot project in Pittsburgh.

The man who started it all is Ben Marcus, head of Marcus Man-
agement Company, which now operates 36 theatres scattered over
Wisconsin. After television became really significant in the state about
1953, he carefully reviewed the prospects for the future, like other
showmen.

“I had a very serious decision to make—whether to continue to
operate my circuit as it is—or retrench and dispose of many of my
smaller town and subsequent run houses?

“Or should I sell out my entire circuit and concentrate on other
investments?

“I made a very careful study and came to the conclusion that our
business is here to stay. It can still be the dominant entertainment fac-
tor for America.

“But I also felt we had not made sufficient progress in the manner
in which we are merchandising our product, in comparison to other

Key advertisement placed in the Pittsburgh newspapers listed thea-

tres in a three-state area which were participating in the COMPO-
Marcus plan saturation booking.

products merchandised by national com-
panies such as General Motors, or Procter
and Gamble. One of the things we have not
done is to get down to our patrons with our
merchandising and advertising on the local

level. Too much stress has been placed on
the national media of advertising, and not
enough to reach our patrons at the point-
of-sale.”

Marcus started an experiment in north-
eastern Wisconsin—where theatres of the
circuit were located. He increased his ad-
vertising budget to about 12 per cent of

gross—about double the former percentage,
and used a combination of television,

newspaper, radio, and crossplugs in an
area with closely-situated theatres “so
that advertising spent in one town would
also plug the other three towns in the
area.” One key theatre was used in each
of the four nearby cities (populations
ranging in the 30-50,000 bracket).

Immediate results were not only encour-
aging but “amazing.” In followup, prints

were made available to the smaller towns
in the same area, to move in immediately
after the key-town runs—so that these

smaller towns enjoyed “a substantial in-

crease in grosses without materially in-

creasing our advertising costs” for these

small towns. This was even true in some
smaller towns where opposition exhibitors

operate—they benefitted as well.

The pictures selected were “just little

pictures,” not blockbusters. The first was
Columbia’s “Gidget,” the next was “It

Happened to Jane.” These followed by
the exploitation of such pictures as “Five
Branded Women” and “Five Gates to

Hell,” and “the results were fantastic,”

Marcus says.

This first experiment was started in

April, 1959, and has been extended to cover
the state. Marcus’ operation provides a
good controlled laboratory test because all

the houses are under a single manage-
ment. The setup is on a regional basis,

such as Green Bay area or Fox River Val-
ley towns, with Appleton, Manitowoc, and
Oshkosh in this district. A key town is

set up in each district, including Wausau,
La Crosse, Madison, Rockford, Beloit, and
Janesville.

These area promotions were so success-
ful the program soon spread over the state,

with participation by exhibitors generally,

“and they loved it,” Marcus says. Today
the key spot for coordination of the ac-
tivities is the Allied office, with Harold
Pearson, executive secretary of Wisconsin
Allied, and Henry Pollette, general man-
ager in charge of operations for Marcus,
as key figures. Significantly, the Stanley

Warner Theatres are participating, too.

Details are worked out with each indi-

vidual branch manager, in cooperation
with the New York offices, and through
the fieldmen of each exchange.
The Marcus plan then moved into the

“big time” in Milwaukee, with about 16

theatres joining at the “de-luxe-run” level

—or first-run after downtown, followed
by the “second-run,” with about 10-12

theatres. These second-runs naturally

benefitted from the advertising of the de-
luxe run.

The program, for the state, uses an ad-
vertising combination of four media

—

television, radio, newspaper, and cross-

plugs. “So we really have the area com-
pletely covered, and we deliver the mes-
sage to people whom we know are our
patrons, and not unknown quantities,”

Marcus points out.

Making the right selection of pictures to

be given this group promotion treatment is

the key. An attempt is made to screen

every likely picture, with buying, booking
and operating department personnel all at-

tending five to six screenings a week. The
objective at these screenings is to evaluate

the picture as to its entertainment value,

to determine the selling approach—such

(Continued on Next Page)

Successful Pittsburgh Test Indicates Extension of Plan Into New Territories

NEW YORK— The COMPO - Marcus
Plan, which was adopted for a six-month
trial period, which expires this spring, will

undoubtedly be extended to the various

exchange areas, “for the benefit of all,”

now that the Pittsburgh test has proven
so successful, says Charles E. McCarthy,
executive vice-president of the Council of

Motion Picture Organizations. On the basis

of the Pittsburgh experience, he also feels

^ that an existing functioning agency in an
exchange area seems to be a necessity for

efficient operation of the plan.

Everyone is delighted with the results of

“The Great Impostor,” he said. Earlier

BOXOFFICE Showmandiser : : March 27, 1961

pictures faced the handicap of the severe

Eastern winter, but still managed to do
fairly well. However, now that the first

picture given a real chance has performed
so well, the plan “is now in high gear.”

Outlining some of the further aspects of

the program, McCarthy said: “The plan
depends on the selection of the picture.

There has to be mutual agreement be-
tween the exhibitors in the territory and a
distributor. There has to be give and take
between the two, to arrive at a picture that
is not obviously a blockbuster.

“The plan cannot be developed nation-
ally, because pictures are not being re-

— 51 —

leased nationally all at one time. It will

be exchange area by exchange area, if the

general managers agree that the experi-

ment in Pittsburgh is a success.

McCarthy believes the highly success-

ful experience with the plan here points

the way to a new pattern within the

industry—multiple day and date bookings
in a given territory, with situations care-

fully chosen to provide an umbrella-like

coverage of the area, backed by all-out

cooperative merchandising effort in all

media between distribution and exhibi-

tion.

No other area has been chosen yet.
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The Distributor

It's the Answer

Of Cooperative

NEW YORK—“The project that has

given me the greatest pleasure in 25 years

in the business—if there was ever a ques-

tion about the value

of cooperative effort,

this will answer it

once and for all,” is

the way the distrib-

utor looks at the

COMPO-Marcus ex-

periment in Pitts-

burgh— through the

voice of Philip Ger-
ard, eastern director

of advertising for

Universal.

“The Great Im-
postor” is already a

top-grossing picture, comparable to “Pil-

low Talk” and “Imitation of Life,” Gerard
said, explaining enthusiastically that this

is “because the potential of ‘Impostor’

could only be realized through this kind

of long-range effort, careful planning, and
enthusiastic cooperation from exhibitor

and distributor, to give the picture the re-

sult it deserved.”

The Plan was the key factor in getting

this picture off the ground, Gerard admits.

“It was up to the audiences after the

opening, because in every situation the

opening was marvelous. Following this, the

picture delivered what it always had —
and this it did. But you needed to stimu-
late the public, to capture their imagina-
tion.

BLOCKBUSTER FIGURES
“If they tell you Pittsburgh is de-

pressed—‘The Great Impostor’ played like

there was nothing but prosperity in west-
ern Pennsylvania. The figures are as big

as our big, big blockbusters. The Fulton
was a holdover.”

Of the 72 situations, the picture played
equal to the top pictures of tTniversal.

Conclusion: “We had the product—but
it needed this special effort and the cam-
paign.”

The program for this merchandising was
set at a meeting of exhibitors called by
Pete Rosian, Universal regional salesman-
ager, in early December, outlining the pro-
jected program. The dates and confirma-
tions followed.

This was not a hit-and-run campaign,
but one requiring careful day-by-day exe-
cution by COMPO, Universal, and the the-

atres alike.

“You cannot buy your way to success,”

Gerard says. “Just taking advertising is

not enough. You have to do everything
that goes into the selling of motion pic-

tures. You have to promote, presell, screen,

advertise in all the areas that bring you

Reaction:

to Value

Effort

results—all the things we have ever done
over the years.

“In having 70 theatres cooperating, we
are also having 70 extra press agents.

“We presold, by making the film avail-

able for a New Year’s Eve preview show
and for a sneak preview several weeks
before opening, in most of these theatres.

“The thing is to get the picture going
by word of mouth—still the most valued
form of selling. You can’t really sell it

—

the picture has to earn it.

PUT IN EXTRA EFFORT
“Exhibitors in this effort, as well as the

distributor, went beyond anything they
had done to date, and beyond what they
had contracted to do, in their contribution

to the campaign in dollars, in manpower,
and in effort.”

This merchandising program has
brought home the industry’s responsibility

to its patrons, Gerard believes—because,

by it, “We do good not only for the dis-

tributor and the theatres, but we also do
the public a good. We know that it is

unfortunate that many good pictures are

dissipated because they are put into re-

lease without the proper presell, and re-

gional sell, and local sell.

“We cannot throw the responsibility

upon the public generally to respond to

good motion pictures. They respond and
they do go when they are sufficiently in-

formed to respond. We see this every time
a good piece of entertainment is sold

intelligently.

“But we also see how we fail not only

the distributor and the exhibitor—how we
fail the public when we don’t see all the
things that have to be done between dis-

tributor and exhibitor, when we don’t do
everything possible to stimulate the ex-

hibitor to sell the motion picture.”

Gerard, obviously happy and enthusias-

tic over the results, welcomes the idea of

extending this type of merchandising, as

a sound solution for some of the indus-

try’s major ills.

FOR EXPANDED USE
“I would love to see this same sort of

unstinting cooperation duplicated all over

the country, because it is a classic example
of how the industry should function.

“Universal thinks that the COMPO-
Marcus Plan should be extended to every

area possible, because with the high cost

of advertising and the tremendous effort

required to launch a picture, success can
only be assured when you have the co-

operation of the theatres in a plan of this

kind, so that the full impact of the cam-
paign is spread in the largest natural

market area—for the benefit of the the-

atre, the distributor, and the public.”

(Continued From Preceding Page)

as the kind of trailers necessary, changes
desirable in the trailers or other media,
special copy preparation, and the like.

“We really work at it,” Marcus says. “I

think this is the future for any exhibitor

who wants to stay in business. He must
have an intelligent approach to selling a
picture, regardless of star value.

NEED PROPER HANDLING
“I feel that too many pictures are not

handled properly today, by both exhibitors

and distributors, due to lack of attention
to the proper merchandising plan. This is

a luxury we cannot afford because (1) of

the shortage of product, and (2) we can-
not afford to take a piece of property and
let it go down the drain.

“It is worth extra money to sell a mo-
tion picture if it will bring in additional

revenue to both the distributor and the
exhibitor.”

The size of the program is suggested by
the typical advertisement budget for a

merchandising area involving four key
towns—$250 per theatre as an average, or

$1,000 to $1,250 per picture. This does not
include the advertising for the smaller

town theatres which follow the key runs.

There is no specific schedule as to how
often a picture will be given the Marcus
Plan treatment. It may be used two or

three weeks in a row—and then not for

sometime, Marcus says.

“We do it any time we have a picture

that fits the plans. We will not try to sell

a picture that has no entertainment value

to the public. We must be very careful not

to lose the confidence of the public.”

The plan pays off consistently two years

of experience have shown. Marcus points

to a recent situation, in a period of gen-
erally off-business. “Our business for De-
cember, January and February was the

best we have had in many years. We
merchandised several pictures. One was
‘Where the Boys Are,’ which pulled fan-

tastic grosses, and outgrossed both ‘Cat

on a Hot Tin Roof’ and ‘Butterfield 8.’ ”

It has worked in Wisconsin because there

was a willingness to get together for mu-
tual benefit.

FINE COOPERATION
“Cooperation from distributors has been

excellent. Without exceptions, we have
no problems. The farthest point between
us and any distributor is the telephone.

We usually get all we ask, and we always

try to be reasonable.”

There are many industry leaders, in both

exhibition and distribution who believe

the COMPO-Marcus plan may well prove

to be a major factor in restoring the in-

dustry to a sound economic position. Mar-
cus relates it to the basic problems of prod-

uct, including increased product and or-

derly release, but places the accent upon
merchandising as the factor which di-

rectly brings the people in to the theatre.

Evaluating it for the country, he sums it

up thus

:

“This plan can be adapted for any terri-

tory—but it must be flexible to meet any
situation, and it will work.

“I think that the basis of any sensible

merchandising policy is to reach the great-

est number of patrons.

Phil Gerard
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An interprative analysis of lay and tradepress reviews. Running time is in parentheses. The
plus and minus signs indicate degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews, updated regularly.
This department also serves as an ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feature releases. © is for
CinemaScope; ® VistaVision; © Superscope; ® Naturama; (§) Regalscope; © Technirama.
Symbol ^ denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. For listings by
company in the order of release, see FEATURE CHART.
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2506 Absent-Minded Professor, The

(97) Comedy Drama .... BV 2-27-61 ff ft ff ff ff 10+
2473 ©Alamo, The (162) Todd-AO

Historical Drama UA 10-31-60 ff + + ff ff ff ff 12+
2442 ©All the Fine Young Cannibals

(122) © Drama . . .MGM 7-18-60 ff it —
ff + + 8+3-

2477 All the Young Men (86) Dr.... Col 8- 8-60 + + + + + + + 7+
2509 Amazing Mr. Callaghan, The (82)

Adventure Melodrama .... .Atlantis 3-13-61 ± 1+1-
2457 Angel Wore Red, The (99 Dr. . . .MGM 9- 5-60 ± — + it it ± 6+6-
2489 Angry Silence, The (95) Dr... 12-26-60 ff ff ff ft ff ff ff 14+
2496 Another Sky (83) Melodr. ... . Harrison 1-23-61 + + ± 3+1-
2428 Apartment, The (125)

Panavision Com-Dr UA 6- 6-60 ff ff ff ff ff + ff 13+
2452 As the Sea Rages (74) Dr. . . . Col 8-22-60 + Hh + — + 5+3-

—B

—

2441 Bellboy, The (72) Farce . . . . .... Para 7-18-60 + + + ff ± ± ± 8+3-
2382 ©Ben-Hur (212) Camera 65

Biblical Drama . . .MGM 11-30-59 ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 14+
2453 ©Between Time and Eternity

(98) Dr U-l 8-22-60 ± + it 5+4-
2458 Beyond the Time Barrier (75) SF AIP 9- 5-60 -+- -+- H- -4- ± 6+6-
2504 Black Sunday (84) Horror Dr. AIP 2-20-61 + + ff + + 6+
2496 Blueprint for Robbery (88) Cr. . . . . Para 1-23-61 + ff + + + + ± 8+1-
2461 Boy Who Stole a Million. The

(64) Comedy-Drama . . . . Para 9-19-60 ff + + ff + + + 9+
2474 ©Breath of Scandal, A

(98) Comedy 10-31-60 + + + + 7+3-
2473 ©Butterfield 8 (109) © Drama MGM 10-31-60 ff ff + ff + + ± 10+1-

—c

—

2407 ©Can-Can (131)

Todd-AO Musical 20th- Fox 3-21-60 ff + + ff ff + ff H+
2512 ©Canadians, The (85) © Dr... 20th-Fox 3-20-61 ± —

"f + + 5+3-
2448 ©Captain’s Table, The (90)

Comedy 20th-Fox 8- 8-60 ff ff ff ff + + ± 11+1-
2494 Carry On, Constable (86) Com.. . . Govn’r 1-16-61 + + 2+
2408 Carry On, Nurse (89) Farce... Governor 3-21-60 ff ff ff ff + + ff 12+
2495 ©Carthage in Flames (111)

© Spectacle Drama Col 1-23-61 ± •±_ + + Hh ± 7+6-
2485 Caltiki, The Immortal Monster

(76) Sc.-F’n AA 12- 5-60 ± + — - 2+3-
2433 ©Chartroose Caboose, The (75)

Panavision Comedy ... .U-l 6-20-60 + + + *+
2488 ©Cimarron (140) © Dr . . .MGM 12-19-60 ff ff ff ff ff + ff 13+
2482 ^©CinderFella (88) Comedy . . . Para 11-28-60 ff + ff + + 9+2-
2497 Circle of Deception (100) Dr. 20th-Fox 1-30-61 + ff ±: ff + + 7+1-
2491 Code of Silence (75)

Melodrama Sterling World-SR 1- 9-61 + 1+
2474 College Confidential (90) Melo ... U-l 10-31-60 ± — — 2+4—
2456 Come Dance With Me! (91)

Comedy-Mystery Kingsley-Union 8-29-60 + + + + 6+2-
2487 Crazy for Love (80) Com . . .Ellis 12-19-60 ± 1+1-
2455 ©Crowded Sky, The (105) Dr WB 8-29-60 + + + + + + ± 7+1-
2494 ©Cry for Happy (110) © Com eoi 1-16-61 + + + ff ff 8+1-

—D

—

2464 ©Dark at the Top of the Stairs,

The (124) Drama . . . .WB 9-26-60 ff ff ff ff ff + ff 13+
2486 Date Bait (71) Melo Filmgroup 12-12-60 ± 1+1-
2512 Days of Thrills and Laughter (93)

Comedy Compilation 20th-Fox 3-20-61 ff + 4+1-
2491 Desert Attack (76) Melo 20th- Fox 1- 9-61 + + + 3+
2462 Desire in the Dust (105) © Dr. 20th-Fox 9-19-60 ff + + + 8+3-
2503 Devil’s Commandment (71) © Ho . . . RCIP 2-20-61 ± 1+1-
2484 Dog, a Mouse and a Sputnik. A

(90) Comedy 12- 5-60 + - ± + 3+2-
2508 ©Don Quixote (110) Classic Dr... MGM 3- 6-61 ff ff ff —

ff ff 10+1-
2499 Dondi (100) Comedy AA 2- 6-61 ± + 3+2-

—E—
2442 ©Elmer Gantry (145) Drama . . . .UA 7-18-60 ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 14+
2449 Enemy General, The (75) Dr. . Col 8-15-60 ff — + + + + ± 7+2-
2469 Entertainer, The (98) Dr. ... . . Cont’l 10-17-60 + ff + ff ff + ± 10+1-
2482 ©Esther and the King (109)

© Adventure Drama 20th-Fox 11-28-60 + + ff 8+4-
2490 ©Exodus (212) Super-Panavision 70

Drama . . . UA 12-26-60 ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 14+

—F

—

2479 Facts of Life, The (103) Com-Dr UA 11-21-60 + ff ff ff ff + ft 12+
2456 ©Fast & Sexy (99) © Comedy Col 8-29-60 + + + + + ± 7+2-
2496 Fever in the Blood, A (117) Dr. . . . .WB 1-23-61 ff + + ff + + 8+
2458 ©Five Bold Women (82) W’n . Citation 9- 5-60 ± 1+1-
2507 Five Guns to Tombstone (71) W'n . . UA 3- 6-61 ± -4- + 6+5-

In the summary 4+ is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses.

2489 ©Flaming Star (101) ©
Outdoor Drama . 20th-Fox 12-26-60 + ff + ff ff + + 10+

2478 ©Flute and the Arrow, The (78)

Documentary Drama . . . .Janus 11-14-60 + ff ff ff 7+
2448 ©For the Love of Mike (87)

© Outdoor Dr .20th-Fox 8- 8-60 ff ff + ff ff ff 11+
2483 Four Desperate Men (105) Melo. . . Cont’l 12- 5-60 ff 2+
2471 48 Hours to Live (86)

Melodrama Cinema Assoc-SR 10-24-60 ± 1+1
2498 Foxhole in Cairo (78) Dr. . . . Para 1-30-61 + ff — + 7+4-
2464 ©Freckles (84) © Outdoor . . . .20th-Fox 9-26-60 + + + + 5+1-
2495 French Mistress, A (91) Com. ..F-A-W 1-23-61 ± + + + + 5+1-
2441 ©From the Terrace (144) ©

Drama .20th -Fox 7-18-60 ff ff ± ff ff ± + H+2-
2507 Frontier Uprising (68) W’n UA 3- 6-61 + + -f- ±2 + -4- 6+3-

—G—
2472 ©G. 1. Blues (104) Com/Mus. .... Para 10-24-60 + + ff + + 8+2-
2468 Girl of the Night (S3) Dr. . WB 10-10-60 + ff it + + ± It 8+3-
2491 ©Goddess of Love, The (68)

© Spectacle .20th-Fox 1- 9-61 + — 2+2-
2500 Gold of the Seven Saints (88)

Outdoor Drama WB 2- 6-61 ± ff + + ff + 8+1-
2490 ©Goliath and the Dragon (90) ©

Costume Spectacle AIP 12-26-60 + + — + — It 5+4-
2457 Good Girls Beware (80) Melodr. UMPO 9- 5-60 + 1+
2495 ©Go Naked in the World

(103) © Drama MGM 1-23-61 + ff + ff
Hh + 8+1-

3498 ©Gorgo (78) © Adv. Dr MGM 1-30-61 ff + + + ff 8+1-
2486 ©Grass Is Greener, The

(105) © Comedy U-l 12-12-60 + ff + ff — + ff 9+1-
2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 ff ff + ff ff ff 11+

2488 Hand in Hand (75) Dr Col 12-19-60 + ff ff ff ff ff ff 13+
2475 ©Heaven on Earth (84)

Documentary Drama . . .JB-SR 11-14-60 + + + ± + 6+2-
2473 Hell Is a City (96) Action . Col 10-31-60 + ff + + ff + + 9+
2447 Hell to Eternity (132) Or.... AA 8- 8-60 ff ff ff ff ff + + 12+
2487 ©Herod the Great (93) ©

Costume Spectacle AA 12-19-60 + + + 6+3-
2478 Heroes Die Young (76) Melodrama AA 11-14-60 + 3+2-
2457 ©Hideout in the Sun (72)

Nudist drama 9- 5-60 ± 1+1-
2454 High-Powered Rifle, The

(60) Action .20th -Fox 8-22-60 - ± ± — 4+6-
2486 High School Caesar (72) Melo. Filmgroup 12-12-60 + 1+
2464 ^©High Time (103) © Com/Mus 20-Fox 9-26-60 + + + ff ff + + 9+
2499 Home Is the Hero (83) Dr. ... . Showcorp 2- 6-61 ff + + + 5+
2506 Hoodlum Priest, The (101) Dr UA 2-27-61 ff ff + ff ff + 10+
2435 ©House of Usher, The (SO) © Ho.. AIP 6-27-60 + + + ff ff ff ff 11+

2459 I Aim at the Stars (107)

Biographical Drama Col 9-12-60 + ff + + + + ff 9+
2442 Inherit the Wind (126) Drama. . . . . .UA 7-18-60 ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 14+
2467 It Happened in Broad Daylight

(97) Dr. (Eng. -dubbed) .. . . Cont’l 10-10-60 + ff ff + + 7+
2503 It Takes a Thief (..) Melo Valiant 2-20-61 + 1+

2481 Jazz Boat (96) © Dr/Music . . . ... Col 11-28-60 + ± + 4+2-
2479 ©Journey to the Lost City

(90) © Adv. Drama ...AIP 11-21-60 + ± — + It =t 6+5-
2452 ©Jungle Cat (70) Documentary. BV 8-22-60 + + + ff ff ff ff 11+

—K

—

2471 Kill Me Tomorrow (80) Melodr Tudor 10-24-60 +
2466 Key Witness (81) © Drama. ... MGM 10- 3-60 + ft- + + ± +
2507©Konga (90) Horror Drama AIP 3- 6-61 -|f -f ± -f -|f

—L—
2466 ©Last Woman on Earth, The (71)

Melodrama Filmgroup 10- 3-60 +
2505 League of Gentlemen, The (113)

Comedy-Drama Kingsley 2-27-61 ff

2482 Left, Right and Center (90)

Comedy Bentley 11-28-60 ff

2476 ©Legions of the Nile (91) ©
Action Spectacle 20th-Fox 11- 7-60 ±

2465 Let No Man Write My Epitaph

(106) Drama Col 10- 3-60 ff

2458 ©Let's Make Love (118) ©
Comedy/Music 20th-Fox 9- 5-60 ft

2493 ©Little Angel (90) Com-Dr Murray 1-16-61 ±
2465 Little Shop of Horrors, The (70)

Horror Comedy Filmgroup 10- 3-60 +
2502 Long Rope, The (61) © W’n . . 20th-Fox 2-13-61 +

ff + ff

± ff + +

± + ff + +

4+ ff ft f ff

± + ±

ft ± ± + +

1+
+ 8+1-

7+1-

1+1-

+ 8+

44 9+1-

± 3+8-

44 10+1-

tt 13+
4+3-

1+
7+1-
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REVIEW DIGEST
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX In the summary tt is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses. tt Very Good; 4- Good; — Fair;

— Poor; — Very Poor.

u
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fl_ O ft
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CD X £T
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> iZ x cr £se z o

2453 Louisiana Hussy (80) Melodr Howco 8-22-60 ±.

—M—
2489 Magdalena (76) Melodrama SR 12-26-60 ±
2468 ©Magnificent Seven, The (128)

Outdoor Dr. (Panavision) UA
2492 Make Mine Mink (101) Com Cont'l

2501 Mania (..) Ho. Dr Valiant

2512 Mailbag Robbery (70) Ac Tudor

2503 Mark of the Devil (73) Melo RCIP

2484 ©Marriage-Go-Round, The

(99) © Comedy 20th- Fox

2469 ©Midnight Lace (108) Dr U-l

2504 ©Mighty Crusaders, The (87) ©
Spectacle Falcon-SR

2500 Misfits, The (124) Drama UA
2502 ©Millionairess, The (90) ©

G. B. Shaw Comedy 20th-Fox

2499 More Deadly Than the Male (60)

Crime Melodrama Schoenfeld

2421 My Dog, Buddy (76) Dr Col

—N—
2470 Natchez Trace (80) Adv. .. Panorama- SR

2470 Never on Sunday (97) Com-Dr. Lopert-UA

2462 Night Fighters, The (85) Dr UA
2447 Night of Love (93) Melodr. .... Howco

2450 ©Nights of Lucretia Borgia, The (108)

Totalscope His. Dr Col

2478 ©North to Alaska (122) ©

2451 ^©Ocean’s 11 (128) © Com-Dr. ..WB

2450 ©One Foot in Hell (89)

©Outdoor Dr 20th-Fox

2497 ©One Hundred and One Dalmatians

(80) Animated Feature BV

2510 Operation Bottleneck (78) Ac UA

2509 Operation Eichmann (92) Drama . . . . AA
2445 Oscar Wilde (96) Dr Four City Ent

—P

—

2510 ©Parrish (137) Drama WB
2509 Passport to China (75) Ac Col

2417 Pay or Die (110) Dr AA
2492 ©Pepe (195) ©Comedy/Music ....Col

2469 Please Turn Over (86) Farce Col

2477 Plunderers, The (94) Adv. Dr AA
2501 Police Dog Story (61) UA

2416 U©Pollyanna (134) Com. Dr BV

2436 ©Portrait in Black (111) Dr U-I

2511 ©Posse From Hell (89) W’n U-l

2477 Price of Silence. The (72)

Melodrama Exdusive-SR

2508 ©Prisoners of the Congo (90)

Adventure Drama Atlantis

2414 Private Property (79) Dr Citation

2440 Psycho (109) Suspense Drama . . .Para

—R—
2419 Raymie (73) Drama AA
2454 Rebel Girls (70) Action . . . . Luzon-SR

2490 ©Ritual of Love, The (72)

1+1-

1+1-

2511 Rocket Attack, U.S.A. (66)

Melodrama Exploit-Brenner

2432 Rosemary (105) Drama F-A-W

2485 ©Royal Ballet (131) Ballet Lopert

2460 Runaway (76) Melodrama .... Group 9

—S—
2506 Sanctuary (90) © Drama 20th-Fox

2468 ©Santa Claus (94) Fantasy/Music

2451 Savage Eye, The (67) Semidocumentary

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (110)

2456 School for Scoundrels (94)

2476 ©Secret of the Purple Reef (80) ©

2467 ©September Storm (99) Action

2460 ©Seven Ways From Sundown

(87) Western

2474 Sex Kittens Go to College

10 -10-60 tt 44 44 tt + + tt 12+
1- 9-61 4+ 44 + + + tt 9+
2-13-61 + + 2+
3 -20-61 + 1+
2 -20-61 ± 1+1-

12 - 5-60 + + -f-
44 tt + tt 10+1—

10 -17-60 tt + + tt tt tt tt :
12+

2 -20-61 ± 1+1-
2 - 6-61 + 44 44 44 tt + tt 13+

2- 13-61 + 44 + 44 + + 9+1-

2- 6-61 44 2+
5 -16-60 + + — — 5+4-

10 -17-60 + 1+
10 -17-60 -H- 44 + tt + + + 10+
9-19-60 + + + + + + 6+
8 - 8-60 ± 1+1-

8 -15-60 ± + + + + + 7+2-

11 -14-60 + + 44 tt + tt 10+1-

8 -22-60 tt 44 + tt tt tt 12+1—

8 -15-60 + + tt + + + + 7+

1 -30-61 + 44 + 44 tt tt tt 12+
3 -13-61 + + + — 3+2—
3 - 13-61 tt — 3+2-
8 - 1-60 + 44 + 44 + tt tt U+

3 -13-61 -H-

44 + tt + 8+
3-13-61 + ± 3+2-
5 - 2-60 tt 44 44 tt + + tt 12+
1- 9-61 tt + 44 tt tt tt 12+1-

10 -17-60 + 44 44 + tt + 9+
11 -14-60 + + + + ± 5+1-
2 -13-61 + -I- ± 6+5-
4 -18-60 tt 44 44 44 tt tt tt 14+
6-27-60 tt — + —

tt 7+4-
3 -20-61 ± + + tt 5+1-

11 - 14-60 + 1+

3 - 6-61 ± 1+1-
4 -11-60 + + + + + 6+ 1-
7- 11-60 ff tt tt 44 tt + tt 13+

5- 9-60 + + + + + 5+
8 -22-60 ± 1+1-

12 -26-60 + 1+

3 -20-61 ± 1+1-
6-13-60 + tt + + tt 7+

12-12-60 tt tt 4+
9 -12-60 + 1+

2 -27-61 + + + 44 + + + 8+

10 -10-60 ± ± + + 5+3-

8 -22-60 4+ tt tt tt 9+1-

9 -26-60 tt 44 + tt tt + 10+

8-29-60 + tt tt tt + + + 10+

11 - 7-60 ± + + 5+3-
3 -20-61 + + 44 Hh 6+2-

10- 10-60 ± + + + 6+3-

9 -12-60 + +f + + + + 7+

10-31-60 + — _ 2+3-

or
*e
o
‘Z o

>%

"or
O
i bL,s

i'i

-i
o z
> >.

Xo
CD

TO £
x cr

TO

> iZ
o CJ TO
xocIolS z o

11 - 7-60 +
10

-

24-60 +
11

-

21-60 +

2 -27-61 tt

2 -20-61 ±
2 -13-61 —

11 -21-60 ±
11 -23-59 44

12 -12-60 ±

2475 Shakedown, The (91) Action U-l

2472 She Walks by Night (85) Melo. Woolner

2479 Sinners of Paris (81) Melodr Ellis

2505 ©Sins of Rachel Cade, The

(123) Drama WB
2504 Sins of Youth (82) Dr Janus

2502 Sniper’s Ridge (61) © Dr 20th-Fox

2480 Squad Car (60) Melodrama. .. .20th-Fox

2380 ©Snow Queen, The (70) U-l

2440 ©Song Without End (142) ©
Drama/Music Col

2438 S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac U-l

2470 ©Spartacus (189) Super Technirama-70

Adventure Spectacle U-l

2485 Spring Affair (69) Comedy SR

2437 ©Subterraneans, The (89) © Dr. ..MGM

2445 Studs Lonigan (103) Dr UA

2476 ^©Sundowners, The (133) Dr WB
2466 ^©Sunrise at Campobello

(143) Drama WB
2467 Surprise Package (100) Comedy. ... Col

2477 ^©Swiss Family Robinson (128)

Adv. Classic, Panavision BV

2488 ©Sword and the Dragon (83)

Folklore Spectacle Valiant

2494 ©Sword of Sherwood Forest (80) ©
Adventure Drama Col

—T—
2510 ©Trapp Family, The (106)

Comedy-Drama 20th-Fox

2465 ©Ten Who Dared (92) Adv BV

2493 ©Tess of the Storm Country (84)

© Melodrama 20th-Fox

2435 13 Ghosts (88) Horror Comedy Col

2450 ©39 Steps, The (95) © Adv. . .20th- Fox

2485 ©3 Worlds of Gulliver, The (100)

Superdynamation, Fantasy Col

2439 ©Thunder in Carolina (92)

Racing Drama Howco

2389 Tiger Bay (105) Suspense Cont’l

2446©Time Machine, The (103) Sc-F...MGM

2498 ©Tomboy and the Champ (92)

Comedy-Drama U-l

2481 Tormented (75) Horror Drama AA

2480 Touch of Flesh. The (76)

Drama Amity Films-SR

2441 Trapped in Tangier (77)

Cr. Drama Supercinescope. . . 20th-Fox

2446 ©Trials of Oscar Wilde, The (See “The

Green Carnation”)

2493 ©Tunes of Glory (106) Dr Lopert

2501 Two-Way Stretch (87) Com Showcorp

—U—
2460 Under Ten Flags (92) Dr Para 9-12-60+ + + + ± + 44 8+1-

2505 Underworld, U. S. A. (98) Cr Col 2-27-61 + ± + + — 5+2—

2492 Unfaithfuls, The (89) Melodrama AA 1- 9-61 + — ± 2+2—

—V—
2418 Valley of the Redwoods

(62) © Crime Drama 20th-Fox 5- 2-60 +
2472 Village of the Damned (78)

Horror Drama MGM 10-24-60 +

12 -19-60 +

3 -13-61 +
10 - 3-60 +

1 -16-61 +
6

-

27-60 |+

8-16-60 44

12 -12-60 +

7

-

11-60 +
1 -11-60 44

8 - 1-60 -H-

1 -30-61 +
11

-

28-60 +

11 -21-60 ±

+ + — 3+1-
1+
1+

+ + tt tt 9+1-
— 1+2-

+ + HH 5+4-
= — 1+4—
+ tt 44 44 + 11+1-

tt tt tt tt tt 13+ 1-

tt + + + ± 6+ 1-

tt tt tt tt tt tt 14+
+ ± + 4+ 2-
H- + ± ± + 7+ 4-

+ tt tt + 9+1-

tt tt tt 44 44 44 14+

tt tt tt 44 44 44 14+
+ H; tt

HH + 9+3-

+ tt 44 tt 44 12+1-

+ 2+

+ + 44 8+3-

+ + 5+2-
+ + + 44 7+1-

+ + + + + 6+
+ + 44 + + 9+1-
tt + + + + 8+1-

+ tt tt 44 + 44 11+

Hh -t- + 4+2-

tt 44 44 44 10+
+F +F +F + + +F 12+

+ + 4+1-
1+

1+1-

7- 18-60 = 44 44 ± tt — 1+10-

1 -16-61 44

2 -13-61 +
44 44 44 44 + -H- 13+
-H- 44 + + 7+

+ ± +

44 + +

+ + 6+1—

44 4+ + 10+

tt + tt tt H+1-
+ + ± 6+4-
+ ± ± 5+3—
tt tt + tt 13+

+ — + 6+2-

—W—
2483 ©Wackiest Ship in the Army, The

(99) © Comedy Col 12- 5-60 + ± 44

2471 ©Walk Tall (60) © Western. .20th-Fox 10-24-60 ± ± ±
2449 Walking Target (74) Action UA 8-16-60 + ±
2484 ©Where the Boys Are (99) © Com. MGM 12- 5-60 44 44 44

2463 Where the Hot Wind Blows (120)

Dr. (English-dubbed) MGM 9-26-60 + + +
2500 ©White Warrior (86) ©

Adv. Dr. (Eng. dubbed) WB 2- 6-61 + tt —
2445 Why Must I Die? (90) Melodr AIP 8- 1-60 tt

—
2475 Wild Rapture (68)

Documentary Exclusive-SR 11- 7-60 +
2459 Wild Ride, The (63) Ac Filmgroup 9-12-60 —
2508 ©Wings of Chance (76) ©

Outdoor Drama U-l 3- 6-61 ± —
2487 ©Wizard of Baghdad (92) ©

Costume Comedy 20th-Fox 12-19-60 + ± ±
2480 ©World of Suzie Wong. The (129)

Drama Para 11-28-60 44

—XYZ—
2451 Young Jesse James (73) ©

Action Drama 20th-Fox 8-22-60 ± + — + ± + ± 6+4—

2497 Young One, The (96) Dr Valiant 1-30-61+ + ± tt ± ± tt 9+3—

+ ± ± ± 7+4—
- - ± 3+3-

1+
1-

- + 2+2-

± ± + + + + 7+2-

tt tt tt + + tt 12+
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemaScope;
® Vistavision; © Superscope; © Naturama; (§) Regalscope; © Technirama. Symbol (J denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature charj
ALLIED ARTISTS ! U AMERICAN INT'L I U COLUMBIA | ti M-G-M 1 ti PARAMOUNT I U
Pay or Die (110) Cr. .6004
Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lamport

Raymie (73) Ad.. 6006
David Ladd, Julie Adams, John
Agar

©The House of Usher

(85) © Ho.. 502
Vincent Price, Mark Damon,
Myma Fahey

Beyond the Time Barrier

(80) SF .505
Robert Clarke, Darlene Tompkins

Amazing Transparent Man
(60) SF. .506

Marguerite Chapman, Douglas
Kennedy

©Strangers When We Meet
(117) © D . .501

Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak,
Barbara Rush, Kent Smith

13 Ghosts (88) Ho C..502
Jo Morrow, Rosemary DeCamp,
Donald Woods (partly in color)

Stop! Look! and Laugh! (78) S. .503
Three Stooges, Paul Winchell

The Day They Robbed the

Bank of England (85)... D..19
Aldo Ray, Hugh Griffith,

Elizabeth Sellars

©Bells Are Ringing

(127) © M..17
Judy Holliday, Dean Martin,

Fred Clark

©The Rat Race (105) .... D . .5923

Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds

The Bellboy (72) C. .5924

Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry

©Tarzan the Magnificent

(88) Ad. 5925

Gordon Scott, Betta St. John,

Jock Mahoney

«

c=

-<

Sex Kittens Go to

College (94) C. .6003
Mamie Van Doren, Tuesday Weld,
Mijanou Bardot, Mickey Shaugti-

nessy, Louis Nye

My Dog, Buddy (77) D..450
London (dog star), Travis Lemmond

©The Nights of Lucretia Borgia

(108) Totalscope Hi.. 504
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©The Time Machine (103).. SF.. 9
Rod Taylor, Yvette Mimieux

©All the Fine Young
Cannibals (122) © D. .20

Natalie Wood, Robert Wagner,
Susan Kohner, George Hamilton

Psycho (109) MyD . .5926

Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,

Vera Miles, John Gavin

©It Started in Naples

(100) ® C . 5927

Clark Gable, Sophia Loren

AUGUST

1
Hell to Eternity (132) D6007
Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen,

Vic Damone, Patricia Owens

Caltiki, The Immortal
Monster (76) SF..6009

John Merlvale, Dldi Sullivan

Tormented (75) D..6010
Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon

The Enemy General (74).. D.. 505
Van Johnson, Jean-Pierre Aurnont

All the Young Men (87).. D. 506
Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier,

Ingemar Johansson, Mort Sahl,

©Fast and Sexy (98) © CD.. 507
Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson,

Vittorio DeSica
As the Sea Rages (74) D. .508
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson,

Cameron Mitchell

The Angel Wore Red (99).. D. 101
Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,
Joseph Cotten

©The Subterraneans (88) © D . . 102
Leslie Caron, George Peppard,
Janice Rule. Roddy MacDowall

Under Ten Flags (92) . . . Ad. .6002

Van Heflin, Charles Laughton,

Mylene Demongeot

The Boy Who Stole a

Million (64) Ac.. 6001

Virgilio Texera, Marianne Benet

SEPTEMBER

\

OCTOBER

|

Heroes Die Young (76) . . . . D . .6014
Erika Peters, Scott Borland

©Serengeti Shall Not Die
(84) Doc. .6013

©Journey to the Lost City

(90) Ad. 508
Debra Paget, Paul Christian

1 Aim at the Stars (107) BiD..512
Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw

F,n All Right, Jack (104) C..515
Ian Carmichael, Peter Sellers,

Terry-Thomas, Dennis Price

©Song Without End (130)

© Bi/M.. 511
Dirk Bogarde, Capucine,

Genevieve Page

Key Witness (81) © . ...D..103
Jeffrey Hunter, Pat Crowley

The Plunderers (94) . . . . Ad . .6008
Jeff Chandler, John Saxon,
Dolores Hart, Ray Stricklyn

The Unfaithfuls (89) D..6015
Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt,

Pierre Cressoy

©Goliath and the Dragon

(90) © Ad.. 509
Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford

Let No Man Write My
Epitaph (106) D..513

Burl Ives, Shelley Winters, James
Darren, Jean Seberg

Surprise Package (100) . . . C . .514
Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor,
Noel Coward

Hell Is a City (96) ©..Cr..516
Stanley Baker, John Crawford

Where the Hot Wind Blows

(120) D .104

Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Montand

©Butterfield 8 (109) ©..D..106
Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey,

Eddie Fisher. Dina Merrill

©G.l. Blues (104) . .CD/M . .6005

Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse

©A Breath of Scandal

(98) ® C . 6006

John Gavin, Sophia Loren,

Maurice Chevalier

NOVEMBER

|
©Herod the Great (95) . Ad. .6016
Edmund Purdom, Sylvia Lopez

©The 3 Worlds of Gulliver

(100) SuperDynamation . . Ad . . 517
Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow

Please Turn Over (86) . . . .C. .518
Ted Ray, Jean Kent

Jazz Boat (95) © CD/M.. 519
Anthony Newley, Anne Aubrey

©Where the Boys Are

(99) © C . .110

Dolores Hart, George Hamilton,

Yvette Mimieux. Connie Francis

^©CinderFella (91) . ...C..6007

Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn,
Anna Maria Alberghetti

DECEMBER

|

JANUARY

Look in Any Window (87) D..6101
Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol, Paul
Anba

©The Wackiest Ship in the

Army (99) © C..521
Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson

©Sword of Sherwood Forest

(80) Ad.. 522
Richard Greene. Peter Cushing

©Go Naked in the World
(103) © D .111

Gina Lollobrigida, Ernest Borgnine,

Anthony Franciosa, Luana Patten

Blueprint for Robbery (87) Ac. .6009

Jay Barney, J. Pat O’Malley

Foxhole in Cairo (78) D..6013

James Robertson Justice, Niall

MacGuinnis. Adrian Hoven

Portrait of a Sinner

(100) D .507
Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton,

William Bendix

Black Sunday (84) ...Ho.. 602
Barbara Steele, John Richardson

Hand in Hand (75) D..523
John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike

Passport to China (75) . . . .Ac. .527
Richard Basehart, Lisa Gastoni

©Carthage in Flames (111)

® Ad. .528
Anne Heywood, Jose Suarez

Village of the Damned (77) Ho. .109
George Sanders, Barbara Shelley

©Gorgo (76) Ad.. 105
Bill Travers, Vincent Winter

©World of Suzie Wong
Q26) D..6008

William Holden, Nancy Kwan,

Sylvia Syms

©The Savage Innocents

(110) © D . .6004

Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tani,

Anna May Wong

FEBRUARY

|

MARCH

Dondi (100) C. .6102
David Kory, Patti Page, David
Janssen

Operation Eichmann (92) D..6103
Werner Klemperer, Ruta Lee,

Donald Buka, John Bonner

The Hand (61) Ho.. 601
Derek Bond, Ronald Lee Hunt

©Konga (90 © Ho.. 603
Michael Gough, Jess Conrad,
Margo Johns

©Cry for Happy (110) © CD . 529
G. Ford, Miiko Taka, D. O’Connor

Underworld, U.S.A. (99) Cr...525
Cliff Robertson, Dolores Dorn

©Terror of the Tongs (80) Ac.. 530
Geoffrey Toone, Christopher Lee

©Pepe (170) © C/M.. 520
Cantinflas, D. Dailey, Shirley Jones

©Cimarron (147) © .. D..108
Glenn Ford, Maria Schell

The Secret Partner (91) . . D . . 115
Stewart Granger, Haya Harareet

©Blood and Roses (84) .. My. .6003

Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim,

Elsa Martinelli

Time Bomb (92) D..6104
Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot

Beware of Children (80).. C.. 606
Leslie Phillips, Geraldine McEwan,
Julia Lockwood

Raisin in the Sun (..).... D . .

Sidney Poitier, Claudia McNeil

Five Golden Hours (..)....D..
Ernie Kovacs, Cyd Charisse

Stop Me Before 1 Kill

(••) © D..
Claude Dauphine, Diane Cilento,

Ronald Lewis

The Green Helmet (88) ..Ac.. 116
Bill Travers, Ed Begley,

Nancy Walters

©All in a Night’s Work
(94) C .6010

Shirley MacLaine, Dean Martin,

Cliff Robertson

APRIL
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FEATURE CHART

20TH-FOX I H

JULY

1
©The Story of Ruth

(132) © D . .021
Elana Eden. Stuart Whitman

Trapped in Tangiers

(74) © Ad.. 027
Edmund Purdom. Genevieve Page
©From the Terrace (144) © D. .028
Paul Newman. Joanne Woodward
Q©Lost World (96) © Ad.. 026
Fernando Lamas, Claude Rains

Murder, Inc. (99) © Cr...031

May Britt. Stuart Whitman

AUGUST

1
Sons and Lovers (103) © D..035
Dean Stoekwell, Wendy Hiller

©One Foot in Hell (90) © D..029
A. Ladd, D. Murray, D. Michaels

©For the Love of Mike (84) ©. .030

Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin

Young Jesse James (73) © D..033
Ray Stricklyn, Willard Parker

©The 39 Steps (95) Ad.. 032
Kenneth More, Taina Elg

SEPTEMBER

1
[©Let’s Make Love (118) . .C. .034

Marilyn Monroe, Yves Montand,

Tony Randall

©Walk Tall (60) © ....Ac . 042
Willard Parker, Kent Taylor

©Freckles (84) © D..043
Martin West, Carol Christensen

Squad Car (60) Ac.. 044
Paul Bryar, Vici Raaf

OCTOBER

|
y©High Time (103) © C/M . .036

Bing Crosby, Fabian, Tuesday Weld
Desire in the Dust (105) © D. .046

Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer

©The Captain's Table (90) ©..040
John Gregson, Peggy Cummins
©The Secret of the Purple Reef

(80) © Ac.. 047
Jeff Richards, Margia Dean

©Sept. Storm (99) S'v's'n Ac.. 025
Mark Stevens, Joanne Dru

NOVEMBER

1
©Goddess of Love (68) © D..039
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas

©North to Alaska (122)

© Ad .051

John Wayne, Capucine, Fabian

Desert Attack (76) Ac . 053
John Mills, Sylvia Syms

©Tess of the Storm
Country (84) D..050

Diane Baker, Lee Philips

DECEMBER

1
©Wizard of Baghdad (92)

© Ad . . 054
Dick Shawn, Diane Baker, Barry

Coe
©Flaming Star (92) ©...W..056
Elvis Presley, Barbara Eden

©Esther and the King (109)

© D. .057
Joan Collins, Richard Egan

©Legions of the Nile

(94) © Ad . . 037
Linda Cristal, El tore Manni

JANUARY

©Marriage-Go-Round (99) ©C..101
Susan Hayward, James Mason,
Julie Nevvmar
©Little Shepherd of Kingdom

Come (108) © D..102
Jimmie Rodgers, Luana Patten

©Can-Can (131) © M..103
Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine,
Louis Jourdan, Juliet Prowse

The Long Rope (61) W..113
Hugh Marlowe, Alan Hale

FEBRUARY

|
©The Millionairess (90) © C. .104
Sophia Loren. Peter Sellers

Circle of Deception (100) © D..111
Bradford Dlllman, Suzy Parker

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C
Michael Craig. Mylene Demongeot

©The Canadians (85) © 0D..105
Robert Ryan. John Dehner

MARCH

Sanctuary (90) © 0 .115
L. Remick, Y. Montand, B. Dillman

Days of Thrills & Laughter

(93) Compilation C..114

©The Trapp Family (106) . . D. .117
Ruth Leuwerik, Hans Holt

Sniper's Ridge (61) Ac . 116
Jack Ging. Stanley Clements

APRIL

©All Hands on Deck
(. .) © M 112

Pat Boone, Barbara Eden,

Buddy Hackett

©Ferry to Hong Kong
(103) © Ad.. 110

Or=nn Welles, Curt Jurgens.

Sylvia Syms

The key to letters and combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure /a,\ ..m..
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Com^-Drama; (Cr) Crime Dra™- Vein DramCwith Music; (Doe) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy

• (Ho) Honor
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W)^ Weston!

UNIVERSAL INT'L WARNER BROS.

The Apartment (125)
Panavision CD.. 6017

Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
Fred MacMurray, Edie Adams

©The Last Days of Pompeii

(103) Ad.. 6020
Steve Reeves, Barbara Carroll

Cage of Evil (70) Ac.. 6018
Ron Foster, Pat Blair

©Elmer Gantry (145) D..6023
Burt Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
Arthur Kennedy, Shirley Jones

The Night Fighters (88) . . D. .6025
Robert Mitchum, Dan O’Herlihy

Studs Lonigan (95) D..6019
Christopher Knight, Venetia
Stevenson

©The Magnificent Seven

(128) Panavision Ad. .6027
Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen,
Horst Buchholz, Eli Wallach

Walking Target (74) Ac. .6024
Ron Foster, Joan Evans

,

Merry Anders

Inherit the Wind (126) ... D . .6026
Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Gene Kelly, Florence Eldridge

Police Dog Story (61) . Doc. .6029
James Brown, Merry Anders

The Facts of Life (104) . .C. .6104
Bob Hope, Lucille Ball

Five Guns to Tombstone
(71) W. .6102

James Brown. Della Sharman

The Misfits (124) D..6105
Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe,
Montgomery Clift

Operation Bottleneck (78).... 6106
Ron Foster, Miiko Taka

©The Alamo (162)
Todd-AO Hi.. 6028

John Wayne, Laurence Harvey,

Richard Widmark, Richard Boone

The Hoodlum Priest (101) D..6107
Don Murray, Cindl Wood,
Larry Gates

Frontier Uprising (68) . .W. .6103
Jim Davis, Nancy Hadley

©The Minotaur (..) ©..Ad..
Bob Mathias, Rosanna Schiaffino

©Portrait in Black (113) My. .6015
Lana Turner, Anthony Quinn,

Sandra Dee, Richard Basehart

©Dinosaurus (83) ©. . . SF. .6016
Ward Ramsey, Kristina Hanson

S.O.S. Pacific (92) Ac. .6017
Pier Angeli, John Gregson,

Eddie Constantine

College Confidential (91) CD . 6018
Mamie Van Doren, Steve Allen,

Jayne Meadows

©Chartroose Caboose (76)
Panavision CD. 6019

Molly Bee, Ben Cooper,

Edgar Buchanan

©Seven Ways From Sundown
(86) 0 D . . 6020

Audie Murphy, Barry Sullivan

©Between Time and Eternity

(85) D..6021
Lilli Palmer, Carlos Thompson

©Spartacus (196) Super -

Technirama-70 D..6070
Kirk Douglas, Lourence Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis

(Special release)

©Midnight Lace (108) .... D . .6101
Doris Day, Rex Harrison,

John Gavin, Myrna Loy

The Private Lives of Adam and
Eve (87) partly in

color CD.. 6102
Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren

©The Grass Is Greener

(105) © C..6103
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons

The Great Impostor (112) CD.. 6104
Tony Curtis, Joan Blackman

The Shakedown (91) . ...Cr.,6105
Hazel Court, Terence Morgan

©Romanoff and Juliet

(112) C..6106
Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee,

John Gavin

©Wings of Chance (76) 0D . 6111
James Brown, Frances Rafferty

©Tomboy and ihe Champ
(92) 0D . .6110

Candy Moore, Ben Johnson,

Rex Allen

The Secret Ways (111) . D .6109
Richard Widmark, Sonja Ziemann

©Ice Palace (143) D..919
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer, Jim
Backus

©Hercules Unchained (103)
Dyaliscope Ad.. 920

Steve Reeves, Sylva Koscina,
Primo Camera

4>©0cean’s 11 (128) . . . .CD . .921
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Peter
Lawford, Sammy Davis jr., Angie
Dickinson, Joey Bishop

©The Crowded Sky (104) . . D. .001
Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming,
Efrem Zimbalist jr.

Girl of the Night (93) . . . . D . . 004
Anne Francis, John Kerr

©The Dark at the Top of the

Stairs (124) D. .005
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire,
Angela Lansbury, Eve Arden

^©Sunrise at Campobello
(143) D..002

Ralph Bellamy, Greer Carson,
Hume Cronyn, Jean Hagen

y©The Sundowners (133) D..007
Robert Mitchum, Deborah Kerr,

Peter Ustinov, Glynis Johns

A Fever in the Blood

(117) D 008
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Angie Dickinson

Gold of the Seven Saints

(88) OD .009
Clint Walker, Leticia Roman
(Filmed in sepia)

©White Warrior (86) . . . . Ad . . 010
Steve Reeves, Georgia Moll

©The Sins of Rachel Cade

(123) D . .003
Angie Dickinson, Peter Finch,

Roger Moore

Portrait of a Mobster

(103) Ac. Oil
Vic Morrow, Ray Danton

COMING
ALLIED ARTISTS
The Big Bankroll Cr..
David Janssen, Mickey Rooney

The Big Wave Ad..
Sessue Hayakawa

Armored Command D .

Howard Keel, Tina Louise
Brainwashed D..
Curt Jurgens, Claire Bloom

AMERICAN -INT'L
©The Pit and the Pendulum

(Panavision) Ho..
Vincent Price, John Kerr

©Reptilicus SF. .

Bodil Miller

COLUMBIA
©Gidget Goes Hawaiian © C..
James Darren, Deborah Walley
©The Guns of Navarone ©....D..
Gregory Peck, Gia Scala
©The Devil at 4 O’clock ©..0..
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©Two Rode Together OD..
James Stewart, Richard Widmark,
Shirley Jones

Taste of Fear D..
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

MGM
©Atlantis the Lost Continent . . SF . .

Anthony Hall, Joyce Taylor
©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse © D..
Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Charles Boyer. Lee J. Cobb
©Two Loves © D . .

Shirley MacLaine, Laurence Harvey
©Ada © D . .

Susan Hayward, Dean Martin
©Ring of Fire Ac..
David Janssen, Joyce Taylor

Bridge to the Sun D..
Carroll Baker, James Shigeta

©Morgan the Pirate Ad..
Steve Reeves, Valerie Lagrange

PARAMOUNT
©One-Eyed Jacks ® W. .

Marlon Brando, Pina Pellicer

©Breakfast at Tiffany's ... CD..
Audrey Hepburn. George Peppard
©Summer and Smoke D..
Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Love in a Goldfish Bowl ..C/M..
Tommy Sands, Fabian

©Hatari! Ad..
John Wayne, Red Buttons
©The Ladies’ Man C..
Jerry Lewis, Helen Traubel

20th-FOX
©The Big Gamble © Ad..
Juliette Greco, Stephen Boyd,
David Wayne

©Cleopatra, Todd-AO D.
Elizabeth Taylor. Stephen Boyd

©Francis of Assisi © D..
Bradford Dlllman, Stuart Whitman,
Dolores Hart

©The Big Show © Ad..
Esther Williams, David Nelson

©Misty © OD .

David Ladd, Arthur O’Connell

©The Fiercest Heart (..)

© OD
Stuart Whitman, Juliet Prowse

UNITED ARTISTS
Exodus (212) (Panavision

70) D .6101
(Special release) • Paul Newman,
Eva Marie Saint, Peter Lawford

Season of Passion D .

.

Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter

Something Wild D..
Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker
Birdman of Alcatraz D..
Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

Age of Consent D .

.

Patty McCormack, Lee Kinsolving

The Young Savages D..
Burt Lancaster, Shelley Winters,

Dina Merrill

©Paris Blues D..

Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

UNIVERSAL- INT'L
©Back Street D..
Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©The Last Sunset D .

.

Rock Hudson, Dorothy Malone
©Come September Panavision CD..
Rock Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida,

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin

WARNER BROS.
©Parrish D..
Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert,

Karl Malden, Connie Stevens

©Fanny D/M..
Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,

Charles Boyer, Horst Buchholz
©Splendor in the Grass D..
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty

©Susan Slade D .

.

Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire. Lloyd Nolan
Fabulous World of Jules

Verne Ad . .

Ernest Revere. Louis Locke
©Bimbo the Great Ad..
Charles Holm. Mary Ann Shields
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS

BUENA VISTA
^©Pollyanna (134) ...CD.. Jul 60
Jane Wyman, Richard Egan,
Hayley Mills

©Jungle Cat (70) . . . . Doc. .Oct 60
True-Life Adventure
©Ten Who Dared (92) Ad.. Nov 60
John Beal, Brian Keith
y©Swiss Family Robinson

(128) Panavision ..Ad. Dec 60
Dorothy McGuire, John Mills,

James MacArthur, Tommy Kirk
©One Hundred and One

Dalmatians (SO) ...An.. Mar 61
©The Parent Trap CD..
Hayley Mills, Maureen O’Hara,
Brian Keith. Chas. Ruggles

CONTINENTAL
Tiger Bay (105) D.. Jul 60
John Mills, Hayley Mills,

Horst Buchholz
School for Scoundrels (94) C. .Jul 60
Ian Charmichael, Terry-Thomas

Four Desperate Men
(105) D.. Aug 60

Aldo Ray, Heather Sears
It Happened in Broad

Daylight (97) D.. Sep 60
Heinz Ruhman, Michel Simon

The Entertainer (97) .... D .. Oct 60
Laurence Olivier, Joan Plowright

The Mirror Has Two Faces

(98) D.. Nov 60
(Eng-dubbed) Michele Morgan

Make Mine Mink (101) C. . Dec 60
Terry-Thomas, Athene Seyler

©Hippodrome (96) . . Ac . . Mar 61
(Eng-dubbed) . . Gerhard Reidmann,
Margit Nunke

Saturday Night and Sunday
Morning (90) D . . Apr 61

Albert Finney, Shirley Ann Field

EDWARD HARRISON
Another Sky (83) D.. Jan 61
Victoria Grayson, Tayeb

FILMS-AROUND-TH E-WORLD
A French Mistress (91) . . C. . Dec 60
Cecil Parker, Jas. H. Justice

FILMGROUP
The Girl in Lover’s Lane

(78) D . . Jun 60
Joyce Meadows, Brett Halsey

The Wild Ride (63) D.. Jun 60
Jack Nicholson, Georgianna Carter

©Last Woman on Earth

(71) D . Sep 60
A. Carbone, Betsy Jones-Moreland

Little Shop of Horrors

(70) HoC.. Sep 60
Jonathan Haze, Jackie Joseph

High School Caesar (72) D.. Nov 60
John Ashley, Gary Vinson

Date Bait (71) D. .Nov 60
Gary Clark, Mario Ryan

GOVERNOR
Carry On, Nurse (89) C..
Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton

Carry On, Constable (86 ) C.. Feb 61
Ken Connor. Leslie Phillips

KINGSLEY-UNION
Come Dance With Me!

(94) My C. . Aug 60
Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal

The League of Gentlemen
(113) CD.. Feb 61

Jack Hawkins, Nigel Patrick

K. GORDON MURRAY
©Santa Claus (94) . ...F.. Nov 60
Narrated by Ken Smith

©Little Angel (90) ..CD.. Jan 61
Maria Gracia, J. M. de Hoyos

LOPERT PICTURES
Never on Sunday (91) . .C. . Nov 60
Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin

©Tunes of Glory (106) . . D . . Jan 61
Alec Guinness, John Mills

RCIP
The Devil’s Commandment

(71) © Ho. .Jan 61
Gianna Maria Canale, Carlo

D’Angelo, Charles Fawcett
Mark of the Devil (73) D . Jan 61
Maria Felix, Crox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
The Man Who Wouldn't Talk

(91) D.. Oct 60
Anna Neagle, Anthony Quayle

Home Is the Hero (83) D . . Feb 61
Arthur Kennedy. Walter Macken

Two-Way Stretch (87) C.. Apr 61
Peter Sellers, Wilfrid Hyde White

STERLING WORLD DIST’RS
The Half Pint (73) C. Oct 60
Pat Goldin, Tommy Blackman

©The Last Rebel (83) . . Ac. . Dec 60
Carlos Thompson, Ariadna Welter

Code of Silence (75) . .Cr..Feb61
Terry Becker, Elisa Loti

VALIANT
©Sword and the Dragon

(83) Ad.. Nov 60
Russian cast (Eng-dubbed)

The Angry Silence (95) . . D . . Jan 61
R. Attenborough, Pier Angell

The Young One (103) . . D . . Feb 61
Zachery Scott, Bemie Hamilton

Mania ( . . ) Ho. . Feb 61
Peter Cushing, June Laverick

It Takes a Thief (..).. D . . Feb 61
Jayne Mansfield, Anthony Quayle

WOOLNER BROS.
She Walks by Night (85) . . . .D.

.

Belinda Lee, Walter Rilla

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

ARGENTINA
End of Innocence (74) 9-19-60
(Kingsley) . . Elsa Daniel

FRANCE
©Belles and Ballets (92) . . 8-15-60

( Excelsior ) . .French ballet stars

©Black Orpheus (95) 2-29-60
(Lopert) . .Breno Mello, Marpessa
Dawn (French-made; Portuguese
(Balog)

Breathless (89) 3- 6-61
(F-A-W) . .Jean Seberg, Jean-
Paul Belmondo

Children of Paradise

(162) 6-20-60
(Ajay) . .Jean-Louis Barrault

Chasers, The (75) 6 - 6-60
(Hakim) . .Jacques Charrier, Dany
Robin
©Eye for an Eye, An

(93) ® 10- 5-60
(Manhattan) . -Curt Jurgens

Love Game, The (85) 2-13-61
(F-A-W) . .Jean-Pierre Cassel,

Genevieve Cluny, Jean-Louis Maury
Modigliani of Montparnasse

(110) 3- 6-61
(Cont’l) .. Gerald Philipe, Lilli

Palmer, Anouk Aimee, L. Padovani
No Morals (77) 11-14-60
(Mishkin) . .Jeanne Moreau

Ostrich Has Two Eggs, The
(89) 11-21-60

(Janus) . .Pierre Fresnay, Simone
Renant

Port of Desire (85) 12- 5-60
(Kingsley-Union) . .H. Neff

Rue de Paris (90) 12-12-60
(Lopert) . .Jean Gabln

GERMANY
©Dancing Heart, The (91) . 8-15-60
(Casino).. G. Kueckelmann

Glass Tower, The (104) . .10- 3-60
(Ellis) . .Ulli Palmer

Rest Is Silence, The (106). 10- 3-60
(F-A-W) .. Hardy Kruger, P. Van
Eyck

Three-Penny Opera, The
(113) 11-21-60

(Brandon) . .Lotte Lenya, Rudolph
Forster

Confess, Dr. Corda! (102) 12- 5-60
(President) .. Hardy Kruger, E.

Mueller

GREECE
Aunt From Chicago (90) 9-19-60
(Greek Pictures) .. G. Vassilliadou

Counterfeit Coin (120) .. 10- 3-60
(Atlantis) .. K. Logothedtides

288 Stournara St. (90) . . 2-27-61
(Atlantic) . .Orestis Makris,

Sophia Vembo

ITALY
Big Deal on Madonna St.,

The (91) 1-30-61
(UMPO) . .V. Gassman, Toto

Holiday Island (105) 11-14-60
(Brandon) . .Vittorio de Sica

See Naples and Die (80) 9-19-60
(Crown) .. Gianna Maria Canale

Three Forbidden Stories

(104) 9-26-60
(Ellis) . .Eleonora Rossi Drago,
Gino Cervl

JAPAN
Ikiru (To Live) (140) 3-28-60
(Brandon) . .Takashl Shimura

Men Who Tread on the Tiger’s

Tail (60) 8 - 8-60
(Brandon) H. Iwat. S. Fuiita

Road to Eternity (181) .. 2-27-61
(Beverly) . .Tatsuya Nakadai

SWEDEN
Dreams ( 86 ) 8 - 8-60

(Janus).. E. Dahlbeck, H. Ander-
sson

Lesson in Love, A (95) . . 4-25-60
(Janus).. Eva Dahlbeck

Virgin Spring, The (88 ) .. 12-12-60
(Janus).. Max von Sydow,
Birgitta Petterson
Unmarried Mothers (79) . . 3-13-61
(President) . .E. Etiberg, B. Logart

U.S.S.R.
Ballad of a Soldier (89) . . 1-31-61
(Kingsley) . .Vladimir Ivashov,

Shanna Prokhorenko (also Eng.-
dubbed)

Short subjects, listed by company, in or-
der of release. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified. ChORTS (HART

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

5421 One Shivery Night

5431 Waiting in the Lurch

( 151/2 ) Oct 60
5422 House About It (16!/a) Nov 60
5432 Radio Riot (16) Nov 60
5423 Hold that Monkey

(16) Dec 60
5433 Bride and Gloom (16) .. Dec 60
5424 French Fried Frolic

(16'/2 ) Feb 61
5434 Hectic Honeymoon

(17) Jan 61
5435 Aim. Fire, Scoot (16) . . Mar 61

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

4555 No. 3, Series 1 (11).. Aug 60
(1960-61)

5551 No. 1, Series 2 (9).. Sep 60
5552 No. 2, Series 2(11) Nov 60
5553 No. 3, Series 2 (10'/2 ) Jan 61
5554 No. 4, Series 2 (10i/2 ) Feb 61

COLOR CARTOONS—SPECIAL
5501 Polygamus Polonius (9) Nov 60

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

4615 Ballet Oop (7V2 ) Jul 60
(1960-61)

5601 How Now, McBoing
Boing (7i/2 ) Sep 60

5601 Wacky Wigwams (8) ..Sep 60
5603 Spare That Child

(6!/2 ) Oct 60
5604 Way of Ail Pests

(7i/2 ) Nov 60
5605 Four Wheels, No

Brakes (6!/2 ) Nov 60
5606 Skeleton Frolic (7!/2 ) . . Dec 60
5667 Babie Boogie (6).... Jan 61
5608 Pickled Puss (6/2 ) . . . Jan 61
5609 Christopher Crumpet’s

Playmate ( 61/2 ) Feb 61
5610 Swiss Tease (6) Mar 61
5611 The Rise of Duton

Lang (6/2 ) Mar 61

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5851 Canine Crimebusters

(10) Oct 60
5852 Push Back the Edge

(10) Dec 60
5835 Community Sings

No. 1, Ser. 13 (10) Mar-61

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

4707 Do Good Wolf (6I/2 ) ..Jul 60
(1960-61)

5701 No Biz Like Shoe
Biz (6i/2 ) Sep 60

5702 Here Kiddie Kiddie

(&/2 ) Dec 61
5703 Countdown Clown

( 61/2 ) Jan 61
5704 Happy Go Loopy (6V2 ) Mar 61

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

4758 Sloppy Jalopy (7) Jul 60
(1960-61)

5751 Dog Snatcher (7) Sep 60
5752 When Magoo Flew

Cinemascope (7) Sep 60
5753 Pink and Blue Blues

(7) Nov 60
5754 Magoo Makes News (6 )

(Both © and standard) .. Dec 60
5755 Hotsy Footsey (7) . . . . Feb 61

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
4441 Wonderful Gibraltar

(15) Nov 59
4442 Wonders of Ontario

(18) Apr 60
5441 Wonderful Hong Kong

(191/2) Jan 61

SERIALS
(15 Chapter- Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo . .Jun 60

5120

Son of Geronimo .... Nov 60
5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar-61

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5401 Income Tax Sappy
(16!/2 ) Sep 60

5402 Pardon My Backfire

(16) Oct 60
5403 Musty Musketeers

(16) Nov 60
5404 Pals and Gals (16).. Jan 61
5405 Knutsy Knights

(17y2 ) Feb 61

THRILLS OF MUSIC
(Reissues)

4954 Ray McKinley &
Orch. (9'/2 ) May 60

(1960-61)
5951 Ray Anthony & His

Orchestra (10(/2 ) Oct 60
5952 Shorty Sherlock & His

Orchestra (S/2) Dec 60

a. z QCQ

5953 Skitch Henderson & His

Orchestra (10) Feb 61

WORLD OF SPORTS
4805 Battling Big Bass

( 10 ) .Jun 60
4806 Holiday for Champions

O'/a) . Aug 60
(1960-61)

5801 Rassl in’ Champs (10) Dec 60
5802 Hip Shooters (9/2) - .Feb 61

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W261 Pet Peeve (7) . Sep 60
W262 Mice Follies (7) ... . Sep 60
W263 Touche Pussy Cat (7) Sep 60
W265 Southbound Duckling

(7)
W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) . Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7)

.

. Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ ( 8 ) . . . . Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8 )

.

. Sep 60
W275 Cat Concerto (7) . . . . Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Mouse (7) . Sep 60
Tex Averys

W264 Farm of Tomorrow (7) Sep 60
W268 The Flea Circus (7) Sep 60
W270 Dixieland Droopie ( 8 ) Sep 60
W271 Field and Scream (7) Sep 60

PARAMOUNT
CARTOON CHAMPIONS
(Technicolor Reissues)

Herman and Katnip
S20-1 Rail Rodents (7) . . . . Sep 60
S20-2 Robin Rodenthood (7) Sep 60
S20-3 A Bicep Built for

Two (7) . Sep 60
S20-4 Mouse Trapeze (7) . . . . Sep 60

Noveltoons

S20-5 Fido Beta Kappa (7) Sep 60
S20-6 No Ifs, Ands or

Butts (6 ) . Sep 60
S20-7 Candy Cabaret (7) Sep-60
S20-8 The Oily Bird (7) . . Sep 60

COLOR SPECIALS
(Anamorphic—2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec
(16) . Sep 60

B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (18) Sep 60

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

M20-1 Galaxia (7) . Oct 60
M20-2 Bouncing Benny (..) Nov 60
M20-3 Terry the Terror (..) Dec 60
M20-4 Phantom Moustacher

(--> .Jan 61

N0VELT00N
(Technicolor)

P17-7 Fine Feathered Fiend

( 6 ) .Sep 60
P19-8 Planet Mouseola (6 ) Oct 60

(1960-61)
P20-1 Northern Mites (..). Nov 60
P20-2 Miceniks (..) Dec 60

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
(Anamorphic—Color—1 Reel)

D20-1 Kings of the Keys
(9) Sep 60

D20-2 Big “A" (9) Sep 60
D20-3 A Sport Is Born

( 10 ) Nov 60

THE CAT
(Color Cartoons)

C20-1 Top Cat (8) Sep 60
C20-2 Cool Cat Blues ( .

.
)

.

Jan 61

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color)

7003 Golfing With Sam Snead
(9) Aug 60

7006 Assignment Philippines

(9) Jun 60
7007 Exercise Little Bear (9) Aug 60
7008 Sampans to Safety (9) Sep 60
7009 Assignment Thailand

( 10 ) let. 60
7010 Underwater Demolition

Team (9) Nov 60
7011 Assignment Turkey (9) Dec 60
7012 Down the Road (10) . . Dec 60

(1961)
7101 Australian Water Sports

(.) Jan 61
7102 Assignment Mexico (..) Feb 61
7103 Adventure in Rhythm

(•) Mar 61

SPECIALS
7054 Tiger in the Tea (10)

C’Scope. De Luxe color... Jul 60
7-55 Call of the Holy Land

(19) 2D (B&W) Nov 60

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

(Technicolor)

5023 Mint Men (7) May 60

5033 Nonsense Newsreel

(7), reissue Jun 60

5024 Trapeze Pleeze (7) ... .Jul 60
5025 Deep Sea Doodle (7).. Oct 60
5026 Stunt Men (6 ) Nov 60

(1961)
5121 The Mysterious Package

( 6 ) Jan 61
5122 Cat Alarm (6 ) Feb 61

5123 Drum Roll (..) ...Mar 61

TERRYTOONS
(Technicolor-CinemaScope)

5005 Tusk Tusk (7) May 60
5006 Hearts & Glowers (7). . Jun 60
5007 The Wayward Hat (7) Jul 60
5008 The Littlest Bully (7) Aug 60
5009 Two Ton Baby Sitter

(7) Sep 60
5010 Tin Pan Alley Cat (6 ) Oct 60

5011 House of Hashimoto (7) Nov 60
5012 Daniel Boone jr. (7) .. Dec 60

(1961)
5101 Night Life in Tokyo

( . . ) Feb 61
5102 So-Sorry, Pussycat (..) Mar 61

UNIVERSAL-INT’L
COLOR PARADE

4171 Valley of the Mekong
(9) Nov 60

4172 The Lion City (9) . Dec 60

4173 Treasure of Istanbul (9) Jan 61
4174 Down Jamaica Way (9) Feb 61
4175 Sidetracked (9) © . . Mar 61
4176 Puerto Rican Playland

( 8 ) Apr 61

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor)

4013 Billioin- Dollar Boner

(7) Jan 60
4014 Witty Kitty (7) Feb 60
4015 Pistol Packin’ Wood-

pecker (7) Mar 60
4016 Heap Big Hepcat (7) . Mar 60
4017 Ballyhooney (7) Apr 60
4018 How to Stuff a

Woodpecker (7) May 60
4019 Bats in the Belfry (7) Jul 60
4020 Woody's Ozark Lark (7) Jul 60

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes)

4131 Helter Shelter ( 6 ) ...Nov 60
4132 Witch Crafty ( 6 ) . Dec 60
4133 Private Eye Pooch (6 ) Jan 61
4134 Bedtime Bedlam (6).. Feb 61
4135 Spuareshootin’ Square

(6 ) Mar 61
4136 Bronco Busters ( 6 ).. Apr 61

SPECIAL
4104 Football Highlights of

1960 (10) Dec 60
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4101 Pacific Paradise (14) Nov 60

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE

(Technicolor Reissues)

8301 Room & Bird (7) Sep 60
8302 Cracked Quack (7) . . . . Oct 60
8303 His Hare Raising

Tale (7) Oct 60
8304 Gift Wrapped (7) Nov 60
8305 Little Beau Pepe (7) Dec 60
8306 Tweet Tweet Tweety

(7) Dec 60
8307 Bunny Hugged (7). . . . Jan 61

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor)

8721 From Hare to Heir (7) Sep 60
8722 Lighter Than Hare (7) Dec 60

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TUNES

(Technicolor)

8701 The Dixie Fryer (7).. Sep 60
8702 Hopalong Casualty (7) Oct 60
8703 Trip for Tat (7) Oct 60
8704 Doggone People (7) . . Nov 60
8705 High Note (7) Dec 60
8706 Cannery Woe (7) ....Jan 61
8707 Zip 'n Snort (7) Jan 61

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two Reels)

8001 Enchanted Islands

( . . ) Oct 60
(One Reel)

8507 Riviera Days (..)... Nov 60

MISCELLANEOUS
©Donald in Mathmagic

Land (28) (BV). Dec 59
©Eyes in Outer Space

(26) (BV) . Dec 59
©Gala Day at Disneyland

(25) (BV). Mar 60
>How to Have an Accident at

Work (7) (BV) . . Mar 60

(24) (BV) . Feb 60
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Exhibitor has his say
PICTURESnBOD

ALLIED ARTISTS
I Passed for White (AA)—Sonya Wilde, James

Franciscus, Pat Michon. Although we played this
the week before Christmas, only five other pictures
outgrossed it during the entire year of 1960. We
have always maintained that given proper drawing
product aheod of Christmas, theatre would not feel
a drop-off in business. The sale of drinks exceeded
any week except the first week of January which
included a New Year's Eve show and a special
morning Cartoon Carnival show.—Dale H. Danielson,
Dream Theatre, Russell. Kas. Pop. 6,483.

movie that will bring in the teenagers as well as the
families. You can look at your patrons when they
leave the theatre and see people that were enter-
tained. Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold.—Mel
Kruse, Pierce Theatre, Neb. Pop. 1,250.

Oregon Trail, The (20th-Fox)—Fred MacMurray,
William Bishop, Nina Shipman. Double-billed with
Wal* Disney's "Dumbo." I thought this would do
business, but what happened I don't know. Good
western and the kids liked "Dumbo." Below average
business. Played Thors., Fri ., Sat. Weather: Fair.—

-

Joe Machetto, Emerson Theatre, Brush, Colo. Pop.
2,300.

AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL
Goliath and the Dragon (AIP; Astral in Canada)—

Mork Forest, Broderick Crawford, Eleonora Ruffo. If

there are any complaints, they will be coming from
the elders, as they might find it a little farfetched.
But the youngsters should more than take up the
slock. Played Wed. to Sat. Weather: Terrible snow
and wind.—Harold Bell. Opera House, Coaticook,
Que. Pop. 6,382.

COLUMBIA
Harlem Globe-Trotters, The (Col), reissue—Thomas

Gomez, Dorothy Dandridge, the Globe-Trotters. This
one did top business and I mean tops. It's old, but
I played it in the heat of basketball time and it

pleased the legions of fans—and to think, it's just
an old issue. Played Fri., Sat.

—

Victor R Weber
Center Theatre, Kensett, Ark. Pop. 1 ,000. :

'

13 Ghosts (Col)—Jo Morrow, Martin Milner, Rose-
mary DeCamp. There is an endless cycle of horror
plays with which the world's screens are currently
being flooded and which undoubtedly will continue
in good supply—as long as the ticket buyers con-
tinue the;r profitable support thereof. This one was
mostly for kids. Interesting gimmick. Played Sat—
Cnuck Garard, Warsaw Theatre, Warsaw III Pod
2 ,000 .

'

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Tarzan the Ape Man (MGM)—Oenny Miller, Jo-

anna barnes, Cesore Danova. Among the new string
of Tarzan pictures, this is the poorest I have seen,
iut to our amazement, it gave us our best Sat. in
over four years. Kids ate this one up, but teenagers
and odults came too because of our co-feature
S. ranger in My Arms," (U-l). Did twice our normal

business. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Chilly.—Larry
Thomas for G. J. Thomas, Fayette Theatre, Fay-
ette Theatre, Fayetteville, W. Va. Pop. 2,000.

Time Machine, The (MGM)—Rod Taylor, Yvette
imieux Alan Young. Did average business against

district basketball tourney held locally. A very fine
science-fiction picture, well liked in excellent color.No horror, just good entertainment. Played Fri
5at. Weather: Fair.

—

Ken Christianson, Roxy The-
atre, Washburn, N. D. Pop. 968.

Village of the Damned (MGM)—George Sanders,
Barbara Shelley, Laurence Naismifh. This one will do
nothing but business for you. Not what you would
cal a good picture, but with the TV campaign to
build interest, this will bring people to your theatrewno have been sitting in front of their little blackbox in the porlor for the last several years. Patronswho haven t been to any theatre for many years
Will show up for this one. Best gross for the ploy-
time since Old Yeller."—Played Wed., Thurs., FriWeather: Average.—Otto Settele, Seemore Theatre!
Seymour, Wis. Pop. 1,750

Sing Boy Sing (20th-Fox)—Tommy Sands, Edmond
O'Brien, Nick Adams. Excellent. This is an extremely
well-acted and produced film of the rise of a rock
n' roll singer whose grandfather dies because of
him. Performances from Tommy Sands and the rest
of the cast are outstanding. Business a little better
than average. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold.—Paul
Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop.
2,150.

UNITED ARTISTS
Elmer Gantry (UA)—'Burt Lancaster, Jean Sim-

mons, Dean Jagger. Terrific acting, especially Burt
Lancaster. Quite interesting and should do better
than average. All who book it won't suffer—-UA is

Calls 'North to Alaska
'

The Perfect Picture
Some time ago I wrote Mr. Skouras of Fox

my opinion of the type pictures that could make
some money at the boxoffice. I do not suppose
he even sow the letter, but would now like to
report on a picture from his studio that fits

in with my opinions. "North to Alaska" is a
perfect picture. It has action, a terrific cast,
released in color and 'Scope and has a human,
understandable story interspersed with comedy.
It was sweet music to again heor the theatre
filled with good old-fashioned bellylaughs. Need-
less to say it did business. This picture was a
success in a very simple manner. No complex
story, no long orations and sustained dramatics.
No panties, no bras and puffing and panting
on the beach and it didn't need a psychiatrist
at the end to explain what it was all about.
"North to Alaska" is the formula we need to
put us back in this business with a bank . . .

Surely this industry can do it now that they
know the way. As an exhibitor all I can do is

wait and hope.

E. A. REYNOLDS
Strand Theatre,
Princeton, Minn.

fairest of all companies (except to drive-ins). Played
Wed. through Sat.—Paul Gamache, Welden Theatre,
St. Albans, Vt. Pop. 8,600.

Some Like It Hot (UA)—Jack Lemmon, Marilyn
Monroe, Tony Curtis. Except for an overlong couch
episode (which should have been trimmed) "Hat"
is a riot of fun. Good business. Why do they louse
up an otherwise splendid picture with one offensive
bit?

—

Frank E. Sabin, Majestic Theatre, Eureka, Mont.
Pop. 929.

PARAMOUNT
Bellboy, The (Para)—Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry, B<

Cloyton. Very short in running time, but plenty Ion
as very unfunny. No plot, no nothing. Jerry's biggedud. Jerry will never save us if he keeps this u

Roxv^Th^t' Wfather: Fair.—Ken ChristiansoRoxy Theatre, Washburn, N. D. Pop. 968.
Devil's Hairpin, The (Para)—Cornel Wilde, Je<

Arthur Franz. I emptied the college dorwith this one College boys and teenagers came oin droves. This is on oldie from Paramount, bi
the print was in good shape; color and VistaVisio
I enjoyed a very successful engagement. Played Wee

IrkXHTO
200.

R°Ckley
' P° laCe TheQ,re

' Beeb

i P 1
' £ ,ues (Para)—Elvis Presley, Juliet Prows

Leticia Roman. Presley, and how! Did he bring the
in. Business excellent, picture tops, acting got
(Presley too) But how come a L of D "B" for thi
In my opinion a family picture from start to finis
Presley has changed a lot (for the better). PlayeSun Mon Tues. Weather: Excellent.—Paul FournieAcodia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
D
fj

ir® in the Dust (20th-Fox)—Raymond BuiMartha Hyer, Joan Bennett. 1. Should have been
color. 2. Needed a stronger name male love interes
3. Should have been cofeatured. Played Sun. Mor
Tues.—Paul Gamache, Welden Theatre, St Alban
Vt. Pop. 8,600.

For the Love of Mike (20fh-Fox)—Richard Basi
hart, Stu Erwin, Danny Bravo. A very good fami

UNIVERSAL- INTERNATIONAL
Hell Bent for Leather (U-l)—Audie Murphy, Fel-

icia Farr, Stephen McNally. Good western, but had
lowest Saturday business of the year. My patrons
will not support westerns any more. They see west-
erns on three TV stations, so why pay to see 'em?
Played Sat.—S. T. Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Floma-
ton, Ala. Pop. 1,480.

Portrait in Black (U-l)—Lana Turner, Anthony
Quinn, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Poorest U-l grosser
in a long time; no fault of the picture. The 400s
came, but not enough of the regulars. Where do
people go when you play the good ones? Being so
old when we got it was no help, either. Played
Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold.—’Ken Christianson, Roxy
Theatre, Washburn, N. D. Pop. 968.

WARNER BROS.
Ocean’s 11 (WB)

—

Frank Sinatra. Dean Martin,
Peter Lawford, Angie Dickinson. A very good com-
edy-drama that will please. About 20 minutes less
running time at the start would have made this a
lot better, in my estimation. Played Wed. to Sat.
Weather: Good.—‘Harold Bell, Opera House, Coati-
cook, Que. Pop. 6,382.

Tall Story (WB)—Jane Fonda, Anthony Perkins,
Ray Walston. Real nice picture. The youth in your
town will enjoy it. Boxoffice okay, but not anything
to shout about. Might add 1 Jane Fonda is real
whistle-bait. If she is what they mean by new
faces, then I'm all for it Played Sun., Mon., Tues.—
Victor Weber, Center Theatre, Kensett, Ark. Pop.
1

,000 .

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

The Spessart inn (Das F Ratl0: Romantic

Wirtshaus Im Spessart)
1 851 c °

0
dy

Casino Films 99 Minutes Rel. Feb. '61

Made-to-order for German patrons, as well
as for mature moviegoers who enjoyed ro-

mantic, operetta-type musicals, this Constan-
tin-Film German-language picture was one of

the most successful in that country in recent
years. For American audiences, it has two
familiar players, Lilo (Liselotte) Pulver, who
starred in Universal's "A Time to Love," and
Carlos Thompson, who made several Holly-
wood films. This will make a pleasing,
change-of-pace booking for the art spots but
the teenagers, accustomed to livelier musical
fare, might label it old-fashioned and slow-
moving. Well-mounted and beautifully photo-
graphed in AgfaColor, the "lovely Countess-
dashing highwayman" plot, based on a Wil-
liam Hauff story, is reminiscent of "The
Vagabond King" sort of operetta which is no
longer in favor here. The outcome is readily

predictable, but Kurt Hoffmann has directed in

light-hearted, tongue-in-cheek fashion so that

the chases and the comic characters are
amusing and never taken seriously. The
Spessart Inn, hidden in a dark and pictur-

esque Bavarian forest, is the hideout for a
gang of highwaymen. The leader, Carlos
Thompson, plans to hold up a pretty young
Countess and hold her for ransom but she
escapes by posing as a boy. The two fall in

love and the robber captain is finally re-

vealed to be an Italian count. Miss Pulver
makes a delightful heroine.

Lilo Pulver, Carlos Thompson, Guenther

Lueders, Ina Peters.

FEATURETTE REVIEW

Ole Rex

Univ.-IntT (Outdoors Featurette) 40 Minutes

Good. Pleasing, if generally unexciting
family entertainment dealing with a young
boy and his beloved dog, this Robert Hinkle
production in Eastman Color, will make a
good supporting picture in small town and
neighborhood dualers. Hinkle, who also wrote
and directed the picture, as well as playing
the role of the sheriff, lets the picture amble
along as the boy leaves home because his

father won't let him keep the pet and then he
catches a fish, eats with a tramp and has a
lark until he encounters a den of rattlesnakes.

This climax is a terrifying one, too much so
for squeamish Ipatrons, as the brave dog,
Rex, attacks 17 rattlesnakes while the boy
cowers in fright. The boy, dog and father are
finally reunited. Billy Hughes does a nice
acting job, the rest have little to do. A title

song is composed and sung by Don Sargent.

It Happened to Jane' Set
For Reissue by Columbia
LOS ANGELES—Columbia Pictures will

reissue a feature under a new title and
with a new theme song under the main
title by one of the stars. The film is “It

Happened to Jane,” a 1959 release starring

Doris Day and Jack Lemmon. In the com-
edy Miss Day sings several songs. The new
title will be “Twinkle and Shine,” taken
from the new song to be recorded by the
actress and placed under the main title.
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® Vlstovision; (§) Superscope; (K Noturomo; © Re^olsoope; ® Technlromo. For story synopsis on eoch picture, see reverse side.

One-Eyed Jacks F
Paramount ( ) 141 Minutes Rel. May '61

Tib.
Marlon Brando has always selected and spaced his film

in? roles so that each new appearance becomes an event and
this long-awaited picture, his first producing-directing-acting
chore, has been widely publicized and emerges as a power- )

ful, turbulent and engrossing outdoor-action epic, well di- nds ''

rected, magnificently photographed and splendidly acted.
The Brando want-to-see potential will be greatly enhanced
by Paramount's "audience convenience'' policy to make it

a boxoffice smash, comparable or greater than "Psycho.''
In addition to Brando's fine directing and acting job, the
film's outstanding assets, both likely to win Academy Award
consideration, are Charles Lang's rarely surpassed outdoor
photography, which creates breath-taking Technicolor vistas
of the rocky Lower California seacoast, and the remarkable
debut performance of Pina Pellicer, the Mexican actress
who gives a touching portrayal of the innocent young
heroine. The star's penetrating and perceptive performance
is forceful enough to appeal to male patrons, yet with
tender moments to touch the hearts of feminine fans. His
direction also rates high praise. Frank P. Rosenberg produced
and George Glass and Walter Seltzer were executive pro-
ducers for Brando's Pennebaker Productions.

Marlon Brando, Karl Malden, Katy Jurado, Pina Pellicer,

Ben Johnson, Larry Duran, Slim Pickens, Timothy Carey.

The Secret Ways F
Univ.-Int'l ( ) 112 Minutes Rel.

Playing it across the boards for suspense and excitement,

producer-star Richard Widmark and director Phil Karlson

mditv inculcated action until it will run out of spectators' ears in

Y °py this Europe-localed spy melodrama. The fact that there is
ar~

never a dull moment and the established marquee voltage of

the Widmark name should prove the two principal ingredi-

ents in attracting customers. Widmark's performance is

characteristically convincing, although he absorbs more
punishment than is usually the lot of the most tortured

celluloid adventurers; and it is doubtful that any previous
photoplay could boast more hair-raising chases than are
herein evident. The remainder of the cast is largely Austrian
—it was in their native land that most of the photography
was exposed

—

but most performances are good. In fact, a
few

—

especially the one contributed by youthful Sonja Zie-

man—are praiseworthy. Audiences will have to pay close at-

tention to follow the somewhat confusing story, but once
they determine who are the goodies and who the baddies
they will sit on the edges of their seats observing the whirl-

wind climactic sequences. Another plus value lies in the
backgrounds which take full photographic advantage of the

architectural impressiveness of ancient Vienna.

Richard Widmark, Sonja Zieman, Charles Regnier,

Walter Rilla, Howard Vernon, Senta Berger, Heinz Moog.

All in a Night's Work F “-i T’
Paramount (6010) 94 Minutes Rel. Apr. '61

What might have been just another diverting comedy is

elevated to superior status by an excellent performance by
versatile Shirley MacLaine and one of nearly comparable
praiseworthiness by her fellow star Dean Martin. For those
seeking unadulterated escapist fare—and that's a majority
of ticket-buyers these days—the picture will prove entirely
satisfactory and generate the favorable word-o'-mouth to
assure profitable bookings. Moreover, there is plenty into
which the showman can sink his exploitation molars—the

eigr, proven MacLaine-Martin team, brilliant Technicolor photog-
sentc raphy and the expectedly lush productional mountings with

which Hal Wallis endowed the offering. The supporting cast
is generally good. If special mention is the due of anyaCA.j
member thereof it must go to Cliff Robertson whose name,
incidentally, is not entirely lacking in marquee worth. The
hypercritical who subject the screenplay to miscroscopic
analysis may opine—and with some justification—that its
single, lad-meets-lassie, misplaced-suspicion thread is drawn
too thin to support so much acting. But such possible
criticism will mean nothing to average theatregoers who
come to laugh and laugh—even at occasional slapstick

—

and will not be disappointed. Joseph Anthony directed.

Dean Martin, Shirley MacLaine, Cliff Robertson, Charles
Ruggles, Norma Crane, Jerome Cowan, Gale Gordon.

Look in Any Window F “
Allied Artists (6101) 87 Minutes Rel. Jan. '61

Exhibitors of this New Films Co. feature, undoubtedly, will

be looking into their boxoffice windows in high glee, for

cash registers should ring up profitable returns wherever it

is shown. In teenage jargon, this one's got it made. And for

many reasons, not the least of which is the current drawing
power of bluejean idol Paul Anka, the film's topliner. Young
Anka herein has opportunity to prove that his talents include
more than a singing voice, and he makes the most of the

^ histrionic challenge. Other plusses are the ever-pop^lar
All $ juvenile delinquency theme with a liberal dash of suspense
r
.,l
a* added, some solidly delivered performances by "older"

thespians Ruth Roman, Jack Cassidy and Carol Mathews,
and, again for the younger set's delight, the appearance
of Gigi Perreau as Paul's romantic interest. For the adults,

there's plenty of attraction in the subtheme of marital infi-

delity, intrigue and excitement that underlies the main
storyline. Coproduced by William Alland and Laurence E.

Mascott, Alland is also responsible for the smooth direction.

Paul Anka, Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol, Gigi Perreau,

Carole Mathews, George Dolenz, Jack Cassidy.

Terror of the Tongs F
Columbia (530) 80 Minutes Rel. March '61

As a rip-roaring, old-fashioned melodrama of the days
when tongs ruled Hong Kong in the early 1900s, this latest
Hammer Film production is first-rate action fare, lacking in
marquee names but with a strong title and exploitable
angles so that it can top the bill in most situations, especially
where gory thrillers are favored. Only the hatchet killings
may be a bit too shuddery for the kiddies. Christopher Lee,
a Hammer Films regular ("Curse of Frankenstein," "Horror
of Dracula," "The Mummy," etc.) will be familiar to horror
devotees and again he is effectively suave and evil in
Mandarin makeup while Yvonne Monlaur, recently in AIP's
"Circus of Horrors," is sympathetic and strikingly beautiful
as an Eurasian bond slave who dies by the hatchet. How-
ever, their names and that of Geoffrey Toone, who is con-
vincing as the middle-aged merchant seaman hero, will
mean less at the boxoffice than the title and theme. Well
produced by Kenneth Hyman with Eastman Color adding
immeasurably to the period settings and costumes. And
Anthony Bushell, former British actor, has persuaded his

War actors to play Jimmy Songster's lurid tale absolutely
r*' straight, as it should be. Michael Carreras, listed as execu-

tive producer, certainly has the right formula for film thrillers. lor 1

Christopher Lee, Yvonne Monlaur, Geoffrey Toone, Marne - 1

Maitland, Brian Worth, Ewen Solon, Marie Burke.

Hippodrome F ££;
Ac

“V”*
Continental 96 Minutes Rel. March '61

The colorful and thrill-packed background of a European
traveling circus makes for a highly exploitable picture which
should be a smash in saturation bookings, as were the

various "Hercules" and similar costume spectacles from
abroad. Produced and directed by Arthur Maria Rabenalt
in Germany for Sascha-Film and Lux-Film, the picture has
been expertly dubbed into English and retitled "Hippo-
drome," a name synonymous with big spectacles for most
Americans. Although the German players are unknown
here, Gerhard Riedmann makes a ruggedly handsome tiger

trainer with an appeal to feminine fans and Margit Nunke
is attractive and graceful as the heroine who fearlessly

dances inside the tiger cage. Splendidly photographed in

Eastman Color, the sometimes glittering, sometime tawdry
atmosphere is realistically created and includes death-
defying animal acts, a heart-warming sequence dealing
with a drunken clown who makes a triumphant comeback
when teamed with his motherless son, and a suspenseful
sharp-shooting routine in which a girl assistant's earrings
and clothes are shot off

—

a strip act which might startle the

_ne. kiddies. But it's sure-fire for average audiences. Walter Giller,
oltag. and Mady Rahl also contribute fine performances.

Gerhard Riedmann, Margit Nunke, Willy Birgel, Walter
Giller, Mady Rahl, Fred Bertelmann, Ljuba Welitsch.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways; (1) in any standard three-ring
loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploitips; Adlines for Newspaper and Programs

THE STORY: "The Secret Ways" (U-I)

Richard Widmark, an adventurer for hire, is retained by
Hubert von Meyerinck to smuggle Walter Rilla, leader of

the resistance movement, out of Communist-ruled Hungary.
Posing as a newspaperman he first goes to Vienna to seek
Sonja Zieman, Rilla's escaped daughter, feeling sure that

she can apprise him of her father's whereabouts. Suspected
(a ^

by Hungarian underground workers there, he is subjected to to,
»

a series of beatings and harassments. When they finally are
convinced thai he is on their side, he is taken into Hungary.
Sonja insists on accompanying him. Once in Budapest,
everyone including the father is captured by the secret
police, who torture them in an effort to extract confessions.
Then in a bold stroke, the father, daughter and Widmark
escape to freedom and the love that Richard and Sonja have
found for each other.

EXPLOITIPS:
Hold special preview for Hungarians in your locale, honor-

ing any who may have been connected with Hungarian up-
rising against Communism. Place ads in "wanted" section
of newspapers seeking help in finding these people, and in
lost and found' columns to the effect that reader will find

excitement at your theatre, giving details of picture, time, etc.

CATCHLINES:
Suspense Excitement, Romance Abound in This Tense

Drama of Hungarian Under-Ground Work . . . Richard
Widmark in His Most Daring Role as an Adventurer for Hire.

THE STORY: "One-Eyed lacks" (Para)

In Mexico in 1880, Marlon Brando is betrayed by his fellow

bankrobber, Karl Malden, and, after five years in prison, he
escapes bent on vengeance. While searching for Malden, he
teams up with Ben Johnson and Sam Gilman, who reveal (
plans to rob a bank in Monterey, where Malden is sheriff.

Doubi Brando first feigns friendship with Malden, now married to

St t
1 Katy Jurado, who has a daughter, Pina Pellicer, who is

attracted to the young bandit. After Brando kills a drunken
bully in self-defense, Malden has him publicly flogged.

Brando hides out with Johnson and Gilman at a nearby
fishing village but the latter two bandits leave him there

to go to Monterey to rob the bank. The vengeful Malden,
enraged at Pina's love for Brando, puts the robbery on him
and arranges a hanging. But Malden is mortally wounded
in a street fight with Brando and the latter leaves town
promising Pina to return.

EXPLOITIPS:
In addition to the audience lure of Paramount's "audience

convenience" policy of advanced sales of seats, stress that

this is Brando's long-awaited and publicized (Life Magazine
had a cover and inside story) acting-directing effort.

CATCHLINES:
The One Man, the One Story, for the Major Screen Event

of the Year . . . You Are Guaranteed a Seat for Brando's
Greatest Film, His First Acting, Directing and Producing
Achievement.

THE STORY: "Look in Any Window" (AA)
Feeling unwanted and insecure, teenager Paul Anka takes

pleasure in watching others as a masked prowler, a feat
that gives him a feeling of importance. His unhappily married
parents live next door to equally unhappily married parents
of Gigi Perreau. Police, in an attempt to apprehend the
mystery prowler, hang around the neighborhood and join in
the social life. They become suspicious of Paul, but are
unable to prove anything until at an annual neighborhood
swimming pool celebration at Gigi's home, Paul, sickened
by his flirtatious mother and drunken father, again dons
his mask and prepares to terrorize the area. The police catch
him in the act, take him into custody, but not until his par-
ents resolve to mend their ways and establish a proper
home for their son.

EXPLOITIPS: is 'bu

Get record stores cooperation in displaying Paul Anka's
disc of the film's theme song (same title). Set up a fake
window in theatre lobby through which ticket-buyers can
look and see an interesting display—perhaps two bathing
beauties, or the life story of Paul Anka told by a series of
stills.

CATCHLINES:
Paul Anka Stars—and Sings—in One of the Most Gripping

Teenage Dramas of This or Any Other Year! . . . See Gigi
Perreau and Paul Anka as the Young Lovers in Bad Trouble.

THE STORY: "All in a Night's Work" (Para)

When a publisher tycoon dies suddenly, he leaves his

magazine empire to his playboy nephew, Dean Martin.

Posthumously it is established that the dead man, assumed
to have been a pillar of righteousness, had had his moments
which led to past substantial blackmail payments. Circum-
stantial indications connected with the old boy's demise
create the fear that he might again have been on thin ice.

Martin, who has assumed command, and his board feel that

a possible scandal will jeopardize a bank loan they need
for expansion. They decide to seek out and pay off the

femme fatale. Suspicion points to Shirley MacLaine, a re-

searcher in the magazine plant. In undertaking to trap and
settle with the gal, Martin learns that she is innocent and /

he is in love with 'her. v_.

^
a
o
EXPLOITIPS:

1

no
“ Tout marquee mighty names of Dean Martin, Shirley
MacLaine and Cliff Robertson. Ask local dress designers or

design students to submit a set of designs for the average
"white collar" girl worker to compete with the clothes worn
by Miss MacLaine in the film. Winner gets free ducats or
new dress through tie-up with local dress store. Tie up with
art students, art dealers, etc., for a special preview.

CATCHLINES:
Martin and MacLaine Make Mad Love on a Merry-Go-

Round of Merriment . . . You'll Laugh Yourself Through a
Day and Night's Work?

THE STORY: "Hippodrome" (Cont'l)
Margit Nunke, a dancer who comes from a famous trapeze

family, is seduced by Gerhard Riedmann, a noted tiger
trainer, before she joins Gustav Knuth’s European traveling
circus. Dancing inside the tiger cage, Margit's life is saved
from a disturbed tiger by Willy Birgel, a middle-aged sharp-
shooting star. In gratitude, Margit joins his act in which
she becomes the target for his accurate shooting. She Oven
agrees to marry Birgel until Riedmann rejoins the circus
and she again falls in love with him. Birgel refuses to re-
lease Margit from her contract and her promise of marriage
and, jealous of Riedmann, he secretly has the tigers drugged.
Margit, aware of Birgel's jealousy, goes through the sharp-
shooting routine after learning that he had "accidentally"
shot his former girl partner. When Birgel's secret is exposed,
he kills himself and Margit is reunited with Riedmann in
their tiger act.

EXPLOITIPS:
The title Hippodrome, name of the once-famous New

York spectacle showcase, is the chief selling point. Stress
the circus atmosphere by using a ballyhoo man in clown
makeup or one in a sharpshooting costume to attract passers-
by, circus flags and an imitation circus tent.

CATCHLINES:
All the Excitement, Thrills and Spectacle of the World's

d

Greatest Circus . . . Hippodrome, Where Backstage Conflicts
and Death-Defying Skills Are Intermingled.

THE STORY: "Terror of the Tongs" (Col)

Hong Kong in 1910 is in the power of the Red Dragon tong,

a secret society which terrorizes and preys on merchant sea-
men by extorting revenue from their import goods. Geoffrey
Toone, British sea captain, refuses to believe in their power
until his teenage daughter is murdered by tong men search-
ing his home for a document needed by the police. In trying

to crush the tongs, Toone wins the devotion of Yvonne Mon-
laur, a beautiful bond slave. Toone is captured and tortured

by Christopher Lee, the tong leader, but he manages to

escape. Yvonne dies by the hatchet while trying to warn
Toone, but the latter finally manages to expose Lee and
break the power of the Red Dragon. Lee then chooses death
at the hands of his own hatchet men.
EXPLOITIPS:
Ask curio shops or patrons who may have been to Hong

Kong to lend Oriental objects for a lobby exhibit. A terrifying
cardboard cutout of a fierce fire-breathing dragon atop the
marquee will attract attention. Christopher Lee is a regular
in the Carreras' Hammer Films pictures, most recently in

"The Mummy."
CATCHLINES:
Murder by Hatchet . . . Bloody Assassins Who Terrorize Q

the Orient . . . The Tong Strikes at Night and Bullets Can't

l'

ra
Stop Its Drug-Crazed Hatchetmen! . . . Terror Stalks the Street

V Ar of Opium Dreams As the Red Dragon Crushes People in Its

Powerful Claws.
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CLfflMIIB HOUSE
HELP WANTED

Exceptional employment opportunities
for Drive-In and Walk-In Theatre Man-
agers in Southern California. Large cir-

cuit offers ideal working conditions and
liberal medical, hospitalization and life

insurance coverage, plus an excellent
retirement plan. If you should vacation
in California, contact Jim Barka for a
personal interview. Pacific Drive-In The-
atres Corp., 141 South Robertson Blvd.,
Los Angeles 48, California. All inquiries
will be held strictly confidential.

City manager for key midwestern town,
with progressive independent circuit. Top
salary plus bonus and all benefits. All
replies confidential. Boxoffice, 9249.

Wanted: Theatre man to act as drive-
in manager and handle promotion and ex-
ploitation for small Eastern circuit. Please
give age, experience and all other pertin-
ent facts in letter. Boxoffice, 9243.

Wanted: Experienced manager for large
de luxe Detroit drive-in theatre. Year
around position. Circuit operation. Many
benefits plus top salary for right man.
Reply to: W. Alexander, 19440 Harper
Avenue, Detroit 36, Michigan.

Representative Wanted: To sell adver-
tising in conjunction with Theatre Out-
door Frame Service. Liberal commission
plan assures high earnings to qualified
man after short training period. Car re-
quired. Write or wire Romar-Vide Com-
pany, Chetek, Wisconsin.

Experienced Roadshow Picture Sales-
man: Territories available, send qualifi-
cations. Boxoffice, 9263.

Wanted: Manager, fulltime job, year
round pay. Mt. Clemens Drive-In Theatre,
2355 Guardian Building, Detroit 26, Michi-
gan. WO 1-3534.

POSITIONS WANTED
Experienced: Now sales manager in For-

eign and Art films. Formerly sales repre-
sentative for major distributor. Positive
attitude and enthusiasm. Age 30. Desire
San Francisco area. Boxoffice, 9242.

Presently employed as general manager
and film buyer for small circuit of con-
ventional and drive-in theatres. Excellent
references. What have you to offer? Box-
office, 9244.

College student desires summer position
as projectionist (non-union) or assistant
manager or combination. Prefers drive-in.
Will go anywhere. Doug McLuen, Anita,
Iowa.

S.O.S. Theatre and apartment lost in
fire, no insurance. Please help us. Ten
years experience in all phases. Middle
aged couple. Wife an accountant. Box-
office, 9247.

Young, aggressive, experienced. Desires
position in N. J. as manager or assistant.
Plans future with theatre industry. Box-
office, 9251.

Theatre Manager: Experience promo-
tional and exploitation, executive ability,

excellent references, hard worker, travel
no problem, age 30. Available NOW.
Boxoffice, 9254.

Manager: 30 years experience hardtops
and drive-ins. Exploitation and promotion
my specialty. Available at once. P.O.
Box 1125, Lansing 4, Michigan.

Manager, conventional, outdoor ex-
perience, age 36, want opportunity, Cali-
fornia, southwest. Donald Folsom, 85
Robles Del Rio, Carmel Valley, Cali-
fornia.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Wanted: Used theatre booth equipment.

We dismantle. Leon Jarodsky, Lincoln The-
atre, Pans, Illinois.

Wanted: Western Electric Mirrophonic
theatre sound equipment, 594A drivers,

horns, divider networks and- amplifiers.

Lester Carr, Fort Evans Farm, Leesburg,
Virginia.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
STILL HAVE PLENTY—1KW Arclamps,

Brenkert, Simplex, Strong, $69.50; More-
lite. Forest, Ballantyne 65 amp., $49.50.
Some with reflectors. Complete booth out-
fits, projection and sound, from $895.00.
Good serviceable condition. S.O.S. , 602
W. 52nd Street, New York 19.

STAR VALUES! RCA PG-149 soundsys-
tem, complete, $1,195; Magnarc lamp-
houses, rebuilt, $545; Simplex X-L sound-
heads, rebuilt, $525 pair; E7 intermittents,

rebuilt, $79.50; Splicers, $3.25. Thousand
bargains. Star Cinema Supply, 621 West
55th Street, New York 19.

Pair Strong 70 amp, 4 tube rectifiers;

pair Strong Mogul lamps; one Holmes L
25 N amplifier; other booth equipment.
Ace Camera Supply, Florence, S. C.

Complete drive-in booth equipment, less
speakers, Motiograph SH 7500 sound-
heads, Motiograph heavy bases, Strong
Mogul 7570-4 lamps, Altec three ampli-
fier sound, Goldberg rewind table. Film
cabinet, Imperial stedypower 80-160 motor
generator. All equipment purchased new,
and used very little. Motor generator
used less than one month. Complete,
$3,000. Boxoffice, 9261.

For Sale: Two Strong 135 amp arc
lamps. Very good. Shreve Theatre Sup-
ply, 217 W. 18th Street, Kansas City, Mo.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
SACRIFICE! New Hilux 14x22' silver

seamless soundscreen. Original factory
case. Make reasonable offer. Star Cinema
Supply, 621 West 55th Street, New York
19.

WAGNER, ADLER, BEVELITE BLACK or
RED: Replacement Marquee Letters, 4",

40c; 8", 60c; 10", 75c; 12", $1.00; 14",

$1.50; 16", $1.75; 17", $2.00; 24", $3 00

(10% discount 100 letters or over $60 00
list). S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New
York 19.

NOW 70mm PROJECTION available!
Write S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd Street, New
York 19.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Drive-In Equipment: Simplex, RCA,

'Scope. Box 44, Ada, Ohio.

Complete drive-in equipment Any
reasonable offer accepted. Write for de-
tails. Boxoffice, 9257.

Miniature trains, all types, sizes, new
used. Photos, brochure, $1.00. TRAINS,
33 N. Winthrop, Rehoboth, Mass.

BASKET REPLACEMENTS for old type
RCA junction boxes . . . replaces both
baskets and mounts on top of junction
box cover, easy to install. Sample and
quantity price list, 65c. Best R/C Mfg.
Company, 3211 St. John, Kansas City 23,
Mo.

Two Motiograph projectors with lenses,
2 de luxe bases, 2 Ashcraft superhigh 90
amp. lamphouses, 1 dual mirrophonic
sound system, 1 Lincoln motor generator,
248 Ballantine and Lippert speakers, 1

Neumade work bench with 14-compart-
ment film cabinet and 10 extra reels, 1

GoldE automatic enclosed rewind, 1 hand
rewind. Price of entire lot of above equip-
ment is $2,500. Contact W. H. Haskin,
Property Manager, State Highway Dept.,
Room 506, State Highway Building, Salem,
Oregon.

Drive-In Theatre Ticketsl 100,000 l"x2"
special printed roll tickets, $37.95. Send
for samples of our special printed stub
rod tickets for drive-ins. Safe, distinctive,
private, easy to check. Kansas City Ticket
Co., Dept. 10, 109 W. 18th St. (Filmrow),
Kansas City 8, Mo.

MARQUEE LETTER REPAIRING
Plastic Weld to repair broken Plastic

Marquee Letters. $6.50 pint. Guaranteed.
Order from National Theatre Supply
Company or direct Plastic Weld, East-
land, Texas.

INTERMISSION TAPES
Pre-Show and Intermission Programs for

Drive-Ins. No more tape troubles . . .

use disc customized programs . . . same
price as our superb tapes on HiFi LP
records. Guaranteed to sell. Write for
free sample disc. Commercial Sound Ser-
vice, P. O. Box 5, Sulphur Spring*,
Texas.

THEATRES FOR SALE

West Coast theatres lor *ale. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 26L

Kearny Street, San Francisco 8, California

Theatre For Sale: South Wtestern Ne-
braska, county seat, large brick building.
Air-conditioned, seating 500, excellent
family opportunity. Additional rentals from
office and apartments. Box 352, Grant,
Nebraska.

For Sale to Settle Estate: Klamath The-
atre, 325 seats. Nearest competition 20
miles Excellent family opportunity. Write
Klamath Theatre, Klamath. California.

State Theatre, Meyersdale, Pa., south-
western Pennsylvania. 500 seats. No com-
petition, population 3,300. Must sell due
to death of owner. Ideal family operation.
Price, $27,000 cash.

Silver Sky-Vue Drive-In, beautiful, with
finest equipment, highly profitable, won-
derful climate. H. D. McCloughcfn, Silver

City, New Mexico.

Two Northwest Drive-In Theatres. Ore-
gon Drive-In Theatre. In county seat, 10

acres. Price, $100,000, 29% down. Wash-
ington Drive-In Theatre. Six acres, draw-
ing area 25,000 population. Price $60,000,

50yo down. Theatre Exchange Company,
5724 S. E. Monroe Street, Portland 22,

Oregon.

356-car drive-in. Priced to sell. Town of

7,500. No other within 75 miles. Jet Drive-
In, Truth or Consequences, New Mexico.

For Sale: 425 drive-in and go-kart track
in popular vacation area, Manchester,
Vermont. Built in 1955, latest in projection

and concession equipment. No reasonable
offer refused. Due to ill health am re-

tiring and selling my holdings. John B.

James, Sr., owner, Lake Shaftsbury, S.

Shaftsbury, Vermont.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
460-seat, University town, excellent Art

type theatre. Write Warren Theatres, Inc.,

POB 1101, Missoula, Montana.

Auto Drive-In Theatre Under Con-
struction: Year-round operation in large
metropolitan area, Cleveland-Akron on
U. S. Highway 21, A-l location near turn-

pike. Will sell my interest or give long
lease or take partners. Owners must sell

due to illness. This is cm unusual oppor-
tunity. A real money-maker. A de luxe
theatre. All crossroads lead here. Write
owner: James Barton, 7593 Pearl Road,
Cleveland 30, Ohio.

Drive-in theatre, top Florida location,
500-car capacity, room for expansion,
money maker. P. O. Box 475, Hollywood,
Florida.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted: To buy or lease drive-in the-

atres, 500-car capacity or larger. Boxoffice
9238

Have cash, will buy conventional or
drive-in. Send full particulars first letter.

Boxoffice, 9253.

Wanted: To buy theatres in Florida

—

large coastal cities only. Drive-in or in-

door. Indoor must be de luxe operation or

capable of de luxe operation with re-

modeling. Might now be subrun suitable
for de luxe art operation. Prefer to buy
entire property. Not interested in family
operations losing money. Interested in

same type of theatres in large Ohio cit-

ies. Boxoffice, 9256.

Wanted to lease drive-in theatre on
% basis, Oklahoma or Texas. Boxoffice,
9260.

Will lease theatre in Indiana or neigh-
boring state. Boxoffice, 9262.

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN SERVICING
IF YOU OWN A COPY of Trout's Sound
and Projection Servicing Manual. In-
structions on servicing leading makes of

equipment . . . trouble-shooting charts,
basic schematics; tables' on - rest-
ances, voltages; data on lenses, lamps,
projectors, screens, sound, etc. Simpli-
fied . . . authentic. Additional Service
Sheets for 1961 to subscribers free. Data
on 35-70mm equipment. Price: $6 copy;
Cash or P.O. Order ... no CODs.
(Loose-leaf binder free) . . . Wesley
Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid, Oklahoma.

THEATRE SEATING
Good used late model chairs available,

rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our

low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs

Sewed covers made to your size, also

leatherette 25"x25”, 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c

ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South

State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

Chairs rebuilt in your theatre, re-spac-

ing, sewed covers. Arthur Judge, 2100 E.

Newton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast reason-

able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat

covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler

8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

Artificial Leather. Latest Vinyl Uphol-
stery: All colors, $1.25 per yd., 20 yds.

covers 60 seats. Write for samples. Com-
mercialeather, 116 Merrimac St., Boston.

900 Bodiform. 800 Pushback, Idealint,

Plywood chairs. Box 1734, Dallas.

For Sale Cheap: 500 upholstered Inter-

national chairs in excellent condition,

aud. lift. B. W. Clark, Box 365, Grayson,
Kentucky. Phone GR 4-4451.

POPCORN MACHINES
Popcorn machines, all makes. Complete

new popping units, $185.00 ex. Replace-
ment kettles, all machines. 120 So. Hal-
sted, Chicago, 111.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIGGER POPCORN PROFITS with all

new Tender-Vender, now re-designed to

even finer operations and results. Nothing
to corrode, rust or peel. Warms, tender-

izes and dispenses crisp, hot, delicious

popcorn. Shipped assembled; easy to

move; capacities right for any location.

Write for facts. TENDER-VENDER POP-
CORN SERVICE CO., Popcorn Building,

Nashville, Tennessee.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS

Bingo, more action! $4.50M cards. Other

games available, on, off screen. Novelty

Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of

Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 346 West 44th St., New York

36. N. Y.

Midget Bibles. $50/thousand. lxU/2".

224 pages. Samples, prices 10c. Johnson-

Smith, D-951, Detroit 7.

Comic Books . . . Toys . . . Novelties

. Free catalog. Hecht Mfg., 184 W.
Merrick Road, Merrick, N. Y.

Film Slides. Colorpress, Box 11292, Ft.

Worth, Texas.

FILMS WANTED
Wanted: 16 & 35mm Sound Films. Fea-

tures, shorts, serials. Will trade. Boxoffice,

9252.

16mm & 35mm! United States, foreign

distribution. Cavalcade Enterprises, Box

1265, Coral Gables, Florida
.

Wanted: Any 16mm sound films. Mail

description. Adair, Box 428B, Oak Park,

Illinois.

FILMS FOR SALE

16mm Sound Films: Tremendous sav-

ings. Don't delay, write for our free illus-

trated catalog. Features from $10.00 and
shorts from $2.00. Our prices can't be

beat. S. K. Films, 4331 Sheridan Avenue,

Miami Beach, Florida.

Want Ads Work Fast!

Get Results at Once!
BOXOFFICE
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